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14 'IA' Studio Unions FCC's 'Films
Tax Hikes Are To Vote on New Pay Pact For TV Stand

New

Bids for

—Fourteen Phonevision Test
Irks Industry
membership meetings between
ual
now and April 16 to decide whether Ends; Results Seen
MPAA May Call TV
Fiscal Improvement Is to accept or reject a new voluntary
wage increase offered by major proReported As One Reason ducers at the unions' behest. The Like Theatre TV's Meeting This Week

Not Expected
Washington, April
tary

the

of

slated

to

Treasury

return

to

— Secre-

1.

Snyder

testify

is

before

the House Ways and Means Committee tomorrow, with all signs pointing away from any new requests for
tax increases.

Treasury

and

Com-

House

mittee officials said they expected Snyder to say only that
the $10,155,000,000 which he requested in February was still
badly needed, but that no additional tax boosts were necessary.
He is expected to back
up this argument by declaring
that
spending has run behind earlier expectations, while
higher
income
levels
have
boosted tax revenues under existing laws.

The Committee

is
slated to
(Continued on page 2)

Krim

start

to Coast for

Producer Confabs

Hollywood,

IATSE

Arthur

with

Krim,

United Artists
on Friday
where he will negotiate
independent producers for the
B.

New York

delivery of pictures for release this
year,
and
confer
productions
on
planned for 1952 release.
Matthew
Fox, company trustee, will follow
Krim to the Coast this week.
During their Coast visit, Krim and

1.

previous offer, proposing a 10-cent
hourly wage increase and a cost-ofliving formula, failed to receive unanimous approval by the locals due to
the producers' stipulation that the
contract reopening date, which is October this year, be postponed two
years if the increase were accepted.

new offer was advanced by
majors when the unions sought relief
The

from

all-or-none condition, so that
individual locals could accept if they
chose.
Extensive changes and substantial
concessions have been made by the
studios in their new offer, but the
rule
still
holds.
The
all-or-none
studios agreed, however, to shorten
the contract-reopening postponement
stipulation from two years to one.
In addition to a flat 10-cent hourly
increase offered, the studios now of(Continued on page 2)
its

The Federal Communications
Commission's broad warning that
Chicago, April 1. The 90-day test only those film companies that
of Phonevision, Zenith Radio's pay- make their product and talent avail-

By

DAN BLUE

—

as-you-see television system, ended
here last night with impartial observers almost uniformly agreed that no
decisive conclusions can be drawn,
other than what was known even before the test was conducted, to wit
will buy certain
exclusive television
programs that cannot be had
elsewhere for free.
But, observers point out, it
was not Phonevision but large
screen theatre television experiments that demonstrated
the same thing earlier.

The public

types

The

of

Phonevision

test,

it

is

further

(Continued on page 2)

Citations for Seven Perlman to Liquidate
B'nai B'rith Members Play dates for U.A.
New

York's

Cinema

Lodge

of

of Rube Perlman
United Artists special home office
representative in charge of playdate

The appointment

B'nai B'rith will observe "Presidents'
Night" at the Hotel Astor here to-

as

morrow evening with Tony Martin

liquidation,

honor, Albert
Senft, president, announced.

being
president, left
for Hollywood

April

studio locals will hold individ-

a

guest

of

effective

today,

was an-

A. nounced at the weekend by William
Heineman, distribution vice-presiJ.
(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 2)

OHIO HAS COMPROMISE BILL
FOR SCREEN SPORT TELECASTS

able to television can expect favorable
action on requests for video facilities

has provoked widespread
in industry circles here.

resentment

So disturbed over the

FCC

attitude were high industry figures that it is reported that

the Motion Picture Association
of America plans to call a meeting of its television committee

week

this

"The

FCC

in

Washington.

attempting to blackjack the motion picture industry in
committing hari-kari," Harry Brandt,
president of the Independent Theatre
Owners Association of New York,
said on Friday. "Motion picture stars,
is

(Continued on page 2)

Make
Goodwill Tour

Einfeld to
Extending

film industry goodwill
Charles Einfeld, vice-president of 20th Century-Fox, will leave
here Thursday on a tour of South
relations,

America to promote the slogan,
"Movies Are Better Than Ever."
"Einfeld's trip will be

made

in the

and with the same purpose as his European tour last year,
when he met with governmental and

same

spirit

The Kline bill, to be acted on Wedcom(Continued on page 2)
Columbus, O., April 1.—
promise bill, through which theatres nesday by the committee would require
may be able to televise Ohio State and Ohio State trustees to seek written
other college football games, has been consent of each school on Ohio State's
submitted to the state government football schedule to telecast a game.
committee of the Ohio House of If such consent is obtained, the trusMinneapolis, April 1. A commitColumbus, O., April 1. Twenty- Representatives. The bill, submitted tees "may" direct the university to
exhibitors has been
two neighborhood theatres of the by Rep. Kline Roberts, Republican of contract for televising the game. The tee of independent
probe the alleged
here
to
formed
of
viewing
"the
call
for
contract
would
Academy Theatres, Fred Rowlands Franklin County, is a combination of
of clearances by disTheatres, H. and S. Theatres and the three
measures introduced earlier. said games by the greatest number of "tampering"
The law would be tributors. Henry Greene is chairman
Miles Circuit, comprising more than These would require Ohio State to people in Ohio."
of the committee. Other members are
through
1, 1953.
Jan.
half of all local suburban houses, will televise all of its games and require effective
Meanwhile, WLWC, local Crosley Charles Rubenstein and Martin Lebelaunch on April 8 a 60-day trial of a all state-supported schools to televise
operates a 28-day
"main feature at 8:30 P. M." policy. athletic events for home viewers if video outlet, said it will telecast cloff. The latter
Greene
The trial resulted from a suggestion theatres are permitted to show the "some" of the home games of the stand. Rubenstein 35 days, and
42-day and 56-day houses.
team.
baseball
Birds
Red
Columbus
(Continued on page
(Continued on page 4)

A

Columbus Theatres
To Test 8:30 Shows
—

Minneapolis Owners
Probing Clearance

—

2)

1950

ACADEMY AWARDS

ISSUE

Monday, April
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Personal
Mention

FCC's Stand

Phonevision

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

vision

HYMAN,

EDWARD
of United
L.

vice-presi-

here today
Selig J.
for Cincinnati to meet with
Seligman, general manager of Northio
Theatres, Inc.

•

Walsh, head

of

branch

operations for Paramount Pictures,
for a tour
left here at the weekend
of West Coast branches.

•

Arthur Lubin,

director, will arrive

here from the Coast April 6 en route
to Europe.
•
Pictures genHerbert Horn,

RKO

eral

manager

rived here for

Germany, has ar-

for

films are available to telethey are willing to pay the

price."

The text of the FCC policy stateParamount TheBernard Levy, ment was studied carefully over the
Sicignano, weekend by the companies involved but

dent

atres, accompanied by
his assistant, and Albert
administrator, will leave

Joseph

if

home

office

conferences.

•

most upper-echelon executives declined
to comment on it on Friday, evidently
fearing

that

frank

highly-charged
unfavorably.

expression

feelings

might

of

react

The FCC, without passing on
whether the refusal of the use of theatrical films on television constituted
a violation of anti-trust laws, declared
that it considers this "to be relevant
in determining the qualifications of
applicants" for television stations.
Asked if such an attitude by the
is extra-legal, one high-rankingfilm company attorney said, "Extra-

FCC

legal ?
It's blackmail."
Other lawyers, however, said that there is nothing to prevent the Commission from
making decisions on licenses by its

Alex Gordon, publicity director for
Renown Pictures of America, will own

criteria.

Reports from Washington said that
some exhibitor groups there saw the
•
Ben Lorber, head of Universal Pic- Commission's action as an attempt to
force the producers to make films
tures' insurance department, left here
leave here for Washington today.

at the

weekend

for

Hollywood.

•

Al Kahans, M-G-M manager

of

Thailand and French Indo-China,

is

visiting here.

•

George Seaton, producer, arrived
here at the weekend from the Coast.
•
George Stevens, producer-director,
will arrive here from the Coast today.

Einfeld Tour
(Continued from page 1)
film industry leaders on plans for revitalizing and introducing new show-

manship techniques abroad," the company stated.
The South American tour is beingthe behest of exhibitor organizations and governmental agencies
which have asked Murray Silverstone,
president of 20th Century-Fox International, for first-hand information of
showmanship methods utilized in the

made

at

United States,

it

was

available to television instead of theatre exhibition.
However, attorneys in Washington
pointed out that the companies applying for television facilities had won a
victory on one front. They had asked
the
not to adopt a blanket policy
in dealing with past anti-trust violators but to handle each case on its
merits.
This the
agreed to do,
though warning that a record of antitrust violations would weigh heavily
against film companies.

FCC

FCC

The Washington

attorneys
over the

felt

that

industry concern
FCC's
"gratuitous remarks" on film-television competition was "making a mountain out of a molehill."
Apparently the FCC statement on
television station applications will not
necessarily have any bearing on pending hearings and applications for theatre

Theatre TV, it is
new branch

television.

pointed out, will open up a

of television and will increase, rather
than lessen competition.

line-up.

14 Studio Unions

B'nai B'rith
(Continued from page 1)

Seven Cinema members will be pre
sented with B'nai B'rith citations by
Cinema Lodge past presidents Alfred

W.

Schwalberg,

Arthur Israel, Jr.,
Irving Greenfield, Adolph Schimel,
(Continued from page 1)
Jack Hi. Levin, Robert M. Weitman,
additionally,
fer,
a $7 weekly in- S. Arthur Glixon and Saul E. Rogers.
crease to workers in the minimum Those receiving citations will include
category who work "on call," as well Leo Jarre, Henry Randel, Myron Sat
as full pay for six annual holidays, tier, Richard Malkin, Milton Living
not worked, to daily workers who are ston, Jack Weissman and Robert K.
not employed 50 weeks during the Shapiro.

PRESIDENT AURIOL'S

contended, has not demonstrated that
Zenith's method is any more desirable
in the merchandising of programs for
which the television audience will pay
money than is the theatre's large
screen TV, Skiatron, or any other
program marketing device that may be
introduced in the future.
It
may be months before Zenith
has a complete report of the test to
file with the Federal Communications
Commission, presumably together with
application for the licensing of
its
Phonevision on a regular commercial
basis.
An FCC decision on such an
application undoubtedly would be a
long time in coming, inasmuch as
lengthy hearings on the matter first
are likely to be scheduled.
The delay in filing a report on the
test was forecast and explained yesterday by Dr. Shirley Star, study director of the National Opinion Research Center here, which has been
retained by Zenith to analyze the test.
Dr. Star said the analysis will "take
a mater of months, three or four at
least."

Interviews to Begin
This week Dr. Star's

gin personal interviews, each one hour
and a half long, with the 300 PhoneThe manner of
vision test families.
questioning to be used, she said, has
been carefully designed.
Personal interviews one hour in
length also will be conducted with a
group of families in the Lake ViewLincoln area here, to which the test
was confined, and who had applied for
participation in the experiment but
were not selected. Also to be interviewed are families throughout the
sets but were not
city that own
in on the test, and families who do not

TV

own

television sets.

The

used in the experiment
were supplied by Zenith. Test families
paid $1 for each film program ordered
but there was no penalty, and there
can be none, for those among them
who do not pay their bill. Orders for
the film programs remained fairly
steady at around 22 per cent of the
total

sets

possibilities

for the entire three

Bow

All na-

sons.

Bids

(Continued from page 1)
session work on WednesMembers doubt that they will

executive

dent.

of The
Society.

Perlman has been home office repremer or early
sentative of David O. Selznick.

American

Seamen's

Friend

days
sales

Perlman will leave on a tour of
exchanges within the next few
to spur
areas.

picture

playoffs

in

all

sports.

Complete

contents follow

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No. Zt— President
Paratroopers trap
Reds in
Atom-bomb spies found
guilty.
Senate crime investigation ends.,
U. S. speeds training plan. Sport flashes:
Auriol visits

the
Seoul.

S.

TJ.

boatrace.

NEWS OF THE DAY,
paratroopers in surprise
Auriol welcomed to U.

No.

attack.

ffl-DN
President

Crime investiS.
gation.
Atom-bomb spies found guilty.
Navy trainees ready. Sport flashes: racing.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 64^President

Auriol visit hailed by two nations. Senate
crime probers praised. Tito's army shows
strength as crisis mounts. Atom-bomb spies
found guilty. Navy speeds training pro-

gram. Korea flashes.

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 13-B—Korea:
Paratroops trap Reds. Senate probe. Films
of the Shah of Iran. News from the sporting world: Stanley Cup inaugural.
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 443— President
Auriol of France welcomed. Korea: speed
drive to 38th parallel. More warships taken
out of "mothballs." French troops in action
in Indo-China. Sport flashes: basketball.
ident Auriol in the U. S. Di Salle announces
price ceilings on food. Atom-bomb spies
found guilty. Lace fashions. "MothballNavy" back in action. Sports: tobogganing,
basketball.

&

Fanchon

Marco

to

Enter Video Field
Hollywood, April
— Fanchon
1.

&

Marco has announced the "formation
of Fanchon & Marco Television Productions for the purpose of entering
the television field on a commercial
basis, and disclosed the appointment
of Jeffrey Lazarus, pioneer exhibitor
and studio executive, to manage the

new company.
The company
age

will produce

and pack-

programs

patterned
stage

television

the

after

elaborate

& M.

F.

shows which toured the nation's motion picture theatres several years ago,
and contracts have been closed with
the William Morris Agency to represent the

market.

new concern in the television
Whether the shows will be

able

contributed pictures at least two years
old for the experiment after "suggestions" from the Department of Justice following Zenith's inability to get
the product on its own.
Theoretically,
film
distributors
would get half of the Phonevision
dollar, Zenith 25 cents and the phone
company 25 cents for providing the
signal connection.
An early Zenith
estimate gave the average viewing audience for a $1 showing as 7.2 per-

consular dignitaries, military and social
leaders will attend the benefit
premiere of "Kon-Tiki" at the Sutton
Theatre here this evening as guests

UA

and

the Senate probe

Eagle Lion Classics and Monogram

(Continued from page 1)

Ambassadors, United Nations and

highlighted
current
newsreels.
in
Other items include the A-bomb spies,

filmed originally or telecast "live"
has not been determined, although the
former is considered the more prob-

New

Perlman

visit

and fighting in Korea are

tional film distributors except Universal,
United
Artists,
Republic,

year.

'Kon-TikV Benefit

here,

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 66—Pres-

staff will be-

months of the experiment.

said.

Einfeld will also visit all 20th-Fox
branch offices on the Southern continent, bringing with him details of the
company's forthcoming major product

»

Parade

and

stories

Newsreel

1951

2,

day.

have a tax bill ready before early May,
and the odds are that a bill will not go
to the White House before late sumfall.

course.

Columbus Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
by Norman Nadel, theatre editor of
the Columbus Citizen, who commented
that the present system of starting
main features at 7 :00 P.M. and 10 :30,
works a hardship on many patrons.

The trial schedule will be used every
The second
night except Saturdays.
feature will go on at 7 P. M., with
a single showing of the main feature
starting between 8:15 and 8:30, followed by a final showing of the second
Theatres participating infeature.
clude the Avondale, Beechwold, Boulevard, Champion, Cleve, Dixie, Drexel,
Esquire, Grandview, Hollywood, Hudson, Indianola, Lane, Little, Livingston,

sons,

Main, Northern, Old Trail, ParUniversity, Victor and West-

mont.

except Saturdays,
Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor, ^pblished daily,
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'THE BEST

ACTRESS

OP THE YEAR"

JUDY
HOLLIDAY
In

(Columbia

s

BORN
YESTERDAY
THE BEST GROSSER

OF THE YEAR

Monday, April
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Eighth Drive - in
Opens in Chicago
Chicago,

April

A

A RATHER

accompanies the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciannual
twenty - third
encies
awards for the production community's top achievements of
1950, bestowed at the Pantages
tion

Farnol, press and public relations consultant, has been named
publicity chairman of the 1951 campaign for the Cerebral Palsy Society

Lynn

York. Leonard Goldenson and
of United Paramount
Theatres are also members of the local

New

Robert Weitman

.

for the citywide
announced here at a press
officers

luncheon at which Peter Grimm, William A. White and Sons, who served
as co-chairman of the 1950 citywide
campaign, formerly turned over the
general chairmanship for 1951 to Howard S. Cullman, chairman of the Port
of New York Authority. Aiding Cullman in the formation of a commerce
and industry section will be Edward
M. Douglas, vice-president of International Business Machines, Grimm,
Goldenson
Goldenson and Weitman.
is also president of United Cerebral
Palsy Associations. Spearheading the
women's division are Jinx Falkenburg
McCrary and Jane Pickens.

Sullivan's

Group

Drive

Expanded

Is

Arlene Francis, screen and televiSwayze,
sion star, John Cameron
news commentator, and Paul
Whiteman, ABC vice-president, have
joined Ed Sullivan's artists committee
"Michael
annual
the
second
of

WNBT

of the Academy of
and
Arts
Television
Sciences, it is reported by Leonard
H. Goldenson, president of United
Cerebral Palsy.
Proceeds of the event will be do
nated to United Cerebral Palsy's May

Awards" dinner
Radio

last
Hollywood
in
Thursday night.
During 1950 the motion picture capital was settling into a
new economic order, in which
new values, new standards and
new necessities were dominant

Theatre

Farnol, Goldenson,
Weitman Aid Drive

drive were

and

influences.

The new order had been dictated by declining motion picture
the
and
attendance
theatre

$5,000,000'

Zatkin Enters B'way
Field with Gotham
The Gotham Theatre here has been
by Israel Zatkin, general
of the Land Circuit, who reports that the house will be completely
renovated for reopening
late
this
acquired

manager

month. The theatre lease, held by
Brandt Theatres, expires today the
property is owned by the Shubert in;

terests.

entry

The
into

acquisition marks Zatkin's
the
Broadway first-run

field.

Zatkin said Hollywood pictures will
be shown at the house, which also will
be available for "art house" films.

of

Adding to the disturbed economy of the industry
were the operating upheavals
dictated by court decrees and
the artificial restraints and barriers imposed upon the indusof the public.

export trade the world
around.
Stringencies and frustrations
such as these were not, of course,
of 1950 origin or first perceived

try's

was

as

substantial

distin-

The honored pictures either
are already or show promise of
becoming assured financial successes. The recognizedly superwhich went

ior talents

into their

making, and which also have
earned Awards, are precisely in
the new tradition of a high
order of artistic achievement
and, at the same time, of popular acceptability.
It is a clear and early demonstration that the economies imposed upon production and the
business common-sense now be-

ing demanded of producers not
only is not fatal but is not even
antagonistic to the production of
pictures of exceptional artistic
merit which are at the same
time sound commercial properties.

The

artists
and
Hollywood who have

producers,

artisans of

achieved

well
recognition
their

Academy

-

merited

for

their

1950 endeavors not only have
proved themselves good risks for
the future but have shown the

way where

However, many of their
effects and much of the full influence of the measures brought

and

guished as the bestowal of the
1950 Academy Awards reminds
us it was.

others

then.

may

follow.

•

As

in the past, the

Academy's

to bear to

board of directors displayed the
good judgment and fine discern-

to

ment which the industry

cope with them came
be practically realized and
applied in the Hollywood studios
during the year past.
It is, therefore, to the especial
credit of the industry's film-

makers
sets of

working under new
rules and burdened with
that,

new

responsibilities as well as
the consciousness of their basic
role in the disturbed economy of
the industry, that they provided
the theatre screens of the world
with the high order of product
and achievement that the 1950
Academy Awards served to spotlight last

week—
•

to

uled to be held at the Waldorf Astoria,
New York, on May 7, the dinner is
expected to draw more than 2,000
representatives of the radio-television
"Michaels" are radio-tele
industry.
vision's counterpart of the Hollywood
"Oscar."

significance

ascendancy
new forms of competition with
the motion picture for the leisure
time and entertainment budget
in

pay for
medical research and clinics. Sched

campaign for

special order of
distinc-

commendation and

single featuring.

palsy group.

second exhibitor campaign book
20th Century-Fox's "All About
Eve," featuring the film's six Academy awards is being rushed into publication,
it
was announced here at
the weekend by 20th Century-Fox.
It is intended for use in the film's
"unprecedented
number of repeat
bookings."
The special pressbook will contain
new ads on the "Oscars" won by "All
About Eve," its stars, its writer-director and its producer.
Special publicity stories and mats on the awards
will also be made available in the
book, which will be published early
this week, and will be distributed by
20th Century-Fox exchanges throughout the country.

for

opened in the Chicago area at the weekend, the
66 Drive-in, on route 66. Unlike the seven other outdoor
theatres now in operation
here, the 66 is playing fourth
or fifth week of subsequentrun and is double featuring.
The other drive-ins are playing first or second week of
subsequent-run and all are

Campaign

4

1.— Another

drive-in

of

Awards Pressbook
For 20th's Eve'

Academy Awards

1 930

1951

2,

It

is

true, no doubt, that the

production capital still harbors
waste and inefficiency and distorted egos which cling to the
long since discredited belief that
a multi-million dollar budget
with which to begin work is
more important than a clear conception of what ultimately is to
appear on the screen. Yet surely
Hollywood has made substantial
progress in reducing the costly
non-essentials from its basic operations and in weeding out of
its productive pastures so many
of

its

The

dream-world wastrels.
significant

thing

in the transition period,

is

that

during

which Hollywood was learning
that dollars are not unlimited
and, even if they were, do not
in themselves guarantee a studio
of commercially successful product, its record of achievement

is

com-

ing to expect of it automatically,
in making its Special Awards.
Bestowal of the Irving G.

Thalberg Memorial Award on
Darryl F. Zanuck for the third
time carries with it added distinction in that it has been voted
to only seven individuals and in
recent years was not bestowed
at all.

A

year ago, at

least, that

was explained by the necessity
of

a

two-thirds

Academy's 24

vote

by

Technical Field

—

Hollywood, April 1. The AcadMotion Picture Arts and
of

emy

Sciences'
scientific

the

committee in charge of
and technical awards made

only three presentations
ments accomplished in
first, for the design and
of a multiple-image film

for achieve1950.
The

development

viewer, went
to James B. Gordon of 20th-Fox's
camera department
the second, for
the development
of
a
multi-track
magnetic re-recording system, was
given to John Paul Livadary, Floyd
Campbell, L. W. Russell and Columbia Pictures' sound department, and
the third, for the first studio-wide
application of magnetic sound recording to motion picture production, went
to Loren L. Ryder and the Paramount
studio sound department.
;

Krim

to

Coast

{Continued from page 1)

Fox are expected to be the guests of
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers at either a luncheon or a dinner. The
board

SIMPP

has been planning such a function in
Krim's honor since he became president
of
UA.
Ellis
G.
Arnall,
SIMPP president, who has been in
Atlanta for the past two weeks, is
scheduled to be in Hollywood this
week.

the

directors. Feeling

industry then was that,
had ~flTe~ simple majority rule
prevailed, as it did this year,
the Thalberg Award would have
in

Three Citations in

To Confer With Popkin

Among

the

producers

with

tract to deliver

has

"The Well"

withholding

been

New York

the

been Zanuck's for 1949, also.
As it was, the 1950 Award
was voted him "for consistent,
high-quality production in the

While

years." (The italics
They serve to underline what many believe to be an
assuredly merited recognition,

UA's 'The First Legion'

three
are ours.

last

perhaps overdue, even though it
has been his before.)
Certain to be as widely poputhe Special Award to
Louis B. Mayer, seven times
president of the Association of
Motion Picture Producers, for
his long and substantial years of
contributions to the industry,
and the
Special
Award to
George Murphy of Screen Actors Guild for his tireless and
far-flung work as a good-will
ambassador for the industry.
lar

is

Sherwin Kane

whom

Krim and Fox will confer is Harry
M. Popkin who, although under conin

recently,

to UA,
picture.

Popkin

screened the production for Columbia
sales executives.

Loew's State Here Books

The world premiere of "The First
Legion," starring Charles Boyer, will
be held at Loew's State, New York,
following "Up Front," the theatre's
current attraction, it was announced
Friday by William J. Heineman,
United Artists distribution vice-president.
The film was produced and
directed by Douglas Sirk.

Abbott

&

Costello

Dated

J. Feldman, domestic sales
manager of Universal Pictures, reports the booking of "Abbott and

Charles

Costello Meet the Invisible Man" at
the Capitol Theatre, New York, start-

ing Thursday,

April

the first Abbott and
to play the Capitol.

12.
It will be
Costello picture

...we're not surprised, but
terribly, terribly

proud of

GERALD McBOING -BOING
Produced by UPA, he's blushing in Color by Technicolor.

Monday, April
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Review
an

The Fat

(

Man

My

U niversal-Intcrnational)

Thanks

THE

popular radio serial, "The Fat Man," has made the transition to
As a standard mystery-drama it comes
the screen with easy grace.
will follow.
off quite well and it is a good guess that more in the series
natural exploitation angle of course lies in the network show.
in the title role as a "private eye," has switched from the
J. Scott Smart
His
microphone to the camera without any loss of formula effectiveness.

A

EDITH HEAD

when
adventures in the screenplay by Harry Essex and Leonard Lee begin
The
window.
hotel
a
from
death
his
to
hurled
mysteriously
is
dentist
a
there foldoctor's nurse, Jayne Meadows, appeals to the sleuth for aid and
an assortlows a cross-country trek for clues, studded with interludes with
these
allows
never
gourmet,
faithful
man,
a
fat
The
ment of characters.
He's quite a man when
hectic events to dim his gustatory enthusiasms.
tossing a salad or tackling a steak.
lhe dentist
The digging of facts produces some interesting answers.
was killed in order to get X-ray plates which would be the clue to the identity
The first victim was done in with for a
of a previous murder victim.
the division
complication of motives involving blackmail and a desire to lessen
Much of the story is developed through flashbacks. In a surprise
of loot

punctuated by gunplay, the fat man rips the mask off the real killer.
and Clinton
Others in the cast are Julie London, wife of the first victim
Castle
William
and
produced
Schenck
Aubrey
sleuth.
Sundberg, aide to the

finish

77y2

Runnino- time

minutes.

BEST COSTUME DESIGNING

April release.

General audience classification.

(Black

Mandel Herbstman

Seymour with Goldstones Ligon Johnson, 78

"ALL ABOUT EVE"

—

20th Century-Fox

Greenwich, Conn., April 1. Ligon
Johnson, 78, a leading copyright attorney in the industry, died here at
the weekend in the Greenwich Hospital. He was a former consultant to
State
York
New
the
for
distributors
and Metropolitan New York City ter- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 20th CenturyFox, Warner Brothers and First Naritories.
tional Pictures in copyright matters.
formerly with National
is now associated with
Harry and Sam Goldstone of Famous
Pictures Film Exchange, independent

Cy Seymour,

and White)

Screen Service,

New NBC Post
—Lewis
Hollywood, April

Frost in

S.

1.

Frost has been appointed director of
operations for

NBC

O

in

Hollywood.

(Color Film)

"SAMSON and DELILAH"
Paramount

Tex Cooper,

74,

Actor

—

1.
Tex Cooper,
veteran actor, died Friday here.

Hollywood, April
74,

BEST FOREIGN FILM OF THE YEAR!
—National Board of Review

ONE OF THE YEAR'S— 10 BEST!

N.Y. Times and Herald Tribune

>

"WMLIMIG!

/p s ROBERT FLAHERTY
presents

'"COMPARABLE!"
Story of

MICHELANGELO
N.rr.ttd by

"
fl

MASTERpjfCE!""

FREDR1C MARCH

""'STOW-MAKWGr

»Er

NW EX

of Review

BEST

DOCUMENTARY
FEATURE

PICTURES
INCORPORATED
1560

BROADWAY,

N. Y. C.

WEST COAST OFFICE: 1824 SO. VERMONT
LOS ANGELES 6, CALIFORNIA

AVE.,

Coming

Richard
Wright's

kk

NATIVE SON

1951

Congra tu la Hons
to all

of the

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNERS
EASTMAN FILM
BRULATOUR SERVICE

J.

E.

BRULATOUR,

FORT LEE CHICAGO

INC.

HOLLYWOOD
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'

complete away-from-theatre service

...

to sell

your attractions from

merchant's windows and
counters

.

.

.

hotel lobbies and

terminals... wherever there are

PEOPLE

to

PATRONS! New, beautiful,
Framed DISPLAY AW AYS provide colorbeautifully FRAMED,
ful DISPLAYS

be turned into

.

and ready
your

to get

.

.

you

MORE PATRONS at

BOXOFFICE

service
mmmvRcbeea
/aousmy
easy
\J
pnizr

of rue
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Heavy Rains Hurt

Added Taxes

SomeGrosses; 'Kid %
Wedding 'A re Tops

For This Year

dampened

4

New

Snyder Wants Quick
Action on Tax Bill

Thursday and Friday
week business at
York first-runs, causing some

Rain

Easter

revisions of figures, but the
failed to blight completely
grosses that in some situations reached

downward

weather

—Treas-

off relatively well in this year's

come

(Continued on page 6)

Board Parley
Between SO and 75 Theatre Owners of America members are expected
to be on hand for the organization's
board meeting which will convene at

the Mayflower Hotel in

Picture Organizations
arbitraproposals
plans to secure a

Calls for 'Stern' Film
Resistance, Hints At

MP A TV

Committee
To Meet Here Today

Congressional

—

The
Washington, April 2.
Motion Picture Association's
will
committee
television

meet tomorrow in
discuss,
to
things, last

Washington, April

New York

among
week's

;

MPEA

011

Sets 2 More:

2,

Hazen

Hal Wallis Productions has just
completed two pictures on the Coast,
has. two others awaiting release and
will
commence production on two
more in the fall, it was reported here
yesterday by Joseph H. Hazen, com-

other
Federal

In Eastern

decision on licensing policy
with respect to film companies.
The meeting will also elect
a permanent chairman for
Theodore
committee.
the
Black of Republic will pre-

The Motion Picture Export Association board has voted to continue
for another year the
distribution setup in Austria and in all of the

MPEA

Eastern European countries
its

orbit,

yesterday

it

was

now

withannounced here

by

MPEA

Irving Maas,
vice-president and general manager.
The countries include Yugoslavia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania Bulgaria and the Soviet Union.
The new extension carries the pe(Continued on page 6)

—Abrani

Communications Commission decision
on licensing film companies.

That decision

in effect

warned

film

companies to make their pictures,
stories and talent available to television if they want radio and TV licenses.

side.

Myers said the policy, if carwould "wreak havoc"

ried out,

Solon Hits FCC's
'GratuitousAttack
On Film Industry
'

theatre owners. He imthat Allied might even
demand a Congressional inves-

among
plied

tigation.

"The report
that the

gives

the

impression

Commission, moved by some

undisclosed impulse, hurled a rock at

—

Washington,

2.
Senator
April
today sharply attacked the Federal Communications
Commission for a "gratuitious attack
against the motion picture industry"
and an attempt to intimidate the industry in its report last week on

Wiley

(R.,

Wis.)

licensing policy.

In a letter to FCC chairman
Coy, Wiley said he

Wayne

(Continued on page 5)

Chicago Drive-in Code Bars
Double Bills in 'A' Runs
—

Europe

2.

—

—

Communications Commission

(Cgntinued on page 6)

page 6)

to Continue

Action

F. Myers, general counsel of Allied
States Association, today called on
exhibitors
the entire film industry
to put up "stern
as well as producers
last
week's Federal
to
resistance"

;

(Continued

in

FCC STATEMENT

Washington

tomorrow. The meeting will continue
through Friday.
Among the items on the heavy
agenda are the taking of action on the
new by-laws for the Council of Motion
tion

ALLIED SCORES

(Continued on page 5)

Wallis Finishes

TOA >

75 to

TEN CENTS

1951

last

outstanding proportions.
Radio City Music Hall, for example,
Washington, April
with the best Easter busicontinued
told
today
Snyder
ury Secretary
On Friday, with
ness in its -history.
Congress it could put off at least
an all day rain, the house grossed
"secuntil next year the so-called
$23,051 with an attendance of 21,600,
ond bite" of the Administration's tax almost a record Friday. The outlook
develop
program, and that it might
for the fourth week with "Royal Wedthat this extra tax boost would not ding" and the Easter stage show is
be needed even then.
$150,000, following $170,000 for the
He told the House Ways and
third week.
Means Committee that the
Also continuing at a magnificant
Administration wanted quick
pace is "The Lemon Drop Kid" at the
action on the tax boosts it
Paramount, which reports a gross of
requested in January but prom$90,000 coming up for the second
ised it would not ask any furweek. The opening week held to the
ther tax increases this year.
estimated
Billy
Eckstine
$97,000.
He said whether additional tax
heads the stage bill.
increases are needed next year
Less exciting are the returns from
would depend on the way Fedthe Roxy, where a third week for
"Bird of Paradise" and Tony Martin
eral spending turns out.
(Continued on page 7)
has
industry
the
film
means
This
2.

3,

Extend Decree Dates
For Loew's, 20th-Fox
Both Loew's and 20th Century-Fox have been granted
extensions for filing reorganization plans under the
industry anti-trust decision.
Both companies are negotiating with the Department of
Justice for consent decrees.
Loew's, whose former deadline was March 31, has had
the date extended to May 31.
20th-Fox, whose plan was due
today, now has until May 10
to

file.

Chicago, April 2. The 12 Chicago
drive-ins have banded together
this year and established a local "code
of ethics." The code, a result of meetings between the drive-in owners,

HOLLYWOOD, April 2. -The
Studio
of
membership
Painters Local 644, meeting to consider the decision by the executive
board of the Brotherhood
of Painters, finding business agent Herbert Sorrell guilty of affiliating with pro-Communist
organizations, gave Sorrell a vote of confidence,
it was announced.

area

stipulates

Any

drive-in which plays in "A"
of first subsequent runs will not
play double features. Drive-ins which
want to play double features will have
to go into "B" week.
The "dollar-a-car" policy will be
eliminated and the straight 80 cents
per person admission will be in effect.
The group will band together for a
"policing" job, particularly to curb
the stealing of speakers, which was
a major problem last year.
Meetings will be held once a month
for discussion of drive-in problems.

week

.

WASHINGTON, April 2. -The
meeting set for tomorrow
between Southern California Theatre Owners Association spokesmen and
the Justice Department to
discuss Los Angeles area
zoning, arbitration and
other problems has been
postponed indefinitely.
The SCTOA group has sought
more time "to correlate
and prepare the facts."

Tuesday, April
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of
president
Allied Artists, arrived here yesterday from the Coast.
•
Spyros P. Skouras, president of

20th Century-Fox, and Mrs. Skouras
announce the engagement of their son,
Spyros S. Skouras,, to Barbara

Jane Feldman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. Russell Feldman of the
Hotel Pierre and Cummings Point,
Conn. The couple will be married in
June.

•

of M-G-M's studio story department, is due to leave Hollywood
April 25 for London on a combination
business and pleasure trip.
•
Charles E. Kurtzman of Loew's,
Boston, accompanied by his family, has
arrived here, completing a West Indies cruise aboard the S.S. Mauretania.

•
representative

M-G-M

for

Washington, was

in

field press

Charlotte

and

New York

yes-

terday.

•

Irving Sochin, sales head of Unifilms

special

versal-International's

division, has returned here

from Chi-

cago.

•

W. Coyne,

Federal
mission

Communications Comwhich stated
last week

—

added nourishment of a competitor who not only cannot pay for
it but who has managed thus far,
at least, to do pretty well with-

that applications for
television station licenses -by motion picture companies may be
judged on the basis of the number of films, stars, stories and
other program components that
are made available by them to
in

effect

There

—

is

is

out

The FCC is as aware as any
one that the business of television and radio is advertising
the marketing of commercially
sponsored programs to advance
the sale of commercial products.
The most cursory reflection

shocking".

in the

FCC

statement

an almost undisguised threat
an element of coercion introduced without any exploration
whatever of the economics involved that unless you impoverish yourself to enrich your
competitor you are very likely

—

should reveal to the FCC that
its suggested licensing policy is,
in effect, a directive to the motion picture industry to get out
of the business of entertainment
and to get into the business of

be deprived of the right to
engage in licensed television opto

erations.

Those motion picture companies which have temporary authorizations from the FCC and

special

Washington.

Lillian Bramson, secretary to
Black, Universal Pictures
purchasing agent, became engaged recently to Julius Pomerantz.

Ethel

sponsored

The

authority
under which the FCC operates
does not give it such power as
Nor do the laws of the
that.
nation compel an industrial diversion of that nature.
It is the duty of the industry
to make that clear in no uncertain terms to the FCC and,
should it evidence no sign of relenting, to carry the issue to
Congress.
The sincere hope of many in
this industry is that the meeting
of the Motion Picture Associa-

Congressional

1

empha-

sized by the fact that there can
be no review of the policy it
The
has
has indicated.
entered no order on the subject;
there are no findings of fact, no
conclusions— nothing to be chal-

tion's

television

committee

on

the subject here today will lay
the groundwork for some such
stand of unqualified firmness in
resisting the FCC's shockingly
thoughtless pronouncement.

lenged and reviewed.
Yet the FCC has the power of
life and death in the matter of
Hence the coercive
licensing.
effect of its suggested policy of

B. Zoellner, head of

M-

G-M's shorts and newsreel sales, is
due in Washington today from New
York.
•

film

and South American countries, Ered

Quimby of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios left here for Paris by plane
yesterday.
The veteran head of M-G-M's short
subject department and producer of
cartoons, will be one of three
delegates to the conference, which
will open in the French capital today.
The other delegates are L. C. Larsen,
of the University of Indiana,
authority on educational films, and

M-G-M

Ted Genoch

of Paramount Newsreel,
The conference will run
to April 10.
Its purpose, under the
leadership of
(the United
Nations Educational, Social and Cultural Organizations), is to discuss
ways of more effectively using films
to raise world educational and cultural standards.

New

York.

UNESCO

Quimby's invitation came from John
acting director-general, and
Ross MacLean, head of the film divi-

Taylor,

both

sion,

of

UNESCO

in

Paris.

Arrangements for Quimby's attendance were made by Howard Vickery,
contact representative of
State Department, with
executives
Nicholas
M.
Schenck, Louis B. Mayer and Dore
Schary, for this first International
Film Conference of UNESCO.

U.
Loew's

the

S.

Quimby, accompanied by his wife,
remain in Europe after the con-

will

ference closes to talk with Dave
Lewis, head of European distribution
for Loew's International, and Sam
Eckman, holding the same position in
the British Isles.

Plaque to Skouras
For Davis and Peck
Presentation of special plaques honoring Bette Davis and Gregory Peck
as "the outstanding actress and actor
of the year" was made yesterday to
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th

Century-Fox, at the company's home
Awards were based on a popularity poll run by Ted Rodis of the
Pilgrim Theatre and Bert Green of

office.

•

William

to
represent the Hollyindustry at a United Nations Film Conference of 18 European

wood

UNESCO

product.

a threat that those investments
may be wiped out wholly, for
they are of no value if their
continuity is not assured.
The coercive, effect of the
is

commercially

selling-

have made substantial investments in television in consequence, are now confronted with

FCC's pronouncement

it.

•

FCC

counsel
to the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, left here yesterday for

Robert

granting no licenses unless the
industry's substance is diverted
from the nation's theatres, which
cannot live without it, to the

entire motion picture inrightly feels that the
gratuitous pronouncement of the

Jr.,

head

Baldridge,

THE
dustry

television

son of the
managing director of the Rivoli Theatre here, has been named to an executive post with the United States
Lines in Tokyo, and has left for his
new assignment.
•
Kenneth MacKenna, executive

Tom

U. N. Film Confab
Selected

Monogram and

Montague Salmon,

to Paris for

By SHERWIN KANE

BROIDY,

STEVE

Quimby

Tradewise

Personal
Mention

1951

3,

Burrows
U. S.

DeMille Backs Ohio
Right-to-Work' Bill

Advise
on Raw Stock

Washington,

to

April

2.

— Lincoln

(

V.

Columbus, April

2.

— Cecil

B. DeSenate's

the

Ogden

Theatre,

both

New

in

York.

The poll, which drew a total of
50,000 entries, honored the actress and
actor for their roles in "All About

Bela Lugosi and Mrs. Lugosi will Burrows, Eastman Kodak official with Mille will address the Ohio
from New York for Europe to- experience in the World War II con- committee on financial institutions,
Eve" and "Twelve O'Clock High,"
day aboard the 5.5". Mauretama.
trol program, has been appointed as commerce and labor here today in suprespectively.
The plaques were doan industry consultant to the Na- port of Senator David McK. Fer- nated by Henry Haefner
of the Bay
Phil Klarnet, of M-G-M's home tional Production Authority's film guson's "right-to-work" bill.
View Inn, night spot and restaurant.
office exploitation department, is in division, it was announced by Nathan
Senator Ferguson's bill would exsail

Chicago from

New

York.

•

Rita Hayworth arrived

in

New

York yesterday from Europe aboard

De

the S.S.

Grasse.

David Golding,
.

for 2'0th

publicity

D. Golden, division chief.
Burrows will advise the division on
problems relating to sensitized film and
film equipment. Burrows' World War
experience will be particularly
II

tend to workers in intra-state employment safeguards similar to those afforded workers in interstate commerce
by the Taft-Hartley Act.

valuable to the division, Golden said.

Set 300 Openings
For 'Santa Fe'

manager

Century-Fox, returned here

yesterday from the Coast.

Marcus Loew's Dividend

DuMont

Officials

on

London
April
— Mortimer Loewi,

Visit to

"Santa Fe," Columbia, will open in
some 300 theatres in the Kansas City
and Cincinnati areas during the last

2.
London,
Toronto, April 2. Marcus Loew's Andrew Yager and Sidney Justin of week in April, the company reports
Theatres, Limited, operating two thea- the DuMont Laboratories- Paramount here. The bulk of the bookings will
tres here has paid a $1 dividend on the Television organizations have arrived be in the Kansas City area, starting
company's shares for the first quarter here from New York on what is de- with the Midland in Kansas City and

—

of 1951, thus maintaining the rate of
the post-war years.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

cribed as a tour of inspection of Britain's television activities.

the Dodge Theatre in
April 26.

Dodge City on

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
_____
||

Rockefeller Center

FRED ASTAIRE

-

_____

JANE POWELL

|

"ROYAL WEDDING"
Color by

S

i

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
plus

I

TECHNICOLOR

THE MUSIC HALL'S GREAT
EASTER STAGE SHOW

'

;

»

•

'
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Martin Ouigley,

IS

AN

Paramount has now
Mating Season" and
beside "At

EYE-OPENER!
the

set

"The

100 key dates on

first

results already put

War With The Army,"

it

squarely

the "Irma" pictures

and other extraordinary word-of-mouth

attractions.

Excellent openings have been accompanied by an

overwhelming reception from public and
as the talk grows, so

do the

receipts.

Paramount's carefully planned booking pattern

maximum
its

profits

from

this great

Thus

its

to each

your protection for

is

comedy. Intensive pre-selling

gradual play-ofT— in keys, sub-keys and

And

critics.

all

down

is

accompanying

the line.

snowballing fame becomes an ever-increasing asset

engagement— and

repeat

engagement— of

PARAMOUNT'S WORD-OF-MOUTH WINNER

THE

ATI N 6
A

v5

AS O N

very funny picture about the hamburger-slinging

MOTHER OF THE GROOM

ne Tierney and John

Lund

oduced by Charles Brackett

in
•

"THE MATING SEASON"
Directed by Mitchell Leisen

with Miriam Hopkins -Thelma Ritter -Jan Sterling.
•

Written

for the screen

A

Mitchell Leisen Production

by Charles Brackett, Walter Reisch and Richard Breen

Tuesday, April
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National

NCAA

Meet Will

Consider Theatre

Pre-Selling

Chicago, April 2.— The telethe
of
committee
NCAA will meet here on
April 6-7 to consider proposals by TV networks for
experimental "live" telecastvision

GROCERY

trades are receiving
an elaborate pressbook, produced
by the Chicago branch of J. Walter
Thompson advertising agency, in the

ing of college football
next year.

Baby Foods,
Libby's
planned for the promotion of "Father's
Dividend," by Dan Terrell,
Little
Metrofor
manager
exploitation
tieup

with

Not

Goldwyn-Mayer.

in

TV

committee,

The

chairman

Tom

under
Hamilton of

the University of Pittsburgh,
will also be "open to conexperimental
other
sider"
video subjects, such as theatre television, Phonevision,
Skiatron, special events, like
Army-Navy games and post-

many moons

have either of the trades seen anything
as complete as this pressbook to set
the national contest to find a nickname
for "Little Stanley" as a cooperative
deal between local theatres and merInteresting notion is that for
chants.
.

—

A

meeting of Paramount's divisional

managers

sales

home

office

be

will

April

7-8,

held

at

the

was an-

it

—

;

;

—

—

;

Full scale fashion shows on the
stages of hundreds of theatres across
the country are planned in connection
with 20th Century-Fox's Technicolor
comedy, "Half Angel." Shows will be
staged by leading department stores,

with attractive models wearing gowns

and dresses copied from those worn in
The gowns, by Travilla,
the picture.
have been adapted by Star Pattern
Co., and will be advertised cooperatively in 79 leading- newspapers, as
part of the promotional campaign.
•
All stops have been pulled in the
intensive promotion of the premiere

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

company

New

will spot 2,500 posters in its

affiliated stores to put over the contest in cooperation with the Bala-

A

defense already have caused British
exhibitors to abandon hope for entertainment tax relief and to concentrate
instead on efforts to avoid an increase
in the tax. The budget is scheduled
to be reported to Parliament on April

second
contest, to "Name the Pony," will
have a model farm, set up in the
lobby, and Roy Roper, the milk 10.
company's TV cowboy star, doing
The Cinematograph Exhibitors Aspersonal appearances, with the win- sociation's tax committee has proner getting the pony.
posed to Sir Wilfrid Eady, second
In addition, a local Hudson dealer secretary of the Treasury, that theais sponsoring a "Typical Ma and tres be allowed to increase admission
Pa Kettle Family" contest, with a prices to offset what they describe as

ban and Katz Theatres.

Twenty- the crushing burden of the tax. Under
two suburban newspapers are plug- the plan the Treasury would take its
ging a "Back to the Farm" square share of any increase. Another meet-

dance contest in cooperation with ing of the committee and Sir Wilfrid
program, "What's New in the the Chicago Park Board, and 14 will be held before April 10.
Stores,"
with
continual
plugs
on newspapers are conducting a "Find
Nancy Dixon's radio show in cities the Farm Animals" contest, with
and towns from Coast-to-Coast. Pro- local merchants handing out entry
grains will be timed to the release blanks and cooperating with win-

,

dow

Rank, Davis Leave
May 6 on U. S. Trip
London, April
— Arthur Rank

displays.

•

Key

city

2.

managers who have thrived and

on the personal appearance tours of
such stars as Denise Darcell, just for
18- one, can look forward to somethingpic- dreamed up by S. Barrett McCormick,
She director of advertising Terry Turner,
role, exploitation director, and Don Prince,

'

.

•

Reynolds,
M-G-M's
Debbieyear-old star, is featured in a
ture story in the April McCall's.
is
shown in her first starring
with Gene Kelly, in "Singing in the
Rain," and with Ezio Pinza, in "Mr.
Imperium," in .addition to some in-

publicity director for
For the forthcoming"Tokyo File 212," a

formal shots.

Japanese

The

entire F. W. Woohvorth chain
of 1,500 stores has been brought into
the tieup for "The Lemon Drop Kid,"

and managers of stores arc
ceiving instructions
office to cooperate

now

re-

home
with Paramount

from

men in the zvindow
Lusk Lemon Drops, with

field

;

their

displays

of

appropriate
accessories and the use of the popular
"lemon drop guessing contest," which
has been successful in theatre lobbies.

RKO Pictures.
RKO picture,

troupe of 16
geisha girls the genuine
will tour key cities, startingarticle
May 2 at Keith's Theatre in Washington, where they will be entertained
at a cocktail party, with Look magazine covering the event for pictures
and story. The 16 girls, in groups of

—

•

Variety Club Appears

Assured for Japan
Nagamasa Kawakita, Japanese

proleft
has
New York for London following a
week of conferences here during which
he acquainted himself with Variety
ducer-distributor-exhibitor,

Club

activities.

one of the original
is
applicants for a Variety Club charter
in Japan. The International now is
taking a mail vote on the application
and indications, it is said, are that a
tent will be established in Japan.
Tokyo delegation, Kawakita reported,

Kawakita

A

will
tion

attend the Philadelphia convenVariety- next
of International

month.

television set as first prize.

the

of the picture in the area served by
local radio stations for the benefit of
both local theatres and department
stores.
ir^

—

—

Theatres
Fight Tax Threat

•

Events

4-6
Theatre
Owners of
April
nounced here yesterday by A. W.
America
board
of directors meetSchwalberg, president of Paramount
ing, Hotel Mayflower, WashingFilm Distributing Corp. The primary
ton.
purpose of the meeting is to set up
April 5-6 National Board of Replans for and the agenda of the forthview of Motion Pictures annual
coming national sales convention.
conference, Hotel McAlpin, New
Attending the meeting will be M. R.
York.
Clark, South Central manager; J. J.
April 10 Industry dinner honoring
Donohue, Central manager Howard
Richard Walsh, IATSE presiHugh Owen,
Minsky, Mideastern
dent, 21 Club, New York.
Eastern and Southern; G. A. Smith,
10-11
Independent
Allied
Gordon Lightstone, April
Western,
and
of Iowa-NebrasTheatre
Owners
Canadian general manager.
ka annual convention, Savery HoHeading the home office contingent,
tel, Des Moines.
in addition to Schwalberg, will be
11
Cinema Stamp Collectors
Barney Balaban, president of Para- April
meeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
Raibourn,
vicemount Pictures Paul
April 17-18 Motion Picture Operpresident in charge of budgets, planators of the South annual 'meetE. K. O'Shea,
ning and television
ing, Henry Grady Hotel, Atlanta.
Paramount Film
vice-president
of
Division,
19
Amusement
April
Distributing Corp.
Oscar Morgan,
Joint Defense Appeal of Greater
general sales manager of short subNew York, industry wide lunchjects and Paramount News; Arthur
eon, Hotel Astor, New York.
Israel, assistant secretary of Para25 Kansas-Missouri Theatre
mount Film Distributing- Corp. Rob- April
spring meeting, KanAssociation
ert J. Rubin, assistant to Balaban
sas City.
Pickman,
national
acting
direcJerry
25
Cinema Stamp Collectors
tor of advertising-publicity
Arthur April
meeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
Dunne, head of the contract depart4
Society of Motion
ment Martin Friedman, head of the April 30-May
Television Engineers
and
Picture
playdate department Fred Leroy, head
69th semi-annual convention, Hoof the statistical department, and Jotel Statler, New York.
seph Walsh, head of branch opera-

tions.
of "Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the
man's to its thousands of accounts
Local Farm" at the Chicago Theatre.
throughout the country.
largest dairy farm serving the
drug and candy stores will cooper- The
British
city is distributing 250,000 heralds
theatres
with
ate at the local level
in a "Back to the Farm" contest
in a tieup which is timed to the
with the first prize being an actual
national release of the picture in
London, April 2. Pre-budget estifarm
(for a weekend farmer). The
mates of government departments for
August.

York's garStreet crozvds in
ment district, long familiar with the
standard mobile delivery hand-trucks,
got a new thrill last week when 20th
Century-Fox sent a safari of shapely
damsels, clad in shorts an<d halters,
"wheeling latest dresses in garment
racks through the Seventh Avenue
area, with placards touting "I Can
Get It for You Wholesale" at the
Roxy Theatre.
On-the-spot radio promotions for
the picture have been set up through
a large-scale tieup with California
Girl, Inc., and two dresses worn by
Susan Hayward will be "plugged" on

Coming

—

season games.

—

every major prize and there are literally hundreds of them— all sponsored by Libby, there is a "dividend"
Top prize in the
prize for "Father."
contest is a four-year college scholarwhile
ship, worth $5,000 for the baby
"Father's Little Dividend" is a Lord
Elgin watch.
•
A full-scale exploitation campaign for 20th Century-Fox's "Take
Care of My Little Girl" has been
set with Whitman's Chocolates, and
the campaign will kick-off with fullpage color ads, beginning with the
July 21 issue of Saturday Evening
Window and counter cards,
Post.
posters and other promotional material are being supplied by Whit-

games

Para. Managers to
Hold National Meet

1951

3,

—

make appearances

many

four,

will

cities

and towns not usually included

in

such itineraries, but will rejoin to
the full line for New York and Chiin

cago openings.

—Walter Brooks

his

managing

J.

director,

John

Davis, are now scheduled to leave
here for the U. S. on May 6, Rank
by ship and Davis by plane. Neither
will visit the Coast while in the U. S.
but Rank may go to Philadelphia before leaving for home May 22. J?
,

Mexico

Raw

Stock Ample

—

Mexico

City, April 2. Suppliers
of raw stock here have given producers assurance that there is sufficient
raw stock on hand to prevent shortages for the time being at least.

'Feldman Drive'

Now

Lap

Universal Pictures' current 17-week
"Charles J. Feldman Sales Drive" has
There
entered its final four weeks.
are $35,000 in prizes.

Leader at the 12th week marker was
New Haven branch, managed by
Arthur Greenfield. The Dallas branch,
managed by Robert N. Wilkinson, was
second, and the Denver branch, managed by Mayer Monsky, was third.
The Southern division, headed by F. J.
A. McCarthy, was in the lead and the
district headed by Henry H. Martin
and including Dallas, Kansas City,
New Orleans, Oklahoma City and St.
Louis held topi spot.
the

Loew's Promotes
Sokol and Rogers
— Robert
April
Columbus,
O.,

Sokol,

manager

2.

of Loew's Ritz

Thea-

has been appointed
manager of Loew's Broad, Columbus.
Bing Crosby He succeeds Carl Rogers, manager of

TV Films for Crosby Unit
Hollywood, April —
2.

in Final

Is

tre at Pittsburgh,

Enterprises, a television film company, -the Broad for the past six years, who
has signed Bernard Girard to produce is being promoted to manager of
a series of half-hour television pictures Loew's Theatre at Dayton, succeeding
William Reisinger, resigned.
under the title, "Cry of the City."

Tuesday, April

3,
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FCC

Allied Scores

{Continued from page 1)

ment medium in order to qualithe film companies, but it struck the
fy for licenses."
"When a
exhibitors," Myers said.
picture is shown on TV, its box office
Declaring that the Commission itvalue in the area in which it is shown
self must not realize the full implicaCongress
nevCertainly
is destroyed.
tions of its action., Myers said that to
er contemplated that the public intermake good on its policy, the FCC
est could be served by tearing" down
would have to exercise strict control
order
to
an established industry in
over the film companies, "Even to the
help a rival industry, which, once the
extent of fixing prices for their prodnovelty has worn off, may not retain
ucts."
public favor."
station could not possibly pay
Declaring that the FCC report "sets
as high a film rental as could a theauof
usurpation
record
for
a new
atre, Myers said, and therefore the
thority," Myers charged that the Comfilm companies would always be open
mission, acting without any specific
to the charge of having sought to
asserted
had
evidence or findings,
evade the FCC's policy by charging
power to l-egulate the motion picture rentals too high for
stations to
industry and the use the industry
pay.
"Then the Commission wili
though
makes of its properties, even
either have to back down on its polno such authority had been conferred icy or start fixing the price of film,"
on it by Congress.
he concluded.
"So far as we are aware," Myers
Another result of the FCC's
declared in an eight-page press repolicy would be a serious loss
lease, "no law provides and no court
of revenue for the government,
has ever held that it is a violation of
Myers said, since huge amounts
law for a private corporation, actingof admission taxes would be
alone and not in concert with others,
lost if the FCC follows out
to choose its own customers. And yet
its policy of building up telethe whole purpose of the FCC provision at the expense of motion
ceeding was to determine the weight
pictures. "Unless the Commisto be given law violations in the grantsion recedes from its position,"
ing of licenses."
the Allied official added, "this
The Allied official emphasized that
phase of the matter should rethere was not the slightest intimation,
ceive the attention of Congress
when the Commission first announced
while the tax bill is under conthe proceeding in question, that it
sideration."
might go into how freely film companies have made their films and talEven if the film companies try to
Nor was
ent available to television.
appease the Commission and make
hearing,
the
brought
up
at
the matter
films available to television, there is
he declared.
no guarantee they will get their li"Sometime between the close
censes, Myers declared.
He pointed
of the hearing and the issuout that the Commission's report speance of the report," Myers said,
cifically said that it would consider
past violations of the anti-trust laws
"the Commission either evolved
the idea or it was planted with
as well as future policies, and that the
that it could force motion
film producers could be ruled out beit,
picture companies to supply
cause of their past violations.
"So
it
may still be all for naught," he
their best available films and
stated.
talent to this rival entertain-

A TV

TV

oyal
weddin,
dances away with
April

SEVENTEEN's

Picture -of -the

-Month

Award. We've

told

millions of our

teen-

age
its

girl

melodies

its

Song"
its

readers about

captivating dances,

for

("Liar

instance),

Solon Hits

FCC

(Continued from page 1)

light-hearted story

color musical catch on

would like to get from the
Commission "an explanation of
just how you can justify, if at
all, its very unusual and to my

with the teen-agers

way

of

love.

merry

and

Watch

M-G-M

this

Techni-

their families, too.

They

all

movies

in

follow
the

the

pages of

sion should pre-judge a case until
there has been a hearing, notice of the
issues, presentation of evidence and
arrival at a decision.
I
do not feel
the
should intimidate or coerce
the motion picture industry or any
other industry. An indictment without

FCC

hearings

thinking, extra-legal
approach to this question."
of

sion until the individual

or

company

had had a fair opportunity for a thorough hearing in which it could present

FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS

intimida-

that he

A

THE ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE

such

to

Senate Commerce Committee Chairwas chair- man Johnson (D., Colo.), who has juman of the Senate Judiciary Commit- risdiction over the FCC, could not be
tee when Congress passed the act lay- reached for comment, but Committee

Wiley pointed out

ing down administrative procedures to
be followed by Federal agencies.
cardinal feature of that act, he declared, was that "no individual or
company could become subject to an
adverse ruling by a Federal commis-

seventeen

amounts

tion."

side of the case.
that the
"It seems
to me
stepped out of bounds when it in effect indicted the motion picture indutry for withholding the use of its
stars and films from
without giving that industry any opportunity to
participate in public hearings on this
its

FCC

TV

said they
criticism of the

officials

felt

FCC

"It was
policy,"

never
things
stick,

laying

one

down

official

may never

some
It's

use

the

held

"It
of

may
the

shaking a

it."

Mother of Arthur
Services were
Riverside Chapel

of

a very general
said.

actually apply
it
said there.

but

much

was premature.

Israel

yesterday at
Mrs. Jennette

for
B. Israel, 80, widow of Arthur Israel
of Charleston, S. C, and mother of
Arthur Israel, Jr., assistant treasurer
of Paramount Pictures.
Mrs. Israel
died at her home here Friday night.

question."

Wiley said he wanted to make it
clear that he was not defending the
film industry or saying whether the
Commission's policy might not be
right in the long run. "All I am saying," he declared, "is that neither the

FCC

nor any other Federal commis-

Nat

Galley, 56

—

Cincinnati, April 2. Nat Galley,
56, head of the Galley circuit, operating houses here and nearby territory,
died suddenly of a heart attack Satur-

day afternoon.

We're dancing a
Fred Astaire

la

the

and upside-

ceiling

down

— on

— for

with glee

again being selected

SEVENTEEN's Picre-of-the-Month
Award. Exhibitors,
for

tu

too,

will

join

us

as

they watch the teen-

agers flock to see
SEVENTEEN's choice
for April,

royal
weddin,
Fred Astaire

starring

and Jane Powell,

Peter

Lawford, Sarah
and Keenan

Churchill

Wynn,

with Albert

Sharpe. Directed by
Stanley Donen and

produced

by Arthur

Freed

AN

M-G-M
PICTURE
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Sees Sept. 23-27
TO A Convention

(Continued from page

—

A
Washington, April 2.
Theatre Owners of America
convention in New York this

with

fall is "virtually certain," ac-

Ned

TOA executive
to
director Gael Sullivan.
He said he was very confident that the board meeting

;

;

COMPO

try agency.

Mitchell Wolfson, board chairman,
scheduled to preside at the meeting.
Other officers due to attend are SamSherrill Coruel Pinanski, president
win and Myron Blank, vice-presidents; J. J. O'Leary, treasurer; RusLeonard H.
sell Hardwick, secretary
Goldenson and Nat Williams, cochairmen of the finance committee
Gael Sullivan, executive director, and
Herman M. Levy, general counsel.
Also expected to be on hand are

is

:

;

;

vice-

as

of top product under
trade practices,
taxes.
emphasis on arbitration
president,
E. Depinet,

schedules

is scheduled to deliver to the meeting
an. appeal for support of the all-indus-

here this week would ratify a
report by Si H. Fabian proposing a convention at New
from
Hotel
Astor
York's
Sept. 23 to 27. A contract for
those dates has already been
signed, he stated.
The convention committee
would be headed by Fabian,
with Walter Reade, Jr., and

Skouras

(Continued from page 1)

1)

"more even flow"
releasing

cording

George

Added Taxes

TOA Board

Mack Jackson, Alabama Theatres
Association Sam B. Kirby, Independ-

chairmen.

;

Theatre Owners of Arkansas
William Ruffin, Jr., Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Arkansas, MisRoy Cooper,
sissippi and Tennessee
California Theatres and Affiliated InCharles R. Gilmour, Colodustries
rado Association of Theatre Owners
Albert M. Pickus, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Connecticut Sidney Lust, Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Metropolitan Washington,
D. C; E. D. Martin, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners and Operators of
George Kerasotes, United
Georgia
Charles
Theatre Owners of Illinois
Skouras, Southern California Theatre
Owners Association Dale Danielson
and C. E. Cook, Kansas-Missouri
Guthrie
Association
F.
Theatre
Crowe, Kentucky's Association of
Tom Edwards,
Theatre
Owners
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois.
Also, Howard Kennedy and Robert
Nebraska Theatres
Livingston,
R.
Association Walter Reade, Jr., New
Jersey Chapter of TOA E. R. Hardwick and Marlin Butler, New Mexico
Theatre Association Harry Lamont,
Theatre Owners of Albany, N. Y.
Exchange Area Merritt A. Kyser,
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

ent

Wallis Finishes 2
{Continued from page 1)

pany president.

;

The Wallis organi-

;

releases through Paramount.
Hazen's outline of production activity

zation

return to New
York after an absence of nearly a
month, during which he conferred in

was given upon

his

Hollywood with producer Hal Wallis
and vacationed in Florida.
who has made pictures
Wallis,
abroad in recent years, has no plans
present for further
duction Hazen said.

at

The

films

just

overseas pro-

;

;

completed

on

the

and "Peking Express," starring Joseph
Cotten and Corrine Calvet. Previously
completed and due for release in the
"QuantriU's Raiders," starring Alan Ladd, and "That's My
Boy," starring Martin and Lewis. The
two slated to go before the cameras
in the fall are "Come Back, Little
Sheba" and another Martin and Lewis
are

'

;

;

MPTO

;

;

;

starrer as yet untitled.

Honor Zukor

;

at

'Outpost' Premiere

—

Adolph
Tucson, Ariz., April 2.
Zukor, chairman of the board of Paramount Pictures, will be honored by
the Tucson Art Festival committee
tomorrow at a special luncheon preceding the world premiere of Paramount's "The Last Outpost" at the

Paramount Theatre

here.

Zukor

will

be presented with a plaque in appreciation of his contribution to the motion picture industry.
Four generations of Zukors, including the veteran, his granddaughter
and her two children, will attend the
ceremonies and the picture's opening.
The children, incidentally, play roles

New York

State;

Ben

L.

Strozier

—

Chicago, April 2. Fifty members
Allied Theatres of Illinois have
completed arrangements for a radio
tie-up with station WJJD to stimulate
of

business in their independent houses.
The deal calls for spot announcements "plugging" independent theatre
attractions on the radio station, in
return for which the theatres will run
broadtrailers promoting the
casts of the White Sox baseball games

WJJD

summer. Package is being handled by Jack Fisher Agency of Chi-

this

cago.

For Italo-US Talks
The

Italo-American
exploratory
are continuing here, the
closed its tax hearings after hearing conferees having met again yesterday,
It will start executive ses- it was reported by John G. McCarthy,
Snyder.
sion work Wednesday, and will prob- head of the Motion Picture Associaably take four weeks or better to re- tion of America's international diviport out a bill.
sion.
Dr. Renato Gualino, who preSynder said that higher-than-ex- ceded the Italian delegates to New
revenue and lower-than-ex- York and who flew back to Rome
pected
pected spending meant that the Admin- over the weekend, is scheduled to reistration could get by on the specific join his colleagues here today.
tax increases asked for in February,
Queried on the quid pro quo prowithout an additional $5,000,000,000 or posals already submitted by the Ital$6,000,000,000 second tax increase bill. ians, representatives of some film comHis February testimony had implied panies' foreign departments said yesthat this would be needed.
terday that they believed the AmeriThe specific tax program laid down can distributors could not legally make
by the President in January and by any guarantees to the Italians regardSnyder in February proposed a four ing the future earnings of Italian films
per cent increase in individual income in the U. S.
taxes, an eight point boost in corThe Italian delegates who have been
porate taxes, higher excises on tele- meeting here with representatives of
vision sets, autos and other items, and
and the Society of Indepenincreased capital gains taxes. At that dent Motion Picture Producers, intime, the Administration said its pro- clude Dr. Eitel Monaco, Italo Gemini
gram would raise $10,155,000,000 a and Dr. Francesco Penotti, all of
year.
On the basis of new revenue whom are connected with the Italian
estimates, the program's vield was industry, not the government.
put at $10,720,000,000.
film

talks

MPAA

Retain

MPEA

S.

(Continued from page
riod

of

MPEA
months

Africa Unblocks

1

operation under the
joint
to
Aug. 31, 1952, twelve
beyond the expiration date of

the present licensing agreements.
While all 10" member companies of
the Export Association are participating in the extension for the Eastern
European countries, only seven are usdistribution facilities
ing the
Allied Artists, Columbia
in Austria.
and United Artists withdrew from the
operation in that country last
year.
Of the Eastern European countries,
only Jugoslavia, and to a much more
limited extent, Poland and Czechoslovakia, still release American moAccording to Maas, a
tion pictures.
film pact with
renewal of the
the Jugoslav Film Monopoly is now

MPEA

MPEA

MPEA

imminent.

and H. F. Kincey, Theatre Owners
Hungary, Rumania and Bulgaria,
Mor- fertile markets for American films
of North and South Carolina
ris Loewenstein, Theatre Owners of
from the end of the war until the
Oklahoma.
Communists seized control, are now
Also, Lewen Pizor, United MPTO tightly closed to Hollywood product
of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New as well as to all films from western
Edward M. film-producing nations.
Jersey and Delaware
Owners of Rhode
Theatre
Fay,
Exhibition of American motion picWalter L. Morris, Tennessee tures in the Soviet Union has thus far
Island
Theatre Owners Association; Henry been confined to a handful of features
Reeve, Texas Theatre Owners Asso- which the Russians claim to have conMorton G. Thalhimer, Vir- fiscated in Germany as "trophies of
ciation
ginia Motion Picture Theatre Asso- war."
These are now being shown in
ciation B. H. Palmer and Mrs. Eliza- Soviet theatres over U.S. State Debeth M. Pugh, Motion Picture The- partment protest and without the sanc;

;

;

All U.S. Earnings
The Union
dropped

South Africa has
on remittances

of

all restrictions

for the American film companies, it
was reported here yesterday by motion

picture export representatives following receipt of word of the new devel-

opment from Johannesburg.
Last year South Africa relaxed

its

50 per cent freezing order to allow
for remittance of 71 per cent of American film earnings.
The 100 per cent unfreezing at this
time represents a jump from the 71
per cent.

Indiana Allied Sets
May Convention

—

Indianapolis, April 2. The Allied
Theatre Owners of Indiana will hold
their annual spring convention and
outing at French Lick Springs Hotel
May 22 and 23. The dates are nearly
a

month

The

earlier than usual.
board of directors has

ATOI

postponed its regular monthly meeting here until April 17, at the Indianapolis Athletic Club.

;

;

atre

Owners

Mullin,

New

of

West Virginia

;

M.

S.

England Theatres.

tion of either

companies

MPEA

who own

or the member
the pictures.

in the film.

50 Illinois Houses
In Radio Promotion

1951

Due Today

Gualino

recommendations.

The Ways and Means Committee

;

;

Coast, Hazen said, are "The Stooge,"
starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,

fall

.

Administration tax

3,

Depinet Expected at Thursday,
Friday TOA Board Sessions

Washington,

April

2.— Gael

Slate Crescent

Sulli-

van, Theatre Owners of America executive director, said here today that
he expected Ned E. Depinet, Council
of Motion Picture Organizations president, would attend both the Thursday and Friday meetings of the
board, and to address one of the ses-

TOA

sions in an effort to smooth
ruffled feelings between the

TOA

over

and

Argument

—

April 2. Argument
slated Friday in Federal District
is
Court in Nashville on a technical

Washington,

phase of

the

government's

contempt

The arguagainst Crescent.
ment deals with the scope of the information each side is to give the
other.

Rites Today for Forbes

Home here. Forbes, a native of LonMontefiore
died Saturady in
don,
Hospital, Bronx.

the

Mayflower

Hotel

Wednesday.

COMPO

Debate
2.

—

Spyros

P.

Than Ever?" Sponsored by

the

Har-

Law

School Forum, other participants will include Al Capp, cartoonist, and Faye Emerson.

vard

Aid Canadian
Toronto, April
of

21

2.

RC Drive
com—A

members

special

representing

branches of the film industry
here, has been organized under the
chairmanship of R. W. Bolstad, vicepresident of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., to assist in the annual fund-

all

Sullivan said he felt much more opsituatimistic now about the
tion than he did some 10 days ago.

at

will

to

April
president

of 20th CenturySkouras,
Fox, will participate in an open forum
on April 13 at the Cambridge High
and Latin School, Cambridge, Mass.,
on the topic, "Are Movies Better

mittee

Funeral services for Ralph Forbes,
and stage actor, will be held today in the Walter B. Cooke Funeral

open

The board meeting

Boston,

case

here

COMPO.

Skouras

\

film

raising

campaign of the Canadian Red

Cross Society because of the international emergency.

Tuesday, April
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Coast Production

Rains Affect N.

Drop

In Slight
Hollywood, April

2.

— The

7

HEWS
in

Grosses

Y.

(Continued from page 1)

produc-

tion index has dropped two points, for
Six
a total of 27 pictures in work.

features were started while eight
were completed.
"Ten Tall Men,"
Started were
Columbia; "Yes, Sir, Mr. Bones,"
Lippert "Banner Line," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; "Father Takes the Air,"
Monogram "Rangers of the Golden
"The Cave," UniSage," Republic
versal-International. Completed were
"The Son of Dr. Jekyll," Columbia;
"The Hoodlum" (Jack Schwarz Productions), Eagle Lion classics; "Peking Express" (Hal Wallis Productions), "Rhubarb," "Detective Story"
and "The Stooge" (Wallis), all Para"The Rodeo King and the
mount
Senorita" and "South of Caliente,"

new

:

;

;

;

;

Republic.

on stage is not expected to top $70,000.
The final report on the second week
for the bill is now $92,000, scaled
down from an original estimate of
$98,000.

The Strand's opening week with
"Lullaby of Broadway" brought in
about $48,000 only a moderate gross
;

Guy

Mitchell tops the
stage show. Also modest, although it
opened later in the holiday week, is
"Soldiers Three" at the Capitol, with
about $47,000 due for the first week.
for the period.

Russ Morgan's band is on stage.
Though it failed by about $5,000 to
reach

estimate

week's

first

its

"Up Front"

of

doing fine
a second
business at Loew's State
week is expected to bring in about
$30,000, or better than many recent
"Born Yesterday" at the
first weeks.

$50,000,

is

still

;

Victoria is still tops in the longer
runs
spurred by Judy Holliday's
Academy Award, the house looks for
an excellent $25,000 for the 15th

Brief

with nearly $9,000 registered for the
It will move over to the
final week.
Golden tomorrow, continuing on a
two-a-day, reserved seat policy, and
the advance sale gives prospects for a
long stay there. "Tales of Hoffman"
bows in at the Bijou tomorrow night,
also on: a two-a-day basis.
The Sutton also changed bills, following 25 weeks with "Trio" the final
week brought in $4,500. "Kon-Tiki"
begins its run there today, following;

last night's benefit premiere.

"A Yank

Korea"

in

is

Can

^

Francisco, April

a

—

Washington, April 2. The House
Un-American Activities Committee
was reported today to be considering
a permit to televise its Hollywood
hearings when they reopen next week.
Newsreels and television cameras
were barred from the one-day hearings
which the Committee held on March
Committee officials pointed out
22.
that the March 22 hearings was held
in the small meeting room of the Committee, and only still photographers
were allowed.

The Committee
moving

its

room
Building, and

caucus

is

now

hearings
in

the

considering
the large
to

House

Office

if this is finally agreed
probably permit newsreel
and television cameras.

on,

it

AFL

Building

•

;

!

;

Barbara Stanwyck, Gene Tierney,
Edward Everett Horton and Phil
motion
were among the
17 persons given awards by Youth
United at a dinner held at the

Silvers, all representing the

picture

industry,

Waldorf-Astoria.
•

New

Loop Box-Office Business
Hurdles Weather Barriers.
Chicago, April 2. Loop

Percentage Suits Personnel Changes
Filed in Pittsburgh

Reported by
San Franciso,

FWC

April

2.

—The

fol-

changes in Fox West Coast
Northern California personnel have
been put into effect by Spencer Leve,
lowing-

—

;

Sen. Cain Questions

Video Hearings

—

Jan., 1947.

against the two witnesses would provide a needed court test of the issue.

Legion Reviews
Rates One as 'B'

9;

Loew's

is

represented

by

Smith,

Buchanan and Ingersoll of Pittsburgh,
and the other distributors by Reed,
Smith, Shaw and McClay of Pittsburgh, with Sargoy and Stein of New

York

as counsel.

Asks Depositions
Illinois

in

—A

ban and Katz, Great States, and major
distributors by the Springfield Drivein Theatre Corp.
Depositions of Joseph N. Stikes,
Eleanor R. Stikes, and Ruth B. Gustafson, director and owners of the
Springfield Drive-in, will be taken in

RKO's

Waukegan

Lippert's

"Mask

of the

Dragon."

The
beginning- April 4.
suit was filed in Springfeld, Jan. 23,
1951, and charges that the defendants
conspired to keep product out of the
until

after

other theatres in
1947 and 1948.

it

had played

Springfield

Lake,

Oakland,

acting

manager

all

during

has

been

2.

— Torrential

been

absence.

U-I Special Unit to
Release 'Browning'
The

film adaptation of Terence Rattigan's play, "The Browning Version,"
will be released in the U. S. by Universal-International's special films division,

it

was announced by Irving

Sochin, the division's sales manager.
The picture stars Michael Redgrave
and Jean Kent and is said to be "one
of the most important from the J.

Arthur

Rank

•

Perth Amboy, N. J., April 2.— The
Ditmas Theatre here, a 800-seat house
owned by Irving Goldstein and J. J.
Buchbinder, was destroyed on Sunday
The owners estimated the
by fire.
loss at $200,000.
No one was in the
building.

e

Warner Brothers' two-reel Technicolor production of "My Country
'Tis of Thee," has been booked into
New York's Radio City Music Hall
as a special added attraction with
the next feature to play at that
house.
•
Ilya E. Lopert has been named
chairman of the foreign committee of

the

amusement

division

the Joint

of

Defense Appeal of B'nai B'rith's AntiDefamation League, it was announced
here yesterday by Herman Robbins,
division chairman.

appointed

of the Franklin under
supervision.
Robert Mar-

appointed manager
Oakland, replacing
the Tower,
of
George Rantz, who is on a leave of
seilles

Chicago, April 2.
notice to take
depositions has been filed in Federal
Judge Michael Igoe's court by attorneys for Kerasotes Brothers Theatres,
defendants in a $1,000,000 anti-trust
suit brought against them, and Bala-

drive-in.

Oakland, to manage the State, Rich-

mond.
Frank Burhans, manager of the
Paramount, Oakland, has been temporarily checked into the Franklin,
Oakland and Raymond Davis, formerly assistant manager of the Grand

Burhans'
has

Trust Suit

Nine additional films have been reviewed by the National Legion of Decency with one, "The Lemon Drop
Kid," receiving a "B" classification.
In Class A-I are M-G-M's "The
Painted Hills," 20th Century-Fox's
"The Sword of Monte Cristo," and
"Tarzan's Peril."
In Class
A-II are Universal - International's
"Abbott and Costello Meet the Invisible Man," Paramount's "Appointment with Danger," Columbia's "Flame
of Stamboul" and "Lorna Doone," and

Orleans, April

;

Pittsburgh, April 2. Five distribuhave filed separate percentage
division manager
C. E. MacDonald,
suits here against Antonio R. Acquiformer Fresno city manager is now
Birocco and Joseph
lina, Joseph T.
working with Harry Seipel, Peninsula
Actions were instituted
A. Birocco.
district manager, prior to taking over
Senator by Warner, Universal, United Artists, the job when Seipel leaves to accept
Washington, April 2.
ask Loew's and Columbia in U. S. Dis- a position with Hoyts Theatres in Auswould
he
said
Wash.)
Cain (R.,
trict Court for Western Pennsylvania.
the Senate to reconsider its action cittralia.
Kenneth Kucera, transferred
Theatres involved are the Garby in
ing for contempt two witnesses who
from the Alisal at Salinas to manage
Clarion, Pa. and the Emlen in Emrefused to testify before the Senate
the T. and D., Paso Robles, replacing
lenton,
Pa. while it was allegedly
crime committee so long as television,
Homer Greenfield, resigned. Nevin
operated
the
defendants
until
about
by
newsreel and radio equipment was
Davidson goes from the Franklin,
motion to reconsider the
contempt vote, Cain said he felt the
witnesses were "quite within their
He stated he had watched
rights."
the hearings on television, "tried to
put myself in their shoes," and "felt
a tremendous sympathy" for the two
men. Chairman Kefauver (D., Tenn.
said he felt the contempt citations

Employe's

—

tors

Filing a

Service

contract.
The wage increase
is retroactive to Feb. 15 and the welfare fund contributions begin May 1.

wind-swept rains over the entire New
week.
business Orleans exchange area plunged boxAlso holding up are "Rawhide," at
office receipts to a low for this year.
the Rivoli, with $18,000 reported due over the weekend was very good deBut, despite deluge-soaked New OrLeadfor a second week, and "14 Hours" spite a rainy Saturday evening.
leans and all of Louisiana and mid
at the Astor, with about $14,000 com- ing the parade was "The Mating SeaAt the Cri- son" and a stage show starring Johnny and Southern portions of Mississippi,
ing for its fourth week.
Also do- Alabama and Florida theatres were
terion, "The Prince of Peace" is still Desmond, at the Oriental.
closed.
However, across the
not
holding, with about $20,000 expected ing good business were "Bird of Paranorthern
portion
of Mississippi, bigPalace
Front,"
dise,"
at
"Up
at
the
for a second week.
A smash $49,000
the Grand; "Payment on Demand," cities and towns like Vicksburg, Koswas reported for the first week.
ciusko and Columbus were battered
"Odette" is bringing the Park Ave- at the Woods, and a stage show and
littered with debris, streets and
nue its best business in recent months, the world premiere of "Ma and Pa and
highways were gutted, bridges are out
with a gross for the first week ending- Kettle Back on the Farm," at the
"Farm," while not up to and raging flood waters of the Black
Chicago.
last night said to be just under $15,000.
"Cyrano de Bergerac" is ending a expectations, should hit a $40,000 first and Tombigbee rivers and the Yazoo
Basin impeded traffic and many the21-week stand at the Bijou tonight, week's gross.
atres were dark for two days.

will

present.

AFL

Union

;

House 'Red' Probers
Weigh TV Hearings

— The

additional 27y2 cent daily contribution
to the union's welfare fund. The raise
boosted their pay to $13.75 a day under

leaving the

Globe after a one-week stand
it is
drawing a mild $8,000. "The Great
Missouri Raid" comes in on Saturday.
At the Mayfair, "Oh Susanna" is
expected to bring in about $10,000 for
rather slow business.
a 10-day stand
"The Man from Planet X" will open
there on Saturday.

2.

strike
against
motion
picture theatres in Northern California
has ended with a settlement giving the
janitors $1 a day increase and an
janitors'

Organization

since

'Hamlet'." Plans are being developed
for release in September.

Brazee to Manage
4 in Indianapolis

—

Indianapolis, April 2. Maurice
Brazee, former manager of Warner
theatres in Oklahoma City, will become city manager for the Greater
Indianapolis Amusement Co. today, as
a result of changes resulting from the
purchase of Ted Gamble's interest by.
Denham Theatres of Denver.

Dave

Cockerill,

president

ham, was here from Denver
policy with representatives
Fourth Avenue Amusement
Louisville, which now shares

of
to
of

Den-

map

Co.

the
of

owner-

ship of four local first-runs, the Indiana, Circle, Lyric and Keith's, with
Denham. Kenneth T. Collins, the retiring- city manager, plans to enter a
hospital here for an operation before
considering future committments.

BIRTHDAY PRESENT
The February

issue of

This high point
its

Modern Screen

reflects

Modern

hit

1,340,000

circulation.

Screen's editorial quality and

leadership of screen magazines on the newsstands of America.

It's

particularly appropriate on

marking 20 years of

solid

Modern

Screen's 20th anniversary

development and growth.

Dell Publishing Company, Inc.
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Heavy Rains Hurt
SomeGrosses; Kid
'Wedding'Are Tops
,

Added Taxes
For This Year

downward

Snyder Wants Quick
Action on Tax Bill
Washington,

April

2.

Rain last Thursday and Friday
dampened Easter week business at
New York first-runs, causing some
revisions of figures, but the
to blight completely
grosses that in some situations reached
outstanding proportions.
Radio City Music Hall, for example,
continued with the best Easter busiOn Friday, with
ness in its history.
an all day rain, the house grossed
$23,051 with an attendance of 21,600,

weather

— Treas-

failed

ury Secretary Snyder today told
Congress it could put off at least
until next year the so-called "second bite" of the Administration's tax almost a record Friday. The outlook
program, and that it might develop for the fourth week with "Royal Wedthat this extra tax boost would not ding" and the Easter stage show is
be needed even then.
He told the House

Ways and

Means Committee that the
Administration wanted quick
action on the tax boosts it
requested in January but promised it would not ask any further tax increases this year.
He said whether additional tax
increases are needed next year
would depend on the way Federal spending turns out.
This means the film industry

has

(Continued on page 6)

75 to

for

the

magnificant
at the
Paramount, which reports a gross of
$90,000 coming up for the second
week. The opening week held to the
estimated $97,000.
Billy
Eckstine
heads the stage bill.
Less exciting are the returns from
the Roxy, where a third week for
"Bird of Paradise" and Tony Martin

pace

is

at

a

"The Lemon Drop Kid"

(Continued on page 7)

TOA

Wallis Finishes 2,
>s Sets 2 More: Hazen

Board Parley
Between SO and 75 Theatre Owners of America members are expected
to be on hand for the organization's
board meeting which will convene at
the Mayflower Hotel in Washington
tomorrow. The meeting will continue
through Friday.

Among the items on the heavy
agenda are the taking of action on the
new by-laws for the Council of MoPicture Organizations
arbitraproposals
plans to secure a
(Continued on page 6)
;

Continue
In Eastern Europe
to

The Motion Picture Export Association board has voted to continue
for another year the
distribution setup in Austria and in all of the

MPEA

Eastern European countries
its

Hal Wallis Productions has just
completed two pictures on the Coast,
has two others awaiting release and
will
commence production on two
more in the fall, it was reported here
yesterday by Joseph H. Hazen, com-

ALLIED SCORES
_
^

FC C STATEMENT

Calls for 'Stern' Film
Resistance, Hints At

MPA TV

Committee
To Meet Here Today

meet tomorrow
discuss,
to
things, last

in

New

among
week's

Washington,

other
Federal

—

Communications Commission
decision on licensing policy
with respect to film com-

orbit,

yesterday

by

now

with-

was announced here
Irving Maas, MPEA

it

vice-president and general manager.
The countries include Yugoslavia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania Bulgaria and the Soviet Union.

The new extension

carries
(Continued on page 6)

the pe-

2.

— Abrani

—

Communications Commission decision
on licensing film companies.

panies.

That decision

The meeting will also elect
a permanent chairman for
Theodore
the
committee.

in effect

warned

film

Black of Republic will pre-

companies to make their pictures,
stories and talent available to television if they want radio and TV li-

side.

censes.

Myers said the
ried out,

Solon Hits FCC's
'GratuitousAttack

9

On Film Industry
2.
Senator
April
today sharply attacked the Federal Communications
Commission for a "gratuitious attack
against the motion picture industry"
and an attempt to intimidate the industry in its report last week on

(R.,

Wis.)

licensing policy.

In a letter to FCC chairman
Wayne Coy, Wiley said he
(Continued on page 5)

Chicago, April 2. The 12 Chicago
drive-ins have banded together
this year and established a local "code
of ethics." The code, a result of meetings between the drive-in owners,
area

stipulates

Any
week

policy, if car-

would "wreak havoc"

theatre owners. He imthat Allied might even
demand a Congressional inves-

among
plied

tigation.

"The report gives the impression
that the Commission, moved by some
undisclosed impulse, hurled a rock at
(Continued on page 5)

—

Washington,

Wiley

—

extensions for filing reorganization plans under the
industry anti-trust decision.
Both companies are negotiating with the Department of
Justice for consent decrees.
Loew's, whose former deadline was March 31, has had
the date extended to May 31.
20th-Fox, whose plan was due
today, now has until May 10
to file.

April

F. Myers, general counsel of Allied
States Association, today called on
exhibitors
the entire film industry
to put up "stern
as well as producers
last
week's Federal
to
resistance"

York

Chicago Drive-in Code Bars
Double Bills in 'A' Runs
Both Loew's and 20th Century-Fox have been granted

Action

Congressional

—

The
Washington, April 2.
Motion Picture Association's
will
committee
television

(Cgntinued on page 6)

Extend Decree Dates
For Loew's, 20th-Fox

TEN CENTS

1951

;

MPEA

in

Also continuing

$170,000

off relatively well in this year's

come

tion
tion

$150,000, following
third week.

3,

drive-in which

plays

in

Delay D. of J.
SCTOA Meet
—

Washington, April 2. The meeting between spokesmen for the Southern California Theatre Owners Association and the Justice Department
to discuss zoning in the Los Angeles
area, arbitration and other California
exhibition problems has been postponed.
Gus Metzger, chairman of the exhibitor committee named to meet with
anti-trust chief H. Graham Morison,
requested the postponement to give
(Continued on page 4)

Vote of Confidence
For Herbert Sorrell

"A"

of first subsequent runs will not
play double features. Drive-ins which
want to play double features will have
to go into "B" week.
The "dollar-a-car" policy will be
eliminated and the straight 80 cents
per person admission will be in effect.
The group will band together for a
"policing" job, particularly to curb
the stealing of speakers, which was
a major problem last year.
Meetings will be held once a month
for discussion of drive-in problems.

—

Hollywood, April 2. The membership of Studio Painters Local No.
644, in a meeting called to consider a
decision by the executive board of the
Brotherhood of Painters, Paperhangers

and Decorators of America

find-

ing Local 644 business agent Herbert
Sorrell guilty of affiliating' himself
organizations
pro-Communist
with
and directing he no longer be permitted to hold union office, gave Sorrell a standing vote of confidence and
(Continued on page 4)

Tuesday, April

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Tradetvise
SHERWIN
.

THE
dustry

entire motion picture inrightly feels that the
gratuitous pronouncement of the

•

Skouras, president

P.

Federal
mission

of

20th Century-Fox, and Mrs. Skouras
announce the engagement of their son,

Communications Comwhich stated
last week

—

Spyros

that applications for
television station licenses by motion picture companies may be
judg'ed on the basis of the num-

Conn.

ber of films, stars, stories and
other program components that
are made available by them to

in

Skouras, to Barbara
S.
daughter of Mr. and
Feldman,
Jane
Mrs. C. Russell Feldman of the
Hotel Pierre and Cummings Point,

The

couple will be married in

June.

•

new assignment.

MacKenna,

M-G-M's

studio

executive
story de-

partment, is due to leave Hollywood
April 25 for London on a combination
business and pleasure trip.
•
Charles E. Kurtzman of Loew's,
Boston, accompanied by his family, has
arrived here, completing a West Indies

cruise

erations.

Those motion picture companies which have temporary authorizations from the FCC and
have made substantial investments in television in consequence, are now confronted with

Maure-

aboard the
•

M-G-M

Baldridge,

representative

for

Washington, was

in

field

press

Charlotte

and

New York

yes-

a threat that those investments
may be wiped out wholly, for
they are of no value if their
continuity is not assured.
The coercive- effect of the

terday.

•

Irving Sochin, sales head of Unispecial

versal-International's

division, has returned here

FCC's pronouncement

films

from Chi-

•

W. Coyne,

is

empha-

sized by the fact that there can
be no review of the policy it
has
The
has indicated.
entered no order on the subject;
there are no findings of fact, no
conclusions nothing to be chal-

cago.

FCC

counsel
to the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, left here yesterday for

Robert

special

—

Washington.

lenged and reviewed.
Yet the FCC has the power of
life and death in the matter of
Hence the coercive
licensing.
effect of its suggested policy of

Lillian Bramson, secretary to
Black, Universal Pictures
purchasing agent, became engaged recently to Julius Pomerantz.

Ethel

granting no licenses unless the
industry's substance is diverted

from the nation's

theatres,

which

cannot live without it, to the
added nourishment of a competitor who not only cannot pay for
it but who has managed thus far,
at least, to do pretty well without

it.

The FCC

is

as

aware

as

any

sion and radio is advertising
the marketing- of commercially

sponsored programs to advance
the sale of commercial products.
The most cursory reflection
should reveal to the FCC that
its suggested licensing policy is,
in effect, a directive to the motion picture industry to get out
of the business of entertainment
and to get into the business of

selling

commercially

sponsored

to represent the Hollyfilm industry at a United Nations Film Conference of 18 European
and South American countries, Fred
Quimby of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios left here for Paris by plane

B. Zoellner, head of

wood

yesterday.
The veteran head of M-G-M's short
subject department and producer of
M-G-M cartoons, will be one of three
delegates to the conference, which
will open in the French capital today.
The other delegates are L. C. Larsen, of the University of Indiana,
authority on educational films, and
Ted Genoch of Paramount Newsreel,
New York. The conference will run
to April 10.
Its purpose, under the
leadership of
(the United
Nations Educational, Social and Cultural Organizations), is to discuss
ways of more effectively using films
to raise world educational and cultural standards.

UNESCO

Quimby's invitation came from John
acting director-general, and
Ross MacLean, head of the film diviTaylor,

both

sion,

of

UNESCO

in

Paris.

Arrangements for Quimby's attendance were made by Howard Vickery,

UNESCO

product.

The Congressional

authority
under which the FCC operates
does not give it such power as
Nor do the laws of the
that.
nation compel an industrial diversion of that nature.
It is the duty of the industry
to make that clear in no uncertain terms to the FCC and,
should it evidence no sign of relenting, to carry the issue to

contact representative of
State Department, with
executives
Nicholas
M.
Schenck, Louis B. Mayer and Dore
Schary, for this first International

U.
Loew's

the

S.

Film Conference of UNESCO.
Quimby, accompanied by his wife,
will remain in Europe after the conference

closes
to talk with
Dave
Lewis, head of European distribution

for

Loew's

International,

Eckman, holding the same

and

Sam

position in

the British Isles.

Congress.
sincere hope of many in
is that the meeting
of the Motion Picture Association's television committee on
the subject here today will lay
the groundwork for some such
stand of unqualified firmness in
resisting the FCC's shockingly
thoughtless pronouncement.

The

this industry

Plaque to Skouras
For Davis and Peck
Presentation of special plaques honoring Bette Davis and Gregory Peckas "the outstanding actress and actor
of the year" was made yesterday to
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th

Century-Fox, at the company's home
Awards were based on a popularity poll run by Ted Rodis of the
Pilgrim Theatre and Bert Green of

office.

•

William

U. N. Film Confab

KANE

one that the business of televi-

shocking".

engag'e in licensed television op-

tamia.

Tom

is

—

•
of

—

There is in the FCC statement
an almost undisguised threat
an element of coercion introduced without any exploration
whatever of the economics involved that unless you impoverish yourself to enrich your
competitor you are very likely
to be deprived of the right to

atre here, has been named to an executive post with the United States
Lines in Tokyo, and has left for his

head

effect

television

Montague Salmon, Jr., son of the
managing director of the Rivoli The-

Kenneth

to Paris for

Selected

of
president
Monogram and Allied Artists, arrived here yesterday from the Coast.

Spyros

.

.

By

BROIDY,

STEVE

Quimby

1951

3,

M-

Burrows

G-M's shorts and newsreel sales, is
due in Washington today from New

U. S.

York.

Advise
on Raw Stock
to

DeMille Backs Ohio
'Right-to-Work' Bill

the

Ogden

Theatre,

both

in

New

York.

The poll, which drew a total of
•
Columbus, April 2. Cecil B. De 50,000 entries, honored
Washington, April 2. Lincoln V.
the actress and
Bela Lugosi and Mrs. Lugosi will Burrows, Eastman Kodak official with Mille will address the Ohio Senate's actor
for their roles in "All About
sail from New York for Europe to- experience in the World War II con- committee
on financial institutions, Eve" and
"Twelve O'Clock High,"
day aboard the S.S'. Mauretania.
trol program, has been appointed as commerce and labor here today in suprespectively.
The plaques were do•
an industry consultant to the Na- port of Senator David McK. Fer- nated by Henry Haefner
of the Bay
Phil Klarnet, of M-G-M's home tional Production Authority's film guson's "right-to-work" bill.
View Inn, night spot and restaurant
office exploitation department, is in division, it was announced by Nathan
ex
bill
would
Ferguson's
Senator
Chicago from New York.
tend to workers in intra-state employD. Golden, division chief.
•
Burrows will advise the division on ment safeguards similar to those af
Rita Hayworth arrived in New problems relating to sensitized film and forded workers in interstate commerce
York yesterday from Europe aboard film equipment. Burrows' World War by the Taft-Hartley Act.

—

—

the S.S.

De

Grasse.

experience will be particularly
valuable to the division, Golden said.

David Golding,

NEW YORK THEATRES

II

•
publicity

manager

Century-Fox, returned here
yesterday from the Coast.
for 20th

DuMont
Visit to

Marcus Loew's Dividend

Officials

on

London
—

Set 300 Openings
For 'Santa Fe'
"Santa Fe," Columbia, will open in
some 300 theatres in the Kansas City
and Cincinnati areas during the last

London, April 2. Mortimer Loewi,
Toronto, April 2. Marcus Loew's Andrew Yager and Sidney Justin of week in April, the company reports
Theatres, Limited, operating two thea- the DuMont Laboratories-Paramount here. The bulk of the bookings will
tres here has paid a $1 dividend on the Television organizations have arrived be in the Kansas City area, starting
company's shares for the first quarter here from New York on what is de- with the Midland in Kansas City and

—

cribed as a tour of inspection of Bri-

of 1951, thus maintaining the rate of
the post-war years.

tain's television activities.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

the Dodge Theatre in
April 26.

Dodge City on

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

FRED ASTAIRE

-

JANE POWELL

"ROYAL WEDDING"
Color by TECHNICOLOR
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
plus THE MUSIC HALL'S GREAT
EASTER STAGE SHOW
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Paramount has now
Mating Season" and
beside "At

EYE-OPENER!
the

set

100 key dates on

first

results already put

War With The Army,"

it

"The

squarely

the "Irma" pictures

and other extraordinary word-of-mouth

attractions.

Excellent openings have been accompanied by an

overwhelming reception from public and
as the talk grows, so

do the

receipts.

Paramount's carefully planned booking pattern

maximum
its

profits

from

this great

Thus

its

to each

is

your protection for

comedy. Intensive pre-selling

gradual play-off— in keys, sub-keys and

And

critics.

all

down

is

accompanying

the line.

snowballing fame becomes an ever-increasing asset

engagement— and

repeat

engagement— of

PARAMOUNT'S WORD-OF-MOUTH WINNER

THE

ASON

ATI NO
A

very funny picture about the hamburger-slinging

MOTHER OF THE GROOM

le

Tierney and John Lund

duced by Charles Brackett

in
•

"THE MATING SEASON"
Directed by Mitchell Leisen

with Miriam Hopkins -Thelma Ritter
•

Written

for the screen

•

Jan Sterling

•

A

Mitchell Leisen Production

by Charles Brackett, Walter Reisch and Richard Breen

National

NCAA

Pre-Selling

Para. Managers to
Hold National Meet

Meet Will

Consider Theatre

TV

Chicago, April 2.— The telethe
of
committee
NCAA will meet here on
April 6-7 to consider proposals by TV networks for
experimental "live" telecasting of college football games
next year.

A

vision

GROCERY

trades are receiving
an elaborate pressbook, produced
by the Chicago branch of J. Walter
Thompson advertising agency, in the
Baby Foods,
Libby's
with
tieup
planned for the promotion of "Father's
Dividend," by Dan Terrell,
Little

manager
Goldwyn-Mayer. Not

Metro-

for

exploitation

in

many moons

have either of the trades seen anything
as complete as this pressbook to set
the national contest to find a nickname
for "Little Stanley" as a cooperative
deal between local theatres and merInteresting notion is that for
chants.
every major prize and there are literally hundreds of them all sponsored by Libby, there is a "dividend"
Top prize in the
prize for "Father."
contest is a four-year college scholarship, worth $5,000 for the baby— while

—

The

chairman

Tom

is

a Lord

•
exploitation

camA full-scale
paign for 20th Century-Fox's "Take
Care of My Little Girl" has been
set with Whitman's Chocolates, and
the campaign will kick-off with fullpage color ads, beginning with the
July 21 issue of Saturday Evening
Window and counter cards,
Post.
posters and other promotional material are being supplied by Whitman's to its thousands of accounts
Local
throughout the country.
drug and candy stores will cooperate at the local level with theatres
in a tieup which is timed to the
national release of the picture in

August.
•

New

York's garStreet crowds in
ment district, long familiar with the
standard mobile delivery hand-trucks,
got a new thrill last week when 20th
Century-Fox sent a safari of shapely
damsels, clad in shorts and halters,
wheeling latest dresses in garment
racks through the Seventh Avenue
area, with placards touting "I Can
Get It for You Wholesale" at the
Roxy Theatre.
On-the-spot radio promotions for
the picture have been set up through
a large-scale tieup with California
Girl, Inc., and two dresses worn by
Susan Hayward will be "plugged" on

under
Hamilton of

the University of Pittsburgh,
will also be "open to conexperimental
other
sider"
video subjects, such as theatre television, Phonevision,
Skiatron, special events, like
Army-Navy games and post-

Clark,

with

Paramount

displays of
appropriate
accessories and the use of the popular
"lemon drop guessing contest," which
has been successful in theatre lobbies.

was

it

season games.

in

manager

South. Central

;

J.

J.

;

Heading the home
addition

office contingent,

Schwalberg,

to

will

be

Events
4-6

April

— Theatre

America board

Full scale fashion shows on
stages of hundreds of theatres across
the country are planned in connection
with 20th Century-Fox's Technicolor
comedy, "Half Angel." Shows will be
staged by leading department stores,

with attractive models wearing gowns
and dresses copied from those worn in
the picture.
The gowns, by Travilla,
have been adapted by Star Pattern
Co., and will be advertised cooperatively in 79 leading newspapers, as
part of the promotional campaign.
•
All stops have been pulled in the
intensive promotion of the premiere
of "Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the
Farm" at the Chicago Theatre.
The largest dairy farm serving the
city is distributing 250,000 heralds
in a "Back to the Farm" contest
with the first prize being an actual
farm (for a weekend farmer). The
company will spot 2,500 posters in its
affiliated stores to put over the contest in cooperation with the Balaban and Katz Theatres. A second
contest, to "Name the Pony," will
have a model farm, set up in the
lobby, and Roy Roper, the milk

TV cowboy star, doing
personal appearances, with the winner getting the pony.
In addition, a local Hudson dealer
is sponsoring a "Typical Ma and
Pa Kettle Family" contest, with a
company's

Twentytwo suburban newspapers are plugging a "Back to the Farm" square

television set as first prize.

displays.

Key city managers who have thrived
on the personal appearance tours of
r

;

jects and Paramount News;
Israel, assistant secretary of

mount Film Distributing Corp.

Arthur
Para;

Rob-

assistant to Balaban
Jerry Pickman, acting national director of advertising-publicity
Arthur
Dunne, head of the contract department Martin Friedman, head of the
ert

Rubin,

J.

;

;

playdate department Fred Leroy, head
of the statistical department, and Joseph Walsh, head of branch opera;

— National

Board of ReMotion Pictures annual
conference, Hotel McAlpin, New

April 5-6

view

of

York.
April 10

— Industry
Walsh,

Richard

dinner honoring"

IATSE

president, 21 Club, New York.
10-11
Allied
Independent
April
Theatre Owners of Iowa-Nebras-

—

ka annual convention, Savery Hotel, Des Moines.

—

RKO
RKO

—

—

make appearances

in

many

and towns not usually included

in such itineraries, but will rejoin to
the full line for
York and Chi-

New

—Walter

Brooks

ing, Henry Grady Hotel, Atlanta.
19
Division,
Amusement
April
Joint Defense Appeal of Greater
New York, industry wide luncheon, Hotel Astor, New York.
April 25 Kansas-Missouri Theatre
Association spring meeting, Kan-

—

—

sas City.

—

April 25 Cinema Stamp Collectors
meeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
Society of Motion
April 30-May 4
Picture and Television Engineers
69th semi-annual convention, Ho-

—

tel

Statler,

New

York.

tions.

'Feldman Drive'
British Theatres

Fight Tax Threat

—

Now

in Final

Is

Lap

Universal Pictures' current 17-week
"Charles J. Feldman Sales Drive" has
There
entered its final four weeks.

London, April 2. Pre-budget estimates of government departments for
defense already have caused British are $35,000 in prizes.
Leader at the 12th week marker was
exhibitors to abandon hope for entermanaged by
tainment tax relief and to concentrate the New Haven branch,
branch,
instead on efforts to avoid an increase Arthur Greenfield. The Dallas
Wilkinson,
was
Robert
N.
managed
by
in the tax. The budget is scheduled
Denver branch, manto be reported to Parliament on April second, and the
aged by Mayer Monsky, was third.
10.
The Cinematograph Exhibitors As- The Southern division, headed by F. J.
in the lead and the
sociation's tax committee has pro- A. McCarthy, was
district headed by Henry H. Martin
posed to Sir Wilfrid Eady, second
Dallas, Kansas City,
secretary of the Treasury, that thea- and including
New Orleans, Oklahoma City and St.
tres be allowed to increase admission
held topi spot.
prices to offset what they describe as Louis
the crushing burden of the tax. Under
the plan the Treasury would take its
share of any increase.

Rank, Davis Leave
May 6 on U. S. Trip
London, April —
Arthur Rank
2.

J.

managing

director,
John
Davis, are now scheduled to leave
here for the U. S. on May 6, Rank
by ship and Davis by plane. Neither
will visit the Coast while in the U. S.
his

but Rank may go to Philadelphia before leaving for home May 22.

;

exploitation director, and Don Prince,
Pictures.
publicity director for
picture,
For the forthcoming
"Tokyo File 212," a troupe of 16
Japanese geisha girls the genuine
article
will tour key cities, starting
May 2 at Keith's Theatre in Washington, where they will be entertained
at a cocktail party, with Look magazine covering the event for pictures
and story. The 16 girls, in groups of

cago openings.

of

meet-

—

vice-president
of
Paramount Film
Distributing Corp.
Oscar Morgan,
general sales manager of short sub-

and

•

cities

Owners

of directors

Hotel Mayflower, Washing-

ing,
ton.

;

four, will

1951

Barney Balaban, president of Para- April 11 Cinema Stamp Collectors
meeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
mount Pictures Paul Raibourn, vice17-18
April
Motion Picture Operthe president in charge of budgets, planators of the South annual meetning and television; E. K. O'Shea,

such stars as Denise Darcell, just for
one, can look forward to something
dreamed up by S. Barrett McCormick,
director of advertising Terry Turner,

cooperate

7-8,

the
an-

at

3,

Coming

;

•
Debbie..
Reynolds,
M-G-M's 18year-old star, is featured in a picture story in the April McCall's. She
is
shown in her first starring role,
with Gene Kelly, in "Singing in the
Rain," and with Ezio Pinza, in "Mr.
Imperium," in addition to some informal shots.
•
The entire F. W. Woolworth chain
of 1,500 stores has been brought into
the tieup for "The Lemon DYop Kid,"

to

April

held

Donohue, Central manager Howard
Minsky, Mideastern
Hugh Owen,
Eastern and Southern; G. A. Smith,
Western,
Gordon Lightstone,
and
Canadian general manager.

dow

men in the window*
husk Lemon Drops, with

office

be

will

nounced here yesterday by A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp. The primary
purpose of the meeting is to set up
plans for and the agenda of the forthcoming national sales convention.
Attending the meeting will be M. R.

of the picture in the area served by
local radio stations for the benefit of
both local theatres and department
stores.

office

managers

home

dance contest in cooperation with
the program, "What's New in the the Chicago Park Board, and 14
Stores,"
with - continual plugs on newspapers are conducting a "Find
Nancy Dixon's radio show in cities the Farm Animals" contest, with
and towns from Coast-to-Coast. Pro- local merchants handing out entry
grams will be timed to the release blanks and cooperating with win-

and managers of stores are now receiving instructions from their home

meeting of Paramount' s divisional

sales

committee,

—

"Father's Little Dividend"
Elgin watch.

field

Tuesday, April
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SCTOA,

D. of

J.

(Continued from page

1)

group more time "to correlate and
perpare the facts." Metzger wired
Gael Sullivan, executive director of
the Theatre Owners of America, who
had set up the meeting, that the California group now thought it would
be ready about the third week in
The meeting was originally
April.
scheduled for tomorrow.

Morison had
that
agreed to put off the meeting and to
be ready to meet with the California
group whenever it is ready.
said

O.,

manager

2.

Loew's Ritz Theatre at Pittsburgh, has been appointed
manager of Loew's Broad, Columbus.
Sokol,

of

He

succeeds Carl Rogers, manager of
Broad for the past six years, who
is
being promoted to manager of
Loew's Theatre at Dayton, succeeding
William Reisinger, resigned.

the

Herbert Sorrell
(Continued from page

Meet

his

Sullivan

Loew's Promotes
Sokol and Rogers
— Robert
April
Columjbus,

adopted
part,

resolution which read in
resolved that Local 644

a

"Be

1)

it

request the general executive committo reconsider its action and reverse its decision." The resolution also

tee

stated, "Memberships of Local 644
have been in complete accord and
have participated in making all policy
which directed all actions both of
Local 644 and Sorrell," and that "Local

644

is

indebted to Sorrell for the
of dollars on past
and on current contracts

many thousands
obligations

which have more than two years
run."
I

to

Tuesday, April

3,

5
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FCC

Allied Scores

{Continued from page
the film companies, but it struck the
"When a
exhibitors," Myers said.
picture is shown on TV, its box office
value in the area in which it is shown
Certainly Congress nevis destroyed.
er contemplated that the public interest could be served by tearing down
an established industry in order to
help a rival industry, which, once the
novelty has worn off, may not retain
public favor."
report "sets
Declaring that the
a new record for usurpation of authority," Myers charged that the Commission, acting without any specific
evidence or findings, had asserted
power to regulate the motion picture
industry and the use the industry

FCC

1)

ment medium

in order to quali-

fy for licenses."

Declaring that the Commission itmust not realize the full implica-

self

Myers

said that to
the FCC
would have to exercise strict control
over the film companies, "Even to the
extent of fixing prices for their prodtions of its action,

make good on

its

policy,

ucts."

A TV

station could not possibly pay
as high a film rental as could a the-

Myers

atre,

and therefore the
would always be open

said,

film companies
to the charge

of having sought to
evade the FCC's policy by charging
rentals too high for TV stations to

"Then

pay.

the

Commission

we are aware," Myers

lease,

press

eight-page

re-

"no law provides and no court

has ever held that

it

is

a violation of

law for a private corporation, acting
alone and not in concert with others,
to choose its own customers. And yet
prothe whole purpose of the
ceeding was to determine the weight
to be given law violations in the grant-

FCC

oyal
weddin,

ing of licenses."
The Allied official emphasized that
there was not the slightest intimation,
when the Commission first announced
the proceeding in question, that it

might go into how freely film companies have made their films and tal-

Nor was
ent available to television.
the matter brought up at the hearing,
he declared.

dances away with
SEVENTEEN's

April

Picture -of -the

-Month

Award. We've told

"Sometime between the close
of the hearing and the issuance of the report," Myers said,
"the Commission either evolved
the idea or it was planted with
that it could force motion
picture companies to supply
their best available films and
talent to this rival entertainit,

millions of our teen-

age
its

girl

melodies

its

Song"
its

readers about

captivating dances,
("Liar

instance),

for

Solon Hits

FCC

{Continued from page 1)

light-hearted story

color musical catch on

would like to get from the
Commission "an explanation of
just how you can justify, if at
all, its very unusual and to my

with the teen-agers

way

of

love.

merry

and

Watch

M-G-M

this

Techni-

their families, too.

They

all

movies

in

follow
the

the

pages of

thinking, extra-legal
approach to this question."
of

sion until the individual or

FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS

the

FCC

follows

out

policy of building up television at the expense of motion
pictures. "Unless the Commission recedes from its position,"
the Allied official added, "this
phase of the matter should receive the attention of Congress
while the tax bill is under consideration."
its

Even

company

side of the case.
that the
to me
"It seems
stepped out of bounds when it in effect indicted the motion picture indutry for withholding the use of its
without givstars and films from

its

FCC

FCC

intimida-

tion."

TV

ing that industry any opportunity to
participate in public hearings on this
question."

Wiley said he wanted to make it
clear that he was not defending the
film industry or saying whether the
Commission's policy might not be
right in the long run. "All I am saying," he declared, "is that neither the

FCC

nor any other Federal commis-

said they felt much of the
criticism of the
was premature.
"It was laying down a very general
policy," one official said.
"It may

officials

FCC

never

actually apply some of the
said there.
It's shaking a
stick, but may never use it."
it

Mother of Arthur Israel
Services were
Riverside Chapel

held

yesterday

at

for Mrs. Jennette
B. Israel, 80, widow of Arthur Israel'
of Charleston, S. C, and mother of
Arthur Israel, Jr., assistant treasurer
of Paramount Pictures. Mrs. Israel
died at her home here Friday night.

Not

Galley, 56

—

Cincinnati, April 2. Nat Galley,
56, head of the Galley circuit, operating houses here and nearby territory,
died suddenly of a heart attack Satur-

day afternoon.

too,

will

join

us

as

they watch the teen-

agers flock to see
SEVENTEEN's choice

Wynn,

sion should pre-judge a case until
there has been a hearing, notice of the
issues, presentation of evidence and
arrival at a decision.
I do not feel
the
should intimidate or coerce
the motion picture industry or any
other industry. An indictment without

things

tu

Fred Astaire
Peter

Lawford, Sarah

stated.

such

SEVENTEEN's Picre-of-the-Month
Award. Exhibitors,
for

and Keenan

Churchill

the film companies try to
the Commission and make
films available to television, there is
no guarantee they will get their licenses, Myers declared.
He pointed
out that the Commission's report specifically said that it would consider
past violations of the anti-trust laws
as well as future policies, and that the
film producers could be ruled out because of their past violations.
"So
it
may still be all for naught," he

to

— for

again being selected

starring

if

amounts

and upside-

with glee

and Jane Powell,

appease

hearings

down

la

on the

royal
weddin,

that he

had had a fair opportunity for a thorough hearing in which it could present

THE ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE

if

ceiling

—

for April,

Senate Commerce Committee Chairwas chair- man Johnson (D., Colo.), who has juman of the Senate Judiciary Commit- risdiction over the FCC, could not be
tee when Congress passed the act lay- reached for comment, but Committee

Wiley pointed out

ing down administrative procedures to
A
be followed by Federal agencies.
cardinal feature of that act, he declared, was that "no individual or
company could become subject to an
adverse ruling by a Federal commis-

seventeen

Another result of the FCC's
policy would be a serious loss
of revenue for the government,
Myers said, since huge amounts
of admission taxes would be
lost

Fred Astaire

wili

makes of its -properties, even though either have to back down on its polno such authority had been conferred icy or start fixing the price of film,"
on it by Congress.
he concluded.

"So far as
declared in an

We're dancing a

with Albert

Sharpe. Directed by
Stanley Donen and

produced

by

Arthur

Freed

AN

M-G-M
PICTURE
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Sees Sept. 23-27
TO A Convention

—

of top product under
trade practices,
with emphasis on arbitration; taxes.
president,
Ned E. Depinet,

more even flow"

;

COMPO

TOA executive
to
director Gael Sullivan.
He said he was very confident that the board meeting

_s scheduled to deliver to the meeting
an appeal for support of the all-indus-

cording

try agency.

Mitchell Wolf son, board chairman,
scheduled to preside at the meeting.
Other officers due to attend are SamSherrill Coruel Pinanski, president
win and Myron Blank, vice-presiRusdents J. J. O'Leary, treasurer
sell Hardwick, secretary; Leonard H.
Goldenson and Nat Williams, cochairmen of the finance committee;
Gael Sullivan, executive director, and
Herman M. Levy, general counsel.
Also expected to be on hand are
Mack Jackson, Alabama Theatres
Association Sam B. Kirby, Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas
William Ruifin, Jr., Motion Picture

here this week would ratify a
report by Si H. Fabian proposing a convention at New
Astor Hotel from
York's
Sept. 23 to 27. A contract for
those dates has already been
signed, he stated.
The convention committee
would be headed by Fabian,
with Walter Reade, Jr., and
as

schedules

eleasing

fall is "virtually certain," ac-

Skouras

{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

A
Washington, April 2.
Theatre Owners of America
convention in New York this

George

Added Taxes

TOA Board

s

:

;

;

;

vice-

chairmen.

;

Wallis Finishes 2
{Continued from page 1)

The Wallis

pany president.

organi-

releases through Paramount.
Hazen's outline of production activity

zation

was given upon

York

return

his

to

New

an absence of nearly a
month, during which he conferred in
Hollywood with producer Hal Wallis
and vacationed in Florida.
after

who

made

has

pictures
abroad in recent years, has no plans
at present for further overseas pro-

Wallis,

duction

Hazen

said.

Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee; Roy Cooper,
California Theatres and Affiliated InCharles R. Gilmour, Colodustries
rado Association of Theatre Owners
Albert M. Pickus, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Connecticut; Sidney Lust, Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Metropolitan Washington,
D. C. E. D. Martin, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners and Operators of
George Kerasotes, United
Georgia
Charles
Theatre Owners of Illinois
Skouras, Southern California Theatre
Owners Association Dale Danielson
and C. E. Cook, Kansas-Missouri
Guthrie
F.
Theatre
Association;
Association
of
Kentucky's
Crowe,
Theatre
Owners
Tom Edwards,
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois.
Also, Howard Kennedy and Robert
Nebraska Theatres
Livingston,
R.
Association Walter Reade, Jr., New
Jersey Chapter of TOA E. R. Hardwick and Marlin Butler, New Mexico
Theatre Association Harry Lamont,
Theatre Owners of Albany, N. Y.
Exchange Area; Merritt A. Kyser,
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
;

;

;

and "Peking Express," starring- Joseph
Cotten and Corrine Calvet. Previously
completed and due for release in the
Raiders," starring Alan Ladd, and "That's
Boy," starring Martin and Lewis. The
two slated to go before the cameras
in the fall are "Come Back, Little
Sheba" and another Martin and Lewis
fall

are

"Quantrill's

My

;

MPTO

;

;

;

starrer as yet untitled.

Honor Zukor

at

'Outpost' Premiere

New York

State;

Ben

Strozier

L.

and H. F. Kincey, Theatre Owners
Adolph of North and South Carolina MorTucson, Ariz., April 2.
ris Loewenstein, Theatre Owners of
Zukor, chairman of the board of Para
mount Pictures, will be honored by Oklahoma.
Also, Lewen Pizor, United MPTO
the Tucson Art Festival committee
tomorrow at a special luncheon pre of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Edward M.
Jersey and Delaware
ceding the world premiere of Para
Rhode
Owners
of
Theatre
Fay,
the
at
mount's "The Last Outpost"
Paramount Theatre here. Zukor will Island Walter L. Morris, Tennessee
Henry
be presented with a plaque in appre- Theatre Owners Association
ciation of his contribution to the mo- Reeve, Texas Theatre Owners Asso-

—

;

;

;

;

.
tion picture industry.
Four generations of Zukors, including the veteran, his granddaughter
and her two children, will attend the
ceremonies and the picture's opening.
The children, incidentally, play roles

Morton G. Thalhimer, Virciation
ginia Motion Picture Theatre Association B. H. Palmer and Mrs. Eliza;

;

beth
atre

M. Pugh, Motion Picture TheOwners of West Virginia M. S.

Mullin,

;

New

England Theatres.

recommendations.

The Ways and Means Committee
tax hearings after hearing
will start executive session work Wednesday, and will probably take four weeks or better to report out a bill.
Synder said that higher-than-exrevenue and lower-than-expected
pected spending meant that the Administration could get by on the specific
tax increases asked for in February,
without an additional $5,000,000,000 or
$6,000,000,000 second tax increase bill.
His February testimony had implied
that this would be needed.
The specific tax program laid down
by the President in January and by
Snyder in February proposed a four
per cent increase in individual income
taxes, an eight point boost in corporate taxes, higher excises on television sets, autos and other items, and
increased capital gains taxes. At that
time, the Administration said its program would raise $10,155,000,000 a
closed

its

Snyder.

It

Gualino Due Today

For Italo-US Talks
The

exploratory
Italo-American
are continuing here, the
conferees having met again yesterday,
it was reported by John G. McCarthy,
head of the Motion Picture Association of America's international division.
Dr. Renato Gualino, who preceded the Italian delegates to New
film

York and who

—

Washington, April 2. Gael Sulli
van, Theatre Owners of America ex-

flew

over the weekend,

back to

Rome

scheduled to rejoin his colleagues here today.
Queried on the quid pro quo proposals already submitted by the Italians, representatives of some film companies' foreign departments said yesterday that they believed the American distributors could not legally make
any guarantees to the Italians regarding the future earnings of Italian films
in the

The

is

U.

S.
Italian delegates

MPAA

MPEA

Retain

S.

Africa Unblocks

{Continued from page 1)

All U.S. Earnings

joint operation under the
Aug. 31, 1952, twelve
to
months beyond the expiration date of
the present licensing agreements.
While all 10 'member companies of
the Export Association are participat
ing in the extension for the Eastern
European countries, only seven are us
ing the
distribution facilities
in Austria. Allied Artists, Columbia
and United Artists withdrew from the

riod

of

MPEA

The Union
dropped

of

South Africa has
on remittances

all restrictions

for the American film companies, it
was reported here yesterday by motion

picture export representatives following receipt of word of the new devel-

MPEA

opment from Johannesburg.
Last year South Africa relaxed

its

50 per cent freezing order to allow
operation in that country last for remittance of 71 per cent of Ameriyear.
can film earnings.
Of the Eastern European countries
The 100 per cent unfreezing at this
only Jugoslavia, and to a much more time represents a jump from the 71
limited extent, Poland and Czecho
per cent.

MPEA

American mo
According to Maas, a
renewal of the
film pact with
the Jugoslav Film Monopoly is now
Slovakia, still
tion pictures.

release

MPEA

Indiana Allied Sets
May Convention

imminent.

—

Hungary, Rumania and Bulgaria
Indianapolis, April 2. The Allied
markets for American films Theatre Owners of Indiana will hold
from the end of the war until the their annual spring convention and
Communists seized control, are now outing at French Lick Springs Hotel
tightly closed to Hollywood product May 22 and 23. The dates are nearly
as well as to all films from western a month earlier than usual.
fertile

The ATOI board of directors has
postponed its regular monthly meeting here until April 17, at the In-

film-producing nations.
Exhibition of American motion pictures in the Soviet Union has thus far
been confined to a handful of features
which the Russians claim to have confiscated in Germany as "trophies of
war." These are now being shown in
Soviet theatres over U.S. State Department protest and without the sanction of either

dianapolis Athletic Club.

Skouras
Boston,

MPEA

who own

or the member
the pictures.

Slate Crescent
Washington,

to

Debate

—

Spyros
P.
April
2.
president of 20th Century-

Skouras,
Fox, will participate in an open forum
on April 13 at the Cambridge High
and Latin School, Cambridge, Mass.,
on the topic, "Are Movies Better
Than Ever?" Sponsored by the Harvard Law School Forum, other participants will include Al Capp, car-

in the film.

50 Illinois Houses
In Radio Promotion

talks

year.
On
estimates,
put at $10,720,000,000.

companies

Depinet Expected at Thursday,
Friday TOA Board Sessions

1951

who have been
meeting here with representatives of
and the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, include Dr. Eitel Monaco, Italo Gemini
and Dr. Francesco Penotti, all of
the basis of new revenue whom are connected with the Italian
the program's yield was industry, not the government.

;

;

The films just completed on the
Coast, Hazen said, are "The Stooge,"
starring D.ean Martin and Jerry Lewis,

Administration tax

3,

Argument

—

April 2. Argument
Friday in Federal District
is slated
Court in Nashville on a technical
phase of the government's contempt
case against Crescent.
The argument deals with the scope of the information each side is to give the

toonist, and Faye Emerson.
Chicago, April 2. Fifty members ecutive director, said here today that
of Allied Theatres of Illinois have he expected Ned E. Depinet, Council
completed arrangements for a radio of Motion Picture Organizations presDrive
tie-up with station WJJD to stimulate ident, would attend both the ThursApril 2. A special comToronto,
the
meetings
of
independent
houses
Friday
their
and
day
business in
other.
mittee of 21 members representing
The deal calls for spot announce- board, and to address one of the sesbranches of the film industry
all
ments "plugging" independent theatre sions in an effort to smooth over
Forbes
for
has been organized under the
here,
Rites
and
the
TOA
attractions on the radio station, in ruffled feelings between
of R. W. Bolstad, vicechairmanship
Ralph
Forbes,
Funeral services for
The board meeting will
return for which the theatres will run COMPO.
president of Famous Players Canadian
trailers promoting the WJJD broad- open at the Mayflower Hotel here film and stage actor, will be held today in the Walter B. Cooke Funeral Corp., to assist in the annual fundcasts of the White Sox baseball games Wednesday.
the Canadian Red
Package is being hanSullivan said he felt much more op- Home here. Forbes, a native of Lon- raising campaign of
this summer.
of the internabecause
Society
Cross
Montefiore
in
Saturady
died
don,
ChisituaFisher
Agency
of
the
timistic now about
dled by Jack
emergency.
tional
Bronx.
Hospital,
tion than he did some 10 days ago.
cago.

—

TOA

Aid Canadian

Today

COMPO

I

RC

—

Tuesday, April

3,

Motion Picture Daily
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Coast Production

Rains Affect N.

Drop

In Slight
Hollywood, April

2.

— The

produc-

tion index has dropped two
Six
a total of 27 pictures in work.
new features were started while eight
points, for

were completed.
"Ten Tall Men,"
Started were
Columbia; "Yes, Sir, Mr. Bones,"
Lippert "Banner Line," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer "Father Takes the Air,"
Monogram "Rangers of the Golden
Sage," Republic; "The Cave," Universal-International. Completed were
"The Son of Dr. Jekyll," Columbia
"The Hoodlum" (Jack Schwarz Productions), Eagle Lion classics; "Pek(Hal Wallis Producing" Express"
tions), "Rhubarb," "Detective Story"
and "The Stooge" (Wallis), all Para"The Rodeo King and the
mount
Senorita" and "South of Caliente,"
:

;

;

;

;

Republic.

not expected to top $70,000.
report on the second week
for the bill is now $92,000, scaled
down from an original estimate of

on stage

The

is

final

$98,000.

The Strand's opening week with
"Lullaby of Broadway" brought in
about $48,000 only a moderate gross
for the period. Guy Mitchell tops the
stage show. Also modest, although it
opened later in the holiday week, is
"Soldiers Three" at the Capitol, with
about $47,000 due for the first week.
;

Russ Morgan's band is on stage.
Though it failed by about $5,000
reach

its

$50',000,

week's

first

"Up Front"

is

estimate

still

Loew's

doing

State
a second
week is expected to bring in about
$30,000, or better than many recent
"Born Yesterday" at the
first weeks.
Victoria is still tops in the longer
runs
spurred by Judy Holliday's
Academy Award, the house looks for
an excellent $25,000 for the 15th

business

at

;

in Brief

1)

with nearly $9,000 registered for the
final week. It will move over to the
Golden tomorrow, continuing on a
two-a-day, reserved seat policy, and
the advance sale gives prospects for a
long stay there. "Tales of Hoffman"
bows in at the Bijou tomorrow night,
also on a two-a-day basis.
The Sutton also changed bills, following 25 weeks with "Trio" the final
week brought in $4,500. "Kon-Tiki"
begins its run there today, following;

last night's benefit

"A Yank

to
of
fine

WEIVS

Grosses

Y.

(Continued from page

7

premiere.

San

Francisco, April

a

Washington,

April

2.

— The

Un-American Activities Committee
was reported today to be considering
a permit to televise its Hollywood

when they reopen next week.
Newsreels and television cameras
were barred from the one-day hearings
which the Committee held on March
Committee officials pointed out
22.
hearings

that the March 22 hearings was held
in the small meeting room of the Committee, and only still photographers
were allowed.
The Committee is now consideringmoving its hearings to the large

caucus

room

Building, and
on,

and

the

in
if

this

is

House

Office

agreed
newsreel

finally

will probably permit
television cameras.

it

AFL

Building

Video Hearings

—

Korea" is leaving the
•
Globe after a one-week stand it is
Barbara Stanwyck, Gene Tierney,
drawing a mild $8,000. "The Great
Missouri Raid" comes in on Saturday. Edward Everett Horton and Phil
At the Mayfair, "Oh Susanna" is Silvers, all representing the motion
;

!

expected to bring in about $10,000 for
a 10-day stand rather slow business.
"The Man from Planet X" will open
there on Saturday.
;

picture

were among the

industry,

17 persons given awards by Youth
United at a dinner held at the

Waldorf-Astoria.
G

—

—

second week, and "14 Hours"
with about $14,000 comAt the Criing for its fourth week.
terion, "The Prince of Peace" is still
holding, with about $20,000' expected
for a second week.
A smash $49,000
was reported for the first week.
"Odette" is bringing the Park Avenue its best business in recent months,
with a gross for the first week ending
last night said to be just under $15,000.
"Cyrano de Bergerac" is ending a
21 -week stand at the Bijou tonight,
at the Astor,

a rainy Saturday evening. Leading the parade was "The Mating Season" and a stage show starring Johnny
Desmond, at the Oriental. Also doing good business were "Bird of Paradise," at the Palace
"Up Front," at
the Grand; "Payment on Demand,"
at the Woods, and a stage show and
the world premiere of "Ma and Pa
Kettle Back on the Farm," at the
"Farm," while not up to
Chicago.
expectations, should hit a $40,000 first
week's gross.
spite

New

But, despite deluge-soaked
Orleans and all of Louisiana and mid
and Southern portions of Mississippi,
Alabama and Florida theatres were
not
closed.
However, across the
northern portion of Mississippi, big-

;

cities

and towns

ciusko and

like Vicksburg, KosColumbus were battered

and littered with debris, streets and
highways were gutted, bridges are out
and raging flood waters of the Black
and Tombigbee rivers and the Yazoo
Basin impeded traffic and many theatres were dark for two days.
•

Percentage Suits Personnel Changes

Perth Amboy, N. J., April 2.—The
Ditmas Theatre here, a 800-seat house
in
San Franciso, April 2. The fol- owned by Irving Goldstein and J. J.
lowing changes in Fox West Coast Buchbinder, was destroyed on Sunday
The owners estimated the
Northern California personnel have by fire.
Pittsburgh, April 2. Five distribubeen put into effect by Spencer Leve, loss at $200,000. No one was in the
tors have filed separate percentage
division manager
C. E. MacDonald, building.
suits here against Antonio R. Acquio
former Fresno city manager is now
lina, Joseph T. Birocco and Joseph
working with Harry Seipel, Peninsula
Warner Brothers' two-reel TechActions were instituted
A. Birocco.
district manager, prior to taking over
nicolor production of "My Country
by Warner, Universal, United Artists,
the job when Seipel leaves to accept 'Tis of Thee," has been booked
into
Loew's and Columbia in U. S. Disa position with Hoyts Theatres in Aus- New York's Radio City Music Hall
trict Court for Western Pennsylvania.
Kenneth Kucera, transferred as a special added attraction
tralia.
with
Theatres involved are the Garby in
from the Alisal at Salinas to manage the next feature to play at that
Clarion, Pa. and the Emlen in EmPaso
Robles,
replacing
the T. and D.,
house.
lenton, Pa. while it was allegedly
resigned.
Nevin

Pittsburgh

Filed

Reported by

FWC
—

;

Jan., 1947.

present.

motion to reconsider the
contempt vote, Cain said he felt the
witnesses were "quite within their
He stated he had watched
rights."
the hearings on television, "tried to
put myself in their shoes," and "felt
a tremendous sympathy" for the two
men- Chairman Kefauver (D., Term.)
said he felt the contempt citations
Filing a

against the two witnesses would provide a needed court test of the issue.

Legion Reviews 9;
Rates One as 'B'

Loew's

represented by Smith,
Buchanan and Ingersoll of Pittsburgh,
and the other distributors by Reed,
Smith, Shaw and McClay of Pittsburgh, with Sargoy and Stein of New

York

is

as counsel.

Asks Depositions
Illinois

In

_

Class

Greenfield,

Davidson

goes

in

Trust Suit

—A

beginning-

April

4.

The

A-II are Universal - International's suit was filed in Springfeld, Jan. 23,
"Abbott and Costello Meet the In- 1951, and charges that the defendants
visible Man," Paramount's "Appoint- conspired to keep product out of the
ment with Danger," Columbia's "Flame drive-in until after it had played all
of Stamboul" and "Lorna Doone," and other theatres in Springfield during
1947 and 1948.
Lippert's "Mask of the Dragon."

•

from

Oakland, to manage

the Franklin,
the State, Rich-

mond.
Frank Burhans, manager of the
Paramount, Oakland, has been temporarily checked into the Franklin,
Oakland and Raymond Davis, form-

manager

Oakland,

of the

Grand

been appointed
acting manager of the Franklin under
Burhans' supervision.
Robert Marseilles has been appointed manager
the
Tower, Oakland, replacing
of
George Rantz, who is on a leave of
Lake,

Chicago, April 2.
notice to take
depositions has been filed in Federal
Judge Michael Igoe's court by attorneys for Kerasotes Brothers Theatres,
defendants in a $1,000,000 anti-trust
suit brought against them, and Bala-

Waukegan

Homer

erly assistant

Nine additional films have been re- ban and Katz, Great States, and major
viewed by the National Legion of De- distributors by the Springfield Drivecency with one, "The Lemon Drop in 'Theatre Corp.
Depositions of Joseph N. Stikes,
Kid," receiving a "B" classification.
In Class A-I are M-G-M's "The Eleanor R. Stikes, and Ruth B. GusPainted Hills," 20th Century-Fox's tafson, director and owners of the
"The Sword of Monte Cristo," and Springfield Drive-in, will be taken in
Peril."

Employe's

Loop Box-Office Business
New Orleans, April 2. Torrential
Hurdles Weather Barriers.
wind-swept rains over the entire New
Chicago, April 2. Loop business Orleans exchange area plunged boxAlso holding up are "Rawhide," at
office receipts to a low for this year.
the Rivoli, with $18,000 reported due over the weekend was very good de-

Senator
Washington, April 2.
Cain (R., Wash.) said he would ask
the Senate to reconsider its action citing for contempt two witnesses who
refused to testify before the Senate
crime committee so long as television,
operated by the defendants until about
newsreel and radio equipment was

"Tarzan's

Service

contract.
The wage increase
is retroactive to Feb. 15 and the welfare fund contributions begin May 1.

—

Sen. Cain Questions

RKO's

AFL

in

week.

for a

House

— The

Union

;

House 'Red' Probers
Weigh TV Hearings

2.

strike
against
motion
picture theatres in Northern California
has ended with a settlement giving the
janitors $1 a day increase and an
additional 27y2 cent daily contribution
to the union's welfare fund. The raise
boosted their pay to $13.75 a day under
janitors'

has been named
chairman of the foreign committee of
Ilya

the

E.

Lopert

amusement

division

the Joint

of

Defense Appeal of B'nai B'rith's AntiDefamation League, it was announced
here yesterday by Herman Robbins,
division chairman.

has

absence.

Brazee to Manage
4 in Indianapolis

—

Indianapolis, April 2. Maurice
former manager of Warner

Brazee,

theatres

U-I Special Unit to
Release 'Browning'
The

film adaptation of Terence Rattigan's play, "The Browning Version,"

come

in

city

Oklahoma City, will bemanager for the Greater

Indianapolis Amusement Co. today, as
a result of changes resulting from the

purchase of Ted Gamble's interest byDenham Theatres of Denver.

Dave

Cockerill,

president

of

Den-

ham, was here from Denver to map
policy with representatives
the
of
vision, it was announced by Irving Fourth Avenue Amusement Co. of
Sochin, the division's sales manager. Louisville, which now shares ownerThe picture stars Michael Redgrave ship of four local first-runs, the Inand Jean Kent and is said to be "one diana, Circle, Lyric and Keith's, with
Kenneth T. Collins, the reof the most important from the J. Denham.
Rank Organization since tiring city manager, plans to enter a
Arthur
'Hamlet'." Plans are being developed hospital here for an operation before
considering future committments.
for release in September.
will be released in the U. S. by Universal-International's special films di-

BIRTHDAY PRESENT
The February

issue of

This high point
its

Modern Screen

reflects

Modern

hit

1,340,000

circulation.

Screen's editorial quality and

leadership of screen magazines on the newsstands of America.

It's

particularly appropriate

marking 20 years of

solid

on Modern Screen's 20th anniversary

development and growth.

Dell Publishing

Company,

Inc.

—

MOTION PICTURE

VOL.

69.

NO.
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Predicts

A

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

Sales'

Allied
April 3.
States Association general counsel

Abram F. Myers declares that distributors are going- to have to
change over from "penalty selling" to
"incentive selling" if the industry is to
surmount the challenges ahead from
television and other competing entertainments.
characterized

th e

working out of such an "incentive" system as "one of the biggest jobs we have to face."

Washington, April 3.-—The The- everything possible to encourage inOwners of America today warned dependent production, even to the
members would aid and fi- point of underwriting the financing
its

independent production unless
producers and distributors
present
turn out more and better pictures, with
stars

and new

stories.

This was one of the highlights of
"stand-up-and-fight-forprepared by
address
executive director Gael Sullivan
as the opening speech for the board
meeting which gets under way here
tomorrow. The meeting, at the Mayflower Hotel, will run through Friday.
Sullivan's keynote address contained
some of the most bitter criticism of
existing producers and distributors yet
official.
to come from a top
militant,
a
your-rights,"

TOA

TOA

"If distribution remains complacent
and content with existing markets for

product, and does not
meet the need for more pictures, new
faces and new stories, exhibitors in
TOA will join with others in doing
their curtailed

"In my judgment," he said, "there
is going to have to be a complete reform in licensing practices. There has
been no real innovation in film selling
just some refinein the last 40 years

—

(Continued on page 4)

Stabilization of

Economy to Profit
Industry: Yates

van

TOA

Exhibitors Film Finance Co. had not
gotten very far in a similar plan, but
said that "maybe the time wasn't
right, the promotion wasn't good, or
something. Anyhow, the situation can
change."
point, the TOA
declared that no one
who participates in the sale,
distribution and exhibition of
motion pictures today can describe our distributor-exhibitor

At another

official

Continued on page 4

(

Warner

Theatres'

zone

in

atres.

A

box-office

"hypo" aimed
the country

at thewill be

April 16 Is Set for

atres

SCTOA-U.S. Meet

pointed by the company in the direc-

over

all

Washington,

Stands
April

VHF
3.

—Trueman

Rembusch,

Allied
president
of
States Association, said Allied is still
firm in its stand that the very high
television frequencies must eventually
be abandoned by television broadcasters, and that exhibitors should fight
for these frequencies for theatre tele-

T.

vision.

Allied released a report by Rembusch, approved by Allied's
committee, commenting on the recent reallocation of television broadcastingfrequencies proposed by the Federal

TV

Communications Commission.

Some

(Continued on page 5)

—

sources said that the
(Continued on page 5)

Johnston Will Fete Holliday, Ferrer

Tomorrow

Italians
The

Italian industry delegates to
exploratory Italo- American film
meetings here will be the guests of
Eric A. Johnston at a luncheon in

the

_

Motion
Picture Association of America reported yesterday. Italian Embassy and
U. S. State Department representa-

Washington

tives

also

tomorrow,

will

Another

the

attend the luncheon.
will be Nathan D.

guest
Golden, National Production Author-

ity film chief.

Johnston, on leave as president of
(Continued on page 2)

Washington,

New

6

FCC's

3.

On

— Academy

and
Ferrer were included in a list
issued by the House Un-American
Activities Committee today of 245 individuals who have been affiliated with
from five to 10 "Communist-front orHolliday

Jose

ganizations."

John Howard Lawson appeared as
one of eight who had been affiliated
with from 41 to 50 such outfits. Albert Maltz and Dalton Trumbo were
listed as

being affiliated with to 21 to
(Continued on page 5)

—

3.

Gael

TOA

Sullivan referred both to the

FCC's statement last week that
companies should make
film
their pictures, stories and talavailable

TV

to television if
licenses and to

(Continued on page 4)

MPAA Law

Group
Defers Action on
FCC's TV Policy
The law committee

Motion

of -the

Picture Association of America met
here yesterday to discuss the Federal

Communications Commission's statement of policy toward film companies
applying for TV and radio licenses.
.

The committee took no formal
(Continued on page 4)

Myers Hits Refusal
To Endorse COMPO

—

Red-Front' List

Washington, April
Award winners Judy

April

Sullivan, executive director of the
Theatre Owners of America, said
today that he still had hopes that
FCC chairman Wayne Coy could
fight off a bad cold and spare time
from several Congressional appearances which he has scheduled to apboard meeting
pear before the
here tomorrow and explain the recent
FCC orders. He said he felt Coy
"could dispel in five minutes much of
the excitement."

ent

Pitts-

will be the experimental ground
for a region-wide box-office contest
which will be duplicated in all of the

burgh

'Can Dispel Excitement,'
Gael Sullivan Asserts

they want

Firm on

Aid Grosses

Herbert J. Yates, whom the Re- company's theatre zone areas from
board of directors reelected Coast-to-Coast and in independent thecompany president, told the annual atres as well. For the contest, Warstockholders' meeting which preceded
ner is combining the efforts of its
the election that he believed industry
distribution and theatre forces, under
conditions have improved and that
the leadership of Ben Kalmenson, genimprovement would follow
further
eral sales manager, and Harry M.
{Continued on page 2)
Kalmine, president of Warner The-

designed to reduce zoning
and clearance problems in
the Los Angeles area. Among
other reasons for the delay
is that exhibitors in the L.A.
area have been reporting in
daily with new suggestions
and the committee desires
that all might be included.

the independent producer,'' Sulli"Already there are memsaid.
who are actively enbers of
gaged in the promotion and financing
of independent production, and their
numbers will increase if distributor
indifference to expanding production
continues."
Sullivan admitted that the National

On FCC Policy

for

WB Contest to Allied

public

Washington, April 3. The
meeting of representatives of
the Southern California Theatre Owners Association with
the Department of Justice,
scheduled to be
originally
held here today, will he held
on April 16.
The meeting is to consider
a new trade practice system

TEN CENTS

1951

atre
that

new

—

Washington,

4,

to

nance

Changeover

To 'Incentive

Myers

U.S.A.,

Independents Unless Coy May Talk
Films Improve: Sullivan
To TOA Board

Myers Sees Aid
Reforms in
Film Selling

YORK,

Washington, April 3. The
recent refusal of the Southern California Theatre Owners Association to endorse
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations came under criticism today from the
Allied States Association.
"What became of the COMPO plan for a nationwide
campaign to put the movies
back in the running," Allied
general counsel Abram F. Myers demanded in an Allied
bulletin.

"Apparently

busi-

ness is so good in Southern
California they do not need
to back the COMPO movement.

ac-

Wednesday, April

Motion Picture Daily

2

University
To Honor Moskowitz
N. Y.

Personal
Mention
WILLIAM

M. PIZOR,

vice-pres-

Lippert Productions,
Inc., has left here for Europe.
•
Monroe Goodman, executive assistant to A. W. Schwalberg, president
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
will be given a bachelor dinner tomorrow evening by friends.
•
ident

of

Joseph Sugar, assistant to Bernard G. Kranze, Eagle Lion Classics
rehas
vice-president,
turned here from Charlotte and Mem-

distribution

York
ity's

UniversSchool of

Commerce, Accounts and Finance, on Tuesday, April 10,
the associa-

at

annual
in New
York's Hotel
tion's

dinner

1

u

m

u

versal-International's special films division, is due to leave here today for

of 1914, will be
one of the rethe
of
cipients

C. C.

Moskowitz

day

for

Eastern

New York

yesterPittsburgh.

and
•

industry, or profesreflecting both credit and

in business,
life,

honor on their

Alma

Mater."

(Continued from page

division

the economic scene

1)

became

sta-

chief executive

The Republic

Meeting Today
manager

RKO

Pictures,
Charles Boasberg of
his assistant, Carl Peppercorn, and
Len Gruenberg, Metropolitan district
manager, will conduct a "Ned Depinet
Drive" rally at the New York exchange starting this morning.
Also attending the meeting will be
local branch manager Phil Hodes, office manager Milton Yeoman, salesmen Herman Silverman, Lou Kutinsky, Charlie Penser, John Dacey and
Ted Krasner, and bookers Bill Hartman, Dorothy Post, Fred Trauner,
Charles Raffaniello and Lou Solkoff.

said that Republic's business
for the first quarter this year
is running on a par with the
first quarter of 1950.

Commenting on

the company's new
Great Britain and
"very substantial
business for the
operation in those

distribution setup in
Eire, he reported a
increase" in gross
first seven weeks of
areas.

Yates,
including
the board by the
76
largest stockholder representation
per cent) in the history of the company at the annual meeting at the

Five

directors,
to

were reelected

(

home

Citations to
7 of B'nai B'rith
Night" was observed
by New York's Cinema Lodge of
B'nai B'rith at the Hotel Astor here
last night, with Tony Martin as guest
"Presidents'

honor.

with

They were

Myron

Subsequently, at a meeting of the
board, the following officers were reJames R. Grainelected with Yates
Walter
ger, executive vice-president
L. Titus. Jr., Arthur J. Miller and
John J. O'Connell, vice-presidents;
John Petrauskas, Jr., treasurer; JoAlbert
seph E. McMahon, secretary
E. Schiller and Ira M. Johnson, assistant secretaries and N. K. Loder,
Richard Rodgers and Plarold Lange,
assistant treasurers. Hy J. Glick and
:

;

;

Seven Cinema members were presented

:

B'nai

Leo

B'rith

Jaffe,

citations.

Henry Randel,

Richard Malkin, Milton Livingston, Jack Weissman and
Robert K. Shapiro.
Sattler,

Pickman

will

1

take time out from

at Phila.

Meet

—

Gordon

Kay were

elected

assistant

secretary-treasurer.
Others reelected to the board were
Grainger, Albert W. Lind, Frederick
R. Ryan and Richard W. Altschuler.

Philadelphia, April 3.
Jerry
Pickman, head of national advertisingAcquires
publicity for Paramount, is here from
Minneafoi is, April 3 Ben MarNew York for meetings with William
Goldman, president of Goldman Thea- cus' S. and M. Theatres has acquired
tres
Ted Schlanger, zone manager the State and Stout theatres at
Everett Callow, Menominee, Wis., from the circuit
of Warner Theatres
publicity manager of
arner Theatres operated by the late George Miner.
here, and other exhibitors and circuit Marcus reportedly outbid several cirheads to discuss frothcoming Para- cuits for the two theatres, but the
Durchase price was not disclosed.
mount product.

Marcus

;

W

;

MPAA

also

will

at-

back.

Two
—

No. 65-President

Auriol's whirlwind tour here. "Oscar" winWilliam
back.
Rita
Hayworth
ners.
American
O'Dwyer returns to Mexico.
Legion commander returns to German vilTurf
French thwart rebel attack.
lage.
thrills.

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 14-A—La
Prensa editor escapes. Indo-China: railway
war. Korea: Commando raid. Berlin: Eastarmy.
Israel:
women's
West tension.
Japan: square-dancing. Lumber jack conBasketball.

test.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
Auriol in U.
vow.
invasion

News

MPAA

from

S.

the

No. 444-President
Ex-"G.I." keeps
"Oscars" awarded.

Italy:

Film

Collegiate

world:

sport

committee, headed by gymnasts shine. Motorcycle mud race.
McCarthy, which has been conferring
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 67—
with the Italians, yesterday reported
President Auriol before Congress. Youngsto the Motion Picture Export Associa- ters find $33,481.
The 40th division sails.
tion board on the trend of the con- William O'Dwyer leaves for Mexico. LeThe board then met to ion. chief visits Germany. Rita Hayworth
ferences.
boating.
Speed
fashions.
Paris
back.
review some of the problems which Wrestling.
decided
to
meet
and
posed
have been
again soon for a further examination of the ltalo-American situation.
Also present at the meeting of the

Sam Shain

MPEA

board, which is made up of
the foreign managers of the distribution companies, were Barney Balaban,
P.
Spyros
Paramount president
Skouras, 20th-Fox president, and A.
Schneider, Columbia vice-president.

Leaves
20th-Fox Post

Sam Shain, 20th Century-Fox director of exhibitor-distribution public
relations, resigned yesterday, effective

;

namely Dr. Renato
Monaco, Italo
Gemini and Dr. Francesco Penotti,
have made a wide variety of proposals
for increasing the income on Italian

The

Italians,

Dr.

Gualino,

Eitel

U

office here.

Other Officers

Award

jet

Motorboat hoopla.

NEWS

work as Economic Stabilization
Agency director to greet and confer

The

bilized.

'Depinet Drive'

•of

MPAA,

the

international division,
tend the luncheon.

Yates
when

new

to U. S.
The
Japan.
for
"Muddercycle"
fighter.
sails

OF THE DAY, No. Z62— President Auriol at Annapolis. William O'Dwyer
Academy
Senate crime probe.
discusses
Award winners. Square-dance hits Japan.
Boat race. Cycle-mudders. Rita Hayworth

•
Universal

sional

Hayworth returns

division

scramble.

with the Italian industry representatives.
Joyce O'Hara who, during
Johnston's absence, has been serving
executive officer, and John
as
G. McCarthy, chief of the MPAA's

Jack Ellis of Ellis Films has returned here from a Florida vacation.

North-South

40th
Cutlass,

his

left

Detroit

Continued from page

Complete

No. 2S.— AcadWilliam O'Dwyer leaves for

Rita

Mexico.

The

•

ment

sports.

MOVIETONE NEWS,
emy Awards.

Johnston, Italian
(

Memorial

Madden

have exemplified outstanding achieve-

Dana,

T.

manager,

arrival here, and
contents follozv

is

Award, presented annually in memory
the late Dean John T. Madden of
of
Don Prince, RKO Pictures pubthe School of Commerce. "It will be
licity director, left here last night for
upon alumni whose careers
business and is expected bestowed

P.

clude Ambassador William O'Dwyer's
return to Mexico, Rita Hayworth's

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

N. Y. U. Class

Chicago on
back on Friday.

Academy Award winners and

current
are
overseas
fighting
newsreel highlights. Other items in-

of

s

Irving Sochin, sales head of Uni-

sales

T HE

Moskowitz an
a

Albany, Buffalo and Rochester.

will

the nation's cerebral palsied.

Roosevelt.

phis.

•

Parade

head
the film industry committee
annual Michael
for the
Awards Dinner of the Academy of Radio and Television
Arts and Sciences. Members
the committee include:
of
Nate Blumberg, Ned E. Depinet, Charles C. Moskowitz
and Spyros P. Skouras.
Proceeds of the dinner,
which will be held in the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here
on May 7, will be donated to
United Cerebral Palsy's campaign for $5,000,000 to help

New

the

of

Awards Dinner Unit

Charles C. Moskowitz, vice-president and treasurer of Loew's, Inc.,
will be one of five New York business
leaders to be honored by the Alumni
of
Association

1951

Newsreel

B a I ab an Head
Barney Balaban

4,

S. market, one
pictures in the
being that a central Italian distributing agency be set up here for the
purpose of implementing the sale of
Italian product. That particular pro-

posal,

however, has met with strong-

resistance from the Americans. Meanwhile, no dubbing licenses are being
issued to U. S. pictures in Italy pending the reaching of an agreement.

The committee which

has been con-

ferring with the visitors includes Phil
Emanuel Silverston,
Reisman,

RKO

;

George Weltner, Para20th-Fox
mount, and Amerigo Aboaf, Universal.
William Levy of the Walt Disney or;

ganization has been representing the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers at the talks.

immediately.
Shain, former newspaperman and
later with Variety and Motion Picture Daily, joined 20th-Fox in 1943
as director of trade relations and assistant to company president Spyros
He intends to take a
P. Skouras.
short vacation before announcing his
future plans.

Film Dividends
Equal Last Year's
Washington, April — Film indus3.

publicly-reported

try

dividend

cash

payments in January and February
were running just about at the levels
of last year, the Commerce DepartJanuarv payments
ment said today.
amounted to $1,972,000, with no report from the Stanley Co. Last Januthe preliminary figure, without
Stanley payment, was $1,978,000,
and the revised figure with Stanley reporting was $2,204,000. February payments this vear were $188,000, against
ary,

the

$190,000 last year.

Cohen Starts a Tour New Columbia Dividend
Of ELC's Exchanges Columbia Pictures' board of direcMilton E. Cohen, Eagle Lion Clas
general sales manager, left here

sics

yesterday for a tour of Midwestern
He will
and Southern exchanges.
meet with ELC division, district and

tors at a meeting here yesterday declared a quarterly dividend of $1.06^4
per share on the $4.25 cumulative pre-

ferred stock of the company, payable
on May 15 to stockholders of record

on

branch managers.

May

1.
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Get ready

'Father of the Bride"

Rollicking,

rowdy

LION!

to top

to

!

keep

theatres crowd-y!

'How BIG

is

Big?"

4~\

"Here's the

BIGGEST

yet!"

Preview Report:

H.

Season's Finest!

Every day new
honors for

it

tEftESA

M-G-M

"The Best

In

Musicals"
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(Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)
the proposed FCC reallocation
of TV broadcasting frequencies.
should be made
He declared that
clear that last week's Federal Communications Commission decision on
licensing film companies does not in
any way afreet the industry's plans
it

and hopes for theatre television

fre-

Sullivan will make comments along these lines to the board

The shortage

many

exhibitors who feel this decision puts
theatre television out of business,"
Sullivan said. "I feel this decision has
been getting an undue amount of publicity and has been generally misinterpreted. It will not wreck our plans

TV

channels. I am in a
for theatre
position to say flatly that the Commission did not have theatre television
in mind when it issued the decision.
The objectionable part of the decision
deals mainly with studios and with
applications for television stations, not
frequencies."
for theatre
Sullivan joined other film spokesmen, however, in attacking the FCC's
He said a decision as to
report.
whether particular conduct violates
the anti-trust law is the Justice Deand not the
province,
partment's
FCC's. Not only does the Commission exercise a judgment outside of
its legal field, he continued, but it also
violates the basic concepts of due
process and fair play in making the
statement without giving the affected
parties a chance to be heard. Finally,
he declared, "it displays an ignorance
of the economics of the motion picture
industry which is appalling. Even the
television industry recognizes that it
would be impossible for it to buy the

TV

of

good pictures

Y.
ments

Talks on Bidding

is

the exhibitors' biggest probHe declared
lems, Sullivan stated.
too many theatres are now classified
as first-run, that clearances are becoming shorter, that distributors are
making arbitrary determination of
of

film rentals, and that it all adds up
to the point where a patron "must see
a picture at a high price or not at

like the sliding scale.

theory
If

April 3.— Allied States Association geneneral counsel Abram F. Myers said he probably would
not go to New York to resume talks with distributors
on arbitration and competitive bidding until the week
after next.
Myers said he had hoped
to go back this week but
other matters came up. He
will be in Iowa all next week
at the convention of the Al-

Washington,

ance system," the "unnecessary
employment of competitive bidding," the multiple and extended runs, and other "injurious practices which can put us
on the road to disaster."
one

(Continued from page

Myers Delays N.

relations as anything but "apHe referred to the
palling."
"haphazard, unjustifiable clear-

quencies,

meeting tomorrow.
"I have been hearing from

1)

1951

Myers Says

Sullivan Issues Warning

Coy May

4,

is

wrong

an exhibitor

—

1)

The whole

penalty selling.
spends his time and
it

is

selling a picture, his rental inTop distributors have accused
exhibitors of laying down on the job.

money

creases.

shouldn't they?
A television
salesman makes more money the more
television sets he sells. An auto salesman makes more when he sells more
The television manufacturer
autos.
does not say that you will get a 50 per
cent commission if you sell 25 sets
but only a 25 per cent commission if
you sell 50 sets."

Why

Myers

said that present distributor
also deter exhibitors from
renovating and remodeling their the-

practices

Theatre Owners of Iowa
and Nebraska.
lied

"An exhibitor spends $10,000
remodeling his theatre, and the next
time he goes to buy a film he has to
all."
This is
Exhibitors can't advertise and ex- mension films become practical, pro- pay a much higher rental.
their
of
pool
method
some
need
fremust
We
exhibitors
wrong.
all
because
full
and
ducers
the
ploit films to
quently they don't know whether they energies and develop a standard type, incentive selling, so that the exhibitor
the will make more money when he keeps
are getting a picture until 24 hours to avoid a controversy similar to
his theatre modern and aggressively
before it is to be shown, Sullivan de- RCA-CBS color television fight.
Distributors must merchandises his product."
16 MM. Films
He said exhibitors should
clared.
Another major job ahead of the inknow their planning date two to three curtail 16 mm. distribution when this
weeks in advance so they can exploit is in direct competition with legitimate dustry, according to Myers, is to set
atres.

:

their

properly.
Stabilization

films

up some public relations organization

theatres.

Army-Navy Installations The old —"not to answer criticism or to press
Eric A. Johnston, Federal Communi- World War II abuses of unauthorized for legislation but to put on a camon paign to revive interest in motion piccations Commission chairman Wayne persons being admitted to shows
MyCoy, Price Administrator Michael Di- Army, Navy and Air Force installa- tures and stimulate attendance."
Economic

director

Salle and John Peckham, chief of
the National Production Authority's
construction compliance branch are
among the government officials who
board meeting.
may attend the

:

tions are recurring.
be vigilant to spot

Exhibitors must

and protest these

abuses.

said this was the reason Allied
supporting the Council of Motion
"But even if
Picture Organizations.
that fails, something must take its
The public relations job must
place.

ers
is

Industry trailers
Exploitation
should be developed advertising the
outstanding coming attractions of all be done."
Here are some of the highstudios, and they should be played in
18-page
Sullivan's
of
lights
theatres "to keep the public adall
speech:
vised of better pictures coming their
Arbitration: The flood of private
way." Special trailers should also be
anti-trust suits imperil the industry's
developed for showing on home
The TeleHollywood, April 3.
future. Industry-wide arbitration syssets to stimulate theatre attendance.
films being produced in Hollywood."
vision Authority announced today at
tem, incorporated in the court decrees
studios
major
Training Film: The
Board
with the Justice Department approval, should be approached to produce a a National Labor Relations
will
withthat
here
no
conference
has
would stem this flood.
film for the industry to use in traindraw its name from a representation
monopoly on arbitration nor any spe- ing its many new workers.
election ballot for actors employed by
Mexico City, April 3. The Cald- cial proposals or recommendations on
Appropriate
producers who belong to the Associaeron interests, producer-distributor in how to bring it about.
tion of Motion Picture Producers, the
Uruguay, have concluded a deal for conferences can work out the details.
next
the
Society of Independent Motion Picfor
pictures
"Wildcat
and
Mexican
140
Theatre Construction
(Continued from page 1)
ture Producers and the Independent
three years.
unprincipled" theatre operators are
officials in
Motion Picture Producers Associajerrybuilding drive-ins and creating tion, but asked
further clarifica- tion.
fictitious costs to get around the gov- Washington to seek
:

TOA

TVA

TV

Withdraws;
Narrows Dispute

—

TVA

TOA

Uruguay-Mexico Deal

—

MPAA Law

Group

:

MPAA

TWA1

TWAJTWA ^

TWA

Effective April 6,

TWA

offers

^

ernment building ban. Distributors and
exhibitors must report these violations
to the National Production Authority.
Producers must avoid
Production
series of films on the same or similar
theme all being released at the same
Producers must also exercise
time.
rigid cost economies to hold rentals,
economies at least as great as those
they have forced on the exhibitors.
More and more films should be made
:

,

//A /// 70// Y

I

-£eej?er service

100 per cent color proWhen third diachieved.

in color until

duction

The only

all

is

tion of the FCC's position, particularly
in relation to its demand that the
film industry make its films, stories

non -stop from

lJ*

For

in

New

York

formation, see your

travel agent or call

TWA

SAG

whose output includes educa-

films,

poned.

pictures, as well as pictures designed
solely for video transmission.

MPAA

A

By

deferring

action

at

this

time,

the law committee has left the way
open for the FCC to modify or withdraw its proposal that the film industry share its assets with TV.

overnight to

LONDON and PARIS

however, contest juris-

will,

stars available to television.
television
meeting of the
committee, scheduled to discuss the
same subject yesterday, was post-

and

-sleeper flights

I

TVA

over actors emdiction with the
ployed by six unaffiliated producers of
tional pictures, commercial and advertising pictures, Government training
pictures and theatrical entertainment

11,748,000

TV

Sets

Television sets in use in the United
States totaled 11,748,000 on March 1,
according to an estimate released by
National Broadcasting Co.

Seen Setting Up Committee
As Liaison with Federal Agencies

TOA

Washington, April 3.— The board of directors of the Theatre
of America probably w'll approve a plan to set up a
special representative TOA committee to speak for theatre owners
before government agencies and Congressional committees taking

MITCHELL MAY,

Owners

action affecting exhibition.
TOA executive director Gael Sullivan said he would "strongly
urge" the board to set up such a committee. It is understood
that TOA president Sam Pinanski will offer a resolution to this
effect, and that it will be ratified promptly.
The theory behind this special committee is that the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations represents the entire industry,
and some other group is needed to work on Government actions
affecting theatre owners alone.

Jr.

C0. v INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing
in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720

W.

6th

St.,

Los Angeles

Wednesday, April

4,
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Review
Tales of

Hoffmann

— Lopcrt

Productions)
and wonderful are the words for "Tales of
extraordinary
EXQUISITE,
Hoffmann" for those who are wedded to opera and ballet. In this reviewer's experience, at least, perhaps there never has been anything quite
like this entrancingly beautiful version of Offenbach's opera of the young
German poet in futile quest of the grand passion.
There have been few enough motion pictures from any source to which
might be attributed genuine beauty. This film, written, produced and directed
in London by Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger, falls into this rare
The talented team which was responsible for "The Red Shoes,"
category.
once again evidences a superb appreciation of artistic values but on a differTheir imagery
ent level, for the films are similar only in terms of ballet.
and their imagination are peerless; their ability to fuse the three different
media with which they concern themselves here is outstanding. Their assignment was to blend opera and ballet to motion pictures and, within the framework of that difficult chore, they must be credited with a resounding success.
Any showman knows, of course, that ballet is not a ready audience commodity although "The Red Shoes" eventually demonstrated otherwise. The
showman looks even less appreciatively on opera. Here he has both to
ponder in the one film. It will be obvious immediately that a taste will have
to be developed for "Tales of Hoffmann" if it is to enjoy any measure of

(London Films

While this is the kind^ of
success through orthodox exhibition channels.
attraction for which predictions of a commercial future must be inconclusive,
nevertheless there is always the chance that it will catch on first through
roadshows, then in the art theatres and, perhaps finally, in certain levels of
theatres in the general exhibition structure.
The theme concerns Hoffmann in search of love, how he comes to regard
Stella, the ballerina performing in Nuremberg, as the embodiment of the
unrequited loves of his past. He tells the students in the beer cellar three of
Olympia, the doll who comes to life in Paris
his tales and their ladies
Giulietta, the courtesan in Venice, and Antonia, .the tubercular singer on her
Greek island. Lindorf is the evil genius who crosses his path and, who in

—

—

MY OP
PlCTURf

NCES

;

the end, goes off with Stella.
The story is conveyed in the operatic form. While the narrative, therefore,
Moreis sung and not spoken, its main stream is never difficult to follow.
over, it is not especially vital to an appreciation of the film by opera and
What is important is the blending of the three dramatic
ballet enthusiasts.
forms and the overwhelmingly beautiful impressions which are etched as a
result of the work of all concerned.
Robert Rounseville, who plays Hoffmann, sings his own role. For the
dancing principals, including the wondrous Moira Shearer, the dramatic
Robert Helpmann, the amusing Leonide Massine, the sultry enchantress-like
Ludmilla Tcherina and for Pamela Brown who accompanies Rounseville on
his journeys, concert and operatic voices are employed with conspicuous
success under the direction of Sir Thomas Beecham conducting the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra. Thus Dorothy Bond is Miss Shearer's voice Bruce
Graham Clifford and Richard Standen, Massine's;
Dargavel, Helpmann's
Monica Sinclair, Miss Brown's and Margherita Grandi's, Miss Tcherina's.
The most lavish of praise must go to Hein Heckroth for his magnificent
production design; to Christopher Challis for his superlative photography
in Technicolor; to Frederick Ashton for the choreography; to Dennis Arunand to
dell for the English version of the original libretto by Jules Barbier
the Sadler's Wells Chorus.
Running time, 138 minutes, which could be cut with advantage. General

ISA

MIRANDA

;

"BEST FOREIGN ACTRESS"

;

—N.

Y. Film

Goer.

;

;

audience classification.

Release date, not

set.

Red Kann

WB

Allied on

Contest
(Continued from page

Hollywood "Star Discovery"

intention

contest to be inaugurated in Pittsburgh

quencies

on April

as
cated that

tion of a

28.

The

contest will be conducted on the
stages of 35 Warner theatres.

VHF

(Continued from page 1)

1)

to

reshuffle

among
opening new
it

the

VHF

fre-

broadcasters as well

UHF frequecies indithat VHF frequencies

would not look with favor

on suggestions
be abandoned entirely for broadcasting.

'Red-Front' List
(Continued from page
such

40

organizations.

VHF

1)

Herbert J.
and Robert

Biberman, Guy Endore
W. Kenney, were on an 11 to 20 list.
Others on the five to 10 list included
Marlon Brando, Lee J. Cobb, Lester
Cole, Howard Da Silva, Will Geer,
Uta Hagen, Ring Lardner, Jr., Budd
Schulberg, Gale Sondergaard, Sam
Wanamaker, and William Wyler.
Ferrer, Cole,

Da

Silva,

Endore Geer,

Lawson and Trumbo were

also on a

of individuals who have openly
supported Communist candidates in
election campaigns. All the lists were
list

made up from

individuals

who had

sponsored the Scientific and Cultural
Conference for World Peace in New

York

City in March, 1949.

This meant, they said, that Allied's
plan for theatre television in the
band would have to be abandoned and
the
it would have to go along with
Theatre Owners of America and other
theatre
groups in seeking space
broadcastingaway above the
band.
Rembusch admitted that the Commission's action "at first glance" vetoed Allied's plan. However, he said,
"careful analysis of the proposed decision reenforces Allied's position."
He said the proposed FCC decision
reduced by about SO per cent from
the 1945 allocation table the number
of channels in the
band to be
allocated to cities for new commercial
stations.
For example, he said,
channels
Chicago loses three
Indianapolis,
Evansville, Ind., two
three
Philadelphia, one.

TV

UHF

VHF

TV

VHF
;

;

JEAN GABIN
,»««<w«?ALFREDO GUAR1NI
Complete

Wire

or

line of

phone

ad-mats accessories,

stills

for play dates exclusively

and displays.
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FILMS INTERNATIONAL OF AMERICA
1501B'WAY.,N.Y.C18

LOngacre

INC.

4-8234

Technicolor Congratulates
ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS,

1950

For Supreme Achievement
I

#

Cinematography— Color

Cartoon

"GERALD McBOING-BOING"

KING SOLOMON'S MINES"

UNITED PRODUCTIONS OF AMERICA-COLUMBIA

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

STEPHEN BOSUSTOW

ROBERT SURTEES

-

Executive Producer

(Color by Technicolor)

(Color by Technicolor)

$ Film

A rt Direction— Color

Editing

"KING SOLOMON'S MINES"
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

"SAMSON AND DELILAH"

RALPH

A CECIL B. De MILLE-PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION
HANS DREIER and WALTER TYLER
Set Decoration:

E.

WINTERS

and

CONRAD

A.

NERVIG

(Color by Technicolor)

Sam Comer and Ray Moyer

%

(Color by Technicolor)

Special Effects

"DESTINATION MOON"
GEORGE PAL PRODUCTIONS-ELC-LEE ZAVITZ

#

(Color by Technicolor)

Best Scoring of a Musical

"ANNIE GET YOUR GUN"

#

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
ADOLPH DEUTSCH and ROGER EDENS

One-Reel

"GRANDAD OF RACES"

(Color by Technicolor)

WARNER BROTHERS
GORDON HOLLINGSHEAD
-

Producer

(Color by Technicolor)

I

Costume Design— Color

@

SAMSON AND DELILAH"
A CECIL
Edith

B.

De

Two-Reel

"IN BEAVER VALLEY"

MILLE-PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION

Head, Dorothy Jeakins, Elois Jenssen, Gile
and Gwen Wakeling.

Steele,

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS-RKO-RADIO
WALT DISNEY Producer
-

(Color by Technicolor)

(Color by Technicolor)

TECHNICOLOR
IS

THE TRADE MARK OF

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
HERBERT

T.

KALMUS— PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

ml
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Retraction of

FCC

'Films for

Lawyer Says
Commission Is 'Sorry'
Industry

April

4.

— The

Communications Commission may shortly have to back-track
on the controversial section of last

Federal

week's report on licensing- policy, according- to one film industry lawyer in
close contact with Commission officials.

This controversial section is
the one which in effect warned
the industry to make films and
talent available to television
wanted station licenses.

U.

S. A.,

THURSDAY, APRIL

Commission does back-track
even work out to the benefit
of the film industry, this lawyer said,
since the Commission would then lean
over backwards to avoid any further
controversy on this matter.
This industry lawyer said top FCC
If the

may

(Continued on page 2)

Technicolor Output,

Income Increase
—

A

consent decree between
Century-Fox and the
U. S. government has not
reached its final form yet
and is still in the process of
negotiation, 20th-Fox counsel
said here yesterday. He said
that final agreement with the

Seventh Delay for
Chicago Trust Suit
Chicago, April

4.

— Federal

Judge John Barnes today

re-

set the new Rio Theatre trust
Balaban and
suit
against

and distributors for
on Sept. 24. This is the
.seventh time the case has
been reset for trial. Observ-

Katz
trial

expect it to eventually
be settled out of court.
The Rio is asking for $1,charging
damages,
200,000
that the defendants conspired
to keep first-run product out
of the Rio.
ers

Unit

—A

meetWashington, April 4.
ing of the National Production Authority's theatre equipment advisory
committee has been called for
April 25 by Nathan D. Golden,

The

meeting

will

consider

possible changes and interpretations
of the government's
construction control order and
limitaalso a "proposed
tion order on equipment production."

NPA

Again Rules

SEG

Golden said there were no plans at
present for early issuance of an equipment production limitation order and
that discussion would center on what
the order should be like "if and when
needed." He pointed out that one industry task force has already submitted a proposed limitation order and
that this would be discussed at the
meeting as well as NPA's views.
"Of course some of this might be

Unit

Acting with unexpected speed after
the Screen Employes Guild
(DPOWA) another chance to deny

giving

loss-of-identity charges,

the National

Labor Relations Board in Washington
has issued an order reinstating its

beyond our control," Golden

said. "If
a controlled materials plan is put into
effect soon, a limitation order might
(Continued on page 4)

previous denial of the Guild's application for substitution of names on existing-

contracts.

This means that the way has been
opened again to the IATSE Motion
Picture Home Office Employes Local
No. H-63 to press for early collective
bargaining agent elections at the Paramount home office and the 20th-Fox
and Loew's New York exchanges,
whose employes it claims to have
signed up, their coverage by Guild

Anient Heads

latest

TEN CENTS

Sets Drive
Vs. 'Illegal'
Construction

The newsreels have named Walton
Ament, vice-president and general
manager of Warner Pathe News,
chairman of the Motion Picture As
sociation of America newsreel commit
C.

NLRB

tee

for

ceeds

ensuing year.
He sucReek, vice-president

the

Edmund

and producer of Movietone News, who
held the post for the past

elections.

Washington,

April

4.

—A drive

to get a g-overnment crackdown on
illegal theatre building, especially

of drive-ins, was launched today by
by Theatre Owners of America.
This was the highlight of the
opening session of a three-day
meeting of TOA's board of directors at the Mayflower Hotel.
Board chairman Mitchell Wolfson said most of the sessions
were devoted to exhibitor complaints about the prevalence of
violations of the government's
construction control order and
the difficulty of getting action
against these violators.

A

special committee is to be appointed to devise a plan to handle the
(Continued on page 4)

MPA Warner

Newsreel Committee

action was reported here by Harold Spivak, H-63
general counsel, who said he believed
the way now has been cleared for the
NLRB's New York regional office to
press the "IA" local's petitions for

The

Impartial

film chief.

be reached by the end of this
month, adding that he knew
of no reason for the need of
Department
Treasury
approval of its terms.

Against

and

TO A Convention to Be
NPA Held Here Sept 23-27

Department of Justice might

NLRB

Concise

1951

To Meet April 25
On Construction

Hollywood, April 4. Technicolor
operations in 1950 showed a marked contracts notwithstanding.
increase in sales, footage and profits
over 1949, according to the annual
report of Technicolor, Inc.
During- 1950, 70 features were produced in color by Technicolor, compared to 45 in 1949. During 1950, a
35mm.
feet of
total of 312,398,508
positive prints were shipped, an increase of 45,070,601 feet oyer 1949.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president and
(Continued on page 2)

5,

NPA Advisory

20th -Fox, US Still
Talk Decree Terms

if

it

it

YORK,

20th

TV Stand Seen
Washington,

Accurate

two

years.

Directors
Reelect Officers
President Harry M. Warner and
other officers were reelected yesat
terday
a meeting of j; Warner
Brothers Pictures' board of directors.
Other officers are:
Warner,
Albert
Vice-presidents
Jack L. Warner, Herman Starr, Stan-,
leigh P. Friedman, Samuel Schneider,
Benjamin Kalmenson, Harry M. Kalmine, Mort Blumenstock and Robert
W. Perkins treasurer Albert Warner
and assistant treasurers Samuel Carall

;

Myers, Sullivan Blasts at
Sales Policies
F. Myers described as
"the 40-year-old selling policies" in
the industry apparently are good for
another 40 years in the opinion of distribution if there is any criterion in
the reaction expressed here yesterday
to the criticism voiced in Washington
on Tuesday by the Allied States Association general counsel, and Gael
Sullivan, executive director of Thea-

Owners

Para.'s

Advancement of Jess T. McBride,
manager of Paramount's Milwaukee
branch, to manager of the Minneapolis
branch, succeeding the late Benjamin
R. Blotcky was announced here yester
day by A.
of

of America.

The

chief sales executive of
major company said he

one
agreed with Myers that reform
was needed in licensing practices. "We should cut out the
(Continued on page 4)

Fire

McBride to
Minneapolis Branch

What Abram

tre

Draw

Schwalberg, president

Worthheimer, assistant to J
Central division manager
Donohue,
J.
has been named Milwaukee manager
McBride has been with Paramount
since 1920, when he joined .the company in Omaha. Worthheimer joined
in 1927 in Milwaukee.
Irving

.

W.

Paramount Film Distributing Corp

lisle,

W.

Stewart McDonald and Cyril
(Continued on page 2)

Rembusch Here on
Convention Plans
Trueman T. Rembusch, Allied States Association president, conferred in New York
yesterday with distribution
executives to secure their
cooperation for the 1951 Al-

convention which will be
at the Biltmore Hotel
here on Oct. 28-Nov. 1.

lied

held

Rembusch was accompanied
by Wilbur
his rounds
Snaper, president of New
Jersey Allied, the unit which
will play host to the national
convention delegates.

on
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Personal
Mention
JOHN

Nine Films to Tell
The Defense Story

Allied Artists
•J and
Monogram advertising-publicity director, is due to leave Hollywood today by plane for New York.

The

ent

Theatre

Pictures

Owners

of

Iowa

tribution.

and

United World Films is producing two; Teleeran, Inc.,
three; Reid-Ray Films, one;
Philip Ragan, one, and Archer

Nebraska at their annual convention
Moines next Tuesday and
in Des
Wednesday.
•

Sam

Katz

George

and

going directly to Hollywood.
•
Matthew Fox, United Artists
trustee, will leave here at the weekend to join Arthur B. Krim,

UA

Hollywood

for conferences with independent producers.
•
president,

in

Emeric Pressburger,

his wife,
due to sail

and

toBeatrice Lillie are
day from New York for Europe
aboard the 5". 5. Queen Elisabeth.
•
Pictures
Rutgers Neilson,
foreign publicity director, has been

RKO

member

Circus

of the

a
Saints and Sinners of America.

elected

life

•

M-G-M

Dr. Miklos Rosza,
director,

cal

musislated to leave here

is

Elizabeth.

•

M-G-M

Philadelphia

manager, has returned there
from New York.
district

Phil Klarnet,
office exploitation

of

M-G-M's home

staff

returned here

yesterday from Chicago.
•

Arthur Lubin,
arrive here

director, is

due to

from the Coast tomorrow.

Four 20th Century-Fox productions
have been moved up one month on the
company's release schedule for the
next half year, it was announced yesterday by Andy W. Smith, Jr., sales
"Fourteen Hours," originally scheduled for release in May, is going to
theatres this month.
"Half Angel"
has been switched from June to May,
while "As Young As You Feel," formerly "Will You Love Me in December," will go out in June instead of
Originally scheduled for August, "Take Care of
Little Girl"
July.

My

set for July.

Warner

Officers

{Continued front page 1)

H.

Wilder

secretary and general
Perkins and assistant secretaries Harold S. Bareford, Edward K.
Hessberg and Roy Obringer
con;

counsel

;

troller,

Carlisle

4.

mour Simon

of this city has filed a
$450,000 anti-trust suit in Oklahoma
Federal court on behalf of O. F. Sullivan, owner of the 64 Drive-in near
Muskogee, against major distributors
and the Robb and Rowley circuit. The
plaintiff charges the defendants conspired to keep first-run product out
of the 64 Drive-in, which has been
playing product 45 days after it played
defendant-owned theatres.

Coast Theatre Files
$768,600 Trust Suit

—

Los Angeles, April 4. Ted Jones
and Baynes Mc Swain, co-owners of
1,450-seat neighborhood theatre here, today filed an
anti-trust suit against major distributors, seeking $768,600' in damages.
The suit charged that the Los Angeles clearance structure was designed
to protect first-run revenues of theatres affiliated with major distributors
and was discriminatory against independent theatres.

Towne's $1,250,000
Hearing April 27
Chicago, April 4. The appeal in
the $1,250,000 Towne Theatre of Milwaukee anti-trust action has been reset for April 27 in the Circuit Court
of Appeals.
Towne won the case
over a year ago after a lengthy court
battle
against
Loew's,
Paramount,

Warner,

RKO,

20th

Fox and

Col-

umbia.

vice-president.

now

Robb-Rowley Target
Of Anti-trust Suit
—Attorney SeyChicago, April

—

20th Advances Four
Releases 1 Month

is

;

auditor,

Martin.

Staff; Miller

Thomas

J.

In a move toward the reconstitution
of a permanent field exploitation force
for United Artists "which in time will
encompass every one of the
exchanges," Max E. Youngstein, vicepresident of advertising-publicity, has
appointed
Miller field representative working out of UA's Philadelphia
exchange, under the direction of Mori
Krushen,
exploitation, manager.
Miller was for seven years advertising-publicity
director
of
William
Goldman Theatres in Philadelphia.
"It is the intention of
to have
a field force of a minimum of 12 men
within the next 90 days with the
long-range perspective of a man in
every exchange as quickly as possible,"
said Youngstein.
"Their field of operations will not
be limited only to situations where
cooperative advertising is utilized but
will be extended to any theatre which
needs assistance in the development
of publicity, advertising and exploitation campaigns," he said.

UA

Max

UA

UA

UA Sets 'St. Benny'
Rlease for June 22
Newest addition to United Artists'
current three-month release schedule
is the Edward J-Harry Lee Danziger
comedy, "St. Benny the Dip," with
Dick Haymes and Roland Young, it
was announced by William J. Heineman,
It is

UA

distribution

set for a'

June 22

vice-president.
release.

(Continued from page 1)
general manager of Technicolor, states
that approximately 70 features are
now being produced, or are in preparation, or are under contract for 1951.
Technicolor's net sales in
1950
were $23,454,250 against $20,170,763
in 1949.
Net profits before deductions amounted to $5,182,184, compared to the previous year's $4,815,274.
Net after all deductions totalled
$2,216,173, against $2,354,083 in 1949.
Current assets were $8,282,081 and
current
liabilities
were $4,082,877.
Cash and U. S. Government obligations, amounted to $6,233,230 on Dec.
1950.

D

KO RADIO'S

-

-

-

Canadian District

has set aside the period of April
20 to May 3 as special drive weeks
to honor Robert Mochrie, sales vicepresident, in connection with the current "Ned Depinet Drive."
The Canadians have led the
districts
for 13 solid weeks and have been a'
district winner for the last two years.

RKO

•

Washington, April

4—

RepresentLane, of Massachusetts, has introduced a bill to provide for Government censorship of
television and clean up what he
called "lewd and repulsive" programs. The video industry, Lane
charged, had thrown all standards
to the wind" and was "running
ative

Thomas

J.

wild."

•

Washington,

April 4.—The appeal
of Dipson Theatres from the ruling of
the Buffalo District Court, which
threw out its anti-trust suit against
major distributors, has been scheduled
for argument before the New York
Court of Appeals on May 8 or 9.
•
series of 52 "Our Gang" come-

A

made by Hal Roach and originally distributed by M-G-M, are now
available for television, according to
Regal Television Pictures, which acquired the rights to more than 100
of the two-reelers from Roach Studies,

Under an agreement between
and Roach Studios, Regal, it
said, cannot use the "Our Gang"

dios.

Set BouTTor~~WB's

7 Was A Communist'

M-G-M
is

and will market the films as
"Hal Roach's Rascals."
Plans for the world premiere of
•
Warner's "I Was A Communist for
Washington, April 4.
Treasury
the F.B.I.," which will be held at the Department
officials and the techStanley Theatre in Pittsburgh, April nical
staff of the
House-Senate
19, are already under way as mapped
taxation committee have approved
out by Mort Blumenstock, Warner a plan
for a 20 per cent withholdadvertising-publicity chief.
ing tax on dividends and bank inFollowing the premiere in Pittsterests. They presented their plan
burgh, the film will open within 10
to the House Ways and Means
days in 200 theatres in the surroundCommittee today as the tax-writing area.
ing group started executive sessions working on its 1951 tax bill.
title

—

FCC

Policy

•

The

(Continued from page 1)

Arthur Rank Organization,
behalf of General Films Distribu-

in

that the paragraphs objected to by the film industry have
been over-emphasized and that the
Commission was "attempting to state
a possible problem rather than preofficials

feel

it."
The Commission already is
sorry it included the disputed paragraphs, he declared.
One factor that has been overlooked
so far, according to this attorney, is
that many non-film companies are
much more seriously damaged by the

judge

Technicolor Output

31,

Brief

—

Queen the Bards Theatre, a

today for England on the

Bob Lynch,

Productions, two.

Glass,

Stanley Kramer Productions executives, are scheduled to leave here today after a brief visit, Katz heading
for Chicago and the Coast, and Glass

May and

months.
others
later
the
Eventually the CDA hopes to
work out some theatre dis-

Maurice A. Bergman, Universal
tive,

be released this

month, two more in

•
Co. public relations execuwill address the Allied Independ-

first will

NEWS
Named in

1951

5,

Setting Field

—

The
Washington, April 4.
Civil Defense Administration
has set arrangements for the
production of nine shorts on
the Civil Defense Program.

FLINN,

C.

UA

Thursday, April

J.

has closed a deal with
Garfield and Sol Edwards,
International Film Corp., for the distribution in the U. S. of 27 films
formerly
distributed
by
P'entagon
Pictures.
tors,

Ltd.,

George

•
Services will be held here today at
Riverside Memorial Chapel for Mrs.
George Klein, mother of Harold J.
Klein, booker for J. and J. Theatres.
Mrs. Klein, 65, died on Tuesday.

FCC

report, having engaged in far
serious anti-trust violations than
the film industry. Many of these com-

•

more

Detroit, April 4.
for
Mrs. Charles

panies, he said, were involved in criminal violations or in violations in the

here, will be held

M-G-M's

field

— Funeral

services
Dietz,
wife of
press representative

Friday at McCabes
viewed Funeral Parlor. Mrs. Dietz died yesterday after a lingering illness.
more seriously by the Commission.
•

communications

Okay DST
Washington,

field

— both

for Capital

—

April 4. The House
District Committee has approved a
bill giving the District of Columbia
Commissioners authority to order
Daylight Saving Time in the District.

To Fete Snyder Here
Robert
the

Snyder,

who

is

Academy Award winner

presenting
film

"The

Titan" through Classic Pictures, will
be feted at a "New York Academy
Award Winner Dinner" Saturday.
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THE SATURDAY EVENING POST SERIAL THAT JOLTED MILLIONS! EVERY

with a blazing send-off campaign
starting in Pittsburgh April 19
COVERING 5 EXCHANGE AREAS AND 200 MASSED BOOKINGS!
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Sales Policy

TOA

Board Meet Sets Drive

1951

NPA Meet
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

5,

he
be needed shortly thereafter,"
added.
Discussion of the construction control order is an outgrowth of a procally.
test made against present administrasion were
It was apparent almost immediately
tion of the order by J. Robert Hoff
proapproval
of
a
Overwhelming
executives
distribution
most
that
of the Ballantyne Company. Golden
in New
convention
a
hold
to
posal
would reserve their formal replies to
said the meeting's agenda would in23-27. This will be
September
York
the criticism until they had occasions
clude the possibility of amending the
at the Astor Hotel with S. H. Fabian distributor policies.
to address future exhibitor convenTheatre television will take up most construction control order so that apconvention comthe
of
chairman
as
number of top executives
tions.
of tomorrow's session and the final plications for theatre building might
were out of town or otherwise un- mittee.
Brylaw- meeting Friday will be devoted mostly be considered on the basis of a need
A.
Julian
from
warning
comment yesterday
for
available
chairman of TOA's committee to TOA's policy on the Council of arising due to population changes rehowever, those who expressed opin- ski,
sulting from the defense program.
on national legislation, that all-out Motion Picture Organizations.
ions of the statements by Myers and
officials claim that this
said the complaint on the Though
Wolfson
increase in the
an
bring
might
war
Sullivan, asked that their names not
admissions tax, though no increase construction control order centered on already is considered by them in passbe used.'
Hoff
applications,
the fact that there are too many vio- ing on theatre
Myers had asked for a changeover is in sight now.
has adopted a claimed that no consideration was bepolicy lations and that
Treasury's
of
the
Criticism
from "penalty selling" to "incentive
officials
given this factor.
of levying the full 20 per cent tax policy of secrecy and will not permit ing
selling" if the industry is to surmount
des- exhibitors to examine applications on will attend the meeting to explain the
and
admissions
student
reduced
on
the challenges ahead from television
are now
ignation of Brylawski to present Con- file for theatre building. Board mem- basis on which applications
and other competing entertainments.
declared.
Golden
processed,
being
about
complained
particularly
bers
ruling.
the
against
case
Denying that "penalty selling" existed, gress with a
Other Items
A recommendation from Morris builders who are using fictitious cost
a top distribution executive said exAnother item on the agenda will
estimates to get within the $5,000 legal
comTOA's
chairman
of
Loewenstein,
hibitors constantly call for better picbe the interpretation and definition
mittee on state and local taxation, building limit.
tures but are unwilling to pay the
feeling was that if we are of cost of construction, personal prop"The
pressure
keep
owners
up
theatre
that
rentals that make better pictures poson the state legislatures to head off going to have an order, it should be erty and other terms used in the consible.
obeyed and should work equitably for struction control order.
taxes.
He drew an analogy. "If you're any local admission
Golden also pointed out that specific
everyone," he declared.
Senator
address
by
luncheon
manufacturing nuts and bolts, the
rulings
can be made by NPA's gengone
further
may
be
matter
The
the
newsKefauver who praised
quality of the metal used determines Estes
compli- eral counsel only on written request
television users for into tomorrow when
theatre
and
reels
the quality of the finished product.
the Senate crime ance officials are scheduled to appear from the industry in advance of the
By the same token, what the exhibi- their coverage of
meeting.
He said the co- before the board.
hearings.
committee
can
be
tor gets out of this industry
determined only by what he puts into
It appeared certain, however, from
of the theatres that make such com- miracles for them."
it."
passed by sales chiefs that
comments
re"a
complete
demand
for
Myers'
years
old,
drapes
20
seats and
Sullivan's reference to the "hap- plaints
Sul- when they undertake to reply formally
hazard, unjustifiable clearance sys- a broken down place!" This spokes- form in licensing practices," and
"curtailed prod- to the allegations implicit in those and
tem," the "unnecessary employment of man's contention was that too many livan's warning that
they
observations
exhibition
into the other
exhibitors
force
uct"
would
competitive bidding," and his criticism exhibitors decline to make investments
underwriting
of inde- will point to the high costs of proand
financing
to
hard
work
to
improvements
or
obserin
this
brought
charges,
rental
of
quite possibly will duction and distribution as the real
vation from a distribution spokesman: bring customers to their theatres. pendent production
piece.
"You should see the condition of some "They expect the picture to perform be weighed by distribution executives. villains of the
sliding scale where exhibitors
tend to pad their expense reports," he explained sardoni-

with the probability that^ in
will bring
or another
the matter before Congress.
Other key points of the opening sessituation,

one

way

TOA

operation was essential in making the
public aware of the crime situation.
An explanation from Price Administrator Michael DiSalle of the workings of the government's price control.
executive diGael Sullivan,
rector, gave his "stand-up-and-fight"
report to the board, sharply attacking

TOA

A

A

NPA

NPA

NPA

A

NPA

—

1

National

SMILE

Week
was in March!
National

LAUGH
Week
started April 1st

National

HOWL
Week
starts

with the release of

FATHER'S LITTLE

DIVIDEND
A METRO- GOLDMINE-MAYER
Ads

like this

are appealing

in

58 National Magazines and 93 Sunday Newspaper Supplements

totaling

185,761,000

circulation.
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NEW

67
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U.
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S. A.,

14 to Start in U. A. Returning to
National Sales
3 Months for Meetings May 3-5
Mono,: Broidy

TOA

;

Krim

ferring

sales

Fox

meeting which
will open today
at the

Hotel.
In

is

at present

with

will join

Herman Levy
make

TOA

independent producers.
him there next week.

Daff and Feldman
On Field Tours

Broidy

three
are in final prostages,
duction

seven

Steve Broidy

others have been

and

completed

York

are awaiting release.
the three-month
(Continued on page 6)

Looking

beyond

SWG

Alfred E. Daff, Universal's director
world sales, and Charles J. Feldman, domestic sales manager, left New

of

Wants Fees

For Films Telecast
—The Screen
Hollywood, April

Omaha
and

to meet with
local exhibitors.

in

a bulletin to

branch personnel

with the Independent Motion Picture
(Continued on page 6)

Says 'Red' Hearings
Beyond SWG Scope

—

The
Hollywood, April 5.
Screen Writers Guild has issued its first statement bearing upon the present Unhearings,

as

follows:
is

that the action of writers in
regard to the Un-American

Activities Committee — past,
present and future —are ac-

and as
such are beyond the purview
of the SWG. The Guild, howtions

of

individuals,

reiterates its position,
namely, that blacklisting of
any of its members for any
ever,

reason whatsoever is illegal
and we shall continue to oppose it."

factory, he declared.

In asking for a clarification of the
liexhibitor's status under the
censing report, Wolfson said "the report would lead the public to believe

FCC

(Continued on page 3)

:

Detroit Exhibitor
Lashes Out at

FCC

;

(Continued on page

(Continued on page 6)

3)

—A

strong proFederal Communications Commission's statement
linking television broadcasting licenses

Detroit,

April

5.

test against the recent

Miles Charges Ohio I.T.O.
Failed to Fight Ticket Tax
Independent Coast
Publicists Unite

American Activities Commit"The policy of this Guild

Mitchell
the directors, in the second day of a
three-day meeting at the Mayflower Hotel here, instructed
their television attorneys to
ask the FCC for an informal
meeting next week to clarify
the exact status of exhibitors.
TOA may file a formal protest
if the clarification isn't satisthat

and

mem-

bers, states that contract negotiations

tee

re-

ported yesterday to total $1,022,356,
understood to be the highest figure yet
reached in the history of the union.
The report, issued by union trustees
William C. Scanlon, R. E. Morris and

Feldman, who, in their George W. Brayfield, was made to
new posts, have been visiting Uni- Richard F. Walsh, international presiversal branches during the past four dent, and to the "IA" membership at
months as part of a program of meet- large.
Breakdown of the assets was as foling sales personnel and exhibitors,
will return to New York next Tues- lows cash, $548,724; securities, $187,transportation and per diem
day after attending the testimonial 018
Daff

5.

Writers Guild,

Des Moines and

last night for

were

Exempt

Board chairman

Wolfson said

Assets Are
Over a Million
IATSE

Protest If

recent report on licensing policy
does not apply to exhibitors.

a protest for the entire
on the nationwide print

assets of the

File

its

to

IAV
The

Video

—

shortage situation.

4

to Press

The
Washington, April 5.
board of directors of the Theatre
Owners of America today decided
to press the Federal Communications Commission for a statement that

(Continued on page 6)

addition,
said
pictures

TEN CENTS

Exhibitors Not

accompany
California group and

the

on the Coast con-

Warwick

while

May

Association are already slated
to meet in mid-April with
anti-trust chief H. Graham
Morison to discuss zoning,
clearance, print shortages and
arbitration on the Coast.
The TOA board today directed executive director Gael
Sullivan and general counsel

;

L.

Policy Stand

print shortages.
Spokesmen for the Southern
Theatre Owners
California
current

May 3-5 in Chicago for district
and branch managers, it was disclosed
here yesterday by William J. Heineman, QA distribution vice-president.
Producers who release through the
Fourteen productions will go be- company will be invited to send reprefore cameras within the next three sentatives to the convention. UA exon
months for Monogram-Allied Art- ecutives who are scheduled to be
hand
for the three-day parley include
This was disclosed
release.
ists
Robert
Arthur B. Krirn, president
yesterday
here
Benjamin and Matthew Fox, trustees
by Steve Broidy,
Heineman, and Max E. Youngstein,
president, on the
advertising - publicity vice - president.

Impartial

FCC on

—

held

and

TOA

to Protest to

Washington, April 5. The
board today decided to
go to the Department of
Justice with a protest against

Three Others in Work
Seven Are Completed

Concise

1951

TOA

_

eve of the companies' Eastern

6,

Justice on Prints

United Artists' first national sales
convention in several years will be

regional

Accurate

Hollywood, April
publicists

here

5.

— Independent

announced

yesterday

their decision to proceed with the
formation of their own organization
to be known as the Council of Independent Publicists.

The

decision

was

made

at

the

group's second meeting since Dore
Schary, M-G-M production vice-president, .urged independent publicists to
coordinate their efforts in harmonious
cooperation with the Motion Picture

Industry Council and COMPO.
The group is under the co-chairmanship of William Blowitz and
William Hebert.

E. Miles, secretary of the MidwestColumbus,
Booking
Agency,
ern
independent
representing
15
Ohio,
theatres, and himself an independent
exhibitor, has notified the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio of the
the Midwest affiliates
"in protest of the failure of that organization to actively
oppose" a ticket tax bill pending in
the state legislature.
The bill proposes reenactment of

resignation

from the

of

ITO

the three per cent Ohio State admission tax, Miles said, and in a letter
to

Motion Picture Daily, he charges

that the Ohio ITO "has not appeared
at the legislative hearings of the bill,
in committee, the only opposition to
the measure being voiced by the Ohio
Drive-In Theatres Association, of
Obviously,
which I am secretary.
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 3)

Letter in Her.-Trib.

Hits

FCC TV

"H.D."

(it

Stand

might be Howard

advertisingLoew's
Dietz,
vice-president)
publicity
vividly examines the implications in the recent Federal

Communications Commission
statement on turning over
films to television broadcasters in a letter published in
yesterday's New York Her-

ald-Tribune.

"Most Americans are likely
to feel," the letter concludes,
"that this particular bureaucracy (the FCC) has gone off
half-cocked again and is simply proposing to rob Peter of
Hollywood to pay Paul of the
coaxial cables."

Motion Picture Daily
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NEWS
in

TED
—

Motion
April
5.
Picture Association president Eric A.
Johnston took time off today from his
duties as Economic Stabilizer to be
headhost at a luncheon at
quarters for the visiting Italian film

MPAA

delegation.

—

Chicago, April 5. Two more Chicago area drive-ins will open tomorrow the 41 Outdoor on Route 44 and
the Four Screen at 138th and Halsted.
:

will play first runs.

R. GAMBLE, head of Gamble
Enterprises, left Washington yesterday for his new headquarters in
Milwaukee and will go to the Coast

from

EC.Shea
*

Circuit,

Florida from

Vincent,

there.

is

New
Jr.,

Fund in 'Hope Night'

head

of

the

vacationing in

York.

Elliott

The current fund-raising drive
$14,565,000 now being held by
American Cancer Society expects
receive
considerable
aid from

RayVincent Damon

and

for
the
to

the

mond Trotta, sons of
Runyon Memorial Fund,
are Trotta, Sr., film industry artist, be- which last year turned over more than
the parents of a son, Michael. Elliott, came Master Masons last night at $2,000,000 of the $3,000,000 collected
bom Friday at Cedars of Lebanon the Cornucopia Masonic Lodge in from various special events. This year
Hospital in Hollywood. Mrs. Hiatt Flushing, L. I. Trotta conducted the one of the first Runyon fund-raising
ceremony.
is the daughter of the late Sam Warevents will be the "Bob Hope Night
•
ner and the adopted daughter of
on Broadway" show to be held at
Boyd Fry, manager of Loew's the Paramount Theatre on Sunday.
Harry M. Warner.
Grand Theatre, Atlanta, has been ap- Hope and Ken Murray will be co•
pointed a Colonel on the staff of masters of ceremonies at this affair,
studio
Benjamin Thau, M-G-M
Dr. and Mrs.

Nathan Hiatt

_

executive, is scheduled to arrive here
from the Coast late this month and
Inwill sail early in May on the
dependence for Naples.

•

GRAINGER,

1951

6,

See Spur to Cancer

Personal Mention

Washington,

Both

Friday, April

Governor

Herman

Talmadge

of

which will consist of an

all-star stage

Georgia.

show and a screening of Hope's latest
•
film, "The Lemon Drop Kid."
A new series of concert films has
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
The lineup of stage show talent inbeen set by Hoffberg Productions,
of United Paramount Theatres, Bercludes
Fred Allen, Tallulah BankInc.
They are "Mass in G-Major"
Albert
nard Levy, his assistant, and
head, Jimmy Durante, Billy Eckstine,
and "Forellen Quintette," by Franz
auParker Tyler, film critic and
Sicignano, UPT administrator, have
"Fledermaus
"Polkas,"
Judy Holliday, Ethel Merman, Frank
Schubert
thor of "Chaplin, Last of the Clowns," returned here from Cincinnati.
"The
Sinatra, Ed Wynn, Jose Ferrer, Rex
and
Barron"
"Gypsy
Overture"
April
at
12
•
on
films
will lecture on
Harrison, Lilli Palmer, Janis Paige.
Beautiful Blue Danube Waltz," all by
Bernice Greenhouse has joined
the Ringling Museum, Sarasota, Fla.
Johann Strauss, and the Salsburg
•
the staff of the Society of Motion PicFiesta.
Charles Einfeld, 20th Century- ture and Television Engineers here.
and publicity viceKansas City, April 5. James H. Fox advertising
Clarence Brown, M-G-M proleft here yesterday on a
president,
years
:

;

—

States, who is retiring after 35
of service with Paramount, was hon-

ored by the Motion Picture Association of Greater Kansas City at a
luncheon here. Arthur Cole made the
presentation of gifts.

NEW YORK THEATRES

goodwill tour of South America.
•

Carl Leserman is scheduled to return tc Hollywood from New York
at the

weekend.

ducer-director, has returned
Coast from Pittsburgh.

Jesse Lasky,
from the Coast.

to

the

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

producer,

is

here

FRED ASTAIRE

Rank Retrenchment Hollywood Average Indicate Rise in
In Canada Seen
Toronto, April
—A retrenchment Is High: Mayer Film Employment
5.

evidence in J. Arthur
Rank's organizations in Canada.
At the start of April a number of
changes developed including the sale
of Gaumont-Kalee Limited here which
the Canadian distributing agency
is
for British theatre equipment to the
long-established Perkins Electric Co.,
Toronto.
Several executive officials have also
resigned.
A. J. Laurie has stepped
out as public relations director of
Canadian Odeon, while Ed J. Harris,
former general manager of GaumontHarris resigned
Kalee, is also out.
from Famous Players five years ago
to join the Canadian Rank group.
policy

is

in

Dallas Meetings Set
On 'Twist' Premiere
Lige Brien, Eagle Lion Classics exploitation manager, left here yesterday
for Dallas, to meet with executives of
the Inter-State Circuit and ELC field
men, in connection with the American
premiere of "Oliver Twist", which
will be held at the Metropolitan Theatre, Houston, on April 26.

Ivan Kahn,

61,

Dies

—

Hollywood, April 5. Ivan Kahn,
20th Century-Fox talent scout and a

member

of the film industry since 1919,
died yesterday at the Cedars of Leb-

anon Hospital.

Edward Rigby, Actor
London, April

5.

— Edward

Rigby,

veteran character actor who appeared in many films, died today following a collapse in the street at
72,

Richmond.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Rockefeller Center
-

JANE POWELL

"ROYAL WEDDING"
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
plus THE MUSIC HALL'S GREAT
EASTER STAGE SHOW

—A

Hollywood, April 5.
rise in ina whole, pictures produced in
last year represented "a dustry employment was indicated by
far higher standard of average merit a report released by the California
than that supplied by popular fiction, Department of Industrial Relations
magazines, or by radio and fully as showing that film craft work in Febhigh as that of current books or ruary, traditionally the lowest month
drama," Arthur L. Mayer, executive in the year, had been above the avervice-president of the Council of Mo- age for all 12 months of 1950
It was said that the regular annual
tion Picture Organizations, declared
here yesterday in an address at the slump did occur, with a decrease in
annual conference of the National craft employment from 15,200 in JanBoard of Review of Motion Pictures uary to 13,700 in February, but the
figure for the latter month was 1,000
at the Hotel McAlpin. Among other
above
February of 1950 and 1,600 over
Richey,
M.
Henderson
speakers were
Loew's Inc., sales promotion manager, February of 1949.
and B. Bernard Kreisler, executive director of the Motion Picture Association of America's advisory unit of

As

Hollywood

record

week!

BOR>*

1

.

foreign films.

Mayer

declared that the intelligensia
contrary, Hollywood product
more consistent standard of
merit than foreign films. He said that
unfortunately, "some of the best of
these pictures did poorly at the boxoffice
far poorer than pictures of inferior merit." Mayer continued that
if
"the intellectuals really want the
adult pictures they talk so much about
they should stop talking and go to see
them more frequently."
the
has a
to

—

Hope, Crosby, Benny,
Godfrey Aid Palsy

Bobe Hope, Bing Crosby, Jack
Benny and Arthur Godfrey have joined
together to help the nation's sufferers
from cerebral palsy.
Hope, following his arrival from

Hollywood, announced that he had accepted life chairmanship of United
Cerebral Palsy's Campaign, to be held
year during May. He also disclosed that he had enlisted Godfrey,
Benny and Crosby as honorary chairmen of this year's drive.
this

Richey outlined industry developments during the past year. He said
that "you have only to read the figures on money allocated, plans being
made and the stories already purchased, to realize that there is no

companies.
Kreisler outlined the functions and
achievements of the MPAA's foreign
films unit during the past year.
George R. Canty, manager of the

fear in the hearts of Hollywood as to
the future of our business. $100,000,000 is a lot of money, yet that is what
alone has allocated for product in the next 18 months." Richey
also cited the ambitious plans of other

nato Gualino, president of Producers
Syndicate of Italy, did not make their
scheduled appearance at the meeting
because they were in Washington with
the Italian film industry delegates.

M-G-M

k Columbia Picture

Rome

office

of the

MPAA,

MM

The

from

±J

and ReBrandt's

MAYFAIR
7th Ave.

& 47th

St.
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Review

See TO A Repeating
Pledge to COMPO
The Theatre Owners of
America board, meeting in
Washington, is expected to
vote another endorsement of
the Council of Motion Picthe
final session today, according
to word received here yesterday.
It was pointed out, however, that such a reiteration
of endorsement by the national TOA board would not
necessarily mean that the 19
TOA regionals which have
not yet approved COMPO are

Organizations

ture

at

thereby spoken for.

TOA

to Press

{Continued front page 1)
it is aimed at the whole industry."
felt the
told reporters
"was not hitting at exhibitors in the

that

TOA

He

FCC

report."
also heard a report on
by Walter Reade, Jr.,
which emphasized that the recent deci-

The board

Hits

sion of Allied States Association to
hold exploratory talks on arbitration
with the distributors is a "virtual goahead for the entire industry on arbi-

OR

exploitation-minded showmen,
wealth of possibilities. The picture

Howard Hawks' "The Thing"

offers a
another addition to the list of sciencefiction films and "the thing" referred to in the title happens to be a bizarre
intruder from another planet.
The story, no doubt, will hold a fascination for many that will be translated into ticket sales. However, the picture's theme is frequently approached
from a technique of standard melodramatics rather than from mature and
thoughtful insights. The cast is a competently-working one although there is
no name of box-office power.
The story starts out as a scientific expedition in the North Pole, under
the aegis of the Army, is sent out to investigate atmospheric disturbances
recorded by scientific apparatus. What is found is the wreckage of a strange
flying saucer lodged deep in the ice. Also found buried in the ice is a myshuge block of ice around the creature is cut
terious and monstrous figure.
out and brought back to camp. In the meantime there waxes an acrimonious
dispute between the officer in command and an expedition scientist as to the
disposition, of the creature. Pentagon "brass" comes in for some lampooning
as its cryptic orders seem always fruitless. In good time the ice melts
and the weird visitor goes stalking about the camp thirsting for blood.
It seems the half-human figure is composed of some strange sort of vegetable
like that makes it impervious to bullets. "The thing" constantly preys on
camp members until finally a ruse is set up whereby it is electrocuted.
For those who like romantic angles in their fare one has been provided
in Charles Lederer's screenplay. It revolves around Kenneth Tobey, an Air
Force captain, and Margaret Sheridan, a secretary attached to the expedition.
"The Thing" is portrayed by James Arness. Presented by Winchester Pictures Corp., the film was produced by Hawks and directed by Christian Nyby.
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. April release.
is

A

Mandel Herbstman

FCC

NETTC

would shortly ask the
for permission to take part in the theatre television hearings slated for this

4

IAV

Assets

(Continued from page

Wants Final Step
Reade told the directors that since
the two main exhibitor groups and
the distributors have now approved
exploratory sessions for an industry
arbitration set-up, "We should continue towards having a final meeting
and make it a fait accompli for the

industry."

Peckham,

head of

the

NETTC

that
is
supposed to be an all-exhibitor group,
even though started by
members,
and invited non-TOA theatre owners
to support it. Sullivan said he hoped
could make the over-all exhibitor presentation for channels before the Commission.
The board also decided to poll the

TOA

FCC

Washington by E. R. Holtz, head

in

of the Riviera
this city.

fund, $258,376
$28,238.

;

Annex Theatre

TV

Closed Theatre

"Our $800,000 theatre here already
has been closed by TV, putting 25
people out of work, costing the city
thousands in assessable taxes, and
causing a terrific loss to stockholders.
If other theatres are to remain serving the public, paying local taxes and
earning $23,000,000 per month for their
partner, Uncle Sam, they must continue to have playing time protection
on film product and motion picture
stars against the spending of beer
and soap income for television advertising with a consequent lowering
of their taxes.

"We

miscellaneous

assets,

The trustees commended William
P. Raoul, "IA" secretary-treasurer.

suggest the complete divorce-

Hollywood newspapers and
manufacturers from
broadcasting.
1 hereby request an appointment with
the Commission to amplify our posiof

TV

tion."

TOA

membership on whether they
wanted an equipment show with the
September.
The meeting

in

New York

in

Secretary

of

heard

Labor Tobin in an off-the-record talk
on the manpower situation.
hibitor complaints about illegal theatre
Most of tomorrow's meeting will be
building. Nonetheless, the board de- devoted to
TOA's policy on the Councided to follow up yesterday's demand cil of Motion Picture
Organizations.
for a government crackdown on il- COMPO
president Ned E. Depinet is
legal construction by setting up a slated to talk.
Government officials
committee headed by executive direc- who may address the
concluding sestor Gael Sullivan to prepare a brief sion tomorrow include
Economic Stapresent to NPA, outlining cases
drive-ins and other theatres
have been built in violation of the
control
government's
construction
to

bilizer Eric

where

man Wayne Coy and

order.

TV Dominates

Much of today's session was devoted
to television, with Wolfson reporting
as chairman of TOA's television committee.
urged exhibitors to consider going into the television broadcasting field, and said the theatre

He

owners' outstanding record of community service would have to receive
favorable consideration by the FCC
in passing on license applications.

Within a year, 100 theatres
have theatre TV, Wolfson
predicted. There are now 11

will

theatres with large-screen

A. Johnston, FCC chairSenators Everett
Dirksen and J. William Fulbright.
Sullivan said Fulbright would discuss
inequities in the tax treatment of

drive-ins.

Session

TV

equipment.

The

National Exhibitors Theatre
Television Committee received a shot
in the arm when the directors individually pledged themselves to contribute the assessment to support the
organization. This has been set at $25
for theatres over 600 seats and $15
for smaller theatres.
Wolfson said

Walsh Urges

Wage

'Usual'

Negotiations

Richard

F.
Walsh, international
president of the IATSE, declared in a
statement released here yesterday that
the. union's locals everywhere "can and
should proceed with the normal course
of wage negotiations,
keeping our
standards up and keeping pace, insofar as possible, with the cost of living."

'•>

:sf;;,

He

pointed out that approval of the
Federal Wage. Stabilization Board is
required at present for increases over
10 per cent, and said that at least one
"IA" local his signed a contract
which could be used as a test case on
whether more than 10 per cent can
be claimed by industry locals since the
wage-and-price freeze specifically exempts prices and rentals in the industry.

iOSEPn JUSTMAN

JOHN IRELAND
in

ProducM

b)

•

I

Hetrv Shannon

G GOLDSMITH
Ajjociatf

CHEERS from MP
.

•

.

preseni!

MERCEDES McCAMBfilDGE
1
eo-itsfinj JAMES BARTON

"THE SCARF'

0»id WolW

"Tense

Co. of

"I vigorously object to your warning of March 29 to the motion picture companies," Holtz's message to
the FCC said. "Hollywood is only a
part of the movie industry. Over 18,000 theatres, representing a minimum
investment of $18,000,000,000 on the
part of thousands of citizens, must
also be considered.

NETTC

Na- annual convention

Production Authority's contional
struction compliance division, reported
that his staff has increased and he is
now in a better position to hear ex-

TV

ment

Wolfson underlined

1)

for film companies with the degree of
their willingness to commit economic
suicide by turning over their pictures,
stars and stories to their
competitors, has been addressed to the

1)

fall.

tration."

FCC

(Continued from page

"The Thing"
(Winchester—RKO Pictures)

arbitration

John

3
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very capable job!"
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(toll*

Selcased thtu United Artiiti

it,

READ1

0*'

BIRD OF PARADISE

or./

I

4&

And now
keeping

TECHNICOLOR.'
The greatest promotion campaign

0*
.

CP*

history!

10

the nation's

I

Pays off across the land!

CAN GET IT FOR YOU
WHOLESALE

Susan Hayward,

Boxoffices

in

Dan

Dailey,

Georgi

Sanders! Not since "Eve" has there been
such a box-office woman ... or picture
!

HALLS OF

FOLLOW THE SUN

MONTEZUMA
Technicolor

The

40,000,000 people are waiting to see
Glenn Ford and Anne Baxter in the true
love story of Valerie and Ben Hogan

MUDLARK

MEN

OF

AND MUSK
The

W H0

YOU'RE IN THE NAVY NOW

MAN
CHEATED

HIMSELF
CALL

Gary Cooper's in command of the Pride
of the U. S. Fleet! "Funniest comedy of
the year!"— says the New York Times.

m

ME

14

MISTER

Paul Douglas, Richard Basehart, Barbar
Bel Geddes, Debra Paget! Now a sensation at the long-run Astor Theatre, N. Y.

Technicolor

THE
13th LETTER

CLIMB
THE HIGHEST
I'D

MOUNTAIN
Technicolor

LUCKY
NICK CAIN

SWORD of
MONTE CRISTO

The

Sopercinecolor

HOURS

2a

HOT WITH THE HOTTEST LINE-UP

NOW THROUGH
Tyrone Power is the Whip! Susan
Hayward is the Wildcat! And when

— all

THE INDUSTRY!

JULY!

RAWHIDE
they meet

IN

excitement breaks out

AS YOUNG
AS YOU FEEL
Monty Wooley and Thelma Ritter make
a box-office byword — in one of the year's
it

ON THE RIVIERA

most heart-warming family comedies!

TECHNICOLOR!

HO HIGHWAY

Go Gay

with

Danny Kaye

.

.

Tierney and Corinne Calvet

.

and Gene

!

National

Day-and-Date Release Memorial Day!

THE FROGMEN

HALF AHGEL

The most unusual

TECHNICOLOR!
Loretta Young takes Joseph Cotten

over
the hurdles, in the confessions of a female
Sleepwalker!

It'll

wake up your grosses!

HOUSE OH TELEGRAPH

James Stewart, Marlene Dietrich in an
international drama of intrigue, mystery!

forces ever told

!

story of our fighting

Richard Widmark,

Dana

Andrews and Gary Merrill in a drama
of an Underwater Demolition Team!

HILL

Richard Basehart, Valentina Cortesa,
William Lundigan A shocker for your
!

patrons

!

A

booster for your box-office

THE GUY

WHO CAME BACK

Paul Douglas, Linda Darnell take up where
they left off in "A Letter to 3 Wives."

b °ok

"lost

,

The Bibl

e

CENTURY-FOX

fr**
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Monogram
(Continued from page

Broidy added: "The next six
months will see the biggest expansion
Monogram and
production for
in
Allied Artists release in the history
of the companies. More producers will
be distributing their films through
Monogram than ever before. Color
will be increasingly utilized in the
_

forthcoming program."
Films which will get the green light
within the next three months are:
"Disk Jockey," a
Artists'
Allied
Maurice Duke production which Will
Jason will direct, with 22 "name" disk
jockeys from key cities and top radio
and television names in featured spots

"The Police Story," a Scott R. Dtmlap production, dealing with the intelligence unit of the Los Angeles
department, and written by
police

For

Harmon.
Monogram,

Cinecolor

will

films
three
"Flight
include:

in
to

and "Rodeo," both Walter
Mirisch productions, and "The BigTop," a Ben Schwab production. Nine
black-and-white pictures will include
"Let's Go Navy," a Jan Grippo pro-

Mars"

duction "The Sea Tiger," a William
A. Broidy production "Yukon Manhunt," "Submarine School" and "The
Ottawa Story," all Lindsley Parsons
;

;

Katie Did
(

EXHIBITORS

who have been clamoring for product designed to give their
audiences a brief escape from life's harsh realities will find that UniversalInternational has met their specifications on that score, at least, in this lightweight comedy starring Ann Blyth and Mark Stevens. Its plot and action
have no more relation to reality than do the lissom female figures that adorn
calendars a type of art that the painter who Stevens portrays practices.
It adds up to a pleasant little comedy, good for some chuckles, but unlikely
to cause any great excitement at the box-office.
Miss Blyth is a librarian in a small New England town, the last of a long
and staid line of descendants from the town's founding family. The family's
only black sheep is Miss Blyth's uncle, Cecil Kellaway, a non-practicing
lawyer who cadges drink money from his niece. Stevens, a New York commercial artist, meets Miss Blyth by dropping paint on a new bonnet and later
chances by as she bathes an nahircl in a brook. Stevens' bohemian spirits
clash with Miss Blyth's stern upbringing and complications, caused in the
main by well-meaning Kellaway, beset the pair. The climax comes when a
picture of Miss Blyth, who posed for Stevens in order to earn cash to get
Kellaway out of a jam, appears on billboards in the neighborhood. Stevens
rescues Miss Blyth from scandal and a stodgy financee, played by Craig
Stevens, by whisking her away from a wedding rehearsal.
Frederick de Cordova's direction keeps the action in tune with trick situations devised by writer Jack Henley, with settings and musical score adding
to the substantial production values. Effective comedy roles are played by Jesse
White, Harold Vermilyea, William Lynn and Elizabeth Patterson. Others in
the cast are Jimmy Hunt, Irving Bacon, Raymond Largay, Peter Leeds and
Ethyl May Halls. Leonard Goldstein produced.
Runnnig time, 81 minutes. General audience classification. For May re-

—

Vaughan O'Brien

lease.

(Columbia)

Wants Fees

Producers Association hinges on the
acceptance of Guild proposals
that, "to writers contributing to a
producers must pay a
photoplay,

minimum

percentage of gross receipts
of a motion picture
on television." Members are told that
a firm stand must be taken on this
point due to the "announced intention
of Lippert Productions and Monogram
the

release

to release feature films via television."

The Guild board "believes it is
urgent that a formula for additional
compensation for writers for television
usage must be established in the independent field immediately."
The bulletin states notice of termination of the present agreement with
the
was given on Feb. 28, and
therefore a strike can be called Apri
29 if the demands are not met. The

IMPPA

television

payment

issue

was

left

in

SWG

suspension in recently-concluded
contract negotiations with the Association of Motion Picture Producers.

TV Cameramen

with

CIO

Association of Documentary
and Television Film Cameramen has
affiliated with the CIO.

The

"1

road-showing "Cyrano de Bergerac"
into general release beginning July 20.
Stanley Kramer, producer of the film,
and other executives in his organizaincluding George Glass, Sam
Katz and George J. Schaefer will address the "Cyrano" meeting.
Glass, Katz and Schaefer held a
tion,

UA

home
conference at the
yesterday to announce general
release plans
for
"Cyrano." They
pointed out that the 35 roadshow dates
for the picture over the past six
months were in only the larger cities.
With the exception of the New York,

press

office

Chicago and Los Angeles roadshowwhich are expected to terminate
n mid-May, the current advancedadmission exhibitions will be concluded at the end of this month, they
said.
However, there is no definite
ings,

cut-off

date,

they

however that they

added,
will

AUTRY

lapse before general release.

are

underway, mean-

fans should find the latest adventures of their hero in
group of bad men, led by screen veteran Thurston Hall, a
pleasant 70 minutes of Western fare.
Filmed in sepia, "Whirlwind" has Gene as a secret government agent whose
inner toughness is hidden by a pleasant face, ready smile and a song or
two with the aid of his guitar. Again helping Autry is Smiley Burnette, whose
well-known antics always go over big with the younger element.
Autry discovers on his arrival at Red Bluff that he is very unwelcome and
the ruling family of Bannisters is there to see that his visit is short and not mented
field exploitation staff.
very sweet. This immediately makes Autry suspect that there is some skullHall
that
belief
duggery afoot and by a little detective work he confirms his
Academy Award Functions Lack
Gene poses as a The Old Spark, Glass Believes
is behind a plot which even involves a crooked sheriff.
wealthy man anxious to make a deal with the gang chief for the purchase
George Glass, vice-president of the
of a ranch, and after he has won his confidence, he proceeds to line up the
Stanley
Kramer Company, stated yesmurder
the
also
uncovers
Autry
thieves.
the
destroys
evidence that eventually
terday that the Academy Awards cereof Hall's brother, whose ranch is being kept by Hall from the dead man's
monies in recent years have lacked the
daughter, played by pretty Gail Davis.
Everything turns out just right after a series of good fistfights, some shoot glamor and color that marked those
The producer was occasions when they were held at the
ing, exciting horse riding, and wild stage coach drives.
English,
and
script was written Cocoanut Grove in Hollywood. Jose
was
the
John
director
Armand Schaefer, the
Ferrer, of Kramer's "Cyrano de Berby Norman S. Hall.
gerac" got the award this year for
classification.
April
audience
release
General
minutes.
70
time,
Running
"best actor." Appearing in a stage
play in New York, Ferrer did not
a city tax, also many small towns attend the Academy Awards function
and suburbs of some of the larger on the Coast.
(Continued from page 1)
cities, such as Columbus, do not im
Glass said he hoped it would be
possible to instill some of the erstpose the tax. Shelby, Fremont, Fos
from the attitude of the legislators, the toria have all been able to obtain while glamor and excitement into
ITO is assumed to be in favor of repeal of city taxes on the basis of Award ceremonies of the future. The
the bill, which, if passed, would tax present hardship and discriminatory Kramer executive said he is confident
approximately 95 per cent of all Ohio taxing. Columbus independents, or- Ferrer will emerge from the current
drive-ins and between 10 and IS per ganized several years ago as the As
Un-American Activities Committee
cent of all Ohio indoor theatres, these sociation of Columbus Owned Thea
investigations "with a clean bill of
being untaxed by municipalities at tres, are presently waging an active health," adding that he believed the
the present time.
campaign to have the city tax re- actor already had answered satisfac"Dayton and Toledo do not have pealed," Miles said.
torily the charges made against him.
foiling a

UA

Miles Hits

Cities — April

mm. iHM

ITO

Daff and Feldman
(Continued from page

12
dinner

Club

to

of

1)

be given by the Variety
Pittsburgh in Pittsburgh

Monday

night to P. T. Dana, newly
appointed
Universal
Eastern sales

manager.
Next Thursday, Daff and Feldman

Para. Sales Meetings

Open Here Tomorrow
Paramount's
two-day
divisional
managers sales meeting gets under
way tomorrow at the home office,
A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., will
preside.

Discussions will center around the
merchandising of forthcoming product
San Francisco, Denver and Salt Lake as well as plans for Paramount's naCity.
Maurice A. Bergman, who tional sales convention. Home office
executives headed by Barney Balaban,
speaks at the annual convention of Al
lied of Iowa and Nebraska in Des president, as well as the five domestic
Moines on Tuesday and Wednesday division managers and Canadian genwill join Daff and Feldman in Seattle eral manager Gordon Lightstone, will

will leave here for Seattle, Portland.

ALBANY - Warner

explaining

want a time

UA

Warner Bros. Trade Screening
in 5

UA

UA

1)

latter's

for

Heineman said the first two days
of the convention will be devoted to
discussions of sales plans for the
producers in general.
product of
The third will be given over entirely
to preparations for putting the now

while, between the Kramer organization and
to turn over overseas
releasing rights on the picture to the
distributor.
Schaefer, who was to
eave shortly for England, France and
Germany to set releasing arrangements, said he has postponed his trip
until after the
convention.
Youngstein said an all-out promotional effort in behalf of the "Cyrano"
general release will mark the initial
activation of what will be an aug-

Whirlwind

GENE

(Continued from page

Meet

Negotiations

Driver" and "Marshal Law," Vincent
Fennelly productions.

;

It

Universal-In ternational)

"Elephant Stampede,", a
productions
Mirisch production, and "Stagecoach

SWG

1951

(Continued from page 1)

1)

period,

Julian

UA

Reviews

6,

Screening Room, 79 No. Pearl

St.,

12:30 P.M.

BUFFALO - Paramount Screening Room, 464 Franklin St., 2:00 P.M.
CINCINNATI - RKO Palace Th. Sc. Rm., Palace Th. Bldg., E. 6th, 8:00 P.M.
CLEVELAND - Warner Screening Room, 2300 Payne Ave., 2:00 P.M.
PITTSBURGH - 20th Century-Fox Sc.Rm., 1715 Blvd. of Allies, 11:00 A.M.

for the

Western

trip.

attend the meetings.
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Resumes
Trade Shows
Of All Films

Para.

Policy Clarified at 2-Day
Division Managers Meet
Paramount will reinstate trade
showings on a 100 per cent basis
with every picture to be given individual handling, A. W. Schwal-

berg, Paramount

distribuhead, dis-

tion

ci o s e d at the
company's divisional managers
sales meeting
held at the

the

over
week-end.
items
Other

discussed at the

a

MONDAY, APRIL

Resume Colosseum
Negotiations Today
The new-contract negotiations between the Colosseum
of Motion Picture Salesmen
and distributors which were
held in New York last month
will be resumed today in Minneapolis. There was a change
in the selection of a site for
the second round of talks,

Chicago having been designated originally.
The New York meetings
ended without agreement on
any of the union's proposals,
including a 10 per cent-plus
general pay increase and
higher expense allowances.

Washington, April

ence included
of

U.S.A.,

Essential List

two-day conferthe

YORK,

Films OffNew

home

office

scheduling
national

A.

sales meeting

W. Schwalberg

and an analysis
of current and future product
(Continued on page 3)

from a

8.

—All branches

of the the motion picture industry have
been dropped from the government's
list
of essential activities, issued to
guide the Defense Department in
scheduling calls on reservists to active
duty and for the information of Selective Service in determining draft de-

ferments.

This was revealed as the Commerce

9,

20th-Fox

in

TV

Talks on

Film Handling

Money Remittances

—

Washington, April 8.
The
Swedish Government is preparing to relax its restrictions on dollar remittances,
the U. S. State Department
discloses.

The restrictions have been
in effect for the past three

years.

Sweden's exchange
position has improved recently, however, and the Depart-

ment

of State said that the
is

now prepared

to liberalize remittances.

TOA Board
OkaysCOMPO

keting films for television is
under consideration, the company
confirmed here on Friday.

The deal under consideration
with Fred Packard, son-inlaw of J. Arthur Rank, British
film and theatre leader, and reis

Washington,
unanimous

April

tee of the Council
of
Motion

reported at between $1,500,000

Picture Organi-

and $3,000,000.
Beyond confirming

zations.

But board

that the deal is
consideration," 20th Century-

Fox spokesmen were
vide any

By

regional
posed
r e p r esentation
plan for the executive commit-

involves
an initial
portedly
package of 65 British films
made between 1932 and 1947.
The purchase price is variously

"under

—

8.

board of directors of the Theatre Owners of
America approved Friday the prothe

vote,

unable to pro-

official details.

Top

officials

chairman

jjrW 1
i^M^nL&.

(Continued on page 3)

Loew's Reports Net

Of $4,225,865 for
28 Weeks in 1950

Ned

E. Depinet

Mit-

Wolf son

chell

said it was his
"best guess''
that the board
action wouldn't

have
fect

much efway or

one

other
on
stand to be taken by individual

the

TOA

(Continued on page 3)

Coy to Meet TOA
To Clarify Policy
Washington,

April

8.

—

Federal

Communications

Commission

man Wayne Coy

has agreed to meet

chair-

informally with representatives of the

Theatre Owners of America and attempt to clarify the position of extotaled $54,158,000, against $57,600,000. hibitors under the recent Commission
Net profit from operations, before report on licensing policy.
taxes for 28 weeks was $5,349,692,
executive director Gael SulliMonogram - Allied against $7,244,614.
Broidy,
Steve
van said he hoped to set up the meetArtists president, said in New York at
For the 16 weeks ended March 15, ing for next week and that TOA's
the
weekend that experience has
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page

To

Budgets: Broidy

TOA

the
that
organizations
amount of money put into the production of a picture does not determine
the extent to which the film will succeed. For that reason, he explained,
Monogram-Allied Artists is going to
return to making pictures at costs

taught

Sweden Seen Easing

TEN CENTS

Effect Seen on
now Stand of Local Units

Returns Not Tied

SEC

Impartial

A deal which would put 20th Little
Century-Fox into the field of mar-

—

holdings, he has reported to the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
The
now discloses that in
Sept., 1950, so-called trust "A" was
terminated with the transfer of its
(Continued on page 2)

and

Unanimously

Department issued a revised list of
essential activities, amending an earlier
Loew's Inc. reports net income of
Aug. 3, 1950 list. Secretary Sawyer $4,225,865 for the 28 weeks ended
admitted that the new list was "drawn March 15, 1951, after depreciation,
in rather strict terms," and that scores taxes and other charges subject to
He year-end audit and adjustments. This
of industries had been dropped.
Stanton
Washington, April 8.
compares with $4,986,963 a year
(Continued on page 3)
Griffis has liquidated four of his trust
earlier.
Gross sales and operating
account holdings of Paramount Picrevenues for the 28 weeks were $93,tures Corp. common stock and has
950,000, compared with $95,618,000.
disposed of a sizeable block of his
Gross sales for the last 16 weeks

own

Concise

1951

Griffis Disposes of
Para. Stock Trusts

government

Accurate

2)

his

(Continued on page 2)

'lA'-Sopeg Row to
NLRB on April 17
April 17 has been set by the NaLabor Relations Board's regional
office here for the first formal hearing
in connection with the new jurisdic
tional controversy between the IATSE
and the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild (DPOWA).
The hearing will be on "IA" Mo

tion

(Continued on page 2)

14-Million Trust
Suit Filed in

NY

A

$14,324,532 anti-trust action filed
in U. S. District Court here on Friday by Consolidated Theatres, Inc.,
Boston,
and independent exhibitor
Philip
Worcester,
Mass.,
Loew,
named 14 defendants including Warner,
Universal,
United Paramount
Theatres, United Artists, 20th CenPictures,
Paratury-Fox,
mount Pictures, New England Theatres, M. P. Theatres, Loew's and

RKO

Columbia.
The complaint alleges that the de(Continued on page 2)

Extended Schedule
For House Group
Washington, April

House Committee
American Activities

8.

on

—The
Un-

will prob-

ably be holding its Hollywood
"intermittently
throughout the rest of the
month," a Committee official
said here today.
The hearings are slated to

hearings

resume on Tuesday, and run
this week at least through
Thursday. The schedule of
witnesses
released.

has not yet been

Monday, April
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Coy Hits Changes

Personal
Mention

Washington, April

WILLIAM
G-M

F.

due
from the Coast

office

•

Ray

C.

Chicago, April

Stahl, producer-director,

Chair-

Coy has told Congress
the Commission thinks that previous
anti-trust law violations in the field
of radio communications are particularly significant in passing on the
qualifications of a firm for radio and
television licenses.

radio
under the
licensing report than are the

Demille returned to
Hollywood from New York over the

of anti-trust violations in
field are even worse off

the weekend.

recent
film companies.

Ceceil

B.

•

Dore Schary,
vice-president,

Coast on

May

is

M-G-M

production

due here from the

15.

Telecasters Given

The statement was made during
testimony Friday before the House
Interstate Commerce Committee on a
Senate-passed bill to overhaul the

of

Federal Communications Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock, in a speech
here over the weekend, sharply attacked proponents of television censorship, but at the same time warned
broadcasters that if they did not
watch program content themselves
cenmore carefully, pressure for

TV

sorship would increase.
"Censorship of any kind imposed
from above by any group, government
or otherwise, is abhorrent to the
American way of life," Miss Hennock
declared.
She pointed out that regulation of
program content is not part of the

FCC's job and is in fact specifically
forbidden by the Communications Act.

Disposes

(Continued from page 1)
entire 2,250 shares.

Overseas Film Unit
Washington, April
May,

man
Film

communications Act. Coy particularly
criticized provisions of the Senate bill
which he said would eliminate the

In Jan., 1951, the

Griffis

monopolize radio communications.

in

circuits

Consolidated

asks

totaling
$10,295,532
asks $4,029,000.

and

Worcester."

damages

Loew

'IA'-Sopeg

Row

Picture Home Office Employes
Local No. H-63's petition for a bargaining agent election at the Loew's
New York exchange. H-63 claims to
have won the allegiance of the exchange's "white collar" workers.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

revealed

Congress
Advisory Commission on

in the semi-annual report to

by the U.

—

S.

Adolph Zukor, Information, the over-all advisory
Tucson, April 8.
chairman of the board of Paramount group on the Voice program.
Pictures, was honored at the weekend
at the 30th anniversary luncheon of
the Tucson Rotary Club, when he was
named a pioneer and ambassador of
goodwill of the motion picture inWashington, April 8. Abram F.
dustry. The event was signalized by
general counsel of Allied
the presentation of a plaque to Zukor Myers,
by Gov. Howard Pyle of Arizona and States Association, left here today
by Elliot Arnold, president of the for Des Moines and the convention of
Tucson Art Festival. The plaque also Allied Theatre Owners of Iowa and
was dedicated to the new Paramount Nebraska. He will arrive there toWilliam Pine-William morrow night. On Tuesday he will
picture,
the
Thomas production of "The Last Out- address the Des Moines Ad Club.
Myers said he would return to
post," which was named the official
Washington
at the end of the week
1951."
Film
Festival
of
"Tucson Art
but hoped to get to New York the

Myers Set for Two
Des Moines Talks
—

week for further talks with
distributors on arbitration and competitive bidding.
following

Beverly Jones Takes
Germany
Post

industry,

production

The Lucas and Jenkins

circuit, con12 key Georgia situations,
has been booked for a series of preferred playing time engagements of
Ro'bert Stillman's "Queen for a Day,"
directly following its world premiere

sisting of

supervision

of
distribution

in

Waycross, Ga., on April

14.

—

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 219 Gen.
Eisenhower puts North Atlantic Pact in
work. Dutch Royalty reviews troops. Medals of Honor for Korean heroes. President
Auriol tours N. Y. Awards for Brooklynites

who made

good.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. 263— Gen.
Eisenhower takes command. Canadian arms
for Dutch troops. Korea heroes get awards.
Death sentence for atom-bomb spies. Circus
aids Heart Fund. Spring skiing in London.
Basketball.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
Rico trains new combat
rises

where

Lincoln

Auriol ends U. S.
birthday.
"Ike"

visit.

No. 66

force.

— Puerto

New

church

President
Triplets mark 83rd

prayed.

assumes command
Western defenses. The circus.

of

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No.

445

— Death

sentence for A-bomb spies. Gen. Eisenhower
takes
President
over formal command.
Auriol hailed in N. Y. Gen. Bradley awards
Congressional Medals. Puerto Rico: army
training. Turtle fishing. Circus.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
A-bomb

get
takes

death

No.

68

—

Gen.
Eisenhower
cmomand.
President
Auriol winds up U. S. tour. Puerto Rico
"G.I.'s" train for duty. Report from Korea.
Man with a tick-tock in his head. Circus.
spies

sentence.

Broidy on Budgets
(Continued from page 1)
"consistent with what the market affords."
Asserting that the two companies
now are operating in the black and
appear certain to continue to show
profits, Broidy said at a press conference that plans for lower-budget
productions will be determined principally by the experience of exhibitors
and Monogram distribution personnel.

Meanwhile, however, Monogramis prepared to establish itself in
higher-budget category, Broidy
said, adding that a program in this
connection will be announced within
30 days. Broidy has been here from
the Coast for conferences to determine
the 1951-52 production program.
After a two-year delay, he reported,
Monogram's co-production deal with
British Pathe is about to materialize
into

duties.

Ascap

Posts

David E. Diener has been named
copy chief of the Monroe Greenthal
replacing
Roger H. Lewis.
Co.,
Diener has been with the agency since

to Elect April 26

a picture.
signed in

Under

the

five-year

1949 two pictures a
The Ascap board of directors will year were to have been forthcoming,
meet here April 26 to elect officers for but delays have thwarted the undertaking, he said. Now, however, dithe coming year.
rector Ivan Foxwell has arrived in
Hollywood from London for conferences and the co-production of Stefan
Zweig's "Just for the Night" in Monte
(Continued from page 1)
Carlo and London may start soon,
net income after depreciation, taxes Briody reported. The film will be
and other charges was $2,230,911, made in Technicolor and will mark
compared with $3,334,314 in the cor- the first use of that color process by
Monogram.
responding period last year.
Broidy announced the signing of a
Earnings per share for the 28-week
contract
William
with
period were 82 cents compared with long-term
97 cents a year ago. For the last 16 (Wild Bill) Elliott under which the
weeks ending March 15, 1951, earn- star will make four to six top budget
ings per share were 43 cents, com- picture annually. The first two are
"Cattle King" and "Maverick."
pared with 65 cents.
pact

Loew's Net

Sept., 1947. Prior to that he was in
the advertising departments of Columbia, Republic and United Artists.

Wilder Ads to Buchanan
W. Lee Wilder, producer-director of
"Three Steps North," to be released
through United Artists, has appointed
Buchanan and Co. advertising agency
for publication and radio advertising.

:

Lucas and Jenkins AA
the
To Play 'Queen'

Diener, Lewis in

New Agency

sentence for the Aand reports from
Korea are current newsreel highlights.
Other items include the circus in
New York, President Auriol's visit
and sports. Complete contents follow
spies

being

The May appointment was

(Continued from page 1)
tion

now

America" program.

Governor
Cites Adolph Zukor

Arizona's

American documentaries,
admis- problems and other film

Warner, Paramount and Loew

director of the Institute
Relations at Yale, will head the
Advisory Committee for the

Parade
death
rHE
bomb

of the committee
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 14-B—Death
cleared and will be for A-bomb spies. Sidelights from Korea.
takes command. Tide of toys in
named shortly. This is one of seven "Ike"
France. Paris: Bogarts on vacation. Geradvisory committees being set up on many: polar bear triplets. Sports: Jamaica
phases of "The Voice of opener.
specific

are

who have been found

$14-Million Suit

fixed minimum motion picture
sion prices" which have prevented the
plaintiffs' Plymouth Theatre in Worcester "from competing for first-run
film licenses and patronage against

Mark
of Hu-

program.
Other members

—

fendants "conspired with each other
to maintain a nationwide system of

—Dr.

tion

Trust disposed of its
entire 2,500 shares, the Frances Griffis
in
Trust disposed of its entire 750 shares,
Beverly
and the W. E. Griffis Trust disposed
Hollywood, April 8.
of its 400 shares. Griffis himself gave Jones, veteran motion picture producaway 1,000 shares of his own stock tion executive, will leave here Wedand sold 1,350 shares, leaving himself nesday to accept a post as deputy
with 2,000 shares.
chief of the motion picture branch
of the office of U. S. High Commissioner for Germany, a State Department assignment which entails serv(Continued from page 1)
ing as liaison with the German film

Nixon

8.

State Department's overseas informa-

to refuse licenses to
guilty
monopolizing or attempting to

persons

Jel-

Mark May Heads

FCC's authority

Censor Warning

Griffis

the

—Louis

the Ski Hi
inek, owner
Drive-in near Chicago, has installed a supersonic gadget,
which broadcasts the mating
call of the mosquito. When
the insects answer the call to
pitch a Jittle woo, they're
electrocuted, and the mosquito problem at one drive-in
is ended.

— Federal

and his bride, Martha Hyer, are
Coy's statement confirmed the feelhoneymooning in Bermuda following
ing
of some film industry attorneys
their marriage in New York.
that firms which have been convicted
•

8.

of

RODGERS, M- man Wayne

sales vice-president, is

back at the home
tomorrow.

8.

Commission

1951

Newsreel
"The Mating Season"

In Radio-TV Act
Communications

9,

I
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Monday, April

Vote on
Plan
Office
Capital

it

—

A
Washington, April 8.
suggestion that the Theatre
Owners of America set up a

office,

complications that can be caused by a split personality
canvas in "Half Angel." The unusual theme is
a
are
concern.
given resourceful production handling, with comic effect the primary
constantly
Loretta Young plays the dual personality whose subconcious is'
John Ridgely, the
at war with the conscious. As a result, Joseph Cotten and
two boy friends, frequently find themselves in a state of embarrassed conlight and fnvilous vein
fusion. The Technicolored whimsy is presented in a
depth
of the conventional
the
beyond
be
would
containing nothing that
film-goer.
In the screenplay, by Robert Riskin,

rather stay in New York. The
board did specifically designate Sullivan to carry on
whatever liaison might be
defense
the
with
needed
agencies.

TOA
that

love

Cecil

yet

not

acted

on

COMPO.
board's action, highlight of the
session of a three-day meeting
at the Mayflower Hotel, followed a
president
strong address by

The

final

COMPO

Ned E. Depinet.
The new system

meets the requirements laid down by TOA at the
Houston convention, Wolfson said,
and TOA's eight delegates will be
elected by its executive committee as
soon as possible.
Wolfson emphasized, however, that
although the board has approved the

COMPO

representation plan, this action does not bind individual
units and each unit still will have to
decide for itself whether or not it will

TOA

Ten of TOA's 28
support
units have already endorsed
but the Southern California unit re-

COMPO.

COMPO,

cently put off action and it was speculated that other on-the-fence units

might follow

suit.

to comment on what effect
the board action would have on the

Asked

undecided

,

.

This untenable situation develops to where she is completely in
at day. It even reaches
with Cotten at night but renounces him as an upstart
to uphold his good name
a point where the baffled Cotten takes her to court
plans to marry Kidgely
but he loses. Miss Young discreetly proceeds with
Cotten.
As expected, when day
marries
she
but night descends and instead
into bigamy. A final realizaarrives Miss Young is innocently about to rush
her from her subconscious cravtion of her accomplished marriage liberates
bliss with Cotten.
marital
ings and thus paves the way for settled
Ruysdael
Kellaway plays Miss Young's bouncing father while Basil

Board
have

TOA

units,

Wolfson

the company's recent
these exhibitor screenings.
of

it

afoot

(Continued front page 1)
units

.

,

,

said,

and merchandising standpoint.

The announcement concerning trade
showings was made to clarify findings

%ir
r
seems that the conscious Miss Young
subconsciously,
but
Ridgely,
to
engaged
nurse
is a prim and proper young
Cotten, a pompous
she is a devil-may-care imp who is on the make for
sleep, her subconscious
to
goes
she
time
every
Now
lawyer-philanthropist.
are always complications
asserts itself. And since she is a sleepwalker there

he'd

said

sales

Century-Fox)

ROMANTIC
THE etched
broad
on

sented to the board by chairman Mitchell Wolfson and received "strong support from
a large portion of the board."
However, no vote was taken,
and TOA executive director
Gael Sullivan, whom Wolfson
new
the
head
suggested

Washington

(Continued from page 1)

Half Angel1»

(20th

was pre-

office

Trade Shows

Review

No TOA

Washington

3
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9,

survey

vey, which was completed last January, pointed out that routine projec-

tion-room trade

showings were not

serving their purpose, nor were they
getting the intended results primarily
because of poor attendance.
At that time, it was proposed, to
„ive special attention and special treatment to trade showings, based upon
the needs for the particular picture
concerned. In one case it might be
advisable to trade show a picture in
a small "jewel box" theatre and to
have a goodly proportion of women
present, while in another instance it
might be deemed more appropriate to
screen the picture for exhibitors in
a large theatre with a large audience.

Exhibitors Protested

explana-

psychological
performs as a hospital superintendent who offers the
directed and Julian Blaustein produced
tions for the antics. Richard Sale
For May release
Lime, 77 minutes. General audience classification.
running
Running time,

With respect to pictures which the
company's records indicated very few
exhibitors took the trouble to see, it
MANDEL HeKBSTMAN was decided there was no point in
spending time, effort or money to
trade
show, but projection room
screenings will be held.
to
"Unfortunately," said Schwalberg,
"news stories of this revised approach
'Box-office
Roger Ferri has been elected presi- to trade showings were not all as comWarner Theatres' zone advertisingdent
of the 20th Century-Fox Family plete as they might have been. As a
men will meet today in the company's
Other officers are Harry Rein- result, Paramount has received many
Club.
setting
of
purpose
the
for
home office
Leo H. letters from exhibitor organizations,
vice-president
first
hardt,
"Box-Office
up a new three months
Ted A. exhibitor organization leaders and inIsrael, second vice-president
Building Campaign."
David dividual exhibitors. All of these letvice-president;
third
Shaw,
Harry
by
addressed
They will be
ters urged that we reconsider our
Murphy,
Marion
treasurer;
Ornstein,
manKalmine, president and general
position and that we reinstate trade
secretary.
KalBen
Theatres;
Warner
ager of
of Governors showing's 100 per cent."
the
board
of
Members
m
vice-president
menson, Warner
Doris Adelman, Walter Bishop,
charge of distribution; Mort Blumen- are:
Bozzone, Nat Brower, Fred
Bernard
adof
charge
in
vice-president
stock,
Elsie Boland Collins, Deon
Bullock,
Goldvertising-publicity, and Harry
Titta, Fay Eichler, John Gallese,
(Continued from page 1)
berg, advertising-publicity director for De
Warner Theatres. Advertising men Harry Mersay, Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., of the company could not be reached
Tina Tarsel,
present will include J. Knox Strachan, Andy W. Smith, Jr.,
for a statement on Friday.
Wolpin.
Cleveland; John Nesse, New Haven; Bob Warsk, and Julia
Implications of the deal, observers
CalEverett
C.
Jerry Atkin, Albany;
pointed
out, are mainly that 20th-Fox
Henry Burger,
Philadelphia;
low,

Ferri Elected Head
of 20th-Fox Club

Map

Warners

Buildup'

:

;

;

20th-Fox Talks

Frank LaFalce, Washing'
and William Clark, Newark.

Pittsburgh;
ton,

Coy

to

Meet

TOA

(Continued front page 1)

Marcus Cohn and

television attorneys
guess is that those units Nathan Halpern would accompany
that are going to come in would have him.
Sullivan said he would also set up
come in anyway and that those units
who aren't going to come in won't soon the meeting with National ProAdministrator
Authority
be affected. I feel it was part of the duction
routine the board should have gone Manly Fleischman on TOA's comthrough, but I think it will have very plaints about illegal theatre building.
one At this meeting he will be accomlittle effect on the individual units
panied by Cohn and A. Julian Bry
way or the other."

'My

best

is

giving consideration to entering the

motion pictures
for distribution to television broadcasters and that, if the decision to do
field of acquisition of

is made, it could well be followed
by other major producer-distributors.
This possibility of a change in the
company's
policy
remained
unexplained in the absence of any official

so

statement from company officials.
Packard, who recently established
residence in London with his family
after a number of years in Hollywood,
lawski.
is now
in New York in connection
To Act on Tax
He declined to comwith the deal.
board
the
session,
At the Friday
ment
his negotiations with 20thon
house
clearing
as
a
national
use
also decided that TOA's Arkansas
legisla- for any information that might help Fox.
unit should attempt to have
rule them answer attacks on the industry
to
tion introduced in Congress
considers tax ad- made on a local level.
out in what
White House aide Dallas Halver
vantages given drive-ins over indoor
asked TOA's cooperation in get
stadt
(Continued from page 1)
for
theatres. The decision to press
ting appropriate newsreels and short
board
several
after
came
legislation
to be used
in conjunction with emphasized that the list is
members had been told Friday by Bu- subjects shown
solely as a guide in obtaining manAdministration's
Defense
Civilian
the
reau of Internal Revenue officials that
services and is
educational drive, which it will launch power for the armed
relief could come only from Congress
not designed for use in connection with
15.
May
about
ruling.
and not from a departmental
Economic Stabilizer Eric A. Johns- priorities, materials allocations, raThe Arkansas unit will spearhead
Communications tioning or similar non-manpower purFederal
and
general ton
the drive, according to
Wayne
Coy were un- poses.
Commissioner
its
counsel Herman Levy, because
Joyce O'Hara, vice-president of the
able to appear as scheduled, but Senasituathe
hit
by
hardest
are
members
briefly to Motion Picture Association of Amerspoke
Dirksen
Everett
tor
William
Arkansas Senator J.
tion.
ica, said his group would appeal the
group on credit controls.
Fulbright is aware of the problem the
non-essential classification given the
board
the
by
No action was taken
and is sympathetic, it was indicated.
situa- industry and ask that it be restored to
pre-release
Army-Navy
the
on
the
at
Fulbright was to have appeared
Other matters included on the ithe essential list. "We're just as imboard session, but was tied up with tion.
tanks it's just
original agenda, such as bunching of portant as planes and
a committee hearing.
The Comin that simple," he declared.
seminars
exhibitors
and
releases,
discussion
Much of the final day's
specifically sets up an aporder
merce
Ted
back
to
referred
were
Hollywood
centered on public relations, Wolfson
peals procedure.
Gamble's committee.

TOA

TOA

JheMAN
from
\J
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entertainment, will move, delight

every segment of the audience.

A

great offering in every sense!"
-FILM DAILY

"A commercial

winner. Limitless

exploitation possibilities!"
—BOXOFFICE

"Notable boxoffice success.
!

Enthusiastic word-of-mouth

—SHOWMEN'S
"Tightly-knit, suspenseful, novel,
arresting. Will hit fine grosses!"
—DAILY VARIETY

"Excellent!" -m.p. herald

"Appeal to film-goers
of every classification!"

—M.
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COMPO

Optimistic
On Hold-Outs
Sullivan Today Will Urge
Units to Back the Council
Optimism was evident yesterday
headquarters of both the
at
Council of Motion Picture Organithe

and Theatre Owners of
America that most or all of the 19
TOA units which have been standing
apart from COMPO would "join up"
zations

in the

reasonably near future.

With TOA on the national
level committed to COMPO, and
with nine of the exhibitor organization's 28 regionals also
lined up behind the all-industry
agency, Gael Sullivan, TOA executive director, will recommend in messages to be sent
today to the 19 other units that
they indicate their support of
as soon as possible.

COMPO

Sullivan's recommendation will be
included in a report to the regionals
(Continued on page 7)

To Study Tax

On

Drive-ins
—

Washington, April 9. A key
Democratic member of the House
Ways and Means Committee today
said he

would ask the Committee dur-

ing

current executive session

its

work

on a 1951 tax bill to consider equalizing the tax treatment of conventional
theatres and drive-ins.
The promise came from Rep. Mills
(D., Ark.), who said he thought the
Committee might be able "to pick up
some revenue" by tighter tax treat(Continued on page 3)

TOA

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, APRIL

Coy Tomorrow
Washington,

April

9.

—

—The House

Washington, April 9.
Un-American Activities

to Cite

Violations to

NPA

US

enforcement
Fleischman,
chief of the National Production Authority, on Thursday will be confronted with a brief citing at least 50
order limiting
violations of the

Manly

NPA

theatre construction and repairs to the
expenditure of $5,000 by each house.
Gael Sullivan, executive director of
the Theatre Owners of America, said
here yesterday that he will visit

Fleischman

in

Washington on Thurs-

(Continued on page 7)

Committee

has tentatively scheduled 14 witnesses
to testify this week in connection with
its new hearings on alleged Communist activities in Hollywood. The only
witness scheduled for tomorrow when
the committee resumes after a twoweek recess, is actor Sterling Hayden.
Committee officials said they expected
him to be a "cooperative" witness.

of the exhibitor's status under the recent FCC licensing

delegation

of executive director Gael Sullivan,
television consultant Nathan
Halpern and television attor-

TOA

is

Harasses

Crescent,
Court Says
Dismissal Actions All
Based on 1939 Decree
Nashville, April 9.
seems to be a procedure

—

"This

to

against Crescent Amusement Co. andHowever, comits affiliates of failing to comply with

they are under
terrific pressure to permit them, and
that this ruling might be changed any

NY lst-Runs;

time.

The committee

is

talking about

a

The

New Product Bows

possible night session tomorrow.
(Continued on page 6)

Business at New York first-runs is
tapering off as a number of theatres
are moving in new shows to replace
Easter bills and other grosses are
dropping down to normal size following the holiday season.

Smith to Tour Key
20th-Fox Exchanges

houses, Radio
and the Paramount,
excellent
business
product but previous
changes necessary.

TEN CENTS

harass
the defendant," declared Judge Elmer D. Davies, in U. S. Circuit
As of now, the committee decision Court in dismissing several complaints
against television or newsreel cam-

eras at the hearings.
mittee officials said

Grosses Taper Off

Two

Impartial

.

ney Marcus Cohn.

At

and

1951

Ban Newsreels. TV

an effort to get clarification

TOA

Concise

9

Spokesmen for the Theatre
Owners of America will meet
with Federal Communications
Commission chairman Wayne
Coy Wednesday morning in

policy. The
will consist

10,

Probe of Hollywood U. S.
'Reds on Today;

Meets FCC's

with

holdover

schedules

1939.

dismissed
complaints
The
complained the defendants "are
by
discouraging competition
obtaining court permission to
construct new theatres which
they failed to construct."
Pointing to the fact that the decree
does not specify the time to be al-

lowed for building any theatre /authorized by the Court, Judge Davies
remarked that "the Government had
'

UA Drive Post

make

where "Royal
Hall,
the Easter show on
stage are expected to draw a splendid
(Continued on page 6)

The Music
Wedding" and

MPA Would

the government's anti-trust decree of

Long-range distribution plans for the clause requiring court permission
(Continued on page 4)
the 20th Century-Fox sales organization will be discussed at a series of
round-table conferences to be held nationally during the next three weeks
by Andy W. Smith, Jr., sales vice-

City Music Hall
are still doing

president.
Smith will leave

tomorrow night on
a swing around the country to meet
(Continued cm page 6)

To Youngstein

Cut Limit for

Max E. Youngstein, United Artists
advertising-publicity vice-president, has
been assigned to "captain" the "Grad
Sears Drive" currently in progress, it
J. Heineman, distribution vice-president.
Heineman said, "With Youngstein

was announced by William

Filing Anti-Trust Cases
Industry to Fight
Non-Essential Rule
— The MoWashington, April
9.

TOA

Accurate

Washington, April

9.

—The

Mo-

Picture Association of America
went on record today before Congress
in opposition to a bill that would give
exhibitors and others bringing private
anti-trust suits more time in which
tion

to

file

actively participating in all phases of
this sales push, I am confident that
branches throughout the country will
benefit directly."
Youngstein will

be fn correspond-

(Continued on page 4)

their suits.

tion Picture Association of America's
decision to appeal the U. S. Commerce
Department's action to drop the film
industry from the list of essential

The Association filed a statement with a House Judiciary

DuMont Seeking 52

sub-committee holding hearings
on a bill to set up a uniform

British Features

activities is

six-year statute of limitations

reason

based on a very important
but it's not to save the indusr

on such

—

manpower.
The reason

try's

is to head off posuse of th's action as a
precedent for more important
things later such as the rela-

sible

—

essentiality of different
industries for getting priorities.

tive

The

list

one of two

ment

in

of essential
lists

August

activities

was

issued by the govern-

as a guide to military
(Continued on page 4)

—

suits. This means plaincould have up to six years
after they were allegedly injured in which to bring suit.
At present, the matter is gov-

Mortimer W.
London, April 9.
Loewi of DuMont Television Laboratories, who is visiting here accomAndrew
associates
panied by his
Yager and Sidney Justin, revealed

by state laws, and 29
have statutes of five

that he is negotiating for 52 British
features for U. S. Television here.
The DuMont organization, in which
Paramount Pictures is heavily interested, already has shown 26 British
feature films on its television net-

tiffs

erned
states

years or less, while only 19
have statutes of six years or
more.
statement, signed by
The

MPAA

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 3)

Tradewise

Personal
Mention
LOEWENSTEIN, pres-

MORRIS

Theatre
accompanied

ident

of

Oklahoma,
Loewenstein,

in

is

Theatre
America board meeting

fol-

of
Owners
in Washing-

They will leave here by plane
Oklahoma City tomorrow.

ton.

for

of

Mrs.

by

New York

the

lowing

Owners

•

Monroe Goodman, executive assistant to A. W. Schwalberg, president
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
was married here Sunday to Ruth
Peyser. The couple will honeymoon
Bermuda.

in

•

Paul Raibourn,

vice-president

in

charge of television and budgets and
planning for Paramount, yesterday addressed the Boston Security Analysts
at a luncheon meeting here.
•

Charles

Skouras, president

P.

of

National Theatres, yesterday checked
into Cedars of Lebanon Hospital on
the Coast to undergo minor surgery
Thursday.
•

Charles Amory,
Lion

Classics

ment, has

left

of Eagle
sales depart-

head

foreign
here for Pittsburgh and

Washington.

Arthur

•
Israel, executive secretary

Barney

to

Paramount

Balaban, president of
Pictures, has left here for

board
THE
Theatre Owners
of

ratified the

Washington meeting last
week, leaving TOA's position
exactly
with respect to
where it has been for altogether
too many months.
Lest the board's action be mis-

COMPO

by the uninformed
TOA's membership
behind COMPO, Mitchell Wolfson, board chairman, who presided at the meeting, reminded
interpreted
as putting

reporters that the ratification
does not bind individual
units to support COMPO.
Had that point been emphasized as publicly last winter,
might be much farther
along in its work for the betterment of industry public relations
and the stimulation of theatre
attendance than it is today. Instead of marking time while

TOA

COMPO

TOA
it

made up

would

its

mind

like to see

just

how

COMPO

re-

organized, and then devoting the
time and effort to carrying out
the reorganization to suit

TOA,

COMPO

might have gone about
its business immediately, leaving
the stragglers and the malcon-

•

M-G-M

advertising
Si Seadler,
manager, returned here by plane yesterday from the Coast.

board the bandwagon

to

tents

as they

saw

After

all

fit.

the

where

exactly
is
stands today.

that

delay,

COMPO

and

fol-de-rol

lied Artists producer, has returned to
the Coast from New York.

The

•

M-G-M's

Philadelphia field press representative, has returned there from New York.

of

COMPO,

leaves

ern publicity director,
today for the Midwest.
•

Richard Thorpe,
has

here

COMPO

just what the prospects
are of favorable or unfavorable

M-G-M

director,

Lewis a Vice-president
In reporting here yesterday the appointment of David E. Diener as copy
chief of Monroe Greenthal Co., replacing Roger H. Lewis, mention was
inadvertently omitted of Lewis' recent
promotion to vice-president of the
Lewis
Greenthal advertising agency.
will coordinate and supervise the creative work of the agency in both the
motion picture and general advertising
departments under Monroe Greenthal,
president.

Ellis G. Arnall, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture

action by the more than half of
TOA's reluctant member units.
The men who head the local
units were present at the
Washington meeting, for the
most part. They know how they
feel and how their units feel

Producers, yesterday joined in the
meetings which have been going on in
New York between representatives of

about

COMPO. A

dependable

report could have been made on
and forwarded to
spot
the
as a basis for deciding
without further delay whether
the recalcitrants are worth waiting longer for or not.
Instead, the industry is redoes not speak
minded that

COMPO

the

American and

Italian

industries

preparatory to opening later the negotiation of a new Italo-American
The SIMPP presifilm agreement.
dent returned to New York yesterday
from a sojourn in Atlanta.
William B. Levy and Alfred Crown
have been representing SIMPP in
the talks, which are scheduled to last
The Motion
another week at least.
Picture Association of America has
been represented by John G. Mc
Carthy, M'PAA foreign department
chief, and George Weltner, A. Schneider and Phil Reisman.

TOA

for its members and
will have to continue
member
waiting until the

or

act

COMPO
units,

TOA

which already have taken

more time for deliberation than
any other components of

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

COMPO,

decide whether or not
they like the reorganization that

has been re-made to their spe-

FRED ASTAJRE
Color by

COMPO

taking "first things first."
of
description
vealing

A

COMPO

TOA

means

to

that

re-

what

unit.

optimism exthe
Despite
and
pressed in
quarters here yesterday over the
prospects of early and favorable
units,
action by the holdout
many in the industry do not
share that optimism. They feel,
does not kill
rather, if
by vote or failure to
will die of exvote,
haustion waiting at the altar for
obviously reluctant flower
its
girls to put in their appearance.

COMPO

TOA

JANE POWELL

"ROYAL WEDDING"

cifications.

This in the face of the flat
statement made by officers of
Theatre
California
Southern
Owners Association that they
have no plans whatever to act
because they are
on

-

TECHNICOLOR

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
plus THE MUSIC HALL'S GREAT
EASTER STAGE SHOW
Paramount presents
THE

MATING
SEASON
GENE TIERHEY '"JOHN LUND
MIRIAM HOPKINS -THELMA RITTER
JIN STERLING

• «

MITCHELL LEISEN

Production

TOA
COMPO
COMPO

Premiere of Lewis Named Compo
Aide to Alicoate
'Scarf' on April 20

World

The world premiere
G.

unites

Goldsmith's

Mercedes
appearance

of

"The

story

Scarf,"

which

McCambridge

John Ireland for the
their

here for London.

left

board meeting and advise

at the

I.

Charles Levy, Walt Disney's East-

directors

ton, as a courtesy to
would have been to count noses

Paramount's
Holman,
Russell
Eastern production head, has left here
for a vacation in Southern Pines, N. C.
•
Charles Simonelli, Universal exhas left here for
ploitation head,

Ed Gallner

TOA

might have done in Washing-

•

Florida.

least that

.

TOA

•

Walter Mirisch, Monogram-Al-

.

TOA

its

president of

Norton V. Ritchey,

proposed new organi-

zational plan for the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations at

Minneapolis and Hollywood.
•

Monogram International, has returned
to New York from South America.

directors of
of America

.

Arnall Enters Talks
Here on Italy Pact

SHERWIN KANE

By

10, 1951

Tuesday, April
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re-

and

first

time since

the

Academy

in

Award-winning "All the King's Men,"
will take place at Warner's Aldine
on April 20,
William J.
here
by
announced
it was
Heineman, United Artists distribution
Produced by Goldvice-president.

Theatre,

smith,

Philadelphia,

"The

Scarf"

co-stars

James

Barton and Emlyn Williams.

Park Avenue Theatre Begins
New Policy with 'The Scarf
Inaugurating

which

it

will

a new
feature

policy under
top American

Park Avenue Theatre here
announces that "The Scarf" will be
next presentation, following the
its
current showings of "Odette."

films, the

Jack Alicoate, representative of the
trade paper publishers on the executive committee of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations has appointed Charles E. (Chick) Lewis,
editor and publisher of Showmen's

Trade Review, as his alternate.
Lewis succeeds Martin Quigley,
publisher of Motion Picture Hearld
and Motion Picture Daily, who
served as alternate to Abel Green,

The
r

editor of Variety, previous trade paper
the
representative
on
publishers'

COMPO

MAN

from

Brandt's

MAYFAIR

board.

& 47th

7th Ave.

St.

Begins Gov't Film Series
Patriotic Films, a new producing
firm headed by James Harper, is
launching a series of film shorts entitled "Behind These Scenes," depicting U. S. government agencies.

St, S

^
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Tuesday, April

National

Review

Pre-Selling

"Goodbye,

STARTING

THE
comic and

importation.

Additionally,

Quick magazine has a color picture of
Debbie Reynolds and an inside story
for teen-agers in

its

My

Breakston Extends
Distribution Setup

Fancy"

{Warner Brothers)

with the current issue
of Life, M-G-M will appear in
three consecutive issues with outstanding publicity breaks for its stars and
In the curforthcoming attractions.
rent issue, now on the stands, a doublespread in color appears for "Quo
Vadis." In the April 16 issue, Esther
Williams will appear on the cover, and
with what they call "coverage" inside.
For April 23 several pages of color on
"An American in Paris" will feature
Gene Kelly and Leslie Caron, the new

French

3

Motion Picture Daily
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10,

current issue.

•

Coast-to-Coast tieup with Motorola, Inc., with both national and
local advertising involved, will
"plug" 20th Century-Fox's "Take

A

Care of My Little Girl" which is to
be released in August. Full-page
color ads in Life, Look, Saturday
Evening Post, Woman's Home Companion, Coronet, Better Homes and
Gardens, and Quick will reach a
total readership of more than 44,000,000. The tieup at the local level
with thousands of Motorola dealers
instructed to cooperate with theatres, involves counter cards, window
displays, lobby exhibits, giveaways
and other promotional material.
•

familiar triangle of two men in pursuit of the same girl is treated in
Fancy." The story pauses
sophisticated style in "Goodbye,
briefly and well-meaningly over a serious note on the responsibilities of alert
democracy, but humor always is foremost. Joan Crawford has the lead in
this breezy adaptation of the Broadway play, with Robert Young and Frank
Lovejoy holding forth as her two admiring males. The film shapes up as
reliable merchandise for almost any situation.
The comedy is set in motion when Miss Crawford, a chic congresswoman,
accepts an invitation to return to her old Alma Mater to receive an honorary
degree.
It seems that 20 years previously she had been expelled from the
college for staying out all night. The young man she had stayed out with is
Young, now president of the school. Miss Crawford's return rekindles the old
flame. Adding to the whirling complications is the fact that Lovejoy, a Life
magazine photographer, is bent on winning Miss Crawford's hand. There
ensues a spirited rivalry between the two men, with Eve Arden, secretary to
Miss Crawford, sparking matters all along the line with her wry comments.
crisis develops when the college's board chairman refuses to have shown
at the school a film sponsored by Miss Crawford whose theme is the throttling of education in dictator countries. It is under this challenge that Young
shows real moral courage. Despite his winning show of virtue, Miss Crawford, in the finale, decides that the man with the clicking lens is for her.
Several little subplots and developments round out the film's lengthy 107 minutes. Henry Blanke produced and Vincent Sherman directed, from the screenplay by Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts.
Running time, 107 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

My

A

May

To Study Tax

Furst's Sales Post

(Continued from page 1)

ment of drive-ins, along lines demanded by the Theatre Owners of
America at its board meeting here
leist

week.

The

At Mono. Expanded
of

TO A

Nat Furst, district sales manager
Monogram-Allied Artists for New

on

TOA

EK

using

Gene Somehow, though, we should be able

Tierney's endorsement of Lux Flakes to get something that will fix it so
and V-8 vegetable juice will gain free that there is no difference in treatadvertising for 20th Century-Fox's ment taxwise."
Senator J. William Fulbright (D.,
forthcoming Technicolor musical, "On
the Riviera," in national magazines Ark.) has also showed himself symand key city newspapers, with a com- pathetic to the TOA stand. But Mills
bined readership of 112,000,000 from is in a definite position to do someTieup with Lux thing about it, and his adherence to
Coast to Coast.
Flakes will have full-color ads in the TOA view is doubly important.
American Weekly, Ladies Home Journal, Cosmopolitan, Modern Romances,
52
True Experiences, True Love Stories,
True Confessions, True Romances,
(Continued from page 1)
Movie Story, Motion Picture, Modern
also
Screen, Screen Stories and Radio and work, Loewi reported. He said he
is interested in short films, playing up
Television Mirror.
The V-8 tieup color pages are slated to 30 minutes. He met with J. Arthur
shown
for Life, Ladies Home Journal, Better Rank here recently and was
Homes and Gardens, and Metropolitan the Rank-Cinema - Television big-

DuMont Seeks

Sunday comic

sections.

Walter Brooks

tures."

screen apparatus.

The American

party will visit

the expansion
completed when
back to Japan on April

Arrangements

for

be

will

Breakston

Photography Theme
—

tieups

Breakston, who is also head of
Breakston-Stahl Productions, formed
his releasing organization in Japan
while producing "Tokyo
last year,
212,"
and preparing "Fate."
File
Breakston is handling the release of
Lippert films in Japan, the Cisco Kid
films and a number of other independents.
The company said it guarantees a minimum of 500 playdates in
Japan, with a maximum of 1,000.
"There are approxmately 1,200 motion picture theaters in Japan," Break"Ardent film fans,
ston pointed out.
there is always a line outside of a
Japanese theater at night. This prevails even for Japanese pictures, but
they infinitely prefer American pic-

flies

29.

Kodak

full-scale

terday.

Mandel Herbstman program

19.

board objected to the York City, has been placed in charge
fact that drive-ins are charging ad- of national sales for "The Little Rasmissions on a per car basis, no matter cals" short subjects, being released by
Arthur Murray Dance studios fur- how many individuals are in the car, Monogram. Furst will continue with
nished a bevy of beautiful girls clad in and then base the tax on the admis- his former duties in addition
to hancolorful South Sea sarongs as part of sion price for the car.
They want dling his new post, it was disclosed
the exploitation of "Bird of Paradise" each individual taxed, just as in the here yesterday by Morey Goldstein,
Theatre, Des case of admissions to conventional general
at the Des Moines
sales manager.
Moines, and tipped a large-scale pro- theatres. The Bureau of Internal RevFurst launched his industry career
motion stunt that will follow through enue has ruled that the laws base the with the Greater New York Film
other key cities. Radio station KSO admission tax on the ticket price, no Co., which later became Fox.
and local newspapers went strongly matter how the ticket price is comfor the stunt in Des Moines, zvhich puted, and that the TO A must go to
Officials
was promoted by Tony Abramovitch, Congress for a change. The TOA
manager of the theatre, and Jimmy designated the Arkansas unit to spearRedmond, of Tri-States theatres,
head the fight for legislation.
m
Rochester, N. Y., April 9. Eight
Mills, who is fourth-ranking DemoThe May issue of Seventeen mag- crat on the tax writing committee, ad- Eastman Kodak photo officials are
azine carries a full quota of film ma- mitted he had correspondence with the among the contributors to "Progress
terial, including an interview with TOA on the matter and that he felt in Photography, 1940-1950," a pubHoward Keel, star of the upcoming the
was right in its demands and lished survey of photographic achieveM-G-M pictures, "Three Guys that the Bureau was right in its rul- ment. The 464-page book was compiled by an editorial board of British,
Named Joe" and "Showboat." It is ing on the basis of present law.
American, French and German scithe annual "It's All Yours" issue of
"I am going to bring the matter up
Seventeen, which is written, illus- in committee before we report out a entists, under the direction of Dr.
trated and edited by the teen-agers tax bill," he declared. "It is a very Douglas A. Spencer, a deputy manthemselves. The film reviews and difficult technical problem, and we are aging director of Kodak Ltd.
The eight
contributors are: Dr.
feature articles, as well as the se- still looking for some solution. I have
lection of M-G-M's "Theresa" as been thinking of fixing a minimum tax Walter Clark, Glenn E. Matthews,
Seventeen's "Picture of the Month" per person in cases where the admis- William F. Walker, John I. Crabare entirely the ideas of the staff. sion price is based on a car. This may tree, Henry C. Staehle, John M. Calhoun, Robert A. Morris and William
•
be very hard to administer, however.

Two

The Breakston Company, releasing
organization in Japan, is expanding
operations and will establish 10 exchanges covering the entire country
within the next month, George Breakston, president, announced here yes-

TV

F.

Swann.

make
was dis-

will
it

"A

Night

in

a

RKO

States.

RKO's Canadians
To Honor Boasberg
RKO

Radio's Canadian districts has
a two-week selling period to
honor Charlie Boasberg, its division
chief.
The period, to be known as
the "Charles Boasberg Appreciation
set aside

Weeks,"

will

commence on May

4.

To Stress Disney Shorts
During Depinet Drive

A

nation wide sales campaign duron Walt Disney short subjects has been made a phase of the
current "Ned Depinet Drive," Sidney
Pictures short subjects
Kramer,
sales manager, has announced.
Spearheaded by "Beaver Valley,"
recent Academy Award winner,
branches are setting up quotas aimed
to secure a record number of cartoon
playdates in May.
ing

May

RKO

RKO

Fellows Is Named
Broadcasters' Head
Washington, April

New

—

9.
Harold E.
England director for

Columbia Broadcasting System, has
been named the new president of the
National Association of Radio and

here following the return to
London of David E. Rose, Coronado
executive producer. The first, "Satur-

closed

day Island," will star Linda Darnell.
Stuart Heisler will direct.
ond, as yet untitled, will
Milland.

production,

Geisha House," will start in Tokyo
on May 20. The American release of
"Fate" is now being negotiated in
New York. "Tokyo File 212" is being
United
in
the
released by

Fellows,

Rose's Company
Sets Two Films
Coronado Productions
two pictures this summer,

Shooting on the second BreakstonStahl

The

sec-

star

Ray

Television Broadcasters. He will take
office on June 4, succeeding Justin
Miller, who will become chairman of
Miller
the board of the association.
was also head of the organization
under its old name, the National Association of Broadcasters.

'Five' to

Open New House

Columbia Pictures' "Five," a story
of the last five people on earth, will
and film studios in Britain, France have its world premiere Wednesday,
and Italy this month. They predicted April 25, opening the new Holiday
the possibility of working agreements Theatre (formerly the Gotham) at
between the DuMont network and Broadway and 47th Street. It was
European stations, particularly with produced directed and written by
the British Broadcasting Corp.

Arch Oboler.

Tuesday, April

Motion Picture Daily
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Crescent
(Continued from page

1)

placed in the
decree for the purpose of preventing
Crescent monopoly, and now is taking
the opposite position that the clause
He could
did not have the effect."
for

new construction

not understand how "compliance with
the decree can be construed as contempt of the Court." He stated that
in all instances where Crescent had
been in actual violation of the decree
correction has been made by the defendant.
filed by the defendants to
criminal and civil contempt
Rockwood
Crescent,
against
cases
Amusements, Muscle Shoals Theatres,

Motions

dismiss

all

Cherokee Amusements, Louis Rosenbaum, Kermit C. Stengel and R. E.
Baulch were set for hearing by Judge
Davies on June 1.
Charges that Crescent, Rockwood,
and Cherokee have failed to divest
themselves of financial interests in
other companies and that Stengel has
continued to hold certain official titles
and theatre stock were also dismissed.
George H. Armistead Sr. represented
the defendants.

Would Cut Limit
(Continued from page 1)
20th

Century-Fox Attorney Kenneth

Royall, said that while it "may be desirable to enact a Federal uniform
statute of limitations, "six years is
much too long and the period should
It also opbe held to three years.
posed making Ahe six-year statute retroactive as the bill proposes.
Royall appeared at the hearings today to read, a slightly different statement from the one filed with the ComBut by the time he was
mittee.
reached, Committee members had to
leave for the House floor, and he
agreed to return Wednesday to read
his statement and answer questions.

Distribution on

Hand

Indication of the distributor interest
in the question was the turnout of
industry officials at the hearings. In-

cluded in the audience were 20th-Fox
president Spyros P. Skouras,
vice-president Joyce O'Hara,

MPAA
MPAA

Coast Selected for
Drive-Ins Unite in Drive Equipment
Meet
To Stimulate Patronage
—

Hollywood, April 9. Members of
Theatre Equipment and Supply

the

Local cooperative efforts of competitive drive-in theatre operators in an
area to work for their mutual economic benefit, and for other facets of

Kentucky Drive-ins
Going Full Blast

—

Louisville, April 9. Practically all of the drive-in theatres in the state are now open

and

running

regular

son,

TEDA

TESMA

sched-

most the

earliest
opening dates in their history.
As a general rule the driveins do not start opening until
April 1 or after; however, it
ules, giving

Manufacturers Association have voted
Los Angeles as the site for the 1951
convention.
The Theatre Equipment

Dealer's Association also made the
business advancement, are growing.
same choice. Therefore, the joint conIn what was described as an un- ventions of
will
and
usual move but one which local thea- be held at the Ambassador Hotel in
tremen regard as highly sensible the Los Angeles on Oct. 11-13.
Both
six drive-ins in Atlanta have buried associations have contemplated holding
the hatchet of rivalry and joined their conventions on the Coast for sevforces to bring out more trade. Chi- eral years due to the requests of West
ago area drive-ins last week started Coast members, said Roy Boomer,
a mutual-aid development.
secretary.
Ray Colvin, exIn a series of newspaper advertise- ecutive director of TEDA, is expected
ments, Atlanta's the Bankhead, Peach- on the Coast about June 1 when he
Starlight and Boomer will make all final artree, Piedmont, Roosevelt,
and Steward Ave. are extolling the rangements. Due to
restrictions
virtues of their type of theatre and it is planned to streamline the coninviting the public to visit any or all ventions with more time being devoted
of them. All are operated by several for the entertainment of delegates.
different managements.
Oscar Neu,
president, reThe group has also launched a radio veals that he would not be a candidate
program offering prizes for drive-in for reelection this year.
Neu has
contestants.
Among the advantages served the association for the past 18
cited by the outdoor theatres are re- years, 13 years as secretary and six as
lief from parking problems, ability to
president, and feels someone should
dress as one pleases, enjoy smoking, suceed him.
Ballots for election of
cold drinks and food, and free admis- all officers and board members will be
sion for children.
mailed to
members in the
The newly-formed Chicago Drive- near future and the results will be
in Association, composed of the 11
made known at convention time.
Chicago area drive-ins will begin a
Whether this year's joint convention
saturation radio campaign on April of
and
will be ac13 on all Chicago radio stations. The companied by an equipment exhibit
campaign will consist of spot announce- has not yet been definitely determined,
ments and singing commercials urg- according to Neu. Because of Naing people to attend drive-ins.
week tional Production Authority controls,
later the Association will begin a cam- a majority of the membershin voted
paign of cartoon trailers promoting several months ago against holding a
trade show in 1951.
drive-ins on Chicago's four television

TESMA

appears they keep moving the
dates up, and if the earlier
opening schedules keep applying, it probably will not be
long before they will be yearround operations.

NNA

TESMA

UA

Drive
(Continued from page 1)

ence with all branches to coordinate
the drive. Immediately after the company's convention in Chicago on May
4-6 he will leave for a swing around
the country to discuss its progress and

developments with branch and
managers.

district

The Sears drive was opened on
April 1 in the U. S. and Canada, and
extends through June 2. Prizes totalling $10,000' will be awarded in the
sales effort, which is for both billings
Special prizes will
and collections.
be awarded Canadian exchanges.

TESMA

TESMA

TESMA

stations.

UA

Books Stillman

Film Into Globe
United Artists' "Try and Get Me,"
titled "The Sound of Fury,"
its New York premiere next
month at the Globe theatre, it was
announced yesterday by William J.
Heineman, U.A. distribution vice-pres-

formerly
will have

ident.

The

picture

is

by Robert Stillman's

Industry to Fight
(Continued from page 1)

and selective service officials in calling
up reservists and drafting new individuals. But it has never been any help
to the film industry in getting deferment of its workers for the simple
reason that it was the less important
list of the two.

independent venture since leaving
The more important list was the list
the Stanley Kramer organization and
In order to
was adapted for the screen from his of critical occupations.
own novel by Jo Pagano. Directed by be deferred, a worker not only had to
Cyril Endfield, the film's players in- be in an essential activity but also in
clude Frank Lovejoy, Lloyd Bridges, a critical occupation. And the list of
Richard Carlson, Katherine Locke and critical occupations never had any
first

TEDA

A

Cecil Dickson and Jack BryJohn Caskey and Otto Koegel of
20th-Fox, Adolph Schimel of Universkills from the film industry.
Adele Jergens.
sal, Louis Phillips of Paramount, Sidney Schreiber of the MPAA and
Radio, Video Dropped
Compton Timberlake of RKO.
the American Bar Association urged
Accordingly, the original list of esa four-year statute.
H. Graham Morison, Assissential activities issued in August was
statement
with
the!
The
filed
General
in
Attorney
tant
a meaningless one.
It had just about
Committee said a key argument for a
charge of the anti-trust divievery activity in the country. It was
longer
is
that
takes
six-year
statute
it
the
six-year
supported
sion,
bound to be trimmed, and the Comthan that to adequately prepare an
reasonstatute
as "entirely
merce
Department did that over the
anti-trust suit. The statement pointed
able." He hailed the volume of
weekend. The film industry can't say
in
order
to
commence
an
out
that
private anti-trust suits now beit was discriminated against, because
action, the plaintiff does not need to
ing brought, declaring that "priradio, television, printing and other
entire
complex
background
know
the
vate litigation is just starting
media were also dropped.
cause
enough
state
a
of
but
just
to
to help us" and that "it has
Top industry officials realize that
action.
been especially effective in the
they never got any manpower help
It, also emphasized that the statute
movie industry." Morison said
from being on the essential activities
of limitations is suspended during the
distributors were being forced
list.
What has them worried is that
government
suit, and
pendency
of
a
to proceed with "great caution"
litigants can wait until the essential activities list may be used
private
that
in working out new trade pracfor purposes other than manpower. In
the government suit is completed and
tice patterns because of the
the
new list Sunday,
then
several years more, depending on announcing
threat of
private
anti-trust
the state statute, before bringing their Commerce Secretary Sawyer specisuits.
fically said that it was a manpower
suit.
would have no bearing
The Judiciary Committee reported
MPAA also emphasized the uncer- list only, and
out the same bill in the last Congress, tainty of the anti-trust laws, and that on rating among industries for maBut the
with practically no industry attention. what is legal today may be illegal to- terials and other matters.
Apparently the film lawyers now feel morrow.
"Since the anti-trust laws industry is afraid this may not always
the bill stands a better chance of en- are vague and since the treble dam- be true, and hence the appeal.
officials are working on the
actment and are swinging into action. age features are extremely harsh, the
The National Association of Manu- period of limitations should be three appeal now, and hope to have it submitted by the end of the week.
facturers urged a two-year limit, while years rather than six," it declared.
officials

1951
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FWC

Accepts

New

Terms for Janitors
Hollywood, April —A new con9.

between Fox West Coast Theatres and janitors employed by the
American Building Maintenance Co.,
which serves the circuit's houses, was
approved here over the weekend after
tract

the theatre janitors staged a five-hour

walkout on Saturday.
The walkout was staged while
executives studied the terms agreed
to Friday night by the janitors and
ABMC. The new terms entail an increase of eight cents an hour and 2iy2

FWC

payment into a welfare fund. It
estimated it will cost
about
$130,000 annually.
cents

FWC

is

1

MPAA

MPAA

Carnegie

Is

Named

Eagle Lion Manager

—

Los Angeles, April 9. Richard
Carnegie has been promoted from
salesman to manager of the local Eagle
Lion Classics exchange.
Bernard Kranze, ELC distribution
vice-president, at the same time announced the following promotions and
changes in personnel in the local
branch of the company. Stanley Lefcourt, former salesman, takes over as
Jack
sales manager under Carnegie.
Katz, salesman, goes from the San
Franciso branch to Los Angeles while
William Wasserman has been taken
on as a salesman in the local branch.

11-I

Promotes U.

S.

Bonds

Universal-International in cooperation with the U. S. Treasury's Savings Bonds Division, has prepared a
special three-color poster to promote
the sale of

U.

connection with

S.

Defense Bonds

"Up

Front."

in

-T

A

prominent exhibitor paid

means most

compliment that
put

it

this

the

us
to

us

of

kind

when he

way:

"Like most of the exhibitors I know, the trade

papers I really read are Quigley publications

—because I have
The

"solid

firmly

that

solid confidence in them.

the

industry

we

be the

greatest

asset

possess.

That

confidence" of

believe

any trade

that

to

9?

publication

can

has been the unswerving aim of Quigley
Publications for

more than a

third of

a century.

QUIGLEY PUBLICATIONS
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
BETTER THEATRES
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

NEW YORK

•

#

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
THEATRE SALES

MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC

•

FAME

Motion Picture Daily
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Industry Dinner to

Hollywood 'Red' Probe

N. Y. Grosses

4

(Continued from page 1)
$120,000 for a fifth week, is bringing
Dividend" on
Little
"Father's
in
Thursday despite an excellent run.
The five-week gross for "Wedding"
will be around $718,000.
At the Paramount "The Lemon
Drop Kid" and Billy Eckstine on stage
.are expected to bring in $55,000 for
a third final week also good busi-

—

l

"The Mating Season" will open
Mel Torme heads
there tomorrow

ness.

;

the stage show.

Tops among the openers is "I Can
It for You Wholesale," with a
first week estimate of $92,000, which is
better business than the Roxy had durGet

A

ing the holiday.

musical revue

is

on the stage.
Also going great guns are "KonTiki" at the Sutton and "Tales of
Hoffman" at the Bijou. The former is
racking up $18,000 equal to the opening week of "Quartet" at the same
stand.
"Tales" will take in around
$16,000 for its first week on a twoa-day, reserved seat policy run seats
are reported sold out in advance of
'!

;

each performance.

Other newcomers are "The Man
from Planet X" at the Mayfair, where
nearly $20,000 is due for the first
week, and "The Great Missouri Raid"
at the Globe, which is expected to
bring in around $14,000 for the first
Week.
1 Business at the Strand and the
Capitol is only so-so for stage show
houses "Soldiers Three" is expected
to draw a mild $30,000 for a second
and final week at the Capitol, while
the Strand, with "Lullaby of Broadway," reports the same, $30,000 for its
;

1951
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IAV Walsh Tonight

(Continued from page 1)

Florida Again Bids
For Film Studios

Motion picture executives from the
House will be voting on amendments
to the draft bill from 11 o'clock on, New York Metropolitan area will atand the committee will have a hard tend a formal dinner tonight at the
Tallahassee, April 9. Govjob meeting. It wants to finish with "21 Club" honoring Richard Walsh,
Warren has
ernor
Fuller
Hayden tomorrow, and it now plans IATSE international president, for
urged the Florida Legisture
to run from 10 A.M. to 11 A.M. and his work in behalf of the Will Rogers
to submit a constitutional
Host is the sales
then, if it hasn't finished, to have a Memorial Hospital.
amendment to the voters
managers' committee of the hospital
night session.
which would exempt motion
Other witnesses scheduled for Wed- fund.
in
Florida
picture studios
nesday and later include several perToastmasters
from state taxation.
sons who have already said they will
The measure would replace
Toastmaster will be the Will Rognot cooperate with the committee. The
a similar one adopted in 1934
complete witness list released by the ers Hospital president, R. J. O'Donand which expired in 1948.
committee for the balance of the week nell, and included among the speakers
is as follows
Marc Lawrence, Meta will be Robert Mochrie, Abe MonDr. Edgar Mayer,
Spyros
Reis Rosenberg, Will Geer, Richard tague,
Collins, Harold Buchman, Waldo Salt, Skouras and Si Fabian.
Acceptances have also been received
Victor Killian, Fred Graff, Robert
(Continued from page 1)
Barney Balaban,
Lees, Ann Revere, J. Edward Brom- from the following
Harry
William
Brandt,
Brandt, Steve
berg,
Sam
Moore,
and
Paul
Jarrico.
with branch managers on the line-up
Broidy,
Dr.
Henry Brown, Max
of product scheduled to be released The committee said the listing was
through the fall. He will hold divi- without regard to order of appearance. Cohen, Jack Cohn, Al Daff, George
Dembow, Ned Depinet, Oscar Doob,
sion meetings as well as individual
Robert Dowling, Russell Downing,
branch office conferences.
Brewer to Attend Hearings
Norman Elson, Charles Feldman, Ben
The first conference will be in ChiHollywood, April 9. Roy Brewer, Fielding and Emanuel Frisch.
cago on Thursday and Friday. AtIATSE international representative,
Also, Pete Gage, Maurice Goldstein,
tending will be Central division head
left here by plane today for Washing- James
R. Grainger, Harry Hecht,
Ray Moon and branch managers Tom
ton where he will attend the House William J. Heineman, William HowGilliam, Chicago
Joseph B. Rosen,
Un-American Activities Committee ard, Harry Kalmine, David Katz,
Cincinnati; I. J. Schmertz, Cleveland;
hearings as an observer.
Stanley
Kolbert,
Bernard Kranze,
j. J. Lee, Detroit, T. O. McCleaste
William MacMillen, Maurice Maurer,
Indianapolis
Al Levy, Pittsburgh
Mitchell May, Jr., Maurice Miller,
'Unfriendly' Witnesses Not
Jack Lorentz, Milwaukee.
Charles Moss, John Murphy, Harvey
Smith will leave for Seattle on Sat- Expected to Be a Problem
Newins, Gene Picker and William
urday to confer with Chilton Robinett
Washington, April 9.
Top in- Raoul.
and Charles F. Powers, managers of
dustry officials are understood here to
the Seattle and Portland exchanges,
Others Attending
feel that dealing with employes who
respectively.
Joining this conference
Also, Walter Reade, Jr., Charles
refuse to cdoperate with the House
will be J. E. Patterson of Vancouver.
Reagan, Irving Renner, Harold RinzUn-American
Activities
Committee
Also present at the meeting will be
Herman Wobber, Western division will not be nearly as much of a prob- ler, Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins,
Sam Rosen, Edward Rugoff, Fred
manager and Bryan D. Stoner, assist- lem this time as in 1947.
Schwartz, Sol Schwartz, Al Schwalant division manager.
That's because an informal
Thomas Shea,
berg,
Seider,
Joe
Next Thursday, Smith will meet at
check of all subpoenaed witGeorge Skouras, Spyros Skouras, Jr.,
the San Francisco office headed by
nesses who might conceivably

—

:

Smith

to

Tour

:

—

;

;

—

second week.
"The Invisible Man"
and Gypsy Rose Lee on stage bow in
at the Capitol on Thursday, and on
Friday, the Strand will open with Alex Harrison and on Thursday and
be "unfriendly" to the Commit"Only the Valiant."
Friday of that week will confer with
tee indicates that none is under
"Bom Yesterday" is still a pace-set- the remainder of the Western division
contract to any Hollywood stuter at the Victoria," moving up to a branch heads in Los Angeles.
These
dio at present.
fine gross of $27,000, for its 16th week.
include Clyde Eckhardt, Los Angeles
In 1947, five or six of the "UnAlso holding up at the box-office is V. J. Dugan, Denver
Charles L.
friendly Ten" had contracts, and the
"Up Front" at Loew's State, with a Walker, Salt Lake.
industry had to fire them and run into
substantial $23,000 coming in for a
Smith's further schedule, to be anthird week.
nounced later, will take him on a lawsuits such as the one filed by Les"Rawhide" is holding up fairly well swing back east through the Southern ter Cole. This time, if the informal
check is true, the studios will merely
at the Rivoli, with $16,000 estimated territory.
"not hire" any "unfriendly" witnesses,
for a third week. "Prince of Peace,"
and will not have to go through the
a special Easter offering at the Cripublic announcement of breaking a
terion,
is
concluding an excellent Chicago
Chicago, April 9. City of Chicago contract.
three-week stand with about $12,000
Many of the "unfriendly" witnesses
due. A pair of reissues, "They Got Me amusement tax collections continued
Covered" and "Up in Arms," will open their downward trend again last this time either have not been active
month. Total theatre amusement tax In films for some time or are freethere on Friday.
Both
"Odette" is continuing at a lively collection for March, 1951, was $94,- lancing at different studios.
clip with the Park Avenue reporting 212 as compared with $124,047 for Howard Da Silva and Gale Sondergaard, the two witnesses who have so
$10,500 for a second week ending last March, 1950.
far refused to answer Committee quesnight.
It will hold over.
tions, are without a contract with any
"Cyrano de Bergerac" does not seem 'Valentino' in Person
studio.
to have suffered by its moveover from
9'.
Albany, N. Y., April
Film
The real problem, officials indicate,
the Bijou to the Golden, with a gross
stars Anthony Dexter and Patricia will
be what to do about those workers
of $9,000 forecast for the first week
Medina will make personal appear- like Larry Parks who admit past
there of its extended two-a-day run.

Ray

Smith,

Wilbur

Snaper,

Frank

Walker, Murray Weiss, Robert Weitman, William White, Israel Zatkin,

Edward Hyman, Andy Smith,
Marc Wolf and Ben Kalmenson.

Jr.,

;

Tax Down

—

|

—

ances at Fabian's Palace here Wednesday afternoon and evening for the
upstate premiere of Columbia's "Valentino."
Dexter plays the title role.'

.

'Trio'

Drew

244,278

To 550-Seat Sutton
Paramount's

"Trio,"

which

last

week closed a 26-week engagement
at the 550-seat

York,

Sutton Theatre in

New

a record attendance figure
'of 244,278, with grosses ranging from
$20,000 for the opening week to
$7,000 for the final week, according to
Clem Perry, executive director of Rugoff and Becker Theatres.
set

$30,000 at

Chicago

'Season' Hits $40,000
Chicago,

April

9.

— Paramount's

"The Mating Season" grossed $40,000
the first week at the Oriental Theatre
here. Harold Costello, house
inserted an announcement

manager,
in

local

—

Minneapolis, April 9. -The Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen and
the distributors' negotiating committee

resumed new-contract talks here today, with only minor points being assayed. David Beznor, Colosseum, general counsel, said he expected the
conferees would get down to the main
points of the disputed provisions for
a new union contract in tomorrow's
meeting.

Variety Installs Levy

—

Herman M.
Hartford, April 9.
Levy has been installed as chief barker
of Tent No. 31, Variety Club of
Ben
Connecticut. Other officers are
:

Simon,

first

assistant

barker
second as-

chief

Communist activity. Industry spokes- George H. Wilkinson, Jr.,
men are said to feel the policy here sistant Sam Germaine, dough guy
;

be to allow some time to elapse
and then see how the public is reacting.
Congressional reaction so far has
indicated such witnesses should be
aided by the industry so that others
will come forward and cooperate with
However, there is
the Committee.
still fear in some quarters of a public
boycott of films with these workers.
will

newspapers backing the film with a

money-back guarantee.

Colosseum Talks Reopen

Heriry Germaine, property master.

can Activities Committee may be
rougher than was originally expected.
The initial reaction to Larry Parks'
testimony was highly favorable on
Capitol Hill, with Republican members Potter and Velde praising the
actor. It was expected (this might
make it easier for the actor to continue his

Outlook Changes for
'Red' Confessors

—

stage, grossed $30,000 over the weekWashington, April 9. The road
Chicago, April 9.—The Chicago end and will hit a first week figure ahead for film industry workers who
Theatre, with "Lullaby of Broadway" of $60,000, according to Ed Sequin, admit past Communist affiliations and
on screen and Josephine Baker on house's publicity director.
cooperate with the House Un-Ameri-

film career.

But now Rep. Velde said his mail
lately had been severely critical of his
praise of Parks, almost unanimously
so, and that he would propose that
Parks be recalled when the Committee
resumes hearings tomorrow.
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Charges

FCC Wants

COMPO

TOA,

7

ACT, Rebuffed,

Optimistic

UK

'Power to Punish'

Hits

Film Financing

(Continued from page 1)

—Radio

and on the TOA board meeting which
was held in Washington last week.
Commenting here yesterday on the
Communications meeting, Sullivan termed it "one of
with the Federal
Commission these days than are film the most constructive" in the history
companies.
of TOA. He credited board chairman
Justin Miller, president of the Na- Mitchell Wolf son with having done
Association of Broadcasters, "a good job" in lining up the TOA
tional
said the Commission is "showing a directors behind COMPO.
keen desire for power to punish and
At its final meeting session on Fridiscipline broadcasters even beyond day, the board signified unanimously
the punishment and disciplines now its approval of the proposed regional
used." He said the Commission has representation plan for the COMPO
asked Congress for the power to as- executive committee. Thus, the tenth
sess fines in addition to issuing cease- and final ratification was recorded to
and-desist orders and to determine make unanimous the vote of the origithe guilt of broadcasters for anti-trust nal COMPO charter members in belaw violations "by the use of admin- half of the new arrangement.
istrative techniques of prosecution and
Neither Sullivan nor spokesmen for
conviction so far unkonwn to our sys- COMPO would conjecture yesterday
tem of law, and in violation of most on how long it would take for the
of the constitutional guarantees of uncommitted TOA units to
climb
fair trial and due process."
COMPO bandwagon.
aboard
the
These charges referred to remarks However, Sullivan reminded that the
by FCC Chairman Wayne Coy in sup- boards of most of the units will meet
port of a bill to overhaul the Com- during the next month, and added that
mission's licensing procedure. Miller is was possible action on the COMPO
himself was testifying on a bill which question would be taken at those parwould make it a criminal offense to leys.

Washington, April

9.

television broadcasters indicated here
today that they are not any happier

'

use radio or television to sell goods
fraudently. Not only would the advertiser be guilty, but so would -the
broadcaster if he "knowingly" broadcast such advertising.

FCC

General Counsel Benedict P.

Cottone told a House Judiciary subcommittee that this provision is needed
to police the few stations which do

Meanwhile, according to the
admission of a COMPO spokesman here, the agency's treasury
does not at present contain the
funds necessary for carrying
out in the near future any of
the bigger public relations efforts
indicated in COMPO's
blueprint.

broadcast fraudulent advertising. Both
he and Miller admitted such advertising was on the increase. Miller made

for

several objections, and urged that the
be confined to the advertisers and
not the broadcasters.

Lasky

Were

the 19

TOA

bill

— Services will

be

for Gideon Paul

RKO

Kellogg, 55, an accountant with
Service Corp. in New York for 21
Kellogg collapsed and died in
years.
the offices of the American Arbitration Association there at the weekend.
He was at an arbitration hearing concerning his discharge from the company last September.

Rites for Berliner Today
Services for Charles (Pop) Berveteran film salesman, will be
held here today at Riverside Memorial
Chapel. Berliner, who died on April
7, was one of the originators of the
Motion Picture Salesmen Club which
later became the Variety Club Tent
liner,

of

New York

City.

Joseph McPeake of the

staff of

Sar-

goy and Stein died at Roosevelt Hospital over the weekend following an

He

survived
by the widow, his father, four sisters

automobile accident.

is

and two brothers.

Mother of P. G. Perakos

—Mrs.

Peter G.
Perakos, wife of the head of the Perakos Theatre Circuit, New Britain,
Conn.,

is

Tour Key

Jesse L. Lasky, associate producer
of M-G-M's "The Great Caruso,"
will tour seven cities in advance of
the picture's opening.
Lasky will be joined by M-G-M's
local field press representative and
screenings will be held for newspaper
critics, music editors and radio commentators, followed by a luncheon or
Lasky will arrive in Pittsdinner.
burgh tomorrow and will go on to
Cincinnati, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Orleans, Houston, and then to

9.

NCAA

'Samson' to Berger

COMPO
TOA

COMPO

TOA

may

Star-Makers Contest

gain

little

headway beyond

straight planning.
Sullivan, chairman of the
seminar committee, could not say yes-

COMPO

whether industry seminars
would be held on the Coast next month
as had been planned tentatively. Additerday

appeared

preparations

tional

to

be

needed.

TOA

units are
None of the 19
it
was
"hostile" toward
pointed out. Up to now only "apathy"
has been manifested among them, according to spokesmen for both
In the case of Southern
and

COMPO,

TOA

COMPO.

California
tion,

if

tices

could contribute to

members' trade pracproblems something COMPO

correcting

London, April

—The

9.

Association

of Cinematograph and Allied Technicians, Left-wing studio union which
originated the idea of a government
bank for film production financing,
now has turned on the outgrowth of

the government's National
Finance Corp. with a wholehearted broadside against the latter's

that

idea,

Film

and

policy

practice.

The development

derives from the
decision of James H. Lawrie,
head, not to lend
any more government money for its cooperatively
made films. The union's first production, "Green Grow the Rushes," was
completed at a cost of about $275,000
and its distributor, British Lion, which
also is indebted to NFFC, has been
unable as yet to arrange a circuit engagement for it.
took its case to Harold Wilson, president of the Board of Trade,
who backed up Lawrie in the decision
any differently than
not to treat

NFFC

ACT

ACT

ACT

other borrowers from NFFC. In other
must find a distribution
words,
guarantee or private finance before
it gets another loan from NFFC.

ACT

Theatre Owners Associa-

COMPO
its

—

—

powerless to do that Coast organization would not have turned its back
is

on the Council, it was said. Trade
practices are excluded from COMPO's
ambit, and
is
at present

SCTOA

wholly preoccupied with trade practices difficulties, according to its top
officers.

Extend
NY Tax Moratorium
Albany, N. Y. April — Governor
Kills Bill to

9.

Say Rank's G-B

May

Resume Dividends
—

London, April 9. The financial poArthur Rank's Gaumont-

sition of J.

British Picture Corp. at the end of
nine months of the current fiscal year
sufficient improvement to indicate the possibility of a resumption of
dividends on the ordinary shares.

shows

The

company's fiscal year ends
Twentieth Century-Fox has
a substantial interest in the company,
which operates 240 theatres.
It
is
understood, however, that

June

30.

Dewey, on the recommendation of the
state comptroller, vetoed a bill which
would have continued until July 1,
1952, the temporary suspension of the
power of cities with less than 25,000

—

9.
The National ColAssociation committee
meeting here was postponed. The committee was to consider proposals by
networks for experimental "live" telecasting of college football games next
fall and to consider other experimental
video subjects such as theatre television, Phonevision, Skiatron, and postseason games. The meeting was postponed because the committee was not
prepared at this time to act.

Chicago, April

lege

Athletic

TOA

Mexican Filming To
Await Labor Terms
Mexico City, April — Production

lects this tax.

to Cite

(Continued from page 1)

day to inform him of the violations.
theSullivan charged that the
atre construction order, issued to con-

serve materials in view of the Korean
Ben Ber- situation, is being violated principally
Minneapolis, April 9.
been through the withholding of informahas
Theatre
Gopher
ger's
awarded first run of Paramount's tion from the declarations which the"Samson and Delilah" on the film's atres must file with the government
general release here. Berger outbid when repairs and construction work
Minneapolis Amusement for the film. are intended.

—

as to morale. Many industry observers
will stand or
still believe
fall on the decisions to be made reunits. Withgarding it by the 19
out these units the Council, it is
pointed out, the agency would hardly
have an "all-industry" status.
that
therefore,
expected,
is
It
will continue to postpone
plans for its "bigger" projects. Hence,
units act, such
until the hesitant
projects as a Film Festival and a

9.

Meeting Delayed

NPA

dead.

aloof

declaration or otherwise of a G-B
dividend will be conditioned by the
year-end results of the sister company,
Odeon Theatres, in which
United Artists holds a large interest.
population to impose an admissions tax The latter company, while showingThe present mora- some improvement, is regarded as less
of five per cent.
torium expires on June 30.
likely to resume dividend payments
The governor signed another bill this year on its ordinary stock than
continuing the temporary suspension is G-B.
of the power of "all units of local govNew
ernment" to impose a business and fiSan Francisco on April 26, where the nancial tax, excepting those now usRochester now coltour will end.
ing such a tax.

TV

McPeake Injured Fatally

Hartford, April

to

Cities for 'Caruso'

Services for Kellogg
Atlanta, April 9.
held here tomorrow

units to continue

any great length of time to re-

from the Council this
could be a blow to finances as well

main

Would Tap TV

to

Aid Education

—

Washington, April 9. Rep. Celler
(D., N. Y.), has introduced a bill to
require commercial television stations
to devote at least 25 per cent of their
operating schedules to non-commercial
educational programs.
Celler said he thought this a better
plan than setting aside 25 per cent of
stations for non-profit educathe
tional use, since the commercial stations could do a more polished job
of using the channels.

TV

new

pictures here is suspended because of the approaching deadline for
demands for labor contract revisions
which are certain, producers believe,
to feature wage increase clauses. Producers are holding off starting pictures
until they know just how much more
labor will cost.
Work continues on pictures begun
some time ago, with the unionists
permitting those productions to be
finished at their current wage scales.
Trade opinion is that the unions will
win a pay hike but there will be no

of

strike.

Tischendorf Arrives

Herbert Tischendorf, head of Herzog Films in Germany and distributor
London, April 9. The Variety of Samuel Goldwyn product there, has
Club of Great Britain, Tent No. 36, arrived here over the weekend with
has raised £2,450 ($6,860) for its un- Mrs. Tischendorf and Leo J. Horster,
der privileged children's charity, the Goldwyn's representative in Germany,
Sunshine Homes for Blind Babies. for conferences with Alfred Crown,
The money was raised by members' Goldwyn Productions vice-president
subscriptions at a recent luncheon The visitors will leave shortly for the
here.
Coast for additional meetings.

London Variety Fund

—

"FOR CONSISTENT HIGH-QUALITY
PRODUCTION FORfTHE PAST 3 YEARS!"
THE

IRVING

THALBERG

AWARD
to

Darryl

F.

Zanuck

Executive Producer,

20th Century-Fox

M

ZANUGK's production
program for 1951 is even more
R.

ambitious and strives for even higher quality
than in the past three years that earned him
this coveted award. The following pictures are
now in your exchanges and are available for
booking. They merit your very earliest viewing.

CENTURY-FOX

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

69.

69

DAILY
NEW

TO A, COMPO
Optimistic
On Hold-Outs
Sullivan Today Will Urge
Units to Back the Council
Optimism was evident yesterday
headquarters of both the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations and Theatre Owners of
America that most or all of the 19
TOA units which have been standing
apart from COMPO would "join up"
at

in

the

the reasonably near future.

TOA

With

on the national
level committed to COMPO, and
with nine of the exhibitor organization's 28 regionals also
lined up behind the all-industry
agency, Gael Sullivan, TOA executive director, will recommend in messages to be sent
today to the 19 other units that
they indicate their support of
as soon as possible.

COMPO

Sullivan's

recommendation will be

included in a report to the regionals
(Continued on page 7)

UA Drive Post
To Youngstein

TOA

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, APRIL

Washington,

April

9.

—

Ban Newsreels, TV
—The

Washington, April 9.
Un-American Activities

has tentatively scheduled 14 witnesses
to testify this week in connection with
its new hearings on alleged Communist activities in Hollywood. The only
witness scheduled for tomorrow when
the committee resumes after a two-

an effort to get clarification
of the exhibitor's status under the recent FCC licensing
policy. The TOA delegation
will consist of executive director Gael Sullivan, TOA
television consultant Nathan
Halpern and television attor-

ney Marcus Cohn.

Grosses Taper Off

NY lst-Runs;

New Product Bows

recess,

Smith to Tour Key
20th-Fox Exchanges

Business at New York first-runs is
tapering off as a number of theatres
are moving in new shows to replace
Easter bills and other grosses are
dropping down to normal size following the holiday season.

TOA

to Cite

Violations to

NPA

US

Two

houses, Radio City Music Hall
Paramount, are still doing
holdover
excellent
business
with
product but previous schedules make
changes necessary.

and the

The Music
Wedding" and

Hall,
where "Royal
the Easter show on
stage are expected to draw a splendid
(Continued on page 6)

president.
Smith will leave tomorrow night on
a swing around the country to meet
(Continued on page 6)

Cut Limit for

enforcement
Fleischman,
chief of the National Production Au
thority, on Thursday will be con
fronted with a brief citing at least SO
order limitingviolations of the

NPA

theatre construction and repairs to the
expenditure of $5,000 by each house.
Gael Sullivan, executive director of
the Theatre Owners of America, said
here yesterday that he will visit

Fleischman

in

Washington on Thurs

(Continued on page 7)

April

9.

—

"This

construct new theatres which
they failed to construct."

Washington, April 9.
Rep. Mills said he would
ask the Ways and Means

Committee

to
consider
equalizing the tax treatment of conventional the-

atres and drive-ins.

Mills said he thought
the
Committee might be
Washington, April 9. —The MoAmerica able
"to pick up some
Industry to Fight tion Picture Association of Congress
went on record today before
revenue" by tighter tax
in opposition to a bill that would give
treatment of drive-ins,
Non-Essential Rule exhibitors
and others bringing private
lines demanded by
anti-trust suits more time in which along
Washington, April 9. —The Mo- to file their suits.
the TOA at its board meet.
tion Picture Association of America's
decision to appeal the U. S. Commerce
Department's action to drop the film
industry from the list of essential
activities is based on a very important
reason but it's not to save the indus-

—

Manly

Nashville,

Pointing to the fact that the decree
does not specify the time to be allowed for building any theatre authorized by the Court, Judge Davies
remarked that "the Government had
Long-range distribution plans for the clause requiring court permission
the 20th Century-Fox sales organiza(Continued on page 4)
tion will be discussed at a series of
round-table conferences to be held nationally during the next three weeks
by Andy W. Smith, Jr., sales vice-

Filing Anti-Trust Cases

will be in correspond(Continued on page 4)

Dismissal Actions All
Based on 1939 Decree

is

J. Heineman, distribution vice-president.
Heineman said, "With Youngstein

Youngstein

Crescent,
Court Says

actor Sterling Hayden. seems to be a procedure to harass
Committee officials said they expected the defendant," declared
Judge Elhim to be a "cooperative" witness.
mer
D.
Davies,
in U. S. Circuit
As of now, the committee decision
Court in dismissing several complaints
is against television or newsreel camHowever, com- against Crescent Amusement Co. and
eras at the hearings.
its affiliates of failing to comply with
mittee officials said they are under
the
government's anti-trust decree of
and
terrific pressure to permit them,
1939.
that this ruling might be changed any
The
complaints
dismissed
time.
complained the defendants "are
The committee is talking about a
discouraging competition
by
The
possible night session tomorrow.
obtaining court permission to
(Continued on page 6)

week

MPA Would

actively participating in all phases of
this sales push, I am confident that
branches throughout the country will
benefit directly."

House

Committee

Max E. Youngstein, United Artists
advertising-publicity vice-president, has
been assigned to "captain" the "Grad
Sears Drive" currently in progress, it
was announced by William

Harasses

?

Spokesmen for the Theatre
Owners of America will meet
with Federal Communications
Commission chairman Wayne
Coy Wednesday morning in

At

TEN CENTS

1951

Probe of Hollywood U. S.
'Reds on Today;

Meets FCC's

Coy Tomorrow

10,

manpower.
The reason

try's

is

to head off pos-

use of th's action as a
precedent for more important
things later such as the rela-

—

of different
essentiality
industries for getting priorities.

tive

The

list

ment

of essential

activities

was

issued by the governin August as a guide to military
(Continued on page 4)
lists

sub-committee holding hearings
on a bill to set up a uniform
six-year statute

of

limitations

suits. This means plaincould have up to six years
after they were allegedly injured in which to bring suit.
At present, the matter is governed by state laws, and 29
states have statutes of five
years or less, while only 19
have statutes of six years or

on such
tiffs

sible

one of two

The Association filed a statement with a House Judiciary

more.

The

MPAA

statement,

signed by

(Continued on page 4)

—

MorLondon, April 9.
timer Loewi of DuMont
Television, who is visiting here accompanied by
Andrew
his associates,
Yager and Sidney Justin,
revealed that he is negotiating for 52 British
features for U. S. television use. DuMont already has shown 26 British
features on its network.

Tuesday, April
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention
Theatre
accompanied

of

ident

Oklahoma,

Loewen stein,

in

is

ton.

for

board
THE
Theatre Owners
of

of

Mrs.

by

New York

Theatre
America board meeting
lowing

Owners

the

ratified the

Owners of
in Washing-

Motion Picture Organizations at
Washington meeting last
its

They will leave here by plane
Oklahoma City tomorrow.

executive assispresident
tant to A.
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
was married here Sunday to Ruth
Peyser. The couple will honeymoon

in

charge of television and budgets and
planning for Paramount, yesterday addressed the Boston Security Analysts
at a luncheon meeting here.
•

Charles

Skouras, president

P.

of

National Theatres, yesterday checked
into Cedars of Lebanon Hospital on
the Coast to undergo minor surgery
Thursday.
•
Charles Amory, head of Eagle
Lion Classics foreign sales department, has left here for Pittsburgh and

COMPO

Israel, executive secretary
Balaban, president of
Paramount Pictures, has left here for
:

Arthur

Barney

to

New York

from South America.
•

as they

saw

After

all

Si Seadler, M-G-M advertising
manager, returned here by plane yesterday from the Coast.
•
lied Artists producer, has returned to
the Coast from New York.
•

The

officers

flat

of

A

to

that

TOA

JANE POWELL

"ROYAL WEDDING"
TECHNICOLOR

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
plus THE MUSIC HALL'S GREAT
EASTER STAGE SHOW
Paramount presents
THE

MATING
SEASON
itorfing

GENE TIERNEY

COMPO

-

•

I0HN LUND

MIRIAM HOPKINS 'THELHA RITTER
JAB STERLIHS

>

MITCHEL L LEISEH

f

Premiere of Lewis Named Compo
Aide to Alicoate
'Scarf' on April 20

World

The world premiere

•
I.

Charles Levy, Walt Disney's East-

Goldsmith's

G.

Mercedes

unites

here

appearance

of

"The

story

Scarf,"

which

re-

and

McCambridge

John Ireland for the
their

M-G-M

FRED ASTA1RE

TOA
COMPO
COMPO

COMPO,

just what the prospects
are of favorable or unfavorable

Philadel
phia field press representative, has returned there from New York.

Richard Thorpe,

directors

COMPO

M-G-M's

leaves

Rockefeller Center

TOA

Washing-

in

means

TOA

and
where

board meeting and advise

at the

•

ern publicity director,
today for the Midwest.
•

TOA

the

optimism exthe
Despite
and
pressed in
quarters here yesterday over the
prospects of early and favorable
units,
action by the holdout
many in the industry do not
share that optimism. They feel,
does not kill
rather, if
by vote or failure to
will die of exvote,
haustion waiting at the altar for
obviously reluctant flower
its
girls to put in their appearance.

ton, as a courtesy to
would have been to count noses

Florida.

of

COMPO

fol-de-rol

might have done

Paramount's
Holman,
Russell
Eastern production head, has left here
for a vacation in Southern Pines, N. C.
•
Charles Simonelli, Universal exhas left here for
ploitation head,

Ed Gallner

least that

made by

of

unit.

COMPO'

Walter Mirisch, Monogram-Al-

face

COMPO

TOA,

that is exactly
stands today.'

delay,

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Color by

the

Theatre
California
Southern
Owners Association that they
have no plans whatever to act
because they are
on
retaking "first things first."
what
of
description
vealing

fit.

the

in

statement

the stragglers and the malcontents to board the bandwagon

president of
International, has returned

Norton V. Ritchey,

Monogram

This

might have gone about
business immediately, leaving

its

NEW YORK THEATRES

cifications.

COMPO

Minneapolis and Hollywood.
•

TOA

has been re-made to their spe-

Inwhile

the reorganization to suit

for its members and
will have to continue

decide whether or not
they like the reorganization that

marking time
made
up its mind just how
TOA
reit would like to see COMPO
organized, and then devoting the
time and effort to carrying out

o

MPAA

COMPO,

today.

is

it

of

stead

Washington.

to

winter,

work

attendance than

Producers, yesterday joined in the
meetings which have been going on in
New York between representatives of
the American and Italian industries
preparatory to opening later the negotiation of a new Italo-American
The SIMPP presifilm agreement.
dent returned to New York yesterday
from a sojourn in Atlanta.
William B. Levy and Alfred Crown
have been representing SIMPP in
the talks, which are scheduled to last
The Motion
another week at least.
Picture Association of America has
been represented by John G. Mc
foreign department
Carthy,
chief, and George Weltner, A. Schneider and Phil Reisman.

member
waiting until the
units, which already have taken
more time for deliberation than
any other components of

empha-

might be much farther
its

act

COMPO

TOA

for the betterrelations
public
ment of industry
theatre
of
stimulation
the
and

along in

Ellis G. Arnall, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture

TOA

or

COMPO.

units to support
Had that point been
sized as publicly last

feel

the recalcitrants are worth waiting longer for or not.
Instead, the industry is redoes not speak
minded that

ratification

reporters that the
does not bind individual

units

COMPO

by the uninformed
TOA's membership
behind COMPO, Mitchell Wolfson, board chairman, who presided at the meeting, reminded

•

their

COMPO. A

dependable
report could have been made on
spot
and forwarded to
the
as a basis for deciding
without further delay whether
about

interpreted
as putting

Bermuda.

and how

feel

COMPO

W. Schwalberg,

vice-president

TOA

week, leaving TOA's position
exactly
with respect to
where it has been for altogether
too many months.
Lest the board's action be mis-

•

Paul Raibourn,

proposed new organi-

zational plan for the Council of

_

action by the more than half of
TOA's reluctant member units.
The men who head the local
units were present at the
Washington meeting, for the
most part. They know how they

of

America

of

fol-

Monroe Goodman,

in

directors

.

.

1951

Arnall Enters Talks
Here on Italy Pact

SHERWIN KANE

By

LOEWENSTEIN, pres-

MORRIS

.

10,

in

first

time since

the

Academy

Award-winning 'All the King's Men,"
Aldme
'will take place at Warner's

director

Jack Alicoate, representative of the
trade paper publishers on the executive committee of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations has appointed Charles E. (Chick) Lewis,
editor and publisher of Shozmnen's

Trade Review, as his alternate.
Lewis succeeds Martin Quigley,
publisher
William
of Motion Picture Hearld
here
by
J.
announced
it was
iHeineman, United Artists distribution and Motion Picture Daily, who
Lewis a Vice-president
Produced by Gold- Iserved as alternate to Abel Green,
!vice-president.
In reporting here yesterday the ap
Scarf" co-stars James editor of Variety, previous trade paper
pointment of David E. Diener as copy smith, "The
the
representative
on
publishers'
and Emlyn Williams.
chief of Monroe Greenthal Co., re- Barton
board.
COMPO
placing Roger H. Lewis, mention was Park Avenue Theatre Begins
inadvertently omitted of Lewis' recent New Policy with 'The Scarf

has

left

here for London.

Theatre,

on

Philadelphia,

April

20,

promotion to vice-president of the
Inaugurating a new policy under
Lewis
Greenthal advertising agency.
will feature top American
it
which
crea
the
supervise
will coordinate and
films, the Park Avenue Theatre here
t.ive work of the agency in both the
be
motion picture and general advertising announces that "The Scarf" will
the
following
presentation,
next
its
Greenthal
departments under Monroe
current showings of "Odette."
president.

OwgW ™

J.

Sundays and holidays by
New York. Martin Qmgley
James P. Cunningham,
Editor.

Bureau.
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Patriotic Films, a new producing
firm headed by James Harper, is
launching a series of film shorts entitled "Behind These Scenes," depicting U. S. government agencies.
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Begins Gov't Film Series
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?

Sherwin

Tuesday, April

National

Review

Pre-Selling

"Goodbye,

STARTING

THE
comic and

importation.

Additionally,

Quick magazine has a color picture of
Debbie Reynolds and an inside story
for teen-agers in

its

My

Breakston Extends
Distribution Setup

Fancy"

(Warner Brothers)

with the current issue
of Life, M-G-M will appear in
three consecutive issues with outstanding publicity breaks for its stars and
In the curforthcoming attractions.
rent issue, now on the stands, a doublespread in color appears for "Quo
Vadis." In the April 16 issue, Esther
Williams will appear on the cover, and
with what they call "coverage" inside.
For April 23 several pages of color on
"An American in Paris" will feature
Gene Kelly and Leslie Caron, the new

French

3
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10,

current issue.

•

A Coast-to-Coast tieup with Motorola, Inc., with both national and
local advertising involved, will
"plug" 20th Century-Fox's "Take
Care of My Little Girl" which is to
be released in August. Full-page
color ads in Life, Look, Saturday
Evening Post, Woman's Home Companion, Coronet, Better Homes and

familiar triangle of two men in pursuit of the same girl is treated in
Fancy." The story pauses
sophisticated style in "Goodbye,
briefly and well-meaningly over a serious note on the responsibilities of alert
democracy, but humor always is foremost. Joan Crawford has the lead in
this breezy adaptation of the Broadway play, with Robert Young and Frank
Lovejoy holding forth as her two admiring males. The film shapes up as
reliable merchandise for almost any situation.
The comedy is set in motion when Miss Crawford, a chic congresswoman,
accepts an invitation to return to her old Alma Mater to receive an honorary
degree.
It seems that 20 years previously she had been expelled from the
college for staying out all night. The young man she had stayed out with is
Young, now president of the school. Miss Crawford's return rekindles the old
flame. Adding to the whirling complications is the fact that Lovejoy, a Life
magazine photographer, is bent on winning Miss Crawford's hand. There
ensues a spirited rivalry between the two men, with Eve Arden, secretary to
Miss Crawford, sparking matters all along the line with her wry comments.
crisis develops when the college's board chairman refuses to have shown
at the school a film sponsored by Miss Crawford whose theme is the throtIt is under this challenge that Youngtling of education in dictator countries.

My

A

Despite his winning show of virtue, Miss Crawthat the man, with the clicking lens is for her.
Several little subplots and developments round out the film's lengthy 107 minHenry Blanke produced and Vincent Sherman directed, from the screenutes.
play by Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts.
Running time, 107 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
real moral courage.
ford, in the finale, decides

shows

May

The Breakston Company, releasing
organization in Japan, is expanding
operations and will establish 10 exchanges covering the entire country
within the next month, George Breakston, president, announced here yesterday.

Breakston, who is also head of
Breakston-Stahl Productions, formed
his releasing organization in Japan
while producing "Tokyo
last year,
212,"
and preparing "Fate."
File
Breakston is handling the release of
Lippert films in Japan, the Cisco Kid
films and a number of other indepenThe company said it guarandents.
tees a minimum of 500 playdates in
Japan, with a maximum of 1,000.
"There are approxmately 1,200 motion picture theaters in Japan," Break-

"Ardent film fans,
ston pointed out.
there is always a line outside of a
Japanese theater at night. This prevails even for Japanese pictures, but
they infinitely prefer American pictures."

Arrangements

Mandel Heebstman program

19.

will

Breakston

flies

the
expansion
completed when
back to Japan on April
for

be

29.

A combined campaign to promote
Shooting on the second BreakstonGardens, and Quick will reach a 20th Century-Fox's "I Can' Get It for
Stahl production, "A Night in a
44,than
more
total readership of
You Wholesale" is being used by
Geisha House," will start in Tokyo
000,000. The tieup at the local level Kress,
Whelan and Union News
on May 20. The American release of
with thousands of Motorola dealers throughout the country, to "plug" the
"Fate" is now being negotiated in
instructed to cooperate with thea- 25-cent Avon edition of Jerome WeidYork. "Tokyo File 212" is being
New
Nat Furst, district sales manager
tres, involves counter cards, window man's novel.
The first 200,000 copies
released
by RKO in the United
displays, lobby exhibits, giveaways of the reprint edition is now hitting of Monogram-Allied Artists for New States.
York
City,
has
been placed in charge
and other promotional material.
book stores, drug stores, and other
of national sales for "The Little Rasoutlets, backed by special streamers,
•
cals" short subjects, being released by
Arthur Murray Dance studios fur- counter cards and theatre display ma- Monogram. Furst

Furst's

Sales Post

At Mono. Expanded

nished a bevy of beautiful girls clad in terials. Offerings of the 25-cent ediof
colorful South Sea sarongs as part of tion are suggested as a department
theaalong
with
other
Sales"
"Theatre
Paradise"
the exploitation of "Bird of
Theatre, Des tre concessions.
the Des Moines
at
•
Moines, and tipped a large-scale proUniversal-Internathe
Winners
of
through
motion stunt that will follow
tional, Modern Screen and Pepsi-Cola
other key cities. Radio station
and local newspapers went strongly "Bring a Star to Your Home" contest,
for the stunt in Des Moines, which in Denver, Charlotte, Terre Haute and
was promoted by Tony Abramoyitch,, Columbus, zvill be visited late this
manager of the theatre, and Jimmy month by Piper Laurie and Tony Curtis,
stars of the Technicolor picture
Redmond, of Tri-Statcs theatres.
•
"The Prince Was a Thief." The idea,
The May issue of Seventeen mag- developed jointly as a presetting camazine carries a full quota of film ma- paign for the picture, will accept the
terial, including an interview with personal appearance tour of the HollyHoward Keel, star of the upcoming zvood players and result in follow-up

KSO

his

former duties

dling

his

new

will continue
in addition to

post,

it

with
han-

was disclosed

here yesterday by Morey Goldstein,
general sales manager.
Furst launched his industry career
with the Greater New York Film
Co.,

which

later

Kodak

became Fox.

Y., April

9.— Eight

Eastman

Kodak photo officials are
the contributors to "Progress
in Photography, 1940-1950," a published survey of photographic achievement. The 464-page book was com-

among

Guys publicity in local newspapers and the
"Three
Joe" and "Showboat." It is magazine. Modern Screen will send a piled by an editorial board of British,
the annual "It's All Yours" issue of staff photographer and staff writer to American, French and German sciSeventeen, which is written, illus- cover the event in the four cities for entists, under the direction of Dr.
Douglas A. Spencer, a deputy mantrated and edited by the teen-agers the August issue.
•
aging director of Kodak Ltd.
themselves. The film reviews and

M-G-M
Named

pictures,

feature articles, as well as the selection of M-G-M's "Theresa" as
Seventeen's "Picture of the Month"
are entirely the ideas of the young
staff.

•

Two full-scale tieups using Gene
Tierney's endorsement of Lux Flakes
and V-S vegetable juice zvill gain free
Century-Fox's
advertising for 20th
forthcoming Technicolor musical, "On
the Riviera," in national magazines
and key city newspapers, with a combined readership of 112,000,000 from
Coast to Coast.
Tieup with Lux
Flakes zvill have full-color ads in
American Weekly, Ladies Home Journal, Cosmopolitan, Modern Romances,
True Experiences, True Love Stories,
True Confessions, True Romances,
Movie Story, Motion Picture, Modern
Screen, Screen Stories and Radio and
Television Mirror.
The V-S tieup color pages are slated
for Life, Ladies Home Journal, Better
Homes and Gardens, and Metropolitan
Sunday comic

sections.

Columbia's

"M"

gets

five

test

en-

The

eight

EK

contributors are

:

Dr.

month, backed by
The
strong promotional campaigns.
company is sending field exploiteers on
special assignment into a quintette of
situations, with plans calling for new
campaigns based on the unusual theme

Walter Clark, Glenn E. Matthews,
William F. Walker, John I. Crabtree, Henry C. Staehle, John M. Calhoun, Robert A. Morris and William
F. Swann.

of the film. Cities selected for the test
runs include, Springfield, Hartford,
Buffalo, Harrisburg and Lynchburg.

Rose's Company
Sets Two Films

gagements

this

•

Coronado Productions
two pictures this summer,

RKO

Radio's Canadian districts has
a two-week selling period to
honor Charlie Boasberg, its division
chief.
The period, to be known as
the "Charles Boasberg Appreciation
set aside

make
was dis-

will

will

commence on May

4.

To Stress Disney Shorts

Photography Theme
Rochester, N.

To Honor Boasherg

Weeks,"

on

Officials

RKO's Canadians

During Depinet Drive

A

nation wide sales campaign duron Walt Disney short subjects has been made a phase of the
current "Ned Depinet Drive," Sidney
Pictures short subjects
Kramer,
sales manager, has announced.
Spearheaded by "Beaver Valley,"
recent Academy Award winner,
branches are setting up quotas aimed
to secure a record number of cartoon
playdates in May.
ing

May

RKO

RKO

Fellows Is Named
Broadcasters' Head
Washington, April
Fellows,

New

—

9.
Harold E.
England director for

Columbia Broadcasting System, has
been named the new president of the
National Association of Radio and
Television Broadcasters. He will take
office on June 4, succeeding Justin

Promotion of Paramount's "The
Miller, who will become chairman of
it
Mating Season" is quite properly
Miller
closed here following the return to the board of the association.
tied in with the June bride season,
London of David E. Rose, Coronado was also head of the organization
"Lovewith
tieup
cooperative
and a
executive producer. The first, "Satur- under its old name, the National Asbright" diamond rings will offer ensociation of Broadcasters.
gagement-wedding ring combina- day Island," will star Linda Darnell.
Stuart Heisler will direct. The sections as prizes in theatres. All couond, as yet untitled, will star Ray
'Five' to Open
House
marriage licenses

who apply for
are invited to see the film and parThere is
ticipate in the contests.
even the suggestion of a special
prize for prospective mothers-inlaw, in some stage event to be held
in conjunction with the opening of
the picture.

ples

New

Milland.

Columbia Pictures' "Five," a story
of the last five people on earth, will
A'
'I
in June
have its world premiere Wednesday,
Atlanta, April 9. IATSE locals April 25, opening the new Holiday
throughout the Southeast will hold Theatre (formerly the Gotham) at
their District No. 7 convention at the Broadway and 47th Street. It was
Henry Grady Hotel here on June 18 T produced directed and written by
Arch Oboler.
Walter Brooks 19, secretary R. E. Morris reports.

Meet

—

Crescent
(Continued from page

1)

new construction placed

for

in

the

decree for the purpose of preventing
Crescent monopoly, and now is taking
the opposite position that the clause
He could
did not have the effect."
not understand how "compliance with
the decree can be construed as contempt of the Court." He stated that
in all instances where Crescent had
been in actual violation of the decree
correction has been made by the defendant.

Motions filed by the defendants to
dismiss all criminal and civil contempt
Rockwood
Crescent,
against
cases
Amusements, Muscle Shoals Theatres,
Cherokee Amusements, Louis Rosenbaum, Kermit C. Stengel and R. E.
Baulch were set for hearing by Judge
Davies on June 1.
Charges that Crescent, Rockwood,
and Cherokee have failed to divest
themselves of financial interests in
other companies and that Stengel has
continued to hold certain official titles
and theatre stock were also dismissed.
George H. Armistead Sr. represented
the defendants.

Would

Cut Limit

(Continued from page 1)
20th Century-Fox Attorney Kenneth
Royall, said that while it "may be desirable to enact a Federal uniform
statute of limitations, "six years is
much too long and the period should
It also opbe held to three years.
posed making the six-year statute retroactive as the bill proposes.
Royall appeared at the hearings today to read a slightly different statement from the one filed with the Corah
But by the time he was
mittee.
reached, Committee members had to
leave for the House floor, and he
agreed to return Wednesday to read
his statement and answer questions.

Distribution on

Hand

Indication of the distributor interest
the question was the turnout of
industry officials at the hearings. Included in the audience were 20th-Fox
president Spyros P. Skouras,
vice-president Joyce O'Hara,
officials Cecil Dickson and Jack Bryin

MPAA
MPAA

John Caskey and Otto Koegel of
20th-Fox, Adolph Schimel of Universal, Louis Phillips of Paramount, Sidand
ney Schreiber of the
son,

Coast Selected for
Drive-Ins Unite in Drive Equipment
Meet
To Stimulate Patronage
—

Hollywood, April 9. Members of
Theatre Equipment and Supply

the

Local cooperative efforts of competitive drive-in theatre operators in an
area to work for their mutual economic benefit, and for other facets of

Kentucky Drive-ins
Going Full Blast
April 9.— Practi-

Louisville,
cally all of the drive-in theatres in the state are now open

and

running

regular

of

RKO.

H. Graham Morison, Assisin
General
Attorney
tant
charge of the anti-trust divisupported the six-year
sion,
reason"entirely
as
statute
able." He hailed the volume of
private anti-trust suits now being brought, declaring that "private litigation is just starting
to help us" and that "it has
been especially effective in the

movie industry." Morison said
distributors were being forced
to proceed with "great caution"
in working out new trade practice patterns because of the
threat

of

private

anti-trust

suits.

sched-

most the

TESMA

appears they keep moving the
dates up, and if the earlier
opening schedules keep applying, it probably will not be
long before they will be yearround operations.

NNA

TESMA

UA

Drive
(Continued from page 1)

ence with all branches to coordinate
the drive. Immediately after the company's convention in Chicago on May
4-6 he will leave for a swing around
the country to discuss its progress and

TESMA

developments with branch and district
managers.
The Sears drive was opened on
April 1 in the U. S. and Canada, and
extends through June 2. Prizes totalling $10,000' will be awarded in the
ing people to attend drive-ins. A week
sales effort, which is for both billings
later the Association will begin a cam
will
prizes
Special
and collections.
paign of cartoon trailers promoting
be awarded Canadian exchanges.
drive-ins on Chicago's four television
stations.

UA

Industry to Fight

United Artists' "Try and Get Me,"
(Continued from page 1)
titled "The Sound of Fury,"
its New York premiere next
and selective service officials in calling
month at the Globe theatre, it was up reservists and drafting new indivannounced yesterday by William J. iduals. But it has never been any help
Heineman, U.A. distribution vice-pres- to the film industry in getting deferident.
ment of its workers for the simple
reason that it was the less important
Stillman's
Robert
picture
is
by
The

formerly
will have

independent venture since leaving
Kramer organization and
was adapted for the screen from his
own novel by Jo Pagano. Directed by
Cyril Endfield, the film's players include Frank Lovejoy, Lloyd Bridges,
Richard Carlson, Katherine Locke and
first

list

The more important

the Stanley

Adele Jergens.

of the two.
list

was the

list

In order to
occupations.
be deferred, a worker not only had to
be in an essential activity but also in
a critical occupation. And the list of
occupations never had any
critical
skills from the film industry.
of

critical

Radio, Video Dropped
the American Bar Association urged
a four-year statute.
statement filed with the
The
Committee said a key argument for a
six-year statute is that it takes longer
than that to adequately prepare an
anti-trust suit. The statement pointed

MPAA

that in order to commence an
action, the plaintiff does not need to
know the entire complex background
but just enough to state a cause of

out

action.
It also emphasized that the statute
of limitations is suspended during the

pendency of a government

suit,

and

that private litigants can wait until
the government suit is completed and
then several years more, depending on
the state statute, before bringing their

MPAA

also emphasized the uncertainty of the anti-trust laws, and that
what is legal today may be illegal to"Since the anti-trust laws
morrow.
are vague and since the treble damage features are extremely harsh, the

period of limitations should be three
years rather than six," it declared.

Accordingly, the original

list

of es-

TEDA

TESMA

tional

Production Authority controls,

a majority of the membershio voted
several months ago against holding a
trade show in 1951.

TESMA

FWC

Books Stillman

Film Into Globe

suit.

The Judiciary Committee reported
out the same bill in the last Congress,
with practically no industry attention.
Apparently the film lawyers now feel
the bill stands a better chance of enactment and are swinging into action.
The National Association of Manufacturers urged a two-year limit, while

TEDA

TESMA

earliest
opening dates in their history.
As a general rule the driveins do not start opening until
April 1 or after; however, it
ules, giving

Manufacturers Association have voted
Los Angeles as the site for the 1951
The Theatre Equipment
convention.

Dealer's Association also made the
business advancement, are growing.
same choice. Therefore, the joint conwill
and
In what was described as an un- ventions of
usual move but one which local thea- be held at the Ambassador Hotel in
Both
tremen regard as highly sensible the Los Angeles on Oct. 11-13.
six drive-ins in Atlanta have buried associations have contemplated holding
the hatchet of rivalry and joined their conventions on the Coast for sevforces to bring out more trade. Chi- eral years due to the requests of West
ago area drive-ins last week started Coast members, said Roy Boomer,
secretary.
Ray Colvin, exa mutual-aid development.
In a series of newspaper advertise- ecutive director of TEDA, is expected
ments, Atlanta's the Bankhead, Peach- on the Coast about June 1 when he
Starlight and Boomer will make all final artree, Piedmont, Roosevelt,
restrictions
and Steward Ave. are extolling the rangements. Due to
virtues of their type of theatre and it is planned to streamline the coninviting- the public to visit any or all ventions with more time being devoted
of them. All are operated by several for the entertainment of delegates.
president, reOscar Neu,
different managements.
The group has also launched a radio veals that he would not be a candidate
Neu has
program offering prizes for drive-in for reelection this year.
Among the advantages served the association for the past 18
contestants.
years, 13 years as secretary and six as'
cited by the outdoor theatres are re
president, and feels someone should
lief from parking problems, ability to
Ballots for election of
dress as one pleases, enjoy smoking, suceed him.
all officers and board members will be
cold drinks and food, and free admis
members in the
mailed to
sion for children.
The newly-formed Chicago Drive near future and the results will be
made known at convention time.
in Association, composed of the 11
Whether this year's joint convention
Chicago area drive-ins will begin a
will be acand
saturation radio campaign on April of
13 on all Chicago radio stations. The companied by an equipment exhibit
campaign will consist of spot announce- has not yet been definitely determined,
ments and singing commercials urg- according to Neu. Because of Na-

MPAA

Compton Timberlake

10, 1951
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Terms

Accepts

New

for Janitors
9. —A new con-

Hollywood, April

between Fox West Coast Theaand janitors employed by the
American Building Maintenance Co.,
which serves the circuit's houses, was
approved here over the weekend after

tract
tres

the theatre janitors staged a five-hour

walkout on Saturday.
The walkout was staged while
executives studied the terms agreed
to Friday night by the janitors and
ABMC. The new terms entail an increase of eight cents an hour and 27J/2

FWC

payment into a welfare fund. It
about
estimated it will cost
$130,000 annually.
cents

FWC

is

Carnegie

Is

Named

August was
a meaningless one. It had just about
every activity in the country. It was
Los Angeles, April 9. Richard
bound to be trimmed, and the Com- Carnegie has been promoted from
merce Department did that over the salesman to manager of the local Eagle
sential activities issued in

Eagle Lion Manager

—

The film industry can't say
was discriminated against, because

weekend.
it

radio,

television,

printing

and other

media were also dropped.

Top

industry

officials

realize

that

never got any manpower help
from being on the essential activities
What has them worried is that
list.
the essential activities list may be used
for purposes other than manpower. In
announcing the new list Sunday,
Commerce Secretary Sawyer specithey

said that it was a manpower
only, and would have no bearing
on rating among industries for maBut the
terials and other matters.

Lion Classics exchange.
Bernard Kranze, ELC distribution
vice-president, at the same time announced the following promotions and
changes in personnel in the local
branch of the company. Stanley Lefcourt, former salesman, takes over as
Jack
sales manager under Carnegie.
Katz, salesman, goes from the San
Franciso branch to Los Angeles while
William Wasserman has been taken
on as a salesman in the local branch.

fically
list

industry is afraid this may not always
be true, and hence the appeal.
officials are working on the
appeal now, and hope to have it submitted by the end of the week.

MPAA

U-I Promotes U.

S.

Bonds

Universal-International in cooperation with the U. S. Treasury's Savings Bonds Division, has prepared a
special three-color poster to promote

Defense Bonds

the sale of U.

S.

connection with

"Up

Front."

in

A

means most

compliment that
put

paid

prominent exhibitor

it

this

the

us
to

us

of

kind

when he

way:

"Like most of the exhibitors I know, the trade

papers I really read are Quigley publications

—because I have
The

"solid

firmly

that

solid confidence in them.

the

industry

we

be the

greatest

asset

possess.

That

confidence" of

believe

any trade

that

to

publication

can

has been the unswerving aim of Quigley
Publications for

more than a

third of

a century.

QUIGLEY PUBLICATIONS
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
BETTER THEATRES
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

NEW YORK

•

*

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
THEATRE SALES

MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC

•

FAME
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Hollywood

N. Y. Grosses
week, is bringing
Dividend" on
Little
Thursday despite an excellent run.
The five-week gross for "Wedding"
fifth

around $718,000.

will be

At the Paramount "The Lemon
Drop Kid" and Billy Eckstine on stage
are expected to bring in $55,000 for
a third final week also good busi-

—

"The Mating Season" will open
Mel Torme heads
there tomorrow
ness.

;

the stage show.

Tops among the openers is "I Can
Get It for You Wholesale," with a
first week estimate of $92,000, which is
better business than the Roxy had dur-

A musical revue is
ing the holiday.
on the stage.
Also going great guns are "KonTiki" at the Sutton and "Tales of
Hoffman" at the Bijou. The former is
racking up $18,000 equal to the opening week of "Quartet" at the same
"Tales" will take in around
stand.
$16,000 for its first week on a twoa-day, reserved seat policy run; seats
are reported sold out in advance of

each performance.

Other newcomers are "The Man
from Planet X" at the Mayfair, where
nearly $20,000 is due for the first
week, and "The Great Missouri Raid"
at the Globe, which is expected to
bring in around $14,000 for the first
week.
Business at the Strand and the
Capitol is only so-so for stage show
houses "Soldiers Three" is expected
to draw a mild $30,000 for a second
and final week at the Capitol, while
the Strand, with "Lullaby of Broadway," reports the same, $30,000 for its
;

(Continued from page

Florida Again Bids
For Film Studios

House

—

Tallahassee, April 9. .GovFuller
Warren has
ernor
urged the Florida Legisture
to submit a constitutional
amendment to the voters

which

studios

picture

a similar one adopted in 1934
1948.

Smith

to

Tour

A

Me

pair of reissues, "They Got
Covered" and "Up in Arms," will open
due.

there on Friday.
"Odette" is continuing at a lively
clip with the Park Avenue reporting
$10,500 for a second week ending last
night.

hold over.
"Cyrano de Bergerac" does not seem

(Continued from page 1)

Lees, Ann Revere, J. Edward Bromwith branch managers on the line-up berg, Sam Moore, and Paul Jarrico.
of product scheduled to be "released The committee said the listing was
through the fall. He will hold divi- without regard to order of appearance.
sion meetings as well as individual
branch office conferences.
Brewer to Attend Hearings

The

first

conference will be in Chi-

cago on Thursday and Friday.

Attending will be Central division head
Ray Moon and branch managers Tom
Gilliam, Chicago
Joseph B. Rosen,
Cincinnati; I. J. Schmertz, Cleveland;
J. J. Lee, Detroit, T. O. McCleaste
Indianapolis
At Levy, Pittsburgh
Jack Lorentz, Milwaukee.
Smith will leave for Seattle 'on Saturday to confer with Chilton Robinett
and Charles F. Powers, managerial of
the Seattle and Portland exchanges,
;

'Trio'

Drew

244,278

To 550-Seat Sutton

Hollywood, April

IATSE

9.

— Roy

Brewer,

international

representative,
left here by plane today for Washington where he will attend the House
Un-American Activities Committee
hearings as an observer.

Joining this conference
will be J. E. Patterson of Vancouver.
Also present at the meeting will be
respectively.

Herman Wobber,

Western

division

include Clyde Eckhardt, Los Angeles

Chicago Tax
Chicago, April

amusement tax

9.

Down
—City of

Chicago

continued
their
downward trend again last
month. Total theatre amusement tax
collection for March, 1951, was $94,212 as compared with $124,047 for
March, 1950.

'Valentino' in Person
Albany, N. Y., April 9.— Film
Anthony Dexter and Patricia
Medina will make personal appear-

stars

ances at Fabian's Palace here Wednesday afternoon and evening for the
upstate premiere of Columbia's "Valentino."
Dexter plays the title role.'

Washington, April
dustry

9.

— Top

are understood here to
feel that dealing with employes who
refuse to cooperate with the House

Un-American

Activities
Committee
will not be nearly as much of a problem this time as in 1947.

That's because an informal
check of all subpoenaed witnesses who might conceivably
be "unfriendly" to the Committee indicates that none is under
contract to any Hollywood studio at present.

$30,000 at

Chicago

newspapers backing the
money-back guarantee.

film

will not have to go through the
public announcement of breaking a
contract.
Many of the "unfriendly" witnesses
this time either have not been active
in films for some time or are freelancing at different studios.
Both
Howard Da Silva and Gale Sondergaard, the two witnesses who have so
far refused to answer Committee questions, are without a contract with any
studio.

The
will be
like

real problem, officials indicate,

what

Larry

workers
admit past

to do about those

Parks

who

Communist activity. Industry spokesmen are said to feel the policy here
will be to allow some time to elapse

April

9.

—The

Hospital president, R. J. O'Donand included among the speakers
will be Robert Mochrie, Abe MonDr. Edgar Mayer,
tague,
Spyros
Skouras and Si Fabian.
Acceptances have also been received
from the following Barney Balaban,
Harry Brandt, William Brandt, Steve
Broidy,
Dr.
Henry Brown, Max
Cohen, Jack Cohn, Al Daff, George
Dembow, Ned Depinet, Oscar Doob,
Robert Dowling, Russell Downing,
Norman Elson, Charles Feldman, Ben
Fielding and Emanuel Frisch.
Also, Pete Gage, Maurice Goldstein,
James R. Grainger, Harry Hecht,
nell,

:

William

Heineman, William HowKalmine, David Katz,
Bernard Kranze,
Kolbert,
MacMillen, Maurice Maurer,
May, Jr., Maurice Miller,
Moss, John Murphy, Harvey
Gene Picker and William
J.

Harry

ard,

Stanley

Raoul.

Others Attending
Walter

Reade, Jr., Charles
Reagan, Irving Renner, .Harold RinzAlso,

Sam

Rinzler, Herman Robbins,
Rosen, Edward Rugoff, Fred
Schwartz, Sol Schwartz, Al SchwalSeider,
Thomas Shea,
berg,
Joe
George Skouras, Spyros Skouras, Jr.,
Ray Smith, Wilbur Snaper, Frank
Walker, Murray Weiss, Robert Weitman, William White, Israel Zatkin,
Edward Hyman, Andy Smith, Jr.,
ler,

Sam

Colosseum Talks Reopen

—

Minneapolis, April 9. The Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen and
the distributors' negotiating committee
resumed new-contract talks here today, with only minor points being assayed. David Beznor, Colosseum gensaid he expected the
eral counsel,
conferees would get down to the main
points of the disputed provisions for
a new union contract in tomorrow's
meeting.

Variety Installs Levy
Hartford, April

Levy has been
of

No.

Tent

—

9.

Other

Simon,

assistant

first

— Herman

M.

installed as chief barker
Club of
31, Variety

Connecticut.

are

officers

George H. Wilkinson,

:

Ben

barker
second as-

chief
Jr.,

Sam

Germaine, dough guy
Henry Germaine, property master.
sistant

;

can Activities Committee may be
rougher than was originally expected.
The initial reaction to Larry Parks'
testimony was highly favorable on
Capitol Hill, with Republican members Potter and Velde praising the
actor. It was expected this might
make it easier for the actor to continue his

Outlook Changes for
'Red' Confessors

stage, grossed $30,000 over the weekWashington, April 9. The road
Chicago end and will hit a first week figure ahead for film industry workers who
Theatre, with "Lullaby of Broadway" of $60,000, according to Ed Sequin, admit past Communist affiliations and
on screen and Josephine Baker on house's publicity director.
cooperate with the House Un-Ameri-

Chicago,

Toastmaster will be the Will Rogers

Marc Wolf and Ben Kalmenson.

1947, five or six of the "Unfriendly Ten" had contracts, and the
industry had to fire them and run into
lawsuits such as the one filed by Lester Cole.
This time, if the informal
check is true, the studios will merely
"not hire" any "unfriendly" witnesses,

with a
|

Toastmasters

In

—

Ru-

international president, for
behalf of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital. Host is the sales
managers' committee of the hospital
fund.
in

officials

"Trio,"

Clem Perry, executive director of
goff and Becker Theatres.

Club" honoring Richard Walsh,

Newins,
in-

and then see how the public is reacting.
Congressional reaction so far has
which
last
indicated such witnesses should be
week closed a 26-week engagement 'Season' Hits $40,000
aided by the industry so that others
at the 550-seat Sutton Theatre in New
Chicago, April 9.
Paramount's
will come forward and cooperate with
York, set a record attendance figure "The Mating Season" grossed
$40,000
However, there is
the Committee.
of 244,278, with grosses ranging from the first week
at the Oriental Theatre
$20,000 for the opening week to here. Harold Costello, house manager, still fear in some quarters of a public
$7,000 for the final week, according to inserted an announcement in local boycott of films with these workers.
Paramount's

"21

Mitchell
Charles

'Unfriendly' Witnesses Not
Expected to Be a Problem

and

collections

Metropolitan area will attend a formal dinner tonight at the

William

;

It will

to have suffered by its moveover from
the Bijou to the Golden, with a gross
of $9,000 forecast for the first week
there of its extended two-a-day run.

Harold Buchman, Waldo Salt,
Killian, Fred Graff, Robert

Collins,

Victor

;

three-week stand with about $12,000

with

Motion picture executives from the

New York

now plans IATSE
11 A.M. and his work

:

Also holding up at the box-office is V. J. Dugan, Denver
Charles L.
"Up Front" at Loew's State, with a Walker^ Salt Lake.
substantial $23,000 coming in for a
Smith's further schedule, t| be anthird week.
nounced later, will take him on a
"Rawhide" is holding up fairly well swing back east through the Southern
at the Rivoli, with $16,000 estimated territory.
for a third week.
"Prince of Peace,"
a special Easter offering at the Criterion,
is
concluding an excellent

finish

it

if it hasn't finished, to have a
night session.
Other witnesses scheduled for Wednesday and later include several persons who have already said they will
not cooperate with the committee. The
complete witness list released by the
committee for the balance of the week
is as follows
Marc Lawrence, Meta
Reis Rosenberg, Will Geer, Richard

manager and Bryan D. Stonei;, assist"The Invisible Man" ant division manager.
|
and Gypsy Rose Lee on stage bow in
Next Thursday, Smith will meet at
at the Capitol on Thursday, and on the San Francisco office headed by
Friday, the Strand will open with Alex Harrison and on Thursday and
"Only the Valiant."
Friday of that week will confer with
"Born Yesterday" is still a pace-set- the remainder of the Western division
ter at the Victoria," moving up to a branch heads in Los AngelesS
These
week.

wants to

then,

from state taxation.
The measure would replace
and which expired in

It

Hayden tomorrow, and
to run from 10 A.M. to

Florida

in

on amendments

will be voting

job meeting.

exempt motion

would

1)

to the draft bill from 11 o'clock on,
and the committee will have a hard

second week.

fine gross of $27,000, for its 16th

Industry Dinner to

Probe

'Red''

1951

10,

IAV Walsh Tonight

(Continued from page 1)
$120,000 for a
"Father's
in

Tuesday, April

film career.

But now Rep. Velde said his mail
lately had been severely critical of his
praise of Parks, almost unanimously
so, and that he would propose that
Parks be recalled when the Committee
resumes hearings tomorrow.

Motion Picture Daily

1951

Tuesday, April

10,

Charges

FCC Wants

Tower

TQA COMPO

7

ACT, Rebuffed,

Optimistic

UK

to Punish'

Hits

Film Financing

{Continued from page 1)

Washington, April

9.

—Radio

and

television broadcasters indicated here
today that they are not any happier

London, April

TOA

board meeting which main aloof from the Council this
could be a blow to finances as well
was held in Washington last week.
Commenting here yesterday on the as to morale. Many industry observers
on

the

Communications meeting, Sullivan termed it* "one of
Federal
the
Commission these days than are film the most constructive" in the history
companies.
of TOA. He credited board chairman
Justin Miller, president of the Na- Mitchell Wolfson with having done
Association of Broadcasters, "a good job" in lining up the TOA
tional
said the Commission is "showing a directors behind COMPO.
keen desire for power to punish and
At its final meeting session on Fridiscipline broadcasters even beyond day, the board signified unanimously
the punishment and disciplines now its approval of the proposed regional
used." He said the Commission has representation plan for the COMPO
asked Congress for the power to as- executive committee. Thus, the tenth
sess fines in addition to issuing cease- and final ratification was recorded to
and-desist orders and to determine make unanimous the vote of the origithe guilt of broadcasters for anti-trust nal COMPO charter members in belaw violations "by the use of admin- half of the new arrangement.
istrative techniques of prosecution and
Neither Sullivan nor spokesmen for
conviction so far unkonwn to our sys- COMPO would conjecture yesterday
tem of law, and in violation of most on how long it would take for the
TOA units to climb
of the constitutional guarantees of uncommitted
COMPO bandwagon.
the
fair trial and due process."
aboard
These charges referred to remarks However, Sullivan reminded that the
by FCC Chairman Wayne Coy in sup- boards of most of the units will meet
port of a bill to overhaul the Com- during the next month, and added that
mission's licensing procedure. Miller is was possible action on the COMPO
himself was testifying on a bill which question would be taken at those parwould make it a criminal offense to leys.
use radio or television to sell goods
Meanwhile, according to the
fraudently. Not only would the adadmission of a COMPO spokesvertiser be guilty, but so would the
man here, the agency's treasury
broadcaster if he "knowingly" broaddoes not at present contain the
cast such advertising.
funds necessary for carrying
FCC General Counsel Benedict P.
out in the near future any of

with

Cottone told a House Judiciary subcommittee that this provision is needed
to police the few stations which do

broadcast fraudulent advertising. Both
he and Miller admitted such advertising was on the increase. Miller made
several objections, and urged that the
bill be confined to the advertisers and
not the broadcasters.

still

Were

the 19

TOA

units to continue

any great length of time to

re-

—

Atlanta, April 9. Services will be
held here tomorrow for Gideon Paul
Kellogg, 55, an accountant with
Service Corp. in New York for 21
Kellogg collapsed and died in
years.
the offices of the American Arbitration Association there at the weekend.
He was at an arbitration hearing concerning his discharge from the com-

stand

or

Lasky

to

Tour Key

Jesse L. Lasky, associate producer
of M-G-M's "The Great ^Caruso,"
will tour seven cities in advance of
the picture's opening.
Lasky will be joined by M-G-M's
local field press representative and
screenings will be held for newspaper
critics, music editors and radio com-

The development derives from the
decision of James H. Lawrie,
head, not to lend
any more government money for its cooperatively
made films. The union's first production, "Green Grow the Rushes," was
completed at a cost of about $275,000
and its distributor, British Lion, which
also is indebted to NFFC, has been
unable as yet to arrange a circuit engagement for it.
took its case to Ffarold Wilson, president of the Board of Trade,
who backed up Lawrie in the decision
units are
None of the 19
any differently than
not to treat
it
was
"hostile" toward
other borrowers from NFFC. In other
pointed out. Up to now only "apathy"
must find a distribution
words,
has been manifested among them, ac- guarantee or private finance before
cording to spokesmen for both
it gets another loan from NFFC.
In the case of Southern
and
California Theatre Owners Associacould contribute to
tion, if
correcting its members' trade prac-

NFFC

ACT

TOA

COMPO

.

ACT

TOA

ACT

COMPO,

ACT

TOA

COMPO.

COMPO

—

Say Rank's G-B

COMPO

problems something
that Coast organiis powerless to do
zaKpn would not have turned its back

tices

—

orfpthe-. Council,

it

—

was said. Trade
from COMPO's

practices are excluded
ambit, and

SCTOA

at

is

London, April 9. The financial poArthur Rank's Gaumont-

sition of J.

present

British Picture Corp. at the end of
nine months of the current fiscal year

wholly preoccupied with trade practices difficulties, according to its top

shows

officers.
,

Extend
NY Tax Moratorium
— Governor
'Albany, N. Y. April
Kills Bill to

9.

W

Meeting Delayed

Would Tap TV

to

Aid Education

—

McPeake Injured

— Mrs.

Peter ,G.
Perakos, wife of the head of the Perakos Theatre Circuit, New Britain,

Hartford, April

Conn.,

is

9.

TOA

to Cite

(Continued from page 1)

day to inform him of the violations.
theSullivan charged that the

NPA

dead.

'Samson' to Berger

—

Ben BerMinneapolis, April 9.
been
Theatre
has
Gopher
ger's
awarded first run of Paramount's
"Samson and Delilah" on the film's
general release here. Berger outbid
Minneapolis Amusement for the

film.

atre construction order, issued to conserve materials in view of the Korean
situation, is being violated principally
through the withholding of information from the declarations which theatres must file with the government
when repairs and construction work
are intended.

TV

stations for
tional use, since the commercial stations could do a more polished job
of using the channels.

the

London Variety Fund

—

•London, April 9. The Variety
Cfib of Great Britain, Tent No. 36,
his raised £2,450 ($6,860) for its under privileged children's charity, the
Sunshine Homes for Blind Babies.

The money was
subscriptions
here.

at

raised by
a recent

May

Resume Dividends

veteran film salesman, will be tour will end.
Rochester now coling such a tax.
held here today at Riverside Memorial
lects this tax.
Berliner, who died on April
Chapel.
7, was one of the originators of the
Chicago, April 9. The National ColMotion Picture Salesmen Club which
lege Athletic Association committee
later became the Variety Club Tent
meeting here was postponed. The comof New York City.
mittee was to consider proposals by
Washington, April 9. Rep. Celler
networks for experimental "live" teleFatally casting of college football games next (D., N. Y.), has introduced a bill to
require commercial television stations
Joseph McPeake of the staff of Sar- fall and to consider other experimental
per cent of their
goy and Stein died at' Roosevelt Hos- video subjects such as theatre televi- to devote at least 25
operating schedules to non-commercial
an
following
weekend
pital over the
sion, Phonevision, Skiatron, and postHe is survived season games. The meeting was post- educational programs.
automobile accident.
Celler said he thought this a better
by the widow, his father, four sisters poned because the committee was not
plan than setting aside 25 per cent of
and two brothers.
prepared at this time to act.
non-profit educa-

Mother of P. G. Perakos

the

Finance

policy and practice.

liner,

TV

idea,

Film

Today

—

Association

government's National
Corp. with a wholehearted broadside against the latter's
that

Dewey,f on the recommendation of the
state comptroller, vetoed a bill which
RKO
would fiave continued until July 1,
1952, tt^ temporary suspension of the
cities with less than 25,000
power
population to impose an admissions tax
The present moraof fivefper cent.
mentators, followed by a luncheon or torium .'expires on June 30.
Lasky will arrive in Pittsdinner.
The governor signed another bill
pany last September.
burgh tomorrow and will go on to continuing the temporary suspension
Cincinnati, Kansas City, St. Louis, of the power of "all units of local govRites for Berliner
New Orleans, Houston, and then to ernment" to impose a business and fiServices for Charles (Pop) Ber- San Francisco on April 26, where the nancial tax, excepting those now us-

NCAA

—The

COMPO

A

Cities for 'Caruso*

Services for Kellogg

COMPO will
TOA

out these units the Council, it is
pointed out, the agency would hardly
have an "all-industry" status.
that
therefore,
expected,
is
It
will continue to postpone
plans for its "bigger" projects. Hence,
units act, such
until the hesitant
projects as a Film Festival and a
Star-Makers Contest may gain little
headway beyond straight planning.
Sullivan, chairman of the
seminar committee, could not say yeswhether industry seminars
terday
would be held on the Coast next month
as had been planned tentatively. Addi
tional preparations appeared to be
needed.

the bigger public relations efforts
indicated in COMPO's
blueprint.
for

believe

on ithe decisions to be made reunits. Withgarding it by the 19
fall

9.

of Cinematograph and Allied Technicians, Left-wing studio union which
originated the idea of a government
bank for film production financing,
now has turned on the outgrowth of

members'

sufficient

improvement

to indi-

cate the possibility of a resumption of
dividends on the ordinary shares.

The

company's fiscal year ends
Twentieth Century-Fox has
a substantial interest in the company,
which operates 240 theatres.
It
is
understood,
however, that
declaration or otherwise of a G-B
dividend will be conditioned by the
year-end results of the sister company,
Odeon Theatres, in which
United Artists holds a large interest.
The latter company, while showing
some improvement, is regarded as less
likely to resume dividend payments
this year on its ordinary stock than
is G-B.

June

30.

Mexican Filming To
Await Labor Terms
Mexico City, April — Production
9.

new

pictures here is suspended because of the approaching deadline for
demands for labor contract revisions

of

which are

certain,

producers believe,

wage

increase clauses. Producers are holding off starting pictures
until they know just how much more
labor will cost.
Work continues on pictures begun
some time ago, with the unionists
permitting those productions to be
finished at their current wage scales.
Trade opinion is that the unions will
win a pay hike but there will be no
to feature

strike.

Tischendorf Arrives
Herbert Tischendorf, head of Herzog Films in Germany and distributor
of Samuel Goldwyn product there, has
arrived here over the weekend with
Mrs. Tischendorf and Leo J. Horster,
Goldwyn's representative in Germany,
for conferences with Alfred Crown,
Goldwyn Productions vice-president.

luncheon The visitors will leave shortly for the
Coast for additional meetings.

"FOR CONSISTENT, HIGH-QUALITY
PRODUCTION FOR *HE PAST 3 YEARS!"
THE

IRVING

THALBERG

AWARD
to

Darryl

F.

M

Zanuck

ZANUCK's production
program for 1951 is even more

Executive Producer,

20th Century-Fox

R.

ambitious and strives for even higher quality
than in the past three years that earned him
this coveted award.
The following pictures are
now in your exchanges and are available for
booking. They merit your very earliest viewing.
OOalls

THE

of

(Oall me

montezuma
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Divorcement Myers Hits TV Interests Niles Urges
Benefits Held For Their 'Snide Remarks Arbitration
9

Lost by Delay Companies to Delay
Formal Action vs.
Arnall to Place SIMPP
FCC's TV Policy
Complaints With D. of J.
Impatient over the time it has
taken the government and the film
companies to achieve divorcement
under the industry anti-trust suit
decree,

the

Society

of

Independent

Motion Picture Producers tomorrow
will register a complaint in this regard with Attorney-General J. Howard McGrath.

Ellis G. Arnall,

SIMPP

presi-

dent, revealed yesterday that he
has made a date to meet with
the Attorney-General in Washington tomorrow for a discussion of the extent to which the
"delays" in divorcement have,
as he described it, dissipated
many of the benefits which originally

were expected from the

consent decrees.
Arnall declined to say

where he

be-

(Continued on page 2)
.

No Guarantees for

Washington, April

10.

— Attorneys

four film companies decided today
that there is no formal action they
can take at present against the recent
Federal Communications Commission
for

report on licensing policy.

—

Des

10.
Allied
Moines, April
Association general counsel
Abram F. Myers today attacked the
"patently false propaganda and snide

Of Clearances

remarks that the television interests
are aiming at the movies" that the
motion picture business is through.

Has

States

—

He called on the film industry to "strike back at its detractors, expose their sham pretenses and whittle them down
to their proper size."
Myers spoke before

Ad Club. He is here to attend the
convention of the Allied of Iowa and
Nebraska.
"Television interests apparently do
not have the pioneering spirit that
characterized the men who founded
Attending the meeting here were the film industry. Instead of workingPaul Porter, for Paramount William out their own destiny they are de;

Porter, for Loew's John Southmayd,
for Warner Brothers, and Edward
Kenehan for 20th Century-Fox. Motion Picture Association of America
O'Hara and
vice - president Joyce
Schreiber
Sidney
counsel
were present for at least part of the
;

MPAA

meeting.
The conclusion of the attorneys was
that since the Commission's views
were only in a general report, and
not in action on a specific case,
nothing could be done to protest
(Continued on page 2)

that the motion picture industry turn over to them their finest films,
contract artists and literary properWorse than that, they are deties.
manding that they be subsidized at
the expense of the movies."
Myers outlined the FCC's recent decision on licensing policy and repeated
his main criticisms of this ruling as
bringing havoc to the nation's exhib-

manding

Prospects in

the Italian film industries are scheduled to reach their conclusion tomorrow. The prospects of a mutually satisfactory marketing arrangement between the two industries are said to
be bright in consequence of the New
(Continued on page 2)

SIMPP

to Allocate

Reich Grants Today
executive distribution committee of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers will meet at
the Society's New York office today

The

S.

A.

-

—

Des Moines, April

10.
Arbitra"obviously the appropriate
procedure" when individual nego-

tion

is

tiations with distributors fail to
solve clearance problems in big cities,
Charles Niles, Allied national treasurer, told the opening session of the

AITO

of Iowa and Nebraska annual
convention at the Hotel Savery here

today.

For smaller, non - competitive
situations, Niles presented a
five-point plan which he said

would remedy the abuses caused
by what he termed arbitrarily
imposed clearances, availabilities and manipulation of prints.

The program

follows

That all pictures be made available for booking by all such (noncompetitive) theatres on the date of
1.

(Continued on page 4)

itors.

Myers told the ad men that "it is to
your interest and the interest of your
community to boost the movies."

Hayden Admits
9

Being 'Red for

Here
Ritchey Sees Bright Edwards
Set
Is
Pact

The meetings which have been taking place daily in New York between
representatives of the American and

Des Moines

Instead, they decided the best
policy for the present would be
to keep up a running fire of
speeches and other attacks on
the report.

Italian Films

When

the

Point Plan for
Non-Competitive Areas
5

to Release

27 Rank Features

Six Months in '46
— Sterling
Washington, April
10.

Hayden admitted
Optimistic
over Latin American
prospects for the film business in general

and

Monogram

International's

Norton V.
particular,
in
business
Ritchey, Monogram foreign head, met
the press here yesterday following his
return from a swing through South
and Central America.
Brazil is the brightest spot south
of the border, Ritchey said, with business booming in all lines and new theatres going up everywhere. The dark
cloud continues to be Argentina, where
(Continued on page 2)

Einfeld in Trinidad
On Goodwill Tour

Charles Einfeld, vice-president of
currently on a tour
to allocate among member companies 20th Century-Fox,
America to disSouth
and
Latin
Gerof
additional
10
some or all of the
man permits received, Ellis G. Arnall, cuss showmanship methods and techSIMPP president, reported here yes- niques with exhibitors, met at Port
of Spain, Trinidad, yesterday with
terday.
The group will discuss also the de- members of the Roodal, Circuit, in'
velopments which are expected to re- his first meeting outside the United
States, 20th-Fox reports. Einfeld will
sult. from the Italo- American film connext visit Rio de Janeiro.
ferences which are about to end.
.

International Releasing Organization which recently acquired distribution rights to 27 J.

Formation

of

Arthur Rank pictures, was announced
here yesterday by Sol Edwards and

George Garfield.

Edwards declared that the company
intends to release 10 of these films a
circumstances warFive of these will be in the
rant.
"art theatre" class and five in the general audience class. Plans of the new

year and more

company

also call for distribution of
(Continued on page 2)

Producing Company

—

Hollywood, April 10. Jack Broder,
president of Realart Pictures, has
formed a new, independent producing
company, Jack Broder Productions,
and has acquired the Howard Emmet
Rogers original, "Two-Dollar Bettor,"
John Ireland
as his first property.
will be starred, and Edward L. Chan
is

produce and

executive

the

House Un-

Committee today
of a Comsix months in
"certainly the

that he had been a

member

munist Party

for

cell

but that it was
stupid, ignorant thing I have
ever done."
He said he joined the Party in a
1946,

most

(Continued on page 4)

if

Br oder Sets Up New

will

American

to
Activities

direct.

assistant

to

H. Cohen
Broder.

Colosseum Rejects
$4 Weekly Wage Bid
—

Minneapolis, April 10. The Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen
today rejected a proposed $4 weekly

wage boost in a projected two-year contract made by the
distributors in negotiations here.
Federal conciliator has been
The
called in for tomorrow's talks.
Colosseum had asked for a ten per
cent immediate wage boost, in addition
to IS per cent which it hopes to have
approved by the Wage Stabilization
across-the-board

A

.

Board

in

Washington.

2

Personal
Mention
HERBERT

from

New

•
E. K. O'Shea, Jr., Lieutenant, U. S.
Marines, son of the vice-president of
p aramount Film Distributing Corp.,
has arrived in this country after being
ivounded in action in Korea. His condition is good, and he is expected to
be flown to New York this weekend.
•
S. P. Eagle arrived here by plane
from London yesterday for a one-day
business meet with United Artists officials and is due to return to London
today.

•

Ernest Emerling, Loew's

advertising-publicity director, is scheduled to
leave here today for St. Louis, Kansas City, San Francisco and Holly-

wood.
•

Charles Cohen,
publicist,

2'0th

To Be

Week" cam"Brotherhood
paign and who have not already remitted the money are
urged to send their collections now to Charles M. Reagan, industry chairman for
the campaign, at Loew's home
office.

The campaign committee is
endeavoring to complete its
report to the National Conference of Christians and
Jews on this year's drive and
is awaiting the final returns
in order to do so.

HEWS
Brief
im

THEODORE

R.

and Mrs. Cohen celebrated
wedding anniversary yes-

Williams,
for March

sales
theatrical
of Time, is due
to leave here today for a tour of the

South.

.

KUPFERMAN,
attorney

manship

as

exploitation

MOVIETONE NEWS,

M^French

No.

forces seize offensive in Indo-China. President Truman meets labor leaders. Cherry
blossoms' attract visitors in Capitol. Ben

Hogan wins
tional

Grand Na-

tournament.

golf

Steeplechase.

NEWS OF THE
National
38th

DAY, No. ZG4—Grand
UN Forces cross
Indo-China report. Tee jam
havoc in Canada.
Sport flashes.
Steeplechase.

parallel.

wreaks

Ben Hogan

Lion

Classics,

onetime "Quigley Showwinner, will con-

Award"

tinue with his duties at ELC, including supervising the "Oliver Twist"

Italian Talks

—

Divorcement Delay

RKO

last night.

the remaining three Italian
conferees return to Rome following
tomorrow's meeting, the four delegates
will draft recommendations for their
government as a basis upon which official negotiations can be opened.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

April

10.

— Increases

in

in

golf

triumph.

No. 67— Ben Ho-

DIGEST, No.

15-

Daylight

and Overnight

DC-6

A— Israel

flare-up.

Mainliner 300s
\\\

HRS.ONESTOP to

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 446— Report
from the war in Korea. Aid to Indo-China.
School for firemen. Ice jam plays havoc in
Canada.
Flashes from the sport world:

LOS ANGELES
Leaves at noon, arrives 8:30

Edwards

United's overnight flight to
Los Angeles leaves at 9 pm;
arrives the next morning.

to Release

(Continued from page

pm

UNITED AIR LINES

1)

effective

opening on April 26 in Houston.
•
Phil Reisman, Jr., has resigned
be married here today to Dorothy as head of Pathe's editorial departMelch.
ment here, it was disclosed yesterday by Jay Bonafield, executive
vice-president of RKO Pathe, Inc.
•
{Continued from page 1)
Milwaukee, April 10. Charles W.
York talks, which have been "explor- Trampe, 61, Monogram-Allied Artists
atory" with a view to finding a com- director and head of Trampe Theatres
mon ground on which official negoti- and Monogram Midwest Film Co.,
ations to come will be based.
died here this morning at Columbia
It is regarded as virtually certain Hospital after a long illness.
Servthat a new Italo- American film pact ices will be held on Friday at the
will provide for a substantial unblock- Harder Funeral Home.
ing of U. S. companies' earnings, and
that an effort will be made in this
country to encourage the earning potential here of Italian-made pictures.
(Continued from page 1)
However, it is said, no "guarantees"
with respect to the marketing of Ital- lieved the responsibility rested for the
ian films here will be given by the "delays."
Nor would he indicate if
negotiators for the Motion Picture specific charges would be made in this
Association of America and the So- connection when he confers with Mcciety of Independent Motion Picture Grath.
Producers.
and
Thus far, Paramount,
Today's meeting will not be attended Warner have reached agreements with
by Dr. Renato Gualino, president of the Department of Justice on the thethe Italian Film Producers Associa- atres which the companies will divest
tion, since he found it necessary to de- and under what terms and conditions.

When

Increased

liament today.
The plan envisages an increase of
two-pence in the tax on medium-priced
theatre seats, more on the higherpriced ones and less on the lowerpriced ones.
The two-pence increase
would apply on seats selling for 10It would
pence up to two shillings.
be one penny on the six-pence to ninepence seats. On those above two shilings it would be higher.

Indo-China: Reds admit
Titoism gathers strength. Western
defeat.
Hemisphere alliance signed in Washington.
Airboat races in Florida.
border

manager

•

Rome

and people in the
Complete contents follow

tional Steeplechase,

news.

•

Lige Brien yesterday announced his

Tax

Britain's already high entertainment
tax will be based on an extension of

:

resignation
Eagle
of
April 27.
Brien, a

1951

China are highlighted in current
Other items include Ben the Eady Plan, it was revealed with
Hogan winning in golf, the Grand Na- submission of the new budget to Par•*

TELENEWS
.

11,

newsreels.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

Joseph J. Lee, New York branch
manager for 20th Century-Fox, will

part for

Korea and Indo-

in

gan wins tournament.
Blast 16-mile ice
jam. Adolph Zukor gets testimonial. People
in the news: Prince Charles, President Auriol.
Sports: The Grand National.

Broadcasting

National

London,

FLIGHTING

and former Warner Brothers lawyer,
has been named chairman of the copyGrand National Steeplechase.
right committee of the Federal Bar
Association of New York, New Jersey
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 69>—
and Connecticut. Also appointed to Weekend air crashes take toll of 45. King
George
honors
gardeners.
his
Isle
of
the committee are
Joseph D. Karp,
Hawaii orchid pool.
Sports: Grand Nadepartment
here,
of the Warner legal
Steeplechase.
tional
Hogan wins golf
and Bernard A. Grossman, theatrical tournament.

Century-Fox

•

Phil

Parade

attorney.

their 13th
terday.

manager

British Ticket

Exhibitors and others who
collections for the 1951

Leo F. Samuels, assistant sales supervisor for RKO, and Irving H.
Ludwig, New York sales executive
Walt Disney Productions, will
of
tour Western branch offices, with
Chicago

Newsreel

in

made

KALMUS,

in

Wednesday, April

Brotherhood
Returns
Now
Week

Send

presiT.
dent and general manager of
Technicolor, and Mrs. Kalmus are
due here today from the Coast. They
will sail for Europe May 1 on the
Queen Elisabeth.
•

Ludwig due
York today.

Motion Picture Daily

Divestiture of certain theatre properties already has taken place in the
The 20th-Fox dicase of the three.
vorcement plan is expected to be submitted to the statutory court here
early next month. Loew's is in process of working out a plan.

foreign and American pictures. Contemplated by IRO is the eventual
establishment of its own exchange system.
The new company will be located
here. Also located here will be International Film Corp., the company
which will purchase the films for IRO
distribution.

Rank recently terminated a contract
with Pentagon Pictures for the release
of the 27 films.
The first 10 pictures to be released
are
Wesley Ruggles' "My Heart
Goes Crazy," "Maniacs on Wheels,"
"Massacre Hill," "Sin of Esther
Waters," "Hangman's Holiday," "Another shore," "Dear Mr. Prohack,"
"History of Mr. Polly," "Bad Lord
Byron" and "Warning to Wantons,"
:

the latter
group.

five

in

Companies

theatre"

the

"art

to

Delay

(Continued from page

1)

TheMAN

formally or contest the action at this
time. Instead, they felt, the film producers must wait until the FCC policy
is implemented in a specific case, and
then challenge it.

from
Brandt's

MAYFAIR

Ritchey Sees Bright
(Continued from page

7th Ave.

&

47th

St.

1)

no American company, except one, is
releasing new product because of the
government's currency restrictions.
( Ritchey
declined
to
name the
American company, but it is believed
that he was referring to United Artists which made a separate deal.)

^
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never win the Academy Award
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But

smash boxoffice rewards!"
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urTIP-OFF ON M-G-M's

LOUELLA PARSONS' COLUMN TELLS THE NATION:
"Praise from Caesar, I'd say,

BOAT

is

when an

me 'SHOW
'GONE WITH THE WIND'!"

executive from another studio

the greatest box-office attraction since

tells

FROM FILM DAILY'S HOLLYWOOD CORRESPONDENT, MARCH 28th ISSUE:
"If 'SHOW BOAT' doesn't prove a cinematic Fort Knox for Metro, there's no justice!"
And read every word

of

this

marvelous telegram:

"M-G-M launched the greatest Technicolor musical entertainment
in years with 'SHOW BOAT'S* first sneak preview at Bay Theatre,
Los Angeles. Highest audience reaction in Studio's experience.
Kathryn Grayson, Ava Gardner, Howard Keel, Joe E. Brown, Marge
and Gower Champion head superb cast and we'll guarantee you
never heard the great Jerome Kern numbers sung as you will hear
them now. Arthur Freed' s glorious production and direction by
George Sidney bring superb pic turization of famous play with
breath-taking vistas of the Mississippi's most romantic era.
Get ready. Here comes the 'SHOW BOAT'."
Cast includes Robert Sterling, Agnes Moorehead

•

Screen Play by John Lee Mabin. Based on the Immortal Musical Play

"SHOW BOAT"

by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein,

1

1

-

From Edna ferbet's Novel

S*~"SH0W BOAT" IS THE "AHNIE GET YOUH GUN" OF

1951! -fB

To Show 'Brave Bulls'
Columbia's "The Brave Bulls" will
shown at the Rivoli Theatre here
evening as part of pre-"Pan
this
American Week" festivities conducted
by the Good Neighbors Council.
be

Review
The

|rntM_- TWA
Now TWA

|

I

offers

A

on

The only

S

I

— United Artists')

entertaining study of a priest caught in a moral dilemma
has been made in "The First Legion." There is a warm and intimate
quality to the film which goes behind the walls of a Jesuit Seminary in a
rural American community. Charles Boyer plays the Jesuit who is racked by
to
the knowledge that a presumed miracle is actually a hoax, yet is bound
confessional.
the
secrecy under the seal of
The picture has been designed as popular entertainment, yet since it departs
might be advisable.
in story substance from the formula, special merchandising
Producer-director Douglas Sirk has assembled a fine supporting cast. In the
H. B. Warner
roles of fellow Jesuits are Leo G. Carroll, Walter Hampden,
love interest threads in and out of the drama between
and George Zucco.
Lyle Bettger, an agnostic doctor, and Barbara Rush, a crippled young lady.

22
/usurious

C

TRADE SHOWINCS

A MATURELY

TWA

TWA

all

Demarest, as an Irish
Just so that things never get too somber, William
at
monsignor, dances around the periphery of the story, poking impish fun

-sleeper flights

overnight to

^

LONDON and PARIS

r

New

non -stop from

|

York

agent or

call

the Jesuit fathers.

Developments get underway when Warner, a priest who had been paralyzed
event is looked upon
for years, rises from a coma and begins to walk. The
saying there is no
contention
by
this
supports
doctor
the
and
miracle,
as a

"cures come
medical explanation for the recovery. Presently, pilgrims seeking
Alarmed
flooding down upon the seminary from all sections of the country.
that
Miss
fact
the
dismayed
by
and
taking,
event
is
the
at the proportions
Rush hopes for a "cure," doctor Bettger admits to Boyer that the "miracle
psychowas just a hoax, and that Warner was merely suffering from a
somatic ailment which responded to therapy.
The scene in Emmet Lavery's screenplay in which Bettger binds Boyer to
Catholic viewpoint
secrecy is a little on the haphazard side. Actually, from a
that he was not
earlier
declared
Bettger
since
binding
not
the admission was
to
ooing to confession. After some pangs of conscience Bettger allows Boyer
Rush
Miss
when
follow
does
miracle
real
a
However
hoax.
the
disclose
his agnosticism. The
actually walks. Thereby she also cures the doctor of
aspects, such as the plans
story is rounded out by many other dramatic
rector of the
another priest to leave the order, and Boyer's appointment as
'

For information, see your
travel

TWA

of

seminary.

Runnine

time,

General audience classification.

86 minutes.

i

World War

Hayden appeared

claim

...a

against your estate
Today's handling of your
properties will save or cos/

you many dollars when your
estate

is

finally settled. For

taxes — both federal and state

— have become a
in

major factor

the distribution of your

holdings.

portant tax legislation, Bank
of America's Trust Department

has prepared a booklet,
"Taxes ... A Claim Against
Estate."

We'd

you to

like

have a copy, without

cost or

obligation, of course. Just stop
in at

II.

Committee

resumed what promises to be lengthy
hearings on alleged Communism in
Hollywood. Will Geer is billed as
the lead-off witness tomorrow.

Tabbed by Committee members as
a cooperative witness, Hayden said he
had told Committee investigators and
FBI agents as much as he could recall

about

Communist

activities

in

Hollywood, and urged other ex-Communists to come forward and make
similar disclosures.
Highlights of the three hours Hayden spent on the stand were these:
He was recruited into the Commun-

Party in June, 1946 by Bea Winthen a secretary for the BergAlle'nberg agency and now, according
to chairman Wood (D., Ga.) secretary for producer Sam Spiegel.
Persons in his cell included Abe
Polonsky and Robert Lees. Asked by

any Bank

of

America

branch; or write the Trust

ters,

territorial

The

1)

Street, Los Angeles.

Do

it

today. ..while you're thinking

should be

;

circuits.

Pictures sould be priced with an
4.
alternate lower price if not played on
preferred time.
gardless of
a certain number
its

ments"

theatre, re-

should be given
of "first engage-

size,

about

over to supporting the Conference of
Studio Unions in the studio strike in

it.

i&nnk af America
NATIONAL

S

3av iVgI association

Member Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation

fall

of

1946,

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

and a large group

met to do this, but was unsuccessful
because of the opposition of the board
of directors and Ronald Reagan, "a
one-man battalion against Communism."
Actors, he said, cannot get any leftwing propaganda into a film.

speaking,
"generally
showing a disposition to cooperate in
such matters."
Other speakers included Arthur
Rush, executive secretary of MidSouth Allied; Ray Colvin, executive
director of the Theatre Equipment
Dealers Association, and Leo Wolcott,

are,

board chairman of

St.,

2:30 P.M.

Rm.

Wed. 4/18 10

122-28 Arlington

:30

A.M.

St.

BUFFALO
Mo.

Oper. Scr. Rm.
Wed. 4/18
St.

Pic.

498 Pearl

2:30 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
FoxScr. Rm.
308 S. Church

Wed. 4/18

2:00 P.M.

Wed. 4/18

2:00 P.M.

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm.
1300

Wabash Ave.

S.

CINCINNATI

RKO

Rm.

Scr.

Wed. 4/18

8:00 P.M.

Wed. 4/18

2:30 P.M.

Wed. 4/18

2:30 P.M.

12 East 6th St.

CLEVELAND
FoxScr. Rm.
219 Payne Ave.

DALLAS
Rm.

Para. Scr.

412 So. Harwood

St.

DENVER
Wed. 4/18

2:00 P.M.

Wed. 4/18

1:00 P.M.

Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave. Wed. 4/18

2:30 P.M.

Para. Scr.

Rm.

2100 Stout

St.

DES MOINES
FoxScr. Rm.
1300 High St.

DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS
FoxScr. Rm.

Wed. 4/18

326 N. Illinois

1:00 P.M.

St.

Wed. 4/18

Rm.

2:30 P.M.

St.

Wed. 4/18
Rm.
Vermont Ave.

Scr.
S.

2:00 P.M.

MEMPHIS
Wed. 4/18

2:00 P.M.

Rm. Wed. 4/18

2:00 P.M.

FoxScr. Rm.
151 Vance Ave.

MILWAUKEE
Warner

Scr.

212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

MINNEAPOLIS
Wed. 4/18

FoxScr. Rm.

2:00 P.M.

1015 Currie Ave.

NEW HAVEN
Wed. 4/18

FoxScr. Rm.
40 Whiting St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox
200

Scr.

RKO

St.

Wed. 4/18

Rm.

Scr.

2:00 P.M.

Wed. 4/18 10:30 A.M.

Rm.

Liberty

S.

NEW YORK

11 :00

A.M.

1270 Sixth Ave.

Preview Rm. B — 7th

Fox

prefaced his concrete
program with a review of court
decisions outlawing certain
types of clearance and charged
that the distributors, through
print shortages and "availability" were replacing fixed clearances with the "slot system"
which condemned independent
theatres to a bottom place.
Niles

tributors

Rm.

Scr.

195 Luckie

fl.

OKLAHOMA

in its area.

Committee counsel Frank Tavenner
whether Polonsky was a writer for
20th Century-Fox, Hayden said he
did not know. He declared he knew
He said that this system, which
Karen Morley as a Communist be- forced the smaller houses to play old
cause after he quit in mid-December pictures, was "economically unsound."
of 1946 she came to him and asked
The major portion of Niles' speech
him to reconsider.
concerned with non-competitive
was
He was told by Communist higher- situations. He said that in clearance
ups "it would be very helpful" if the areas "each case must be judged on
Screen Actors Giuld could be swung its individual merits" and that disthe

RKO

1980

Each Allied member

Wed. 4/18
N.W.

ATLANTA

LOS ANGELES

equitably
apportioned as between theatre cirthat
cuits and independent theatres
is, if there are eight prints of a picture in an exchange, four should be
allocated to independents and four to

5.

8:00 P.M.

1800 Wyandotte

release.

prints

Wed. 4/18

FoxScr. Rm.
1052 Broadway

Para. Scr.

_

Department, 660 South Spring

ALBANY

KANSAS CITY

That each exchange be supplied
2.
with enough prints to assure a reasonably early play-off by each theatre.
3.

of

FILE 212"

"TOKYO

RKO

ist

To keep you abreast of im-

Your

as the

Mandei. Herbstman

(Continued from page

1)

"emotional upheaval,"
of
period
largely
by his admiration
off
touched
for Yugoslav partisans with whom he
served during

Release date,

Niles Urges

Hayden Admits
(Continued from page
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11,

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

First Legion

(Sedij Pictures
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10 North Lee St.
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FoxScr. Rm.
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1:00 P.M.

St.

PHILADELPHIA

RKO

Rm.

Scr.

250 N. 13th

Wed. 4/18

2:30 P.M.

Wed. 4/18

1

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

:30

P.M.

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

PORTLAND
Star Scr.

Rm.

Wed. 4/18

2:00 P.M.

925 N.W. 19th Ave.

ST.

LOUIS

RKO

Scr.

Rm.

3143 Olive

Wed. 4/18

2:30 P.M.

St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr. Rm.
1st St. So.

Wed. 4/18

1

:30

P.M.

215 E.

SAN FRANCISCO
RKO Scr. Rm. Wed.
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2:00 P.M.

Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
Wed. 4/18
2318 2nd Ave.

2:00 P.M.

251

Hyde

St.
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Wed. 4/18 10 :00 A.M.
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United Artists Buys ELC
'Strike' Vs.
Taxes Urged From Pathe Industries
U. K. Theatre

CEA Head Asks One-Day
As Protest

Closing

BURNUP

By PETER

—

Testimonial
To Balaban

The closing
Barney Balaban, president of Paratheatres in Britain in a oneday token strike against the in- mount Pictures, will be honor guest
at a testimonial dinner to be sponsored
crease in the already high entertainhis friends in the industry and by
by
ment tax called for in the governhis neighbors in
ment's new budget, was proposed
Westchester, at
today by Harry P. E. Mears, president
the Hotel Comof the Cinematograph Exhibitors Asmodore here on
sociation.
Saturday evenThe increased tax is based on
ing May 26.
an extension of the Eady Plan
The testimonfor providing production financial is a tribute
However, in launching
ing.
to Balaban's
public - spirited
that plan, Sir Wilfrid Eady
himself emphasized that it was
leadership in
philanthropic,
to be a voluntary levy on the
patriotic and
part of exhibitors and agreed
cultural
activithat it was to be temporary
ties. Beneficiary
only.
of
the
dinner
Barney Balaban
The original plan provided that the
London, April

of

11.

all

{Continued on page 5)

will be the

Westchester

Ia.-Neb.

Jewish Center's Community House

AITO OK's

Arbitration Plan
Des Moines, April

11.

—Arbitration

as a procedure to solve clearance
problems in big cities was approved
today by the Iowa-Nebraska Allied
Independent Theatre Owners annual
convention at the Hotel Savory here.
The resolution, based on yesterday's
address by Charles Niles, Allied na(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 5)

Deal Effective April 28; Seen As Move
To Get Product Supply; Distribution
Facilities and Personnel Not Included
The

Eagle Lion Classics by Pathe Industries, its parent
company, to United Artists was announced here yesterday by
William C. MacMillen, Jr., president of ELC and vice-president of
Pathe Industries.
No details of the deal were disclosed officially by either side pending the scheduled return to New York today from Hollywood of
_ Arthur B. Krim, UA president. On
consummation of the deal yesterday,
4

sale of

RecT Probe Strikes

UA

'Unfriendly Two'

—

The
Washington, April '11.
House Committee on Un-American
Activities today took a new tack in
current hearings on Communist
its
activity in Hollywood when it pressed
two "unfriendly" witnesses on whether they had ever been questioned on
their political affiliations by any of
This was
their industry employers.
the first time the Committee did any

prolonged questioning on

TOA

this topic.

Statement on

Robert Lees said he had never discussed this with the directors or producers for whom he had worked. Will
Washington, April 11.
Spokes- Geer said one industry official had
men for the Theatre Owners of once questioned him on the subject,
America met with Federal Communi- but indicated the questioning was sucations Commission chairman Wayne perficial.
Coy today to clarify the status of exBoth Lees and Geer refused to anhibitors under the FCC's recent report swer questions on whether they were
on licensing policy, but at the end of members of the Communist Party and
the day the results were still un- their
affiliation
with organizations
known.
listed by the Committee in its guide
TOA officials promised a statement to subversive organizations. Geer

Coy Meet Due Today
—

MacArthur
"The
Story," a roundup of the military career of General of the

Army

Douglas

MacArthur,

has been rushed into release
by RKO Pictures with the

news of his dismissal by
President Truman.
The This Is America tworeel subject has been in preparation since last September,
and was scheduled for general
release in two weeks.
It was produced by Jay
Bonafield and was written by
Richard Hanswer, the RKO
statement announced.

Trust Laws Lax: Arthur.
Too Tough, MPAA Feels
Washington, April

—

—Rep.

HinWashington, April 11.
Congress
shaw (R., Calif.) today called on the was warned that enactment of a pendJustice Department for stricter en- ing bill to give plaintiffs more time to
11.

damage anti-trust
number of suits

anti-trust
laws
forcement
the
of
against the major motion picture com-

file

panies.

against the film companies and bring
them to the point where they would
"exceed the capital and surplus of the

He made

the statement in inserting

in the Congressional Record a long
letter from Harry C. Arthur, Jr., of

suits

private

might

treble

triple the

companies."

Fanchon and Marco, blasting the AntiThe warning came from Kenneth
Trust division generally and the Para- Royall, representing the Motion Picmount consent decree specifically.
ture Association, in testimony before
Hinshaw said Arthur's letter called the House Judiciary sub-committee in
(Continued on page 4)

sources said that certain conditions remain to be fulfilled in
the interim before the takeover actually can be effected.
It

was learned

that

the

deal

pri-

a product supply move on
the part of UA, one source declaring
physithat
is not buying the
cal distribution setup nor is it taking
over ELC's sales personnel.
"What disposition is made of the
distribution organization and facili-

marily

is

UA

ELC

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

RKO's 'MacArthur
RKO's

While MacMillen's announcement stated that the deal will
become effective April 28, other

'

•

(Continued on page 6)

Story' in Release

Krim immediately sought plane
transportation to New York and is
scheduled to meet the press in his
office here today. He had gone to the
Coast 10 days ago to line up new
product to complete UA's release
schedule for the last half of this year
and to negotiate deals with producers
His original
for the 1952 lineup.
schedule called for his presence in
Hollywood for another three or four
weeks.

(Continued on page 4)

S hour as Says No TV
Films for 20th-Fox
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, deyesterday
that
20th
nied
planned to enter distribution
of films for television, or is
negotiating for the television
rights to a number of British
pictures.
A spokesman for the com-

pany confirmed

last

Friday

that 20th had under consideration a deal to acquire 65
British films for distribution
in the TV field. Skouras's
statement above obviously indicates that no deal will be

made.
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Personal
Mention

'Essential'

—

Washington, April 11. The
S. Commerce and Labor
Departments are now preparing a form to be filled out by
industries wishing to appeal
from having been dropped
from the essential activities
list, and the Motion Picture
Association of America's protest is now waiting on comU.

R. GRAINGER, Republic
executive vice-president in charge

and distribution, is due to
turn here tomorrow from Boston.

re-

of sales

•

George Breakston, accompanied by
Irene Breakston, associate producer
of Breakston-Stahl Productions, flew
to Hollywood from New York yesterC. Ray Stahl and his bride,
day.

Martha Hyer,

left

pletion of this form.
Officials said that it would
be pointless for any industry
to file its appeals until the
form is ready. The form
should be ready in a few days.

here yesterday by

plane for Dallas.

•

Robert Flaherty has been awarded
the decoration of the Fr-ench Legion
of Honor with the rank of chevalier
his "outstanding services in the
cause of science and art in the cine-

Seadler,

matographic

At Press Tribute

for

field."

•

Walter

Republic district manager, arrived in Pittsburgh
yesterday from New York and will
remain there for the balance of the
week before departing for Indianapolis
L. Titus.,

Jr.,,

and Cincinnati.
•

Francis Harmon, Motion Picture
Association of America vice-president,
is
due to return here on Monday
from Miami after convalescing from
an illness of several months' dura-

Rodgers

Silas F. Seadler, advertising

mana-

ger of M-G-M, will be chairman and
master-of-ceremonies at a luncheon
tribute to be given to the industry's
trade press on Wednesday, April 18,
by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers. William F. Rodgers, Loew's
distribution vice-president, will be the
principal speaker at the luncheon, to be
held at the Hotel Piccadilly here.

tional treasurer, favored the plan of
arbitration which, Niles said, would
be submitted to the national Allied
convention for its approval.
Trueman T. Rembusch, Allied president, in his address to the convention,
blamed distributors for what he called
their
"penalty selling of pictures,"
which he characterized as the "cancer
of the industry." He declared that in
the past nine months box-office receipts have dropped from 10 to 40 per
cent.
Despite this, he said, distributor receipts, have shown "substantial
increases."
Rembusch told of efforts that national Allied is making to obtain theatre television.
And in dealings with
film salesmen, he suggested the use of
wire recordings by exhibitors in their
transactions. This, he said, would be
proof in case of law violations by

salesmen.

Today's

K.

McWilliams,

session, attended by
exhibitors, also unanimously approved Niles' five-point plan
on clearances for smaller, non-competitive situations.
The group also endorsed the proposed film festival and
all projects of the Council of Motion
final

AMPA

;

•

Harold Salemson, Eastern advertising-publicity representative for Robert Stillman Prod., returned here yesterday from Waycross, Ga., and will
leave today for Chicago.

•

Louis Astor, Columbia home
has

representative,

arrived

Francisco from New
scheduled to leave for
on Friday.

office

in

San

York and

is

Los Angeles

•
L. E.

Goldhammer,

Eastern

Allied Artists
manager, left here

district

last night for

Washington and

is

due

over the weekend.
•
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal president, is due back in New York from
Europe at the end of the month. He
to

is

return

in

France

at present.

•

Jack Glenn,

president of the Screen
Guild, has returned here

Directors
from a March of

picture advertising, publicity or exploitation knows how indispensable is
the role played by the trade press
how vital to our success is the work
of the men who write, edit and publish
our business papers and magazines."

Time assignment

in

Advance Sale for
'Hoffman' Heavy

•

due to return here from abroad today on the
S.S. America.
•
Olin H. Clark, Eastern M-G-M
story head, is vacationing at Pinehurst, N. C.
publicist, is

tinued to run ahead of the capacity
audiences attracted throughout the first
week of the picture's engagement, according to Lopert Films, distributor.
The picture opened a week ago with
an advance sale of $82,400 already
made. Daily advance sales since have
averaged $5,000. Thus with a capacity
playoff of $3,000 daily, the advance
sale at the end of the first week has
mounted to more than $90,000 as of
now, the company said.

•
J.

Cheever Cowdin has returned

here from the Coast.

Mother

of

Art Moger

Eitreim an Exhibitor
11.

— Kenneth

J.

RKO

Eitreim, former salesman at the
Radio Sioux Falls branch, has acquired the Rex Theatre at Woonsocket, S. D., and is now operating the
stand.
He secured it on a high bid.
The Rex was formerly owned by the

of Art Moger, Warner Brothers field man in Boston, will be held

today at the Schlossberg Funeral Parlor, Dorchester, Mass, the company reported here yesterday. Mrs. Moger
died of a heart attack yesterday. She
is also survived by another son, Nat.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

and Ben Kubby, Des Moines.
Other speakers included Governor
W. S. Beardsley, Abram F. Myers,
;

Allied general counsel, in addition to
Ben Berger, North Central Allied director,
who was presented with a
watch at a banquet tonight at which
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans enter-

The convention was adjourned
time to allow delegates to ride in a
special parade for Rogers and his wife
which occurred in a snowstorm. Despite
the weather,
thousands lined
downtown streets for the parade.

endorf,

—

tions, today warned exhibitors that a
lethargy pervades the film industry
and that "we are rank pikers when it

comes to selling ourselves."
In an address before the convention of the Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa and Nebraska at the Hotel
Savory here, he pointed in contrast
to the large sums spent on advertising by television companies.
called on exhibitors to help

Mayer
finance

COMPO.

Briskin and Para.

A New Pact
—

studio for

Amy H. Croughton, Critic
Rochester, N.
April
—Amy

years as a producer.
The new contract becomes effective
next Aug. 1 when Briskin's present
contract expires. Briskin joined Paramount in 1947 when Liberty Films

H.

Goldwyn

films

Production

in

Germany

is

poor

in

mind, Tischendorf said, he will take
back a copy of the Production Code
for study.

Finalists
'Michael'

Named

for

Awards

Bing Crosby, Perry Como and Tony
Martin are finalists in the male vocalist category, radio and television, for
a "Michael" award, according to an
announcement by United Cerebral
Palsy, sponsor of this year's Michael

Awards dinner

the

of

Academy

of

Radio and Television Arts and Sciences. Proceeds of the event will go
to United Cerebral Palsy's campaign
for funds to provide medical research
clinics. Finalists for a special
citation include Eddie Cantor,

and open

Bob

Arthur Godfrey, Barry Gray,
Hope and Irving Mansfield.

Name Townsend
District

head.

Manager

WB

11.

— Paul

Townsend, veteran of 21 years

in the

Oklahoma

City,

organization,

April
has

been pro-

to district manager of the Warner Theatre operations in this area,
succeeding M. D. Brazee, who resigned last week to join Greater Indianapolis Amusement Co. in Ind-

dianapolis.

Townsend has been manager
Midwest Theatre here since

of the

June,

1946.

Cite Wis. Grosses

For 'Mating Season'

—

A first
Milwaukee, April 11.
Paraof $4,385 for
week's gross
mount's "The Mating Season" is reported for the Orpheum Theatre,
Green Bay, Wis., topping first weeks
there for "Branded", "Mr. Music" and
"Fancy Pants." The film took in
$3,124 for its first four days at the
Majestic, Beloit, Wis., topping "At
War with the Army" and "My Friend
at the

same

stand.

five

Croughton, motion picture critic moved to Paramount and until recentRochester Times Union for 29 ly he was production assistant to Y.
years, died yesterday at Genesee Hos- Erank
Freeman, Paramount studio

of the
pital.

of

condition,
Tischendorf said, largely
because the severe financial restrictions imposed on the banks by the
government make money for production scarce.
German producers are interested in
designing their product for greater
American distribution. With this in

Zimmer. whose will left it in
a bank directing income
Hollywood, April 11. Paramount
from the Rex be divided among two
has signed a new agreement with
daughters of her son, N. J., who operSamuel J. Briskin to continue at the Irma"
ates the Grand at Howard, S. D.

11.

distributor

Germany, arrived at the weekend
with Leo J. Horster, Goldwyn's representative in Germany. Tischendorf
and Horster will leave today for Hollywood for discussions with Goldwyn.
in

moted

Des Moines, April 11. Arthur L.
Mayer, executive vice-president of the
Council of Motion Picture Organiza-

with

Y.,

is

UFA

Warner

Mayer Warns of 'Lethargy'
In Des Moines Address

Sign

Amy

late
trust

Services for Mrs. Jacob Moger, 68,

mother

Elma

in

Advance sales for "Tales of Hoffman" at the Bijou Theatre here con-

Minneapolis, April

expected to be announced
Command in Germany shortly for the auctioning of the
film interests, Herbert Tischendorf, head of Herzog Films in Germany, declared here yesterday. Tischdate

tained.

Washington.

Paul Roth,

A

by the Allied High

more than 500

:

tion.

Auction

1)

Picture Organizations.
The present board of 27 directors
president, in a letter to members of -was renamed and three new members
the organization, declared that, "Every added. The new members are Wayne
man and woman engaged in motion Dutton, Manchester Charles Jones,

Harry

UFA

For
(Continued from page

1951

12,

Expect Date Soon

AITO Meet

Appeal

Awaits Gov't Form

JAMES

Thursday, April

License Fee Bill

—

Washington, April 11. A House
Appropriations Subcommittee is considering action to force the Federal
Communications Commission to charge
fees for applications and licenses for
television stations and other services.
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AN WRCHID FOR A LADY
From

the Editorial

Page of

the

Los Angeles Evening Herald Express

THE THEME
patriotism

*My Country
nicolor

is

'Tis

technical production,

AMERICA. Thought, skill,

and high

of Thee

powerful in

IS

its

'

.

artistry

went into

This short film in Tech-

simplicity, the

beauty of

and the idealism of

It is

the story of America.

It is

the story of a nation founded

upon

its

its

-

theme.

the equality

of man.
It is

the story of a people

their pursuit of

who have never

freedom and of

the faith and beliefs of those

$

This
story,

$ To Be Offered

is

faltered in

their preservation of

who founded America.

a motion picture with but one theme, one

one plot — America.

^

as an Added Attraction Next at Radio City Music

Hall

MY COUNTRY 'TIS OF THEE
Q

*^%^
*^

^

PRINT BY

THE LATEST ,N THE continuing program
OF PATRIOTIC ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTED BY

DMCD 10

TECHNICOLOR
GORDON
HOLLINGSHEAD

Other important 2-reel Technicolor subjects in the series include-. SONS OF LIBERTY POWER BEHIND THE NATION * MY OWN UNITED STATES
GIVE ME LIBERTY -> TEDDY THE ROUGH RIDER if LINCOLN IN THE WHITE HOUSE A THE WANDERER'S RETURN
-
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Another Trust Suit
Filed in Chicago
Chicago, April

11—The Alex Thea-

tre has filed a $573,000 anti-trust suit
Federal Judge Walter Labuy's
in

Court against Balaban and Katz, Great
Warner Theatres, Greater
States,
Theatre Corp., Savoy Theatre Corp.,
Loew's, RKO, 20th-Fox, Paramount,
Warner, Columbia, Universal and
United Artists.
It is charged that from 1938 to 1948
the defendants conspired to monopolize
exhibition under the old "Chicago system of release."
Attorneys for the plaintiff are John
F. Sullivan and Eugene Oupee.
Oct. 2 Trial Date

For

Is

Set

$3,000,000 Action

Chicago, April 11.— Federal Judge

John Barnes today

set Oct. 2 for trial

in the $3,000,000 anti-trust suit

by John

R.

Thompson,

Jr.,

brought

Henry

Henriksen, and the Harris Trust and
Savings Bank against Balaban and
Katz, Warner, Loew's, RKO, 20 thFox, Paramount and Vitagraph. The
case was filed on Aug. 11, 1950.

Thursday, April

Open UA

MPA A

Arthur
(Continued from page
to

in

failures

:

ground that they were not parties to
the litigation. Most recently, the Federal Statutory Court in New York
Arthur's attempt to intervene at the hearing last month on
United Paramount Theatres petition
in connection with its purchase from
Karl Hoblitzelle and R. J. O'Donnell
rejected

net worth." In addition, he declared,
there are pending suits by writers,
other producers and suits involving advertising material and other matters.

Grand Total

UJA Plans and

Committeemen

"Had

arrangements
also includes Barney Balaban, Si FaHarry Romm,
bian, Harry Mayer,
Fred Schwartz, Nate Spingold and
Robert Weitman.

The

committee for

WB to Make 'Son —o' Guns'

Hollywood, April 11. "Sons O'
Guns," based on the Broadway muJack Donahue and
sical in which
Lili Damita were starred, has been
announced for production by Jack
executive producer of
L. Warner,

Warner

Brothers.

that

mandate

out," he wrote,

"many

been

carried

of the theatres

would have been recovered by former
owners and the rest would have come
into the hands of a diversity of independent operators. By that method,
without a doubt, competition would
have been restored and much of the
wreckage and ruination caused by the
big film companies would have been
repaired.
But any such wholesome
result has been forestalled by further
consent decrees between the Depart-

ment

Justice

of

and

Paramount Decree
decree,
divestiture

loaded

with conditions, alternatives, choices,
options and qualifications favoring the
retention of theatres by Paramount
that

it

amounts

to

no

real

require-

Moreover, he said,
Paramount is expressly allowed to acquire many theatres, and limitations
on the number of theatres to be acquired have already been partially
lifted by the government in the Inter-

ments

at

all."

amendment

to the decree."
Arthur concluded by specifically
suggesting Congress amend the antitrust laws to provide that no decree
should be consented to by the Departstate

retroactive.

of Justice and entered by the
court until at least 90 days public
notice shall have been given to people
affected, and a full and complete opportunity for these people to present
their views in court and appeal if their
objections are disregarded.

IATSE

proposals for a new union contract
for "white collar" workers at the
home office. The company succeeded
during the past year in persuading
all unions to withhold their demands
for pay increases until UA's financial
With the comsituation improved.
pany now controlled by the Arthur-

UA

Krim-Robert Benjamin-Matthew Fox
group, the unions have indicated their
intention to start negotiations with

UA.

\

H-63 has disclosed
from UA at least the

that it will seek
10 per cent pay
boost which is permissible under the
government's wage-price freeze order.

TV

Worries Cited at
Colosseum Pay Talks
Minneapolis, April 11. -David
Beznor, general counsel of the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen,
said today that negotiators for the
distributors have given him this reason for their refusal to meet cost-of
living and expense allowance increases
demanded by the union Television is
slowly strangling box-office receipts
to an extent that causes grave concern for the future.
Representatives of the salesmen's
union and the companies are engaging in new-contract talks here with
the assistance of a Federal mediator.
:

MPEA

Meets on Italy

The board

of the Motion Picture
Export Association met here yesterday for a discussion of what was

achieved at the exploratory talks
aroused committee interest which have been held here between
by hitting out sharply at what he representatives of the U. S. and Italcalled "an unfortunate practice" in ian industries. The final meeting beconnection with the private suits the tween the Americans and the Italians
practice of former members of the will take place today, and the visitors
Justice Department's Anti-Trust Di- will leave for Rome on Saturday.

Royall

—

the decrees obtained by the Anti-Trust
Division, often by themselves.
He also cited the fact that there
"a similarity of language of treblein cases brought in
widely separated parts of the country," "with even the same typographical
is

Paramount

Turning
Arthur charged that the
provisions were "so heavily
to the

MPAA

is urging that if Congress
enacts any law in this field, it include
a three-year statute of limitations. It
also opposes provisions of the bill
which would make the six-year statute

monopoly vision representing the private plaintiffs and using as part of their case

the

companies, which represent a surrender by the government of at least
75 per cent of the fruits of the victory
in the Supreme Court."

of United Artists
Motion Picture Home
Employes Local No. H-63
Office
will meet today for a discussion of

Representatives

and

—

"The grand total is truly enormous,
and is growing year by year," Royall
of their half interest in Interstate said.
"The $185,000,000 in theatre
circuit of Texas.
suits alone is three times what it was
The Arthur letter, dated March 20, five years ago. The proposed legislaSet
outlined the filing of the government tion would give even a greater impetus
suit in 1938, the 1940 consent decree, to the growth of this type of litigathe reopening of the suit in 1944, and tion and would have a definite and
The committee for arrangements of the Supreme Court decision in 1948. decisive tendency in the next few years
the May 3 amusement industry lunch- According to Arthur, the Supreme
to increase both the total number of
eon at the Hotel Astor here for the Court laid down the rule that every cases brought and the total damages
United Jewish Appeal has completed acquisition made by unlawful meth- sought. The amount might well treble
plans for the affair, Sam Rosen and ods and practices by the defendants
again and exceed the capital and surAbe Schneider, division chairmen, an- was subject to divestiture.
plus of the companies."
nounce.

Collarites'

1)

"grave weaknesses and opposition to a bill that would set up
enforcement of the law, a uniform six-year statute of limitamanifested by the manner in which tions on private anti-trust suits. At
the Department is at this time failing present, state limits govern, and most
to deal adequately with the dissolu- of these are under six years.
tion of the motion picture trust." The
Royal!, who will return to the comletter, he declared, makes it clear 'that
mittee for further questioning Friday,
any current deficiencies in the anti- said there are now pending against
monopoly field lie not with the laws the distributors approximately 110
but with the enforcement.
In 15, the
civil suits by exhibitors.
"This inadequacy of enforcement amount of damages is not specified,
can be easily, and should bel quickly, but in the others, the amount of treble
corrected by the Department," Hin- damages sought totals approximately
shaw said.
$185,000,000. Admitting that this was
At various phases of the govern- an "optimistic statement of plaintiffs'
ment anti-trust litigation against the counsel," Royall said it also repreArthur and Fanchon & sents claims equal to a large proporindustry,
Marco made efforts to intervene but tion of the assets of all the companies
were uniformly unsuccessful on the and a much larger ratio of their total

attention

damage complaints

errors appearing.
Another factor to be considered, the
committee was told, is that there are
constantly changing standards as to
what is legal under the anti-trust
laws, and that many of the companies
which government decrees
against
have been entered and against which

damages have been recovered
were only doing things they thought
proper when they did them things
large

—

To Honor Ferrer
Jose Ferrer, accompanied by his wife,
is
due in Puerto Rico on
Saturday from New York to accept

Phyllis,

the Academy Award "Oscar" for the
best performance of the year, in "Cyrano."

were recognized as legal by
government and the courts at the
time they were done. He pointed out
that block booking had been declared
that often

the

legal by the District

Court, that the

Court had earlier upheld
price fixing on copyrighted articles,
and that the Attorney General had
specifically sanctioned at one point
uniform nation-wide clearances.

Supreme

ment

'Teresa' Gross

Good

produced by Arthur M.
and distributed by M-G-M,
grossed an estimated $18,300 in its
"A natural. Should fare well. opening week at the Trans-Lux St.
Goose-pimple situations!" Boxoffice Theatre here.
"Teresa,"

Loew

—

1951

Pay Talks Today

(Continued from page

1)

4

12,

AMERICAN
to

LOSANGELES
THE MERCURY-DC-6 SKYSLEEPER SERVICE
Lv.

Midnight-Ar. 8:30 a.m.

Thursday, April

12,
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U. K. 'Strike'
(Continued from page

RADIO PICTURES,

prices, the other half-penny to
shared equally between the exhibitor concerned and the production
pool. The new tax increases the levy
a minimum of four times without cor-

PRODUCTIONS

seat

be

returns

to

the

exhibitor.

Chancellor Hugh Gaitskell's reference in his budget speech to Parliament to the government being prepared to forego its share of a
half-penny from every penny increase
in seat prices under the Eady Plan
for the greater benefit of producers,
remains to be clarified.

"GUNPLAY"
Fox Scr. Rm.

ATLANTA
RKO Scr.
BOSTON
RKO Scr.

that
this
Gaitskell
acknowledges
would be impossible without the conHe states, theresent of exhibitors.
fore, that negotiations will be undertaken by the Treasury and Board of
Trade with the industry as soon as

added that the necessary
adjustments in the tax schedule, which
will not become operative until Aug.
5, are dependent upon the forthcomingGaitskell

Mon.

4/16

8:00 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

2:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24

Meanwhile, the CEA, led by Mears,
is fighting mad.
It characterizes the
tax increase as an "oppressive measure" against small men.
But little can be done in view of
the necessity of meeting the cost of
rearmament.
Significantly, however,
with a general election looming on the
horizon, Chancellor Gaitskell did not
increase taxes on beer and tobacco.

Meeting Slated
Society will

8:00 p.m.

Rm.

195 Luckie St.

N.W.

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

Rm.

122-28 Arlington St.

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18

2:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

Rm.

Oper.

Pic.

Scr.

498 Pearl

St.

Mon.

4/16 10:00 a.m.

Wed.

4/18

4:00 p.m.

Tues.

4/24

Church

St.

Mon.

4/16

2:00 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

3:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:00 a.m.

S.Wabash Ave.

Mon.

4/16

2:00 p.m.

Wed.

4/18 11:00 a.m.

Tues.

4/24

12 East 6th St.

Mon.

4/16

8:00 p.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:00 p.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:00 p.m.

22 19 Payne Ave.

Mon.

4/16

2:30 p.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

Harwood

St.

Mon.

4/16

2:30 p.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

2100 Stout

St.

Mon.

4/16

2:00 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

3:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24

1300 High

St.

Mon.

4/16

1:00 p.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

2310 Cass Ave.

Mon.

4/16

2:30 p.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24

2:30 p.m.

Mon.

4/16

1:00 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

2:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24

1:00 p.m.

Mon.

4/16

2:30 p.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

Mon.

4/16

2:00 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

3:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18

2:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

Mon.

4/16

4:15 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

2:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18

2:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

Fox Scr. Rm.

308

S.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm.
CINCINNATI
RKO Scr. Rm.
CLEVELAND

1300

Fox Scr. Rm.

Rm.

412

S.

Rm.

Para. Scr.

2:00 p.m.

DES MOINES

DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.

INDIANAPOLIS
Fox Scr. Rm.

326 N.

Illinois St.

KANSAS CITY
Rm.

Para. Scr.

Wyandotte

1800

St.

LOS ANGELES

RKO Scr.
MEMPHIS

Rm.

1980

Vermont Ave.

S.

1

5

1

Vance Ave.

MILWAUKEE
Warner

Scr.

Rm.

clear that exhibitors will be
compelled to make the "voluntary prois

duction levy" permanent.
Chancellor
Gaitskell estimates that in a full year
producers will thereby garner an additional $7,000,000.
The question is
whether the poorer neighborhood theatres are capable of sustaining an additional penny increase in prices.

:00 a.m.

1

DENVER

Fox Scr. Rm.

Kinematograph Renters
meet with Eady soon but

I

DALLAS

Fox Scr. Rm.

talks.

it

1052 Broadway

BUFFALO

Para. Scr.

possible.

and

"HARD, FAST AND
BEAUTIFUL"

CHARLOTTE

Eady's recent talks with the CEA
pre-supposed that the plan would
be permanently integrated in the industry's fiscal pattern, but Chancellor

CEA

"SEALED CARGO"

ALBANY

Mo.

Eady Talks

INC.

TRADE SHOWINGS

1)

Exchequer would take a half-penny
from every penny increase in theatre

responding-

5

W.

212

Wisconsin Ave.

2:00 p.m.

MINNEAPOLIS
1015 Currie Ave.

Fox Scr. Rm.

NEW HAVEN
40 Whiting

Fox Scr. Rm.

St.

1

:00 p.m.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox Scr. Rm.

200

S.

Liberty St.

NEW YORK
RKO

Balaban Dinner
(Continued from page

1)

:

Joseph R. Vogel, Sol A. Schwartz, S. H.
Fred J
Schwartz,
George P.
Samuel Rinzler, Walter Reade,
Jr., Max A. Cohen, Leo Brecher, Edward
N.
Rugoff,
David
Weinstock,
Solomon
Strausberg, Joseph
M. Seider, Gus S.
Eyssell. A. J. Balaban, Robert Dowling.
Michael Ruden, Eric Johnston, Spyros P.
Skouras, Nicholas M. Schenck. Ned E.
Depinet,
Alfred
W. Schwalberg, Albert
Warner, Jack Cchn, Nate J. Blumberg,
Robert S.
Benjamin, Herman Robbins,
Steve Broidy. Bernard Kranze, Gael Sullivan, Arthur L. Maver.
Also, Robert M. Weitman. Dr. Allen B.
DuMont. Russell Holman, Richard Rodgers,

Hammerstein

Clarence

II.

Howard

S.

Derwent, Bert Lytell,
F. Walsh, James C:

Moss Hart, Richard

Petnllo, John Balaban, Y. Frank Freeman, William J. German, Joseuh H. Hazen.
Edwin L. Weisl. Charles L. O'Reilly, John
D. Hertz, Jr.. John Ringling North, Emil
Friedlatidet, Jack Alicoate, Martin Quigley,
Green. Ben Shlyen. Jay Emanuel,
Charles E. Lewis, Morton Sunshine. W. R.
Wilkerscn.

Abel

1270 Sixth Ave.
7th

2:30 p.m.

fl.

Fox Scr. Rm.

North Lee

St.

1502 Davenport

St.

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

250 N. 13th

St.

Mon.

4/16

2:30 p.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24

Mon.

4/16

1:30 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

3:00 p.m.

Tues.

4/24

Mon.

4/16 10:00 a.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:00 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:00 a.m.

St.

Tues.

4/17

2:30 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

1:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24

1st St. S.

Mon.

4/16

1:30 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

3:30 p.m.

Tues.

4/24

1:30 p.m.

St.

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24

2:00 p.m.

2318 2nd Ave.

Mon.

4/16

2:00 p.m.

Wed.

4/18

10:00 a.m.

Tues.

4/24

2:00 p.m.

212 N. Philips Ave.

Mon.

4/16 10:00 a.m.

Wed.

4/18

9:00 a.m.

Tues.

4/24

9:00 a.m.

Mon.

4/16 10:30 a.m.

Wed.

4/18 10:30 a.m.

Tues.

4/24 10:30 a.m.

10

OMAHA
Fox Scr. Rm.

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm.
PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

,

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

.

O'scar

Cullman.

—

OKLAHOMA

Building Fund, in which
Balaban
takes a personal interest.
Leonard H. Goldenson, Harry M.
Kalmine and Harry Brandt, chairmen of the testimonial committee,
have invited the following- to serve
with them
Fabian,
Skouras.

Rm.

Scr.

Preview Rm. B

2:30 p.m.

1

:30 p.m.

PORTLAND
Star Scr.

ST.

925 N.W. 19th Ave.

Rm.

LOUIS

RKO Scr. Rm.
SALT LAKE CITY

3143 Olive

Fox Scr. Rm.

216 East

SAN FRANCISCO
RKO Scr. Rm.

251

Hyde

I

I

1:30 a.m.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.

SIOUX FALLS
Hollywood Thea.

WASHINGTON
Film Center Scr.

Rm.
932

New

Jersey

Ave
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ELC

'Red' Probe
(Continued

f

rom page

had asked
had replied
him what he was and he
beer
conservationist,
that he was "a

that "perhaps one director'

said he

couldn't

directors

Committee he
Lees, who told the
and CosAbbott
several
had written

had never been
tello films, said he
about the
employer
any
by
questioned

front
Communist Party or Communist
never
organizations and that he had
of politbeen refused a job on grounds
affiliation.

First witness

row

is

Richard

scheduled for tomorCollins, who prom-

witness
ises to be a "cooperative"

Edward Bromberg was

J.

also slated to

appear tomorrow, but his attorney
his
asked the Committee to vacate
Bromberg
grounds
the
on
subpoena
the
had suffered a heart attack within
advised by
past month and had been
appearance behis physicians that an
bring on anfore the Committee could
John
Chairman
Committee
other
(D., Ga.) said the Commitwould make an investigation of
whether Bromits own to determine
berg is able to appear, and meanwhile

Wood

tee

extended the subpoena.
Also supposed to appear today was
Marc Lawrence. His attorneys in-

formed the Committee that Lawrence

with
in a California sanitarium
a mental and physical breakdown,
but that if he could be questioned on
the Coast, he was "prepared to answer
completely and honquestions
all
is

estly."

After the hearings, Rep. Velde (R.,
to the studios
themselves now to question the witnesses who refused to talk.
111.)

said

it

was up

Hayden Testimony Has
Employment Repercussion
Hollywood, April 11.—Bea Winnamed by Sterling Hayden as
the person who recruited him to Comters,

munist Party membership, has been
notified by Horizon Pictures, which
employed her as a stenographer several

port

up to Pathe Industries, not to

ties is

UA," this source stated.
The deal does include the pictures held by and committed to
ELC, however. This apparently
solves UA's immediate problem
of

product supply and consti-

tutes a successful consummation of efforts in this direction which started in February
immediately following the take-

over
the

of

UA

management by

Krim - Robert Benjamin Matthew Fox group. At that

time, talks were initiated looking to either a take-over of the
recently formed Lopert Film
Distributing Corp. or of a substantial portion of its product.

No agreement

could be reached

months ago,
for

work

that she is not to re"until the thing has

been cleared up." Abe Polonsky, also
named, who has been working on "The
Long Green" script for 20th CenturyFox on a week-to-week basis, has not
been available for comment and the
studio has issued no statement with
respect to his status so far.
Paramount, for whom Hayden recently appeared in "Flaming Feather,"
said the actor's testimony will not affect its release.

Meanwhile, Hayden returned to work
today in "Skid Row," an Anson Bond
independent production for 20th Century-Fox release. Bond issued the
"Any motion
statement,
following
picture producer must be regulated in
his decisions by public opinion, and

information
on the price to be paid Pathe Industries for ELC. The deal was nego-

There was no

cent appointees of theirs. Sevhowever, stating that they
had not been given any inkling
of future plans, said they as-

official

UA

entirely by Fox, who
tiated for
was described as having raised^ the
money required from "interesting" but
otherwise unidentified sources.

deal came not only as a surprise to the industry but also to many
and ELC. The
officials of both
negotiations were of short duration,
reportedly having been initiated only
last week, and were confined almost
exclusively to Fox, on the one hand,

The

UA

their

employment would

be terminated.

Eagle Lion figured in an abortive
merger with Film Classics last year
which, while it actually was consummated to all intents and purposes, was
contested at length over alleged non-

performance

of

MacMillen

details.

told the industry press only recently
that
was "in the black" and
hoped to continue to improve its financial position over a lengthy stretch
with the aid of innovations in distri-

ELC

.

Fox and Benjamin declined
ment on the deal yesterday

to

com-

in

view

scheduled press conference
with Krim. Fox had been scheduled
to join Krim on the Coast this week
prodto aid in the search for new
uct. Delaying his departure, Fox ap-

UA
product UA

parently found all the
use this year, or longer, right in

can

New

York.

—

Hollywood, April 11. United Artists president Arthur Krim left here
by plane tonight for

New

York.

UA Sets Four New York
Openings Within 4 Weeks

.

on the "promotion

1951

11.

—A

Thea-

delegation will

meet with National Production Authority officials tomorrow to protest
against illegal theatre building.
Originally, executive director Gael
Sullivan and his committee was slated

meet

to

with

NPA

administrator

Manly Fleischmann. However, Fleischmann said he would only have to
refer them to construction controls
division chief Rufe Newman, so the
group will take their complaints
directly to Newman.

TOA

TOA

on

FCC

(Continued from page 1)

present currency restrictions,
its in- under
releasing a total of 17 films
is
and
trade
but
ventory of feature
Major U. S. companies have not sent
conjecture was that he referred to
any new pictures to Argentina since
films produced in earlier years by
the restrictions were imposed.
in
ELC which may not be included
shortage of ELC product availthe deal. UA, it is assumed, will get
able for reissue was the chief reason
films
ELC
un-released
all current or
for the deal, Sam Seidelman, ELC
of its choice.
foreign sales head, said here yesterIt was apparent from Macestablished
companies,
day.
Other
statement that the
Millen's
longer in 'Argentina, had a larger
Eagle Lion studio, now a rental
back-log of films already on hand, he
lot, is not included in the deal.
said, while ELC had only 26 pictures
The ELC president gave no
in the country.
inkling of what is planned for
Seidelman said the IS films will be
home office executives and
drawn from ELC's regular release
other personnel, many of whom
Already released are "Tulsa,"
list.
were given new posts only re"Quartet" and "The Black Book," recently, such as Bernard Kranze,
titled as "The Reign of Terror." ''Red
distribution vice-president; MilShoes" will be released there in a
few days and all of the 15 films should
ton Cohen, general sales manabe in general release within six to
ger; Howard LeSieuer, advereight months, it was said.
tis'ng-publicity director, and retration

tre

bution and other economies.

MacMillen and Kenneth
and to
Starting with
"The Man from
Young, Pathe Industries president, on Planet X," United Artists has set
the other. It was reported that Robert openings within the past four weeks
R. Young, majority owner of Pathe in Broadway first-run theatres, for
Industries, came to New York from "The Scarf," at the Park Avenue
Palm Beach, Fla., for one day to Theatre; the world premiere of "The
approve the basic proposals.
First Legion," at Loew's State and
"Try and Get Me," at Brandt's
MacMillen's Announcement
Globe Theatre.
MacMillen's announcement stated
that "Pathe will henceforth concen- ELC-Argentina Deal
trate its motion picture activities in Calls for 15 Films
Pathe Laboratories, Eagle Lion StuEagle Lion Classics is the second
dios, 16mm. distribution through its
subsidiary. Pictorial Films, and the U. S. company to sign a deal with the
promotion of its inventory of feature Argentine government for the impor
also, Pathe will shortly an- tation of films and will supply 15 picfilms
nounce plans for entering the tele- tures, some British-made, for the mar
ket. Last June, United Artists signed
vision industry," MacMillen said.
a similar deal, under which little if
what
of
elaboration
no
was
There
permitted
MacMillen meant by future concen- any dollar return will be
.

Washington, April
Owners of America

eral,

sumed

12,

TOA, NPA to
Meet Today

of today's

then, however.

name.

ical

UA

(Continued from page 1)

by comAfter persistent questioning
Tayenner on
Frank
counsel
mittee
asked by any
whether he had ever been
'alleged acindustry official about his
organizafront
Communist
tivity in
that one pertions " Geer admitted
that the person had asked him but
believe
didn't
"he
son had also said
he added
everything he read." Later

the

Sold to

1)

"hysterical
termed all such questions
his refusal
pegging
emotional,"
and
rights under the
to answer on "my
protection
the
Amendment"—
Fifth
Lees inself-incrimination.
against
Amendvoked the First and Fifth
tend
might
answers
his
said
ments and
to incriminate him.

recall

Is

Thursday, April

'definitely tomorrow." The inference
was that they were unable to clear

the statement today.
At one point in the day it seemed
spokesman had won
that the
major concessions from the FCC at
officials implied
least, one of the
But some question was
as much.
raised later about this when Coy said
he could not say anthing and "at no

TOA

—

TOA

time will I say anything about what
I told them."

TOA

delegation consisted of
The
executive director Gael Sullivan, television consultant Nathan Halpern and
Marcus Cohn.
attorney
television
They had a lengthy session with Coy
in the morning, and apparently spent
the rest of the day trying, to clear the
statement.
(R.,
Meanwhile, Senator Wiley
Wise.) let loose with another blast
at the Commission, attacking the attempt "to browbeat the motion picture
industry so as to force it to allow its
stars to appear on television and to
force it to sell its movies to television."

In a statement inserted in the Congressional Record, Wiley said that
not only the Hollywood producers
were involved but some 17,000 theatres
throughout the country, mostly small
should not so
businesses. "The
lightly consider a grave action which

FCC

might, in effect, close down some or
those theatres," the Wisconsin Republican declared.

all

of

films,"

A

Yesterday, without the Committee's
knowledge, a portable television camera was used to film Sterling HayThe proceedings
den's testimony.

were not shown on

television simultaneously, but the film was shown last
Newsreel
night on several networks.
protested,
especially
photographers
and when the television photographer
showed up again today, Committee
counsel Frank Tavenner said he would
not be allowed to shoot.
Tavenner made it plain the ruling
stood only for today, and that the
Committee was prepared to review the
question.
.

SAG's Reagan Congratulates
Hayden for Honesty
Hollywood, April

11.

— Commenting

on Sterling Hayden's testimony before
the

House

Un-American

Activities

Committee, Screen Actors Guild presiobviously public opinion expressed in
the press coincides with that of Repre-

Newsreel, Video Ban

On

at Hearing
Washington, April

Still

ill.— Specific
sentative Moulder of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee that announcement was made at the openSterling Hayden is an intensely loyal ing of today's House Un-American
American citizen, and as such we are Activities Committee's hearings that
happy to welcome him back to our "for today" there would be no cameras
picture."

permitted

other

than

still

cameras.

dent Ronald Reagan said, "SAG congratulates Sterling Hayden on his
honesty and frankness. His testimony
confirms the fact that the SAG, with
the full support of more than 98 per
cent of Hollywood actors, defeated
Communist Party attempts to use the
guild for Communist aims."
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FCC Retreats
On 'Films for

TV

Statement

Now Says Film Industry
Should Make TV Shorts

—

The
Washington, April 12.
Federal Communications Commission

now

says

it

to

was referring

telefilms specifically produced for
vision when in its recent licensing
policy statement film companies were
warned to make their films, stars and
stories available for TV.

made by
Coy to a Theatre
America delegation,

This "clarification,"

chairman

Owners

of
specifically

exempts exhibitors
applying for TV facilities from
provisions of the policy state-

Furthermore, Coy said
ment.
the policy statement has no
connection whatsoever with the
coming theatre TV hearings.
Today's statement was not a
per

retreat

cent

100

from the previous

stand—it did not get the producers completely out from under the
Commission's frown. But it was considered to be a 100 per cent victory

FCC

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, APRIL

Film Finance Corp.
Investments Were
$13,362,239 in '50

Deal Will Put U. A.
Black' Immediately

'In

Sales Force S°l ves Company's Product Requirements for
__.
1951; Eliminates Need for New Financing
,
Kranze,
Dropped;
And Accomplished Without Cash Payment
Cohen May Join UA The purchase of Eagle Lion Classics, effective April 28, will put

ELC
_

—

United Artists into the black immediately will eliminate UA's need
of new financing to meet losses from recent and current operations
will satisfy the company's product requirements for the last half of
from what
this year, and will free the administrative heads of
would have been unlimited attention to these heretofore urgent
sales forces were relieved of their posiproblems, thus permitting them to
tions, effective immediately, in consedevote their major attention to
quence of the sale of ELC to United
more careful planning for the com;

Eagle Lion Classics district and
branch managers across the country
were advised in telegrams sent yesterday by company president William C.
MacMillen, Jr., that they and their

Film

April
Finance Corporation's report for the
year ending March 31, 1951, disclosed
that advances for film production were

London,

made totaling $15,362,239, including
$8,400,000 advanced to British Lion,
of which $1,394,224 has been repaid.
The report stated that provision had
been made for a possible $2,800,000
{Continued on page 3)

N. J. Allied Seeks
Pricing Speed -Up
New

Allied will address a
communication to distribution sales
managers asking that their pricing of
pictures be accelerated, Wilbur Simporganization president, reported
er,
here yesterday.
Snaper said it was "imperative that
film companies price pictures correctly
with much more speed than they have,
so that theatre owners may buy sooner and thus be able to take advantage

Jersey

{Continued on page 4)

UA

ELC

Artists.

Meanwhile, Bernard

G.

ELC

Kranze,

distribution vicepresident, and Milton E. Cohen,
manager, cut
sales
general
short field tours they had been
conducting and returned to
New York yesterday. It was reported that either or both may
as sales executives unjoin

UA

{Continued on page 4)

Deal Does Not

1952

and

Moreover, UA's purchase of

ELC

operations

pany's

Change Plans: Krim

in

thereafter.

was concluded without any cash outUnited Artists' purchase of Eagle lay.
Lion Classics, while taking care of
The' foregoing aspects of the deal
immediate problems and goals, does were related to the press here yesterpresident
not change UA's long range goal of day by Arthur B. Krim,
lining up a minimum of 24 "A" pro- Matthew Fox and Robert Benjamin,
ductions for release next year and re- Krim's associates in the new
establishing the company as a spe- management
William Heineman and
icalist in quality product, Arthur B. Max Youngstein, vice-presidents, and
Krim, president, told a trade press Seymour Peyser, general counsel.

UA

UA

;

Collins

Names 17

'Reds' in Industry

—

Screen
Washington, April 12.
writer Richard Collins, who admitted
he had been a Communist Party member for nine years, today gave to the

House
12.— The

TEN CENTS

1951

ELC

_

{Continued on page 3)

13,

Committee

on

Un-American

Activities the names of 17 industry
{Continued on page 21)

interview here yesterday.
deal fits into the
"The

ELC

first

phase of our program, which is to
stem the losses the company has been
experiencing and turn it into a profit
without waiting for

new product

to

get into distribution," Krim said.
"While the deal is very important
to us," he added, "it does not change
our permanent goal in any way, nor

does

it

have any

effect

whatever on

{Continued on page 4)

Noting that they were pledged
to secrecy by Pathe Industries'

the

officials,

ELC

parent comsale, the

pany which made the

UA

executives declined to an-

swer questions concerning the
Trade estipurchase price.
mates, however, place it variously at between $2,000,000 and
$2,500,000.

Fox,

who

engineered what

is

quickly

coming

COMPO

Support Spurts;
Seen 'Set to Go Soon
'

A

new enthusiasm for the goals of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations is being manifested by exhibitors throughout the country in the
form of spirited messages urging the
need for early activation of its program, accompanied by contributions
which, when duplicated by distributors, will aggregate a substantial sum,
Robert W. Coyne, special counsel for
reported yesterday.

COMPO,

Locally,

augurated

COMPO

a

by

campaign has been inRobert J. O'Donnell,

treasurer, to stimulate paydues by national
of
circuits with headquarters here and
among operators of large independent
{Continued on page 4)

ment

COMPO

National Paramount
Sales Meet April 26
Paramount will hold its annual national sales meeting on April 26-28 at
the Warwick Hotel, New York, it was
announced here yesterday by A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp.
Scheduled to attend the session are
home office and studio executives, division and branch managers and the
company's special field representatives.
Product discussions will include an
analysis of films from a merchandising

standpoint.

to be regarded in the trade as
one of the most spectacular and interesting deals to be consummated in the
industry in many years, told the press

that it was "not a cash deal" but that
"the committment is, of course, properly secured." He said
has three
{Continued on page 4)

UA

NPA

Hints Tighter

Curbs on Building
Washington, April
—Rufe New12.

man, head of the National Production
Authority's building controls section,
told Gael Sullivan, executive director
of the Theatre Owners of America,

and TOA Washington representative
A. Julian Brylawski that still tighter
curbs are being considered on theatre
building.
The TOA officials gave

Newman

TOA

detailed

complaints

members against

from

illegal theatre

{Continued on page 21)
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The major newsreels

yes-

terday had in many theatres
the story of President Truman's dismissal of General
MacArthur. Also in the reels
was the story of Truman's
address to the nation Wednesday night. The story was carried by Telenews Digest over
television yesterday and a
more comprehensive coverage
will be contained in the Telenews reel reaching theatres

TAMES MULVEY,

president of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, is
due to return to his office here on
Monday from Florida.

«J

Philip Gerard, Universal Pictures
Eastern publicity manager, accompanied by Jerome M. Evans, home office
exploitation

were in
from New

representative,

Washington

yesterday

Quimby, head of M-G-M
subjects and producer of MG-M cartoons, plans to remain in Europe for a month after the end of the
Fred

to-

morrow.
•

Mori Krushen, United
ploitation

from

New

manager,
York.

in

is

Artists ex-

"Captain Horatio
of
Hornblower" at the Warner Theatre
in Leicester Square as the government
gave special permission to floodlight
the theatre's facade, after a winterlong ban on all external lighting.

opening

The

occasion became London's most
orchidaceous since the Royal Per-

formance of "The Mudlark" last November.
The presence of Princess
Margaret brought thousands to the
streets and required special police
reinforcements.
Accompanying the
Princess were Lord Mountbatten and

Mrs. Alice Thompson, publisher
and editor of Seventeen magazine, is
scheduled to address the Women's Advertising Club of St. Louis on Mon-

relations department, is due to
speak today before the Rotary Club at
Sanford, Me.

tor

due to sail from
Cherbourg, France, for New York on
Saturday aboard the S. S. Queen

M-G-M

cir-

Oboler, producer-writer,
is

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

is

Elizabeth.

__
SPENCER

TRACY

•

Santana Productions,
York on business.

in

New

scheduled

arrive

to

di-

here

Harry Levine,

booker

for

United Paramount Theatres, has
here for Chicago and the Coast.
•

left

arrive
Coast.

here

on

ELIZABETH

JOAN
•

BENNETT

•

TAYLOR

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Spectacular Stage Presentation

plus

talent

producer,

is

Paramount presents
THE

MATING
SEASON

due to

Monday from

the

GENE TIERNEY • JOHN LUND
MIRIAM HOPKINS -THELMA RITTER

•

Harry Goldstein, Allied Artists
exploiteer in the East, has returned to

New York

Monday from Hollywood.

is

•

Edward Small,

___

Rockefeller Center

'FATHER'S LITTLE
DIVIDEND''

Les Kaufman, West Coast repre-

David Diamond, producer, has arrived here by plane from England and
leaves for Washington soon.
•

Arch

NEW YORK THEATRES

•

Stan Laurel

sales

rector,

policies.

•

sentative for

representative, is due to
leave here Tuesday for Gloversville,
N. Y., for conferences with Schine
executives.
cuit

sales

day.

Pittsburgh

•

Richard A. Harper,

the

of

George J. Schaefer, president of the
Stanley Kramer Distributing Corp.,
will supervise the creation of a special publicity, exploitation and advertising unit to handle "Cyrano de Bergerac" in England, France and Germany, he reported here yesterday.
He will leave here Sunday by plane
to undertake this task and to set up

M. Richey, head

United Nations Film Conference

—

of

Maurice N. Wolf, assistant to H.
of M-G-M's exhibi-

•

special.

London, April 12. Glamor-starved
London turned out here tonight for

di-

America, returned here yesterday from
Washington.

York.

short

For 'Hornblower'

SULLIVAN, executive
GAEL
rector
the Theatre Owners
•

today.
All of the major reels released the film as a full

London Lights Up

'Cyrano' Promotional
Unit Due for Europe

Personal Mention

MacArthur

Story in
Newsreels
Current
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M

STERLING

;

i

MITCHELL LEISEH p.adacm
Midnight Feature
Nightly

from Washington.

record

Settle Ill-Million ArnallSeesMcGrath,

week!

his wife.

Also attending were "top brass"
from the Royal Navy and the American fleet, including Lord Fraser, First
Sea Lord, and the complete London
staff of the U. S. Navy.
Others were
Mrs. Clement Attlee, Ambassador
Walter Gifford and half of London's
diplomatic corps.
All proceeds from tonight's showing
of the Warner production will go to
King George's Fund for Sailors.
Critics gave the picture "rave" reviews, describing it as a superb example of Anglo-American cooperation.
Many said if this be how Hollywood
operates in Britain, let Denham become a Los Angeles suburb, or vice
versa. Even newspapers, jaundiced by
_

the appointment of an

American ad

miral to the Atlantic command, con
cede that Gregory Peck, the film's
star, gives Britian back its navy.

RKO

and Rathvon

Conclusion of a deal whereby
will

distribute

Over $11,000,000 worth
brought

'Nothing Specific'

of anti-trust

by

exhibitors against
distributors were reported yesterday
to have been settled out of court resuits

cently.

One of these actions, brought in November, 1949, by Ancore Amusement
Corp. in U. S. District Court here,
sought $9,124,500 treble damages from

dismissed without prejudice.

RKO Theatres in

"Happy Go

15

it

New

A Year

—

Toronto, April 12. Famous PlayLucky," which was produced by Mar
ers Canadian Corp. in the past year
eel Hellman in Britain, is announced
by Ned E. Depinet, RKO Pictures added 15 new units, six regular theatres and nine drive-ins, it was anpresident, and N. Peter Rathvon, who
nounced here by J. J. Fitzgibbons,
financed the production.

FPC

president.

of five

Chicago, April 12. Another Chicago area drive-in will open tomorrow,
the ABC at 147th Street and Western

accomplished.

the 11th outdoor theatre now in operation here. It will play first-run single
features.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

With

more regular

11th Chicago Drive-in

—

—

Washington, April 12. Attorney
General McGrath said today that Ellis
Arnall, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
had "no specific complaints or requests" when he called at the Justice

A Columbia

Picture

Department yesterday.
Arnall had said in New York on
Tuesday that he had made a date to
distributors and certain circuits for meet with the
Attorney-General in
alleged violation of anti-trust laws.
Washington for a discussion of the exThe other settled suit was filed in tent to which the "delays" in divorcethe same court in June, 1949, by ment have, as he described it,
dissiBeathcorp, Inc., against distributors pated many of the benefits which
orand some exhibitors and sought $2,- iginally were expected from the con250,000 treble damages for alleged sent decrees.
anti-trust violations.
Arnall did mention that "his clients
Both actions were settled by stipu- had a continuing interest in our film
lations executed by attorneys for the suits," McGrath declared,
but added
respective parties, and the actions were that "he did not get specific at all

FPC Added

In Deal for Film
Pictures

In Trust Actions

the completion

theatres,

FPCs

postwar construction program will be

The company's net for
$3,529,514, an increase
over 1949, it was said.
are $29,000,000; earned
listed at $16,636,000.

1950 totaled
of $457,000
Total assets
surplus was

was mostly social."
McGrath said he suggested

that Arnall stop in and get acquainted with
anti-trust chief H. Graham Morison,
but didn't know whether he had.

Pickman

to

Canada

The

In line with his recently-announced
policy of getting out into the field
frequently,
Jerry
Pickman,
Paramount's national director of advertising-publicity,

is

due

to

leave

for

Canada today to meet with Dominion
exhibitors.
Pickmen will spend the
weekend huddling with Dave Griesdorf and Larry Graburn of Odeon
Theatres, J. J. Fitzgibbons and James
Nairn of Famous Players Canadian
Corp.

MAN

from

4>

PlANETj\
Brandt's

MAY FAIR
7th Ave.

"Producer has
back-to-back!
solid impact!"

& 47th

St.

^

himself aces
suspense,
Genuine

dealt

— MP
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Second Mono. Regional Sales
Meeting Set for April 27-28

Film Corp.
(Continued from page

I)

British Lion loss and a possible loss
of $1,400,000 for other companies.
During the year advances were made
on 38 films, nine through loans to
distributors and 29 through loans to
producers.
total of 101 films have
been assisted through production loans
since the government corporation was
established.
managing direcJ. H. Lawrie,
tor, estimated that $1,400,000 is likely
to be repaid during the current year

A

FFC

but he said, "Funds are running out
again, although there is enough left
to finance likely projects until well
into the

He

summer."
however,

added,

that "unless
available when present
funds are fully invested the corporation very soon will be compelled to
reject most applications irrespective of
merit."

money

made

is

Report Claims
Lawrie's report claimed the corporation eliminated much production

extravagance
and
also
improved
budgeting and cost-control methods.

He

said that restrictive practices of
the technicians' union keep up costs
and added that costs cannot be reduced
much further without damage to quality.

The report said that of 26 government-assisted films now completing
release, 12 are likely to make profits.
Lawrie defended the group production scheme and denied the allegation
that the scheme means the end of independent
production
outside
the
group.
The report agreed that the gap between ordinary production costs and
box-office receipts is still wide but
claimed that the Corporation's costcontrol and new methods of financing
"should make film production once
more an attractive field for the private
investor."
The report concludes by emphasizing the statement made in last year's
report that "whatever the corporation may be able to do, its financial
operation cannot be more than a measure of expediency.
Lending money
won't bridge the gap between income

and expenditure."

subsequent

a

interview

today,

Lawrie agreed that if the government
wants the film financing experiment
continued more money must be pro-

He

vided.

refused to anticipate the

government's decision in this regard
but emphasized the Budget's extension
of the Eady plan and enlargement of
the production pool.
Many observers
here think the government will ultimately integrate the Eady pool with
the

FFC.

Lawrie concluded the press conference by saying, "We can do a great
deal to keep costs down but there's
no way to compel audiences to see
the pictures

FCC

we

help."

Postpones Dates

Washington,
eral

April 12.— The FedCommunications Commission has

postponed several of the dates in it c
proceedings on reallocation of the
and allocation of
televi-

VHF
sion

UHF

channels.

The

Monogram

will hold its second remeeting at the Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs, April
27-28, it was announced yesterday by
general sales manager Morey Gold-

gional

sales

stein.

Branch managers, salesmen and
bookers from West of Chicago will attend.
Harold Wirthwein, Western
sales manager, will be accompanied by
manager, Si Borus. Mel
Coast district manager and
Howard Stubbins, West Coast franchise holder, will also attend.
Goldhis contract

Hulling,

who

will preside at the meeting,
will leave here on April 23 with stopovers in Chicago and Denver.
stein,

Steve

Broidy,

president,

1)

exhibitors are concerned,
and perhaps a 75 per cent or 80 per
cent victory for the industry as a
as

Steve Broidy, president of Allied
Artists and Monogram, and Harold
Mirisch, vice-president, left here last
night for Milwaukee, where they will
attend funeral services for Charles
Trampe, company franchise holder in
the Milwaukee territory and head of
the franchise holders committee.
Trampe died Monday morning following a lingering illness. The services will be held today.
Broidy and
Mirisch will return to
York over
the weekend.

New

Mono.-Allied Artists to Issue
'Streamlined Press Books'

tion's

television

activities.

The

Approved Announcement

meeting on Sunday and Monday at
Chicago's Stevens Hotel. Fromkess
and the franchise holders were supposed to finance jointly on a 50-50

TOA

director
Gael
Sullivan,
television
consultant Nathan
Halpern and' television attorney Marcus Cohn was actually held yesterday
morning. 'The
delegation then
prepared the statement but could not
get Coy to clear it until this morn-

TOA

ing.

The approved announcement

says

during the informal conference,
Coy stated the following
"1. The FCC report was not intended to and did not in any way have
any connection whatsoever with theatre television and the hearings to be
held on the allocation of a portion of
the radio spectrum for theatre television.

The

practices of motion picture
in the report
were not intended to and did not in
fact have any reference to practices
of exhibitors.
The paragraph has no
relationship to any television broadcasting application now pending or
which may be filed in the future by
exhibitors.
"3. As the Commission has stated
"2.

executive in charge of the organiza-

TOA

The meeting between Coy and
executive

that

Broidy, Mirisch to Milwaukee
For Charles Trampe Services

'

project in which he would have
headed up production for a new production - distribution company
composed of 16 former PRC franchise
holders, announced six weeks ago by
Fromkess, has been placed in abeyance
for the present.
The new firm, to be called United
Pictures, was to be launched at a

whole.

and vice-

president Harold J. Mirisch will address the meeting.

Retreats

(Continued from page
far

—

Hollywood, April 12. Leon Fromwhose contract with Samuel
Goldwyn Productions will expire on
Saturday, will join the Music Corporation of America on Monday as

kess,

FCC
as

Fromkess in Charge
Of MCA TV Dep t.

companies referred to

basis.

on several occasions,

it

will judge

theatres."

Following a series of meetings here
with Morey Goldstein, Monogram-Allied Artists general sales mafiager,

John C. Flinn, advertising-publicity director, announced yesterday that in
the future the companies would issue
streamlined pressbooks.
"There'll be no more eye wash, but
a special^ emphasis will be placed on
exploitation to help the exhibitor get
more patrons into his theatre." "In
this manner," Flinn added, "we'll be
able to devote more time and preparato our
supplementary sections
aimed at the drive-in theatres and for

tion

date for filing
comments has been put off from Apri'
23 to May 7. Replies can be filed ur
until May 22 rather than May 8 and
the hearing will be held on June 11
rather than May 23.

Change

of

Rank Unit

Name
in

for

Canada

Toronto, April 12.— The

latest

re-

organization move in the J. Arthur
Rank organization in the Dominion is
the change in company name of Eagle-

Lion Films of Canada, Ltd., to J.
Arthur Rank Film Distributors (Canada) Ltd.
The change announced by general

manager Frank H. Fisher is intended
to remove the confusion in connection
with the release of Eagle-Lion product from the United States, it was
explained here. Fisher stated that the
parent company in Britain is now J.
Arthur Rank Overseas Film Distributors, Ltd. He said no changes in Canadian personnel are being made.

'Monte Cristo' at
"The Sword

May fair

Monte

Cristo." first
picture to be filmed in the new Supercinecolor process, will have its first
of

New York

showing Saturday, April
Mayfair Theatre. The pican Edward L. Alperson producis being released by 20th
Cen-

21, at the

ture,
tion,

tury-Fox.

FLASH

Film Daily applauds
"Strong, gripping, socks
!

on

a case-to-case basis the qualifications
of applicants for television stations
who have been involved in the violation of anti-trust laws or practices
which tend toward violation of such
laws.
"Chairman Coy further expressed
the hope that motion picture producers would produce more films specially for television while continuing
produce feature films designed
to
solely for theatrical exhibition. Chairman Coy recognized that television
broadcasting's needs for films to fit
advertising time segments call for special
film product rather than film
features
designed
specifically
for

sectional campaigns."

Need More Money
At

3

"THE SCARF"
home

story!"

as
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Sales Force
(Continued from page

der William

J.

ELC

Deal Puts

UA
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Black'

'In

Pathe

Heineman,

dis-

years in which to pay the purchase
tribution vice-president. HeineHe confirmed reports that the
price.
man said a decision may be
deal includes a 10-year contract for
made Monday.
UA's printing work with Pathe LaboMacMillen, who is also a vice-presi- ratories, which he estimated would
the
latter
business
for
represent
dent of Pathe Industries, parent company which disposed of ELC, is ex- amounting to $1,200,000 to $1,300,000
annually.
The contract, however,
pected to continue in that capacity
calls for negotiation of charges on a
after the sale is finalized on April 28.
competitive basis, assuring
of obAdditionally, he is a director of Pathe
taining
benefit
prevailing
printthe
of
Films,
Labortories and of Pictorial
ing rates.
Inc., the remaining Pathe Industries
The first approach to Pathe Indussubsidiaries. The latter handles 16mm.
officials concerning UA's
distribution, upon which, MacMillen tries-ELC
Pathe will concentrate. purchase of ELC was made by Fox
has said,
Frank Soule is Pictorial's president. last Friday at 5 :30 P.M. The negoFuture arrangements with respect tiators got down to work in earnest

UA

1)

The

ELC

Sam

L.

Seidelman,

manager, were not

ELC

foreign

at 3 :00

clarified yesterday,

Suit
triple-dam-

$15,000,000

age anti-trust action which
and
Classics
Eagle
Lion
Pathe Industries have had
pending against Loew's and
RKO Theatres, will be carried alone by Pathe now that
ELC has been bought by
United Artists, ELC's legal
department reported yesterday. The suit charges that
ELC product was excluded
from the New York market
as a result of collusion between the two circuits and

accomplishes
deal
stated the
those objectives in one stroke.
still can use
It was stated that
"good pictures" for its 1951 release
schedule, but the urgency as well as
the necessity of obtaining them is eliminated. The management plans to concentrate almost wholly on its previously announced goal of lining up 24
"A" picture for 1952 release. Krim
was on the Coast on that mission when
deal was concluded and flew
the
back here yesterday for the press conference.
He will return to the Coast
in a week to complete the negotiations
he had initiated and to launch others.
Fox will accompany him this time. He
had been scheduled to join Krim last
deal
Friday when the
was
broached, but remained to close it.
Krim was former president of

UA

ELC

P.M. last Monday and the deal
ELC
was signed at 3 :00 P.M. Wednesday.
an outright purchase of
lie is scheduled to confer today with The deal is
ELC
UA principal. 100 per cent of ELC's stock, and is not Heineman and Youngstein, former
Benjamin,
Robert
It is
Seidelman disavowed concern for his a merger, it was pointed out.
vice-presidents, and Benjamin, former
own future when interviewed yester- complete in all respects now but the director and general counsel.
28
effective
date
to
alApril
was
set
day, but asserted that it would make
The UA officials said that
him unhappy to find that the workers low for performances of all the necessary physical details which will take
in his unit were left without jobs.
while there is no obligation unELC's foreign operations, which go that long to wind up, Fox said.
der the deal for UA to do so,
As previously reported, the ELC
over to UA under the sale, have been
"the best" of ELC's personnel,
operating profitably; UA's, on the exchanges and personnel are not infrom executives to exchange
to

RKO

Loew's,
(Continued from page

1)

Continue

to

eight distributors.
Defendants are scheduled
to turn over their box-office
records by May 1 for pre-trial

examination by the

plaintiffs.

;

other hand, have not, although this
was a circumstance rooted mainly in
the general financial and product unprior to the take-over
certainty at
of the company by the Arthur KrimBenjamin-Matthew Fox group.

UA

cluded in the deal,

ELC's

help, will be fitted into the

Also as previously
essentially a product

liabilities.

reported,
deal,

nor are any of

it

is

UA taking over

ELC

all

product.

Howard

number of pictures involved.
advertising- Heineman, however, indicated that it
the total

scene.

LeSieur,

ELC

publicity director, and Bernard Kamber, publicity manager, were unable
to indicate yesterday how the company's sale would affect them. The

former does not have an employment
contract, but when he joined ELC

UA

adlast Jan. 1 upon resigning as
publicity chief, he made an arrangement which provides for at least seven

weeks' severance pay, he said.
Lige Brien resigned as ELC exploitation manager on Tuesday, a day before the surprise announcement of the
sale. He said yesterday that he will
but could not be more spejoin
Meanwhile, he will continue
cific.

could be "several hundred."

50

Of that number, he estimated,
or more pictures have not

liquidated;
completely
been
about eight or nine others have
been delivered by producers
and are awaiting release and
three or four others are committed to the company and
nearly ready for delivery.

This product from ELC, including
that

currently

in

release,

together

with UA's own releases already lined
up through June, are capable of producing sufficient revenue to put
with ELC until April 28, and will into the black immediately, as well as
supervise the opening in Houston on solving its release problem for the balofficials said.
the 27th of "Oliver Twist," which is ance of this year, the
one of the 100- or more films which ELC currently is operating in the
acquires from ELC under the black and has been for several recent
purchase arrangement.
months.
Another ELC promotional employee
has been
On the other hand,
is Ruth Coswho will transfer to
deeply in the red for many months
grove, radio-and-magazine contact.
and was described by Krim only reOthers of the company's employes,
cently as "on the verge of bankwhether executives or secretaries and ruptcy" when his management group
clerks, were uncertain about ther futook over in February. Its most urture employment. These included Jogent problems since have been to stem'
assistant,
seph Sugar, Kranze's top
the losses, line up new product and
who nevertheless may be one of those get it into release, all the while lookposts, it was said.
selected for
ing for additional cash for payrolls and

UA

UA

UA

A

UA

UA

other current operations.

Krim on

ELC

am

1)

carrying
on with independent producers on the
Coast. The ELC deal merely makes
possible for us to plan for that
it
goal more carefully than would have
been possible otherwise."
Revealing that the ELC deal came
as a surprise even to him, Krim told
reporters that while he had promised
them "progress reports at intervals,
I wasn't expecting the next to come
so soon."

which

I

was

flatly

is

UA

UA

part

as

the

of

ELC

Benjamin, president of the
Rank Organization here, pointed out
that more than 50 exhibition contracts
already have been made by ELC and
these presumably will have to be performed.
April 22 Set for Opening
Here of U.A.'s 'The Scarf

The New York premiere
take place

of

"The

at

Avenue
was announced here yesterday frv
William J. Heineman, United Artists
it

vice-president in charge of distribution.
I. G. Goldsmith, producer of "The
Scarf" will arrive here from Holly
wood on Sunday to attend the Phila
delphia world premiere of the produc
tion on April 20,

Max

Youngstein,

it

Sound Equipment
Check Begun Abroad
K.
Los Angeles, April
—theJohnAltec
12.

chief engineer of
Lansing Corp., is currently in Europe
on an extensive study of foreign production and engineering in the sbund
equipment field, the company reports
Hilliard,

was announced by

here. Hilliard, who flew to London,
will study sound methods in France,
Spain, Italy, Germany, Austria, Bel-

gium, Holland and Denmark.

the

Italo-American

recommendations
delegates

"We

is

said that
optimistic

COMPO

officials

and becoming active participants.
feel that that problem is now re-

solved," he said.

COMPO

A

board
meeting of the
implement the new organizational
setup will be scheduled soon for late

to
in

May.

N.

Allied

J.

(Continued from page 1)
of an

availability."

In a bulletin to

members he admonished
asleep on this or you will

organization

"Don't

fall

find yourself playing last run in the
territory."

Allied

president
bid for a
"We no longer can wait for what they (the companies) call 'experience' on a picture,
before they know what to do with it."
He told the members that in view
of the sudden influx of drive-ins in the
state,
regular theatre owners must
make the most of their availabilities,
and must date pictures wisely and
with an eye towards the best use of
the films.

reference

to the
speed-up in pricing, that

On
film

talks here were scheduled to end yes
terday, it was decided that there will
be need for further meetings today to
iron out some technicalities embodied

Italian

COMPO

in

NAB to Hear Panel

More Italo-US Talks

in

like

UA advertising vice

president.

Although the

looks

The New Jersey

the Park
Theatre on Sunday, April 22

will

was

way now," Coyne

its

said,

Deal

(Continued from page
the negotiations

It

Also to be decided

prov-

about the prospects of every affiliate of Theatre
Owners of America supporting COM-

poduct.

Scarf"

"It 'really

Coyne

be

to

it

s totted

are most

"Oliver

comes to

UA

UA

name remains

is

COMPO

will continue the release
Twist," controversial J.
Arthur Rank picture with an alleged
characterization,
which
anti-Semitic
of

ing

very soon now."

on continuing or drop-

ELC

made by UA.
whether

O'Donnell's drive
impressively productive,

in progress,

PO

decision

Although only a few days

circuits.

observed.
"We have received scores of enthusiastic replies and checks for substantial
amounts as a result of 150 letters sent
out by O'Donnell only last week. Industry spirit is high now and there is
every reason to believe it will remain
should be set to go
so.

tracts.

ping the

Support

(Continued from page 1)

on

organization wherever openings
exist.
Other ELC personnel
will find places with the existing and continuing activities of
Pathe Industries but it was
clear that, the large numerical
majority of the approximately
1,000 nationwide employes will
be let out.
Pathe Industries
will assume liability for contracts and obligations of ELC,
other than distribution con-

Yet not even Heineman, who until
six weeks ago was distribution viceD. J. Malamed, ELC treasurer, is president of ELC and now occupies
also assistant treasurer of Pathe In- that post in UA, nor Peyser, who handustries, and presumably will continue dled the legal details of the deal,
in the latter post after ELC departs could furnish an accurate estimate of

from the

UA

COMPO

will

which

make

to

the
their

government, it was reported yesterday
by the Motion Picture Association of
America. The Italian delegates are
scheduled to depart for Rome tomorrow.

'Films for

TV

9

—A

Washington", April 12.
panel
discussion of films for television will
feature the last day of the convention
of the National Association of Radio
and Television Broadcasters, to be
held in Chicago next week.
The film panel will be held Thursday. The chairman will be George
Shupert, vice-president of Paramount
Television Productions. Panel members will include Charles R. Brown
of Bing- Crosby Enterprises.
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to sail the sea;
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the West,
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He'll
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Boy,
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he'll
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He busted a window
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Boys need a kindly smile or friendly
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'When I Grow Up' Picture
Of Unique Family Love
I Grow Up," which will open
at the
Theatre,
a story told in flashback of the very special love children and their
parents have for each other through the generations. Written for the
screen and directed by Michael Kanin, it was produced by S. P. Eagle
for Eagle Lion release, and stars Bobby Driscoll, Robert Preston,
Martha Scott, Charley Grapewin

"When

is

PUBLICITY
The Cast
Denny Reed (Modern Sequence)
Father Reed
Mother Reed
Grandpa Reed
Bobo

Horizon Productions present Bobby Driscoll, Robert Preston,
Martha Scott and Charley Grapewin in "When
Grow Up."
Written and Directed by Michael Kanin. Produced by S. P.
Eagle. Released through Eagle Lion.

the star of "Treasure
Island," plays a youngster in the
modern sequences with Elizabeth
Fraser and Henry Morgan as his
parents. In the flashback, Miss
Scott and Preston are the parents. To accomplish the transition,
it was necessary that he let his
hair grow so that he would look
like an eleven year old of 1880.
This sequence was filmed first.
When his hair was cut and he did
the modern story, it was not possible to revert and shoot footage
of the flashback.

Bobby,

Grapewin,

who

I

The Story
(Not for Publication)

When Denny Reed

They

parents,

it

sets

musing, prompted by reading Grandfather's
and love between parents
and children are basically the same through all generations.
It is this same understanding which Grandfather then conveys
to the Reeds that unites them as a warm, happy family.
It is

diary,

film.

cial.

and
Grand-

Driscoll) gets into trouble

father Reed (Charley Grapewin) to thinking about his youth
and we are taken back to the 1890's when he, as a boy
(Bobby Driscoll), gave his parents (Robert Preston and Martha
Scott) plenty of cause for worry.

cele-

Kanin, in writing and directing
I Grow Up, said, "I wanted
to demonstrate that the small
problems and the great love of
parents and children is an unchanging quality. Every generation thinks its problems are spe-

(Bobby

revolts against the discipline of his

brated his 81st birthday on the
set, is Bobby's grandfather in the
modern sequence, with Bobby
playing the role of his own grandfather for the early portion of the

"When

MARTHA SCOTT
CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
POODLES HANNEFORD

The Credits

and introduces the great equestrian clown, Poodles Hanneford.

Charley

BOBBY DRISCOLL
BOBBY DRISCOLL
ROBERT PRESTON

Josh Reed

Mat IB
Bobby

Still

through

we

this

learn that the problems

HP-Adv 12

befriended by
the world-famous equestrian clown,
Poodles Hanneford, in the new
film
will

aren't."

Driscoll

"When

I

is

Grow Up," which

open

at the

Theatre.

Producer Eagle Pleased By
Picture's Universal Story
Motion picture producer S. P. Eagle and the noted director John
Huston are partners in Horizon Productions, the company for whom
the writer-director Michael Kanin filmed "When I Grow Up," the
Eagfle Lion release which opens
at the
Theatre.
Eagle, producer of such films
as "Tales of Manhattan," "The
Stranger" and "We Were Strangers," has specialized in the typically American
quality of its
theme. In casting Bobby Driscoll,

Film Family
The Kanin family

really seems
have the entertainment world
Martha Scott, Robert Preston and sewed
up. Michael Kanin wrote
Charley Grapewin in "When I
and
directed Eagle Lion's story of
Grow Up," S. P. Eagle was fulfill-

ing a long-time ambition: the telling of a story that could speak for
all America in its universality of
appeal.

"When

I

Grow Up"

is

the story

boy and his family, through
three generations. It demonstrates
that the loves and the strifes of a
family group are not restricted by
time or place and that through
all the troubles of a family relationship runs love.
of a

Eagle Lion Section

to

youthful nostalgia, "When I Grow
Up," which will open
at the
Theatre. His brother, Garson Kanin, is the author of "Born
Yesterday" and a writer-director
of other successes. Michael's wife,
Faye Kanin, wrote the successful
"Goodbye, My Fancy." As an
added clincher, Michael Kanin's
sister-in-law, Ruth Gordon, actress
and author, wrote the hit "Over
21."

"WHEN

I

Mat 2B

Still

HP-2

A

group of the 1890's make up the flashback seat the
Grow Up," which will open
Theatre. Reading from left to right are Sherry
Jackson, Robert Preston, Marsha Scott and Bobby Driscoll.
typical family
quence in "When I

GROW

UP"

Page Thirteen
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1

Grow Up'

Gowns Made
Absentia

'In

Designer Norma Koch has had
some unique assignments during

Grapewin Hails
Role as 'Tops'
Charley Grapewin feels that his
performance as "Gramps" in S. P.
Eagle's

production

Grow Up," which

will

of

"When

I

open

Theatre, provides
best film character
he has ever portrayed. This is
high praise coming from the man

at

9

the

him with the

whose performance in "Grapes of
Wrath" won him the highest critical praise. Working with Bobby
Driscoll, Martha Scott and Robert
Preston, Charley is the patriarch
of the family. The 81-year-old
actor does not like to be called
"Charles." Claimed his name is
and always has been "Charley,"
when Director Michael Kanin
made the mistake of addressing
him more formally.

her professional career, but the
most unusual was on the S. P.
Eagle production "When I Grow
at the
Up," which will open
Theatre
through Eagle
Lion release.
Leading lady Martha Scott was
signed for her role while appearing on the stage in New York, and
was to appear before the cameras
the day of her arrival in Hollywood wearing period clothes vintage 1890.
Consulting with Director Michael Kanin and cameraman Ernest
Laszlo,
Miss
Koch
delivered
sketches for every costume change
required for the action of the
script. Then armed with a memorandum of Miss Scott's measurements, she raised a sure scissor
at the entire wardrobe.

—

24-Hour Delivery

Harmoni-cue

Twenty-four hours later three
George Fields, world renowned complete gowns were delivered to
harmonica soloist, makes his mo- the set. Miss Scott changed into
tion picture debut behind the the one required for her first
scenes in S. P. Eagle's production scene. It fit perfectly, and the picof "When I Grow Up," an Horizon ture progressed without delay.
Later in the day Miss Koch met
Production for Eagle Lion release,
which will open
at the Miss Scott who commented with
Theatre. The main musi- a twinkle, "You're a wizard. For
cal theme, from the score by Jer- years I've been standing for cosome Moross, utilizes the har- tume fittings and now I find out
monica as a solo instrument. This it can all be done with a set of
was the idea of writer-director measurements, while the torso
Michael Kanin who feels that the takes it easy."
Miss Koch is still pinching herharmonica is a truly American
self.
All those gray hairs she
musical instrument.
Fields
worked for fourteen grew worrying about whether or
hours recording the harmonica not her clothes would please the
solos for the film which stars star, and not a single change was
Bobby Driscoll, Robert Preston, required. She is looking forward
Martha Scott, Charley Grapewin to a future association with
and introduces the equestrian Martha Scott, whose co-stars in
"When I Grow Up" are Bobby
clown, Poodles Hanneford.
Driscoll, Robert Preston, Charley
Grapewin and the famed equestrian clown Poodles Hanneford.

Still HP-13
Mat 2C
Bobby Driscoll celebrates his birthday in the nostalgic drama "When
Theatre.
at the
I Grow Up," which will open
Sherry Jackson and Martha Scott are the other participants in the

celebration.

6

hen

Grow Up'

I

Joy, Sorrow of
I

Grow Up," which opened
Martha

Driscoll,

one along the nostalgic path of the old swimming hole, the fights
with the kid sister and the artful
ways of dodging the affectionate greatest equestrian clown, appears
with his family in a well delinediscipline of parents in short, all
ated circus sequence.
the joys and sorrows of growing
up. Written and directed by Michael Kanin, who won an Academy

—

Horizon Production produced by

Dual Role
Working at the circus, fishing,
The film is notable for the fact walking through fields in your
that Bobby Driscoll portrays two bare feet, a birthday party, scraproles.

and Charley Grapewin

the

Page Fourteen

will open
Theatre.

his

tions.

Michael Kanin makes his
as a director
screenplay.

on

his

own

long

"WHEN

He

is

'I

—

a boy of today in ping with your family

all the
things that are part of every boy's
life, fit into the story of S. P.
Eagle's production of "When I
Grow Up," which will open
Theatre. Written
at the
and directed by Michael Kanin,

who won an Academy Award

for

his "Woman of
stars
picture

the

the

Year,"

Bobby

Driscoll,

can be overcome through warmth Martha Scott, Robert Preston and
and understanding, and that this Charley Grapewin. To make the
was as basically true in past gen- circus atmosphere more realistic,
erations as it is today. Bobby gives Poodles Hanneford, the world's
a fine performance, both in the greatest equestrian clown, was
modern sequence and as a boy of signed for his first film role in
seventy years ago. Miss Scott and "When I Grow Up."
The picture carries Bobby DrisRobert Preston, as the parents of
yesteryear, handle their roles deft- coll from today's world through a
ly and with the ease of their great flashback to seventy years ago
Poodles Hanneford, when he portrays his own grandexperience.

grandfather. The story is
told in flashback and demonstrates that family love
lives through the genera-

bow

Eagle.

scenes with Charley Grapewin as
his grandfather, Elizabeth Frazer
and Henry Morgan as his parents.
Then, in a flashback sequence,
Bobby, the star of "Treasure
Island," portrays his grandfather
as a youth.
The story effectively shows that
problems of parents and children

..Bobby Driscoll plays the
youth; Martha Scott and
Robert Preston his parents

at

Grow Up'

The

at the
Theatre. The joys and sadness, the days of the old
swimming hole, fights with
the kid sister and the circus
are all relived in the picture.

Grow Up," which

In

S. P.

Horizon Production, "When
I Grow Up," which will open

HP-18

Boy's Paradise

oyhood Days
nostalgia of youth is
captured in S. P. Eagle's

Still

Theatre,

last night at the
Scott, Robert Preston

and Charley
Grapewin, in a heart-warming-story of family life as seen through the
eyes of a growing American boy, played by Bobby. The picture takes

Bobby

stars

for his "Woman of the
Year," the Eagle Lion release is a

Robert Preston and Martha Scott
discuss the problems of family life
in the 1890's. Scene is from the
heart-warming film, "When I

Boyhood

(Prepared Review)

"When

Award

Mat 1A

Depicts

I

acknowledged

GROW

UP"

the

world's

father.

Eagle Lion Section

'I

Grow Up

?

Ages Actors
This story about Bobby Driscoll,
Charley Grapewin and Robert
Preston belongs in the "how time
doth fly" department. For in S. P.

Own Grandpa

Eagle's production, "When I Grow
at the
Up." which will open
Theatre, these three playfather, son and grandfather to
each other.
Written and directed by Michael
Kanin, "When I Grow Up" tells
of the love parents have for their
children, as seen through the eyes
of their following generations. In
the opening sequences, Bobby and
Charley Grapewin play scenes together as grandson and grandBobby
father. In a flashback,
plays the grandfather as a child
and Bob Preston is his father.

A few seasons back there
was a song making the
rounds called "I'm My Own
Grandpa." It was the apparent impossibility of the

who stars in a nostalgic film of boyhood in the
memories of joy and heartbreak, "When I Grow Up,"
was recently bitten by a curiosity bug. It is the same bug that has
Bobby

Driscoll,

country with

stung so

its

many

We

others, probably including you.

refer to the "I

the ditty

Well,

young

it

is

Driscoll shows
not only possible
actually was his

that

but
—own

he
grandpa.
In "When I Grow Up,"
which will open
Theatre,
the
has
unique opportunity of playing himself in a modern
sequence and his grandfather in a flashback sequence. "When I Grow Up,"
at the

Bobby

the octogenarian GrapePreston on the set of the

win met
Horizon Production which is being released by Eagle Lion, he
Mat 2 A
Still HP-5
would call the younger man
Boyhood vows is just one of the many nostalgic touches in the new "pops." When Bobby and Preston
film "When I Grow Up," starring Bobby Driscoll, which opens
met on the set Bobby would stand
Theatre. Also co-starring are Bobert on a stool to pat the older man on
at the
Preston, Martha Scott and Charley Grapewin.
the head and call him "son."
While the byplay on the side-

Child Star Bob Driscoll
Delves Into Child Stars

made

humorous.

Bobby

Interchange

When

situation that

Driscoll

a story of the strong feelings
parents have toward their
children, which seems to
continue in an unbroken
strain through the generations, gets just that point

was considered fun, the
story of "When I Grow Up" shows
not only the fun but the heartaches and problems of childhood.

lines

across by having

Bobby and

his grandfather interchange

generations.

Simple Script Direction
Causes Woes, Headaches

wonder what has ever become of group. Well Bobby, who co-stars
Screen writers do it all the time! Note down a simple little thing
Martha
with Robert Preston,
in
the script, that is, which then causes a director and technical crew
Scott and Charley Grapewin in the
Gang'
is
"Wesley Barry of 'Our
Eagle Lion release which opens now an assistant director, and weeks of work and worry.
For example take the line in "For Whom the Bell Tolls" which said
Theatre, de- Porky who was Joe Cobb in the
at the
simply,
"They blew up the bridge, For those five words the studio
research
concrete
cided to do some
'Gang' days is a prop man at
had to spend half a million dolto appease his curiosity. He dis- Warner Brothers.
lars, Director Sam Wood and stars
closed his findings during a reThey're Still Around
Gary Cooper, Ingrid Bergman and
cent interview on the set of
the others had to work for weeks
"When I Grow Up."
"So it looks like most of the
and a technical crew spent a shiv"The one thing I found out," kid stars are still around Hollyering winter in the high Sierras.
said Bobby, "is that there is no wood and I like to think that I'll
For S. P. Eagle's "When I Grow
one single thing to find out. I still be around for a long time to
at the
unhappiness come."
Up," which will open
great
find
don't
Theatre, writer Michael
among all the kids (he had conCritical opinion is that Bobby
Kanin said only, "When father
fined his research to child stars) Driscoll's wish will certainly come
looked outside it had started to
nor do I find great success among true. His performances in "The
rain."
all of them.
Window" and "Treasure Island"
won him considerable acclaim. In
Cooper Now Producer
Kanin Writes, Directs
the heart-warming story written
"Jackie Cooper, who was cer- and directed by Michael Kanin,
But writer Kanin had not figtainly one of the biggest stars of "When I Grow Up," Bobby plays
ured with the director of this film,
all time as a child, is now earn- a dual role, a boy of today and
for the writer and director turned
ing a living as a producer. For a one of seventy years ago. The picout to be one and the same.
while he seemed to have lost the ture was produced by S. P. Eagle.
To provide rain and mud for the
motion picture world and he befeaturing Bobby Drissequence
came an entertainer. Mickey
Martha Scott and Robert
coll,
Rooney is a writer-producer-direcPreston, the technical crew used
tor-star. How many more titles
following: 75,000 gallons of
the
can you have? His latest starPoodles Hanneford, great'

Famed Clown

ring

film

is

a fast-shooting ad-

venture picture called 'My Outlaw
Brother.' Alfalfa Switzer, who was
part of the 'Our Gang' bunch, is
now a hound dog trainer and
hunts bear in the California mountains.

"Mitzi Green is one of the countop nightclub entertainers,
and one of her specialties is doing imitations of child stars. Bob
Parrish, who is now Robert L.
Parrish, the director, was a kid
star before I was born.
try's

Eagle Lion Section

est of all equestrian clowns,

makes

his

motion picture

Eagle's production of "When I Grow
Up," a heart-warming story
of a boy's youth which will
at the
be shown
Theatre. Born in
England, the son of bareback

debut in

S. P.

Mat 1C

Hanneford's family
have been stars in American
and European circuses for
almost a hundred years.
riders,

"WHEN

Still

HP-Adv 19

Charley Grapewin shares the
joys and sorrows of his grandson,
played by Bobby Driscoll, in S. P.
Eagle's production of "When I

Grow Up," which
.... at the

I

GROW

UP"

will

open

water, 500 cubic feet of dirt, five
gas heaters to keep the rain warm,
twelve extra laborers to keep the
mud from sloughing off the stage,
three sets of identical horses so
the SPCA would not accuse the
company of ill treating the animals, handlers for the horses,
1,250 feet of sprinklers for the
overhead system, an extra doctor
and nurse in attendance and five
bottles of aspirin tablets for the

Theatre. producer and director.
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ROBERT PRESTON
Written and Directed by

MARTHA SCOTT

•

MICHAEL KANIN

•

•

•

Produced bv

S. P.

•

CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
EAGLE

TWENTY- FOUR SHEET

THE UNFORGETTABLE EXCITEMENT OF THE MOST WONDERFUL DAYS

YOU EVER

v.i

LIVED!

HUMOR
THE WARMTH, THE
excrement
Forgettable
the

SIX -SHEET

ONE SHEET
All THE

WARMTH, THE HUMOR

THE UNFORGETTABLE EXCITEMENT

LOBBIES
ORDER ALL ACCESSORIES INCLUDING
SET OF EIGHT 11x14 LOBBIES

FROM NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
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Hollywood Supports Collins
Red" Probe: O'Hara

Names 17

Include Industry in

as 'Reds'

NPA

4

{Continued from page

1)

Coincidence?

—

Holly- workers he knew as having been at
Washington, April 12.
wood has made it crystal-clear that it one time or another members of the
supports the. House Un-American Ac- Communist
Included were
Party.
tivities Committee's current investigaMotion Picture Association of
tion,
America vice-president Joyce O'Hara

declared today.
He made the statement in an address to the Women's National DemoCiting the Motion
cratic Club here.
Picture Industry Council's recent resolution on the investigation, O'Hara
said that "the overwhelming majority
of

Hollywood men and women want

Robert

Frank

Rossen,

Turtle

Budd Schulberg.
The third "cooperative"

and

witness in

Committee's hearings on Hollywood, Collins gave by far the most de-

Communist

who was heartily thanked
Committee members at the

Collins,

by

all

close of his testimony, also said that

gets

exposed

Hollywood

Communists

name

as a witness before the
Congressional Un - American
Activities Committee. In approximately these words, he
"Alien
eletestifies
that:
ments are aiding to undermine our military leaders
abroad."
The production was screened yesterday for the press in
advance of publication of reviews next week.

into effect July

pic-

tures.

"One Communist in Hollywood is
Communist too many," O'Hara

one

concluded.

content of films could be influenced"
was one of the reasons why the Party
wanted to organize in Hollywood,
Collins denied that any such influence
Basic policy in
had ever occurred.
to film content, he said, was
in the hands of the studios,_ which
were "not at all interested in this propaganda, and the chances of getting this
propaganda in are extremely unlikely."
Estimating that he had spent a total

Brewer regard

vice-president Roy
also spoke at the meeting.

IATSE

Reds Have 3 More
American Films

of 5,000 hours at meetings connected
with the Party, Collins said he had

CMP

ting
atively

which

Another Witness Acquitted
Of Congressional Charges

Washington, April

12.

—

One Listed Class

'B'

an-

witness cited for contempt of
Congress was acquitted today on the
grounds that he was within his Constitutional rights when he refused to
answer questions that he felt might
other

incriminate him. The individual was
P. I. Brance, cited for refusing to
answer questions of the House Un-

Hints Tighter

directly

to

NPA

film

chief

SWG

Asks House

Its Story

Hollywood, April 12.—The
executive board of the Screen
Writers Guild has instructed
Guild president Karl Tunberg
to volunteer to testify before
the House Un-American Activities Committee, "so that
the history, aims and policies
of the Guild may be made a
part of the record of the
hearings" now being conducted by the Committee in Washington. A telegram to that
effect has been dispatched to
the Committee.

are expected to be
He said he is currently working for
Productions but has not
Roberts
worked for a major studio since the
1947 hearings.
Collins said Schulberg had left the
Party shortly after his first book,

"What Makes Sammy Run," was published.

He

also

Rossen had
Party because

that

said

he

disaffiliated"

in

1948

"gathered
with the

Rossen had

there are indications that conto be tightened still
further and "prohibition of all nondefense construction is now being contions,

trols

may have

sidered."

NPA

An
release said that so far
there have been 205 investigations of
violation of the construction order,
and that by far the largest single
group in this batch was in the theatre

Harry Cohn, President of
Columbia Pictures, saying that he was

field.

not a Communist.
Collins said the
take over the

Freeman Joins Pal

written to

Communist drive to
SWG had been led

originally by V. J. Jerome, Communist Party cultural official, and later
by Lawson. He described Lawson as

steel,

alloted directly to the producers on the
basis of detailed requirements submitted in advance for the manufacture
of goods which the government needs
for defense or essential civilian uses.

on

Producers

a

drawn up today

tentatively

list

have to report

will

their detailed requirements for the
third quarter for the three metals on
forms which will be sent to them in
will deMay. Then in June,
cide which of these producers actually

NPA

CMP

and make

of products not coming unwill have to scramble for
left after the controlled indus-

CMP

der
what's

tries get their needs.

Today's

list

couched

was

—

Y. Frank
Hollywood, April 12.
Freeman, Jr., will be associated with
George Pal, Paramount producer, in
Pal's future productions at the studio.

in

the

NPA

officials said
broadest terms, and
it might be a week or more before
more specific lists are available. They
also said that many producers who
have to submit their requirements will
never come under CMP, because on
will
the basis of their figures,
decide no purpose can be served by
bringing them under the tight control

NPA

The

program.

officials

said all

com-

would

have instructions in
ample time to do whatever they are
supposed to.
panies

On

the tentative

list of

which application forms

products for
will be re-

quired are such groups as optical inelectric lamps,
struments and goods
incandescent and fluorescent tubes;
theatre
metal shipping containers
seats and other commercial furniture
;

;

;

Nathan refrigeration

Lardner and Turtle, Collins named as D. Golden, and that Golden's office
Five additional films have been re- Party members writers Gordon Kahn, would bring the complaints to Newviewed by the National Legion of De- Waldo Salt, Paul Jarrico, Abe Polon- man. Golden's assistant,
James Frank,
ceny, which put one in Class "B" and sky, Martin Berkley, Leonard Berco- sat
in on the meeting.
Class
"A."
remainder
Althe
in
vici, Samuel Ornitz, Lester Cole,
Promises Quick Action
"Sierra Passage," Monogram, was bert Maltz, John Howard Lawson and
Drums," John Bright. He also named Herbert
"Apache
classified
"B".
Newman promised to act quickly to
listed Blache and Dorothy Tree.
was
Universal-International
halt illegal building where the comClass "A", section one, and "Dear
plaining exhibitor makes a case, and
Jarrico 'Begs' Collins
Brat," Paramount, "Queen for a Day,"
in any event to investigate promptly.
United Artists, and "Rhythm Inn,"
Collins said Jarrico recently called He said if complaints came in to him,
Monogram, were listed in Class "A", him up and begged him "not to turn he would only have to refer them to
section two.
stool pigeon" before the House com- Golden, and that going directly to
mittee.
Golden would speed action.
Salt and Jarrico are scheduled as
However, Newman declared, due
witnesses at tomorrow's hearing. Both
to
to worsening material supply situa"unfriendly."

Hear

rel-

Makers
Still

Legion Reviews Five;

Schulberg,

a

One Result

•

Rossen,

is

program under
copper and aluminum are

the allocations to them.

NPA

In addition to

CMP

into effect.
tight control

have to come under

witness added.

American pictures joined around 1938 under the sponsorThree more
which the Russians claim to have ship of either Schulberg or Ring American Activities Committee in
grabbed in Germany as war trophies Lardner, Jr., whom he said he also July,
1949.
Judge Richmond B.
are currently playing in Soviet the- knew as a Party member.
He left Keech directed his acquittal on the
atres, the Motion Picture Export As- around 1947, he said, and in February, ground he was protected by the Fifth
sociation was informed by U. S. State 1950, told the Federal Bureau of In- Amendment.
Department sources. The films are: vestigation that he had been a Com"The Story of Louis Pasteur," War- munist but was no longer and that he
Metro- wanted it understood that he was
ner Brothers, made in 1935
Goldwyn-Mayer's "Romeo and Juliet," loyal to the U. S.
(Continued from page 1)
a 1936 release, and "The Man in the
Although he knew only about 20
of
Artists
film
Iron Mask," a United
active Communists in Hollywood, Col- building in violation of the govern1939.
lins said, he thought there were sevment's construction control order.
eral hundred during the war years.
Newman said that all exhibitors
About 25 per cent of those had left the who feel illegal theatre building is
Party, he thought.
going on should send their complaints
;

1.

The National Production Authority
today made public its plans for put-

SWG

everywhere to American motion

— Producers

government their needs for steel,
aluminum and copper to determine
whether they will come under the controlled materials plan slated to go

spearheaded
the reorganization of the Screen Writers Guild in 1936, that "some" Communist influence continued in subseindustries."
ities and to whole
had been
The film industry now has 40 fea- quent years, but that there
Communists on the Guild's board
tures exposing Communism in release no
of directors since the Committee held
or in production, along with about
previous Hollywood hearings in "a very forceful man who carried a
its
20 documentary and short subjects,
great deal of weight in the
O'Hara stated. He cited the job films 1947.
membership for many years." Lawson
are doing abroad to dramatize the
Says 'Reds' Failed
"was accepted as the leader of the
American Way of Life and the hosthe
that
Although he said "a feeling
Communist Party in Hollywood," the
shown by Communist leaders
tility
because Communists bring discredit and dishonor
wherever they are, to whole commun-

Communism

12.

posing as a
Cvetic,
for
the F.B.I.,
a chance to clear his

tion, "I Was a
the F.B.I.", Frank Lovejoy, as

Matt

April

of photographic and theatre equipment
are tentatively on the list of firms
which will have to submit to the

Communist

the

tailed picture so far of
activity in Hollywood.

Washington,

new producCommunist for

Warner's

In

Metal List

air
conditioningand
equipment commercial service equipment carbon and graphite products
radio, radar and television equipment
telephone and
except home types
telegraph communication equipment
repair and replacement parts and ra;

;

;

dio tubes.

Raw

Stock
Reported by Golden

Sufficient

Asbury Park, N.

12.
J., April
Production Authority film
chief Nathan D. Golden said that distributors have told him they are getting as much raw stock as a year ago,
if not more.
He admitted, however, that only old
accounts are being serviced now and
no new accounts taken on.
Golden spoke to a meeting of the
National Audio Visual Association.
Declaring there had been no change
recently in the raw stock supply situation, he said that while there was no
abundance there would be enough if
used wisely. Raw stock producers are
working 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, he said.
Expressing a hope that the problem would be a short-term one,
Golden urged his listeners not to
stockpile or hoard raw stock.
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—
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Short
Subject

23

Reviews
6i

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS

The Great Caruso

of

(Metro-Goldzvyn-Mayer)

"The MacArthur Story"
(This Is America — RKO Pictures)
With astute timing, RKO Pictures
rushing into release this story of
the life of General Douglas MacArthur. The film has been made in conventional, This Is America format,
though obviously the subject matter at
this moment has much more than rouis

tine interest.

The

subject starts at the General's
birthplace, and then proceeds to cover
all
aspects of his military growth.
Bound up with the General's military
rise are the major historical events of

our time. There is no mention of
President Truman's dismissal of MacArthur in the film which has been in
preparation for sometime. The picture
takes no part of a controversy and
portrays the General in a highly fav-

TV/T A,RIO LANZA, already off to a fast start in his earlier musicals for
Metro, really hits it in "The Great Caruso." It is a treat for ear and
eye brought off in Metro's very best taste.
Any film based on the life of the greatest tenor of his day obviously must
rely heavily on opera
"The Great Caruso'' does in preponderant measure.
But opera has its heavy and light moments, its popular and its limited appeal.
Wisely, the producer selected his material well, inevitably bearing in mind
the familiar arias which have the better opportunity to succeed. Not all of
the almost 30 numbers, sung in part and in toto, are on the light side, but
most of them are. When they are not light, the advantage of being familiar
;

is

their

in

corner.

In point of story, there is nothing to distinguish this from its many, many
predecessors.
The undertaking at hand was to sketch the life span of
the internationally renowned singer from boyhood and the church choir in
Naples to supernumerary roles in touring opera companies and thereafter
to the famed La Scala in Milan, Covent Garden in London and the Metropolitan in New York. The true-life romance with Dorothy Benjamin, society

woman, is told and handled with deftness, charm and romantic fervor.
There are many light touches, very pleasantly and appealingly detailed.
Against

— Assistant

Attorney General H. Graham Morison
has agreed to meet here on May 1
with the Southern California Theatre

Lanza is excellent in voice, in figure and in acting. Ann Blyth, as his wife,
has charm in a role which must be colorless alongside his and sings one
number nicely. Miss Kirstein of the Metropolitan Opera is in excellent voice

Running

time, 17 minutes.

May 1 Is New Date
Of SCTOA-US Meet
Washington,

April

12.

Owners

Association delegation, according to Gael Sullivan, executive
director of the Theatre Owners of
America. Basic purpose of the meeting will be trade practice complaints
from the Los Angeles area.
The meeting with the D. of J., requested by the SCTOA, was originally
Next a tentative
set for April 4.
meeting date was set for April 16.
The California group will discuss
with the anti-trust chief the Los Angeles zoning situation, print shortarbitration
and other Coast
ages,
officials acproblems. National
companying them will bring up the
nation-wide print shortage.
Albert Hanson, Sherrill Corwin and
Ezra Stern will represent the SCTOA,
Sullivan and
Sullivan said.
general counsel Herman Levy will
represent the TOA.

in

—

in

her limited appearance

;

so,

too,

is

Jarmila Novotna.

"The Great Caruso" is an aural treat in dimensions unusual and largely
unprecedented. There is no point in seeking to escape the fact that, charm
and the

notwithstanding, the film relies on widespread acceptance of
doses for a sweeping success. This reviewer, wishing otherwise,
in no position to underwrite the outcome.

opera
is

rest

in large

Joe Pasternak produced, with. Jesse L. Lasky as his associate. Richard
Thorpe directed and very well. Peter Herman Adler produced the operatic
numbers. Sonya Levien and William Ludwig wrote the script and Paul
Francis Webster and Irving Aaronson wrote a special, romantically-geared
number called "The Loveliest Night of the Year."
Running time, 109 minutes. General audience classification. April release.
Red Kann

—

TOA

TOA

Maas on Tour of
WIPEA Markets
Irving Maas, vice-president of the
Picture Export Association,
will leave here on Sunday, on a tour

Motion

MPEA

of
rope,

markets in Asia and Euspending eight weeks covering-

Japan, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yugoslavia and Austria.
In Tokyo, his initial stop, Maas
will survey preparations now under
wav for the transfer of distribution
controls in Japan to individual company operation following the expiration of present
licenses in that
country on next Jan. 1.
Maas will
also seek to determine for member

MPEA

company guidance what changes

conclusion of the peace treaty now
under negotiations with Japan.
In Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yugoslavia and Austria, Maas will hold
confabs with
managers and
with film officials of the respective
governments on matters bearing on
the future course of distribution for
member company product.

MPEA

MPEA

ALBANY
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

Tues 4/24

2:30 P.M.

1052 Broadway

ATLANTA
RKO

Rm.

Scr.

195 Luckie

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

N.W.

St.,

Rm.

Tues 4/24

2:30 P.M.

BUFFALO
Mo.

Oper

Pic.

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

3:30 P.M.

Tues. 4/24

2:00 P.M.

Rm. Tues. 4/24
Wabash Ave.

2:00 P.M.

498 Pearl

St.

CHARLOTTE
Fox

Scr.

308

S.

Rm.

Church

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr.
1300

S.

CINCINNATI
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues. 4/24

8:00 P.M.

Tues. 4/24

2 :30 P.M.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

12 East 6th St.

CLEVELAND
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

2219 Payne Ave

DALLAS
Rm.

Para. Scr.

412 So. Harwood

St.

DENVER
Rm.

Para. Scr.

2100 Stout

Tues. 4/24

3:30 P.M.

Tues."4/24

1:00 P.M.

St.

DES MOINES
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

1300 High

St.

DETROIT
Biumenthal's S<
2310 Cass Ave.

Rm.

.

Tues. 4/24 10:30 A.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
Tues. 4/24
Scr. Rm.
Illinois St.

Fox

2:30 P.M.

326 N.

KANSAS CITY
Rm.

Para. Scr.

Tues. 4/24

1800 Wyandotte

.2:30

P.M.

St.

LOS ANGELES

RKO

Tues. 4/24
Rm.
Vermont Ave.

Scr.

1980

S.

2:00 P.M.

MEMPHIS
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

2:00 P.M.

Vance Ave.

151

MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr. Rm. Tues. 4/24 10 :30 A.M.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

MINNEAPOLIS

'When

Fox

Grow Up"

I

(Horizon-Eagle Lion Classics)
GROWING pains and problems of an 11-year-old boy are communicated with amusement and sensitivity in "When I Grow Up," a
Horizon Productions presentation. The picture generally is a pleasing one
of popular audience appeal, although there are moments in its 90 minutes
running that seem padded unnecessarily.
Bobby Driscoll plays the youngster who is at trouble with himself, his
surroundings and his family. Beset from so many quarters, Bobby's predicament becomes worse when his parents reveal that they don't understand him.
And so he decides to run away. Charley Grapewin, as Grandpa, tries to help
in this moment of family crisis, but instead draws the ire of the mother.
His feeling injured, Grandpa goes to the attic to pack his suitcase. Here amid
the momentos of the past, Grandpa relives his youth presented by way of
flashback. It seems that he, too, was misunderstood by his parents and ran
away. He joined a circus and thrilled to the performers. However, typhoid
broke out one day, the boy caught it and nearly died. During his long cure
and developments afterwards, the boy's understanding of life deepened.
At this point the story swings back to the present and Bobby returns
from his short adventure away from home with apologies and understanding.
At the final curtain, Bobby and Grandpa go off for a day of fishing.
Bobby Driscoll plays the youngster in the past and present. Others in the
cast are Robert Preston and Martha Scott, as the father and mother in
the past, and Henry Morgan and Elizabeth Fraser, the parents of the present.
Michael Kanin directed, from his own screenplay. S. P. Eagle produced.

THE

Running

time,

90 minutes.

General audience classification.

Plans Ballet Series Opens Studio Here

The March

of

Time

is

planning a

series of ballet programs for television,
March of Time producer Richard de

Rochemont and

TV

director

Arthur

B. Tourtellot announced. The ballets
will be produced in France by Jean
Benoit-Levy with leading French soloists

Release date,

Mandel Herbstman

April 20.

MOT

and companies.

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 4/24

1:00 P.M.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

1015 Currie Ave.

in

commercial and financial regulations
might be expected to ensue from the

TECHNICOLOR

122-28 Arlington St.

its nostalgic background of the early years of the century captured
Technicolor, the attraction unfolds with warmth and appeal. Lanza, of
course, sings at the drop of the hat, ranging from Tosti, Rossini, Verdi and
Puccini to Mascagni, Ponchielli, Puccini and Leoncavello to Victor Herbert,
Bach-Gounod, Donizetti and Von Flotow their operas and their works.
He sings 15 numbers solo, two with Dorothy Kirsten and others in ensemble
and with chorus. One would expect and, gets, such famed arias as the
Torture Scene from La Tosca, the Villification Scene from Cavalleria Rusticana, La Donna e Mobile and the Quartet from Rigoletto, Vesti la Guibba
from Pagliacci and, in some ways, perhaps the most successful of all, Ave
Maria, sung at St. Patrick's Cathedral with a boys' choir.

orable light.

"BEST OF THE BADMEN"

^ James Page Pagliaro, former MetroGoldwyn-Mayer film engineer, announces the opening of the new Mannon Sound Stages, Inc., in New York,
to produce films for theatres and the
television
and non-theatrical fields.
Pagliaro is both owner and president
of the studio.

NEW HAVEN
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Scr.

200

S.

Rm.

Liberty

St.

NEW YORK
RKO

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 4/24 11:30

A.M.

1270 Sixth Ave.
Prev.

Rm.

B, 7th floor

OKLAHOMA
Fox

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 4/24
Scr. Rm.
1502 Davenport St.

1:00 P.M.

10

Scr.

North Lee

St.

OMAHA
Fox

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm.
250 N. 13th

Tues. 4/24 10:30 A.M.

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues. 4/24
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

3:00 P.M.

PORTLAND
Star Scr. Rm.
Tues. 4/24
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 4/24
3143 Olive St.

2:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr.

216 East

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

1st St. So.

SAN FRANCISCO
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues.
251 Hyde

4/24 10:30 A.M.

St.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave.
Tues. 4/24

3:30 P.M.

SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd Thea. Tues. 4/24 10:30 A.M.
212 N. Philips Ave.

WASHINGTON
Film Center
932

New

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 4/24
Jersey Ave.

2:30 P.M.
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Short
Subject

Reviews

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS

"The Great Caruso

of

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

"The MacArthur Story" A/TARIO LANZA, already off to a fast start in his
Metro, really hits
in "The Great Caruso." It
(This Is America — RKO Pictures)
With astute timing, RKO Pictures eye brought off in Metro's very best taste.

is

it

story of
is rushing into release this
the life of General Douglas MacArthur. The film has been made in conventional, This Is America format,
though obviously the subject matter at
this moment has much more than routine interest.

The

subject starts at the General's
birthplace, and then proceeds to cover
aspects of his military growth.
all
Bound up with the General's military
rise are the major historical events of

our time. There is no mention of
President Truman's dismissal of MacArthur in the film which has been in
preparation for sometime. The picturetakes no part of a controversy and
portrays the General in a highly favorable light. Running time, 17 minutes.

May 1 Is New Date
Of SCTOA-US Meet
Washington,

April

12.

— Assistant

Attorney General H. Graham Morison
has agreed to meet here on May 1
with the Southern California Theatre

Owners
cording

Association delegation, acto Gael Sullivan, executive

director

of

America.

Theatre Owners of
Basic purpose of the meetthe

ing will be trade practice complaints

from the Los Angeles

area.

The meeting with the D. of J., requested by the SCTOA, was originally
Next a tentative
set for April 4.
meeting date was set for April 16.
The California group will discuss
with the anti-trust chief the Los Angeles zoning situation, print shortarbitration
and other Coast
ages,
officials acproblems. National
companying them will bring up the
nation-wide print shortage.
Albert Hanson, Sherrill Corwin and
Ezra Stern will represent the SCTOA,
Sullivan said.
Sullivan and
general counsel Herman Levy will
represent the TOA.

earlier musicals for
a treat for ear and

Any film based on the life of the greatest tenor of his day obviously must
rely heavily on opera
"The Great Caruso'' does in preponderant measure.
But opera has its heavy and light moments, its popular and its limited appeal.
Wisely, the producer selected his material well, inevitably bearing in mind
the familiar arias which have the better opportunity to succeed. Not all of
the almost 30 numbers, sung in part and in toto, are on the light side, but
most of them are. When they are not light, the advantage of being familiar
is in their corner.
;

In point of story, there is nothing to distinguish this from its many, many
predecessors.
The undertaking at hand was to sketch the life span of
the internationally renowned singer from boyhood and the church choir in
Naples to supernumerary roles in touring opera companies and thereafter
to the famed La Scala in Milan, Covent Garden in London and the Metropolitan in New York. The true-life romance with Dorothy Benjamin, society

woman, is told and handled with deftness, charm and romantic fervor.
There are many light touches, very pleasantly and appealingly detailed.
Against

its nostalgic background of the early years of the century captured
Technicolor, the attraction unfolds with warmth and appeal. Lanza, of
course, sings at the drop of the hat, ranging from Tosti, Rossini, Verdi and
Puccini to Mascagni, Ponchielli, Puccini and Leoncavello to Victor Herbert,
Bach-Gounod, Donizetti and Von Flotow their operas and their works.
He sings 15 numbers solo, two with Dorothy Kirsten and others in ensemble
and with chorus. One would expect and, gets, such famed arias as the
Torture Scene from La Tosca, the Villification Scene from Cavalleria Rusticana, La Donna e Mobile and the Quartet from Rigoletto, Vesti la Guibba
from Pagliacci and, in some ways, perhaps the most successful of all, Ave
Maria, sung at St. Patrick's Cathedral with a boys' choir.

in

—

Lanza is excellent in voice, in figure and in acting. Ann Blyth, as his wife,
has charm in a role which must be colorless alongside his and sings one
number nicely. Miss Kirstein of the Metropolitan Opera is in excellent voice
in

her limited appearance

;

too,

so,

is

Jarmila Novotna.

"The Great Caruso" is an aural treat in dimensions unusual and largely
unprecedented. There is no point in seeking to escape the fact that, charm
and the rest notwithstanding, the fihn relies on widespread acceptance of
opera in large doses for a sweeping success. This reviewer, wishing otherwise,
is in no position to underwrite the outcome.
Joe Pasternak produced, with Jesse L. Lasky as his associate. Richard
Thorpe directed and very well. Peter Herman Adler produced the operatic
numbers. Sonya Levien and William Ludwig wrote the script and Paul
Francis Webster and Irving Aaronson wrote a special, romantically-geared
number called "The Loveliest Night of the Year."
Running time, 109 minutes. General audience classification. April release.
Red Kann

—

TOA

TOA

MPEA

Markets

Irving Maas, vice-president of the
Picture Export Association,
will leave here on Sunday, on a tour

Motion

MPEA

of
rope,

markets in Asia and Euspending eight weeks covering

Japan, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yugoslavia and Austria.
In Tokyo, his initial stop, Maas
will survey preparations now under
wav for the transfer of distribution
controls in Japan to individual company operation following the expiration of present
licenses in that
country on next Jan. 1.
Maas will
also seek to determine for member

MPEA

company guidance what changes

in

commercial and financial regulations
might be expected to ensue from the
conclusion of the peace treaty now
under negotiations with Japan.
In Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yugoslavia and Austria, Maas will hold
confabs with
managers and
with film officials of the respective
governments on matters bearing on
the future course of distribution for
member company product.

MPEA

MPEA

TECHNICOLOR
ALBANY
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

1052 Broadway

ATLANTA
RKO

Rm.

Scr.

195 Luckie

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

N.W.

St.,

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

122-28 Arlington

2:30 P.M.

St.

BUFFALO
Mo.

Pic.

498 Pearl

Oper. Scr. Rm.
Tues. 4/24
St.

3:30 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
Tues. 4/24

2:00 P.M.

Rm. Tues. 4/24
Wabash Ave.

2:00 P.M.

Fox

Scr.

308

S.

Rm.

Church

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr.
1300

S.

CINCINNATI

RKO

Tues. 4/24

8:00 P.M.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 4/24
Para. Scr.
412 So. Harwood St

2:30 P.M.

Rm.

Scr.

12 East 6th St.

CLEVELAND
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

2219 Payne Ave.

DALLAS

Rm

DENVER
Para. Scr. Rm.
2100 Stout St.

P.M.

Tues. 4/24

3 :30

Tues. 4/24

1:00 P.M.

DES MOINES
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

1300 High

St.

DETROIT
Biumenthal's

Si

Rm.

.

Tues. 4/24 10:30 A.M.

2310 Cass Ave.

INDIANAPOLIS
Tues
Scr. Rm.
Illinois St.

Fox

4/24

2:30 P.M.

326 N.

KANSAS CITY
Rm.

Para. Scr.

Tues. 4/24

1800 Wyandotte

.2:30

P.M.

St.

LOS ANGELES

RKO

Tues. 4/24
Rm.
Vermont Ave.

Scr.

1980

S.

2:00 P.M.

MEMPHIS
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

2:00 P.M.

Vance Ave.

151

MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr. Rm. Tues. 4/24 10:30
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

A.M.

MINNEAPOLIS

When

Fox

Grow Up"

I

(H orison-Eagle Lion

11-year-old boy are comin "When I Grow Up," a
Horizon Productions presentation. The picture generally is a pleasing one
of popular audience appeal, although there are moments in its 90 minutes
running that seem padded unnecessarily.
Bobby Driscoll plays the youngster who is at trouble with himself, his
surroundings and his family. Beset from so many quarters, Bobby's predicament becomes worse when his parents reveal that they don't understand him.
And so he decides to run away. Charley Grapewin, as Grandpa, tries to help
in. this moment of family crisis, but instead draws the ire of the mother.
His feeling injured, Grandpa goes to the attic to pack his suitcase. Here amid
the momentos of the past, Grandpa relives his youth presented by way of
flashback. It seems that he, too, was misunderstood by his parents and ran
away. He joined a circus and thrilled to the performers. However, typhoid
broke out one day, the boy caught it and nearly died. During his long cure
and developments afterwards, the boy's understanding of life deepened.
At this point the story swings back to the present and Bobby returns
from his short adventure away from home with apologies and understanding.
At the final curtain, Bobby and Grandpa go off for a day of fishing.
Bobby Driscoll plays the youngster in the past and present. Others in the
cast are Robert Preston and Martha Scott, as the father and mother in
the past, and Henry Morgan and Elizabeth Fraser, the parents of the present.
Michael Kanin directed, from his own screenplay. S. P. Eagle produced.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
April 20.
Mandel Herbstman

Plans Ballet Series Opens Studio Here

The March

of

Time

is

planning a

series of ballet programs for television,
March of Time producer Richard de

Rochemont and

TV

director

Arthur

B. Tourtellot announced. The ballets
be produced in France by Jean
Benoit-Levy with leading French solo-

will
ists

and companies.

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 4/24

1:00 P.M.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

NEW HAVEN

Classics)

GROWING pains and problems of an
THE_
municated with amusement and sensitivity

MOT

Scr.

1015 Currie Ave.

_

Maas on Tour of

"BEST OF THE BADMEN"

James Page Pagliaro, former MetroGoldwyn-Mayer film engineer, announces the opening of the new Mannon Sound Stages, Inc., in New York,
to produce films for theatres and the
television
and non-theatrical fields.
Pagliaro is both owner and president
of the studio.

Fox

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Scr.

200

S.

Rm.

Liberty

St.

NEW YORK
RKO

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 4/24 11:30

A.M.

1270 Sixth Ave.
Prev.

Rm.

B, 7th floor

OKLAHOMA
Fox

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

Scr. Rm.
Tues. 4/24
1502 Davenport St.

1:00 P.M.

10

Scr.

North Lee

St.

OMAHA
Fox

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm.
250 N. 13th

Tues. 4/24 10:30

A.M.

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues. 4/24
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

3:00 P.M.

PORTLAND
Rm.

Star Scr.

925

ST.

N.W.

Tues. 4/24

2:00 P.M.

19th Ave.

LOUIS

RKO

Scr.

Rm.

3143 Olive

Tues. 4/24

2:30 P.M.

St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr.

216 East

Rm.

Tues. 4/24

SAN FRANCISCO
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues.
251 Hyde

2:30 P.M.

1st St. So.

4/24 10:30 A.M.

St.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave.
Tues. 4/24

3:30 P.M.

SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd Thea. Tues. 4/24 10:30 A.M.
212 N. Philips Ave.

WASHINGTON
Film Center Scr. Rm.
Tues 4/24
932 New Jersey Ave.

2:30 P.M.

The film advance mechanism of
Eastman 16mm. Projector,
Model 25, with its own independent motor drive. Illustration
shows, from left to right: sprocket;
geneva star and driver; two balthe

anced off-center accelerators;
chro-gears;

and

syn-

motor.

For Spectacular Screen Presentation

of your

16mm. FILMS
THE EASTMAN

16mm. PROJECTOR,
Model 25
You know how

Eastman 16mm.

Projector,

Model

25,

adapted for tungsten
illumination.

picture and sound reproduction are

sound projection, capable of continuous-duty, dependable performance.

16mm.

well your film

films.
tells

No

—

Second, since

it

gives you a choice

of high-intensity arc or tungsten

— plus

illu-

Lumenized Kodak

mination

Projection

why.

advanced optical and electronic engineering. It gives you dependable
continuous-duty theater-quality
screen presentation when you want it.

First, the

Eastman Model 25

It

is

is

to

.

Ektar Lenses

ditions.

Third, unparalleled sound reprois made possible by

duction quality

the

an applied engineering

Address your inquiries

—you

can
get the screen image brilliance, contrast range, and full screen definition
you want under your operating con-

new design con-

Write today for further detailed information on
delivery.

how
poor

let your audience get away from you,
figuratively and literally.
There's one way you can be certain
of top-quality screen presentation
by projecting your films with an
Eastman 16mm. Projector, Model 25.
Here are a few of the many reasons

cept.

and

matter
story

its

projection or mechanical failure will

result of an entirely

prices,

16mm.

for a successful screen presentation

of your
5>

solution to the problems of

essential top-quality

specifications,
.

.

Motion Picture Film Department
Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester

4,

N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New

York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
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Charge Abuse
Of Free 'G.V
Film Showings

UA

YORK,

MONDAY, APRIL

U.S.A.,

16,

Must Cover Full Year Before
Management Gets 50% Stock Ownership
Profits

Although United Artists' management has disclosed that the
acquisition of Eagle Lion Classics as of April 28 will put UA in
the black immediately, that fact in itself will not be sufficient
meet the requirements of the option agreement which gives
ownership of 50 per cent of the UA stock to the management group
upon achieving profitable operations.
In order to take possession of the stock, now in escrow with
Chemical Bank and Trust Co., UA must show profitable operations
for a full year, January through December, during the next three
years. The chance that profits can be shown for the current year
are slim despite the ELC deal, because four months of losses must
be overcome in the remaining eight months of the year
two
months of losses inherited from the previous UA regime and two
months of continuing losses during which the new management
reorganized operations.
to

Theatres Hit Admittance
Of Camp Visitors Gratis
widely-scattered
in
Exhibitors
areas are beginning to complain
again about an "abuse" which a

—

year ago was thought to have been
corrected, namely the admittance of
the non-military public to the gratis
showings of pre-releases in Armed

TEN CENTS

1951

Broad Changes
Set for

Selling Staff
Kranze Gets Post; Cohen
To Follow; Jack Resigns
This week will see numerous
changes among the managerial personnel of United Artists' sales department, it was revealed on Friday
as William J.
_ Heineman, dis'

tribution
vicepresident,
confirmed the ap-

Services camps.

States from which the most
persistent exhibitor complaints
against the practice have emanated are New Jersey, Rhode
Island and California.

The

distributors

have been making

for many years
pre-release prints

available to Army, Navy and Marine
training bases and camps. This policy,

rooted in patriotism and adopted during World War II, has the general
support of theatre operators, who
agree that military trainees should be
treated to free motion picture shows
in camp from time to time as a means
(Continued on page 3)

Propose Distribution - Wide
Vote on Collarite Status

Carl Peppercorn has been appointed
Canadian district manager for RKO
Radio to succeed the late Leo M.
Devaney, it was announced here by
MochRobert
vice-

sales
president.

Suit Damages be Cut

—

April 15. The MoPicture Association of America
has suggested to Congress amending
the anti-trust laws to give Federal
courts discretion to allow less than

Washington,

tion

treble

damages

in

anti-trust

private

suits.

Under present

law,

once

a

guilty

verdict is returned against a defendant in such a suit, treble damages are
mandatory. Testifying before a House

in

Toronto.

old

the

o

of
as

r

FBO,

e r u n n e r

RKO

Radio,

booker

a

in

World

War

II

Carl Peppercorn

and

as

sales

branch.

SPG-SOPEG

present

Oklahoma

exhibitors.

placed upon the fact
homa exhibitor who

Emphasis was
an

that

was

a

(Continued on page 3)

Okla-

director

manager

He

of the
will leave for

to

con-

Office

been elected president of

New

York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai
He replaces Albert A. Senft,
B'rith.
president of Sterling Sign Co.
Elected vice-presidents were Harold
L. Danson, Milton Livingston, Richard Malkin, Louis A. Novins, Arthur
H. Schwartz, Robert K. Shapiro, and
Al Wilde. Jack H, Hoffberg was reelected treasurer and Jack Weissman
elected

weeks was

distribuvice-president,
will
astion

Kranze Loses Suit
For FC Back Pay

Motion Picture Home general sales manager to the now deEmployes Local No. H-63 has funct Film Classics, one-time Cine-

SOPEG's

amount and

at the

strength at ParLoew's and 20th-

New Fox
Tor-

Martin Levine, Brandt Theatres ex-

was

six

ELC

IATSE

challenged
returned

this

ecutive, has

for the past

UA

exchanges, that union is also expected to be represented at the April
23 meeting.

Texas Allied Seen onto week.
Levine Heads Name Trade Press
Halted in Oklahoma Martin
N, Y. Cinema Lodge Palsy Drive Group
two
IS.—The
April
Dallas,
months' effort of Texas Allied to "invade" Oklahoma, heretofore and still
a Theatre Owners of America territory, appears to be petering out without any prospect of success.
H. A. Cole, president of Texas Allied, launched the "invasion" attempt
last February with an open-letter to

Kranze,

who

'

Since

three years in
the Navy, Peppercorn

York

executive assistant.

UOPWA

New Haven.
After

tment

Processing and Office Workers of
America. The contracts were signed
by the now dissolved United Office
Judge John F. X. McGohey, acting
and Professional Workers of America. on a motion by Cinecolor Corp., disSPG-SOPEG's identity at Paramount missed in U. S. District Court here
is regarded as lost under an NLRB
on Friday the suit which Bernard G.
ruling, and this concept is regarded Kranze brought against the company
by some as applying to all other units for claimed unpaid remuneration in the
covered by the
pacts.
amount of $109,000 for services as

corn entered the
film business 24
years ago with
f

n

Screen Publicists Guild will be represented at a conference scheduled for
sume his new
Bernard Kranze
April 23 at the National Labor Reladuties April 30.
tions Board office here to determine
Fred Jack
whether there is agreement on an disclosed on Friday his resignation as
Western general sales manager.
SPG-SOPEG proposal for a broadscale election to determine collective
(Continued on page 6)
bargaining representation rights.
tracts have been questioned as to their
validity in consequence of those unions'
tie-up
with the Distributive,

Pepper-

RKO

(Continued on page 3)

n
IH

All distributors which have contracts with the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild and the

The

Pep-

percorn's headquarters will be

i

Bernard G.
Kranze as his
of

?

rie,

MPA Suggests Trust

p o

'

Peppercorn Heads
Canadian Sales

UA

secretary.

Senft

(Continued on page 3)

was

color subsidiary.
Kranze, who for the past six weeks
(Continued on page 6)

Italian

Group Off

With Pact Proposal

A

motion picture trade press committee for the second annual United
Cerebral Palsy's campaign to be held
throughout May was announced here
Friday by Leonard H. GoldensOh,
United Cerebral Palsy president and
president pf v United Paramount The.

atres.

The representatives of the Italian
film industry left here for home on the
5. 5". Qiieen Mary Saturday prepared
to submit to the Italian government
recommendations which were said tp
have been found acceptable by the Mo^
tion Picture Export Association arid
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture. Producers.
.

Members

committee are:
Chester Bahn, Film Daily; Herb
Harrison,
Variety;
Jack
Golden,
Hollywood Reporter; James Ivers,
of

the

(Continued on page 6)

These recommendations, if adopted
by Italian authorities, will form the
(Continued on page 3)
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention
GUS

EYSSELL,

executive vicepresident of Rockefeller Center,
due to return here today from

is

S.

Europe.

Andy W.
manager

Smith, general sales
for 20th Century- Fox, arSeattle from New York at

rived in
the weekend, while Herman Wobber,
Western division manager, and B. D.
Stoner, assistant Western division
manager, arrived there from San
Francisco.

•

Rene

French director-proRaoul W. Feignoux,

Clair,

and
European representative for Walt
Disney Productions, acompanied by
Mrs. Feignoux, are due here today
from Europe.
ducer,

•

M-G-M

Joel Bezahler,
ecutive, announces

the

ex-

sales

marriage

of

Arline Muriel, to
George Fredric Shinbrot in Brookdaugther,

his

lyn yesterday.

•

Holm an,

Paramount's
Eastern production head, is due to
return here today from a North

Russell

Carolina vacation.
•

Jay Eisenberg,

of

M-G-M's

sales-

departments, is due back here
today from New Orleans.
•
legal

Al Crown,

worldwide

sales

vice-

president of Goldwyn Productions, left
here for the Coast at the weekend.
•

Don Prince, Eastern publicity diPictures, left here
rector for
over the weekend for Hollywood.
•

HP HE

Spyros Skouras gave moral

Fox
Young

aid to the deal which resulted in
the purchase last week of Eagle
Lion Classics by United Artists
from Pathe Industries need not
detract in any way from the
credit which rightly is due the

vate

car

little

known

fact

that

principals who carried the negotions to their spectacularly suc-

consummation.
seems proper to record,
It
however, that had it not been
for the good offices of Skouras,
the deal that caught the industry
by surprise, largely because the
negotiations were opened and
successfully concluded before the
word that they were in progress
had a chance to circulate, might
never have been.
cessful

Skouras's role, characteristiwas an unselfish one. Motives, if any, appear to have been
centered entirely upon his wish
to see United Artists, a venercally,

component

able

of the industry,

continue as a going concern and
strengthened during its recent
and current period of emergency.
There is also his warm, personal
feeling for several of the members of the new United Artists
management. Beyond that, there

was no more

to

it

than a

warm

heart in an essentially friendly
individual.

assistant

general sales manager, is scheduled
to return here today from a vacation.

Catholic Press Hears

Coleman on Code
The
not

industry's Production Code
more peculiarly Catholic than

"is
it

Protestant or Jewish," but "represents a common denominator of all
morally conservative points of view,"
members of the Catholic Institute of
the Press were told by John A. Coleman, a director of United Paramount
Theatres, at a Communion breakfast
held here yesterday at the Waldorfis

Astoria.

Coleman,

who

pointed out the serv-

ice of films in spreading the ideas of

American democracy,
Code does not require

said that the
that "movies be

preachments," nor does it select stories
It does, he said,
for the producer.
"insist that movies must not corrupt
and that they have the duty and obligation to be decent."

CBS

Reduces Rates

Columbia Broadcasting System will
reduce radio network rates 10 to IS
per cent effective July 1, Frank Stanton, CBS president, announced.

invited

to

York-bound train on Monday
and the details of the deal were
well

pretty

the time
detrained in

by

set

Young and Fox

New

York.

The advantages

UA

of the deal to
in de-

have been reported

in these news columns. The
advantages to Pathe Industries
center mainly in a 10-year deal
for Pathe to do UA's laboratory
work, involving a volume substantially greater than that it

From
was up

that point on, the deal
to

Matthew Fox and

William C. MacMillen, notably
assisted by Seymour Peyser and
Seward Benjamin, attorneys for
United Artists, and Robert Augenblick, attorney for ELC. The
rapidity with which they put
through and closed the deal
stands as a phenomenon in a
traditionally phenomenal industry, with much of the credit going to the attorneys.
Some part of the success of

the deal

was due

also to "spade

work" unconsciously contributed
by mutual friends of the new
UA management and of Robert
R.

Young, principal owner

of

Pathe Industries, ELC's parent
company. Young had been reluctant to part with ELC, despite
the urging of PI board members
that it was advisable to do so
unless he was prepared to put
substantial

new

ELC, which he

money

into

wasn't.

was on this receptive
ground that Fox's long distance
It

query about the kind of a deal
which might be of interest was
put to Young in Palm Beach a
week ago last Friday. Young reportedly expressed interest and

FCC

Replies
To Sen. Wiley

tail

previously received from ELC.
laboratory has been Young's
consistently profitable operation

The

the film industry. The deal
also resolved the indecision on
Path's side concerning what
in

to be done with ELC, a
question which has troubled the
parent company since Arthur
Krim stepped down as its president several years ago and ELC
suspended production on its own.

was

UA

To

sacrifinance the deal,
an estimated $500,000' of
sound financing, ear-marked for
current operations, and applied
it to securing the ELC deal, it is
understood.
The coup is characteristic of
management.
the vital new
It provides them with additional
time to originate new moves,
perhaps equally as spectacular,
further assure their comto
pany's future. It may be safely
has passed its
said now that
most critical period. The planning from now on may be devoted exclusively to ensuring the
the permanence of its new-found
ficed

UA

RKO

Rube Jackter, Columbia

fly down for a
then had his priattached to a New

talk.

'

All current issues of the
newsreels are devoted exclusively
to
the story of
Pres'dent Truman relieving
General MacArthur of his
four commands.

SHERWIN KANE

By

UA

•
It

eral

sion

now

•

appears that the Fed-

Communications Commiswas talking about two other

guys when

it issued its ill-considered statement of policy that

motion pictures, talent and

stories

should be made available to

tele-

vision if motion picture interests are to have favorable consideration by the
of applications for television licenses.
didn't mean theatres, said

FCC

We

Wayne
we

Coy,

FCC

chairman, and

mean motion

didn't

pictures,

and stories. We meant
commercial subjects made espe-

talent

—

Washington,

April IS. The FedCommunications Commission said
had included the remarks about film

eral
it

companies

recent report on lilargely
because
it
wanted to be fair to the companies.
"We felt in fairness to the movies
interests involved in this proceeding,
as well as the general public, that we

censing

in

its

policy

should inform them of our concern regarding what may be a conflict of
interest which motion picture producers and distributors might have in the
operation

of

television

stations,"

Commission said Friday.

the

"Whether

conflict is substantial enough to
disqualify any applicants, we certainly

this

have made, no

The

final

Commission

judgment."

made

these

re-

marks in a letter to Senator Alexander Wiley (R., Wise), who had written to FCC chairman Wayne Coy protesting the licensing report.

The

FCC

was couched in fairly vague
terms, and while it was hard to estimate whether it represented a reiteration of the Commission's warning to
letter

producers or a further retreat, industry attorneys here felt that it was a
step in the right direction.
The Commission told Wiley that it
had received information to the effect
that "certain segments of the motion

picture industry have engaged in practices, which, if true, may raise questions as to the broadcast qualifications
of the parties engaged in such pracInasmuch as a number of partices.
ties in this proceeding are motion picture producers and distributors we
thought it only fair to apprise them
of these reports and of the questions

which have been

stability.

1951

Newsreel Parade

.

.

.

16,

raised."

Major Studios' Wage
Offer Seen Rejected
— Major stuHollywood, April
15.

offer of a voluntary wage inlocals, on condicrease to
tion that the contract reopening date
appeared
one year,
postponed
be
doomed to rejection, following the
vote by memberships of several locals
against acceptance. Although the acdios'

IATSE

is tomorrow, and neither
unions nor studios have commented
on the prospects, the general feeling
that the raise, which includes an
is
escalator clause, will be by-passed.

tual deadline

Gerard Arrives Here

the order

Barney Gerard, Monogram producarrived here form the Coast at the
weekend to attend funeral services for
Behis brother-in-law, Nathan Fox.

forthwith to conform to Coy's
statement of what it is intended
to say but does not.

fore returning to the Coast, he will
confer with Morey Goldstein, Monogram's general sales manager.

cially for television use.
It is to

will see

be hoped that the
fit

to

amend

FCC

er,
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Schine Appeal to

NPA

Rejected

Is

—

Washington,

April 15. The National Production Authority has denied Schine Chain Theatres, Inc., pertheatre at Salisbury, Md., it was an-

nounced here.
This was the highlight of IS NPA
actions on appeals from the construc-

NEWS
in Brief

3

House 'Red' Probe
Off Until Tomorrow
—

Washington, April 15.
The
Activities ComHouse
Un-American
Minneapolis, April IS. -Negotiamittee goes into its second full week
tions between the Colosseum of Moof hearings on Communist activity in
tion Picture. Salesmen and manageHollywood on Tuesday.
ment representatives
off here

—

broke
Federal conciliator was unable to bring the parties to an agreetion control order.
ment on terms of a new contract. It
Meanwhile, the agency was reported
is believed that negotiations will be
readying an announcement of the crearesumed later in New York.
tion of an appeals board to process
•
orders, both in
appeals from all
Hollywood, April IS. -Los Angeles
the construction field and in allocaexhibitors, who say they've been hardtions and priorities, and another aner hit than any in the country by telenouncement that certain building ma- vision, were let in for additional "speterials would no longer be subject to
cial events" competition today after
the special priority for maintenance
the City Council voted, ten to two, to
and repair. This priority has been permit television stations to cover
usable by individual builders without
their meetings.
government authority and the
•
order will declare that it is no longer
15.
London,
"Odette" won
April
valid for certain key materials, such
Film Award,
the
British
National
as steel.
sponsored by the Daily Mail and
Grant Eight Appeals
voted upon by film-goers nationally,
marking the fourth time in six years
Eight
appeals were granted in that a Herbert Wilcox production has
including the Schine won. Anna Neagle, star of the film,
all, and seven,
project, were denied.
The following won the best actress award. Miss
projects were approved:
Neagle, Wilcox's wife, has won the
A $40,000 drive-in in Sanford, N. C, for honor twice in the last three years.
Lee Drive-in Theatre; a $19,000 theatre in
John Mills won the best actor award
Marathon, Fla., for D. H. Lewis and Herbert Wood; partial reconstruction of a thefor his performance in "Operation
atre at Illiopolis, 111., which was destroyed
by fire, $15,000, Illiopolis Theatres, Inc.; Disaster."
•
an $81,000 drive-in at Skokie, 111., for the
La Salle National Bank and Skokie Amuse15.
The resignaApril
Toronto,
ment Corp.; an $11,000 drive-in for B. W.
Hall at Lubbock, Tex.; a $74,190 drive-in tion of three more executives of
at El Paso, Tex., for John Blockner; a Odeon Theatres of Canada has been
$6,900 theatre building at San Jon, New
These are
revealed in Toronto.
Mexico, for R. A. Fickel; and structural
A. B.
changes and alterations to a United Art- Jerry Sprague, treasurer;
ists theatre circuit house at Long Branch,
Robinette, secretary, and Howard
Cal., at an estimated cost of $95,880.^
Columbia superviDenied were these projects, in addition Boothe, British
The Western reto the Schine theatre: a drive-in for Her- sor of theatres.
man S. Gould at Omaha; a $45,150 theatre gional booking office at Vancouver
at Alamo, Tex., for Mundo and Mundo
being transferred to Toronto.
Enterrpises; a $31,800 drive-in at San An- is
Resignation of A. J. Laurie as
gelo, Tex., for Concha Theatres; a $14,740
drive-in for Thompson Theatre
at Odeon public relations director, was
Co.
Atoka, Okla.
a $6,500 drive-in for Paul
Rothman at Denver; and $22,600 to alter previously announced.
•
a theatre at Hanford, Cal., proposed by
after

a

NPA

—

NPA

—

NPA

—

There will be no hearings tomorrow.
Committee officials said it was "safe
to assume" that among the first witnesses will be three, left over from
Anne Revere, Harold
week
last
Buchman and Sam Moore.

—

On

Friday

nesses"

were

four
called,

"unfriendly

Waldo

Salt,

wit-

—

Ottawa, April 15. Contrary
to widespread rumors circulating lately on new amusement taxes, the Canadian
Government announces a new
list of taxes for the coming
fiscal year, without imposing
any new direct tax increase
on amusements except a 20
per cent surtax on the income of theatres operating as
corporations.

Paul

and Fred
Killian
The cooperative witness was
Meta Reis Rosenberg, a former assistant Paramount story editor, who ad-

Jerrico,
Graff.

Canadians Escape
New Ticket Taxes

Victor

Italian Unit Off
(Continued from page 1)

mitted being an ex-Communist.
basis

Texas Allied
(Continued from page 1)

Theatre Owners of Oklahoma
had not only joined Texas Allied but
had solicited the latter's aid in obof the

taining adjudication of
against a distributor.

a

grievance

Morris Loewenstein, president of
T.O.O., replied at the time that his
organization had previous knowledge
of the exhibitor's affiliation with Texas
Allied, adding that the groundwork
for settlement of his grievance had
been laid previously by T.O.O.
As of now, the one member of
T.O.O. whose affiliation with Texas
Allied presumably inspired the bid
for an Oklahoma unit, is the only one
from the later state to join the Cole
organization, insofar as can be learned.

of

an

arrangement which will

regulate for the next two years all
of the economic and financial problems
affecting the operations of participating companies in Italy and establish
better relations between the industries
of both countries, according to the
The Italian delegation also
indicated specific suggestions for improvement in the promotion and exploitation of Italian films in the American market.

MPAA.

It is regarded virtually certain that
the new pact will have, provision for
a substantial unblocking of U.. S. companies earnings, and that there will be
no guarantees with respect to the
marketing of Italian-made films here.

have been held in
between the Italian and
American representatives from March
Conversations

New York

28 to April

13.

;

Valley

Theatre

Co.

San Francisco,

April

Wobber, West Coast

Free 'GF Shows
(Continued from page
of relaxation

1)

from the rigors

of

camp

In recent months, however, with the
reactivation of military preparedness
and the consequent increase in the

—Herman
manager

of 20th Century-Fox, announces "with
considerable regret" the decision of
Clyde Eckhardt to retire as manager
of the Los Angeles exchange, effective July

life.

15.

division

1.

Alex Harrison,

a seasoned sales ex-

and present manager of the
San Francisco exchange, succeeds EckErickson, veteran salesnumber of trainees, the number of hardt. Jack
firm for many years will
the
man
with
non-military visitors to camps and
assume the management of the San
bases has mounted proportionately, it
These visitors parents, Francisco office.
is indicated.
sweethearts, wives, and even townsecutive

—

people in areas adjacent to the camps
are being admitted to the free exhibition of the pre-releases, area exhibitors complain.

—

MPA

Suggests

(Continued from page 1)

Judiciary sub-Committee on Friday in
opposition to a pending bill to set up
a six-year statute of limitations on
private anti-trust suits, Kenneth Roy(Continued from page 1)
all, representing the MPAA, suggestthat the committee consider amendelected chaplain. Elected members-at- ed
the anti-trust laws to give the
ing
were
large of the executive committee
award either acMax Blackman, Leo Jaffe, Julius Col- court discretion toany
amount up to
tual damages or
Schwartz.

Martin Levin

lins

and Fred

Installation will take place at a dinner at Rosoff's here on Tuesday

evening,

CHICAGO,

NEW YORK

May

22.

ILLINOIS 1327
N. Y. 619
,

S.

Wabash

W. 54th

Ave.

Street

:

treble damages.

The 20th Century-Fox attorney concluded Friday the testimony he had
started Wednesday, arguing that a sixyear statute would increase the number of suits against distributors.
"If the trend of these anti-trust suits
continue," Royall said, "they can easily
total $600,000^000 or $700,000,000." He
pointed out that since his tesitmony
had been prepared earlier in the week
the figure on suits by theatre owners
against distributors had increased from
$185,000,000 to "over $200,000,000."

jOSEPH JUSTMAN

JOHN IRELAND
ill

•

«

David Wolfe

Produced by

I

Harry Shannon

G GOLDSMITH

a clObia pilm

is

production

EMLYN WILLIAMS
wilh

Lloyd

Gougn

Directed By

-

Screenplay by C A Ouoonl horn t siory 0y

Associate Produce* Anthony I Landi

'BRILLIANT!"

c

MERCEDES McCAMBRIOGE
co-starring JAMES BARTON

"THE SCARF"

I

G

Basil RuysdieJ

E

A OUPONT

Goldsmith and

L

A, ftotl*

Released thru United Artist)

the word from Daily Variety on

"THE SCARF!"

I

SHE'S the
kind of woman

made

that

famous!

NATIONALL
ADVERTISED
in Life,

Look,

Saturday Evening
Post, Collier's,

Woman's Home
Companion, Good
Housekeeping,

MITCHUM • AVA GARDNER
MELVYN DOUGLAS

American Magazine

and the Sunday
supplements

^^\>> This Week

in

and Parade

... to

40,603,326
CIRCULATION!

with
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Directed by

rTi,

ROBERT STEVENSON

.
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•
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Skouras Cites Changes
Mature Films

in

UA

Monday, April

16,

1951

Krauze

Sales Staff

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

however the IATSE contract which has been Eagle Lion Classics distribuon Friday was
until now ELC general sales mana- became effective last Dec. 1 contained tion vice-president,
ger, was scheduled for announcement a severance pay clause covering ex- named executive assistant to William
change "collarites" with two years J. Heineman, United Artists distributoday.
Before the week is out, some 10 or and more of service with the company. tion vice-president.
Howard LeSieur, ELC advertisingKranze's complaint explained' that
12 UA branch managers, and a few
other sales officials in other strata of publicity director; Bernard Kamber, his employment contract with Film
the company's operations, will be re- publicity manager, and 'Ted Lazarus, Classics was a "three-cornered" arwhereby Cinecolor applaced by individuals who up to now advertising manager, were advised by rangement
have been associated with ELC, it the company on Friday that their em- proved the salary and assumed the obwas indicated unofficially. Heineman, ployment would terminate with the ligation to sell him 10,000 shares of
until about six weeks ago was ELC completion of the sale to UA on Cinecolor stock.
Kranze went over
April 28. Kamber indicated he would to Eagle Lion Classics when FC and
is
and
vice-president,
distribution
uniquely equipped therefore to make return to his former activity of pub- EL merged, becoming general sales
selections from among the best oi licity agent for independent producers. manager under Heineman, who then
Nat Nathanson is expected to con- was ELC distribution vice-president.
ELC's sales staff, which was distinue as UA Eastern general sales
banded as of last Thursday.
Judge McGohey held that only Film
ELC's notice to its field sales forces manager.
Classics, now out of existence, was
relieved branch managers of their
obligated to pay Kranze's salary, and
The U. A. Screens 'Queen' for
posts with two weeks' notice.
that therefore there was no basis for
salesmen, however, were dropped from Representatives of MBS
the claim against Cinecolor. It is exHis replacement by Milton E. Cohen,

—

Cambridge, Mass., April 15. Because present-day films are "more mature, more realistic, more authentic,
more courageous, and cover a wider

range of subjects relating to the vital
interests and welfare of the
public," the. slogan "Movies Are Better Than Ever," is deserved, Spyros
P. Skouras said at a Harvard Law
School forum here on Friday.
current

The 20th Century-Fox president
participated in a panel discussion on
the legitimacy of the slogan and
pointed out that his company originated it.
Al Capp, cartoonist, taking the opposing view, asserted that "two-thirds
of the American public have lost interest in the movies and it is about
time that the motion picture producer
must realize that he has to give the
public pictures with quality."
Bosley Crowther, film reviewer of
the New York Times, stressed the
"choosiness" of film audiences today,
while Fay Emerson boosted

TV.

_

The latter are
the payroll at once.
members of the Colosseum of Motion
Picture Salesmen, nationwide union.
salesmen are enWhether the
titled to severance pay under the terms
of their contract could not be determined here at the weekend.
has contracts with the IATSE
covering "white collar" workers at the
exchanges, with the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild covering

ELC

Chicago,
April
15.—A
special
showing of "Queen for a Day," followed by a cocktail party, was held
here tonight at the Stevens Hotel for
more than 400 Mutual Broadcasting-

reported Max
E.
Youngstein, advertising-publicity
vice-president
for
United
Artists,
which is releasing the Robert Stillman production. The screening preceded the opening of the National Ashome office "collarites," and with sociation of Broadcasters convention.
Screen Publicists Guild which represents non-executive publicity and adat
vertising personnel.
Two weeks' noChicago, April 15.—Metro-Goldtice was given the exchange and home
Radio Attractions will
office workers on Friday, but not the wyn-Mayer
publicists, it was reported. Whether send a large delegation to the 29th
the
members would receive annual convention of the National Asseverance pay was a point which evi- sociation of Radio and Television
Broadcasters at the Stevens Hotel.
dently had not been settled on Friday
station representatives,

ELC

Palsy Drive
(Continued from page 1)

Motion
Jerauld,

Picture Herald; James M.
Sherwin Kane,
Boxoffice;

Motion Picture Daily, chairman;

Tom

Kennedy, Shozmnam's Trade Review; Mel Konecoff, The Exhibitor;
Herbert M. Miller, The Exhibitor; Al
Picoult, Harrison's Reports; Barney
Stein, Film Bulletin-, and Morton Sunshine, Independent Film Journal.

NARTB

M-G-M

pected to be decided this week whether
the plaintiff will appeal the verdict.
The FC employment pact called for
$800 per week salary for the first year,
$1,000 per week for the second and
third years, and $1,250 for the fourth
and fifth, the complaint stated. Kranze
complained that he failed to receive
$28,450, plus earnings inherent in the
stock option.

Meet

SOPEG

Appoint Jack Service

—

Cleveland, April 15. Jack Service,
purchasing and sales executive of National Theatre Supply, has been appointed chairman of the theatre engineering committee of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers, it was announced here by Fred
vice-president.
T. Boditch,

SMPTE

AMPA SALUTES TRADE PRESS
AMPA

pay tribute to

will

motion picture trade

its

press at the next meeting.

MR. SILAS
M.G.M.

F. (Si)

Director of Advertising,

SEADLER

will

be chairman of the

meeting and master of ceremonies.

MR. WILLIAM
Vice-president of Loew's

Inc.,

F.

RODGERS

and distinguished veteran

authority on motion picture sales and distribution,

will

be

our principal speaker.

THE DATE:

Wednesday,

April 18

THE TIME:

12:30 P.M. (Promptly)

THE PLACE:

GEORGIAN ROOM,
HOTEL PICCADILLY

"Boxoffice bonanza. Ace-high merchandising
product!"

-MP

Daily

THE PRICE:

$2.50 per person (including

TICKETS:

Walter Reade
Theatres, 701 Seventh Avenue, TeleAlbert Floersheimer,

Jr.,

phone: Circle 5-5250

tip)
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ELC Bow Out
Ups Monogram
In 'B' Market
Production Hike Ranging
25-50% Seen by Broidy
expects to be in a
position to increase its yearly output of "B" pictures 25 to 50 per
cent as a result of the sale of Eagle
Lion Qassics to United Artists and
in view of UA's declared intention^ to
concentrate on "A" films beginningnext year, Steve Broidy, Monogram
president, declared here yesterday.

Citing also Columbia's recent

announcement that

it

will

trim

schedule,
product
"B"
Broidy said: "With one competitor dropping out of the market and another cutting down,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, APRIL

Daff Finds Theatre
Attendance Rising
Portland, Ore., April 16.—
The trend of motion picture
theatre attendance is on the
increase, it was disclosed here
by Al E. Daff, Universal-International sales executive,
who stopped off on a tour of
the country with C. E. Feld-

man and Maurice Bergman,
also

Monogram

YORK,

U-I,

of

all

New

from

York.

Feldman added that

in his

opinion theatre television is
over-rated and its novelty has

worn

off.

Cohen Named U. A.
Division Manager

its

we

naturally find ourselves in
strongest position we've
been in since the formation of

the

our company."
Monogram, now

Appointment of Milton E. Cohen,
former Eagle Lion Classics general
sales manager, to the post of United
Artists Western-Southern sales manager, was confirmed here yesterday
disby William J. Heineman,

UA

tribution vice-president.

to all intents and
purposes a distributor of independently-produced product, "will watch the

(Continued on page 6)

succeeds Fred Jack, resigned, will be in charge of the sales
territory from Chicago West and the
He will
entire South and Southwest.
join
on April 30, two days after
the sale of ELC to
is formalized.
Nat Nathanson, who has been
Eastern sales manager, is scheduled to
continue in that post.
Exchanges to be covered by Cohen's

UA

of

the

IATSE, told today's meeting of the Hollywood AFL
Film Council, that he has
been invited by the House

Un-American Activities
Committee to testify with
regard to labor's fight
against Communist infiltration in the industry
and that he will go to
Washington for that purpose May 8-9.

Washington, April 16.As a step to conserve supplies for motion picture
photographic
companies,
film was included among
products for which business firms can no longer
use a government priority
when needed for maintenance, repair or operating supplies.

UA

UA

(Continued on page 6)

Hollywood, April 16.
Roy Brewer, international

representative

who

Cohen,

B 'way

Firs t-R uns

i

Dividend'$137,000

Grosses at New York's first-runs
are settling down into a fairly steady
spring pattern, with business holding
to good levels generally, although the
longer runs are beginning to slip.
"Father's Little Dividend" is opening nicely at Radio City Music Hall
with a rousing $137,000 in prospect
for a first week a revue, "Musicana,"
;

on stage. "Royal Wedding" slipped
slightly
below its estimated final
with
winding
gross,
up
week's
is

—

have completely broken down was testified to today through an announcement by David Beznor, Colosseum
general counsel, that unfair labor
charges will be filed "within a few
days" against the companies. Beznor
will file with the Chicago office of
the National Labor Relations Board.
Negotiations which began a few

weeks ago

in

New York

were resumed

week. Beznor said the distributors offered a $4 per week general salary increase with no increase
whatever in film salesmen's expense
allowances on the ground that the industry was being hurt by television.
Beznor said he demanded the records to disclose earnings and financial
here

last

condition of the distributors to determine the validity of their conten(Contimied on page 6)

TEN CENTS

United Para.
Net for 1950,

12,351,000
Highest in Industry;
Holding Pace in 1951
United Paramount Theatres yes :
terday reported consolidated net
earnings for 1950 of $12,351,000.

Because

it

was

compared with an expected

the company's first
year of operation, there are
no previous refor comparison,
ft
is
the highest net
sults

Tbree other stage show houses, the
Paramount, Strand and Capitol, are
offering new bills, with satisfactory
but not spectacular box-office results.
"The Mating Season," with Mel

of any company
the industry
fin

1

t

for

(Continued on page 4)

Go

Eric Johnston Wins
'Brotherhood' Award

cita-

tion will be made at the 14th annual
dinner of the Massachusetts Committee of Catholics, Protestants and Jews
at the Hotel Statler here on May 17.

COMPO
Name

year.

Jettisons

of 'Festival'

H.

d e n s o n,
president,
pointed out that
the consolidated
1

UPT

..iMk

—

Boston, April 16. Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Association of America, now on leave as
director of the Economic Stabilization
Agency, will be honored here for his
"distinguished work in the field of
harmonious relations among people."

The "Universal Brotherhood"

last

Leonard

Colosseum Will File Unfair
Labor Charge With NLRB
That the
Milwaukee, April 16.
negotiations between the distributors'
negotiating committee and the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen

EDITION

1951

17,

Hold Spring Level;

$112,000,
$120,000.

MAIL

earnings

in-

dividends

clude

Leonard Goldenson

from

affiliated

companies
of $1,420,000; net capital gains after
(Continued on page 4)

Would Enlarge UPT
Board from 7
The

annual

meeting

to 13
United

of

Paramount Theatres stockholders,

May

set

the home office, will
vote on a proposal to increase the
company's directorate from its present
seven members to 13, adding to the
board among others R. B. Wilby,
John Balaban and A. H. Blank, operating heads of
subsidiaries.
Other directors nominated for the
enlarged board are Herbert Schwartz,
president of City Stores, fnc. Charles
T. Fisher, Jr., president of the Nafor

15

at

UPT
:

The Council

of

Motion Pic-

ture Organizations is intent
on divorcing the term "film
festival"
from the project
which heretofore has carried
that title, a COMPO spokesman said here yesterday. He
said the term gives the impression that the project,
scheduled for the fall, will refestivals
semble the
film
which foreign countries have
been conducting.
The best term to apply to
the project until a formal
name is given it is "boxoffice
drive,"
the COMPO

spokesman said. "A box-office
drive is what it's going to
be," he declared.

;

(Continued on page 4)

DuMont Seeking TV
Tie-Ups in Britain

—

London,
April 16.
Mortimer
Loewi of the Allan B. DuMont Laboratories disclosed today that he has
made considerable progress in establishing reciprocal arrangements with
British Broadcasting Corp. and others
here for an exchange of television
program material, including films and
talent.

Loewi

said

his

aims

are

(Continued on page 6)

to

buy
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ROBERT

—A pro-

Baltimore, April

motion for "Fourteen Hours"
at the New Theatre here,
back-fired and brought a $50
fine for a hired stunt man.

Mav

United Florida State
Theatres from New York. He will be
joined by Mrs. Weitman for a short
vacation in Miami.
•
John J. Dervin, sales manager of

14.

Richard de Rochemont, producer
March of Time, yesterday received a citation commending the

sidiary,

fainted,
The
blocked.
was
traffic
stunter, grabbed at the ledge
by police was found guilty of

April 26.
•

Widen Fight on Tax
Increase in U. K.
London, April 16.— The industrywide protest against the scheduled increase in the entertainment tax continues to gather momentum.
Cabinet Ministers and rank-and-file
Members of Parliament are being de-

luged with protesting telegrams; industry publicists, including- those of
the Rank Organization, are engaged
in the production of a short film designed to tell the public just where
the money goes which they pay into

and large posters are

being prepared for display at every
theatre analyzing admission prices.
Showmen generally will concentrate
fire on what they call a vicious disIn this
crimination against theatres.
respect, the government has not proposed tax increases for stage plays
or football.
will

battle

be

Commons during the committee stage of the finance bill. Prior
to that, representatives of the Treasury and the Board of Trade propose
negotiate the matter with the
to
"voluntary"
a
industry, looking to

fought in

agreement.

Set Royal

Command

Performance Nov. 5
London, April
Royal "command"

16.

—The

annual

performance
Rank's Leihas been
cester Square Odeon Theatre on Nov.
The King and Queen already have
5.
promised to attend.
Following the acrimony displayed
film
scheduled for

year in the selection of "The Mudlark" as the Royal Performance film,
the Trade Benevolent Fund, sponsor
of the annual event, will throw open
the selection this year to all comers.
Entries are due not later than Sept.
last

The

committee will
consist of three independent exhibitors,
three members of the British Film
three
Association
and
Producers

22.

selection

Phil Reisman,

RKO

Pictures vice-

charge of foreign distribution, is due to leave here on
Saturday for Europe.
•
Nat Levy, Eastern sales manager
Pictures, left yesterday for
for
a vacation in Miami Beach.
•
PicHarry Primstein, of
tures legal staff, has returned here
president

in

RKO

RKO

from the Coast.

Margaret Ettinger,
The Ettinger Co., has

president of
arrived here

from the Coast.

who died at his home on Saturday, three days after he was stricken
with a heart attack, was with Douglas Aircraft Co. here since leaving the
industry in 1942.

•

New

left

sales

Atlanta yesterday for

Olin H. Clark,
from

from

M-G-M

Eastern

head, has delayed his return
Pinehurst, N. C, until Thurs-

Gertie's

Bowman, Shaffer
Win WB Contest
Bob Bowman
atre,

Erie,

Pa.,

of the
is

first

Warner Theprize winner

Warner Theatres' "Managers ShowElaine Wassekman of Favorite
Award" contest, it was anFilms Corp. was married to Pvt. manship
nounced
Harry M. Kalmine, presiby
recently.
city
this
Phil Goldman of
Joseph

producer,

New

is

in

York.

dent and general manager of the cir-

•
J.

Walsh, head

of

branch
due to

operations for Paramount, is
return here today form the Coast.

Another Tie-in for Exhibitors

to

Stump

Warner's 'Strangers' For Georgia Filming
Atlanta, April

A

nationwide promotion has been
set by Warner Brothers with LustreCreme Shampoo in connection with
of
release
forthcoming
Warner's
Train."
"Strangers on

paign to

woo

16.

—Georgia's cam-

film producers to

cuit.

Second and third prizes were won,
by Frank Shaffer, Dixie
Theatre, Staunton, Va., and Gerry
Weissler, Leader Theatre, Philadel-

respectively,

this

phia.

prize winners included the
best kiddie show, Ted Dav-

Other
following

:

idson, Sigma Theatre, Lima, Ohio
best series of promotions, Lamar Keen,
best servCapitol, Winchester, Va.

began unfolding when Georgia
showmen revealed a group of 50 ice story, Irving Hillman, Empress,
stories based on Georgia and Geor- Danbury, Conn. James Totman, PittsA
group of burgh, was first prize, winner in the
Spoltlight of the campaign is a four- gians will be offered to a
consideration district managers contest. Second and
special
color page ad scheduled to appear in producers for
went to Charles V.
third prizes
Sunday supple- here on May 13-15.
leading magazines,
This will be the highlight of the Grimes, Washington and John Flynn,
ments and trade publications with a
estimated at 62,- Theatre Owners and Operators of Philadelphia, respectively.
circulation
total
Georgia convention which is said to
000,000.
have received confirmation from "sev- Robert
to Speak
eral" motion picture companies that
16.
Robert W.
April
Richmond,
representatives will attend the conCoyne, special counsel for the Council
vention to look over the stories and
of Motion Picture Organizations, will
suggestions for scenarios. Large disHugh
address the officers and board of the
assistant
to
Isaacs,
Phil
plays based on stories and books will
at their meeting in
Owen, Paramount's Eastern-Southern be used to illustrate the campaign, it Virginia
Richmond on Wednesday.
division manager, has been promoted was announced.
to Washington branch manager, by
A. W. Schwalberg, Paramount disstate

;

—

Coyne

Heads Para.
Washington Branch

Isaacs

—

MPTA

head. Isaacs, who will aspost tomorrow, succeeds
Albert Benson who resigned.
Isaacs joined Paramount at the New
York branch in 1946. He was pro-

tribution

sume

his

moted

new

to assistant to

Hugh Owen

in

1949.

Paglario to Host

A. Mike Vogel Gets
U-I Assignment

A. Mike Vogel has been given a
Sispecial assignment by Charles
Universal-International exmonelli,
ploitation director to handle publicity
and exploitation during the next three

months in the Western states. Vogel
American distributors.
On Thursday, Mannon Sound will have headquarters in San FranStages will hold open house here from cisco.
Brown, U-I's Western exCliff
Leases Theatre
five to seven P. M. to inaugurate a
Hollywood, April 16. National new regime with James Page Paglario ploitation manager, has been recalled
serve
Broadcasting has leased the El Cap- as the new owner and president of the to the Armed Services. He will
as a lieutenant in the Air Force.
company.
tain Theatre here.

NBC

London,

ducing for Nestor Comedies. He organized Christie Comedies four years
later with his brother Charles. They
made such films as "Charlie's Aunt,"
"Up in Mabel's Room," and "Getting

day.

•

La sky,

in

ington.

York.

Jesse L.
Kansas City

who was born

Christie,

Ontario, came to Hollywood in 1911
with a stock company and began pro-

in

Bernard Jacon, Lux Films
president,

— Funeral

Among the stars
Garter."
they brought to the screen were Eddie
York.
Lyons, Lee Moran, Billy Rhodes,
Betty Compson and Bobby Vernon.
The brothers were among the first
John C. Flinn, Allied Artists
Monogram advertising-publicity direc to produce talking comedies and they
stars as Marie Dressier,
tor, will remain in the East until had such
Polly Moran, Jimmy Gleason, Ford
May 16.
Sterling and Charley Murray.
For many years Christie was marof
Gael Sullivan, Theatre Owners
America executive director, left here ried to Shirley Collins.
brother
his
besides
Surviving,
last night for a two-day stay in WashCharles, is a sister, Ann.

story

•

16.

ducer

RKO

disorderly conduct. His fine
of $50 was the amount of pay
he received for the stunt.

April
held

tomorrow for
Hollywood
69, at the
The pioneer proCemetery Chapel.
be

services will
Al Christie,

MOT

women

real

visiting

is

Stratford Pictures, a Monogram subreturned to New York yesChicago and Boston.
from
terday
enan
create
"to
helping
for
•
lightened public attitude toward menNorman H. Moray, general sales
tal health" from the National Assomanager for Warner Brothers short
ciation of Mental Health.
•
snbjects, arrived in Burbank, Cal.,
from here.
yesterday
promosales
Bamberger,
Leon J.
•
Pictures, will
tion manager of
A. Pam Blumenthal, Fidelity Picspeak at the annual convention of the
Holly
left
Delft Circuit of Wisconsin and Michi- tures board chairman,
gan to be held in Milwaukee on wood yesterday by plane for New

net, an ambulance came, about
5.000 persons gathered in the

However, the

Hollywood,

dent of

tres,

of the

Fire apparatus arrived with a

the box-office,

On Coast Today

WEITMAN, vice-presiROBERT United
Paramount Thea-

sales vice-

RKO

•

He climbed to a ledge of a
nearby building, one higher
than the theatre, and pretended he planned to jump.

street below,

MOCHRIE,

Pictures, will
pres ident of
address the annual convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners and
Operators of Georgia, in Atlanta, on

16.

1951

Christie Services

Personal Mention

Promote
Showmanship
Film

How Not
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Review

'Double-Tax' Pacts
Are Hit by Guilds

—

'Appointment With Danger"
{Paramount)

WITHIN
there

the next few months,
will be openings in fifty
cities throughout the country, combined with local "Queen for a Day"
contests,

network

in

conjunction with Mutual

stations.

A

private showing followed by a
cocktail party, was held Sunday night
at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago, for

more than 400 Mutual BroadcastingThe screening was
representatives.
arranged by Max E. Youngstein, vicepresident and national director of atvertising, publicity and exploitation
for United Artists, on the eve of the
opening of the National Association of
Broadcasters convention in Chicago,
and immediately following the world
premiere of the picture at Waycross,
Ga.

Darryl Zanuck's crusading "The
Care of My Little Girl," which reveals the snobbery and cruelty of
college sororities, gets top treatment in the May McCall's, on newsstands April 20. The magazine devotes four full pages to the new
film, more space than any picture
has received in McCall's since 1940.
The record coverage is additional
evidence of the increased emphasis
being placed on films by Dan Mich,
McCall's editorial director. The film
is scheduled for release in midsummer by 20th Century-Fox and
stars Jeanne Crain, Dale Robertson,
Mitzi Gaynor and Jean Peters. The
magazine has a circulation of 4,200,-

A special reprint of the article
has been sent to thousands of editors throughout the country.

000.

•

Paramount has announced commerwith Hallicrafter Television
wherein the company will offer
TV sets as prizes for approved contests in as many theatres. The Saen-

cial tieups

Co.
50

Theatre, New Orleans, for instance, has planned a contest sponsored
by a local newspaper and similar arrangements are being made by the
Strand Theatre in Charlotte and the
Carolina Theatre, in Memphis.
The company has also concluded a

ger

national tieup with Feature-Lock Dia-

mond Rings, promoting the PineThomas production, "Passage West"
which

is

They

will

scheduled for release in July.
use 500 half-page newspaper ads covering 185 key cities featuring Arlene Whelan, with large picture credits and playdates timed to
break with the local theatre engagements.

Advance tear sheets from the
next issue of Look magazine, to be
released April 24, contain a feature
story extending over three pages,

Ladd,
ALANorder

as a postal inspector, goes through some dangerous exploits
brazen robbery. The melodramatics
have been polished to a nice shiny surface that should amply please the
In its way "Appointment with Danger" serves as a
action customers.
to foil the execution of a

in

Washington, April 16.. Obtax
pending
to
with Canada and
other nations have been made
to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee by the Artists-Managers Guild and the
Screen Actors Guild.
At hearings on 13 "double
Adrian
taxation"
treaties,
McCallum, representing the
jections
treaties

glorification of another branch of the government service. An unusual note
Portraying a nun, Miss Calvert
is provided by the role of Phyllis Calvert.
happens to observe an underworld murder, and as a witness to this crime

she consequently finds herself in peril of her life.
The plot centers primarily around a proposed million-dollar postal robbery
which Paul Stewart, Jack Webb and other henchmen have worked out.
Posing as a corrupt inspector, Ladd is able to maneuver his way into the
gang and then lay the trap for its members as the theft is about to be
last minute change in the robbery plans leaves Ladd in a
executed.
tight spot. At the same time Webb catches up with the long-sought Miss
Calvert and is all set to put an end to her life. The final arrival of the
police and some bursts of gunfire bring the story to a satisfactory climax.
memorable vignette is turned in by Jan Sterling as Stewart's girl. She
endows her role with a uniqueness and personality that stands out well.
Robert Fellows produced and Lewis Allen directed, from a screenplay by
Richard Breen and Warren Duff.
Running time, 89 minutes. General audience classification. For May release.

guilds, said that the treaties

clauses
permitting
include
the governments to tax U. S.

performers' earnings
countries so long as
formers were in the
less than 183 days a

A

in those
the percountry

year.

A

Mandel Herbstman

Unlimited Imports in
Franco-German Pact

—

Washington, April 16. Details of
promotional campaign for 20th
the Franco-German film agreement,
Techmforthcoming
Century-Fox's
valid until Aug. 31, were revealed
color musical, "On the Riviera" is alhere by the U. S. Commerce Departready under way through a tieup with
ment.
muTV,
radio,
Decca Records, with
Commerce film chief Nathan D.
and department stores already
sic
Columbus, O., April 16. There will Golden said the agreement provides
plugging five tunes, recorded by Danny
be no attempt by the Ohio legislature for unlimited importation on both
Kaye, star of the picture. Sheet mu- to compel Ohio State University to sides of original-language versions of
sic tieups with Robbins, Pickwick and
football games,
it
ap- feature films. Eighty dubbed French
televise its
E. B. Marks music corporations are
peared after the House Organization films are permitted into Germany besubstanalso lined up. Decca plans a
Government
Committee tween Jan. 1, 1950 and Aug. 31, 1951,
of
State
tial cooperative advertising campaign
voted 9-1 to recommend passage of a with 27 of these still unlicensed as of
Tiemey
which
Gene
for the picture in
watered-down bill which would mere- Dec. 9, 1950. The French governand Corrine Calvet are featured.
ly "permit" university officials to tele- ment agrees to approve a dubbing per•
mit for any German film which is bevise its games.
will be ing distributed in France under conaction
means
that
there
The
page
full
in
resulting
tie-up
A
tract
with an authorized French
ads in eight top national publica- no televising of Ohio State football
distributor. No films can be exchanged
tions has been set by 20th Cen- games until the National Collegiate
tury-Fox with the Electric Auto- Athletic Association and the Western which were produced prior to Jan. 1,
1946.
Lite Co., for Betty Grable's new Conference relax their present bans
The agreement also stipulates that
approved
The
against
such
telecasts.
the
After
Me
"Meet
picture,
copies
of dubbed films of one country
Rep.
Kline
Robbill
was
sponsored
by
next
Show." The ads will appear
may be exported freely and without
erts, Republican, Franklin county.
fall in Life, Saturday Evening Post,
The bill provides that the university additional fees from the other country
Look, Country Gentleman, Collier's,
a third country having the same
Farm Quarterly, Southern Agricul- trustees shall seek written consent of to
language for example, the export of
If this
opponents to televise games.
Farm
and
Gravure
Rural
turist,
consent is obtained, the trustees may French-dubbed German films from
Journal.
then direct the university's adminis- France to Belgium. The two countrative officials to enter into contracts tries also promise to work together
postin the co-production of films.
An unprecedented box-office advance for televising.
$96,000 has been
sale amounting t
The approved bill prohibits sale of script provides that in view of the
racked up by "Tales of Hoffman" at television rights to theatres for show- raw stock scarcity in Germany, the
The ing during a game, unless the contest issuance of import licenses for French
the Bijou Theatre on Broadimy.
film had a one-time preview for charity is also televised for the general pub- films is conditioned on the delivery of
Opera House, lic.
raw stock from France to Germany.
at the Metropolitan
which zvas covered as a society event.
But the tremendous box-office advance
Stress Development of Film

A

Solons 'Permit'

TV

Of Ohio Games
—

—

A

credited to publicity
is largely
breaks, including a four-page color
layout in Life, color and inside page
spread in This Week, a two-page color
layout in Quick, a magazine roto colorsale

layout in the Sunday Mirror, a magazine break in Cue, and coverage in
music, ballet and dance magazines.

Promise of an upcoming promotion
showing how "Gary Cooper Joins campaign for the 20th Century-Fox's
the Navy" as promotion for "You're "The Frogmen" was indicated in a
in the Navy Now." Film was for- meeting held at Norfolk Navy Base
merly known as "U. S. S. Teakettle" with the Commander in Chief of the
and the star spent three weeks in Atlantic Fleet, Admiral William M.
the Navy, as an officer, and being Fechteler and his staff, with Stirling
saluted by admirals, while making Silliphant, promotion manager for
the film.
20th-Fox, and Tony Muto, Moyie•
Washington representative.
tonews
Metro is distributing a free two The picture was filmed for the most
column ad mat t promote local store part in Norfolk and the Virgin Islands,
Baby and the fact of Stirling Silliphant's
"National
cooperation
for
Week," April 28-May 5, and, of course, interest makes it good guessing as to
with a slight reference to "Father's what form of merchandising is in the
The trademark pose making, to follow "The Black Rose"
Little Dividend."
Paradise."
of "Little Stanley" standing on his and "Bird of
Walter Brooks
head ties in with the national zveek.

Okay with FCC

to

Telecast Meetings
Washington,
Communications

April

16.

Wayne

—Federal

Commission

—

Washington,

Chair-

says
the FCC
"doesn't have any objection" to commercial sponsoring" of telecasts of
LT. N. meetings, Congressional hearings and similar events.
Coy said he felt the question should
be left up to the organization involved as to whether telecasts of its
doings should be sponsored. He also
declared that the right to televise such
a meeting should not be given exclusively to any one group but rather
"should be available to everybody if
it's available to anybody."

man

Industry in Switzerland

Coy

April 16. Continued
quotas and government subsidies for domestic films are being
urged by the Swiss Film Chamber, according to
Commerce Department
film chief Nathan D. Golden.

import

Real in

New

Post

—

Oklahoma

City, April 16. Joe
Real, who has supervised the Warner
and Sooner theatres, succeeds Paul

Townsend as manager of Warner's
Midwest Theatre here. Townsend has
been advanced to the position of

dis-

of Warner theatre operations in this area. Replacing Real

trict

manager

Al Hendricks, going
from the State.
is

to the

Warner

Honor Summerville
Toronto, April

16.

—William

Sum-

supervisor of Bloom and
Fine Theatres, an affiliate of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., has received
the third annual Heart Award of Toronto Variety Tent No. 28.

merville,

Para. Signs Epsteins
Hollywood, April
Philip

Epstein

Paramount

to

—

16.
Julius and
have been signed by
an exclusive contract

providing for their joint services to
write, direct and produce.

Tuesday, April
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UPT

Profit

(Continued

f ro in

Insuring Variety

taxes thereon, of $2,and $209,000 representing
144,000,
UPT's share of undistributed earnings of partly-owned, non-consolidated
subsidiaries.

the year
or $2 per
Earnings were equivalent to
share.
$3.79 per share on the 3,261,287 shares
outstanding. Book value of the stock
increased from $14.06 per share to
$16.21 per share at the year end.

during

paid

Dividends

amounted

to

$6,522,742,

Net Due

First Quarter

Goldenson revealed that UPT's net
for the first quarter of the current
announced
be
scheduled
to
year,
Thursday, will be about the same as
the first quarter profit a year ago, the

increase in tax from 38 per cent last
year to 50 per cent this year, accounting for a slight decrease from
the 1950 net. The first quarter profit

year amounted to $3,193,000.
consolidated balance sheet
for last year shows assets of $27,342,000, including $23,569,000 in cash

last

UPT's

securities, and current liabilities of $12,291,000. The net
working cap ital of $15,051,000 represents a decrease of $697,000 from

and government

capital at Dec. 31, 1949, due
primarily to the use of cash in the
purchase of properties.

working

During the year the company
terminated joint interests in
approximately 457 theatres, and
disposed of all interests in approximately 241 which were
partially owned at the time of
the consent judgment, a total
of 698 theatres in which all
UPT interest was terminated.

Indianapolis, April 16.

—Ar-

stage at the Paramount,
looks like a fair first week's gross of
$57,000; "Only the Valiant" is expected to hit an okay $55,000 for its
bow at the Strand, where Gordon
MacRae heads the stage bill, while
"The Invisible Man" will bring the
Capitol something under $45,000 for

Torme on

rangements for group insurance for members of Indianapolis Variety Club Tent No.
10 have been made by international chief barker Marc J.
Wolf and will be discussed at
a general meeting on April 16.
The plan offered by the Pacific Mutual Life of Los Angeles would insure regular
members for $2,000. Seventyfive per cent of the members
would be required to participate to make it effective.

A

His report also discussed the $35,000,000 loan agreement with Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. and three
banks, previously reported. Proceeds
of the loan, he said, were used mainly
to pay off existing debt and in the
purchase of Interstate and Texas Consolidated. $8,750,000 of the loan is
due serially in 1956 and $26,250,000
standby credit
due in 1971.
is
of $10,000,000, also due in 1971, was
made available under this agreement.
Goldenson's report stated that the
continued decline in theatre attend-

A

ance
ture,

primarily economic in
having manifested itself

is

television
areas.

as

well

as

in

its

in

na-

non-

television

The high demand for consumer hard
goods and the building boom left a
smaller share of the consumer dol-

:

;

;

;

for

changes

theatre
in

cember.

The proxy statement

also reveals
16,657 shares of
stock.

owns

Blank

UPT common

There are too many
other forces affecting attendance to permit the isolation and
measurement, with any degree
of reliability, of any one factor
alone," he said.

our

At the same time, Goldenson
said, "Television is competing
with us for the public's leisure
time and entertainment dollars.
Studies we have made throughout the year indicate that the

week

hit $87,000,

where a smash opening week's gross

of

television

is

strongest during the novelty and the
installment payment periods. Surveys
show that as the novelty wears off
and the set is paid for, people become
selective in their viewing habits,
television is judged more strictly

and
on

its

we

believe, the

programming merits.
Then,
American people, giv^

freer

play

to their gregarious
respond as in the past,
to the appeal of our high-quality motion-picture
entertainment,"
Goldenson concluded.
Theatre receipts and rentals ac^
counted for $97,127,938 of total income of $101,714,082. Theatre oper-

irig

At the Astor, "T4 Hours" is bowing
out after seven weeks with a modest
$9,000 for the final stanza; "Valenopen there on Thursday.
Also moving on is "Rawhide" at the

tino"

will

Rivoli, where a short fourth week
"The Brave
will total about $10,000.
Bulls" will have a preview performance there tonight, opening its regular

run tomorrow.
'Up Front' Holds

"Up Front"

Up

holding up well
at Loew's State, with about $20,000
in prospect for a fourth week. "The
Man from Planet X" is concluding
two weeks at the Mavfair, with about
$13,000 due for the final week. "The
is

still

Sword of Monte Cristo" comes in
"The Great Misthere on Saturday.
souri Raid" is down to a mild $9,000
for a second and final week at the
Globe

;

"Lucky Nick Cain" opens on
slipped

badly

releasing

yet unscheduled date.

Title of

"The

Headline Story" has been changed to

"Home Town

Story."

erly,"

and "The Thin Knife,"

"An American in Paris" and "Love Is
Better Than Ever," the former of
which is now scheduled for August
A new date for the latter
release.
has not been set.
In addition to the two pictures men"Rich,
Young and
above,
tioned
Pretty," in Technicolor, will lead off
the

August

list.

"Teresa," now in its world premiere
at the Trans Lux here, will be given
It will have two
special handling.
other domestic openings and another
in London before the end of April.

NPA

Overlooking

Some

Violations

—

Washington, April 16. Theatres
being built in violation of the government's construction control order
have often been allowed to go ahead
after the National Production Authority

investigates

NPA

and learns the

story,

admitted today.
They declared that in many instances, they have checked into construction and found it to be illegal, but
have given the builders a chance to
"Ignorance can
justify their action.
be a good excuse in this instance,"
one official said. "We have taken the
stand that a person building illegally
should be allowed to try and justify
officials

after

day.

effect.

impact

M-G-M's

the construction on the same basis as
two any other person seeking permission
excellent weeks at the Park Avenue
If it's a case where our
to build.
It will people would have granted the appeal
the third week drew $5,900.
make way for "The Scarf" on Sun- if it had been made properly, we're

box-office is off less in non-teleIt is
vision than in TV areas.
impossible, however, to determine the extent of television's

"The

of

In June, "No Questions Asked," reThe best showing this week is be- places "Calling Bulldog Drummond,"
ing made at a couple of off-Broadnow set back to August.
way stands. "Teresa" is outstanding
For July, "The Law and Lady LovTheatre,
Trans
Lux
52nd
St.
at the
replace

Saturday.
"Odette"

The more

entertainment.
economy, resulting
from the Korean war, may benefit the
service industries, and the motion picture business in particular.
Goldenson said that there seems to be some
indications that the downward trend
in theatre attendance was beginning
to level off.
lar

first

UPT Board

that

revision

is

public meeting on "the rising of $18,300 is being followed by an
threat of censorship by public agencies estimated
second
week's
$14,500.
and private pressure (groups)," will "Kon-Tiki" continues to draw capacity
be held here on May 9 at Town Hall," crowds at the Sutton, with $15,500
sponsored by the National Council .expected for a second week.
on Freedom from Censorship, an
Also playing to capacity is "Tales of
affiliate of the American Civil Liber- Hoffman"
at the Bijou, where the
ties Union.
second week of its two-a-day, reserved
seat run is pulling in another $16,000
gross.
Last of the current long runs is
(Continued from page 1)
"Born Yesterday" at the Victoria,
tional Bank of Detroit, and Robert where a substantial gross of $24,000
L. Hufnnes, Jr., president of Burling- for a 17th week is highly satisfactory.

$44,350 and $5,000 bonus. All five also
were voted stock options last De-

Reports on Loans

The

Gypsy Rose Lee

or $5,000 under a previous estimate.
'Teresa' Stands Out

Hyman,

Mexico.

week.

forecast.

UPT

New

A

schedule for the three months startingMay 4 and the setting up of the company's releases for August were announced by William F. Rodgers, vicepresident and general sales manager.
Fourteen pictures comprise the revised

four-month schedule, six of which will
on be in Technicolor.
For May, there will be three picthe Capitol stage.
"I Can Get It for You Wholesale" tures instead of the four originally
scheduled, "Pandora and the Flying
is only fair in its second week at the
Roxy, a gross of about $67,000 being Dutchman," being dropped until an as
its first

Censorship Meet
Sponsored by ACLU

UPT

to Release

(Continued from page 1)

ton Mills Corp.
The present directors are Leonard
president Walter
H. Goldenson,
Gross, vice-president Robert O'Brien,
continue
secretary-treasurer
who
until the annual meeting next year,
and John A. Coleman, E. Chester
William T. Kilborn and
Gersten,
Walter P. Marshall, who are schedGoldenson said in his report to uled for reelection.
paid $12,000,stockholders that
The proxy statement reveals that
000 in cash for the 50 per cent inter- Goldenson was paid $156,000 salary
est of its co-owners (Karl Hoblitzelle
and $25,000 expense allowance last
and R. J. O'Donnell) in Interstate year and that Gross, O'Brien, Robert
Circuit and Texas Consolidated TheWeitman, vice-president, and Edward
atres, operating 160 theatres in Texas
were paid
vice-president,

and

M-G-M

Grosses

1951

14 for May -August

Club Members

page 1)

for

provision

NY

17,

instincts, will

ating and general expenses, including
film rentals and taxes, amounted to
Earned surplus at the
$82,620,453.
end of the first year was $5,618,925.

not going to press compliance action."

"Cyrano de Bergerac," continuing
Some building, however, has been
its roadshow run at the Golden Thehalted and has stayed halted, the
atre following a moveover from the NPA spokesman said.
He declared
Bijou, has an estimated gross of that he knew of no case of prosecu$8,000 in sight for its second week at tion of any builder in the theatre field,
the new stand.
and that "we have a couple of pretty
bad cases in other fields than theatres
Three Columbia Films in
which we will crack down on first."
Broadway First-Runs
With "The Brave Bulls" opening
at the Rivoli here tonight and "Valentino" moving into the Astor on Thursday, Columbia product will be booked
Washington, April 16. The Na-

Release Film Cans
For Armed Forces

three Broadway showcases.
The
third Columbia film is "Born Yesterday," now in its 17th week at the Victoria.
Next week, Arch Oboler's
"Five," also a Columbia release, will
serve as the first bill at the new Holiday Theatre, which opens on. April 25.
in

—

Production Authority here said
that aluminum fabricators can accept
tional

priority

orders

from

the

Armed

Forces for aluminum motion picture
shipping cans, even though these are
no longer to be produced for civilian
use.

NPA

This was contained in an
order postponing until May 1 the proBetty
Shaaker,
formerly
with hibition on the use of aluminum in
Seventeen magazine, is now director some 200 civilian products. The proof editorial promotion for
Today's hibition was to have gone into effect
Woman magazine.
last week.

New

Post for Shaaker

Good drseious, vtece

Isfe

for lh&

Cortyanionrspproved mvieiI"

Like

women everywhere, these two

are dashing

off to their local

theater to be sitting

Companion- approved movie.
It happens again and again— that's why the movie- makers have
invested more money in the Companion during the past
jive years than in any other monthly magazine.*
pretty at the latest

^Except of course the fan magazines

56
Cone* a^'"

My

Forbidden

Q ool0WW

-»A««

Past

THE CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING

COMPANY

•

THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE

•

COLLIER'S

•

AVERAGE CIRCULATION: MORE THAN

4,000,000

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

0,0

•

A

MARKET OF

9,7

FAMILIES

Tuesday, April
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Monogram

U. S. Lists 2,538

Reviews

Theatre Partners
—PartnerWashington, April

(Continued fro m page 1)
the demand
from exhibitors exists, we will be in
a position to increase our yearly output (of 'BY) 25 to SO per cent,"

market carefully and

Broidy

if

"Smuggler's Island"

16.

_

said.

Broidy, who will remain in New
York another week for conferences
with other Monogram officials before
the
said
returning to Hollywood,
ELC sale has opened up a "new_

"We

make

can't
vista" for Monogram.
all of the 'B's' but Monogram is going to make the best 'B's' that are
made," he declared.

(

Universal-International

ESCAPIST

which should adequately satisfy the appetites
the main body of film-goers is provided in this
Ted Richmond production directed by Edward Ludwig. Attractively mounted
and
in Technicolor and enacted by a reliable cast topped by Jeff Chandler
Evelyn Keyes, "Smuggler's Island" is in every respect true to the spirit of
adventure embodied in that title.
The setting is Macao, a Portuguese island off the South China coast, a
corner of the Orient to which gravitate all and sundry who would indulge in
the dangerous business of smuggling gold. It is here that Chandler, a retired
U. S. Navy officer engages haphazardly in the salvage diving business, only
helping
to find himself drawn by the physical attractions of Miss Keyes into
her outwit sinister Chinese pirates and escape with a crate of gold bars to
of those

entertainment

who make up

which she claims

28 Features Set

For the 1951 season, Monogram is
scheduled to deliver 28 straight features and 12 Westerns. Allied Artists,
formed to handle high
subsidiary
budget films, has scheduled six re"I Was an
of which,
leases, two
American Spy," Ann Dvorak-Gene
_

Evans co-starrer and "The Highwayman," starring Charles Coburn, Wanda Hendrix and Philip Friend, are
completed. Pre-production shooting on
a third Allied Artists film, "Disc
Jockey," is under way. In final preparation stages are "The Police Story"
to be filmed with the cooperation of
the Los Angeles Police Department
and "My Wife is Mine," which will
star Florence Marly. Several other
properties, earmarked for Allied Artists release, will be announced shortly.

title.
,

side of the romance between the two is Miss Keyes
meticulously attired, supercilious Englishman whose
a
husband,
estranged
avariciousness ultimately takes him to his death, thus leaving Chandler and
the girl free to marry." The film successfully captures what might be de-

The thorn

in

the

scribed as the "glamor" of the Orient, and all the vivid colors and costumes
tend to compensate for the script's slow spots. The climactic scene wherein
Chandler succeeds in blowing up the pirate chief's ship by swimming to its
splendor.
keel with an armful of explosives is rendered with pyrotechnic
Leonard Lee's screenplay was based on a story and adaptation by Herbert
Rounding out the cast are Philip Friend,
Margolis and Louis Morheim.
Marvin Miller, Ducky Louie, David Wolfe, Jay Novello and H. T. Tsiang.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. For May release.

Charles

L.

Franke

"The Last Outpost"

Hollywood, April 16
Bill Williams,
Bennett,
Bruce
Fleming,
Rhonda
Reagan,
Ronald
Noah Beery and Technicolor as names to draw with, the Messrs. Wila
liam H. Pine and William C. Thomas tell here in big-scale terms and with
the
large cast an exciting story about the Union and Confederate armies and
Apache Indians and the conflict that raged between them in the Southwest in
soldierly
1862. There is a brother-against-brother theme in the foreground, a
romance in the background, and there is a dramatically complex network of
(Continued from page 1)
de
counter-plot that gives both suspense and humor full play, but the piece
Charlotte, resistance is an Apache attack upon a frontier post in which Union and Condivision include Atlanta,
New Orleans, Dallas, Chicago, Indian- federate forces join up to quell an onslaught no less violent because righteously
apolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Denmotivated Few if any similar soldier-Indian fights ever filmed match this one.
ver, Omaha, St. Louis, Kansas City
The script, by Geoffrey Homes, George Worthington Yates and Winston
San Francisco, Seattle and Los An- Miller, convincingly directed by Lewis R. Foster, presents Reagan as a Conleather
geles.
federate officer in charge of a raiding band assigned to procure gold,
and other war materials in Union-held territory, and casts Bennett as the
Pabst Moves Over in N. O.
Union officer in command of the area. Reagan and Bennett are brothers,
to a trading post operator bent upon stirring
New Orleans, April 16. George and Miss Fleming, now married
Against
is Reagan's former sweetheart.
benefit,
his
own
for
Pabst, Eagle Lion Classics exchange up the Apaches
the
is set a complicated chain of events in which
background
personal
that
that
he
manager here, has disclosed
strive equally to keep the
uniforms,
opposingwearing
although
brothers,
soon will join United Artists in the
great odds,

(Pine-Thomas—Paramount)

WITH

Cohen Named

—

same

successful, against
which the Indians
until a citizen shoots the Apaches' truce-emissary, after
join
to repulse them.
forces
Confederate
and
Union
the
the post and

Apaches from joining

capacity.

SOPEG

and

ELC

attack

Confer

Em

Screen Office and Professional
ployes Guild representatives and Eagle
Lion Classics personnel department
executives conferred here yesterday on
the queston of severance pay for the
clerks, stenographers and accounting-

department

employes

who

will

lose

30

in

conse-

ELC

to

United

their jobs as of April
quence of the sale of
Artists.

When

local peace has

(Continued from page 1)
packages of films no longer required
for theatre use here and, secondly, to
endeavor to arrange for the production
here for 30-minute television films,
and to recruit artists to be taken to
America for television work.
He has had talks with J. Arthur
Rank and with Associated British

They are

been restored, and the romantic angle taken care

of,

For May release.
Roscoe Williams

in God's

Country

ship ventures in the exhibition business filed 2,538 income tax returns in
1947, with total receipts of $182,428,000
and net profits less net deficits of
$41,921,000, the Treasury reports.
The partnerships had 6,897 memThe total receipts included
bers.
$172,475,000 from business operations,

and the rest from interest, rents, diviOrdinary
dends and other incomes.
net income less deficit amounted to
$41,390,000, but adjustment for capital
gains, capital losses and contributions
brought the figure to $41,921,000.

Of the total returns, 2,215 came
from partnerships operating "in the
black." The 2,215 returns showed toreceipts of $174,804,000, including
$165,127,000 from business, and total
net profit of $42,593,000.
tal

Code Amendments
Not Retroactive
—The amendHollywood, April
16.

ments tightening up the industry's
Production Code which were approved
by the Motion Picture Association of
on
directors
of
board
America's
March 27 will not be applied retroac-

PCA here states.
Thus, scripts which had received
approval prior to March 27 are being
regarded as standing approved, and
pictures now in production are not
being re-examined for possible devia-

tively, the

tions

from the provisions

of the

new

amendments.
It was not immediately determinable
whether any approved scripts or pic-

tures

production contain material

in

which might be affected by the new
Code provisions. No policy has been
set

with respect to the reissuance of

released whose
previously
content violates or conflicts with the
pictures

Code

as

now amended,

it

was

stated.

Brulatour Expands
Chicago Facilities
Expansion of the Chicago facilities
of Jules Brulatour, Inc., distributors
of Eastman Kodak motion picture rawstock, is expected to be completed by

May

1,

liam

J.

was reported here by WilGerman, Brulatour president.
The expansion, which will provide
more warehouse space, will cost apit

proximately $150,000, German

said.

(Republic)

ALLEN takes
REXGod's
Country."
in

to the run-of-the-mine

DuMont Seeks

in the war.

the Confederate force moves on to other territory.
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification.

"Thunder

1951

17,

up the fight against

As an outdoor

political corruption in

action drama,

it

"Thunder

shapes up as superior

Western.
Ian Mac-

Visiting the idyllic Western town of Hidden Valley, Allen finds
to take over the mayor's office. With his candidate, Paul
Harvey, installed as mayor, MacDonald intends to set up a gambling syndicate.
To win the election, the gambler attempts to discredit the incumbent mayor
and his police chief, Buddy Ebsen and Harry Lauter. With the help of an
honest, but overzealous newspaper editor, Mary Ellen Kay, the plot almost

Donald trying

succeeds.
With the election near and the outlook for good government dark, Allen
discovers and exposes for the electorate the tie between gambler MacDonald
and candidate Harvey. In the picture's final chase, the gang is captured
and MacDonald plunges from a precipice after a fight with Allem The
crooning and Ebsen's clowning distinguish the picture's lighter
latter's

Picture Corporation's Robert Clark moments.
on the production of television films
Melville Tucker was associate producer, and George Blair directed, from
here and he hopes to be able to sign a script by Arthur Orloff.
a formal agreement with one or both
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
this week. Wtih respect to the other
April 8.
aims, he indicated he already has obtained some older theatrical films and
William Haley this week on the
some commitments from potential izes he proposes to open a London Sir
English executive interchange of material and will travel
television actors and writers for work office headed by an
who would have American technical to Italy and France later to initiate
with DuMont in the U. S.
He will meet BBC's chief similar talks there.
If the production venture material- advisers.

Liebeskind Gets House
Nat Liebeskind yesterday began operation of the University Theatre in
the Bronx. The house, which he acquired from Francisco Reich, is a 600seater and will play a straight picture
policy with changes thrice weekly.

Colosseum

to File

(Continued from page 1)

The distributors' committee, he
added, then released a statement for
the record that the companies are not
pleading inability to pay as a basis
for refusal of the Colosseum's 10 per
cent-plus pay hike bid and turned
down the demand to permit examination of company earnings.
"The distributors' refusal to bargain
in good faith as shown by an unwillingness to disclose earnings will
constitute the basis of the unfair labor
charge," Beznor said.
tion.

Tuesday, April

17,

xt: ii

s

r

in Brief

.

.

—

April 16. The number of firms in the industry continued
to rise in the third quarter of 1950,
with 15,100 reported, according to the

Washington,

Department

Brighter Theatre Business
Is Seen for Kentucky
—
among St. Louis MPTO to

Commerce.

of

This represents an increase of 700
firms since the beginning of 1950 and
and some 200 since the end of the
During the third
first half of 1950.
quarter of 1950, the Department said,
400 new firms went into business and
200 were discontinued.
•

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's Pete
Smith subject, "Wrong Way Butch"
voted

been

has

by

the

National

Committee on Films for Safety as
the "Best Theatrical Motion Picture
Produced for Release During 1950."
This marks the third time that
Smith has won this award, his two

Louisville, April 16. There appears to be a note of optimism
motion picture exhibitors in this state
regarding future boxoffice receipts. It
appears they are inclined to believe
that with the increased number of
manufacturing companies building factories in Kentucky, and with the expansion of the defense effort, more
people will be on payrolls, and those
that are on payrolls will work more
hours, with the result there will be
more money to spend, a large part of
which they expect to be included in
recreation and entertainment.
Further, it seems to be the general
belief that with the curtailment of the
manufacture of regular civilian goods,
there will be less items for which
money can be spent, and with many
who are now paying on automobiles,

•
is

result in better pictures, Conrad Nagel
will say on "The March, of Time
Through the Years" television program on April 20. Gloria Swanson
will appear with him on the program's
guest panel, with John Daly host of

TV

show.
•

Ottawa, April
of

16.

— Gaston

Quebec has been elected

Pratte
to

the

board of directors of Famous Players
Canadian Ltd., succeeding the late
Howard P. Robinson.
•
Albany, N. Y., April 16.—Lou
Goldstein, former assistant chief
film buyer for the Schine circuit,
has joined Harry Lamont as partner in the Vail Mills Drive-in, in
the Gloversville area and in Lamont's River View Drive-in, between Amsterdam and Schenectady.
•

Brenon and Morgan Associates

will

New York

opening of "The
Long Dark Hall" for Peter Cusick
in conjunction with the Rivoli Theatre
here.
This is the picture starring
Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer, made
by Cusick International Films. It is
a Huntington Hartford Production.

handle the

•

A
lic's

reception for the stars of Repub-

"The

Fighting

will be held here

Coast

Monday

sex House, Herbert

Guard,"
Es-

at the

Yates, Republic president, announced yesterday. In
addition
Brian
Donlevy,
Ella
to
Rains and Forrest Tucker, Rear Admiral Louis B. Olson, USCG, commander of the Third Coast Guard
J.

be present.

District, will

•

—

taken

Evergreen

a

similar

Evergreen Theatres

—

at

position

with

Seattle.

He

succeeded in Walla Walla,
Wash., by Howard McGhee, of Toppenish, with Midstate since 1942.
will

be

—

The program
St. Louis, April 16.
for the spring regional meeting of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Missouri and
Eastern
Louis,
Southern Illinois has been completed
and as a starter it will feature an address on "Drive-in Theatre Operations," to be delivered by William T.
St.

Powell, district manager of Midwest
Theatres of Boston.
The one-day session, at Hannibal,
Mo., on Thursday, April 19, will also
hear Gordon Halloran, branch manager here of 20th Century-Fox, giving

door theatre attendance, listing free admission to children
under 12; no parking worries;
no baby sitting; no need to
dress up; smoking privileges,
etc. Participating in the campaign are the Auto, Eastlake,
Euclid Ave., Cloverleaf, EastFairview,
Northfield
s i d e,
Star, West Side, and the Miles
Drive-in.

Coming

;

Events
—

—

;

—

MPTO
MPTO

—

Crosley

—

—

Produce

Films for Video

—
—

—

—

—

WLW-T
WLW-T

—

Stimulator
Adopted in Chicago

many

Chicago, April 16. Newest device
used by neighborhood theatres to stir
up business is "Sweetheart Night," an
experiment undertaken by the Manor
Theatre on the Northside. The house
admits free every girl or woman escourted by their sweetheart on Thurs-

Theatre Tickets

Business

—

25 cents, plus tax, thereafter.
Children are admitted for nine cents.

Portland. Ore., April 16. Elmore
H. Keys, booker for Midstate Amusement Corp. for the past seven years,
has

Discuss Drive-ins

;

Chicago, April 16. Norman KasGentlemen pay their
Essaness Theatres' advertising- day evening.
manager, is leaving the circuit this regular admission plus the general
week to form his own advertising tax on the lady's ticket. There are no
agency here to handle theatrical ac- age limits.
Reduced prices are being tried by
counts.
A member of Essaness for
14 years, Kassel created the cartoon another Northside theatre, the Ridge.
ads used on the early Danny Kaye The house advertised admissions of
15 cents from six to seven P.M., and
films.

to

combining

refrigerators,
off in the not

sel,

Keys

in this area are
in a cooperative
advertising campaign to
stress the advantages of out-

in theatres

;

a challenge that will
be good for the screen and ultimately

the

Cleveland Drive-ins
In Joint Promotion
Cleveland, April 16— Drive-

a message on "Working Together"
Louis K. and Joseph C. Ansell, St.
Louis exhibitors, will discuss stage
distant future, and with fewer items shows
Ed Kidwell of TEI Theatres,
Motion Picture Operaavailable their chances of going back Kanasas City, will speak on conces- April 17-18
tors of the South annual meeting,
into debt, particularly with the credit sions
Morton Gottlieb, equipment
Henry Grady Hotel, Atlanta.
controls, exhibitors feel it will mean supply house manager, third dimenmore cash money in pockets than be- sional films
Frank Plumlee of April 18 Associated Motion Picfore, a part of which no doubt will Edwards and Plumlee Theatres, Farmture Advertisers luncheon-meetfind its way into the box-office.
motion
picture
ington, film advertising and exploitaing
honoring
Another thing entering into the tion, and Paul Krueger of Wehrentrade press, Hotel Piccadilly, New
situation is the curtailment on the berg Theatres, St. Louis, explaining
York.
group.
building of new theatres, which elimi- the work of the
April 19 Amusement Division,
president,
nates some of the fear of competition,
Tom Edwards,
Joint Defense Appeal of Greater
which will give theatre owners an and a director of the Theatre Owners
New York, industry-wide lunchincentive for remodeling his theatre, of America, will report on the recent
eon, Hotel Astor, New York.
making it as good-looking and as com- TOA meeting in Washington. An April 19:
Motion Picture Theatre
fortable as possible in an effort to open forum will conclude the day's
Owners of St. Louis, Eastern
bring in new patrons, and to try to sessions.
Missouri and Southern Illinois
get the patrons now going to come
spring regional meeting, Hannimore often.
Drive-in Theatre Clinic Is
bal, Mo.
Set for Kansas City Meet
April 25
Kansas-Missouri Theatre
comKansas City, April 16.
Association spring meeting, Kanto
prehensive clinic on all phases of
sas City.
drive-in operations will feature the Na- April 25
Cinema Stamp Collectors
meeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
Cincinnati, April 16.
Crosley tional Drive-in Theatre Owners equipBroadcasting Corp. is contemplating ment show and convention to be held April 26 Ascap board of directors
becoming the Midwest center for TV here May 15-17 in conjunction with
election meeting, New York.
anfilm production, according to Robert the AITO of Kansas-Missouri's
April 26-28 Paramount annual naSulconvention.
F.
nual
spring
O.
Dunville, head of the corporation. The
tional
meeting, Warwick
sales
enterprise would require an invest- livan is chairman of national Allied's
Hotel, New York.
committee.
drive-in
ment of up to $400,000 in equipment,
Nathan D. Golden, head of the De- April 27-28 Monogram regional
he said. Studios would be located in
sales meeting, Broadmoor Hotel,
building on Mt. partment of Commerce film division,
the former
Colorado Springs.
among the
will
be
studios having Washington,
Olympus, the
April 30-May A Society of Motion
been moved to Crosley Square in speakers.
National Allied's board will hold
Picture and Television Engineers
downtown Cincinnati.
its
spring meeting in Kansas City
69th semi-annual convention,
concurrently and it is expected that
Hotel Statler, New York.

winners being "Seventh radios, television sets,
and such, they will pay
Column" and "Safety Sleuth."

previous

Television

7

Motion Picture Daily

1951

of its officers will participate in
the drive-in convention.

For Service

Men
—

USO

for distribution to
geles area
service men, with Southern California
Theatre Owners of America functioning as supplying channel, it was decided at a meeting presided over by

SCTOA

board chairman Gus Metz-

ger.

All principle circuits and
independents will cooperate.

leading

—

sales convention, Chicago.
7
"Michael" Awards Dinner
of the Academy of Radio and

May

Hollywood, April
Five hundred tickets to first-run theatres will
be furnished weekly to the Los An16.

May 3 — United Jewish Appeal
amusement division industry
luncheon, Hotel Astor, New York.
May 3-5 — United Artists national

Arts and Sciences,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
May 7-8 North Central Allied Independent Theatre Owners convention,
Hotel,
MinNicollet
Television

—

neapolis.
7-9
Independent Theatre
Owners of Arkansas annual convention.
Hotel Marion,
Little

May

—

Rock.

To Open
Chakeres Testimonial

—

FWC House

Hollywood, April

16.

—Fox

West

Cincinnati, April 16. Local the- Coast will open the new 1,078-seat
Cross Drive Set
atremen are teaming up with members Fox Theatre in Taft, Cal., May 1, with
Leaders of New York's entertain- of the Cincinnati Variety Club to give Hollywood personalities making perment industry yesterday launched a a testimonial dinner on May 7 to sonal appearances at the opening, gendrive among members to give blood to Phil Chakeres, president of the Cha- eral manager George Bowser has anThe new theatre, costing
the Red Cross. The campaign will be keres circuit, Springfield, O., in honor nounced.
climaxed by an all-star show on May of his having recently been selected $300,000, replaces the Hippodrome,
29 at the Center Theatre.
"Exhibitor of the Year" by Look. destroyed by fire a year ago.

Red

HERE'S YOUR CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM!
HOULIHAN, Albany; FRED R. DODSON, Atlanta; JAMES M. CONNOLLY, Boston; CHARLES B. KOSCO, Buffalo; VERNON M. SKOREY, Calgary; JOHN E. HOLSTON, Charlotte; TOM R.
GILLIAM, Chicago; JOSEPH B. ROSEN, Cincinnati; IZZY J. SCHMERTZ, Cleveland: MARK SHERIDAN, Dallas; VINCENT J. DUGAN, Denver; RALPH PIELOW, JR., Des Moines; JOE J. LEE, Detroit;
TOM O. McCLEASTER, Indianapolis; JOE R. NEGER, Kansas City; CLYDE W. ECKHARDT, Los Angeles: TOM W. YOUNG, Memphis; JACK H. LORENTZ, Milwaukee; MOE A. LEVY, Minneapolis;
GERRY CHERNOFF, Montreal; BENJAMIN A. SIMON, New Haven; WILLIAM BRIANT, New Orleans: ABE DICKSTEIN, New York; MARION W. OSBORNE, Oklahoma City; JOE E. SCOTT, Omaha;.
SAM E. DIAMOND, Philadelphia; AL LEVY, Pittsburgh; CHARLES F. POWERS, Portlandj CHARLES L. WALKER, Salt Lake City; ALEX W, HARRISON, San Francisco; REGINALD G. MARCH, St. John;
GORDON F. HALLORAN, 5/. Louis; CHILTON t. ROBINETT, Seattle: PETER MYERS, Toronto; JAMES E. PATTERSON, Vancouver ;C. GLENN NORRIS, Washington; JOSEPH H. HUBER, Winnipeg.
DANIEL

R.

READY TO GO TO BAT AGAIN FOR YOU WITH.
HALLS OF

MONTEZUMA

LUCKY NICK CAIN

Technicolor

NAVY NOW
CAN GET IT FOR YOU

YOU'RE IN THE
CALL

ME MISTER

Technicolor

OF

MEN AND MUSIC
THE MUDLARK

BIRD OF PARADISE
Technicolor

I'D

CLIMB THE HIGHEST

MOUNTAIN

Technicolor

THE 13th LETTER

I

WHOLESALE

SWORD OF MONTE

CRISTO

Superc/neco/or

FOLLOW THE SUN
14 HOURS

ON

THE RIVIERA
Technicolor

RAWHIDE

CENTURY-FOX

MOTION PICTURE

Accurate

DAILY
VOL.

69.

NO.

NEW

74

ELC Bow Out
Ups Monogram
In 'B' Market
Production Hike Ranging
25-50% Seen by Broidy

Broidy said: "With one competitor dropping out of the market and another cutting down,
naturally find ourselves in
strongest position we've
been in since the formation of

we

the

Portland,

The trend

4

Labor's Anti- Red'

theatre attendance is on the
increase, it was disclosed here
by Al E. Daff, Universal-International sales executive,
who stopped off on a tour of
the country with C. E. Feld-

man and Maurice Bergman,

—Roy

U-I,

of

from

all

New

York.

Feldman added that

in his
television is

opinion theatre
over-rated and its novelty has

worn

off.

Cohen Named U. A.
Division Manager
Appointment of Milton E. Cohen,
former Eagle Lion Classics general
sales manager, to the post of United
Artists Western-Southern sales manager, was confirmed here yesterday
disby William J. Heineman,
Cohen,

who

succeeds Fred Jack, re-

signed, will be in charge of the sales
territory from Chicago West and the
He will
entire South and Southwest.
join
on April 30, two days after
the sale of
is formalized.
to

UA

ELC

UA

Nat Nathanson, who has been
Eastern sales manager,

is

UA

scheduled to

(Continued on page 6)

Brewer,

the
of
representative
international
IATSE, told today's meeting of the
Film Council that
Hollywood
he has been invited by the House
Un-American Activities Committee to
testify with regard to labor's fight
against Communist infiltration in the

AFL

Hold Spring Level;

16.

continue in that post.
Exchanges to be covered by Cohen's

Be Heard
16.

Ore., April
of motion picture

'Dividend '$137, 000
Grosses at New York's first-runs
are settling down into a fairly steady
spring pattern, with business holding
to good levels generally, although the
longer runs are beginning to slip.
"Father's Little Dividend" is opening nicely at Radio City Music Hall
with a rousing $137,000 in prospect
for a first week a revue, "Musicana,"
;

on stage. "Royal Wedding" slipped
slightly
below its estimated final
with
winding
gross,
up
week's
$112,000, compared with an expected
is

weekend from Washington, where he
attended last week's meetings

as

(Continued on page 3)

NPA Removes
From

an have completely broken down was testified to today through an announcement by David Beznor, Colosseum

Film

Priority List

Washington,

April

16.

— Photo-

graphic film, chemicals, paper and
paper products, packaging materials
and. containers, lacquer and varnish
and most durable goods have been
removed from the list of products for
which business firms can use a governpriority when needed for maintenance, repair or operating supplies.
The removal of photographic film
(Continued on page 3)

ment

general counsel, that unfair labor
charges will be filed "within a few
days" against the companies. Beznor
will file with the Chicago office of
the National Labor Relations Board.
Negotiations which began a few

weeks ago

in

New York

were resumed

here last week. Beznor said the distributors offered a $4 per week general salary increase with no increase
whatever in film salesmen's expense
allowances on the ground that the industry was being hurt by television.
Beznor said he demanded the records to disclose earnings and financial
the distributors to decondition
termine the validity of their conten(Continued on page 6)
of

United Para.
Net for 1950,

$12,351,000
Highest in Industry;
Holding Pace in 1951
United Paramount Theatres yesterday reported consolidated net
earnings for 1950 of $12,351,000.

Because

it

was

the company's first
year of operaare

there

tion,

no previous results for comparison.
It is
the highest net
of any company
5n the industry
for last year.

but not spectacular box-office results.
"The Mating Season," with Mel
(Continued on page 4)

H.

Leonard

Go d enson,
UPT president,
1

Eric Johnston Wins
'Brotherhood' Award

pointed out that
the consolidated

—

Boston, April 16. Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Association of America, now on leave as
director of the Economic Stabilization
Agency, will be honored here for his
"distinguished work in the field of
harmonious relations among people."

The "Universal Brotherhood"

cita-

tion will be made at the 14th annual
dinner of the Massachusetts Committee of Catholics, Protestants and Jews
at the Hotel Statler here on May 17.

Labor Charge With
—

TEN CENTS

Three other stage show houses, the
Paramount, Strand and Capitol, are
offering new bills, with satisfactory

Colosseum Will File Unfair
That the
Milwaukee, April 16.
negotiations between the distributors'
negotiating committee and the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen

Impartial

$120,000.

NLRB

_

industry and that he will go to Washington for that purpose May 8-9.
Brewer, who returned over the

and

1951

17,

B'way First-Runs

tribution vice-president.

to all intents and
purposes a distributor of independently-produced product, "will watch the
(Continued on page 6)

Hollywood, April

TUESDAY, APRIL

UA

our company."
Monogram, now

Fight to

U.S.A.,

Daff Finds Theatre
Attendance Rising

also

expects to be in a
position to increase its yearly output of "B" pictures 25 to 50 per
cent as a result of the sale of Eagle
Lion Classics to United Artists and
in view of UA's declared intention to
concentrate on "A" films beginning
next year, Steve Broidy, Monogram
president, declared here yesterday.
Citing also Columbia's recent
announcement that it will trim
schedule,
product
"B"
its

Monogram

YORK,

Concise

COMPO
Name

Jettisons
of 'Festival'

earnings
Leonard Goldenson

in-

clude

dividends

from

affiliated

companies
of" $1,420,000
net capital gains
(Continued on page 4)
;

after

Would Enlarge UPT
Board from 7
The

annual

meeting

to 13
United

of

Paramount Theatres stockholders,
for

May

15

at

the

home

office,

set
will

vote on a proposal to increase the
company's directorate from its present
seven members to 13, adding to the
board among others R. B. Wilby,
John Balaban and A. H. Blank, operating heads of UPT subsidiaries.
Other directors nominated for the
enlarged board are Herbert Schwartz,
:

The Council

of

Motion Pic-

ture Organizations is intent
on divorcing the term "film
the project
festival" from
which heretofore has carried
that title, a COMPO spokesman said here yesterday. He
said the term gives the impression that the project,
scheduled for the fall, will resemble the
film
festivals
which foreign countries have
been conducting.
The best term to apply to
the project until a formal
name is given it is "boxoffice
drive,"
the COMPO

spokesman said. "A box-office
is what it's going to

drive

be," he declared.

president of City Stores, Inc. Charles
T. Fisher, Jr., president of the Na;

(Continued on page 4)

DuMont Seeking TV
Tie-Ups in Britain

—

London,
April 16.
Mortimer
Loewi of the Allan B. DuMont Laboratories disclosed today that he has
made considerable progress in establishing reciprocal arrangements with
British Broadcasting Corp. and others
here for an exchange of television
program material, including films and
talent.

Loewi

said

his

aims

are

(Continued on page 6)

to

buy

Tuesday, April

Motion Picture Daily

2

to

ROBERT

Baltimore, April 16.—A pro-

May

sales

14.

an ambulance came, about
persons gathered in the

women

fainted,
The
blocked.
was
traffic
stunter, grabbed at the ledge
by police was found guilty of
disorderly conduct. His fine
of $50 was the amount of pay
he received for the stunt.

•
J. Bamberger,
manager of RKO

Leon

sales

promo-

Pictures, will
speak at the annual convention of the
Delft Circuit of Wisconsin and Michigan, to be held in Milwaukee on

tion

•

Widen Fight on Tax
Increase in U. K.
industry-

wide protest against the scheduled

Paramount TheaUnited Florida State
Theatres from New York. He will be
joined by Mrs. Weitman for a short
vacation in Miami.
•
John J. Dervin, sales manager of
dent of United
visiting

is

in-

Phil Reisman,

RKO

Pictures vice-

charge of foreign distribution, is due to leave here on
Saturday for Europe.
•
Nat Levy, Eastern sales manager
Pictures, left yesterday for
for
a vacation in Miami Beach.
president

in

RKO

crease in the entertainment tax conPicHarry Primstein, of
tinues to gather momentum.
here
returned
has
legal
staff,
tures
rank-and-file
and
Cabinet Ministers
Members of Parliament are being de- from the Coast.
•
inluged with protesting telegrams
president of
Ettinger,
Margaret
dustry publicists, including those of
Ettinger Co., has arrived here
the Rank Organization, are engaged The
from the Coast.
in the production of a short film de•
signed to tell the public just where
Lux Films sales
Bernard
Jacon,
into
which
thev
pay
goes
money
the
yesterday for
Atlanta
left
president,
the box-office, and large posters are
being prepared for display at every New York.
•
theatre analyzing admission prices.
producer, is in
Lasky,
L.
Jesse
Showmen generally will concentrate
York.
from
New
City
Kansas
discall
vicious
a
what
they
fire on
In this
crimination against theatres.
respect, the government has not proposed tax increases for stage plays
or football.
However, the real battle will be
nationwide promotion has been
fought in Commons during the comset by Warner Brothers with Lustremittee stage of the finance bill. Prior
Creme Shampoo in connection with
to that, representatives of the Treasof
release
forthcoming
Warner's
ury and the Board of Trade propose "Strangers on
Train."
negotiate the matter with the
to
Spoltlight of the campaign is a fourindustry, looking to a "voluntary"
color page ad scheduled to appear in
agreement.
Sunday suppleleading magazines,
ments and trade publications with a
estimated at 62,circulation
total

RKO

;

arrived

Burbank,

in

the Hollywood
The pioneer producer who died at his home on Saturday, three days after he was stricken
with a heart attack, was with Doug-

tor,

May

will

remain

the

in

East

until

Gael Sullivan, Theatre Owners
America executive director,
last night for a two-day stay

left

in

of

here

Wash-

ington.

Olin H. Clark,
story

from

M-G-M

Eastern

head, has delayed his return
Pinehurst, N. C, until Thurs-

Joseph

J.

Walsh, head

of

branch

operations for Paramount, is due to
return here today form the Coast.

to

Stump

Atlanta, April
paign to

woo

16.

—Georgia's cam-

film producers to this

began unfolding when Georgia
showmen revealed a group of 50
stories based on Georgia and Georgians will be offered to a group of
state

Yog

Gets

months in the Western states. Vogel
On Thursday, Mannon Sound will have headquarters in San FranStages will hold open house here from cisco.
Brown, U-I's Western exCliff
Leases Theatre
five to seven P. M. to inaugurate a
Hollywood, April 16. National new regime with James Page Paglario ploitation manager, has been recalled
Broadcasting has leased the El Cap- as the new owner and president of the to the Armed Services. He will serve
as a lieutenant in the Air Force.
company.
tain Theatre here.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye Consulting

—

among

the

first

Bowman, Shaffer
Win WB Contest
Erie,

of the

Pa.,

is

first

Warner Theprize winner

Elaine Wasserman of Favorite in Warner Theatres' "Managers ShowFilms Corp. was married to Pvt. manship Award" contest, it was anPhil Goldman of this city recently. nounced by Harry M. Kalmine, president and general manager of the cir•

Heads Para.
Washington Branch

Paglario to Host

brothers were

Moran, Jimmy Gleason, Ford
Sterling and Charley Murray.
For many years Christie was married to Shirley Collins.
brother
Surviving,
besides
his
Charles, is a sister, Ann.

atre,

U-I Assignment

NBC

The

cuit.

Second and third prizes were won,
by Frank Shaffer, Dixie
Theatre, Staunton, Va., and Gerry
Weissler, Leader Theatre, Philadelrespectively,

phia.

prize winners included the
best kiddie show, Ted Dav-

Other
following

:

idson, Sigma Theatre, Lima, Ohio
best series of promotions, Lamar Keen,
best servCapitol, Winchester, Va.
ice story, Irving Hillman, Empress,
Danbury, Conn. James Totman, Pittsburgh, was first prize winner in the
Second and
district managers contest.
went to Charles V.
third prizes
;

Grimes, Washington and John Flynn,
Philadelphia, respectively.

Robert Coyne

to

Richmond, April

16.

Isaacs

distributors.

London,

to produce talking comedies and they
had such stars as Marie Dressier,

Bob Bowman

day.

A. Mike

American

in

Polly

16.

Performance Nov. 5

—

who was born

Christie,

Ontario, came to Hollywood in 1911
with a stock company and began pro-

—

Command

here since leaving the

industry in 1942.

Cal.,

producers for special consideration
here on May 13-15.
This will be the highlight of the
Theatre Owners and Operators of
Georgia convention which is said to
000,000.
have received confirmation from "several" motion picture companies that
London, April 16. The annual
representatives will attend the conRoyal "command" film performance
vention to look over the stories and
has been scheduled for Rank's Leisuggestions for scenarios. Large discester Square Odeon Theatre on Nov.
Hugh plays based on stories and books will
assistant
to
Isaacs,
Phil
already
have
and
Queen
King
The
5.
Owen, Paramount's Eastern- Southern be used to illustrate the campaign, it
promised to attend.
division manager, has been promoted was announced.
Following the acrimony displayed to Washington branch manager, by
last year in the selection of "The Mud- A. W. Schwalberg, Paramount dislark" as the Royal Performance film, tribution head. Isaacs, who will asel
the Trade Benevolent Fund, sponsor sume his new post tomorrow, succeeds
of the annual event, will throw open Albert Benson who resigned.
the selection this year to all comers.
Isaacs joined Paramount at the New
A. Mike Vogel has been given a
Entries are due not later than Sept. York branch in 1946. He was proassignment by Charles Sispecial
22.
The selection committee will moted to assistant to Hugh Owen in monelli, Universal-International exconsist of three independent exhibitors, 1949.
ploitation director to handle publicity
three members of the British Film
and exploitation during the next three
and
three
Association
Producers

Set Royal

at

69,

las Aircraft Co.

Warner's 'Strangers' For Georgia Filming

A

16.
Funeral
April
held tomorrow for

be

Cemetery Chapel.

John C. Flinn, Allied ArtistsMonogram advertising-publicity direc-

Another Tie-in for Exhibitors
A

—

Hollywood,
services will
Al Christie,

ducing for Nestor Comedies. He organized Christie Comedies four years
yesterday from here.
later with his brother Charles. They
•
made such films as "Charlie's Aunt,"
A. Pam Blumenthal, Fidelity Pic- "Up in Mabel's Room," and "Getting
board chairman, left Holly- Gertie's Garter."
tures
Among the stars
wood yesterday by plane for New they brought to the screen were Eddie
York.
Lyons, Lee Moran, Billy Rhodes,
•
Betty Compson and Bobby Vernon.
snbjects,

April 26.

16— The

R.

tres,

Richard de Rochemont, producer
Monogram subof the March of Time, yesterday re- Stratford Pictures, a
ceived a citation commending the sidiary, returned to New York yesand Boston.
MOT for helping "to create an en- terday from Chicago
•
lightened public attitude toward menNorman H. Moray, general sales
tal health" from the National Assofor Warner Brothers short
manager
Health.
Mental
ciation of

Fire apparatus arrived with a

London, April

On Coast Today

vice-

RKO

•

to a ledge of a
nearby building, one higher
than the theatre, and pretended he planned to jump.

He climbed

street below,

MOCHRIE,

Pictures, will
president of
address the annual convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners and
Operators of Georgia, in Atlanta, on

motion for "Fourteen Hours"
at the New Theatre here,
back-fired and brought a $50
fine for a hired stunt man.

net,
5,000

Christie Services

Personal Mention

Promote
Film Showmanship

How Not

1951

17,

Speak

—Robert

W.

Coyne, special counsel for the Council

Motion Picture Organizations, will
address the officers and board of the
at their meeting in
Virginia

of

MPTA

Richmond on Wednesday.
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National

Review

Pre-Selling
WITHIN
there

stations.

private showing followed by a
cocktail party, was held Sunday night
at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago, for

more than 400 Mutual Broadcasting
The screening was
representatives.
arranged by Max E. Youngstein, vicepresident and national director of atpublicity and exploitation
for United Artists, on the eve of the
opening of the National Association of
Broadcasters convention in Chicago,
and immediately following the world
vertising,

premiere of the film at Waycross, Ga.
•

Darryl Zanuck's crusading "The

My

Little Girl,"

recruelty of
top treat-

Paramount has announced commerwith Hallicrafter Television
Co. wherein the company will offer
50
sets as prizes for approved con-

cial tieups

TV

many

theatres.

The Saen-

Theatre, New Orleans, for instance, ha_s planned a contest sponsored
by a local newspaper and similar arrangements are being made by the
Strand Theatre in Charlotte and the
Carolina Theatre, in Memphis.
The company has also concluded a

ger

national tieup with Feature-Lock Diamond Rings, promoting the PineThomas production, "Passage West"
which is scheduled for release in July.
They will use 500 half-page newspaper ads covering 185 key cities featuring Arlene Whelan, with large picture credits and playdates timed to
break with the local theatre engage-

ments.
•

Advance tear sheets from the
next issue of Look magazine, to be
released April 24, contain a feature
story extending over three pages,
showing how "Gary Cooper Joins
the Navy" as promotion for "You're
in the Navy Now."
Film was formerly known as "U. S. S. Teakettle"
and the star spent three weeks in
the Navy, as an officer, and being
saluted by admirals, while making
the film.
•

Metro is distributing a
column ad mat to promote
cooperation

for

free twolocal store

"National

Baby

Week," April 2&-May
with

Ladd,
ALANorder
in

have been

as a postal inspector, goes through some dangerous exploits
to foil the execution of a brazen robbery. The melodramatics
polished to a nice shiny surface that should amply please the

way "Appointment with Danger" serves as a
branch of the government service. An unusual note
Portraying a nun, Miss Calvert
is provided by the role of Phyllis Calvert.
happens to observe an underworld murder, and as a witness to this crime

action customers.
In
glorification of another

its

she consequently finds herself in peril of her life.
The plot centers primarily around a proposed million-dollar postal robbery
which Paul Stewart, Jack Webb and other henchmen have worked out.
Posing as a corrupt inspector, Ladd is able to maneuver his way into. the
gang and then lay the trap for its members as the theft is about to be
executed.
last minute change in the robbery plans leaves Ladd in a
tight spot. At the same time Webb catches up with the long-sought Miss
Calvert and is all set to put an end to her life. The final arrival of the
police and some bursts of gunfire bring the story to a satisfactory climax.
memorable vignette is turned in by Jan Sterling as Stewart's girl. She
endows her role with a uniqueness and personality that stands out well.
Robert Fellows produced and Lewis Allen directed, from a screenplay by
Richard Breen and Warren Duff.
Running time, 89 minutes. General audience classification. For May release.

A

5, and, of course,
a slight reference to "Father's

Little Dividend." The trademark pose
of "Little Stanley" standing on his
head ties in zvith the national week.

Walter Brooks

guilds, said that the treaties

include
clauses
permitting
the governments to tax U. S.
performers' earnings in those
countries so long as the performers were in the country
less than 183 days a year.

A

Mandel Herbstman

which

veals the snobbery and
college sororities, gets
ment in the May McCall's, on newsstands April 20. The magazine devotes four full pages to the new
film, more space than any picture
has received in McCall's since 1940.
The record coverage is additional
evidence of the increased emphasis
being placed on films by Dan Mich,
McCall's editorial director. The film
is scheduled for release in midsummer by 20th Century-Fox and
stars Jeanne Crain, Dale Robertson,
Mitzi Gaynor and Jean Peters. The
magazine has a circulation of 4,200,000. A special reprint of the article
has been sent to thousands of editors throughout the country.
•

tests in as

—

Washington, April 16.. Obpending
tax
to
with Canada and
other nations have been made
to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee by the Artists-Managers Guild and the
Screen Actors Guild.
At hearings on 13 "double
taxation"
treaties,
Adrian
McCallum, representing the
jections
treaties

(Paramount)
the

A

Care of

'Double-Tax' Pacts
Are Hit by Guilds

'Appointment With Danger"

next few months,
will be openings in fifty
comcities throughput the country,
bined with local "Queen for a Day"
contests, in conjunction with Mutual

network

3

Dismisses Trust House

to

—

City, April 16.— The
anti-trust action of the Arcade Theatre and James A. Christensen of Salt
Lake against eight major distributors
and Intermountain Theatres, Inc., was
dismissed in the Federal court of
Judge W. W. Ritter "with prejudice,"

Salt Lake

it

was announced

today.

The

suit,

seeking

$1,177,875,

was

and alleged "an
arbitrary clearance system" had been
in existence since 1937. Defendants included Paramount, RKO, Columbia,
Loew's, Universal, United Artist, 20th
Century-Fox, Warners and Intermountain. Fred A. Weller, Los Angeles attorney, handled the case for
the Arcade and Christensen.

June

14,

declared,

1950,

NPA Removes Film
(Continued from page 1)

from the list came as a result of a
recommendation from National Production Authority film chief Nathan

1)

"Testimony

al-

ready given proves what we said in
1945 and 1946, when strikes were taking place in Hollywood. Now it is
time for full credit to be given to
those elements within the industry
which fought and successfully defeated

Communist

forts to

forces in their ef-

dominate Hollywood."

ment.

Commerce film chief Nathan D.
Golden said the agreement provides
for unlimited importation on both
sides of original-language versions of

feature films. Eighty dubbed French
films are permitted into Germany between Jan. 1, 1950 and Aug. 31, 1951,
with 27 of these still unlicensed as of

Dec. 9, 1950. The French government agrees to approve a dubbing perBrewer, who also is chairman of the mit for any German film which is beMotion Picture Industry Council, ing distributed in France under contract
with an authorized French
will report to that organization on
the same subject at its regular meet- distributor. No films can be exchanged
ing Wednesday night, and to that which were produced prior to Jan. 1,
end has provided himself with a com- 1946.
The agreement also stipulates that
plete transcript of testimony given by
Richard Collins, which he regards as copies of dubbed films of one country
may be exported freely and without
the most comprehensively informative
among those given by witnesses so additional fees from the other country
to a third country having the same
far. Brewer said he expects the MPIC

To Report

The order of dismissal noted that
attorneys for both sides had consulted
before the action was taken.
filed,

observer,

Washington, April 16. Details of
the Franco-German film agreement,
valid until Aug. 31, were revealed
here by the U. S. Commerce Depart-

Hear

(Continued from page

Suit of $1,177,875

Unlimited Imports in
Franco-German Pact

will issue a

to

MPIC

formal statement follow-

ing the meeting.

House Group Wonders About
Status of Rossen Film

—

Washington, April 16. There is
considerable curiosity among members
of the House Un-American Activities
Committee over what Columbia Pictures will do about "The Brave Bulls,"

—

language for example, the export of
French-dubbed German films from
France to Belgium. The two countries also promise to work together
in the co-production of films.
postscript provides that in view of the

A

raw stock scarcity in Germany, the
issuance of import licenses for French
films is conditioned on the delivery of
raw stock from France to Germany.

D. Golden, who took the step to conStress Development of Film
serve film supplies for motion picture new production of Robert Rossen, in
Industry in Switzerland
view
of
Rossen
having
been
named
companies. Golden explained that moWashington, April 16. Continued
tion picture firms regard film not as a Communist and his evasion of a
an operating item but rather as a raw Committee subpoena to appear as a import quotas and government subsidies for domestic films are being
material or production item, and so witness.
urged by the Swiss Film Chamber, achave been unable to use the special
priority.
On the other hand, many
No official comment on the tes- cording to Commerce Department
non-industry firms can use the priority timony of Richard Collins before the film chief Nathan D. Golden.
and have been doing so, endangering House Un-American Activities comthe supply for the motion picture com- mittee that Robert Rossen had been a
in
Removing films from the member of the Communist Party was
panies.
Oklahoma
City, April 16. Joe
items subject to the priority should available yesterday from Columbia
safeguard supplies for the industry, Pictures, distributor of Rossen's "The Real, who has supervised the Warner
and Sooner theatres, succeeds Paul
Golden declared.
Brave Bulls." It was pointed out that
Townsend as manager of Warner's
The so-called priority order, DO-97, Rossen is an independent producer Midwest Theatre here. Townsend
has
some and has left the Columbia lot followwas authorized by the
been advanced to the position of disweeks ago to be used by firms for ing the completion of his latest film. trict manager
of Warner theatre opany products needed for maintenance, Collins had said he understood Rossen erations
in this area. Replacing Real
repair or operating. Use of this pri- had left the Communist Party in 1948.
is Al Hendricks, going to the Warner
ority could be made by a firm without
from the State.
intervenany other government action

—

Real

New

Post

—

NPA

NPA

Honor Summerville

Today, however,
said that
Toronto, April 16.— William Sumthe piling up of DO-97 orders on some
products might interfere with defense merville, supervisor of Bloom and
production, and therefore these items Fine Theatres, an affiliate of Famous
had been removed from the list of Players Canadian Corp., has received
products for which priorities could be the third annual Heart Award of Toronto Variety Tent No. 28.
used.
ing.

Para. Signs Epsteins
Hollywood, April 16.—Julius and
Philip

Epstein have been signed by
to an exclusive contract
providing for their joint services to
write, direct and produce.

Paramount

Tuesday, April
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UPT

Profit

(Continued from page

Insuring Variety

Club Members

1)

taxes thereon, of $2,and $209,000 representing
144,000,
UPT's share of undistributed earnings of partly-owned, non-consolidated
for

provision

subsidiaries.

the year
or $2 per
Earnings were equivalent to
share.
$3.79 per share on the 3,261,287 shares
outstanding. Book value of the stock
increased from $14.06 per share to
$16.21 per share at the year end.

during

paid

Dividends

amounted

to

$6,522,742,

First Quarter

Net Due

Goldenson revealed that UPT's net
for the first quarter of the current
announced
be
scheduled to
year,
Thursday, will be about the same as
the first quarter profit a year ago, the
increase in

tax from 38 per cent

last

year to 50 per cent this year, accounting for a slight decrease from
the 1950 net. The first quarter profit
last year amounted to $3,193,000.
UPT's consolidated balance sheet
for last year shows assets of $27,342,000, including $23,569,000 in cash
securities, and current liabilities of $12,291,000. The net
working capital of $15,051,000 represents a decrease of $697,000 from

and government

capital at Dec. 31, 1949, due
primarily to the use of cash in the
purchase of properties.

working

During the year the company
terminated joint interests in
approximately 457 theatres, and
disposed of all interests in approximately 241 which were
partially owned at the time of
the consent judgment, a total
698 theatres in which all
interest was terminated.

of

UPT

Goldenson said in his report to
paid $12,000,stockholders that
000 in cash for the 50 per cent interest of its co-owners (Karl Hoblitzelle

UPT

O'Donnell) in Interstate
J.
Circuit and Texas Consolidated The-

and R.
atres,

and

operating 160 theatres in Texas

New

Mexico.

Reports on Loans
His report also discussed the $35,000,000 loan agreement with Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. and three
banks, previously reported. Proceeds
of the loan, he said, were used mainly
to pay off existing debt and in the
purchase of Interstate and Texas Consolidated. $8,750,000 of the loan is
due serially in 1956 and $26,250,000
A standby credit
due in 1971.
is
of $10,000,000, also due in 1971, was
made available under this agreement.
Goldenson's report stated that the
continued decline in theatre attendance is primarily economic in its nature, having manifested itself in nonwell

as

The high demand

for

television
areas.

as

in

television

consumer hard

goods and the building boom left a
smaller share of the consumer dollar

for

theatre

NY

entertainment.

The

Indianapolis, April 16.— Arrangements for group insur-

Torme on

ance for members of Indianapolis Variety Club Tent No.
10 have been made by international chief barker Marc J.
Wolf and will be discussed at
a general meeting on April 16.
The plan offered by the Pacific Mutual Life of Los Angeles would insure regular
members for $2,000. Seventyfive per cent of the members
would be required to participate to make it effective.

its first

in

our

week.

Gypsy Rose Lee

is

Can Get

It for

You Wholesale"

its

Roxy, a gross

'Teresa' Stands

The
ing made at a couple
way stands. "Teresa"
best

Censorship Meet

showing

this

Out
week

of

is

be-

off- Broad-

outstanding
at the 52nd St. Trans Lux Theatre,
where a smash opening week's gross
public meeting on "the rising- of $18,300 is being followed by an
threat of censorship by public agencies estimated
week's
$14,500.
second
and private pressure (groups)," will "Kon-Tiki" continues to draw capacity
be held here on May 9 at Town Hall, crowds at the Sutton, with $15,500
sponsored by the National Council expected for a second week.
on Freedom from Censorship, an
Also playing to capacity is "Tales of
affiliate of the American Civil Liber- Hoffman" at the
Bijou, where the
ties Union.
second week of its two-a-day, reserved
seat run is pulling in another $16,000
is

Sponsored by ACLJJ
A

UPT Board

gross.

Last of the current long runs

(Continued from page 1)

revision

M-G-M's

of

releasing

four-month schedule, six of which will
in Technicolor.

For May, there

second week at the
of about $67,000 being
The first week hit $87,000,
forecast.
or $5,000 under a previous estimate.
only fair in

A

schedule for the three months startingMay 4 and the setting up of the company's releases for August were announced by William F: Rodgers, vicepresident and general sales manager.
Fourteen pictures comprise the revised

on be

the Capitol stage.
is

to Release

1)

stage at the Paramount,
looks like a fair first week's gross of
$57,000; "Only the Valiant" is expected to hit an okay $55,000 for its
bow at the Strand, where Gordon
MacRae heads the stage bill, while
"The Invisible Man" will bring the
Capitol something under $45,000 for

"I

1951

14 for May -August

(Continued from page

is

"Born Yesterday" at the Victoria,
tional Bank of Detroit, and Robert where a substantial gross of $24,000
L. Huffines, Jr., president of Burling- for a 17th week is highly satisfactory.
At the Astor, '"14 Hours" is bowing
ton Mills Corp.
The present directors are Leonard out after seven weeks with a modest
H. Goldenson, UPT president Walter $9,000 for the final stanza; "Valen:

will be three- pictures instead of the four originally
scheduled, "Pandora and the Flying
Dutchman," being dropped until an as
Title of "The
yet unscheduled date.
Headline Story" has been changed to

"Home Town Story."
In June, "No Questions
places "Calling Bulldog

Asked," re-

Drummond,"

back to August.
"The Law and Lady Loverly," and "The Thin Knife," replace
"An American in Paris" and "Love Is
Better Than Ever," the former of
which is now scheduled for August

now

set

For

July,

A

new date for the latter
has not been set.
In addition to the two pictures menYoung and
"Rich,
above,
tioned
Pretty," in Technicolor, will lead off
release.

the

August

list.

"Teresa," now in its world premiere
at the Trans Lux here, will be given
It will have two
special handling.
other domestic openings and another
in London before the end of April.

NPA

Overlooking

;

open there on Thursday.
Gross, vice-president Robert O'Brien,
continue Also moving on is "Rawhide" at the
who
secretary-treasurer
until the annual meeting next year, Rivoli, where a short fourth week
and John A. Coleman, E. Chester will total about $10,000. "The Brave
William T. Kilborn and Bulls" will have a preview performGersten,
Walter P. Marshall, who are sched- ance there tonight, opening its regular run tomorrow.
uled for reelection.
'Up Front' Holds Up
The proxy statement reveals that
Goldenson was paid $156,000 salary
"Up Front" is still holding up well
and $25,000 expense allowance last at Loew's State, with about $20,000
year and that Gross, O'Brien, Robert in prospect for a fourth week. "The
Weitman, vice-president, and Edward Man from Planet X" is concluding
Hyman, vice-president, were paid two weeks at the Mayfair, with about
$44,350 and $5,000 bonus. All five also $13,000 due for the final week. "The
were voted stock options last De Sword of Monte Cristo" comes in
cember.
there on Saturday. "The Great MisThe proxy statement also reveals souri Raid" is down to a mild $9,000
that Blank owns 16,657 shares of for a second and final week at the
UPT common stock.
Globe; "Lucky Nick Cain" opens on
tino"

;

will

;

Saturday.
"Odette"

slipped badly after two
excellent weeks at the Park Avenue
It will
the third week drew $5,900.
make way for "The Scarf" on Sunday.

box-office is off less in non-television than in TV areas. It is
impossible, however, to determine the extent of television's

There are too many
other forces affecting attendance to permit the isolation and
measurement, with any degree
of reliability, of any one factor
alone," he said.
effect.

"The

impact

of

television

"Cyrano de Bergerac," continuing
roadshow run at the Golden Theatre following a moveover from the
its

Bijou, has an estimated gross of
$8,000 in sight for its second week at
the new stand.
is

strongest during the novelty and the
installment payment periods. Surveys
show that as the novelty wears off
and the set is paid for, people become

more

selective in their viewing habits,
television is judged more strictly

and
economy, resulting
on its programming merits.
Then,
from the Korean war, may benefit the we believe, the American people, givservice industries, and the motion picing freer play to their gregarious
Goldenture business in particular.
instincts, will respond as in the past,
to
be
some
there
seems
that
said
son
to the appeal of our high-quality moindications that the downward trend
tion-picture
entertainment,"
Goldenin theatre attendance was beginning
son concluded.
to level off.
Theatre receipts and rentals acAt the same time, Goldenson
counted for $97,127,938 of total insaid, "Television is competing
come of $101,714,082. Theatre operwith us for the public's leisure
ating and general expenses, including
time and entertainment dollars.
film rentals and taxes, amounted to
Earned surplus at the
Studies we have made through$82,620,453.
out the year indicate that the
end of the first year was $5,618,925.
changes

M-G-M

Grosses

17,

Three Columbia Films in
Broadway First-Runs
With "The Brave Bulls" opening
at the Rivoli here tonight and "Valentino" moving into the Astor on Thursday, Columbia product will be booked

The
three Broadway showcases.
third Columbia film is "Born Yesterday," now in its 17th week at the Victoria.
Next week, Arch Oboler's
"Five," also a Columbia release, will
serve as the first bill at the new Holiday Theatre, which opens on April 25.
in

New

Post for Shaaker

Some

Violations
—Theatres
Washington, April
16.

being built in violation of the government's construction control order
have often been allowed to go ahead
after the National Production Authority

investigates

NPA

officials

They

and learns the

story,

admitted today.

declared

that

in

many

in-

have checked into confound it to be illegal, but
have given the builders a chance to
"Ignorance can
justify their action.
be a good excuse in this instance,"
one official said. "We have taken the
stand that a person building illegally
should be allowed to try and justify
the construction on the same basis as
any other person seeking permission
If it's a case where our
to build.
people would have granted the appeal
we're
if, it had been made properly,
not going to press compliance action."
Some building, however, has been
halted and has stayed halted, the
NPA spokesman said. He declared
that he knew of no case of prosecution of any builder in the theatre field,
and that "we have a couple of pretty
bad cases in other fields than theatres
which we will crack down on first."
stances, they
struction and

Release Film Cans
For Armed Forces
Washington,

April

16.

—The

Na-

tional Production Authority here said
that aluminum fabricators can accept
orders
priority
from the Armed
Forces for aluminum motion picture
shipping cans, even though these are
no longer to be produced for civilian
use.

NPA

This was contained in an
order postponing until May 1 the prohibition on the use of aluminum in
some 200 civilian products. The pro-

with
formerly
Betty
Shaaker,
Seventeen magazine, is now director
of editorial promotion for Today's hibition was to have gone into
last week.
Woman magazine.

effect

Good (frseious, wsre

lsf&

for -the

CbniparuonrBpproved woYieiI"

Like

women everywhere, these two

are dashing

off to their local

theater to be sitting

CoMPANiON-approved movie.
It happens again and again— that's why the movie-makers have

pretty at the latest

invested
five

more money

in the

Companion during the past

years than in any other monthly magazine.'''
^Except of course

the

fan magazines!

Companion
AVERAGE CIRCULATION: MORE THAN 4,000,000
THE CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY

•

THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE

•

COLLIER'S

•

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

•

A

MARKET OF

9,7

0,0

FAMILIES
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Monogram

Tuesday, April

Theatre Partners
— PartnerWashington, April

(Continued from page 1)

a position to increase our yearly output (of 'BY) 25 to 50 per cent,"

Broidy

said.

Broidy, who will remain in New
York another week for conferences
with other Monogram officials before
said
the
returning to Hollywood,
ELC sale has opened up a "new
_

"We

can't make
vista" for Monogram.
all of the 'B's' but Monogram is going to make the best 'B's' that are
made," he declared.

28 Features Set

For the 1951 season, Monogram is
scheduled to deliver 28 straight features and 12 Westerns. Allied Artists,
formed to handle high
subsidiary
budget films, has scheduled six re"I Was an
leases, two of which,
American Spy," Ann Dvorak-Gene
Evans co-starrer and "The Highwayman," starring Charles Coburn, Wanda Hendrix and Philip Friend, are
completed. Pre-production shooting on
a third Allied Artists film, "Disc
Jockey," is under way. In final preparation stages are "The Police Story"
to be filmed with the cooperation of
the Los Angeles Police Department
and "My Wife is Mine," which will
star Florence Marly. Several other
properties, earmarked for Allied Artists release, will be announced shortly.

"Smuggler's Island"
(

which should adequately satisfy the appetites
the main body of film-goers is provided in this
Ted Richmond production directed by Edward Ludwig. Attractively mounted
in Technicolor and enacted by a reliable cast topped by Jeff Chandler and
Evelyn Keyes, "Smuggler's Island" is in every respect true to the spirit of
adventure embodied in that title.
The setting is Macao, a Portuguese island off the South China coast, a
of those

Charles

WITH

There is a brother-against-brother theme in the foreground, a soldierly
romance in the background, and there is a dramatically complex network of
counter-plot that gives both suspense and humor full play, but the piece de
resistance is an Apache attack upon a frontier post in which Union and Confederate forces join up to quell an onslaught no less violent because righteously
motivated. Few if any similar soldier-Indian fights ever filmed match this one.
The script, by Geoffrey Homes, George Worthington Yates and Winston
Miller, convincingly directed by Lewis R. Foster, presents Reagan as a Confederate officer in charge of a raiding band assigned to procure gold, leather
and other war materials in Union-held territory, and casts Bennett as the
Union officer in command of the area. Reagan and Bennett are brothers,
and Miss Fleming, now married to a trading post operator bent upon stirring
up the Apaches for his own benefit, is Reagan's former sweetheart. Against
that personal background is set a complicated chain of events in which the
brothers, although wearing opposing uniforms, strive equally to keep the
Apaches from joining in the war. They are successful, against great odds,
until a citizen shoots the Apaches' truce-emissary, after which the Indians
attack the post and the Union and Confederate forces join to repulse them.
When local peace has been restored, and the romantic angle taken care of,
the Confederate force moves on to other territory.
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. For May release.
Roscoe Williams
1862.

include Atlanta, Charlotte,
Orleans, Dallas, Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Denver, Omaha, St. Louis, Kansas City,
San Francisco, Seattle and Los Angeles.

Pabst Moves Over in N. O.
Orleans, April

16.

— George

Pabst, Eagle Lion Classics exchange
manager here, has disclosed that he
soon will join United Artists in the
same capacity.

Confer

Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild representatives and Eagle
Lion Classics personnel department
executives conferred here yesterday on
the queston of severance pay for the
stenographers and accounting

clerks,

department

employes

who

as of April
quence of the sale of

their

jobs

will

"Thunder

lose

to

in God's

Country"

in

takes up the fight against political corruption in "Thunder
As an outdoor action drama, it shapes up as superior

to the run-of-the-mine Western.
Visiting the idyllic Western town of

DuMont Seeks

Hidden Valley, Allen

finds Ian

Mac-

Donald trying to take over the mayor's office. With his candidate, Paul
Harvey, installed as mayor, MacDonald intends to set up a gambling syndicate.
To win the election, the gambler attempts to discredit the incumbent mayor
and his police chief, Buddy Ebsen and Harry Lauter. With the help of an
honest, but overzealous newspaper editor, Mary Ellen Kay, the plot almost

(Continued from page 1)

succeeds.
With the election near and the outlook for good government dark, Allen
discovers and exposes for the electorate the tie between gambler MacDonald
and candidate Harvey. In the picture's final chase, the gang is captured
and MacDonald plunges from a precipice after a fight with Allen. The
crooning and Ebsen's clowning distinguish the picture's lighter
latter's

moments.
.

Melville Tucker was associate producer, and George Blair directed, from
a script by Arthur Orloff
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
April 8.

some older theatrical films and
commitments from potential izes he proposes to open a London Sir William Haley this week on the
television actors and writers for work office headed by an English executive interchange of material and will travel
who would have American technical to Italy and France later to initiate
with DuMont in the U. S.
If the production venture material- advisers. He will meet BBC's chief similar talks there.

tained

some

gains, capital losses and contributions
brought the figure to $41,921,000:
Of the total returns, 2,215 came
from partnerships operating "in the
black." The 2,215 returns showed total receipts of $174,804,000, including
$165,127,000 from business, and total

net profit of $42,593,000.

Code Amendments
Not Retroactive
—The amendHollywood, April
16.

ments tightening up the industry's
Production Code which were approved
by the Motion Picture Association of
on
board of directors
America's
March 27 will not be applied retroac-

pictures now in production are not
being re-examined for possible deviations from the provisions of the new

amendments.
It was not immediately determinable
whether any approved scripts or pic-

tures

production contain material

in

which might be affected by the new
provisions. No policy has been
with respect to the reissuance of

Code
set

previously released whose
content violates or conflicts with the
pictures

Code

as

now amended,

it

was

stated.

Brulatour Expands
Chicago Facilities
Expansion of the Chicago facilities
of Jules Brulatour, Inc., distributors
of Eastman Kodak motion picture rawstock, is expected to be completed by

May

1,

liam

J.

was reported here by WilGerman, Brulatour president.
The expansion, which will provide
more warehouse space, will cost apit

proximately $150,000, German

ALLEN
REXGod's
Country."

United

Artists.

packages of films no longer required
for theatre use here and, secondly,_to
endeavor to arrange for the production
here for 30-minute television films,
and to recruit artists to be taken to
America for television work.
He has had talks with J. Arthur
Rank and with Associated British
Picture Corporation's Robert Clark
on the production of television films
here and he hopes to be able to sign
a formal agreement with one or both
this week. Wtih respect to the other
aims, he indicated he already has ob-

Ordinary
dends and other incomes.
net income less deficit amounted to
$41,390,000, but adjustment for capital

said.

(Republic)

30 in conse-

ELC

ship ventures in the exhibition business filed 2,538 income tax returns in
1947, with total receipts of $182,428,000
and net profits less net deficits of
$41,921,000, the Treasury reports.
The partnerships had 6,897 members.
The total receipts included
$172,475,000 from business operations,
and the rest from interest, rents, divi-

Ronald Reagan, Rhonda Fleming, Bruce Bennett, Bill Williams,
here states.
Noah Beery and Technicolor as names to draw with, the Messrs. Wil- tively, the PCA
Thus, scripts which had received
a
with
and
big-scale
terms
tell
here
in
Thomas
William
C.
and
H.
Pine
liam
approval prior to March 27 are being
large cast an exciting story about the Union and Confederate armies and the
regarded as standing approved, and
Apache Indians and the conflict that raged between them in the Southwest in

division

ELC

Franke

Hollywood, April 16

{Pine-Thomas—Paramount)

New

and

L.

"The Last Outpost"

(Continued from page 1)

SOPEG

entertainment

who make up

corner of the Orient to which gravitate all and sundry who would indulge in
the dangerous business of smuggling gold. It is here that Chandler, a retired
U. S. Navy officer engages haphazardly in the salvage diving business, only
to find himself drawn by the physical attractions of Miss Keyes into helping
her outwit sinister Chinese pirates and escape with a crate of gold bars to
which she claims title.
The thorn in the side of the romance between the two is Miss Keyes'
estranged husband, a meticulously attired, supercilious Englishman whose
avariciousness ultimately takes him to his death, thus leaving Chandler and
The film successfully captures what might be dethe girl free to marry.
scribed as the "glamor" of the Orient, and all the vivid colors and costumes
tend to compensate for the script's slow spots. The climactic scene wherein
Chandler succeeds in blowing up the pirate chief's ship by swimming to its
keel with an armful of explosives is rendered with pyrotechnic splendor.
Leonard Lee's screenplay was based on a story and adaptation by Herbert
Rounding out the cast are Philip Friend,
Margolis and Louis Morheim.
Marvin Miller, Ducky Louie, David Wolfe, Jay Novello and H. T. Tsiang.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. For May release.

Cohen Named

New

16.

U nizvrsal-Intcniational)

ESCAPIST

1951

U. S. Lists 2,538

Reviews

market carefully and if the demand
from exhibitors exists, we will be in

17,

Liebeskind Gets House
Nat Liebeskind yesterday began operation of the University Theatre in
the Bronx. The house, which he acquired from Francisco Reich, is a 600seater and will play a straight picture
policy with changes thrice weekly.

Colosseum

to File

(Continued from page 1)

The distributors' committee, he
added, then released a statement for
the record that the companies are not
pleading inability to pay as a basis
for refusal of the Colosseum's 10 per
cent-plus pay hike bid and turned
down the demand to permit examination of company earnings.
"The distributors' refusal to bargain
in good faith as shown by an unwillingness to disclose earnings will
constitute the basis of the unfair labor
charge," Beznor said.
tion.

Tuesday, April
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NEWS
Brief
in

Brighter Theatre Business
Is Seen for Kentucky

-

-

-

—

Washington., April 16. The number of firms in the industry continued
to rise in the third quarter of 1950,
with 15,100 reported, according to the
Department

of

Commerce.

This represents an increase of 700
firms since the beginning' of 1950 and
and some 200 since the end of the
During the third
first half of 1950.
quarter of 1950, the Department said,
400 new firms went into business and
200 were discontinued.
•

—

Louisville, April 16. There appears to be a note of optimism among
motion picture exhibitors in this state
regarding future boxoffice receipts. It
appears they are inclined to believe
that with the increased number of
manufacturing companies building factories in Kentucky, and with the expansion of the defense effort, more
people will be on payrolls, and those
that are on payrolls will work more
hours, with the result there will be
more money to spend, a large part of
which they expect to be included in
recreation and entertainment.
Further, it seems to be the general
belief that with the curtailment of the
manufacture of regular civilian goods,
there will be less items for which
money can be spent, and with many
who are now paying on automobiles,

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's Pete
Smith subject, "Wrong Way Butch"
has been voted by the National
Committee on Films for Safety as
the "Best Theatrical Motion Picture
Produced for Release During 1950."
This marks the third time that
Smith has won this award, his two
previous winners being "Seventh radios, television sets,
Column" and "Safety Sleuth."
and such, they will pay
•
a challenge that will
be good for the screen and ultimately
result in better pictures, Conrad Nagel
will say on "The March of Time
Through the Years" television pro-

Television

is

gram on April

Gloria

20.

Swanson

will appear with him on the program's
guest panel, with John Daly host of

the

TV

show.
•

Ottawa, April

16.

of Quebec has been
board' of directors of

Canadian

Howard

— Gaston
elected

Ltd.,
succeeding
P. Robinson.

Pratte
the
Players
to

Famous

the

late

•

refrigerators,
off in the not

distant future, and with fewer items
available their chances of going back
into debt, particularly with the credit
controls, exhibitors feel it will mean
more cash money in pockets than before, a part of which no doubt will
find its way into the box-office.
Another thing entering into the
situation is the curtailment on the
building of new theatres, which eliminates some of the fear of competition,
which will give theatre owners an
incentive for remodeling his theatre,
making it as good-looking and as comfortable as possible in an effort to
bring in new patrons, and to try to
get the patrons now going to come

N. Y., April 16.—Lou more often.
Goldstein, former assistant chief
film buyer for the Schine circuit,
has joined Harry Lamont as part
to
ner in the Vail Mills Drive-in, in
for
the Gloversville area and in La
Cincinnati, April 16.
mont's River View Drive-in, beCrosley
tween Amsterdam and Schenectady. Broadcasting Corp. is contemplating
•
becoming the Midwest center for TV
Brenon and Morgan Associates will film production, according to Robert
handle the New York opening of "The Dunville, head of the corporation. The
Long Dark Hall" for Peter Cusick enterprise would require an investin conjunction with the Rivoli Theatre ment of up to $400,000 in equipment,
here.
This is the picture starring he said. Studios would be located in
Albany,

Produce

Crosley

Films

Rex Harrison and

Lilli

Palmer, made

by Cusick International Films. It
a Huntington Hartford Production.

is

•

A

reception for the stars of Repub"The Fighting Coast Guard,'
will be held here Monday at the Essex House, Herbert J. Yates, Repub
lie president, announced yesterday. In
addition
to
Brian
Donlevy,
Ella
lic's

Video

—

Chicago, April 16. Norman Kassel,
Essaness Theatres' advertisingmanager, is leaving the circuit this
week to form his own advertising
agency here to handle theatrical accounts.
A member of Essaness for
14 years, Kassel created the cartoon
ads used on the early Danny Kaye
films.

Keys

to

Evergreen

—

Portland, Ore., April 16. Elmore
H. Keys, booker for Midstate Amusement Corp. for the past seven years,
has

taken

a

similar

Evergreen Theatres

at

position
Seattle.

with

He

Walla Walla,
Wash., by Howard McGhee, of Topwill

be

pehish,

succeeded

with

in

Midstate

since

1942.

Cleveland, April

to

campaign to
stress the advantages of out-

Discuss Drive-ins

—

The program
St. Louis, April 16.
for the spring regional meeting of the

The one-day session, at Hannibal,
Mo., on Thursday, April 19, will also
hear Gordon Halloran, branch manager here of 20th Century-Fox, giving
a message on "Working Together"
Louis K. and Joseph C. Ansell, St.
Louis exhibitors, will discuss stage
shows Ed Kidwell of TEI Theatres,
Kanasas City, will speak on concesMorton Gottlieb, equipment
sions
supply house manager, third dimen-

Coming

;

admits free every girl or woman escourted by their sweetheart on Thurs-

day evening.

Gentlemen

pay their

regular admission plus the general
tax on the lady's ticket. There are no

age

limits.

Reduced

prices are being tried by
another Northside theatre, the Ridge.
The house advertised admissions of
15 cents from six to seven P.M., and
25 cents, plus tax, thereafter.
Children are admitted for nine cents.

Drive-in.

Events
—

;

;

Frank Plumlee of
sional
films
Edwards and Plumlee Theatres, Farm;

ington, film advertising and exploitation, and Paul Krueger of Wehrenberg Theatres, St. Louis, explaining
group.
the work of the
president,
Edwards,
and a director of the Theatre Owners
of America, will report on the recent

MPTO
MPTO

Tom

TOA

meeting

in

An

Washington.

open forum will conclude the day's
sessions.

Drive-in Theatre Clinic Is
Set for Kansas City Meet

Kansas

City, April

prehensive

clinic

on

16.
all

—A

York.

—Amusement

Division,

Appeal

of Greater

April 19

Joint Defense

New

York, industry-wide lunch-

phases

of

Men

—

Mo.

April 25 Kansas-Missouri Theatre
Association spring meeting, Kansas City.

—
—

April 25
Cinema Stamp Collectors
meeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
April 26 Ascap board of directors
election meeting, New York.
April 26-28 Paramount annual national
sales
meeting, Warwick
Hotel, New York.
27-28 Monogram
April
regional
sales meeting, Broadmoor Hotel,
Colorado Springs.
April 30-May 4 Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers
69th semi-annual convention,

—

—

—

Hotel Statler, New York.
May 3 — United Jewish Appeal
amusement division industry
luncheon, Hotel Astor, New York.
May 3-5 — United Artists national
sales

May

—

Hollywood, April 16. Five hundred tickets to first-run theatres will
be furnished weekly to the Los An-

USO

geles area
for distribution to
service men, with Southern California
Theatre Owners of America functioning as supplying channel, it was decided at a meeting presided over by

board chairman Gus Metz-

ger.

7

—convention,
"Michael"

leading-

Choker es Testimonial

—

Chicago.

Awards Dinner

the Academy of Radio and
Television Arts
and Sciences,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
May 7-8 North Central Allied Independent Theatre Owners convention,
MinNicollet
Hotel,
of

—

neapolis.
7-9 Independent

May

—

Owners
vention,

All principle circuits and
independents will cooperate.

New

eon, Hotel Astor,
York.
April 19 Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of St. Louis, Eastern

—

com-

Theatre Tickets

SCTOA

—

bal,

AITO

For Service

April 17-18 Motion Picture Operators of the South annual meeting,
Henry Grady Hotel, Atlanta.
April 18 Associated Motion Picture Advertisers luncheon-meeting
honoring
motion
picture
trade press, Hotel Piccadilly, New

Missouri and Southern Illinois
spring regional meeting, Hanni-

Chicago

—

the campaign are the Auto, Eastlake,
Euclid Ave., Cloverleaf, Easts i d e,
Fairview, Northfield
Star, West Side, and the Miles

etc. Participating in

Stimulator

in

door theatre attendance, listing free admission to children
under 12; no parking worries;
no baby sitting; no need to
dress up; smoking privileges,

Picture Theatre Owners of
Missouri and
Eastern
Louis,
St.
Southern Illinois has been completed
and as a starter it will feature an address on "Drive-in Theatre Operations," to be delivered by William T.
Powell, district manager of Midwest
Theatres of Boston.

Motion

WLW-T
WLW-T

Adopted

— Drive-

advertising

—

Business

16.

in theatres in this area are
combining in a cooperative

MPTO

Louis

St.

Cleveland Drive-ins
In Joint Promotion

drive-in operations will feature the National Drive-in Theatre Owners equipment show and convention to be held
here May 15-17 in conjunction with
the
of Kansas-Missouri's annual spring convention. O. F. Sullivan is chairman, of national Allied's
drive-in committee.
Nathan D. Golden, head of the Dethe former
building on Mt. partment of Commerce film division,
will
among the
be
Olympus, the
studios having Washington,
been moved to Crosley Square in speakers.
National Allied's board will hold
downtown Cincinnati.
its
spring meeting in Kansas City
concurrently and it is expected that
many of its officers will participate in
the drive-in convention.

Chicago, April 16. Newest device
Rains and Forrest Tucker, Rear Ad- used by neighborhood theatres to stir
miral Louis B. Olson, USCG, com- up business is "Sweetheart Night," an
mander of the Third Coast Guard experiment undertaken by the Manor
Theatre on the Northside. The house
District, will be present.
•

7

Theatre

Arkansas annual conHotel Marion,
Little

of

Rock.

To Open FWC House
Hollywood, April

16.

—Fox

West

Cincinnati, April 16. Local the- Coast will open the new 1,078-seat
Cross Drive Set
atremen are teaming up with members Fox Theatre in Taft, Cal., May 1, with
Leaders of New York's entertain- of the Cincinnati Variety Club to give Hollywood personalities making perment industry yesterday launched a a testimonial dinner on May 7 to sonal appearances at the opening, gendrive among members to give blood to Phil Chakeres, president of the Cha- eral manager George Bowser has anthe Red Cross The campaign will be keres circuit, Springfield, O., in honor nounced.
The new theatre, costing
climaxed by an all-star show on May of his having recently been selected $300,000, replaces the Hippodrome,
29 at the Center Theatre.
"Exhibitor of the Year" by Look. destroyed by fire a year ago.

Red

1

.

R, DODSON, Atlanta; JAMES M. CONNOLLY, Boston ; CHARLES B. KOSCO, Buffalo; VERNON M. SKOREY, Calgary; JOHN E. HOLSTON, Charlotte; TOM R.
ROSEN, Cincinnati; IZZY J. SCHMERTZ, Cleveland; MARK SHERIDAN, D«//aj; VINCENT J. DUGAN, Denver; RALPH PiELOW, JR., Des Moines; JOE J. LEE, Detroit;
TOM O. McCLEASTER, Indianapolis; JOE R. NEGER, JC«».rsJ <%; CLYDE W. ECKHARDT, Los Angeles; TOM W. YOUNG, Memphis; JACK H. LORENTZ, Milwaukee; MOE A. LEVY, Minneapolis
MARION W. OSBORNE, Oklahoma City; JOE E. SCOTT, Omaha;.
GERRY CHERNOFF, Montreal; BENJAMIN A. SIMON, New Haven; WILLIAM BRIANT, New Orleans; ABE DICKSTEIN, Nfic
SAM E. DIAMOND, Philadelphia; AL LEVY, Pittsburgh; CHARLES F. POWERS, Portland j CHARLES L. WALKER, 5«/; Lai* City; ALEX W. HARRISON, Sa» Francisco; REGINALD G. MARCH, St. John;
GORDON F. HALLORAN, St. Louis; CHILTON t. ROBINETT, Seattle: PETER MYERS, Toronto; JAMES E. PATTERSON, Vancouver ;C. GLENN NORRIS, Washington; JOSEPH H. HUBER, Winnipeg.

DANIEL

R.

HOULIHAN, Albany; FRED

GILLIAM, Chicago; JOSEPH

B.

YW;

READY TO GO TO BAT AGAIN FOR YOU WITH.
HALLS OF

MONTEZUMA

Technicolor

CALL

I

MEN AND MUSIC
THE MUDLARK

BIRD OF PARADISE
Technicolor

I'D

CLIMB THE HIGHEST

MOUNTAIN

Technicolor

THE 13th LETTER

^flwtfA

Ho

NAVY NOW
CAN GET IT FOR YOU

YOU'RE IN THE

ME MISTER

Technicolor

OF

LUCKY NICK CAIN

WHOLESALE

SWORD OF MONTE

CRISTO

Supercinecolor

FOLLOW THE SUN
14 HOURS

ON

THE RIVIERA
Technicolor

RAWHIDE
4

8«AVftSi#y pice.

CENTURY-FOX

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
VOL.

69.

NO.

NEW

75

Arnall Heads
Compo Unit on

The appointment
tee of seven,
president of

of

headed by

a

commit-

Ellis Arnall,

Total PCA seals for short subjects numbered 447 in 1950, 10 per
cent fewer than in 1949.

the

upon the

to pass

was announced here yesterday

Ned

by

E. Depinet,

COMPO

presi-

dent.

The committee was author-

UPT Has $10,000,000
For Television Purchases

ized at the special meeting of
executive board
the

COMPO

UPT's Excess

Profit
Ceiling $30,000,000

here last January which voted
to change the by-laws to permit
state and regional units of Allied States and the Theatre
Owners of America to become
members.

United Paramount Theatres'
excess profits tax credit on
a consolidated basis increased

from

$23,000,000 in 1950, its
year, to $30,000,000 for
this year, largely through acquisition of such co-owners'
interests as those in Interstate and Texas Consolidated
circuits and Tri-States Theatre Corp., the company's annual report reveals.

The

committee, with Arnall as
chairman, consists of Andrew W.
Smith, Jr., representing the Motion
America;
Association
of
Picture

first

(Continued on page 7)

New NPA Board

to

Hear Appeals on
Hardship Cases
—

Washington,

April 17. The National Production Authority revealed
today that it is setting up an appeals
board to hear cases where applications
regulations in
for exception to
hardship cases have been denied by
operating divisions.
The board will hear appeals on the
construction order, as well as cases

NPA

(Continued on page 7)

Ascap Group Quits
In Films Deadlock
In view of the deadlock in negotiabetween Ascap and the Hollywood producers for pacts to cover
fees to be charged for use of music
in films, Ascap has decided to reconstitute its negotiating committee, it
was reported here yesterday.
The committee has been under the
Bernstein,
Louis
chairmanship
of
The negotiations
Ascap treasurer.
tions

(Continued on page 7)

UPT

incurred

no

excess

profits tax last year.

Acute

Sulphur

S.

Although the needs of film laboratories here are trifling compared with
other industrial sulphur users, the
laboratories' situation is as grave as
any of the others. Many "labs" will
definitely be forced to close unless
early

relief

templated

May

1,

is

forthcoming.

allocation,

would reduce

A

conhere

effective
film supplies at

least 50 per cent.

understood that the Kinematograph Renters Society has made an
urgent request to the Motion Picture
Association of America in Washington to endeavor to obtain help and the
It

of

$10,000,000

is

(Continued on page 6)

226 Pictures
To UA From
ELC in Deal
Velde Appointed Head of
UA's Western Division

A

preliminary inventory of the
which United Artists has
acquired as a result of its purchase
pictures

Eagle Lion Classics discloses the
number to be 226, which is made up of
177 American-made films, 48 British
productions and one French film.
UA officials estimated last week that
all but 50 of the pictures from ELC

of

had been liquidated.
Meanwhile, in line with UA sales
personnel developments growing out

of the ELC purchase, it was reported
yesterday by William J. Heineman,

which United Paramount Theatres has UA distribution
given notice it will take down tomor- James
Velde,

row may be used in part for the acquisition of television assets this year,
"with the balance available for the
same or other purposes," it is stated
by Leonard Goldenson,
president, in the annual report to stockholders now being distributed.

UPT

The report does not identify the television assets which
is considering acquiring. The $10,000,000 credit
was made available when
negotiated a $35,000,000 loan last Dec. 28
from Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
and a group of three banks.
_

UPT

tomorrow, the
by 3% per

vice-president,
until

now
ELC,

that

Detroit
has been

branch manager for
appointed
Western district manager, effective April 30:
The 226 pictures are earmarked solely for release to theatres and none will
go to television until well after the
round of commercial theatres has been

UA

completed,

UPT

Heineman pointed

out.

(Continued on page 4)

MacArthur Speech
To Ten Screens

Via Theatre

TV

The

report notes that encouraged
by the success of the exclusive theatre
telecasts of University of Illinois and
University of Michigan home football
games last fall in three
theatres
in Chicago and Detroit, the company
is currently negotiating with the Na(Continued on page 7)

UPT

— Warning

of an
"unparalleled industrial disaster" in
Britain unless new supplies of sulphur are obtained soon, Harold Wilson, president of the Board of Trade,
told Parliament today he is willing to
go to Washington to urge an increase
in the sulphur allocation from the

U.

credit

When drawn down

Shortage Hits 'Labs'
17.

standby

credit will be represented
cent notes due in 1971.

UK

London, April

A

TEN CENTS

1951

The Production Code Administration in 1950 surveyed 510 scripts,
an increase of 23 per cent over the 414 of 1949. It issued certificates of approval to 429 features, against 421 in 1949. This was
disclosed yesterday by the MPAA in announcing the PCA's annual
report, prepared by Code Administrator Joseph I. Breen.
The 429 feature approvals "compare favorably with the average
number of seals issued over the past seven years," said the announcement. Of the 429, 50 were for imports.
Seventy-eight scripts found unacceptable last year were revised and later approved.
Revisions were also made in 95 features to bring them in line with Production Code standards.

Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,

tions

18,

Approval of Scripts and Films
Last Year Exceeded Those in '49

to

qualifications of organizations seeking membership in the
Council of Motion Picture Oragniza-

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

U.S.A.,

PCA

Membership
Seven-Man Committee
Pass on Qualifications

YORK,

Buying Nears End;

UPT

General Douglas MacArthur's appearance before a joint session of
Congress tomorrow will be carried
by the majority of U. S. theatres
equipped with theatre television, it
was learned here yesterday.

With at

least 10 theatres set
cover
MacArthur's
first
speech since his dismissal by

to

(Continued on page 6)

Sales Start

Indicating that United Paramount
Theatres has about completed, in its
first year, the purchase of all partnership theatre interests it plans to ac-

Leonard Goldenson,

Coston Quits Post,
Al Kvool Succeeds

Transactions last year included purchase of A. H. Blank's 50 per cent

The resignation of James Coston as
Chicago-Milwaukee zone manager for
Wa rner Theatres was announced here
yesterday by the company. He will be
succeeded, effective Mav 1, by Al
Kvool, now assistant zone manager.
Coston's resignation was by mutual
agreement with Warner and is understood to have been contemplated for
some time hv the veteran exhibitor

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)

quire,
states

president,
his annual report to stockholders that "from this point on sales
will exceed acquisitions."
in

"Consequently," Golden adds, "cash
income from sales will exceed cash
outlay for purchase of theatres in the
future."

Wednesday, April

Motion Picture Daily

2

Washington, April

17.

M. LOEW, president of
ARTHUR
due back
Loew's International,

FRANCIS HARMON,

Motion PicAmerica vice-

— U.S.

Justice Department attorneys
and officials of Loew's held
consent decree talks here yes-

returning to his New
another three or four
York
He is resting in Florida and
weeks.
earlier had been expected back here

Alfred E. Daff, world-wide

office for

terday and today and will
probably "continue on and
off" for the rest of the week,
it was reported.

this

week.
•

Balaban to Address
JDA Meeting Here

became the father
Diane, born last week

The couple
daughter, Susan.
•
Jean.

a

girl,

his

wife,

of

ger,

to

another

have

direc-

tor of sales for Universal-International Pictures, and C. J. Feldman,
domestic sales manager, yesterday
conferred with Salt Lake City per-

Phil Isaacs, Paramount's newly- sonnel, including
appointed Washington branch mana- manager.

C. R.

rHE
missal

reaction to MacArthur's dis-

here from Europe Friday.
•

from

illness

Parade

is

ture Association of
president, has been delayed by_ further

1951

Newsreel

Personal Mention

Loew's Decree Talks
Pick Up Steam

18,

Wade, branch

and President Trmnan's
address head current newsreel items.
Other subjects include the fighting in
Korea, the return of "Mighty Mo"
and sports. Complete contents follow.

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 32—MacArthur
command to Ridgway. President Trupledges no appeasement in Korea. Gen.
Eisenhower unifies Europe against Reds.
Sports: fishermen land fair catch, boatmen
shoot the rapids.

yields

man
•

Arthur C. Bromberg, Allied Artists and Monogram franchise holder
arrived here yesterday to
confer with president Steve Broidy
and general sales manager Morey
in Atlanta,

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 266.—UN
pushes on in Korea amid peace rumors.
MacArthur's dismissal stuns Japan. President Truman on Korea. Royalty tour.
"Mighty Mo" home. Swim season for water

Carl Rogers has been transferred
manager of the Broad Theatre, Goldstein.
babies. Battling juniors.
Barney Balaban and Harry Brandt from
•
Columbus,
O., to manager of Loew's
will be the principal speakers at the
Universal
former
A. J. O'Keefe,
William Reisger,
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 69^Celebrathere, succeeding
industry-wide luncheon to be held on
Pictures assistant general sales mana- tion awaits MacArthur's return. President
resigned.
Appeal
behalf of the Joint Defense
Truman defends foreign policy. Gen. Eisen•
ger, is en route to New York from
hower inspects allied troops. "Mighty Mo"
tomorrow at the Hotel Astor, it is
Richard Corum, theatre, radio and the Coast. He made a stop-over in returns from Korea. Women's swimming
announced by Max A. Cohen, chair
meet. Water babies.
editor of the Columbus, O., Minneapolis yesterday.
man of the luncheon committee. Her television
the birth of a daughannounces
Star,
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. lfl-A—Macman Robbins, chairman of the amuse
C. J. Latta, managing director of Arthur headlines. Japanese reaction. First
Catherine Louise.
ment industry's JDA effort, will ter,
•
Associated British Pictures Corp., is interview with Gen. Matthew Ridgway.
preside.
Truman decries "party politics."
Richard A. Harper, M-G-M cir- due to arrive here from London to- President
Stone of Scone back in Westminster Abbey.
General Douglas MacArthur's ad
ElizaQueen
the
on
to
morrow
slated
is
cuit sales representative,
Boatrace.
dress before the joint session of Con
return here from Gloversville, N. Y., beth.
gress
will
luncheon.

be

broadcast

at

the

•
Irving Sochin, sales head of Uni-

todav.

The list of dais guests includes the
following besides Balaban, Brandt and
Robbins A. J. Balaban, Robert Benjamin, Leo Brecher, Max A. Cohen,
Jack Cohn, George Dembow, Ned E.
Depinet, Si Fabian, Ben Fielding,
Emanuel Frisch, Leonard Goldenson,
William Heineman, Max Kase, Bernard Kranze, Martin Levine, Chick
Lewis, Al Lichtman, Ilya Lopert, Arthur Mayer, Robert Mochrie, Sol
Pernick, John Pransky, Sam Rinzler,
Sam Rosen, Adolph Schimel, Al
Schwartz,
Abe
Sol
Schwalberg,
Schneider, Allen Smith, Sol Strausberg, Saul Trauner, David Weinstock
and Max Youngstein.
Associate chairmen of the amuseBalaban, Jack
ment division are
Cohn and Samuel Schneider.
:

:

•

United versal-International special films
Artists' television department, is due sion, left here last night for
Haven and Boston.
in Chicago today from New York.
•
•

John Mitchell, head

of

Barney Gerard, Monogram producer,

is

due to leave here today for the

Coast.

•

Ruth

Helm,

producer
Productions, has

associate

with Eddie Albert
arrived here from Hollywood.

McCarthy
With

BOT

to

New

Alva

E. Smith, radio installation
supervisor of the Westrex Corp., has
returned here from Europe.
•

and distribution executive
left

sales
vice-presi-

here yesterday for Detroit.

Meet 376 Features

in '50

Registered in U.K.

—

London, April 17. Registrations of
During his European tour next
month, John G. McCarthy, chief of films of 6,500 feet and over during
the Motion Picture Association of the year ended last March 31 conAmerica's foreign department, will sisted of 76 British pictures and 300
confer in London with Harold Wilson, foreign-made pictures, the Board of
Of the 300
president of the British Board of Trade reported today.
Trade; R. G. Somervell, chief officer foreign features, 249 were American
of the Board's film division, and F. W. and 29 were French.
MPAA representative in In the category of from 3,000 to
Allport,
Britain, to lay the groundwork for 6,500 feet, there were 49 British regiof the Anglo- strations and 144 foreign. British prolater
renegotiation
American film agreement, the MPAA ducers accounted for 222 short subjects and foreign producers for 496.
indicated here yesterday.
_

_

UJA
For

Lines

May

3

Up

Stars

Luncheon

Leading stars of screen, stage, radio
and television will attend the May 3
Hotel Astor luncheon of the amusement division of the LTnited Jewish
Appeal, it is announced by Sam
Rosen, Fabian Theatres, and Abe
Scheduled to leave Friday aboard
Schneider, Columbia Pictures, UJA the ^. S. Queen Elizabeth, McCarthy
division chairman. Among the several will stop first in Paris for FrancoHis itinartists who are expected to be present American film pact talks.
are Robert Alda, Jack Carson, Judy erary also includes Madrid, Frankfort
Holliday, Gertrude Lawrence, Gordon and Rome.
It is expected that while
McCrae and Russell Nype. Others he is in Rome a new Italo-US film
will be announced shortly.
agreement will be signed.
Louis Nizer will be one of the
speakers.

'Brave Bulls'

Draws Latin
Keyed

to the current

Bow

Officials
"Pan Ameri-

Star 'Junket' for
Para.'s 'Passage'
saturation booking campaign
currently being worked out for Parain
13
West"
"Passage
mount's

The

Southern states will be supported by
a star "junket" which will cover 27
key cities, it was announced here
yesterday by Jerry Pickman, Para
representatives in attendance. Among mount's advertising-publicity head.
Spearheaded by John Payne, Arleen
them were the heads of the United
Nations delegations from Mexico, Whelan and Dennis O'Keefe, the
Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Paraguay junket will get under way early in
June.
and Colombia.

can Week," Columbia's "The Brave
Bulls" had a preview opening at the
Rivoli Theatre here last night with a
large contingent of Latin American

1

,

Mc

gers.

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 71— Mac
Arthur leaves Japan for U. S. President
Truman at Democrats' dinner. Gen. Eisenhower inspects Allied troops. "Mighty Mo'
"Big Mo" returns home from the wars
AAU

Sports:

boxing.

James R. Grainger, Republic
dent,

on Pact

divi-

UNIVERSAL NEWS No. 448— President
Truman's foreign policy address. Bovine
quads. Medal of Honor awards. "Big
back. Korean drive continues under new
commander. Sport news: "small fry" slug-

Last year British producers registered
81 features; 50 films in the 3,000 to
6,500-foot category and 232 shorts,
while foreign product accounted for
283 features, 157 in the 3,000 to 6,500
feet category

and 519

shorts.

U-Vs 'Francis' to
Help Sell Bonds
Universal - International's
Francis,
"talking mule," will tour 35 cities
starting April 30 on behalf of a new
U. S. Defense Bond Drive to be sponsored by the nation's newspaper carCarriers of some 600 papers
riers.will become "Minutemen" for the new
Francis will head a "Bonddrive.
mobile" as the official mascot.
In connection with his visit to each
city, there will be special screenings
of the new picture, "Francis Goes to
the Races," for civic officials, bond
officials

and the

carriers.

Ampa's Trade Press
Tribute Today
The luncheon

to be given today by

the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers honoring the trade press for
"distinguished service to our industry" will be highlighted by the presence on the dais of industry executives
and publishers of the trade periodicals.

Chairman

and

master-of-ceremonies

for the event, to be held at the Hotel
Piccadilly here, will be Si Seadler,
advertising manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and the principal speaker,
will
be William Rodgers, general

manager for the same company.
Also present on the dais will be Ned

sales

RKO
RKO

Pictures
Depinet, president of
TheSol Schwartz, president of
Arthur Mayer, general counsel
atres
;

for

COMPO

;

Harry K. McWilliams,

AM PA

president and manager for
Columbia Pictures and the following
trade paper publishers or editors
Jack Alicoate, Film Daily; Martin
Quigley, Quigley Publications; Chick
;

Lewis,

Review;

Trade

Showmen's

Abel Green, Variety; Jay Emanuel,
Jay Emanuel Publications Mort Sunshine, The Independent, and James
;

Jerauld, Boxoffice.

N. Y. Philharmonic
Returns to Roxy
The

New York

Philharmonic Sym-

phony Orchestra, directed by Dimitri
Mitropoulos, will again move from
Carnegie Hall to play a return en-

gagement at the Roxy 'Theatre
weeks beginning May 9.

for

two
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bailed by press
as

New

Star!

TERESA" BREAKS

"DIVIDEND" OFF TO

HOUSE RECORD!

FLYING START!
Tops "Royal Wedding" and equals "Father of

World Premiere of M-G-M's "TERESA,"

the Bride" in

of a Bride, at Trans-Lux 52nd St., N. Y. sets
new high for house topping first week of'Seven
Days to Noon," previous record holder that ran

10 spots as follows: First 3
days Buffalo, New Haven, Bridgeport, Nashfirst

Kansas City, Los Angeles (Two theatres).
First 4 days Danbury. First 2 days Washington,
D. C. First 5 days Norwich. Now Radio City
Music Hall joins the box-office party!

ville,

Story

almost four months! "All honor to those who
made it," says N.Y. Times as critics acclaim a

new

star in her first big

American

picture.

"Best Musical
of the

Month!"

ROYAL WEDDING"
NATIONWIDE SOCKO!

GREAT CARUSO"

— Louella Parsons

SETS

NEW

HIGH!

The Preview at Loew's 72nd St., N. Y. makes
history! The Motion Picture Research Bureau
reports a new all time audience survey record:

HIGHEST PERCENTAGE "EXCELLENT
RATING" OF ALL TIME! PREVIOUS RECORD HOLDER WAS "BATTLEGROUND"!

In

its first

99%
98%
90%

156 engagements

"Kim"
of "Summer

it is

doing:

of

Stock"

Words"
81% of "Annie Get Your Gun"

And

of "Three Little

that means terrific business everywhere!
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Office

UA

Equipment

For Sale at

(Continued from page 1)

Eagle Lion Classics, whose
sale to United Artists excluded office equipment, has
put up for sale its furniture

and fixtures at the home office and at all exchanges. It
expected, however, that a
of file cabinets, which
contain papers to which
is now entitled, will be sold
to the latter company.
is

number

UA

The ELC

office

equipment

valued at $100,000, a company official said yesterday.
is

respect to
television

take-over

UA's

with
product to
the
unchanged,
remains
of ELC product notwith-

Heineman

said,

the

release

policy

of

standing.

Whether there are among the 226
some which have completed

pictures
theatre

therefore
release to
would
has not yet been determined, accordtelevision department.
ing to the
It was added that it also has not been
distribution
be eligible for

and

TV

UA

determined

whether

any

such

ELC

out-of -release pictures would be passed
department.
along to the
In regards to sales personnel, Heineman said that in many exchanges
salesmen to
adding former
is

UA

Guilds,

ELC

in Tilt

Over Severance Pay

UA

ELC

present sales staffs, and in a number
exchange
Screen
and
of cases is retaining
The Screen Publicists
Employes managers while finding spots for those
Professional
and
Office
at ELC.
guilds are engaged in a controversy who were their counterparts
He announced the realignment of
with Eagle Lion Classics over severthe
ance pay for some 100 home office key branch and sales personnel in
district,
Coast
the
West
of
in
exchanges
jobs
their
employes who have lost
consequence of the sale of the com- describing this as a move to strengthen
sales position in the territhe
pany to United Artists.

UA

UA

Severance clauses in the contracts tory.
In this connection, Richard Carnegie
with the unions would base such pay
on 10 months service for all employes, has been appointed branch manager of
Los Angeles branch, a casince ELC was formed only last June. the
Many workers, however, had been em- pacity similar to the one he held with
ployed by predecessor Eagle-Lion, and ELC. Bert Pollard, formerly branch
some have been with the organization manager, will assume the post of ofsince the time E-L was created out of fice manager.
Ralph Amacher, former ELC branch
The guilds'
the now defunct PRC.
contracts are with ELC, and the com- manager, has been named sales manaSan Francisco office,
pany has taken the position that it ger of the
with Ralph Clark,
is
therefore not responsible for sev- joining forces
erance pay for service with the prede- branch manager.
Charles Powers, Jr., has been ascessor firms.

UA

UA

1951

Probers May
Arrest Nine

Acquires 226 Films

ELC

18,

the post of Portland, Ore.,
representative for UA, moving
over from his post as branch manaHe
in the same city.
ger for
will expand the coverage of UA's Seattle office for A. J. Sullivan, branch
C.
manager, the company stated.
Trowbridge will continue as branch
manager of the Salt Lake City exchange.
Velde will take over the West Coast

signed
sales

ELC

—

The
Washington,
17.
April
House Committee on Un-American
Activities is expected next week to
ask the House for arrest warrants
for nine Hollywood workers who have

failed to accept service of subpoenas
issued by the Committee for its current hearings.
The Committee will doubtless vote in
favor of such action in executive sessales territory, comprising Los An- sion late this week, after it reads the
geles, San Francisco, Seattle and Salt written transcript of testimony given
Lake City, under the supervision of to it today by Committee investigator
Milton E. Cohen, newly-named West- William A. Wheeler, who said the
ern-Southern sales manager. Velde nine were "deliberately avoiding servwill make his headquarters in Los An- ice of the subpoena."
with many
geles.
He goes to
Named by Wheeler were screen
years of service in the industry, in- writers Michael Uris, Fred Rinaldo,
cluding top sales posts with Para- Hugo Butler, Lew Solomon, Leonardo
mount and the Selznick Releasing Or- Bercovici and Edward Huebsch diganization.
Karen
rector Jack Berry,
actress
With Stanley Kramer's "Cyrano de Morley and radio writer Georgia
Bergerac" now being prepared for Backus Alexander.
general release on July 20 by UA,
Comes at Close
the special roadshow department, created for the film's two-a-day engageWheeler's testimony came at the
ments, will be dissolved on Friday. close of the Committee's only day of
Howard E. Kohn, roadshow manager hearing this week. He followed to
director
for
the the stand three "uncooperative" witand educational
Kramer organization, has resigned, ef- nesses Harold Buchman, Anne Refective on that day.
vere and radio writer Sam Moore.

UA

;

—

UA

has scheduled announcements of
and changes today covering the Eastern district.

On Monday the Committee will pick
up with what promises to be a full

UA

has

sales personnel shifts

Sets

Bows

'Legion';

week

Lead-off witness
of hearings.
will probably be John Garfield, who
requested an
the committee.

of 2;

'New Mexico'

appearance

before

Committee
chairman
John
S.
United Artists' "The First Legion," Wood (D., Ga.) told reporters that
starring Charles Boyer, will have its
Budd Schulberg, who was named as
world premiere at Loew's State here
a former Communist by witness Richannounced
yesApril
was
on
27, it
ard Collins, would probably be subterday by William J. Heineman,
poenaed if he did not appear volunvice-president in charge of distributarily.

UA

Three of the film's players, Leo
Walter Hampden and
Wesley Addy, will attend the pre-

tion.

Carroll,

G.

In

the tradition of

miere.

"New
Another UA production,
Mexico," an Anscocolor Western, will
bow at the Kimo Theatre, Albu-

May

querque, on

3.

Seidelman Will Enter
Business on His Own
Sam

who

Seidelman,

L.

has been

Classics' foreign manager, said yesterday that he has turned
down two offers to go over to United

Eagle

Lion

Artists upon consummation next week
His
of the sale of
to UA.
present plans, he said, call for a vacation and, later, entry into business
for himself, perhaps in the film ex-

ELC

port-import

field.

Meanwhile, Seidelman said, he will
"for a very brief period"
assist
in the steps which will make possible

UA

the

absorption

department by

ELC

the
UA's foreign
of

foreign
depart-

^FIGHTING

LeSieur Leaves

ELC

Lloward LeSieur yesterday checked
out at Eagle Lion Classics, whose
advertising-publicity director he has
been. His employment by ELC terminated with the company's sale to
United Artists last week.

Motion Picture Capital Corp., independent production financing organization headed by N. Peter Rathvon,
is expected to conduct its operations
on a freelance basis now that Eagle
Lion Classics, with which it was tied
up, has been sold to United Artists,

was indicated yesterday.
First outward indication of this
policy change is the deal for the release
MPC's "Be Happy Go
of
Pictures. HeretoLovely" by
fore the Rathvon company released
all of its pictures through ELC.
UA, under its deal for the purchase
product
of ELC, is heir to
which
had been handling as well
Among
releases.
as all other
pictures involved are "The
the
Sun Sets At Dawn," which has just

it

RKO

MFC

ELC

.

COAST GUARD

in Atlanta

—

Atlanta, April 17. This city will
soon have its third television station
on channel number eight, formerly

owned by

ELC

MPC

WSB-TV

to another channel.

which

will

and "Desand "The Torch."
Heineman,
distribu-

in distribution,

tination

Moon"

William

J.

UA

tion vice-president, said yesterday that
the former two pictures still are due

for considerable revenue.

"Be Happy Go Lovely"
picture on

MPC's

is

the final

latest schedule,

and

understood to be weighing
deals for additional production financ-

Rathvon
ing.

TV Expands

ELC Makes

Rathvon Freelancer

been placed

ment.

1

Sale of

He

is

is

in

Hollywood

L. Jack Schlaifer
representative.

MPC
New

is

York.

seeking

Up

to

is

at present.

MPC's

new
now

sales

quarters in
it
has oc-

cupied space at the ELC home office
is slated to be abandoned soon
after April 30.

move which

1
ll

NO BUSINESS
BUSINESS

•

Some ADVERTISING
more ADVERTISING

gets
gets

some BUSINESS
more BUSINESS!

.

.

added up to Bigger
Profits at the Box Office ... for more than half-a-century
and it's just as good today, as it ever was
a simple formula that has

It's

.

.

.

So

.

.

.

take a look at the

ADVERTISING you

are

then
add up the BUSINESS you are getting
...do more POSTING !.. .use more DISPLAYAWAYS
distribute more HERALDS!... tell more PEOPLE !... AND
...you'll get more PATRONS!... to spend more MONEY!
using

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

The more you DO!
brother, There's

NO

.

.

.

the

more you GET

Business Like

MORE

service
mmmi\c/ee/?
pft/zfeaer of me /noustry
V_y

!

.

.

.

.

.

and

Business!
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(Continued from page 1)

theatres.

MacArthur

slated

tentatively

is

to

address Congress between 12:30 P.M.
and 1 P.M. (E.S.T.). Theatres will
the
through
the
telecast
receive
pooled facilities set up in Washington
to be carried by coaxial cable to the
various cities.
Among the theatres scheduled to
show the event on their large screens
are the N. Y. Paramount, Fabian's
Fox in Brooklyn and Palace in Albany, Century's Marine in Brooklyn,
RKO's Fordham in the Bronx, Comerford's Capitol in Binghamton, and

State-Lake and
Chicago, Michigan in Detroit and Radio City in Minneapolis.
The MacArthur speech will be the

United Paramount's
Tivoli

first

in

TV

showing at Comertheatre
Capitol since the coaxial cable

ford's

reached Binghamton.

Rogers Firm Reorganized
Holly wood, April

—Roy

signed as manager of Rohr.
In line with the reorganization, A.
L. Rackin, publicity and public relations

director

for

Dale

Thirteen film stars and teams have
been nominated on the final ballot for

ROSSEN, who made

Academy Award-winning

last year's

"All

turns his talents to the spectacular blood-and-thunder

the King's Men,"
sport of bull fighting in "The Brave Bulls." Once again Rossen demonstrates
infuse scenes
his unusual knack for manipulating crowds and his ability to
with a quality of simple, unadorned naturalism. Contributing to the photographic authenticity is the fact that a good deal of time was spent on location
shooting in Mexico. As for scenes of bull fighting, there is a profusion of them.
outlines
film, based on Tom Lea's novel, departs from the customary
Hollywood film, to tell something of a bull fighter, his fears, hopes and
manner
frustrations In Mexico the bull fighter is lionized very much m the
matador
idolized
the
portrays
Ferrer
Mel
here.
champion
of a sports world

The

of the

gored. As a consequence he finds himself beleagured
everytitne he thinks of entering an arena. At a
fears
psychic
by a thousand
lady, and falls in love.
party, trying to forget, he meets Miroslava, a beautiful
automobile
Ferrer's happiness is short lived, for Miroslava is killed in an
the pam
Deepening
manager.
Ferrer's
Quinn,
Anthony
with
accident together
returning from a rendezvous.
is the fact°that both were

who one

afternoon,

is

commitment to
In a state of nervous upset, Ferrer goes forth to fulfill a
him and the
arena,
fear
overtakes
the
in
Once
arena.
town
small
in
fio-ht
a
himself
crowd sensing this, responds with salvos of boos. Ferrer finally rallies
crowd's disapproval into thuninto a brilliant performance, turning the fickle
derous applause.
There are other aspects, in the future of sub-plots, that round out the story.
There is a certain arty quality to the screenplay, by John Bright, which, very
the more discriminating patrons.
likely, will find its greatest appeal among
t
directed.
and
Rossen both produced
Running time, 108 minutes. General audience classification, hor May release.

Evans and

Rogers, has been named publicity,
promotion and advertising director.

Mandel Herbstman

Okay

Stiffer Trust Bill

—

The
17.
April
the
sent
to
and
passed
today
House
Senate a bill boosting the maximum
fine for violating the anti-trust laws
from $5,000 to $50,000 on each count.
The measure makes no change in the
one-year jail sentence which can also
be meted out for anti-trust violations.

Washington,

NOW AVAILABLE

New

Orleans, April

17.

— Levere

C. Montgomery of the Joy Theatre
here, has sold his interests in four
theatres to T. G. Solomon of McComb, Miss., in a $200,000 transaction.
They are the Clarke in Natchez,
Miss. ; Tiger Drive-in, Baton Rouge,
Bama Drive-in, Mobile, Ala.,
La.
and the Palafox Drive-in, Pensacola,
Fla.
Solomon was formerly a partner in each of the theatres and now

Montgomery

NEWLY

SHORT FILMS
SCREEN TESTS
TV SPOTS
NON-THEATRICAL
PACKAGE SHOWS
SPECIAL EVENTS

Marx
;

vocalist

Dinah Shore, radio-television

;

Eddie Cantor, radioMilton Berle and
Jimmy Durante, television comedian
Robert Montgomery, television direcBurns and Allen and The Goldtor
and Lilli
situation comedy,
bergs,
Palmer, most promising radio-televi-

female vocalist
television

;

citation

;

;

sion star.

The winners

will be

announced at

the annual "Michael Awards" dinner
to be held in the Waldorf-Astoria HoAll protel, New York, on May 7.
ceeds of this year's event will be
donated to United Cerebral Palsy's
May campaign to provide funds for
medical research and open clinics.

Briwa, T. E.

Montgomery

plans to expand the
Film Service Corp., film buying and
independents,
agency
for
booking
which he has been operating for 25
years with Briwa.

;

Zell.

Talk 'River' Release
Ken McEldoney,

The

Miss. Owners to Meet

The
April
17.
Biloxi,
Miss.,
Mississippi Theatre Owners convention this year will be held at the Buena
Vista Hotel here on June 24-26.

TWA

1

Criterion

New York

in

N.

Y.

company

TWA

offers

|

*" -s/ee/?er service
||

1

on £ffie

((z/^jfimadori

The only all-sleeper

Association of Cinema Technicians
has cabled Richard Walsh, president
of the IATSE in New York, soliciting the "IA's" good offices.
Britain's

normal

demands

amount

110,000 tons of sulphur quarterly.
The first quarter allocation for 1951
was 81,000 tons.

\

flights

overnight to

I

LONDON and PARIS
non -stop from

New

York

For information, see your

said.

(Continued from page 1)

to

1

esti-

UK Sulphur
24.

TWA

/luxurious

travel

James Page Pagliaro, Owner-President

independent pro-

ducer, will arrive here today from the
Coast to set distribution arrangements
for his latest film, "The River," which
was made in India.

Now TWA

mates a gross of $22,000 for a current
first week, while in Miami "Arms"
played singly at the Variety and Embassy with a total one-week gross of

STAGES, INC.

Telephone: TRatfalgar 3-1800-01

Harry Von

RKO

$12,000, the

NEW YORK

Hope, Jimmy Durante, Ann
Ruth Hussey, June Haver and

—

Hilgers.

grosses of $6,500 at the Fulton, Pittsburgh $5,000 at the State, YoungsGolden
town; $16,000 at the
Gate, San Francisco; $11,500 at the
20th Century, -Buffalo, and $6,000 (for
five days) at the Pan in Minneapolis,
the Goldwyn office here reports.

Miscellaneous Interior Stock Sets,
Flats, Furniture, Props, Etc.

......

Blyth,

in

Samuel Goldwyn's double bill re"Up in Arms" and "They Got
Me Covered" has recorded first week

Room

MANNON SOUND

Bob

issue of

Rehearsal Rooms
Prop

Associated with

the deal were Eldon
MacKenna and Claire

for "The Pocketbook" program on behalf of the Catholic Charities Appeal
of the Archdiocese of New York. The
program will feature Bing Crosby,

Grosses for
Goldwyn Reissues

Producers Private Offices

Rooms

Aid Catholic Charities

List

Cameras, 35mm, 16mm Sound and Silent
Tape and Disc Synchronized Recording

89th STREET

:

TWA

SCIENTIFIC

WEST

are

WNEW

Montgomery Sells
Four to Solomon

has full ownership.

designed motion
with every
MODERNIZED
picture studio and control room
type of unique equipment for use in the production of

Completely reconstructed and

112

Jack Benny, Bob Hope
in the radio comedian category Bing Crosby and Tony
Martin for radio and television male

They

and Groucho

Several film stars will spur a radio
tomorrow
appeal here over

;

Dressing

"Michael Awards" of the Academy
of Radio and Television Arts and Sciences, according to an announcement
by United Cerebral Palsy, sponsor of
this year's presentation dinners.

,

Rogers
has reorganized the Rohr Company,
agents for the merchandise bearing his
name. The company will be known as
Roy Rogers Enterprises, under the
management of W. Arthur Rush and
Larry Kent. Jack L. Danov has re17.

tf

(Columbia)

ROBERT

Awards

'Michael'

"The Brave Bulls

President Truman, the occasion
will mark the greatest use to
date of the new medium by

1951

13 Nominated for

Review

MacArthur

18,

agent or

call

TWA

«j

5
j

Wednesday, April

18,

(Continued from page

UPT

1)

football thethe negoreport
the

If

expand the

erations.

theatres

having such equip-

ment now include the New York
Paramount, the State Lake and Tivoli
theatres, Chicago; the Michigan, Detroit, and Radio City, Minneapolis.
report notes that UPT's teleChicago, has
Station
operated profitably since the first quarter of last year and currently plans
are under consideration to build additional studio space for its expanding
program requirements.
Goldenson observes in his report
that "much work remains to be done"
in developing advertising techniques
for films and theatres on television
"and arrangements must be worked
out between exhibitors and distribuand among exhibitors themtors,
selves, for bearing the very heavy cost

The

WBKB,

vision

of television time.

As Advertising Medium
"The use

of television as a

Board

(Continued from page

Association

large screen
theatre television equipment in its op-

UPT

NPA

Review

UPT-Video
tional Collegiate Athletic
"for an extended series of
atre telecasts next fall."
successful,
are
tiations
expects to
states,
number of installations of

7
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motion

advertising medium can be
expected to increase materially when
television affords national coverage
which will permit a distribution of the
costs among the maximum number of
picture

interested users," Goldenson states.
His report observes that the best
assurance of meeting television and
other entertainment competition is "in
the quality and quantity of feature
In this regard, he points out
films."
performance last
that Hollywood's
year was "excellent" but that the increasing number of advance run theatres and the decreasing number of
subsequent run theatres is reducing
both rentals to producers and boxoffice returns to exhibitors.
"A given picture," he says, "is not
in release long enough to derive the
full benefit of its advertising and exploitation program" or to benefit from
word-of-mouth. He reports that correction of the situation is being attempted now but an acceptable solution

remains to be worked out.

"Cavalry Scout"
'Hollywood, April 17
production indeed is "Cavalry Scout," resplendent
in Cinecolor and carrying cause for plaudits in virtually every department.
The basic action is the Cavalry-Indian conflict that raged along the
Montana frontier in 1876, the year of Custer's Last Stand. It is excitingly
dramatized, solidly written, expertly produced and compellingly acted. It is
not the storv of Custer, but the setting is the same, as to time and area, and
the incidents are as thrilling, and perhaps the more so because the outcome
The players, from Rod Cameron,
of the strife is not known in advance.
Audrey Long, Jim Davis and James Millican on down through a cast numbering scores, give colorful and powerful performances to roles that are
far from formula, and there is never a lull in action or interest from opening
This is certain: It is a money picture and an audience picture
to close.

(Monogram)

AVERY, VERY GOOD

in the full sense of

for giving the distaff participant in a frontier story a role of genuine imporDirector Lesley Selander, utilizing a mountainous
tance to the main story.
terrain stunningly caught by Harry Neumann's Cinecolor-guided camera,
made maximum use of script, setting and players in every scene and sequence.
Cameron portrays a former Confederate officer, now a Union Cavalry scout,
sent into the Montana Territory to find and retrieve three Gatling guns stolen

Arsenal by marauding bandits believed to have taken them
Sioux and Cheyenne Indians, whose leaders, Sitting Bull
sell
to
the
West to
and Crazy Horse, will be able to beat the frontier defenders in battle if they
receive them. His quest takes him to Red Bluff, where he meets Miss Long,
a young business-woman, and Millican, the supposedly honest operator of a
freight-wagon line and who is, as the audience is told at once, engaged in
From this
trading the Gatling guns to the Indians in exchange for furs.
beginning the story is developed along fresh and steadily stimulating lines to
an ending, more profitably witnessed than synopsized, as actional and narratively justified as the most ardent followers of frontier fiction can ask for.
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

from the U.

May

(Continued from page 1)

Consolidated acquisitions, for
paid $12,000,000 cash, the
report notes that there were 132
wholly-owned and 38 partially-owned
theatres involved. The original con-

Texas
which

in Tri- States and Central
States circuits
purchase of the Karl
Hoblitzelle-R. J. O'Donnell 50 per
cent interests in Interstate and Texas
Consolidated
circuits
termination,
through a division of the assets, of
the joint interest in the RichardsLightman Theatres Corp., and the sale
to the University of Michigan for
$4,000,000 of UPT's 25 per cent interest in W. S. Butterfield Theatres
and a 33% per cent interest in Butterfield Michigan Theatres Co.
Concerning the latter deal, the report notes that the purchase price,
plus interest, is payable over a 30year period out of dividends or distributions received by the purchaser
as owner of the Butterfield stocks, the
purchaser having the right of pre;

;

payment; and if at maturity any balance of the sale price and accrued interest remains unpaid, the stocks in
the two Butterfield companies are to
be sold to the highest bidder and the
net proceeds applied to payment of
such balance.
With respect to the Interstate and

UPT

About 77% of UPT
Stock Converted

where a firm feels it has not gotten
enough steel or aluminum or other
commodity or in any other fashion
feels an NPA operating division has

NPA

order.
not fairly carried out an
will announce shortly standards and procedures for appeals.
The existence of the new board was
revealed in a release announcing a
general streamlining of the NPA. Another change groups all of NPA's industry divisions under four operating
heads as a means of giving industry
division directors greater representation in policy determination. The motion picture and photographic products
division will come under the "Textile,
Equipment
Specialty
Leather and
industry
Bureau." Until now, all
divisions have operated in one huge
industry operations bureau, and have
little voice in policy-making, accordAdministrator Manly
ing to
Fleischmann. Under the new set-up
the industry chiefs, through the heads
of the four bureaus, will have much
to say about the new controlled maorders.
terials plan and other

NPA

NPA

NPA

NPA

Assign Drutman
Drutman has been assigned
do special publicity on the new
Rochemont film, "The
de
Louis
Whistle At Eaton Falls," which Columbia will release.
Irving

to

Arnall Heads
(Continued from page I)

There were 751,774 shares of United Harry Brandt of the New York InParamount Theatres stock remaining dependent Theatre Owners Associasent judgment specified that UPT with the voting trustee at the end of tion Leo Brecher of the Metropolitan
would be permitted to retain 47 of 1950, out of an original total of 3,261
Motion Picture Theatres Association
those theatres. However, the March 287 shares, UPT's report reveals.
H. V. (Rotus) Harvey of the Pacific
decree modification now permits
1
Coast Conference of Independent Thestockjudgment,
consent
Under
the
UPT to retain 95 of the theatres. It holders were not permitted to hold atre Owners Trueman T. Rembusch
is required to dispose of its interest
of Allied States and Gael Sullivan of
shares in both UPT and Paramount
in the remainder, one-third annually
the TOA.
modified
the
decree
was
Pictures
but
three-year period.
;

;

over a

March of 1950 to permit holders
of 500 shares or less to convert certifstock without disicates into
posing of their stock in Paramount
in

Divestiture

UPT

may conAlso, in order that
form to the decree provision permitting it to retain 100 per cent interests
in a maximum of 651 theatres while
retaining the increased number of
Mexin Texas and New
must dispose of additional theaelsewhere which the original

theatres
tres

decree permitted

it

UPT

A

study is now being made,
Pictures.
the report states, to determine whethexisting conditions will permit
er
termination of further modification of
the voting trust.

Ascap Group
(Continued from page 1)
have been stalled for weeks in consequence of the producers' insistence
that their license for music be made
to cover television performances as
well as regular theatre showings.

to retain.

UPT

The

believes
report states that
be "a distinct advantage to be
permitted to retain an increased number of theatres in the prosperous and
it

interests

S.

13.

ico, it

UPT Sales Start

those terms.

Walter Mirisch, producer, used a story and screenplay by Dan Ullman,
who rates a distinct bow for finding new Cavalry-Indian material, and another

1)

to

growing Southwest area."
Since entry of the decree on March
1949, to the end of 1950,
terminated joint interests in approximately 708 theatres. Of those, it disposed of all of its interest in approximately 389 theatres.

UPT

3,

Coston Quits Post
(Continued from page 1)

who

has numerous other interests.

Coston started in the industry in
1909 and was formerly president of
Chicago Theatres Corp. and Coston
Booking Circuit, operating 136 theatres.

Upon

Was

he the^

Deadliest

Enemy
the World
x

had Ever

Known?

the sale of the business

Warner in 1930 Coston became
Warner zone manager.
to

Kvool has been advertising-publicity
for the Warner zone, then
operating assistant and assistant zone

director

manager.

'Absorbing, thrilling.

Tremendous exploitation

possibilities!"

—Showmen's

Bis town or small town—
it makes no difference!

tip fton*.

*

£
i»**°
but
tt

loing
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POPULATION
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EW
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YORK, N.Y

7,454,995

UNBURY, PA
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295,734

JALLAS, TEXAS
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N.
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C

C

VA
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MacArthur on UA Sales Changes
Give Waldmanand
by
Screens
Mullen N. Y. Posts

TV

Newsreels,

Theatre Video Will Cover
New York's Welcome
public interest reached a new
pitch on the eve of General Doug-

As

MacArthur's appearance before
the joint session of Congress today,
las

TVlarge-screen
and
newsreels
equipped theatres increased the ir plans
to join radio and television in covering the event.

Of the

10

theatres

already

theatre,

has

Angeles,

Orpheum

the

had

already

in

—With

all

office

has been appointed

and

branch manager was

last

Aware

Dickstein, who resigned
{Continued on page 7)

are anxious to see a thriving, active
Council of Motion Picture Organizations are campaigning for
support from the 18 "hesitant"
units by emphasizing the need for the
all-industry agency to function along
the lines of the former War Activi-

COMPO
TOA

20th-Fox Sets Co-op

Ads

for 'Riviera'

ties

COMPO

A

cooperative advertising campaign
which 20th Century-Fox will share
50-50 over and above the normal advertising budget of local theatres will

begin at least two weeks in advance the government is to succeed.
The theory behind the "war effort"
Hoffman, Warner Theatres of a saturation Decoration Day openNew England zone manager has re- ing of Danny Kaye's "On the Riviera" approach in the intra-TOA endeavors
(Continued on page 7)
signed, effective May 1. "Decision to in 141 key and sub-key situations.
The company said yesterday that
retire from his post came as a result
and
advertising
studies
of
of conferences with home office execu- special
reached by mutual exploitation media in each spot will
tives and was
agreement with Warner Brothers," influence the decision to throw heavier
weight on those outlets which produce
the company stated yesterday.
A Warner spokesman would not the greatest results.
Meanwhile, an estimated 250,000
comment on reports that Hoffman and
James Coston, Chicago - Milwauket lines of newspaper advertising, plus
I.

J.

Misleading Surveys
Depreciating Films
Are Hit by Coyne

(Continued on page 7)

{Continued on page 6)

—

Richmond, Va., April 18. Surveys that use the motion picture in*
dustry as a "whipping boy" to promote other media were criticised here
today by Robert W. Coyne, special
counsel of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, speaking before
the directors of the Virginia Motion
ceived in the business world and it is Picture Theatre Association.
believed by many that these efforts
These surveys, he stated, are slanted
can be marshalled together under to depreciate the motion picture as a
for the general good of all."
(Continued on page 6)
Rodgers expressed his conviction
that the trade papers, "who have been
so important to our progress and have
cooperated so effectively in all undertakings, will continue to lend their
help to revive enthusiasm and disRichmond, Va., April 18. The
courage pessimism."
board of directors of the Motion PicHarry K. McWilliams,
Owners of Virginia
ture Theatre
president,
introduced
Si
Seadler, voted unanimously today to join the
M-G-M advertising manager, who Council of Motion Picture Organimaster-of-ceremonies.
Trade zations.
was
The board's action makes
press publishers and editors on the the Virginia organization the 11th
dais were Jack Alicoate, Film Daily
affiliate of Theatre Owners of AmerMartin Quigley, Quigley Publications
ica to ratify COMPO.
Chick Lewis, Showmen's Trade ReThe board also approved the desigview; Jay Emanuel, Jay Emanuel nation of delegates to
and
Publications Mort Sunshine, The In- urged
members
its
support
to
dependent, James Jerauld, Bo.voffice,
financially.
Morton Thal-

competition.

Calling on the industry to declare
"a moratorium on pessimism and to
revert to our greatest asset enthusiasm and confidence," William F.

—

Rodgers,
M G M dis-

H. A. Nicholson in
New Paramount Post
Howard A.

Nicholson, Paramount's
Dallas sales manager, has been pro-

Memphis branch manager,

moted

to

by A.

W.

Schwalberg,

president of
Distributing Corp.

Paramount Film
will assume his new duties on
Monday, succeeding Lindley W. Mc-

He

-

Picture
tisers

luncheon

in tribute to the

interruption in his 18 years of Paramount service came in 1944 when he
entered the Armed Forces, remaining
a year-and-a-half.

ingredients
the
for the greatest
team-work that

Nicholson
1933 in

resigned.

joined

said,

"We

have

—

AMPA

Motion
Adver-

Paramount in
The only
Oklahoma City.

who

TOA

COMPO

day at tbe Associated

COMPO

Virginia, 11th
Unit, Ratifies

vicetribution
gave
president,
principal
the
yesterspeech

trade press.
Urging unity
within industry
ranks, Rodgers

Clintock

TOA

high-placed
official reported this here yesterday, intimating that
will be
it
if
the 18 join
primarily because they recognize the
need for a united effort on the part
of the industry if cooperation with

Rodgers Hits 'Pessimism at
AMPA Salute to Trade Press

{Continued on page 7)

Committee.

A

in

11

first-run theatre managers reported box-office business was

government soon

cooperation in the existing international emergency, those members of
the Theatre Owners of America who

of California's television stations carrying pooled coverage of General
MacArthur's triumphant arrival in
San Francisco from Tokyo, last night,
from seven o'clock to 11, theatre attendance throughout the state took its
severest beating yet from television

Los Angeles

that the

will be turning to the industry for

Abe

WB Post May 1

Real Competition
To Coast Theatres
18.

Metropolitan dis-

Hoffman Leaving

MacArthur on TV

Cooperation With U. S.
Is the Selling Point

Christie, Tex., starting April
29. Admission scales will be
advanced to $1 top.
The policy was adopted voluntarily, influenced by the
success of Lanza's current
concert tour. M-G-M's sales
policy for the picture does
not call for advanced admissions or a two-a-day schedule.

company continued

for Manhattan, BrookLong Island. The title of

held by

MacAr-

To Hold-outs

rio Lanza, on a two-a-day, advanced admission price policy
at their Arkansas Theatre,
Little Rock, and in Corpus

manager

New York

Los

War Role

Robb & Rowley circuit offiM-G-M's "The
Great Caruso," starring Ma-

sales

sales manager.
Eddie Mullen who has been serving
as acting branch manager in UA's

COMPO

cials will play

trict

lyn

(Continued on page 7)

Hollywood, April

the

New York

Meyers,

sales

rade tomorrow. Newsreel companies are ready to process
prints of the joint Congressional session with all possible
speed and have them available
for Friday's regular issue.

its

Cite

Road Show Basis

structure in the
wake of its purchase of ELC.
Waldman will be in charge of sales
in Upstate New York, including Albany, and New Jersey, under Fred

New York

MacArthur's
to bring
speech to their audiences via
TV, several now plan to televise New York's welcoming paslated

One

as

expand

to

TEN CENTS

1951

To Show 'Caruso' on

George Waldman, formerly Eagle
Lion Classics Metropolitan district
manager here, has been appointed
United Artists New York sales manager, a newly-created post, it was announced yesterday by William J.
Heineman,
UA distribution vicepresident,

19,

:

;

William Rodgers

COMPO

;

COMPO

could

ever

be

con-

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 6)

Thursday, April
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention
GEORGE

presiJ.
dent of Stanley Kramer Distribscheduled to
originally
Co.,
uting
is due
leave for Europe last Sunday,
over the
to leave for the Continent
of
change
a
following

weekend,
schedule.

•
V. Calvert, special

Lowell

How-

RK.O
ard Hughes representative at the
enPictures home office here, has
Bronxtered Lawrence Hospital in
operation and is
ville, for a minor
from his office
away
be
to
expected
for about a month.
•

Jean de Vesins, an executive ofUnion Generale Cmeama-

ficer of the

due to arrive here toAirday from France at LaGuardia
officials of
port for conferences with
Souvaine Selective Pictures, Inc.
tographique,

is

•

Maurice Silverstein, Loew's International's director for Latin Amertomorrow
is due to leave here
Mexico City to establish new

ica
for'

•

Gradwell

Sears, United
is due back at

Monday

here on

Artists

desk
following a check-up
his

White Plains Hospital.

at

•

Norman

of
slated

Barnett, vice-president

Barnett International, Inc., is
Los Anto leave here tomorrow for
geles, returning in two weeks.
•

John C. Dervin, sales manager for
Stratford Picture Corp., has returned
here from Boston and Chicago.
•
Stan Laurel is due to arrive here
today from Europe aboard the 5. S
Queen

Elizabeth.

F. J. A. McCarthy, Universale
Southern and Canadian sales manager,
has returned here from Canada.

•

Paramount pro

Leo McCarthy,

wood on

is

due to leave Holly

a European trip shortly.
•

Savini, Astor's

N. E.

special representative,
from Dallas recently.

New York

was

in

Atlanta

•

W.
special

Kreh, Republic Pictures
New York representative, re

L.

cently visited the Atlanta branch.
•

Lindsey Jones, Universal booker
Atlanta, will soon join the Army.

Hal

B.

Wallis

in

here from the

is

Coast for a two-week stay.
•

Sam Dembow

returned

has

here

from the Coast.

Daniel A. Peters, 77

—

Hartford, April 18. Funeral servwere held for Daniel A. Peters,

ices

formerly owner of extensive theaConn,
tre interests in the Bristol,
77,

area, who built Bristol's largest theatre, the Cameo, in 1927. Several years
later, he sold out his theatre interests
to

Warner

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Martin

distinguished
having
many
themselves thereafter in the arts,

The industry is again being
asked to aid in UCPA's 1951
campaign, which will be conducted throughout the month of
May.

tenced them.

One of
members

the greatest services
the industry performed during last year's campaign was the dissemination to
the public of informational and
educational subject matter concerning the nature of cerebral
palsy and the availability, however inadequate, of means of correcting it and restoring sufferers
to

normal

of

lives.

The inadequacy

of

facilities

for treating the cerebral palsied
of course, the reason for
is,

annual campaign. The
public appeal and the funds derived therefrom are applied to
the establishment and equipment
of new treatment and training
centers where they are most
needed and in which cerebral
sufferers find their
hope of living useful lives.

palsy

first

The thousands of theatres that
exhibited the Paramount trailer
featuring Alan Ladd and William Demarest during last year's
campaign, the many more that
to

UCPA

their

literature available
patrons, all helped to

awaken the American public to
the plight of more than a half

many of
million Americans,
children, who are cerebral
palsy sufferers. Those theatres
did much to help correct the
popular misconception that the
cerebral palsied are mentally
handicapped and incapable of
being cured or assisted.
The industry's informational
and educational services in last
year's campaign awakened hundreds of thousands to the truth
that cerebral palsy can be an accident of birth, resulting in loss
of muscular control and that, far
from disabling the sufferer's
mind, it is frequently present in
persons of potentially superior
mentality.
The industry's service, also,
informed large segments of the
public for the first time of the
knowledge that has been gained
of methods of correcting the infirmity and revealed the many
actual instances of patients who
had been benefited and restored

Ouiglev,

the

work-a-day

Editor-in-Chief

community,

and Publisher;

Sherwin

Full of plans to continue independent production on a two-a-year schedule, Arch Oboler is here from the
Coast for the bow of his first independent venture, "Five," at the new-

Holiday Theatre on Tuesday. Shooting on the next film, "Male and Female," starring Mercedes McCambridge, will start in about three weeks,
he said.
No distribution outlet has been set
for future Arch Oboler product, the
producer-writer-director

New York

in

he

Columbia, which is
United Artists,

result of this awakening
of the American public to the
plight of the cerebral palsied

The

proved one more manifestation
and heartof the generosity
warming sympathy of both the
entertainment world and the enlightened American public. Contributions to carry on the merciful work of the UCPA came
from every corner of the nation.
Thousands of showmen and artists

helped

materially,

inspired

by the untiring efforts of such
contemporaries of theirs as Leonard Goldenson, UCPA president
and president of United Paramount Theatres; Earl Hudson,
United Detroit
of
president
and a director of
Theatres
UCPA; Bob Hope, Kate Smith
and others of the show world
too numerous to mention here.

Many earnest, conscientious
exhibitors, prevented by special
from
kinds
of
other
events
benefits durscheduling

UCPA

the campaign month last
year, actually held them longafter the campaign had officially
closed, contributing- nonetheless
to the overall encouraging re-

ing

He was

pacts.

said.

While

confer with
releasing "Five,"

will

and

on distribution

schedule to meet with

UA

president, yesterArthur Krim,
day and with Columbia executives to-

day.

His Future Plans
Oboler said he will continue to
produce "at a cost in line with today's
market" and that he will also, as in
"Five," do most shooting on location.
Future films will be in color, he said,
and he will use the new Eastman
monopack color process. Oboler sees
television as eventually motion pictures' "second run" and he is convinced that color will be imperative
switches from black-and-white
as

TV

to color.

The former

radio writer sees a
future for independent pro"the catalysts of the industry"
providing they don't try to ape the
big producers and keep their sights
on the unusual picture for which present audiences are shopping. He said
financing is easier since some recent
independent ventures have proven to
The banks
be real money-makers.
also feel that the potential television
market for films has reduced the risk
a foreclosed
of backing independents
film can net a return from TV, he

bright
ducers

—

—

;

said.

5 States

Focus on

sults.

•

4

them

to

Brothers.

.

sciences and professions.
The participating theatres,
too, made clear to the public the
tragic inadequacy of the existing
facilities for rescuing the innocent sufferers from the unnatural
lives to which lack of funds and
lack of public interest had sen-

participation in the first national campaign of the United
Associations.
Palsy
Cerebral
its

made

•

ducer-director,

motion picture industry
last year performed an invaluable public service through

UCPA's

headquarters.

vice-president,

THE

1951

Oboler Plans Two
Films Each Year

SHERWIN KAN E

By

SCHAEFER,

.

.

19,

It

is

to

be hoped that with
beginning,

last year's auspicious

American showmen

will see

fit

do their utmost to help make
1951 campaign next
month an assured success.
They can do so by raising
their sights a bit over last year's
accomplishments. And let those

to

UCPA's

who
give

did not participate last year,

thought

to

community service

this

humane,

this year.

The Technicolor subject for
the campaign, "The House on
Anystreet," made at the Paramount studios with Cecil B.
being
distributed by National Screen
Service. Due to the necessary
limitation on color printing-, a

DeMille as

narrator,

is

pattern of territorial release of
the three-minute subject has had
Regional
established.
to
be

UCPA

campaign chairmen can
advise you of the exhibition
plan for your territory..

F. B.

I.'

Premiere
—

Pittsburgh, April 18. Attention of
nearby states is focused on the
world premiere of Warner's "I Was
five

A

Communist for the
Frank Lovejoy

F. B.

and

ring

I.,"

star-

Dorothy

Hart, scheduled to take place at the
Stanley Theatre here tomorrow night.
The activities of Matt Cvetic as an
undercover agent for the F. B. I. centered in this area where he was instrumental in breaking up Communist
cells.

Press Coverage

Newspaper and radio representafrom the surrounding states have

tives

to cover the premiere
Cvetic will be honored at
City Hall. During his personal appearance tour of cities in this area
where the picture has been set to
play in over 200 theatres within the
next 10 days, Cvetic has been the

been

invited

activities.

recipient of

many awards from

vari-

ous national organizations, including
Wars,
Foreign
Veterans
of
the
American Legion, and Rotary, Lions
and Kiwanis groups.
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No one
holds a

candle
to Joan

7 WAS J\

roMMumsi
FOR THE

WILLIAM CAGNEY PRODUCTION

those
four!

^Remember

the story of the guy

diving from the tower into the cup of water?

"But what," they asked him, "do you do for an encore?"

We're not worried about our encore* For July, Bogart
For August, Sidney (Jolson

AH this

Story)

in "Sirocco"

Buchman's "Saturday's Hero".

in 1951... and Stanley

Kramer,

too..*
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TV

Rules on College

Football

Due Soon

—

Washington, April 18.
Rules for televising college
football games next fall may
be announced here tomorrow
by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's television committee.

The committee huddled on
question all day today,
and finally announced there
might be a press release late
tomorrow, after further sessions and after a meeting
with Justice Department antithe

Graham Morison and other anti-trust of-

trust chief H.
ficials.

Thursday, April

(

Was A Communist for

in Brief

the F.B.I."

Warner Brothers)

A THORN

T
*—

adding to the dismayed annoyance of Communists here is the
knowledge that within the inner circle of the party are agents of the
F.B.I. Some time ago such an agent, Matt Cvetic, described his experiences
in the pages of the Saturday Evening Post. They now form the basis of this
Warner Brothers film.

There

is

a happy appropriateness to the film.

At

a time_

when

the

House

Activities Committee is exposing Communist infiltration in
isolated segments of the industry, the picture shows where the industry as a
whole stands on the question. It will at once dissipate unfortunate impressions
that may have been carelessly formed about the industry and at the same time
enlighten the film-going public on the nature of home-grown Communism.
In vigorous and dramatic strokes the picture shows how the Communists
invade the labor movement only to defile it for sinister ends. It shows how,
when strategy dictates, they indulge in religious bigotry and physical terror.

Un-American

Television was urged to make use
film shot by the government's
Armed Forces by Charles E. Dillon,
radio and television
the
chief
of
branch of the Office of Public Information, U. S. Department of Defense,
at a luncheon given here yesterday by
the American Television Society. He
said the films, long used by the motion picture industry, were equally
available for video.

David Halpern, president of the
Society, presided at the luncheon.

Garfield

Head

to

Francisco
Corporation of

entire

tor.

S.

him

Coast. Don Mulford sucthe
San Francisco
in

•
Technicolor version of Charles
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" has
been scheduled for production by Re-

nown

it was announced here.
go before the cameras during
the latter part of May.

Pictures,

It will

•

—

Memphis, April 18. Fire of unknown origin gutted the interior of
Peabody theatre here today. David
Flex of Flexer Theatres, Inc., owner
said the damage
of the Peabody,
would run into thousands of dollars.
the

Agar Opens
Chicago,

in Chicago

April

18.

—John

Agar,

a successful break-in at the
Olympia, Miami, begins a two-week
stand at the Oriental here tomorrow,
sharing the bill with Mindy Carson
The Selznick
and Will Mahoney.
player was voted life membership in
the Quill Club, honorary journalism
group of Miami University, and given
after

before

Vaught Friday

Music

A

—Infor-

City, April 18.
are scheduled

the

office.

Essaness Refuses to Griffith Challenges
Join Drive-in Group Trust Suit Costs
Oklahoma

West

ceeded

Mandel Herbstman

mal hearings
Judge Edgar

of

office

America, has been
transferred to the Los Angeles office
of the organization. There, he will be
head of the act department for the

.

Chicago, April 18.— First signs of
disunity among Chicago area drive-in
theatres who banded together recently
in a mutual aid association, was seen
today by an emphatic Essaness announcement that none of its three
drive-ins belong to the association.
The association is seeking to establish admission prices and playing time.
Louis Jelinek, owner of the SkiHi Drive-in and spokesman for the
group, said that there really was no
association formed since there was no
He decharter or officers involved.
scribed the association as a group of
businessmen who banded together for
mutual aid and assistance and said
any drive-in could leave the group at
any time.

.

San

Goldwyn Publicity
The appointment of Sid Garfield as
Eastern publicity director of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions was announced
here by James A. Mulvey, president.
Martin Davis, who has been acting
advertising-publicity head since last
November, remains as assistant direc-

presi-

—

—

5

EONARD GOLDENSON,

San Francisco, April 18. William
who has been manager of the

1

May

.

'

Loeb,

Communist crimes moral, intelit outlines the whole catalogue of
and social.
Frank Lovejoy portrays the focal role as the F.B.I, agent. Pledged to
secrecy in his undercover work, he dares not tell even his family, and as a
result becomes the object of contempt and villification. His anguish deepens
when even his son, Ron Hagerthy, turns against him. But Lovejoy carries
on his masquerade as a party functionary and continues to supply the F.B.I,
with the facts. Finally, Lovejoy gets the chance to vindicate^ himself by a
surprise testimony before the Un-American Activities Committee.
Patrons will recognize a lot of occurrences as coming right out of the
newspaper headlines. In making the picture, producer Bryan Foy has not
neglected those ingredients which can be translated into box-office dollars.
As a result there is a frequent stress on melodramatics.
One of the saddest human dramas of our times is the entrance into the
Communist Party of well-meaning but politically illiterate individuals who
must learn the hard way the meaning of Communism Such an individual is
played by Dorothy Hart. When finally the stench of party hypocrisy reaches
her nostrils she tries to disaffiliate. The assassination attempts on her life
provide some of the film's more exciting moments of flight and chase. Miss
Hart also supplies the love angle with Lovejoy.
George Douglas directed, from the screenplay by Crane Wilbur.
General audience classification. Release date,
Running
& time, 83 minutes.
Indeed,

of

.

.

dent of United Paramount Theatres, will be a guest speaker at the
Hotel Theresa here tomorrow on behalf of the Harlem community-wide
fund-raising drive for the Cerebral
Palsy Society of New York.
•

lectual

Urges TV to Use
Government Films

1951

NEWS

Review
"I

19,

a

in

for

citation

special

interpreting

American youth in "Breakthrough,"
"Sands of Iwo Jima" and "She Wore
a Yellow Ribbon."

district court on the objections of Griffith Amusement Co. to
pay costs of $30,974.49 in the anti-

Federal

_

Hoffman Leaving"
(Continued from page 1)
zone manager, both resigned because
of the collapse of a plan whereby a
zone managers
syndicate of
would have taken over theatres from
the company under its divorcement
program. Coston's resignation was announced on Tuesday.
Hoffman entered the business in
1911 with his brother Barnard in
Hoffman Brothers Theatrical Enterprises, consisting at the time of 24
theatres. Hoffman sold out to Warner
in 1929 and became its New England
zone manager.
The company said yesterday that his
successor will be appointed "in a few

WB

days."

Coston Will Renew
Theatre Activity
Chicago, April
veteran
as
for

exhibitor

18.

Coston,
—James
has resigned

who

Chicago-Milwaukee zone manager

Warner Theatres, is planning to
devote the major portion of his time
hereafter to theatre operations, it was
reported today.
It is expected that he will acquire
for his own operation the Berkley
here, a theatre which he owns but has
leased to Warner over a number of
years. Additionally, Coston is in partnership with Ted R. Gamble in theatre
properties in the Milwaukee area, and
has a number of other business interests.

trust suit recently concluded here.
The cost includes more than $12,000
incurred by the government in appealing the case to the U. S. Supreme
Court.
Vaught found Griffith and
other defendants innocent but the High

receding

Court reversed him.

added that the industry

Misleading Surveys
(Continued from page 1)

form

of

entertainment.

He

for
adequate scientific survey
lack of
material with which to combat these

Assistant attorney-general
Milton
A. Kallis is here from Washington.

suffers

allegations.

Virginia

Coyne outlined the needs and ob-

MPTA

COMPO

as "a long range
jectives of
program for protection, progress and

(Continued from page 1)

public

service for the industry."

He

himer presided at the meeting in the said that in these three objectives
in
to
absence of William F. Crockett, pres- were encompassed virtually all indusident.
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO try needs, but that each had many
Circuits
special counsel, addressed the meeting facets.
"Protection," he declared, "embraces
Fifteen circuits, Coast-to-Coast, will which was held in the board room of
open key engagements of United Art- Neighborhood Theatres headquarters a wide field. It means assisting exhibitor and other groups in combattinghere.
ists' "Queen for a Day" during this
The board also decided that the discriminatory taxation and other unmonth and May to set off a barrage
of saturation dates on the Robert summer meeting of the Virginia or- fair legislation, as well as combatting
correcting misinformation
Stillman production, it was announced ganization will be held at the Jeffer- criticism,
yesterday by William J. Heineman, son Hotel here on June 19-20. J. H. and projecting a constructive view of
Groh, Broadway Drive-in, will be the industry in the public mind.
UA distribution vice president.
"Protection also involves the amassInitial list of key circuit dates in- chairman of the convention arrangecludes Loew's, Warner, RKO, Lucas ments, heading a committee composed ing of industry facts so that trends
and Jenkins, United Artists, Shea, of the following: George Peters, in our business can be identified and
Interstate, Twentieth Century, Minne- Loew's Theatre, Seymour Hoffman, treated. There cannot be true industry
ometco, Fox In- District Theatres, and Carlton Duffus, progress if we do not know the true
sota Amusement,
termountain, J. J. Parker, Westland, executive secretary of the Virginia facts and get out of the realm of
speculation and conjecture."
New England Theatres and Kincey MPTA.
coming
Coyne
explained
the
Circuits.
COMPO boxoffice drive, starmakers
Report Denied contest and industry exposition as
Stern on
Reports that Phil Reisman, Jr., who good examples of constructive effort
Bill Stern, NBC sports director, has resigned recently as editorial manager planned by the all-industry agency.
started a new Monday-through-Friday for RKO-Pathe, would join March
"Through COMPO," he said, "all
program, "Spotlight on Sports" over of Time in a similar capacity were industry segments will share the load
denied by Reisman yesterday.
and the NBC network.
of industry responsibility."

'Queen'
15 Major

Open

W

New Show

WNBC

Reisman

I

Thursday, April

19,

7
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U.S. Allocates Acid

For Cellulose Film
—The NaWashington, April

'No Communism Noted in
Pictures, DAR Reports

Discourage Theatre
Building in Canada

9

—

tional Production

Authority today put

Washington, April

18.

— State

Sulfuric acid under a limited government allocation. The acid is used in

committees of the Daughters

of all
try to

today.

film
of the

American Revolution have unanimousthe making of cellulose film.
ly reported that there is "no comNPA
anAt the same time, the
munism noted in pictures," the DAR
nounced it is conducting a survey
Congress was told
branches of the chemical indus- 60th Continental
measure production capacity,
the need for raw materials, and endIncluded in the list of chemiuses.
cals being surveyed are many used
in various branches of the film industry.

Under

the sulfuric acid order, speciauthorization is needed to
deliver or use the chemical in 11
Western states, including California.

NPA

fice

Purchasers in

all

states

must

certify

to suppliers the end-uses to which
the chemical will be put, and suppliers
all delivermust report to the
Purchasers of 60
ies and end-uses.
tons a month are exempted. Makers
of cellulose film are major users of

NPA

the acid.

DAR

better pictures, with emphasis on finer
photography, more beautiful colored
films and better acting." Most of the
criticisms
received from the state
groups are "too much crime, gangsterism, drinking, and too much emphasis
on sex," Mrs. Settlemayer stated.

The

report noted "a great increase
in special matinees just for children,"
and said that "real cooperation between theatre managers and our chair-

men

being established." Managers

is

are also being urged to show more
family-type films on Friday nights,
the Congress was told.

MacArthur
{Continued from page 1)
arrival in San Francisco on
screen through television and current newsreels have devoted their
entire footage to the MacArthur af-

its

Set Skouras Houses
As Defense Centers

fair.

All Skouras theatres in New York
City have become local recruiting
centers for volunteers in Civilian De-

thur's

Theatres planning to carry the

New

parade, or that part of it from
12:45 P.M. to 1:15 P.M., are Fa-

York

bian's Fox in Brooklyn
Century's
Albany
in

and

Palace

Marine in
Brooklyn
RKO's Fordham in the
Bronx Comerford's Capitol in Binghamton and Balaban and Katz's State;

;

;

Lake

in

Chicago.

Others which are carrying the
Washington appearance and which

may

still

New York

decide to also
events are the

cover

the

New York

Paramount and United Paramount's
Michigan in Detroit and Radio City
in

Minneapolis.

The New York Paramount, which
uses Paramount equipment by which
the telecast is recorded on film before projection, will supply a print
to the Brooklyn Paramount for showing in the evening.

MacArthur on TV
{Continued from page 1)

fense.

During World

War

II

Skouras

Theatres Corp. originated a Civilian
Defense mass education program in
theatres.

At home office ceremonies here this
week, Arthur Wallender, director of
Civilan Defense operations in New
York City inducted all Skouras managers for special duty. Company president George Skouras presided at the
meeting.

Coast Women's Unit
Gives Awards Today

—

Los Angeles, April 18. Cecil B.
DeMille, Spring Byington and Louis
Calhern will receive the "Awards of
Honor" annually bestowed by the Los
Angeles district, California Federation of Women's Clubs at the unit's
annual convention in Long Beach
tomorrow.
DeMille

will

be cited for his pro-

"Samson and Delilah"

between 10 and 25 per cent, with
the downtown areas hit by the sharpest decline due to the decrease in
pedestrian traffic. The only house reporting a gain was Sherrill Corwin's
Orpheum, which picked up sections
of the telecast on its big-screen RCA

Miss
Byington for her role in "Louisa,"
and Calhern for his in "The Magnificent Yankee."

equipment.
Pooled coverage, sponsored by the
Richfield Oil Corp., represented the
combined resources of personnel and

the

off

television

i

This was the highlight of a report of
motion, picture committee
the
delivered by national chairman Mrs.
William P. Settlemayer. She also declared that the state committees reported "a general tendency toward

duction,

;

Greek Relief Benefit
Mrs.

Spyros

president

P. Skouras, wife of
of 20th Century-Fox,

has been named chairman of
sponsoring committee of the

the

New

York

Philharmonic Symphony Orbenefit performance for the
Greek War Relief Association of NewYork. The performance will be held
on May 2 at Carnegie Hall here with
the proceeds going to the Queen's
Fund for Orphan Children of Greece
and needy, students who wish to at{Continued from page 1)
tend Athens College. Mrs. Skouras is
holding a tea at the Hotel Plaza today
and M. Wax, Film Bulletin, Abel
for members of the committee who
Green, Variety, was unable to attend.
are working on plans for the affair.
Also present on the dais were Ned

equipment of all 11 California telecasters, with 25 TV cameras spotted
at vantage points throughout the San
Francisco area.

chestra's

AMPA Salute

RKO

Depinet, president of
Pictures
Arthur Mayer, executive vice-president
Steve Broidy, Monogram-Allied Artists president, and

COMPO;

'Fahiola' to

Bow

in N.O.

United Artists' "Fabiola" will have
its world premiere in
New Orleans
officers Hap Hadley, Marjorie on May 9 at the Joy Theatre, it was
Harker and Lige Brien.
announced here yesterday.

AMPA

SPARS'

in

Defense
on Repub"Fighting Coast Guard," colic's
starring Brian Donlevy, Forrest Tucker and Ella Raines, will get under
way at the second annual reunion of
the Coast Guard Women's Reserve in
New York this weekend. The convention, to be held at the Astor Hotel,
with 1,000 "SPARS" attending, will be
highlighted by the personal appearance of the three stars.
On Saturday, "Fighting Coast
Guard" will be screened for the deleIn the
gates at the Bijou Theatre.
evening there will be a dinner in the
Astor, with Donlevy presiding.
Representatives of the press will
meet the stars on Monday at the EsHerbert J. Yates, presisex House.
dent of Republic, and Admiral Louis
B. Olson of the Coast Guard, will be
extensive

vices.

Production

Min-

Howe

declared "the situation is such that if any one
has any doubts about starting
a project, I would urge him
not to start it, and even if he
is firm about starting, I would
urge him to reconsider."

ister

build-up

hosts to the stars, press and officers
of the Coast Guard and other ser-

that

exhibitors in Canada might
still be able to get steel for
the construction or alteration
of theatres are now disappearing.

Buildup
For Republic Film
An

Any

Ottawa, April 18.
hopes which remained

18.

Two More Leave
Canadian Odeon
— Clare
Toronto, April
18.

Appel,

Eastern division manager, and Harry S. Dann,

Odeon Theatres,
supervisor

of

Ltd.,

theatres

in

Western

Ontario and Hamilton have announced
Both joined Catheir resignations.
nadian Odeon 10 years ago.
The resignations follow a succession
of others announced recently.

UA

Sales Changes
{Continued from page 1)

COMPO War

Role

recently,

no such

(Continued from page 1)
to bring the 18 into
as cooperation with

progresses the

come
ward
bid

to

find

now

COMPO

that

the government
hesitant units will

their apprehensions todissolving.
The first

COMPO

from the government

come

is

in the fall
plans for a new
drive.

is

clue

to

with the shaping of
U. S. savings bond

20th Co-op

Ads

{Continued from page 1)
10,000 radio spot announcements, more
1,500,000 heralds, 100,000 window cards and 65,000 poster sheets
will be expended in a national pointof-sale campaign.

than

and there probably will be
under the new Metro-

title

politan executive setup.
The post of New York office manager goes to Myron Starr, who replaces
Pat Marcone, resigned.

Mannie A. Brown, who has been
manager of ELC branches in Buffalo
and Albany, and 10 members of the
Buffalo exchange staff are scheduled
leave ELC on April 28, the date
when the sale of UA's purchase of the
to

former will become effective, it is reported from Buffalo. None will go
over to UA, it is indicated.
James Velde, formerly ELC Detroit branch manager, whose appoint-

ment as UA Western district manager
was announced earlier, succeeds the
veteran W. E. Callaway.
All appointments will be effective on
April 30.

THE CHARGE

I

Sabers flash as the Texas

Dragoons roar into

linOTinr
Ht HUulAllL

Geronimo,

battle!

chief of

THE ATTACK

the

final

brace
rush!

As the defenders

the

savage A I><>ches, is prisoner of the white men.

Men and women
for

THE BATTLE

H

1 1 1

WL»

I

u

THE KISS

of

«*||f*

ui

I

great frontier action!

I

Hr

Indian hordes cannot keep them apart!

nrOAIIf*
llr\li lr
f

Arrows scream through
the wagon trains and wo-

men

wait for the worst!

*

BILL

BENNETT WILLIAMS
NOAH

PETER

BEERY -HANSON
Directed by

LEWIS

R.

FOSTER

Written for the Screen by
Geoffrey

Homes-

George Worthing Yates
and Winston Miller

Produced by William H. Pine
and William C. Thomas

May's the month

of

Paramount action! This plus Alan Ladd

in

"Appointment With Danger"!
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ELC Leases
Unburdened
Without Loss
MacMillen, Young Slated
For New Posts at Pathe
Eagle Lion Classics is succeeding
in disposing rapidly of its leases to

and storage space in 25
cities, and present indications are
that Pathe Industries, the parent com-

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

FRIDAY, APRIL

COMPO Seminar
Off Until June 11

—

pany, will sustain little, if any, financial loss from leases following the
to United Artists. The
sale of
sale, to be finalized April 28, did not
include physical assets, with the ex-

Quarter of 1951

producers, scheduled to be
held here during May under
the auspices of the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations,
has
been postponed until

report for

June
last

11, it

was announced

night's

at

meeting of the

Motion Picture

Industry

Council.

MacArthur Speech
Gets Top Spot in

ELC

ception

Theatres, TV, Radio

films.

of

Progress in disposing of ELC home
office and exchange leases was reported here yesterday by William C.
MacMillen, Jr., who has been ELC
president, and who is scheduled to be
elected president of Pathe Industries
at the board meeting which will be
held immediately following the meeting of Pathe stockholders in Cleveland next Wednesday. Kenneth M.
Young, present Pathe president, is expected to become board chairman.

$2,966,000 Profit
For UPT in First
United Paramount Theatres,
yesterday

quarter of
announced estimated
the

first

in

its

1951
con-

of
taxes,
after
solidated earnings,
$2,791,000 and a share of undistributed earnings of partly owned nonconsolidated companies of $175,000, or

a total of $2,966,000.
This compares with estimated consolidated earnings of $3,193,000 and a
share of undistributed earnings of
$670,000, or a total of $3,863,000 for
the first quarter of 1950, the report by
president Leonard Goldenson said.
Estimated consolidated earnings, including capital gains, amounted to 86
(Continued on page 6)

Desires

Maximum Use

TV

Of Theatre

Telecasting of Games
On Home Sets Limited
Washington, April
colleges

nation's

19.

will

—

The

encourage

"maximum

use" of theatre television for this fall's football games,
according to Tom Hamilton, chairman
of the television committee of the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

Hamilton made this statement
at the conclusion of a two-day
session of the committee here.

Committee members today had

for Warner houses in the Pittsburgh
zone, has been appointed zone manager
for Warner-New England Theatres

(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 6)

Ten of ELC's 25 exchange leases
expire this year and therefore posed

NCAA

F einstein in WB
New England Post

Theatres joined television and radio
in
giving yesterday's Congressional
appearance of General Douglas MacArthur one of the greatest spot coverages in history, with the majority of
theatre TV-equipped houses throughout the nation carrying the event in
full on their screens.
Newsreel cameras were on the
Washington scene in record numbers
and all five newsreel companies will

Harry

TEN CENTS

1951

The
Hollywood, April 19.
seminar for exhibitors and

office

its

20,

lengthy discussions of the theatre TV outlook with Robert H.
O'Brien, secretary-treasurer of
Paramount Theatres,
United
and Nathan Halpern, television
consultant for Fabian Theatres.

Feinstein, buyer and booker

The committee adopted a program
sharply restricting "live" television of
Saturday afternoon football games this
fall as far as home sets are concerned,
as but the committee also decided, Hamilton said, to "give every encouragement" to such developments as theatre

by Harry M. Kalmine, president and
general manager of Warner Brothers
Theatres. Feinstein will succeed I. J.

Hoffman, who resigned

this

week

(Continued on page 6)

{Continued on page 4)

Goldman, Schwartz,
Imhof Move to UA
Realignments and appointments in
United Artists' Mid-West, Mid-Continent, Eastern and Southern districts
were announced here yesterday by
William J. Heineman, distribution
vice-president, in line with the sales
expansion which has been taking place
within

UA

since disclosure last

week

the company's purchase of Eagle
Lion Classics.
of

In

Mid-West

the

district,

Harry

ELC Chicago
Goldman,
formerly
branch manager, will move over to
{Continued on page 4)

Warner's Anti-Red Film Is
Timely and Hard-Hitting
WITH
able

sharp timeliness Warner Brothers Pictures makes availthis week to the theatres of the nation a hard hitting
subject dealing with the Communist conspiracy under the title,
"I Was a Communist for the F.B.I."
is sharply emphasized against the
Communistic
activities on the part of some
current disclosures of
been
brought out in the Un-Ameriwhich
have
Hollywood people
Washington.
hearings
in
Committee
can Activities
These disclosures are inevitably disquieting to the American

The timeliness of

Charity Drive

For East Proposed
A
all

proposal for the coordination of
motion picture charity drives in

offered by Jack Cohn,
vice-president,
executive
who suggests the creation of a Community Chest, similar to the one in
Los Angeles for show people, which

East
Columbia

the

is

have one annual drive, conducted
the motion picture and allied indus-

will
in

(Continued on page 6)

no mood lightly to excuse the kind
took place in Hollywood and about
indeed was done.

public which right now is
Red penetration which

of

which too

One

this picture

little

in

50 Telecasters to

Own

Produce
Chicago, April

TV

19.

Films

—Representatives

stations, here for the convention of the National Association of
50'

of

Radio and Television Broadcasters
have formed Consolidated Television
Broadcasters, Inc., to produce films
for

TV.

Each

of the 50 stations, one in each
will pay $24,000 for a

major market,

revolving fund to finance production.
Writers, directors, and actors will
work under a percentage-royalty plan
payoff for
similar to the
(Continued on page 6)

ASCAP

Industry Leaders
one fatal danger to which the motion picture was exposed
was Red coloring of the picture itself. As is now well known
nothing of this kind was allowed to take place. There may have
been some lack of watchfulness about employee loyalty in the
fostered by ideological confusions which were quite genstudio
eral not only with the public but in government as well and by
no means confined to Hollywood. But there was no lack of watchfulness about what went on the screen.

THE

—

The organized industry

is

this

time avoiding the

{Continued on page 5)

silly

adventures

At

JDA

Rally

The work
League

of the Anti-Defamation
of B'nai B'rith and the Ameri-

can Jewish Committee in combating
racial and religious prejudice was underscored with graphic reference by
several film industry leaders at a
luncheon given by the amusement division of the Joint Defense Appeal at
the Hotel Astor here yesterday. The
(Continued on page 6)
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Personal
Mention

Triple Appeal on
Allentown Action

GOLDSTEIN, MonoMOREY
gram and Allied Artists general
sales

manager,

is

scheduled to leave

for Colorado Springs
where he will preside at a Western
regional meeting on April 27-28.

here

Monday

filed

•

Leo Horster,

Chicago, April

Philadelphia, April 19.— Appeals
were filed by all parties in U.S. Circuit Court here on Federal Judge
William J. Kirkpatrick's ruling of
November awarding first-run
last
privileges to the Boulevard Drive-in
Theatre at Allentown. Plaintiff David
E. Milgram, owner of the Boulevard,

M-G-M

representa-

tive in Germany, and Mrs. Horster
will leave here today aboard a Royal
Dutch Airliner for Berlin, accomby Herbert Teschendorf,
panied
German film executive and Mrs.

TlSCHENDO'RF.

Jack Harris, head film buyer for
Walter Reade Theatres, and Mrs.
Harris are due to return here Monday from Miami Beach, Fla.
•
Joseph Steiner, president of Broadcast Pictures, is scheduled to leave
New York for the Coast over the
weekend and will return in a week.
•
Olin H. Clark, M-G-M's Eastern
story head, returned here yesterday
from a vacation at Pinehurst, N. C.
e
Edwin H. Knopf, M-G-M producer,
is due to sail from here on May 5 for
Europe.

an

appeal

to

recover

attor-

ney's fees of $25,000 from eight distributor defendants. The latter's appeal asks for a review of the District
Court decision and elimination of the
injunctive relief granting the Boulethird apvard the first-run status.
peal was filed on behalf of several

A

representing
defendants
intervening
first-run indoor houses in and around
Allentown, the interveners being the
Hamilton Street Realty Co., Embassy
Corp. of Allentown, Max Korr Enterprises and the College Theatre Amusement Co. They disputed the decision
which they said permitted the seasonal
drive-in to "skim the cream" of firstrun product by outbidding them during its most profitable season. Thus it
is claimed the all-year indoor houses
lose the protection to which they are
entitled as regular customers of the
distributors. Hearings on the appeals
have been scheduled for June 4.

ExpandUSNewsreels
In Near, Far East

Chicago Goodwill
Bid to the Press
19.

— Latest

In a

of Allied of Illinois to
improve conditions here will
be a luncheon on April 26 for
Chicago film critics, columnists, and press. Purpose of

move

expand newsreel disNear East and Far
five major newsreel

disclosed here yesterday following a
recent meeting of the Motion Picture
America's newsreel
of
Association
committee, of which Walton C. Ament,
vice-president and general manager of

promotional cam-

Warner Pathe News,

is

chairman.

While American newsreels are now
regularly shown in many of these

Reports Abundance

Of Good Films

countries, their circulation and popular
acceptance have been limited by the
fact that the reels supplied are largely
in English or French versions, it was
said.

Washington,

April

19.

—The

tion picture preview committee of the

General Federation of

Aid Cause of Freedom

mo

Women's Clubs

"Because American newsreels are
recognized as one of the most potent

which appraises films for the theatre- instrumentalities in the field of mass
going guidance of its 11,000,000 mem- communication for conveying the daybers, recommended 122 films
in this country during the

released
last_ 10
months. The committee's evaluations
are based on the artistic and enter
tainment merits of each film and/or
on its social values.
Forty-one of the 122 were awarded
the committee's double-star ratings,
denoting pictures of exceptional merit.

Single stars were accorded to an ad

Mass. License Rules
In Judicial Test

to

companies will soon supply commentary in the languages and dialects of
the countries in those areas. This was

the luncheon is to promote
goodwill for local theatres
and the industry in general,
reports Jack Clark, chairman
of Allied's
paign.

move

tribution in the
East, America's

ditional

make up

the histhat the
issuance of the reels in multi-lingual
versions will also aid the cause of
the free nations," said an

to-day events that
tory of our time,

it

is

felt

MPAA

statement.
is expected that with the vernacusoundtracks American newsreels
will be viewed by millions of addi-

It
lar

tional filmgoers.

37.

"That 122 films have met with the

—

7 Was A Communist'

committee's high critical standards indicates that an average of 12 movies
shown on American screens each
month were worth seeing and that
world
Pittsburgh, April 19.
at least seven of these 12 were well premiere, with all the frills given in
worth seeing," said the Federation.
a Hollywood setting, was served up
"In the committee's opinion, the for Warner Brothers' "I Was
substantial number and variety of good Communist for the F.B.I.," which
during this
Walter Wanger has arrived here a condition of licenses to theatres. motion pictures released the film in- was launched at the Stanley Theatre
period lends credence to
here tonight.
from the Coast.
Community
are
the
Complainants
dustry's claim that there is no short•
Following a city hall reception, a
Playhouse of Wellesley, Flint Theatre age of good movies," it was stated.
parade was held. Among those
street
is
due
to
Levey,
producer,
Inc.,
Jules
Co. of Fall River, and Telepix,
present were Matt Cvetic, upon whose
leave here today for Hollywood.
of Boston.
exploits the story was based, Mort
Ray Feeley, an executive of IndeBlumenstock, Warners' vice-president
pendent Exhibitors, Inc., stated that
in charge of advertising, Louis Feldbrought
one
friendly
a
action
was
the
man,
state commander of the Veterans
to clarify legal questions which had
C. J. Latta, managing director of of Foreign Wars and Governor Theoarisen with regard to some of these
Motion Picture Export Association regulations in the belief that if they Associated British Pictures, arrived dore R. McKeldon of Maryland.
here from England yesterday on the
board members met with John G. Mchad ever had any validity that they S.S. Queen Elisabeth to confer with
internaCarthy, head of the
were now obsolete because of develop- Steve Broidy, president of Allied Arttional division, yesterday on the eve
ments in the past several years.
ists, and Norton V. Ritchey, president
Mcof his departure for Europe.
of- Monogram International and other
Carthy gave the- foreign distribution
Issue
company executives regarding the hanchiefs a roundup on the situation in
a dozen countries and mapped his
Buffalo, April 19. Justice Joseph dling of forthcoming Associated BritRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
itinerary for his European trip.
A. Wechter, State Supreme Court, ish Pictures being made under a joint
Broidy,
Rockefeller Center
McCarthy said that he expects ac- has continued until May 2 the tem- production-distribution deal.
meet Latta,
ELIZABETH
JOAN
SPENCER
tion by the Italian government on porary stay of revocation of the thea- who was at the pier to
terms of a proposed film pact before tre license of the Old Vienna Theatre, said he expected the first of the joint
TRACY • BENNETT • TAYLOR
May 15. He also reported on aspects referring the bingo-playing issue to projects to be completed in June.
Warner Brothers has an interest in
of distribution in Germany, Israel, the appelate division, in Rochester for
and while here Latta will conthe
action,
and the Scandinavian countries.
review. As a result of his
Old Vienna may continue to operate fer with Warner home office execuA Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
without interruption until May 2 at tives.
plus Spectacular Stage Presentation
Brilant
which time another petition may be
Arthur M. Brilant,
Pictures filed with the appelate court.
publicist for the past 12 years, has

Jerry Fairbanks, producer, pilotBoston, April 19. Three Massaing his own plane, is on a nation- chusetts theatre owners have filed a
wide tour of video stations.
bill in equity in Suffolk County Su•
perior Court naming the commissioner
Sidney Box, British film producer, of public safety as respondent, comwill sail from here for Europe today plaining that certain rules and reguaboard the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
lations issued by his office are ar•
bitrary, oppressive and illegally made

Board Meets
With John McCarthy

in Pittsburgh

—

A

A

Latta,

MPEA

Bows

—

ABPC

Head,

Here from Abroad

MPAA

NEW YORK THEATRES

To Review Bingo

—

__

FATHER'S LITTLE

ABPC

Leaves

DIVIDEND''

RKO
RKO

resigned, effective today, and will enter the packaged food field, heading
his own marketing organization, with
headquarters in New York. For the
past six years, Brilant has headed
Pictures' special services division with supervision over national
newspaper features, tie-ups,
radio
scripts and special field exploitation
material.

RKO

Bernstein in

New

Ceylon Envoy Lauds
Role of Industry

Post

who has been
Bernstein,
M-G-M press representative in Cleveland and Indianapolis for the past
several months, is being transferred
to Albany and Buffalo, starting Monday. E. M. Pearson will take over
Abe

Ohio-Indiana assignment,
announced here.

the

it

was

record

—

19.
American
April
films are "the outstanding force working to. cement bonds between nations,"
C. G. S. Corea, Ceylon Ambassador to
the U. S.j declared today at luncheon
his honor presided over by Y.
in
Frank Freeman, Association of Motion
Picture Producers board chairman.

Hollywood,

week!
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class matter,

21,

A Smashing

An Academy- Award

Great Trade Reviews!

Picture

[ssl) Team!

Action,

Suspense Story!

"Strong, gripping, socks

home

story!" -film

JOHN IRELAND

daily

MERCEDES McCAMBRIDGE

"Noteworthy, brilliant
achievement!"
-HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

"Brilliant!" -daily variety

excellent,

"Gripping,

exciting. Exceptional

prospects!"
-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
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SCARF

"Tense...

very capable job!"
-MP DAILY

JOSEPH JUSTMAN presents

MERCEDES McCAMBRIDGE

JOHN IRELAND

it
co-starring

THE SCARF

JAMES BARTON

Harry Shannon

EMLYN WILLIAMS

•

•

with Lloyd Gough

a gloria film production

Produced by

I.

G.

GOLDSMITH

from a story by
Associate Producer

I.

ANTHONY

G.
Z.

•

•

•

Basil Ruysdael

Directed by E. A.

Screenplay by

Goldsmith and

LANDI

•

11

E. A.

E. A.

•

David Wolfe

DUPONT

Dupont

Rolfe

Released thru United Artists

All the material for great returns thru

UA

Friday, April 20, 1951
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Move

UA

to

(Continued from page

UA

the same capacity,

in

Harry

Review

1)

replacing

Walders, resigned.

Joseph Imhof, formerly

waukee branch manager,
capacity

a corresponding
succeeding C. J.

been named

ELC
will

Mil-

with

UA,

representative.

Abbott Schwartz has been named
branch manager of the Minneapolis
exchange, moving over from, the same
post with ELC. He succeeds Ralph
Cramblet, resigned.
Additions to UA's Mid-Continent

Martin Austin,
are:
branch manager, who
joins as a salesman under branch manager Clarence Olson of the Denver
exchange Bernard McCarthy moves
into the Kansas City exchange as
salesman under William E. Truog,
branch manager, and F. J. Lee,
ELC branch manager for St. Louis,
in a similar capacity, with
joins
branch manager, takJohn Kane,
ing the post of sales manager.
The Eastern district sees two
changes in the Boston office with
Harry Segal, ELC branch manager,
in a similar camoving over to
district

setup

former

ELC
;

UA

UA

UA

UA

,

,

James L. Winn who
for the past five months

pacity, replacing

has been
but

ill

who

UA

"On the Riviera"

19.

—The

Colos-

seum of Motion Picture Salesmen and
plays Eagle Lion Classics have agreed to
KAYE fans should be doubly pleased— for their favorite flying
French
two weeks' severance pay for the comtwo roles in "On the Riviera." Kaye is seen as a dashing
French pany's salesmen who have been disadores the ladies and as an American entertainer working

DANNY
hero

who

,

Technicolor, has been given a gilt production
nightclubs.
shots.
frame. Also, included are some very smart location
He flounces about
bear.
to
efforts
entertainment
Kaye brings his best
contagious melodies.
with his customary vitality and at intervals breaks into
Gene Tierney
Sharing the billing with Kaye are some very charming ladies.
Calvert portrays the
portrays the wife of Kaye the aviator, while Cormne
"On the Riviera
sweetheart and dancing partner of Kaye the entertainer.
at the boxhandsomely
should
do
which
is a top-ranking musical comedy

The

picture,

in

missed

consequence of the sale of
ELC to United Artists, it was reported here today by David Beznor,
in

Colosseum general counsel.

ELC

The
salesmen will receive in
addition to the severance pay whatever sales drive prize money they have
earned, Beznor added.

office.

plane manufacturer
In brief outline the story has Kaye the aviator and
London
for his factory.
money
in
raise
to
Riviera
the
leave his haunts on
not knowing of his
In the meantime it becomes vital that a business competitor
Kaye the entertainer to
absence. Thus, two of his business associates hire
impersonation
is a whopping sucthe
Commercially
impersonate the aviator.
complications are half -preresulting
The
oh
...
romantically
but
cess
There are times when Miss
dictable but they come off quite successfully.
when
Tieniey is not quite sure which Kaye is which, and there are times
finale
The
wrath.
Calvert's
Miss
of
recipient
mistaken
the
is
Kaye the aviator
The songs, fashioned by Sylvia
ties things up happily for all concerned.
Fine are bright and imaginative. In the course of his chores Kaye comes up
and Carmen
with' passing takeoffs on Jimmy Durante, Sir Harry Lauder
Miranda. Producer Sol C. Siegel did not scrimp on his delightful production.
Walter Lang directed, from the screenplay by Valentine Davies and Phoebe
!

and Henry Ephron.
Running time 90 minutes. General audience

nevertheless will continue
on a leave-of-absence.
Mendelsohn, UA's acting

with
Irving
branch manager

Milwaukee, April

(20th Century-Fox)

assume

Chouinard who has

sales

ELC Salesmen Win
2 Week Severance

UA

branch
ELC, under David Left",
Boston during manager in Buffalo...
Art Levy, ELC Pittsburgh branch
Winn's illness, now assumes the post
there as
manager, moves over to
of sales manager for that office.
Mannie sales manager. M. Trautenberg will
Central district,
the
In
branch manager in
Brown, former ELC Buffalo branch continue as
as sales repre- Pittsburgh.
manager, will join
Changes in the Southern district insentative along with Lou Leiser of
i

in

UA

UA

UA

For

classification.

May

release.

Mandel Herbstman

elude the addition of Clarence York,
Oklahoma City branch manager,
representative
Oklahoma
as
working out of the Dallas exchange
branch manunder T. E. Laird,

ELC

UA

UA

UA

without an Oklahoma
is
City branch.
branch
George Pabst becomes
manager in New Orleans, moving
over from a similar capacity in ELC,
branch
while J. S. Moreland,
manager, has been shifted to the post
ager.

UA

UA

of

New

Orleans sales manager.

Heineman

said these are the final
realignments and appointments.

UA

EXPLOITATION

ELC

Leases

(Continued from page

PICTURES FROM REPUBLIC

He

said.

"only in the talking stage."

The

J.

Arthur Rank

pictures,

bering some 40, which
over to
under the

UA

num-

were turned
sale,

afforded

ELC

rights for some six or seven'
years and therefore
need not return these to England until after the
end of that period, MacMillen said.

UA

'Oliver Twist' Deal

MacMillen

said
Pathe Industries
retain a percentage of the distribution gross of "Oliver Twist,"
vhich also went over to UA, but he
refused to divulge details of the deal.
The picture will open shortly in the
Interstate Circuit in Texas, and in
consequence of the gross-sharing arwill

UA

rangement

will

have

to continue

distributing

the picture,
MacMillen
said. "Twist" originally was denied a
Production Code Seal because of alleged anti-Semitic characterizations,
but later was granted one after recommended cuts in the picture were made.
^

Vacation, Severance Pay for
Office Workers Still an Issue

ELC

Still an issue is the policy which
Eagle Lion Classics intends to take
on paying of vacations and severance
pay to office workers and publicists.

The company

1)

however, to

declined,

expand on that statement, insisting that the projects were

at present contends that

Film Classics, which merged with
no problem, MacMillen said. There Eagle Lion last year, was not under
being a sharp demand all across the union contract and hence former Film
country for office and storage space, Classic employes taken over in Eagle
Lion should be considered as new
little difficulty is being experienced in
selling the 15 other leases, he added, employes. Since Eagle Lion workers
explaining that firms both inside and are under union contract the company
outside of the industry are the pur- is still considering the amounts of sevchasers.
He said the Oklahoma erance pay involved, according to repGrange, for example, will take over resentatives of Screen Publicists and
Screen Office and Professional EmELC's Oklahoma City quarters.
ployes
Guilds,
District
No.
65,
When ELC leaves the home office
DPOWA.
on Times Square, Monogram will take
over a large portion of it, MacMillen
said.

Monogram

has offices elsewhere

ELC

in the same building, and the
exit has provided the former company

with

FIGHTING

an

facilities

opportunity

to

expand

its

here.

that Pathe In
dustries has retained ownership of
some 20 of the 226 films which went
under the sale terms. The
to
majority of these are films, such as

MacMillen revealed

UA

COAST GUARD

"So This Is New York" and "Tulsa,"
which have completed release, but
which may be reissued. In the event
of their being further exhibited, Mac-

UA

a disMillen said, Pathe will pay
tribution fee out of the films earnings
In effect, he explained, Pathe's position with respect to the 20 pictures is
equal to that of any producer releasing

through

UA.

In

in

many

which

have

of the trade

papers recently it was indicated that all of the drive-in
theatres in the Chicago area
were members of an association, the purpose of which is
to

admission prices
time.
to be thoroughly
understood that no member of
the Essaness organization, nor
anyone authorized to repreestablish

and playing
I
want it

sent Essaness Theatres Corporation, has ever attended any
of these meetings.
Furthermore, Essaness Theatres Corporation is not a member of
this

Pathe Industries is considering "two or three projects" relating to television, MacMillen

statements

appeared

association.

EDWIN SILVERMAN

Warner's Anti-Red Film
Timely and Hard-Hitting

B'way Sees Payoff
In Parade Overflow
Any business

lost yesterday

RK0 RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

Is

Change

box-office bepublic interest in

'Hard, Fast and Beautiful'

cause of
General MacArthur's speech
before Congress is expected
to be recouped today as a re-

(Continued from page 1)

welcoming parade. With the
day a civic holiday, the firstruns look forward to offering
succor to foot-weary parade
watchers.

right

Actually, theatre business
suffered little locally yesterday because of the hour of
MacArthur's speech, which
came before matinee attendance got into full swing, theatre managers report.

leased.

balcony of the New
York Paramount Theatre turned out
yesterday in time to catch the theatre
televised appearance of General Douthe

glas MacArthur before the joint session of Congress on that theatre's
screen.
Just how many of the patrons
bought tickets solely because of the
video attraction could not be estimated
by Robert Shapiro, the theatre's manager, but the number of persons entering picked up sharply just before

MacArthur speech began.
The audience's interest was manifested by the attention given Mac-

the

Arthur's talk, which ran for nearly
40 minutes, and there was little applause, pro or con, during the actual
video showing. The Paramount newsreel, shown with nice timing just before the general's appearance, was
devoted to "the MacArthur affair"
and elicited much more response than
did the speech.
The quality of the telecast, projected
on the screen by Paramount equipment
which uses 35mm. film, was spotty.
Closeups of MacArthur were satisfactory, but not up to newsreel standards
When the
in clarity and definition.
cameras switched to the long shots,

showing the crowded chamber, the listening Congressmen emerged as faceInterest in MacArthur's
less blurs.
speech, however, surmounted the techtelecast.

V. O'B.

MacArthur Speech
(Continued from page 1)
theatres

in

of

the

Metropolitan

five

theatres

New York

TV

in

the

area with
picked up

large-screen
facilities
the telecast, handled by a television
pool in Washington,, and at least that
many more theatres throughout the

It

is

fortunate

of Mr. Jack L.

in

I

Wabash Ave.
619 W. 54th Street

NEW YORK

,N.Y.

"
I

QUALITY

WORK

[

Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 5/1

8:00 P.M.

Tues. 5/1

2:30 P.M.

1052 Broadway

ATLANTA
RKO

Rm.

Scr.

195 Luckie

N.W

St.,

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

Rm.
Tues. 5/1 10:30
122-8 Arlington St.

spirited

Mo. Pic. Oper. Scr. Rm.
498 Pearl St.
Tues. 5/1

A.M.

2:30 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
Fox
308

Rm.

Scr.

Tues 5/1

Church

S.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr.
1300

Rm.
Tues.
Wabash Ave.

S.

2:00 P.M.

St.

5/1

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 5/1

8:00 P.M.

Tues. 5/1

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 5/1

2:30 P.M.

CINCINNATI

RKO

Rm.

Scr.

who made

a great

CLEVELAND
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

2219 Payne Ave.

DALLAS
Rm.
Harwood

Para. Scr.

412

S.

St.

DENVER
Para. Scr.

Rm

2100 Stout

St.

Tues. 5/1

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 5/1

1 :00

DES MOINES
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

be moved by such incidents as that of a
father who so loved his country as to be willing to appear
as a traitor in the eyes of his son and will be thrilled by melodramatic flashes of the kind which have long been representative

DETROIT

of the craftsmanship of Bryan Foy.

KANSAS CITY

AUDIENCES

will

Blumenthal's Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave.
Tues 5/1

P.M.

is

alert to the repercussions of the current

will

in

his

own immediate

interest

and

In

the welfare of the industry at large see in this
current Warner release a significant opportunity. The subject
ought to be played enthusiastically broadly across the nation and
his solicitude for

—

cl uick| y-

—Martin Quigley

2:30 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
Fox

Scr. Rm.
Tues. 5/1
Illinois St.

1:00 P.M.

326 N.

Rm.

Para. Scr.

The theatreman who
Washington revelations

Tues. 5/1 10:30 A.M.

1800 Wyandotte

St.

LOS ANGELES

RKO

Rm.
Tues. 5/1
Vermont Ave.

Scr.

1980

S.

2:00 P.M.

MEMPHIS
Fox

Rm.

Tues. 5/1

2:00 P.M.

Warner Scr. Rm. Tues. 5/1
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

2:00 P.M.

Scr.

151 Vance Ave.

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox

country carried the speech.
Brooklyn,
in
Marine
Century's
scheduled a telecast of MacArthur's
arrival in New York last night and
most of the theatres will cover the reception today at City Hall.
uniformly good reception, techrenically and audience-wise, was
ported by local theatres. The telecast,
from 12:30 to ITS P.M., fell in a
houses reslack hour but most
ported that the event drew a somewhat increased attendance. However,
the
New York Paramount and
Fabian's Fox, both in downtown areas,
indicated that patronage was noticeably increased.
Outlying houses, RKO's Fordham in
the Bronx and Century's Marine, reported better crowds than usual for
the hour and day. Century's Queens,
the only theatre TV-equipped house
in the area not showing the event, reequipment is beported that its

A

TV

ing" modified this
not available.

week and

thus

was

Un-AmericanReport
Approved by MPIC
—

American

Activities

Committee "Red"

hearings, which he described as "objective and fair." It expressed its confidence that Brewer, who will testify
May 8, at the Committee's invitation,
on Hollywood's fight against Communist infiltration, will present the

MPIC's

views

against

Communism

effectively.

1,000

At B.

View MacArthur

&

K.'s

State-Lake
19.

—A

fairly

good

2:00 P.M.

Fox

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting

Tues. 5/1

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 5/1

2:30 P.M.

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Scr.
S.

Rm.

Liberty

St.

NEW YORK
RKO

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 5/1 11:30 A.M.

1270 Sixth Ave.

Preview Rm. B— 7th

fl.

OKLAHOMA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 5/1 10:30 A.M.

10 North Lee St

OMAHA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

1502 Davenport

Tues. 5/1

1:00 P.M.

St.

PHILADELPHIA

RKO

Rm.

Tues. 5/1

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 5/1
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

1:30 P.M.

Scr.

250 N. 13th

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

Rm.
Tues 5/1 2:00 P.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm.
Tues. 5/1 11:30 A.M.
3143 Olive St.
Star Scr.

MPIC

Aide US
Program on Films
Hollywood, April
— The Motion
to

Picture Industry Council will handle
arrangements and contacts for three
State Department representatives due
to arrive here May 6 from Washington to confer on the implementation of

The audience was very responsive to
MacArthur and applauded him loudly
throughout.

ferences.

the joint session

Tues. 5/1

PORTLAND

documentary-film
Department's
program.
The representatives are
James B. Faichney, William- Barry
and Jay Dresser. It is expected the
full program, and the exact nature of
aid to be sought here, will be disclosed when they arrive here for con-

MacArthur before

Rm.

NEW HAVEN

200

Hollywood, April 19. The Motion
Picture Industry Council has approved
the report of Roy Brewer, IATSE
international studio representative, on
his observations on the House Un-

Scr.

1015 Currie Ave.

Fox

19.

of Congress.

QUICK

ALBANY

1300 High St.

las

J

as

12 East 6th St.

of the true story of a genuine national hero
sacrifice in the nation's defense.

State-Lake Theatre for the theatretelevised appearance of General Doug-

SERVICE

Warner and the

one.

this

crowd of about 1,000 persons filled the
main floor of the Balaban and Katz

S.

especially fortunate

The picture within the limitations of a popular dramatic subject
is revealing and informative relative to some of the most poisonous aspects of the Red intrigue as practiced in this country. But
for purposes of audience impact it is far more than that. It has
a very real warmth and appeal, dealing centrally with the retelling

Chicago, April

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 1327

is

as listed beloiu,

and not on Twesday, April 24,
previously announced.

BUFFALO

RCA

today.

Four

Brothers picture

cooperation of Mr. Bryan Foy there emerges in "I Was a Communist for the F.B.I." a powerful and moving dramatic narrative.
The industry in its higher purposes and necessities has not been
too fortunate in some of the subjects dealing more or less directly
with the Communist conspiracy which have been previously re-

noon hour crowd which comfortably filled the orchestra and lower

have MacArthur's speech

Warner

Under the generalship

A

shortcomings of the

of the

and opportune.

Fair House at NY
Para, for Speech
of

now

shown

will be trade

upon which it embarked at the time of the earlier probe of Hollywood by the Un-American Activities Committee. This time it is
sensibly recognizing the right and duty of the Congressional Committee to expose treason and is cooperating accordingly.
But the public opinion impact of the disclosures, dealing with
names which the public familiarly associates with the screen, is by
no means good for the motion picture business. Hence the advent

sult of the crowds coming into the area for the general's

reaches

In

TRADE SHOW DATES

Broadway

at

nical

5
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the

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

216 East 1st

Tues. 5/1

1:30 P.M.

St. S.

SAN FRANCISCO
RKO Scr. Rm.
Tues.

5/1

2:00 P.M.

Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave.
Tues. 5/1

2:00 P.M.

251 Hyde

St.

SEATTLE
SIOUX FALLS
Hollywood Thea. Tues. 5/1 10:00 A.M.
212 N. Philips Ave.

WASHINGTON
Film Center Scr. Rm.
932

New

Tues. 5/1
Jersey Ave.

2:00 P.M.
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NCAA

UPT Profit
(Continued from page

The
respectively.
has
cents
of
50
dividend
quarter
first
been declared, payable today to stockholders of record on March 30.
and

Awaiting New Date
For Bidding Meet

—

(Continued from page 1)

1)

cents per share in the first quarter
per
of 1951, compared with 98 cents
In1950.
in
period
same
share for the
cluding share of undistributed earnings
of partly owned non-consolidated subsidiaries, earnings per share were 91
cents

TV

Seeks Theatre

$1.18,

Phonevision, Skiatron, and
delayed Coast games home television.
Color television will also be encouraged, if available. He explained that
the committee felt that these developments did not cut too deeply into
television,

attendance at college games, whereas
"live"

home

television constituted

ma-

jor competition.

Hamilton, who is athletic director
the University of Pittsburgh, said
of
Goldenseal pointed out that the earnare
interests

Washington, April 19.
F. Myers, Allied States'
general counsel, said here today that he is waiting word

TV

Abram

developments are still
stirctly experimental as far as the
colleges are concerned as are the restrictions on "live" televising or home

new

other

Hamilton

sets,

to develop as
possible on the

The

stressed.

idea

much information

from the distributors as to

when

is

on

competing media.

only, the committee laid down these restrictions on
for
televising
afternoon
Saturday

For the coming year

home consumption

No

:

tive bidding.

Myers said that when he
New York last, the understanding was that the distributors were to get in touch
with him when they had
worked up certain information. As yet, he has not heard
from any of the company offileft

can

schools

have more than two televised games.
the theatre
ings for the first quarter of 1951 are
one at home and one away only one
later
working out proposals to submit
not, "strictly speaking," on a compararea on
that any reasonable game will be televised in any
and
NCAA
to
able basis with the corresponding
will
telecasts
and
football
given
day
a
"I
approved.
was certain to be
television

;

quarter of 1950 since the composition
of the underlying theatre assets has
changed between the two quarters. In
the last three quarters of 1950, he
stated, several major joint interests

;

plan

am

be completely blacked out in each area
on one or two Saturday's during the

declared. "The extent depends on what
the theatre television people propose,"

None of these restrictions
season.
will apply to theatre TV, Hamilton

sure there will be theatre television of this fall's football games," he

companies had been ter- Hamilton added.
He said it might be possible for a
minated through purchase of the coTV outfit to take a whole seatheatre
that
so
interests
cent
per
owners' 50
of one team or just one
games
son's
these companies were wholly-owned
it might also be posthat
and
during the first quarter of 1951 and or two
number of theatres
a
have
sible
to
were
operations
the results of their
game on a special
same
the
carrying
consolidated earnings
affiliated

in

included in the

for that quarter,

whereas for the

first

1950 the corporation's
of
quarter
share of earnings of these companies
to the extent not received as dividends
had been included in share of undistributed earnings of partly owned nonconsolidated subsidiaries.

Explains Effect
effect of this, Goldenson stated,
to increase consolidated operatingprofits and reduce share of undistributed earnings for the first quarter

The

of 1951 as compared with the corresponding quarter of 1950.

Goldenson also stated that joint inco-owners in 14 theatres
had been terminated through a diviterests with

receiving
of the 14
individual
sold durfor a net

cash and

UPT's
is

annual stockholders' meetingscheduled to be held here on

May

New

15.

What did he want

The committee conferred this morning with assistant attorney-general H.
Graham Morison on the anti-trust asprogram but
pects of the
Morison refused to comment beyond
saying he had listened to the NCAA's
outline and had taken the matter under
advisement.

NCAA

JDA

head of the

New

England

joined

theatres.

that the
the

New York

amusement

Harry Brandt, chairof the division
man of the campaign cabinet, and
Arnold Forster, author of "Measure
;

no salasongwriters and publishers
ries, just a piece of the film which of
;

21 years
of the Em-

who

attended were reminded
division's quota in
JDA nationwide drive to raise
i,000,000 is exactly half that figure.
Speakers included Herman Rob-

hundreds

division chairman
A. Cohen, luncheon chairman;
Barney Balaban, associate chairman

(Continued from page 1)

Warner

Rally

(Continued from page 1)

Max

50 Telecasters

Feinstein Post

(Continued from page 1)

becomes sort of an annuity.
The first series of 26 weekly film
J.
the programs will be directed by Frank
Wisbar, ex-executive of Crosby En-

and

Freedom"

national director
division of the
radio
League,

ago as assistant manager
bassy Theatre at East Orange, N.

of

He managed Warner

broadcast of Gen. Douglas MacArthur's address to Congress opened the
luncheon-meeting.
Forster told the League's achievements in combating the Ku Klux_ Klan
and in searching out discrimination in
education. He reported also on the
League's joint efforts with Parochial
schools and the Protestant Council of

theatres in
and Pittsburgh zones.

Newark

terprises.

ABC
'Fat

Will Promote

Man' Premiere

Universal-International's "The Fat
Man," based on the American Broadcasting network radio show, will have
its world premiere at the Lafayette
Theatre in Buffalo on Wednesday,

May
In

notes.

said.

cials.

bins,

Feinstein

is

sion of assets, the company
100 per cent interest in six
theatres and a number of
theatres and properties were
ing the first quarter of 1951
consideration of $813,000 in

closed circuit.
All plans for theatre television and

should return to
for further talks
arbitration and competihe

New York

as

ABC
work
show

9.

with the premiere,
originate its May 9 netbroadcast of "The Fat Man"
from the stage of the Lafayette.
connection
will

with her?

Wisbar

said

he expects to

produce each film for about $12,000.
The first film, will be a drama. After
that,- according to the company's general manager, Harrison M. Dunham,
situation comedy shows
and Allen) and musicals

(like Burns
will be at-

Dunham said that James
Petrillo has offered the new company
a tentative contract.
The project originated some time
ago with George B. Storer, head of
tempted.

Fort

Industries,

which

TV

owns

the

civil

liberties

A

Anti-Defamation

Churches.

Balaban said the League's efforts in
early days were "light housekeepcompared with what it has
ing"
achieved since, but admonished that
seven
the need for funds "is greater than
its

outlets. President
radio and three
ever."
of the new production setup is Richard
Brandt presented highlights of JDA
E. Jones, one of Storer's executives
accomplishments and the tasks ahead,
and general manager of Detroit's
and Robbins cited the latter, George
WJBK-TV.
Dembow, Morton Sunshine and others
who took over a number of his duties
as chairman when he was ill recently.
short subject, "You Are a Jew,"
page
(Continued from
1)
narrated by Forster, was exhibited.
The luncheon dais was occupied also
tries, to satisfy the requirements of the
Joseph Pranmyriad charities in which the industry by Saul Trauner, llya Lopert.
_

One Charity Drive

A
.

is

interested.

"The way we are operating today,"
Colin said, "with tremendous over-lapping and duplication of effort, is not
satisfactory to the people of our industry who are being asked to contribute
and of their
just aren't enough weeks
in the year in which to devote to these
worthy charities the time and energy

from

their

time.

There

paychecks

they deserve."

Under the Cohn plan, an executive
committee would be set up to handle
the business of conducting the annual
charity drive and the subsequent allocation of revenue to the various chariwould
personnel
Executive
ties.
serve a fair amount of time on the
committee, each man committing himself for a limited time spaced over the
period of a year, rather than being
forced to concentrate his undivided efthe
period and
short
in
fort
a
amount of service would be distributed
equally among all executives, rather
than falling to the few as it does today, Cohn added.

—

"Sock science yarn.

An

exploitation natural!"

— Hollywood

Reporter

sky, Emanuel Frisch, A. J. Balaban, Max
E, Youngstein. Ed Rugoff, Benjamin Fielding, Adolph Schimel. Robert Benjamin, Tack

Simon H. Fabian, Jack Cohn, DemSamuel Rinzler, Al Schwalberg, Abe
Sol
Heineman,
William
Schneider,
J.
Strausberg, Chick Lewis, David Weinstock.
Charles L. O'Reilly, Leo Brecher. Arthur
Mayer, Martin I.evine, Bernard G.
L.
Kranze, Sol Fernick and Richard F. Walsh.
Mills,

bow,

Kaye

to Aid

UJA

Here;

Will Also Promote 'Riviera'

Danny Kaye

is

due to arrive here

from Hollywood on Tuesday to appear on a special United Jewish Appeal radio broadcast and take part in
pre-premiere promotion of "On the
Riviera," his new 20th-Fox film, before leaving for another Palladium
Theatre engagement in London.

Mannon Bows
New Mannon Sound

Stages,

Inc.

held open house here vesterday to inaugurate a new regime with James
Page Pagliaro as the' president and

owner

of the

company.

—~—

PICTURE
MOTION
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m
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TV.

Sale Order

Law Bows

Y.

S. A.,

MONDAY, APRIL

Wage

ELC

to Pag
$40,000 in Prizes

law covering
motion picture theatres became effec-

Carries Fight Against
Decision to High Court

Some $40,000 in sales drive
prize money will be divided
among a sizeable number of

order which was signed two months

tice

on the Department

of Justice

has appealed the Federal
Court order compelling him to sell

that he

RKO

his trusteed
Feb. 20, 1953,

it

Theatres stock by

was learned here on

Friday.

The appeal from the N. Y.
Statutory Court decision, which
also gave Irving Trust, the
trustee, another two years to
dispose of the stock following
the 1953 deadline, will go directly to the U. S. Supreme
Court.

The appeal is ostensibly based on
the same grounds upon which Thomas
Hughes' attorney, contested
Slack,
the government motion at the hearing
here last February.

Wald and Krasna on
Program for 1952
Hollywood, April

22.

— With

two

production and 10 more
completed scripts ready for filming in
the coming five months, Jerry Wald
in

and Norman Krasna have finished all
preparatory and script work on their
1951 schedule for RKO Pictures and
are concentrating on scripts for their
1952 program.
The contract between Howard
(Continued on page 3)

TO A
'51

Cooperates in
Palsy Campaign

Gael Sullivan, executive director of the Theatre Owners
of America, has urged all
members to cooperate with
United Cerebral
1951
the
Palsy Association drive by
showing the two - minute
Technicolor trailer which outlines the drive's aims.

Robert

O'Donnell,
a
the TOA executive committee, is national
exhibitor chairman, of the
1951 United Palsy drive.

member

J.

of

Concise

;

Impartial

TDM

PFNTT^

NCAA Okay

dent, reports.

who

slated to
become president of Pathe Incompany
parent
dustries,
which sold ELC, said the
prize money will go to all
who are entitled to share in
is

whether or not they have
transferred to UA.
Producers are participating
with ELC in the payment of
the prize money, and UA
stands to benefit from the
drive's sales achievements.

it,

50-75-cent per hour

York

State

tive yesterday without the filing of a
single appeal of the new base pay

ago by Industrial Commissioner Edward Corsi, a spokesman for the
State Labor Department reports.
During the two months, however,

Corsi's office
representatives of various exhibitor
organizations, including the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Associaand the Independent Theatre
tion
York, to
Owners Association of
make arrangements whereby the theatres throughout the state could become
adjusted to the new law with a mini
of difficulty and confusion.
Neither exhibition spokesmen nor
State Labor Department representa
tives would speculate whether appeals,

New

22.

—Employment

terminations aggregating what was described
as
a "moderate" over-all
reduction were affected at the weekend by Warner Brothers Studio, without formal announcement.
Among personnel dismissed were
Carol Sax. industrial relations department head for the past eighteen years,
(Continued on page 2)

Installation of theatre television

tion for exclusive theatre telecasts
of college football expressed last week
in

Washington

by

Tom

Hamilton,

the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's television committee, circuit executives declared here

chairman

at the

of

weekend.

shown on an
was said to
more box-office

mum

Football, when
exclusive basis,

for which facilities have been made
Pre
available, ever would be taken.
sumably, it was said, violations of the

have shown
strength than any theatre TV
programming yet experimented
with and theatres planning to
install equipment will undoubtedly try to have their systems
in working order before the
pigskin season opens this fall.

law would have the

effect of appeals

(Continued on page 3)

WB's Sax, Houser Einfeld,S.Americans
Leave in Cut-back Talk Showmanship
Hollywood, April

Installations Due in
Time for Football Games

New

equipment is expected to be encourconferred frequently with aged as a result of the recommenda-

Slack contended

that Hughes specifically did not agree
to sell his 24 per cent theatre company
{Continued on page 3)

pictures

Eagle Lion Classics division
and branch managers and
salesmen, the sale of the
company to United Artists
notwithstanding, William C.
MacMillen, Jr., ELC presiMacMillen,

i

Without Appeals Speeds Use
New
The
Of Theatre TV
Off
minimum wage

Appealed
has served no-

:

i
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State Theatre

Hughes Stock

Howard Hughes

Accurate

TT*
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-

f

Showmanship methods and tech
niques were discussed on an inter
hemisphere basis over the weekend as
Charles Einfeld, vice-president of 20th
Century-Fox, met in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, with members of the Ribeiro
Circuit on mutual interest fostering
greater attendance at theatres, the
company's home office reported here..
(Continued on page 3)

Hamilton's statement, issued following meetings in Washington with
(Continued on page 2)

MacArthur Scores

On

Theatre Video

New York's welcome to General
Douglas MacArthur last Friday was
flashed to theatre screens by television
in Chicago, Binghamton, Albany and
to the boroughs of Brooklyn and the
Bronx, and again scored with the patrons.

7 Companies to Act Today
On 'Collarite' Vote Bid
Attorneys and personnel managers
for Loew's, 20th Century-Fox, ColumPictures,
bia, United Artists,
Theatres and Paramount Pictures are scheduled to participate in
a conference here today before a Na-

Un-American Group
Will Resume Today

tional Labor Relations Board examiner in connection with the Screen
Publicists and Screen Office and Professional Employes Guilds' bids for
broad-scale elections to determine collective bargaining representation rights.

Washington, April 22. The
House Un-American Activities Com-

RKO

RKO

IATSE

—

mittee will resume hearings here tomorrow after a six-day lay-off, with
actor John Garfield tentatively scheduled as the first witness.
The Committee's present plans are
to run all week, with seven witnesses

Motion Picture Home OfEmployes Local No. H-63, rival
union which is challenging the. guilds' subpoenaed to appear between now
jurisdiction at a number of home of- and Friday. Academy Award winner
fices and exchanges here, is expected Jose Ferrer may get his turn on the
fice

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 2)

Most of the theatres which carried
the general's address to Congress on
Thursday also showed the reception
(Continued on page 2)'

Rentals Protest to
Spark NCA Parley
Minneapolis, April 22.— The
keynote of North Central Allied's annual convention at
the Nicollet Hotel here on
May 7-8 will be the urgency
a unanimous protest of
high film rentals, it is reported by Stanley Kane, NCA
executive counsel.
Kane said the protest meeting will be open to all inde-

for

pendent exhibitors of this exchange area, regardless of affiliation.
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NEWS
Brief

Personal Mention

in

.

.

.

STEVE

ILM

BROIDY, Monogram-Alpresident,

Artists

is"

due

here saw at

officials

" the weekend strong possibility that
there will be no restrictions placed
against U. S. films by West Germany.
This opinion was based on the report from Washington that tariffcutting negotiations at Torquay, England, have been concluded and that

P.

SKOURAS,

Licht-

man,

Rosenfield,

Jonas

advertising manager,
left here at the weekend for the Coast
for conferences with Darryl F. ZaJr.,

nuck.
executive assistant to A. W. Schwalberg, president
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
is
scheduled to return here today
after a two-week honeymoon trip to

Michaels of United Artists' home
office publicity department, accompanied Miss Pickford to Canada.

J?..?.

•

—

Baltimore, April 22. Following a
prolonged illness, Joe Fields, 48, former Baltimorean and owner of the
Rivoli Theatre here, died in Hollywood late last week, it was learned
here at the weekend.

in charge of National
distribution, left here

Don

John

similar broad reductions previously,
heretofore has instituted cuts on a layoff basis and generally has re-employed personnel at a later date. The
present terminations are outright dismissals, however.

pub-

United Artists
due back in New

is

York today from Chicago.

'Mac' on

dent,

J.

Blumberg, Universal

City

due to arrive here

is

ing aboard
Paris.

the

this

Liberte

S.S.

mornfrom

Foster M. Blake, Universal Pictures Western sales manager, returned
to New York from the Coast at the
weekend.
•

Allen M. Widem, motion

picture
editor of the Hartford (Conn.) Times,
was in New York over the weekend.

$450,000

in

Chicago Trust Suit

—

Hall,

day's grosses at New York first-runs,
with the Broadway houses reporting
a sufficient influx between noon, when
the general passed through on his way
to the civic center, and two P.M.,
when he returned up Fifth Avenue, to
compensate for the lag while the

procession passed by.
Theatres carrying the event on
large screen
were Fabian's Fox
in Brooklyn and Palace in Albany,
RKO's Fordham in the Bronx, Cen-

hood house, against eight distributors,
Balaban
and
Katz,
and Warner
Brothers Theatres. Calo is owned by
Arthur and Theodore Davidson, who
have operated the house since July 1,
1940.

The

alleges conspiracy
defendants to monopolize.
suit

by the

Marine

United
Chicago.

which
speech,

in

Paramount's

The New
televised
did not

which passed by
4,000

ComerBinghamton and

State-Lake in
York Paramount,

the

carry
its

the parade,
front door.

Balloons Herald
'First Legion'
the

were

MacArthur

motorcade

loose from the upper stories,
adding color to the festivities. Some
of the balloons contained passes to
Loew's State, where the film will open
on Friday.
let

(Continued from page 1)

increase the possibilities of exclusive

booking

this

The

fall.

NCCA

had

previously indicated reluctance to follow the example of the "Big 10" Conference which last year permitted
their games to be shown on the theatre large screens.
Reports have been current in the
industry for some time that theatre
will be expanded greatly this year.
Mitchell Wolfson,
television
committee chairman, predicted at the
recent
board meeting that 100
theatres would be equipped with
facilities by the end of the year. However, no disclosure of the exact number of sets on order or where they
will be installed has been forthcom-

TV

TOA

TOA

TV

Explains Lack of Detail

One reason for the lack of details,
one circuit executive said, is that
while a company may have equipment
ordered the final decision as to which
theatres it will go has not been made.

TOA

Another report is that the
members are waiting to make a joint announcement, expecting to gain publicity-wise by the larger number of
theatres involved. Such an announcement, according to an informed source
here, can be expected within the next
week or two.
At present, United Paramount has
three sets of the Paramount theatre
equipment on order, but with the
final allocation to theatres not yet
decided upon.
Leonard Goldenson,
president, said in a report to
stockholders last week that the company, should negotiations with the
proceed favorably, planned
further theatre
installations. His
report also revealed that
has a
credit of $10,000,000 available for tele-

TV

UPT

NCAA

TV

UPT

vision acquisitions.

(Continued from page 1)
witness

stand

Committee
to ask to be included
if elections are ordered

A

on the ballots
by the NLRB.

formal hearing will be held toat the NLRB office here on
H-63's petition for elections at the

Paramount home office and Loew's
and 20th-Fox exchanges.
Those locations have been held by SPG and

SOPEG,

passed the Loew's Building here on
Friday,
balloons
4,000
promoting
United Artists' "The First Legion,"

Nathan Halpern, Theatre Owners of
America television consultant, and
Robert H. O'Brien, United Paramount Theatres executive, is said to

Bid

Washington morrow

MacArthur,

When

'Collarite'

Brooklyn,

in

Capitol

(Continued from page 1)

Un-American Group

TV

tury's
ford's

United

presi-

with glimpses of the
Chicago, April 22. Attorney Seyparade which drew record-breaking mour Simon on Friday filed a $450,crowds to the streets.
000 anti-trust suit on behalf of the
The event had little effect on the Calo Theatre, a Northside neighborat

MacAr-

ing.

Nate

Asks

TV

(Continued from page 1)

and work-order and

which has experienced

Mitchell,

television director,

with
indications that their duties will be
absorbed by studio manager Edmond
L. De Patie, veteran Warner studio

studio,

Pictures

due back at his
desk from Hollywood today.
•

time-keeping department heads,

The

RKO

Prince,

licity director here, is

(Continued from page 1)

_

tentatively scheduled
another trip to the Coast for the end
of this week.

•

•
Frank Eisenberg, former Republic salesman in Milwaukee, has joined
the sales staff of Independent Film
Distributors, Minneapolis.
•

Studio Cut-Back

in the future.

Screen Service
Friday by air

Krim, United Artists

B.

has

president,

for Europe.

enter the United States on the ground
that his admission would be against
the best interests of the country, the
State Department reported Friday.
The department refused to discuss
the grounds on which the American
Embassy in Paris had refused the
French actor a visa, but it was learned
that the action was taken because he
signed the Communist-inspired Stockholm "peace" petition and because, he
also is said to be affiliated with Communist-front organizations.
He planned to come here to make a
film in Hollywood, it was said.

Evelove, although unable to say how
far-reaching the reduction might be in
other departments, said the employment cut-back does not mean the studio intends to cut down on the number
or quality of pictures it will turn out

Arthur

George F. Dembow, vice-president

—

executive.
The publicity department lost eleven
members, including first assistant publicity
director
Mervin Houser, in
what studio advertising-publicity director Alex Evelove
described as
"about a twenty per cent cut."

•
•

Washington, April 22. Maurice
Chevalier has been refused a visa to

his assistant,

R. Wallace Feignoux, Walt Disney representative for France and the
Continent, has arrived here from Paris
and is due to leave for the Coast today.

Washington.

U. S. Bars Chevalier
On 'Red' Affiliations

and

Mauretania on Wednesday.

L. E. Goldhammer, Monogram-Allied Artists Eastern sales manager,
returned here over the weekend from

•

WB

of the
entirely

TV

Theatre

•

Monroe Goodman,

Michael Wilding arrived in New
York from Hollywood on Saturday
the U. S. Government concluded bi- and left yesterday for London to colateral pacts with 17 countries.
Neagle in "The
star with Anna
•
Lady With a Lamp," new Herbert Bermuda.
Ottawa, April 22.— Mary Pickford Wilcox production.
•
was guest of honor last night at the
Andy W. Smith, Jr., 20th CenturyFred Quimby, head of M-G-M's
annual dinner of the Association of
Fox distribution vice-president, curshort
subjects
department
and
proLaband
Producers
Motion Picture
rently on a Midwest tour, is due to
oratories at the Chateau Laurier, ducer of M-G-M cartoons, accompaMrs.
Quimby
panied
are
by
to return to New York the latter part
due
of
presentation
the
of
the
eve
on
of this week.
the Canadian Film Awards. Tess return here from Europe aboard the
•

.

current issues
newsreels are devoted
to General Douglas
thur's return to the
States from Tokyo.

president

of 20th Century-Fox, Al
vice-president,
and

to

here Wednesday for Colorado
Springs where the company's Western regional meeting will be held Friday and Saturday. Harold Mirisch,
vice-president, is scheduled to leave
here today for the Western city.
leave

export

SPYROS
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Newsreel Parade
All

lied

1?

Monday, April

later

officials

in

week,

the

said.

The

fact

that only seven witnesses are scheduled for an entire week indicates that
most of them will be "cooperative."
The Committee also is slated to act
this week to get arrest warrants for
nine film workers who Committee investigators said have been deliberately

evading subpoenaes.

but H-63 has made inroads
into them since the recent challenging by
of the validity of the

SPG

NLRB
SOPEG

and

contracts. Those
contracts were signed by the former
United Office and Professional Workers of America, and were "inherited"
by the Distributive, Processing and
Office Workers of America when it
was joined by the guilds.
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United Productions
In Feature Field

Wald-Krasna
(Continued from page

United Productions of America,
which made this year's Academy
Award-winning cartoon, "Gerald McBoing Boing," contemplates makingone feature a year, Stephen Bosustow,
president, declared here at the weekend. The first, which will be launched
shortly, will be an animated-live action
film, "Men, Women and Dogs," based
on James Thurber's short stories.
Robert Cannon, who directed the
Academy Award short, said the company has a schedule of 12 shorts a
It
year, releasing through Columbia.
also makes industrial and educational

3

Cut Deliveries

Hughes Appeal

to

Conserve Equipment
1)

(Continued from page

April 22.— Film
deliveries on Fridays will be
discontinued in the Canton,

Hughes and Wald-Krasna

calls for 60
pictures over five years' period, at a
cost of approximately $50,000,000.

Youngstown and Toledo

The

in

Americans

Einf

holdings in the consent decree reached
and
with the government by
that the government motion was not
in order unless new evidence was introduced in court. Slack insisted that
Hughes had complied with all provisions of the decree by trusteeing the

RKO

terri-

first Wald-Krasna production
tories starting April 27 to
1952 will be "The Big River," to
conserve tires, truck equipbe filmed largely along the Mississippi
ment and accessories, all exRiver.
David Dortort wrote the
changes have been notified by
screenplay.
Second will be "Pilate's
Lou's Gross and E. S. JohnWife," a Biblical story by Clare Booth
son of Central Shipping.
Luce.
Only one other story has been definitely set for 1952, Lewis Meltzer's
original,
"All the Beautiful Girls."
eld, S.
Wald and Krasna are currently map(Continued from page 1)
ping out the remaining nine pictures
subj ects.
of the 12-picture schedule and expect
Einfeld was invited to address the
Bosustow disclosed that he has to have scripts for the entire 1952
circuit heads at the invitation of Luiz
signed with 20th Century-Fox to do an commitment under way by June.
animation sequence for the forthcomWald and Krasna pictures now in Ribeiro, head of the organization
ing "Father Does a Strip."
"Behave which operates some 60 theatres in
are
production at
Yourself," starring Farley Granger that country.
Further activities for Einfeld over
and Shelley Winters, and "The Blue
weekend included meetings with
the
Scripts
Wyman.
Veil," starring Jane
the Press Association, and a special
have been completed on the following
Brazilian
film
with
"Size 12," by Jerome Weidman; "Clash get-together
Washington, April 22. Colton By Night," by Alfred Hayes; "High critics. Also at the press gatherings
Hand, a long-time member of the Heels," by Lloyd Shearer and Danny were members of the overseas press
Forever," by
State Department's commercial policy Fuchs; "Stars and Stripes
Frederick Hazlitt Brennan; "The Harder stationed in that country.
division, has replaced Isaiah Frank They Fall," by Alfred Hayes; "Darling, I
Einfeld will spend the remainder of
Love You," by Norman Krasna; "Strike A this week in Brazil talking to industry
as the Department's film expert.
"Exclusive
Smith;
Robert
Match,"
by
Frank is working with a special
He
Model," by Ketti Frings; Goodman Ace's. people on mutual film problems.
commission on long-term raw mate- "I Married A Woman," and "Cowpoke," will also visit a number of theatres to
Whether he will re- by Claude Stanush and David Dortort.
rial purchasing.
see their operation and exploitation
turn to the film post after this job
methods at first hand.
is finished has not been determined as
Publishers

RKO

Hand Named

Films'
State Dept. Liaison

stock.

The government's

reply, which won
agreement of the Federal Court
in New York was that Hughes' interest in RKO Theatres constituted a
hazard to the full completion of divorcement and that its sale was neces-

the

sary to
decree.

Landa with

Stitt

Freedom Landa, former fan maga-

Returns

Chicago, April

22.

to

Filmack

—Ralph

F. Stitt,

formerly editor of Inspiration, monthly
magazine published by Filmack Trailer Co., has returned to that post.

zine and trade paper publicity contact
for Eagle Lion Classics here, has
joined Your Guide Publishing Co., as
The firm puban associate editor.
lishes Movie Pic, Movie Fan Album,
Movie Teen, and other magazines.

TWO

ARMIT

Sets Meeting

—

22.
The annual
April
convention of Allied Rocky Mountain
Independent Theatres is scheduled to
be held in the Cosmopolitan Hotel
here on May 9 and 10.

Denver,

carry out the intent of the

Slack and other Hughes' representahave said, in court and out, that

tives

Hughes intends to sell the theatre
stock but that a court-imposed deadline depreciates the stock's value and
hampers negotiations toward a sale
at what Hughes considers a fair price.

—

yet.

1)

Cleveland,

State

Wage Law

(Continued from page 1)
Violators, however, would be subject
Were a
to fine and imprisonment.
direct appeal of the new law to be introduced, it would have to be taken to
the Board of Standards and Appeals
of the State Labor Department, and,
failing there, the subsequent tribunal
would be the courts.
The new minimum wage law, which
covers some 32,700 motion picture industry employes in the state as well
as employes of other branches of the
amusement industry, grew out of the
findings of a minimum wage board.

KIND

OF

Hilarious full-length feature with

Negro cast

and outstanding comedy team

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS

.

.

AVAILABLE —absolutely new

.

SONGS

release

—negative

.

.

.

DANCES

and several

spectacular shorts with world's exclusive rights

— full line

of advertising accessories and deluxe trailer.

Address communications to Box 454 Motion Picture

Daily

•

1270 Sixth Avenue

•

New York

20, N. Y.

human
interest headline drama
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If A if
of the decade is Nun

The most
i

i

thrilling,

I

Ben Hogan Wins the Masters,
The His 280 Completes Comeback

#errv
„,

1Uary

***

READY FOR YOUR SCREEN!

en Hog,

Story,
**°*^3m&

golf

fMdj^

A story of such

in-

credible adventure

and amazing courage, it would be
unbelievable

— ex-

cept that every
word, every scene,
every thrill is true I
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Plans Are Set

MPAA Commends House AFM

For Seminar

Group for Probing Reds

Pattern for

In Hollywood

Never Was

—

TV Film Music

Attend Meet
On Production Problems

'Red:' Garfield

Plans for the industry's first
widespread producer-exhibitor-distributor round-table discussion of
production problems, to be held in
Hollywood June 11-12, were announced here yesterday by Arthur L.
Mayer, executive vice-president of the
Council of Motion Picture Organiza-

23.
Actor
April
Washington,
John Garfield denied to the House UnAmerican Activities Committee today
that he is or ever had been a Communist and unequivocally answered
all questions put to him by Committee
members.
He was the sole witness of the day
as the Committee resumed its hearings

tions.

into

Will

30

The seminar, Mayer

said, will

be attended by representatives
of the studios, delegates from
each of the five exhibitor organizations now represented on
the COMPO executive board,
and by two representatives of
distribution. It is expected 30
persons will attend the two-day

a

—

Communist

activities

in

Holly-

wood.

Accompanied by attorney Louis
Nizer, Garfield told the Committee
that he had never been approached by
anyone to become a member of the
Communist Party and that if such a
thing had happened, "he would have
run

like

hell."

Although Garfield was confronted
(Continued on page 10)

sessions.

Exhibitor organizations to be represented at the meeting by two delegates
each are the Allied States Association
{Continued on page 10)

First Runs
Mild; 'Dividend'

B'way

New York's first-runs rode with an
even keel through the city's tumultuous welcome to General Douglas MacArthur last Friday, with most Broadway houses reporting that the event
had little effect, one way or another,
on the day's grosses. What business
was lost during the procession apparently was recouped from the holidaylike crowds brought to the area.
One theatre, Radio City Music
Hall, credited the MacArthur overflow and the Passover holiday for a
splendid weekend take that will give
{Continued on page 7)

Wilson Resigns from

British Cabinet
—

London, April 23. Harold Wilson
joined the left-wing revolt in Britain's
tottering Socialist government by resigning today as president of the
Board of Trade. His resignation from
Prime Minister Clement Attlee's cabinet followed that of Aneurin Bevan
as Labor Minister in opposition to a
(Continued on page 11)
.

munism.
the
"We note
declared in a letter written to
the Committee, "the cooperative spirit
of a number of witnesses who have
bared the spotlight on Communists
and their activities and we deplore
the unresponsive attitude of other wit-

with

satisfaction,"

MPAA

.

nesses."

This was interpreted here by some
observers as an indication that the industry will continue to employ witnesses who cooperate with the Committee and will not employ those who
refuse to answer Committee questioning.

The MPAA's letter, signed by vicepresident Joyce O'Hara, was read into
the record without comment by Com(Continued on page 10)

Paramount Boosts Jack Warner Joins
New Screen Faces Conferences Here
—

Hollywood, April 23. At a press
dinner given here tonight at the Paramount

studio, the

company announced
"Golden

Has Big 2nd Week

April 23. The MoPicture Association of America
today assured the House Committee
on Un-American Activities of its continued support in the current Hollywood hearings and told the Committee
it
was doing a valuable service for
national security in smoking out Com-

Washington,

tion

Circle"
the formation of a
composed of 11 young players to be
developed by the company for the purpose of meeting exhibitor demands for
new personalities on the screen. The
project is a successor to a similar
"Golden Circle" presented in 1939,
which included such then newcomers
as William Holden, Susan Hayward,

Keyes,
Betty Field.

Evelyn

Paramount

Robert
studio

Preston

and

executive

Y.

(Continued cm page 7)

New

Releasing Unit

Sets

A

Producers Must Pay 5%
From Gross Revenues

—

Hollywood, April 23. The American Federation of Musicians has
set the pattern for film producer
payments

of

music

royalties

for

motion pictures sold for telecasts.
Robert L. Lippert, head of Lippert
Productions signed a precedental contract with the A.FM establishing terms
under which he is free to sell any or
Lippert pictures to television, regardless of when produced, after rerecording the music sound-track and
on payment of five per cent of the
gross revenue from such sale into the
AFM's recording fund. Lippert said
he will immediately begin preparing
26 older pictures for sale to video, but
he does not intend to shunt any productions into television until they have
exhausted their theatrical exhibition
potentialities. The contract also covers pictures made directly for televiall

(Continued on page 11)

Jack L. Warner, vice-president and
studio head of Warner Brothers, arrived here from the Coast yesterday
to join H. M. Warner, president, who
has been in New York for the past
several weeks, in conferences with Albert Warner, vice-president, and other
home office executives.

WASHINGTON, April 23.The U. S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics reports that
in the last three months
of last year, the index of
A company spokesman deprecated adult admission prices
published reports of lay-offs in studio rose to 73. 1 per cent above
and home office departments, stating
the 1935-39 average. This
that a negligible number were involved
the
on both Coasts and that the action is the highest since
March.
in
hit
cent
per
73.7
was without significance.
It was reported here that the War- It
was down to 70.5 per
(Continued on page 11)
cent in June and up to 71.3
per cent in September.

Smith Winds Up
Nationwide Tour

•

Attorneys for Loew's,
20th-Fox, Columbia, United Artists, RKO Theatres,
Dallas, April 23. —Winding up his
The recently formed Souvaine SePictures and National
RKO
lective Pictures, Inc., will distribute tour of 20th Century-Fox exchange
yesterday rejectScreen
in the U. S. this year a minimum of offices across the nation, Andy W.
12 foreign pictures acquired from Un- Smith, Jr., sales vice-president, met ed at an NLRB conference
Cinematographique, a here today with branch managers of here a proposal by SOPEG
ion Generale
producer-distributor-exhibitor combine the Southern division on sales plans
(DPOWA-District No. 65)
in France, Howard Taylor, executive for the company's forthcoming lineup
consent elections be
that
declared
former,
of
the
vice-president
of product.
Attending the meeting were Harry held at the home offices
here yesterday.
Jean de Vesins, representative of Ballance, Southern division manager
to determine collective
UGC, is currently here to iron out Paul Wilson, assistant Southern divi- bargaining rights for
details of the new European-American sion manager
branch managers Fred
home ofwill be Dodson, Atlanta
film combine. He declared
John E. Holston, "white collar"
fice workers
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

Sets

Minimum

of 12

;

it

;

Tuesday, April

Motion Picture Daily
12 Allied Meetings
Set in the Field
23.

Washington, April

—In

addi-

Assotion to the several Allied States
have
ciation affiliates in the field which
other
or
conventions
1951
held their
meetings so far this year, national AlAllied today listed a calendar of 12
from
lied sessions scheduled to be held
now to the end of the year. Others
are expected to be scheduled by additional groups later. Listed were dates
as follows

Five in

ment show and Drive-in Theatre OwnMunicipal

convention,
;

May

21-23,

Building,

mid-summer

convention, Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, French Lick Hotel,
French Lick Springs, Ind. Sept. 18Virginia
19, annual convention, West
Allied Theatres' Association, Daniel
Boone Hotel, Charleston, W. Va.
Oct. 28-29, fall board meeting, national Allied, Biltmore Hotel, New
;

York; Oct. 30-Nov.

1,

annual conven-

tion,

national Allied, Biltmore Hotel,

New

York.

Also, Nov. 13-15, annual convention,
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, Hotel Lincoln, Indianapolis
Nov. 26-27, annual convention,
Western Pennsylvania, William
of
Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh; Nov. 27, annual convention, Independent Exhib-

MPTO

itors,

New

Inc. of
10-12, annual

England, Boston;

convention, Allied
Dec.
Independent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.

5 Managerial Shifts
In Dipson Circuit

DAVID

Hacker,

administrative

Radio City Music Hall,
assistant
and his bride, the former Jean Mackenzie, left here yesterday by plane
for Hollywood on their honeymoon.
•
R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Enterprises, has been appointed one
of the 16 counselors assigned to advise the board of trustees of Smith
College, Northampton, Mass.
•

Ted

Emerson Yorke, producer, and
Mrs. Yorke have returned here after
spending two months in the Virgin
Islands and Puerto Rico.

general counsel
of the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen of America, arrived
here yesterday from Milwaukee.
•

Maurice N. Wolf, field assistant to
M-G-M's H. M. Richey, is scheduled
Alliance Club at
Brattleboro, Vt, today.
•
W. A. Scully, Universal Pictures
domestic sales consultant, is due to
arrive here todav from Florida.
to speak before the

J.

•
Fitzgib'BOns,

J.

J.

of
president
Corp., has

Famous Players Canadian
announced

the

engagement

his

of

is

leaving

the

Lyell

where the new manager

Buffalo,

is

•

9

at

Republic Reception
Badger,
USN, Commander of the Eastern Sea
Frontier Lt. General Willis D. Crit-

Vice

Admiral

Oscar

tenberger, USA, Commanding General, First Army, and Rear Admiral
Louis B. Olson, Commander, Third
Coast Guard District and Eastern
Area, and their wives headed a group
of military and naval officers attending a press reception here yesterday
given by Republic Pictures for Brian
Donlevy, Forrest Tucker and Ella
Coast
"Fighting
Raines,
stars
of

Guard."

was

originally

May

banned after

1.

NPA

The

said that producers of
these goods will be permitted in May
and June to use 50 per cent as much
aluminum as they used in the average
month of the first half of 1950.
Meanwhile, sulphur producers told

raw

stock.

Armand Deutsch, M-G-M
has

arrived

here

profrom the

Kenneth MacKenna, M-G-M

stu-

due to arrive here

dio story head,

is

Thursday from

the Coast.

Pitts to

Address Four

Groups Next Month
Dick

Pitts, editorial director of the

Council of Motion Picture Organizations, faces a sizeable speaking schedule next month, these dates having
already been set up May 3, Philadelphia Motion Picture Preview Group,
Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia May
Better Films Council, Atlanta
14,
May 14, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Georgia annual convention, Atlanta; May 16, Motion Picture CounRobert W. Coyne,
Charlotte.
cil,
general counsel, also will
address the Georgia convention.
:

;

Gottfried Reinhardt, Hollywood
producer is in New York from the
Coast.

title

in

life

of Ghandi, the producer reported yesterday at a press interview here. That
film, like "The River" which McEldowney completed recently, will be

Picture Festival, according to word
received here from France. Honors

listed "Eve" as recipient
of the special jury prize. Best actor
was Britain's Michael Redgrave, for
his role in "The Browning Version."

announced

Terence Rattigan, the scenario
award. Russia entered the honors list
with the decor prize, awarded to S.
Veskier for his sets in "Mussorgsky."

Governors of three states and leading civic and industrial figures from
the area through which the Santa Fe
Railroad runs will attend the premiere
of Columbia's "Santa Fe" at the Midland Theatre, Kansas City, tomorrow
night. Janis Carter, co-star with Randolph Scott in the Technicolor picture,
will make a personal appearance.
Following the opening the film will
have a multi-theatre break in the Kansas City area.

thor,

Solomon Acquires 5
Theatres in South
—Ted
New Orleans, April
23.

of

McComb,

Mississippi, has

taken over from L. C. Montgomery
two theatres in Natchez, Mississippi
the
the Tiger in Baton Rouge, La.
Palacraft at Pensacola, Fla., and the
Bama of Mobile, Ala.
;

C.

;

aluminum

which

slated to be

ture of

Margolies, film attorney,
has left here by plane for Paris and
will then go to the Near East.

is

Solomon

Army, Navy 'Brass

in

Irwin

to

in

Richard Moran.

Na-

NPA

_

David

—The

Film Davis and Redgrave COMPO
Named Best Players
Life of Ghandi
of best
Bette Davis won the
Ken McEldowney, president of OriThree Governors at
"All
planning actress for her performance
ental-Interanitonal Films,
About Eve" at the Cannes Motion 'Santa Fe' Premiere
to make a picture based on the

McEldowney

—

Rochester to take over the Bradford
in Bradford, Pa. Howard Shaffer is
the new manager of the Star in TonaHe managed the Abbott in
wanda.

23.

Production Authority has decided to permit the limited use of
aluminum in May and June in film
advertising
cameras,
certain
cans,
signs and a long list of other products

youngest son, Arthur, to Jacqueline the
that uses of the chemical
Viau, of Ottawa.
must be curtailed so that the supply
•
will be channeled to more essential
Wliliam B. Zoellner, M-G-M needs.
They suggested that either
short subject and newsreel sales head, the government ban the chemical in
has returned here from a tour of certain uses or take over allocating
South and Southwestern exchanges.
Sulphur is used in the manufacit.

made in India in Technicolor, he said.
McEldowney is in New York to make
Buffalo, April 23. There have been a distribution deal for "The River."
The Grand Prix was shared by the
five managerial changes made in the
Here also is Jean Renoir, director Italian picture, "Miracle at Milan,"
Frank Bassett, who of "The River," who said he will leave and the Swedish entry, "Julie." "MirDipson circuit.
has been manager of the Bailey here soon for Italy where he will direct acle" was produced by Vittorio De
has been transferred to Rochester to a picture starring Anna Magnani.
Sica, who made "The Bicycle Thief."
Frank Kennedy,
manage the Lyell.
Other pictures to be made in India Luis Bunuel of Mexico was voted best
formerly with the local Basil circuit, by McEldowney are "Keddah" and producer for his "Los Olvidados."
succeeds Bassett at the Bailey. Rob- "Monsoon," both in Technicolor.
"Browning Version" won for its auert

Washington, April
tional

_

Scully, Universal sales
and Mrs. Scully anexecutive,
nounce the birth of a grandson to
their daughter, Nan Scully Dalton.
The baby will be named James Michael Dalton.

John

ducer,
Coast.

•

Aluminum Use

BEZNOR,

•
at

;

Kansas City

as assistant to Guthrie F. Crowe,
president of the Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners, for the past two
years, has resigned his post to assume
a new position outside the industry.

Charles

May

May 7-8, annual convention, North
Central Allied, Nicollet Hotel, MinneMay 9-10, annual convention,
apolis
Allied Rocky Mountain Independent
Theatres, Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver; May 14-15, spring board meeting,
national Allied, Phillips Hotel, KanMay 15-17, national equipsas City;
ers'

DAVID

A. LIPTON, Universal
Pictures vice-president in charge
of advertising and publicity, arrived
here last night from the Coast.
•
Clarence G. Taylor, who has acted

Up on

U. S. Eases

Personal Mention

1951

24,

New

Orleans, April

23.

— Here

on

TRACY

William J. Gell, chairman of Monarch Film Corp., London, arrived
here by plane over the weekend for
a 10-day visit, during which he_ re-

U.

dio and Loew's officials.

ELIZABETH

JOAN

•

BENNETT

TAYLOR

•

FATHER'S LITTLE
DIVIDEND''
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
plus

Picture

Spectacular Stage Presentation

S. films.

the

PTA

____

Rockefeller Center

SPENCER

will negotiate for British
distribution of a substantial block of

nation in advance of
showings of new pictures were Jesse
L. Lasky, associate producer of "The
Great Caruso," and Morgan Hudgins,
Metroof
representative
publicity
Goldwyn-Mayer studio in connection
with "Quo Vadis." Both previews
groups,
were largely attended by
educators, members of the press, raof

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Gell Here on U.K.
Distribution Deal

portedly

Promote Two Pictures
tours

NEW YORK THEATRES

IS

ROBERT

Alperson in 7 -Year Deal
Hollywood, April

23.

— Edward

L.
MELVYN

Alperson and 20th Century-Fox have
concluded a deal whereby all future

8

productions of Alperson's will be distributed by 20th for the next seven
years. All will be in color, in either
Technicolor or SuperCinecolor.

An BKO Radio

DOM o»chJ
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National

Review

Pre-Selling

"Sealed Cargo"
(RKO

3

McConnellQuestions
Distributors'
Chicago, April

Pictures)

use of radio and billboard advertising is indicated for
the new Technicolor picture, "On the
Riviera," with special attention to

music tieups and disc jockey cooperaAn estimated 250,000 lines of
tion.

newspaper

advertising,

plus

10,000

announcements, more than
window
100,000
heralds,

radio spot
1,500,000
cards and 65,000 posters will be used
in a national point-of-sale campaign
scheduled for the Decoration Day
mass premiere of the picture. The new
Danny Kaye vehicle will be given this
high-powered promotion in 141 key-

and 20th

and sub-key situations,
Century-Fox will share in the "co-op"
newspaper advertising, on a 50-50
basis over and above the normal ad-

city

i

vertising budget of the local theatres,

through at least two weeks
of the opening date.

in

advance

•

Editorial

comment on

a theatre

newspaper
is rare, but Knox Stracham accomplished it for the benefit of Columbia's "Valentino" at the Allen Theapromotion

in a big city

tre in Cleveland. He invited a score
of girls from as many Cleveland
high schools to bring their mothers
to a special preview of the picture,
and the Cleveland Press assigned a

feature writer and a photographer
to report the reaction of two generations to the Valentino story. It
resulted in a fine publicity break
and was followed by editorial comment on the way the Valentino
magic had held its grip on the teenagers of the 20's.
•
Tens of. thousands of posters prepared by the National Tea Bureau for
the promotion of 20th Century-Fox's
"Take Care of My Little Girl" will be
displayed in independent and chain
grocery stores in a further pre-selling

j

campaign for the picture
I

;'

the local

The tieup will be heralded by
Tea Bureau in special mailings to

level.

the

1

at

accounts throughout the country,
timed to match the cooperation of
thousands of grocer-exhibitor campaigns to benefit the national release

its

in July.

•

Making

— Tom

McCon-

Milwaukee
attorney for the
Towne Theatre, has filed a 148-page
nell,

TO
INCREASED

23.

Appeal

director Alfred Werker, executive producer Samuel Bischoff and producer Warren Duff go warm plaudits for a workmanlike job in producing
a very lively and entertaining production in "Sealed Cargo," which was based
on a screenplay written by Dale Van Emery, Oliver H. P. Garrett and Roy
Huggins, based on the novel by Edmund Gilligan.
While the bad-boys portray the parts of Nazi U-boat seamen, and the heroes
of the production are American deep-water fishermen, engaged during World
War II, the piece is by no means a war-dated one in the narrow sense; its
heavies might just as well be pirates or sea-smugglers.
The action gets started swiftly when Dana Andrews' whaler sights a shellriddled Danish ship in the waters off Newfoundland, the crew having fled,
Believing the ship a victim
leaving only the captain, Claude Rains, aboard.
of a U-boat, Andrews agrees to tow the vessel to a Newfoundland port, the
destination of the whaler's sole passenger, Carla Balenda. During the voyage
tension aboard the whaler mounts to fever pitch when it becomes apparent that
one of the two Danish crewmen, Philip Dorn and Eric Feldary, is a Nazi
agent.
In port, Andrews and Dorn, who prove to be loyal to the Allied cause,
discover the vessel is actually a U-boat supply ship. In a rousing climax that
should satisfy even the most action-hungry patrons, Andrews and his crew
rescue Miss Balenda, who had been held as a hostage. They save the town,
slay the Nazis, and blow the four-rigger and three U-boats to bits.
The picture's Nazis,
large and expert cast plays the story very well.
from Captain Rains down to the lowest deck-hand, deserve especial praise
screen Hitlerites.
They're a
for avoiding the cliches so often effected by
credible lot, and include, besides those already mentioned, Onslow Stevens,
Skip Hbmeier, Eric Feldary, J. M. Kerrigan, Arthur Shields, Morgan Farley,

A

Dave Thursday, Henry Rowland, Charles A. Browne, Don Dillaway, Al
Lee MacGregor, William Andrews, Richard Norris, Kathleen
Norris, Harry Nancke.

Over 200,000,000 impressions in the
public eye and mind will be made for
20th Century-Fox's "Take Care of
Little Girl," as a result of a giant
tieup with Estate Stove Co., with large
scale ads in national magazines, 70
key-city newspapers and a string of
Full color
important trade papers.
ads will appear in the Saturday Evening Post, Good Housekeeping, McCalls, Living, Woman's Day, Ladies'

My

Ellis,

Hill,

Karen

Cleveland, April 23.— The Hippo-

drome Theatre,
main

by

for many years
Warner Brothers as

outlet

here

for

its

opthe

pictures,

passes to its new owners, Herbert
Scheftel and Alfred G. Burger, in
July, at the expiration of the Warner
lease.
The building was purchased by
Home Journal and Better Homes and Scheftel and Burger three years ago.
include
publications
Trade
Gardens.
Sylvan S. Goldfinger, representing
Retailing Daily, Electrical Merchan- the owners,
states that the present
Review,
dising, National Furniture
first-run policy will be continued at
Butane
Propane
Dealer,
Electrical
the theatre. Scheftel and Burger also
News and LP Gas Magazine.
own and operate the Telenews The•
atre here.

Fifteen circuits, representing hundreds of theatres from Coast-toCoast, will open with United Artists' "Queen for a Day" to set off a
nationwide barrage of saturation
includes
list
Initial
playdates.
Loew's, Warner's, RKO, Lucas and
Jenkins, Shea, Interstate, Wometco,
J. J. Parker and Wilby-Kincey. More
circuit bookings are now being set,
according to Max E. Youngstein,
national
diand
vice-president
rector of advertising, publicity and
United Artists.
exploitation for
Mori Krushen, UA exploitation

a special appeal to millions
of sports fans in the Metropolitan
area, newspaper advertising for 20th
Century-Fox's "Follow the Sun" is
appearing daily in support of the film
and its opening at the Roxy Theatre
here tomorrow. The bombardment of
manager, is now sett'ng field exploinewspaper sports pages will continue
tation forces to cover key cities.
through the first week of the run, and
•
will include advertising in the Daily
Every person residing in. the Greater
Nezvs, Daily Mirror, Times, Herald
Tribune, World-Telegram and Sun, New York area zvho has taken tkp
American, Post and Morning Grace Line Carribean cruise within
I Journal
Telegraph.
Ads feature a picture of the last several year's will be invitid
Ben Hcgan in action.
by mail to see the new "This Is Amer•
ica" short subject, "Cruise Ship," at
In the May 8 issue, which hit its New York premiere at Walter
newsstands on Saturday, Look Mag- Reade's Park Avenue Theatre. Speazine devoted its entire "Look Ap- cial window displays, posters and
plauds" page to the story of Anne streamers will also be distributed by
Neagle, top British star, and Her- the shipping firm to all travel agencies,
bert Wilcox, her producer-director and the Grace Line will devote its
husband. Th s is only the second Fifth Avenue -window to the picture.
time that Look has devoted this fea- It has arranged a similar display in
ture spot to one working team, such the Railway Express and Thomas
as the Wilcox-Neagle personal and Cook Fifth Avenue agencies' windows.
I professional association. Their great The tie-in with Grace Line was ar1 successes, from "Victoria the Great"
ranged by Sid Newman, co-manager
1 to the current "Odette" have proven of the Park Avenue Theatre.
Walter Brooks
I that theirs' is an ideal combination.
\

'

i

Poll Film Patrons in
(
li Hours' Contest
Philadelphia, April 23.—Theatre
patrons will be asked to decide an
ending for a film in a stunt devised
by Harold Seidenberg, general manager of the Fox Theatre here, for
the run of "14 Hours," which opened
Friday.
Both endings of the film will be
shown at each performance with film
goers invited to express their choice
in a letter.
Film critics of the city's
newspapers will judge the best letters
with $600 in cash prizes awarded to

three best.

\

;

—

Detroit First-Runs
Hit by Bus Strike
Detroit, April

23— A

tieup of the
transportation system due to a
strike by bus and street car operators
has caused a severe slump in box-of_

in

answer to an

Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warners, RKO
and Columbia. The case will be heard
May 17 in the Circuit Court of
Appeals.

McConnell's brief makes

major

five

The Milwaukee zoning
and clearance schedule was found by
points:

(1)

the trial court to have been created
and maintained by a conspiracy and
combination between defendants. This
is illegal per se and there is substantial

evidence

in

support

of

that

finding.

(2) The defendant's conspiracy was
exclusionary in its nature and designed
to exclude the Towne from licensing
first-run pictures from any of the
defendants.
(3) There was conclusive evidence
that the plaintiff was injured in its
business as a result of the illegal system of release, and the evidence of
damages was not incompetent or
speculative, but was substantial evidence in support of the trial court's
(4) The determination of a reasonable attorney's fee as required by
statute was peculiarly within the discretion of the trial court and is not
reviewable here.
(5) The provisions of the injunction decree were supported by the
findings and were within the sound
judicial discretion of the trial court.

Crompton

Named

Is

Canadian Board Head
—

Maurice
Ottawa, April 23.
Crompton of Toronto has been named
head of commercial distribution of
motion pictures for the National Film
Board of Canada. Patrick T. Boudreau has been named regional supervisor for Quebec, and Suzzana Barriete Barriere of Montreal was appointed officer in charge of information and screenings.

United Circuit Net
Ottawa, April
ment Corp.,

Ltd.,

23.

—United

Up
Amuse-

operating a circuit

in Montreal, reports a net profit of
$391,125 for 1950, compared with
Current assets
in
1949.
$386,187
reached $1,003,145, against $763,199,
with current liabilities rising to $230,587, against $216,017. Working capital
was listed at $872,558 against
$547,182, and earned surplus at $1,498,639, against $1,193,182.

Fabian Switches Policies

\

\

and argument

appeal in the $1,250,000 anti-trust suit
won over a year ago against Loew's,

findings.

WB's Hippodrome
To New Owners
erated

brief

city's

business, managers of downtown
first-runs reporting that business has
been "terrible" since the strike started
fice

Schenectady, N. Y., April 23.
Fabian's Plaza Theatre here will move
from a second to a first run on Wednesday, and the Erie from a first to
second run.
City manager Richard
Murphy announced the new policy will
enable Fabian here to present more
important pictures sooner. The Plaza

was a

first

opening

run for several years after

in 1931.

on Saturday.

Film for N. Y. Fund

Neighborhood theatres on the other
hand report business above average
and drive-ins reported capacity crowds

ity,"

over the weekend.
Chances for an early settlement look
dim.

"Father Knickerbocker's

Commun-

starring Celeste Holm, will be
shown in 300 theaters in this area
besr'nnins: Anril 30, to aid The Greater
•New York Fund's 1951 campaign for
$9,000,000.

That s Doi ng
The Business

Directed by

CHRISTIAN NYBY.
Screenplay by
Charles Lederer.

A

Winchester Production.

Distributed by

R K

O

RADIO

V

froni

HOWARD HAWKS'

Asfo
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(Continued from page 1)
"Father's Little Dividend" a second
week's gross equal to or topping the
mufirst week's excellent $138,000.
sical revue is on the Hall's stage.
Among the new films, "Valentino"
at the Astor is doing the best business,
with a heavy $36,000 in prospect for its
Also doing well is "The
first week.
Brave Bulls" at the Rivoli, with a
more than satisfactory $22,000 expected for the initial period.
Broadway's film and stage policy
show houses report only fair business

A

A

week.

the

being

good showing

made by "Only

Bright Spots Break

Reviews

N.Y. Grosses

for

7

Motion Picture daily

Tuesday, April 24, 1951

is

the Valiant" at

the Strand where a second week's
gross of nearly $40,000 is expected.
"The Mating Season" is closing a twoweek run with a mild $47,000, following $54,000 in its initial week. "My
Forbidden Past," with Frank Sinatra
on stage will open there tomorrow.

In Cincinnati Area

Apache Drums
(

—

Cincinnati, April 23. Although,
with isolated exceptions, grosses for

Universal-International

THE

FORMAT

of Indians and white men in mortal combat is always a
In "Apache Drums" the formula is given a solid production
treatment, including Technicolor. Against the background of Indian warfare
there is projected a romantic triangle that involves Stephen McNally, Coleen
Gray and Willard Parker.
Parker, as mayor of the frontier town of Spanish Boot, orders McNally
to leave after he shoots a man. Unresponsive to vocal persuasion, McNally
In his travels McNally sees evidence that the Apaches are
is ousted forcibly.
about to go on a rampage against the white men and immediately he turns
back to warn the townsfolk. His words are taken lightly until an arrowRivalry between Parker
riddled stage coach comes along to vindicate him.
and McNally over Miss Gray continues fitfully. In order to show up the
mayor, McNally persuades a band of men to go out with him and bringback desperately-needed water. This venture results in full warfare between
the Indians and the white men. With McNally and the men safely back
in town again, the real battle begins. The townspeople take refuge in a brick
church building, which is attacked intermittenly. All night long braves
throw themselves through the windows of the church in suicide attacks. As
the battle rages, the number of remaining white men diminishes. Finally,
the
at morning, the Indians burn down the church doors. When all looks lost,
reliable one.

Can Get It for You Wholesale" sound of approaching U. S. soldiers is heard and the day is saved.
down at the Roxy with a mild
Since Parker dies a heroic death the way is paved romantically
$52,000 due to a third and final week. Nally and Miss Gray. Val Lewton produced and Hugh Fregonese

the past several months have inclined
to the downside, a trade survey discloses a definite undercurrent of optimism for the months ahead. Many
significant reasons are assigned for
this
change in exhibitor thinking,
prominent among which are the present and potential government regulations and controls as applying to commodities for civilian use, which it is
reasoned will lessen installment and
credit buying, and, with the employment index at a high level, the resultant money in hand could well be diverted to the box-office.

"I

is

"Follow the Sun," plus a stage revue,
open there tomorrow. The Capitol is changing bills on Thursday, with
"The Bullfighter and the Lady" replacing- "The Invisible Man," drawing
will

about $30,000 for a second week.
Other openers are "The Sword of

from a screenplay bv David Chandler.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience

Tokyo

classification.

for Mcdirected,

For June

release.

Mandel Herbstman

Cristo"

at

Mayfair

the

and

following a moveover, expects a substantial $7,500 take.
The currently longest run on Broadway is still "Born Yesterday" at the
Victoria. A wonderful $20,000 is esti-

mated for

its

18th week.

See $55,000 for 'Dividend'
Chicago, April
in

the

Loop

23.

—The best

thing

this

weekend

was

AN

6i

Gun

(RKO

The

combination took in $135,000,
$65,000 the first week and $70,000 the
second. This is the first time a second
week outgrossed the first at the ChiWay."
cago since "Going

My

New Releasing Unit
'(Continued front page 1)

.ff

Play'

Charlotte

Tom

;

Mark

Sheridan,

Young, Memphis

New

B riant,

Orleans,

;

Dallas

William A.
and Marion

Osborne, Oklahoma City.
Smith will be in New Orleans on
Wednesday, where he will present the
Smith plaque to the exchange for winning the branch managers' testimonial
last year, as well as the Spyros P.
Skouras award for 1950. Smith is due
back in the home office next Monday.

New

Screen Faces

(Continued from page

1)

said, "exhibitors have
emphasizing the need of new
Paramount
faces on their screens.
recognizes this need and the constructive request on the part of theatremen.
As we discover young people
who have similar potentialities the
membership of the 'Golden Circle' will
be enlarged, and as members become

Frank Freeman
been

box-office

possibilities

they

will

be

graduated to stardom."

Pictures)

Freeman will fly to New York on
by his cowpoke buddy Richard Martin, once again Wednesday to attend the company's
to justice in "Gun Play." The two men, employes of national sales meeting.
Norman Sierancher Joan Dixon, rally to the assistance of Harper Carter when his gel, studio advertising-publicity direcfather (Robert Bice) is hanged on charges of robbing the town banker. tor, will fly East tomorrow.
Convinced that Bice was an honest man, riolt and his partner dig for the
Paramount's Adolph Zukor was
facts.
present at the dinner in honor of the
Zukor is
Their efforts at first are frustrated at every turn by the banker, Mauritz "Golden Circle" group.
Hugo, and his henchmen, but finally pay off when they discover Hugo was credited with having developed the
once Bice's partner in a silver mine and had swindled him out of a fortune. "star" system on which motion picHolt and Martin are jailed after their incriminating discovery. However, tures were built.
Carter engineers their escape in time to rescue Miss Dixon and capture
Hugo in a mighty tame climax, with the villain in tow after a single right
Easter
to the jaw. Miss Dixon adopts Carter who acquires the fortune bilked from
Albany, N. Y., April 23. Comerhis father.
Western fans are likely to find "Gun Play" a disappointment, mild in its ford Theatres in Pennsylvania will
action and routine in its story. There is, however, a sufficient exchange of show "Hill No. 1," an Easter show
bullets to give it an occasional lift. Herman Schlom produced and Lesley televised nationally under the sponsorship of the Family Rosary Crusade,
Selander, directed from a screenplay by Ed Earl Repp.
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, with another film to be chosen, in twohour package, Father Peyton said here
not set.

HOLT, aided
TIM
brings badmen

•

To Show

Film

—

today.

themes of international appeal so that
native product would have greater

Souvaine is currently forming a releasing network through personal reputation in key cities, Taylor declared.
Pictures it already has for release are
"Days of Our Years," "La Maternelle," "Rendezvous in July," "Diary
of
Country Priest," "Three Tele-

earnings abroad.

grams."

aim of UGC to release here
through Souvaine "the cream of European films." He said there was in
France now a large-scale effort to find
the

Up

(Continued from page 1)

Pictures)

•

"Father's Little Dividend" and a stage
show at the Chicago. The duo should
hit a good $55,000 for the first week.
The show preceding "Dividend"
was Josephine Baker in person and
"Lullaby of Broadway" on the screen.

Moreover, Bingo, long a major
threat to the box-office here, particularly in the neighborhoods, is likely to
be banned, as it has been in some
other Ohio situations. In addition, the
novelty of television appears to be
wearing off, resulting in the former
stay-at-homes now seeking their entertainment in the theatre.

Smith Winds

iff

File 212

(Breakston-McGozvan Prod.—RKO
anti-Communist espionage drama done in the cops-and-robbers manner,
entirely
Nick Cain" at the Globe.
this George Breakston-Dorrell McGowan production was filmed
Both houses report the first week in Japan with the approval of the various U. S. and Japanese military authoriwill bring in around $10,000, a modest ties.
The main stream of the dialogue is in English, but with the exception
players
figure.
of stars Florence Marly and Robert Payton and one or two incidental
"Up Front" is concluding a success- the cast is made up of Japanese. Dorrell and Stuart McGowan collaborated
Breakston was the author of
ful five weeks at Loew's State, though
in preparing the screenplay and in directing.
the final six-day stanza is tapering the original story, and C. Ray Stahl served as associate producer.
about $14,000. "The First
to
off
There is little subtlety and dramatic finesse in the unfolding of the story
Legion" will bow in there on Friday. about the efforts of a U. S. Intelligence officer in smashing an underground cell
Two bright spots off Broadway con- of Communists in Tokyo in these days of the Korean war. However, to make
tinue to be the Sutton, where a third up for such deficiencies there are provided some compelling glimpses into the
week of "Kon-Tiki" is adding up to a workaday world of modern Tokyo, and the on-the-spot photography lands a
gross of $14,000 and the Trans Lux distinct documentary flavor to the proceedings.
52nd St., where "Teresa" in a third
Peyton, the Intelligence officer, hires a mysterious lady, Miss Marly, as his
week is expected to draw $11,500 secretary when he arrives in Tokyo. Together they learn that a former Jap
Both figures represent exceptional suicide pilot, the son of a well-to-do industrialist is a key figure in the Red
business.
cell.
A number of chases and a tragic ending for the Japanese boy and his
The town's two reserved seat policy sweetheart ultimately add up to exposure and capture of the Jap Communist
film houses, the Bijou and the Golden
leaders.
"Tales of
are doing good business.
This picture should fare well at theatres which specialize in showing action
Hoffman" at the former is still at ca- film.
pacity in a third week, with another
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification. For May release.
"Cyrano de BerCharles L. Franke
$15,500 gross due.
gerac" in its third week at the Golden

Monte
"Lucky

Bingo Ban

A

Mrs. Ida Weill
Funeral services will be held this
morning at the Campbell Funeral
Home here for Mrs. Ida Weill,

mother

of Jules B. Weill, president of

Masterpiece Productions. Mrs. Weill
died in New York on Saturday.

Stanley Ridges, Actor
Westbrook, Conn., April 23.
Stanley Charles Ridges, 59, stage,
screen and television actor, died yesThe
terday at his summer home.
widow,

Mrs.

Dorothea

Crawford

Ridges, and a daughter survive.

"...DEFINITELY DANNY KA

E'S GREATEST PICTURE
^6
Av
ort<* ;

i

Marcel Dalio

.

— ^WALTER LANG

Jean Murat

C.SIEGEL

•

Henri Letondal

VALENTINE DAVIES and PHOEBE and HENRY EPHRON
by Rudolph Lothar and Hans Adler • Adapted by Jessie Ernst
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MPAA

Asks Red Probers to
Quiz Hedda Hopper

Corsi Details New
Job Insurance Law
State Industrial ComCorsi made public
an explanation of major
changes made by the 1951 Legislature
in the state's, unemployment insurance
system. Scheduled to take effect in
stages from June 4 through Jan. 1,
1952, the changes will boost benefit

New York

missioner
yesterday

her radio broadcast last
night that the Committee's
current hearings are a "whitein

washing"

affair.

Edward

payment for many workers.

Loop

Theatre Files
$300,000 Trust Suit
23.

Chicago, April

mour Simon today

—Attorney

Seya $300,000

filed

anti-trust suit on behalf of the Monroe Theatre in the Loop against Bala-

ban and Katz, Great

RKO

Theatres,

States,

Theatres,

the changes many employers
will pay a lower tax to support the
system, and some eventually may pay

new claims will receive
much as two-thirds of

Warner wages,

Warners,

as

compared

the present system.

to one-half

The

filing

benefits of as
their weekly

under

top payment

Dec. 31, 1951, will
Columbia, Paramount, Uni- to workers after
to $30 per week.
from
$26
boosted
be
MonThe
versal and United Artists.
The arbitrary 1.7 per cent minimum
roe, owned by James Jovan, claims
tax rate will be eliminated after 1951,
it was denied of first run product from
Corsi explained, adding that employers
Dec. i, 1947 to July 1, 1949.
with the most stable employment records eventually may pay no tax at all.

RKO,

Board

to

Hear Raibourn
Paramount

Pictures vice-president and executive in
charge of the company's television afwill address the New York
fairs,

Paul

Raibourn,

Film Board of Trade on May 9, it
announced here yesterday by
Louis Nizer, counsel for the Film
Board. Raibourn will speak on television and the motion picture indus-

was

try.

In

(Continued from page 1)

NJ

Allied

Chairman John

S.

Wood

(D.,

Ga.) at the opening of today's hearing.
At this session, John Garfield, the only
witness, stated flatly that he had never
been a member of the Communist
Party and that he had never to his
knowledge joined or supported any
Communist front organization.

At tomorrow's

session the

Commit-

scheduled to hear Hollywood
agent George Willner, screen writer
Abe Polonsky, Lionel Stander, Morris
tee

is

Carnovsky and Marc Lawrence.

Com-

Under

no tax, it was said.
After Dec. 31, 1951, workers

mittee

Meet Today

Discussions centering around plans
for the annual convention next fall of
National Allied top the agenda of the
membership meeting which Allied of
Jersey will hold here today, Wilbur Sniper, president of the latter

At the close of today's session
mittee Counsel Frank Tavenner told
reporters that the Committee had
voted unanimously this morning to ask
House for arrest warrants for
subpoenaed witnesses who are
Director Jack
still missing. They are
Berry, actress Karen Morley, writers
Michael Uris, Fred Rinaldo, Hugo
Butler, Lew Solomon, Leonardo Bercovici, Edward Huebsch and radio
writer Georgia Bakus Alexander.
the
nine

:

Garfield
(Continued from page 1)

by Tavenner with a lengthy
participations

of al-

in

such participation or said he didn't resupporting any of the groups.

New

call

organization, reported yesterday. The
New Jersey unit will be host to the
delegates to the national convention.

hours

the tradition

list

organizations
which are now on the committee's
guide to subversive organizations, in
most instances he' either flatly denied
leged

all through Garfield's three
of testimony was not only a
persistent denial of his own association with any Communist front groups
but just as persistent a denial of his
knowledge of any Communists or any
Communist activity in Hollywood. At
one point he indicated that he thought
the Hollywood jurisdictional strike
was Communist-inspired but later
proceeded to hedge this point.

Running

Provokes Questioning
stubborn insistence that
he had never known a single Communist provoked long and intensive
questioning from Republican commitGarfield's

of Republic's

members, who called the actor
"naive" and said he had "an unintelIn
ligent approach to the problem."

tee

great exploitation

spite of the fact that Garfield denied
time after time that he had been affili-

pictures...

ated with any of the Communist front
organizations named by Tavenner,
Rep. Potter (R., Mich.) asked him,
"How can you have been affiliated
with so many organizations that were
used by the Party and have so little
knowledge of them and how they

ummmS\

worked ?"
have never been affiliated with
group except the Democratic

"I

any

FIGHTING

of Motion Picture Exhibitors, Independent Theatre Owners Association,
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association, Pacific Coast Con-,
ference of Independent Theatre Ownand the Theatre Owners of
ers
America.
Mayer said he expected to be able

announce the names of the exhibiand distribution representatives in
a few days. He also said he expected
word shortly from the Motion Pic-

to
tor

ture Industry Council in Hollywood
as to those attending the conference
from production.
The place for the Coast discussion
has not yet been selected, Mayer said.
There is a possibility the sessions may
extend beyond the two days now designated for the meeting, he added.
executive added that
The
the agenda for the conference is now
being worked out from suggestions
made by exhibitor organization heads.
These suggestions, he said, cover all
phases of exhibitor-producer relations
and embrace so many subjects that
the final program may be left for the
decision of an exhib'^or caucus in
Hollywood before the conference
opens.
"This meeting," Mayer said,
"should mark a historic milestone in the industry's progress,
for it will be the first time the
three major branches of the
business have sat down around

COMPO

a table to discuss their mutual
problems.
This exchange of
ideas should be of inestimable
our business and
value to
should bring about a better understanding between those who
produce our pictures and those
who market them."

Mayer explained

representa-

that

tion of the five exhibitor groups had
to be limited to two delegates from
each because a bigger attendance

would make the meeting unwieldy.
"Everybody," he said, "wants a free
and open discussion, and it was feared
that to have a bigger attendance would
prevent this."

Further
are being
office

in

Picture

details

of

the

conference

worked out between Mayer's
New York and the Motion

Industry

Council

in

Holly-

wood.
sole object

was

to offer

documentary

evidence in support of Garfield's testimony and at no time would he make
any objection to any question asked.
In an attempt to document his longtime anti-Communist position, Garfield
turned over to the committee minutes
of the meetings of the Screen Actors
Guild board of directors, of which he

Party," Garfield said vehemently.
Ren. Jackson (R., Cal.) declared
that he was "certaintly not satisfied"
with Garfield's testimony, but Rep.
lauded Garfield
Moulder
D., Mo.)
and said he was "clearly a loyal

The
was a member for six years.
minutes were for meetings from 1945
until 1947 and covered what he called
"the most important decision made at
that time"
to go through the picket

American citizen."
Chairman Wood

he

(

COAST GUARD

1951

Seminar

Lauds House Probe
(Continued from page 1)

Washington, April 23—Rep.
Kearney, (R., N. Y.) a member of the House Committee
on Un-American Activities,
said he would ask the Committee to subpoena Hedda
Hopper, Hollywood columnist,
to enlarge on charges made

24,

also praised Garfor his cooperation and appearance before the committee.
the
Garfield
said
"I
appreciate
chance to avow my loyalty to the
United States publicly and proudly. I
will answer all questions put to me
and I will not claim any Constitutional
field

immunity.
I am not and never have
been a member of the Communist
Party, nor do I believe in any of its
theories.
I
detest Communism and
all

it

stands for."

Nizer told the committee that his

—

lines.

He

concurred in

this

decision,

said.

Under questioning by committee
members Garfield said that although
the minutes didn't show that the strike
was Communist-inspired, the SAG
"had it in mind" and so did he. Under
continued questioning, however, he refused to call Communists the small
group in the SAG who had voted
against soing through the picket lines,
but said, "The best I can say is that
they were against the majority opinion and in favor of the Conference
of Studio Unions' position which we
weren't."

—
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New Holiday

Sets

Theatre Opens Wilson

Tonight; 'Five' Leads Off

(Continued from page 1)

but Lippert said he has no present intention of entering that field.
i'srael Zatkin was the portrait of a
contract
The terms of the
man doing many things simultaneously
require that the same number of musiZatkin, president of the
yesterday.
cians employed for the original scoring
Eye-Zee Amusement
recently-formed
of each picture be employed, for the
busily supervising the renowas
Corp.,
re-scoring
for
hours,
same number of
vation of the Holiday Theatre (forthe same for television, and that the
for the opening
new sound-track actually be affixed to merly the Gotham)
of Columbia's "Five."
here
tonight
original
music
the
the print, although
Crews worked all through the night
need not necessarily be used. The reper
the
five
will work all day today so_ that
which
and
into
fund,
cording
tonight's
cent sum obtained from television the house will be ready for
sales must be paid, is a financial re- premiere. The cost of the remodelling
derives monies was estimated by Zatkin at $100,000.
serve from which
Zatkin, who officially leaves the Lane
used for charity and relief purposes.
Lippert's present plans call for sell- Theatre Circuit, where he was gening to television only such pictures as eral manager, on April 30, will be
have not recouped their original cost managing director of the Holiday.
The terms He praised the cooperation he rein theatrical exhibition.
are such, however, that he could sell ceived from Motion Picture Operaany picture to television at any time tors Locol 306 as well as IATSE's
he believed circumstances warranted. Stagehands Union.
The theatre will run "first-run
vice-president Phil Fischer,
president
James
product
of a high-quality type," Zatrepresented
who
He said that negotiations
C. Petrillo in the contract negotia- kin said.
same proposition is were currently underway with major
tions, said the
companies for pictures. Zatkin anticiopen to any other producer.
pated no difficulties in getting good
He declared the Holiday
product.
was going to be "the kind of house
(Continued from page 1)
the companies will be proud to come

(Continued from page

sion,

AFM

AFM

AFM

AFM

Jack Warner Here

ner

officials

would confer on

details

of effecting divorcement of the company's exhibition operations from production-distribution under the terms
of its consent decree with the government, although the company has more
than two years remaining in which to
It was becomplete the separation.

Zatkin acquired a long term lease
on the house from the Shubert interAlthough he has operated many
ests.
theatres, the acquisition marks his
first

entry into the

first-run

activities affecting the British film industry and its relations with

ernment

American industry. He had been
expected to play a key part in the
negotiations next summer of a new
agreement with
sterling conversion

Notables to Attend Premiere
Of 'Five' at Holiday Tonight

A

budget which gives priority to rearmament over social services.
There was no immediate indication
of a successor to Wilson, who has
been prominent in recent years in gov-

the

field.

premiere will
be held at the Holiday Theatre on
Broadway tonight for Columbia's
full scale kleig-light

"Five."

More than 400 seats have been reserved for invited notables to see the
Arch Oboler written-produced-directed film about the only five people who
through
Oboler came

live

a
in

world catastrophe.
from California for

the event.

Among those expected to be present
are Mrs. Wendell Wilkie, Morris
Ernst, Carl Van Vechten, Hugh Bail-

American
Wilson

film industry representatives.
also has been closely identified with such projects as Britain's
National Film Finance Corp., founded
to rescue British film production with
Treasury funds but now in need of

with the Eady
financing itself
plan for funneling a share of ticket
with the reprices to production
cently announced plan to set up three
classes of production to be financed
with public funds and with the increased entertainment tax proposed in
the new budget. Only last week, Wil-

new

;

.

;

son said he was prepared to go to
Walter Davenport, Otto J. To- Washington in an effort to get inallocations of American sullischus, Walter Kaempffert, Leonard creased
which
Lyons, Lawrence Perry and Radie phur for Britain, a shortage of
industry
here.
impairing
seriously
is
Wayne,
Bea
Baruch,
Harris, Andre
Deems Taylor, Michael Abbott, Alfred de Leagre, Jr., Dave Kapp and Pioneers to
lie,

Meet

Sherman

to."

Broadway

Billingsley.

of the Motion
scheduled for last
week, was postponed until Thursday
because of the MacArthur Day celebration here.
It will be held at the
office of Jack Cohn, Columbia execu-

The board meeting

Picture

lieved

that

likely

the

conferences

1)

ment operations.

A

published report intimating pos-

might include discussion of proposals
for the transfer of ownership of War-

sibility of a sale of unspecificed

The company over a
ner Theatres.
period of time has effected a number
of economies looking to post-divorce-

ner property to television interests
yesterday was described by a company
spokesman as "without foundation."

The Talk

War-

tive

the

Pioneers,

vice-president
Pioneers.

of the

and

Trade

president

are

the Interior Decorations
'Best

Wishes

to

o f the

ISRAEL

ZATKIN

A Live Shozvtnan

HOLIDAY THEATRE

ON BROADWAY
They are

On

the opening

of

HOLIDAY THEATRE

quiet, dignified

in perfect harmony
with the new furnishings

and

EDWARD WEINREB
Painter

—Decorator

West 41st Street,
New York City
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Plans Are Set

MPAA Commends House AFM

For Seminar

Group for Probing Reds

Never Was a
Will Attend Meet 'TZ^AS (Garfield
LX ^'
Production Problems

In Hollywood
30

On

Plans for the industry's first
widespread producer-exhibitor-distributor round-table discussion of
production problems, to be held in
Hollywood June 11-12, were announced here, yesterday by Arthur L.
Mayer, executive vice-president of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations.

members.

He was

the sole witness of the day
as the Committee resumed its hearings
into

The seminar, Mayer

said, will

be attended by representatives
of the studios, delegates from
each of the five exhibitor or-

ganizations now represented on

COMPO

executive board,
and by two representatives of
distribution. It is expected 30
persons will attend the two-day

the

23.—Actor
April
John Garfield denied to the House UnAmerican Activities Committee today
that he is or ever had been a Communist and unequivocally answered
all questions put to him by Committee

Washington,

Communist

activities

in

Holly-

wood.

Accompanied by attorney Louis
Nizer, Garfield told the Committee
that he had never been approached by
anyone to become a member of the
Communist Party and that if such a
thing had happened, "he would have
run like

hell."

Although Garfield was confronted
{Continued on page 10)

sessions.

Exhibitor organizations to be represented at the meeting by two delegates
each are the Allied States Association
{Continued on page 10)

First Runs
Mild; 'Dividend

B'way

9

Has Big 2nd Week

Washington, April

23.

—The

Pattern for
Mo-

Picture Association of America
today assured the House Committee
on Un-American Activities of its continued support in the current Hollywood hearings and told the Committee
service for
it was doing a valuable
national security in smoking out Comtion

TV Film Music

munism.

"We

note with satisfaction," the
declared in a letter written to
the Committee, "the cooperative spirit
of a number of witnesses who have
bared the spotlight on Communists
and their activities and we deplore
the unresponsive attitude of other wit-

MPAA

nesses."

This was interpreted here by some
observers as an indication that the industry will continue to employ witnesses who cooperate with the Committee and will not employ those who
refuse to answer Committee question-

ing

The MPAA's

letter,

signed by vice-

president Joyce O'Hara, was read into
the record without comment by Com{Continued on page 10)

Paramount Boosts Jack Warner Joins
New Screen Faces Conferences Here
—At

a press
dinner given here tonight at the Paramount studio, the company announced
the formation of a "Golden Circle"
composed of 11 young players to be
developed by the company for the purpose of meeting exhibitor demands for
new personalities on the screen. The
project is a successor to a similar
"Golden Circle" presented in 1939,

Jack L. Warner, vice-president and
studio head of Warner Brothers, arrived here from the Coast yesterday
to join H. M. Warner, president, who
has been in New York for the past
several weeks, in conferences with Albert Warner, vice-president, and other

New

Smith Winds Up
Nationwide Tour

Hollywood, April

23.

A

Sets

Producers Must Pay 5%
From Gross Revenues

—

Hollywood, April 23. The American Federation of Musicians has
set the pattern for film producer
payments

of

music

royalties

for

motion pictures sold for telecasts.
Robert L. Lippert, head of Lippert
Productions signed a precedental conestablishing terms
under which he is free to sell any or
all Lippert pictures to television, regardless of when produced, after rerecording the music sound-track and
tract with the

AFM

on payment of five per cent of the
gross revenue from such sale into the

AFM's recording fund. Lippert said
he will immediately begin preparing
26 older pictures for sale to video, but
he does not intend to shunt any productions into television until they have
exhausted their theatrical exhibition
potentialities. The contract also covers pictures made directly for televi{Continued on page 11)

Admission Prices
For Adults Up
73% Over Average
—

Washington, April 23. The U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics said adult
home office executives.
York's first-runs rode with an
A company spokesman deprecated admission prices in large cities were
even keel through the city's tumultupublished reports of lay-offs in studio up again in the last quarter of 19S0,
ous welcome to General Douglas MacArthur last Friday, with most Broad- which included such then newcomers and home office departments, stating but that prices for children held steady.
In the last three months of last year,
way houses reporting that the event as William Holden, Susan Hayward, that a negligible number were involved
had little effect, one way or another, Evelyn Keyes, Robert Preston and on both Coasts and that the action the Bureau declared, the index of adult
admission prices rose to 73.1 per cent
was without significance.
on the day's grosses. What business Betty Field.
This is
It was reported here that the War- above the 1935-39 average.
Paramount studio executive Y.
was lost during the procession apparthe highest since the 73.7 per cent hit
{Continued on page 11)
ently was recouped from the holiday
{Continued on page 7)
It was down to 70.5 per
in March.
like crowds brought to the area.
cent in June and up to 71.3 per cent
One theatre, Radio City Music
in September. Children's prices stayed
Hall, credited the MacArthur overat 58.2 per cent over the base period.
flow and the Passover holiday for a

New

splendid

weekend take

that will give

{Continued on page 7)

Sets

Releasing Unit

Minimum

of 12

—

Dallas, April 23. Winding up his
recently formed Souvaine SePictures, Inc., will distribute tour of 20th Century-Fox exchange
in the U. S. this year a minimum of offices across the nation, Andy W.
12 foreign pictures acquired from. Un- Smith, Jr., sales vice-president, met
Cinematographique, a here today with branch managers of
ion Generale
London, April 23.— Harold Wilson producer-distributor-exhibitor combine the Southern division on sales plans
joined the left-wing revolt in Britain's in France, Howard Taylor, executive for the company's forthcoming lineup
tottering Socialist government by re- vice-president of the former, declared of product.
Attending the meeting were Harry
signing today as president of the here yesterday.
Jean de Vesins, representative of Ballance, Southern division manager
Board of Trade. His resignation from
Prime Minister Clement Attlee's cab- UGC, is currently here to iron out Paul Wilson, assistant Southern divibranch managers Fred
inet followed that of Aneurin Bevan details of the new European-American sion manager
as Labor Minister in opposition to a film combine. He declared it will be Dodson, Atlanta; John E. Holston,
{Continued on page 7)
{Continued on page 7)
{Continued on page 11)

Wilson Resigns from

The

{Continued on page 3)

National Film Board

lective

British Cabinet

;

Cops Five Awards
—

Ottawa, April 23. Mary Pickford
presented the Canadian Film Awards
for 1951 at the Odeon Theatre here
before a capacity audience, including
diplomatic
the
of
representatives
corps,

government

officials,

and film

producers.
Prizes were awarded for theatrical
{Continued on page 3)

12 Allied Meetings
Set in the Field
Washington, April 23.— In

addi-

Assotion to the several Allied States
have
ciation affiliates in the field which
held their 1951 conventions or other
meetings so far this year, national AlAllied today listed a calendar of 12
from
lied sessions scheduled to be held
now to the end of the year. Others
are expected to be scheduled by additional groups later. Listed were dates

7-8,

;

May

sas City;

15-17, national equip-

ment show and Drive-in Theatre Ownconvention, Municipal
Kansas City May 21-23, mid-summer
convention, Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, French Lick Hotel,
;

French Lick Springs,

Ind.

;

Sept. 18-

annual convention, West Virginia
Allied Theatres' Association, Daniel

Hacker,

Charleston, W. Va.
Oct. 28-29, fall board meeting, national Allied, Biltmore Hotel, New

York; Oct. 30-Nov.

1,

annual conven-

national Allied, Biltmore Hotel,

tion,

New

York.
Also, Nov. 13-15, annual convention,
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, Hotel Lincoln, Indianapolis
Nov. 26-27, annual convention,
Pennsylvania, William
of Western
Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh; Nov. 27, annual convention, Independent Exhibitors, Inc. of New England, Boston

MPTO

Dec. 10-12, annual convention, Allied
Independent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.

administrative
Hall,

Aluminum Use

DAVID

BEZNOR, general counsel
of the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen of America, arrived
here yesterday from Milwaukee.
•
John

Scully,

J.

•

Ted R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Enterprises, has been appointed one
of the 16 counselors assigned to advise the board of trustees of Smith
College, Northampton, Mass.
'

Universal

sales

and Mrs. Scully anexecutive,
nounce the birth of a grandson to
Scully Dalton.
their daughter,

Nan

The baby will be named James Michael Dalton.
•
president
of
Fitzgibcons,
J.
J.
Famous Players Canadian Corp., has

—

April 23. The NaProduction Authority has decided to permit the limited use of
aluminum in May and June in film
advertising
cameras,
certain
cans,
signs and a long list of other products

Washington,

tional

in

which

aluminum

was

originally

after May 1.
that producers

banned

slated to be

NPA

of
said
The
these goods will be permitted in May
and June to use 50 per cent as much
aluminum as they used in the average
month of the first half of 1950.
Meanwhile, sulphur producers told
that uses of the chemical
the
must be curtailed so that the supply

NPA

will be channeled to more essential
Zoellner, M-G-M needs.
They suggested that either
short subject and newsreel sales head, the government ban the chemical in
has returned here from a tour of certain uses or take over allocating
South and Southwestern exchanges.
Sulphur is used in the manufacit.

Wliliam

B.

•

ture of

Margolies, film attorney,
has left here by plane for Paris and
will then go to the Near East.

raw

stock.

Irwin

•

Emerson Yorke, producer, and
Mrs. Yorke have returned here after
spending two months in the Virgin
Islands and Puerto Rico.

•

Armand Deutsch, M-G-M
ducer,
Coast.

•

Maurice N. Wolf, field assistant to
M-G-M's H. M. Richey, is scheduled
to

Up on

U. S. Eases

Mac- announced the engagement of his
plane youngest son, Arthur, to Jacqueline
by
kenzie, left here yesterday
Viau, of Ottawa.
for Hollywood on their honeymoon.
•

19,

Boone Hotel,

Universal

assistant at Radio City Music
and his bride, the former Jean

Building,

ers'

UPTON,

•

Charles

May

annual convention, North
Central Allied, Nicollet Hotel, MinneMay 9-10, annual convention,
apolis
Allied Rocky Mountain Independent
Theatres, Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver; May 14-15, spring board meeting,
national Allied, Phillips Hotel, Kan-

May

A.

Pictures vice-president in charge
of advertising and publicity, arrived
here last night from the Coast.
•
Clarence G. Taylor, who has acted
as assistant to Guthrie F. Crowe,
president of the Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners, for the past two
years, has resigned his post to assume
a new position outside the industry.

as follows

Five in

j

Personal Mention
DAVID
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speak before the Alliance Club

at

Brattleboro, Vt, today.
•

has

arrived

profrom the

here

•

Kenneth MacKenna, M-G-M
dio story head,

is

stu-

due to arrive here

Thursday from the Coast.
•

W.

A. Scully, Universal Pictures
domestic sales consultant, is due to
arrive here today from Florida.

Reinhardt,

Gottfried
producer,
Coast.

is

in

Hollywood
from the

New York

'

Address Four

Pitts to

Groups Next Month
Dick Pitts, editorial director of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations, faces a sizeable speaking schedule next month, these dates having
already been set up May 3, Philadelphia Motion Picture Preview Group,
Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia; May
Better Films Council, Atlanta
14,
May 14, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Georgia annual convention, Atlanta May 16, Motion Picture CounCharlotte.
Robert W. Coyne,
cil,
general counsel, also will
address the Georgia convention.
:

;

Film Davis and Redgrave COMPO
Named Best Players
Life of Ghandi
of best
Bette Davis won the
Ken McEldowney, president of OriThree Governors at
planning actress for her performance in "All
ental-Interanitonal Films,
y
About Eve" at the Cannes Motion 'Santa Fe
Premiere
to make a picture based on the

McEldowney

to

title

is

life

of Ghandi, the producer reported yesterday at a press interview here. That

Picture Festival, according to word
received here from France. Honors

Governors of three states and leading civic and industrial figures from
the area through which the Santa Fe
Railroad runs will attend the premiere
of Columbia's "Santa Fe" at the Midland Theatre, Kansas City, tomorrow
night. Janis Carter, co-star with Randolph Scott in the Technicolor picture,
will make a personal appearance.

film, like "The River" which McEl- announced listed "Eve" as
downey completed recently, will be of the special jury prize. Best actor
made in India in Technicolor, he said. was Britain's Michael Redgrave, for
McEldowney is in New York to make his role in "The Browning Version."
Buffalo, April 23. There have been a distribution deal for "The River."
The Grand Prix was shared by the
five managerial changes made in the
Here also is Jean Renoir, director Italian picture, "Miracle at Milan,"
Frank Bassett, who of "The River," who said he will leave and the Swedish entry, "Julie." "MirDipson circuit.
has been manager of the Bailey here soon for Italy where he will direct acle" was produced by Vittorio De
Following the opening the film will
has been transferred to Rochester to a picture starring Anna Magnani.
Sica, who made "The Bicycle Thief."
have a multi-theatre break in the KanFrank Kennedy,
manage the Lyell.
Other pictures to be made in India Luis Bunuel of Mexico was voted best sas City area.
formerly with the local Basil circuit, by McEldowney are "Keddah" and producer for his "Los Olvidados."
succeeds Bassett at the Bailey. Rob- "Monsoon," both in Technicolor.
"Browning Version" won for its auert David is leaving the Lyell in
thor, Terence Rattigan, the scenario

recipient

5 Managerial Shifts
In Dipson Circuit

—

Rochester to take over the Bradford
Bradford, Pa. Howard Shaffer is

in

the

of the Star in Tonamanaged the Abbott in

new manager

He

wanda.

where the new manager
Richard Moran.
Buffalo,

is

Army, Navy' Brass' at
Republic Reception
Badger,
USN, Commander of the Eastern Sea
Frontier Lt. General Willis D. Crit-

Vice

Admiral

Oscar

23.

Solomon

of

McComb,

Mississippi, has

taken over from L. C. Montgomery
two theatres in Natchez, Mississippi
the
the Tiger in Baton Rouge, La.
Palacraft at Pensacola, Fla., and the
Bama of Mobile, Ala.
;

C.

;

tenberger, USA, Commanding General, First Army, and Rear Admiral
Louis B. Olson, Commander, Third
Coast Guard District and Eastern
Area, and their wives headed a group
of military and naval officers attending a press reception here yesterday
given by Republic Pictures for Brian
Donlevy, Forrest Tucker and Ella
"Fighting Coast
of
Raines,
stars

Guard."

Solomon Acquires 5
Theatres in South
—Ted
New Orleans, April

New

Orleans, April

of

the

nation

in

—Here

on

advance

of

23.

Rockefeller Center

William J. Gell, chairman of Monarch Film Corp., London, arrived
here by plane over the weekend for
a 10-day visit, during which he re-

showings of new pictures were Jesse
L. Lasky, associate producer of "The
Great Caruso," and Morgan Hudgins,
representative
of
Metropublicity

U.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Gell Here on U.K.
Distribution Deal

portedly will negotiate for British
distribution of a substantial block of

Promote Two Pictures
tours

award. Russia entered the honors list
with the decor prize, awarded to S.
Veskier for his sets in "Mussorgsky."

SPENCER

JOAN

ELIZABETH

TRACY

BENNETT

TAYLOR

"FATHER'S LITTLE
DIVIDEND"
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

plus Spectacular Stage Presentation

S. films.
ROBERT

Alperson in 7-Year Deal
Hollywood, April

23.

— Edward

L.

Alperson and 20th Century-Fox have
Goldwyn-Mayer studio in connection concluded a deal whereby all future
with "Quo Vadis." Both previews productions of Alperson's will be diswere largely attended by PTA groups, tributed by 20th for the next seven
educators, members of the press, ra- years. All will be in color, in either
Technicolor or SuperCinecolor.
dio and Loew's officials.

JOE

MELVYN

soon oschJ
exrm
An RKO Radio

Picture

Midnight Feature
N.ghtly
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McConnellQuestions

Review

National

Distributors' Appeal

"Sealed Cargo"

Pre-Selling

Chicago, April 23.— Tom McCon-

(RKO

Pictures)
Bischott and prodirector Alfred Werker, executive producer Samuel
job in producing
workmanlike
for
a
plaudits
ducer Warren Duff go warm
which was based
in "Sealed Cargo
production
entertaining
and
lively
a very
P. Garrett and Roy
on a screenplay written by Dale Van Emery, Oliver H.
Huggins, based on the novel by Edmund Gilligan.
and the heroes
While the bad-boys portray the parts of Nazi U-boat seamen,
during World
engaged
fishermen,
deep-water
of the production are American
its
War II, the piece is by no means a war-dated one in the narrow sense;
sea-smugglers.
or
pirates
be
well
as
heavies 'might just

TO
N CREASED

use of radio and bill1 board advertising is indicated for
the new Technicolor picture, "On the
Riviera," with special attention to
music tieups and disc jockey cooperaAn estimated 250,000 lines of
tion.
newspaper advertising, plus 10,000
radio spot announcements, more than
window
100,000
heralds,
1,500,000
used
cards' and 65,000 posters will be
campaign
point-of-sale
national
in a
scheduled for the Decoration Day
mass premiere of the picture. The new
Danny Kaye vehicle will be given this
high-powered promotion in 141 key20th
city and sub-key situations, and
Century-Fox will share in the "co-op"
newspaper advertising, on a 50-50
basis over and above the normal advertising budget of the local theatres,

T

through at least two weeks
of the opening date.
•

comment on

Editorial

in

advance

sights^ shellaction gets started swiftly when Dana Andrews whaler
having fled,
crew
the
Newfoundland,
off
waters
the
ship
in
Danish
riddled
a victim
ship
the
Believing
aboard.
Rains,
Claude
leaving only the captain,
Newfoundland port, the
of a U-boat Andrews agrees to tow the vessel to a
During the voyage
destination of the whaler's sole passenger, Carla Balenda.
becomes apparent that
tension aboard the whaler mounts to fever pitch when it
Feldary, is a Nazi
one of the two Danish crewmen, Philip Dorn and Eric
agent.
„. ,
,
,
,
Allied cause,
In port, Andrews and Dorn, who prove to be loyal to the
climax that
discover the vessel is actually a U-boat supply ship. In a rousing
crew
should satisfy even the most action-hungry patrons, Andrews and his
town,
rescue Miss Balenda, who had been held as a hostage. They save the
slay the Nazis, and blow the four-rigger and three U-boats to bits. ^
The picture's Nazis,
large and expert cast plays the story very well.
deserve
especial praise
deck-hand,
lowest
the
to
down
Rains
Captain
from
They're a
screen Hitlerites.
for avoiding the cliches so often effected by
credible lot, and include, besides those already mentioned, Onslow Stevens,
Skip Homeier, Eric Feldary, J. M. Kerrigan, Arthur Shields, Morgan Farley,

a theatre

newspaper
is rare, but Knox Stracham accomplished it for the benefit of Columbia's "Valentino" at the Allen Theapromotion

in a big city

tre in Cleveland. He invited a score
of girls from as many Cleveland
high schools to bring their mothers
to a special preview of the picture,
and the Cleveland Press assigned a

feature writer and a photographer
to report the reaction of two generations to the Valentino story. It
resulted in a fine publicity break
and was followed by editorial comment on the way the Valentino
magic had held its grip on the teenagers of the 20's.
•
Tens of thousands of posters prepared by the National Tea Bureau for
the promotion of 20th Century-Fox's
"Take Care of My Little Girl" will be
displayed in independent and chain
grocery stores in a further presetting
campaign for the picture at the local
The. Ueup will be heralded by
level.
the

accounts
timed to match the cooperation of
thousands of grocer-exhibitor campaigns to benefit the national release

its

'

in special mailings to
throughout the country,

Tea Bureau

in July..

•

Making a

special appeal to millions

of sports fans in the Metropolitan
area, newspaper advertising for 20th

Century-Fox's "Follow the Sun" is
appearing daily in support of the film
and its opening at the Roxy Theatre
here tomorrow. The bombardment of
newspaper sports pages will continue
through the" first week of the run, and
will include advertising in the Daily
Nczvs, Daily Mirror, Times, Herald
Tribune, World-Telegram and Sun,
Journal American, Post and Morning
Telegraph.

•

In the May 8 issue, which hit
newsstands on Saturday, Look Magazine devoted its entire "Look Applauds" page to the story of Anne
Neagle, top British star, and Her-

The

,

nell,

brief

The seven film companies represented at a conference here yesterday
before a National Labor Relations
Board examiner unanimously rejected
Screen Office
proposal by the
Employes Guild
Professional
(DPOWA, District No. 65) that a
consent agreement be entered into for
the holding of broad-scale elections to
determine collective bargaining representation for "white collar" workers
at

home

offices.

Company Attorneys
Some 30 attorneys and personnel
managers for Loew's, 20th CenturyFox, Columbia, United Artists, RKO
Pictures, RKO Theatres and National
Screen Service took the position that
the companies already have contracts
and that therefore there
with
would be no point in their consenting

SOPEG

to elections.

Since the validity of SOPEG contracts held by District No. 65 has
been questioned by the NLRB, the
union has sought elections to clear
up that point. District No. 65 "inherited" the contracts from the former
United Office and Professional Workers of America, and the companies apparently are willing to recognize their
agreements with SOPEG without accepting the new parent union as the
holder of the contracts.

Next Move

A
bert Wilcox, her producer-director
husband. Th s is only the second mal NLRB hearing will be held here
time that Look has devoted this fea- today, meanwhile, on the bid of
ture spot to one working team, such IATSE Motion Picture Home Office
as the Wilcox-Neagle personal and Employes Local No. H-63 for elecprofessional association. Their great tions at the Paramount home office
successes, from "Victoria the Great" and the Loew's and 2'0th-Fox New
H-63 is attempting
to the current "Odette" have proven York exchanges.
away from
shops
those
that theirs' is an ideal combination. to win
;

Walter Brooks SOPEG.

major

(1)

the trial court to have been created
and maintained by a conspiracy and
combination between defendants. This
is illegal per se and there is substansupport of that
in
evidence
tial

.

finding.

(2) The defendant's conspiracy was
exclusionary in its nature and designed
to exclude the Towne from licensing
first-run pictures from any of the

defendants.
(3) There was conclusive evidence
that the plaintiff was injured in its
business as a result of the illegal system of release, and the evidence of
damages was not incompetent or
speculative, but was substantial evidence in support of the trial court's

—A

tieup of the
transportation system due to a
strike by bus and street car operators
has caused a severe slump in box-ofcity's

business, managers of downtown
first-runs reporting that business has
been "terrible" since the strike started
fice

on Saturday.

Canadian Awards

findings.

(4) The determination of a reasonable attorney's fee as required by
statute was peculiarly within the discretion of the trial court and is not
reviewable here.
.
%
(5) The provisions of the injunction decree were sunported by the
findings and were within the sound
judicial discretion of the trial court.

Crompton Is Named
Canadian Board Head
— Maurice
Ottawa. April
23.

Toronto has been named
{Continued from page 1)
head of commercial distribution of
the National Film
and non-theatrical classes, including motion pictures for
Patrick T. BouCanada.
of
Board
prizes for photography, comedy, anidreau has been named regional sunermation and musical scores.
Suzzana BarThe National Film Board captured visor for Quebec, and
was apMontreal
of
Barriere
riete
five awards and others went to Asin charge of informaofficer
pointed
picture
motion
sociated Screen News,
branch of Quebec, and the University tion and screenings.
of Toronto Film Society.
special award was given to Ern- United Circuit
est Ouimet, 74, of Montreal, for outOttawa, April 23.—United Amusestanding contributions to the motion ment Corp., Ltd., operating a circuit
picture field. He produced the first in Montreal, renorts a net profit of
Canadian newsreel and operated the $391,125 for 1950, compared with
first deluxe theatre in Canada, openCurrent assets
1949.
$386 187 in
ing in Montreal in 1906.
reached $1,003,145. against $763,199,
D. R. Michener, board chairman of with current liabilities rising to $230,the Canadian Film Awards, disclosed 587, against $216,017. Working capithe infant industry here produced 25 tal was listed .at $872,558 against
features last year of the 1,400 shown, $547,182 and earned surplus at $1,with 20 film production companies 498,639, against $1,193,182.
now operating in Canada.

Crompton

of

_

Net Up

A

_

Leon Shelly, of the Association of
Motion Picture Producers and Laboratories of Canada, announced a special
prize established for amateur film
producers.

Admission Prices
(Continued from page 1)

District No. 65's next move is expected to be for separate negotiations
forwith the individual companies.

five

The Milwaukee zoning
and clearance schedule was found by

a

and

answer to an

McConnell's brief makes
points:

Election Detroit First-Runs
Hit by Bus Strike
Detroit, April 23.

in

RKO

Dave Thursday, Henry Rowland, Charles A. Browne, Don Dillaway, Al Hill,
Lee MacGregor, William Andrews, Richard Norris, Kathleen Ellis, Karen
Norris, Harry Nancke.

Rejected by Seven

and argument

appeal in the $1,250,000 anti-trust suit
won over a year ago against Loew's,
Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warners,
and Columbia. The case will be heard
May 17 in the Circuit Court of
Appeals.

A

New Sopeg

Milwaukee
attorney for the
Theatre, has filed a 148-page

Towne

recent high was 63.7 per cent at
the end of 1949. The recent low was
57.3 per cent in June 1950.
The combined adult-child index rose
in the last quarter from 169.5 per cent
of the base figure at the end of September to 171.0 per cent at the end of
December. The highest point yet hit
by the combined index was 171.9 per
cent, reached most recently in March

The

1950.

Fabian Switches Policies
Schenectady, N. Y., April 23.
Fabian's Plaza Theatre here will move
from a second to a first run on Wednesday, and the Erie from a first to
City manager Richard
second run.
Murphv announced the new policy will
enable "Fabian here to present more
important pictures sooner. The Plaza
was a first run for several years after
opening in 1931.

Film for N. Y. Fund
"Father Knickerbocker's

Commun-

Celeste Holm, will be
shown in 300 theaters in this area
beginning April 30, to aid The Greater
New York Fund's 1951 campaign for

ity,"

starring

$9,000,000.

¥hols Doing
The Business
$

hi'

Directed by

CHRISTIAN NYBY.
Screenplay by
Charles Lederer.

A

Winchester Production.

Distributed by

R K

O

V

from

HOWARD HAWKS'

Asfoi
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SPY
(5142)

SCOUT

(5152)
(5122)

(5101)

BADMEN

(AA19)
RAIDERS

CHASERS

Boys

4/18/51) Artists)

AN

Sheffield

Wilson

Wilson

Byington

3/21/51)

Evans

HUNTERS

Dvorak

Cameron

(5112)

MONO.

Mack

(5109)

D

BLAZING

(Color)

BULLETS

MRS.HOYLE

min.

min.

min.

min,

(5151)

WAS

o
_o
"S
CC

min,
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Bowery
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Viveca
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C
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Gene
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(Rev.
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Whip
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—

NEVADA

GHOST
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CANYON

D

Johnny

D—

"5
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Johnny
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o
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BROKE

min.
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(Color)
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(Rev.

o
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min.
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{Continued from page 1)
"Father's Little Dividend" a second
week's gross equal to or topping the
mufirst week's excellent $138,000.
sical revue is on the Hall's stage.
Among the new films, "Valentino"
at the Astor is doing the best business,
with a heavy $36,000 in prospect for its
Also doing well is "The
first week.
Brave Bulls" at the Rivoli, with a
more than satisfactory $22,000 ex-

A

inclined
and white men in mortal combat is always a the past several months have
dissurvey
trade
a
downside,
production
the
to
solid
given
a
reliable one. In "Apache Drums" the formula is
warfare closes a definite undercurrent of opIndian
of
background
the
Against
Technicolor.
including
treatment,
McNally, Coleen timism for the months ahead. Many
there is projected a romantic triangle that involves Stephen

nearly

of

is

expected.

"The Mating Season" is closing a twoweek run with a mild $47,000, follow-

ing $54,000 in its initial week. "My
Forbidden Past," with Frank Sinatra
on stage will open there tomorrow.
"I Can Get It for You Wholesale"
down at the Roxy with a mild
is
$52,000 due to a third and final week.
"Follow the Sun," plus a stage revue,
will open there tomorrow. The Capi-

on Thursday, with
"The Bullfighter and the Lady" replacing "The Invisible Man," drawing
tol is

changing

around $10,000, a modest

"Up Front"

is

concluding a success-

weeks

at

Loew's State, though

six-day stanza is tapering
about $14,000. "The First
to
off
Legion" will bow in there on Friday
Two bright spots off Broadway con
tinue to be the Sutton, where a third
week of "Kon-Tiki" is adding up to a
gross of $14,000 and the Trans Lux
52nd St., where "Teresa" in a third
week is expected to draw $11,500.
Both figures represent exceptional

the

final

business.

The town's two reserved seat policy
film houses, the Bijou and the Golden,
"Tales of
are doing good business.
Hoffman" at the former is still at capacity in a third week, with another
"Cyrano de Ber$15,500 gross due.
gerac" in its third week at the Golden
following a moveover, expects a sub
stantial $7,500 take.
The currently longest run on Broadway is still "Born Yesterday" at the
Victoria.
mated for

A
its

wonderful $20,000
18th week.

is

esti-

See $55,000 for 'Dividend'
Chicago, April
in

the

of Spanish Boot, orders

town

Loop

23.

—The best

thing

this

weekend

was

"Father's Little Dividend" and a stage
show at the Chicago. The duo should
hit a good $55,000 for the first week.
The show preceding "Dividend"
was Josephine Baker in person and
"Lullaby of Broadway" on the screen.
The combination took in $135,000,
$65,000 the first week and $70,000 the
second. This is the first time a second
week outgrossed the first at the Chi-

cago since "Going

My

Way."

New Releasing Unit
(Continued from page 1)

,T

,,

significant

Bingo Ban

(Breakston-McGotvan Prod.—RKO Pictures)
manner,
anti-Communist espionage drama done in the cops-and-robbers
entirely
filmed
was
production
McGowan
this George Breakston-Dorrell
Japanese military authoriin Japan with the approval of the various U. S. and
exception
The main stream of the dialogue is in English, but with the
ties.
two incidental playeis
of stars Florence Marly and Robert Payton and one or
Dorrell and Stuart McGowan collaborated
the cast is made up of Japanese.
Breakston was the author ot
in preparing the screenplay and in directing.
producer
the original story, and C. Ray Stahl served as associate
of the story
unfolding
the
in
finesse
dramatic
and
There is little subtlety
underground cell
about the efforts of a U. S. Intelligence officer in smashing an
war. However, to make
of Communists in Tokyo in these days of the Korean
glimpses into the
compelling
some
provided
up for such deficiencies there are
lands a
workaday world of modern Tokyo, and the on-the-spot photography
proceedings.
the
flavor
to
distinct documentary
Peyton, the Intelligence officer, hires a mysterious lady, Miss Marly, as his
former Jap
secretary when he arrives in Tokyo. Together they learn that a
the Red
suicide pilot, the son of a well-to-do industrialist is a key figure in
and his
A number of chases and a tragic ending for the Japanese boy
cell.
Communist
of
the
capture
Jap
and
exposure
up
to
add
ultimately
sweetheart

AN
•

.....
in showing

This picture should fare well at theatres which specialize
film.

action

For May release.
Charles L. Franke

time, 84 minutes. General audience classification.

Gun Play
(RKO

Bingo,

Moreover,

long

major

a

threat to the box-office here, particularly in the neighborhoods, is likely to
be banned, as it has been in some
other Ohio situations. In addition, the
novelty of television appears to be
wearing off, resulting in the former
stay-at-homes now seeking their en-

tertainment in the theatre.

Smith Winds

leaders.

com-

as applyingto

modities for civilian use, which it is
reasoned will lessen installment and
credit buying, and, with the employment index at a high level, the resultant money in hand could well be diverted to the box-office.

"Tokyo File 212"

Running

reasons are assigned for
exhibitor thinking,
which are the presgovernment regula-

change in
prominent among
ent and potential
tions and controls
this

Mandel Herbstman

Up

(Continued from page 1)
Charlotte;

Tom

Mark

Sheridan,

Young, Memphis

New

Briant,

Orleans,

;

Dallas;

William A.
and Marion

Osborne, Oklahoma City.
Smith will be in New Orleans on
Wednesday, where he will present the
Smith plaque to the exchange for winning the branch managers' testimonial
last -year, as well as the Spyros P.
Skouras award for 1950. Smith is due
back in the home office next Monday.

New

Screen Faces

(Continued from page 1)
said, "exhibitors have
emphasizing the need of new
Paramount
faces on their screens.
recognizes this need and the constructive request on the part of theatreAs we discover young people
men.
who have similar potentialities the
membership of the 'Golden Circle' will
be enlarged, and as members become

Frank Freeman
been

box-office

possibilities

they

will

be

graduated to stardom."

Pictures)

HOLT, aided
TIM
brings badmen
to

Freeman will fly to New York on
Richard Martin, once again Wednesday to attend the company's
"Gun Play." The two men, employes of national sales meeting. Norman Sie-

by his cowpoke buddy
justice

in

rancher Joan Dixon, rally to the assistance of Harper Carter when his
father (Robert Bice) is hanged on charges of robbing the town banker.
Convinced that Bice was an honest man, Holt and his partner dig for the

gel,

studio advertising-publicity direc-

East tomorrow.
Paramount's Adolph Zukor was
present at the dinner in honor of the
facts.
Zukor is
Their efforts at first are frustrated at every turn by the banker, Mauntz "Golden Circle" group.
the
was
developed
Hugo
having
they
discover
when
with
finally
off
credited
pay
henchmen,
but
Hugo, and his
once Bice's partner in a silver mine and had swindled him out of a tortune. "star" system on which motion picHolt and Martin are jailed after their incriminating discovery. However, tures were built.
Carter engineers their escape in time to rescue Miss Dixon and capture
Hugo in a mighty tame climax, with the villain in tow after a single right
Easter
to the jaw. Miss Dixon adopts- Carter who acquires the fortune bilked from
Albany, N. Y., April 23. Comerhis father.
Western fans are likely to find "Gun Play" a disappointment, mild in its ford Theatres in Pennsylvania will
1," an Easter show
action and routine in its story. There is, however, a sufficient exchange of show "Hill No.
under the sponsornationally
televised
Lesley
produced
Schlom
and
Herman
lift.
occasional
it
an
give
to
bullets
Rosary Crusade,
Family
the
ship
of
Selander, directed from a screenplay by Ed Earl Repp.
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, with another film to be chosen, in twohour package, Father Peyton said here
tor, will fly

To Show

not

Film

—

set.

today.

aim of UGC to release here
through Souvaine "the cream of European films." He said there was in
France now a large-scale effort to find
themes of international appeal so that
native product would have greater

Souvaine is currently forming a releasing network through personal reputation in key cities, Taylor declared.
Pictures it already has for release are
"Days of Our Years," "La Maternelle," "Rendezvous in July," "Diary
Country Priest," "Three Teleof

earnings abroad.

grams."

the

u
McNally

McNally

bills

Monte Cristo" at the Mayfair and
"Lucky Nick Cain" at the Globe.
Both houses report the first week

ful five

.

frontier

Unresponsive to vocal persuasion, McNally
sees evidence that the Apaches are
immediately he turns
about to go on a rampage against the white men and
lightly until an arrowtaken
are
words
His
townsfolk.
the
warn
back to
Rivalry between Parker
riddled stage coach comes along to vindicate him.
to show up the
and McNally over Miss Gray continues fitfully. In order
him and bring
with
out
go
men
to
band
of
a
persuades
mayor McNally
warfare between
back desperately-needed water. This venture results in full
and the men safely back
the Indians and the white men. With McNally
take refuge m a brick
townspeople
The
in town again, the real battle begins.
long braves
church building, which is attacked intermittent. All night
attacks. As
suicide
church
in
the
of
windows
throw themselves through the
diminishes, hmally,
the battle rages the number of remaining white men
doors. When all looks lost, the
at morning, the Indians burn down the church
saved
sound of approaching U. S. soldiers is heard and the day is
for Mcromantically
paved
is
way
the
death
heroic
dies
a
Since Parker
directed,
Fregonese
Hugh
and
produced
Nally and Miss Gray. Val Lewton
from a screenplay bv David Chandler.
release.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. For June

about $30,000 for a second week.
Other openers are "The Sword of

will bring in
figure.

of Indians

to leave after he shoots a man.
is ousted forcibly. In his travels

and stage policy

$40,000

FORMAT

Gray and Willard Parker.
Parker, as mayor of the

show houses report only fair business
A good showing is
for the week.
being made by "Only the Valiant" at
the Strand where a second week's
gross

—

Cincinnati, April 23. Although,
with isolated exceptions, grosses for

Universal-International)

THE

_

film

In Cincinnati Area

Apache Drums
(

initial period.

Broadway's

Bright Spots Break

Reviews

N.Y. Grosses

pected for the

7
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A

Mrs. Ida Weill
Funeral services will be held this
morning at the Campbell Funeral
Home here for Mrs. Ida Weill,

mother

of Jules B. Weill, president of

Masterpiece Productions. Mrs. Weill
died in New York on Saturday.

Stanley Ridges, Actor
Westbrook, Conn., April 23.
Stanley Charles Ridges, 59, stage,
screen and television actor, died yesThe
terday at his summer home.
widow,

Mrs.

Dorothea

Crawford

Ridges, and a daughter survive.

r

"...DEFINITELY

DANNY

Ki
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MPAA

Asks Red Probers to
Quiz Hedda Hopper

Corsi Details New
Job Insurance Law

in the state's

Under the

ban and Katz, Great States, Warner
Theatres, Warners,
Theatres,
RKO, Columbia, Paramount, Universal and United Artists. The Monroe, owned by James Jovan, claims
from
it was denied of first run product
Dec. 1, 1947 to July 1, 1949.

RKO

Hear Raibourn
Paramount

Pictures vice-president and executive in
charge of the company's television afwill address the New York
fairs,

Paul

Raibourn,

many workers.
changes many employers

pay a lower tax to support the
system, and some eventually may pay
it

was

said.

After Dec. 31, 1951, workers

a $300,000

anti-trust suit on behalf of the Monroe Theatre in the Loop against Bala-

for.

will

no tax,
Chicago, April 23.—Attorney Sey-

to

unemployment insurance

system. Scheduled to take effect in
stages from June 4 through Jan. 1,
1952, the changes will boost benefit

Theatre Files
$300,000 Trust Suit

Board

Edward

an explanation of major
changes made by the 1951 Legislature

Loop

filed

State Industrial ComCorsi made public

New York
missioner
yesterday

payment

mour Simon today

new claims will receive
much as two-thirds of
compared

wages, as
the present system.

filing

benefits of as
their weekly

to one-half

under

The top payment
workers after Dec. 31, 1951, will
be boosted from $26 to $30 per week.

to

The arbitrary 1.7 per cent minimum
tax rate will be eliminated after 1951,
Corsi explained, adding that employers
with the most stable employment records eventually may pay no tax at all.

NJ

Allied

Meet Today

Film Board of Trade on May 9, it
announced here yesterday by
Louis Nizer, counsel for the Film
Board. Raibourn will speak on television and the motion picture indus-

Discussions centering around plans
for the annual convention next fall of
National Allied top the agenda of the
membership meeting which Allied of
Jersey will hold here today, Wilbur Snaper, president of the latter
organization, reported yesterday. The
Jersey unit will be host to the

try.

delegates

was

Seminar

Lauds House Probe

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Washington, April 23.—Rep.
Kearney, (R., N. Y.) a member of the House Committee
on Un-American Activities,
said he would ask the Committee to subpoena Hedda
Hopper, Hollywood columnist,
to enlarge on charges made
in her radio broadcast last
night that the Committee's
current hearings are a "whitewashing" affair.

New

New

to

the

national

convention

mittee

Chairman John

S.

Wood

(D.,

Ga.) at the opening of today's hearing.
At this session, John Garfield, the only
witness, stated flatly that he had never
been a member of the Communist
Party and that he had never to his
knowledge joined or supported any
Communist front organization.
At tomorrow's session.- the Commitscheduled to hear Hollywood
is
agent George Willner, screen writer
Abe Polonsky, Lionel Stander, Morris
tee

Carnovsky and Marc Lawrence.

At the close of today's session Committee Counsel Frank Tavenner told
reporters that the Committee had
voted unanimously this morning to ask
the House for arrest warrants for
nine subpoenaed witnesses who are
Director Jack
still missing. They are
Berry, actress Karen Morley, writers
Michael Uris, Fred Rinaldo, Hugo
Butler, Lew Solomon, Leonardo Bercovici, Edward Huebsch and radio
writer Georgia Bakus Alexander.
:

(Continued from page 1)
list

of al-

participations in organizations
which are now on the committee's
guide to subversive organizations, in
most instances he either flatly denied
such participation or said he didn't recall supporting any of the groups.
Running all through Garfield's three
hours of testimony was not only_ a
persistent denial of his own association with any Communist front groups
but just as persistent a denial of his

leged

_

of any Communists or any
activity in Hollywood. At
one point he indicated that he thought
the Hollywood jurisdictional strike
was Communist-inspired but later
proceeded to hedge this point.

knowledge

Communist

In

the tradition

members, who called the actor
"naive" and said he had "an unintelIn
ligent approach to the problem."

tee

great exploitation

spite of the fact that Garfield denied
time after time that he had been affili-

pictures...

ated with any of the Communist front
organizations named by Tavenner,
Rep. Potter (R., Mich.) asked him,
"How can you have been affiliated
with so many organizations that were
used, by the Party and have so little
knowledge of them and how they

worked?"
"I

FIGHTING

COAST GUARD

ture Industry Council in Hollywood
as to those attending the conference
from production.
The place for the Coast discussion
has not yet been selected, Mayer said.
There is a possibility the sessions may
extend beyond the two days now designated for the meeting, he added.
executive added that
The
the agenda for the conference is now
being worked out from suggestions
made by exhibitor organization heads.

COMPO

These suggestions, he said, cover all
phases of exhibitor-producer relations

opens.

"This meeting," Mayer said,
"should mark a historic milestone in the industry's progress,
for it will be the first time the
three major branches of the
business have sat down around
a table to discuss their mutual
This exchange of
problems.
ideas should be of inestimable
our business and
value to
should bring about a better understanding between those who
produce our pictures and those
who market them."

Mayer explained

representa-

that

tion of the five exhibitor groups had
to be limited to two delegates from

because

a

attendance

bigger

would make the meeting unwieldy.

stubborn insistence that
he had never known a single Communist provoked long and intensive
questioning from Republican commit-

any

announce the names of the exhibiand distribution representatives in
a few days. He also said he expected
word shortly from the Motion Pic-

to;

tor

each

Provokes Questioning
Garfield's

of Republic's

of Motion Picture Exhibitors, Independent Theatre Owners Association,
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association, Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Ownand the Theatre Owners of
ers
America.
Mayer said he expected to be able

and embrace so many subjects that
the final program may be left for the
decision of an exhib^or caucus in
Hollywood before the conference

Garfield
by Tavenner with a lengthy

24, 1951

have never been affiliated with
group except the Democratic

Party," Garfield said vehemently.
Ren. Jackson (R., Cal.) declared
that he was "certaintly not satisfied"
with Garfield's testimony, but Rep.
Moulder (D., Mo.) lauded Garfield
and said he was "clearly a loyal

"Everybody," he said, "wants a free
and open discussion, and it was feared
that to have a bigger attendance would
prevent this."

Further
are being
office

in

Picture

details

of

the

conference

worked out between Mayer's
New York and the Motion

Industry

Council

in

Holly-

wood.
sole object

was

to offer

documentary

evidence in support of Garfield's testimony and at no time would he make
any objection to any question asked.
In an attempt to document his longtime anti-Communist position, Garfield
turned over to the committee minutes
of the meetings of the Screen Actors
Guild board of directors, of which he
The
was a member for six years.
minutes were for meetings from 1945
until 1947 and covered what he called
"the most important decision made at

that time"
lines.

He

— to

go through the picket
concurred in this decision,

he said.
American citizen."
Under questioning by committee
Chairman Wood also praised Garfield for his cooperation and appear- members Garfield said that although
the minutes didn't show that the strike
ance before the committee.
Communist-inspired, the SAG
the was
appreciate
"I
said
Garfield
chance to avow my loyalty to the "had it in mind" and so did he. Under
United States publicly and proudly. I continued questioning, however, he rewill answer all questions put to me fused to call Communists the small
and I will not claim any Constitutional group in the SAG who had voted
immunity. I am not and never have against sroing through the picket lines,
been a member of the Communist but said, "The best I can say is that
Party, nor do I believe in any of its they were against the majority opintheories.
I
detest Communism and ion and in favor of the Conference
of Studio Unions' position which we
all it stands for."

—

Njzer told the committee that

his

weren't."

Tuesday, April

AFM
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New Holiday

Sets

Theatre Opens Wilson

Tonight; 'Five Leads Off

(Continued from page 1)

'

(Continued fro m page 1)
but Lippert said he has no present intention of entering that field.
contract
The terms of the
require that the same number of musicians employed for the original scoring
of each picture be employed, for the
same number of hours, for re-scoring
the same for television, and that the

sion,

AFM

new sound-track actually be affixed to
the print, although the original music
need not necessarily be used. The recording fund, into which the five per
obtained from television
sales must be paid, is a financial rederives monies
serve from which
used for charity and relief purposes.
Lippert's present plans call for selling to television only such pictures as
cent

sum

Israel Zatkin

was

the portrait of a

man doing many things simultaneously
Zatkin, president of the
yesterday.
recently-formed Eye-Zee Amusement
Corp., was busily supervising the renovation of the Holiday Theatre (formerly the Gotham ) for the opening
here tonight of Columbia's "Five."
Crews worked all through the night
and will work all day today so that
the house will be ready for tonight's

Zatkin acquired a long term lease
on the house from the Shubert interAlthough he has operated many
ests.
theatres, the acquisition marks his
entry into the

first

Broadway

first-run

_

Notables to Attend Premiere
Of 'Five' at Holiday Tonight

A

full scale kleig-light

held at

the Holiday
for
tonight

premiere will
Theatre on
Columbia's

premiere. The cost of the remodelling
Broadway
was estimated by Zatkin at $100,000. "Five."
Lane
the
Zatkin, who officially leaves
More than 400 seats have been reTheatre Circuit, where he was^ genfor invited notables to see the
served
eral manager, on April 30, will be
written-produced-directOboler
Arch
Holiday.
have not recouped their original cost managing director of the
only five people who
the
about
film
ed
The terms He praised the cooperation he re- live through a world catastrophe.
in theatrical exhibition.
OperaPicture
for
are such, however, that he could sell ceived from Motion
IATSE's Oboler came in from California
any picture to television at any time tors Locol 306 as well as
the event.
he believed circumstances warranted. Stagehands Union.
Among those expected to be present
The theatre will run "first-run
vice-president Phil Fischer,
Mrs. Wendell Wilkie, Morris
are
Zattype,"
high-quality
president
James
a
product of
who represented
Ernst,
Carl Van Vechten, Hugh Bailnegotiations
He said that
C. Petrillo in the contract negotia- kin said.
Walter Davenport, Otto J. Tolie,
major
with
underway
is
proposition
currently
same
were
tions, said the
Walter Kaempffert, Leonard
companies for pictures. Zatkin antici- lischus,
open to any other producer.
Perry and Radie
Lawrence
Lyons,
good
pated no difficulties in getting
Baruch, Bea Wayne,
Andre
Harris,
Holiday
the
declared
He
product.
Michael Abbott, Alwas going to be "the kind of house Deems Taylor,
de Leagre, Jr., Dave Kapp and
the companies will be proud to come fred
(Continued from page 1)

AFM

AFM

AFM

Jack Warner Here
ner

of

officials

would confer on

details

Sherman

to."

American industry. He had been
expected to play a key part in the
negotiations next summer of a new
agreement with
sterling conversion
American film industry representatives.
Wilson also has been closely identified with such projects as Britain's
National Film Finance Corp., founded
to rescue British film production with
Treasury funds but now in need of
new financing itself; with the Eady
plan for funneling a share of ticket
with the reprices to production
cently announced plan to set up three
classes of production to be financed
with public funds and with the increased entertainment tax proposed in
the new budget. Only last week, Wilson said he was prepared to go to
Washington in an effort to get increased allocations of American sulphur for Britain, a shortage of which
is seriously impairing industry here.

Billingsley.

;

Pioneers to Meet
of the Motion
scheduled for last
week, was postponed until Thursday
because of the MacArthur Day celeIt will be held at the
bration here.
office of Jack Cohn, Columbia execu-

The board meeting

Picture

effecting divorcement of the com-

pany's exhibition operations from pro
duction-distribution under the terms
of its consent decree with the government, although the company has more
than two years remaining in which to
It was be
complete the separation.

activities affecting the British film industry and its relations with

ernment
the

field.

be

budget which gives priority to rearmament over social services.
There was no immediate indication
of a successor to Wilson, who has
been prominent in recent years in gov-

lieved

likely

that

the

conferences

might include discussion of proposals'
for the transfer of ownership of War-

ment operations.

A

published report intimating pos-

sibility of a sale of unspecificed

War-

The company over a ner property to television interests
ner Theatres.
yesterday was described by a company
period of time has effected a number
of economies looking to post-divorce-

spokesman as "without foundation."

The Talk

Pioneers,

vice-president
the Pioneers.
tive

and president

Trade

of the

are
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Talent Guilds Launch New NPA Sets Up
Exhibitors to Drive for TV Film Revenue Appeal Board
—
For Exhibitors
Coast Seminar Shawcross Is Named

More

Invite

Hollywood,

President of

Expand

TO A

Allied,
With
ber

of

List to Include

all

Regionals

limitations on the

delegates

num-

removed and an

patterned
expanded
after the enlarged Council of Motion Picture Organizations executive
invitational

list

attendance at the forthcoming Hollywood exhibitor-producer
seminar is expected to exceed by far
the original estimate of 30 persons.

committee,

Arthur

L.

Mayer,

COMPO

EOT

London, April 24.—Sir Hartley Shawcross today was appointed president of
ish Board of Trade,
ing Harold Wilson,
He will be one of

COMPO

_

AFM

The Screen Writers

dustry.

New Phase of Para.
Merchandising
Plan Is Now Ready

Guild,

about to put into

ef-

which

has been negotiating with independent motion picture producers for a
renewal of its contract which expires
Sunday, today prepared to demand 15
per cent of producer returns from
television sales.
Federal conciliator will sit in on
meeting with the Independthe

A

SWG

ent Motion Picture Producers Association tomorrow night, when this and
other points are discussed. Lippert is
rePA. The
a member of
cently closed contracts with the As-

IMP

is

SWG

one of the key points of the long- sociation of Motion Picture Producers
range merchandising program recently and the Society of Independent Moformulated by Jerry Pickman, national
(Continned on page 6)
ad-publicity head. Pickman announced
yesterday that the machinery has been
worked out for tightening the promotional gap between the completion of
a new film and its release some months
later. He said this overdue reform
will carry out an intensive eight-week
pre-release field press campaign to be
Dave Friedman, office manager for
cities by Rufus the
Paramount Charlotte exchange,
Chicago, April 24. Attorney Sey- conducted in 30 key
the past has been promoted as assistant to
mour Simon today filed a $1,032,000 Blair, a studio publicist for
years.
Hugh Owen, Eastern and Southern
anti-trust suit in Federal Court here 16
Blair will make a heavy promotion division manager, according to A. W.
on behalf of the Theatre Operating
Company owned by Van Nomikos, pitch in these cities on behalf of five Schwalberg, president of Paramount
forthcoming productions, which have Film Distributing Corp. He replaces
Balaban and Katz,
against
just been finished. He will proceed by Phil Isaacs, who has been named
Theatres and eight distributors.
newspaper branch manager of the company's exParamount's
sharpening
1892
in
complaint,
to
the
According
change in Washington.
{Continued on page 3)
the Theatre Operating Co., then owned by John A. Hamlin, rented the
Grand Theatre in the Loop and operated it as a legitimate theatre. In 1942
Hamlin's estate decided to convert the
Grand into a motion picture theatre
Griffith
{Continued on page 6)

fect

Got Product for

—

Washington,
theatre

April

24.

— Any

owner whose application

for

permission to build or remodel a
theatre has been turned down by
National Production Authority's
construction control branch can now
appeals
appeal to the new
board, the agency said today in officially announcing creation of the apthe

NPA

peals set-up in

NPA

Regulation No.

5.

The three-man appeals board
is

designed

to

appeals

hear

from any decision

of

an

NPA

operating branch. This might
be on a construction issue or
might be on the ground of in-

adequate allocation of some material or any other ruling.
NPA officials said they were not
{Continued on page 3)

Equipment Prices
Will Need Revision

Dave Friedman to
Assist Hugh Owen
Under New Order

Chicago Theatre
Sued for Million
—

RKO

COMPO

{Continued on page 6)

To Hear Appeals from
NPA Branch Decisions

head

ish government officials who
will participate in the renegotiation next summer of the
sterling conversion agreement
with the American film in-

Paramount

Talent

24.

Lippert Productions, had
of
signed a contract with the American
Federation of Musicians.
The pact enables him to dispose of
pictures to television regardless of
age or release date, after rescoring
and paying five per cent of his gross
recording fund.
into the

the Britsucceedresigned.
the Brit-

ex-

ecutive vice-president, revealed
yesterday that invitations to
participate in the conference
are going forward not only to
members of the present
all
executive board but
also to the state regional organizations of Allied States and
to the 10 Theatres Owners of

April

guilds today began applying pressure
for participation in gross revenues to
producers from the sale of films to
television, following yesterday's announcement that Robert L. Lippert,

Hits Philco for Attacking
Telecast Show
Industry on

sharp protest was sent yesterday by Arthur L. Mayer, executive vice-president of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations,
to Philco Corp. against its television program of last Sunday night
which attacked the motion picture business for its treatment of
the late D. W. Griffith.
In a letter to James Carmine, president of Philco, Mayer called

Washington,

April 24.

— Ceiling

most types of film equipment will have to be refigured effective May 28 under a new manufacturers price order issued today by the
prices for

Office of Price Stabilization.
Up to now most manufacturers have
been under the general price freeze
order issued on Jan. 26, fixing ceiling-

prices at the highest levels prevailing
between Dec. 19 and Jan. 25. The
is a highly
complicated one under which each
firm will take the prices in the best

new manufacturing order

{Continued on page 3)

A

U. A. to Blueprint

New

Sales

Methods

United Artists' first national sales
meet in five years has been named

UA

"Blueprint for Tomorrow"
convention, it was announced
here yesterday by William J. Heinethe

sales

man, distribution vice-president, who
will serve as chairman at the sessions.
Heineman, in making known the
keynote slogan of the sales meetings,
which will take place at the Black{Continued on page 6)

the program "a violation of that cardinal principle of advertising
ethics which forbids any attack on another business." He said the
offense was aggravated "by the fact that in this instance you were
attacking an industry that competes with your own."
Mayer sent copies of his letter to Joseph H. McConnell, president of NBC, and to Sylvester L. Weaver, Jr., executive vice president of NBC in charge of television.
The Sunday night telecast was titled "'The Birth of the Movies"
and starred Lillian Gish. It has been widely advertised as television's tribute to the late pioneer Griffith.

Print Shortage Is
Scored by Snaper
Adding his voice to recent exhibitor
complaints against print shortages,
Wilbur Snaper, president of New Jersey Allied, yesterday described any
reduction in the number of prints as
"foolish economy." Fewer prints and
the distribution of worn prints, Snaper
said, result in losses in availabilities.
The subject, he reported, will be
Jersey Allied, at
broached by

New

{Continued on page 3)

Wednesday, April

Motion Picture Daily

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, presLoew's, and Joseph
ident of
Martin Quigley,
Vogel, vice-president, have returned
Motion Picture Daily
Received Copy Of Your Editorial here from Florida vacations.
•
On Our "I Was A Communist For
RKO Pictures
Bamberger,
Leon
Stated
We
You
In
It
J.
FBI."
The
Have Done An Important Service sales promotion manager, will leave
For Our Country In The Produc- here today for Milwaukee where he
of
ing Of This Picture. I Want To will address the annual meeting
Thank You For Doing An Excel- the Delft Theatre Circuit managers
lent Service Not Only For Our and executives tomorrow.
•
Country But For The Motion PicLoren L. Ryder, past president of
ture Industry At Large. Your EdiAnd Well
Written And I Hope That Many
People Will Read It. Thanks

torial

Was

Intelligent

Sincerely

Again.

Jack Warner

One Probe Witness
Talks, Two Others
Won't 'Cooperate'
—

The
Washington, April 24.
House Committee on Un-American
Activities today heard a "cooperative"
witness name some half-dozen film
workers whom he had known as Communists, while the two other witnesses
stood on their rights under the Fifth
Amendment and refused to answer
numerous questions.
One "uncooperative" witness, George
Willner was questioned at length on

the

sale

of

the

Many Years"
March,

1948.

to

Newsreel
Parade

Personal Mention

Telegram From
Jack Warner

screenplay

"These

Warner Brothers
Committee

in

counsel

Frank Tavenner attempted to prove
that although the sale was made
through the Nat C. Goldstone agency
for an author named J. Redmond
Pryor, Pryor was actually Lester
Cole, one of the "Hollywood 10."
Cole was named as a Communist by
Richard Collins, a former witness before the Committee, and again today
by "cooperative" witness Marc Lawrence.
In addition, Lawrence, who said he
entered the party because he was "a
curious kind of 'schmo' interested in
trying to find out," named as members of the party cell to which he
had belonged in 1944. J. Edward

Communists.

Renewal of the 13-week televisionand-radio package deal between RKO
and
Theatres and stations
here has been announced by
Harry Mandel, national director of
advertising and publicity for RKO
Theatres, and Ted Cott, general manager of the stations, effective Monday.
The contract, which was the first
of its kind entered into by a major

WNBC

Republic Premiere in
Washington Tonight

—

_

Expect Director Dmytryk to
A Surprise Witness Today

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian sales manager,
is in Boston from New York and is
due to return here at the end of the
week.

contents follow

•

aces rule waves.

Max Herschmann,

—

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

NEWS OF THE
Ridgway takes
Prisoners

Raines will join civic officials and ofof the Coast Guard and other
services at the world premiere of Republic's "Fighting Coast Guard" at the
Warner Theatre here tomorrow night.
Secretary of the Treasury John W.
Snyder, Secretary of the Navy Franficers

cis

fight

MacArthur

over.
fire

DAY,

No. 268-Gen.
Reds mass in Korea.
in San Qnentin. Gen.

New

York. Sport flashes:
Hiroshima survivor wins U. S. marathon.
Derby preview test.
in

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
MacArthur

in

New

No.

York:

71

The

— Gen.
camera

record of the homecoming reception to the
General and family and the 37-mile parade
through the city. Thanks expressed by the
General for the reception.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 17— Last rites
Vandenberg. Tokyo: new Far East
commanders take over. England: search
England:
for the Affray, lost submarine.
debate over mystery of the Stone of Scone.
for Sen.

UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 450^Ridgway
becomes UN commander as Reds open new
drive. Canadians sail for Korea. Caterpillar
plane tested. Cow "quads" take a bow.
Shorter hair-dos. Sports: Woods Memorial
race. Hockey.

WARNER BROTHERS,

No.

73_New

hails MacArthur. Six nations conferon coal-iron pool. "I Was a Communist for
the FBI" opens in Pittsburgh. Jets keep

York

Wood

over Alaskan ramparts. Sports:
Memorial. Derby warmup.
vigil

To

Dedicate Barron

Washington, April
the

Carter

24.

—Dedication

Barron Amphitheatre

Frank Farley, managing director of in Rock Creek Park will take place
Paramount British Productions, Ltd., Memorial Day with President Truman
as honorary national chairman of the
and general representative of the
Paramount domestic production de- dedicating committee, it was anpartment and Hollywood studio in nounced here today.
The amphitheatre is being named
Great Britain and Continental Europe,
after the late Loew's Eastern district
ill
has resigned his positions due to
manager, who was executive vicehealth.
chairman of the National Capital
Richard Mealand, who in 1946 reParamount studio story edi- Sesquicentennial Commission and the
signed
as
to enter the free-lance
field, will rejoin the company

tor

writing

spark plug behind the building of the

and suc- amphitheatre. It will be used this
summer, as it was last, for a showing
ceed Farley.
Paul Green's "Faith of Our FathOriginally assigned in 1929 from the of
ers." Loew's officials pointed out that
New York office to a production post
the amphitheatre is on Federal land
in Paris, Farley has since 1940 been
"it is believed this will be
making his headquarters in London. and that
the first time a Federal memorial has
Mealand, accompanied by Russell
Holman, Eastern production manager, been dedicated to a showman."
Co-chairmen of the active dedicawill leave for London by air on May 1
tion committee will be Secretary of
to take over his new duties.
Interior
Oscar Chapman and
the
Loew's president Nicholas Schenck.
them will be Orville Crouch,
to
Prizes Aiding
Barron's successor as Loew's Eastern
division manager. Many top-ranking
for
government and industry officials are
Winners of the cash prizes in Eagle expected to attend the ceremonies.
Lion Classics' final sales drive will re
ceive their checks by mail next week,
90 Minutes
it
was indicated here yesterday by 'Cargo'
Milton E. Cohen, general sales manaA type line indicating a runningger, who at the end of this month time of 90 minutes and May release
will become United Artists' Southern
for RKO Pictures' "Sealed Cargo"
Western district manager. ELC has was dropped from the review of that

ELC

Award
Next Week
Drive

P. Matthews, and Vice Admiral
Merlin O'Neill, Commandant of the
Washington, April 24.
Edward U. S. Coast Guard, will attend.
Dmytryk, one of the "Hollywood
Herbert J. Yates, Republic presiTen," may be a surprise witness in dent, is here from the Coast for the
tomorrow's session of the House Com- event.
Other Republic executives been sold to UA.
mittee on Un-American Activities. It attending are James R. Grainger and
Cohen said he expects to complete
is believed he will be "co-operative."
Walter L. Titus, Jr.
the computations by Friday.

Be

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 34—Gen. MacArthur acclaimed in New York. Fighting in
Korea. Gen. Eisenhower in Germany. Mrs.
MacArthur and son see New York. Euro'peans pool coal and iron. Sports: water ski

of

WNTB

RTH

GEN.

For Air Promotions Farley at Paramount

24.
Washington,
Brian
April
The second "uncooperative" witness
Ella
Forrest
Tucker
Donlevy,
and
today was Morris Carnovsky, who re-

fused to answer questions concerning
alleged party membership and association with suspect groups, saying
that his answers might tend to incriminate him.

ZUKOR, chairman of the
Mac A
UR's reception
board of Paramount Pictures, is
in Neiv York and the fighting
Hollyfrom
York
today
in
New
due
in Korea are current newsreel highwood. Also arriving is Norman Sielights. Other items include rites for
gel, director of studio publicity.
Sen. V andenberg and sports. Complete
•

Renews Deal Mealand Succeeds Memorial May 30

York
Bromberg, Karen Morley, Morris theatre circuit in the New
area, provides for the
Metropolitan
Carnovsky and Jeff Corey. Fellow
members of a cell to which he had advertising and publicizing of RKO
belonged in 1938, he said, were Cole, Theatres attractions through the combined mediums of TV and radio.
Bromberg and Gordon Kahn.
He said he had attended various
discussion groups in 1938 with Lionel
Stander, Robert Rossen and Collins,
although he did not name them as

ADOLPH

Eastern sales
the Society of Motion Picture and representative of Filmack Trailer, has
Television Engineers, left the Coast become a grandfather with the birth
yesterday for New York to attend of a girl to Mrs. Ben Kerner, his
the forthcoming SMPTE convention daughter.
•
here.
•
Seymour Krim, Paramount pubGael Sullivan, executive director licist for the past two years, has reof the Theatre Owners of America, signed, effective Friday, to do freewill receive an honorary degree from lance writing.
«
Loyola University at commencement
Sam Galanty, Columbia Mideast
exercises in Baltimore on June 17.
•
manager, left Washington
division
Peter Mole, president of the Soci- yesterday for Cleveland and is due
ety of Motion Picture and Television back there Monday.
•
Engineers, is due to fly from HollyPhil Williams, March of Time
wood to New York today for the
theatrical sales manager, has returned
SMPTE convention.
•
here from an extensive tour of the
Herman M. Levy, Theatre Owners South and Southwest.
•
of America's general counsel, was in
R. Wallace Feignoux, Walt DisNew York yesterday from New
ney representative for France and the
Haven.
•
Continent, is in Hollywood after a
Louis B. Mayer is vacationing in stop-over in New York.
•
Florida from Hollywood.
•
Harry M. Popkin, independent
David Loew is here from Holly- producer, is here from Hollywood "to
see a few ball games."
wood.

RKO

25, 1951

Runs

production in yesterday's

ture Daily.

The

Motiow Pic-

picture has a gen-

eral audience classification.
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•

•

•

Drops 35mm. Equipment
From NPA Unit's Agenda

—

Cincinnati, April 24. 20th Century-Fox is selling first-run product
away from the Capitol and Keith's at
Hamilton, units of Midstates Theatres,
operated by Maurice White and R. J.
Initial
booking is
(Bud) Libson.
"Follow the Sun," opening day-anddate this week at the Cox, downtown
recently
which
house,
legitimate
closed its season, and to the suburban
Valley, Clovedale and Twin Drive-in,
and the Madison, at nearby Covington,
Ky.

Ross to Handle Film
Planning for NPA
—

Washington, April 24. Clifford
Ross, a long-time research expert in
the motion picture industry and in
other fields, has been named to carry
out planning and statistical work in
the National Production Authority's

—

O'Conor

(D.,

April 24. Senator
Md.) today told the

Senate that Maryland theatre owners
felt that they would be seriously injured by the recent Federal Communications Commission report on licensing policy.
•

Key

city theatres of three circuits
will be tied in for area-wide openings
of United Artists' "Fabiola," following the film's bow at the Joy Thea-

New Orleans, on May 9, it
announced here yesterday by
William J. Heineman, distribution

tre,

in

was

vice-president.

The circuits are the Delta Circuit
of Louisiana, North Coast Theatres
of the Pacific Coast area and B. and
England.
Q. Enterprises of

New

film

branch,

film

Washington,

Nathan

chief

D.

Golden announced here today.
He said one of Ross' main
_

jobs
would be to gather statistics from the
film industry in connection with needs
under the new controlled materials
plan.

Discuss
NPA Film Problems
—Nathan D.
Hollywood, April

Golden

to

24.

Golden, director of the motion picturephotographic products division of the
National Production Authority, will
be the speaker at the luncheon opening the 69th semi-annual convention
of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers at the Hotel
Statler in New York on Monday, it
was announced here by Peter Mole,

head of Mole-Richardson and president of the

Rites for Bykowski
Buffalo, April
kowski, 48,
Artists

office

SMPTE.

—

24.
John A. By- NPA Order Forces
manager at United Week's RCA Shutdown

here, died following a brief
Services will be held tomorrow

—

Camden, N.

ing

its

initial

cal materials,

Services for J. Frankel

RCA

day disclosed that a

Victor division tototal of 5,837

em-

ployees in all six of the company's
Funeral services will be held today home instrument plants are affected.
for Joseph Frankel, 53, brother of
Production of television receivers,
Shirley Frankel, secretary to Samuel radio-phonographs, and record changSchneider, Warner vice-president, at ers is completely shut down until
Parlors in May 1, when it is planned to resume
the Boulevard Funeral
Brooklyn.
operations in these fields, Walter A.
Buck, vice president and general manager of the RCA Victor division, announced. None of the company's other
{Continued from page 1)
production activities is curtailed, he

Para. Merchandising

and exhibitor contacts in the 30 cities
and will work with company field representatives in arranging screenings,
setting up press conferences, and mapping local publicity, advertising and

said.

exploitation campaigns.
The overall objective of the cam
paign will be to create, build and
maintain a steady flow of picture pro-

Allied board meeting
the
national
which will be held May 14-15 in Kan-

which should reach

(Continued from page

1)

sas City.

its

said.

unit's

Blair will leave Hollywood Sunday
and his first stop will be Dallas, where
the screenings will include the press

the
into

counsel,
film

from Houston and Fort Worth. His Abrams'

New

Orleans,
itinerary also includes
Louisville, Atlanta, Washington, BaltiYork, Bos
more, Philadelphia,

New

Montreal, Toronto, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cincinnati, Columbus, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Des Moines, St. Louis
ton,

,

It

reported yesterday to
on an investigation

membership

clined,

delivery

however,

costs.

to

Snaper deon

elaborate

findings.

was reported by Snaper

that his

organization will hold a one-day annual meeting at the Berkley-Cartaret
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J., in June.
Principal business of the meeting will
be to elect officers for the coming
year.

Snaper said equipment manufacturKansas City, Denver, San Francisco
ers and dealers have indicated they
Oakland, Seattle and Portland.
Blair will work on the following will cooperate with national Allied's
productions
'Ace in the Hole," "A plans for holding an equipment trade
Place in the Sun," "That's My Boy," show in conjunction with the organi"Something to Live For" and "Here zation's convention at the Biltmore
Comes the Groom.
Hotel here next fall.
:

24.

— Consid-

NPA

chief

Nathan D. Golden.
said the announceof the coming Controlled

to

April

Washington,

—

24.

Vice - President Alben W.
Barkley has given his assurance to Victor H. Blanc, general chairman of the 15th annual convention of Variety
Clubs International, that he
will attend the Humanitarian
Award banquet closing the
convention, at the Bellevue
Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia,
Saturday evening, May 12.

Golden

ment

Materials Plan ends the need
for a discussion of the limitaAccordingly, the
tion order.
meeting will concentrate on the
construction control order.
All types of equipment for the film
industry, including materials for studio construction, will come under the
CMP, Golden predicted. If this isn't
true at the start, he declared, his division will fight for such a policy to

NPA

has albe adopted later. The
ready announced that photographic
equipment as a broad category would
have to submit their needs under the
CMP, but has not declared which
specific items will actually get alloca-

(Continued from page 1)
setting down any special standards for appeals but letting anyone
appeal any ruling of an operating offi"We may be swamped," they
cial.
admitted. "That's what we have to

now

see."

Only qualification the NPA made
was that if an applicant has new facts

to be considered, he must reapply to
division and not go
the original
Only if the
to the appeals board.
operating division turns him down
again on the new facts can he go to

NPA

board.

appeals

the

new

under the plan.

tions

NPA Appeals

facts,

If

there

are

no

he can go directly to the

appeals board.
Applications for reconsideration or
R. Burton, of NPA's construction appeal can be filed now not only on
controls division, will sit in on to- future cases but on all. past decisions
Applications for
divisions.
morrow's meeting along with Golden of
and his film aides. Golden said that reconsideration on the basis of new
the industry people would tell the facts must be made within 30 days
in future
officials just what they wanted from today on old cases
in the construction order, and that cases, they must be made within 30
ruling. Appeals on
would rule then and there days of the
the
on as many items as possible, includ- past rulings must be made within 45
future rulings can
ing questions involving real and per- days from today
be appealed within 45 days from the
sonal property.
date of the ruling.

Burton to

Sit In

NPA

;

NPA

NPA

;

Equipment Prices
(Continued from page 1)

NPA

NPA

said

Explains

that

to

appeal,

theatre

owners should feel that the NPA dequarter during the pre-Korea year, cision works an exceptional or unreaand then add on certain labor and sonable hardship on him which is not
material cost increases either through suffered generally by others in the
Dec. 31, 1950 or March 31, 1951. industry, results in improper discrimiPrices will be recomputed under the nation against him, or is not in the
new order in 90 days.
public interest or in the interest of
Price Administrator Michael Di- the national defense.
Salle said the new formula would
To file an appeal, the applicant must
bring some increases and some de- file four copies of a notice of appeal,
creases, but that the net effect would together with the grounds and cerbe a price rollback. This was for all tain other documents. He can request
analysis was a hearing on the appeal if he wants.
industries no
special
available of the situation in the film The notice of appeal must be filed
equipment field.
with the secretary of the NPA appeals
board in Washington.
No Further Boosts

—

Snaper Scores

At a press interview which he held
peak following a regular meeting here of
just as the individual films are ready the New Jersey regional unit, Snaper
to open in the key areas, Pickman disclosed also that Larry Abrams, the
motion,

Washington, April

eration of a proposed government
limitation order of 35mm. motion picture equipment has been dropped from
the agenda of tomorrow's meeting of
the National Production Authority's
35mm. equipment industry advisory
film
committee, according to

Attend
Banquet
Variety

Barkley

NPA

AmplifyJ., April 24.
announcement of a temat the St. Aloysius Gozaga Church.
porary shutdown of some of its manuThe widow, two sons, his father, three
facturing facilities last night to comply
brothers and two sisters survive.
with government regulations on critiillness.
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The

Once the new order

regulation states that the

NPA

no appeals board shall not be required
further price increase will be granted to furnish written opinions, that dethe OPS said, unless the industry can cisions will be by majority vote and
show its profits are less than the a tie vote will turn down the appeal,
minimum recently announced by Eco- and that the decision of the appeals
nomic Stabilizer Eric Johnston. This board shall be final. Further rules
said prices would be considered fair and procedures will be issued from
profits time to time. Hearings by the board
dollar
industry's
if
the
amounted to 85 per cent of the aver- will be at its discretion, and will be inage for the industry in the best three formal.
of the four years 1946-49.
Named to the first appeals board
Manufacturers with gross sales of are T. Munford Boyd, University of
$250,000 or less can stay under the Virginia law professor
Frank J.
general price freeze if they desire, Peterson, former labor consultant for
rather than recompute prices under the the War Production Board, and Jack
new order.
M. Rorimer, former city manager of
is

effective,

;

Oak

Ellis Gets

Ridge.

Another

Jack Ellis president of Ellis Films
has

Brandon Films Fete

Century-Fox.

housewarming reception will b?
held here Friday by Brandon Films,
Thomas J. Brandon, president, announced yesterday.

taken over distribution of the
film, "This. Is A Woman," for the
U. S. This Marcel-Hellam produc
tion was formerly released by 20th

A

Timely and
From

editorials by

Martin Quigley

in

M
i

With

sharp timeliness Warner Brothers Pictures mak|

hitting subject dealing with the

The advent

right

now

Communist conspit

of the Warner Brothers picture

Under the generalship of Mr.Jack L.Warner there emerg
Communist for the F.B.I." a powerful and moving
narrative. It has a very real warmth and appeal, dea
trally

with the retelling of the true story of a genuine

hero

who made

a great sacrifice in the nation's defens

Audiences will be moved by such incidents
father

who

as

so loved his country as to be willing to

as a traitor in the eyes of his son

and will be

th;!

a]

thrilled b;

melodramatic flashes of the kind which have lon^
been representative of the craftsmanship of Bryan Foy

The subject ought to be played enthusiastically— broadh
across the nation and quickly

iard-Hitting!
m

Picture Daily

Available this

under the

|

and Motion

week

title, "I

specially fortunate
i

"I

Picture

Herald

to the theatres of the nation a hard

Was

a

Communist

for the F.B.I."

and opportune

Was a

matic

4

cen
bnal

PRO0UCE0 BY
1

4RBIHG

DOROTHY HART

RANK LOVEIOY

PHILIP CAREY

GORDON DOUGLAS BRYAN FOY

Screen Play by Crane Wilbur -Based on the experiences

And published

in

of Matt Cvetic-As told to Pete Martin

the Saturday Evening Post

Review

Guild Drive
(Continued from page 1)
in

IMPPA

member producers
board considers that
course warranted.
The Screen Actors Guild, whose
board met Monday night, today issued a statement backing up SWG's
demands in prinicple and appointed a
committee to work with the
committee toward obtaining the oband SAG.
jective, both for flie
The Screen Directors Guild has not
yet stated its stand on the matter, but
expected to demand participais
it

against

Monday

the

if

SWG

SWG

tion likewise.

The SWG,

the only talent guild
contract deadline at this
time, will demand 15 per cent from
producers' gross revenue from television on all pictures released since
1946 and thereafter.
Lippert, who will have completed
scoring 15 pictures for television by
the weekend, today said that he expects art directors, costumers, and
many other groups, to make similar

near

the

for participation, although
he believes craft unions will not seek
participation, but may eventually ask
for a general raise in consequence of

demands

development.
Lippert said, 'We do business,
together, with 41 guilds or unions.
their

would make
ticable,

but

I

It

Compromise in mutual inhappen.
terest appears more likely." Lippert
said the decline in business as it affects smaller-budgeted films was reas a
sponsible for his turning to
means of obtaining needed attitional
revenue from old pictures without

TV

damaging

exhibitors' business.

has turned out a sequel to its "Dear Ruth," successful
seasons ago, and though four mainstays of the original
of
few
comedy
a
cast are on hand and the story by Devery Freeman again uses the antics of
teen-age Mona Freeman for the lever of its plot, "Dear Brat" does not quite
come up to its predecessor in overall entertainment value. It will garner its
quota of laughs and the exhibitor can count on the Mel Epstein production
as a competent program picture, but its contrivances and formula situations,
directed by William Seiter, are unlikely to evoke the warm glow of good

parole.

Arnold would like to discharge Bettger, as the neighbors demand, but he is
getting favorable publicity as the result of the "experiment" initiated by his
daughter. Complications arise as Miss Freeman's concern over the parolee is
misinterpreted by her boy-friend, William Regnolds, and the finale reaches
a hectic if confusing climax as the twins disappear and Bettger apparently
goes berserk. The misunderstandings are eventually straightened out with a
happy ending all around.
Miss Freeman is not at

all brattish in the title role and Arnold and Miss
De Wolfe is an accomPhilips are more than satisfactory as the parents.
plished dolt and Bettger is potentially menacing in a taciturn sort of way.
Others in the cast are Natalie Wood, Frank Cady, Lillian Randolph, Irene

Winston and Patty Lou Arden.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience

(Continued from page 1)

—

April 24.
A welcome
be tendered to Matt
Sullivan, recently-named Warner ex

Buffalo,

Hotel,

stone
stated

will

For

May

today.

The proposals have been
given to the Committee by
the Congressional tax staff.

The committee

Chicago,

on

May

3-5,

fully intend to give real meaning and full measure to our keynote.
The development of new, hard-hitting-

one of our major goals at the meetings to provide
the muscle and drive needed for the
hisgreatest product schedule in

methods

sales

Coast Seminar
America units that have already
ratified

"We

will be

tory."

The convention will be attended by
key home office executives, headed by

UA

president Arthur Krim, home
office sales heads, advertising and publicity personnel, and division, district

change manager here, by Tent No. 7,
Variety Club, in the latter's headquar
and branch managers, who will step
ters next Monday.
ud active plans.

is

working in

executive session on a new
tax bill, but as yet there has

been no voting.

Got Product
(Continued from page 1)
but was unable to get first-run product so it leased the house to Van
Nomikos, a veteran theatreman.
was to get 25 per cent of the profits
made by the house, under Nomikos'
guidance.
Continuing, the complaint alleges
that Nomikos was also unable to get
first-run product because of monopoly
and unfair practices, so he interested
Theatres in taking over the

TOC

RKO

TOC

Grand.

in this deal reduced its
profit participation in the theatre from

/

re-

(Continued from page 1)

:

the

25 per cent to \2 l 2 per cent.
classification.

Vaughan O'Brien

U. A. Sales Methods

in

House Ways and Means Committee, it was learned here

comes from a top-notch family comedy.
This time Miss Freeman aims her solicitude at the problem of paroled
convicts and brings one, Lyle Bettger, into the home of her parents, Edward
Arnold and Mary Philips, as a gardener. Arnold, now a senator but once a
judge, sentenced Bettger to prison and both Miss Philips and Billy De Wolfe,
again' playing a "sap" role as a family friend, are convinced that Bettger will
kidnap the twins, who give stellar performances, and who are the offspring
Actually Bettof Ruth and her husband, spoken of but not seen in this film.
ger only wants to be re-established in Arnold's esteem in order that he may
his
be permitted to rejoin his wife and child, forbidden under the terms of

consideration

der

feeling that

UA

Luncheon for Sullivan
luncheon

—

(Paramount)

operation impracdo not expect this will

at

Washington, April 24. Exon candy, chewing
gum and soft drinks are un-

PARAMOUNT

this

Tax

cise taxes

al-

demands

combined

U.S.

25, 1951

Concession Counter

lease.

this

possible

Aim New

Dear Brat

which the
television-participation issue was left
open for discussion at a later date.
The SWG membership already has
authorized its board to call a strike
tion Picture Producers

is

Wednesday, April

Motion Picture daily

6

the

COMPO

by-law

changes.
In his first announcement of the
seminar on Monday,
Mayer said
representation would be limited to
two delegates from each of COMPO's
five exhibitor organizations.

RKO,

the complaint states, succeeded in getting first-run product because it was part of the monopoly and
from May, 1943, to August, 1949, the
Grand showed a profit of $376,000.
is now claiming that had it been
able to get first-run product for the
same period it would have earned the
$376,000 instead of $32,000 in rent.

TOC

TOC

is also claiming as an alternative had Nomikos been able to get
would have
first-run product,
earned $79,000, or 25 per cent of the
theatre's profits, instead of $32,000,
or 12^ per cent.

TOC

In December, 1949, pursuant to the
"While it has been evident for some
time," Mayer said, "that many exhibi- Paramount decree, Nomikos sold his
Theators were anxious to sit down with interest in the Grand to
producers for a discussion of their tres. In August,_ 1950, he bought
mutual problems, we had no idea that from the Hamlin estate.
so many would wish to attend. Naturally we are delighted that announcement of the conference has met with
such an enthusiastic response.
Accordingly, we are removing all limioffers
S
§
Now
tation on the number of delegates
which each organization may send."

RKO

TOC

^TWA=TWA=TWA=TWA^^
TWA

RACING

Mayer was in touch yesterday with
Art Arthur, executive secretary of the
Motion Picture Industry Council in
Hollywood, regarding the meeting-

OUT OF

place for the conference, but said no
decision was reached. He said also
that additional suggestions had been
received for the conference's agenda.

Released through UNITED ARTISTS
is

excellent!"

returns.

Best thriller effects. Cast
Variety

—

S. Sorquet, general manager and
production chief of Lorraine Carbons
of France, now visiting the U. S.,
has assured Edward Lachman, president of Carbons, Inc., U. S. distributors of Lorraine carbons, that conditions growing out of the international

will not affect the French
company's product nor will shipments

situation

be curtailed, it was reported here yesterday by Lachman.
Sorquet and Pierre Demoreuille,
Lorraine's North American representative,
recently toured the Midwest
with Lachman to visit agencies which
are tied up with Lachman's firm.

i

-weeper sem'ce
|

flights

$

overnight to

Lorraine Executives,
Lachman Finish Tour

JheMANfroMANETjt
for excellent

I

The only all-sleeper

SPACE...

"Headed

cp.

LONDON and PARIS
non -stop from

i

New

York

•

For information, see your
travel

agent or

call

TWA

\

You can't skimp on
studio lighting!
CARBON ARCS

THERE'S NO SUBSTITUTE FOR

WITH

National CARBONS!
TRADE-MARK

•

Studio lighting represents but a tiny frac-

tion of the cost of

making a movie. But it makes

a tremendous difference in the quality of the
final picture. Now is no time to jeopardize pic-

Now

on better
pictures — pictures with diamond-sharp detail,
true color values, with terrific emotional appeal
(obtainable only through proper lighting) —
pictures that people will pay to see. There
is no substitute for CARBON ARCS — with
ture quality.

is

the time to put

"National" carbons!

The term "National"

is

a registered trade-mark of

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
and Carbon Corporation
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Division of Union Carbide

District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,

New

York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

In Canada: National Carbon Limited, Toronto 4

I

The film advance mechanism of
Eastman 16mm. Projector,
Model 25, with its own independent motor drive. Illustration

the

shows,

from

left to right: sprocket;

geneva star and driver; two bal-

anced off-center accelerators;
chro-gears;

and

syn-

motor.

For Spectacular Screen Presentation

of your

16mm. FILMS
THE EASTMAN
16mm. PROJECTOR,
Model 25

You know how
picture and

solution to the problems of

essential top-quality

sound projection, capable of continuous-duty, dependable performance.
Second, since it gives you a choice

sound reproduction are

for a successful screen presentation

of your

16mm.

well your film

films.
tells

No

matter
story

its

how

—poor

of high-intensity arc or tungsten

mination

figuratively and literally.
There's one way you can be certain

get the screen

Model

25,

adapted for tungsten
illumination.

result of an entirely
cept.

It

is

and

delivery.

is

Address your inquiries

.

—

advanced optical and electronic engineering. It gives you dependable
continuous-duty theater-quality
screen presentation when you want it.

the

new design con-

to

Ektar Lenses

Third, unparalleled sound reproduction quality is made possible by

an applied engineering

Write today for further detailed information on
prices,

25

illu-

Lumenized Kodak

ditions.

Model 25.
many reasons

Eastman 16mm.
Here are a few of the
why.
First, the Eastman Model

plus

you can
image brilliance, contrast range, and full screen definition
you want under your operating conProjection

Projector,

Projector,

—

projection or mechanical failure will
let your audience get away from you,

of top-quality screen presentation
by projecting your films with an
Eastman 16mm.

16mm.

specifications,
.

.

Motion Picture Film Department
Eastman Kodak Company

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue

Rochester

Chicago

4,

N. Y.

Cast Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New

York 17, N. Y.

2, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
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Product Heads
of J Awaits
Agenda as Para.
Exhibitor View Sales Meet Opens

On Arbitration

Paramount's home

office

and stu-

Concise

Impartial

TEN CENTS

26, 1951

20th Reports Warns NPA of
Decline in
Huge Slash
Feature Costs In Equipment

dio executives and field sales personnel will meet this morning at the
Hotel Warwick here for the opening
of the company's annual national sales

NPA

Issues Property
The average cost of a 20th Century-Fox feature production has de- List to Guide Theatres
Defines U. S. Approach
convention.
clined from $2,328,600 in 1947 to
Top place on the agenda of the an estimated $1,500,000 for 1951,
Washington, April 25. TheAbram F. Myers, Allied States three-day conclave goes to a discus- while the number of releases each atre equipment manufacturers today
fualso,
product,
year has nearly doubled, president
general counsel, here from Wash- sion of forthcoming
National Production
selling policy, short subjects, and Spyros P. Skouras revealed in the warned the
ington for another round of talks ture
present restrictions
that
Authority
drive-ins.
company's annual report to stockholdwith distributors' attorneys on proScheduled to speak are Adolph ers yesterday.
on theatre construction have forced
posals for establishing an industry- Zukor, Barney Balaban, Paul Raithem to cut back production 60 perwide arbitration system, said yester- bourn, A. W. Schwalberg, E. K.
Skouras said that 36 features
cent to 80 oer cent and that they will
day that he believed the Department O'Shea, Y. Frank Freeman, Austin
are planned for release in 1952
have to "discontinue manufacturingof Justice's attitude toward the creaand that it is anticipated that
{Continued on page 4)
motion picture equipment if present
tion of a system would be influenced
the average cost will be "subconare
restrictions
construction
by the extent to which exhibition fastantially" below the cost of
tinued."

Myers, Here for Talks,

—

•

.

vored

it.

Myers' view pointed to the
likelihood that the Department
would hesitate to sanction the
establishment of an arbitration
system if exhibition were to be
divided on the proposal.

The

who

is

Yates Gets Citation

At 'Guard' Opening
Washington, April
the premiere of

25.

Republic's

— Prior

Coast Guard" at the Warner Theatre
here tonight company president Herbert J. Yates was presented with a
citation by John W. Snyder, Secretary of the Treasury, while Vice Admiral Merlin O'Neill, Commandant of
the U. S. Coast Guard tendered Yates
a miniature replica of the famous
Coast Guard ship, the Vibb, as well
as a citation from the Coast Guard
for the production of the film.
The premiere was highlighted by
the presence of civic dignitaries and
Brewer, top level officers of the Coast Guard

14 IA Locals to
Seek Part of
TV Income: Brewer
9

6

Hollywood, April
international

25.

—Roy

representative

of

compared with
ously

atrical pictures to television."

Brewer, who said he speaks
in this case for his 14 IATSE
locals only, although he is also
chairman of the AFL Film

Council, thus placed studio la(Continued on page 4)

Sets Theatre

Five 20th-Fox Ads

over 8,000 entries, of which
343 have been selected for honors in
the 30th annual art director's show,
20th Century-Fox reported here yesterday that five of its advertisements
for 1950 will be hung in the organization's exhibition at the Grand Central
Galleries

May

from

15 to June
{Continued on page 4)

2.

Hearings Sept. 17
Washington, April

—

25.
The FedCommunications Commission to-

eral

day

set Sept. 17 for the start of the
long-delayed hearings on the film industry's request for special frequencies

for

theatre television.

Over 50 companies and organizahave asked to be heard, indicating the hearings will run at least
three weeks.
The
said that
parties planning to take part in the
{Continued on page 5)
tions

FCC

28th Year;
17 to Start by Aug. 31

taken

that theatre
"List A"

off

{Continued on page

Tells
From

be

construction

Picked for Exhibit

MGM Launches

5)

House Probe

Com mun istsFa iled
In Hollywood Aims

—

Edward
Washington, April 25.
Dmytryk today gave the House Committee on Un-American Activities the
most integrated picture it has yet received on Communist Party methods
and aims in Hollywood.
"In Hollywood," Dmytryk stated
emphatically,
has failed."

"the

Communist Party

28th

of the "Hollywood
recently served four and a half
months in jail for a contempt of Congress conviction resulting from his
{Continued on page 2)

motion
picture
industry.
The merger of
Metro and Goldwyn took place 28

MacMillen President

Dmytryk, one

10,"

Commercial Rents

New US

TV

advisory committee,
which met here with NPA film
chief Nathan D. Golden for
three and a half hours today.

The committee urged

IATSE,

today told Motion Picture
Daily that he intends to "move at
once to get our share of producers
gross revenues from the sale of the-

The warning was delivered by
NPA's 35mm. theatre equipment
industry

net earnings, as previreported, declined from $12,{Continued on page 4)

{Continued on page 4)

the

18 in 1947.

Although

to
"Fighting-

Allied States general counsel,
scheduled to report to the or(Continncd on page 4)

the 1951 releases.
Releases in
1951 are expected to total 35,

in
Control Bill

—

Washington, April 25. Authority for the Government
to control commercial rents
will be included in a new economic control bill which President Truman will send to
Congress tomorrow, according to Senate Banking Committee

chairman

Maybank

(D., S. C.)

He

made

the statement
following a lengthy White
House conference. It has been
widely predicted that Congress will veto the commercial rent control proposal.

Hollywood, April

25.

—Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer today launched
year as a major factor

its

in the

years ago.

Since that time 1,534 features have been produced at the studio
here.

A

grand

awards
various kinds have
been received by the company.
Launching its 28th year, Dore
Schary, in charge of production, following conferences with Louis B.
Mayer, head of the studio, and studio
executives, announced a schedule of
17 pictures to go before M-G-M cameras before the end of the fiscal year
on Aug. 31. This will complete the
1950-51 program of 42 productions.
Twenty-eight are at present in vari-

and

citations

total of

1,114

of

{Continued on page 4)

Of Pathe Industries
—William C.
Cleveland, April
25.

MacMillen, Jr., was elected president
of Pathe Industries at the meeting of
the company's board of directors here

He succeeds Kenneth M.
Young, who was elected chairman of
the board, replacing Robert W. Pur-

today.

cell,

who

resigned today.

MacMillen had been vice-president
and a director of P. I. and president
of

Eagle Lion Classics, a subsidiary
{Continued on page 4)

Thursday, April

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention

Senator's Tribute to

Industry Loyalty

Gould, general sales manager,
Garfield Cass, Toronto branch manager, and Dewey Bloom, field press
representative, have arrived here from
Toronto and are scheduled to return
there tomorrow.
J.

•
short subjects sales
manager for Columbia Pictures, and
Mrs. Grad announce that their daughter, Charlotte, will be married Sunday to Edward Leonard Schiff of

Maurice Grad,

Union Temple, Brook-

lyn-

•

Goldhammer, MonogramL. E.
Allied Artists Eastern sales manager,
left here yesterday for Philadelphia,
and will proceed from there to Detroit.

•
vice-president

and studio head of Paramount, is due
to arrive here today by plane from
Hollywood.
•

Kenneth

M-G-M

MacKenna,

studio story head, is due here from
the Coast today by plane with his
wife, en route to London.
e

Sidney

M-G-M

Franklin,

ducer, is scheduled to arrive here
the Coast today.

pro-

from

•

RKO

Ned E. Depinet,
president, is in Hollywood
-

Pictures

from

New

York.
•

Meyer Beck
Productions
Boston.

Stanley Kramer
here yesterday for

of

left

•

Borden Mace, president of RDDR Corp., has returned from Burma
where he was on an ECA mission.
F.

•

Lynn Farnol
for

left

Washington and

is

here yesterday
due to return

House Un-American ActiviCommittee hearings, and

declared that the SAG stand
"is reaffirmation of the unquestioned loyalty and patriotism of the great majority of
those persons who are affiliated with the motion picture

Meet Today on N.Y.
Promotion Plan
In an attempt to revive lagging in
terest in a projected cooperative busi

Cowan

drive by Metropolitan
area exhibitors, Fred J.

Schwartz, Century circuit executive,
has called a meeting here today in
Loew's projection room.
Schwartz initiated the idea last fall
at a meeting of leading Metropolitan
exhibitors and has headed a smaller

which met a number

Today's other witness, Abe Polonstood on his rights under the
Fifth Amendment and refused to answer questions pertaining to alleged
Communist affiliations on the ground
that it might tend to incriminate him.
Following Dmytryk's testimony the

here

from the

is

here

from

of

Yates Host in Chicago

—

April 25. Herbert Y.
Republic Pictures president,
and Rear Admiral Roy L. Raney,
to
USCG, Commander, Ninth Coast
Guard District, will be hosts at a
cocktail party here on May 1, at the
Industry Ambassador Hotel for the press in
Cincinnati, April 25.
leaders and government officials head
honor of Brian Donlevy and Ella
ed by Spyros P. Skouras, president of Raines,
Coast
"Fighting
stars
of
20th Century-Fox, Governor Frank J. Guards." The film will open May 2
Lausche of Ohio, Governor Lawrence at B. and K.'s Roosevelt.

Chicago,

Hollywood.

Yates,

Attend
Skouras
Chakeres Dinner

—

Wetherby of Kentucky and Mayor Alfred Cash of Cincinnati will partici

Bercovici Is Given Subpoena

pate in the testimonial dinner to be
On the Coast to Testify
given to Phil Chakeres, Springfield,
CommitWashington, April 25.
O., circuit operator, at the Nethertee Chairman John S. Wood said tolands Plaza Hotel here on May 7.
Chakeres, named "Exhibitor of the day there now are only eight missing
Year" by Look magazine, is to be witnesses from the House Un-Amerifeted by Variety Club Tent No. 3 of can Activities Committee's Hollywood
Cincinnati and his exhibitor friends. subpoena list. He declared that writer
Vance Schwartz, Tent No. 3 chief Leonardo Bercovici had presented himbarker, is in charge of arrangements. self to the Los Angeles Federal MarVernon Myers, vice-president of Look, shal's office and had been served with
will also participate.
a subpoena.

—

One-Third More

Films Overseas
—

Edward's Announcement

The testimony, made public today,
was actually given several weeks ago
to a House appropriations sub-commitby Herbert Edwards, head of the
Department's international motion pic-

tee

ture division.

Edwards was

testify-

;

;

On

Chaplin

Send

Committee recessed until the week of ing in support of a budget of $13,May 7, due to the press of work in 074,035 for the film division during
volved.
This comthe year starting July 1.
pares with an $11,803,000 budget for
Denies Job Offer
the current fiscal year and a $2,485,Dmytryk denied he had been offered 409 budget in the 1950 fiscal year. The
a $5,000 a week job by M-G-M pro
committee will not act on the request
viding he issued an affidavit that he for a week or more.
had not been a party member at the
The budget presented by Edwards
time of the earlier hearings. He told showed a sharp increase in funds for
reporters that he had not appeared distribution of prints a small increase
before the Committee in order to clear for re-editing and adapting foreign
himself so that he could work in language versions and coverage of
Hollywood. "If I can't work_ there," special events; a small decrease for
he said, "I can always work in Eur- original production and a large drop
ope." Other sources have said, how
for equipment for showing films overever, that Dmytryk has been told by seas.
the producers and talent guilds that
his only chance of ever working again
Huge Audience
in Hollywood was to purge himself

The group pertimes since then.
pared a blue -print for a year-round
promotional drive which drew on pracevery aspect of public and
tically
community relations, but concrete discussion narrowed down to the plan before the Committee.
Committee counsel Frank S. Tavenfor an industry exposition to be held
ner, Jr. said there was no indication
this fall at Grand Central Palace.
A large group of exhibitors heard that any of the other members of the
the plan presented a few weeks ago "Hollywood 10" wished to follow
but it was referred back to Schwartz' Dmytryk's example and purge them
committee to work out details. Recent selves before the Committee.
reports are that interest in the exposiSpeaking rapidly and coherently
tion has cooled, with either outright Dmytryk outlined to the Committee
abandonment or at least postponement the reasons why the Communist Party
until next year the likely outcome.
had attempted to infiltrate in Holly
Today's meeting, to which most of wood. His testimony paralleled that
the original proponents have been in- of admitted Communist Richard Col
vited, is expected to decide whether lins and gave a threefold reason for
to call off the project or to continue this party drive
To get money, to
Schwartz was not gain prestige by adding well-known
to work on it.
available yesterday for comment on names to the party and to influence
the meeting's agenda.
film content.

Coast.

Charles

answer

sky,

industry."

committee

to

U. S. Will

Washington, April 25. The numstand and named some two dozen film ber of prints of motion pictures to be
people whom he had known as Coment overseas by the State Departmunists. He told the Committee he ment's film division during the 1952
had been a member of the party and fiscal year will be one-third greater
the Communist Political Association than the number sent during the curfrom spring, 1944 to the fall of 1945, rent 12-month period, Congress has
and that he was not a member at the been told.
time of the 1947 hearings.

ties

New York

1)

questions at the
1947 hearings held by the Committee.
Today Dmytryk reversed his earlier

refusal

:

tomorrow.

Lester

Washington, April 25.—SenM. Nixon (R.,
Cal.) today inserted in the
Congressional Record the recent policy statement of the
Screen Actors Guild on the

ness-building

Frank Freeman,

Y.

(Continued from page

ator Richard

L. NATHANSON, presHENRY
ident of M-G-M of Canada, Ted

this city at the

House Probe

26, 1951

Estimating that 200,000,000 people
year see the division's films, Edwards said that next year he hoped
increase by one-third or 32,000
to

a

print reels the number of prints sent
overseas, and that seven new lanThis year,
guages would be added.
he said, the division is producing and
acquiring 282 subjects, while next
year's plans call for 340 new subjects,

including 60 to be produced overseas.

This year the division has acquired
1,800 projectors and 152 mobile units,
while next year's plans envisage 600
additional projectors and 50 mobile
units, the Committee was told.

Some

150 shorts of such film disRKO, 20th Century-Fox,

tributors as

M-G-M,

Warner,

Para-

Columbia,

the first two points, Dmytrylmount and Universal are now being
said, the party met with "considerabl
reviewed for possible use in the oversuccess." There was a "great deal of
seas information program, the State
money taken out of Hollywood" dur
Department official declared.
ing and directly after the war, he
stated, adding that the Communists
had also succeeded in getting bi
names as front organization joiners
if not as party members.
Telecast
He claimed that the Communists
only had a "limited success," however
Washington, April 25.—The
He sai
in influencing film content.
State Department's overseas
they couldn't just "walk in" and do
information program has set
this and so had tried to influence th
up a new television unit to
talent and craft guilds, with an ey
operate in England, France,
to taking them over and using union
Brazil and other countries
pressure on studio heads to influence
where television is coming
Fie said the Communist or
films.
into wide use, it was revealed
ganization in Hollywood visualize'
here today. The idea will be
an "eventual coalition" of all the
to provide Kinescope or other
guilds to exercise this control.
sets
material locally for
Dmytryk told the Committee dejust as the Department now
cisively, however, that the Communmakes available locally overist Party "never had any control of
seas transcribed programs for
any major executive in any studio and
radio sets.
never had any control over the content in a film."

State Department
Abroad
To

TV
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She's from
Mississippi

Ote9on

estimate that a
considerable
portion of our

audience

from every section comes
of the
country."

_ RUSSELt downing
Executive

Vice-President

Radio City Music
Hal]

BOOKING PICTURES FOR THE NATION!
City Music Hall, N. Y., and
Mr. and Mrs. America and Family come from everywhere to Radio
be judged for its drawing power to an
that's why every attraction at this famed theatre must
audience representing a true cross -section of the U. S. A.

FOUR

IN

M-G-M's

A

ROW WHERE

M-G-M's

M-G-M's
I

FATHER'S

"ROYAL
WEDDING"
(Technicolor)

5 Happy Weeks

M-G-M's

"THE

"MR.

GREAT

LITTLE

DIVIDEND
Now Playing To

MILLIONS GO!

IMPERIUM"

CARUSO"

V

(Technicolor)

(Technicolor)

NEXT

NEXT

Packed Houses

They've got to be BIG!
They've got to have STAR draw!
They've got to have NATIONAL appeal!
There's one product that FITS

THE

More

G REAT
Movies

!

BILL!
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20th-Fox Reports on Costs

Para. Meet Marks
35th Anniversary

415,146 in 1949 (53 weeks), to $9,553,260 in 52 weeks of 1950, total current assets rose from $110,600,300 in
1949 to $116,297,258 in 1950, represent-

Hotel Warwick here marks
the 35th anniversary of the
nationwide Paramount
first
distribution gathering. This
meeting took place in 1916
after

shortly

ers-Lasky

Famous

(corporate

of 4.2-to-l, compared to
The increase
the previous 4-to-l.
assets came from higher cash and
government securities holdings and
from increased inventory in films and
ing-

Playances-

tor of Paramount) was organized. The convention was
held in Los Angeles with
W. W. Hodkinson, one of the

with
co-founders
chairpresent
Zukor,
Adolph
man of the board of Para-

ratio

a

m

for approval, he said.

another $1,200,000 was represented by
one less accounting week in 1950. He
attributed the balance to a 10 per
cent drop in attendance.

mount, presiding.

Para. Sales Meet

operations
film
from
Earnings
gained in proportion to theatre operations with the former accounting for
$4,318,751 of the 1950 profit as comKeough, Oscar Morgan, Russell Holpared with $3,899,428 in 1949.
man and Jerry Pickman.
Skouras said that negotiations with
the home office will

(Continued from page I)

Also present from
Rubin,
be Arthur Israel, Jr., Robert J.
Monroe Goodman, Fred A. Leroy, Joseph
A Walsh, Martin Friedman, Arthur Dunne,
George Schurr, Jack
Harold Beecroft,
Chase,
Roper G. Knox Haddow, Stanley
Martin Hodge, Jr., Ben Schectman Louis
Gibbons
Phillips, Leonard Kaufman, Tom

and Sam Boverman.

The advertising-publicity department will
Blunienbe represented by Pickman, Sid
Mesibov, Carl
stock, Mort Nathanson, Sid
Clausen and 14 field representatives. Norwill

Hal

publicity,
Siegel, director of studio
Seltzer,
also attend, as will Walter
Wallis' publicity representative.

Present

from

be:
assistant
will

vision

Owen,

the Eastern-Southern didivision manager Hugh
division manager A. M.

Kane, district manager Henry Randel, and
branch mangers Myron Sattler, Ed MaEd
loney, Gordon Bradley, John Moore,
Fitzgerald, A. H. Duren, E. G. Chumley,
Henry Germaine, William Holhday, and
Dave Friedman, new assistant to Owen.
From the Mid-Eastern division will be:
and
division manager Howard J. Minsky
branch managers Ulrik F. Smith, William
Simon,
A. Meier, Harry S. Buxbaum, Mike
Dave Kimelman and Phil Isaacs.
The Central division will be represented
bv division manger J. J. Donohue and
branch mangers J. H. Stevens, Don Hicks,
T.
G. R- Frank, Irving Werthamer, Jess
McBride and Marion Anderson.
From the South Central division will be
division manager Duke Clark and branch

managers Heywood Simmons, Harry Hamand
burg, Howard Nicholson. Buck Weaver
Harry Haas.
Representatives of the Western division
will include: division manager George A.
Smith, and branch managers Al Taylor,
Ward Pennington, Wayne Thmot, F. H.
Smith, Neal East and Henry Haustem.

It will be payoff time at the Paramount sales convention beginning to-

at

prizes

the
will

Hotel Warwick. Cash
be handed out for the

following contests

The

"A.

W.

Schwalberg

ent company.

A

bank

with

rowed

selections
art
advertising

agreement for $25,

last

September.

total

stages of editing, scoring and
printing.
Schedule for an early start are "Lone
Star," starring Clark Gable and Ava Gardner, to be produced by Z. Wayne Griff in
and directed by Vincent Sherman; "Singin'
in the Rain," starring Gene Kelly, Debbie
Reynolds and Donald O'Connor, to be produced by Arthur Freed and directed by
Kelly and Stanley Donen; "The Man with
A Cloak," starring Joseph Cotten, Barbara
Stanwyck, Louis Calhern and Leslie Caron,
produced by Stephen Ames and directed
by Fletcher Markle; "Scaramouche," starring Ricardo Montalban and Fernando Lamas, with Carey Wilson producing and
George Sidney directing.
Clark Gable and Lana Turner will be
starred in "Sometimes I Love You," to be
produced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
Schary has selected "The Plymouth Adventure" as the next on his personal pro-

ous

report concluded with a listing
_A1 Lichtof directors and officers.
was
vice-president,
a
formerly
man,
not included.
proxy statement for the stockholders' meeting on May 15 is ex-

The

A

pected to be mailed later this week,
it

was

stated.

14 'IA' Locals
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

The

credit

has expired, Skouras said,
second loan of $5,000,000 bor-

000,000

were culled from the

companies
505
of
throughout the country, with the final
selection limited to the work of 142
ad agencies, art departments and ad-

vertising men.

bor squarely behind the Screen
and Screen Actors
Writers
guilds which demand participation in producer profits from
television film disposals.
building toward
profession-wide proportions, was precipitated by Robert L. Lippert's signign of a contract with the American

The movement now

The 20th Century-Fox winners included advertising from the campaigns

Out" and "All About
Eve," with the major honors going Federation of Musicians last weekend,
Four which enables him to sell any picture
to the ads for "No Way Out."
ads on the Darryl Zanuck production to television after paying for re-scorwere selected, in addition to the 24- ing and donating five per cent of his
sheet on "All About Eve."
TV film revenue to AFM's recording-

Way

on "No

'No

Way

At the time of
vertising for

its

fund.

Out'
release,

the ad-

"No Way Out" was

hon-

ored with an exhibition at New York's
Associated American Artists' Galleries
in connection with a show honoring
"Fifty Years of Motion Picture Prog
ress

Advertising."

in

The

artists responsible for the

"No

Way

Out" and "All About Eve" material selected include Erik Nitsche,
Paul Rand, Saul Bass and Herman
Victor Sedlow, art director
Century-Fox ad departsupervised the work, under

Temple.

for the 20th

ment,
Charles

SWG

Yates Citation

Guard

held.

Earlier Yates was host to 150 guests
at dinner at the Carlton Hotel in honor of Vice Admiral Merlin O'Neill,
1950 Sales Drive" the "Pine-Thomas Commandant of the Marine Corps,
Booking Contest" special "Lawless" and Mrs. O'Neill.
awards, and a $100 prize for the
procession of 30 limousines took
Paramount employee who submitted the guests to the theatre where the
the best title for the forthcoming 1951 ceremonies were covered by radio and
;

Grayson and Marge and Gower Champion,
produced by Jack Cummings; "Ivanhoe,"
starring Robert Taylor, Deborah Kerr and
George Sanders, produced by Pandro Berman, directed by Richard Thorpe, to be
fimed in London.
Productions to complete the 1950-51 schedule

include "The Burning Secret,"
by Gottfried Reinhardt; "The
Widow," starring Lana Turner and

also

produced

Merry

Ricardo Montalban, produced by Joe Pasternak; and "Skirts Ahoy," starring Esther Williams and Vera-Ellen, also to be
produced by Pasternak.
"Belle of New York," starring
Also-,
Fred Astaire and Vera-Ellen, produced by
Arthur Freed and directed by Charles Walters; "Callaway Went Thataway," starring

MacMurray, Dorothy McGuire and
Howard Keel, produced, written and directed by Norman Panama and Melvin
Fred

SWG

ing TV-sale demands fairly is to al
locate a certain percentage, subject to
negotiation, for distribution among the
guilds and unions, leaving a split-up
of the resultant fund to their discretion. It is believed that this type of
(Continued from page 1)
formula may be advanced by the InPicture Producers
and other services, and the appearance dependent Motion
membership in
whose
Association,
Brian Donlevy, Forrest
actors
of
and Ella Raines. Ceremonies, eludes Lippert.

were

duction schedule, following "Westward the
Women," now in production. The new picture will star Spencer Tracy, Deborah
Kerr, Van Johnson and Nancy Davis.
Among others soon to start are "Huckleberry Finn," starring Danny Kaye and
Gene Kelley, to be produced by Arthur
Freed with Vincente Minnelli directing.
"Just This Once," starring Peter Lawford and Janet Leigh, will be produced by
Henry S. Berman; "The Big Cast," starring Mario Lanza and James Whitmore,
produced by Joe Pasternak; "When in
Rome," starring Paul Douglas and Van
Tohnson, produced and directed by Clarence
Brown, for filming in Rome; "Lovely to
Look At," starring Howard Keel, Kathryn

Arbitration

advertising-publicity

including a salute to the Coast

^

Brewer said he will press for pay Frank.
ments to be paid into the IATSE pen
sion fund, but he has not yet deter
mined what percentage of the pro
ducers' revenue he will demand. The
(Continued from page 1)
The
is demanding 15 per cent.
in prin- ganization's
14-15
in
board May
SAG, supporting the
ciple, is not yet in a position to make Kansas City on the results of the arformal demands on its own behalf, bitration conference, returned to New
and it has not determined the percent York yesterday for two days of talks
age figure which it will fix.
after having devoted two days to the
Daily
same purpose late last month.
Picture
Motion
Lippert told
His earlier visit, which was conhe believes that the only practical way
fined
to meetings with Loew's and
mushroom
the
meet
producers
to
for

Merit Tucker

$5,000, to be
distributed for outstanding efforts in
all phases of distribution, including
also, for
sales, booking and clerical
the "Paramount Golden Harvest of

Awards," which

In August, 1950, National Theatres
its funded debt by $7,500,000
and Skouras said that proceeds from
that financing and cash on hand will
enable NT, prior to divorcement, to
pay a substantial dividend to the parincreased

20th-Fox Ads

Einfeld,
vice-president.

To Award Cash Prizes
At Para. Sales Meet

day

(Continued from page 1)

the Department of Justice for a consent decree are at "an advanced stage"
and that a decree is "anticipated in the
near future." The plan for reorganization will go before the stockholders

story properties.
Theatre receipts totalled $60,153,264
1950, compared with $75,204,919
in
for the previous year, but Skouras
pointed out that theatre divestitures
caused $6,500,000 of the decline while

company

man

\M-G-MBegins

{Continued from page 1)

The national sales convention opening today at the

26, 1951

MacMillen
(Continued from page 1)

Paramount attorneys, was given to
discussions of his proposal for a modification of competitive bidding regulations as well as an examination of
On this visit
the arbitration matter.
he is scheduled to meet with 20th
_

Century-Fox, Warner and

RKO

offi-

He

said the talks yesterday
were confined to the subject of arbitration, although it was possible that
"

cials.

the bidding proposal would be discussed today along with arbitration.
At the conclusion of the March
meetings here between Myers and

Loew's and Paramount representatives,
remarked that
counsel
recently sold to United Artists. Pur- the Allied
as a director and a there are so many questions that recell continues
member of the P. I. executive com main to be answered before the desirmittee but; in the future, will devote ability of an arbitration system is demore of his time to the Allegheny termined that "it's hard for anyone
Corp. and its subsidiaries and_ affili- to say whether they are 'for' or
sales contest.
television.
companies, with which he is also 'against' the establishment of a sysated
execu
Grainger,
Republic
James R.
Allegheny is the tem."
associated.
actively
tive vice-president in charge of sales,
company
The other national exhibitor organiDrive-in
Steele to
attended the premiere ceremonies, as top Robert R. Young
Theatre Owners of America,
zation,
at
reelected
were
directors
All
P.
I.
Elmsford, N. Y., April 25. Newly- did Walter L. Titus, Jr., vice-presigiven unqualified support to_ the
renovated, the Elmsford Drive-in The- dent and district sales manager treas- the annual meeting of stockholders. has
arbitraJohn Petrauskas, Jr., district They are Edwin Cox, William R. establishment of a system of
cars, on urer
atre, with space for 900
spoken
past,
has
the
in
Myers,
tion.
MacMillen,
Guild,
Henry
J.
route 9-A, Elmsford, will re-open on managers James V. O'Gara and John Daley,
of arbitration systems as
Friday, announces Arthur Steele, man- Curtin, and Richard G. Yates, execu- Purcell, Kenneth Young, Max L disparagingly
such.
Roth and Kenneth A. Browne.
tive assistant to Grainger.
aging director.
;

;

_

Open

A

—

;

:

Thursday, April

NPA

Meet

(Continued from page

Theatre

NPA'S OFFICIAL LIST OF
REAL & PERSONAL PROPERTY

1)

sidered.

won

a

The industry committee
promise from Golden and R. Burton

NPA

construction control diof the
vision to take the matter up with top
officials and give the industry a

WASHINGTON,

should file statements with
the Commission by Aug. 15 listing the
witnesses who would appear and the
subjects they will cover.
hearings

April 25.— Here is the official National Production
what theatre equipment items constitute real prop-

Authority listing of
erty and what constitutes personal property

ducts, etc.
B. Unit conditioners
out ducts

Architectural Materials
Fabrics, panelling, curtains,

report shortly.

ment and Marquees:
points

key

from

today's

NPA

announced what items of theatre equipment would be classed as
real property and what items as personal property. Real property items
count against the $5,000 per year permissible construction or alteration,
while personal property items do not
count against that ceiling. The cost
of installing either type does count,
however.

A. Changeable
supporting

Display

letters

and

frames

for

frames

— re-

The industry was told that current
plans call for including theatre equipment in the. controlled materials plan,
under which manufacturer would

Drive-in Theatre Equipment:
A. Athletic equipment
equipment,
B. Playground
.'

Benches and picnic equip-

ment

direct allotments of
needed for their products.

cieve

advertising
E. Attraction
signs
F. Directional signs
G. In-car loudspeakers
junction
H. Loudspeaker

boxes

materials

I.

J.

•

•

•

•

E.

terest

Horns and speakers..
address systems.

Rewind

tables

Film splicers
K. Hard of hearing equip-

J.

ment
L. Film

X
X

Stage

storage

Rigging

cabinets..

and

TV

X
X

TV

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Curtain

A. Curtain tracks and controls

X

rigging

B. Stage

sufficiently in the public into require special frequencies,
specific frequencies would be

needed, how good existing or proposed
systems are, the adequacy
theatre
of existing or proposed relay systems,
and whether, if frequencies are alloshould be on a comcated, theatre
mon carrier basis.
Among the groups listed to appear
are the Motion Picture Association of
America, the Theatre Owners of
America, Allied States Association,
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, 20th Century-Fox,
Paramount Television Productions,
United Paramount Theatres, Fabian
Enterprises, RCA, Western Union,
Loew's, CBS, Gamble Enterprises,
National Theatres, and some two

Controls:

^
«

sets

H. Film Rewinders

X.

posts
In-car heaters

Motor-generator

G. Screens
I.

what

X

equip-

Rectifiers

requirements
by common carrier
or whether such a service
transmission

would be

Sound

1.

the

satisfied

facilities,

X

2.

F. Public

mounting

Loudspeaker

X

cleaners
stands

tems

X
X
X
X

TV

can be

Vacuum

Arc lamphouses
D. Power conversion
ment

floor

re-

atre

C.

C. Upright electric signs...
Auditorium chairs bolted to

etc

Room

A. Projectors and pedestals
B. Sound reproducing sys

*
X

cessed and flush mounted

C.

X
X

listed

10 issues to be covered as appeared in the original announcement
of the theatre television hearings on
Jan. 11, 1950. That earlier announcement said an exact date would be
named later for the hearings.
Among the issues are whether the-

same

Equipment:

ment

Plan

A.

B. Light

D. Admission control equip-

CMP

G. Spot

Projection andl

marquees

B.

lighting
and flood lights
(in projection room)

F. Stage

Maintenance and Wash,
Equipment

X

drapes
Attraction Advertising Equip-

X
X
X

lighting
D. Gerocidal lighting
E. Portable lamps

X
X

with-

NPA

Other
meeting

Real
Personal
Property Property
C. Black

Air Supply and Conditioning:
with
type
A. Centralized

The Commission today

:

Real
Personal
Property Property

TV

(Continued from pa ge 1)

NPA

construction control order
instead
on "List B." Items
placed
and
on list "A" can be approved for construction only on very tight "hardship" grounds. List "B" items are
easier to get approval for, with such
grounds as normal population increase
defense area growth, necessity for
morale, and other factors being con-

of the

5
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X
X

dozen

Ticket Sales and Admission
Control
A. Coin changer
B. Ticket Issuing Machine
C. Ticket chopper or box..
D. Box office
Water Coolers

TOA

units

and

circuits.

K. Lighting equipment
industry committee agreed that
X
L. Fencing
X
limitafor an
M. Loudspeaker underX
X
ground cable
tion order on production of 35 mm.
X
X
N. Stadium seating
X
equipment, citing conservation measO. Portable screen tower.. X
X
ures being taken by companies to save
(fixed)
P. Screen tower
Kansas City, Mo., April 25.—The
scarce materials.
Q. Outdoor walk-in pogoda
Miscellaneous
necessity for building industry good^
seats
task force report was given showA. Crowd control equipwill by alert and individual promoPlants:
portable posts
ment
ing that scrap recovery and other sal- Emergency Power
tion by exhibitors and by promotion
X
type
X
hand
Portable
A.
and
rope
measures
standardization
vage and
X
on the national level took up a large
and rest room
B. Permanent
B. Foyer
are being used.
X
furniture
part of the discussion of the spring
Floor Covering
X
In pressing for relaxation of the
C. Sand urns
X
meeting of the Kansas-Missouri TheA. Carpeting and lining
X
foyer
Television
sets
for
theatre
D.
on
construction regulations
mastic
and
B. Linoleum
X
atre Association today at the Hotel
display cases
Candy
E.
x
building, the industry committee detile
machines and
F. Popcorn
Gael Sullivan, executive diPhillips.
X
Mats
Rubber
present
C.
felt
members
X
that
the
clared
warmers
rector of the Theatre Owners of
Equipment:
Lighting
fountains
than
Soda
G.
regulations are more stringent
drink
America, urged all-industry backing
H. Self - contained
A. General lighting
those in force during World War II.
X
dispenser
X
signs
Directional
for presentation of theatre claims for
B.
out
pointed
officials
When
television before the Federal Comthat the object of the M-4 order was
munications Commission hearings to
to save critical materials for the re
Sullivan also held out
be held soon.
mem
industry
armament program, the
arbitration
as necessary and
for
hopes
bers replied that amounts of critical
possible.
materials used in theatre construction
reOklahoma City, April 25.
The importance of meeting public
Stanley Kramer will be one of the
are extremely small, and that morale
the
reducing
bill
Artcosts
court
United
vised
of pictures vigorously was
the
criticism
speakers
at
Army personnel near training- principal
of
offisales government-sought sum from $30,974 urged by Tom Edwards,
Tomorrow"
for
"Blueprint
ists
denear
workers
civilian
camps and
anti-trust suit against cial, and others who declared that no
Wilin
the
to
3-5,
$8,015,
May
Chicago,
in
convention
fense plants depends to a great extent
distribution Griffith Amusement Co. has been sub- attack on films should be permitted
liam J. Heineman,
on theatres.
mitted in Federal Court here by gov- to pass without an intelligent answer.
yesterday.
reported
vice-president,
besuppliers
when
Golden said that
ernment attorneys.
Elmer C. Rhoden, president of Fox
come familiar with today's real vs
'Cyrano' Report
The action followed a fight by Grif- Midwest Theatres, stressed a bright
personal property list, manufacturers
Kramer and executives of his pro- fith for a reduction in demanded costs. future for the industry. Other speakshould have less difficulty selling those
organizations, The biggest cut in the sum originally ers urged that exhibitors talk up for
items which the new list classifies as duction and distribution
Schaefer, Sam asked by the government came in the theatre entertainment in general as
George
including
J.
property.
personal
well as for their own showings.
Attending today's meeting were: Rut
Katz, Myer P. Beck and George U. S. Supreme Court item, $12,000.
ledge B. Topkins, International Projector Glass, will report first-hand on the
Corp.; O. B. Rendahl, National Carbon Di
"Cyrano de Bergerac" road-show opvision, Union Carbide and Carbon Corp.
erations and an analysis of promotion
Fred C. Matthews, Motiograph, Inc.; E. J
Vallen, Vallen, Inc.; Leonard Staz, Raytone
The picture has been
campaigns.
Screen Corp.; J. K. Elderkin, Forest Manufor general dis
to
over
turned
facturing Co.; Henry M. Fisher, Devry
min.
Ashcraft tribution beginning July 20, following
S.
Ashcraft, C.
Corp.; C.
S.
Manufacturing Co.; W. D. Hausler, Cen
35 road-show engagements, it was
tury Projector Corp.; P. F. Thomas, Altec announced.
Lansing Corp. R. H. Heacock, RCA Victor
D'ivision, Radio Corp. of America; J. Rob
Samuel Sedran
Ballantyne Co.
ert Hoff
Wilcox's "Odette" Acquired
Goldberg Bros.
Jake Mitchell, Lavezz
From Lopert Films
Machine Works; Oscar F. Neu, Neumade By
Products, Inc. and Fred J. Wenzel, Wen
United Artists has acquired from
zel Projector Co.
Lopert Films "Odette," Herbert WilTHE MERCURY-DC-6 SKYSLEEPER SERVICE
cox production starring Anna Neagle

The

there

NPA

was no need

A

Calls for Industry

Backing on

TV Bid

—

NPA

Kramer

UA

to

Address

Sales Meet

Sharply Cuts
Griffith Cost Bill
Gov't

—A

KMTA

UA

11 hrs.

UA

30

AMERICAN

;

;

,

;

UA

;

Feld Joins 20th-Fox

Trevor Howard and Marius Goring
Albany, N. Y., April 25.— Si Feld it was reported here yesterday by Wildistribution
veteran salesman, has left Columbia liam J. Heineman, UA
picture was made
to join 20th Century-Fox here in the vice-president. The
in England.
same capacity.

7b

LOSANGELES
Lv.

Midnight-Ar. 8:30 a.m.

most important event along the neon-lighted signposts

A

of Broadway film history

THE

.

.

WORLD PREMIERE
of

Loew's
.

.

.

"THE FIRST LEGION"
State Theatre, New York City, April

27, 1951

the motion picture acclaimed by McCall's Magazine

as,

"superlative, smouldering with emotional fire!"
...the

motion picture Louella Parsons chose
...

millions

who

as,

the motion picture to be enjoyed and

loved and thrilled to "Song
...

"Picture

Of The Month!"

remembered by the

Of Bernadette" and "Going My Way".

the motion picture that will give you that

warm,

wonderful feeling deep in your heart!

Charles Boyer
n

THE FIRST LEGION

with William

Demarest

Wesley Addy

-

H. B.

DOUGLAS SIRK

•

•

Lyle Bettger

Warner and Leo

•

Walter Hampden

G. Carroll

•

•

Barbara Rush

Produced and directed by

Screen adaptation from his play by

EMMET LAVERY

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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69.
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Finish Talks NPA

Pessimistic
Pickman Confirmed as
Relaxation
On
of Para. Ad Director
Confirmation by Barney Balaban,
Arbitration Building Controls president
of Paramount Pictures, of

Para. Slates

On
With Allied

50 Top Films,

Jerome Pickman as national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, was

Freeman Says

Myers Taking Tentative
Plan to Board May 14

—

Washington, April 26. National
Production Authority officials today
painted a very pessimistic picture on
the outlook for relaxation of present
theatre construction curbs, sought yesterday on a "life or death" basis by

the opening of
the company's
sales convention at the Ho-

the theatre equipment industry.

Tentative plans for a new system of industry arbitration were
canvassed at the final meeting here
yesterday of Abram F. Myers, Al-

States

lied

board chairman
and g .e n e r a 1
counsel, with J.
Rubin
Robert
of Loew's, AusKeoug h,
t i n

Paramount,
and Robert
Perkins,

War-

ners.

Myers

said
yesterday's disconcussions
cluded the exploration of the
subject for Al-

Abram Myers

lied

and he

will

report back to his board of directors at a meeting scheduled for
May 14-15 in Kansas City.
Myers' own proposal for an amend-

now

{Continued on page 6)

22 Producers
At UA Meet

In

UA

{Continued on page 3)

SWG Video Revenue
Drive Slowed
Hollywood, April

Down

—The

Screen
Writers Guild drive for immediate
acceptance by the Independent Mo
tion Picture Producers Association of
their

demand

for

a

26.

contract

giving

them 15 per cent of the producers
gross return from the sale of theatrical
pictures
television
was slowed
to
{Continued on page 2)

officials

indi-

Warwick.
A.W.Schwal-

tel

Distributor Promotion
He Tells Meet

Important,
Y.

Frank Freeman, Paramount

Pictures vice-president and studio
chief, yesterday told the delegates
at the opening day's meeting' of
company's
the

the construction curbs
will probably get tighter if anything, as defense production
gets into high gear and de-

berg, president
of Paramount

mands more and more mate-

Film Distrib-

current

uting Corp., in

day

rials.

i

for theatres," one agency
{Continued on page

spokesman

Jerome Pickman

co

3)

nfi

r

mation.

Pickman

named acting

NY

ntroducing

was

director on Feb. 12.

Exhibitors Vote

PublicRelationsPlan Rental,
Activation of a cooperative public
relations program, under discussion
here since last fall, was voted by a
group of leading Metropolitan
York exhibitors at a meeting yester-

New

Admission

PricesWouldRemain
Free of U.
Washington,

day.

sales convention

than 50 pictures

Control

April 26.

— Film

ren-

A

committee of five was author- tals and admission prices would reto proceed with the hiring of main free from Federal price control
proper personnel for carrying out the authority under the Defense ProducThe committee is headed tion Act extension as submitted to
campaign.
by Fred Schwartz, who initiated the Congress today by the Administration.
The bill, which would extend the
project, and Max A. Cohen, Si FaEdward Rugoff and Joseph Defense Production Act until June
bian,
30, 1953, leaves unchanged the presogel will serve on it.
Some 40 persons attended yester- ent mandatory exemption from price
major controls of theatre admissions and film
representing
meeting,
day's
No change is made, either,
circuits and independent theatres of rentals.

V

{Continued on page 6)

U.S. Distributors in Britain

End Unit

BookingPlan Countering High Quota
—

London, April 26. The unit book- they considered an unjust quota law.
ing plan, under which most American Eric Johnston who was here at the
distributors here
American picture
feature standard
companion picture
was abandoned as

refused to sell an
to Britain's doubletheatres unless the
also was American,
of today.

time, approved the unit booking plan
and, apparently, it had telling effect
because British exhibitors never were
able to meet the 45 per cent quota.

It was subsequently reduced to 40 per
was adopted about three cent and has now been set at 30 per
years ago when Britain boosted its cent.
The original intent was to abandon
film quota to 45 per cent. British exhibitor practice then was to use a the unit booking plan when the quota
strong American feature as the draw- was reduced to a reasonable figure.
ing part of a program in order to Indications that it had outlived its usewere evidenced about six
attract business when playing a weak fulness
months ago when 20th Century-Fox
British quota picture.
The American distributors here de- ceased using it. Universal was never
cided they would not permit their a party to it because its films are
product to be used to bolster what distributed here by J. Arthur Rank.

The

quality

completed
in

production or

in

preparation.

The convention
is

being held at

the

Warwick

Hotel.

With A. W.
S

S.

top

of

c

hwal berg,

president

of

Y.

Frank Freeman

Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
scheduled to discuss additional product today, Freeman yesterday placed
emphasis on pictures to be released
{Continued on page 6)

ized

{Continued on page 6)

three-

national

Pickman, an- here that Paranounced the mount has more

"The minute you make an exception

22 independent producers are
expected to attend United Artists'
"Blueprint for Tomorrow" sales convention which will open in Chicago

UA

NPA

cated,

Some

on Thursday, May 3, it was an
nounced here yesterday by William
sales vice-president
J. Heineman,
and convention chairman.
producers have been inThe
vited to attend the convention to hear
Heineman's new sales policies for all

fact,

here

revealed

yesterday at

5 Promoted

By Mochrie
Dan Loventhal, who has headed
competitive bidding sales at
Pictures' home office, yesterday was
promoted to assistant to Nat Levy,
head of the company's Eastern sales

RKO

division. Frank Drum, who
assistant to Levy, resigned.

had been

Robert Mochrie, vice-president and
Picgeneral sales manager of
tures, announced at the same time sev-

RKO

eral

home

office

promotions

from

{Continued on page 3)

20th Directors Up

For Reelection

plan

Ten

by 20th
stockholders at their
annual meeting to be held here on
May 15. Nominated by the company
are
Sherman Adams, Robert L.
L.
Clarkson, Wilfred J. Eadie, Daniel
O. Hastings, Donald A. Henderson,
{Continued on page 3)
directors will be elected

Century-Fox

Friday, April 27, 1951
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To UA

'Collarites'

Under New Pact

I
«J

OHN
lied

director,

Under an agreement

IATSE

with

Motion Picture
Employes Local No.

Home

leave

C.
Artists'

advertising-publicity

and Harry Goldstein, East-

here

representative, will
Washington,
for
Flinn will depart for the

from where

today

H-63, Coast next week.
•
United Artists has granted its 13a
president of FaJ. T. Fitzgibbons,
"white collar" workers pay increases
and Morris
Canadian,
Players
anmous
joint
A
$40,000.
totaling some
of Varibarker
chief
former
Stein,
came
nouncement of the agreement
honored by the
were
Canada,
the
in
ety
and
company
the
from
yesterday
Toronto Variety Tent No. 28 at a
with diaThe total represents about $27,000 dinner and were presented
Variety emblems.
gold
mond-studded
and
April
effect
2,
into
to go
Office

in raises

approximately $13,000 in retroactive
pay going back to Jan. 1, 1950. The
new contract, which will cover the
period from Jan. 1, 1950, to next Dec.

•

Gael Sullivan, Theatre Owners
director,

America executive

of

EON

FLINN, Monogram-Al- T

exploitation

ern
just concluded

FCC Renews Para.'s,

Personal Mention

$40,000 Pay Hike

return to

New York

will

today from Kan-

provides also for liberalized sev- sas City.
•
erance pay arrangements, half-holiUniversal
McCarthy,
A.
F.
Columbus
Birthday,
J.
Lincoln's
on
days
manasales
Canadian
and
Southern
continuance
Day and Election Day and
ger, was in Cincinnati yesterday from
of the union shop.
These are the increases as disclosed New York.
•
by the union Employes now earning
McFarlane, UniversalW.
James
receive
$4
will
week
per
to
$40
up
manager for India and
per week additional those making be- International
York for confertween $40 and $52.50 will receive $5 Pakistan, is in New
ences.
will
$52.50
than
higher
salaries
raises

31,

:

;

JLj

J.

Pictures'

20th-Fox's Video

BAMBERGER, RKO
executive

Mrs.

and

Bamberger announce the marriage of
their daughter Louie Jean to Leon-

—

grantee" in light of the Supreme
Court's Paramount case decision and
the Commission's policy of weighing

;

Approximately 100 employes will be
pay checks,
to retroactive
which will total around $130.
These workers will receive $2 for each
week going back to Jan. 1, 1950. The
$2 represents a compromise.

SWG TV Drive
(Continued from page 1)

was learned
Commissioner John A. Pfau, U.

down

last night,

Harbach Reelected Harold Smith Leaves
Ascap President MPAA Coast Post Jack C ohn Again
anti-trust violations.

Otto A. Harbach yesterday was reelected president of the American SoComposers, Authors and
of
ciety
Publishers at a meeting of the organization's board.

All other

it

officers,

with one excep-

Conciliation and Mediation Service,
obtained the consent of both parties
to table negotiations until May 3

The exalso were reelected.
ception was George W. Meyer who
declined to run again for the post of
secretary; he is succeeded by Paul

when he

Cunningham.

S.

will again meet with both
Although Pfau, who last
parties.
night shuttled between adjacent offices
and IMPAA represenwhere
tatives were in separate session, will
be away from the city until May 3

SWG

indications are that new considerations presaging a re-evaluation of the
issue at stake were introduced.

A SWG

tion,

Saul
officers are:
Oscar
vice-president;
Hammerstein II, vice-president; Louis
Walter
A.
treasurer
Bernstein,
Kramer, assistant secretary; Frank
H. Connor, assistant treasurer.

The remaining

H.

Bourne,

;

Harold L. Smith, Motion Picture
Association of 'America international
division representative on the Coast,
this week terminates 23 years with
the Association and will sail shortly
for Paris where he will announce fu-

transferred to New
1940 and for five years was
assistant manager of the division. In
1947, he went to Berlin on a Motion
Picture Export Association mission
to negotiate with American Military

demand

as to retroactivity,
fixed as including all
pictures released since 1946, but declined to state to what extent.

He was

Paris,

York

was named to
A new
continue negotiations with Hollywood
committee

in

Government
led

to

the

American

an agreement that
commercial re-entry of

officials

and the American
for export.

way

of life in films

Of 'Coast Guard'
— President
Washington, April

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

John G. McCarthy,

TRACY

MPAA

•

BENNETT

26.

international

UK

Tax

TAYLOR

FATHER'S LITTLE
DIVIDEND''
Picture

plus Spectacular Stage Presentation

Protest
Increase

mrw urtinnAV
iWDY HULLIUAT

Academy Award Winner
"Year s Best Actress

IMPPA president I. E. Chadwick, and Mrs. Harry S. Truman attended by others in the MPAA's
division.
18*
on the other hand, denied a widely
Republic's
of
the world premiere
published report that IMPPA had ofrecord
"Fighting Coast Guard" at the War
fered to set up a 35 per cent allocaweek!
night.
here
last
ner Theatre
to
tion, with talent guilds to divide it
Mrs. Truman
and
President
The
as they chose, and said that no defiSecretary of the Treasury
W B'woy
de- received
nite counter-proposals to
Snyder
and Mrs. Snyder,
W.
John
meeting
26.
joint
A
April
London,
mands had been made. Chadwick
Herbert J. Yates, president of Repub- of the fur trade associations, Cinemasaid he was pledged not to divulge the
James R. Grainger, ex- tograph Exhibitors Association, Kinelic Pictures
comwith
details of IMPPA's talks
ecutive vice-president George Crouch, matograph Renters Society, British
missioner Pfau.
zone manager.
Film Producers Association and the
An individual member of IMPPA, Washington
Specialized Film Producers, voted towho attended the meeting, told Motion
Picture Daily that discussions in gen- coming in for full examination, before day to accept the invitation of Sir
Under-Secretary of the
eral last night gave grounds for belief any single and precedential contract Wilfrid Eady,
An RKO Radio
with him Chandiscuss
to
Treasury,
that the whole television-particpation is finalized. This source said commisfor
matter will be delved into on an all- sioner Pfau counselled both parties cellor Hugh Gaitskell's proposals
an increase in the entertainment tax.
industry basis, with all implications to take the long view.
^msaye (^suUingJM-tor Pub s
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwm Kane, Editor;

SWG

•

vice-presi-

dent in charge of international affairs,
said, "He leaves with MPAA's good
wishes." His duties will be absorbed

Meeting

ELIZABETH

JOAN

SPENCER

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

In announcing Smith's resignation,

Truman at Premiere

NEW YORK THEATRES

Germany.

films in

Since 1948, he has been in Hollywood for the division as adviser to
member studios on film content relating to the portrayal of Americans

SWG

original

Pioneers

Smith joined the division in
and until 1940 handled the Associa- erly a vice-president, was not returned
tion's problems on the Continent, from to office.

pending further meetings. This source
had offered to modify
said the
its

MP

Heads

Jack Cohn was reelected president
of Motion Picture Pioneers and the
Foundation of Motion Picture Pioneers at a board meeting here yesterMarvin Kirsch was reelected
day.
vice-president and Harry J. Takiff,
1928 secretary-treasurer. Hal Home, form-

ture plans.

spokesman who attended producers to establish fees for licenses
the session said today that strike ac- to music used in motion pictures. The
tion, which could be taken Monday fol- group consists of Stanley Adams, Fred
lowing the expiration of the present Ahlert, Hammerstein, Edgar Leslie
contract Sunday, will be deferred and Bourne.

which had been

—

Washington, April 26.' Throwing
ard Martin Bloksberg, of Brooklyn
absolutely
no light on how it will go
Women's
on May 6 at the Westchester
about implementing its recent report
Club, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
•
on licensing policy, the Federal ComHarold Wirthwein, Monogram- munications Commission today granted
Century-Fox and Paramount
Allied Artists Western sales mana- 20th
Productions six months reTelevision
Hollywood
ger, is due to fly from
today for the regional sales meeting newals of special temporary authorizations for television relay operations
in Colorado Springs.
used by the film companies in New
•
Americo Aboaf, vice-president and York for experimental work on thegeneral sales manager of Universal atre television.
The licenses were due to expire
International Films, Inc., is due to
Saturday
and it had been thought posweekend.
this
Europe
here
for
leave
sible that the Commission, in acting
•
Armand Deutsch, M-G-M produc- on renewal applications, might give
some indication of a new policy. But
er now here from Hollywood, will
in granting the six-month extensions,
leave for North Carolina Sunday.
the maximum possible for a special
•
authorization, the Commistemporary
Actors
Buck Harris, Screen
sion made the grant subject to the
Guild's public relations chief, is due
same conditions it always has that
here Monday from Hollywood.
the action is "without prejudice to
•
Commission may take
George Giroux and S. Eric Howse, any action the
respect
any outstanding auwith
to
Technicolor officials, left the Coast
application
of
the
thorization
or
yesterday by train for New York.

carry $6 hikes.
entitled
each of

Special Licenses

"!

BORN

f
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X Columbia

'
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;

;
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US

(Continued from page 1)

Fighting Coast Guard

—

tribute to the deeds of the U. S.
J. YATES pays a rousing
Coast Guard in war and peace in "Fighting Coast Guard." The picture
begins in pre-Pearl Harbor days and continues on into the World War II.
sequences were
It is at its stirring best when depicting combat scenes. These
the
caught by combat photographers and have been adroitly worked into
the story
picture's narrative development. In its fictional aspects however,
gala premiere
follows a conventional course. As demonstrated at the picture's
Guard can offer helpful
in Washington Wednesday night, the Navy and Coast

HERBERT

cooperation in exploitation.
Heading the cast are Brian Donlevy, Forrest Tucker and Ella Raines.
Tucker portrays a shipyard foreman who is induced into joining the Coast
emotionally
Guard against his wishes. Most of his troubles are instigated by an
against
disturbed employee at the yard, John Russell, who plots and conspires
for Miss Raines
rivalry
romantic
the
around
center
complications
Further
him
school,
between Tucker and Donlevy, a Coast Guard commander. At officer's
the
which is under Donlevy's command, Tucker is "washed out" because of
fire, Tucker proves his
enemy
under
sea,
at
However,
Russell.
connivance of
this point Donlevy steps
rare courage and winds up a commissioned officer. At
Tucker and Miss Raines to
aside to allow the fluctuating romance between
reach its fulfillment.
The Sons of the Pioneers provide an occasional musical fillip. Utners
-

associate producer

Runnino& time
t

Rhoden Proposes an
Appeal to Teenagers
26.—Census

Release date,

Manuel Herbstman

t

{Continued from page 1)

Robert Lehman, William C. Michel,
Seton Porter, Murray Silverstone and
All are now
Spyros P. Skouras.
board members.
Darryl F. Zanuck, production vice-

_

General audience classification.

Max

E. Young-

vice-president and national director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation.
Among the producers who are expected to attend are: Stanley Kramer,
producer of "Cyrano de Bergerac"
and "High Noon" Bob Roberts, producer of "He Ran All the Way"
I.
G. Goldsmith, producer of "The
stein,

Murphy and Martin Murphy. Joseph

and director

86 minutes.

grams formulated by

m

.

Kane was

20th Stockholders

.

.

the cast are Richard Jaeckel, William

releases, and his analysis of
the stepped-up national and point-ofsale promotion and pre-selling pro-

company

(Republic)

Washington, April 26. Publiclyreported cash dividends of motion picture companies for the first quarter
of this year amounted to $6,769,000,
compared with $7,575,000 for the same
1950 period, the Commerce Department reported here today. This was
a drop of $806,000 or 11 per cent.
For March, the figure was $4,609,000
this year against $5,181,000 last year.
However, officials pointed out that
included in the Jan., 1950 total was
a substantial dividend payment from
Stanley Co., which traditionally reports late and has not yet reported
this year. Moreover, $560,000 of the
$572,000 drop in March is accounted
for by the fact that Paramount Pictures has bought up a considerable
amount of its own stock, and is paying a much smaller total dividend
though the dividend rate is unchanged.

UA

22

Review

Five Are Promoted
(Continued from page 1)
within the ranks in the company's
three divisions.
Francis J. Mooney, who has been
head of the contract-approval unit of
the North-South division, has been
promoted to assistant to Charles Boasberg, North-South division head. This
post was vacated last week when
Carl Peppercorn was named Canadian

;

Scarf"
Harry and Edward Danziproducer of "So Young, So Bad"
and "St. Benny the Dip."
;

ger,

Others Attending
Also, Robert Stillman, producer of "Queen
for a Day" and "Try And Get Me": S. P.

Eagle,

"The Prowler" and "When

I

G'.:ow

Levey, "Fabiola"; W. Lee
Wilder, "Three Steps North"; Edward F.
Gardner, "The Man with My Face"; Irving
Allen, "New Mexico"; Douglas Sirk, "The
First Legion"; William Dieterle, "Volcano."
Also, Sherrill Corwin, who is presenting
"The Man from Planet X"; Wally Kline,
"Skipalong Rosenbloom"; Mort Briskin and
Robert Smith, "The Second Woman"; Benedict Bogeaus, "My Outlaw Brother"; Helen Rathvon, "The Sun Sets at Dawn"; Neil
Agnew and Sidney Deneau of Motion Picture Sales, which is presenting "Wicked
City"; and Jack Schwartz, producer of
"Korea Patrol/' "Badman's Gold" and

Up";

Jules

"The Hoodlum."
Also, the following producers' representaArthur Sachson, representative for
Robert Stillman; Jack Ellis, for Goldsmith;
David (Skip) Weshner, for the Danzieers
and also for S. P. Eagle's Horizon Productions: Arthur Kelly, for Charles Chaplin,
and Kramer Organization executives George
Schaefer, Sam Katz, Myer P. Beck and
George Glass.
tives:

Kansas City, April
the highest paid 20thin
1950, according to the figures showing the largest increase
schedule of remuneration included in 10 years from 1940 in the age group
Elmer C.
the. proxy letter mailed yesterday. He one-to-ten were used by
drew a total of $260,000 and was fol- Rhoden of Fox Midwest to back up
lowed by president Skouras, with his suggestion for an appeal to teenKansas$252,430. Other salaries were: $139,- age patronage in a talk to the
district manager.
United Artists Adds 19
043 to Al Lichtman, vice-president Missouri Theatre Association spring
Arthur
F. Joswig, who has been Productions to Its List
and sales executive $135,355 to Sil- meeting here yesterday. On the other assistant to Lou Miller, head of conhand, a decrease in the 15-to-19 group
Adding up to its unprecedented
verstone, head of foreign operations
tract-approval for the Western difactor to
total of 38 features to go into dis$116,655 to Michel, executive vice- was called a contributing
Branson
is
which
Walter
vision,
of
recent decrease in patronage.
tribution for the first eight months
president; $69,830 to Henderson, sec- any
manager, will replace Mooney.
retary-treasurer and $63,555 to Eadie, Rhoden also urged efforts be made
Milton B. Althoz, who has been as- of 1951, United Artists has expanded
to draw out stay-at-homes, such as
releasing schedule to 19 major
its
comptroller and assistant treasurer.
sistant
to Emmet Cashman, head of
Lichtman, whose $3,000 per week the over-55-age which has increased the print and negative department, productions for the coming three-anda-half month period beginning May 1
contract has four years to run, was largely.
takes over the post held by Loventhal,
Jay Jackson of National Screen while Clarence A. McGeary, who has and ending August 17, it was annot listed among the company officers
their
nounced here by William J. Heinein the annual report issued on Wednes- Service urged exhibitors to know
been assistant to Irving Cane, head of
pictures and to have good things to
man,
distribution vice-president.
day.
the contract department, replaces Jossay about them to meet detractions.
wig.
Heineman and Youngstein
Loventhal has been with
for
Get Reports on 'Cyrano'
six years, Mooney for 26 years, Joswig for 26 years, Althoz for 15 years.
An analysis of five campaigns for
(Continued from page 1)
McGeary for 26 years.
"Cyrano de Bergerac," which United
Overnight
Daylight
Drum, a veteran of the company, Artists says reaped national newssaid, "every other category of amusehas not as yet announced his plans.
paper, magazine, radio and television
ment construction comes in and wants
promotional
penetration
valued at
If you switch
exception.
same
the
Mainliner
Sues to Prevent
plus an additional $1,000,$10,000,000
to list B, the
theatres from list
Sale of ELC to U. A.
000 worth of local publicity coverage
If you lift the
others want that.
to
11|
to
$15,Justice
Dennis
O'Leary
Cohalan in 35 road show cities, has been turned
limit for theatres from $5,000
yesterday signed in New York Su- over by the Stanley Kramer Distribut000, the others want that."
ing Co. to United Artists in preparafilm chief Nathan D. Golden preme Court a show cause order in
tion
for the national release of the
promised to take up the equipment ad- an action filed by the Screen Office
Jose Ferrer starrer on July 20.
and
Professional
Employes
Guild
quickly
as
request
committee's
visory
Report Drawn Up
as possible with "top policy-makers in (DPOWA-District No. 65) to enjoin
But, he admitted, "things Pathe Industries from transferring asNPA."
The
report,
which resulted from a
Leaves 12 noon, arrives 7:55 p.m.
around here sometimes move awfully sets and consummating the sale of
in both New York
series
meetings
of
to
flight
Eagle
Lion
Classics
overnight
to United Artists.
United's
slowly, and it may take some little
and Hollywood attended by George
Argument
in
the
case
will
heard
be
p.m.;
10
at
leaves
time."
Los Angeles
Glass, Sam Katz, George Schaefer,
Golden said he had always realized today.
arrives the next morning.
The union is seeking to prevent the Myer P. Beck and Frederick Polangin
that it was just a matter of time beDaylight Saving Times quoted.
discharge
of any employe of the ELC was delivered to William J. Heinefore the construction ban would really
New
York
exchange and to force man, United Artists distribution vicestart hurting the equipment makers,
Pathe
arbitrate
a dispute over sev- president, and Max E. Youngstein,
to
comparais
there
but indications are
erance
and
vacation
pay.
Attorneys advertising-publicity vice-president.
tively little that can be done about it.
for Pathe and U.A. could not be
reached yesterday for comment.
Picker,
was

president,

Fox

officer

in

;

;

UA

NPA

RKO

Controls

and

DC-6

300s

A

SOPEG

HRS. ONESTOP

LOS ANGELES

NPA

UNITED AIR LINES

Universal Dividend

The board of directors of Universal
Pictures, has declared a quarterly dividend of $1.06i4 per share on the

CHICAGO

,

ILLINOIS

NEW YORK

,

N. Y.

1

327 S. Wabash Ave;
619 W. 54th Street

'

four and one-quarter percent cumulative preferred stock of the company,
payable June 1 to stockholders of rec

ord on

May

15.

UA

Talking

Arnold M. Picker, vice-president of
Bragin Promoted
Columbia International since 1945,
Pittsburgh, April 26. Saul Bragin has been negotiating with United Arthas been named chief film booker and ists looking to his becoming UA forbuyer for Warner Theatres here to eign manager, a spokesman for the

WB's

—

succeed Harry Feinstein who recently
was appointed zone manager for the

company's

New

England

division.

latter

to

company

reach

unavailing.

said yesterday. Efforts
for comment were

Picker

*
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Paramount

Corwin Will Close,
Stymied on Product

between July and December of

major

against

cuits.

Corwin is a member of the
Southern California Theatre
Owners Association's committee scheduled to meet with

Department of Justice offiWashington Tuesday
on a proposed program for
revising zoning, clearance and

cials in

other trade practices in the

Los Angeles area.

Morgan

Lists 58

Shorts from Para.

exploitation

Announce Winners

of 'Harvest,'

Pine-Thomas, Schwalberg Awards

proper merchandising of them primarily bv the distributor and pointed
out the need for the exhibitor's "follow-through."
Singling out Cecil B. DeMille's
"The Greatest Show on Earth," Freeman claimed it has "a pre-sold audience of more than. 120,000,000 persons
in this country alone."

cir-

Mesibov,

manager, ment

and many others.

Freeman said the 50 pictures represented a record investment in producHe stressed the importance of
tion.

is inability to
suitable top product on profitable terms in competitive

Sid

this

year.

obtain

bidding

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood April 26.— Sherrill Corwin will close his Orpheum, downtown house, May
10 indefinitely. The reason
given

Arbitration

50

Slates

Winners

money

of $40,000 in prize

of the competitive bidding provisions of the Paramount decree to
relieve independent exhibitors of the
necessity of bidding against each other
for films was not discussed at the twoday session here but Myers said he
had been promised a reply. He added
that he hoped the answer on the competitive bidding proposal would be
forthcoming prior to the Kansas City

"Golden Harvest
Sales Contest," the "A. W. Schwal"Pineberg Merit Awards," the
Thomas Booking Contest" and the board meeting.
Paramount's

for

Myers said the tentative plan for
'Lawless'
Contest"
"Pine-Thomas
were announced yesterday by A. W. an arbitration system included the
Schwalberg, president of Paramount subjects which would be submitted to
arbitration, all but two of which, he
Film Distributing Corp.
New Stars
In making the winners known at said, there appears to be no difference
He declined to
the company's national sales conven- of opinion about.
Turning to Hollywood's "failure to
tion here, Schwalberg paid tribute to identify the two subjects which rechief
studio
the
stars,"
develop new
"these men and women of Paramount main open to question and said he
reported that "Paramount has taken
who have performed their tasks so could not reveal details of the plan
recondition
by
this
correct
to
steps
prior to reporting to the Allied board.
brilliantly during the past year."
establishing its famed "Golden Circle."
Asked whether he had any recomdrive, the New
Orleans
In
the
This term is applied to 11 of the combranch topped nine others. Sharing mendations to make to the board conplayers
young
promising
pany's most
in the first prize money were W. cerning the plan, Myers said his inwho will be groomed for ultimate
Gordon Bradley (then branch mana- structions from the last board meetstardom to supply "new faces."
Edgar ing in Washington were simply to
ger, now Atlanta manager )
dosaid,
"is
"The Studio," Freeman
Shinn,
Wyckoff,
Ho- explore the subject of arbitration and
Harold
Foster
ing a top job. Nowhere in the industard,
Irma Rogers, Milton Aufde- report back. "However," he said, "if
and
efficient
loyal,
a
more
try is there
morte, Louis Dwyer, Jane McDonnell, the board asks for recommendations
hard-working group. But we cannot
Clyde Daigle, Charlotte Ricks, Frank I will be prepared to make them."
do the job alone. We must have
Musso, Barbara Klein, Althea Suarez, He declined to state what they would
cent
per
and are going to receive 100
Thon, Mary Morris, Bev- be.
Jacquelyn
cooperation for the distributing comerly Luquet,
Cuddy Jones, Lillian
Future action, if any, by Alpany.
Flick, Hazel Roberts, Mildred Long,
lied on the subject will depend
At Crossroads
Hazel McNulty, Rhea Huet, Hilda
upon the board's decision after
Famularo, Caroline Gondran, Calvin
hearing
his
report,
Myers
Free"We are at the crossroads,"
Stephen
Pabst,
Edward
pointed out.
man concluded, "and it's in your hands Johnson,
Richard, Lucille Breeland, and EverOther distributor and exhibitor
to decide whether we go forward or
ett Olsen, exploiteer.
backward for there is no standing
groups remain to be consulted, Myers
Second
through
10th
prizes
were
still.
If top-bracket films are the ansaid, adding that it was his impresawarded in the order named Indi
swer to the industry's problem our
sion that Rubin, Keough and Perkins
anapolis branch, Des Moines, Oklaline-up represents the best of all poswould undertake to make the further
,

A

34 of

total of 58 one-reel shorts,

which are cartoons in Technicolor,
and 104 issues of Paramount News
will
be released by Paramount in
1951-52, it was announced yesterday
by Oscar Morgan, general sales manager of short subjects and Paramount
News, speaking before the company's
national sales convention at the Hotel
Warwick, New York. The total of 58
subjects is the same as this year.
Morgan detailed the schedule which

new

includes the introduction of a
ries entitled

se-

"Paramount Toppers" and

to "Kartunes" for the
series formerly known as "Screensongs." Six each of those will be re-

a change in

title

leased along with eight "Popeye Cartoons," four "Popeye Champion Cartoons," 10 "Noveltoon Cartoons," six
"Casper Cartoons," six "Pacemakers"
and 12 Sportlights.

"The 'Toppers'

series,"

Morgan em-

phasized, will "enable us to maintain
a flexible position so that we can at
any time either produce a timely or
outstanding short ourselves or buy
such a short on the outside. In the
past,

we have been unable

move

to

that freely."

Rentals, Admissions
(Continued from page 1)
in

the

present

wage

control

set-up,

under which film industry wages have
The
been ruled subject to control.

Wage

Stabilization Board would still
have power to end such controls if it
though such action desirable.
Another section of the bill would
give the Administration power to fix
commercial rents at any level desired,
but in no event could they be rolled
back further than June 24, 1950
levels.

Hearings

will

open

before

both

House and Senate banking committees the week after next.

NY

Exhibitors
(Continued from page 1)

the area.

Also present as observers

were Arthur Mayer, Council
tion Picture Organizations
and
vice-president,

of

Mo-

executive

COMPO

aides

Robert Coyne and Charles McCarthy.
Though it is understood that the
meeting dealt with raising funds for
the project, no official comment on

—

—

—

answers."
Freeman touched upon William
Wyler's "Carrie," "My Son, John,"
Hal Wallis' "The Stooge," Wyler's
"Detective Story," Perlberg-Seaton's
"Aaron Slick from Punkin' Crick,"
sible

:

homa

City,

Denver,
St.
Washington.

The Schwalberg
Phil

Isaacs,

John

Henry

approaches.
Allied and Myers, in particular,
have evidenced little enthusiasm for
Awards went to
an industry arbitration system in the
Gubbins, Gilbert
past, in contrast to the Theatre Own-

Germaine, Edward
ers of America and several distribuMarjorie Tresco, Shirley
tion companies, which feel that it is
Couwenhoven, Thelma Ray, and many
an economic necessity for the indus-

Norton,

"Red Mountain," "Flaming
Feather" and "Rage of the Vulture."

Fitzgerald,

Advertising-Publicity-Exploitation
Meetings Are Set for Tomorrow

Name

Wallis'

Jacksonville, Charlotte
Louis,
Portland and

others.

try.

16

New Members To

Paramount's '100% Club'
Paramount's entire advertising, pubAn additional 16 members were
licity and exploitation staff, under na- named
yesterday
to
Paramount's
tional director Jerry Pickman, will "100% Club" by A. W. Schwalberg,
meet at the Hotel Warwick here to- president of Paramount Film Dis
morrow, the third and final day of the tributing Corp., at the company's sales
company's national sales convention.
convention here.
Principal topic of discussion will
New members include: Edmond DeBerry,
Friedman,
Charlotte;
David
be the means of implementing the re- Charlotte;
Fred Mathis, Jacksonville; Bartow Smith.
cently formulated merchandising proAtlanta;
Jr.,
John Gentile, Cincinnati;
gram set up to narrow the promo- Herbert Gillis, Philadelphia; Jack Howe,
tional gap between the completion of Washington; Kenneth Bishard, Des Moines;
a new film and its release some months George DeVine, Indianapolis; Harry Schlar,
later.

In addition,

all

present will be

Milwaukee; Eugene Jacobs, Kansas City;
Richard Parker, Dallas; Frank Rule. Dallas; Paul Allmeyer, Denver; Ralph Hayden.
Seattle; Jack Stevenson, San Francisco.

briefed on advertising, publicity and
for
plans
envisioned
exploitation
the
forthcoming
productions,
and
meeting will be thrown open for the
submission of additional ideas and
Toronto, April 26.
denial was
suggestions.
issued here by Canadian Odeon headAttending, in addition to Pickman,
quarters that Harry S. Dann had rewill be Norman Siegel, director of
signed as district manager for the
studio publicity
Walter Seltzer, Hal
Niagara area and Western Ontario at
Wallis' publicity representatives
Sid
the same time that Clare J. Appel tenBlumenstock, advertising manager
dered his resignation as Eastern diviMort Nathanson, publicity manager
sion manager, effective May 15. Canadian Odeon said Dann will continue
how it will be done was made. It is in charge of district operations at
believed that some of those in attend- Hamilton.
ance were reluctant to make firm commitments without consulting their organizations.
Boston, April 26. The next edition
No disposition of the projected film
industry exposition was made at yes- of the Saturday Evening Post will
terday's gathering and it was de- carry a feature story of the New Engscribed as entirely a separate matter land Variety Club's Children's Cancer Research Foundation.
from the public relations program.

Dann Stays with Odeon

—A

;

;

To Feature Variety Aid

—

Asked whether the talks, the last
one being the second of two sessions
of two days each between Myers and
the three attorneys, had altered his
opinion of industry

arbitration,

My-

remarked "They have a terrific
problem and I feel they are very siners

:

cere about their approach."
It was apparent from Myers' observations about industry arbitration
in the past as it existed under the administration of the American Arbitration Association that Allied would
not sanction a new system based on

the

same

He

principles.

complained that under the
operation there were always so

AAA
many

attorneys on hand that the proceedings had the appearance of court
battles rather than arbitration.
Myers said his personal conception
of what constitutes good arbitration
practice is the informal conference.
Questioning the value of polls taken
recently to determine the opinion of
exhibitors in general of the value of
arbitration system,
Myers said he
could not recall that a single member
of Allied had been asked for an opinion in these polls.

Lesser-Goldstein Deal
The Jack Goldstein Office here has
been engaged by producer Sol Lesser
to handle public relations and promotion on the premiere engagements of
"Kon-Tiki" in conjunction with
Pictures, which is releasing the film.

RKO

_ _
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NEW
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Park-in Case

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

MONDAY, APRIL

Washington, April 29.—Genadmission tax
March, reflecting February box-office busi-

seeks damages for the reputed failure
of the defendants to "adequately and
in good faith commercialize and promote the invention" under terms of
their patent agreement with Park-in.
Both the District Court and Circuit Court dismissed the Park-in suit
on the grounds that the terms of the
agreement constituted such misuse of
the licensed patent as to render the
Park - in
unenforceable.
agreement
thereupon appealed to the U. S. Supreme Court.

the transfer to United Artists
on Friday of all Eagle Lion Classics
negatives, prints, advertising accessories and other assets involved in the
sale of
by Pathe Industries, the

amounted to $25,625,450,
compared with $32,910,332 for
the previous March.

ELC

ELC

Rodgers Calls
M-G-M Meet
M-G-M

sales
William F. Rodgers,
vice-president, has called a three-day
meeting of field sales managers to be
held at the Astor Hotel here starting
Monday, May 7. Product and policies

affecting forthcoming releases will be
discussed.
Attending from the field will be
sales managers John P. Byrne, EastS.

;

Rudolph Berger, Southern John
Southwestern
John J.
;

Allen,

Maloney,

;

;

Midwest
Jr.,
Western the following home
;

Bishop,

Burtus
George A.

Central

;

three pictures winding up this
Universal-International's backlog of films will reach the highest
point of any time during the year with
19 pictures either editing or completed
Nine are in
and awaiting release.
Technicolor.
Completed this week will be "One
Never Knows," co-starring Dick Pow-

With

and

Peggy

Dow

;

"The

Cave,"

(Continued on page 4)

Hickey

sistants to the field executives

:

Paul

Richrath, Leonard Hirsch, Charles
F. Deesen, Sidney Lefkowitz, Irving
Helfont and William Levine.

J.

N. England Trucker

keep

their

that catches the public
(Continued on page 2)

fancy

Curtails Service

—

setts

and Rhode Island, states

that film deliveries in many
sections of the territory will
be eliminated on Wednesdays, to conserve tires and
truck equipment, film distribution offices were told.

by

UA

in

the absorption

For Last Half
Testifies to Confidence

In Future: Schwalberg

of

accelerated release program,
combining an increased investment
in production and the placing of

An

were accomplished.

of ELC gives
the biggest combined inventory of feature films ever held
by the company, the total negative value being placed at $40,000,000.
Some 38 pictures, consisting of former ELC features
as well as regular UA product,
will have been released during
the first eight months of this
year by UA.

The purchase

UA

_

emphasis on

fidence
future.
S c

the
national sales convention here on
Friday. "More,
Corp.,

Emphasize
Color; Broidy Says
to

—

Colorado Springs, April 29. Monogram-Allied Artists president Steve
Broidy told the firm's Western regional sales meeting at the Broadmoor
definitely

1

be

told

company's

Bigger

Better,

Pictures"
A.

"color will

the

W.

Paramount Film
D i stributing

there.

that

in

A.

hwa berg,
president of

scheduled to visit the Coast next week,
to line up product for next year. They
will attend the Thursday-through- Saturday company sales meeting in Chicago and proceed to the Coast from

Hotel,

re-

Paramount's conflects

Arthur Krim and Matthew Fox are

Mono,

pictures,

quality

W. Schwalberg

is

the

keynote of the
company's planning, he said.

Schwalberg informed the company's sales force that 15 top
(Continued on page 4)

Republic Net
Is $227,495

emphasized on our future program."
As long as producers
He added that "exhibitors want it
sights firmly fixed on pictures for the
and our sales force has found a ready
A net profit after taxes of $227,495
picture
motion
audience
the
mass
and profitable market for every color for the 13 weeks ending Jan. 27, 1951,
industry, both here and abroad, has
film we have released.
Three pictures is reported by Republic Pictures and
little to fear from any competitor, inare in preparation now for Cinecolor its subsidiaries. This compares with
Wilaccording
to
cluding television,
cameras. They are 'Big Top,' 'Flight a profit of $290,766 for the similar
and
distributor
British
liam Gell,
to Mars' and 'Rodeo'."
period ending Jan. 28, 1950.
producer.
Pointing out that the company has
The profit for the 13-week period
Gell, here to line up U. S. product been operating in the black for the
before deductions for taxes is refor British release and to arrange for past six months, Broidy declared a
ported at $407,495, compared with
U. S. distribution of his own "Lilli
(Continued on page 4)
$485,766 for the same period a year
Marlene," pointed to the success of
ago.
"King Solomon's Mines" here and
abroad as an index to the adage that
a film

John
Boston, April 29.
Marshall of the Film Exchange Transfer Service of
Boston, serving theatres in
New Hampshire, Massachu-

Releases

office as-

19 Films in TV No Threat to
Mass Audience: Gell
U-I Backlog
week,

formalities

final

ern

TEN CENTS

1951

With

ness,

Washington, April 29.— Parkin Theatres, Inc. has appealed another drive-in patent suit to the
U. S. Supreme Court, this one diParamount-Richards
against
rected
Paramount-Richards
Inc.,
Theatres,
Inc.,
and KenningtonEnterprises,
Richards Enterprises, Inc.
The suit, originally brought in Oct.,
1947, seeks to recover royalties under
a patent agreement on Park-in's Hollingshead drive-in patent and also

Impartial

United Artists Boosted to 15
Is Now Complete

eral Federal
collections in

Suit Directed Against
Para.-Richards, Others

30,

Takeover ofELC By Para.

Sharp Drop in March
Ticket Tax Revenue

Again Goes
To High Court

ell

Accurate

'lA's

Red-Film Charges

TV Revenue
Washington,

Bid Put at 5-10%
Hollywood,

IATSE.

Velde Misled on

locals

April
will

29.

—Fourteen

demand "between

five and ten percent" of producers'
gross receipts from the sale of theatri-

cal pictures to television, international

Roy Brewer
Motion Picture Daily.
The decision on the exact

representative

told

the

percentage to be demanded, and other details,
will be reached this week, Brewer
said, following inter-local discussions.

—

April 29. Rep. Harold Velde (R., 111.), top-ranking Republican on the House Un-American
Activities Committee, admitted over
the weekend that he might have misled a radio audience Thursday night
when he charged that many short subjects carried Communist propaganda.
r Velde
said he should have made it
clear that he was not thinking of
shorts made in Hollywood and distributed by regular film companies.
(Continued on page 2)
'•'

TV Show

Launches

Palsy Campaign
The United Cerebral Paldrive for $5,000,000 was
launched on Saturday on the
Ken Murray CBS-TV network
show, with stars of stage and

sy's

screen aiding the nationwide
appeal.
In many parts of the country, TV parties were held in

conjunction with the show,
Leonard H. Goldenson, UCP
president reports.

Monday, April

Motion Picture Daily
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NEWS
Brief
in

.

ACK COHN,

Columbia executive

Nate Spingold,
vice-president
advertising-publicity vice-president A.
;

;

A

PROGRAM

produce short Montague, sales vice-president
A.
subjects dealing with health, edu- Schneider, treasurer, and Leo Jaffe,

cation, science,

recent
Paris,

UNESCO

it

to

;

human

ance and culture

relations, toleroutlined at the
film conference in

was

was revealed here by Fred

Quimby, M-G-M short subjects department head, who attended the conference as the only representative of

treasurer, left here at the
eekend for the Coast, where they
meet with Harry Cohn, presiill
dent, and other studio executives.

assistant

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Centuryand Jonas Rosenpresident,
the Hollywood industry.
field, advertising manager, have re•
Al
turned here from the Coast.
Exploitation plans for M-G-M's Lichtman, sales executive, is due
"Red Badge of Courage," to be re- from there today.
•
leased in August or September, are
being discussed here with home office
Samuel Pinanski, president of
executives by Gottfried Reinhardt, the American Theatres Corp., is chairman
He said that road of the reception committee for Prime
film's producer.
shows are being considered.
Minister David Ben-Gurion of Israel
On his return to the Coast studio during his visit to Boston next month.
•
Reinhardt will begin shooting on his
next picture. "The Family Man,"
Harold L. Smith, secretary of the
which will be followed by "The Burn- Motion Picture Producers Association,
ing' Secret," based on a story by Stefan left here Saturday for Europe aboard
Zweig.
the vS".^. De Grasse.
^

Fox

•
Leon Brandt, Lopert Films advertising-publicity director, left here at

69th semi-annual convention of
the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers will open at the the weekend for the Coast.
Hotel Statler here today and run
•
through Friday, with some 60 techni
Robert O'Brien, United Paramount
cal reports and discussions on new Theatres secretary-treasurer, is due to
developments in the film and video eave here today for Chicago.
fields on the agenda of the 14 sessions
•
scheduled.
Heisler, director, arrived
Stuart
•
here from the Coast Saturday and left
Omaha, April 29.— A. W. Renfro, for England yesterday.
Radio
54, for many years with
has resigned as branch manager here
to become a partner in Oscar Han-

The

RKO

son's booking service,
tre Booking Service.

Newsreel
Parade

Personal Mention
.

renamed Thea-

•

Brien in Charge of
UA Special Events

Lige Brien has been named direcdelivered by Spyros P.
of special events and New York
tor
Skouras, president of 20th Century
area field represenFox, on "Are Movies Better Than and Metropolitan
Artists,
by Max E.
United
tative
of
Ever," at the recent Harvard public
advertising-pubforum will be distributed by the com Youngstein, national
munity relations department of the licity vice-president.
Brien, whose appointment is effecMotion Picture Association of
tive today, was formerly exploitation
America.
manager for Eagle-Lion Classics.

The address

WARNER

returned to the
L.
Coast yesterday following a visit
Harry Warner is due to rehere.
turn to the studio in a week.

JACK

Gael Sullivan, Theatre

Til
-LJ-

newsreels

is

I

America executive director, will be items include sports
n Washington today from New York. the Key West air
Later in the week, he will visit Chat- Palsy Poster and
adding tourists.
tanooga and Memphis.
\

Robert M. WeitmAn, vice-president
of United Paramount Theatres, is due
to return here today from a combination business and vacation trip to

Italian

MOVIETONE NEWS,
I

police

Italian

dren.

No.

UN

policeman

35—MacAr-

aid

Sports:

tourists.

motorcycle "maniacs." Water skiing.

NEWS OF THE
of

of various^ nature,
disaster, floods, a

forces withthur hailed in Chicago.
Swollen rivers menstand Red offensive.
Cerebral palsy poster chilace Ottawa.

Florida.
official

Chicago's rousing

welcome reception for General Douglas MacArthur, and, of course, the grim
Other principa,
Owners situation in Korea.

of

Ivan Foxwell,

30, 1951

Korea

Warner

peril

DAY,

No. 269^War

Swollen
turn.
Rome police guide
Ottawa.
Mrs. Truman aids palsy
takes

grim

in

rivers
tourdrive.

Brothers and Associated British Pic- ists.
Something new in fashion shows. MacArtures, sailed from here for Europe Satthur takes Chicago.
urday aboard the SS. Manretania.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 72— "D-for•
day" in Chicago. Mrs. Truman honDoug
Kramer
Myer Beck of Stanley
Dame
ored as cerebral palsy drive opens.
Productions returned here over the fashion invades farm and factory. Rome's
Sports: British
"finest" welcome tourists.
weekend from Boston.
champ eyes middle-weight title.
•

Phil Williams, March of
theatrical sales manager, will
here for Kansas City today.

leave

TELENEWS
quarters.

rewards

.

Atom

off
scientist.

in

Key West.
India

head-

Peron
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fa-

NEWS,
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No. 451— Korea.
Floods peril Otsubmarine lost
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police.
tawa. Rome's tourist
Children aid palsy fund drive.
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,

Air crash

Sports: the Kansas relays.

mine.

producer,
Grainger,
.1 „
r
due to arrive here today from the
,

DIGEST, No. 17B—Korea,

Ridgway permits photographers

I

RKO

Edmund
is

Time

British

|

Coast.

.

Tony Martin

of

London & Uhr

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 74r-MacArthur hailed in Chicago. Newsman sworn
in as Sen. Vandenberg's successor. Italian

has arrived here from the Coast.

Jean Hersholt

is

Mrs. Truman greets
aid tourists.
Marines aid Korean
palsy poster children.
orphans. Father and son join the Army
Cross-country fashions in
at Fort Dix.
Allentown, Fa.
police

due here today

from Hollywood.

Cvetic to

Addre s s

Rosenquest Quits as
Mass. House Today \jyB Film Buyer
Boston, April 29. — Matt Cvetic,
\

film buyer
Theatres in
New Jersey, announced on Friday that
he has resigned. The company said
he will be replaced by Arnold Jordan,

Harry E. Rosenquest,

former government undercover agent

whose activities formed the basis
Warner's "I Was a Communist
the

for

of
for

will address the state
Representatives tomorrow.

F.B.I.,"

House

of

Warner

Brothers

his assistant.

Rosenquest had been with Warner

Velde Misled

for 22 years and has been in the industry for 33. It is understood he will
enter the distribution field for foreign-

—

(Continued from page 1)
George H
Buffalo, April 29
Mackenna, general manager of the Four More Field Exploiteers
What he had in mind, he declared, language films. Co-workers gave him
Theatre and temporary Appointed by Youngstein
Lafayette
were three 16mm. shorts made in New a farewell dinner Friday evening.
chairman for the Council of Motion
Continuing moves toward the recon- York for use in film libraries.
Picture Organizations in the Buffalo
Other Velde statements on the
Gell
stitution of a permanent field exploiarea, has called a meeting here for
these: A committee
tation force for United Artists, Max broadcast were
(Continued
from page 1)
tomorrow to organize the territory
is
investigation of Charles Chaplin
E. Youngstein, vice-president and difor COMPO.
dozen
a
with
"along
way
under
will do more business now than ever
rector of advertising-publicity, on Friothers," Committee investigators will before.
day appointed four more field repreinto John Garfield's
Another picture, distributed by his
Joseph Mansfield, Milton inquire further
Cross-suits Filed in sentatives
with suspect orcompany, Monarch Films, is Edward
Overman, H. M. (Addie) Addison alleged connections
witnesses who have re- Golden's "Guilty of Treason," which
ganizations
and Peter Bayes. With the previouslybe assumed to
Miller, the field staff, fused to testify "must
after a slow start is building, he said.
Max
announced
Pathe Industries has moved to
members
of the Communist Party
be
diexploitation
Krushen,
Gell said that the new tax corfMori
dismiss a $27,000' suit brought by it under
today, and I favor issuing contempt fronting British exhibitors is of first
rector, now consists of five of the 12
and Eagle Lion Classics against Lou
months. citations for them."
interest in the U. K. industry now.
Bunin Productions for alleged non- expected within the next two
He was inclined to discount any posdelivery of a film, "Alice in WonderPathe to Arbitrate
Convention
sible effect of the recent governmental
on
Chicago
Arnold
to
land," and to initiate in its place a
ELC Wage Disputes
changes in his country, which saw
suit for $1,000,000 damages. The acJonas Arnold, United Artists assisthe
sale Harold Wilson replaced by Sir Hartrestrain
action
to
Injunctive
tion followed a counter-suit brought tant advertising manager, left for Chi
by Pathe Industries of Eagle Lion ley Shawcross as president of the
by Bunin asking for $1,500,000 dam- cago last night ahead of other UA ex
Board of Trade. Current policies will
Classics to United Artists was withages against Pathe.
ecutives bound for the company's sales
continue, Gell predicted, despite peron
DPOWA,
District
drawn
by
65,
Originally,
Pathe
charged
that convention,
Thursday-through-Satur
Friday when Pathe agreed to arbi- sonnel changes.
Bunin failed to deliver the film which day, to supervise advance arrange
The British distributor has left here
trate all disputed severance wage matit had agreed to distribute and sought
ments.
the Coast, where he will confer
for
home
and
publicists,
ters affecting
reimbursement for monies allegedly
with Jack Schwartz, independent proworkexchange
York
New
office,
and
Pathe.
Bunin's
counter-suit
spent by
to Broadcast Derby ers discharged as a result of the sales, ducer whose product is distributed in
charged that the film had been delivAccording to a union statement, an the U. K. by Monarch. Gell said he
The Kentucky Derby will be broad
ered and that Pathe, through ELC,
Arbitration Association man has arranged for distribution rights to
American
CBS
full
the
exclusively
over
cast
had failed to distribute it according
Lester Cowan's "Love Happy."
will judge the dispute.

William

:

Dispute Over Film

;

I

CBS

to the

terms of a Jan., 1949 pact.

network.
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U-I Backlog

Reviews

Para. Meet
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page

Oliver Twist"

features will be released during the July-Decem-

budget

(United Artists)

about to go into
eventful pre-release history "Oliver Twist" is
made but it rebeen
have
deletions
distribution. Some minor
artistry. By no means
and
feeling
with
together
conof
put
feeling
film,
mains a masterful
"With the greatest
the
motion is it an "art" film. Director David Lean and producer Ronald Neame,
fidence in the future of the
fashioned from the Charles
have
Expectations,"
the
"Great
told
Schwalberg
for
responsible
team
picture industry,"
an Dickens novel a picture of widest popular appeal.
_.
,
delegates, "Paramount has made
had to be faced in boiling down Dickens
problem
prothe
considerable
in
investment
a
doubt
record
No
all-time
the
but
None
minutes.
that now runs 105
duction of quality pictures. All of us teeming novel into a fluid film
Balaban, Y. overly fastidious could criticize the omissions.
at Paramount— Barney
performance in the tit e role ot
John Howard Davies turns in a stunning
Frank Freeman, Adolph Zukor and
and horror of the world
greed
the
face
to
the
left
that
is
who
the young orphan
others, are firmly convinced
fidelity to the
outstanding
with
performs
cast
quality of the forthcoming Paramount Indeed each member of the
with heavy
is superb as Fagm, replete
Guinness
support
Alec
unqualified
original
nirlt of the
product will win
Newton as
Robert
illustration.
Cruikshank
the
after
d n
from the exhibition field and the pubplays the
Sullivan
Francis
L
menacing
the snorting thief is repulsive and
lic."
Henry Stephenson
and
caricature
skilled
with
reBumble
in
that
Mr.
Schwalberg pointed out
bulbous bouncing
depths
eventually rescues the boy from the lower
leasing 15 features during the period, is he kindly grandfather who
most
of Lean's opinion that the
example
striking
exto
as
available
a
serves
making
Paramount is
The picture
plot
The
atmosphere.
and
character
depict
month
is
to
important aim of a picture
hibitors an added picture per
Oliver
as
admirable
are
flavor
and
from July through December, at the HubsidL v." Atmosphere, background
he was
his escape from the workhouse where
rate of five pictures every 60 days, a adventures are recounted from
corrupting
the
into
and
slums
London's
of
record for the company in recent ill-treated to the cluttered streets
ber, 1951, period.

AFTER
general

its

.

Other Technicolor productions in the
backlog include "The Prince Who Was A
Thief," Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie;
"Apache Drums," Stephen McNally, Coleen
Gray; "Smuggler's Island," Jeff Chandler
"Mark of the Reneand Evelyn Keyes
gade," Ricardo Montalban and Cyd Charisse starred; "Cattle Drive," Joel McCrea
and Dean Stockwell "Little Egypt," Mark
Stevens and Rhonda Fleming, and "The
Golden Horde," Ann Blyth and David
;

;

Farrar.

Additional pictures include "Thunder On
Claudette Colbert and Ann
Hill,"
"Hollywood Story," Richard Conte
Blyth
and Julia Adams; "The Fat Man," J. Scott
Smart; "Ma and Pa Kettle at the Fair,"
Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride; "Francis Goes to the Races," Donald O'Connor,
"Comin' Round
Piper Laurie and Francis
the Mountain," Abbott and Costello "Katie
Did It," Ann Blyth and Mark Stevens;
"Iron Man," Jeff Chandler, Evelyn Keyes
and Stephen McNally; "Fiddler's Green,
Shelley Winters, Richard Conte, Stephen
McNally, Charles Bickford and Alex Nicol.

The

;

;

.

years.

t0

Release Schedule

The

release

schedule was outlined

by Schwalberg as follows July— PineThomas' "Passage West," in Technicolor, starring John Payne and Dennis
O'Keefe; Billy Wilder's "Ace in the
Hole" "Appointment With Danger,"
starring Kirk Douglas. August— Hal
Wallis' "Peking Express," starring
Joseph Cotten; Wallis' Martin and
Lewis starrer "That's My Boy" Nat
"Warpath," in Technicolor,
Holt's
starring Edmund O'Brien. September
:

;

;

Capra's "Here Comes the
Crosby;
Bing
starring
Groom,"
George Stevens' "A Place in the Sun,"

—Frank
starring

Montgomery

Clift,

Elizabeth

;

;

the screenplay in which the
But, of course these melocharacters glower in villainy or shine in virtue.
world of fiction which
fanciful
the
present
in
are
also
dramatic extremes
As for the controversy
time.
the
of.
Dickens created against the background
it
obviously bigots can find
quite
characterization,
Fagin
sordid
over the
.interest
the
been
have
might
it
reason
this
fuel for their prejudices. For
of
of the obviously detailed characteristics
of good taste to one down some
the sordidness
of fairness however, one must say that

Mono,

Lean collaborated with Stanley Haynes.on

Shelley

strong upswing in business during the
next half-year is expected. He added
that four top films have been put on
an early release schedule, including
Fagin By any standards
"I Was an American Spy," comprising
not racial.
the "greatest concentration of box ofdepicted in him are human qualities and
climactic scene in which the
There is lively surge and excitement in the
fice values our company has ever had."
perch while the crowd
rooftop
his
from
down
Other executives on hand were
escaping Bill Sikes is shot
delinquent moppets in the forays is excellent
Harold Mirisch, Morey Goldstein,
snarls below. The handling of the
photographed
Green who
Mel Hulling,
Wirthwein,
Harold
word of commendation is also merited by Guy
Arthur Rank.
Stubbins and Si Borus.
Howard
this Cineguild Production, presented by J.
Release date,
classification.
Running time, 105 minutes. General audience
Herbstman
Mandel
April 27
Boy," "The Stooge" and "At Sea with

m

m

'

.

A

the Navy."

"Five"

.

Siegel Says 'Golden Circle'
Will Boost Box-Office

Paramount's
in
interest
Press
"Golden Circle" group of young playwill

ers

business
Siegel,

—

.

—

:

—

'

-

,

M H

it."

April 25.

reflected

be

magazines,

have

Notice of Change in
Trade Show Dates

HARD, FAST

AND

BEAUTIFUL"
not be trade shown on
Tuesday, May I, as previouswill

ly

advertised. Dates of show-

ing

will

be announced soon.

of Sales

In Ad-Publicity Drive
Jerry Pickman, Paramount's director

of

national

already

special

set

features on the young stars and that
the publicity build-up will be aided by
special junkets, including a tour by
air to

New

York.

Adolph Zukor Urges

More Showmanship
more showmanship and
was
made by Adolph Zukor, chairman of
the board of Paramount, at the com-

A

plea for

greater ingenuity in selling films

pany's sales convention. He urged the
delegates to use new and more imaginative merchandising methods.

-

-

Pickman Asks Aid
Inc.

stimulated

the company's sales meeting here on
Friday.
Siegel said that Life, Look and
Seventeen magazines plus several fan

New Promotion

RKO RADIO PICTURES,

in

the box-office, Norman
studio publicity director, told
at

;

.

Emphasize

to

(Continued from page 1)

Winters; Perlberg- Seaton's "Rhubarb," starring Ray (Columbia)
Milland and Jan Sterling. October—
A RCH OBOLER is contemplating man's final destruction through the atomPine-Thomas' "Crosswinds," in Tech- A. bomb in "Five," a title that derives from the number of earthly survivors
Payne and after the super-explosion has wrought its havoc. A portentous mood, runs
starring John
nicolor,
Rhonda Fleming; John Farrow's through the picture and its contemporary significance leaves one gripped.
"Submarine Command," starring Wil- Oboler who produced, directed and wrote the screenplay, has fashioned a piclucrative
Holden and Nancy Olson
liam
It looks like one that can bring in
ture of skill and fascination.
Stevens' "Something to Live For," returns under proper merchandising.
The picture, however, does not consisstarring Ray Milland, Joan Fontaine tently maintain its high entertainment level, for there are sequences that move
November- sluggishly, and in radio fashion, for which Oboler is noted, they lean considerand Teresa Wright.
George Pal's Technicolor production, ably on the sound track for development.
together the five who miracu"When Worlds Collide" Harry TuAfter some preliminaries, the story throws
lady in a state of shock, a
gend's "Darling, How Could You,"
young
pregnant
is
a
There
death.
lously eluded
lodge, a Negro bank
Fontaine and John
starring Joan
mountain
in
a
refuge
cynical young man who has found
"Hong Kong," attendant an elderly bank cashier and finally an arrogant man who fancies
December
Lund.
starring Ronald Reagan and Rhonda
cast is relatively unknown, it perhimself superior to the others. Although the
Fleming. A new Bob Hope-Hedy LaDouglas, William Phipps,
forms adroitly. In the order named they are Susan
marr comedy will follow at the year's
Anderson.
James
and
Lee
Earl
Charles Lampkin,
end.
Having survived the blast,
Oboler uses his characters as symbols of our time.
In summing up, Schwalberg asproblems in their mountainand
bickerings
new
in
embroiled
become
the five
arrogant
serted: "With the lineup I have just
Instigator of all of the trouble is the alien-accented,
top retreat
described, I can confidently state that
As the story
is larded with greed and selfishness
ambition
driving
whose
Paramount is about to usher in a new man
radiation-poisoning take their toll,
runs its course, avarice, stupidity and
era an era of unqualified optimism.
but two left, the young man and the girl.
leaving
The demand for more pictures, better
Eve to
One wonders having learned much, can they be a new Adam and
pictures, and bigger pictures has been
..
a better world ?
about
bring
01
heard and Paramount has answered
Running time 93 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Taylor and

1)

Macdonald Carey and Alexis Smith,
and "Fine Day," Howard Duff, Mona
Freeman and Josephine Hull.

Sd

,

1951

30,

the Hotel Warwick

Pickman, met at
here Saturday at what was the fianl
meeting of the company's three-day
sales convention.

advertising-publicity,

urged every member of the sales or- Hazen Lists Coming
ganization to join his department in a Wallis Productions
drive for maximum publicity and adJoseph Hazen of the Hal Wallisvertising on Paramount releases, at
Hazen organization, gave the
Joseph
here
convention
the company's sales
im- Paramount sales convention a runat the weekend. "It is physically
Wallis films slated for repossible for us to cover more than down of
He listed
and
for production.
lease
country.
the
10,000 playdates all over
Express," starring Joseph
We need your help, and we stand "Peking Corinne
Calvet and Edmund
ready to back you to the hilt," he said. Cotten,
The company's entire advertising, Gwenn, and the coming Dean MartinLewis attractions "That's My
publicity and exploitation staff, under Jerry
:

Publication

of

pany promotion
chandising, to

Bulletin
the

new intra-comtitled Mer-

bulletin,

be issued

monthly by

Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
was announced at the company sales
meeting.
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Seminar Costs!

Ottawa, April 30.—Though
the Canadian government is
not planning to impose any
admission taxes to pay for
the defense program, some

Woes

The seminar on production problems which the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations has scheduled for June 11-12 in Hollywood
will in no way add to COMPO's
'financial burdens, according to CounThose from excil spokesmen here.
hibition, production and distribution

SMPTE Head

Theatre

TV

Tells Industry

for proposals to
Federal Communications Commission hearings on theatre
television to be held next fall were
discussed here yesterday at a meeting
of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers' theatre television committee.

Recommendations

ahead with a plan to impose
a new tax of five cents on
theatre tickets of less than
$1 and 10 cents on tickets of
more than $1.

will

COMPO

revenue

To

which

(Continued on page 2)

N. Y. lst-Runs
In Slow Week

The appointment of Sid Blumen
stock as assistant national director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation
was announced here yesterday by
A. W. Schwalberg, president of Para
mount Film Distributing Corp., following the conclusion of the company's
national sales convention.
Blumenstock, who joined Paramount
in 1949 as advertising manager, will
continue in that capacity along with

He

was publicity direchis new post.
tor of Warner Brothers Atlantic City

Warm

sunny days and rainy nights
on Saturday and Sunday teamed u
to give a one-two punch to Broadway
first-run grosses over the weekenr
and the outlook is for one of the slowest weeks in quite a spell.
Only two theatres, the Paramoun
and Radio City Music Hall, did out-

theatres from 1934-38 and joined 20th
Century-Fox's advertising department
in

The former,
and

"My

wit'

;

Beers,

RCA,

presiding;

here

Washington, April

30.

—The

Na-

Production Authority today
granted eight "hardship" theatre construction appeals and turned down
eight more.
The eight approved projects were
$70,870 lobby alteration project for
the Stanley-Mark-Strand Co., New
York City; an $11,500 drive-in at
Augusta, Ga., for Donald Boardman
a $6,954 drive-in at Chattanooga
Tenn., for Cohutta Amusement Co.
a $14,900 cooling system installation

tional

at

(Continued on page 8)

Rochester, Minn., for the
Co. a $25,000 theatre for

Amusement

;

(Continued on page 21

SCTOA and TOA
Meet D. of

J.

Washington, April

30.

Today
—The South-

ern California Theatre Owners Association delegation and National Theatre

Owners

of

America

spokesmen

held a lengthy huddle here today on
the arguments which they will present
tomorrow to Assistant Attorney Gen-

H. Graham Morison.
The meeting was arranged with

eral

(Continued on page 8)

200 Drive- in Operators

in

Roadway Promotion Tieup

the

Field Service
A

nation-wide network of exploita-

—

City, April 30. Highways
every state having drive-in
theatres, and many in Canada, will
blossom out with drive-in posters in
May and June, in the cooperative promotion project intiated by Jack Bran-

Kansas

in nearly

nagle,

drive-in

manager

Common-

of

tion,

wealth Theatres.

situations.

Braunagle said that 200 drive-in
operators, including circuits that have
two or more drive-ins, have ordered
the promotional material which he and
his associates had devised and are distributing. The total of drive-ins posting 24-sheets, three-sheets and window

promotion and publicity men for
independent and foreign film distributors was announced here yesterday by
National Merchandising Service. The
new organization, a division of Franklin and Gladney, Inc., says it has personnel in 63 key and subsequent-run
distributors on a dailv
says the use of its field
personnel will save 60 per cent of the
usual expense for sending a man on
the road. "The distributor need not b-

Servicing

rate,

NMS

(Continued on page 8)

yesterday.

opening
the
at
Speaking
luncheon of the Society's 69th
semi-annual convention at the
Hotel Statler, Mole said that
"technical contributions already
at hand are so far ahead of the
industry's willingness to adopt
them that the lack of interest

may have
brake
growth.
a

the effect of applying
on future technical

(Continued on page 8)

Nate J. Blumberg, Universal president, yesterRock

1938.

New Promotional

of Interest

Producers and exhibitors must
The proposals, which dealt in the
main with technical requirements of have the "courage and imagination"
theatre TV equipment, were referred to utilize the technological advances
to a subcommittee on distribution famade, through television if the film
Pierre Mertz of
cilities, headed by
industry is to maintain its position
Bell Laboratories. If a common agree"as the greatest medium of mass edument is reached the SMPTE board cation and entertainment," Peter Mole,
will be informed, it was said.
president of the Society of Motion
Among those present were George Picture and Television Engineers, said
Nathan

Frank

Forbidden Past"
Sinatra on stage, is expecting $85,00C
a heavy figure
for the first week
made even more impressive by the dull
business elsewhere.

TV

Slows Technical Advance

1

standing business.

Utilize

Warns Lack

Blumenstock NPA Approves 8
Is Promoted Appeals, Rejects 8

of this disclosure arises
the likelihood that all or nearly
all of COMPO's major projects
will be financed along similar
possible that a
It is
lines.
box-office drive, formerely known as a "film festival,"
would be paid for by theatres
and distributors directly.

much-needed

at the

(Continued on page 7)

Out

The

made

L.

participate in the seminar
will pay their own travel and hotel
expenses, it was reported.

who

TEN CENTS

1951

Talks

administration goes

city

1,

SMPTE
be

municipalities are considering establishing new admission taxes to defray their
expenses.
In Quebec, theatre owners
close
to
threatened
have
down their 13 houses if the

to

MAY

TUESDAY,

Taxes in Sight
Houses
Canadian
For

By Delegates
Project Will
COMPO's Financial

U.S.A.,

New

Will be Borne
Not Add

YORK,

cards provided

may

reach

Al-

500.

most anywhere any person travels a
highway within five miles of a driveThe
in, the same poster will ,.be seen.
,

cumulative effect of the impact
pected to be substantial.

is

ex-

day accepted the com-

pany's present high earnings as justification for
giving some 300 home office "white collar" employes a retroactive pay
totaling $20,"bonus"
000. Each employee will
receive a $69 check, representing $3 per week for
a 23-week period.

—

Washington, April 30.
Consent decree talks between Loew's and the Justice Department picked
up again today, but were
described as being still

"in

the

preliminary

stage .

Further

talks

with

Loew's are expected later
in the week, and officials
of 20th Century-Fox may
come in for another round.

Motion Picture Daily
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By

WC. GEHiRING,

assistant genmanager for 20th

sales

eral

Century-Fox, is in Polyclinic Hospital
here for observation. He will be back
at his

desk next week.
•

Richard- Mealand, new managing
director of Paramount British Productions, Ltd., is due to leave here today by air for London. Russel-Hol-

man, Eastern production manager,
who was originally scheduled to accompany him, has delayed his trip.
•

Roger

manager
M-G-M's Kansas

Leaton,

C.

office

and head booker at
City branch, has been
the sales

staff,

promoted to
immediately,

effective

and Harvey L. Cole, booker, succeeds

Leaton in the
bination post.

office

manager com-

F. Samuels and Irving Ludwig, assistants to William B. Levy,
world-wide sales head for Walt Disney Productions, returned here yesterday from a nationwide tour.

Leo

Adolph Schimel,

vice-president of
Pictures Corp., and Mrs.
Schimel are due to sail from here
today for Europe aboard the

Universal

Queen Mary.
•

Lew

Schreiber, executive manager
of 20th Century-Fox's studio and assistant to Darryl F. Zanuck, is here
from the Coast.
•

Byrne, M-G-M; Eastern
sales manager, accompanied by Jay
Eisenberg of the legal department is
visiting Boston from here.

John

P.

A NOTHER

of the increasing
demonstrations of confidence
in the industry's f|uture is found

Paramount Pictures' anin
nouncement of its' new production and release policy for the
last half of 1951, and the advertising program which is part
and parcel of that policy.

W.

A.

Para-

Schwalberg,

mount Film Distributing Corp.
president, and Jerry Pickman,

Pickman,

Paramount Pic-

left

and pubhere for Cleveland yester-

day.

•

Rotus Harvey,
is

scheduled

from

San

PCCITO

to

PCCITO
be

If

clear,

:

Will

it

sell tickets ?

it

Pickman made

will,

it

precedent will not stand in

way of new ideas, new methThe campaign will be de-

the

signed to help exhibitors

all

half of the year at Paramount's
national sales convention here

way down the
will be made to

efforts

last

week.

The

six months' release sched-

ule from July through December will consist of 15 top budget
features, involving what Schwalberg described as "an all-time
record investment in the pro-

duction of quality pictures." The
schedule, he pointed out, represents not only a record investment but also comprises a
greater number, of pictures than
Paramount has released in a
similar period "in its recent history."

ods.

line,

and

the

regulate the flow

of publicity so that it builds to a
climax with the release of a

rather than permitting
lapse after completion of production and prior to release,

convinced that the quality of
the forthcoming product will win
unqualified support from the exhibition field and the public."
lv

Paramount's plus - values in
production and its acceleration
cjf releases will be accompanied
by plus attention and effort in

in

president,

Los Angeles
tomorrow on

Francisco
convention arrangements.

Pickman

said.

Paramount's confidence in the
attested by its new release schedule and the merchandising plans accompanying it,
future,

be reassuring to exhibitors
who, confronted with new competitive and economic challenges,
are urging "more pictures, better pictures, bigger pictures" to
increase theatre patronage.
will

The Paramount

policy is an
that
demand, addressed effectively in terms of
product and appeal to the nation's theatre patrons. There is

answer

to

no good reason to suppose they
will not respond in the future as
they have in the past.
Confidence
always,
product.

as

in the. industry is,
confidence in the

(Continued from page 1)

Succeed GFD's Carr

—

•
London, April 30. P. H. Shirley,
has been collected by COMPO in reGeorge Ma nn, Theatre Service cent weeks from some of the larger Australian-born accountant who three
Agency president, and Mrs. Mann theatre interests will be used for regu- years ago was appointed assistant to
are due to arrive in Los Angeles from lar operating expenses, such as head- John Davis, managing director of the
San Francisco today.
quarters rent, staff salaries, etc. Not- J. Arthur Rank Organization, is ex•
withstanding the success of a recent pected to succeed E.'T. Carr as manDr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president revenue-raising drive conducted by aging director of Rank's General Film
of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp., COMPO officers, the organization's Distributors.
is
Rank at the weekend announced
due to sail from here today for income has at no time kept pace with
Europe aboard the S.S. Queen Mary, the $600,000-a-year revenue rate which that Carr had resigned.
He added
•
was envisaged originally, it was said that the parting was "on the happiest
Willard Gillian, M-G-M field
One project which would have to be terms."
auditor,

is

here on a

visit to the

home

office.

&

•

Real Neth, Neth

Theatres, Colrecovering from an operation at Mt. Carmel Hospital there.
J.

umbus,

O.,

is

Ben Thau, M-G-M
tive, is

studio execuslated to sail May 5 for Naples

on the

5".5".

Mel

industry publicist,
has returned here from Boston.
Jr.,

here.

Continued from page 1)

Carl Bailey at

Strauss,

flew

to

Pawnee

City,

Nebr.

a $69,950 theatre at Santa Rosa, Cal..
for Codding House a $15,250 remodeling job for the Brenham Amusement
Co. of Brenham, Tex., and a $6,500
drive-in at Slaton, Tex.
;

FWC

Opens $300,000

has agreed to attend the dedication of the Carter Barron Amphitheatre, it was announced here today.
The theatre, in Rock Creek Park, is
being named after the late Eastern
district manager of Loew's. The dedication date has been changed from
May 30 to the evening of May 25.
President Truman is honorary chairman of the dedication committee, with
Interior
Secretary
Chapman and
Loew's president Nicholas M. Schenck
as active co-chairman. Industry leaders who have agreed to serve on the
committee, it was announced, include
Louis B. Mayer, Dore Schary, Barney
Balaban, Harry M. Warner, Eric A.
Johnston, Richard F. Walsh, Y. Frank

Freeman,

Marc

O'Hara,

Joyce

Wolf and James

C.

J.

Petrillo.

Aids

U. S.

British

Sulphur Consumers
London, April 30 — Film labora.

uniformed of the
amount of sulphur to be allowed them,
are

tories

still

the Board of Trade announcement that the. government will
control and allocate, starting. -tomor-

following

row, 100,000 tons to be made available
S.,rfor the coming quarter.
by the
t
It is assumed, however, that in viewof top priorities accorded rearmament
and other key, heavy industries, laboratories will receive approximately 85
per cent of their 1950 consumption of
sulphur. In their view, this will just
about enable them to carry on.

M

Smith to Preside at
Boston Sales Meet
— Andy Smith,
Boston, April
30.

vice-president
of
20th
Century-Fox, will preside over a sales
meeting to be held at the Boston

Los Angeles, April

30.

— Fox

tomorrow.

branch
Boston,

Philadelphia,

Haven, Albany,

Managers

from

Buffalo,

New

New York

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

______

SPENCER

TRACY

JOAN
•

______
ELIZABETH

BENNETT • TAYLOR

"FATHER'S LITTLE

DIVIDEND"
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

West

and Wash-

ington will attend.

Theatre on Coast

Coast has chartered a special bus to
take a group of Hollywood luminaries to the premiere of its new
$300,000 Fox Theatre in Taft, Calif.,

NPA Approves 8
[

Independence.
•

Douglas Fairbanks,
London yesterday from

financed out of COMPO's treasury
is
the institutional advertising camPubpaign indicated for Editor
lisher. There are no plans for starting this in the near future, however,
it was learned.

30.

Truman

distribution

Shirley Expected to

Seminar Costs

Theatre Dedication
Washington, April
— President

picture,

"

"All of us at Paramount,"
Schwalberg observed, "are firm-

1951

ai

|

tures' director of advertising
licity,

—

director of advertising, publicity
and exploitation, made known
the company's plans for the last

•

Jerry

advertising and exploiting those
Pickman told the
attractions,
convention. His campaign will
built
around the theme
be
"More pictures better pictures
bigger pictures !"
There will be but one test,
he said, for the ingredients
which will go into the cam-

paign

1,

The Carter Barron

SHERWIN KANE

—

May

Truman Will Attend

Tradewise

Personal
Mention
•

Tuesday,

Picture

plus Spectacular Stage Presentation

AM

ROBERT

MELVYN

tonight.

The group, along with Taft

civic,

business
and social leaders, were
guests of Charles P. Skouras, president of Fox West Coast, at a reception and dinner, preceding the opening.

PAST
An 8 KO Radio

Picture

Midnight Feature
,

Nightly
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IXEWS
in Brief

Bullfighter

April 30.— Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee will be asked to pay $25
per theatre for those with more than
600 seats and $15 per theatre for those
with less than 600 seats to a fund

Memphis,

the
use

that
will

of

owners

theatre
in

its

television

the

of

get
scramble.

fight

to

America
on top

TOA affiliate's board
met here and decided

of directo raise
the fund to help finance the national
fight for a private television channel
which would telecast big events for

exclusive us.e on theatre screens. The
board also elected Kermet Stengel,
Nashville, to its membership.
•

Leonard Boudine, counsel for Screen
and Professional Employes
Office
No. 65),
(DPOWA-District
Guild

known at an informal hearing
yesterday before a National
Labor Relations Board examiner that
the union would not agree to any plan
for distribution-wide bargaining agent
thai
elections which does not stipulate
made

it

here

the elections at all companies
be held simultaneously.
•

M-G-M

H. M. Richey,

(Republic.)
learnof an American in Mexico who goes about
presented in "Bullare
senorita
a
wooing
and
bullfighting
art
of
the
ing
well-molded Yankee and
fighter and the Lady." Robert Stack plays the lean,
those scenes which
is excellent
film
The
lady.
dark-eyed
is
the
Page
Joy
in going behind
or
arenas
in
bouts
actual
in
whether
fighting,
relate to bull
processes. Happily,
the scenes to show training methods and bull-breeding
Mexico and it contributes
a good deal of this footage was shot on location in
to fresh and exciting sequences.
by James Edward
In the more or less romantic aspects the screenplay,
adulaare held
bullfighters
how
Observing
course.
routine
Grant runs a
At the same time he feels
tion in Mexico, Stack decides to become one.
Stack prevails upon Gilbert RoPage.
it will enable him to impress Miss
teach him the fine points of the
to
matador,
land a brave, beloved but aging
himselt
One day, in a moment of boyish exhibitionism, Stack puts
profession
rescue and is gored to
the
leaps
to
Roland
whereupon
ring
in peril in the
the
The incident half-strangles Stack with remorse. What is more,
death
things look
When
Yankee.
the
about
embittered
menacingly
is
populace
tribute to the memory
darkest Stack goes into the arena once more and pays
the same time the deed
At
performance.
heroic
in
a
turning
by
Roland
of
ending is the conventional one.
turns the tide in the crowd's sentiment. The
this John Wayne
Budd Boetticher was associate producer and director for
original with Ray Nazarro.
on
the
collaborated
also
Boetticher
Production
Release date,
General audience classification.
Runnino- time 87 minutes.
°
Herbstman
Mandel
set.
not

THE ADVENTURES

m

shall

exhibitor

m

On New

he will attend the All'ed
Theatre Owners
and will then
Denver,
in
convention
go to Kansas City for the Allied
convention on May 16-17. He will
be in French Lick, Ind., on May 2223 for the Allied of Indiana conven10

Rocky

analysis of five individual pre-selling campaigns for
"Cyrano de Bergerac," which reaped a
harvest of national newspaper, radio
and television penetration valued at
$10,000,000, plus an additional million
dollars worth of local publicity cover-

age in 35 roadshow cities, has been
turned over by the Stanley Kramer
Distributing Company to United Artreists in preparation for the national
lease of the Jose Ferrer Academy
Award-winning film on July 20. The

week to WilHeineman, United Artists vicepresident in charge of distribution, and
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president and
report was delivered last

liam

Mountain

tion.

Hollywood, April 30.— The Screen
Publicists Guild here has changed its
name to the Publicists Guild, considered to be more accurate in view of
the fact that the membership also includes radio and television publicity

Trust

of advertising-pubbe made part of the
United Artists' "Blueprint for Tomorrow" sales convention, opening in

Role in Palsy Drive

Bill

—

statute.

Private

suits

anti-trust

are

sisting

in

the

industry

participation.

Also aiding are George Dembow, vice....
president of National Screen Service,
The Guild also raised its initiation
Myers has
chairman as national distribution chairman, and
sub-committee
by
fee for seniors from $150 to $250, and views
other classifications proportionately.
Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.) and to dis- Robert J. O'Donnell of Dallas, vicecuss in particular Royall's testimony president of Interstate Circuit, Inc., as
Hollywood, April 30.— The Council on the effect the bill would have on national exhibitor chairman.
Independent Publicists has ap- the film industry.
of
sub-committee to meet
a
pointed
Leo Mascioli, 74
Thursday on plans for cooperation
Toronto, April 30— Leo Mascioli.
Industry
Picture
with the Motion
74, veteran theatre builder and a partCouncil and the studio publicity direcpage
1)
(Continued from
ner for many years of Famous Playtors committee to set a date for a
Canadian Corp., died at St. MiAmerica
jers
of
Owners
of
election
Halpern, Theatre
general meeting and the
TV counsultant Richard chael's Hospital here.
theatre
officers.
Hodgson Paramount Earl I. Sponand Herbert Schalfi, 20th Centwo
able
distribute
will
F.
RKO Pictures
Fred Bowditch and Waltury-Fox;
Lopert Films features, "Women
Pittsburgh, April 30. Arthur F.
Allen
Carbon
National
Without Names," and "Girl of the lace Loesser,
Morrone, veteran theatre man and
National Theatre Supply Otto
Marshes," in Central and Latin Smith,
president of the Superior Motion PicSchade, RCA; E. D. Goodale, NBC,
America and certain South Ameri
Supply Co., died of a heart atture
subcoma
and Mertz, who delivered
can countries.
tack.
the group's work.
The deal was consummated be mittee report on
regular session of the SMPTE- conThe
president
of
Lopert,
I.
E.
tween
vention dealt with film processing and reCited
20th-Fox
Lopert, and Phil Reisman, vice
ports were heard from Edgar E, Berger
The annual award by the Associand F L. Bray Du-Art Film Laboratories;
president of RKO Pictures.
state statutes.
been asked to give his

Theatre

TV

.

;

;

;

Morrone

Arthur

—

;

;

Ads

•

Wilmington,

Del., April

30— A

bill

which would permit continuous showing of motion pictures on Sundays
in incorporated cities
after two P.M.
was defeated by the--Delaware House
of Representatives but was left in a
position to be brought up again for.
The law now requires
another vote.
Delaware theatres to be closed from
six P.M. to eight P.M. on Sundays,
permitting them to be open from noon
to six P.M.
.

licity.

director
will

It

May

Chicago on

5.

•

comprehensive exhibitor campaign book detailing a multitude of
tieups and special promotions for
20th Century-Fox's "Take Care of

A

My Little Girl" is now available to
showmen throughout the country,
fully three months in advance of
the film's national release date in
Explained in the pressbook
Julv.
will be details of tieups with AutoLite, Estate Stoves, Motorola, Whit-

The second annual campaign of
30.
A House
Palsy will begin
asked
Cerebral
United
has
sub-committee
Judiciary
general throughout the nation today, with the
Association
States
Allied
industry again taking man's Chocolates, Campbell's Soups,
counsel Abram F. Myers to testify motion picture
up
Lux Flakes and the National Tea
set
part.
bill
to
leading
a
proposed
Thursday on a
are
Coast
of
to
Coast
Bureau, with full instructions as to
from
Theatres
a uniform six-year Federal statute
showand
collections
local applications. Also contained is
treble-damage
by
cooperating
private
on
limitations
on
House
"The
trailer,
UCP
a college campaign for theatres in
the
ing
anti-trust suits.
This is the bill which is being vig- Anystreet," narrated by Cecil B. De- school areas.
Paramount and
orously opposed by the Motion Picture Mille and produced by
Association of America. Appearing Technicolor.
Redbook Magazine for May, now on
ot
behalf
Thing"
on
sub-committee
names "The
the
stands,
the
before
Goldenson, Hudson
(RKO) as its "Picture of the Month"
the MPAA, Kenneth Royall warned
the
Leonard Goldenson, president of and Florence,, Somers, feature editor,
that such a statute would multiply
distributors.
against
and also of United Paramount savs: "It's science fiction, but so inUCP
suits
number of
presitelligently handled that it's believable,
He- argued that a three-year statute Theatres, and Earl J. Hudson,
should be the longest considered if dent of United Detroit Theatres and and all the more real because its cast
Congress felt it had to enact a Federal national campaign chairman, are as- is drawn from comparatively unknown

Washington, April

now governed by

men.

J.

national

Seek Myers' Views Industry Plays Big

Rowe Hotel on Thursday. On

May

A DETAILED

.

relations head will leave here to
morrow for Grand Rapids where he
will hold an exhibitor luncheon at

the

Pre-Selling

and the Lady

,

The

tors

National

Review

players."
file

Redbook

also contains a pro-

T emple, under the title
Who Grew* Up in Your

on Shirley

"The

Girl

Heart," and

lists

four other films for

special credit in the month.

•

The new Look Magazine,
Tuesday,

May

rector of

what Metro

released

an extensive story of M-G-M's production of
"Show Boat" with back-of-the-camera
"The Direcstills made on location,
tor Points His Candid: Camera at
Show Boat" gives George Sidney, di8,

will carry

calls

,

its

great-

production since "Gone, With the
Wind," his chance to tell the intimate

est

details of the making of the new picture, illustrated with his, owii, candid

camera shots of Ava Gardner, Howard
E.
Grayson,
Joe
Kathryn
Keel,
Brown, Agnes Moorehead, Robert
Sterling and others of the cast, at
work and at ease between scenes,
"

*

,

•

-

Judges in the special "Bird of
Paradise" coiffure contest, which is
ated Business Publications for the best being held among beauty operators
campaign selling
publication
trade
in hundreds of salons throughout
dealers on using sales-promotion aids the Metropolitan area, will join in
has been given this year to the Car- the Buddy Rogers TV show tomorHall Cutlery-"Cheaper by the row night to pick the outstanding
vel
20th-Fox tie-up.
Dozen"
:
port for his group.
ha'rdo created to honor the 20th
Last night's session, with Frank E. CaCentury-Fox Technicolor film, as
was
charge,
Stiffle
in
M.
and
E.
hill, Jr.
part of the exploitation planned for
Shorts
devoted to motion picture techniques. Papers 73
were read by R. L Ross, Canadian Nathe picture during its neighborhood
Warner
30.
April
Hollywood,
tional Film Board; Morton H. Read, Bay
circuit run in Greater New
Brothers will produce 73 shorts and and
State Films; G. R. Stevens, Television
York.
Meyer,
Herbert
London;
Film Productions,
cartoons for the 1951-52 season, the

L. Kai-z and W. Esthimer, Raytheon; H. E.
Hewston and Carlos H. Elmer. TJ. S. Navy
Ordnance; W. Hedden, T. Weaver and
Lloyd Thompson, Calvin Co.
The session was presided over by Edmund_
A. Bertram. E. K. Carver, chairman oi
the film dimensions committee, gave a re.

Warner

—

.

Motion Picture Research Council, and J. S.
Leffen, U. S. Naval Photographic Center.

company announced

today.

—Walter

Brooks

Motion Picture Daily

8

SMPTE Head NY
{Continued from page

TERESA

I speak not only of television
but of the potentialities of the
increased use of color; multiple
sound tracks, wide angle pictures and steroscopy that might
capture the interests of the
moviegoing public," he said.

girl

TERESA
a love story

is

"The motion

TERESA
is,

picture exhibitor

must

experiment with
and adopt new techniques that appear
commercial
possibilities,"
have
to
Mole said "This calls for courage
and imagination unclouded by the
fears which the present economic Conditions have produced within the molearn

quite naturally,

seek

to

1,

1951

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

1)

'

a beautiful

is

May

Tuesday,

out,

"Father's Little Dividend" continues
draw well at the Music Hall, which
estimates a gross of $125,000 for the
third week of the bill, including a
musical revue.
Other openers are "Follow the Sun"
at the Roxy which will fall well below the $50,000 mark, and "The Bullfighter and the Lady" at the Capitol,
which has a modest $25,000 in sight.
Gordon Jenkins and his orchestra head
the Capitol stage bill.
to

:

SEVENTEEN's
Picture-of-the- Month

tion

picture

industry."

"Unfortunately,"

Congratulations!
...to

M-G-M

for

Mole

continued

instances the men who
head the industry and who should
translate invention into
commercial
reality
have become so economyminded that their first question is

many

"in

a

production that

will it cost?' and not, 'How
benefit the industry?'"
Mole made his remarks before in-

'What

millions of

will

SEVENTEEN

troducing the guest speaker, Nathan
D. Golden, director of the film division
of the National Production Authority.
Golden appealed to the engineers to
aid the government defense production program by conserving materials
through the use of substitutes.

readers will love
...to

Fred Zinnemann

for his sensitive

He said that "practically all manufacturers have been hit" by the
cutbacks in materials, but he looks
for business in general to be helped
as defense orders and subcontracts
take up the slack of the transition
period. Nevertheless, he warned that
"there are not enough raw materials,
manpower and productive capacity to
maintain our expanded defense program on top of the same high level

NPA

direction, to Arthur

Loew
this

for inspiring

production

;

,

to Pier

Angeli

it

for

a

of

one

of

our loveliest

new stars

agam

declared that "at thi:
moment" there is no shortage of motion picture film. He said film suppliers and manufacturers are delivering comparable footage to their accounts paralleling 1950 purchases, a
situation he termed as "better than
what might eventuate under a limitation order or an allocation system."
Among the guests on the dais were
Brig.-Gen. K. B. Lawton, deputy chief,
U.S.A. Signal Corps; Col. C. S.
vjroiden

Stodter, chief of the Army Pictorial
Service's training films division; G. F.
Hussey of the American Standards

Association Emilio Ascarraga, Mexican exhibitor and producer, and James
Frank, assistant to Golden.
;

Others

dais were W. C.
L. L, Ryder, E. I. Spon-

on the

Kunzmann,

Herbert Barnett, W. H. Rivers,
William Lodge, F. E. Cahill and John
able,

Cra'ine.

SCTOA and TOA
(Continued from page

1)

anti-trust chief to give the California
exhibitors a chance to discuss the Los
Angeles zoning situation, arbitration

seventeen
the entertainment magazine
for

high school

girls

is down at the
Strand, with the final five days of a

ree-week run expected to

hit

around

at

$22,000. Gordon MacRae is on stage.
"I
a Communist for the F.B.I."
will open there tomorrow. "The First

Was

Legion" is disappointing at Loew's
State, with the first week not likely
to touch $15,000.
"Valentino" at the Astor is leading
the straight film policy houses with
about $22,000 coming in for the second week. "The Brave Bulls" at the
Rivoli dipped to about $14,000 for its
second week, but the figure can be
considered satisfactory.

"The Sword of Monte Cristo" and
"Lucky Nick Cain," at the Mayfair

PIER ANGELI as the

and Globe, respectively, are both slow
with around $6,000 in prospect for a
second week at each house. "Stage to
Tucson" will open at the Mayfair on
Friday, while "Try and Get Me" will
bow in at the Globe on Saturday.

bride in this

romance

M-G-M

the talk

of the nation.

'Born Yesterday' Holding

The success of
TERESA's first
engagements

"Born Yesterday" is still holding uin its 19th week at the Victoria with
$17,000 due. "Tales of Hoffman" is
near-capacity in its two-a-day.
reserved seat run at the Bijou, with
about $14,500 expected for its fourth
week.
Its predecessor,
"Cyrano de
Bergerac," is expected to draw a consistent $7,000 in its moveover to the
Golden.

is

still

No Film Shortage

Sees

performance that
establishes her as

economy."

civilian

'Only the Valiant'

"Only the Valiant"

Off-Broadway, "Kon-Tiki"

is

still

doing excellent business at the Sutton
with about $13,500 estimated for ?
fourth week. "Teresa" at the Trans

Lux 52nd St., is down a bit but is still
okay with $9,000 expected for a fourt'week. "The Scarf" completed a mild
first week at the Park Avenue with
a gross of $6,500

New

;

it

will hold.

confirmed

Picture-of-the-month
selection for millions

SEVENTEEN

of

readers.

We know that this
win the
enthusiasm of
film will

America's teen-agers
.

Field Service

.

.

that exhibitors

and public

(Continued from page 1)

take
concerned
hotels

with

the

costs

of

travel

and meals, or the salary

during traveling.

NMS

its

lost

charges only

for the work that is done," it was revealed. "In addition, the smaller distributor gains prestige because all
work is carried out in his

NMS
NMS

name."

exploitation personnel are being offered also as a supplementary
field force for major companies tha+

want special department store and
specialty shop tie-ups for a particula'

and other West Coast trade problems. campaign.
The TOA spokesmen decided to tag
Bernard Maxwell, who organizer'
along and make a pitch on print short- NMS, is its director. He has been ?
ages and other problems on a nation- field man for Paramount, Eagle Lion
wide basis.
Columbia and the Hal Home orgaiv
Albert Hanson is chairman of the zation.
California committee, and is accompanied by Sherrill Corwin and Ezra
Stern. Executive director Gael Sullivan Carter
and general counsel Herman Levy will
Memphis, April 30.-—Frank Carter.
represent the TOA.
Levy said there Warner salesmen, today was named
would be no brief or any other writ- branch manager to succeed Vernon
ten document presented to Morison.
Adams, resigned.

Named Manager

it

alike will

to their hearts.

MOTION PICTURE

Accurate

Concise

and
Impartial

VOL.

NO.

69.

NEW

84

Seminar Costs

TUESDAY,

Taxes in Sight
For Canadian Houses
Ottawa, April 30.—Though
the Canadian government is
not planning to impose any
admission taxes to pay for
the defense program, some
municipalities are considering establishing new admission taxes to defray their
expenses.
In Quebec, theatre owners
close
have
threatened
to
down their 13 houses if the

By Delegates
Project Will Not Add to
COMPO's Financial Woes
The seminar on production problems which the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations has scheduled for June 11-12 in Hollywood
will in no way add to COMPO's
financial burdens, according to CounThose from excil spokesmen here.
hibition, production and distribution
participate in the seminar
will pay their own travel and hotel
expenses, it was reported.

U.S.A.,

New

Will be Borne

who

YORK,

city

administration goes

ahead with a plan
a new tax of five
theatre tickets of
$1 and 10 cents on

more than

to impose
cents on
less than
tickets of

$1.

will

Out of this disclosure arises
the likelihood that all or nearly
all of COMPO's major projects
will be financed along similar
possible that a
It
lines.
is
COMPO box-office drive, formerely known as a "film festival,"
would be paid for by theatres
and distributors directly.
The

much-needed

revenue

which

{Continued on pagei 2)

K Y. lst-Runs
Week

In Slow

sunny days and rainy nights
on Saturday and Sunday teamed u'
to give a one-two punch to Broadway
first-run grosses over the weekend
and the outlook is for one of the slowest weeks in quite a spell.

Only two theatres, the Paramoun
and Radio City Music Hall, did out-

The former, wit'
Past" and Frank
is expecting $85,00C
for the first week; a heavy figure
made even more impressive by the dull
business elsewhere.
standing business.

TEN CENTS

1951

1,

SMPTE

Talks

SMPTE Head

Theatre

TV

Tells Industry

Recommendations for proposals to
made at the Federal Communications Commission hearings on theatre
television to be held next fall were
be

discussed here yesterday at a meeting
of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers' theatre television committee.
The proposals, which dealt in the
main with technical requirements of
theatre
equipment, were referred
to a subcommittee on distribution facilities, headed by
Pierre Mertz of
Bell Laboratories. If a common agreement is reached the
board
will be informed, it was said.
Among those present were George
L. Beers, RCA, presiding
Nathan

TV

1

SMPTE
;

He

his new post.
was publicity director of Warner Brothers Atlantic City

from 1934-38 and joined 20th
Century-Fox's advertising department

in

Washington, April

30.

—The

Na-

Production Authority today
granted eight "hardship" theatre construction appeals and turned down
eight more.
The eight approved projects were:
tional

$70,870 lobby alteration project for
the Stanley-Mark-Strand Co., New
York City; an $11,500 drive-in at
Augusta, Ga., for Donald Boardman
a $6,954 drive-in at
Chattanooga,
Tenn., for Cohutta Amusement Co.
a $14,900 cooling system installation
at Rochester,
Minn., for the Rock
Amusement Co. a $25,000 theatre for
;

1938.

(Continued on page 2)

200 Drive- in Operators

in

Roadway Promotion Tieup

"My

Forbidden
Sinatra oh stage,

{Continued on page 8)

SCTOA and TOA
Meet D. of

J.

Washington, April

30.

Today
—The South-

ern California Theatre Owners Association delegation and National Thea-

Owners

America

spokesmen
held a lengthy huddle here today on
the arguments which they will present
tomorrow to Assistant Attorney Gentre

of

Hi Graham M or son
The meeting was arranged with

eral

i

-

{Continued on page 8)

the

New Promotional
Field Service
A

nation-wide network of exploita-

promotion and publicity men for
independent and foreign film distributors was announced here yesterday by
National Merchandising Service. The
new organization, a division of Franklin and Gladney, Inc., says it has personnel in 63 key and subsequent-run
tion,

situations.

distributors on a daily
says the use of its field
personnel will save 60 per cent of the
usual expense for sending a man on
the road. "The distributor need not br
{Continued on page 8)

Servicing

rate,

NMS

TV

Utilize

Warns Lack

of Interest

Slows Technical Advance

—

Kansas
in

City, April 30. Highways
nearly every state having drive-in

theatres, and many in Canada, will
blossom out with drive-in posters in
May and June, in the cooperative promotion project intiated by Jack Brau

nagle,

drive-in

manager

of

Common-

wealth Theatres.

Braunagle said that 200 drive-in
operators, including circuits that have
two or more drive-ins, have ordered
the promotional material which he and
his associates had devised and are dis-

The total of drive-ins posting 24-sheets, three-sheets and window
cards provided may reach 500. Altributing.

most anywhere any person travels a
highway within five miles of a drive
in, the same poster will be seen.
The
cumulative effect of the impact is ex
pected to be substantial.

Producers and exhibitors must
have the "courage and imagination"
to utilize the technological advances
made through television if the film
industry is to maintain its position
"as the greatest medium of mass education and entertainment," Peter Mole,
president of the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers, said
here yesterday.
,

Blumenstock NPA Approves 8
Is Promoted Appeals, Rejects 8
The appointment of Sid Blumenstock as assistant national director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation
was announced here yesterday by
A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., following the conclusion of the company's
national sales convention.
Blumenstock, who joined Paramount
in 1949 as advertising manager, will
continue in that capacity along with

To

-

.

{Continued on page 7)

theatres

Warm

MAY

Speaking
at
the
opening
luncheon of the Society's 69th
semi-annual convention at the
Hotel Statler, Mole said that
"technical contributions already
at hand are so far ahead of the
industry's willingness to adopt
them that the lack of interest
may have the effect of applying
a brake on future technical

growth.
(Continued on page 8)

9

'U Employes
Share Profits
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal president, yesterday accepted the company's
present high earnings as justification
for giving some 300 home office "white
collar" employes a retroactive pay
"bonus" totaling approximately $20,Each employee will receive a
check for $69, which represents $3 per
week for the 23-week period between
Sept. 1, 1949, and Feb. 1, 1950.
Blumberg's decision stems from a
"gentlemen's agreement" which the
company made with IATSE Motion
Picture Home Office Employes Local
000.

\

(Continued on page 7)

Loew's and D. of

J.

ResumeDecreeTalks
—

Washington, April 30.
Consent
decree talks between Loew's and the
Justice Department picked up again
today, but were described as being still
"in the preliminary stages."
Further talks with Loew's are expected later in the week, and- officials
of 20th Century-Fox may come' in for
another round of discussions, it was
indicated here.

By

WC. GEBRING,
•

eral

sales

assistant genmanager for 20th

in

Polyclinic Hospital

Century-Fox,

is

here for observation.
at his

He

will be

back

desk next week.
•

Richard Mealand, new managingdirector of Paramount British Productions, Ltd., is due to leave here today by air for London. Russel Hol-

production manager,
who was originally scheduled to accompany him, has delayed his trip.
•

Eastern

man,

manager
Roger C.
and head booker at M-G-M's Kansas
City branch, has been promoted to
Leaton,

sales

the

staff,

office

effective

immediately,

and Harvey L. Cole, booker, succeeds

Leaton in the
bination post.
Leo

manager com-

office

wig, assistants to William B. Levy,
world-wide sales head for Walt Disney Productions, returned here yestera nationwide tour.

day from

Paramount Pictures' anin
nouncement of its new production and release policy for the
last half of 1951, and the advertising program which is part
and parcel of that policy.
ParaSchwalberg,
A. W.
mount Film Distributing Corp.
president, and Jerry Pickman,

•

Adolph Schimel,

vice-president of
Pictures Corp., and Mrs.
Schimel are due to sail from here
today for Europe aboard the •S'.-S'.

Universal

Queen Mary.

last

sales

The

Byrne, M-G-M Eastern
sales manager, accompanied by Jay
Eisenberg of the legal department is
visiting Boston from here.

the
ods.

licity,

left

six months' release sched-

scheduled

from

San

PCCITO

to

PCCITO
be

in

president,

Los Angeles
tomorrow on

efforts

and

said.

Paramount's confidence in the
future, attested by its new release schedule and the merchandising plans accompanying it,
be reassuring to exhibitors
who, confronted with new comwill

and economic challenges,
are urging "hiore pictures, better pictures, bigger pictures" to
increase theatre patronage.
The Paramount policy is an
answer to that demand, adpetitive

dressed effectively in terms of
product and appeal to the nation's theatre patrons. There is
no good reason to suppose they
will not respond in the future as
they have in the past.
Confidence in the industry is,
always, confidence in the
as
product.

Shirley Expected to

Seminar Costs

Francisco
convention arrangements.

line,

regulate the flow
it builds to a
with the release of a
rather than permitting
after completion of proand prior to release,

Pickman

Paramount's plus - values in
production and its acceleration
of releases will be accompanied
by plus attention and effort in

•

Rotus Harvey,

the

all

climax

of us at Paramount,"
Schwalberg observed, "are firm-

day.

it

way down the
will be made to

a lapse
duction

and pubhere for Cleveland yester-

sell tickets ?

Pickman made

signed to help exhibitors

ber will consist of 15 top budget
features, involving what Schwalberg described as "an all-time
record investment in the production of quality pictures." The
schedule, he pointed out, represents not only a record investment but also comprises a
greater number of pictures than
Paramount has released in a
similar period "in its recent his-

tures' director of advertising

it

will,

way of new ideas, new methThe campaign will be de-

picture,

Paramount Pic-

Will

cam-

the

into

clear, precedent will not stand in

•

Pickman,

Jerry

go

it

from July through Decem-

lv convinced that the quality of
the forthcoming product will win
unqualified support from the exhibition field and the public."

P.

:

will

of publicity so that

from the Coast.

John

If

here

convention

tory."
"All

•

paign

week.

Schreiber, executive manager
of 20th Century-Fox's studio and assistant to Darryl F. Zantjck, is here

Lew

—

director of advertising, publicity
and exploitation, made known
the company's plans for the last
half of the year at Paramount's

national

—

which

Succeed GFD's Carr

(Continued from page 1)
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SHERWIN KANE Theatre Dedication

advertising and exploiting those
Pickman told the
attractions,
convention. His campaign will
around the theme
built
be
"More pictures better pictures
bigger pictures !"
There will be but one test,
he said, for the ingredients

of the increasing
demonstrations of confidence
in the industry's future is found

ule

Samuels and Irving Lud-

F.

A NOTHER

May

Truman Will Attend
The Carter Barron

Tradewise

Personal
Mention

is

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily

2

—

—

Washington, April 30. President
Truman has agreed to attend the dedication of the Carter Barron Amphitheatre, it was announced here today.
The theatre, in Rock Creek Park, is
being named after the late Eastern
district manager of Loew's. The dedi-

date has been changed from
30 to the evening of May 25.
President Truman is honorary chairman of the dedication committee, with
Chapman and
Secretary
Interior
Loew's president Nicholas M. Schenck
as active co-chairman. Industry leaders who have agreed to serve on the
committee, it was announced, include
Louis B. Mayer, Dore Schary, Barney
Balaban, Harry M. Warner, Eric A.
Johnston, Richard F. Walsh, Y. Frank
Freeman, Joyce O'Hara, Marc J.
cation

May

Wolf and James

Petrillo.

C.

Aids

U. S.

British

Sulphur Consumers
London, April 30 — Film labora.

uniformed of the
amount of sulphur to be allowed them,
are

tories

still

the Board of Trade announcement that the government will
control and allocate, starting tomor-

following

row, 100,000 tons to be made available
by the U. S. for the coming quarter.
It is assumed, however, that in view
of top priorities accorded rearmament
and other key, heavy industries, laboratories will receive approximately 85
per cent of their 1950 consumption of
sulphur. In their view, this will just
about enable them to carry on.

Smith to Preside at
Boston Sales Meet
Boston, April

30.

— Andy

Smith,

20th
vice-president
of
Century-Fox, will preside over a sales
meeting to be held at the Boston

distribution

branch

tomorrow.

Managers

from

Buffalo,

New

Philadelphia,

Boston,

Haven, Albany,

New York

and Wash-

London, April 30. P. H. Shirley, ington will attend.
•
has been collected by COMPO in reGeorge Mann, Theatre Service cent weeks from some of the larger Australian-born accountant who three
Agency president, and Mrs. Mann theatre interests will be used for regu- years ago was appointed assistant to
are due to arrive in Los Angeles from lar operating expenses such as head- John Davis, managing director of the
quarters rent, staff salaries, etc. Not- J. Arthur Rank Organization, is exSan Francisco today.
•
withstanding the success of a recent pected to succeed E. T. Carr as manDr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president revenue-raising drive conducted by aging director of Rank's General Film
of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp., COMPO officers, the organization's Distributors.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rank at the weekend announced
is
due to sail from here today for income has at no time kept pace with
He added
Rockefeller Center
Europe aboard the S.S. Queen Mary. the $600,000-a-year revenue rate which that Carr had resigned.
ELIZABETH
was envisaged originally, it was said that the parting was "on the happiest
JOAN
SPENCER
Willard Gillian, M-G-M field
One project which would have to be terms."
BENNETT • TAYLOR
TRACY

NEW YORK THEATRES

auditor,

is

here on a

visit to the

home

office.

financed out of COMPO's treasury
advertising camis the institutional
Pubpaign indicated for Editor
lisher. There are no plans for starting this in the near future, however,

&

Real Neth, Neth

Theatres, Colrecovering from an operation at Mt. Carmel Hospital there.
•
J.

umbus,

O.,

is

Ben Thau, M-G-M

studio executive, is slated to sail May 5 for Naples
on the S.S. Independence.
•

Mel

Strauss,

industry publicist,
has returned here from Boston,

e

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
London yesterday from here.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

flew

to

it

was

learned.

FWC

Opens $300,000

Theatre on Coast
Los Angeles, April

30.

— Fox

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

West

Coast has chartered a special bus to
take a group of Hollywood luminaries to the premiere of its new
$300,000 Fox Theatre in Taft, Calif.,

NPA Approves 8
(Continued from page 1)

"FATHER'S LITTLE
DIVIDEND"

tonight.
Carl Bailey at Pawnee City, Nebr.
The group, along with Taft civic,
a $69,950 theatre at Santa Rosa, Cal..
and social leaders, were
for Codding House a $15,250 remodel- business
ing job for the Brenham Amusement guests of Charles P. Skouras, presiCo. of Brenham, Tex., and a $6,500 dent of Fox West Coast, at a recepdrive-in at Slaton, Tex.
tion and dinner, preceding the opening.

plus Spectacular Stage

ROBERT

Picture

Presentation

AVA

•'"Person
MELVYN

:

;

An RKO Radio

Picture

Midnight Feature

NiahH,

.
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April 30.

'Bullfighter

— Theatre Own-

ers of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee will be asked to pay $25
per theatre for those with more than
600 seats and $15 per theatre for those
with less than 600 seats to a fund
that the theatre owners of America
will use in its fight to get on top
television

the

of

The

TOA

board of direc-

met here and decided

tors

to

raise

the fund to help finance the national
fight for a private television channel
which would telecast big events for
exclusive use on theatre screens. The
board also elected Kermet Stengel,

membership.
•
H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor
relations head will leave here tomorrow for Grand Rapids where he
will hold an exhibitor luncheon at
the Rowe Hotel on Thursday. On
May 10 he will attend the Allied
Nashville, to

its

Theatre Owners
convention in Denver, and will then
go to Kansas City for the Allied
convention on May 16-17. He will
be in French Lick, Ind., on May 2223 for the Allied of Indiana conven-

Mountain

Rocky

THE

ADVENTURES

of an American in Mexico who goes about learning the art of bullfighting and wooing a senorita are presented in "Bullfighter and the Lady." Robert Stack plays the lean, well-molded Yankee and
Joy Page is the dark-eyed lady. The film is excellent in those scenes which
relate to bull fighting, whether in actual bouts in arenas or in going behind
the scenes to show training methods and bull-breeding processes. Happily,
a good deal of this footage was shot on location in Mexico and it contributes

and exciting sequences.
In the more or less romantic aspects the screenplay, by James Edward
Grant, runs a routine course. Observing how bullfighters are held in adulaAt the same time he feels
tion in Mexico, Stack decides to become one.
Page.
Stack prevails upon Gilbert Roit will enable him to impress Miss
land, a brave, beloved but aging matador, to teach him the fine points of the
profession. One day, in a moment of boyish exhibitionism, Stack puts himself
in peril in the ring whereupon Roland leaps to the rescue and is gored to
The incident half-strangles Stack with remorse. What is more, the
death.
When things look
populace is menacingly embittered about the Yankee.
darkest Stack goes into the arena once more and pays tribute to the memory
At the same time the deed
of Roland by turning in a heroic performance.
turns the tide in the crowd's sentiment. The ending is the conventional one.
Budd Boetticher was associate producer and director for this John Wayne
Boetticher also collaborated on the original with Ray Nazarro.
Production.
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not

Mandel Herbstman

set.

Seek Myers' Views Industry Plays Big

On New

Trust

Bill

tion.

•

Leonard Boudine, counsel for Screen
and Professional Employes
Guild (DPOWA-District No. 65),
Office

known at an informal hearing
yesterday before a National
Labor Relations Board examiner that
the union would not agree to any plan
for distribution-wide bargaining agent
elections which does not stipulate that
made

it

here

the

elections

at

all

companies

shall

be held simultaneously.
•
Pictures will distribute two
Lopert Films features, "Women
Without Names," and "Girl of the

RKO

Marshes," in Central and Latin
America and certain South American countries.

The deal was consummated between

Lopert, president of
Phil Reisman, viceRKO Pictures.
•
Wilmington, Del., April 30. A bill
which would permit continuous showing of motion pictures on Sundays
in incorporated cities
after two P.M.
E.

I.

Pre-Selling

and the Lady

(Republic)

to fresh

scramble.

affiliate's

National

Review

in Brief
Memphis,

7
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Lopert, and
president of

—

—

Washington, April 30. A House
sub-committee has asked
Judiciary
general
Association
States
Allied
counsel Abram F. Myers to testify
Thursday on a proposed bill to set up
a uniform six-year Federal statute of
limitations on private treble-damage
anti-trust suits.

Role in Palsy Drive

MP

UCP

Theatre

Robert J. O'Donnell of Dallas, vicepresident of Interstate Circuit, Inc., as
national exhibitor chairman.

Leo Mascioli, 74

TV

—

was defeated by the Delaware House
Toronto, April 30. Leo Mascioli,
of Representatives but was left in a
74, veteran theatre builder and a part(Continued front page 1)
position to be brought up again for
ner for many years of Famous Playanother vote.
The law now requires Halpern, Theatre Owners of America ers Canadian Corp., died at St. MiDelaware theatres to be closed from theatre TV counsultant
Richard chael's Hospital here.
six P.M. to eight P.M. on Sundays, Hodgson
Paramount Earl I. Sponpermitting them to be open from noon able and Herbert Schalfi, 20th CenArthur F. Morrone
to six P.M.
tury-Fox Fred Bowditch and WalPittsburgh, April 30. Arthur F.
Allen
Carbon
National
Loesser,
lace
Morrone,
veteran theatre man and
Otto
Smith, National Theatre Supply
'IP
Schade, RCA; E. D. Goodale, NBC, president of the Superior Motion Pic(Continued from page 1)
and Mertz, who delivered a subcom- ture Supply Co., died of a heart attack.
mittee report on the group's work.
No. H-63 in Oct., 1950, when a new
con;

;

;

—

;

;

Employes

union contract providing for wage in-

signed.
The company
agreed at the time that if profits
increased during the ensuing year,
retroactive pay covering the 23-week

creases

was

period would be forthcoming. Affected
are all who were in the employ of
the company on June 1, 1949, and have
remained until the present.
Russell M. Moss, executive vicepresident of Local H-63, commented
"The company recognizes
yesterday
that living costs are rising and that
"white collar" workers are lower
paid, and has been generous in adhering to the 'gentlemen's agreement'."
:

;

SMPTE

The regular session of the
vention dealt with film processing and reports were heard from Edgar E, Berger
and F. L. Bray Du-Art Film Laboratories;
L. Karz and W. Esthimer. Raytheon H. E.
Hewston and Carlos H. Elmer, U. S. Navy
;

Ordnance; W. Hedden. T. Weaver and
Lloyd Thompson, Calvin Co.
The session was presided over by Edmund
E. K. Carver, chairman of
A. Bertram.
the film dimensions committee, gave a report

for

his

group.

Last night's session, with Frank E. CaJr. and E. M. Stiff le in charge, was
devoted to motion picture techniques. Papers
were read by R. I. Ross, Canadian National Film Board; Morton H. Read, Bay
State Films; G. R. Stevens, Television
Film Productions, London; Herbert Meyer.
Motion Picture Research Council, and J. S.
Leffen, U. S. Naval Photographic Center.
hill,

analysis of five individual pre-selling campaigns for
"Cyrano de Bergerac," which reaped a
harvest of national newspaper, radio
and television penetration valued at
$10,000,000, plus an additional million
dollars worth of local publicity coverage in 35 roadshow cities, has been
turned over by the Stanley Kramer
Distributing Company to United Artists in preparation for the national release of the Jose Ferrer Academy

Award-winning film on July 20. The
report was delivered last week to William J. Heineman, United Artists vicepresident in charge of distribution, and
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president and
national director of advertising-pubIt will be made part of the
licity.
United Artists' "Blueprint for Tomorrow" sales convention, opening in

Chicago on

May

5.

•

A

comprehensive exhibitor campaign book detailing a multitude of
tieups and special promotions for
20th Century-Fox's "Take Care of

My Little Girl" is now available to
showmen throughout the country,

fully three months in advance of
the film's national release date in
The second annual campaign of July. Explained in the pressbook
United Cerebral Palsy will begin will be details of tieups with Autothroughout the nation today, with the Lite, Estate Stoves, Motorola, Whitmotion picture industry again taking man's Chocolates, Campbell's Soups,
a leading part.
Lux Flakes and the National Tea
Theatres from Coast to Coast are Bureau, with full instructions as to
cooperating by collections and show- local applications. Also contained is
ing the UCP trailer, "The House on a coliege campaign for theatres in
Anystreet," narrated by Cecil B. De- school areas.
•
Mille and produced by Paramount and

This is the bill which is being vigorously opposed by the Motion Picture
Association of America. Appearing Technicolor.
before the sub-committee on behalf of
Goldenson, Hudson
A A, Kenneth Royall warned
the
Leonard Goldenson, president of
that such a statute would multiply the
number of suits against distributors.
and also of United Paramount
He argued that a three-year statute Theatres, and Earl J. Hudson, presishould be the longest considered if dent of United Detroit Theatres and
Congress felt it had to enact a Federal national campaign chairman, are asPrivate anti-trust suits are sisting in the industry participation.
statute.
Also aiding are George Dembow, vicenow governed by state statutes.
Myers has been asked to give his president of National Screen Service,
chairman as national distribution chairman, and
sub-committee
by
views

Emanuel Celler (D., NY.) and to discuss in particular Royall's testimony
on the effect the bill would have on
the film industry.

A DETAILED

20th-Fox Ads Cited

Redbook Magazine for May, now on
Thing"
names "The
stands,
(RKO) as its "Picture of the Month"
and Florence Somers, feature editor,
the

"It's science fiction, but so intelligently handled that it's beliezrable,
and all the more real because its cast

says:

is

drawn from comparatively unknown
Redbook also contains a pro-

players."

on Shirley Temple, under the title
Girl Who Grezo Up in Your
Heart," and lists four other films for
special credit in the month.

file

"The

•

The new Look Magazine,
Tuesday,

May

rector of

what Metro

released

an extensive story of M-G-M's production of
"Show Boat" with baek-of-the-camera
"The Direcstills made on location.
tor Points His Candid Camera at
Show Boat" gives George Sidney, di8,

will carry

calls

its

great-

production since "Gone With the
Wind," his chance to tell the intimate
est

details of the making of the new picture, illustrated with his own candid

camera shots of Ava Gardner, Howard
E.
Grayson,
Kathryn
Joe
Keel,
Brown, Agnes Moorehead, Robert
Sterling and others of the cast, at
work and at ease between scenes.
•

Judges in the special "Bird of
Paradise" coiffure contest, which is
being held among beauty operators
in hundreds of salons throughout
the Metropolitan area, will join in
the Buddy Rogers TV show tomorHall Cuflery-"Cheaper by the
vel
row night to pick the outstanding
Dozen" 20th-Fox tie-up.
ha<rdo created to honor the 20th
Century-Fox Technicolor film, as
part of the exploitation planned for
73
Shorts
Warner the picture during its neighborhood
Hollywood, April 30.
Brothers will produce 73 shorts and and circuit run in Greater New
cartoons for the 1951-52 season, the York.
Walter Brooks
company announced today.

The annual award by the Associated Business Publications for the best
trade
publication
campaign selling
dealers on using sales-promotion aids
has been given this year to the Car-

Warner

—

—

SMPTE Head NY
"I speak not only of television
but of the potentialities of the
increased use of color; multiple
sound tracks, wide angle pictures and steroscopy that might
capture the interests of the
moviegoing public," he said.

a beautiful girl

is

TERESA
a love story

is

"The motion picture exhibitor must
to seek out, experiment with
and adopt new techniques that appear
possibilities,"
commercial
have
to
Mole said: "This calls for courage
and imagination unclouded by the
fears which the present economic conditions have produced within the mo-

learn

TERESA
is,

quite naturally,

SEVENTEEN's
Picture-of-the- Month

industry."

tion picture

Mole continued,
many instances the men who
"in
head the industry and who should
translate invention into commercial
reality
have become so economyminded that their first question is
'What will it cost?' and not, 'How
"
will it benefit the industry ?'
Mole made his remarks before introducing the guest speaker, Nathan
D. Golden, director of the film division
"Unfortunately,"

Congratulations!
...to

M-G-M for a

production that
millions of

SEVENTEEN
readers will love
...to

Fred Zinnemann

for his sensitive

direction, to Arthur

Loew

production

this

,

for inspiring

.

.

to Pier

Angeli

for

a

performance that
establishes her as

one

of

our loveliest

new stars

tion order or an allocation system."
Among the guests on the dais were

Brig.-Gen. K. B. Lawton, deputy chief,
U.S.A. Signal Corps; Col. C. S.
Stodter, chief of the Army Pictorial
Service's training films division; G. F.
Hussey of the American Standards

Association Emilio Ascarraga, Mexican exhibitor and producer, and James
Frank, assistant to Golden.
;

the dais were W. C.
Kunzmann, L. L. Ryder, E. I. Sponable, Herbert Barnett, W. H. Rivers,
William Lodge, F. E. Cahill and John
Craine.

Others

on

SCTOA and TOA
(Continued from page 1)
anti-trust chief to give the California
exhibitors a chance to discuss the Los
Angeles zoning situation, arbitration

seventeen
the entertainment magazine
for

high school

girls

and other West Coast trade problems.
The TOA spokesmen decided to tag
along and make a pitch on print shortages and other problems on a nationwide basis.
Albert Hanson is chairman of the
California committee, and is accompanied by Sherrill Corwin and Ezra
Stern. Executive director Gael Sullivan
and general counsel Herman Levy will

Levy said there
represent the TOA.
would be no brief or any other written document presented to Morison.

1951

Grosses

"Father's Little Dividend" continues
draw well at the Music Hall, which
estimates a gross of $125,000 for the
third week of the bill, including a
musical revue.
Other openers are "Follow the Sun"
at the Roxy which will fall well below the $50,000 mark, and "The Bullfighter and the Lady" at the Capitol,
which has a modest $25,000 in sight.
Gordon Jenkins and his orchestra head
the Capitol stage bill.
to

'Only the Valiant'
is down at the
Strand, with the final five days of a

"Only the Valiant"

three-week run expected to

hit

around

$22,000. Gordon MacRae is on stage.
"I
a Communist for the F.B.I."
will open there tomorrow. "The First

Was

Legion" is disappointing at Loew's
State, with the first week not likely
to touch $15,000.
"Valentino" at the Astor is leading
the straight film policy houses with
about $22,000 coming in for the second week. "The Brave Bulls" at the
Rivoli dipped to about $14,000 for its
Authority.
Production
National
of the
second week, but the figure can be
Golden appealed to the engineers to
considered satisfactory.
aid the government defense produc"The Sword of Monte Crista" and
materials
conserving
tion program by
"Lucky Nick Cain," at the Mayfair
through the use of substitutes.
are both slow,
He said that "practically all manu- and Globe, respectively, prospect
for a
around
in
with
$6,000
facturers have been hit" by the NPA
at each house. "Stage to
cutbacks in materials, but he looks second week
Tucson" will open at the Mayfair on
for business in general to be helped
Friday, while "Try and Get Me" will
as defense orders and subcontracts
bow in at the Globe on Saturday.
transition
the
slack
of
the
up
take
period. Nevertheless, he warnedi that
'Born Yesterday' Holding
"there are not enough raw materials,
"Born Yesterday" is still holding u*
manpower and productive capacity to
maintain our expanded defense pro- in its 19th week at the Victoria with
gram on top of the same high level $17,000 due. "Tales of Hoffman" is
still
near-capacity in its two-a-day.
of civilian economy."
reserved seat run at the Bijou, with
Sees No Film Shortage
about $14,500 expected for its fourth
Golden agam declared that "at this week. Its predecessor, "Cyrano de
moment" there is no shortage of mo- Bergerac," is expected to draw a contion picture film. He said film suppliers and manufacturers are delivering comparable footage to their accounts paralleling 1950 purchases, a
situation he termed as "better than
what might eventuate under a limita-

1,

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

TERESA

May

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily

8

sistent $7,000 in

its

moveover to the

Golden.

Off-Broadway, "Kon-Tiki"

is

still

doing excellent business at the Sutton,
with about $13,500 estimated for a
fourth week. "Teresa" at the Trans
Lux 52nd St., is down a bit but is still
okay with $9,000 expected for a fourth
week. "The Scarf" completed a mild
first week at the Park Avenue with
a gross of $6,500

New

;

it

will hold.

PIER ANGELI as the
bride in this

romance

the talk

of the nation.

The success of
TERESA's first
engagements
confirmed

its

Picture-of-the-month
selection for millions

SEVENTEEN

of

readers.

We know that this
film will

win the

enthusiasm of
America's teen-agers
.

Field Service

is

M-G-M

.

.

that exhibitors

and public

alike will

(Continued from page 1)

take
concerned with the costs of travel,
hotels and meals, or the salary lost
charges only
during traveling.

NMS

for the work that is done," it was revealed. "In addition, the smaller distributor gains prestige because all
work is carried out in his

NMS
NMS

name."

exploitation personnel are being offered also as a supplementary
field force for major companies that
want special department store and
specialty shop tie-ups for a particular

campaign.

Bernard

NMS,

is

Maxwell,

its

director.

who

He

organized
has been a

man for Paramount, Eagle Lion
Columbia and the Hal Home organifield

zation.

Carter

Named Manager
—

Memphis, April 30. Frank Carter,
Warner salesmen, today was named
branch manager to succeed Vernon
Adams, resigned.

it

to their hearts.

L

VOL.

69.

NO.

NEW

85

Unfair Labor
Charges Filed
By Colosseum
Distributors Refused to

Show Books, Union Says

—

Chicago, May 1. The Colosseum
Motion Picture Salesmen of
of
America, an unaffiliated labor union
representing

the industry's 1,000
film salesmen, has filed with the National Labor Relations Board here
charges
of
unfair
labor
practices
against eight distributors. The action
arose out of the recent collapse of negotiations for a new contract.

Filed by David Beznor, Colgeneral counsel, the

osseum

charges revolved around an alleged refusal by the distributors to disclose upon demand by
the union earnings figures to
support a contention that the
industry was "sick," the attorney reported.

YORK,

1,900 'Lab'

U.

Simonelli Heads

6

Charles

Simonelli has been promoted to the post of manager of the
Eastern advertising and publicity department of Universal Pictures by
David A. Lipvice-presi-

ton,

dent

in

charge

advertising

of

and publicity.
Simonelli's
managerial post
is a new one at
Universal here.
Maurice Bergman, now exec-

to
J.

company
Nate

Blumberg,

was advertisingpublicity director up to two

Charles Simonelli

years ago.

New

of the
York office of
(Continued on page 5)

As head

— U.

District Court Judge Matthews has denied
a motion to dismiss a pending private
anti-trust suit against two theatreowning film salesmen.
The suit was brought by the Center Theatre of Centreville, Md., against
originally, Paramount, 20th CenturyFox, RKO, Columbia, and Charles
Wingfield and F. B. Klein. Wingfield,
a Columbia salesman, and Klein, a
1.

(Continued on page 2)

S.

York

exhibitors

to activate a cooperative busi-

ness
drive

Theatre

TV

In 22 Theatres
Ready

for Fall Operation

In Middle West Houses

building

-

for

this

Purchase of
equipment for

theatre

television

22 more United
Paramount Theatres, located prin-

ment was made

cipally

by the Inde-

announced here yesterday by Leonard

pendent Theatre

Goldenson,

Owners

it

Assoa t
o n
c
and the Metropolitan Motion
Picture
Theai

in

Middle

the

UPT

"marks a giant

entertainment

West,

was

president, who said
step forward in the

field."

tre Association,

Twenty of the new sets are
made by RCA, and the other
two are the Paramount inter-

which together
Lynn Farnol
represent nearly
neighborhood
and
Broadway
500
houses, but the action was taken by
(Continued on page 4)

mediate film type, with which
four UPT theatres are now
equipped.
One, the Tivoli in
Chicago, now uses RCA equipment.
Installation

U. A. Executives to

Chicago Meet Today

of

the

equipment will

begin in the near future, Goldenson
said, and operation will be started in
September. He declined to name the
theatres involved.
The purchase will
(Continued on page 4)

United Artists home office execuheaded by president Arthur B.
Krim will leave here today for Chicago, where United Artists' three-day
tives

"Blueprint for Tomorrow" sales convention will open tomorrow at the
Blackstone Hotel.
The home office delegation will also

To Honor Para, 's
Schwalberg With
New Sales Drive

(Continued on page 4)

A.

W.

Schwalberg,

president of
Corp.,

Paramount Film Distributing

Newsreels, TV Cited for
Crime Committee Coverage
Washington,

May

1.

—

Warm

praise for the television and newsreel
coverage of the Senator Kefauver

Crime

Washington, May

Lynn Farnol has been appointed

to Install

assistant

president

Washington, May

Salesmen Stands

Post

special public relations representative
for the committee authorized by last
week's meeting of Metropolitan New-

i

U. S.

Two Film

'

NY UPT

The announce-

U'

Ads, Publicity Here

utive

Suit vs.

P. R.

TEN CENTS

1951

area.

(Continued on page 5)

A

2,

Farnol in

Workers

Negotiations will get underway here today between
film laboratory operators and
IATSE Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Local No.
702 on proposals by the latter
for wage increases and welfare and pension benefits for
some 1,900 members of the
local in the East.

a "10 per
cent-plus" pay increase in the negotia-

1.—-Spokesmen
for the Southern California Theatre
Owners Association and the Theatre
Owners of America declared that
talks they had today with government
anti - trust
officials
on complaints
against distributor sales policies had
been highly satisfactory, but refused
to give details.
cryptically-worded statement issued by the exhibitors after a lengthy
(Continued on page 5)

WEDNESDAY, MAY

Seek Wage Boost

The Colosseum sought

Hears SCTOA
Trade Complaints
At Indecisive Meet

S. A.,

this

Committee's hearings earlier
year was contained in the Com-

1,000

Expected at

will be honored by the company's sales
organizations in the U.S. and Canada
with a special two-month booking
drive set to begin in July.
To be called "A Salute to Al
Schwalberg," the drive was generated
at a closed meeting of the field force
at its recent national sales convention
in

New

York.

Schwalberg was asked

(Continued on page 5)

UJA Luncheon

mittee's final report, issued today.

Over 1,000 of the amusement industry are to attend

McWilliams Heads

Through newsreels, the Committee
said, "millions of American theatregoers were able to follow the Commit-

a luncheon at the Hotel Astor
tomorrow for the United Jewish Appeal. The event will not

Ampa

activities in all parts of the
tee's
country." It stated that the newsreels
were particularly cooperative in New
York where a pool had been worked

be fund-raising in nature, it
was stated by Sam Rosen and
Abe Schneider, co-chairmen
of the division.
Louis Nizer will be the
principal speaker at the luncheon, which is planned to inform the industry on needs
for Jewish relief, rescue and
rehabilitation,
it
was announced.

out.

"One innovation

that

marked the

newsreel coverage of this Committee's
hearings," the report declared, "was
the release of a film nearly an hour
long that graphically depicted the
highlights of the entire series of hearings and was seen by an audience esti(Continued on page 2)

Slate

Again

Associated Motion Picture Advernominating committee has proposed Harry K. McWilliams. for re-

tisers'

election as president.
Proposed for
vice-president, to succeed Hap Hadley,
is Charles Simonelli. Lige 'Brien has
been named again for treasurer and

McGee has been nominated as
secretary to succeed Marjorie.Harker.
The annual meeting of
tohear the nominating committee's selecAnita

AMPA;

(Continued on page 4)
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Personal
Mention

Make Stock

NATE

in the trade and financial district concerning the sale of
Warners' 1,800,000 shares to a
financial syndicate and sale

BLUMBERG,

Warner Sale Rumors
The wide variety

Universal

president, is scheduled to leave
here tomorrow for Hollywood.
a
Robert W. Coyne, special counsel
to the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, is due to leave here Friday for Nashville. He will proceed to

Rock on Monday.

Little

•
C. Flinn, Monogram- Allied
Artists director of advertising and
publicity, is due to leave for the Coast

John

D.

from Washington,

C,

later

this

week.

Carl Dortic, RKO
manager

Pictures' head

Albany,

in

booker-office

been called back into service as a lieutenant in the Army Air
Force.

N.

Active

Y., has

of

rumors

of the company's theatre operations, although unverified,
have stimulated market interest in the company's stock.
More than 60,000 shares were
traded in the first two days
of this week, closing at 13'/2

yesterday, up about a point
over a week ago.

The downtown rumor most
widely circulated is that the
Warner brothers, H. M., Jack
and Albert have been
L.
or
$15
$27,000,000,
offered
per share, for the approximately 25 per cent of the outstanding shares. Company officials have declined comment
on the rumors.

TV

Distribution Newsreel
Problem Tops Parade
SMPTE Meet Agenda R ECEPTIONS

M-G-M
sales,

in

is

Albany today and

will be

Picture and Television Engineers was
told yesterday at the morning session
of the second day of the 69 th semiannual convention taking place at the

Hotel Statler here.
Frank Lapore, of NBC, said that
kinescopes were circulated in much

same manner

the

in Buffalo for the balance of the

week.

•

Charles Levy, Walt Disney's East-

Washington,

May

1.

— The

•
This was revealed to a House ApSiegel, director of Para- propriations sub-committee by Attormount studio publicity, is scheduled to ney General McGrath. The Justice
leave here tomorrow for Cleveland Department controls General Aniline
as a result of vesting under the Alien
enroute to Hollywood.
Property Act. McGrath said the de•
perGottfried Reinhardt, M-G-M pro- partment's present thinking is to
public
dispose
by
directors
to
mit
the
ducer, is scheduled to leave here today
sale of the Ansco division on the
by plane for the Coast.
theory that this division has no rela•
functions of General
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount tion to the main
chemical corporavice-president and studio head, left Aniline, which is a

Norman

Phil Williams, March
manager,
City from New York.

theatrical sales

is

of
in

Time

Kansas

•

Ned

Depinet,

RKO

Pictures
president, is slated to return here from
the Coast at the weekend.
•
E.

and

New

E.

H. Rowley,

president of
Rowley-United Theatres,
York from Dallas.
•

Robb
is

speakers at the television recording
and reproduction session, presided
over by Fred G. Albin of CBS, who
also delivered a paper.
Others who presented papers were
Howard" Chinn, CBS Kendel Fos;

licity

Universal studio pubdirector, has left here for Louis-

Jules Levey has returned here from
the Coast.

Suit vs. Salesmen
(Continued from page 1)

20th-Fox salesman, operated theatres
in Church Hill and Chestertown, Md.

The

four distributors recently settled
their part of the case out of court,
giving equal availability to five towns
on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Wingfield and Klein then moved to dismiss
the suit against them, claiming that
with the distributors out they should
be out too. This was the motion Judge
Matthews denied. It is expected that
the case will come up for trial shortly.

RCA;

B.

Ettlinger,

W.

D.

Kemp

Esty agency; P. J.
K. B. Benson and A.
CBS. A report by
of the BBC, London,

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 3fr-Gen. MacArthur continues triumphant tour. Gen.
Eisenhower inspects Italian troops. Japfreighter runs aground. Psychiatric
the year. American Legion rally.
Glove show. Sports.

anese
aid

of

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. 270— Parade

Gen. MacArthur. Israeli Navy visits
New York. Gen. Eisenhower inspects Italy's
troops. Unique school teaches how to sleep.
U. S. Bond appeal. Penn relay. Girls' baseball team.

for

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

73— British

No.

soccer. Gen. Eisenhower visits Italy. Portugal mourns its president. Israeli warships

on

arrive

chicken

good

will

Paris.

in

visit.

"Short Order"

Day

Loyalty

parade.

Sports.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No.

18-

A— "Rebel"

National Guard outfit fights in Korea. Gen.
MacArthur in Milwaukee. Train fire in
Japan. Chiang Kai-shek anniversary. Marshal Petain gains. Spring in Norway. Snow
in French Alps. Racing.

vision committee, and F. N. Gillette,
chairman of a joint
television film equipment committee.
Yesterday afternoon the delegates
journeyed to Murray Hill, N. J., to
visit the Bell 'Telephone Laboratories
there. George L. Beers was in charge
and after a tour of the plant papers
were delivered by Pierre Mertz, Bell

RTMA-SMPTE

D. T. Wilber,
E. C. Fritts,

DuMont

Laboratories;

Eastman Kodak

;

Frank

Penn

relays, girls' baseball team.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 75—VogHungary. Gen. MacArthur
welcomed. Gen. Eisenhower in Italy. California town opens its homes to Korea veterans. Blossom-bonnet fashions in Hawaii.
Sports: Penn relay mile.

eler

freed

by

Wilk to Divide Time
Between NY, Studio

;

B oehnel'

Levy

Files $450,000

Coast Trust Suit
A

ville.

William

high-

newsreel

Other items include the Loyalty Day parade and sport flashes.
Complete contents follow:
lights.

N. Gillette and R. A. White, GenJacob Wilk has been placed in
eral Precision Laboratories, and John
charge of purchasing unusual play and
Kiel, Producers Service Co.
story material, Warner Brothers anToday's session will deal with high- nounced here yesterday, and will dispeed photography, film projection and vide his time between the home office
tion.
McGrath admitted that should Jus- screen viewing factors. The Society's and the Coast. He is due at the stusemi-annual banquet and dance will be dio on May 25.
tice do this, Remington Rand might
at the Statler's grand ballroom
held
try to enjoin such a sale.
Wilk was formerly Eastern studio
tonight.
representative and most of the work
The Department would like to sell
For the first time, SMPTE convenhe handled has been taken over by the
the entire firm, the Attorney General
tion events are being filmed. Emerson
law
no one will replace him in the
present
under
said, but is tied up
Yorke and a crew of seven are shoot- studio
former post.
which prevents sale while litigation ing the sessions and
a print will be
He urged Congress to available for the Society's
is pending.
use.
change this law to permit_ the sale
providing proceeds were put in escrow. SMPTE Information Desk
8

in

Al Horwits,

the

current

Mac

Gen.

for

UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 452—Loyalty
was delivered in his absence.
parade. Powder plant blast. School for
The session also heard reports from Day
firemen. Baby-sitter's school. News flashes
Jus- R. L. Garman, chairman of the tele- from the world of sports: cowgirls' rodeo.

ern publicity representative, returned tice Department is considering the sale
Milwaukee, of the Ansco division of General Anifrom
yetserday
here
Memphis, New Orleans and Cincinnati. line and Film Corp.

here for Hollywood yesterday.
•

as conventional films,

added difficulty that some
must be played out within a week of
He was one of seven
the recording.
with

Herbst,

D. of J. Considering
The Sale of Ansco

mark

Italy

distribution of kinescope
films to television stations has all the
problems of theatrical motion picture
distribution, the Society of Motion

Physical

ter,

Zoellner, head of
B.
short subjects and newsreel

William

1951

2,

San Francisco, May 1.— $450,000 trust suit has been filed in Federal
Court here by Edward Levy against
George Mann and major companies,
charging that a conspiracy existed
among the defendants which forced
him out
Levy

of business.
said he opened a theatre in
Dinuba, Tulare County, in Feb., 1941,
but in that same month, the suit
charges, Mann opened a second theatre in Dinuba, and conspired with distributors to prevent him from getting
-

This forced him to
first-run films.
close his theatre in May, 1942, Levy
said.

Other defendants include Paramount, Loew's, Warner, 20th CenturyFox, National Theatres, Fox West
Coast, RKO Pictures, Columbia, Universal and United Artists.

The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers has set up a
special desk in the registration hall
to supply information pertaining to all
members and Society activities. In
charge is Ray Gallo of Quigley Publications,
assisted by Allen Smith,
PTE's Eastern
chairman of the
section, A. H. Bolt, chairman of the
Central section, Frank Rogers, Jr.,
chairman of the 16mm. section, and
H. S. Walker, chairman of the foreign section.

SM

RKO

At

In line with

Post

Expanded

RKO Pictures' increased

emphasis on short subjects, Robert
Boehnel has been assigned by publicity director Don Prince to initiate
a short subjects publicity service directed to the public, trade press and
exhibitors.
The assignment will be
in an addition to Boehnel's regular
handling of Metropolitan New York
papers.

Newsreels Cited
'Leathernecks' Confabs

RKO

Pictures home office
for
conferences on his "Flying Leathernecks," producer Edmund Grainger
will leave for Washington today with
sales viceRobert Mochrie,
president, and Don Prince, publicity
director, to be joined by Terry Turner,
exploitation director, in conversations
with Gen. C. C. Jerome and Gen. J. C.

Here

RKO

McQueen.

(Continued from page 1)

mated

in the millions."

made and

The

released by 20th

film

was

Century-

Fox.

As
that

for
the

television,

the

report

said

Committee recognized that

"a major part of the credit for the

impact of this Committee's most
recent hearings was due to the televising of the session."
vital
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"Excellent movie."
Woman's Home Companion

"Fine film of the

—

Month."

— Redbook
"Second success for
producer Arthur M. Loew and
director Fred Zinnemann."

"Best newcomer of
the Month, Pier Angeli."

— Newsweek

— Cosmopolitan

"For Pier Angeli

"Pier's 'Teresa' tremen-

overnight stardom."

dously appealing."

— Time

—Life

"Picture of the Month."

— Seventeen
This

is

TERESA

as played

by beautiful

PIER ANGELI
first

American

in her

picture.

A STAR ARRIVES!
M-G-M's "TERESA" is an

The

established hit!

box-office has spoken!

"King Solomon's Mines"!
Toledo in 2 days equalled "Royal Wedding" at Easter!
5th Big Week in N.Y. where it is setting new house records!

First 3 days in Nashville beat

Pier Angeli as

"TERESA"

is

an overnight sensation.

M-G-M's Story of A Bride is an exploitation gold-mine.
It was publicized in advance for more than a year and
Honored by leading magazines and columnists.
Watch for M-G-M's Supplement, in addition to Press book.

You

too can repeat

"TERES A's"

success in your town!

starring Pier Angeli • John Ericson • with Patricia Collinge • Richard Bishop
Ralph Meeker and Bill Man Idin • A Fred Zinnemann Production • Screen Play
Peggy Ann Garner
by Stewart Stern • From an Original Story by Alfred Hayes and Stewart Stern • Directed by Fred Zinnemann

M-G-M

presents

"TERESA"
•

Produced by Arthur M. Loew

Wednesday,
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TV

Theatre

The expansion

TV

in theatre

UPT

forecast in the

in

2,

1951

•

.

"The Prowler"

UPT

27 houses equipped with
give
theatre TV, a number considerably
in excess of the total U. S. installations at this date.

NEWS
Brief

Review

(Continued from page 1)

May

(Horizon Pieties-United Artists)

For the

a study "or the conniving villainy of a small-town police officer, "The
Prowler" packs the type of dramatic wallop that audiences long rememVan Heflin, as the romantically ambitious cop, goes through a succesber.
In dramatic
sion of episodes that run like a monotone in bleak depravity.
considprovoke
will
type
that
realistic,
the
exciting
and
terms the picture is
It does not quibble about the grimy facts
erable word-of-mouth comment.
of human relationships and as such is stamped for adult audience classifica-

AS

t\

was

annual report last

the

successive year,

fifth

400 regional exchanges of the Motion
of
America's
Association
Picture
member companies suffered no loss
or damage by fire, it was disclosed
yesterday in an annual report of the
department,
the
service
technical

month when Goldenson announced that
the company would use part of a $10,MPAA unit which supervises the in000,000 bank credit for the acquisition
dustry's voluntary program of film
10
Though no fig- ' The production treatment is a resourceful one, with Evelyn Keyes sharing conservation.
of television assets.
-20.
yesterday.,
ures were made public
•
As the story opens it has Heflin investigating Miss
the lead with Heflin.
RCA. sets at more than $15,000 each Keyes' complaint about a prowler around her house. Heflin does not find a
Boston, May 1. Albert Daytz,
and two Paramount sets at about' prowler but he does find her mighty attractive.
Heflin returns again and Warner Brothers' New Haven branch
$25,000 each bring the total to more
again and since Miss Keyes' husband is an all-night disc jockey, the visits manager and Mickey Daytz,

—

5

estimated that installation and other costs will bring
the investment to the half-million

than $350,000.

It is

mark.
exsurprise
was
Considerable
pressed here yesterday that UPT,
which has installed the Paramount
system in the N. Y. Paramount,
the State-Lake in Chicago, Michigan
in Detroit and Radio City in Minneapolis, should have placed the bulk
of its order with RCA. Two factors,

TV

RCA's

recent price cut and a limited

supply of the Paramount equipment,
are believed to have influenced the decision.

Goldenson said that UPT will continue to purchase theatre TV equip"Since
for additional theatres.
N. Y. Paramount presented the
Louis-Walcott fight and our exclusive

ment
the

telecasts
in

'Big

of

10'

football games
last year, inhas continued to

Chicago and Detroit

medium

terest in this

grow," he said.
Robert O'Brien, UPT secretarytreasurer, has been conducting negotiations with the "Big 10" Conference
looking for a continuation of the exclusive telecasts. He is in Chicago at
present for further talks on the sub-

WB

fire finally cuts

TWA

TWA

TWA

May

Sears III; UA Seeks
Pact Adjustment
Re-negotiation of
contract as distribution executive for
United Artists is scheduled to be undertaken by the company soon due to
Sears' inability, because of continuing
illness, to fulfill assignments planned

Now TWA

opening

in

The

Chicago tomorrow.

active service part of his contract exsettlepires the end of this year.
ment of the pact will be sought by the
company, which had planned an active role for him in its distribution

A

U. A. Executives

offers

Matthew Fox, Robert W.
Benjamin, William J. Heineman, vicepresident in charge of distribution,
who will be chairman of the convention
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president and national director of advertisinclude

I

2^feej?er sem'ce

|

;

|||

5

Seymour Peyser, viceing-publicity
president and general counsel A. E.
Bernard
Bollengier, treasurer, and
Kranze, executive assistant to Heine-

on

;

The only

all

-sleeper flights

overnight to

man.

LONDON and PARIS
non -slop from

New

York

•

I

five-man

week and

committee

named

•
last

con
crete step in a program initiated here
represents

the

first

last fall.

The committee, composed of Fred
Schwartz, Max A. Cohen, Si Fabian,
Edward Rugoff and Joseph Vogel,
a continuation of the steering com
mittee which prepared a blueprint of
a comprehensive public relations plan
designed as a long range program
revitalize
exhibition
to
throughout
Greater New York. It also included
a proposal for a film industry exposi
tion, which is being held in abeyance
for the time being, and was predi
cated on the support of the distribut
ing companies.
is

Veteran Publicist

(Continued from page 1)

/luxurious

tures story editor here, died yesterday
morning, at her home. Services will
be held on Friday at 10 A.M. at St.
Philip Neri Church.

(Continued from page 1)
the

executives joining the Chicago-bound forces will include Nat
Sales

Farnol, a veteran publicist in both
the motion picture and institutional
fields, indicated yesterday the scope
of his activities will not approach that
visualized by the original "blueprint"
but said that nevertheless he hoped to
produce results in the immediate future. He said an announcement concerning his plans for a staff will be
made soon.

New Ampa Slate

travel

agent or

call

TWA

—

Hollywood, May

1.
Steve Schlesinger today obtained from King Features and cartoonist Chic Young full
television rights to the "Blondie" cartoon strip and signed Arthur Lake to
play Dagwood in the video film series
he will produce.

MGM Convention
Roster Increased
Eleven more home

office

will attend the three-day

executives

M-G-M

sales

managers meetings which get under
way here on Monday.
With William F. Rodgers, sales
vice-president presiding, he will be
flanked by three assistants, Edward
M. Saunders, assistant sales manager
Charles M. Reagan, and Henderson M. Richey, head of exhibitor
;

relations.

Additionally, there will be William
B. Zoellner, head of short subject and
newsreel sales
Bezahler,
Joel
in
charge of bidding Richard A. Harper,- circuit sales
Alan F. Cummings,
;

;

;

exchange operations
his
assistant,
Harold Postman M. L. Simons, editor of The Distributor and assistant
to Richey, and Jay Eisenberg and
Pincus Sober of the legal department.
;

;

(Continued from page 1)

Eastern and Canadian tions, will be held on May 8 at the
manager; Milton E. Cohen, Canton Village Restaurant, it was
sales
Western and Southern sales manager announced.
Jack Wrege, assistant to Nathanson
Proposed to the board of directors
John Hughes, assistant to Cohen Joe are McWilliams, Simonelli, Brien,
Sugar, Rube Perlman and Phil Dow.
Miss McGee,
Blanche
Livingston,
Members of Youngstein's advertis- Gordon White, Vincent Trotta, Ruting-publicity division who will accomgers Nielson and Miriam Brandon
pany him include Francis Winikus, Moses.
Al Tamarin,
advertising manager
Nominated to the board of direcpublicity manager Mori Krushen, exLeon Roth, as- tors are Dave Bader, for three years
ploitation manager
Jacques
sistant publicity manager, and Ligp Chat Friedman, two years
Brien, director of special events and Kopfstein, one year. Auditing comNew York-Metropolitan area exploi- mittee nominees include Charles AliLeon Bamberger
Jonas Arnold coate, chairman
tation representative.
and David A. Weshner.
is already in Chicago.

Nathanson,

;

For information, see your

from Japan.

trip

•
Mrs. Mary C. Schneider, mother of
Helen Schneider, assistant RKO Pic-

Farnol's T.R.' Post

Gradwell L. Sears'

Humbert of Pathe-Overseas
one of the charter delegates

making the

Mandel Herbstman

25.

operations.

TWA

A. C.
will be

A

reentered the hospital last
will be unable to attend the
company's national sales convention

—

charter for the newest Variety
tent, in Tokyo, Japan, will be
presented to the Tokyo delegation at
the international convention in Philadelphia next week, Marc J. Wolf,
international chief barker of the Variety Clubs, announces.

Horizon Pictures presentation, it was produced by S. P. Eagle and
directed by Joseph Losey, from a screenplay by Hugo Butler.
Adult audience classification.
Release date
Running time, 92 minutes.

Sears

Cambridge, Neb., May 1. Fire destroyed the Ray Theatre here, operated by Ray Phillips of Indianola
who leased the house from Mrs. Elizabeth Cumming of Cambridge.

A

Club

hlm'^lown.

week and

Fire Destroys Theatre

ing service for exhibitors.
The date
their resignations is to take
effect has not yet been determined.
•

on which

Keyes informs him that they are to have a baby in five months. In order to
avoid scandal at the inquest both swore that they did not know one another.
The birth would completely destroy this story.
Some good photographic effects have been gotten out of the deserted
mining town where the couple decides to go to have the baby. In time the
foolishly fond Miss Keyes realizes the full monstrousness of Heflin's character and, acting quickly, prevents him from killing the delivering doctor. The
finale is marked !>y a wild attempt by Heflin to escape, but a blast of police

for him.

ject.

Boston sales manager, have resigned.
They will enter a buying and book-

are without danger for Heflin.
When he learns that the husband's will leaves a fortune to Miss Keyes,
Heflin maps an insidious scheme to come into the money. It involves killing
the husband and planning the murder so that it looks like a mistaken attempt
an accident and
to shoot a prowler. Next Heflin convinces Miss Keyes it was
then marries her. Terror seizes Heflin on his wedding night when Miss

MITCHELL MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.

;

INSURANCE
•

Specializing

;

;

in

requirements of the

;

;

;

:

Motion Picture Industry
75

3720

Maiden Lane, New York
W. 6th St., Los Angeles
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Colosseum

U. S.

Hears

tion sessions which were held within
the past six weeks in both New York

and Minneapolis. Additional demands
included one for increased on-the-road
expense allowances.
The distributors made an offer of a
$4 per week increase in salesmen's
wages, which was flatly rejected by

A

union.
10 per cent increase
would be equal to about $9 per week.
Charging the distributors with refusing to "consider any proposal for a
proportionate increase in wages and
expenses to meet the increase in the
cost of living," Beznor said that the
"employers had failed and refused to
approach negotiations with an open
mind and a real intention to reach an

agreement."

Companies Cited
Companies cited in the charges are
Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, Columbia, Warner,
Universal, RKO Pictures, Republic and Loew's.
Bernard Goodman, chairman of the
distributors' negotiating committee, declined to comment yesterday on the
Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen's
charges.
Reached at

NLRB

Warner's home office, Goodman said
he had not been served with a copy
of the charges and therefore could
not

make

Rubin,

a statement.

W-K

Part

at Meet Schwalberg

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

the

SCTOA

5

—

Hollywood,
Stanley
May 1.
Rubin resigned his producership with
Wald-Krasna, effective on completion
of the editing of "Behave Yourself."

three-hour session with Justice Department officials said the meetings
had been "so satisfactory that arrangements already made by the California
association to meet with film company presidents and general sales
managers have been cancelled." Neither
SCTOA nor
officials
would

TOA

elaborate

on

whether

Justice

had

promised to bring pressure to bear
on the film companies, had indicated
support of an arbitration system, or
just what "satisfaction" had been received on the numerous exhibitor
complaints.
Justice Department officials did not
share the exhibitors' view as to the
significance of the meeting. One official said that "I would not call it a
meeting at which vital decisions were
reached." Another Department spokesman merely said that some of the isand
sues raised by the
officials have previously been raised
by other exhibitor groups, and that
Justice has taken all matters under
advisement.
Participating in the meeting were
Assistant U. S. Attorney General H.

SCTOA

TOA

Simonelli Promoted

(Continued from page 1)

Graham

Morison
and
assistants
Maurice Silverman and Philip Mar-

cus.

The SCTOA delegation was headed
by Albert Hanson and included Sher-

Corwin and attorney Ezra Stern.
officials from national TOA were acclamation.
executive director Gael Sullivan and
No money,
rill

The

general counsel Herman Levy.
The California delegation had been
slated to discuss the Los Angeles
zoning and clearance situation, print
shortages, competitive bidding, arbitration and other policies. The exhibitor statement admitted that "many
problems under discussion will require
further amplification," and revealed
Department had
that
the
Justice
asked the
to submit further
written memoranda and supporting
data on some of the points.
Sullivan is slated to leave here tomorrow for
unit conventions in
Nashville, Little Rock and Atlanta.
Levy and Corwin were scheduled to
leave for New York tonight, while
Stern and Hanson will probably leave
for the Coast tomorrow, it was under-

SCTOA

TOA

stood.

consist of Philip Gerard, Eastern publicity manager and Jeff Livingston,
Eastern advertising manager, posts

(Continued from page 1)

which they have been occupying.
Universal's advertising-publicity department, Simonelli will continue to
serve as executive in charge of national exploitation, the post he held at
the time of his promotion.
The Eastenr advertising-publicitv
executive -staff under Simonelli will

to leave the convention hall, and during his absence the division managers
proposed this personal tribute to the
assembled sales representatives. Upon
his return to the rostrum, Schwalberg
was greeted with a standing vote of

Simonelli joined Universal in 1942.
In March, 1943, six months after he
joined the advertising-publicity department, he was promoted to cooperative advertising work. In the fall
of 1943 he was placed in charge of all
commercial tie-ups for the company.

prizes, or other induce-

ments will be offered for the July and
August drive which is solely and completely a demonstration of the regard
in which Schwalberg is held by the
field force.

Release Schedule
Paramount will have in release in
July and August five pictures includ"Passage West," in Technicolor,
starring John Payne, Dennis O'Keefe
and Arleen Whelan
"Ace in the
Hole," starring Kirk Douglas and
Jan Sterling; "Peking Express," Joseph Cotten, Corinne Calvet and Eding,

;

mund

Gwenn

My

"That's

;

Boy,"

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, and
"Warpath,"

in Technicolor, starring
O'Brien, Dean Jagger, Forrest Tucker and Polly Bergen.
E. K. O'Shea, sales vice-president,
will be national chairman of the drive,
with Oscar Morgan, sales manager of
Short Subjects and Paramount News,
as national captain. Honorary national
captain will be Jerry Pickman, director of advertising-publicity
national
coordinator will be Monroe R. Goodman, Schwalberg's executive assistant.
George A. Smith, J. J. Donohue, Hugh

Edmund

;

Owen,

Howard

Clark,

the

Minsky and Duke
company's five division
managers, and Canadian general sales
manager Gordon Lightstone

will serve

as co-captains.
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•

KIRK

•

•

DOUGLAS
/>;

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DES MOINES
DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS

:

KANSAS

THE HOLE'
with

Jan Sterling
BOB ARTHUR

•

PORTER HALL

Produced and Directed by

BILLY
Written by

Billy

WILDER
Wilder, Lesser Samuels

and Walter Newman

CITY

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT
NEW ORLEANS
*NEW YORK CITY. .PARAMOUNT
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
OMAHA
.PARAMOUNT
PHILADELPHIA.
PARAMOUNT
PITTSBURGH
PARAMOUNT
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT
SALT LAKE CITY
*SAN FRANCISCO. .PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
SEATTLE
PARAMOUNT
WASHINGTON
LOS ANGELES
MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS

.

.

.

.

.

*

PROJ.

ROOM,

154 Walton

PROJ.

ROOM

58-62 Berkeley

PROJ.

ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,

464

PROJ.

PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.

PROJ.

St.,

N.W

2:30 P.M.
2 P.M.

Street

2 P.M.

Franklin Street

305-7 South Church

10 A.M.

Street

H A.M.

1306 South Michigan Avenue
1214 Central Parkway
1735

East

2:30 P.M.
8 P.M.

23rd Street

412 South Harwood Street

2:30 P.M.
2 P.M.

2100 Stout Street

12:45 P.M.

1125 High Street

2 P.M.

479 Ledyard Avenue
West Michigan Street

1:30 P.M.

116

FLORIDA THEA'S SCR'NG RM., Florida Thea. Bldg., Jacksonville
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street

JACKSONVILLE

in

8:30 P.M.

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

ALBANY
ATLANTA

CHICAGO

May

TIME

PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY

New

York,

PROJ.

PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.

PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.

PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.

ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,

Tuesday, May 8th— San

..

2 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

1613 West 20th Street

362 South Second

7.30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

Street

7:30 P.M.

1121 North Eighth Street

1201 Currie Avenue

2 P.M.

82-88 State

2 P.M.

Street

2:30 P.M.

215 South Liberty Street
1501 Broadway

(9th

Fl.)

..

May

8th . 2:30 P.M.

10:30 A.M.

701 West Grand Avenue

1704 Davenport Street

248 North

I

2 P.M.

1727 Boulevard of Allies
909 N. W. 19th Avenue

2 P.M.

2949-2953 Olive Street
270 East 1st South Street
205 Golden Gate Ave... May

I

Wednesday, May

P.M.

1:30 P.M.
9th

2 P.M.
J:30 P.M.

2330 First Avenue
306 H Street, N.W
Francisco,

P.M.

2:30 P.M.

12th Street

J.-30

9th

P.M.

If

your mind

BUT
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FACTS TO
FIGURE ON!
SAN FRANCISCO
PARAMOUNT THEATRE

A

boxoffice gold rush

for holdover business

and

wow

returns!

NEW YORK
MAYFAIR THEATRE
Sock opening plus
holdover business!

PHILADELPHIA
STANTON THEATRE

Opening

to

one of the

biggest takes

in

UA

history.

And

only
the beginning!
this is

WATCH THE DOUGH ROLL

IN

AND THE FIGURES FLY

IN

CINCINNATI,
TRENTON,

DETROIT,

NEW BRUNSWICK,

BALTIMORE, CHICAGO AND

HUNDREDS OF OTHER SITUATIONS POURING

IN

EVERY

HOUR-EVERY DAY-FOR
ALL OUT, ALL THE
Corwin presents

The

MAN

from PLANET

Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer

•

X

GREAT BALLYHOO RETURNS!
=r ,ing

ROBERT CLARKE

•

MARGARET

FIELD

•

WILLIAM SCHALLERT

Written and Produced by Aubrey Wisberg and Jack Pollexfen

TRADE RAVES!
Should reap a tidy profit for
all concerned!" — Daily Variety

"Absorbing,

An

"For excellent returns in ballyhoo market. Builds strong

exploitation natural!"

—Hollywood Reporter

thrilling for all!"

—Showmen's

Diverting. Delivers excitement

mood and sustained

and has appeal!"

pense!

—Film Daily

WAY

Released thru
"No

question about business.

Aces back-to-back \" MP Herald

"A natural!"

"A

-Boxoffice

boxoffice bonanza.

An

ace-

sus-

high merchandising product!"

—Variety

—MP Daily
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Warner Says Stock Sale

'Open-Minded'

Considered
Being
Offers
On Arbitration
Morison Urges Industry
Units to Meet With Him
Washington, May

2.

FabianNames TOA Company

Offers $15 Per Share for Warner Family
Convention Aides; Stock Holdings; Meets Monday May Decide

—Assistant Trade

Show

Set

Attorney General H. Graham Morison, head of the Justice DepartWith the general committee appointment's Anti-Trust Division, said ments completed by chairman S. H.
today he has "a perfectly open mind" Fabian, plans and arrangements for
on the question of arbitration in the the Theatre Owners of America 1951
film

industry.

In the past, the Department
has been opposed to arbitration
apwas
Morison
systems.
pointed only recently and it has
been reported he might be more
receptive to arbitration than
his predecessors.
his thinking on arcrystallized yet, Morison

Asked whether

bitration had
said that "I have no opinion yet one
way or the other— I have a perfectly
open mind on the subject."

said there was "nothing
(Continued on page 6)

Morison

Industry Gets

CMP

Washington, May

2.

— Practically

types of theatre and film equipment
have been included in the list of products which will probably get allot-

ments of steel, aluminum and copper
under the Controlled Materials Plan,
the National Production Authority
revealed today.

NPA

officials

also

said

that

any

items used in the production and processing of motion pictures would also
(Continued on page 6)

Cite

convention and trade show, to be held
Astor here Sept. 23-27,
are reported to be rapidly taking

at the Hotel

shape.

The trade show, to be held in the
Astor ballroom, will open on Sept. 23
(Continued on page IS)

Harry M. Warner, president of Warner Brothers, yesterday
reports that he and his brothers. Jack L. and Albert
Warner, have under consideration offers to sell their approximately
verified

25 per cent stock interest in the company, representing the total
holdings of themselves and their families.
Included in the offers under consideration, Warner said, was one
from a syndicate headed by Louis
A. Lurie, San Francisco financier
and realtor, of $15 per share for
the approximately 1,800,000 shares
owned by the Warners, making the

Aims Films At
Armed Services Day

Para.

Harvey Hits TOA's
Position on
of

UJA Chairmen

At Luncheon Today
Past and present chairmen of the
amusement division of the United

Jewish Appeal will be honored at a
Hotel Astor luncheon here today, including Barney Balaban, Jack Cohn,
S. H. Fabian, Matthew M. Fox, Billy
Rose, Samuel Rosen, Abe Schneider,
Fred J. Schwartz, Albert Warner and

Theatre

2.

—

Owners

of

zaitons is carried in the current bulletin of the Pacific Coast Conference
(Continued on page IS)

(Continued on page 6)

Keynotes

sched-

for

"At

tain

War With

Carey,

the

Army," "Cap-

USA," "Wake

Island,"

"So Proudly We
Korea" and "Tripoli."

Hail," "Cassino to

Additional

time

playing

for

these

total

cash consideration involved about

$27,000,000.

Warner obserbed that
is made it would be
Warner was reached by

offer

a better
accepted."
telephone at

"if

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., where he is
resting for a few days preparatory to
the holding of meetings here starting
next

Monday on

sideration.

(Continued on page 15)

the offers under conwill attend those

Lurie

A

meetings, it was confirmed.
Warner Brothers spokesman, indicating
that next week's meetings would be
decisive one way or another, said the
company expected to issue a full
statement early next week.
Harry Warner has been in New
^
York for the past three weeks conferring on the Lurie offer.
He was
joined here last week by Jack WarChicago, May 2.
United Artists' ner, at which
time the offer was tenta"Blueprint for Tomorrow" three-day tively accepted
by the two and Albert
sales convention will open here tomor(Continued on page 6)
row at the Hotel Blackstone, with
more than 100 in attendance, including
home office executives and staff mem-

Tomorrow

UA Meet Today

Field Force of 50
4

For Levey's Fabiola'
Chicago., May
—One of the larg2.

industry history is being organized for the general
release of "Fabiola," it was announced
here by Max E. Youngstein, U. A.
est field forces in recent

vice-president.

More than

50 men, including motion
picture, theatre, sports and circus experts, are being assembled, under ex-

manager Mori Krushen,

to

kick off from the world premiere of
the film at the Joy Theatre, New Or-

on May 9, and the New York
premiere at the Victoria theatre on
May 30, for a concentrated ballyhoo
campaign.
leans,

Day

uled for May 19, all 32 of Paramount's domestic branches have beSharp gun an intensive booking campaign

America's "on the fence" approach to
the Council of Motion Picture Organi-

ploitation

Services

COMPO

San Francisco, May
criticism

With Armed

'Break' 'Blueprint for

all

President Confirms Lurie Group

—

and branch managers,
producers and producer representatives.
The opening session will be
addressed by Arthur B. Krim,
president of the revitalized and
bers,

district

expanded film distribution company; William J. Heineman,
vice-president in charge of distribution, and Max E. Youngstein,
vice-president and national

director

of

publicity and
Heineman

will be

United Artists

advertising,
exploitation.

chairman.

currently releasing
(Continued on page 5)
is

Mackenna Head

Buffalo
Buffalo,

of

Compo Unit
May 2.— George

H.

Mackenna,

manager of the
Lafayette Theatre, was elected chairman of the steering
committee

to organize the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations in the Buffalo
exchange area, at a meeting
held in the local Variety Club.
William Dipson, of Dispon
Theatres, was named vicechairman.

United Artists Convention Section, Pages 4—16

Thursday,

Motion Picture Daily
Tells

SMPTE

Meet

Of New Screening

Techniques
Advances in visual presentation of
motion pictures, if properly utilized
by exhibitors and producers, would assure the conventional theatre first
place in competition with television
and drive-ins, Benjamin Schlanger,
theatre engineering and architectural
consultant, said at yesterday's session
of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers semi-annual con-

vention at the Hotel Statler here.
Schlanger, who spoke informally to
the press before presenting a paper at
the afternoon session, said that with

Personal Mention
STEVE

BROIDY,

Monogram and

of
president
Allied Artists, has

returned to his Hollywood office from
Colorado Springs.
•
Rotus Harvey, Variety's chief
barker in San Francisco, accompanied
by Mrs. Harvey, is due to leave there
Saturday for Philadelphia to attend
the Variety Club's convention.
•
W. B. Franke, former owner of the
theatre at Humboldt, la., has returned
from California after seven years to
manage the Rialto and Valley Theatres, Missouri Valley, la.
•

H

M-G-M

M. RICHEY,

exhibitor

due back here
tomorrow from Grand Rapids, Mich.
•
relations head,

Ben Melniker,

is

of

M-G-M's

legal

department, became a father Tuesday
for the second time when a seven-

pound boy, to be. named Charles
Michael, was born at Nassau Hospital,

Rockville Center, L.
•

Rodney D. Chipp,

I.

director of en-

gineering for the Du Mont television
network, is due to fly from here to
Europe on a combined vacation-business trip on May 18.

May

3,

1951

SAG-TVA NLRB
Voting May
Start June 3
With some 6,000 actors in Hollywood, New York and other parts of
the country due to participate in the
balloting, the National Labor RelaBoard election to determine
tions
whether they shall be represented for
purposes of collective bargaining by
the Screen Actors Guild or the Television Authority or neither is expected to get underway around June
3, it was indicated here yesterday.

Results of the election, which will
the long-standing dispute beFoster M. Blake, Universal Pic T tween the SAG and
over jurisGeorge Monroe, Sr., and Mrs.
Western sales manager, left here diction in the field of television films,
the Monroe, of Omaha, celebrated their tures
equipment
projection
existing
yesterday for a tour of the Chicago, will be announced around July 4, it
film image can be enlarged to occupy 50th wedding anniversary. Monroe 's
Omaha, Denver, and Des Moines ex- was estimated.
a screen large enough to take up the a veteran of more than 40 years in
changes.
Voters will include performers empanoramic
during
vision
the film business in Nebraska.
whole field of
•
ployed
by members of the Society of
dominates
shots. When dynamic action
•
Buck Harris, Screen Actors Guild Independent Motion Picture Prothe screen, audience attention could be
Maurice (Bucky) Harris, Uni- public relations chief, is due to leave ducers, the Independent Motion Picfocussed on a smaller part of the versal Pictures home office exploiteer,
here for Hollywood over the week- ture Producers Association and the
screen, with the detail of the surround- has returned to his desk following an
end.
Association of Motion Picture Prothe
as
much
away,
fading
ing scene
operation.
•
ducers, who make more than 98 per
in
human eye would see the action
Joseph J. Deitch, film buyer of cent of the motion pictures produced
real life.
Abe Bernstein, M-G-M exploiteer, Florida States Theatres, is here on in the U. S. The vast majority of
Leadership Needed
has arrived in Buffalo from New York a visit and is stopping at the Astor these performers are SAG members.
Hotel.
The introduction of sound years ago to set up headquarters.
•
•
visual
the
diverted attention from
Scully,
Universal Pictures
Lorber,
of
Universal
PicA.
Ben
head
W.
presentation, Schlanger said, but he
tures insurance department, has re- domestic sales consultant, left here
the
for
time
the
is
added that now
yesterday for his home in Florida.
here from Hollywood.
motion picture industry to re-assert its turned
Robert L.
Hollywood, May 2.
leadership in projecting action on the
Lippert has acquired the Denver
that
He
said
screens of its theatres.
branch office formerly operated by
the conventional theatre can easily
Eagle Lion Classics and takes occufield.
the
in
pre-eminence
its
maintain
this week. Lippert also engaged
pancy
on
Two of yesterday's symposiums,
Lewis
J. Lieser, former ELC branch
film projection and screen viewing
manager in Buffalo, and Eugene Tuinspecial
of
factors, appeared to be
former ELC manager in IndiWashington, May 2.
The Na- nick,
terest to exhibitors. The first, presided
Jean Hersholt, former president of
anapolis, to head Lippert offices in
papers
heard
Lozier,
W.
ruled
tional
Labor
Relations
Board
by
W.
Arts
over
the Academy of Motion Picture
those cities.
from H. J. Benham, RCA; F. J. Kolb, and Sciences and incumbent president today that all members of the Society
Lippert
and executive producer
Independent
Motion
Picture
ProBuildof
Academy
Jr., and F. Urbach, Eastman Kodak;
Picture
of the Motion
Murray Lerner will fly to Chicago
A.
T.
Theatres
Warner
G. Gagliardi,
ing Corp., conceded in an interview ducers should be treated as one unit tomorrow with a print of "Little Big
C. R. here that the present format of the for purposes of determining whether
Williams, Weston Instrument
Horn" to be shown at sales meetings
Underhill, Jr., RCA; W. G. Hill, Academy Award presentation cere- carpenters and set erectors should
at the Blackstone Hotel, Friday and
of
Lavender,
also
Ansco, and R. W.
be represented by IATSE or the
monies is in need of change.
Saturday.
Ansco.
Asserting that those who maintain Carpenters Union.
The screen-viewing factors sympo- that the ceremonies should return to
IATSE had asked for the election,
sium, presided over by F. J. Kolb, the banquet format are correct in con- with all
SIMPP members to be
Jr., heard from E. M. Lowry, and tending that more "glamor" and gen- treated as one unit. The carpenters
David L. MacAdam, Eastman Kodak
eral interest was stimulated in the contended that separate units should
S. D. S. Spragg, University of Ro- awards in that way.
Hersholt re- be established for the employes of
Maurice A. Bergman, Universal
chester H. L. Logan, Holophane Co.
three- Pictures' director of public relations,
minded however that there is not in each member of the Society.
Sylvester K. Guth, General Electric, Hollywood an establishment which man Board panel noted that in pre- will speak before three exhibitor conand Schlanger.
could accommodate the 2,500 who vious decisions it had found appro- ventions during May, at the annual
priate association-wide units for set convention of the Allied Rocky Mounwould expect to be invited.
Running Concurrently
Building Corp., the decorators and for actors employed by tain Independent Theatre Owners at
Academy
The
Running concurrently were symreal estate organization which con- SIMPP members, and "on the basis the Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver, next
posiums on high-speed photography.
trols the building which houses Acad- of the present record, we perceive no Wednesday and Thursday, the annual
M. L. Sandell presided over the mornemy offices in Hollywood, will have valid reason for departing from the convention of the Motion Picture Theing meeting, with C. D. Miller taking
of
all mortgages paid off by next March, scope of our unit determinations in
Operators
and
Owners
atre
over in the afternoon.
those cases."
Hersholt said.
Hotel
in AtBiltmore
the
Georgia
at
The Society's semi-annual banquet
The Board ordered an election lanta, May 12-15, and the mid-sumThe producers of award-winning
and dinner dance was held last night,
pictures stand to benefit most from the within 30 days.
mer convention of Allied of Indiana at
with Peter Mole, Society president,
Hersholt
designations,
Academy's
French Lick Hotel, French Lick
as toastmaster. He introduced the Somaintained. Compared to the awards'
Springs, May 23.
ciety's officers and thanked them for
to
E.
commercial value to the producers, he
arrangements.
the
convention
handling
Hartford, May 2.
what winning stars gain in
It
was announced that the 70th added,
Scheckter, formerly with theatre cirterms
of fame is considerably less.
semi-annual convention will be held
cuits in Connecticut and Massachuat the Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel,
setts,
has been named manager of
Hollywood, on Oct. 15-19.
Warner's Strand Theatre here will
E. M. Loew's Court Square Theatre,
to
A.
during June for re-decorating
close
Mass.,
replacing
Gerald
Springfield,
A.
Mannie
Buffalo, May 2.
Brown for many years manager of the London, who is to be assigned to other and a re-wiring job, to be done in conlocal Paramount exchange and more duties by the circuit. Charles Gaudino, junction with the installation of
equipment, which will be
Buffalo, May 2. Don J. Pasin recently general manager of the Eagle former manager of the Hippodrome theatre
has resigned as local manager of the Lion Classics here and in Albany, has Theatre, Bridgeport, has been named ready for operation when the house
with the local assistant manager of Loew's Poli in re-opens on July 4. The opening bill
Lippert Pictures exchange and is re- become
associated
He has not as United Artists exchange as Buffalo that city, and Joseph LeFer is the will be Alfred Hitchock's "Strangers
turning to Brooklyn.
on a Train."
new student assistant manager.
city sales representatives.
yet decided on his future plans.

•

settle

TVA

Lippert Takes Over

ELC Denver Offices
—

Hersholt Sees Need

NLRB

Rules

SIMPP

For Awards Changes Is Single Unit
—

;

;

AFL

Bergman

Address
Three Conventions
to

A

;

Scheckter

M.

Pasin Resigns

—

Brown

UA

M. Loew

—

Samuel

Will Close Strand to

Install Theatre

TV

—

RCA

TV
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Short
Subject

Reviews
"New Mexico"
(Allen Productions

AN

"The Nation's Mental
Health"

—

(March of Time 20th Century-Fox)
One of the nation's most pressingproblems, the emotional and
mental instability of a reported 7,000,000 Americans, is explored in the latest
March of Time. "The Nation's Mental
Health" shows how the government
and private agencies, notably the
health

Menninger

Clinic in

Topeka and

the

Mental
Association
for
National
Health, are attacking this serious
national well-being.
threat to our
Finally awakened to the gravity of
the problem, many communities, too,
according to the documentary, are
establishing local mental health clinThe March of Time has perics.
formed a public service in bringing
to light dramatically and intelligently
an unpleasant situation too long ignored.

Running

time, 19 minutes.

UA

Sears'

Artists)

INTERESTING

and mature approach is added to an old, reliable
entertainment form in "New Mexico." A cavalry Western, the picture
treats with conflicts between Indians and white men in the 1860's. Ansco
color used in the film is highly satisfactory. The cast assembled for this
Irving Allen production includes Lew Ayres, Marilyn Maxwell, Andy Devine
and Jeff Corey. The picture has lots of action, fighting and settings in the
wild outdoors. What sets it several notches above the usual film in the
category is a screenplay that aims at keeping free from formula situations.
Ayres plays the part of a U. S. Cavalry officer who prides himself on his
friendly relations with the Indians. He is even instrumental in having Presi,

dent Lincoln present a peace token to Indian Chief Ted de Corsia. However,
when the President is assassinated, the relations with the Indians in the
territory deteriorate badly, mostly due to a corrupt colonel and an ambitious
judge. Some Indians are brutally killed, reprisals follow, and soon the drums
of war start beating. Ayres, believing he can prevent war, sets out to intercept the Indian chief. With a small band of men he travels for days over the
parched territory. Finally, the unit takes refuge in a deserted little village
atop a towering cliff. Incident follows incident and skirmish follows skirmish
until finally Ayres and his men are killed as well as the Indian chief and many
braves. Left surviving, in a symbol of future amity, are the chief's young
Miss Maxwell joins the besieged
son, and Miss Maxwell, an entertainer.
band of soldiers after she is rescued from a stagecoach attack, and in the
course of her stay offers some snappy vocal numbers.
Joseph Justman presentation, it was directed by Irving Reis, from an
original screenplay by Max Trell.
Running time, 76 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

UNITED
CEREBRAL
PALSY

A

May

Tuttle Asks to Be
Heard at 'Red' Probe

Manuel Herbstman

18.

Contract

Leaves

Settled;

— United

Fri.

Washington, May

"Her First Romance"
(Columbia)

O'BRIEN returns to the screen after going through the
"growing up" stage, and in this first of her semi-grown up roles she
emerges quite pleasing in a production that will pass as good clean family fun,

little comedy about adolescent love.
Margaret appears as a high school student who has a strong liking for Allen
Martin, Jr., a debonair chap who appears to be considerably more interested
Margaret
in sports than in Miss O'Brien or her competitor, Elinor Donahue.
and Jimmy Hunt, her younger brother, follow Martin and Miss Donahue to
summer camp. Margaret's efforts to have Martin named king of the camp
and thus win his love succeed, but they almost ruin her father financially.
With victory hers, Miss O'Brien, fickle in the tradition of her sex, loses
interest in Martin and sets out for another conquest.
Seymour Friedman directed, from a screenplay by Albert Mannheimer.
Others in the cast are Sharyn Moffett, Ann Doran, Lloyd Corrigan, Susan
Stevens, Marissa O'Brien, Arthur Space, Otto Hulett, Lois Pace, Harlan
Warde, Maudie Prickett.
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. May release.
salary at the rate of $35,000 annually
The $470,000
for the 10-year period.
See Page 14 for Additional Reviews

aggregate remuneration will be paid
Sears at the rate of $47,000 a year for
the next 10 years.

The Settlement
Under the

settlement, Sears

engage in future

activities

may

which

not

UA

regards as competitive. This suggests
he is committed not to engage in national distribution, but probably could
enter production or exhibition eventually if he should so desire.
company
Asked for comment, a
official said yesterday that "Sears has
a 10-year consultative contract with
the company and he will have to per-

UA

form

it."

Drive-in Files Suit

For

$3,750,000

Cincinnati,

May

—A

2.
$3,750,000
against 15 film comanti-trust
panies and others was filed here in
U. S. District Court by the S. S.
Amusement Corp., which operates the
Twin Drive-in Theatre.

suit

The complaint charges violation of
the Sherman and Clayton anti-trust
laws.

Acquires 'Jenny' Rights
Rex Film

Distributing,

San Fran-

has acquired from Noel Meadow
Associates here the distribution rights
cisco,

to

"Jenny Lamour" for

states.

11

Western

a frothy

Film Press Writers
To Elect on May 14
Members

of the

Film Press Writers

of America, newly-formed organization of trade press journalists, will
elect officers at a meeting at the Hotel

Astor here on May 14.
Proposals for a constitution and a
program of activities have been drafted
by a steering committee consisting of
Reports;
Harrison's
Piccoult,
Al
Charles L. Franke, Motion Picture

Daily Mel Konecoff, The Exhibitor;
Joseph Priore, Film Daily; William
Specht, Showmen's Trade Reviezv;
Alan Ames, Independent Film Journal
Sumner Smith, Boxoffice; Leonard
;

Coulter, Film Bulletin.
The organization's program is designed to stimulate social and fraternal
contact among members of the industry's press, but will refrain from considering any problems that belong in
the field of union activities. Also, it
will promote and advance the interindustry and promote
of the
ests

has been named as a one-time Communist, but according to Edward
Dmytryk had already quit the party
at the time of the 1947 hearings.

Col. Will

Years for Key
Cooper Operation

SO

"A Day with

—

Oklahoma City, May 2. The
Criterion Theatre here is celebrating
its 30th anniversary under the same
management of the Cooper interests.
The theatre opened with D. W. Griffith's "The Little Flower," under the
direction of J. H. Cooper and C. C.
McCollister, and became the key house
in a circuit extending through Okla-

—

Drive-in Co. whose new drive-ins are
opened soon in Schuyler.

to be

in

June

F.B.I.," Techshort, will be re-

the

nicolor documentary
leased in June by Columbia.

The twoa Louis deRochemont-Reader's
Digest production, will be handled as a

reeler,

exclusive of regular short
subject product, Columbia announced.
The film is currently playing a prerelease engagement at New York's
"special,"

Astor Theatre.

homa, Colorado and Nebraska.
Cooper set up the Cooper Foundation in 1935 and his organization has

U's 'Hollywood Story'
In Television Tie-up

continued to operate the Criterion
since Cooper's death in 1946.
All
profits
from the organization are
tagged for charities. Profits have financed three years of nurse training
for 41 graduates. Many other students
are being helped through colleges and
18 high school students will be given
scholarships next month. School playgrounds have been provided and a
dairy herd is maintained for 4-H

Linking television and the film
dustry in a search for
Universal and American

new

in-

talent,

Broadcast-

weekly network televison show,
"Hollywood Screen Test," have developed a six-week talent hunt in 11

ing's

cities in

film

connection with the Universal

"Hollywood Story."

Club members.

Canadian Council Meet

—

Toronto, May 2. Plans are going ahead for the third annual meeting
of the Motion Picture Industry Council of Canada, of which J. J. Fitzgibbons is chairman, the three-day
sessions being scheduled commencing
Sept. 24 at the Mount Royal Hotel,

Tribute to Silent Days

Lou
N. Y., May 2.
Goldstein, former Schine buyer, announces he is buying for the Vail Mills
Albany,

Release

'FBV Short

and

To Buy for Drive-ins

House

Party member. Meanwhile, rumors
were that one of the first witnesses
when the Committee resumes hearings
will be former producer Adrian Scott.
Scott, one of the "Hollywood 10,"

between
cooperation
members of the trade press.
goodwill

—The

Activities
Committee
admitted today that it had received a
cable from director Frank Tuttle asking to testify when the Committee reopens its Hollywood hearings.
Vienna
from
Press
dispatches
quoted Tuttle, at work on a film there,
as having admitted he was a Communist for 10 years, up to 1947. Tuttle was identified twice during the
Committee's hearings as a former

MARGARET
Gradwell L. Sears officially severs
connections with United Artists
all
tomorrow and plans to remain inactive throughout the spring and summer.
He withdraws from the company of
which he was one-time president under
an arrangement which wipes out the
unexpired portion of his contract as
vice-president in charge of distribution
and a 10-year deal to follow under
which he was to be available on a consultative basis. The first phase of the
agreement involved $120,000 in salary
by the end of 1951 and the second,

2.

Un-American

In a salute to top figures of the
screen who saw the rise of
motion pictures, Universal-International will hold a special invitational
preview of "Hollywood Story" at the
silent

Museum

of

Modern

Art.

I

Montreal.
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UA FORCES CONVENE

Robert

Arthur Krim

U.A. Delegates in
Chicago from N.Y.
And from the Field
Chicago, May 2.— United Artists
complete home office and sales execuhand
tives and its field forces are on
here today for the company's national
convention, which will open tomorrow
morning at the Blackstone Hotel.

Home
vention

executives at the conbe headed by president

office

will

Arthur B. Krim; Matthew Fox;
Robert W. Benjamin; William J.
Heineman, vice-president in charge of
distribution Max E. Youngstein, vicepresident and national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation;
Seymour Peyser, vice-president and
general counsel; A. E. Bollengier,
;

treasurer, and Bernard Kranze, executive assistant to Heineman.
Sales executives present will in.

Eastern and
Milton E.
Canadian sales manager
Cohen, Western and Southern sales
manager; Jack Wrege, assistant to

clude

Nathanson,

Nat

;

Nathanson John Hughes, assistant to
Cohen, and Joe Sugar, Rube Perlman
and Phil Dow.
Others Attending
;

publicity

advertising,

Youngstein's

and exploitation division will be presented by Francis Winikus, advertisAl Tamarin, publicity
ing manager
manager Mori Krushen, exploitation
manager Jonas Arnold, assistant ad;

;

;

Leon
vertising manager
sistant publicity manager,
;

Roth,

and

as-

Lige

Brien.

be

Also attending the convention will
Fred Meyers,
district managers

Moe
W. T.

O'Loughlin,
Keith, James Velde and Charles

Dudelson,

J.

J.

S. Chaplin.

managers
Branch
Harry Segal, Boston
han,
New Haven

include

will

Joe E. CallaJohn Turner,

;

;

Philadelphia E. W. Sweigart, Washington; David D. Leff, Buffalo; Jack
Sidney Cooper,
Finberg, Cincinnati
Cleveland; S. J. Bowman, Detroit;
M. Trautenberg, Pittsburgh Harry
;

;

;

Goldman,

Indianapolis

;

W.

Hames,
Joe Imhof, Milwaukee

Chicago

;

C.

Abbot Schwartz, Minneapolis ClarWilliam E.
Denver
Olson,
ence
Truog, Kansas City.
Also, D. V. McLucas, Omaha F. J.
Lee, St. Louis Richard Carnegie, Los
;

;

;

;

(Continued on paye 5)

William Heineman

Up

U.A. Has Product Lined

For the Next

3'A

—

,

UA

UA

"Wicked

Maria
starring
Pierre Aumont and

City,"

Volcano, starring Anna Mag- Montez, Jean
"Mr. Universe," starand produced by Wil- Lilli Palmer
ring Jack Carson and Janis Paige
proMay A Try and Get Me, produced "Korea Patrol," Jack Schwarz'
Emory and
by Robert Still, starring Lloyd duction starring Richard
"The Sun Sets at
Benson Fong
Bridges and Frank Lovejoy.
Parr
and
Sally
starring
Dawn,"
May 11 The First Legion, starring
Were Not
Charles Boyer in the film version of Phillip Shawn; "They
"The Blue Lamp," starDivided"
Emmet Lavery's play.
Bogarde
May 15 Odette, Herbert Wilcox ring Jack Warner and Dirk
Mai
starring
Arlette,"
production, starring Anna Neagle "Naughty
Williams.
Hugh
Zetterling
and
and Trever Howard.
Also "My Outlaw Brothers," diMay 18 New Mexico, in Ansco color,
starring Lew Ayres and Marilyn rected by Elliott Nugent for producer
Benedict Bogeaus, starring Mickey
Maxwell.
May 25 The Prowler, S. P. Eagle's Rooney, Wanda Hendrix and Robert
Horizon production, starring Van Preston "The Second Woman," produced by Mort Briskin and Robert
Heflin and Evelyn Keyes.
Fabiola, Jules Levey pro- Smith and starring Robert Young and
June 1
"Circle of Danger,"
duction, starring Michele Morgan, Betsy Drake
starring Ray Milland and Patricia
Henri Vidal and Michel Simon.
June 8 The Man with My Face, Roc, and directed by Jacques Tourproduced by Ed (Archie) Gardner neur for producer David Rose; "So
in Puerto Rico, starring Barry Nel- Long at the Fair," starring Jean Simmons and Dirk Bogarde.
son.
"The
Gold"
"Madman's
Also,
The Hoodlum, starring
June 15
Scarf," I. G. Goldsmith production
Lawrence Tierney.
June 22 St. Benny the Dip, Dan directed by E. A. Dupont, starring
ziger Brothers' production starring John Ireland, Mercedes McCambridge
Dick Haymes, Nina Foch and Ro and James Barton; "The Long Dark
Hall," written by Nunnally Johnson
land Young.
June 29 Two Gals and a Guy, star- and starring Rex Harrison and Lilli
"Queen for A Day," Robert
ring Robert Alda, Janis Paige and Palmer
Stillman production, directed by ArJames Gleason.
July 6 Cairo Road, starring Eric thur Lubin; "Skipalong Rosenbloom,'
starring Slapsy Maxie Rosenbloom
Portman.
July 13 He Ran All the Way, and Max Baer; "When I Grow Up,"
Bob Roberts' feature, starring John directed by Michael Kanin for S. P.
Garfield and Shelley Winters, with Eagle's Horizon Productions, starring
Wallace Ford, Gladys George and Bobby Driscoll, Robert Preston and
Martha Scott; "Oliver Twist," starSelena Royle.
July 20 Cyrano de Bergerac, star- ring Robert Newton, Alec Guinness

May

Producers to Hear

My

:

1

;

nani, directed
liam Dieterle.

Max Toungstein

FromWm.Heineman

French, starChicago, May 2. Delegates attend- July 27 Pardon
ring Merle Oberon and Paul Hening the United Artists national sales
reid.
convention at the Blackstone Hotel
Cloudburst, starring
here, tomorrow through Saturday, will August 3
Robert Preston.
be told that the company will distribute
a total of 38 features during the first August 10 Drake's Duck, starring
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and Yolande
eight months of this year, and that the
Donlan.
releasing schedule for the next three
and a half months has been expanded August 17 The Evil One, starring
This expansion
David Farrar and Geraldine Fitz19 productions.
to
gerald.
move followed the recent absorption of
The first 19 features on this year's
Eagle Lion Classics by UA.
list, which are currently in refeature
At the rate of about one
releases for the May lease, are
weekly, the
1-Aug. 17 period follows

1951

Sales Policies

Months

—

3,

CHICAGO

IN

Benjamin

May

—

May

Chicago,

2.

—One of the

larg-

est gatherings of leading

independent
producers ever assembled in one group
is expected at United Artists' "Blueprint for Tomorrow" sales convention
which will open here tomorrow, it was
announced by William J. Heineman,
vice-president in charge of distribution and convention chairman.
The
producers have been invited to attend the convention to hear

UA

UA

Heineman's new

sales policies for all
releases, and an analysis of

company

the stepped-up national and point-ofsale promotion and pre-selling programs formulated by Max E. Youngstein, vice-president and national director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation.

Producers Invited

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

ring Jose Ferrer.

(Continued on page 5)

Among

the producers invited are:
Stanley Kramer, producer of "Cyrano
de Bergerac" and "High Noon" Bob
Roberts, producer of "He Ran All
the Way" I. G. Goldsmith, producer
of "The Scarf"
Harry and Edward
Danziger, producers of "So Young,
So Bad" and "St. Benny the Dip"
Robert Stillman, producer of "Queen
;

;

;

for
S.

A
P.

Day" and "Try and Get Me"
Eagle,
producer of
"The

"When

I Grow Up."
Levey, producer of
"Fabiola"
W. Lee Wilder, producer
Edward F.
of "Three Steps North"
Gardner, producer of "The Man with
My Face" Irving Allen, producer of

Prowler" and
Also,

Jules
;

;

;

"New Mexico"

;

Douglas Sirk, pro-

Wilducer of "The First Legion"
liam Dieterle, producer of "Volcano."
Also, Sherrill Corwin, who is presenting "The Man from Planet X"
Wally Kline, producer of "Skipalong
Rosenbloom" Mort Briskin and Robert Smith, producers of "The Second
Woman" Benedict Bogeaus, producer
Helen
of
"My Outlaw Brother"
Rathvon, producer of "The Sun Sets
Neil Agnew and Sidney
at Dawn"
;

;

;

;

;

Deneau of Motion Picture Sales,
which is presenting "Wicked City"
and Jack Schwartz, producer of
"Korea Patrol," "Badman's Gold" and
"The Hoodlum."
Many producers will be accompanied to the UA convention by their
(Continued on page 5)
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GET SET TO LAUNCH

NEW UA ERA

Nat Nathanson

Milton Cohen

B. G. Kranzr

Seymour Peyser
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'Master Plan' 'Blueprint for

Tomorrow Bekeris

For 'Cyrano' Keynotes UA Meet Today
—

Chicago, May 2. Full details of a
"Cyrano de Bergerac" master sales
unprecedented
plan which will be employed during an
general release of the Stanley Kramer
production will be revealed here to
delegates at United Artists' sales convention.

presented by Max E. Youngvice-president and national director of advertising-publicity, and by
Kramer Organization executives, the
plan for "Cyrano" will be an extension and an expansion of the coordiThe
campaigns.
roadshow
nated
plan, which was formulated in a series
of New York and Hollywood conferences attended by U. A. and Kramer
Organization executives, envisages the
following sales and promotion steps
(1) Key situation bookings in 100
major cities for the first presentation
of the picture at popular prices.
(2) These to be followed by 300
area runs within a minimum period of
time after the first 100 dates, capitalizing on the saturation of the original
popular price bookings.
(3) National advertising timed to
appear shortly before the July 20 na-

As

stein,

tional release.

(4) Heavy local point-of-sale advertising and promotion campaigns in
cooperation with local exhibitors.
(5) U. A. executives and members
of the Kramer Organization will cover
many key situations in advance of
bookings to consolidate and coordinate
individual campaigns.
(6) United Artists field force will
cover key situations in advance of
bookings to set up publicity and promotion activities extending the road
show results to the broadest mass audience.
field force of the Kramer
(7)
Organization will supplement the efforts of U. A.'s permanent staff concentrating on major publicity and promotion efforts 10 days in advance of
the openings.

of 38 productions
of the year,
negative inventory of
list

months

representing a
over $40,000,000.

"Try and Get Me," starring Lloyd
Frank Lovejoy, Richard
Bridges,
and

Carlson

Kathleen

New York

Ryan

;

Jack

representative

for
G. Goldsmith, producer of "The
Scarf," starring Mercedes McCamnational sales
with a greatly enlarged and expanded bridge, John Ireland and James Bar(Skip) Weshner, New
sales organization and with promo- ton; David
tion programs already well under way York representative for the Danzigers,
for intensive national and point-of- producers of "St. Benny the Dip,"
starring Dick Haymes, Nina Foch and
sales buildup for all films.
Delegates will receive a "behind-the- Roland Young, and also representative
scenes" picture of over-all sales plans for S. P. Eagle whose Horizon Proand policies as well as petfected meth- ductions has produced "The Prowler,"
Van Heflin and Evelyn
ods of stepping up billings and collec- starring
and Arthur Kelly, New York
tions, from Heineman, with Young- Keyes
stein supplying details of the com- representative for Charles Chaplin.
pany's point-of-sales plans and pre-

United Artists

Ellis,

go

into its first
convention since 1946
will

I.

;

UA

producers whose current
All
shooting schedules permit will address
the convention delegates, among them
Jules Levey, producer of
Drive," which began April 1 and has Stillman
now reached its half-way mark, "has "Fabiola," starring Michele Morgan,
shown a gratifyingly marked increase Henri Vidal and Michel Simon
;

company

billings

and collections

;

and

Producers
(Continued from page 4)

New York representatives, Heineman
stated. Among those who will attend
:

in

;

;

;

UA

;

;

UA Delegates

Angeles
C. Trowbridge, Salt Lake
City Ralph F. Clark, San Francisco
A. J. Sullivan, Seattle; J. A. Bachman, Atlanta
Byron Adams, Charlotte
T. E. Laird, Dallas
George
Pabst, New Orleans and from Canada,
Robert Radis, Calgary
Sam
Kunitzky, Montreal
S. Miller, St.
H.
George Heiber, Toronto
John
Wolfe, Vancouver, and A. Feinstein,
Winnipeg.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

UA's John Powers

(Continued from page 4)

Kay Walsh

Gould, resigned. Wir rejoins the organization after a lapse of 12 years.

are
Arthur Sachson, representative
Douglas Sirk, producer of "The First for Robert Stillman Jack Ellis, repremany exchange areas." With greatly Legion," Charles Boyer starrer; Irv- sentative for I. G. Goldsmith David
Weshner, representing the
increased product available for the ing Allen, producer of the Anscocolor (Skip)
balance of the two-month sales push, "New Mexico," starring Lew Ayres Danzigers and. also S. P. Eagle's
Arthur Kelly,
the UA distribution head predicts that and Marilyn Maxwell; Ed (Archie) Horizon Productions
"volume for the balance of the drive Gardner, producer of "The Man with representative for Charles Chaplin,
W. Lee Wilder, producer and Kramer Organization executives
figures in My Face"
will reach the greatest
of
"Three Steps North," starring George Schaefer, Sam Katz, Myer P.
many years," the company stated.
Product and sales analysis of forth- Lloyd Bridges, Lea Padovani and Aldo Beck and George Glass.
Bob Roberts, producer of
coming films will be given to the con- Fabrizi
vention by Arthur Sachson, New York "He Ran All the Way," co-starring
representative for Robert Stillman, John Garfield and Shelley Winters,
(Continued from page 4)
producer of "Queen for A Day" and and others.
in

UA Product
From

Appointment of Sam Bekeris as
United Artists regional supervisor in
South America, was announced here
yesterday by Al Lowe, general manager of U. A.'s foreign department.
Bekeris, who will have headquarters
in Buenos Aires, will handle the company's operations in Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Peru, Uruguay, Paraguay and
Bolivia.
The appointment marks his
return to United Artists in a post similar to the one he held when he resigned in 1947 to join Eagle Lion.
At the same time, Lowe named Paul
Wir, formerly Eagle Lion manager in
Panama, as head of U. A.'s office in
that
territory,
succeeding
David

To Address Meet

selling policy.
Figures to be released by Heineman
the convention will reveal that
at
United Artists' "Grad Sears Sales

A

and

Joins

United Artists

(Continued from page 1)

in the first eight

Seward Benjamin

"The

Man

Planet X," directed by Edgar

Francis Winikus

AI

G. Ulmer.

1st National Convention

Tamarin

Mori Krushen

John L. Powers has been named
head of the sales statistics and branch
operations department of United Artists, by A. E. Bollengier, UA treasurer.

— The New United Artists
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come under CMP, items such

as studio sets or any other special equipment used in studios or film laboratories.

The agency made public a
"Class B Products list," containing just about all manufactured
items. Certain items on the list
are marked with an asterisk.
Manufacturers of these items
cannot even apply for allotments under the Controlled
Materials Plan but must scrape
around for what's left after
CMP allotments are all out.
Manufacturers of items not marked
with an asterisk must apply for allotments under CMP, and while there is
no certainty they will all receive allotments the odds are they will. Most
film and theatre equipment items are
in the latter group.
list

and instructions

being
are
firm in the
will become operative
country.
on July 1 and applications for controlled materials needed during the
third quarter of this year must be
not later than
received by
filing

applications

mailed out to every

known

CMP

NPA

May

31.

applications

filing

Warner. It was stated that an agreement is now being drafted and will be
ready for final discussion and possible
signing on Monday or shortly thereafter. Jack Warner is expected to return here from the Coast, where he
has been since Sunday, for the
meetings next week.

and probable allotments include all
types of cameras and projectors, de:

final

company in its en- there was an agreement to go into
was discussed several years ago these problems very carefully with
them and to consider whatever further
Warners May Retire
with Serge Semenenko of the First
information they might want to give
that
National
Bank
of
Boston.
Under
the
concluded,
deal
is
If the Lurie
us."
three Warners will retire from the deal $80,000,000 would have been paid
Before any final decision can be
company they founded 46 years ago. for the company and Si Fabian, New made, the Anti-Trust chief emphaoperator,
would
York
theatre
have
Coast reports are that Jack Warner
sized, the Department would want to
it.
right sale of the

has agreed to remain in charge of the
studio for an indefinite period, presumably until a successor has been chosen
and has been familiarized with current
operations there.

In that respect, trade rumors
the name of Louis B.
Mayer, a close friend of Lurie's,
with the Warner studio post.
However, there appeared to be
no foundation for the report
other than Mayer's friendship
with Lurie and his current differences with M-G-M managelink

—

practically

all

communications

and

inter-communications equipment, water
coolers and batteries.
On the asterisked list, for which
applications
and
will
be
rejected
which have to scramble for what's
left, are
all types of signs and advertising displays, including advertising counter displays, lobby displays,
:

highway
signs,

markers,

window

bulb

display

signs,

road

advertising,

soda-fountain equipment, all phonograph, radio and television sets, cigarette and other merchandising machines, wooden cashier stands and display cases.

headed
here
yesterday
Reports
current
were that Fabian may be a member
of the Lurie syndicate, said to be composed of "12 to 15" individuals or inamong them the Transstitutions,
America Corp. and Nathan Cummings,
chairman of Consolidated Grocers
Corp., Chicago.
The Lurie deal reportedly is being underwritten by
Allen

&

Co.,

New York

investment

which controls Colorado Fuel &
Iron Corp., a former Rockefeller

firm,

holding,

ment.

among

other companies.

Previous Deal Fails

Other than confirming the reports
of the Warner family
under consideration, Harry
Warner would add only that "we are
not selling control of the company."
sale

The

statement puzzled reporters
momentarily,
in view of the fact that
veloping equipment, printing equipthe Warners have exercised as effecment, projection screens, sound retive control over their company as
cording equipment, photographic and
they could have done had they owned
projection lenses and prisms, theatre
metal 51 per cent or more of its stock. Obchairs both wood and metal
servers pointed out, however, that
cashier stands, metal display cases,
technically control could not be transplumbing fixtures, incandescent lightferred as part of the deal, even though
ing fixtures, floodlights and spotlights,
it might be implicit in the transaction
cash registers and coin change macould be exercised upon consumand
conditioning equipment,
chines,
air

—

approval for takeover and operation of more than discussion" of this and
questions at yesthe company's 475 theatres by Albert other trade practice
Warner. Had those efforts succeeded, terday's meeting with delegates from
the Southern California Theatre Ownit is believed that the brothers would
Association
and the Theatre
never have considered a sale of their ers
Unable to obtain the required Owners of America. "We discussed
stock.
many trade problems," he said, "and
approval, however, a deal for the outtirety

that the
stock is

Items Listed
Items listed for

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

Copies of the

The Semenenko-Fabian deal collapsed over the difficulties involved in
bringing in the widely held stock
and concurrent business uncertainties
which arose at the time and affected
valuations of corporate assets.

UJA Luncheon
(Continued from page 1)

David Bernstein (posthumously).
Jose Ferrer will join Judy Holliday
and other stars at the luncheon, which
informative, not fund-raising, in
nature.
Rosen and Schneider,
division
chairmen, announced that the following also would be on the dais
Robert Alda, Henry Bernstein, Harry
Brandt, Robert K. Christenberry, Julius
Collins, Alan Corelli, Anna Mary Dickey,
Leopold Friedman, Herman Gelber, William J. German, Leonard Goldenson, Irving
Greenfield, Leonard Gruenberg, Will Hays,
Arthur Israel, Julius Joelson.
Also, Nat Lefkowitz, Arthur Mayer, Robis

UJA

—

Lapidus

At

to Preside

WB Sales Meet

;

;

Sullivan-NPA

Talks
Building

On

played interest at one time in acquiring the
Theatres from Howard

RKO

Hughes.

branched out into regional film distribution and, in 1913, into production with the establishment of War-

James Frank, assistant to NPA film
Consent Decree
Nathan D. Golden, said that
The present Warner Bros. PicIn any event the consent judgment
today's list was not complete as far
tures, Inc., was founded in 1923 to
entered into by Warners with the
as the film industry was concerned,
produce and distribute.
It acquired
and that Golden's office would issue government last year, in settlement of its first theatre at Youngstown, O.,
tomorrow or Friday a more detailed the Federal anti-trust suit, requires the in 1924. In 1925 it acquired the Vitacompany to divorce its theatre operafilm list, including studio sets and
graph distributing organization, forother studio and laboratory items as tions from production-distribution op- eign operations and the name and
erations
April, 1953.
allotments.

structure of the industry, Morison
said the Department would have a
policy of not discussing what the
private groups say at such meetings.
"We want them to realize that it's
just like when they go to their own
lawyer everything is treated in confidence and not used for publicity purposes," he stated. "Of course, if they
want to announce anything, they're
free to do so. But it won't come from
us."

new

;

chief

CMP

carefully the effect on all
segments of the industry and possibly
consult other parties on the proposals.
Emphasizing that the Department
wants to encourage film groups to
come in and attempt to work out the

consider

There were reports that Radio CorJules Lapidus, Warner's Eastern
poration of America recently was in- and Canadian division sales manager,
terested in acquiring Warners, but the
will preside over a meeting of the
reports were not confirmed.
company's Mid-Atlantic and Central
Several months ago a plan was of- district and branch managers in Pittsfered to a group of Warner theatre burgh tomorrow to discuss plans for
zone managers under which they summer and early fall releases.
would acquire theatre operations from
Also attending the meeting will be
the company. The plan failed to mate- Mid-Atlantic district manager Robert
rialize and its collapse was followed
Smelzer and branch managers W. G.
mation of the deal.
by the recent resignation of James Mansell, Philadelphia, and Pete R.
Lurie was reported in San Fran- Coston, Chicago-Milwaukee operator, DeFazio, Washington
Central discisco to have said that he plans to and I. J. Hoffman, New England op- trict manager F. D. Moore, Pittsliquidate much of the real property in- erator, both of whom had been vet- burgh, and branch managers J. S.
However, it was pointed out erans in the Warner theatre opera- Abrose, Cincinnati J. M. Wechsler,
volved.
that such a move would require ap- tional setup.
Cleveland
McKean. IndiC. W.
proval by a majority of the stockholdanapolis, and Jack Kalmenson. PittsWarners
Start
ers and, even if that was obtained, it
burgh.
would be an operation which would
The Warner brothers started in
require considerable time to complete. business with the 90-seat Cascade TheLurie has been identified with numer- atre in Newcastle, Pa., in 1905. Asous large-scale real estate deals in sociated with them was their brother,
Illegal
major cities. Reportedly, he also dis- the late Sam Warner.
They soon
Washington, May 2. Gael Sulli-

ners Features.

being eligible for

1951

3,

Warner Confirms Offers Made Arbitration

Materials

for

May

by
The judgment is unaffected by the prospective
Warner, stock sale.

National Pictures. In
acquired the Stanley Co. of
America with approximately 200 theatres.
In subsequent years the Warner circuit was more than doubled in
assets of First

1928

it

—

van, executive director of the Theatre

Owners of, America, conferred here
today with national Production Authority officials on complaints made
by several
members against il-

TOA

legal theatre-building.
Sullivan, who left here this
noon for Nashville, said he

after-

would

probably return around May 20 for
follow-up talks on these complaints.

Warner Heads on Tour
Hartford,

May

—Warner

Browere in the
Hartford area today on what was degarded in the industry as havscribed as an inspection tour. In the
ing been the most important
size.
group were Harry Kalmine, general
single factor in influencing the
In 1947 Warners acquired Pathe
manager Harry Feinstein, new zone
Warner brothers to consider reNews from RKO.
manager I. Hoffman, retiring zone
tirement from the company
Warners reported net profit for its manager and Jim Bracken, zone office
they founded and raised to its
last fiscal year, ended Aug. 31, 1950, contact manager. The group is visiting
present huge proportions.
of $10,271,657.
Total income for the New England zone circuit theatres.
It is recalled that the Warners made year was $135,385,498.
Current asrepeated efforts while negotiating a sets were listed at $60,336,554 and
Milwain Is Promoted
consent decree to obtain government gross assets at $161,143,527.
Hartford, May 2.
W. Gillespie
MiJwaint, with National Theatre Sup-

The divorcement order

is

re-

thers

circuit

2.

executives

;

;

—

ert M. Mochrie, Charles B. Moss, Tom
Mttrtlva\ Louis Nizer, Russell Nype, Quentin Reynolds, Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins, Harry Romm, Edward Rugoff, A. W.

Schwalberg. Sol A.
Schwartz,
Solomon
Strausberg. Edward M. Warburg, Jack *D.
Weiler,
David
Weinstock,
William
A
White, and Robert M. Weitman.

13 years, has been
appointed manager of the National
Theatre Supply branch in New Haven.

ply ,fci)ihe' past

Never -but
a pre-sold

ALL THE PULSE -POUNDING ADVENTURE, THE BREATH-TAKING
SWORDPLAY, THE THROBBING ROMANCE, THE DASHING ACTION

OF FILMDOM'S GREATEST MONEYMAKERS]

NEVER

NEVER BUT

BEFORE.. .NOT ONE BUT

B|

PRE- SELLING

j

CAMPAIGNS RESULTING
IN

THE

T Newspaper Space
Radio

& TV Coverage

Personal Appearances
Tie-up Advertising
Public Penetration

&

EVER BEFORE AMASSED
BY ANY MOTION PICTURE!
JOSE FERRER PERSONAL

APPEARANCE TOUR
Millions in major key

city

audiences ...

in department stores ... schools ... colleges . . . thousands of lines of publicity.

116 major newspaper breaks over a concentrated 6 months!

ADVANCE MAN TOUR
Key men in each key

city with advance
feature stories, stills, art layouts . . . contacting every managing editor, amusement editor and book editor . . . resulting in thousands and thousands of lines
of A-l publicity space.

ROAD SHOWINGS
35 key city road show engagements ...
the ultimate in advertising, publicity,
excitement. $750,000
already spent in newspaper, radio and

word-of-mouth

TV

advertising. Result?
24th week, New York; 14th week, Chicago; 23rd week, Los Angeles; 14th
week, San Francisco and a public eager
for the popular-price run

GENERAL CAMPAIGN
Over $1,000,000 worth of advertising
space garnered in Life, Look, Esquire,
Collier's, Redbook, This Week, Quick,
Cosmopolitan, Seventeen, all fan magazines—a pre-sold audience of astronomical millions!

co-starring

~—

<feBerj>eroc

MALA POWERS
FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROMOTION
More than 55 newspapers and 56 magazines

from

with William Prince • Morris
Carnovsky • Ralph Clanton • Produced by Stanley Kramer • Directed
by Michael Gordon • Screenplay by Carl Foreman • Asso. Producer
George Glass • Music byDlmitri Tiomkin • Released by United Artists

coast to coast hitting every

segment of America's foreign population — time and time again!

R THE BIGGEST B0X0FFICE

Proudly thru

UA!

SUCH LAVISH SPECTACLE!
SUCH LUSTY GRANDEUR!
SUCH TREMENDOUS EXCITEMENT!
-

Wahulou

FLASH!
NEW YORK OPENING
VICTORIA THEATRE

MAY

30th

FOLLOWING

"BORN YESTERDAY"

sinful,

The splendid pageantry, the
lusty grandeur— of wicked,
pagan Rome.

Jules Levey presents
Screenplay

Ferocious beasts attack

human

world's most merciless massacre!

FABIOLA

& Directed

sacrifices ... in the

starring

by Alessandro Blasetti

•

MICHELE MORGAN

Giant gladiators fight to the
death ... in the screen's
most savage scenes of mortal combat!

•

HENRI VIDAL MICHEL SIMON

English Language Adaptation by Marc Connelly

Based on the novel "Fabiola" by Nicholas Wiseman

•

•

& Fred

Pressburger

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

LLOYD BRIDGES

*

LEA PADOVANI

co-starring

ALDO FABRIZI

THREE STEPS
NORTH"
LESTER FULLER
by ROBERT HARARI

Screenplay by

From a

story

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY

W. LEE WILDER
Released thru

TO SMASH OUT THOSE SOCK GROSSES

Watch out
for

"THE

PROWLER"!

ADVENTURE
to

lift

your pulse in drumbeats

. .

SUSPENSE
to leave

you gasping

.

with Marius Goring

Produced by JOAN HARRISON

An Original Screenplay by
Released thru

•

Philip

Directed by

MacDonald

•

Hugh

Sinclair

•

Naunton Wayne

JACQUES TOURNEUR
•

A David

E.

Rose Production

Eagle Lion

Released thru

UA

CONGRATULATIONS UNITED ARTISTS
WE ARE HAPPY
TO HAVE OUR PICTURE

HE RAN ALL THE WAY"
STARRING

JOHN GAREIELO
AWD
SHELLEY WINTERS

RELEASER ENRER YOVR RANNER

Roberts Pictures

Thursday,

Motion Picture Daily
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Reviews
"Along the Great Divide"
(

Warner Brothers)

AS AN

outdoor adventure drama, "Along the Great Divide" merits praise
for avoiding to a large extent, the stereotypes of its category. It is the
S. marshal who is determined to bring in his prisoner
story of a duty-bound
persuasive cast,
despite contrary intentions of a band of would-be lynchers.

U

A

headed by Kirk Douglas and Virginia Mayo,
scenic backgrounds and authentic atmosphere.

is

supported handsomely by

The picture largely is a study in flight and pursuit with most of the action
taking place over Southwestern desertland. Walter Brennan is the man
accused of murder and in a spirited scene Douglas rescues him from the verynoose of the lynchers. Then, with his two aides, Douglas sets out over a long
stretch of territory to bring Brennan back to Santa Loma for trial. En route,
Brennan's daughter, Miss Mayo joins the trek.
The excitement in the screenplay by Walter Doniger and Lewis Meltzer
stems from the whoop-de-doo stirred up by Morris Ankrum and his men.
Ankrum believes that his son was killed by Brennan and he is out for
revenge. Across the parched desert he pursues the group en route to Santa
Loma, with gunplay punctuating the frequent contact between pursued and
pursuing. The screenplay is further rounded out by a formula romance between Douglas and Miss Mayo.
Once Douglas gets his man to town he turns sleuth, discovers the real culAnthony Veiller produced
prit, and paves the way for the happy ending.
and Raoul Walsh directed.
Running time, 88 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
M. H.
June 2.

Badmen"

"Best of the

(RKO Pictures)
BRIEF foreword

A

MONROE GREENTHAL

describes what transpires in this film as "a forgotten
chapter in the violent history of the West." This may well be but even
no doubt on
if the story's historic authenticity were questioned, there can be
one other point, namely, that the promise of excitement in the words of in-

CO.

Inc.

ADVERTISING
IOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
•

UNITED ARTISTS
releases*
these

many

years, have been

;

troduction

is

amply

fulfilled.

This is indeed a robust number, cut from a standard pattern and bedecked
with a sturdy cast. Moreover, all of the action, centering around an episode
in the exploits of the James boys and the Younger brothers, is resplendently
dressed in Technicolor, reputedly an important consideration in any calculation of a Western's box-office possibilities.
Robert Ryan, Claire Trevor, Jack Buetel and Robert Preston are accorded
star billing, while supporting roles are filled by such reliables as Walter Brennan, Bruce Cabot, John Archer, Lawrence Tierney and Barton MacLane.
Amid the clatter of gunplay and galloping hooves are related the circumstances
which forced Ryan, a former Union officer, to join the outlaw Jameses, Youngraiders.
ers, and other onetime members of Quantrell's infamous Confederate
Into the plot is woven a strand of romance, the principals here being Ryan
and Miss Trevor, estranged wife of arch-villain Preston. William D. Russell
directed from a Robert Hardy Andrews- John Twist screenplay which places
entertaina heavy burden on credulity but nevertheless should carry a solid

ment wallop for the devotees
Running time, 84 minutes.

May

of action fare.

Chenoweth

to

to stabilize

moisture content,

resist scratches

and

ease projection.

San Francisco, May

GPE

Head
2.

that Albert Levin, formerly manager
of the Alexandria, will replace Chenoweth at the Coronet, with Edward

taking

over

L.

Albert Levin's

Quarterly Net

General Precision Equipment Corp.
reports consolidated net income for
the first quarter of 1951 amounted to
$167,882, equal to 28 cents per common share, compared with a consolidated net loss of $61,327 in the
corresponding period of 1950. Consolidated net sales of $7,170,595 for
the three months ended March 31,
1951 were reported, compared with
consolidated net sales of $4,987,846
for the quarter ending March 31,
1950.

post.

10 hrs.

Thank-You and Good Luck
to the

New

U. A.

PEERLESS
165

959

1

FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION

WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • PL 7-3630
SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CAL. • GRANITE 9223

5 min.

AMERICAN
7b

Signed

LOSANGELES
THE

Franke

Rises to $167,882

— Walter

Chenoweth, former manager of the
Coronet Theatre here, has been appointed district manager of Golden
State Theatres' 18 houses in the East
Bay division, by C. V. Taylor, general manager.
San Francisco Theatres announced

Scheelin

produced.
Release date,

Charles

12.

18-Theatre District

Peerless -Treated

Herman Schlom

General audience classification.

MERCURY- NEW DC-6B

Lv. Midnight

EDT—Ar.

SERVICE

7:15 a.m.

PDT

Thursday,

May

Motion Picture daily
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(Continued from page 1)

—

Indianapolis,
May 2. DiAllied
Theater
rectors
of
Owners of Indiana are studying a plan whereby all types
of insurance needed for theater operation would be made
available to members through
the Association. Group rates
would result in reduced premiums for the exhibitor and
at the same time provide the
Allied unit with an additional
source of revenue, proponents

Independent Theatre Owners. In
a signed article dealing with the subof

H.V. (Rotus) Harvey, PCCITO
board chairman, urges PCCITO members to pay their
dues as
soon as possible.
going, with or
"Let's get
without TOA," Harvey writes. "Let
us all pay our
dues so they
will have money with which to opject,

COMPO

is

to

is

it

per cent of your 1950 feature
film rental.
Do it today the distributors will match your contribution
dollar for dollar."

one

;

partici-

Harvey reminds

Legion Reviews 25;
Rates One as 'C
Twenty-five additional pictures have
been reviewed by the National Legion
of Decency, with one, Beverly Pictures'
"White Cargo," receiving a

have

units
in

that several

TOA

ratified their participation

COMPO and that the national
TOA recently signified its approval
of the new COMPO by-laws. He de"the

scribes

asks

"The

:

units

as somewhat
Then Harvey

situation"

improved as a

result.

leaders

claim they

all

of most TOA
want COMPO,

In Class A-I are so what is the real story behind this
"Along the Great double-talk? Is TOA afraid COMPO
Divide" and "I Was A Communist for will supplant it? What kind of exthe FBI," United Artists' "Man from hibitor leaders are those who attend
Planet X," Lippert Productions' "Stop an executive board meeting and canThat Cab," Eagle Lion Classics' not speak for their units?"
"Badman's Gold" and "When I Grow
the
Republic's
"Heart
of
Up,"
Class "C" rating.
Brothers'

Warner

Rockies,"

RKO

Pictures'

"Kon

U.A.

all.

Members are
now being sounded out on
willingness

Congratulations

COMPO
COMPO
neceserate. COMPO
good,
Don't wait
sary for the good of
to be asked, send COMPO l/10th of

of the plan say.

their
pate.

TOA

Scores

Allied Unit Has A
Plan for Insurance

15

Tiki,"

Monogram's 'Man from Sonora" and
Columbia's "Texans Never Cry."
In Class A-II are United Artists'
"The First Legion," London Films'
"Happiest
Days of Your Life,"
M-G-M's "Headline Story," Univer-

TOA

Conventioneers.

On Your New
Set-up!f

Convention

(Continued from page 1)

and

will continue until noon, Sept. 27,
the ballroom must be cleared for

when

the annual

banquet.

President's

ARTHUR KRIM
ROBERT BENJAMIN
BILL HE I NEMAN

The

committee announced that 30 booths
have already been reserved by equipStory,"
sal-International's "Hollywood
ment and concession manufacturers.
Bell Pictures' "The Sin of Esther Special registrations are available for
Waters," Classic Pictures' "Atrocities theatremen and managers from the
at Fort Santiago," Warner Brothers' area surrounding New York who wish
"Goodbye
My Fancy," Lopert's to visit the exhibit.
"Odette," and Universal-InternationAn elaborate entertainment program
In
al's "The Prince Was A Thief."

MAX YOUNGSTEIN

for the visiting theatremen, expected
Class "B" are M-G-M's "Pandora
to number almost 1,000, is being preand the Flying Dutchman," 20th-Fox's
highlight
Monogram's pared by the committee.
Sun,"
the
"Follow
will be a moonlight cruise on the
Artists'

MATTY FOX

A

United
"Gypsy Fury"
"He Ran All the Way" and
Prowler."

and

"The Hudson River on

George P. Skouras,
Walter Reade, Jr.,
vice-chairman Chick Lewis, assistant
general chairman
Harling,
Philip
convention coordinator and Winifred
finance

Billing sley, IATSE
Vice-President, 61
2.

— Floyd

officer

:

;

;

;

M.

city.

A

native of Texas, Billingsley bea projectionists at Austin in
1906 and came to the Coast a few
years later. He joined San Francisco
Local No. 162 and had been its business agent almost continuously since
1929.
He became an International
He had been
vice-president in 1931.
a delegate to the San Francisco Central Labor Council for the past 17
years.

came

Aims Films

{Continued from page 1)

Cutler, convention secretary.

Also,

Adam Adams, Harry

Brandt,

Downing,
Edward Fabian, Ted Gamble, Leon-

Robert

Dowling,

Russell

ard Goldenson, Harry Kalmine, Maurice
Miller, J. J. O'Leary, Samuel
Rinzler, Samuel Rosen, Edward Rugoff,
Fred Schwartz, Sol Schwartz,
Sol Strausberg, Joe Vogel, Frank
Walker, and Robert Weitman. Representing
and serving as exofficio members of the committee will
be Gael Sullivan, executive director,
and Herman Levy, general counsel.

TOA

Edwin

Hollywood, May

2.

—

Edwin

has been prepared by Paramount and

be issued on

May

19.

profit-

Buchanan

The veteran director, who entered
the industry in 1919, had to his credit
such films as "Paris Calling," "Miss
Annie Roonie," and "Johny Angel."

& Co., as

lie

always,

ahead.
is

continuously at

your service with the best advertising and

merchandising available.

We
all

are rooting for you conventioneers

of U.A.

You

and

are a sure-fire winning team.

&

Inc.

L.

survive.

special newsreel clip paying tribto the nation's Armed Services

able years of your lives

Veteran Producer

office potential of these films.

will

and most

Company,
ADVERTI SING

productions is being sought throughout the country on Armed Services
Day to enable both Paramount and
the exhibitor to realize the full box-

ute

this backing, the best

Buchanan

L. Marin,

Marin, under a long-term contract
with Warner Brothers as a director,
died today in Cedars of Lebanon Hospital after a three weeks illness. His
widow, three children and a brother

A

With

;

Billingsley, 61, third vice-president of
the IATSE, died today following an
operation in San Francisco, his home

Para.

Sept. 25.

The complete committee named by
Fabian includes

San Francisco, May

.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
•

•

LOS ANGELES

•

SAN FRANCISCO

Anotker
is keing"

krilliant ckapter in

motion picture kistory

written ... as tke leaders of tke new,

ARTISTS CORPORATION,
map

associates ... to

UNITED

convene witk. tkeir akle

tke strategy of tkeir efforts

.

.

.

tke

foundation of tkeir future accompliskments.

Tke

entkusiastic acclaim of tke entire industry trans-

cends normal rivalries and competition ... in giving
genuine support to tke krilliant young leaderskip of tkis
old organization.

As tkev survey
Screen Service
.

.

.

.

.

.

tkeir

k orisons

•

•

.

we

at

National

send tkem assurance of our g"ood wiskes

and our confidence in

tkeir ultimate success.
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Sees Industry Would Sell W. B. Theatres Syndicate Is
Confident of
Benefitting Locally, Not As a Group

From New U. A.

Lurie Deal Not to
Affect Production

Convention Told About
Confidence for Future
May

Chicago,

3.

—A

greatly

strengthened United Artists means
a greatly strengthened motion picdelegates

industry,

ture

UA's

to

were

told here today.
confidence in the future

sales convention

Boundless

UA

and the advantages which the
industry as a whole will derive from
the revitalized and greatly expanded
distribution company were expressed

of

opening of UA's "Blueprint for
Tomorrow" convention at the Black-

at the

stone

Hotel,

Arthur

by

B.

company president; William

J.

Krim,
Heine-

Max E.
vice-president and nadirector of advertising-public-

man, sales vice-president, and
Youngstein,
tional
ity.

In his opening address,

Krim

stated

:

"The future of United Artists and its right to bear the
the industry'
assured. With the acquisition of the Eagle-Lion inventory of pictures we have suc-

title of 'Tiffany of
is

now

{Continued on page 5)

Named UA

Safron

District

Manager
—

Chicago, May 3. Jerome Safron
has been named United Artists district manager in charge of the territory comprising Boston, New Haven,
Philadelphia, Washington and Pittsburgh, delegates to UA's national sales
convention were told here today by

William
president

Heineman, company

J.

in

charge

vicedistribution.

of

Bonds Retired
Washington,

May

3.

—

The

retirement of $599,000 of its
3% per cent sinking fund
debentures to satisfy the requirements of Sept. 1, 1952

and March

1,

1953

was

re-

ported to the Securities and
Exchange Commission here
today by Universal Pictures.
After the above retirement,
the company had left a balance of $259,000 of such bonds
in its treasury as of last
April 30.

the

deal

for

acquisition

arner Deal

the

of

Small Group Originated
Bid for 25% Interest

Production will continue
uninterrupted at the Warner
studios if the Louis R. Lurie
syndicate's deal for purchase
of the Warner brothers' stock

ner theatres will be effected by piecemeal, local sales of properties under
the personal direction of Louis R.
Lurie,
San Francisco realtor and
financier, who heads the negotiating

consummated, a member of
the syndicate said yesterday.
"There is no thought of discontinuing or selling the pro-

member of the group told
Motion Picture Daily yesterday.
"We will be subject to the Warner chase the
consent decree exactly as the company

duction-distribution company," the spokesman said.

is now," this source said.
"We will
proceed with the divorcement of the-

is

"We

are required by the consent decree to dispose of the
theatres and it is our plan to

do

so."

Myers Opposes U.S.
Trust Law Changes
Before House Unit
Washington,

May

3.

—

syndicate, a

F. Myers, general counsel of
Allied
States
Association,
warned
Congress today.
Myers appeared before a House

Dietrich Here
Finances for

on

RKO

{Continued on page 4)

$63-MillionDamages

UJA Achievements

RKO

Are Sought by Shor Cited

at

Luncheon

3.

tentative

entire

Warner stock holdings in the
company which

bears their
name will be
consummated

of the papers filed here yesterday by
S. and S. Amusement Corp., headed
by Ruben Shor, against 17 distributors, circuits and exhibitors, charging
first-run conspiracy and monopoly in
restraint of trade, discloses that Shor
seeks total damages of $63,750,000.
Shor, operator of the Twin Drivein, filed suit in U. S. District Court

RKO

{Continued on page 4)

at

nextweek's
meetings

here

was expressed
yesterday by
members of the
bidding

syndi-

cate.

The group

Tjouis Lurie

in-

volved in the
purchase, and
which put the

together,
consists at the
moment of only Louis R. Lurie, San
realtor
and
financier
Francisco
{Continued on page 5)

No

Mayer Deal
Discussed: Lurie
L. B.

—

3.
No deal
Louis B.
for
discussed
Mayer to head production at Warners
in the event the Louis R. Lurie syndicate's bid for the Warner family stock
is consummated, Lurie said here to-

San Francisco, May
been

has

day.

Mayer's name had been associated
with the post because he is a close
{Continued on page 4)

— Examination

The needs and achievements of the
United Jewish Appeal were enunciated
to the industry at a luncheon sponsored
by the amusement division at the
Hotel Astor here yesterday. On the
occasion past and present chairmen
of the division were presented with
scrolls by Edward M. Warburg, general chairman of the national UJA.
Samuel
Rosen,
present
division
through attorneys Jerome and Robert chairman, introduced Quentin ReyLouis
A. Goldman, for $3,750,000 individually nolds who was toastmaster.
and collectively against Loew's, War- Nizer, industry attorney and main
ner Distributing Corp., Warner Broth- speaker, discussed conditions in Israel
ers Pictures, RKO Radio, Universal today.
Those who received scrolls yesterPictures, Universal Film Exchanges,
United Artists, Paramount Pictures, day were Barney Balaban, S. H. FaParamount Distributing Corp., Colum- bian, Rosen and David Bernstein,
Mid- (posthumously). Others, (who could
bia, Radio-Keith-Orpheum,

May

the

RKO

Details of financing for
Pictures are being discussed here by
Noah Dietrich, board chairman, and
representatives of Bankers Trust, it
was learned yesterday. Dietrich, who
arrived here from the Coast on Wednesday, said that he expected to finalize the financing arrangement today or
tomorrow when Ned E. Depinet,
president, returns from conferences at
the studio.

Judiciary sub-committee in connection
with a pending bill to set up a uniform six-year Federal statute of limitations
on private anti-trust suits.
Testifying at the request of sub-committee chairman Celler (D., N. Y.),

that

deal

Federal

Abram

Optimism

agreement reached with Harry M.,
Jack L. and Albert Warner to pur-

atre operations, as required by that
decree, but instead of selling the theatre properties in a lump, we will sell
them locally and, where advisable, individually.
"We believe there are greater profits
in that method than in selling the
stock of a company which controls
436 theatres, and we don't intend to
let others reap those profits.
The
local selling will be handled by Lurie."
Lurie is a recognized authority in
realty values and has been involved
{Continued on page 5)

anti-trust law provisions for private
treble damage suits "should not be
lightly changed, modified or impaired,"

Cincinnati,

$599,000 of 'U's'

If

Warner brothers' stock holdings in the
company they head is consummated
next week, the divorcement of War-

{Continued on page 4)

W.B. Deal Needs OK
Of SEC and D of J
The approval of both the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the Department
of Justice will be required in
the event the Louis R. Lurie
successful
in
syndicate is
closing its deal next week for
purchase of the 25 per cent
stock interest in Warner
Brothers Pictures from the
founding family because of a
possible bearing on the consent decree entered into by
the company last year.

Personal
Mention
WRAY JOHNSTON,

chairman

• of
the board of Monogram
Pictures, was in Atlanta from Florida
visiting Arthur C. Bromberg, Monogram's head of Southern exchanges,

en route to

New

York.
•

Weber, 13, daughter of
Louis Weber, an attorney for Skou-

Laura

Theatres here, will make her
TV appearance tonight in "The
Happy Journey" -on WJZ-TV.
ras

200th

•

Michael

Edelstein,

RKO

The-

atres division manager in New York,
is due to leave here today with his
wife for a Miami Beach vacation.

•

Dan

Terrell, head of

S.

M-G-M's

press representatives, left here
by plane yesterday for Washington.
•
P.

Byrne, Eastern

M-G-M

Philadelphia, May 3.— Pennsylvania's Governor John S. Fine
today set the week starting Sunday as "Variety Clubs International Week," during which Variety International will hold its
annual convention at Philadelphia, starting Wednesday. Governor
Fine's proclamation follows:
"Since its founding in Pittsburgh in 1928, the Variety Club, the
showmen's organization, has grown in scope and in service to the
under-privileged. Today, the Club, with 37 units in the United
States, Great Britain, Canada and Mexico, is international, its
deeds of great magnitude.
"Although the interests and activities of Variety Clubs International are many and varied the main purpose of this association
of showmen is the support and maintenance of worthy charitable
projects, the value of the high ideals and accomplishments of
Variety International is widely recognized.
"The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is honored that the Variety
Clubs International returns to the state of its inception to hold its
15th annual convention, May 9-12, in Philadelphia. All Pennsylvanians are urged to observe the week of May 6 as 'Variety Clubs
International Week'."

manager, is due to return here
today from Boston.

sales

Sees

No

Relaxation

Freeman Topped

Of Safety Standards Para. Salary List

•

RKO

Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount Picvice-president and studio chief,
last year was the highest paid of the
company's present officers, having received remuneration of $132,000, according to a report released yesterday
supplementary to the recent financial
statement which indicated the company's profit fon 1950 as $6,565,041.
The only officer to receive higher
remuneration was Henry Ginsberg,
former vice-president and studio chief,
whose employment was terminated
Ginsberg received $193,last July 15.
000 for the year, of which $145,000
was paid as compensation to July 15,
that the present fire-proof rooms are under an employment contract dated
Any fire, even with Nov. 24, 1944. The pact provided that
still advisable.
the slow -burning acetate film, can be his employment under it should conimmediately isolated, he said, with a tinue until Nov. 24, 1951, but in conconsequent protection against panic in sideration of the premature terminathe audience or against further spread tion the company agreed to pay Ginsof the fire.
berg $305,000 in installments, of which

Pictures proThe complete changeover to 35mm.
due to return to Hollywood safety stock will bring no relaxation
today from New York.
of the present standards of safety in
•
projection rooms, the Society of MoRobert Siodmak, director, is due to tion Picture and Television Engineers
leave here tomorrow aboard the 6". S. was told here yesterday by Samuel R.
lie de France for Europe.
Todd, head of the motion picture pro•
jection section of the Chicago Board
Ezra Stern, Los Angeles attorney, of Examiners.
is here from the Coast.
Speaking at the afternoon session of
the Society's 69th semi-annual convention at the Hotel Statler, Todd said
in
that the widespread introduction of
safety stock has removed the single
hazard in theatres, but he said
The entire New York branch will greatest
exhibitors
in general are agreed
that
Distributing

Ed Grainger,

ducer,

is

for
Pledges Roll
'Schwalberg Drive'
Film
Schwalberg

Paramount

visit

W.

Corp. president A.

to-

his office here to personally
their determination to make the
"Salute to Schwalberg" sales drive,
scheduled for July and August, the
most successful in the company's hisIn addition to the visit there
tory.
were many messages and pledges of

day

in

vow

cooperation from branches

U.

S.

all

over the

and Canada.

Washer an Aide

TV

Todd also spoke on adequate preventive methods needed in television
studios where film is used and spoke
of the new problems raised by theatre

tures

$48,000 was paid last year.

Plan

will work with the Lynn Farnol organization here in its publicity
service for the joint public relations
committee of Greater New York exhibitors in their cooperative businessWasher
building drive for this area.
will be a consultant on newspaper and
licist,

installations.

The

that the greatest precautions
three-way switch efare needed.
fectively protects the operator, he said.

George
pense allowance of $7,800
Weltner, president of Paramount International, $51,900, plus an expense
allowance of $2,600; Adolph Zukor,
board chairman, $78,000.

A

and audience-promotion projects.

Para. Short Wins

local safety standards

Bartlett,

operation
halted by local authorities, including those in Chicago.
He
said that the equipment is designed
that
film
is
at
so
all time in closed containers
or passing through enclosed

from the company $100,000

relations.

Martha Lucas

will

work on radio

Freedom Award
A

Paramount short subject, "Young
Doctor Sam," was awarded third place
prize in the field of 35mm motion pictures by the Freedom Foundation, Inc.,
in ceremonies held here yesterday at
Columbia University. It was written,
directed and produced by Justin Her-

man,

who

with

Morgan,
short subjects and

Oscar

A.

manager of
Paramount News, accepted the award.

sales

yesterday,

installation of the Paramount
equipment has failed to meet

and that
has never been

its

chutes.)

Paramount

directors and
cers as a group received $951,850
pensation last year.

All

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
_____

_____

Rockefeller Center

SPENCER

ELIZABETH

JOAN

TRACY

•

BENNETT

TAYLOR

•

"FATHER'S LITTLE
DIVIDEND''
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

plus Spectacular Stage Presentation

Academy Award Winner.

JUDY HOUIDAY

BORN

week!

YESTERDAY

]/ee/otta

V

B

«o v & «th

i

Columbia Picture

St.

ROBERT

AVA

Last

services,

year

it

Simpson, Thacher and
law firm, received

was

I

An RKO Radio

Picture

Midnight feature

com-

New York

for

MELVYN

offi-

legal

Nightly

WHAT IS THE
HOWARD HAWKS'

THING?
Production

reported.

"THE THING"
from Another World

Walter Gould's First
"Native Son," the motion picture
based on the novel by Richard Wright,

be Walter Gould's first venture
Until
Other topics dealt with at yester- in the presentation of films.
convention included two years ago, he was chief of foreign
day's
distribution for United Artists.
high speed photography.

SMPTE

NEW YORK THEATRES

;

(Informed of Todd's remarks
Hodgson,
Richard
Paramount's TV technical director,
pointed out that no

magazine

equipment.

record

;

D.

for marquee, all motion picture cameras and projectors, projecting carbons, projector bases and pedestals,
lamphouses, sound reproducing equipment, screens, ticket chopper and
ticket issuing machines, sound recording equipment, power supply converting devices, and other parts, attachments, accessories and miscellaneous

19th

Paul Raibourn,
treasurer,
$44,200
vice-president, $34,950, plus an ex-

— Nathan

Blueprinting and Van Dyke equipment, still cameras, developing and
printing equipment, enlargers, lighting equipment and accessories, microfilming equipment, photocopying equipment, all materials for production and
processing of films, all photographic
chemicals,
all
and lenses,
prisms
spools, reels and cans and other metal
items used for film, aluminum foil for
paper packaging, attraction letter faces

Other Paramount officers' remunerations last year were as follows

age used, he said. With a transformer
providing up to 80,000 volts, Todd

3.

Items are as follows

Other Officers

chief hazard in

warned

Washington, May

Golden, director of the National Production Authority's motion picture division, today issued a more complete,
final list of film items which will
probably come under the Controlled
Materials Plan.

"Year's Best Actress"!

Barney Balaban, president, $105,000
TV
plus an expense allowance of $20,800
'PR'
the direct-projection TV system, such Austin C. Keough, vice-president and
Washer, veteran industry pub- as RCA's, lies in the tremendous volt- secretary, $91,000; Fred Mohrhardt,

Farnol on
B,en

to

Theatre

1951

CMP

Under

List

Week"

field

John

4,

Issues Final Film

Governor Fine Pays High Tribute to
Variety Clubs, Sets "Variety

May

Friday,
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600 line advertisement appeared yesterday in
N.Y. C, and today in Los Angetes newspapers.
If and when COMPO is organized and supported

This

the

way

function

it
it

should be, this
could render .
.

is

the kind of industry

For the convenience of other exhibitors
desire to use this

ad

locally,

we

who may

are making mats

available upon request to Mr. S. Asaro, United
Paramount Theatres, Inc. 1501 Broadway, New

York

18,

New York.

Friday,
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Hold Further Talks

On 20th-Fox Decree
Washington, May 3.— Justice
Department and 20th Century-Fox officials had further
consent decree talks here today. They are working against

May

deadline for final
agreement on their decree.
a

10

Myers Opposes

May

4,

1951

WEJVS

Review

in Brief

.

•

.

"Fabiola"
(Jules Levey-United Artists)

THE
in

Historic struggles of early Christians in Pagan Rome are recounted
Opulent is the word for this Italian-made production.
"Fabiola."

Against sweeping backgrounds, a cast of thousands surge and struggle.

Washington, May
lips,

author

on which

is

of

3.

—Claire

Phil-

"Manila Espionage,"

based Allied Artists' "I

The Was An American Spy," was hon-

offer imaginative exploitation angles. There is ored here today at a luncheon by Vicepageantry and poverty presented in striking contrast. Seen are gladiators in President Alben Barkley and Senators
mortal combat in the arena, ferocious beasts devouring human sacrifices and Richard Nixon, William Knowland,
bonfires of human victims.
Wayne Morse, Harry Cain and Pat

more spectacular sequences

visually exciting and thematically engrossing. There are some McCarran.
•
Obviously the picture had to be boiled down from the original
The announcement of a gift of land
to its present running time of 96 minutes. As a consequence some of the
Myers specifically opposed suggestions transitions seem abrupt. Occasionally the dubbed-in voices have a stilted tone. purchased at $50,000 by Skouras Themade earlier by Kenneth Royall, at- Anyway, it should do well at the boxoffice.
atres Corp. for the Boys Club of
torney for the Motion Picture AssoThe picture's mood is set by the decision of Constantine I to free the slaves Queens, Inc., has been made by M. J.
ciation of America, that the six-years and accept Christianity, and the bitter opposition of certain elements to this Baranco, club president, here. George
be reduced to three years and that move. To keep abreast of developments, the emperor sends a gladiator, Henry P. Skouras, president of Skouras Thejudges be given the power to award Vidal, to Rome as his agent. Vidal is to report to a senator who is to act as atres, who has been active in forming
actual damages or any amount up to liaison.
the Queens organization, is an hontreble damages, rather than being reAmid the fanfare and furore there has been woven into Alessandro Blasetti s orary president of the club.
quired to award treble damages as at screenplay a love interest involving Vidal and Michele Morgan, daughter of
present.
the senator. As the story develops the senator is killed and circumstances are
manipulated so that the Christians are blamed. There follow escapes to the
Seeks to Refute
(Continued from page 1)
catacombs and massacres. There also follows a misunderstanding between the
Much of Myers' statement was de- two lovers, Miss Michele thinking Vidal has gone into the camp of the
friend of Lurie's and reportedly has
voted to an attempt to refute Royall'
series of dramatic complications ensue, culminating in
scheming politicians.
argument that the producers and dis- Miss Michele's conversion to Christianity. The picture's finale is a huge orgy unresolved differences with Loew's
management.
tributors were acting all along in a
in which Christians are devoured in the arena. Vidal, keeping his pledge not
"Mayer is not in the picture" insoway they believed to be lawful, and to use arms, faces his gladiator opponents in the arena with the pointed end
far as the stock deal is concerned,
practices
their
acts
and
many
of
that
of his spear snapped off. The fortunate entrance of Constantine into Rome Lurie
said,
inquired
"Who
but
had specifically been sanctioned by the saves Vidal's life and puts an end to the butchery.
wouldn't take Mayer as producer?"
courts, the Department of Justice and
on
This Jules Levey presentation was directed by Blasetti and was based
Jack L. Warner, head of Warner
the Federal Trade Commission.
the novel by Nicholas Wiseman. Marc Connelly and Fred Pressburger did production, has agreed to remain at
reading
finished
The Allied official
the English language adaptation.
the studio for six months if a deal
audience classification. Release date,
only 20 pages of his 30-page stateRunning
& time, 96 minutes. General
Mandel Herbstman with the Lurie syndicate is consumment today, and will return to finish June 1
mated. Under his new contract with
his testimony sometime next month.
Loew's, Mayer can withdraw followThe committee session had to break
son-White
operations,
in favor of the ing divorcement of Loew's theatres
which
in
predicament
in
the
vote
companies
members
could
that
up early so
on giving six months' notice to the
on the House floor, and when mem- they now find themselves, even though Twin Drive-in, three local neighborcompany.
bers indicated they wanted to hear as a representative of independent ex- hoods and the Madison, at nearby
Lurie indicated that he might, if the
Covington,
Ky.,
plus
the
Cox,
a
tocontributed
have
may
I
the rest of his statement and ask hibitors
jells, produce films for television
deal
Shubert
unit.
said.
Myers
questions, Myers pointed out that he ward bringing it about,"
"as a sideline," but there would be
of
record
the
in
find
cannot
"But
I
weekend
town
this
slated
leave
is
to
nothing immediate about such a proj2 New Chicago Trust
this hearing, so far as I have seen
for two to three weeks.
He
ect because of the cost involved.
Sidney it, any justification for changing or Suits Total $1,440,000
audience
were
In
the
indicated that the present reorganizenforcement
the
weakening
materially
Schreiber, Jack Bryson and Cecil
Chicago, May 3. Seymour Simon, ing and streamlining of Warner operprovision of the anti-trust laws."
Dickson of MPAA.
local attorney, yesterday filed a $540,- ations would
be continued by the new
Myers defended the right of former 000 anti-trust suit in Federal district
"I shall point out," Myers declared,
management
if the deal is concluded.
apto
employes
Department
Justice
"first, that the acts and practices concourt here on behalf of Star-and- He said Harry and Albert Warner
demned by the Supreme Court con- pear for plaintiffs in these cases
Garter Theatre, of this city, and probably would retire.
stituted such unmistakable restraints practice questioned by Royall.
George Topper against Loew's, RKO,
overnot
be
The Committee should
of trade that it seems incredible that
20th Century-Fox, Warner Brothers
anyone could have thought them in- impressed by figures concerning the Pictures, Warner Theatres, Paranocent and second, that prior to the total amounts claimed in pending- mount Pictures, Universal, United
(Continued from page 1)
He pointed Artists and Balaban and Katz.
filing of the main government trust cases, Myers also said.
restraint
use
seldom
lawyers
that
out
suit in 1938, and almost constantly
For the period between July 11, not attend) to receive scrolls were
ever since, those acts and practices in alleging damages, and stated that 1936 and July 1, 1946, the complaint Jack Cohn, Matthew Fox, Billy Rose,
were under attack in the courts, in the more meaningful figure would be charges
that
the
Star-and-Garter Abe Schneider and Fred Schwartz.
Congress and by various public agen- the damages actually awarded.
Rosen declared that pledges and
could not run pictures until the 26th
cies, including the Justice Department
week of general release, 241 days after contributions this year to UJA are 20
and the FTC."
per cent ahead of last year for the
the first Chicago run period.
In addition, it was announced that corresponding period.
Treble-damage Issue
(Continued from page 1)
an anti-trust suit will be filed against
Myers said the treble-damage proBalaban and Katz and the major film possession of the Paramount Theatre
Theatres
Co.,
Cino
Corp.,
vision was "not intended merely to west
companies tomorrow morning in Fed- and vacate the premises. It also clears
provide a windfall to fortunate liti- Greater Cincinnati Theatres, Southern eral district court on behalf
of the the way for F &
to launch five
gants, but was intended as a mighty Ohio Theatres, Maurice White and Commodore Theatre, of this
city, and counter-suits,
aggregating $250,000,
deterrent against violations of the Robert J. Libson.
Nathan Gumbiner for alleged dam- which Marco Wolff said will be startIn addition to damages, the plainlaw."
ages in excess of $300,000 between ed immediately.
to
injunction
"I deeply sympathize with the film tiff seeks a permanent
January 1, 1937, and April 1, 1951.
Judge Westover said the New York
prohibit the defendants from entering
The plaintiff is asking triple damages Federal court ruling dated December
into any agreement that would preof $900,000. Simon and Orlikoff are
1, 1946, on which the Paramount suit
vent his obtaining first-run product
attorneys for the plaintiff.
was based, and which limited certain
for the 2,000-car Twin Drive-in, the
franchises to one year, does not aponly outdoor theatre within local city
Court Holds F & M,
ply because the word "exclusive" does
limits.
Para. L.A. Deal Valid
9
not appear in the F & M- Paramount
Petition States
Hollywood, May 3.
The four- contract. Trade opinion expressed loBROS.'
"Subsequent to Feb. 1, 1950, and year-old litigation between Fanchon & cally on today's decision is that it
continuing to the present time, the Marco and Paramount Pictures con- may affect similar contracts elsewhere
distributor-defendants and most other cerning the former's franchise to pos- in the industrycolor by TECHNICOLOR
major distributors, by agreement with sess and operate the downtown Los
DALLAS 20th Century-Fox Screening
the exhibitor-defendants, have granted Angels Paramount Theatre came to a
Room • 1803 Wood St. • 1:00 P.M.
seven downtown theatres a monopoly head today when Federal Judge Harry
on first-run product and first subse- Westover ruled that the franchise
MEMPHIS 20th Century-Fox Screenquent-runs without the proper clear- agreement entered into August 31,
ing Room • 151 Vance Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

(Continued from page 1)

The

picture

minor

defects.

is

No Mayer Deal
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—

UJA

Achievements

;

$63-Million

Damages

M

Trade Showings
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—

WARNER

FORT

WORTH

OKLAHOMA
Screening Rm.

•

20th Century-Fox

10 North Lee

St.

'1:30 P.M.

ances," the petition sets- forth.
Recently, 20th Century-Fox, began

1931,

is

valid.

The decision negates
selling first-run product away from damage action
instituted
the Capitol and Keith theatres, Lib- mount after ordering F &

$600,000

a

by

M

Parato yield

May

Friday,

4,

Confident of Warner Deal

UA Meet
(Continued from page

overcome the grave
which faced
us, and we now stand on the
threshold of 'Phase Two' of our

Transamerica Corp., the Giannini investment company and Charles Allen
and Samuel Ungerleider, New York

plan to release a maximum of
24 selected independent productions from 1952 on. We believe
that a greatly strengthened
means a greatly strengthened
industry in general."

Numerous others have asked for
participations in the deal to buy the
Warner families' holdings of approxi-

product shortage

UA

United

Artists sales
policy, Heineman declared, in part:
"We are frank to say there is_ no
new and magic formula for selling.
outlining

We

have devised no

'new

methods'

believe the one sound

and

hard work and

lots

because

we

realistic

method

is

W.B. Theatres
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

1)

cessfully

In
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We

honestly believe the prodof it.
now has available for exhibiuct
tors meets the taste of every type of

UA

audience in every kind of situation.
"It is our intention to provide complete backing for our pictures by merchandising each and every one thoroughly. In today's highly competitive
market we are confident that United

Motion

stated,

however,

others had expressed a desire to be included and
may be later on.

Cummings and

Number

of Shares

is

the exhibitor that we
product."
Setting forth the plans of his promotional division, Youngstein said:

"Every activity of every member of this division is devoted
to service and more service to
exhibitors and independent producers. Putting it simply, our
policy is to get extra dollars at
the box-office for the exhibitor
because in this way we also
insure the continuance of a
healthy, vigorous UA.

—

"Our campaigns will be designed
more and more toward application on
the local level, and the efforts of our
entire staff will be designed to create

campaigns which give maxiaid to exhibitors.
"To this end the names of additional permanent fieldmen will be anthose

mum

nounced before this convention ends
so that by the time we leave Chicago,
will have available for total publicity and promotion service a staff of
12 men working out of our key ex-

UA

changes, with the ultimate goal of a
field representative attached to every
one of our 26 exchanges in the U. S."
Other morning speakers were Mat-

thew and Robert

W.

Benjamin.

the deal of $25,figures involved
are
shares
for
1,700,000
000,000
in

Ungerleider and Allen are investment associates. Al Leeds
and Al Goetz, partners of theirs,
are friends of long-standing of
Jack and Albert Warner. In
addition, Lurie is a former partner of Ungerleider's. In those
associations is the genesis of
the deal and undoubtedly the
explanation of the confidence
expressed by some of the principals yesterday in the eventual

consummation

of

cities

many

across the country, and numbers
among his
executives
film

friends.

it.

Harry Warner has

told

the press

Si Fabian,

New York

Fabian's Denial

Motion

by

Questioned

Picture

Daily about

the reports, Fabian added
his personal denial of any interest in
the deal now or later.
It was also denied that Lehman
Brothers, New York investment firm
which 18 months" ago made a reported
bid of $20,000,000 for the Warner
brothers' 25 per cent interest in the
divorced theatre company for undis-

cisive meetings on the deal scheduled
to start here on Monday.
Harry Warner returned to

New

"rough guess-work."

more than that," York yesterday from Saratoga Springs,
Motion Picture where he had been for a few days.
one
Daily yesterday, "and it could be Jack Warner is due here Sunday from
Hollywood and Lurie is scheduled to
less."
Motion Picture Daily has re- arrive here from San Francisco on
ported that approximately 1,800,000 Monday. The meetings may extend
likely to be
principal told
is

shares are held by the three Warner over several days.
brothers and in family trust funds.
At $15 per share, the total purchase
price could be nearly $27,000,000.
The estimated 1,800,000 shares
would represent 25 per cent of the
outstanding, rather than the
total
widely-reported 24 per cent. In San
Francisco yesterday, reporters were
told that the negotiations were for
1,800,000 shares, or 25 per cent, at a
price "in excess of $25,000,000."
Since no individual allocations have
been made by the syndicate yet, it is
uncertain what the financial participations by the several members will be,

has any interest in

principals,

the present negotiations or subsequent
situation.

At the time, the Justice Department
insisted that if the Lehman deal was
consummated, the principals would
have to hold the theatre company stock
for a specified minimum period. That
and subsequent economic conditions
are believed to have been responsible
for the failure of a deal to materialize.

THANKS!

vention at the Blackstone Hotel here
On his arrival in Hollywood, the
chief executive will immediately
put into motion "Phase Two" of the

UA

company's product plan, which calls
for the release during 1952 of a lim-

Today's afternoon session of the ited number of select independent proconvention was devoted to addresses ductions.
by Bernard M. Kranze, executive asKrim will be joined on the West
Nat Nathanson, Coast next week by
sistant to Heineman
executive
Eastern and Canadian sales manager Matthew Fox.
and Milton E. Cohen, Western and
Southern sales manager.
Levey to Chicago to Show
The three sales executives concen- 'Fabiola' to UA Delegates

SOL SCHWARTZ
BILL HOWARD

BOB SHERMAN
HARRY MANDEL
AND THE

ENTIRE STAFF

OF

RKO THEATRE

S

FOR YOUR TRUE SHOWMANSHIP
IN

PRESENTING

UA

;

and more
trated on plans for
Jules Levey, producer of the Ameriefficient methods of improving billings
yesand collections with Cohen summing can version of "Fabiola," left here
his
picture
show
for
Chicago
to
terday
of
up company policies and methods
operation following presentations by to officials and delegates at the United
From Chicago,
Nathanson on the speedv liquidation Artists convention.
product, Levey will go to New Orleans for the
of currently available
and by Kranze on selling the lineup world premiere of the picture, then
Monday night
of features in current release, which going to Washington
were acquired bv UA through its re- to attend a special invitational showing
cent purchase of Eagle Lion Classics. there under the sponsorship of the
Italian Ambassador.
Krim to the Coast to Start
New Phase of UA's Plans
Tarwater to Lippert
Chicago, May 3. Arthur B. Krim,
Atlanta, May 3. R. W. Tarwater,
president of United Artists, left here
today for Hollywood after attending former branch manager of Eagle Lion
the first day's session of the UA Classics, is now with Lippert Produc

"SEVEN DAYS TO NOON"

faster

UA

—

"Blueprint for

spectacular
a director of Sol

is

The spokesman

It

"It

many

in

He

Lesser Productions, owns San Francisco legitimate theatres, has important real estate holdings in major

was also stated that the exact that the syndicate's offer is one of
number of shares held by the Warner several under consideration and that
brothers and their families is not yet if a better one came along it would
Artists offers good quality, fair dealknown, since a formal count of the be accepted. Observers pointed out
ing and the necessary merchandising number
of shares held in family trust yesterday that the implication of the
of
basis
for all pictures. It is on the
not been completed. Thus, statement obviously is that no better
has
funds
entertainment for the public and help
offer has been made yet, with the de- closed
it was stated, the widely-reported total
UA
sell
to

years

denied reports that
circuit operator, who two years ago was the central figure in an $80,000,000 bid for
the entire physical assets of Warners,
was involved in the Lurie deal, had
been asked to join in it or had been
invited to bid for the Warner Theatres if the Lurie group completes its
deal next week.

of the stock to
others outside of their own group.
Reports that Nathan Cummings,
chairman of the board of Consolidated Grocers Corp., Chicago; Texas
oil men, and various West Coast financial names were involved in the deal

was

over the

pations, as required.

any allocations yet

It

told.

realty deals.

mately 1,800,000 shares of Warner
Brothers Pictures common stock at
However, it was
$15 per share.
stated, the negotiators have not made

that

was

reported to be prepared to participate to the extent of
a minimum of $5,000,000 and a maximum of $7,500,000; Transamerica
Corp., $5,000,000, and Allen and UnThe balance
$2,000,000.
gerleider,
would be open for additional partici-

investment brokers.

were denied.
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Realigns

Districts in
Sales Shuffle

tion of the

May

6.

—A reorganiza-

United Artists'

district

sales setup aimed at greater operating efficiency was announced by
William Heineman, distribution vicepresident, at the company sales meeting which ended here yesterday.

No changes in personnel were
involved in the general shuffle
One district, the
posts.
of
Prairie district, was abolished,
and

jurisdiction

its

other

districts.

assumed by

W.

Keith,

T.

Prairie district manager, will
take over the vacant managership of the Southern district.

The reorganized

district lineup will

New

York-Metrosee Fred Meyers
politan district manager.
Jerome Safron Segal, branch mana(Continued on page 4)

MGM

Not Making

'Quo Vadis' Deals
For sometime now M-G-M has had
from exhibitors for "Quo

requests

but will not consider offers
for the picture until a later date, not,
yet determined, William F. Rodgers,
the
vice-president,
stated
at
sales
of
completion
following
weekend,
plans for sparking off the first of a
three-day meeting at the Hotel Astor

Vadis,"

(Continued on page 2)

Delay in 20th-Fox
Consent Decree Seen

—

AnWashington, May 6.
other postponement is likely
in 20th Century Fox's deadline for filing a divorcement
plan with the New York
Statutory Court, since it now
looks as though a 20th-Fox
consent decree will not be
ready for announcement by
May 10, the present deadline.
Company officials and Justice
Department attorneys
had further consent decree
talks last Thursday and Friday, and Justice spokesmen
said that probably additional
talks would be held this week.

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, MAY

7,

COMPO

Could Supply

If

Aid That
Supported

A

practical demonstration of the type of activity which the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations could conduct to increase

theatre attendance "if and when COMPO is organized and supported the way it should be" was provided by United Paramount
Theatres in 600-line ads appearing in New York and Los Angeles
late last

week.

The advertisements, a reproduction

of

Concise

and
Impartial

TEN CENTS

1951

UPT Ads Point Out Box-Office

newspapers

Abolish Prairie District;
Keith Takes Over South
Chicago,

Accurate

which appeared in Motion

Picture Daily on Friday, heralded the recent report of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs, representing 11,000,000 members,
on its selection of 122 films released during the past 10 months
for commendation.

Leonard Goldenson, UPT president, said their purpose is "to
stimulate public and industry thinking about motion pictures and
theatre attendance. It shows what can be done with items and
inc'dents that can be picked up and turned to industry advantage.
In this instance, if one group can center the beneficial attention
of 11,000,000 people on good pictures, the industry should address
that message to 150,000,000 people. A well-supported COMPO could
be doing that."
Goldenson sa'd there is no plan for UPT to continue the advertisements on any regular basis but that similar constructive
developments will be mailed to opinion-forming agencies by his
company.

All Set to
Warner

Close

Stock Deal
No Competitive Offers
In; Talks Start Today
Taking the position that

all

that

remains to be done to conclude
purchase of the entire stock holdings of the Warner family in the
company is the legal work of readysignatures,
for
ing the agreement
members of the purchasing syndicate
on Friday expressed the opinion that
the amount of time required to close
the deal will depend only on how fast
the lawyers are able to work.

No

had developed
end of last week,
principals said, and no competitive offers better than the $15
per share for the approximate"hitches"

up to the

Speedy Divorcement of
Warner Theatres Seen

ly

shares of

1,800,000

held by the
appeared.

common

Warner family have

Harry M. Warner

week

said last

(Continued on page 3)

Coyne Recommends
Industry Ingenuity

To Circumvent TV
—

To successNashville, May 6.
compete with television, the film
industry must alter its methods to ap-

fully

peal to audiences it has lost or never
had, Robert W. Coyne, special counsel
of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, declared at the weekend
in an address before a luncheon-meet-

ing of the Tennessee Theatre Owners
at the Noel Hotel here.
"We must expect to lose some of
our traditional customers," Coyne said,

The prediction that the task of sep J
arating Warner theatres from the production-distribution company can be
accomplished in much less time than
the two-year period remaining under
the terms of the company's consent
decree was made on Friday by a principal in the negotiations for the purchase of the Warner family stock

Paul G. Hoffman, former head of
European Recovery Program and
holdings in the company.
at present head of the Ford FoundaIf the deal is consummated, the pur- tion, will be given the Variety-. Interchasing group proposes to sell the 436 national's "Humanitarian Award" -for
theatres locally, as units, rather than having contributed the most to humanseek a buyer for the entire circuit or ity during 1950.
for the stock in a divorced theatre
The board of judges who make the
company.
They believe appreciably selection annually consists of: approxihigher prices
and profits
can be
(Continued on page 2)
realized that way. Louis R. Lurie, a
specialist in realty liquidations and
member of the purchasing syndicate,
Lurie,
would handle the theatre sales per-

—

Slightly Eases

Construction Rules

—

The govWashington, May 6.
ernment has made two changes in its
construction control order which may
things slightly easier for exhibitors 'and-exhibitor equipment firms.
Over the weekend, the National
Production Authority announced a

make

maior tightening in construction controls by extending the M-4 order to
virtually every type of major building.
But buried in the order were
(Continued on page 2)

the

—

'

.

Mayer

Deny

(Continued on page 2)

NPA

HumanitarianAward
To Paul G. Hoffman

(Continued on page 3)

Wirth Concentrates

On

WB

Real Estate

Ben Wirth is resigning as president of the Warner Brothers Service
Corp., in order to confine his activities
to the administration and management
of the company's real estate operations.

Carl Siegel, who has been in charge
of concessions in the Warner Newark
zone, under Wirth's supervision, has
been appointed president of the Service Corp. Harold Rodner remains as
vice-president of the latter.

Meeting

in

Chicago

Principals in the Warner
stock purchase repeated their
denials that any deal is being
discussed for Louis B. Mayer
to head Warner production if
their deal is consummated.
Coast reports Friday said
that Mayer and Louis R.
Lurie, a principal, Were, to
meet yesterday in Chicago to
discuss a deal.
"The report is incorrect;" a
:

.

.

principal stated. "We have it
on good authority thai when

Mayer leaves M-G-M it will
be to retire, not to; work for
anyone

else."

-

Monday, May

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

100 Exhibitors Pay
Tribute to Marsh
Cleveland, Slay 6.— W. Ward
Marsh, of the Plain Dealer
and dean of motion picture
was
Cleveland,
critics
in
presented with a scroll of appreciation signed by 100 exhibitors who also presented a
wrist watch to him in recognition of 32 years of "constructive criticism and a sincere interest in motion pictures." This is said to be the
first such tribute ever paid by
exhibitors to a motion picture critic in this area.

G. ARNALL, president of
the Society of Independent Motion
Pictures, is due here next Monday

ELLIS

from Atlanta for meetings with Gunther R. Lessing, board chairman,
will arrive at that time

who

from the

Coast.

•

Leon

Bamberger,

J.

RKO

Pictures

sales promotion manager, is due to
leave here by plane today for Little
Rock, to address the annual convention of the Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas at the Hotel Marion,
which opens tomorrow.

•

senior director of
president of the
Screen Directors Guild, will speak
here tomorrow at the New School

Jack
March

Glenn,

Research on

Social

for

"Promotion

Through Film."
•
Universal-Internasupervisor for Continental
Europe, and his wife left New York
for Paris Saturday aboard the S.S.

Harry Novak,

national

lie

(Continued from page 1)

Time and

of

mately 70 editors, publishers, educators and commentators, none of whom
are members of any Variety Clubs.
The award will be made at the concluding banquet of the annual Variety
convention at the Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel in Philadelphia next Saturday
Portions of the presentation
night.
ceremonies will be telecast on the Ken
television show which will
be televised from the banquet hall.

Murray

de France.
•

David A. Lipton, Universal Pictures vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity, left New York
over the weekend for Hollywood.
•
Norman Barnett, vice-president of
Barnett International Corp., returned

here over the weekend from Los Angeles.

•

Ben Thau, M-G-M

studio execu-

and Spencer Tracy sailed from
here Saturday on the S. S. Indepen-

tive,

dence for Naples.
•

Among

those

the Dais

who

are expected to
dais will be the

present on the
speaker, Vice-President Alben
Commerce
Secretary
Barkley,
of
Sawyer, Senator Estes Kefauver and
many other dignitaries from the na
tion's capital, also, many of the presidents of the major motion picture
companies.
Variety International will be repre
sented by John H. Harris, one of the
founders of the Clubs and its first
R. J. O'Donnell, chief
chief barker
barker from 1943 to 1950; Marc J
Wolf, the present chief barker Jack
Beresin, first assistant chief barker
Charles P. Skouras, second assistant;

be

chief

;

F. J. A. McCarthy, Southern and
Canadian sales manager for Universal,
will leave here today for Cincinnati.

•
Strickling, M-G-M studio publicity head, has returned to the
Coast after a vacation in Miami.

Howard

NPA

On

;

Murray Weiss, property master
George Eby, treasurer Chick Lewis
press representative and officers and
delegates from the organizaton's 39
;

units.

Eases

{Continued from page 1)

in
N

recognition
to

of these would
personal property to be inup to $2,000 of installation

The more important
permit
stalled
costs in

any 12-month period over and
above the present $5,000 ceiling on
construction of all types in a year.
Until now installation costs of personal property had to come out of the
recently issued lists of
$5,000.
which theatre equipment items constitute personal property.
The other change would permit a
theatre project to be finished if there
had been "substantial site clearance"
including demolition of other buildings prior to the date theatre controls
were put on. Previously there had to
be some actual building of the structure to qualify.
Industry and
while
officials
not sure felt that studio set con-

NPA

Coyne Recommends

—

struction is still
controls.

NPA

—

exempt from govern-

ment

discriminating as well as the easily
The excellence of the mo
satisfied.
tion picture will preserve the rela
tively sophisticated, who are only oc
casional customers. The defection, if
any, will be in the mass audience,
which has been our regular bread-andbutter market. I am not worried by
excellence, for its pro
television's
grams are mediocre. It is television's
easy availability that presents the
problem.
"We must appeal to age groups we
have lost or never had. An approach
by way of increased theatre comforts
facilities, convenience of program
scheduling and specialized advertisingare believed by many to be the answer to the needed bid for wider attendance."
Gael Sullivan, Theatre Owners of
American executive director, also addressed the gathering of about 80 ex-

and

hibitors.

Mac ARTHUR'S WashingGEN.
ton report and Ben-Gurion's ar-

outstanding con-

American

the
Academy of Radio and Television
Arts and Sciences will present several
special

life,

"Michael" Awards at its anWaldorf-Astoria

dinner at the
Hotel here tonight.

nual

Bob Hope, Arthur Godfrey and
Eddie Cantor have been named to receive

the

Bobley

citations,

special

and

Harold

L.

Edward

Crossman,

rival here arc current nezvsreel high-

Other

lights.

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No. 37— Gen. MacRobert Vogeler home. BenKorean
war ace. Aviain the U. S.
tion cadets get dunked. Mrs. MacArthur
MotorBaseball.
hailed
by hometown.

Arthur
Gurion

testifies.

cycling.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

paign.

Boxing.

Hollywood, May 6.—The Screen
Writers Guild and the Independent
Motion Picture Producers Association at the weekend reached an
agreement on a formula for determining additional compensation to
be paid to screen writers for work
done on pictures produced for thesubseatrical exhibition and is
quently released to television. It
obliges IMPAA to abide by the
terms covering the same issue
which will be established at some
future date between the SWG and
major producers, Association of
Motion Picture Producers and the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers. The new contract

was made

effective as of April 30.

•
Theatre operators representing some
600 houses in Greater New York will
cooperate with the Office of the Coordinator of Recruiting and Public
Information of New York City's Civil
Defense Organization. They will initiate a theatre campaign for the enlistment of volunteers for civil defense
work at a rally in Times Square on
Thursday at 11 A.M.

•
Birnbaum, Warner salesman
Haven, has been promoted to
branch manager of the company's exchange in New Haven, replacing Al
Angelo Lombardi,
Daytz, resigned.
office manager, replaces Birnbaum as

Max
in New

salesman.
At the same time, Ben Kalmenson,

Warner

distribution vice - president,
also announced that Clayton G. Eastman, formerly with Eagle Lion, joins

as sales

manager

in

Bos-

ton replacing Mickey Daytz, resigned.
Eastman will take over on May 14.

Will Assess Damages
In 'Ecstasy' Ruling
Judge Charles A. Dewey of U. S.
District Court here will appoint this
week a special master to assess damages due Astra Productions in consequence of the decision handed down
last week in favor of Astra in its suit
against Samuel A. Cummins, Eureka
Productions, et al., over distribution
rights and copv rights to the 19-yearold picture "Ecstasy" Martin Licht,
Astra president, reported at the week-

No. Z71— Vogeler

in Red prison. Senate
crime probers report. Naval flyers learn
dunking. Ben-Gurion arrives. Jet ace. Gen.
MacArthur testifies at Senate hearing.

home

said.

Korean

include

items

Senate crime probe report
Complete contents follow.

flashes, the
and sports.

All proceeds of the dinner will be donated to
United Cerebral Palsy's current cam-

Academy co-chairmen,

(Continued from page 1)
two provisions relaxing previous controls and which could help the film "for our audiences have included the the company
industry.

of

I tributions

1951

Newsreel
Parade

•

Award

Variety

NEWS
Brief

7,

after 17

months

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 74— May Day

here and abroad. Ben-Gurion visits the
U. S. Gen. MacArthur testifies in Washington. Senate crime probers' report. Robert Vogeler back to the land of the free.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 18-B— Korea:
enemy we fight. Robert Vogeler arrives.
New York, Czechosloin
Berlin,
Day
May

the

vakia and Munich. Paris: Eisenhower's
headquarters at work. West Germany: special police.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
MacArthur

testifies.

Dr.

No.

— Gen.

453

Bunche

outlines

on war. Robert Vogeler home
Ben-Gurion arrives here.
U. S. air ace. Stars aid bond drive. Midshipmen get dunked.

UN

from

policy

Hungary.

—

WARNER

PATHE NEWS. No. 76
United States news: Mrs. MacArthur, Gen.
MacArthur in Washington, Ben-Gurion arrives here. International news: Korea report, May Day in Berlin, changing of the
guard in Vienna.

'Quo Vadis' Deals
(Continued from page 1)
with 22 field sales managers
and home office executives.
Rodgers also pointed out that where

today

the company has been making deals
for groups of pictures, all contracts
read "this does not include 'Quo
Vadis'."
Policies and distribution plans for
forthcoming pictures will be discussed
at the sessions, including the 11 releases for the three months starting
June, and "Teresa," which was pro-

duced by Arthur M. Loew.

Simons to Promote 'Quo Vadis'
At Exhibitor Conventions
Following up on the 25-city tour
Hudgins of
by Morgan
M-G-M's studio publicity department

initiated
in

behalf

of

"Quo Vadis," M. L.
H. M. Richey,

Simons, assistant to

will give the same lecture and demonstration to two exhibitor conventions,

Arkansas Theatre Owners annual
meeting at Little Rock, starting today, and the Georgia Theatre Owners
convention at Atlanta,

May

14-16.

Gets Freedom Awards
For 'Voice' and a Cartoon
In award ceremonies held at Co-

M-G-M
lumbia

University,

M-G-M

received

two additional Freedom Foundation
Awards. "The Next Voice You Hear"
and a Technicolor cartoon, "Albert in
Blunderland," were honored by the
Foundation which annually presents
end.
Licht said that under the decision awards for outstanding achievements
he is entitled to damages also from in furthering the American way of
some 150 theatres in various parts of life. The awards were accepted by
the country which rented the picture Max Weinberg, Eastern short subject
representative, on behalf of M-G-M.
from Eureka.

Saturdays.
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Review

Lesser Wants In on
W.B. Stock Deal

—

Ace

Sol
Hollywood, May 6.
Lesser, business associate of
Louis Lurie, confirmed that
he would like to participate
to the extent of $1,000,000 in
the syndicate bidding for acWarner
of
the
quisition
brothers' stock.
Inquiries
as
to whether
successful consummation of
the deal would entail his
shifting production to Warner release, moving to the
Warner studio, or otherwise
altering his present setup and
releasing commitments, were
answered with the statement
that it is too early to have
given any consideration to
those matters.

in the

RK0 RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS of

Hole

(Para mount Pic hires)

Hollywood, May 6
PRODUCER-DIRECTOR Billy Wilder comes to bat at this unhappy point
in world affairs with a socking, shocking melodrama combining the sorriest aspects of the Floyd Collins-Kathy Fiscus type of tragedies and the
scurviest implications of "The Front Page" in a 110-minute attraction not
soon to be forgotten by anyone who sees it. The Wilder talent for realism,
coherence, suspense and impact was never more forcefully brought to bear
than upon this grimly credible and plausibly terrifying account of the beginning, building-up and end of a sensational newspaper story by an, unprincipled
but gifted reporter and his equally reprehensible pawns. With Kirk Douglas
and Jan Sterling topping a large and extremely competent cast, the picture
appears assured of a good opening. From then on it depends for success, in
perhaps equal measure, on its technical excellence and on the degree of the;
public's appetite for an extraordinarily thorough emotional beating.
The story, by Wilder, Lesser Samuels and Walter Newman, presents
Douglas as "a metropolitan newspaper man who, having lost several big-city
jobs through drunkenness and other defaults of duty, finds himself broke in
Albuquerque and talks himself into a $40-a-week job on a responsible local
newspaper. After a year of yearning for a story he can bottle up and use as
a lever to regain his former New York job, he stumbles upon a desert roadside refreshment stand whose proprietor has been imprisoned for six hours in
B.
Indian village ruins under an adjacent mountain.
(Continued from page 1)
Phoning a sensational account of the incident to his newspaper, he is instruthat if a better offer was made it mental in bringing the county sheriff and a construction engineer to the scene,
would be accepted.
and in starting a parade of the curious to the spot. Although the engineer
Meetings scheduled to close the says he can extricate the entombed man in 12 hours, Douglas and the sheriff,
deal will get under way here today whom he convinces he can re-elect on the strength of the story he can build
with H. M., Jack L. and Albert War- up, persuade the engineer to pretend it is necessary to drill down to the man
ner.
Among those representing the from the mountain-side, which will take days. The imprisoned man's wife,
purchasing syndicate will be Louis R. a saloon type who is tired of her husband and of the desert, goes along with
Lurie, San Francisco financier and the plot.
realtor
Charles Allen and Samuel
In the five days ensuing, thousands of curious come to the site, setting up
Ungerleider, New York investment temporary living quarters, a carnival moves in and sets up shop, radio stations
brokers, and their partners, Al Leeds set up transmitters, television stations do likewise, metropolitan newspapers
and Al Goetz. The latter four orig- send special reporters, whom the sheriff keeps at distance in favor of Douglas,
inated and put the deal together. Rep- and the disloyal wife lines her purse with gold while Douglas builds up a
resentatives of the Giannini investment bottle-neck on the news so that his old newspaper will be forced to re-employ
company, Transamerica Corp., which him in his old job after paying handsomely for coverage of this event. He is

W.

Deal Set

;

also is a participant in the deal, will
be present, too.
Purchase of the Warner family
holdings, representing approximately
25 per cent of the outstanding stock
of Warner Brothers Pictures, involves
almost $27,000,000.
Principals in the deal denied reports
that a condition of the transaction is
the retention by the new management
of veteran executives of the Warner

companies.

"As a matter of common
sense," one of the participants
told Motion Picture Daily, "it
is our intention to retain all
the people who are essential.
That is not a condition of the
deal but merely good business."
Asked whether any
been made yet as to

decisions

—

Others

it

in

Benedict,

Gene Evans.
Running
& time, 110 minutes.

have

officers to sucbrothers, principals
replied in the negative, adding that
any of those in the negotiating group
"willing
take
to
the
punishment"
might be elected president.
It was
indicated that Lurie, whose immediate
task will be the piece-meal, local liquidation of the 436 Warner theatres
throughout the country, would not be
disqualified by that assignment from
taking the top office if he could be prevailed upon to accept it.
Lurie, a director of Sol Lesser Productions, associate of independent producers,
owner of San Francisco
legitimate theatres and life-long intimate of many prominent industry
executives, is the most familiar of any

July

—

is a money picture is problematical.
the cast are Bob Arthur, Porter Hall, Frank Cady, Richard
Ray Teal, Lewis Martin, John Berkes, Frances Dominguez and

Whether

Warner

ceed the

completely successful in his nefarious undertaking, but the man he has needlessly kept imprisoned in the ground, and whose friendship he has won by
outright deception, dies before he can be extricated.
Stunned by this, and having been stabbed with a scissors by the dead man's
wife, he announces the death over a loudspeaker and the other reporters scoop
him on his own story. The crowd melts away, the worthless wife leaves town
with her money, and the reporter goes back to the Albuquerque newspaper,
which has learned of his perfidy before now, and dies on the floor in a final
agonized boast of his ability.
It is a tremendously sordid story, with respect to its principal characters
and the segments they represent journalism, constituted authority, the engineering profession, wifehood and also with respect to members of the general
public who flock to the site of tragedy. It is also a tremendously effective
production, equipped with clear and forceful dialogue which conveys penetrating observation, and with excellent performances.

Release date,
William R. Weaver

classification.

4.

He is a good
tion picture industry.
friend of Louis B. Mayer, Nicholas M.
and Joseph Schenck and many others.
Lurie is scheduled to arrive here
from the Coast this morning to participate

the

in

closing

might continue tomorrow.

talks,

Jack

which

War-

ner was scheduled to arrive here yesHarry and
terday from the Coast.
Albert Warner, who will retire if the
deal is closed as expected, are already

on the scene.
Jack Warner has agreed to continue
in charge of production at the studio
for six months after the deal is conThe prospective new owners
cluded.
of Warners have stated they will con-

W.

B.

Divorcement

(Continued from page 1)

"We

are certain that
it can be accomplished well before the
April 4, 1953, deadline. The incentive
to do the job as quickly as possible is
provided by uncertain economic conditions and the equally uncertain international situation. If we waited two
years to do the job, we might not get
the prices the properties will command today."
The objective of the negotiating
group probably will please the Departprincipal

ment
the

said.

of Justice, which must approve
deal.
It
will also have to be

approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Wabash Ave.
619 W. 54th Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 1327

NEW YORK

,

N. Y.

S.

|

sonally,

"We

QUALITY

WORK

I

Fox

it

was made known.

accomplish divorcement
much
our way than could be
expected by any other procedure," the
will
faster

Rm.

Scr.

Mon. 5/21

8:G0 P.M.

Mon. 5/21

2:30 P.M.

1052 Broadway

ATLANTA
RKO

Rm.

Scr.

195 Luckie

N.W.

St.,

BOSTON
RKO Scr. Rm.

Mon. 5/21 10:30 A.M.

122-28 Arlington

St.

BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper. Scr. Rm.
498 Pearl St.
Mon. 5/21

Isaac Haas, 92
Funeral services will be held at one
P. M. today at Park West Chapel
here for Isaac Haas, 92. Haas, who
died at St. John's Hospital in Long-

was the father

of
Walter Haas, Quigley Publications
advertising representative. Also surviving are two other sons, Joseph and

Emil.

2:30 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
Fox
308

Rm.

Mon. 5/21

2:00 P.M.

Mon. 5/21
Wabash Ave.

2:00 P.M.

Scr.

Church

S.

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm.
1300

S.

CINCINNATI
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues. 5/22

8:00 P.M.

Mon. 5/21

2:30 P.M.

Mon. 5/21

2:30 P.M.

12 East 6th St.

CLEVELAND
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

2219 Payne Ave

DALLAS
Rm.

Para. Scr.

412

Harvvood

S.

St.
t.

DENVER
Para. Scr.

Rm.

2100 Stout

St.

Mon. 5/21

2:00 P.M.

Mon. 5/21

1:00 P.M.

Blumenthals Scr Rm.
2310 Cass Ave.
Mon. 5/21

2:30 P.M.

DES MOINES
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

1300 High

St.

DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS
Fox

Rm.

Mon. 5/21

1:00 P.M.

Mon

5/21

2:30 P.M.

Rm.
Mon. 5/21
Vermont Ave.

2:00 P.M.

Scr.

326 N. Illinois

St.

KANSAS CITY
Rm.

Para. Scr.

1800 Wyandotte

St.

LOS ANGELES

RKO
1980

Scr.
S.

MEMPHIS
Fox

Rm.

Mon. 5/21

2:00 P.M.

Warner Scr. Rm. Mon. 5/21
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

2:00 P.M.

Scr.

151 Vance Ave.

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Mon. 5/21 10:30 A.M.

1015 Currie Ave.

NEW HAVEN
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting

Mon. 5/21

2:00 P.M.

Mon. 5/21

2:30 P.M.

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox
200

Scr.

Rm.

Liberty

S.

NEW YORK
Rm.

Scr.

Mon. 5/21 11:30 A.M.

1270 Sixth Ave.

Preview Rm. B -7th

fl.

OKLAHOMA
Rm.

Scr.

Mon. 5/21 10:30 A.M.

10 No. Lee St.

OMAHA
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

1502 Davenport

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm.
250 N. 13th

Mon. 5/21

1:00 P.M.

St.

Mon. 5/21

2:30 P.M.

Mon. 5/21

1:30 P.M.

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

PORTLAND
Star Scr.

Rm.

Mon. 5/21

2 :00

P.M.

925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 5/22 11 :30 A.M.
3143 Olive St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

216 E. 1st

Mon. 5/21

1

:30

P.M.

St. S.

SAN FRANCISCO
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon.

Island City Friday,

QUICK

ALBANY

Fox
of the purchasing group with the mo-

tinue production without interruption.

SERVICE

BEAUTIFUL"

RKO

.

.

Adult audience

"HARD, FAST

5/21

2:00 P.M.

Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave.
Mon. 5/21

2:00 P.M.

251 Hyde

St.

SEATTLE
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd Thea.
Mon. 5/21 10:00
212 N. Philips Ave.

A.M

WASHINGTON
Film Center Scr. Rm.

Mon. 5/21
932

New

Jersey Ave.

2:30 P.M.

Monday, May
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UA

Einfeld

Realigns

(Continued from page

Him

Tour Takes

W. Schwalberg, president

A.

Continuing his tour through South
America, meeting with exhibitors,

Haven, Jos. E. Callahan,
branch manager; Philadelphia, John
personnel,
Washing- state officials and company
Turner, branch manager
of
vice-president
Einfeld,
Charles
manaton, E. W. Sweigart, branch
has arrived in ArCentury-Fox,
20th
ger'; and Pittsburgh, M. Trautenberg,
gentina following a round of showbranch manager.
manship activities in Uruguay, acUnder Moe Dudelson, Central district cording to word reaching the company
ger;

New

_

;

—

—

of Paramount Film Distributing, has taken issue with the
concept that so-called "quality" films have little or no

Chicago, May 6. Survival of the
industry demands that film sellers as
well as film makers reverse today's
negative thinking about a shrinking
market and realize that millions of
customers are waiting to be tapped in
a virtually unlimited expanding film
market, Stanley Kramer said at the
closing session of the United Artconvention here at the
sales
ists

appeal for "small town" audiences.
In a letter now being circularized among all the company's sales executives and
Schwalberg consalesmen,
tends that interest in the
"finer" things runs as high
in small as as in large towns

manager, will be Buffalo, David D. Left,
branch manager; Cincinnati, Jack tmberg, here from Buenos Aires.
branch manager; Cleveland, Sidney Cooper,
branch manager; Detroit, S. J. Bowman, Send Greetings to U.A.
branch manager; and Indianapolis, W. C.
.;
Hames, branch manager.
Chicago, May 6. Leading industry
O'Loughlin's Midwest district will
J.
J
branch
figures sent greetings to the United
Goldman,
include: Chicago, Harry
and cities. He cites "Trio"
manager; Milwaukee, Joe Imhof. branch Artists convention here. Among them
being a small town picture
as
Abbot Schwartz,
Minneapolis,
manager;
were Joyce O'Hara, Trueman T.
branch manager; Omaha, D. V. McLucas,
as well as one for big cities.
Brandt,
Harry
Arnall,
William
Rembusch,
Ellis
branch manager; and Kansas City.
Arthur L. Mayer, and others.
E. Truog, branch manager.
The Southern district, under Keith, will
branch
Bachman,
A.
Atlanta.
of:
consist
J.
manager; Charlotte, Byron Adams branch
manager; Dallas, T. E. Laird, branch manbranch
ger; New Orleans^ George Pabst,
manager and St. Louis, F. J. Lee, branch
manager.
James Velde, West Coast district manager, will be in charge of Los Angeles.
Richard Carnegie, branch manager; Salt
Lake City, C. Trowbridge, branch manager;
San Francisco, Ralph F. Clark, branch
manager; Seattle, A. J. Sullivan, branch
manager; and Denver, Clarence Olson,
branch manager.
The Canadian branches, under district
manager Charles S. Chaplin, remain unRobert
Calgary,
are:
These
changed.
Montreal, Sam
Radis, branch manager;
Kunitzky, branch manager; St. John, S.
Miller, branch manager; Toronto, George
Heiber, branch manager; Vancouver, H
Woolfe, branch manager and Winnipeg, A.
Lippert Pictures, Inc. are
Feinstein, branch manager.
,

Seen by Kramer

Concept Challenged

1)

weekend.

'

At the same time, Kramer declared
that the public relations of the motion
picture industry are worse than that
of any other industry of comparable
size, and called for a realistic overhauling.

.

MR. INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER:
now making

the facilities of their

distribution system available for the release of outside product.

Heineman and Youngstein
Address Closing Sessions

—

Chicago, May 6. Friday and Saturday sessions of the United Artists
convention heard addresses by William
Heineman, distribution vice-presiJ.
dent and by Max E. Youngstein, advertising-publicity vice-president, who
announced a "point-of-sale" promotion program which he said will ex-

ceed anything the industry has

i

urer.

Saturday

afternoon

Safron,

O'Loughlin,

Moe
W. T.

and has

sufficient

is

made

showmanship ingredients

at a sento attract

patrons to theatre boxoffices.

The sales organization of Lippert Pictures, Inc. is constantly
expanding and today carries a sales staff of over 115 men throughout 28 branches in the U. S. A. and offices throughout the world.
Division

Managers

are

now employed covering

United States to closely supervise

4 zones of the

selling.

addresses

were made by Jack Wrege, John
Hughes, Milton E. Cohen, Joe Sugar.
Phil Dow, Alfred H. Tamarin, Francis
M. Winikus and Mori Krushen, and
district managers Fred Meyers, Jer-

ome

sible cost

his product

if

ever

known.
Youngstein also outlined plans for
hand - tailored" cam"individually
paigns on major releases aimed at the
needs of each individual key playdate.
Other speeches on Saturday were
made by Robert W. Benjamin, Matthew Fox, Seymour Peyser, general
counsel, and A. E. Bollengier, treas-

On

Sales Records of Lippert Pictures released during the past year
have reached a point which will insure any independent producer

a fair return on his investment

Dudelson. J. J.
Keith and James

Velde.
Individual meetings of district managers with all branch managers in
Sunday
their territories were held

The tremendous success of STEEL HELMET and ROCKETSHIP X-M
placed this company in a position to obtain terms comparable to
most any other distributing organization for the release of proper
independently

made

productions.

(STEEL HELMET in

10 weeks

of domestic distribution has grossed, in net film rental, better than
$526, 000 in percentage engagements in top theatres of the nation.

morning.

made pictures will also be considered

English or foreign

for release.

Independent Producers Speak
At United Artists Meet
Chicago,

who

May

6.

— Among

the pro

addressed the United Artconvention here were Jules
Levey, Robert Stillman and his repre
Arthur Sachson, Stanley
sentative,
executives
Kramer
and
Kramer
George Schaefer, Sam Katz, George
Glass and Myer P. Beck.
Greetings to the convention from
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., were pre
Seymour
representative
sented
by
Poe from producer I. G. Goldsmith
bv reoresentative Jack Ellis, from the
Danzigers, from producer S. P. Eagle
bv David Weshner and from Charles
Chaplin by Arthur Kelly.

ducers
ists

Lippert Pictures, Inc. will only accept pictures for distribution
that they feel confident will return a profit to the producer.

sales

;

If interested, please contact

.

.

.

HHHH

LIPPERT PICTURES, INC.
Mr. Joseph Smith
723 7th

New

Avenue

1951

'Unlimited' Market

'Small Town' Film

to Argentina

7,

LIPPERT PICTURES, INC.
Mr. Murray Lerner
5746 Sunset Blvd.

York, N. Y.

Hollywood

Circle 5-11X74

Hillside !>1-U

28, Calif.
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AID,
CHANGES
NPA
For Paramount
Six-Month Lineup HURT THEATRES
Special Promotion
's

Close Deal
With Warners
Syndicate Drafts Offer;
Negotiations on Today
the arrival here yesterday
Francisco,
of Louis R. Lurie of San
of
the entire
purchase
the deal for
stockholdings of the three Warner

With

brothers and their families in the company they founded entered its closing
stage.

Associates of Lurie's in the
syndicate which has offered $15
a share for the Warners' estimated 25 per cent interest in
the company, representing a
purchase price in excess of $25,000,000, were closeted with him
in an all-day meeting yesterday.
The joint meetings with the
Warner brothers and
three
their attorneys are scheduled to

until all the pictures are well into reaccording to Jerry Pickman,
lease,

national director of advertising publicity exploitation.

Scheduled to appear at regularly
spaced intervals, the ads that make
up this campaign will announce the
pictures for a given month, indicate
salient selling angles of approaching
releases and report the box-office performance of those already in release,

was said.
Keyed to the theme "More-BiggerBetter Pictures," the campaign was
it

May

with a four-page ad
detailing the 15 important features to

launched

1

for the syndicate said
(Continued on page 6)

Makers of Equipment

U.S. Gives 20th-Fox

Similarly Affected by
Complicated Situation

15-Day Extension
Washington, May

Justice

7.

— The

has
agreed to another postponement, until May 25— in the
deadline for 20th CenturyFox to file a divorcement plan
with the New York Statutory

Department

Washington, May

plicated

Court.

The extension, which

spokesman

In

UA

Plan to
Branch Offices

stances,

Wednesday.

Interested in

Two

sales vice-president.

Last

UA's

week's
first

in

Chicago

sales

meet,

years, covered the
program of its current
five

entire sales
release schedule,

and introduced the
_

combined
to
a
organization
sales
chart of both its own and its recently
acquired Eagle Lion Classics product

The

sales meet wound up with divi(Continued on page 6)

takeover of American
Broadcasting Co. are consummated.
president,
Leonard Goldenson,
resaid he could not comment on the
ports because he has "no idea what
a

UPT

(Continued on page 5)

Films
Missed Mark, Senator Says
'Red'

Aim

to Control

Asks Bigger Role for

Washington, May 7.—Though the
high command made a

Communist

_

drive to control motion pic"that drive failed," Senator EdMartin (R., Pa.) is telling

definite

Slocum Industry in Defense
Board
— A. Julian
Washington, May
May 7.— E. R.

Name E. R.
Head of TOO
Oklahoma

City,

Slocum, of Rocket Theatre, Elreno,
today was appointed chairman of the
board of Theatre Owners of Oklahoma at a board of directors meeting
at the Variety Club room here.
C. Hunter, retiring chairman,
J.
and also regional vice-president of the
Theatre Owners of America reported
executive meetingon the recent
held in Washington, D. C.

TOA

(Continued on page 6)

tures

it

officials

they

might

hurt.

be

issued late Friday,
wasn't until today that

NPA

were available

to

clear

up

confusing points in the order.
One change clearly will be of some
slight benefit— a broadening of the

terms

ABC TV Buys

for

officials

The order was

UPT Reported to Be

tions

Authority

state, theatre owners and equipment firms will be helped by
the changes. In one or two in-

and associates of A. W.
Schwalberg will honor the Paramount
The trade heard reports yesterFilm Distributing Corp. president with
that United Paramount Theatres
day
a testimonial dinner on May 15 at the
acquire television stations WJZHotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York m mav
York, and KECA-TV, Los
New
TV,
the
recognition of his contribution to
Columbia Broadcasting
from
Angeles,
industry during his 30 years of serSyslem 'in the event the latter's nego-

United Artists branch managers will vice.
Louis Nizer will serve as toastmasreview the company sales convention in
util- ter, and Robert J. O'Donnell, viceoffices,
branch
32
respective
their
president of Interstate Circuit will be
izing a full day to acquaint bookers
master of ceremonies, according to
lineup
and salesmen with the product
for
E. K. O'Shea, chairman of the testidown
laid
policy
sales
the
and
(Continued on page 5)
here
announced
each picture, it was
yesterday by William J. Heineman,

changes

of

most instances, National

Production

Friends

Take

result

a

as

will

and

Invite 1,500 to

— The

announced over the week-end.

probably be submitted to the
court for approval tomorrow,
is designed to give the parties
additional time to work out
final provisions of a consent
decree. The present deadl'ne
is

7.

whole situation over the government's construction controls on theatres has been immeasurably com-

(Continued on page 5)

Schwalberg Dinner

begin today.

A

Paramount's product lineup for the
second half of 1951 will be highlighted
for exhibitors and the moviegoing pubthrough a specially designed ad.ic
vertising campaign that will continue

"commence

construction''

so

can be finished if no
more was done before the date of the
that

projects

(Continued on page

5)

—

Board
London, May 7.
exare
of Trade officials
their
to
pecting a visit
new chief, Sir Hartley
Shawcross, by the Motion
Picture Association of
America's John G. McCarthy during the first week
in June. At that time, a
date late in July may be
set for the formal negotiations on the monetary
agreement between the
government and the U. S.
film industry.
c

—

Washington, May 7.
indication that
Strong
7.
Congress will reject the
Brylawski, representing Theatre OwnAdministration's demand
Motion
ers of America and Council of
The
stations.
radio
sharply
Pennsylvania
by
for authority to control
Picture Organizations, today
Hollywood workers
critized the Civilian Defense Admin- vast majority of
commercial rents came
"decent, patriotic
istration for not giving the film indus- have always been
from the Senate Banking
he declares.
try a greater role in the civil defense and anti-Communist,"
the
on
Committee today.
Martin dwells at length
program. He spoke during a meeting
out that
points
and
strike,
with
organizations
Hollywood
The Committee had voted
here of 250 national
smuggle the Communist not to take testimony on
CDA officials. Brylawski specifically "in order to pictures,
the party needed
mentioned the stress on radio and tele- message into
the rent proposal.
on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)

ward

radio audiences throughout Pennsylvania this week.
Martin is discussing the Hollywood
hearings in his weekly record for use

(Continued

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention
SPYROS

SKOURAS,

at

Windsor, Out.
e

George

Murphy

was

a

guest

speaker at a recent luncheon in Toronto of the annual conference of the
Association of Canadian Advertisers.
His topic was "Motion Pictures in the
Battle of Ideologies."

•
general manager for
Coronado Productions, is due to arrive here from the Coast later this
week for conferences with United Art-

M.

ists

Janov,

officials.

•
S.

M. Behrman,

film producer

and

Douglas T. Yates, assistant foreign sales manager of Republic International and Mrs. Yates announce
the birth of a son, Laurence Randall, here on Saturday.
•
William M. Pizor, vice-president
of Lippert Productions, Inc., in charge
of foreign sales, has returned here
from an extensive European tour.
•
Arthur C. Bromberg, president of

Monogram Southern Exchanges, Atrecently

lanta,

Decision

lst-Runs; 'The Thing' Tops

'Miracle' Appeal
Albany, N. Y., May 7.—

Balmy spring weather continued to
its toll at New York first-runs,

take

with the majority of theatres bringing
in
to

new product

this

week

in

overcome the apathy

an attempt

of

the

visited

the

Memphis

branch.

Top

business

"The Thing"

is

cus-

at the

an estimated
house its best

Criterion,

where

$50,000 will give the
first week's gross in four

Also doing excellently is "My Forbidden Past," with Frank Sinatra and

Paramount,

stage at the

tered the appeal.

FWC

Peiser Resigns
Ad-Publicity Post
Los

Toast of the Town, Philco Playhouse,
Walter
Winched,
Cameron
John
Swayze, Jack Benny, Groucho Marx,

Dinah

Fickett,

Shore,

The

from Southampton

7.

— Seymour

Nezvsweek Magazine's Club and
Educational Bureau has prepared a
special four-page pamphlet on Warner's

"I

FBI."

'

Was A Communist for the
The pamphlet is illustrated

with scenes from the production and
in with Newsweek Magazine's
coverage of timely events as evidenced
by the picture's story of subversive
activities in the United States.

ties

;

;

;

May

'Newsweek' Aids 'FBI'

;

;

;

;

;

its first

—

To Advise on Music

arriving on the 22nd, and
will return on May 31.
Davis will
leave here May 21 bv plane with an
itinerary including Chicago and To-

Ottalie Mark, formerly head of the
music division of Warner Brothers,
has opened an independent office here
as a consultant on music copyright

ronto.

matters.

17,

Angeles,

Peiser resigned the Fox West Coast
advertising-publicity
directorship
at
the weekend.
He joined the circuit
in 1937 as a theatre publicist, taking
his present post in 1942.
He will announce new plans after
a three-month vacation.

Telephone Hour and Theatre Guild
on the Air.
The new winners were
Alan
Elsewhere on Broadway business is
"I Was a Communist Young Show, Suspense, What's My
not so good.
Super Circus, Fred Waring
for the F. B. I." looks for a modest Line,
$45,000 in its first week at the Strand. Show, Max Liebman, Lucky Strike
Count Basie and his band are on stage. Cigarettes, Perry Como, Bud Collyer,
"The Bullfighter and the Lady" will Bill Stern, Sam Levenson, Edward R.
draw a mild $20,000 for a second Murrow, Dragnet, the Quiz Kids,
week at the Capitol "Ma and Pa American Forum of the Air and Meet
Kettle Back on the Farm" will take the Press.
The special citations were presented
over on Thursday.
"Follow the Sun" is scraping bot- to the Kefauver Committee for "Natom with a $39,000 gross for a second tional Public Service" to Bob Hope,
Award"
Arthur
to
"I'd "Americanism
and final week at the Roxy
Climb the Highest Mountain" and the Godfrey, "Mr. Mike" Eddie Cantor,
N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra will "Humanitarian Award" Barry Gray,
Irving Mansfield,
come in tomorrow. "The Brave Bulls" "Public Affairs"
"Television
Showmanship Award"
is tapering off to a slow $11,000 in a
"The Long and Dr. Allen B. DuMont, "Pioneer
third week at the Rivoli
Dark Hall" will open there tomorrow. Television Award."
The awards were made by several
"Apache Drums" is bringing Loew's

For Rank, Davis

sail

annual
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
For the first
dinner here last night.
time, seven special citations also were
Attending were Governor
awarded.
Thomas E. Dewey, Mayor Vincent R.
Impellitteri
and more than 1,200

Homer

for the film,
of a package
of Love," was

revoked by the Regents following protests by religious
groups. Joseph Burstyn, the
film's U. S. distributor, en-

personalities

:

"Father's Little Dividend" is concluding four weeks at the Music Hall
with a very satisfactory $110,000 in
prospect for the final period; "The
Great Caruso" and a Leonidoff revue
will open there on Thursday.

Brief U.

will

were presented to 27 netand programs at

Sciences

work

where a second week's gross of $72,000
Only booked for two others.
estimated.
is
weeks, the bill will bow out today and
Eleven of last year's award winwill be replaced by "Appointment with ners received their second "Michael"
Danger" and Louis Jordan's band.
last night.
They were Milton Berle,

week, and "Valentino" at the Astor is
Ike and Harry Katz, of Kay Exstill doing well, with about $21,000 exchanges, Atlanta, recently toured their
pected for a third week. "Born YesOrleans
Memphis, Charlotte and New
terday" is maintaining a steady pace
exchanges.
at the Victoria with $16,000 in pros•
for a 20th week.
Max Weinberg, Eastern short sub- pect
"Try and Get Me" is fair at the
ject representative for M-G-M, is due
Globe with $11,000 due for the opento arrive in Washington today from
"Stage to Tuscon" is dising week.
New York.
appointing at the Mayfair with a lean
•
expected for its first week.
George K. Arthur, producer, has $8,000
Fighting Coast Guard" will re"The
sailed from here for England.
place it on Friday.
•
New York's two roadshow films,
Sam Galanty, Columbia Mideast
"Tales of Hoffman" and "Cyrano de
division manager, is due to leave
Bergerac," are both doing good busiWashington today for Cincinnati,
"Tales" at the Bijou is still
ness.
o
looked for
Ben Melniker of M-G-M's legal near-capacity with $14,000
in a fifth week, while "Cyrano" at the
dapartment is due to fly to WashingGolden is consistent with $6,500 due
ton from here today for a brief visit.
for a fifth week following its moveover from the Bijou.
Off Broadway, "Kon-Tiki" is holdS. Visit
ing up with $11,500 expected for a
fifth week at the Sutton, and "Teresa"
is still in good shape at the Trans Lux
7.
London,' May
J. Arthur Rank
52d Street, though slacking off a bit
and his chief aide, John Davis, plan
to $7,000 for its fifth week.
to spend less than 10 days in the U. S.
on their coming visit.

Rank

The license
shown as part
entitled "Ways

"Michael" awards of the Academy
Radio and Television Arts and

the

years.

Dagmar on

of

Due on

due to be handed down by
the State Appellate Court on
Wednesday.

Awards, 7 Citations

being chalked up by

State a satisfactory $20,000 for

•

May

Present 27 'Michael'

tomers.

1951

decision on the appeal against
the ban placed on Roberto
Rosselini's "The Miracle" by
the State Board of Regents is

:

playwright, and actress Viveca Lindfors and her husband, Don Siegel,
are due to sail from here today aboard
the S. 5. Queen Elisabeth.
•

8,

Balmy Sun Slows B'way
.

president
of 20th Century-Fox, has arrived
on the Coast from New York.
•
F. C. Dillon, executive secretary
of the Motion Picture Distributors
rerecently
Toronto,
Association,
ported on film fire-prevention techniques at the convention of the Dominion Fire Prevention Association
P.

May

Tuesday,

NEW YORK THEATRES

masters of ceremonies, including Frank
Sinatra, Milton Berle, Jinx and Tex

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

McCrary and Ed Sullivan.
The list of awards follows

__

Best Television Comedian, Milton Berle;
Best Television Variety Program, Toast
Best Television Situation
of
the Town;
Comedy P'rogram, Alan Young Show. Best
Television Dramatic Program, Philco Playhouse; Best Television Mystery Program,
Panel Quiz,
Television
Suspense;
Best
What's My Line; Best Television Children's
Program, Super Circus; Best Television
Musical Variety Program, Fred Waring
Show; Best Television Producer-Director,
Max Liebman; Best Television News ComBest
mentator, John Cameron Swayze;
Television Commercial Presentation, Lucky
Strike
Cigarettes;
Best
Male Vocalist,
Perry Como; Best Female Vocalist, Dinah
Shore; Best Announcer, Bud Collyer; Best
Sportscaster, Bill Stern; Most Promising
Television Star, Sam 'Levenson; Best Radio
Comedian, Groucho Marx; Best Radio Situation Comedy, Jack Benny Show; Best
Radio Dramatic P'rogram. Theatre Guild
on the Air; Best News Interpretation. Edward R. Murrow; Best Consistent Radio
News Commentator, Walter Winchell; Best

Rockefeller Center

SPENCER

JOAN

TRACY

BENNETT

ELIZABETH

TAYLOR

•

FATHER'S LITTLE
DIVIDEND"
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

plus Spectacular Stage Presentation

Paramount Presents

.

WHAT IS THE

Radio' Classical Music Program, The Telephone Hour; Best Radio Mystery Program, Dragnet Best Radio Children's program, Quiz Kids; Best Radio ProducerDirector, Theatre Guild and Homer Fickett;
Best Forum Program. American Forum of
the Air; Best Discussion Program, Meet

HOWARD HAWKS'

;

THING?
Production

"THE THING"
from Another World

the Press.

File Censor

Amendment

Columbus,
amend Ohio's

May

O.,

7.

—A

bill

NOW!

to

CRITERION

film censor laws to ex-

empt newsreels from censorship ha

50c

+°

Noon Mon.

to

Fri.

&?.
(

Exc. Hols.)

been introduced in the State Senate.

Saturdays
except
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MORE GOOD NEWS

EVERY DAY
SAN FRANCISCO
opening

in 6 years

CHICAGO
SAN JOSE

best
best

OAKLAND
Gun"

SEATTLE

weekday

best non-holiday

!

M-G-M opening
opening

in

2

years!

Pa. tops "Annie
Pa.

LEXINGTON,

Ky.
Solomon's Mines"!

COLUMBUS,

months!

O.

first

first

3

presents

4 days top

days top

.

Her Husband

•

Directed by Richard Thorpe

•

•

•

.

•

•

of

•

•

JARMILA

•

Produced by Joe Pasternak

•

Associate Producer Jesse

L.

first

3

days!

biz!

"THE GREAT CARUSO" starring MARIO LANZA ANN BLYTH DOROTHY KlRSTEN
NOVOTNA BLANCHE THEBOM with Teresa Celli Richard Hageman Carl Benton Reid Color by
TECHNICOLOR Written by Sonya Levien and William Ludwig Suggested by Dorothy Caruso's Biography
M-G-M

'

4 days top record-

first

breaking "Royal Wedding"

second only to "Annie Get Your
best opening in

MEADVILLE,

UNIONTOWN,

in 4 years!

in recent years!

SAN DIEGO

Get Your Gun"

4 days top miraculous "Annie
by $1000!

first

Lasky

"King

"King Sol"!

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily

4

National

Review

Pre-Selling

"Mr.

W

PANION,

for June, will con-

tain the results of its seventh annual
poll in which the magazine's readers
are asked to name their favorite movie
This is the year of the bigstar.
shake-up, they say, because there^ have
never been so many changes in 12

short months. The readers' choice, in
order of preference, were
For first place, Bette Davis and
Clark Gable second place, June Allyson and Bing Crosby; third, Irene
;

Dunne and James

Stewart,

fourth,

and Spencer Tracy.
Gloria Swanson was given a special
award for her performance in "SunThe magazine has
Boulevard."
set
some editorial comment on the changes
prein comparison with standings in
Greer

Garson

The advertising pages
vious years.
include a color portrait of Bette Davis,
from Lustre-Creme shampoo, which
is

exactly in line with the poll.

•

Linking television and the motion
picture industry in an unusual
search for new talent, UniversalInternational Pictures and National
Broadcasting's weekly network teleshow, "Hollywood Screen
vision
Test" have developed a six-week
talent quest in 11 cities, as promotion for the forthcoming U-I picture, "Hollywood Story." Winners
selected in each city will be brought
to New York over a period of five
weeks beginning May 21, to appear
on the program sponsored by Ironrite and "emceed" by Neil Hamilton,

Hollywood actor. Over

Imperium"

100,000

intent on making Ezio Pinza's screen debut worthy of the
mature opera star who two years ago ascended overnight to the heights
the Broadway stage,
of popularity for his achievements in "South Pacific" on

teamed him with Lana Turner in "Mr. Imperium," got Harold Aden
songwritmg
and Dorothy Fields to provide the film with the fruits of their
production opulence,
talents, and topped it all off with characteristic M-G-M

M-G-M

in Technicolor.

small talk, trips to the country and song-making.
Twelve years later;. we find the songstress has become a famous Hollywood
star. The two renew their romance at a secluded Palm Springs resort, and
just when things, are getting to be like old times the prince is again called to
serve his country, leaving the lady with only her platonic feelings for a film
producer (Barry Sullivan) to fall back on. Slim supporting roles are filled
by Marjorie Main, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Debbie Reynolds and Ann Codee,
as well as Sullivan. Edwin H. Knopf, who produced co-authored the screen
play with Hartman, using a play by the former as a springboard. Johnny
Green's musical direction is effective and the songs, particularly one titled
"Andiamo," should enjoy a measure of popularity.
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

Charles

15.

columnist and television star, has been added to the
roster of judges for the special "Fol-

Ed

CBS-TV;. Colgate
Comedy Hour, NBT; Buddy Rogers

Sullivan,

big publicity build-up.

•
Dell Publishing Co. is mailing out
Show,
with the stateWayne Howell, NBC, and the Jane direct advertising for the fourth
that in 1950,
Pickens shozv, NBC. She is sched ment
year, Modern Screen led
ulcd to appear zvith Tex and Jinx, successive
magazines in newsstand
fan
film
all
NBC; Strike It Rich, CBS; Barbara
the country. Bette
throughout
sales
the
Lux
and
Show,
WOR,
Wells
of the "top-12"
one
was
Davis
Theatre, CBS, in addition to a numselected in a Modern Screen's poll.
ber of local Metropolitan radio sta

WOR;

CBS-TV;

_

Hons.

1951

L.

Feanke

men

—

May 7. A demonprogram for news-

at the Festival of Brit-

Theatre,
Telekinema
purporting to reveal what the
Show of the Future will be,
was somewhat marred by a
sound break-down during the
big screen television preview.
The program also included

ain's

stereoscopic sound and film,
with the aid of spectacles
worn by members of the audience. Following the press preview, several pairs of the polarized spectacles (five shillings each) were not recovered.

TV Novelty Wearing
Off, Students

Hold

Twelve hundred students from the
junior high schools of Greater New
York, with a special panel of six as
leaders, resolved that the influence and
"enjoyment of movies is as great as
ever", and that the novelty of television is wearing off, in a discussion of
the subject, "Is the Influence of the
Movies Still Great" on a New York
Times Youth Forum over radio station

WQXR

here.

Dorothy Gordon, Times

staff

mem-

served as moderator, and Bosley
Crowther, motion picture critic of the
paper was commentator.
ber,

Teenage Habits

,

Starlight Theatre,

.

.

;

the eye here in terms of production values is indeed deligiittui,
equally
and what vocalizing is done by Pinza and the lovely Miss Turner is
that the
compelling. It is more than a mild disappointment therefore, to find
support
producers employed a tenuous and basically threadbare story plot to
all of Miss
audience interest once all else has been taken for granted. For
and
Turner's blonde beauty and Pinza's enthusiastic middle-aged charm,
notwithstanding Don Hartman's exercise of directorial acumen, the 87_minutes
romance between a prince and
it takes to set forth this sugar-coated, melodic
Hence,
it should be apparent that
extreme.
the
in
a commoner are leisurely
what this picture achieves box-office-wise will be due mainly to the curiosity
and interest held for Pinza, plus Miss Turner's own marquee strength.
from
In selling the picture, the wisest course would seem to be to refain
making extravagant claims in behalf of the story and let the stars' magnetism
be reflected fully in advertising and promotional copy.
The story opens in 1939 in Italy where Miss Turner, a nightclub singer,
throne,
finds herself romanced by Pinza, the incognito heir to a European
who calls himself Mr. Imperium. Hardly has their affection for each other
blossomed fully when political turmoil in his country forces him to return
Mediterranean,
to it, thus putting an end to their balcony meetings by the

What meets

entry blanks will be distributed by
which is under
Ironrite dealers and local television low the Sun" contest
exploitation for
stations will help make the initial way as part of current
at the Roxy
picture
the
of
run
the
eliminations in their own areas.
clubs
The film, starring Richard Conte, is Theatre. Matched sets of golf
letters on
best
the
for
given
be
will
release.
scheduled for June
"The Most Thrilling Sports Story I
•
Know." Other judges are: Grantland
Following up the successful 25-city Rice, Bill Stern, Mel Allen and A. J.
tour initiated by Morgan Hudgins of Balaban, executive director of the
M-G-M's studio publicity department, Roxy. Winners will be announced at
M. L. Simons, assistant to H. M. the close of the Roxy engagement.
•
Richey, will, give the same lecture and
"Quo
on
slide-film -demonstration
Life, Look and Seventeen magazines,
Vadis" to exhibitor groups at their plus several of the fan publications,
various conventions, including local have set special picture layouts and
newspaper contacts. He appears this feature stories on Paramount 's "Golden
week bef6re Arkansas theatre owners Circle" group of young players, zvhich
in Little Rock, and next week at the was announced in Los Angeles to a
Georgia Theatre Owners convention group of 225 select radio, press and
.The program includes magazine people at a special luncheon,
at Atlanta.
demonstration and proof of M-G-M's recently. Norman Siegel, director of
claim that the new "Quo Vadis" is studio publicity for Paramount, says
the most costly film ever made, and plans for the "Golden Circle" group
the picture which they believe is most will put into operation ideas voiced
likely to win top honors this year.
by various exhibitor associations, but
•
zvhich never before went beyond the
stage. He underscored the
Three zvecks of concentrated radio discussion
significance and said the
ticket=selHng
and television appearances by Coleen
players have already stimulyoung
13
netzvork
hitting
top
Gray have been
public-opinion forming media.
programs zvith plugs for "Lwcky Nick ated
young stars will be' introduced_ to
Cain" as an original promotion for The
the press, exhibitors and the public
this new 20th Century-Fox picture
zvith
a series of nationwide appearnozv playing at the Globe Theatre
ances, by a special plane tour and a
here. Miss Gray has appeared on The

Stork Club,

London,
stration

OBVIOUSLY

June

8,

'Show of Future'
Has Ills of Past

{Metro-Goldzvyn-Maycr)

HOME COM-

JT/ OMAN'S

May

Walter Brooks

20th to Salute Paris

With N.Y. Reception
Joining

other

with

groups

local

will salute the 2,000th anniversary of Paris this week, 20th CenYork
tury-Fox will give in

which

New

today an

"On

the Riviera" party for

entertainment, social and political figures, members of the press and French
representatives.
The affair will be
highlighted by a special showing of
"On the Riviera," starring
20th's

The discussion not only covered
films in their relation to television, but
also devoted attention to the motion
picture habits of teenagers as compared to those of adults, the effective
way that "crime does not pay" has
been presented in films, the attraction
of a star as opposed to that of the
content of the story, the importance
of the motion picture with educational
value, and the improved quality of
motion pictures that would; result from

competition with television.
substantial majority of the stuDanny Kaye, Gene Tierney and Co dents reported they were now attendrinne Calvet.
ing motion pictures j ust as often as
The day's activities will start with before television became available.
an excursion around Manhattan Island
on the sightseeing boat J>\ 5". Normandic, to be followed by cocktails
dinner and the screening at Bill Mil-

A

'

"

ler's

Press to Virginia
On 20th-Fox Junket

Riviera.

Houser Joins RKO
As Studio Publicist
Hollywood,
ser will join

May

RKO

7.

— Mervyn

Norfolk, Va., May 7.—At the inviAdmiral William Fechteler,
Commander-in-Chief of the Atlantic
fleet, newspaper, magazine, radio_ and

tation of

trade press representatives will jourto Little Creek, Va. on May 24
for the world premiere of 20th Cen-

Hou- ney

Pictures publicity

department here on May 14 as assistant to Perry Lieber, studio publicityhead, succeeding Linn Unkefer, who
will have charge of magazine publi

tury-Fox's "The Frogmen". Remaining through May 25, the contingent
will take part in the first public demonstration of the activities of undercity.
water demolition teams, whose story
Houser held a similar post at the is told in the film. General Mark
Warner studio and resigned recently. Clark and Assistant Secretary of the
has Navy John T. Koehler will be on
No successor to Houser at
been named.
hand.
The world premiere of "The Frogmen," which stars Richard Widmark,

WB

Dave Black
Dave
public's

of Republic

Black, a film salesman in

New York branch

for

Re
the

past 15 years, died suddenly of a heart
attack Sunday morning and was buried

yesterday at Montefiore Cemetery. He
is survived by a sister, Mrs. Frances
Drubit, and a brother, Dr. I. Black

Dana Andrews and Gary Merrill,
take place at the Navy base on

will

the
before the "frogNaval and military leaders,
men".
newsmen and a host of dignataries including Morris F. De Castro, Governor of the Virgin Islands, where part
of the picture was filmed.

night of

May

24,

May

Tuesday,

8,

NPA
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Changes

(Continued from page

original M-4 Control Order than site
Until now,
clearing or demolition.
some actual building on the new project was required.
The other change is more confusing.
This permits installation of "personal
property, fixtures or equipment where
the total cost incurred for installation
in any consecutive 12-month period
This $2,000
does not exceed $2,000.
of installations costs is over and above
the $5,000 of permissive construction
per year, and in most cases will be
helpful, but the catch is that it also
amount
is an absolute limit on the
of installation of personal property

and fixtures.
For example, before Friday if an
exhibitor had wanted to do a major
alteration job costing $5,000 and also
to spend about $1,500 installing some
new fixtures, he would have had to
cut back somewhere so the total for
Under the
both was under $5,000.
new order, he could do both.
But suppose an exhibitor wanted to
installing-

new equipment.

the old order, he could have
Under
taken that out of the $5,000.
the new order, he can spend only
$2,000 on installation costs he can
not take the additional $500 out of

Under

—

the

The

$5,000.

$5,000

is

now

re-

served exclusively for the cost of real
property as distinct from installation
and for actual major construccosts

—

—

tion.

complicating factor
and
"fixtures
constitutes
equipment." NPA's film office recently made public a list of what items
of theatre equipment were personal
Still

is

further

a

what

property and what items were real
property. The need for this list is the
fact that the original cost of personal
property again, as distinct from installation costs
is not counted against
the exhibitor, while the original cost
of real property comes out of the

—

Para.

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

spend $2,500

s

—

'Home Town Story"

be released by Paramount from July

U* OME TOWN STORY"

a crusading editor who sets
*•
out to combat the evil of big business but soon learns of its many
virtues. There is a certain grass-roots sincerity to the film and its lessons are
informative. But as screen entertainment it is weakened by a lack of originality in narrative

is

a

drama about

development.

the cast as a defeated state senator who returns to his
local paper. In his editorials he
keeps up a running battle with "big business," stressing the theme that "the
profit system is getting out of hand." Arthur Pierson's screenplay has worked
into the story a romance between Lynn and Marjorie Reynolds, a schoolteacher.
One day an accident strikes and Lynn's perspective undergoes a complete
transformation. His little sister, Melinda Plowman, gets trapped in a mine
shaft following a landslide. Soon the giant wheels of big business start rolling
to the rescue. Somewhere between the bulldozer that digs into the debris to
the plane that carries the child to the distant hospital where she is saved,
Lynn sees the error of his judgment. The picture ends happily as Lynn pounds
out a story about the profit system. Others in the cast include Alan Hale, Jr.,
a reporter, and Donald Crisp, a business tycoon. Pierson also produced and

Jeffrey

Lynn heads

home town

to

assume the editorship of the

'

directed.

Running

May

General audience classification.

minutes.

61

time,

Release date,

Mandel Herbstman

18.

Sante Fe
(Columbia)
outdoor action drama, "Santa Fe" uses as background the dissension
between Northerners and Southerners in the aftermath of the Civil War.
Randolph Scott and Janis Carter share the lead in this Scott-Brown production which is good in production values, including Technicolor, but is conventional in plot framework.
The story opens with Scott and his three brothers finding that they are still
disliked in some Northern sections for having worn the grey of the ConfedScott is bent upon forgetting the bitter past, joins up
erates during the war.
While he devotes himself to the
as a railroad worker and advances rapidly.
construction of the Sante Fe, his brothers are opposed to Northern enterprise.
They join up with a hoodlum gambler, Roy Roberts, and together they prey
on the construction crews.
Irving Pichel, who has a small part in the film, also directed, keeping the
One by one the three brothers pay the wages of
bullets and fists flying.
crime. In a showdown on a moving train Scott and Roberts have their final
At last the railroad is completed
battle with the villain going to his doom.
and Scott and Miss Carter go off together for a happy future. The screenplay, fashioned by Kenneth Garnet, has several other aspects, among them the
killing of a Union soldier by the brothers, and aroused Indians on the ram-

AN

page.

April release.

General audience classification.

M. H.

$5,000 limitation.

Under

new

order, this situation
now the installation costs of some items of real property will come out of the $5,000 figure while the installation cost of other
items comes out of the $2,000, along
with the installation cost of personal
property items.
The difference is
whether the real property item seems
to be primarily "construction" or primarily a "fixture."
is

the

unchanged,

but

For example, drive-in fencing or a
theatre marquee, classed as real property, comes under the heading of construction, and their installation costs
would come out of the $5,000 construction limit.
Box-type air conditioners, however, are classed as "fixtures," and their installation costs
come out of the $2,000. NPA officials
said they were not yet ready to say

which real property items were "fixtures" and which were not, but that
they hoped to have a special interpretation ready by the end of the
is

the situation in capsule

Original
cost
of
real
property,
whether "construction" items, or "fixtures," comes out of the $5,000.
Installation 'cost of real property classed
as "construction" items comes out of
the $5,000.
Installation cost of real
property classed as "fixtures" comes
out of the $2,000.
Original cost of
personal property is not counted anywhere.
Installation cost of personal
property comes out of the $2,000.

UPT TV

monial

committee

and

vice-president

Paramount Film Distributing Corp.

of

More than 1,500 invitations to the
dinner have been sent, with every
leading exhibitor in the U.S. and Canada, as well as representatives of the
Paramount's
included.
press
Adolph Zukor, Barney Balaban and
Y. Frank Freeman have indicated

trade

their desire to be present.

Those who already have accepted
bids are

Joseph Seider, Wilbur Snaper, WalReede, Jr., Martin J. Mullin,
Samuel Goldstein, Ed Lachman, Rus-

ter

Downing, Mitchell Wolf son, Harry
Frank
William Goldman,
Walker, J. J. O'Leary, George Zeppos, E. C. Prinson, William Bein, Jack
Rose, J. C. Hunter, John Fitzgibbons.
sell

Brandt.

Jerome

Safron

United Artists'
manager, in charge
is

Report

(Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)

Safron District Manager

week.

Here

Schwalberg Dinner

the price would be" for the two stations or "whether CBS actually has a
deal with ABC."
However, Goldenson replied in an-

UPT

is
swer to a question whether
interested in acquiring "any" television
stations, that the company is interested
"in developing- in any way consistent
with the good of the business."
In his recent annual report to stockholders, Goldenson revealed that
has $10,000,000 available for investment in television or other business
expansion.
anLast week,
nounced that it had placed orders for
large screen television equipment in
22 additional theatres.
It has such
equipment now in three of its the-

UPT

UPT

atres.

UPT

WBK-TV,

owns one

TV

station,

Chicago.
Federal

Under
Communications
Commission regulations, CBS would
be required to dispose of

York and Los Angeles

ABC's New

TV

stations

if

concluded a purchase of ABC. A
network is not permitted ownership
of more than a single station in our
it

Pittsburgh, where M. Trautenberg is
Through a typographical
manager.
error, Safron was mentioned yesterday in these columns as a branch
manager.

stricted to a total of five
stations.
would be able to retain ABC's

;

;

Pine-Thomas Technicolor

film, "Passboth July releases. The
August releases will be announced on
June 1, the September releases on July
the October releases on August 1,
1,
the November releases on September 1
and the December releases on October
Each ad, however, will contain a
1.
listing of the entire six months pro-

age West,"

duct,

Pickman

said.

Bis dale to Assist
Paramount's Morgan
Joseph
newsreel

A. Bisdale, supervisor of
print operations, has been
to assistant to Oscar A.

promoted
Morgan, Paramount's general sales
manager of short subjects and Paramount News. He replaces Stanley
Chase who resigned to go into business in Washington.

Industry Group At
Chakeres Tribute
Cincinnati, May 7.
industry and civic

and CBS now owns WCBS-TV
York, and_KTSL-TV, Los Angeles.
In addition, a network is recity

New

TV

CBS

WENR-TV,
Detroit:,

cisco.

and

Chicago;

KGO-TV,

WXYZ-TV,
San

— Leaders

of

gathered here for the testimonial dinner
tonight
Chakeres,
to
Phil
given
Springfield, Ohio circuit operator at
Chathe Hotel Netherlands Plaza.
keres, who was named "Exhibitor of
officials

Year" by Look Magazine, was
honored by Variety Club Tent No. 3
as a pioneer showman.
Among those invited were governors Frank J. Lausche of Ohio and
Lawrence Wetherby of Kentucky and
Mayor Alfred Cash of Cincinnati.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox and the following industry delegation from New York
Al Lichtman of 20th Century-Fox
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio; Alfred E. Daff, Charles J. Feldman,
Maurice A. Bergman, Charles Simonelli
and Al Horwits of Universal;
Jules Lapidus of Warner Brothers,
and others. Robert Q. Lewis, CBS
radio-TV star, was master-of-cerethe

1)

Eastern district
Boston, where Harry Segal is
of
branch manager New Haven, where
Toseph Callahan is manager PhiladelWashiphia, John Turner, manager
ngton, E. W. Sweigart, manager, and
;

"This approach will be extended to
include national and consumer advertising as well as trade paper inserts,"
Pickman concluded, "and will be in
addition to regular trade advertisements for each individual picture."
The monthly announcements of product will be "kicked off" on May 15
with an ad that will highlight Billy
Wilder's "Ace in the Hole" and the

the

Harry Joe Brown produced.

Running- time, 89 minutes.

In addition, it
December.
highlighted product beyond that time
completed or currently in production.
Pointing up box-office confidence,
these 15 constitute Paramount's "answer to exhibitor demands for quality
and quantity product as a solution to
:urrent industry problems."

through

(Metro-Goldit'yn-Maycr)

"

1)

Fran

;

TV

The acquisitions of those three
stations are reported to be the sole
reason for CBS's interest in making
what is estimated to be a $28,000,000
also would be redeal for ABC.
quired to dispose of the
radio

CBS

ABC

network.
It has been reported that
CBS hopes to get back $18,000,000 to
$20,000,000 of the purchase price for

ABC radio and TV properties it
would have to dispose of. Observers
said this would indicate that the New
York and Los Angeles TV stations
might be expected to bring $5,000,000.

the

All

phases

of

the

deal,

including

any participation by UPT, would have
to have the approval of the FCC.

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily

6

Warners
(

Continued

f

rom page

British Communists Attack Hollywood
Films as Enemies of Reds' Objectives

1)

yesterday's session of its members and their attorneys was designed
primarily to prepare a formal agreement for discussion and possible signing during the joint meetings with the
Warners beginning today.
that

Jack L. Warner,

who

has agreed to

continue as head of the studio for six
months following the stock sale to the
Lurie syndicate, arrived here from the
Coast over the weekend to sit in at
the meetings starting today. H. M.
and Albert Warner were already on
the scene here.

Meeting- with Lurie yesterday were
Charles Allen and Samuel Ungerleider, brokers and originators of the
deal, with their partners, Al Goetz
and Al Leeds. Attorneys and representatives of the Transamerica Corp.,
a participant in the syndicate, also attended yesterday's meeting.

Elmira, N. Y., Puts

% Tax
Buffalo,

7—A

local

the American way of life.
At a recent conference here of the National Cultural Committee
of the Communist Party, Sam Aaronovtch, secretary, purported to
quote the wife of one of the "Hollywood 10" to the effect that
American motion pictures such as "Kiss the Blood Off My Hands,"
"White Heat," "Brute Force" and "Gun Crazy" "helped prepare
American boys to fight 'the ugly war' in Korea."
"Let us be clear," Aaronivitch commented. "They are meant to
brutalize British lads for war, too."
Other speakers charged that American films are designed to
break down all barriers to U. S. domination of the world; have
captured the British film industry without opposition, and disdain
"really great picture themes."
Two such great themes mentioned at the meeting were the birth
of the cooperative movement and the so-called Tolpuddle Martyrs
who are held to represent the genesis of the British trade union

admis-

Va.,

May 7.—Joseph M.

become Raad, formerly an exhibitor, but
N. Y., along with more recently engaged in other lines,
in
a three per cent tax on utility bills has acquired a controlling interest
and a five per cent levy on rent in 15 theatres in the state, which he will
hotels, rooming houses and tourist form into the JUR Circuit, with headquarters at Wellsburg, W. Va.
homes.
The theatres were acquired from
Elmira is the second city in this
statethe
of
advantage
Southern division of the Alpine
the
take
area to
granted power to impose an admission Circuit, headed by Albert Urling, and
tax on the local level. Binghamton include the Alpine at Ripley, Alpine,
Alhas been collecting a similar levy for Ravenswood Alpine, Gassaway
Alpine and Trail, East
pine, Sutton
more than a year.
Rainelle; Alpine at Hundred; Alpine,
Elkdale; Labelle, South Charleston;
Alpine and
Victory, Spring Hill
Star, Wellsburg; Cowen at Cowen;
Boone at Whitesville and the AudiArthur M. Loew, president of
at Richwood.
torium
Loew's International Howard Dietz,
of
director
M-G-M vice-president and
Silas F. Seadadvertising-publicity
Scrolls to Oldtimers
Dan S. Terler, advertising manager
Hollywood stars of yesteryear will
in charge of field press reprerell,
participate in a special tribute to
sentatives, and John Joseph, publicity
Hollywood by New York City's Mayor
manager, will be speakers tomorrow Impellitteri
Commissioner of
and
at the final meeting of M-G-M field
Shirley at the Museum of
Commerce
Hotel
Astor
sales managers at the
Art tomorrow evening in

sion tax of five per cent has

_

effective in Elmira,

;

;

;

Arthur Loew Will
Address MGM Meet
;

;

Modem

here.

Yesterday, at the opening session,
presided over by William F. Rodgers, sales vice-president, informal discussions were held by Rodgers, field

managers and home office aides.
Rodgers stated that "Teresa" has been

connection

view

of

with an invitational preUniversal - International's

"Hollywood Story."
presented by the
oldtime stars.

A

will b:

scroll

Mayor

several

to

sales

definitely scheduled
lease nationally.

for

July

27

re-

in

Hollywood,

March
May

Richey

to

Accept Awards

—

Rapids, Mich., May 7. The
"Citations of Merit" awarded by the
American Institute of Decorators to
four M-G-M studio set decorators
were accepted here today in their
behalf by Henderson M. Richey, exhibitor relations director. Cited were
Edwin B. Willis and Dick Pefferle.

Grand

Studio Workers Pay

Rose

7.

;

Southern manager and district managers Moe Dudelson, William Laird,
Charles Chaplin, J. J. O'Loughlin,
Fred Myers, James Velde and Jerome
Safron.

UA

— Average

weekly earnings of craft workers in
studios were $104.04 in March, according to a monthly report of the
California Department of Industrial
Relations.

This compares with $99.69 in February, and with $97.60 in March 1950.

for their sets in "Nancy Goes to Rio,"
and Willis and Jack M. Moore, for
"The Forsyte Woman."

Red'

'Nightingale' Preview

(

Aim Missed

Continued from page

1

Artists has acquired disrights for Kenneth McEldowney's Technicolor production of
"The River," directed by Jean Renoir.
It will be shown on a two-a-day, reserved seat basis, receiving a campaign
comparable to "Red Shoes," it was anpresinounced by Arthur Krim,

United

UA

dent.

Announcements will be made soon
world premiere and other key

of the

city bookings.

of the day by seeing the newsreels in their classrooms.
The reels are previewed and approved by leading city and state ed-

formed about news

ucators as another step forward in
the field of audio-visual instruction,
described as a rapidly-expanding development in education.

Einfeld Confers on
Argentine Problems
Prior to his departure for Chile,
Charles Einfeld, vice-president of 20th
Centuiy-Fox, yesterday met with U. S.
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker on
film distribution problems in Argentina, the company was informed here
yesterday from Buenos Aires. Also in
plans

for the
the com-

Communist

taint."

Academy Award Trips

for
'Cyrano' Contest Winners
of a "Cyrano Oscar
contest for exhibitors and
United Artists branch managers was

The launching

Derby"

announced yesterday by United Artists and the Stanley Kramer Organization.

The

begins

contest

with the naon July 20.

tional release of the picture

New
As

Variety Clinic
Tribute to Barron

—

Washington, May 7. The Variety
Club of Washington, Tent No. 11, has
pledged a new $115,800 out-patient
to Children's Hospital here in
of the late Carter Barron.
This will be the largest single welfare
project the tent has ever undertaken.
The new clinic will be named the

clinic

memory

Variety Club Carter Barron Memorial
Clinic.

Barron was Eastern district manager for Loew's for many years and
a leader in Washington film and civic
is to be filmed in Argentine.
affairs. The government has already
Over the weekend Einfeld was feted named a public amphitheatre in Rock
Buenos
of
delegation
at dinner by a
Creek Park after him.
Aires exhibitors, during which the
20th Century-Fox executive told the

torthcoming production of
pany's "The Way of a Gaucho," which

xheatre owners that
president Spyros P.

the

company's

Skouras, was
making every effort to send more
American films to Argentine theatres.

Hammer stein
— Paramount
May

Para. Signs
Hollywood,

7.

has announced the signing of William
Hammerstein, general manager of Belaud Hayward Enterprises, as producer. He will make musicals.

Industry in Defense
(

Continued from page

1

vision. As compared with the neglect
of theatres and films.

—

60th Street Theatre.

Policy

tribution

The community relations department a solid chain of control of the unions
He also cited CDA's decision to
skilled labor, writers and artists."
and the advisory unit for foreign films
of the Motion Picture Association of That control was never obtained, he have comparatively small producers
make the 16mm. films. In view of
America sponsored a preview of adds.
"Today, the danger has been re- Hollywood's record in the last war he
"The Emperor's Nightingale" last evening at the Museum of Modern Art moved," the Pennsylvania Republican declared the majority could be counted
here. The film will have its American concludes. "The motion picture indus- upon to make finished films acceptable
premiere on May 12th at the Trans- try is on its guard to prevent any for showing in the nation's 18,000

Lux

to Distribute 'River'

On Roadshow

event films, are being shown to Maryland school children as a new project
starting this week. The basic idea is
to let the students become more in-

were

Young-

Nathanson, Eastern-Canadian manaMilton E. Cohen, Westernger

—

discussion

E.

vice president and director
of advertising-publicity, which were
Bernard Kranze,
attended also by
Heineman's executive assistant, Nat

Baltimore, May 7. Newsreel films
prepared and distributed by Warner
Pathe News of New York, and consisting of a monthly series of current-

the

Max

UA

stein,

;

;

Heineman and

by

Raad Acquires 15 Warner Newsreels
W.

Plan

sion and district meetings, supervised

movement.

Salem,

1951

8,

(Continued from page 1)

W. Virginia Houses For Classroom Use

Into Effect

May

—

London, May 7. While Congressional committees in the U. S.
probe for Communist links with Hollywood, the Communist Party
here is busy urging the outlawing of American films as obstacles
to the expansion of Communism and dangerous propaganda for

UA

May

theatres.

Slocum Heads
(Continued from page 1)

Morris Loewenstein, president of the
unit of the Theatre Owners
of Amercia, has sent to members of

Oklahoma

the regional the envelopes being used
to collect from theatres the dues required by the Council of Motion Picture Organizations. In a letter accompanying the envelopes, Loewenstein reminds the members that the decision
rests with the indito join
vidual theatre owner. "If you desire
to do this, don't delay," he states, "as
they are badly in need of immediate
support."

COMPO

Loewenstein

membership

reported

also

the

two

that

to
-

the

minute

United Cerebral Palsy drive trailer
has been approved by the TOA. He
added that "inasmuch as it does not
bind you to hold a theatre collection,
we recommend that you run it.. Your
cooperation will be appreciated."
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DARK
Rank)

FACE

TWIST

min.

min.

Newton

min.

Rosenbtoom

Tansey)

min.

Palmer

Cusick)

Baer

3/8/51)

4/30/51)

Wilcox)

min.

Howard

Magnani

Dieterle)

Tierney

1/4/51)

Neagle

Guinness

Harrison

Nelson

min.

MAN

Schwarz) HOODLUM

Gardner)

D

73

86

HALL

LONG

SKIPALONG

105

ROSENBLOOM

—

Max
Lilli

D

Rex

Maxie

Scott

Eagle)
Preston

bridge

Stillman)

3/19/51)

FOR

D

86

min.

X

D

DAY 107

Maxwell

Bridges

min.

Sirk)

12/6/50)

(Jack

D

THE

78

90

92

—

AND

Robert

(Rev.
(Rob't.

D

D

(S.

Vidal

Levey)
5/2/51)

Wilder)

STEPS

min.
Bridges Fabrizi

5/4/51)

Heflin

92

min.

85

96

FABIOLA

D

NORTH
—

P.

—

—

Lee

Kathleen

(Doug.

WHEN

(1.

PROWLER

76

(Color)

—

(Sherrill

pev.

min.

Eagle)

5/3/51)

Ayres

86

LEGION

min.

4/11/51)

—

PLANET

Robert

(Rev.

min.

MAN
—

Morgan

Keyes
MEXICO

FIRST

Charles

D—

WITH

Allen)

GET

Stillman)

Bettger

1
P.

QUEEN
Mercedes

Barry

Boyer

min.

GROW

Martha

G. THE John

Lawrence

(Ed

D

Ryan
Clark

4/13/51)

3/13/51)

3/21/51)

—

Gloria

—

THE
(Rev.

Trevor

(Herb.

ME

Corwin)

min.

min.
Ireland

Anna

(Wm.

UP
FROM

SCARF

(Rev.

(J.

A
Goldsmith)

D

75

—

Anna
Alec

OLIVER

CO—

McCain-

Films

MY

105

—

Robert

(Rev.

THE

UNITED

ODETTE

Arthur

—

(Peter
(Rob't. BADMAN'S

ARTISTS

110

VOLCANO

(Rev.

Lloyd

(Rob't.

D

vie

1D

THE

(Rev.

Van

Lew
(Irving

(Rev.

Evelyn

Marilyn

NEW

Henry

(Rev.

(Rev.

Michelle

(Jules

D

1)

D—

(S.

(Rev.

THREE

THE

THE

Aide
Lloyd

D

(W.

TRY

SUN
THE

ON

IT

HILL

AS

RIVIERA

Cortesa

Basehart

Calvet

NOW

Releases)

min.

Hayward
2/23/51)

Cooper Greer

GET

IN

YOU

min.

3/14/51)

min.

Douglas

Feature)

3/1/51)

Releases)

3/28/51)

Baxter

min.

min.

Releases)

Power Hayward

Kaye

4/20/51)

Basehart

ANGEL

min.

3/19/51)

THE

Dailey

93

20TH-FOX

Ford

Young

3/7/51)

Lundigan

Ritter

Cotten

min.

min.

4/9/51)

Wayne

Woolley
3/6/51)

FEEL

Peters

Tierney

min.

91

WHOLESALE

—

FOURTEEN

92

HOURS

KEFAUVER

CRIME

93

INVESTIGATION

90

(Color)

HOUSE

86

RAWHIDE

77

(Color)

02

CD

YOUNG

—
—

FOR

NAVY Gary Jan*
YOU'RE

(Rev.

(Rev.

Paul

Susan

D—

1

(Apr.

52

—

(Hev.

Richard

D

Anne
(News

—

Glenn

Dan

CAN

CD

(Rev.

D

THE

Danny

Tyrone

Corinne

Loretta

—

Gene

(Rev.

(Rev.

MC—

(Rev.

Joseph

HALF

Susan

(June

FOLLOW

(May

C

(Rev.

TELEGRAPH

Valentina

D

Richard

William

Thelma David

YOU

(Rev.

Jean

Monty

AS

THE

ON

;
min.

~
N.>f

1

«

LU

Mitchum

~

AND

Rains
talcnda

min.

Heyerdahl

3/22/51)

UJ

CARGO

c»ri

min.

Andrews

4/24/51)

Trevor

3/21/51)

Gardner
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(Rev.
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-
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The sensational

IN JULY!

girls leave

best-seller that tells

what happens when

home-

for the first time!
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Lurie Here to

Close Deal
With Warners
Syndicate Drafts Offer;
Negotiations on Today
the arrival here yesterday
of Louis R. Lurie of San Francisco,
the deal for purchase of the entire
stockholdings of the three Warner

With

brothers and their families in the company they founded entered its closing
stage.

Associates of Lurie's in the
syndicate which has offered $15
a share for the Warners' estimated 25 per cent interest in
the company, representing a
purchase price in excess of $25,000,000, were closeted with him
in an all-day meeting yesterday.
The joint meetings with the
Warner brothers and
three
their attorneys are scheduled to
begin today.

A

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY,

MAY

8,

Paramount's product lineup for the
second half of 1951 will be highlighted
for exhibitors and the moviegoing public through a specially designed advertising campaign that will continue
until all the pictures are well into rePickman,
lease, according to Jerry
national director of advertising publicity exploitation.
Scheduled to appear at regularly
spaced intervals, the ads that make
up this campaign will announce the
pictures for a given month, indicate
salient selling angles of approaching
releases and report the box-office performance of those already in release,

was said.
Keyed to the theme "More-BiggerBetter Pictures," the campaign was
it

May

with a four-page ad
detailing the 15 important features to

launched

1

Makers of Equipment

15-Day Extension

Similarly Affected by
Complicated Situation

—

The
Washington, May 7.
Department has
agreed to another postponement, until May 25— in the
deadline for 20th CenturyFox to file a divorcement plan
with the New York Statutory

plicated

Court.

announced over the week-end.

Justice

The extension, which

Washington, May
atres has been
a
as

will

In

probably be submitted to the
court for approval tomorrow,
is designed to give the parties
additional time to work out
final provisions of a consent
decree. The present deadl'ne
is

stances,

Invite 1,500 to UPT Reported to Be

Two

Outlets

Plan to
Branch Offices

sales vice-president.
in

Chicago
five years,

sales

meet,

covered the

entire sales program of its current
release schedule, and introduced the
combined
organization
to
a
sales
chart of both its own and its recently
acquired Eagle Lion Classics product.

The

sales meet wound up with divi(Continued on page 6)

Name
Head

Aim

Control Films
Missed Mark, Senator Says
'Red'

to

Asks Bigger Role for

Slocum Industry in Defense
Board
— A. Julian
Washington, May
May — E. R.
Theatre Own-

E. R.
of TOO

Oklahoma

City,

7.

7.

Slocum, of Rocket Theatre, Elreno,
today was appointed chairman of the
board of Theatre Owners of Oklahoma at a board of directors meeting
at the Variety Club room here.
C. Hunter, retiring chairman,
J.

and also regional vice-president of the
Theatre Owners of America reported
on the recent TOA executive meetingheld in Washington, D. C.
(Continued on page 6)

Brylawski, representing
America and Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, today sharply
criticized the Civilian Defense Administration for not giving the film industry a greater role in the civil defense
program. He spoke during a meeting
here of 250 national organizations with

ers of

CDA officials. Brylawski specifically
mentioned the stress on radio and tele(Continued on page 6)

changes

of

result

Authority

officials

they

might

be

The order was
it

—

Washington, May 7. Though the
command made a

Communist high

hurt.

issued late Friday,
wasn't until today that

NPA

available to clear up
confusing points in the order.
One change clearly will be of some
slight benefit
a broadening of the
terms "commence construction" so
that projects can be finished if no
more was done before the date of the
(Continued on page 5)
officials

ABC-TV

immeasurably com-

state, theatre owners and equipment firms will be helped by
the changes. In one or two in-

Wednesday.

Interested in

— The

most instances, National

Production

and

Schwalberg Dinner

7.

whole situation over the government's construction controls on the-

UA

week's

TEN CENTS

U.S. Gives 20th-Fox

(Continued on page 5)

for the syndicate said
(Continued on page 6)

first

Impartial

AID,
CHANGES
NPA
For Paramount^
Six-Month Lineup HURT THEATRES

and associates of A. W.
Schwalberg will honor the Paramount
The trade heard reports yesterFilm Distributing Corp. president with
that United Paramount Theatres
day
a testimonial dinner on May 15 at the
stations WJZHotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York in may acquire television
Los
KECA-TV,
and
York,
New
TV,
recognition of his contribution to the
Columbia Broadcasting
industry during his 30 years of ser- Angeles, from
System in the event the latter's negoUnited Artists branch managers will vice.
for
a takeover of American
tions
Louis Nizer will serve as toastmasreview the company sales convention in
Broadcasting Co. are consummated.
viceO'Donnell,
Robert
ter,
and
utiloffices,
branch
J.
their respective 32
Leonard Goldenson, UPT president,
izing a full day to acquaint bookers president of Interstate Circuit will be
he could not comment on the reand salesmen with the product lineup master of ceremonies, according to said
because he has "no idea what
ports
testichairman
of
the
O'Shea,
K.
and the sales policy laid down for E.
(Continued on page 5)
each picture, it was announced here
( Continued on page 5)
yesterday by William J. Heineman,
Last

and

1951

Friends

UA's

Concise

Special Promotion

spokesman

Take

Accurate

were

—

Rembusch

Assails

Distributors at Meet

—

Minneapolis, May 7. Distributors
were charged by Trueman T. Rembusch, Allied States Association president, at the opening session today of
the North Central Allied annual convention with conducting a "well-organized plan to gouge the last dollar
out of exhibition through the use of
which take the cream
'scale' deals
from box office revenues."

He said the way for theatres to
stave off bankruptcy is by combatting
the evils of distribution through such
exhibitor organization plans as caravans and film clinics. Rembusch also
(Continued on page 4)

_

drive to control motion pictures, "that drive failed," Senator Edward Martin (R., Pa.) is telling
radio audiences throughout Pennsylvania this week.
definite

See Congress Barring
Rent Control Bid

Martin is discussing the Hollywood
hearings in his weekly record for use
by Pennsylvania radio stations. The
vast majority of Hollywood workers
have always been "decent, patriotic

dication that Congress will reject the
Administration's demand for authority to control commercial rents came

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 4)

Washington, May

7.

— Strong

in-

from the Senate Banking Committee
today.

Opening hearings on a bill to exand anti-Communist," he declares.
Martin dwells at length on the tend and enlarge the Defense ProducHollywood strike, and points out that tion Act, Chairman Maybank (D.,
the Committee
"in order to smuggle the Communist S. C.) announced that
on
message into pictures, the party needed had voted not to take testimony

Balmy Sun Slows B'way

Personal
Mention
SPYROS

SKOURAS,

Balmy spring weather continued to
first-runs,
its toll at New York

take

with the majority of theatres bringing
in new product this week in an attempt
custo overcome the apathy of the

•
executive secretary tomers.
Dillon,
C.

F

the Motion Picture Distributors
rerecently
Toronto,
Association,
techfire-prevention
film
ported on
Doniques at the convention of the
of

Association

minion Fire Prevention
at Windsor, Ont.
o

Murphy

George

was

a

guest
_

speaker at a recent luncheon in Toronto of the annual conference of the
Association of Canadian Advertisers.

His topic was "Motion Pictures

m

the

Battle of Ideologies."

•
general manager for
Coronado Productions, is due to arthis
rive here from the Coast later
ArtUnited
with
conferences
week for

M.

Janov,

ists officials.

•
S.

film producer

M. Behrman,

and

playwright, and actress V iveca Lindfors and her husband, Don Siegel,
are due to sail from here today aboard
the 6". 5. Queen Elisabeth.
•

Douglas T. Yates,

assistant

for-

manager of Republic International and Mrs. Yates announce

eign sales

the birth of a son, Laurence Randall, here on Saturday.
•
William M. Pizor, vice-president
of Lippert Productions, Inc., in charge
here
of foreign sales, has returned
tour.
European
extensive
from an

being chalked up by
"The Thing" at the Criterion, where
an estimated $50,000 will give the
house its best first week's gross in four

Top

business

is

'Miracle' Appeal
Albany, N. Y., May 7.—
decision on the appeal against
the ban placed on Roberto
Rosselini's "The Miracle" by
the State Board of Regents is

Present 27 'Michael'

due to be handed down by
the State Appellate Court on
Wednesday.

Awards, 7 Citations

The
shown

license for the film,
as part of a package
entitled "Ways of Love," was

"Michael" awards of the Academy
of Radio and Television Arts and

were presented to 27 netand programs at
annual Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
the
years.
For the first
dinner here last night.
Also doing excellently is "My For- time, seven special citations also were
bidden Past," with Frank Sinatra and awarded.
Attending were Governor
Dagmar on stage at the Paramount Thomas E. Dewey, Mayor Vincent R.
where a second week's gross of $72,000 Impellitteri and more than 1,200
Only booked for two others.
estimated.
is
weeks, the bill will bow out today and
Eleven of last year's award winwill be replaced by "Appointment with ners received their second "Michael"
Danger" and Louis Jordan's band.
They were: Milton Berle,
last night.
"Father's Little Dividend" is con- Toast of the Town, Philco Playhouse,
Cameron
Winched,
John
cluding four weeks at the Music Hall Walter
with a very satisfactory $110,000 in Swayze, Jack Benny, Groucho Marx,
prospect for the final period; "The Homer Fickett, Dinah Shore, The
Great Caruso" and a Leonidoff revue Telephone Hour and Theatre Guild
on the Air.
will open there on Thursday.
Alan
The new winners were
Elsewhere on Broadway business is
"I Was a Communist Young Show, Suspense, What's My
not so good.
Super Circus, Fred Waring
for the F. B. I." looks for a modest Line,
Show, Max Liebman, Lucky Strike
$45,000 in its first week at the Strand.
Count Basie and his band are on stage. Cigarettes, Perry Como, Bud Collyer,
"The Bullfighter and the Lady" will Bill Stern, Sam Levenson, Edward R.
draw a mild $20,000 for a second Murrow, Dragnet, the Quiz Kids,
week at the Capitol; "Ma and Pa American Forum of the Air and Meet
Kettle Back on the Farm" will take the Press.
The special citations were presented
over on Thursday.
Committee for "Na"Follow the Sun" is scraping bot- to the Kefauver
to Bob Hope,
tional Public Service"
second
a
for
gross
tom with a $39,000
Arthur
to
Award"
'Americanism
"I'd
and final week at the Roxy
Mike" Eddie Cantor,
"Mr.
Godfrey,
the
and
Mountain"
Highest
Climb the
Award" Barry Gray,
N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra will "Humanitarian
Irving Mansfield,
come in tomorrow. "The Brave Bulls" "Public Affairs"
Sciences

work

revoked by the Regents following protests by religious
groups. Joseph Burstyn, the
film's U. S. distributor, en-

personalities

:

tered the appeal.

FWC

Peiser Resigns
Ad-Publicity Post

'

;

;

;

of Kay Exchanges, Atlanta, recently toured their

Ike and Harry Katz,

Memphis, Charlotte and

New

Orleans

exchanges.
•

Max

Weinberg, Eastern short sub-

ject representative for M-G-M, is due
to arrive in Washington today from

New

York.

George K. Arthur, producer, has
sailed from here for England.

Sam Galanty, Columbia
division

Washington

Mideast

to leave
today for Cincinnati,

manager,

is

due

e
of M-G-M's legal
dapartment is due to fly to Washington from here today for a brief visit.

Ben Melniker

Brief U. S. Visit

For Rank, Davis

—

London, May 7. J. Arthur Rank
and his chief aide, John Davis, plan
to spend less than 10 days in the U. S.
on their coming visit.
Rank will sail from Southampton
May 17, arriving on the 22nd, and
Davis will
will return on May 31.
leave here May 21 by plane with an
itinerary including Chicago and Toronto.

7.

— Seymour

'Newsweek' Aids 'FBI'
Nezvsweek Magazine's Club and
Educational Bureau has prepared a
special four-page pamphlet on War-

Was A Communist for the
The pamphlet is illustrated

"I

ner's

FBI."

with scenes from the production and
in with Nezvsweek Magazine's
coverage of timely events as evidenced
by the picture's story of subversive
activities in the United States.

ties

;

;

;

;

•

May

Angeles,

Los

Peiser resigned the Fox West Coast
directorship
advertising-publicity
at
He joined the circuit
the weekend.
in 1937 as a theatre publicist, taking
his present post in 1942.
He will announce new plans after
a three-month vacation.

•
Showmanship Award"
in a "Television
is tapering off to a slow $11,000
Arthur C. Bromberg, president of third week at the Rivoli "The Long and Dr. Allen B. DuMont, "Pioneer
Monogram Southern Exchanges, At- Dark Hall" will open there tomorrow. Television Award."
lanta, recently visited the Memphis
The awards were made by several
"Apache Drums" is bringing Loew's

branch.

1951

8,

Due on

Decision

lst-Runs; 'The Thing' Tops

president
arrived
of 20th Century-Fox, has
on the Coast from New York.
P.

May

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily

2

State a satisfactory $20,000 for its first
week, and "Valentino" at the Astor is
still doing well, with about $21,000 expected for a third week. "Born Yesterday" is maintaining a steady pace
at the Victoria with $16,000 in prospect for a 20th week.

"Try and Get Me"

is

fair

at

the

Globe with $11,000 due for the open"Stage to Tuscon" is dising week.
appointing at the Mayfair with a lean
$8,000 expected for its first week.
"The Fighting Coast Guard" will replace it on Friday.
New York's two roadshow films,
"Tales of Hoffman" and "Cyrano de
Bergerac," are both doing good busi"Tales" at the Bijou is still
ness.
near-capacity with $14,000 looked for
in a fifth week, while "Cyrano" at the
Golden is consistent with $6,500 due
for a fifth

week following

its

NEW YORK THEATRES

masters of ceremonies, including Frank
Sinatra, Milton Berle, Jinx and Tex

McCrary and Ed Sullivan.
The list of awards follows
Best Television Comedian,. Milton Berle;
Best Television Variety Program, Toast
of
the Town; Best Television Situation

Comedy Program, Alan Young- Show. Best

Television DTamatic Program, Philco Play
house; Best Television Mystery Program
Panel Quiz,
Television
Best
Suspense;
Line; Best Television Children's
What's
Program. Super Circus; Best Television

move-

over from the Bijou.
Off Broadway, "Kon-Tiki" is holding up with $11,500 expected for a
fifth week at the Sutton, and "Teresa"
Lux
is still in good shape at the Trans
52d Street, though slacking off a bit
to $7,000 for its fifth week.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

__

BENNETT

Ottalie Mark, formerly head of the
music division of Warner Brothers,

has opened an independent
as a consultant on music

here
copyright

office

DIVIDEND''
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
plus Spectacular Stage Presentation

Musical

Sam Levenson; Best Radio
Comedian, Groucho Marx; Best Radio SitBest
uation Comedy, Jack Benny Show
Radio Dramatic Program, Theatre Guild
on the Air; Best News Interpretation. Ed
ward R. Murrow; Best Consistent Radio
News Commentator, Walter Winchell; Best
Radio Classical Music Program. The Telephone Hour; Best Radio Mystery Program, Dragnet; Best Radio Children's program, Quiz Kids; Best Radio ProducerDirector.'Theatre Guild and Homer Fickett;
Best Forum Program, American Forum of
the Air; Best Discussion Program, Meet

Paramount Presents

Television Star,

;

File Censor

Midnight Fe

N.gh

WHAT IS THE
HOWARD HAWKS'

in

the

THING?
Production

"THE THING
from Another World

NOW!

Amendment

Columbus, O., May 7.—A bill to
amend Ohio's film censor laws to exempt newsreels from censorship has
been introduced

matters.

TAYLOR

•

FATHER'S LITTLE

the Press.

To Advise on Music

ELIZABETH

JOAN

TRACY

My

Variety Program, Fred Waring
Show; Best Television Producer-Director,
Max Liebman; Best Television News Com
Best
mentator, John Cameron Swayze;
Television Commercial Presentation, Luck;
Best Male Vocalist
Cigarettes;
Strike
Perry Como; Best Female Vocalist. Dinah
Shore; Best Announcer. Bud Collyer; Best
Sportscaster, Bill Stern; Most Promising

Rockefeller Center
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EVERY DAY MORE
SAN FRANCISCO
opening

best
best

OAKLAND

M-G-M

opening in

2

MEADVILLE,

years!

Pa.

LEXINGTON,

Ky.
Solomon's Mines"

COLUMBUS,

months!

O.

first

first

3

presents

4 days top

days top

.

.

•

•

of

Her Husband

•

•

JARMILA

•

Directed by Richard Thorpe

•

•

•

•

Produced by Joe Pasternak

•

first

3

days

biz!

"THE GREAT CARUSO" starring MARIO LANZA ANN BLYTH DOROTHY KIRSTEN
NOVOTNA BLANCHE THEBOM with Teresa Celli Richard Hageman Carl Benton Reid Color by
TECHNICOLOR Written by Sonya Levien and William Ludwig Suggested by Dorothy Caruso's Biography
M-G-M

'

4 days top record

first

breaking "Royal Wedding"

second only to "Annie Get Your
best opening in

Pa. tops "Annie

UNIONTOWN,

opening in 4 years!

in recent years!

SAN DIEGO

4 days top miraculous "Anni

first

Get Your Gun" by $1000!

in 6 years!

CHICAGO
SAN JOSE
Gun"

SEATTLE

weekday

best non-holiday

GOOD NEWS!

Associate Producer Jesse L. Lasky

"Kinj

"King Sol"

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily
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Review

National
TT/ OMAN'S

rV

P'ANION,

tain the results of its seventh annual
poll in which the magazine's readers
are asked to name their favorite movie
This is the year of the bigstar.

shake-up, they say, because there have
never been so ..many changes in 12
short months. The readers' choice, in
order of preference, were
For first place, Bette Davis and
Clark Gable second place, June Allyson and Bing; Crosby; third, Irene
Dunne and James Stewart, fourth,
Greer Garson and Spencer Tracy.
Gloria Swanson was given a special
;

for her performance in "SunThe magazine has
Boulevard."
on the changes
comment
editorial
some
prein comparison with standings in
vious years. The advertising pages
include a color portrait of Bette Davis,

award
set

Lustre-Creme

from
is

shampoo, which

exactly in line with the poll.

•

Linking television and the motion
industry in an unusual
search for new talent, UniversalInternational Pictures and National
Broadcasting's weekly network teleshow, "Hollywood Screen
vision
Test" have developed a six-week
talent quest in 11 cities, as promotion for the forthcoming U-I picture, "Hollywood Story." Winners
selected in each city will be brought
to New York over a period of five
weeks beginning May 21, to appear
on the program sponsored by Ironrite and "emceed" by Neil Hamilpicture

ton,

Hollywood actor. Over

Following up the successful 25-city
tour initiated by Morgan Hudgins of
M-G-M's studio publicity department,

M.

L.

Simons,

London,

(Metro-Goldivyn-Maycr)
intent on making Ezio Pinza's screen debut worthy of the
mature opera star who two years ago ascended overnight to the heights
Broadway stage,
of popularity for his achievements in "South Pacific" on the
Harold Aden
Imperium,"
got
"Mr.
Turner
in
Lana
with
him
teamed
M-G-M
and Dorothy Fields to provide the film with the fruits of their songwritmg
opulence,
talents, and topped it all off with characteristic M-G-M production

assistant

in Technicolor.

to H.

M.

Richey, will give the same lecture and
"Quo
on
demonstration
slide-film
Vadis" to' exhibitor groups at their
various conventions, including local
newspaper contacts. *He appears this
week before Arkansas theatre owners
in Little Rock, and next week at the
Georgia Theatre Owners convention
The program includes
at Atlanta.
demonstration and proof of M-G-M's
claim that the new "Quo Vadis" is
the most costly film ever made, and
the picture which they believe is most
likely to win top honors'- this year.
•
Three weeks of concentrated radio
and television appearances by Coleen

-

Comedy Hour,

W OR;

CBS-TV;

NBT; Buddy

Colgate

Rogers

Stork Club, CBS-TV;
Wayne Howell, NBC, and the Jane
Pickens show, NBC. She is scheduled to appear with Tex and Jinx,
NBC; Strike It Rich, CBS; Barbara
Wells Show, WOR, and the Lux

Show,

Theatre, CBS, in addition to a number of local Metropolitan radio stations.

Walter Brooks

—A

demon-

meets the eye here in terms of production values is indeed delightful,
stereoscopic sound and film,
and what vocalizing is done by Pinza and the lovely Miss Turner is equally
with the aid of spectacles
the
that
find
therefore,
to
disappointment
mild
compelling. It is more than a
worn by members of the audisupport
to
producers employed a tenuous and basically threadbare story plot
ence. Following the press preall of Miss
For
granted.
for
taken
has
been
all
else
once
interest
audience
view, several pairs of the poand
charm,
middle-aged
enthusiastic
Turner's blonde beauty and. Pinza's.
larized spectacles (five shillnotwithstanding Don Hartman's exercise of directorial acumen, the 87_ minutes
ings each) were not recovprince
and
between
a
romance
melodic
sugar-coated,
it takes to set forth this
ered.
that
apparent
a commoner are leisurely in- the extreme. Hence, it should be
what this picture achieves box-office-wise will be due mainly to the curiosity
and interest held' for Pinza, plus Miss Turner's own marquee strength.
In selling the picture, the wisest course would seem to be to refain from
making extravagant claims in behalf of the story and let the stars' magnetism
be reflected fully in advertising and promotional copy.
The story opens in 1939 in Italy where Miss Turner, a nightclub singer,
finds herself romanced by Pinza, the incognito heir to a European throne,
who calls himself Mr. Imperium. Hardly has their affection for each other
London, May 7. Board of Trade
blossomed fully when political turmoil in his country forces him to return
are expecting a visit to their
officials
Mediterranean,
to it, thus putting an end to their balcony meetings by the
new chief, Sir Hartley Shawcross, by
small talk, trips to the country and song-making.
Associations of
Twelve years later, we find the songstress has become a famous Hollywood the Motion Picture
during
McCrathy
G.
John
America's
star. The two renew their romance at a secluded Palm Springs resort, and
first week in June. At that time,
the
prince
called
to
the
is
again
like
times
to
be
old
getting
are
things
just when
in July may be set for
serve his country, leaving the lady with only her platonic feelings for a film a date late
on the moneproducer (Barry Sullivan) to fall back on. Slim supporting roles are filled the formal negotiations
the governbetween
agreement
tary
Reynolds
and
Codee,
Hardwicke,
Debbie
Ann
Cedric
Main,
Sir
by Marjorie
ment and the U. S. film industry.
as well as Sullivan. Edwin H. Knopf, who produced co-authored the screen
McCarthy concluded Paris meetings
play with Hartman, using a play by the former as a springboard. Johnny
with MPAA's Fay Allport
recently
particularly
titled
the
songs,
one
effective
and
Green's musical direction is
and left for Rome.
"Andiamo," should enjoy a measure of popularity.
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Charles L. Franke
June 15.

See Anglo-US Pact

Talks in Late July

—

Studio Guilds Slate

JN

CA Meet

charged

heads with ignor-

field sales

commands from higher-ups on

ing
locations and said that

had been

violating

for

al-

two managers

Allied's insistence
He
allocation orders.

fired

at

asked for affidavits or wire recordings
of salesmen's promises and threats,
as well as forcing, to be turned over
to the

Department

progress of television.
In a brief report, president Ben
Berger outlined the benefits obtained
for members during the past year

for allegedly using print
ages to foist illegal clearances
dependent exhibitors.

WB's De Patie In
Hollywood, May

7.

short-

on

in-

AM MP

—E. L. De Patie

Warner

Brothers'
Association of
representative
Motion Picture Producers succeeding
Carrol Sax.

today was appointed
to

the

Minneapolis,

May

7.

—

It

was

indi-

cated here today that Abram F. Myers, general counsel of national Allied,
here to attend the convention of North
Central Allied, will withhold his re
port on the recent arbitration and bidding talks with distributors in New
York until the Allied board meets in

Kansas

of Justice.

Outlining Allied plans to continue
its fight for theatre-TV" channels, and
for low-cost theatre television equipment, Rembusch accused the Federal
Communications Commission of "playing politics" with radio and TV. He
said that Phonevision and Skiatron
systems were no threat to motion pictures, adding that "while television is
not going to put theatres out of business, neither will theatres halt the

tors

Meet on TV Revenue

Expect Myers to Delay
Report on Arbitration

{Continued from page 1)

through NCA action and legislation
"watch-dogging." He praised executive counsel Stan Kane and legislative
committees for stymieing all anti-film
Gray have been hitting top network legislation proposed in the last session
programs with plugs for "Lucky Nick of the legislatures in Minnesota and
Cain" as an original promotion for the Dakotas. He urged all members
this new 20th Century-Fox picture to contribute one per cent of rentals
now playing at the Globe Theatre to the Council of Motion Picture Orhere. Miss Gray has appeared on The ganizations.
Kane attacked distribuStarlight Theatre,

7.

Theatre,
Telekinema
purporting to reveal what the
Show of the Future will be,
was somewhat marred by a
sound break-down during the
big screen television preview.
The program also included

..

.

May

ain's

What

100,000

entry blanks will be distributed by
Ironrite dealers and local television
stations will help make the initial
eliminations in their own areas.
The film, starring Richard Conte, is
scheduled for June release.
•

1951

stration program for newsmen at the Festival of Brit-

HOME COM- OBVIOUSLY
for June, will con-

8,

'Show of Future'
Has Ills of Past

.ft
Mr. Imperium

Pre-Selling

May

City,

May

Myers on Tour

14 and 15.

of

Washington, May

7.

— Abram

Rocky Mountain

Allied,

and

then go to Kansas City for national Allied's spring board meeting
and the convention of allied of Kan
sas and Missouri.
will

Mayer

to

Address

NCA

7.

— The

AFL

Directors guilds to undertake the fashioning of a "TV-revenue participation" formula.
Roy Brewer, chairman of the
Film Council and chairman of the
committee, said this is the first of several meetings which will be required.

F

Allied
counsel of
States association, left here today for
a two-weeks tour of Allied conven
tions and board meetings.
He is in Minneapolis tonight for
the meeting of North Central Allied,
then he will go to Denver for a ses-

general

sion of

May

AFL

Exhibitor Meetings
Myers,

Hollywood,

Film Council today appointed a threeman committee to meet Wednesday
with representatives from the Screen
Writers, Screen Actors and Screen

Meet

Arthur L. Mayer, executive vice
president of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, left New York
yesterday for Minneapolis to address
the meeting of North Central Allied.
Mayer is expected to discuss the need
at the present stage of
for
the industry's development.

COMPO

See Congress Barring
(Continued from page 1)
the commercial rent proposal. He said
that written briefs would be accepted,
and would be taken up at the end of
the hearings, "if at all."

Press to Virginia
On 20th-Fox Junket
—

Norfolk, Va., May 7. At the inviAdmiral William Fechteler,
Commander-in-Chief of the Atlantic
fleet, newspaper, magazine, radio and
tation of

trade press representatives will journey to Little Creek, Va. on May 24
for the world premiere of 20th Century-Fox's "The Frogmen". Remaining through May 25, the contingent
will take part in the first public demonstration of the activities of underwater demolition teams, whose story

General Mark
told in the film.
Clark and Assistant Secretary of the
Navy John T. Koehler will be on
is

hand.

World Premiere

The world premiere of "The Frogmen," which stars Richard Widmark,
Dana Andrews and Gary Merrill, will
take place at the Navy base on the
night of

May

24,

before the

"frog-

Naval and military leaders,
newsmen and a host of dignataries including Morris F. De Castro, Governor of the Virgin Islands, where part
of the picture was filmed.

men".

May

Tuesday,

NPA

8,

Motion Picture Daily
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Changes

(Continued from page 1)
original M-4 Control Order than site
Until now,
clearing or demolition.
some actual building on the new project was required.
The other change is more confusing.
This permits installation of "personal
property, fixtures or equipment where
the total cost incurred for installation
12-month period
in any consecutive
This $2,000
does not exceed $2,000.
of installations costs is over and above
the $5,000 of permissive construction
per year, and in most cases will be
helpful, but the catch is that it also
is
an absolute limit on the amount
of installation of personal property

and fixtures.
For example, before Friday if an
exhibitor had wanted to do a major
alteration job costing $5,000 and also
to spend about $1,500 installing some
new fixtures, he would have had to
cut back somewhere so the total for
Under the
both was under $5,000.
new order, he could do both.
But supix>se an exhibitor wanted to
spend $2,500 installing new equipment.
Under the old order, he could have
Under
taken that out of the $5,000.
the new order, he can spend only
$2,000 on installation costs he can
not take the additional $500 out of

—

The $5,000 is now rethe $5,000.
served exclusively for the cost of real
property as distinct from installation
costs
and for actual major construc-

—

—

tion.

complicating factor
"fixtures
and
constitutes
equipment." NPA's film office recently made public a list of what items
of theatre equipment were personal
Still

is

a further

what

property and what items were real
property. The need for this list is the
fact that the original cost of personal
property again, as distinct from installation costs
is not counted against
the exhibitor, while the original cost
of real property comes out of the

—

—

$5,000 limitation.

Under the new

order, this situation
now the installation costs of some items of real property will come out of the $5,000 figure while the installation cost of other
items comes out of the $2,000, along
with the installation cost of personal
property
items.
The difference is
whether the real property item seems
to be primarily "construction" or primarily a "fixture."
is

unchanged, but

For example, drive-in fencing or a
theatre marquee, classed as real property, comes under the heading of construction,

and their installation costs

would come out

the

$5,000 conair conditioners, however, are classed as "fixtures," and their ^installation costs
come out of the $2,000.
officials
said they were not yet ready to say
which real property items were "fixtures" and which were not, but that
they hoped to have a special interpretation ready by the end of the
struction limit.

of

Box-type

NPA

Here

is

the situation in capsule

Original
cost
of
real
property,
whether "construction" items or "fixtures,'' comes out of the $5,000.
Installation, cost of real property classed
as "construction" items comes out of
the $5,000.
Installation cost of real
property classed as "fixtures" comes
out of the $2,000.
Original cost of
personal property is not counted anywhere.
Installation cost of personal
property comes out of the $2,000.

Paramount

Reviews
"Home Town

(Continued from page 1)

Story"

(Metro-Gotdwyn-Maycr)

U OME TOWN STORY"

is a drama about a crusading editor who sets
out to combat the evil of big business but soon learns of its many
virtues. There is a certain grass-roots sincerity to the film and its lessons are
informative. But as screen entertainment it is weakened by a lack of originality in narrative development.
Jeffrey Lynn heads the cast as a defeated state senator who returns to his
home town to assume the editorship of the local paper. In his editorials he
keeps up a running battle with "big business," stressing the theme that "the
profit system is getting out of hand." Arthur Pierson's screenplay has worked
into the story a romance between Lynn and Marjorie Reynolds, a school-

<*

*

teacher.

One day an accident strikes and Lynn's perspective undergoes a complete
transformation. His little sister, Melinda Plowman, gets trapped in a mine
shaft following a landslide. Soon the giant wheels of big business start rolling
to the rescue. Somewhere between the bulldozer that digs into the debris to
the plane that carries the child to the distant hospital where she is saved,
Lynn sees the error of his judgment. The picture ends happily as Lynn pounds
out a story about the profit system. Others in the cast include Alan Hale, Jr.,
a reporter, and Donald Crisp, a business tycoon. Pierson also produced and
directed.

Running

May

time,

61

General audience classification.

minutes.

Release date,

Mandel Herbstman

18.

"Sant e Fe"
(Columbia)

AN

outdoor action drama, "Santa Fe" uses as background the dissension
between Northerners and Southerners in the aftermath of the Civil War.
Randolph Scott and Janis Carter share the lead in this Scott-Brown production which is good in production values, including Technicolor, but is conventional in plot

framework.

be released by Paramount from July
through December.
In addition, it
highlighted product beyond that time
completed or currently in production.
Pointing up box-office confidence,
these 15 constitute Paramount's "answer to exhibitor demands for quality
and quantity product as a solution to
current industry problems."

"This approach will be extended to
include national and consumer advertising as well as trade paper inserts,"
Pickman concluded, "and will be in
addition to regular trade advertisements for each individual picture."
The monthly announcements of product will be "kicked off" on May 15
with an ad that will highlight Billy
Wilder's "Ace in the Hole" and the

Pine-Thomas Technicolor film, "Passage West," both July releases. The
August releases will be announced on
June 1, the September releases on July
1, the October releases on August 1,
the November releases on September 1
and the December releases on October
1.
Each ad, however, will contain a
listing of the entire six months product,

Pickman

said.

Bisdale to Assist
Paramounfs Morgan

story opens with Scott and his three brothers finding that they are still
Joseph A. Bisdale, supervisor of
disliked in some Northern sections for having worn the grey of the Confed- newsreel print operations, has been
Scott is bent upon forgetting the bitter past, joins up promoted to assistant to Oscar A.
erates during the war.
While he devotes himself to the Morgan, Paramount's general sales
as a railroad worker and advances rapidly.
construction of the Sante Fe, his brothers are opposed to Northern enterprise. manager of short subjects and ParaThey join up with a hoodlum gambler, Roy Roberts, and together they prey mount News. He replaces Stanley
Chase who resigned to go into busion the construction crews.
Irving Pichel, who has a small part in the film, also directed, keeping the ness in Washington.
One by one the three brothers pay the wages of
bullets and fists flying.
crime. In a showdown on a moving train Scott and Roberts have their final
At last the railroad is completed
battle with the villain going to his doom.
and Scott and Miss Carter go off together for a happy future. The screenplay, fashioned by Kenneth Garnet, has several other aspects, among them the
Cincinnati, May 7.
Leaders of
killing of a Union soldier by the brothers, and aroused Indians on the ramthe industry and civic officials gathpage. Harry Joe Brown produced.
Running time, 89 minutes. General audience classification. April release. ered here for the testimonial dinner
M. H. given tonight to Phil Chakeres,
Springfield, Ohio circuit operator at
the Hotel Netherlands Plaza.
Chakeres, who was named "Exhibitor of
the Year" by Look Magazine, was
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
honored by Variety Club Tent No. 3
monial committee and vice-president the price would be" for the two sta- as a pioneer showman.
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp. tions or "whether CBS actually has a
Among those invited were govMore than 1,500 invitations to the deal with ABC."
ernors Frank J. Lausche of Ohio and
However, Goldenson replied in an- Lawrence Wetherby of Kentucky and
dinner have been sent, with every
is
leading exhibitor in the U.S. and Can- swer to a question whether
Mayor Alfred Cash of Cincinnati.
ada, as well as representatives of the interested in acquiring "any" television Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Paramount' stations, that the company is interested Century-Fox and the following inincluded.
press
trade
Adolph Zukor, Barney Balaban and "in developing in any way consistent dustry delegation from New York
Y. Frank Freeman have indicated with the good of the business."
Al Lichtman of 20th Century-Fox
In his recent annual report to stock- Robert Mochrie,
their desire to be present.
Radio; Alfred E. Daff, Charles J. Feldman,
Those who already have accepted holders, Goldenson revealed that
has $10,000,000 available for invest- Maurice A. Bergman, Charles Simonbids include
Joseph Seider, Wilbur Snaper, Wal- ment in television or other business elli and Al Horwits of Universal;
Last week,
an- Jules Lapidus of Warner Brothers,
ter
Reede, Jr., Martin J. Mullin, expansion.
Samuel Goldstein, Ed Lachman, Rus- nounced that it had placed orders for and others. Robert Q. Lewis, CBS
radio-TV star, was master-of-ceresell Downing, Mitchell Wolfson, Harry large screen television equipment in
It has such
Brandt,
William Goldman, Frank 22 additional theatres.
monies.
Walker, J. J. O'Leary, George Zep- equipment now in three of its theowns one
station,
pos, E. C. Prinson, William Bein, Jack atres.
The acquisitions of those three
Chicago.
Rose, J. C. Hunter, John Fitzgibbons.
stations are reported to be the sole

The

Industry Group At
Chakeres Tribute

—

Schwalberg Dinner

UPT TV

Report

UPT

;

RKO

UPT

UPT

UPT

TV

TV

WBK-TV,

Safron District Manager

week.

5

Under
Federal
Communications
Commission regulations, CBS would

be required to dispose of ABC's New
United Artists' York and Los Angeles TV stations if
Eastern district manager, in charge it concluded a purchase of ABC. A
Boston, where Harry Segal is network is not permitted ownership
of
branch manager New Haven, where of more than a single station in our
Joseph Callahan is manager Philadel- citv and CBS now owns WCBS-TV,
phia, John Turner, manager
Wash- New York, and_KTSL-TV, Los Anngton, E. W. Sweigart, manager, and geles.
In addition, a network is rePittsburgh, where M. Trautenberg is stricted to a total of five TV stations.
manager.
Through a typographical CBS would be able to retain ABC's
error, Safron was mentioned yester- WENR-TV,
Chicago; WXYZ-TV,
day in these columns as a branch Detroit, and KGO-TV, San Franmanager.
cisco.

Jerome

Safron

is

;

;

;

reason for CBS's interest in making
what is estimated to be a $28,000,000
deal for ABC. CBS also would be required to dispose of the
radio
network.
It has been reported that
CBS hopes to get back $18,000,000 to
$20,000,000 of the purchase price for
the ABC radio and
properties it
would have to dispose of. Observers

ABC

TV

indicate that the New
stations
might be expected to bring $5,000,000.
All phases of the deal, including
any participation by UPT, would have
to have the approval of the FCC.
said, this

would

York and Los Angeles

TV

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily
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Warners
(Continued from page

British Communists Attack Hollywood
Films as Enemies of Reds' Objectives

1)

Jack L. Warner, who has agreed to
continue as head of the studio for six
months following the stock sale to the
Lurie syndicate, arrived here from the
Coast over the weekend to sit in at
the meetings starting today. H. M.
and Albert Warner were already on
the scene here.

Meeting with Lurie yesterday were
Charles Allen and Samuel Ungerleider, brokers and originators of the
Goetz
deal, with their partners, Al
and Al Leeds. Attorneys and representatives of the Transamerica Corp.,
a participant in the syndicate, also attended yesterday's meeting.

% Tax

.

'
homes.
Elmira is the second city in this
area to take advantage of the stategranted power to impose an admission
tax on the local level. Binghamton
has been collecting a similar levy for
more than a year.
.

Salem,
Raad,

W.

Va.,

formerly

an

7—

Joseph M.
but

exhibitor,

_

more recently engaged in other lines,
has acquired a controlling interest
15 theatres in the state, which he will
Circuit, with headform into the
quarters at Wellsburg, W. Va.
The theatres were acquired from
the Southern division of the Alpine

m

JUR

headed by Albert Urling, and
include the Alpine at Ripley, Alpine,
Ravenswood Alpine, Gassaway Alpine, Sutton; Alpine and Trail, East
Rainelle Alpine at Hundred Alpine,
Elkdale; Labelle, South Charleston;
Victory, Spring Hill; Alpine and
Star, Wellsburg; Cowen at Cowen
Whitesville and the Audiof Boone at
president
at Richwood.
torium
Dietz,
Circuit,

;

;

;

;

Will

Address MGM Meet

Arthur M. Loew,
Loew's International Howard
M-G-M vice-president and director of
_

;

advertising-publicity; Silas F. SeadDan S. Terler, advertising manager
in charge of field press reprerell,
sentatives, and John Joseph, publicity
;

manager, will be speakers tomorrow
at the final meeting of M-G-M field
sales managers at the Astor Hotel
here.

Yesterday, at the opening session,
presided over by William F. Rodgers, sales vice-president, informal discussions were held by Rodgers, field

managers and home office aides.
Rodgers stated that "Teresa" has been

Scrolls to Oldtimers
stars of yesteryear will
a special tribute to
York City's Mayor
Hollywood by
Commissioner of
and
Impellitteri

Hollywood

participate

in

New

Commerce Shirley at the Museum
Modern Art tomorrow evening
connection

view

of

of
in

with an invitational preUniversal - International's

"Hollywood Story."
presented by the
oldtime stars.

A

scroll

Mayor

to

will

b-

severa'

sales

definitely scheduled
lease nationally.

Rose

in

for

July

27

re-

Rapids, Mich., May 7.—The
"Citations of Merit" awarded by th:
American Institute of Decorators to
four M-G-M studio set decorators
were accepted here today in their
behalf by Henderson M. Richey, exhibitor relations director. Cited were

Grand

March

—

Average
May 7.
weekly earnings of craft workers in
studios were $104.04 in March, according to a monthly report of the
California Department of Industrial

Hollywood,

Richey to Accept Awards

Relations.

B. Willis and Dick Pefferle.
for their sets in "Nancy Goes to Rio,"
and Willis and Jack M. Moore, for

Edwin

"The Forsyte Woman."

This compares with $99.69 in February, and with $97.60 in March 1950.

'Red'

Aim Missed

(Continued from page 1)

'Nightingale' Preview

The community relations department a solid chain of control of the unions
skilled labor, writers and artists."
and the advisory unit for foreign films
of the Motion Picture Association of That control was never obtained, he
America sponsored a preview of adds.
"Today, the danger has been re"The Emperor's Nightingale" last evening at the Museum of Modern Art moved," the Pennsylvania Republican
here. The film will have its American concludes. "The motion picture induspremiere on May 12th at the Trans- try is on its guard to prevent any

—

Lux

60th Street Theatre.

Communist

taint."

1951

Plan

Continued from page

Heineman and

by

1)

Max

E.

Young-

UA

vice president and director
of advertising-publicity, which were
attended also by Bernard Kranze,
stein,

Heineman's executive assistant, Nat
Nathanson, Eastern-Canadian manaWesternCohen,
Milton E.
ger;
Southern manager and district managers Moe Dudelson, William Laird,
Charles Chaplin, J. J. O'Loughlin,
Fred Myers, James Velde and Jerome
Safron.

UA

to Distribute 'River'

On Roadshow

Acquires 15 Warner News reels
Virginia Houses For Classroom Use
May

8,

sion and district meetings, supervised

11 a ad

Buffalo, May 7.— A local admission tax of five per cent has become
with
effective in Elmira, N. Y, along
bills
a three per cent tax on utility
and a five per cent levy on rent in
rooming houses and tourist
hotels,

Arthur Loew

(

movement.

Into Effect

•

—

While Congressional committees in the U. S.
London, May
probe for Communist links with Hollywood, the Communist Party
here is busy urging the outlawing of American films as obstacles
for
to the expansion of Communism and dangerous propaganda
life.
of
way
American
the
At a recent conference here of the National Cultural Committee
to
of the Communist Party, Sam Aaronovitch, secretary, purported
quote the wife of one of the "Hollywood 10" to the effect that
American motion pictures such as "Kiss the Blood Off My Hands,"
"White Heat," "Brute Force" and "Gun Crazy" "helped prepare
American boys to fight 'the ugly war' in Korea."
"Let us be clear," Aaronivitch commented. "They are meant to
brutalize British lads for war, too."
Other speakers charged that American films are designed to
break down all barriers to U. S. domination of the world; have
captured the British film industry without opposition, and disdain
"really great picture themes."
Two such great themes mentioned at the meeting were the birth
of the cooperative movement and the so-called Tolpuddle Martyrs
who are held to represent the genesis of the British trade union
7.

that yesterday's session of its members and their attorneys was designed
primarily to prepare a formal agreement for discussion and possible signing during the joint meetings with the
Warners beginning today.

Elmira, N. Y., Puts

UA

May

Policy

Artists has acquired disrights for Kenneth McElTechnicolor production of

United
tribution

downey's

"The River," directed by Jean Renoir.
It will be shown on a two-a-day, reserved seat basis, receiving a campaign
it was an-

comparable to "Red Shoes,"
nounced by Arthur Krim,

UA

presi-

dent.

Announcements

will

be

made soon

world premiere and other key

of the

city bookings.

—

Baltimore, May 7. Newsreel films
prepared and distributed by Warner
Bathe News of New tfork, and consisting of a monthly series of currentevent films, are being shown to Maryland school children as a new project
starting this week. The basic idea is
to let the students become more informed about news of the day by seeing the newsreels in their classrooms.
The reels are previewed and approved by leading city and state educators as another step forward in
the field of audio-visual instruction,
described as a rapidly-expanding development in education.

Einfeld Confers on
Argentine Problems

Academy Award Trips

for
'Cyrano' Contest Winners
of a "Cyrano Oscar
contest for exhibitors and
United Artists branch managers was

The launching

Derby"

announced yesterday by United Artists and the Stanley Kramer Organization.

The

contest

begins

with the naon July 20.

tional release of the picture

New
As

Variety Clinic
Tribute to Barron

—

Washington, May 7. The Variety
Club of Washington, Tent No. 11, has
pledged a new $115,800 out-patient

Prior to his departure for Chile, clinic to Children's Hospital here in
Charles Einfeld, vice-president of 20th memory of the late Carter Barron.
Century-Fox, yesterday met with U. S. This will be the largest single welfare
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker on project the tent has ever undertaken.
film distribution problems in Argen- The new clinic will be named the
tina, the company was informed here Variety Club Carter Barron Memorial
yesterday from Buenos Aires. Also in Clinic.
the discussion were plans for the
Barron was Eastern district manforthcoming production of the comager
for Loew's for many years and
pany's "The Way of a Gaucho," which
a leader in Washington film and civic
;S to be filmed in Argentine.
affairs. The government has already
Over the weekend Einfeld was feted named a public amphitheatre in Rock
at dinner by a delegation of Buenos
Creek Park after him.
Aires exhibitors, during which the
the
20th Century -Fox executive told

owners that the company's
Spyros P. Skduras, was
naking every effort to send more
American films to Argentine theatres

Jieatre

-.resident

Uociini

Heads

(Continued from page 1)

Morris Loewenstein, president of the

Owners
Para. Signs Hammer stein Oklahoma unit of the Theatre
of Amercia, has sent to members of
—
Paramount
7.
Hollywood, May
the regional the envelopes being used

has announced the signing of William
Hammerstein, general manager of Leiand Hayward Enterprises, as producer. He will make musicals.

to collect from theatres the dues required by the Council of Motion Picture Organizations. In a letter accompanying the envelopes, Loewenstein reminds the members that the decision
rests with the indito join
in
vidual theatre owner. "If you desire
(Continued from page 1)
to do this, don't delay," he states, "as
are badly in need of immediate
vision as compared with the neglect they
support."
of theatres and films.

Defense

Industry

He

CDA's

COMPO

decision to
Loewenstein reported also to the
the two - minute
small producers membership that
make the 16mm. films. In view of United Cerebral Palsy drive trailer
Hollywood's record in the last war he has been approved by- the TOA. He
declared the majority could be counted added that "inasmuch as it does not
upon to make finished films acceptable bind you to hold a theatre collection,
18,000 we recommend that you run it. Your
for showing in the nation's
cooperation will be appreciated."
theatres.

have

also

cited

comparatively
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NEW
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YORK,

U.

S. A.,

Seeks to Exhibitors

WEDNESDAY, MAY

9,

Have Paid

in 1 3 Circuits

$38,600 to Compo: Mayer
End Closing
—
May
Of Theatres Warner Stock Deal
Minneapolis,

Slowed As Lawyers
managers
were urged yesterday by William

M-G-M

sales

field

F. Rodgers, distribution vice-president, to help forestall threatening
theatre closings

making

by

distributing
companies, Arthur L. Mayer,
ex-

COMPO

here today in a

next few days and perhaps into next
week.

talk before
North

o

(Continued on page 4)

here,

r

Central
Inde-

Allied
pendent

:

s t

said

president,

Arthur Mayer

Thea-

tre

Owners

the

Hotel

at

Ni-

collet.

Exp laining

that the exhibitor contributions covered 2,500 thea(Continued on page 4)

Rodgers said he

has

received

many

reports of

distress

William Rodgers

M-G-M
district
is

and

sales

branch,

manager know

to keep theatres
(Continued on page 3)

necessary

Offset by

open,

RKO

Losses in 1950
Although

Head of Rank

relief

Was

Theatre Profit

RKO

theatre operations
1950 registered a net profit of
$2,375,577 it was more than offset by
subsidiaries,
the net loss of other
Sol A. Schwartz, president of
Theatres, disclosed in a report to
stockholders yesterday.

RKO

At the same time Schwartz
reported that the new theatre
company had a net profit of
$441,941 in the first quarter
(Continued on page 3)

German Film Quota
Limited to 27%
—

s

GFD

— Kenneth

May

8.

leaving

American

companies

free to compete for the other 73 per
cent of screen time in German theatres.

This was the highlight of the film
concessions won by the U. S. during
the recent trade negotiations at Tor(Continued on page 4)

—

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 4)

15th Annual Variety International
Convention Starts in Phila. Today

—

Philadelphia, May 8. The stage
was all set here tonight for the openr
ing tomorrow of the 15th annual convention of Variety Clubs International.

Delegates have been streaming into
the Bellevue Stratford Hotel since the
weekend, coming all the way from

the program scheduled for
day, with the first business
sessions starting Thursday morning,
presided over by International chief

will

the

fill

first

Darker Marc J. Wolf. He will be
flanked on the platform by most of
the organization's top officers John
H. Harris, Robert J. O'Donnell, Jack

—

Sets

Early Installation in
200 Houses Predicted
Camden, N.

J.,

May

8.

RCA

—New

orders for some 50
instantaneous theatre television systems,
received from 13 circuits were announced here today by Walter A.
Buck, RCA vice-president.

Representing the first large
group of orders to be placed
for any kind of theatre TV
equipment, the contracts were
described by Buck as presaging
"early realization of the widespread use of theatre television
as an adjunct to motion picture
entertainment," according to an
RCA statement.
Contracts were signed, by Samuel
Pinanski,
American Theatres
for
Corp.
Fred Schwartz, for Century
Theatres Frank C. Walker, for Comerford-Publix Theatres Corp., Elmer
;

Probe Fire Rates

Har-

Washington, May 8.
The West Tokyo to Toronto and from all of
German government has agreed to the 48 states in the U. S.
hold down to 27 per cent any screen
Registration of the 600 delegates
quota it may later set up for German and others and some social functions
films,

Ark. Theatremen to

Little Rock, Ark., May 8. Argreaves, hitherto director for 20th kansas theatre owners found out to-^
Century-Fox here, has been appointed day why their insurance rates have
managing director of J. Arthur Rank's gone up an average of about 25 per
General Film Distributors, succeeding cent. The executive committee of the
E. T. Carr, who resigned recently: Independent Theatre Owners AssoHargreaves will also become a mem- ciation of Arkansas at the 32nd annual
ber of the board of Rank's Odeon, as convention here heard a statement
will Kenneth Winckles, who has been from the Arkansas
Inspection and
Rank's theatre administrator for some Rating Bureau that fire losses in Artime.
kansas theatres for 1945-49 amounted
Both Hargreaves and Winckles will to $260,182 or 81 per cent of pre-

London,

in

RKO

Named

situa-

"Where

tions.

Hargreaves

RCA TV
.

ecutive vice-

A

A

Exhibitor

8.

than matched by
donations from

Indications yesterday were that the
negotiations of the syndicate headed
by Louis R. Lurie for the purchase of
the Warner family stock in Warner
Brothers Pictures will extend over the

every effort to
member of the syndicate who redo whatever the quested that his name not be used told
company can to Motion Picture Daily that the closkeep theatres in ing negotiations will follow this prooperation.
cedure
Speaking be1. When attorneys for the synM-G-M
an
fore
dicate, now engaged in drafting
sales conference
attheHotel the purchase agreement, complete

Order 50

contributions to the Council of Motion Picture Organizations to date
total $38,600, which has been more

Rodger s Urges His Staff
To Aid Distress Houses TacklePreliminaries

TEN CENTS

1951

;

Rhoden,
Corp.

;

Commonwealth Amusement
S.

H.

Fabian,

Fabian

The-

(Continued on page 3)

TESMA to Protest
NPA Regulations;
Hits Chair Ruling
Protests

against

Produc-

National

tion Authority regulations concerning
theatre equipment are being prepared
by the. Theatre Equipment Supply and
Manufacturers Association,- according
to Oscar Neu, president of
and will be presented shortly.
Drawing the chief fire is tbe recently promulgated list of "real" and "per-

TESMA,

sonal" property under which permissiCharles P. Skouras, George
ble expenditures are' computed. Chairs
Eby, Chick Lewis, Murray Weiss,
(Continued on page 3)
general
convention
Blanc,
Victor
chairman, and Ted Schlanger, who
is in charge of convention arrangements.
Business sessions will be held daily
Los Angeles, May 8.
The first
through Saturday, the final day of
the convention which will be climaxed major change in first-run admissions
that evening by the annual banquet, here in recent years occurred today
scene of the presentation of Variety's when Fanchon and Marco announced
"Humanitarian Award." It will be that the Hollywood and -Downtown
awarded this year to Paul G. Hoff- Paramount theatres will cut to a flat
man, former head of the European 60-cent price for all seats, day. and
Recovery Program. Vice - President night, effective on Thursday, with
Alben Barkley and Eric Johnston will children accompanied by parents adspeak at the banquet, Morton Downey mitted free.. The long-standing Price
will sing and Ken Murray will tele- has been 60 cents to six o'clock,' and
Beresin,

Major Break

for
Coast Admissions

—

.

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 4)

New US

Salary Unit

ad-

director,
vertising-publicity
the Coast.

•

Washington, May

8.

—A

new

Sal-

ary Stabilization Board, set up today,
will take over control of the pay for
Hollywood's talent workers.
The industry expects that there will
be no change, at least for some time,
in the present regulations governing
those salaries.
Until now, the pay of these workers
has been under control of the Wage
Stabilization Board. When the board
some months ago issued its "interpretation" of policy
tioned that this

separate

later,

Emanuel

treasurer

eration.

•

Dan
field

S.

Terrell, head of

press

representatives,

would govern

until

ton.

controls

on

here from the Coast today.

way.

national director, is
tonight from Hollywood.

will

have

three

ternational

William Castle,

Universal-Interdue to arrive here

of

studio's national

Executive employes and salboard.
aried "outside salesmen" also come
under the new board.

Jack Chertok, producer,
York from the Coast.

is

_

Washington, May
Taylor,

—

Stabilization Board, said the board
definitely hold hearings on the

wage con-

question of exempting from

workers

in

film

industry

whose

industries
prices

like

are

the
free

from control.
Taylor made the statement follow-

new

board,
President
indicated that this ques-

ing the first meeting of the
recently reconstituted by

Truman. He
tion was not one

of the

Halsey Raines, M-G-M
is

publicist,

back here from Washington.
is

in

New

most burning-

issues on the board agenda but one
that it will get around to eventually.

Walker Quits 20th
To Join Associated
Salt Lake City, May — Charles
8.

Walker, branch manager for 20th
Century-Fox here since 1927, has re-

L.

signed to join Associated Amusements
Co., which controls theatres and drive-

Mc Williams
President of Ampa

Reelect

Harry K.

McWilliams

was

On

Mac Arthur and

answer

the

UN

offensive in Korea are current newsOther items include
reel highlights.
the festival of Britain and the Kentucky Derby. Complete contents fol-

low

:

MOVIETONE NEWS,
Truman

defends

38— President
Korea. News

Not,

policy
front:

in

UN

forces

smash

Festival

of

Sport flashes:

Britain.

•

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
opens festival

in

75—King

No.

Spiritual

Britain.

assem-

President Truman and Secretary Marshall defend Administration policy.
Sports: Kentucky Derby.

bly in India.

DIGEST, No. 19- A— Korea:
Commando raid. Seattle: First

TELENEWS
British

Washington:

Korean "G.I.'s" come home.

—

General MacArthur hearing scenes outside
London: King opens
the caucus room.
festival.

Hugh Owen,

Paramount's Eastern
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 454—American
and Southern division manager, is in troops return from Korea. French start new
push in Indo-China. News flashes from the
Dallas today on a tour of key cities. world of sports: Count Turf wins the Ken•
tucky Derby.
Jack Stevenson, salesman in ParaWARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 77—
mount's San Francisco branch, is here President Truman answers Gen. Macfrom the Coast on vacation.
Arthur. Korea: UN forces hurl back Red
offensive.

Lachman,

president of
Carbons, Inc., is due to leave here today for Philadelphia.

King opens

festival

Sports: Count Turf wins

of

Britain.

Kentucky Derby.

More Accept for

Philippine Revenue Schwalberg Dinner

Off $3,000,000
Washington, May

8.

—

Exchange

Additional acceptances to the May
dinner at New York's
Waldorf Astoria Hotel to A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp., continue, according- to E. K. O'Shea, chairman of
the testimonial committee.
15 testimonial

and sizeable drops in boxoffice income have drastically cut remittances from the Philippines, ComThose announced yesterday include
merce Department film chief Nathan exhibitors Phil Smith, George BeatD. Golden reported here today. They tie, Max Fellerman, Jack Dailey, Juelli, vice-president; Lige Brien, treasare
running about $3,000,000 under lius Joelson, Howard Klein, Bob ShaThe
urer; Anita McGee, secretary.
piro, Sam Goodman, Gene Plechitte,
new board consists of the officers and previous years.
He estimated that approximately George Trilling, Harold Blumenthal,
Blanche Livingston, Gordon White,
Vincent Trotta, Rutgers Neilson and $1,500,000 was remitted from the Phil- Joe Ingber, Lou Wolff, Elmer HolMiriam Brandon Moses. Trustees in- ippines in 1950 mostly to the U.S., lander, Charles Moss, Norman Elson
clude David Bader, Chester Freid- of course compared with an average and Frank Damis. Also, trade paper
man and Jacques Kopfstein. Charles of $4,500,000 in 1947 and 1948. Golden representatives Chester Bahn, Tom
Alicoate, Leon Bamberger and David said that distributors of imported films Kennedy, Win Androus and James
A. Weshner comprise the auditing are limited to remitting 72 per cent Cunningham.
the

restrictions

—

committee.

Europe
Seidelman
June for 7 Weeks

UA
UA

recently, Seidelman was offered
the agenda for the meeting to- to
is a discussion of product by
posts which he turned down, inRobert L. Lippert, company president, dicating that he soon would enter busand a sales discussion by Arthur iness for himself, probably in the film
import-export field.
Greenblatt, general sales manager.
-

Gen.

crates.

Ezra Stern, Los Angeles film attorney, left here yesterday for Philadelphia and will return to New York

re-

Associated
elected president
Motion Picture Advertisers at the annual meeting here yesterday.
Others elected were Charles Simonof

Screen Product for
Lippert Managers

morrow

to

Kentucky Derby.

•

Utah, Idaho and Nevada. Walto
ker has been with 20th-Fox for 39
mandistrict
served
as
years and had
7
ager for a time.
Sam L. Seidelman, former Eagle
Kenneth O. Lloyd, in the industry
manager, resince 1927 and with 20th-Fox as Mon- Lion Classics foreign
tana salesman since 1945, was named ported here yesterday that, he will
by Herman Wobber, district manager, complete his briefing of the United
Artists foreign department on ELC
as Walker's successor.
overseas operations by May 31, and
will depart for England aboard the
5". .S". Queen Elisabeth on June 7 for
a seven-week vacation in Italy, France
and Switzerland. When he returns to
Screenings of new Lippert releases New York around July 26, he will
will be held today for managers here announce his plans for the future, he
to attend an Eastern sales meeting of said.
When Pathe Industries sold ELC
the company at the Hotel Warwick.
ins in

scheduled for June.
•

Edward

•

Wage

would
trol

here from the Coast.
•

Ed Gardner, producer, has returned
here
from Paris.
George
Dr.

chairman of the

is

Paramount

magazine department,

It will exStabilizer Eric Johnston.
ercise control over the pay of all
people who are not eligible for time
and a half under the wage hour law
those people who are eligible will remain under the wage stabilization

W.

ding

on Sunday.

•

James Sarno, head

PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S

from the Korean

ington and Cleveland.
•

•

members, all representing the public,
and will report directly to Economic

8.

•

Gordon Craddock, Jr., aide to Al
Crown,
Goldwyn Productions sales
Leonard Goldstein, Universal-Inleft here for Washproducer, is due to arrive vice-president, has

salaries,

as distinct
ary board,
over, but will probably leave film
things as they are until it gets some
more pressing problems out of the

board

ciated with Hollywood Television Service in New York, on Saturday.

Parade

offensive. French advance against Reds
Charlotte Malamud, secretary to Red
Sports: Kentucky Derby.
in Indo-China.
Mort
manager
Paramount publicity
DAY, No. ZIZ^TiesiTHE
NEWS OF
M-G-M's Nathanson, has announced her en- dent Truman defends Korean policy in
The
Snyder.
wedPaul
gagement
to
has respeech. Korea report: Reds halted at Seoul

turned here from a trip to Washing-

from wages. The new salset up today, will now take

The new

of

men-

this issue,

president
•
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., is due to return here today
from Cincinnati.

Randforce Amusement Corp., is convalescing at home after a recent op-

it

on

SCHWALBERG,

Joseph G. Smart, city manager for
Loew's Theatres in Baltimore, and
Jane Small of M-G-M's exploitafamily, have legally adopted that name tion department, will become engaged
instead of Joseph G. Samartano.
to Theodore A. Goetz, who is asso•
Feisch,

1951

9,

Newsreel

Personal Mention

To Govern Over
LEON BRANDT, Lopert Films has AW.
Hollywood Talent returned here from

May

Wednesday,

Motion Picture Daily

—

the producers' share of earnings,
"leaving sizeable profits in the country
for which no related avenue of invest-

of

ment seems practicable."

Another 'Eve' Award
Twentieth Century-Fox's "All About
another
still
gathered
has
award, with the readers of the Wom-

Eve"

an's Home Companion selecting the
film as the fi nest motion picture of the
year, it was announced here yesterday
by 20th.

'Riviera' Press Cruise
As

a preliminary to a screening last
night of 20th Century-Fox's "On the
Riviera," members of the press and
20th-Fox officials took a sight-seeing
cruise around Manhattan before going
to Bill Miller's Riviera restaurant for

dinner

and entertainment.

New Malco House
—

Memphis, Tenn., May 8. Malco's
newly-constructed Crosstown Theatre
in Memphis, a 1,400 seat house, will
be opened May 18, M. A. Lightman,
announced. Jack Tunstill, now
Jr.,
manager of the Skyvue Theatre, was
named manager of Crosstown. All
profits from the opening day's operations will go to the Cynthia Milk
Fund.

'The Medium' Cited
Gian-Carlo

Menotti's

film

version

"The Medium," produced by Walter
Lowendahl and presented by Evan L.
Frankel with Milton Perlman as asso-

of

ciate producer, has been placed in the

category

"exceptional"
tional

Board

of

Review

by the NaMotion Pic-

of

tures.

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye. Consulting Editor. Published daily except Saturdays,
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Wednesday,

May

Motion Picture Daily

1951

9,

RKO Theatre Income Report TESMA-NPA

Circuits-TV
(Continued from page 1)

Edward B. Arthur, Fanchon
atr.es
and Marco; Walter Reade, Jr.; WalMitchell Wolfter Reade Theatres
;

Irk

;

C. Grain-

Co.

Essaness Theatres
Silverman,
Corp.; M. A. Lightman, Malco Theatres, and T. C. Prinsen, for Dallmer Co., Inc. In addition, the orders
include systems for 20 houses of
United Paramount Theatres, plans for

win

stockholders. He said
"During the past few years
producers
and distributors
have adopted certain new
which
practices
marketing
have increased the expense
and added to the problems of

1

which were disclosed by the

circuit

week.

last

contracts announced today do
not include those recently received by
from Warner Brothers Circuit
Theatres,
Management Corp.,

The

RCA

RKO

and Comerford-Publix,

under

which

"It

is

take
supporter

will

its

of

place as

motion

procuring

first-run

However,

because

pictures.
of their

size, location, and character
of operation, management believes that your company's
theatres will be able to successfully cope with such conditions."

now in progress.
now safe to predict that this
new medium of entertainment

installations are
vital

Theatres
that RKO Thea-

tres

Ed-

;

RKO

Ev'dence
is having product problems since its independent
existence began on Jan. 1,
1951, is contained in president
Sol A. Schwartz' report to

;

Wometco Theatres E.
Jamestown Amusement

son,
ger,

a partner and
pictures," Buck

said.

(Continued from page

Practices

Trade

(Continued from page

1)

since it began independent operations on Jan. 1, 1951. The
gross profit for the quarter, including $370,703 realized by the
sale of capital assets, totaled
$964,441.
his figures

on the

1950 theatre operations from the final
company,
report of the old
which he said would reach stockholdThe theatre profit does
ers shortly.
not include provision for taxes; a consolidated tax return will be made by
the dissolved company.
If the present
theatre company had been in existence last year,
Schwartz estimated that it would have
been subject to Federal income taxes

RKO

RKO

of approximately $1,000,000 and some
additional corporate expenses which
would have resulted in a net profit for
1950 of $1,195,577.

Schwartz States

products manager of RCA, the
foresees the early installation
of this type of equipment in at least
200 theatres. "It was in recognition of'
the industry's growing need for such
facilities," he said,
"that the
engineering department recently announced plans to proceed full-scale
with production of its commercial
Model PT-100 system. Concurrently,
it announced a reduction in price to
$15,800, based on economies effected

RCA

through mass production.'

New York TV Network
Washington, May 8. — The New
York State Board of Regents is taking immediate steps to build and operate a state-wide network of educational television stations.

M-G-M

Seeks
1)

every effort should be made to do so
and never let it be said that M-G-M
contributed to the closing of am
theatre," he declared.
In California alone, it has been reported that 130 theatres have closed,
and while the degree is not so great
elsewhere, a great number of closing's have prevailed throughout other
parts of the country, the meeting of
field

sales

managers and home

office

executives was told.

Children Admissions

M-G-M

field executives were told
necessary legal measures where
such condition exists, particularly to
consider
setting
back availabilities
where such a measure might remedy
such unfair competition.

to take

CHICAGO

,

Wabash Ave.
619 W. 54th Street

ILLINOIS 1327

NEW YORK

,N.Y.

TWA

S.

= TWA

TWA

TWA

Now TWA

'

offers

Arthur M. Loew, president of
Loew's International Howard Dietz,
vice-president and director of advertising-publicity and his staff, consist;

ing

1

C///furious
22
*"-£ee/?er service

The only all-sleeper

flights

LONDON and PARIS
I

New

York

For information, see your
travel

agent or

ca//

Dan

Seadler,

TWA

S,

Terrell,

and John Joseph, will attend the
meeting today and speak on their acSales Policies

were also discussed
yesterday but no decision was reached.
However, it was decided that one
other picture would be added to the
summer schedule, i.e., "Teresa," which
Sales

will

on the installation of theatre TV
equipment in RKO's Fordham in the
Bronx and RKO's Keith in WashingAll terminations of joint theatre interests required under the consent
decree have either been completed or
plans for disposition have been approved by the court, Schwartz said.

policies

make

a total of 12 for the three
8.

Loretta Young to
Variety Convention
Philadelphia,

May

8.

— Loretta

Young

will represent the Hollywood
studios at the 15th annual Variety

Clubs Convention here starting tomorrow, Marc J. Wolf, international chief
barker, reports.

made without

been

consideration

full

upon the equipment industry and that a change might be
of

effect

its

reasonably expected.
In any event, Neu said, the organized equipment and supply men will
do everything in their power to have
chair

the

changed

classification

what

it

NPA

Gets Protests;

to

has always been.

May Rule

in a

Week

Washington, May

8.

Authority

—

National
said

officials

"several" protests had been received from theatre seat manufacturers
and dealers against its recent action
classing seating as real property, and
that an
answer might be forthcoming within a week.
The matter has been turned over to
NPA's legal staff, it was reported.
officials said that so far no other
protests have been received against
any classifications on the real property

NPA

NPA
list.

Will your
Will work?

Variety Convention
(Continued from page
vise his show, it
charter will

1)

A

be presented to a
delegation which is here from Tokyo,
among them, A. C. Humbert of
Pathe-Overseas, and J. B. Miller.
Also on the business agenda is a discussion of the possible participation
of individual Variety tents in the operation of the Will Rogers Hospital
at Saranac Lake, N. Y.
discussion
on the advisability of establishing
group life insurance for all members
is also on the books.
Decision may be
made, too, on holding several meetings
yearly for international officers only
instead of the usual mid-year conference of all tents.
vote will be taken
on a revised constitution and selection
made of the tent to receive the annual
"Charity Citation" for top humanitarian efforts of the past year.
Election of officers and an open
forum on organization matters will
close the business sessions on Saturday. Secretary of Commerce Charles
Sawyer will address one of the business sessions.

A

A

Will your

was announced.

A

tivities.

months starting June

overnight to

non -stop from

Si

of

attendance which has been proceeding
for several years." He said that while
the decline is "primarily economic in
character," the impact of television
has had an effect.
He said the company is following
the development of large-screen television as a "possible potential theatre
entertainment medium," and reported

ton.

Discussed also was the problem of
admitting children free to drive-in theatres, a practice which the meeting
viewed as highly distressing and in
danger of spreading to regular theatres if measures are not taken to halt
it.

quarter of 1951, equal to 11
cents per share, are below those for
the same quarter in 1950. He blamed
this on "a steady decline in theatre
first

(Continued from page

officials

that

Schwartz said that earnings for the

1

company

late last month with
in Washington, said he
believed the preparation of the list had

which met

NPA

Production

According to Barton Kreuzer, general

bolted to the floor are listed as "real"
property, which manufacturers claim
is completely at variance with accepted practice.
Neu, who is a member of the 35mm.
equipment industry advisory committee

Schwartz obtained

1)

Faye Emerson show and

buffet-

are set for Wednesday evethe annual eanvasmen's dinner
is
set for Thursday night, and the
annual "Hey Rube" dinner for Fri-

supper

to

final

wishes

fail

be realized because you've

made a

faulty will ? Technical

flaws, a misused word, the

absence of a few important
elements, all can invalidate
your obvious
If

there

is

intent.

uncertainty

in

your mind, please accept a

copy of this new booklet.
"Make a Will That Will Work"
is a handy reference guide to
every phase of will making
problems. Your copy
ing for

is

wait-

you at any Bank of

America branch; or write the
Trust Department,

660 Souih

Spring Street, Los Angeles.

Do

it

today

— while

thinking about

you're

it.

ning,

Hargreaves

Named

(Continued from page

1)

Assisting" Schlanger on arrangements are
Beresin, Everett Callow,
Harold Cohen, Edward and Jay
Emanuel, Michael Felt, Louis Goffman, Jack Greenberg, David Supowitz
and Bennett Tousley.

day.

:

serve as joint assistant managing di-

Odeon.

John Davis will
continue as managing director and, in
addition, becomes vice-chairman.

rectors

of

IBank of America
NATIONAL J avVng s ASSOCIATION
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

NCA

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Mayer

tres

came from

said most of the money
large theatre circuits.

After the speeches, in a surprise move, Ted Mann, of Minneof
apolis, was elected president
Berger.
Ben
replacing
NCA,
The city members of the nominating committee outvoted the
out of state members and the

convention made Mann's elec-

unanimous.

tion

named
lied,

a

Berger

was

delegate to national Al-

new

Convention

post.
resolutions

condemned

called
the Sargo-Stein investigations;
upon distributors to grant relief
to
through lower rentals; resolved
opposiconduct a militant campaign in
terms;
tion to compulsory percentage
and informed Republic that exhibitors
consideradeplore the film company's
to teleavailable
films
make
tion to
vision.

Talking without a prepared
speech, Abram F. Myers, general counsel of national Allied,
broadly intimated at the
convention that distributors

NCA

have not yet answered his letters on points of arbitration to
complete reports to the Allied
board meet, set for May 14 and
15 in Kansas City.
revealed that Allied stands pat
on arbitrating all distributor-exhibitor
grievances, "not one or two types and
allow others to rage in court."

quay, England, results of which were
made public today.
Another important concession was
a promise from the Turkish government to press for passage of legislation to equalize the admission tax between theatres showing foreign films
and those showing domestic films. At
present, there is a 70 per cent tax on
admissions to foreign films and a 25
per cent tax on admissions to theatres

Discussing

TV

television,

Myers

de-

clared that owners already are turn-'
ing off sets and coming back to theathe
tres. He expressed the belief that
public
the
to
due
is
decline
office
box
spending policy of recent years of
sets,
purchasing durable goods,
a misetc., adding, "if ever there was
taken idea it is that the decline is due
to TV." He declared that showmanship stemming from the grassroots
could return pictures to the number

TV

one entertainment spot.
Myers traced Allied's efforts to keep
alive, urging exhibitors to
keep it going "if we are to pull the
industry out of a rut."

COMPO
Mayer

made

his

revelation

COMPO
more
same
faith
ever.

of
for

financing in an appeal
exhibitor contributions. At the
time he made it plain that his
greater than
is
in

COMPO

Dominican Republic

COMPO,
COMPO,

—The

and

re-

25 per

—

2. When a draft has been approved by syndicate members, attorneys for the syndicate will meet
with the Warner brothers' attorneys who, meanwhile, are drafting-

for

conditions

sales

their

princi-

pals.
3. When joint drafts have been
agreed upon by the attorneys for
the buyers and sellers, the princi-

pals will get together for the final
discussions.

Asked how long
reach
cate

the

might take to
it
phase, the syndisaid, "If you have ever

final

member

with lawyers you know how.
Korea: The present 40 per cent worked

ad valorem
films,

1

;

Austria

A

—The

duty

on

exposed

CEA May Lift Ban on
Third Hecht Film
London,

was made

in the rate

on projectors.

May

8.

— The

Cinematog-

raph Exhibitors Association's executive committee will recommend to the
general council that the ban on films
with which Ben Hecht is associated
be lifted insofar as "Love Happy" is
concerned. The ban was imposed following Hecht's anti-British statements
in connection with policy in Israel
several years ago. It was lifted recently on two other pictures with

which Hecht was associated.

Bulova Watch

Col. Confirms Parks*

Pact Cancellation

—

Hollywood, May 8. Columbia has
confirmed the cancellation of Larry
Parks' contract by "mutual agree-

Co.,

and Lee Shu-

producer, now have
commitments within the bidding syndicate. He stated that Albert Leeds,
one of the original members of the
(Continued from page 1)
syndicate, met yesterday with Nat
Cummings, chairman of the board of
period.
miums paid in the same
Grocers Corp., Chicago,
The executive committee questioned Consolidated
and indicated that it appeared he
the validity of these figures and apwould be given a participation.
pointed a five-man committee headed
He said that Clinton Murchison,
by M. S. McCord of North Little
Dallas banker and insurance man, and
them.
Rock to check
Gottesman, paper manufacturer,
The television committee headed by Sam
are not now members of the syndicate
Claude Mundo, Little Rock, in a rebut might become a part of it by sharport today predicted that television
ing the participations of some of the
will be a reality in Arkansas in 18 to!
other members.
television
stano
24 months. There is
The principal confirmed that no final
tion in Arkansas now but there are
allocations of individual participants
at
two applications on file for
have been made yet among the synstations
Memphis
Little Rock.
dicate members due to the fact that it
now cover Eastern Arkansas.
still is not known exactly how many
Mike L. Simons, of M-G-M's pub- shares of Warner Brothers stock are
relations department, said in an
lic
in the several trust funds held in the
interview today that he believes Arnames of members of the Warner famand
kansas theatres have facilities
The ultimate count, he conilies.
ability to fight successfully the
firmed, might bring the total to nearly
popularity in Arkansas. Simons said
1,800,000 shares which, at the offer"people are in trouble because
ing price of $15 per share, would inthey have so over produced that they
volve nearly $27,000,000.
can't give their sets away."
The original members of the syndiAnother speaker, J. Robert Hoff
cate, in addition to Lurie, are Charles
of Omaha, Neb., sales manager of
Allen and Samuel Ungerleider, New
Ballantyne Co., protested the National
York brokers, and their partners, Al
Production Authority order removLeeds and Al Goetz, and Transamercatethe
essential
ing theatres from
ica Corp. Lurie is handling the partigory for allocation of construction
cipation of Transamerica, which has
material.
indicated it will duplicate whatever
amount Lurie invests. The latter has
said he expects to put in a minimum
of $5,000,000 and a maximum of $7,-

Ark.

theatrical

ITOA

TV

TV

TV

TV

ment.''

Parks,

of

bert,

who

has

been

without

an

—

—

present duty-free
bound on film imported

cent ad valorem rate on motion picture apparatus and parts, except film,
was cut to 20 per cent.
West Germany In addition to
the pledge to hold any screen quota
for German films to 27 per cent,- the
government bound the duty-free status
of negative film exposed and developed, and bound at the present rate
the duty on positive film exposed and
developed.

COMPO,

or whatever you likethat somehow in the face of lethargy,
indifference and selfishness, we must
eventually do what every other American industry, large and small, has
done form an all-industry organization to improve our business and to
defend our legitimate interests.
"Many important people in the industry have not been enthusiastic
and on top of this we
over
myself and my associr
in
ates, have also made our share of mistakes and will probably continue to
make more. But I am convinced that
when men of common sense and goodisit
down together they will
will
eventually take whatever steps and
make whatever sacrifices that are nec-

approval.

— The

exporting.

assignment at Columbia since he ad"In the eight months we have been mitted before the House Un-Amerioperating," he said, "we have encoun- can Activities Committee that he was
tered a lot of discouragements and a member of the Communist Party
many setbacks, but nonetheless, I be- from 1941 to 1945, has agreed to the
lieve today more strongly than ever, cancellation of his one-picture-a-year
that if our business is to survive and contract with the studio, a Columbia
prosper we must achieve unity call spokesman disclosed.
it

rate.

work it will be presented to
members of the syndicate for their

uncertain that is. It could be in a day
rate on motion picture
or two. It might not be before next
both positive and negative, was
week."
cut to 20 per cent.
country.
Asked whether "hitches" of any
ampliPeru:
duty
on
The
present
the
ratify
still
must
country
Each
kind had been encountered thus far,
was
cut
by
loudspeakers
Defiers
and
pacts signed at Torquay but State
the syndicate member replied that the
partment officials said they expected one-third. The present duty on pro- deal is not in a stage in which "hitchparts
was
accessories
and
jectors
and
the
Oct.
ratified
by
all pacts would be
if
any develop it
occur
The duty on exposed es" would
21 deadline. The concessions will go cut in half.
not be until the joint meetings
would
into effect between June 6 and Nov: films was bound at the present rate. are under way, he said.
Turkey: In addition to the pledge
21, depending on when the particular
pact is ratified. Once in effect, the to equalize the tax situation, the pact
Reports Confirmed
concessions will remain through Dec. cut by 75 per cent the present duty
The principal confirmed reports that
on unexposed motion picture film and
31, 1953.
independent producer
Lesser,
These are the countries whose pacts bound at the present rate the duty on Sol
Bulova, chairman of the board
Arde
reduction
film.
17
per
cent
exposed
contained film concessions

He

Discusses

their

status was
into Canada for reproduction

showing Turkish films. A bill is pending in the Turkish Parliament to make
the tax 60 per cent on all admissions.
The Torquay negotiations went on
from September, 1950, to April, 1951.
The U. S. negotiated agreements with
17 countries, and seven of these pacts
had concessions to the U. S. on film
exports. The U. S. made no concessions on duties for films or motion
this
into
sent
equipment
picture

1951

(Continued from page 1)

and unexposed film, whether or not
developed, was bound at the present

Canada

9,

Warner Deal

Trade Pact Provisions

Meet

May

Wednesday,

Motion Picture Daily

4

essary to unite every branch of our
industry in building up our box-office
and maintaining our prestige," said

(Continued from page 1)

were

bitterly

assailed

by Berger on Monday for an "underhanded attempt to extort" money from
small town exhibitors through investigations and audits of Sargoy & Stein.

He warned "if this vicious practice
continues, theatre owners will be galvanized into retaliatory action."
Berger revealed that Sargoy &
Stein has "attacked" several small
situations in Minnesota and North

tre.

Southside
affiliate,

also

500,000.

The

price for children
unaccompanied will be nine cents. F.
and M. jolted neighborhood price policy last February by instituting a flat
50 cent policy for the Baldwin Thea-

85 thereafter.

Mayer.
Distributors

Coast Admissions

theatres, an F. and M.
announced today that two

houses playing a seven-day break, the
Southside and Balboa, will install a
flat 60 cent policy tomorrow, and that
the Rio, together with the Alto and
Dakota and is now carrying on in- Mayfair, will operate on a flat halfdollar basis henceforth.
vestigations in Wisconsin.

Warner Baxter, 59
Hollywood, May
ter, 59,

8.

—Warner

Bax-

who

wide-

veteran film actor

is

remembered for his creation of the
Cisco Kid role, died at his home here
last night after a long illness.
ly

Form TV Firm
Henri Leiser, motion picture and
television producer, and Emanuel K.
Fruman, industrial consultant, have
formed Intercontinental Tele Sales.

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

69.

NO.

Hope

91

DAILY

to

Have Ban

NEW

20th-Fox U. S.

Decree Friday
Expect Court Action
Before New Deadline
Washington, May

9.

— Twen-

Century-Fox officials and JusDepartment officials hope to
reach a final agreement by Friday
on the proposed consent decree, it was
tieth
tice

reliably reported here today.

They have been meeting every
for the last week, and
claim the end is now definitely
day

in sight.
It

would

still

be another

week or

US CountersHughes'
High Court Appeal

On RKO

Washington, May 9.—The

Justice

New York StatuCourt's order that the Irving
Trust Co. sell Howard Hughes' stock
in
Theatres if Hughes himself
has not done so by the end of next
year.
Irving Trust is trustee for
Hughes' theatre stock.
Friday to affirm the

tory

THURSDAY, MAY

on 'Miracle'

Albany, N.

Y.,

May 9.—The

ligeous," rescinded, on the premise
they were "correcting the illegal acts
of a subordinate body."
In supporting the Regents and ruling against Joseph Burstyn, Inc., licensee of "Ways of Love" (of which
"The Miracle" is a part), five judges
rejected the claim that censorship of
sound motion pictures is un-Constitutional,

as

a

restraint

on freedom of

speech and freedom of the press.
"We do not regard such an issue as
(Continued on page

10,

5)

NPA EASES MAJOR
EQUIPMENT RULES
Theatre TV Total
Reaches 73; Goal
Of 100 Seen Near

The Louis R. Lurie syndicate's deal
for the purchase of the Warner famstockholdings in Warner Brothers
Pictures was still in the hands of attorneys yesterday without definite indication of when it might be ready to
present to the principals. Progress,

With

at

least

73

TV

theatre

on order, U.
tors seem well on their way
in operation or

sets

S. exhibi-

to reaching a predicted goal of 100 theatres
equipped with large screen television
by the end of the year.

(Continued on page 4)

The Department's answer

to

Hughes'

that 13 circuits have ordered 50
equipment brings the
total for
to 66 on order or already operating. Added to these are
four sets of the Paramount intermediate type now in use and two more
(Continued on page 5)

6

Top Westerns

"In response to demands from exhibitors for outstanding Western action pictures in Technicolor," Andy
W. Smith, Jr., sales vice-president
for 20th Century-Fox, yesterday announced the re-release of "six of the
company's biggest pictures in that
(Continued on page 5)

here yesterday.
Sales heads to
be honored in
the drive will
be Roy Haines,

Decision Reserved
In Dipson Appeal
The three-judge U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals here yesterday reserved decision following argument on
appeals to overrule a decision by the
Buffalo District Court which disallowed the Dipson Circuit's $5,000,000
anti-trust suit against six distributors
and Buffalo Theatres, Inc.

Judge Thomas Swan presided at
yesterday's hearing, and was flanked
(.Continued on page 4)

Ark.

Western

divi-

manager,

sion

Jules Lapidus,
Eastern and Canadian division,

John
Ben Kalmenson

Masters,

kell

Canadian

district

Kirby,

Southern division, and Has-

manager.

(Continued on page

5)

Some 34

Na-

The items were unit

Alter Drive-in

to

Tax
—

Little Rock, Ark., May 9. Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas
today approved the work of its executive committee toward having the
excise tax collected on each person
admitted to drive-in theatres instead
of on each vehicle.
President Sam Kirby of Little
Rock, head of the committee, said
the committee had discussed the matter with the Internal Revenue Bureau and had obtained promises of
help from Senator J. W. Fulbright
Dem, Ark.) and Rep. Wilbur Mills
(Dem., Ark.) in changing the law.
A committee was appointed to seek
group fire insurance for Arkansas
i

(Continued on page 5)

air con-

without ducts, auditorium chairs, water coolers
and soda fountains. Seat manufacturers especially have been
ditioners

protesting their classification
as real property, and apparently
their protests did some good.

The relaxation arises from the fact
that there is no limit on how much a
theatre owner can spend in purchasingpersonal property, while purchases of
real property are subject to the $5,000
per year ceiling on construction costs.
The installation costs of all personal
(Continued on page 5)

Tokyo

Induction of

Tent Highlights
1st Variety Session
Philadelphia,
_

May

9.

— The

high-

opening session of the
convention of Variety

light of today's

15th annual
Clubs International was the induction
of Tokyo Tent No. 40 by national
ceremonial
officer
Jimmy Balmer,

ITO Aims

Ben Kalmenson,

(.Continued on page 4)

—The

types of equipment as personal property rather than real property.

RCA
RCA

Drive for 34 Productions

sales vice-president,
reported

9.

Production Authority today
substantially relaxed some of its
controls on theatre equipment installation by reclassifying four major

RCA

RKO

appeal will be filed in the New York
District court, for transmittal to the
Supreme Court. The high court will

Washington, May

sets of the

Sets 1951 Sales

Warner Brothers' annual sales drive
has been set for the 17-week period
from June 3 through Sept. 29, 1951
and will honor the company's division
sales managers,

Property Chairs, Soda
Fountains, Water Coolers

The announcement on Tuesday by

ily

however, was reported.
Attorneys for the syndicate, including Edwin Weisl for Lurie, Morti-

Reclassifies as Personal

tional

Report Progress on
W.B. Deal Drafting 20th to Re-release

Kalmenson

TEN CENTS

1951

Apel-

Division unanimously held today
that the Board of Regents had authority to revoke the license which the
Motion Picture Division had issued
for "The Miracle" and which the Regents viewing the Italian film "sacrilate

Stock Sale

Department is expected to ask the
U. S. Supreme Court tomorrow or

U.S.A.,

Upheld; Films
Held Censorable

more

after
a final agreement
is
reached, however, before all of the
papers are drawn up and presented to
the Federal Court in New York.
Meanwhile, a stipulation to extend
the deadline for filing 20th-Fox's divorcement plan from May 10 to May
24 was signed yesterday by the New
York statutory court. The extension
matches the timetable reported from
Washing-ton.

YORK,

Pittsburgh. The Tokyo tent was represented by A. C. Humbert, RKOPathe representative in Japan.
Marc Wolff, International chief
barker, was chairman of the session,
opened by chief barker of Tent No.
13, Ted Schlanger.
First assistant chief barker Jack
(Continued on page 4)

On
Clearances, Runs
Hits Distributors

Denver, May 9.— Clearance problems were highlighted in an address
by Charles Niles, national treasurer
of Allied, before the convention of the
Allied Rocky Mountain Independent
Theatres here at the Cosmopolitan
Hotel.
Niles charged that distributors were
setting clearances and runs on the
basis

of

what is best for themselves
(Continued on page 4)

Personal Mention

Salesmen May
Join Either

AFL

E.

is

Shea Circuit
on a two-week tour of

the company's theatres.

UMW

or

GRAINGER,

C.
head,

•

Al Sherman,

radio

showman,

will

SHERRILL CORWIN,

TV

An-

Los

unfair

Relations Board in Chicago
against eight
practices
labor
companies.

him

Asked whether it could be inferred
will
from this that the Colosseum

UMW

Beznor replied that

affiliation

AFL,

or
^

"is

not

necessarily" implied. He added, howincluded in
ever, that if affiliation is
statethe talks' agenda, "appropriate

ments concerning
made."

this

matter will be
.

.

negotiating group,
headed by Beznor, sought a "10 per
cent plus" pay increase during meetings with distribution representatives

The Colosseum's

at

New York

and Minneapolis in reOther demands included

cent weeks.
one for increased on-the-road expense

allowances.

At
sion,

the Minneapolis negotiation sesnegotiating
distributors'
the

committee, headed by Bernard Goodman of Warner Brothers, offered the
union a $4 per week increase in salesThis was flatly remen's salaries.
fused by the Colosseum. An increase
of 10 per cent would correspond to
approximately $9 per weeek.

Background

of

Indonesia

Is

Cited

Joseph L. Hacobiantz, general manager of N. V. Intraport, distributor
of United Artists pictures in Indovisiting New York, discloses
that American-made pictures have important propaganda value in his country. Hacobiantz is here from Jakarta,
Indonesian capital, to negotiate with
nesia,

Queried on Affiliation

seek affiliation with

New UA Aids
Independents

Films' Value to Says

Charges

The unfair labor charges were filed
when the negotiations broke down.
Cited were Paramount, 20th CenturyFox, Columbia, Warner, Universal,
RKO Pictures, Republic and Loew's.
In a letter to Colosseum members
with respect to the collapse, Beznor
held that the distributors "were not
bargaining in good faith and had no

Al

Lowe, UA foreign department
an increase in the shipment

chief, for

of films to Intraport.
Hacobiantz said he was provided
with only 21 pictures last year. He
reminded that American companies
have been sending to Indonesia an average of SO pictures each per year.

Einfeld in Chile,
To Meet Exhibitors

Productions, said there is a surge of
confidence among independent producers because of the new UA.
London has acquired the rights for
screen, television, and radio to 208

Frank Merriwell

buy television spot announcethe
subseduring
ments
quent runs of "Fighting Coast
Guard." Some 15 announcements, timed to coincide with
the opening days of the first,
second, and third outlying
runs, will emphasize that the

He

New York

will

earlier

return

stories.

to turn the
for television.

time

JVEWS
Brief

lit

Hollywood,

May

9.

.

—A

.

•

four-man

committee

representing studio talent
guilds was appointed today on the issue of participation in producers' proceeds from the sale of theatrical films
to television. The committee, made up
of a delegate from the Screen Actors

meeting here of the various organizations. The group will study the situation and report back at an undeter-

mined period.
•

He

to

Baron Is Sixth UA
Field Appointment
United

Artists
continues with
permanent field
the appointment of Charles Baron to
cover Pittsburgh, Cleveland and De-

The expansion

of

staff

troit

and Sivanson
Honored by French
Clift

The complaint charges that all major distributors except Paramount refused to serve the theatre before the
sixth week of general release, 101 days
after Chicago first run, and that Paramount kept the theatre back to the
fourth

week

of general release, giving

prior runs to the State,

sentative to

be added

Parkway and

Roseland theatres, owned jointly by
Louis Reinheimer and Paramount.
•

exchange areas.
field repreto UA's staff

Baron, sixth permanent

under Mori Krushen, exploitation
manager, most recently completed 12
years with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as

Edward

O'Connor has been apmanager of M-G-M
sales and distribution in Japan, by
Morton A. Spring, first vice-president
of Loew's International Corp. O'ConF.

pointed general

field representative.

nor relinquishes the post of regional
director of the Far East to devote

Neagle and Guinness

for the

next week.

Prize, according to

first

that television has been used
to promote a picture in Chicago after it has completed
its first Loop run.

stories

completed

Win

British

—

Awards

London, May 9. The annual "PicAward," Britain's equivalent
turegoer
SwanGloria
and
Montgomery Clift
earnest nor sincere desire to conclude
Oscar, went to
Hollywood
the
of
named the best foreign
a fair agreement with the Colosseum." son have been
and Alec Guinness for
Neagle
Anna
anthe
awarded
and
actress
In his report to the salesmen, Bez- actor and
Motion Picture the best screen performances of 1950.
nor concluded: "We have here the nual French Femina
Holden won
received here Bette Davis and William
spectacle of employers with swollen
profits paying out fabulous salaries to
their executives in addition to bonuses
and 'expense accounts,' refusing to offer a salary increase to their employes
to meet the increased cost of living."

playing at neigh-

is

borhood theatres.
This will be the

Plans have

centive to better theatrical productions.

S.
this week, has already met with U.
Ambassador Claude G. Bowers and
through him conveyed the respects of
Spyros P. Skouras, head of 20th, to
President Gabriel Gonzalez Videla of
Einfeld will leave for Lima,
Chile.

Peru tomorrow.

picture

Chicago, May 9.— A $600,000 antitrust suit against Balaban and Katz
and
into a series
and major film companies has been
Ira Uhr have formed Frank MerriCourt by attorney
filed in Federal
well Enterprises. Production is schedSeymour
Simon
behalf of the subon
Coast.
the
uled to start shortly on
Normal
Theatre
at Roseland,
urban
Uhr was formerly head of casting at 111. and its owners, Rose Debretzeni
Columbia.
and Steve Toth.
London viewed television as an in-

been

distribution, exhibition and showmanship plans, 20th's home office dis-

:

Allied

The new United Artists setup has
had a revitalizing effect on independent production in Hollywood, Tony Guild, Screen Writers Guild, Screen
London, here from the Coast, believes. Directors Guild, and the AFL Film
London, vice-president of George Pal Council, came out of an informal

Charles Einfeld, vice-president of
20th Century-Fox, on a tour of South
America, will meet with Chilean exhibitors and the country's Film Board
today at Santiago to discuss mutual

closed here yesterday.
Einfeld, who arrived there

—

9.

ciates, advertising agency, to

WGMS

US

May

Theatres of Illinois has authorized M. M. Fisher Asso-

9—

in

1951

Spots for Film

Chicago,

exhibitor-producer, is expected here next week from the Coast.
•
David D. Horne, foreign sales representative for independent producers,
geles

10,

Buys

Illinois Allied

now be sponsored by the Georgetown
in will enter Rockaway Beach Hospital
station
Theatre over
operation.
in a 15-minute on Monday for a major
D.
C,
Washington,
The possi•
Milwaukee, May
and
screen
the
broadcast devoted to
of Motion
Edward C. Dowden of Loew's Thebility that the Colosseum
stage, beginning Saturday.
will
America
advertising-publicity staff is due
of
atres
Salesmen
Picture
Federareturn
here from Buffalo tomorto
American
Hugh Owen, Paramount's Eastern
ioin either the
s
Lewis
L
row.
is due
manager,
John
division
or
Southern
Labor
and
tion of
A
today. to arrive today in Oklahoma City
United Mine Workers loomed
MonogramWirthwein,
Harold
He will leave for Atfrom Dallas.
Should the presently unaffilisales manaWestern
Artists
Allied
the
13.
May
lanta on
ated union representing
•
ger, has returned to Hollywood from
industry's 1,000 film salesmen
Seattle and Portland, Ore.
of
president
Weltner,
naGeorge
the
tie up with either of
•
and
Films,
International
it
Paramount
tional labor organizations,
Universal-InternaDana,
T.
P.
Mrs. Weltner will arrive here from
would be a direct result of the
sales manager, left
Eastern
tional's
5".5\
Liberie.
the
aboard
today
Europe
collapse of new contract nego•
here yesterday for Philadelphia.
tions with the distributors.
•
Carl Fishman, newspaper contact
general
Theatres vendRKO
Colosseum
Koken,
Lee
Beznor,
scheduled
to
is
David
for Loew's Theatres,
arrangereturn here tocounsel, disclosed today that
return here from a Florida vacation ing chief, is slated to
conferences
Ohio.
tour
of
from
a
day
ments are being made for^
on Monday.
Washington with Lewis and Wilthe AbL.
liam P. Green, president of
said the
attorney
Colosseum
The
to dis"is
conferences
purpose of the
the failby
created
problem
the
cuss
to reach an
tire of major distributors
agreement with the Colosseum, which
Labor
recently filed with the National
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new one.
Seymour Mayer,

an assistant to
Spring, assumes the regional directorship of the Far and Near East in addition to his regular duties. He has
left here by air on an inspection trip.
Thereafter he will make his headquarters in New York.
•

— Present

word

Albany, N. Y., May 9.
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For the first time
IN ITS IOO-YEAR HISTORY

THE CAMERAS GO
rZTlNSlDE THEVtfAUS Of

ASSmSXMWCMMXV

A

story out of

the dark past

behind the

a tvAMfA /trrwcr/o/v

mode! prison
that Folsom
today

is

ASEVEft IVASStfOHW
INSIDE THE WALLS
OF A THEATRE/

STARRING

STEVE COCHRAN
WITH

PHILIP CARE^
TED de CORSI/

DOROTHY HAR1

byCRANE WILBUR

Written and Directed
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(Continued from page 1)
Beresin, acting as deputy mayor of
Philadelphia, also extended a welcome
and then told the delegates of the necessity for each tent to have a concrete
charity.

Bob
master
ring
International
O'Donnell, Dallas, paid tribute to the
host tent and a wire was read from
Variety officer John H. Harris, advising of his inability to attend.
message was read from Phillip,
Duke of Edinburgh, in connection
with the British Tent No. 36, expressing his happiness to be a member. C.
Latta, the English delegate, has not

A

for Charles Allen, SamUngerleider and their partners,
and Thomas Dahlquist for Transamerica Corp., were reported to have
the purchase agreement in near final
form and had conferred with Robert
Perkins of Warner and other Warner
full-scale matching of
attorneys.
notes between attorneys for both sides

mer Gordon
uel

home office executives at their gathering here at the Hotel Astor.
Among the drive-in topics gone into were free admissions, excesat a spesive passes, giveaways, admitting busloads of patrons
what
constitute
and
exist
conditions
such
Where
etc.
cified price,
might be considered unfair competition with other theatres,
M-G-M field executives were asked to examine carefully each inmight
dividual situation so that it could be determined what steps
be taken to keep such practices from spreading.
William F. Rodgers, sales vice-president, stated that he did not
believe such offenders were entitled to the same availability as
theatres which operate on a legitimate basis, and emphasized that
consistent with the company's legal obligations, all steps possible
would be taken to minimize the extent of such unfair competition.

A

was viewed

Only when the attorneys have com-

International press guy Chick Lewis
stated that the trade press coverage
of the past year had been of a quality
rather than a quantity type. He suggested that all tents cooperate in handling International Variety news in
He also recomtheir local areas.
mended several changes in the constitution such as an International chief
barker meeting at least four times a
year with other officers certain revithat
sions of the finance committee
;

;

international officers have their
outlined clearly; and that
the method of selection of the Huall

activities

manitarian Award winners be changed.
Executive director Bill McCraw
cautioned that care should always be
exercised in the selection of the variThe conous tents" chief barkers.
stitution,
he said has been revised
and clarified, not modified, and delegates were cautioned to consider it
carefully before they vote on it at
He added that local
later sessions.
tents must take the Variety "heart"
message to the public. The televising
of the banquet Saturday night will
reach millions, and is a step in the
right direction, he said.
It was announced that Nate Sander,
of Des Moines, had a heart attack enroute to Philadelphia, and was hospitalized in Moline.

Tribute Acceptances
The following additional acceptances
for the testimonial to A. W. Schwalberg, Paramount Film Distributing
Corp. president, on May 15 at New
York's Waldorf Astoria Hotel, were
reported here yesterday by the com-

Widest circulation was pledged for
"Teresa" by William F. Rodgers and

M-G-M

field sales managers
six
at the conclusion of yesterday's threeday sales session at the Astor Hotel
here. Rodgers and his aides promised

his

cooperation on distribution and
playdates following a talk by Arthur
M. Loew, president of Loew's International, and producer of the picture.
The film will be released nationally on

:

Montes,

Luis

exhibitor

of

Mexico,

J.

Louis W. Schine, Donald
Morris, Bob Sherman,
Harry Royster, George Lynch, Harry FeinSmakwitz, Gus Schaefer,
Charles
stein,
Sam Varbalow, Joseph Varbalow, Frank
Boucher, Jack Harrison, Martin Quigley,
Jr., Jim I vers and Mel Konecoff.
Acceptances received from the Paramount
contingent, in adidtion to those already
named, include: Oscar Morgan, Jerry Pickman, Monroe Goodman, Sid Blumenstock,
Carl
Mesibov,
Sid
Nathanson,
Mort
Clausen and Jack Roper from the home office, and from the field: M. R. Clark, J. J.
Donohue. Hugh Owen, Howard Minsky,
George Smith, Gordon Lightstone, HenryRandall, Myron Sattler, Jack Perley, Lou
Wexler, Eddie Bell and Nat Stern.

Meyer

Schine,

Seymour

Schine,

Pouros-Simos Action
Settled Out of Court

—

Hollywood, May 9. Plaintiffs' atFred A. Weller today an-

torney

nounced

and A.
tors,

year-old

settlement

of

the

filed

by

Sam Pouros

anti-trust
J.

suit

Simos, Bakersfield exhibi-

against

Fox West

Coast,

Na-

July 27.

Loew

stated he has no financial interest in the film, that it is owned 100
per cent by M-G-M.
Others who attended yesterday's
meeting included' Howard Dietz, vicepresident and director of advertisingpublicity Silas F. Seadler, advertising
manager Dan S. Terrell, exploitation
head, and John Joseph, publicity manager. The three days of general sessions having ended, the six men from
the field will today begin individual
sessions at the home office for the next
two days with departmental heads.
;

;

Oppose Vermont 10%
Admission Tax Bill
— OpposiMontpelier, Vt, May
9.

exhibitors to a 10 per cent
admission tax proposed in the Ver-

tion by

Theatres and six distributors,
Detroit Tent
mont legislature was registered at a
on the payment of a "substantial sum" hearing on the bill held at the State
The case of the Detroit tent, which by the defendants.
House.
wiped out its deficit, was stated. PropThe suit had charged that the comRay Feely, representing the Indeerty master Murray Weiss said that plainants' Rex Theatre, Bakersfield,
pendent Exhibitors of New England,
the tents must keep in touch with the
had been deprived of second-run prodand Frank C. Lydon, representing AlInternational.
National heart chairuct by the defendants between 1935
man Nate Golden, Washington, re- and 1939 with the result that they lied of New England, appeared as in
ported that tents spent for charity the were "virtually forced" to sell the the- dustry spokesmen.
past year $2,600,000 and to date $17,atre to FWC.

Services for Baxter

000,000.

International

Gardner Host to Press
Ed Gardner

of "Duffy's Tavern,"
now producer of the first feature to be
made in Puerto Rico, "The Man With
Face," was host to the trade press
here yesterday at the St. Regis Hotel.

The difficulties of New York Tent My
No. 35 were explained and the delegates promised to wipe out their inHe is in New York to meet with
debtedness to the International by the William
J. Heineman, United Artists
end of the year.
They hope to es- sales vice-president,
and Max E.
tablish headquarters in the Woodstock
Youngstein, UA vice-president and naHotel, providing they can get a liquor

tional director of advertising-publicity,

was announced.
on releasing plans for his film.
Wolff and the Las Vegas delegation
in colorful cowboy and cowgirl suits
met Faye Emerson and her
license,

it

escorts

who

arrived at the municipal airport
She met the press
in a private plane.
this afternoon and did her
show

OPTICAL EFFECT
PRINTER
A

permanent position

reputable

company

in

is

open with

New

TV

tonight.
a

York City.

opportunity for thoroughly
experienced man.
Excellent

Box 456, Motion Picture Daily
1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20

Dr. Sidney Farber,

scientific direc-

Cancer
Research
Foundation, New England, will ad
dress the Saturday morning session
of delegates.
He will not be able to
attend the heart report meeting on
Thursday.
tor,

neys,

was

it

stated.

The

syndicate is offering $15 per
share for the entire Warner family
holdings, estimated at nearly 1,800,000
shares, or approximately 25 per cent
of the outstanding stock.

full

pany

tional

treasurer or dough
guy George Eby, Pittsburgh, made
his report.
Total assets were given
as $111,396.25; total liabilities and
net worth as $111,396.25.

perliminaries, agreeing or
disagreeing on the major provisions
of the purchase and sale agreements,
will the actual principals get together.
While that meeting could come at any
time, it is dependent entirely on the
further progress made by the attor-

pleted the

Wide Promotion Is
Planned for 'Teresa'

More Schivalberg

as likely for today.

Tackle Preliminaries

J.

Chick Lewis Reports

1951

(Continued from page 1)

The problem of drive-in policies, discussed at Tuesday's session,
was amplified at yesterday's session of M-G-M sales managers and

arrived as yet.

10,

Warners

Rodgers Says MGM Will Act Against
Drive-ins Using Unfair Practices

Variety

May

Childrens'

Holi ywood,

May

9.

—Funeral

ser-

vices will be held here Friday at noon
Kirk Heather, Forest Lawn
at
Cemetery, for Warner Baxter, 59,
veteran actor, who died at his home
here Monday night.

Wee

Counters Hughes
(Continued from page 1)

adjourn for the

summer

either

on the bench by Judges Augustus N.
Hand and Charles Clark.
Robert L. Wright, former antitrust attorney for the Justice Department, argued in behalf of the plaintiff.
On hand to argue against a rethe Buffalo decision were
Raftery, counsel for Warner
and United Artists Frank Raichle of
Buffalo, representing Buffalo Theatres, Loew's and Paramount, and Sid
Pfeiffer, another Buffalo attorney, repPictures and 20th
resenting
versal

of

Edward

;

RKO

Century-Fox.
Parallels Brief

Wright's oral argument paralleled
He
brief he had filed earlier.
claimed the lower court's ruling was
the

completely contrary to the Supreme
Court's decision in the Paramount

and Jackson Park cases.
The District Court threw out the
Dipson claim on the ground that
Paramount and Loew's in pooling
their Buffalo theatre interests and in
favoring the theatres involved with
product, were not monopolizing or
restraining trade, nor were the other

who

distributors

Paramount

favored

the

Loew-

theatres.

Niles Hits
(Continued from page 1)
rather than for the exhibitors. Clearances between theatres not in substantial competition were not logical, he
declared. Niles called for more prints
and for a lower price for middle of
the week time and declared that "slot
time" was against the public interest
and tends to age films.

Myers on Compo

month

RKO

sary.

(Continued from page 1)

late

or early next, and it is
quite possible that the Hughes' appeal
will not be disposed of until the court
returns in October.
Judging by the arguments made before the New York court, the Justice
Department will argue that under the
original purpose of the suit and the
facts of the case, the New York court
was well within its rights to enter the
order, and will also point out that the
court had specifically reserved jurisconsent decree to
diction in the
make any changes it might feel neces-

this

Dipson Appeal

Abram

Myers, national Allied
who announced that
he would speak on the topic of arbitration tomorrow, spoke on the aims
and history of the Council of Motion
F.

general counsel,

Picture Organizations today. He said
the big job was to get people back
to the theatre, declaring that
should concentrate on this project at
present.
The fight to have Denver adopt
Daylight Savings Time was outlined
by John Wolfberg, president of the

COMPO

Rockv Mountain

unit.

May

Thursday,

10,
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Skouras,Mankiewicz

NPA

Freedom

Censorship and suppression was
condemned "as highly dangerous to
the American ideal of a free people

meeting

of the National Council on Freedom
from Censorship of the American
Civil Liberties Union at the Town
Hall here last night. On the occasion
messages were read from Spyros P.
Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president,

and Joseph Mankiewicz, producer-director, both of

whom

are on the Coast.

property must not, however, total
more than $2,000 a year, and the newly
items
classified "personal property"
will be subject to this limitation.
It is believed that they all would
have been subject to this, anyhow,
under the amendment to the construction order announced over the weekend, since these were the type of real
property items that were classed by

NPA

officials

as

"fixtures,"

and

all

fixtures, as well as all personal property, came under the new $2,000 ceiling on installation costs.
Installation costs of real property

done any actual building of the new

ordered by United Paramount TheaUnder the old construction tres and one General Percision LaboShea's
installed
in
order, some actual building had to be ratories
unit
done, and when it asked for permis- Fulton in Pittsburgh.
Trade observers here pointed out
sion to finish the theatre, it was turned
yesterday that this concrete manifesdown on this ground.
Last Thursday, it was learned to- tation of exhibition's interest in theaday, it appealed to the new appeals tre TV will count heavily when the
board, arguing that it had invested Federal Communications Commission
enough money to be allowed to finish, takes up the allocation of frequencies
theatre.

and that

in

any event the

definition

"commence construction" was too
The board was favorably
narrow.
impressed with the appeal, it was re-

of

ported.

Skouras in his message said in part
"construction"
classified
items
as
Moreover, on Friday, NPA issued
"It is important that each media of items, such as theatre marquees or
amendment to the control order
an
communication, as well as every in- fencing, must come out of the $5,000,
broadening the definition of "comdividual, enjoy freedom of speech and along with the purchase cost of all
mence construction" to include subthere real property items and along with
opinion to the fullest degree
stantial site clearance.
can be no true freedom of speech for actual major construction or alteraany of us unless this freedom is full tion expenses.
He
and unimpaired for all of us."
The original list of personal and NPA to Take Applications
expressed the hope that the ACLU real property was drawn up by NPA For Completion of Construction
undertaking "will be of profound sig- after a meeting between NPA film
Washington, May 9.
The Nanificance."
chief Nathan D. Golden and the thea- tional
Production Authority today
tre equipment industry advisory com- said it will start taking applications
Intellectual Freedom
mittee. Today's change was also made immediately for permission to comMankiewicz urged a serious exami- public through Golden's office.
construction
projects
theatre
plete
nation of the "threat to the continued
where substantial site clearance had
existence in this country of our most Outlook Favorable for 1st
been done before October 26, the date
.

.

.

—

basic intellectual freedoms, the right
to be heard, the right to access of
doubt as well as dogma."

Among other speakers were Elmer
Francis Downing,
Rice, dramatist
associate editor of Commonweal ; H.
V. Kaltenborn, radio commentator
and Lillian Gish.
:

;

'Miracle'

Ban

(Continued from page

an open one in

1)

said the
opinion written by presiding Justice
Sydney F. Foster. "Motion pictures
have been judicially declared to be entertainment spectacles, and not a part
of the press or organs of public opinion
and hence are subject to state
censorship. This court has upheld the
power of the State to censor motion
pictures, a decision which was affirmed by the Court of Appeals.
Strong criticism has been voiced
against the distinctions made between
movie films and freedom of expression
otherwise guaranteed and some dicta
would seem to indicate a change of
this

court,"

;

viewpoint.

"But despite the enlarged scope of
motion pictures as a medium of expression in recent years, and the addition of sound dialogue, the latest authoritative judicial expression which
bears directly on the subject still
recognizes the distinction. In view of

Appeal to

New NPA Board

Washington, May

9.

— The

M-4

of the
first

theatre appeal has been taken to the
National Production Authority threeman appeals board, and the outlook
is good for favorable action.
The appeal was made last week by
Concho Theatres, Inc., of San Angelo, turned down by the construction
control division on a proposal to build
a new drive-in theatre in Texas. Concho has done substantial work digging drainage ditches, but had not

The original order permitted completion of projects where there was
actual building prior to that date, but
not just where there was site clearrelaxed its
ance. Last weekend,
order to include site clearance as a
ground for approving such projects,
and today the agency said applications
documenting the fact that substantial
clearance had taken place before Oc-

NPA

tober 26 should now be submitted
the owners wanted to finish the job.

The

starting

the

third

week

are:
"Smoky,"
films
Flicka," "Thunderhead,

if

Sets

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
category,
June."

construction control order.

Kalmenson

20th to Re-release 6
in

productions will be
the drive period.

available

during

In

either

decision would
be announced within a day or two,
but it is unlikely for the matter to be
argued before October at the earliest.
case,

The Appellate

the

Division

also

held

for theatre television at the hearings
scheduled for Sept. 17 in Washington.

Five for Fabian

Except for the 20 sets ordered by
the RCA announcement did not

UPT,

specify how many units each of the
13 circuits involved had ordered. It
was learned here yesterday that Fabian Theatres' order accounts for five,
bringing the circuit's total to seven.

Century,

who with Fabian

has been

a leader in experimenting with theatre

TV,

more

is understood to have four
units ordered, bringing its total

to six.

Other

circuits
mentioned in the
deal with home offices in New
are Comerford
with three on

RCA
York

;

Shea,
order and two in operation
with two RCA units ordered and one
alter
GPL set in operation and
Reade, reported to have placed its
initial order of two.
;

W

;

UPT
Still

ties

Leads

leading in theatre

UPT,

is

with

five

TV

activiinstallations

and 22 more planned.
None of the companies questioned
here yesterday would reveal which of
their theatres would get the large
screen equipment and a number said
frankly that they did not know yet
themselves. Few of the circuits expect to get their new equipment in
operation before fall.

Ark.

ITOA

(Continued from page 1)

"My

This was reaction to the
The drive will be named the "Roy theatres.
Son Haines Drive," "Jules Lapidus Drive," recent increases in insurance rates.
of Flicka," "Kentucky," "Jesse James" "John Kirby Drive" and the "Has- Another committee was appointed to
and "The Return of Frank James."
kell Masters Drive," for the respective work out a code of ethics, seeking coThe decision to release the films territorial chiefs.
operation of drive-in theatres, and
was based on suggestions form 20th
The four competitive branch groups with a goal of settling the dispute over
Century-Fox sales personnel during in the drive have been set as follows
prices.
survey (1) Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit,
recent
distribution
Smith's
The association has condemned
around the country. Their informa- Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, what it calls price-cutting by drivetion, based on exhibitor's wants, in- Pittsburgh, San Francisco and Wash- ins.
The group also adopted plans
fluenced the company to offer the ington
(2) Atlanta, Charlotte, Cin- for an annual poll in which Arkan-

Friend

;

soon as possible.
New Technicolor prints have been
new line
ordered on the six films.
of accessories will include one sheet,
three sheets, lobby cards, a new press
films as

cinnati, Cleveland,

Indianapolis, Jack-

Kansas City, Minneapolis,
A
New Orleans and Toronto; (3) Albany, Buffalo,
Denver, Milwaukee,
New Haven, Oklahoma, Salt Lake,
sheet, ads, mats and trailers.
Seattle, St. Louis; (4) Des Moines,
this situation it is not appropriate for
Memphis, Omaha, Portland, Calgary,
us, as an intermediate court, to reexMontreal, St. John, Vancouver and
Titra Plans Expansion
amine the issue."
Conferences looking to European Winnipeg.
Burstyn, whose attorney, Ephraim expansion by Titra Film Laboratories
Among- the 34 productions to be included
London, said in New York today he and conversion to automatic subtitling in the drive period are: "Goodbye, My
starring Joan Crawford, Robert
would carry the case to the Court of machinery are being held at various Fancy,"
Young and Frank Lovejoy; "Along the
Appeals and probably to the U. S. localities on the Continent this week by Great Divide," starring Kirk Douglas and
Supreme Court, can make a motion at David Opochinsky, Titra vice-presi- Virginia Mayo; "Inside the Walls of Folthe next term opening day, July 2, for dent, and Frank Manfredi, New York sO'tn Prison," Steve Cochran and David
Brian; Alfred Hitchcock's "Strangers on a
permission to appeal to the State's plant manager, who are abroad for the Train," Farley Granger, Ruth
Roman and
highest tribunal. This is necessary because the opinion against him was
unanimous.
If the appellate division
refuses, he can appeal to the Court of
Appeals for permission to bring the
case to it.

TV

(Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

Rally

in a free nation," at a public

Theatre

Relaxes Controls

Hit Censorship at

N.Y.

5

meetings.
against Burstyn's argument that Section 122, Education Law, which bars
licensing of a film deemed sacriligeous,
is an unconstitutional exercise of legislative power, under the theory that
nothing can be deemed sacriligeous as
applied to a motion picture without
impinging on the Constitutional guarantee of freedom of religions.

sonville,

Robert Walker; "Fort Worth," in Technicolor, Randolph Scott;
'Captain Horatio
Hornblower,"
Technicolor,
Gregory

Peck and Virginia Mayo; "Jim Thorpe
All
American,"
Burt Lancaster;
"A

Streetcar Named Desire," Tennessee Williams'
play starring Vivien Leigh and

Marlon Brando;
Technicolor,

Rae;

"Force

Nancy
ing

"On Moonlight Bay," in
Day and Gordon Mac-

Doris

the

nicolor,

of Arms," William Holden,
and Frank Lovejoy; "Paintwith Sunshine," in Techstarring Dennis Morgan, Virginia

O'lson

Clouds

Mayo, Gene Nelson,
Norman.

in

addition to Lucille

theatre-goers will choose their
favorite film, actor, actress and
Western star. Awards will be made
at a ball to be held each year in
January. It was also announced that
annual awards to theatre owners, in
sas

own

honor of M. A. Lightman, Sr., of
Memphis, Tenn., and C. A. Lick of
Fort Smith, will be inaugurated next
year at the groups 33rd annual convention.

Kirby Reelected

Top three officers reelected were
Kirby, president
W. B. Sockwell
of North Little Rock, vice-president,
and Jack Bomar of Little Rock, secretary-treasurer.
;

Exclusive with this projector.
Only the Eastman 16mm. Projector, Model 25, provides the revolutionary
new features listed below, together with many others . . .

^
Arc model complete with rectifier unit.

New Optical System based upon use of
Lumenized Kodak Projection Ektar
Lenses. The picture is in sharp focus
overall. Highlights, middletones,
shadow areas are clearly defined,

and
with

range of tones between highlights and

shadows complete,

natural.

For further information

and

copy of new 16-page book,
16mm. Projection."

Mechanical Design esof 16mm. pertablishes
formance. For example: shock forces in
each essential kinematic unit are isolated; accelerators in intermittent system are cushioned; geneva star movement is of advanced design.

New Heavy-Duty

Reproduction employing
"slitless" type sound optical system.
Special curved cylindrical lens element
forms intermediate image which is imaged on film at further reduction of 3 to
1, giving flat image of uniform width
and constant intensity.

New Sound

new standards

Motion Picture Film Department

East Coast Division

Eastman Kodak Company

342 Madison Avenue

Rochester 4, N. Y.

New

York 17,

New

York

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

prices, write

for

"Theater Quality

"1

MOTION PICTURE

FIRST

Accurate

Concise

and
Impartial

VOL.

69.

NO.

NEW

92

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MAY

FRIDAY,

11,

TEN CENTS
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Call Off Deal for Sale
20th-Fox Of Warner Bros. Stock

Smith Resigns
Sales Post

At

Lichtman Continues As

Head

of Distribution

US Says 20th-Fox

H. M. Warner Says He and Family Unwilling

Consent Decree
Ready for Signing

Will Concentrate on Production Schedule

resignation of Andy W.
Smith, Jr., as vice-president and
general sales manager of 20th CenWashington, May 10. Justice Detury-Fox was announced yesterday
partment spokesmen confirmed today
by Spyros P. Skouras, president.
The company's statement said Al that they have practically reached a
Lichtman, who has directed distribu- final agreement with 20th Centurytion activities for the company for Fox officials on a proposed consent de-

The

—

To Withdraw from Company They Founded;
The deal for the purchase by the Louis R. Lurie syndicate of
the entire stockholdings of the Brothers Warner and their families
in Warner Bros. Pictures Co. blew up yesterday. Announcement
of the termination of negotiations on the $27,000,000 deal for ap-

proximately 1,800,000 shares of Warner-owned stock, representing
25 per cent of the total outstanding, was made in a statement issued
the past two years, will continue in cree.
by Harry M. Warner.
They declared they did not yet
that capacity. Lichtman, until recently,
Warner gave as the reason for
was a vice-president of 20th-Fox but know whether they would need anthe
abandonment of the deal the
the company's annual report to stock- other bargaining session, but that it
last-minute unwillingness of him
holders issued recently did not list was quite possible they might not.
and his brothers to part company with
him as an officer. Associates said he Points which have now been agreed

'Frozen' Situation

preferred to continue in his executive
distribution capacity without title.
Smith's resignation, which Skouras

on by attorneys must be referred back

personal trip.
Smith, a veteran of 37 years in the
industry, had been general sales man{Continued on page 5)

Denver,

Industry Pledges
Full Defense Aid
Support of the industry here to the
local

defense
yesterday at

civil

pledged
ceremonies

program was
Times Square

marking the opening

of

600 Broadway
and neighborhood houses throughout
the city.
Grover Whalen, coordinator of recruiting and public information, praised the industry for its past
and present record in behalf of civic
recruiting

stations

in

affairs.

Among

industry figures who spoke
and pledged support to the drive were
{Continued on page 5)

ll-Million Trust
Suit in

Milwaukee

Milwaukee, May 10.— A

$1,500,000 anti-trust suit has been filed in
Federal Court against eight distribut-

ing companies by the Colonial Amusement Co., which owns the Colonial
here, alleging that is was forced by
the distributors to run old pictures.
Colonial's
complaint alleges that
{Continued on page 4)

NY

Cashiers

Weigh

Strike Against

RKO

IATSE Theatre Cashiers Local No.
B-S2 of New York and RKO Theatres have reached an impasse in the
negotiations for a new union contract,
and the local will decide within a
week whether it will exercise the
strike authority which has been grant-

ed

according to Charlotte Camppresident of B-52.
Miss Campbell said the company
{Continued on page 5)
it,

bell,

May

10.

—Abram F. Myers,

national Allied general counsel, today
declared
that
competitive
bidding
should not be used except in instances
where an exhibitor is being frozen out
of a run.

Addressing the Allied Rocky MounIndependent Theatres convention
here
at
the
Cosmopolitan
Hotel,
tain

Myers

said that arbitration should be
a simplified form shorn of technicalities and that it should lessen cases
that go to the courts.
Officers of the organization were
held over pending an election in Januin

{Continued on page 4)

For Charity
Philadelphia,

May

10.

—

Marc J. Wolf, international
chief barker of Variety Clubs
International, and other incumbents are expected to be
returned to office for another
year in an uncontested election which will wind up the
organization's
15th
annual
convention.

Eminent

satisfaction over
term, plus a
widespread feeling that no

Wolf's

first

presiding

regardless
of competence, can function
best on a one-year basis are
the influences behind preelection thinking.
officer,

May

Chief

on their various charities
it was announced at the
organization's fifteenth annual conven-

to be spent
in 1951-52,

Bellevue

Stratford hotel

compares with $2,565,976

spent in 1950-51 against
$2,600,800 in that period.

the

negotiations

pledges

of

Aside from the Will Rogers MeHospital at Saranac Lake,
N. Y., which is an undertaking in
which Variety Clubs International,
morial

itself,
is
directly
interested,
these
pledges once again were committed
on behalf of the wide assortment of
activities locally sponsored by each

tent.

Although confirmation of
the collapse of the Louis R.
Lurie syndicate's deal for
purchase
of
the
Warner
brothers' stock did not come
until after the end of trading
yesterday on the New York
Stock Exchange, the company's shares were down %
point on a relatively small
turnover of 9,300 shares, closing at 13 Vs for the day.
Since reports of the deal
started circulating in Wall
Street about two weeks ago
the stock rose from 11% on
turnovers of from 20,000 to
35,000 shares daily through

Wednesday.

Heavy

sales

of

the issue are looked for to-

These range from blood banks and
{Continued on page 4)

had

Warner Shares Off
Y. Exchange

barkers of Variety Clubs International
today rolled up pledges of $2,454,797

tion at the
here. This

It was generally believed that the
Warners would never have agreed to

On N.

—

10.

liable.

{Continued on page 5)

RED KANN

Philadelphia,

Moreover, his statement said

been rumored earlier but were met
with the flat statement by members

in 1951-52
By

Expect Reelection
Of Marc J. Wolf

to.

that some conditions of the
deal had not been settled at
the time it was terminated.
Among these, according to
trade reports, was the insistence of the Lurie syndicate
that the Brothers Warner agree
to indemnify the corporation
for any legal damages under
anti-trust suits and the like
for which it might
become

that condition.
Collapse of

Variety Pledges $2,454,797

:

the organization they had founded and

devoted their lives

{Continued on page 5)

announced with regret, was attributed
to his desire to take a long rest. He
left here yesterday for Canada on a

Explored by Myers

day.

Personal
Mention
PYROS

•

:

opening yesterday
morning and hold-outs were
the rule throughout the day.

box-office

—

;

today ior
burgh, are due to leave here
headquarters.
their respective
•

Barney Balaban, Paramount presi"Golden Circle" of
dent, Adolph Zukor, board chairman,
stars of the future will meet the press
and the other 12' company directors
at a luncheon which the company will
will be up for reelection to the board
give on Tuesday at the Waldorf-As- by the stockholders at a meeting of
toria Hotel here.
the latter set for June 5.
Additionally, the "Circle" members
The other board nominees are Y.
will attend the testimonial dinner to Frank Freeman, A. Conger Goodyear,
A. W. Schwalberg, president of Para- Stanton Griffis, Duncan G. Harris,
mount Film Distributing Corp., which John D. Hertz, Austin C. Keough,
will be held that .evening at the Wal- Earl
I. McClintock, Fred Mohrhardt,
dorf-Astoria.
The "Circle" Para- Maurice Newton, Paul Raibourn, Edmount's program to develop future win L. Weisl and George Weltner.
screen personalities includes Judith
There will be no nominees to reAmes, Pierre Cressoy, Laura Elliot, place on the board Harvey D. Gibson,
Nancy Gates, Nancy Hale, Virginia who died last September, and Stephen
Hall, Peter Hanson, Mary Murphy, Callaghan, who resigned last month.
Michael Moore, Barbara Rush, Joan
Stockholders will vote additionally
Paramount's

yesterday, with the total expected to top the $20,000
mark. A long line awaited the

field
George A. Hickey, M-G-M
Angeles, and
sales manager in Los
M-G-M sales managers Burtus
AlBishop, Jr. Chicago; John S
WashingBerger,
Rudy
Dallas
len
Maloney Pittston,' and John J.

1951

11,

Election of Para.
Board on June 5

in

"The Great Caruso," M-G-M,
gave Radio City Music Hall
here one of its best opening
day grosses in recent years

P. SKOURAS, 20th Century-Fox president, has returned
here from the Coast.

C
O

NEWS
Brief

$20,000 Gross for
'Caruso' at Hall

May

Friday,

Motion Picture Daily

$2,000 Opening Day

—

Record for Tabiola'
New Orleans, May — Capping a

Bamberger, RKO Pictures
10.
Taylor.
promotion manager, has returned
on the proposed reduction of the cap•
MonOn
publicity campaign and an
colorful
Ark.
Rock,
Little
ital stock of the corporation on June 4
here from
for Kan- elaborate world premiere at the Joy
Top ranking officers from the U. S. by eliminating the 342,694 shares of
day he is scheduled to leave
combined con- Theatre here last night, Jules Levey's Coast Guard, headed by Rear Ad- common stock purchased by the comsas City to address the
and Mis- "Fabiola" broke all first-day records miral Louis B. Olson, and representa- pany since June 5, 1950.
Kansas
of
Allied
ventions of
Association of at the house today with an estimated tives of the Army, Navy and Marine
souri and the National
gross of $2,000. United Artists is dis
Corps will attend the New York pre
Drive-in Theatres, May 15-1/
tributing.
miere of Republic's "Fighting Coast Sells Stanley Theatre
•
With the city turned into a Roman Guard" at the Mayfair Theatre this
Universal-International's
The Stanley Theatre and adjoining
Francis
revel, with lions, tigers and ocelots evening.
Defense
property here have been sold to a
"talking" 'mule and "Miss
presi
Republic
parading the streets, city officials,
Yates,
Herbert
J.
Bond of 1951," arrived here yesterday newspapermen and social leaders don- dent, will head a group of the com realty syndicate represented by Lehkey-city
rich and Lehrich, attorneys.
their
35
on
from Philadelphia
ned togas and laurel wreaths to get pany executives attending the pres bond
tour on behalf of the Treasury
premiere
event
the
spirit
of
into the
miere.
•
campaign.
Levey and Mayor Morrison adpromotional cam
dressed the premiere audience. Th
and
Advertising
Ted R. Gamble, head of Gamble campaign was worked out by theatre paigns for forthcoming Lippert proover
Enterprises, is due to leave here
manager Ernest McKenna and UA ductions were outlined at the Hotel
and will
the weekend for the Coast
fieldman Murray Roman, under the Warwick here yesterday at the closreturn to New York next Friday.
direction of Mori Krushen, and will ing session of 'the company's Eastern
•
be duplicated for the New York open
sales meeting.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Universal ing at the Victoria on May 30 and for
Meanwhile it was announced three
Simonelli,
Charles
Rockefeller Center
___
more former Eagle Lion Classics
Eastern advertising-publicity manager, all other key-city premieres.
Lippert
the
to
to
added
Chicago
salesmen were
left here last night for
They are Jack
department.
confer with Balaban and Katz execu3 sales
Katz, in Los Angeles; Robert Tar
tives.
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
•
water, to the Atlantic branch, and
Jarmila NOVOTN
Dorothy KIRSTEN
Blanche THEBOM
Jack Galloway, to Florida territory.
Anatole Litvak, director-producer,
ProLippert
10.—
May
Hollywood,
TECHNICOLOR
Color by
Europe on
is due to return here from
ductions today press-previewed the
An M-G-M Picture
Five speaking dates have been
Wednesday.
STAGE PRESENTATION
Spectacular
Uius
first of three dual-purpose melodramas
•
scheduled for Dick Pitts of the staff
split into
conveniently
Orto
be
Picture
designed
of the Council of Motion
Fred Polangin, Stanley Kramer
two half-hour television programs af- ganizations.
publicist on the Coast, returned to
Paramount Present*
theatre runs have been completed.
This evening Pitts will speak beHollywood yesterday from New York. ter
pre
picture
13,"
the
Entitled "Pier
fore the North Bellmore Republican
•
Edward Club of North Bellmore, L. I., and Appointment with.
Beaumont,
Hugh
sents
Westrex's
of
manager
R. E. Warn,
jSSP
flaws
Brophy, Richard Monahan, and Rich
Monday he will appear in Atlanta
fiomas
Hollywood division, has returned to ard Travis, as principal players in on
CounFilms
Better
Atlanta
the
before
the Coast from New York.
con
stories
of
type
Ngnjttf
Owners
private-eye
Theatre
these
and the
cil
Alan Ladd Phyllis Calvert
nected, in the picture version, by the Georgia. On May 16 he will address
Midnight Feolutff
Nighil],
and
continuation of their role identities the joint meeting of the
May
on
setting.
and
and story
the Publicity Club here
for 'Attack'
The Lippert policy contemplates 22 he will speak before the Repubpictures from tele- lican Club of East Rockaway, L. I.
Academy Award Winner.. «
wiim
Louis Pollock has arrived in New withholding the
|nY un|
grosses from
MULLIUAT
maximum
JUDY
until
distrivision
discuss
to
Year's Best Actress"!
York from the Coast
been colfeature picture, theatrical exhibition have

Leon

sales

NEW YORK THEATRES

Lippert

"THE GREAT CARUSO"

Previews

Film-TV Melodramas

-

DANUKK

1

I

AMPA

Pollock Here on

Deals

bution deals for his
"Suicide Attack," based on official
Japanese films of the war in the Paci-

"Pier 13" are
meloderived from half-hour radio
for
Novak,
"Pat
as
dramas broadcast
fic. The film had two successful showin 1948-1949.
ABC
over
and
Hire"
Francisco
San
case" openings, in
Pollock, who edited and
wrote the narrative for the film, is a
former advertising-publicity executive

The

ected.

stories

in

San Diego.

with major companies here.

Goodfried and Heim
Join UA Field Staff
The appointment
fried

and

Wally

Robert Good
Louis Heim .as

of

Walsh At Hartford
Anniversary Fete

:

;

F. Shaw, Loew's-Poli Theatres,
Haven, were among 400 guests

Harry

New

Bond.
Charles Obert, president,
charge of arrangements.

who

was

m

week!

advertising-promo-

campaign is set to kick-off Sundav for 20th Century-Fox's "Of Men
and Music" at 32 theatres in Greater
New York. Opening variously startingnext week, the theatres will play it

tional

_

Max

tising-publicity.

cooperative

record

May 10. — Richard F. as a single feature. Included are intheatres
Walsh of New York, international dependent houses and selected Skouras,
circuits
following
of
Fine,
the
in
Hy
IATSE
president of the
Century, Cin
New England Theatres, Boston, and RKO, Walter Reade,
and Florin.
attended the 50th anniversary
dinner of Local No. 84, IATSE, of
Hartford, last night, at the Hotel

UA

A

20th

Hartford,

United Artists field representatives,
under Mori Krushen, exploitation
manager, was announced yesterday by
vice-presiE. Youngstein,
dent and national director of adver

Co-Op Ad Drive for
'Of Men and Music'

ema and Liggett
The engagements

will be

a

t/iefote
¥

YESTERDAY
%-A Columbia

Pictoa.is

:

4olh St.
S
B'wov & 46ih
8'woy

WHAT IS THE
HOWARD HAWKS'

THING?
Production

"THE THING"
from Another World

heralded

by a 300-line cooperative ad Sunday
Times, Heraldin the New York
Tribune and Journal- American, and
Monday in the Post and Daily Mi
ror. The ad will list the theatres with
their specific opening dates.

BORN
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Sensational personal appearance tour of

CLAIRE PHILLIPS, famed author-heroine
of "Spy/' grabs front
Keith's

.

.

.

set-ups

Grand)...
.

in

the Wash-

THEN she heads

for satura-

and 68 other houses

ington area
tion

page breaks for RKO

.

.

covering

CINCINNATI

(RKO

BOSTON (Paramount and Fenway)

PHILADELPHIA (Warners' Stanton)

CLEVELAND (Warners'

Allen).

.

.

Friday,

Motion Picture Daily
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Variety

Review

Says Franco-British
Setup Not for U. S.

May

(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood Story

Paris, May 7 (By Airmail).
—Phil Reisman, RKO Radio
vice-president, told the Motion
Picture Daily Bureau here

hospitals for children's diseases
camps for under-privileged minors

to

and
Brady have embellished a stand- a unique project sponsored by Tent
Fred
and
Kohner
Frederick
SCENARISTS
trimmings and the result is an No. 32 of San Francisco which has
ard murder-mystery plot with a few novel
arincentive
setting and a touch of the charged undertaken the care of blind babies
Hollywood
a
that a product
with
"whodunnit"
interesting
Taylor case
rangement, such as the one in
and the education of their parents
atmosphere that marked the old William Desmond
and
Conte and Hemy Hull, and such care.
Britain
between
effect
only names for sale here are Richard
The
power, it will be necessary to rely
France, would not solve
Variety Club of New England led
while they do carry a measure of drawing
diffifilm
to secure maximum box-office all others in 1950-51, with total exangles
American
French
heavily on the picture's exploitation
setting, in the unique cir- penditures of $720,000 on children's
culties. The French governThese angles may be found in the story's
results
extra-curricular sleuth,
an
into
(Conte)
producer
ment makes available an
cancer research. Pittsburgh, Tent No.
cumstances that turn a film
days.
picture
silent
for
for
permit
s
Hollywood
additional dubbing
1 was sharply in front on pledges
and in the nostalgic glimpses into
fresh from a successfu
increase of
Hollywood
an
in
with
arrives
year
Conte
the
new
each French film bought by
opens,
As the story
York. Seeking a story for his first Coast $120,000 over the current year.
Britain and is pushed in theacareer of film producing in New
of the facts surrounding the 20-year-old
some
upon
tres there. Reisman pointed
stumbles
venture he
Trim Sails
of
director. In probing these facts for script
separation
film
the
famous
that
out
unsolved murder of a
he
Meanwhile,
murderer.
the
and
trail
of
Other tents trimmed sails for next
theatres from production
material he soon finds himself on the
oldtimers-silent screen stars, a scenar- year, but some announced repeats
of
host
a
with
divorcement, a process now
himself
iTas surrounded
picture. One of these from last year while still others deassist him in the production of his
going on in the U. S., would
ist and oThers-to
won't spoil it for you by identifying him clared themselves for increased colwe
but
murderer,
block such a deal. He blamed
the
be
to
urns out
theatre-seat sleuths will have picked lections and expenditures in the next
France for not producing the
here Chances are, though, that many
twelve months.
.•
type of picture which the
...
him out before the final curtain.
assists Conte with the romantic chores,
The convention today voted favorAmerican public would appreA pretty newcomer, Julia Adams,
Cavanagh, ably on a group insurance plan which
Paul
Clark,
Fred
Egan,
Richard
include
ciate.
and others in the cast
and William Farnum.
will become effective provided 75 per
Francis X Bushman, Betty Blythe
pace although at cent of the membership of each tent
a
good
at
action
the
keeps
direction
Will am Castle's
Leonard Goldstein s approves. This is required before in.spots in the script
times he is handicapped by slow
lavish and Carl Guthrie s surance companies will accept a deal
from
far
but
quality,
substantial
of
Suction is
the film's atmosphere of lurking danger
for a lowered premium rate.
(Continued from page 1)
fensino is appropriately keyed to
For June
audience classification.
General
Renewal of Variety's long-standing
minutes.
o
77
time,
c,
Runni.
Kunnm &
including
Charles L. Franke deal with the American Guild of
ary The board of directors,
(

Universal-International)

m

i

Denver Allied Meet
held over

the

include:
president;

release.

officers,

John M. Wolf berg,

Joe Ashby, genMary Lmd Neal

ter Ibold, treasurer

;

Heavy Agenda

for

manager;
Leon Coulter, Fred Hall,
RobElden Menagh, Kenneth Powell,
Anderert Smith, Lloyd Greve, Fred
Goodson, Robert Kehr, Mrs. Mane
R.
Atlanta, May 10.— An extensive
hand, Dorrance Schmidt, Dr. b.
Wood
John
Smith,
Walter
and a long list of speakers have
agenda
Rider,
of
Burl Lingle, Tom Knight and Lloyd been drawn up for the convention
Operators ot
Kerby.
the Theatre Owners and
Georgia at the Hotel Biltmore here
Urges Caravan Study
starting Sunday, J. H. Thompson, orBusiness Conditions
ganization president, reports.

eral

Beezley

Probe in Hollywood

_

Speakers will include, Sam Pinanski,
Allied States
Denver, May 10.
Ballance, Walter Titus, Robert
Harry
was urged today to expand the activ
Coyne, Gov. Herman E. Talcommittee
ities of the Allied Caravan
Mayor William B. Hartsfield,
madge,
from its present task of circulating Maurice Bergman, Mike Simons, Robproduct information only to the disHugh
ert Lippert, Robert Mochrie,
semination of successful business and
Hodgms,

—

W

among mem

hers.

To Aid Box-Office
The suggestion came from Hender
son M. Richey, exhibitor relations di

Owen, Dick

Pitts,

Morgan

C. Colvin, Nate Halpern, James
Gael
Jerauld, Herman M. Levy and
Sullivan.
Among the topics which are to come
up for discussion are public relations

Ray

:

Washington, May 10—The
Un-American Activities Committee

Senator Commends
AA's 'American Spy'

RKO

May

RKO RADIO JOTES,

Inc.

since 1930 the 20th-Fox and Warner
have owned and operated theatres in
Milwaukee county "to the detriment

OF

will

ing

HARD, FAST AND
BEAUTIFUL"
be held at the

Room,

12

E.

MONDAY, MAY

RKO
6th

ScreenSt.,

21, at 8

instead of on Tuesday,

I

tell

authentic
just that."
is

Trade Showing
'

known

(Continued from page 1)

CINCINNATI

on

P.M.

May

22.

Colonial
independent theatres."
of
said it figured its loss in profits at
more than $500,000- since 1930 and
seeks trebled damages.

The Towne Theatre
$1,295,878

Menasha
Wis.,

recently

won

one such suit and the
Realty Co. of Menasha,
in

recently settled its $600,000
an out-of-court settlement of

suit for

$75,000.

RKO

Keith's Theatre, the
"I am
as a conservative man. When
you that this motion picture

16 at

Oregon Senator commented,

Milwaukee Suit

salary.

send a sub-committee to Holly
Cities Vie
wood to "tie up the loose ends" after
Houston, Cincinnati and Las Vegas
hearings are finished here, Committee
thumping hard for the 1952 conare
declared
Chairman Wood (D., Ga.)
vention with Las Vegas out in front
here.
in aggressive campaigning.
To Reopen Tuesday
Commerce Charles
Secretary of
chief speaker at today's
was
Sawyer
scheduled
now
are
hearings
He said
luncheon. He urged delegates not to
to reopen Tuesday, and will probdaunted by television and predicted
ably run on and off for a month or be
future for motion pictures
a
sound
economy
"for
declared
more. Then, he
forms of entertainment
new
despite
reasons" a sub-committee will probas television that may arise.
such
out
pointed
He
Coast.
the
ably go to
A tent is in the making in Ireland,
that there will probably be many witaccording to C. J. Latta, chief barker
nesses who will not cooperate with
of Variety of Great Britain. Not rethe Committee, and that these can be
a chapter in France while
is
mote
interrogated briefly for the record on
initial efforts looking toward a unit
spared
Committee
the
and
the Coast
in Holland already have been launched.
the expense of bringing the witnesses
Detroit reported that its reorganito Washington.
zational difficulties are ended and a
new start has been made. Herman
Levy, chief barker of the New Haven
tent, reported a new spurt of activity

may

Hollywood production, the Council of
rector of M-G-M, and was presented
Motion Picture Organizations, studio
conannual
to delegates attending the
theatre equipment develop
activities,
vention of the Allied Rocky Mountain
television.
and
ments
at
Association
Independent Theatres
the Cosmopolitan Hotel here.
Suggested as one means of promotFilm to
ing box-office business, Richey said
Washington, May 10.— The ConArrangements have been concluded
that the Caravan would make plans
Radio gressional Record will carry Senator
RKO
Depinet,
Ned
membetween
to
information
for and pass on
William J. Cell, chair- Wayne Morse's tribute to Allied Artbers of national Allied concerning suc- president, and
Film Corp. of Lon- ists' "I Was an American Spy," the
cessful campaigns either for indivi- man of Monarch
will release Mon- Senator has announced.
RKO
whereby
appeal
don,
film
general
dual pictures or for
After viewing the Ann Dvorakcurrent English film, "Lilli
arch's
to the public.
Marlene," throughout the Western Gene Evans starrer which is to have
a world premiere in Washington on
Hemisphere.

Monarch

AGVA

House Group May

Ga. Theatres' Meet

promotional campaigns

Vaudeville Artists also was voted alwill have to be content
though
with whatever total fees are voted by
each tent. This may fall short of the
$20,000 provided in Variety's original
agreement with AGVA. The deal itself permits performers to appear at
House Variety fund-raising drives without

Wal-

in

its

details,

I

in his area.
is the baby tent and
40 in the roster already has
launched a "heart fund." With Jack
Alicoate as chairman and Jay Emanuel
and this correspondent among members of the committee, the "Heart
Award" winner will be divulged at
the banquet Saturday. Alicoate announced that one winner, three honorable mentions and one personal commendation would highlight his com-

Tokyo which

No.

mittee's

decision.

mean

Glockner Joins

Award

to

Miss Williams

Albany, N.Y., May

ABC
10.

—Maurice

Boston,- May 10.— Esther Williams Glockner head of the Schine Circuit's
has accepted the invitation of the candy subsidary, has resigned to take
awards committee of the Boston an executive post with ABC Vending
Chamber of Commerce to appear here Corp. in New York. He was with
Tuesday to receive a citation at the Schine in Gloversville for 18 years,
department.
"first assembly of American women starting in the real estate
Werthman
Stanley
assistants,
His
receive
to
Another
of achievement."
Schulthies will handle
the award is Ethel Waters of stage and Henry
Glockner's duties for the present.
and screen.

May

Friday,
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11,

Smith
(Continued from page

1)

since 1947 and a
vice-president since 1949. He entered

industry
with Pathe,

in 1942 as

Eastern division sales

The full text of the statement issued yesterday by Harry M.
Warner,
president of Warner Bros., on the ending of negotiations
manfor sale of the Warners' stock to the Louis R. Lurie syndicate is

Lichtman, an industry pioneer, has published herewith.
been in the industry more than 40
years. He was the first sales manager
"Negotiations over the bid made by
of Paramount, Famous Players and Mr. Louis R. Lurie and his associates
operated his own for the stock personally owned by my
Artcraft Pictures
production and distribution company, brothers Albert, Jack and me have
Preferred Pictures, with B. P. Schul- been ended most amicably.
was general manager of disberg
"While Mr. Lurie was prepared and
tribution of Famous Players-Lasky, willing to meet most of our prelimiwas president of nary stipulations and others were still
and of Universal
United Artists and a vice-president of under consideration, we felt that we
Loew's. He joined 20th-Fox in 1949 could not withdraw from the great
in the top distribution post he now undertaking which has been so vital
holds.
a part of our lives.
Indications are that an operational
"Originally we entered negotiations
sales chief will be appointed by Licht- with Mr. Lurie only because he shared
man in the near future.
our respect and our feeling of responsibility to the company built over so
long a period and to the valued personnel who have contributed to its
;

;

;

NY

Cashiers

(Continued from page

1)

offered the local a $2 per week pay
increase at a meeting last February
and that meanwhile the union has
made a counter-proposal on which the
company has not acted. In rejecting the company's proposal, the local
asked for "a greater increase," and a
36-hour, five-day work week, she explained.
The negotiations began last September when the cashiers' previous contract expired. The local's membership
numbers about 80 cashiers employed at
theatres in Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens. Joseph Basson, special representative of the "IA" international office here, has been active
in the negotiations during the past two

RKO

months.
Efforts to

reach Leslie Thompson,

RKO

Theatres labor relations director, for comment on the reported impasse in negotiations with the IATSE
Cashiers' Local here, were unavailing".

many

successes.

"When

was

all

said

and done, how-

in mid-afternoon following a
meeting of the Warner board of di-

rectors.

The

were begun more

negotiations

among

try figures

his friends.

Lurie interested members of the
Giannini family in the deal with the

—

mount Pictures

No

Studio.

player personalities

maximum

of $7,500,000.

and
Downtown Paramount
and other pictures were mentioned by title as the camera dwelt
upon sets and equipment used in their
making. Unit managers and construction departments heads accompanied

wood

theatres,

the narrator, explaining operations of
their departments.

the

of

included Sol Lesser, independent producer Arde Bulova, board chairman
Lee Shubert,
of Bulova Watch Co.
legitimate theatre owner and producer
Nat Cummings, board chairman
of Consolidated Grocers Corp., Chi;

;

;

cago, and others.
The negotiations
their final stage this

TV

N. Y.

619.

Wabash Ave. r
W. 54th Street

S.

Spot Shortage
May

—

10.
Marvin Frank of
Co., advertising agency
handling the local co-operative advertising campaign of the drive-ins, said
that there is not a critical shortage of
spot time on Chicago television
stations. He said there was a big demand for premium time though.

Chicago,

,

I

final word, I wish to express
regard and respect for Mr. Lurie.
have known him for thirty-five

a brilliant and straightforward businessman. He has expressed
a complete understanding of the feeling of Albert, Jack and myself in this
matter."

years

(Continued from page 1)
to principals for final acceptance, it
was declared.
Even after final acceptance, it may
be a week or more before the terms

are

made

public.

as

Collapses

Industry Pledges
(Continued from page 1)

Edward

president
of
N.
Rugoff,
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres
Association Harry Brandt, president
of Independent Theatre Owners Association, and Spyros Skouras, Jr.,
executive vice-president of Skouras
Theatres Corp.
Lieut. Gen. Willis D. Crittenberger,
;

There was no indication that the syndicate lacked the necessary financing
or that any such problem was involved in the collapse of the deal.

and civil defense director Arthur W.
Wallander made appeals for public
suppport.
The First

Army

and color

band

Consent Decree
guard were present at the ceremonies.
The Brothers Warner were disposed
to sell out and retire largely because
of the Federal consent decree which Barron Memorial
forces them to dispose of the theatre
Kathryn
Washington, May 10.
operations, in which field they entered
Grayson and Walter Pidgeon are the
the industry 46 years ago and on the first stars to accept invitations to take
foundation of which they built the part in dedication ceremonies for the
gigantic
arner company. Carter Barron Amphitheatre here.
present

—

as Warner stated, their high
regard for Lurie played a part in their

They

will

fly

which takes
officials

for

in

place

B.

Doner

dedication,

the

May

Loew's

25,

announced.

tion,

willingness to negotiate.
The syndicate, with Lurie personally handling the work, had planned
to liquidate the theatres piecemeal and
locally had the deal been concluded,
believing that method would prove

most

profitable.

WB Declares Dividend
The board of directors of Warner
Brothers Pictures yesterday declared
a dividend of 25 cents per share on
common stock payable July 5 to stockholders of record on June 8.

Harry and Albert

Warner had planned

had the
Jack had promised" to" continue to run the Burbank
studios for at least six months.
to retire,

deal been concluded.

In

statement

his

Warner

said

that

yesterday

Harry

the

"entire attention" of him and his brothers will now
be devoted to the company's production schedule coupled with the "reshaping" of the theatre operations so
that they comply with the decree "and
still
remain as a money earning

UNITED

offers

to

entity."

Skiatron Board Meet
A meeting of the Skiatron board
of

directors

Monday

hear a
brief prepared by its counsel, Telford
Taylor, to be presented to the Federal
will

Communications Commission requesting permission to hold a 90-day test
trial of its Subscriber- Vision in New

York

this

fall.

you

10 DC- 6$ DAILY

CA LIFOR NIA!
LOS ANGELES
11 hrs.

onestop

SAN FRANCISCO
IV/i hrs.

W.

NEW YORK

"As a

my

20th-Fox Decree

were brought to
The
statement
emphasized
the
week when Lurie amicable atmosphere in which the neand Jack Warner arrived from the gotiations had been conducted and the
Coast
for
decisive
meetings. high regard in which Lurie is held.
the

No TV

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 1327

The balance

commitments were subscribed
by Allen and Ungerleider and their
The latter
were shown partners and associates.

in the telecast. Producer Robert Welch
acted
host
the
as
to
televisionnarrator, plugging today's opening of
his "Lemon Drop Kid" at the Holly-

entire attention to a schedule of motion picture productions which is probably the most forward looking in the
history of this company.
"Our efforts in the matter of production and distribution will still be
coupled with the reshaping of the
Warner Theatre Circuit so that it
complies with the legal decree and still
remains as a money earning entity.

W

result that Transamerica Corp., their
Hollywood, May 10.
"City at investment company, joined the syndiNight," a Santa Fe Railroad-spon- cate and agreed to match any particisored television program of conducted pation in it that Lurie took. The lattours of big industrial plants, or pub- ter had said he was prepared to put
in a minimum of $5,000,000 and a
lic institutions, last night over Para-

mount-owned station KTLA-TV took
viewers on an 80-minute tour of Para-

we could not sever ourselves, and
we have determined to devote our

than a month ago by Charles Allen
and Samuel Ungerleider, New York
brokers and friends of long-standing
As
of Jack L. and Albert Warner.
the deal progressed, Allen and Ungerleider and their partners, Albert
Goetz and Albert Leeds, brought in They have until April 4, 1953, to sepLurie, San Francisco financier and arate theatre operations from producrealtor, who numbers many top indus- tion-distribution operations.
In addi-

Others Join

Unveil Para. Studio
To Home TV Viewers

and

20th-Fox

1950,

subsidiaries paid $60,000 to
Lehman Brothers for this service and for services in connection with the placement of
a $7,500,000 loan by National
Theatres, it was reported.

ever,

(Continued from page 1)

came

Durng
its

W. B. Stock Deal
of the syndicate that the negotiations
were still in the hands of the lawyers.
Confirmation that the deal was off

banking

conducting studies for
20th Century-Fox of the financial problems relating to
divorcement of the company's
production-distribution from
its exhibition activities.

First NaBrothers, United ArtHe joined 20th-Fox

ager.

-

Lehman Brothers has

been

Hodkinson,

RKO.

and

ists

The investment
firm of

1914 and held posts

in

Warner

tional,

20th Divorcement
Studied by Lehman

Fu 11 Text ofH.M. Warner 's
Statement on Deal's End

ager of 20th-Fox
the

5
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DEAR BILL HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN

•

FABULOUS FABIOLA

BROKE ALL HOUSE RECORDS OPENING DAY AND HUNDREDS WERE TURNED

AWAY FROM OVERFLOWING BOX OFFICE

•

CONGRATULATIONS BEAUCOUP

MONTY MONTGOMERY, PRESIDENT, JOY THEATRE, NEW ORLEANS,

"FABIOLA"

FOR FABULOUS RETURNS

THRU

4
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69.
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Variety Averts

May

13.

—

A

schism in the ranks of Variety
Clubs International was narrowly
averted in the closing stretches of
15th annual convention here at
Bellevue Stratford hotel when
Robert J. O'Donnell, international
ringmaster, walked out under the sting
of criticism from the floor and later
walked in again under exhortations of
Variety's rank and filers.
the
the

The

situation,
ultimately
turned over to a committee of
which Samuel J. Switow of
Louisville, Ky. was chairman,

Trust Suit

a

constitutional
limiting the
{Continued on page 3)

Italian Pact

Off tojuly
Signing of the new Italo- American
film_ pact, now under negotiation in
Paris, will take place in

New York

on or about July 1, officials of the
Motion Picture Association of America
reported here at the weekend
following a trans-Atlantic telephone
conversation with John G. McCarthy,
AA foreign department chief, in

MP
the

French

expected

The

capital.

much

MPAA

Signing had been

earlier.

said the talks
{Continued on page 3)
officials

$1 76-Million, 20th Reports
Paramount Pictures
Reports Quarterly

The extent of the burden of civil
anti-trust actions on the industry was
highlighted at the weekend in "a report which identified a single major
company as a defendant in 120 such
suits at the beginning of the current
year.
Several more have been filed
since.

come

taxes.

Taxes were approximate-

$590,000 higher than those for the
first quarter of 1950.
These earnings do not include $205,000 representing Paramount's net interest in the combined undistributed
earnings for the quarter of partially
owned non - consolidated companies,
principally DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
Earnings for the quarter ended
April 1, 1950 were estimated at $1,441,000_ and did not include $597,000
of undistributed earnings of partially
ly

owned subsidiaries.
The estimated profit

for the quarter

represents 61 cents per share on 2,outstanding,
302,760
shares
which
compares with 45 cents per share for
the quarter ended April 1, 1950 on
3,172,870 shares then outstanding.

be devoted to both key-city
and grass-roots promotion of Darryl
F. Zanuck's "David and Bathsheba."
The three age levels are: 6-to-17, 18to-35 and those over 35.
Described by the company as its
"most carefully calculated plan to
capture the interest of specific audience groups," the units will be^ composed of the following
national tour featuring Walter
1,
units

An

impasse arising barely a week
opened has brought an
abrupt end to wage raise negotiations
here in behalf of the East's 1,900 film
laboratory technicians belonging to
IATSE Local No. 702.
John J. Francavilla, president of the
talks

local,

said at the weekend that the
negotiations broke down when he refused a 7 J 2 cents an hour pay hike
{Continued on page 3)

/

TEN CENTS

Board

Allied

Will Propose
Films' 'Rescue'
Meets Today on Agenda
Embracing Many Topics
Kansas

May 13.— Discus-

City,

sion of ways of "rescuing the film
industry from its present depressed
condition,
along with action on
arbitration,
competitive bidding and

The company, 20th

Century-Fox,

disclosed also in the report that "in
about 100 of these suits damages are
requested aggregating, when trebled,

approximately $176,000,000."
Defendants in these 120 actions, include not only 20th-Fox and certain
of its subsidiaries, but also other, distributors and exhibitors, the report
points out.

The number of defendants in the
actions varies from one to 48, and the
suits, alleging violations of state as
well as Federal anti-trust laws, generally charge monopolies among, distributors and exhibitors, attempts to
monopolize,

and conspiracies in restraint of trade. Charges also include
refusals to license films, imposition of
unreasonably long clearances and of
minimum admission prices in licenses,
use of blind or block licensing, zoning

and discriminations.
In substantially

all

television
will
feature
the
Allied
States Association spring board meeting, which gets under way here to-

morrow.
The two-dav meeting

to

the

actions

:

A

{Continued on page 3)

Signing of a contract with Willmark Service Systems for checking
the company's percentage pictures at
box-offices was announced here Friday
by 20th Century-Fox. The company
had formerly used the services of ConReports,

be held

been proposed than usual, "apparently
because directors wished to insure
ample time for a general discussion of
the state of the industry." He noted
{Continued on page 3)

Goldwyn Sets
4 for '51-52
Undertaking what was described as
largest and most expensive 12months production program in his
career,
Samuel Goldwyn announces
that he will spend about $9,000,000 on
four pictures to be produced between
June, 1951, and May. 1952. Three will
the

be

in

Technicolor.

One

will be shot

South Seas, the other three in
Hollywood.
In setting up the large appropriain the

Goldwyn points out that despite
the competition of television and other
{Continued on page 3)

tion,

of

some sort of injunctive relief was requested. In three cases decrees have
{Continued on page 3)

fidential

will

the Phillips Hotel. It will be followed by a national equipment show
and
drive-in
convention,
lastingthrough Thursday and a Kansas- Missouri Allied meeting.
Releasing the proposed agenda for
the meeting, general counsel Abram
F. Myers noted that fewer topics have
at

'Lab' Technicians' Three National Tours
20th-Fox
For 20th's 'David'
20th Signs Willmark
Pay Talks Collapse Aiming at three age levels, 20th To Check Pictures
Decree
Century-Fox has set up three touring
after

Impartial

1951

Damages Total

Paramount Pictures estimates the
earnings of the corporation and its
domestic and Canadian subsidiaries
for the first quarter ended March 31,
at $1,411,000 after provision for in-

for

specifically

and

'

He

struck

Concise

-

Net of $1,4H,000

amendment

14,

kicks.

off by Fred
C.
Coleman, former chief barker
of Tent No. 21. of Atlanta.

was touched

MONDAY, MAY

Atlanta.
At the organization's 15th annual convention here at the Bellevue Stratford hotel, Coleman led a heated discussion over the
sphere of authority of the international officers, alleging the latter
group was usurping prerogatives vested in each tent under the
organization's constitution and by-laws.
The decision to join COMPO, Coleman asserted, was never submitted to the tents but was determined by the international top-

to

KANN

U.S.A.,

13.
unchallenged Friday, that Variety Clubs International became a charter
member of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations "illegally"
by Fred C. Coleman, former chief barker of Tent No. 21 of

Resolve
Powers of International
By RED
Philadelphia,

YORK,

Charge of Variety Joining COMPO
'Illegally' Sparks By-law Debate
Philadelphia, May
— The charge was made, and passed

Schism Over
Constitution
Name Group

Accurate

Inc.

The Willrnark organization has been
operating

a cheeking service in the
motion picture industry for a number
of years, in addition to its checking
service for the industry in general.

Weighing

Terms

With the major work of negotiating a consent decree with the Department of Justice completed, 20th Century-Fox attorneys returned here from
Washington at the weekend, and laid
the proposed agreement before company heads", for approval.
Whether the consent decree will
stand as it is now or whether another'
meeting with the Department of Jus {Continued on page 3)

Monday, May
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WARNER,

the Coast at the end of this week.

•
R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Enterprises, who was scheduled to
leave here for the Coast over the
weekend, postponed his departure until

tomorrow.
•

tury-Fox's

C. Gehring, 20th Censales
general
assistant
expected back at his desk

manager, is
here today following illness.
•
Rufus Blair, Paramount

Coast
here from the Coast
over the weekend and is due to leave
publicist, arrived

for

Boston on Wednesday.
•

Foster M. Blake, Universal-InterWestern sales manager, returned here over the weekend from
Des Moines.

national's

•

Columbia adscheduled to return here today from the Coast.
•
Rube Jackter, assistant general
sales manager of Columbia, is due
back here today from Boston,
e
Theatres vending
Lee Koken,
chief, is due back here today from

Paul Lazarus,

vertising executive,

THE

Jr.,
is

RKO

so-called "marginal" exwhose position in re-

hibitors

cent months has become increasingly precarious should take
heart from the message given to
sales managers
field
week by William F. Rod-

M-G-M's
last

Ted

William

gers, vice-president in charge of
distribution.
sales
Addressing an

M-G-M

conference here, Rodgers urged
members to make every

his staff
effort of

which

the

company

is

capable to help prevent the closing of distressed theatres.
Insofar as this department is
aware, this is the first tradewide recognition of the plight of
the marginal theatre by a distribution company which is prepared to offer assistance to help

keep such theatres in business.
Although no specific instructions concerning the type or extent of aid which could be proffered distressed theatres were
issued by Rodgers, it is generally

known

that

M-G-M

for

years

has reposed wide authority in
field

When

representatives.

Rodgers urges

his

men

its

to

make

"every effort" to help keep a
theatre open, he is not excluding
the lowering of rentals or other
adjustments of playing terms.

Philadelphia.

•
Robert Lippert, producer, is due in
Atlanta today from New York.

No

fair-minded person, not
exhibitors in temporary
business distress, should expect

"Never

M-G-M

N. Y. RKO
Trade Press Aide

Stern
RKO

Pictures

as
for

was announced here

at the weekend by Don Prince, Eastern publicity director.

RKO

for the
Stern has been with
past Sy2 years as New York editor for
the foreign publicity department.

Jeraldine Cooper on Special

Merchandising Promotions
Jeraldine Cooper has been added to
Pictures publicity staff. Her
the
first assignment will be on the WaldKrasna production, "Size 12."

RKO

LayoffsHitWB
Publicity Department
Layoffs in Warner's home office ad
department, affect
ing about a dozen persons and includ
ing Isabel Turner, Dave Carson and
Eddie Aaronoff, all radio and maga-

vertising-publicity

were made by the company on Friday. A company spokes-

zine contacts,

M-G-M

to

extend

its relief

meas-

ures to the point of loss-selling.
It is doubtful whether any theatre whose plight is so desperate
that it must be served with film
at less than service cost to the
distributor could be kept open
for long, regardless. However,
there are many theatres whose

doors can be kept open permanently if accorded reasonable
help, such as that to be extended
by M-G-M, to tide them over a
period of stress.
M-G-M can do much to aid
such theatres but it cannot do
the entire job single-handedly.
It is deserving of great credit
for taking the lead and it is certain to achieve the minimum
Rodgers:
by
specified
goal
Others hit by the layoffs, according
SDG, were Jess Gourlay, with
the company 30 years of the Art department, Gil Blackford, senior pubto the

licist,

Ted

Gottfried, associate publi-

said
that
it
be
let
contributed to the clos-

ing of any theatre."

Other distributors, surely, are
less concerned than M-G-M
with the problem of the marginal theatres. Giving the help
which will permit them to remain open today keeps alive the
chance of their again becoming
prosperous customers when the

no

has changed.
seller ever has improved
his own position by permitting
his potential outlets to decrease
while there is still something he
can do to prevent it.

tide

No

PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S

67 th
birthday and Ben-Gurion's arrival
here are current newsreel highlights.
Other items include Korean nezt's, a
Defense Bond trailer, sports and fashons. Complete contents follow.

Contrary

to

some

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No. 39 '— U. S.
Ben-Gurion. President Truman's 67th
train
wreck
in N.Y. Allbirthday. Freight
American Mother of 1951. U. S. greets first

hails

rotation

reports,

The syndicate had commitments
from substantial members aggregating $29,000,000, whereas it
needed $25,500,000 to consummate the deal.
The major stumbling block, as

was

the

inability

of

lawyers for' both sides to agiee
on accepting or waiving for their
principals

responsibility

for
anti-

damages under pending
trust and other suits for which
the company might subsequently
become liable.

The

attorneys

dumped

the

problem in the laps of the principals, who began their meetings
at seven a.m. Thursday. Ultimately Lurie and Warner left
the decision to

Samuel Unger-

Fishing.

—

one of the originators
the deal and a respected
friend of both. He held that he
could not recommend that either
accept the responsibility for indemnification, and the deal was

ing.

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 76— "G
home from Korea. President Truman
1

.

I.'s"
cele-

brates 67th birthday. Fashion show. Chile
calls troops to farms. Ben-Gurion in Washington and New York. Voice of Liberty in
Czechoslovakia. Bond trailer.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 12-B— Korea:

British battle on. Indo-China: rebels routed.
Election campaign in Japan. Germany: six
years after the war. Gymnasts compete for
honors in National A.A.U. show in Detroit.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
Ben-Gurion

in

New

No. 455
York. Forest

— David
fire

in

New

Jersey. Preview of "Hollywood Story."
President Truman on Korea and civil defense. Dr. Bunche outlines on war.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 78— Ben-

New Free-Europe transmitter.
Truman is 67. Barkley opens

Gurion here.
President

Hillman Medical Center. Soldier farmers of
Navy fire fighters. Paris gowns.
Chile.
Australian cops. Horseshow. Civil defense
drive.

Aaron, Silver stone
In New Fox Posts
Appointment of Edwin W. Aaron as
Western sales manager and Arthur
Silverstone as Eastern sales manager
was announced here Friday by Al
Lichtman, director of distribution for
The new appointees will make their headquarters in
New York.

20th Century-Fox.

Aaron
of

the

will

supervise the activities
Southern, Central

Western,

leider, as

and Mid-Western divisions and

of

verstone the activities of the Empire

off.

Respected opinion

in

New England, Mid-Eastern
Canadian divisions. New Canadian and Mid- Western division manand
Silverstone
succeeding
agers,
State,

and

Aaron

respectively,

will

be

named

and out

of the trade is that there is
likelihood of any other deal
terializing.

Sil-

soon.

There

were

little

ma-

many

unique, personal considerations
involved in the Lurie syndicate's
bid which induced the Brothers
Warner to entertain it and
which are unlikely to be present
again.

Wood Sees

M. Schenck Arrives
From Coast Today

/.

Joseph M. Schenck and Harry
Brand, 20th Century-Fox studio publicity director, are scheduled to arrive here from the Coast today, reportedly to confer with home office
management on economy measures.
Top company executives, however, declined to comment on the subject of

Coast the conferences.
'Red* Hearings Likely Warner Stock Dips
Hollywood, May 13. — Chairman
Aftermath
John S. Wood of the House Commit- As Deal
Warner stock was down K of a
tee on Un-American Activities told

Robert Hennelly, apprentice pubman declined to specify the exact num- licist, Al Messick, John Hayson, John
ber involved or whether the action Long, Tom Brennan, Georgia Cooper, newsman here Friday on departing for
Washington that there is a strong posand Otto Luther.
was temporary or permanent.
A guild spokesman said a commit- sibility that the committee may set up
The Screen Publicists Guild met
with the Warner personnel Friday tee would meet with management to- a subcommittee here to hold hearings
evening to plan action on behalf of its day and seek to halt the firings which as an economy measure. Secrecy veiled
Wood's one-day Hollywood visit.
the SDG labelled "illegal."
affected members.
cist,

queen.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 273 BenGurion on visit here. Civil defense drive.
Birthday party at Miami zoo. London ball.
Danish monarchs visit Britain. President
Truman's 67th birthday. Sport news: box-

syndicate's proposed purchase of
the stock of the Brothers Warner was not involved in the collapse of the deal last Thursday.

reported,

Beauty

troops.

Boating.

financing of the Louis R. Lurie

even

The appointment of Al Stern
New York trade paper contact

SHERWIN KANE

M

production
L,
vice-president of Warner Brothers,
returned to Hollywood over the weekend from here. Harry M. Warner,
company president, is due to return to

JACK

Newsreel
Parade

Tradewise

Personal
Mention

1951

14,

point to 123^ at the weekend as the
collapse of the Lurie deal to purchase
the Warner brothers' holdings became generally known. The price,
however, held above the 11% quotation prevailing two weeks ago.
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US

Backs Hughes'
Stock Sale Order
A

motion to affirm the

RKO

Theto sell his trusteed
atre stock holdings by February, 1953, was filed in Fed-

Court

Friday

here

(Continued from page

New

York Statutory Court's order
compelling Howard Hughes

eral

Avert Variety Schism

by

Department of Justice.
Hughes has appealed the order to the Supreme Court. It

the

provides for the Irving Trust
Co. to dispose of the stock by
1955 if Hughes does not.

powers of the international

(Continued from page 1)

When

he heard Coleman say the inoffice was "too big" and

Variety's

original

founders.
thereafter expanded
to include the advisability of continuing
the
organization's
mid-winter
meetings. Opponents thought meetings
_

_

;

;

—

On

television,

there will be discus-

September Federal ComCommission hearings on
theatre television frequencies, and also
whether "telescoping of two industries
by showing products of one on the
sion of the

munications

medium

of the other" is in the public
interest and in keeping with the antitrust laws. Myers will hit on "waning
interest in television as indicated by a
falling off in set sales, deterioration of

programs,

etc."

The board may make some

criticism
of the current plans of the Council of

Motion Picture Organizations. One
agenda item states "What became of
the proposal for a nationwide campaign
to promote theatre attendance," while
:

COMPO

another item

is the
proposal
for exhibitor seminars in Hollywood.
There has been some talk that Allied
leaders feel these seminars will be
run on a mass-production basis and
lose their value.

Film Prices

Wilbur Snaper

of

New

Jersey will

make a

report on film prices, and
Allied Theatre Owners of the Gulf
States will offer a resolution on this
subject. The agenda did not specify
the nature of the resolution. Print
shortages will also be gone into.
New England representatives will
report on the refusal of National
Screen Service to reduce charges
when a theatre changes from three or
four programs a week to two. Other
items to be discussed will include the
policy of NSS in dealing with driveins and the question of fixing the
responsibility

between

NSS

1)

Tent No. 32, San Francisco,
unanimously was awarded the
Heart Award" for 1950
for
sponsoring a foundation
for
blind babies and an
educational
program of their parents.

ternational

the "demoralization, indifference
or plain laziness in other industry
branches and organizations make it
plain that the independent exhibitors were uneconomic and unrequired. Prowill have to go it alone in rescuing the ponents argued Variety had grown
business their part of it, anyway
so in size that the mid-winter confrom its present depressed condition. ferences were necessary to keep acThis will be a main topic of discus- cumulated business flowing smoothly.
sion."
Switow was appointed chairman of
a committee to resolve the issue with
Report on Arbitration
Elmer Lux, Buffalo; Allan Moritz,
Myers will report on his discussions Cincinnati Hall Baetz, Denver Herwith distributor attorneys and sales man Levy, New Haven; and Col.
heads on a proposed arbitration sys- William McCraw, Variety's executive
tem, and some board action will prob- director. McCraw was re-engaged for
ably follow. The general counsel also another year and his salary increased
from $12,000 to $15,000.
will give the distributors' reactions
if
any to Allied's proposals for
C. J. Latta, chief barker of
changes in the competitive bidding
the London tent, reported a
provisions of the various film decrees.
group of 11 film

—

Johnston to Speak
At Balaban Tribute
Eric Johnston will be one
of the speakers at the testimonial dinner to Barney Balaban, president of Paramount
Pictures, at the Hotel Com-

of delegates saw considerable public reVariety to an advisory, not a decision- lations value in the contemplated
making level, thereby insuring the project.
"state rights" status of the individual
Hamilton Bissell, director of scholclubs without infringement.
arship at Phillips Exeter Academy
John H. Rowley, chief barker of reaffirmed the preparatory schools'
inthe Dallas tent, supported Coleman terest in extending free
education to
and so evidently did many of the worthwhile boys.
O'Donnell urged
delegates if pronounced applause from the delegates to take
advantage of the
the convention body was a yardstick. offer.

The argument

that

Meet

at

office

"ought to be cut to size," O'Donnell
blew up, announced his withdrawal
and stalked off accompanied by James
G. Balmer, of Pittsburgh, one of

Allied Board

3

men in Dublin
had applied for a charter. The
request will be investigated and
submitted later for action, but

the indication was a
Ireland which would
41st was
of time.

now merely

tent

be

in

the

a matter

For the

time in Variety's history this year's committee
of judges
voted three honorable
mentions and
one special commendation.
First honorable mention went
to Tent No 18

modore here on May

26.

Balaban is being honored
by his neighbors in Westchester for his philanthropic,
cultural and patriotic activities. Proceeds from the dinner will go to the building
fund of the Westchester Jewish Center.

Goldwyn

first

Sets

Four

(Continued from page 1)

the care of mentally
disturbed children
between the ages of seven
and 11 and
the correction of
conditions in the
homes of such children.
Second selection was Tent
No. 11, Washington
for sponsoring the

entertainment, quality pictures are today doing as big business as at any
time in history. Goldwyn, who has no
stockholders or partners, personally
finances his films.
Most lavish of the four will be
"Hans Christian Andersen," a musical, starring Danny Kaye and Moira
Shearer. "I Want You," a story of
remobilization, will star Dana Andrews,
Dorothy McGuire, Farley

pi

directed by

Uayton which

riety

Manor

is establishing
a "Vafor Children," devoted
to

Carter T Barron
Memorial Clinic at its
children's ho"
a
Third was Tent No.
13, Phil.

adelphia, for furthering
of. its Variety Club

development

Camp

for underd CH dren and ts
mtantile paralysis.
The personal accolade was
voted
the memory of Charles W.
Trampe of
Milwaukee for devotion to the organization s ideals. This
year's committee composed of Jack
Alicoate, Jay
Emanuel and Red Kann made these
decisions unanimously, but
Emanuel
abstained from voting the
citation to
the Philadelphia tent.

Etif

'

'

The announcement,

Granger and Peggy

Dow

and

will be

Mark Robson.

The Goldwyn

Girls will come back
"That Great American Pastime,"
to be filmed in Technicolor. Last on
the program, in Technicolor will be
"South of Samoa," based on the W.
Somerset Maugham's "Mackintosh,"
to be directed by Mark Robson. Goldwyn will go to the South Pacific to
in

oversee production.

Italian Pact
(Continued from page 1)

sealed until the

in Paris between McCarthy and top
representing
the dinner Saturday evening proved one
echelon representatives of the Italian
Motion Picture Arts and of the highlights of the
concluding- government and film industry have
Sciences, explained the processes by function.
The banquet heavily attend- been proceeding without
a hitch.
winch the Academy Awards are de- ed by
well-known film executives, had
It is expected that Dr. Giulio Antermined, urged exhibitors

Johnny

Academy

Green,

of

to take ad-

vantage of Oscar-winning attractions
and performers and revealed discussions looking toward a presently
unresolved method of extending the
Awards system throughout the year
had been held.
O'Donnell was authorized to pro
ceed with the development of a plan to
fly a group of top flight performers
to Berlin, Paris and London next
December to put on shows as a
Variety project. The proceeds would
go to the military in Berlin and Paris
and to the British tent in London. The

as chief luminaries Vice-President
Alben Barkley. who presented the "Hu-

manitarian

man

and,

Award"

to

of course,

Paul G. Hoff-

the

recipient of

award. Ken Murray's regularly
scheduled television show devoted approximately its first half-hour to a
highlight dramatization of Variety's

the

and numbered among its cast
Robert Young, Lnise Rainer. Susan
Peters. William Gargan. Buddv Ro
sers, Charles Coburn and Ralph Bel

activities

lamy.
also

Hollywood representation here
included

many

Loretta

Young among

others.

Undersecretary of the Italian
President's Council, and Dr. Nicola
de Pierro, Italy's Director General
de la Spectacle, will be the officials

dreotti,

who

The pending agreement

According

'David' Drive
(Continued from page 1)
Talun, wrestler,

who

portrays Goliath
in the picture; 2, A tour by Francis
X. Bushman, who portrays King
Saul
and 3,
tour by six of "the

merit or pull" the status of the motion picture industry as an "essential
industry"
probable violations of the
construction
control
order through most beautiful girls in America," all
"cow-pasture drive-ins and cheap con- of whom play the other wives in Da
version jobs"; the pending bill to set vid's harem.
up a uniform Federal statute of limitations on private anti-trust actions;
plans for the 1951 New York Allied
and film
(Continued from page 1)
convention
and, "are film salesmen
still knocking Allied?"
offer by the laboratories' negotiating
committee, headed by Joseph Mc
Mahon of Republic's Consolidated.
Asserting that the offer is equivalent
1
Irving Kahn. who has been handling to a 4 /?.
per cent general increase,
some home office television activities Francavilla termed it a "pittance" in
for 20th Century-Fox, resigned on view of the U. S. Wage
Stabilization
"
Friday after 10 years with the com- Board's expressed willingness to per
pany.
mit wage boosts of 10 per cent.
;

;

to

A

'Lab' Technicians

for

expected

is

MPAA

McCarthy has not

officials here,
yet scheduled con-

ferences with French government
cials
on the renegotiation of

Franco-American

:

;

come here from Rome

to cover a two-year period and carry
distinct trading advantages for the industries of both countries.

ly,

companies for the quality of trailers
and other advertising materials.
Still other items on the agenda include these
Do National Production
Authority building permits "depend on

will

the signing ceremonies.

get

film pact.

offi-

the

It is like-

however, that such conferences will
underway within the next 30 days.

20th Trust Suits
(Continued from page 1)
been entered providing for continuing
injunctive relief. In seven of the suits
damages are requested in unspecified
amounts and in eight only equitable
relief is sought.

About 60 cases were commenced

in

approximately 35 similar cases
were disposed of and 10 were in the
1950,

process of disposition.

;

mmi,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 1327 S. Wobash Ave.
NEW YORK N. Y. 619 W. 54th Street
,

Kahn Leaves 20th-Fox

20th Consent Decree
(Continued from page 1)
tice will

Both

be necessary

was not known.

however, seemed confident
that the end is in sight and that the
latest court deadline of May 24 will
sides,

be met.

I1ATF
Un
1

TITLE

i'

PINE and THOMAS'

it

Passage West Solor |£
JULY
BILLY WILDER'S
'

Ace

In

The Hole

HAL WALLIS'

|(

Peking Express
HAL WALLIS'

AUGUST

That's

'

My Boy

NAT HOLT'S

Waroatn

1

technicolor

FRANK CAPRA'S

Here Comes The Groom
GEORGE STEVENS'
I

SEPTEMBER

A Place

In

1

The Sun

PERLBERG AND SEATON'S

Rhubarb
PINE and THOMAS'

Crosswinds
1

OCTOBER

Submarine

™

|

b
c olor

Command

GEORGE STEVENS'

Something To Live For

When Worlds

Collide

—<>

1 NOVEMBER
Darling,

How

Could You!

PINE and THOMAS'

Hong Kong

technicolor

1 DECEMBER

.

???Hope Comedy

1

[

COAST POL»
(TO BE TITLED BY THE PUBLIC IN BIG COAST TO

the first two of the 15 July-to- December attractions that

answer your demands for quality-and-quantity product

CAST
JOHN PAYNE

DENNIS O'KEEFE

ARLEEN WHELAN

KIRK DOUGLAS

In a

JAN STERLING

Champion Role

— the

JOSEPH COTTEN

reporter who
covers the greatest

CORINNE CALVET

human

EDMUND GWENN

interest story

of our time.
DEAN MARTIN

JERRY LEWIS

EDMOND

OEAN JAGGER

O'BRIEN

FORREST TUCKER

POLLY BERGEN

WYMAN

BING CROSBY

JANE

FRANCHOT TONE

ALEXIS SMITH

MONTGOMERY

CLIFT

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

SHELLEY WINTERS

RAY MILLAND

JAN STERLING

RHONDA FLEMING

JOHN PAYNE

•

FORREST TUCKER

WILLIAM HOLDEN

NANCY OLSON

m

WILLIAM BENDIX

RAY MILLAND

JOAN FONTAINE

who becomes a

TERESA WRIGHT

BOB A
The producer

ol

"Destination

Moon"

has

made

this

KLINu

W-

top-ranking star

PORT ER HALL

Produced and Directed by

new, and more startling interplanetary fantasy

Nationally Advertised in

LIFE
Lightning strikes

JOAN FONTAINE

JOHN LUND

Award-winner

Billy

again

as Academy

Wilder brings the screen

another tremendous emotional wallop!

MONA FREEMAN
WRITTEN BY

BILLY WILDER, LESSER

AND WALTER NEWMAN

RONALD REAGAN

BOB HOPE

RHONDA FLEMING

HEDY LAMARR

SAMUELS

The

— LOOK— COLLIER'S and

SATURDAY EVENING POST.

f
ou/u>

SBRV1CB

nRlVE-XN

j

Hli
WL

lo

TRAILER

«na m«*e

prot^t your
ot y

advantages

you haven't received
your copy ... ask your
NSS salesman ... or
If

wrife your nearest

USE Framed D SPLAY AW AYS
I

,m

...

to sell

NSS

exchange!

your attractions from Store

Windows and Counters
and Terminals

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hotel Lobbies

wherever there are

people to be turned into PATRONS!

Ask your NSS salesman!
nOTIOIIflL

SERVICE
ofn/f/ffoasmr

':
.

.

.

..
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No Admission
Tax

Increase

NOW

S0U£[ht
15

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

U. S. Protests

Washington,

Washington, May 14.— The U.

S.

n

—

Sochin Will Assist

Feldman

at U-I

The

lack of recommendations to
boost the admission tax was in line
with the Administration's feeling that
this tax is high enough for now.
There was some discussion, officials
(Continued on page 6)

Smash $155, 000for
'Caruso' at Hall;

'Thing Still Draws
9

"The Great Caruso," which brought
Radio City Music Hall a whopping
$96,000 in its first four days and is
building to a tremendous $155,000 first
is the newsmaking film
week among Broadway's first-

The promotion of Irving Sochin to
the newly-created post of assistant to
Charles

Feldman,

run theatres.

Another bright spot is "The Thing"
Criterion where a smash first

and

day.

There has been a break of
almost two weeks since the
last

negotiations.

600 to Schwalberg
Tribute Tonight
More than 600 exhibitors and trade
press and other representatives from
various parts of the U.S., Canada and
Mexico are scheduled to gather at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel here this evening for a testimonial dinner to A. W.
Schwalberg for his 30 years of service to the industry.
Nine will occupy the dais in addition to Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp. They
(Continued on page 7)

Arthur Files Trust
Hollywood, May 14.
Milton B.
Arthur, president of Cabart Theatres,
operating six houses in Long Beach,
today filed in Federal court a trust
suit seeking $5,277,354 treble damages

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 4)

Suit of $5,277,354

—

Variety's National Policy
In

Hands of Local Tents

Georgia Exhibitors'

Meet Draws 1,000

week's gross of $50,000 is being followed by an estimated $32,000 for the
second week.
Other theatres, however, report bus-

hibitors, their

Atlanta,

May

14.

— Some

1,000 ex-

wives and guests were
iness as ranging from satisfactory to on hand at the Biltmore Hotel here
downright disappointing.
"Appoint- today for the opening of the fourth
annual convention of the Georgia
(Continued on page 6)
Theatre Owners and Operators. J. H.

—

— Jus-

domestic sales
manager of Universal-International
was disclosed here yesterday.
Sochin has been a member of the
Universal home office sales cabinet for
the past year-and-one-half as head of
the U-I special films division. He has
J.

at the

Kirsch Cites Rodgers
For 'Distress' Aid

14.

officials

Loew's
attorneys
resumed
consent decree talks here to-

week's gross,
this

May

Department

Thompson, organization

president,

was

chairman of
will continue

the proceedings, which
through tomorrow.
Mike Simons of M-G-M's exhibitor
"One of the relations department, gave theatremen

Philadelphia,

May

14.

— National

policy of Variety Clubs International
hereafter will be determined by a twothirds vote of constituent clubs under
a constitutional change passed unanimously in the final phases of the organization's 15th annual convention
here.
The agreement wiped out an internal scrap challenging the authority
of the International office and restored
amity which threatened when Fred C.
Coleman, former chief barker of the
Atlanta tent, threw the issue on the
open floor.
committee under the
chairmanship of Sam J. Switow, of
Louisville, thereafter recommended
and the convention approved
a
change in the by-laws under which
the vote of the international canvassmen (directors) at Variety's mid-

A

Chicago, May 14.
most encouraging and constructive present a booklet containing pertinent
moves to come forward from anyone facts about 50 new M-G-M pictures.
in distribution", was the description
"Product good product is your angiven to William F. Rodgers' instruc- swer to television or any other form
tions to M-G-M field men to give re- of competition" he said, adding, "It's winter meetings cannot be binding unlief to small exhibitors' economic "dis- time
to use showmanship, yes, but less two-thirds of the tents approve
tress" cases by Jack Kirsch, head of there's another word that begins with within 30 days after they receive no-

—

Allied of Illinois.
Rodgers told the field representa(Continued on page 6)

'S'

that I'd like to see more people
branches of our industry using.
(Continued on page 4)

in all

—

tice of the actions

The

TEN CENTS

1951

15,

Loew, Justice Decree

tice

State Department, acting in response
to a film industry protest, has sugted *? * h
overnment
J a P anese
to f" t might
./
like to consider a screen
•
ri
rr
tllm, B/XClSe 1CIX
quota instead of its proposed import
quota, an industry source revealed here
Washington, May 14. The in- today.
The Japanese government has produstry escaped proposals to hike the
posed limiting all foreign film imcurrent 20 per cent admission tax
ports to 215 a year, with U. S. films
today as the House Ways and held to 150 annually. Motion Picture
Means Committee voted tentatively to Association of America vice-president
boost from 15 per cent to 20 per cent Joyce O'Hara, it was reported, has
the present manufacturers' excise tax made strong representations to the
on film, including rawstock.
State Department against this plan,
with the result that the Department
However, the committee voted
(Continued on page 7)
to cut from 25 per cent to 20

per cent the present tax on
photographic apparatus.
The
change would mean a net increase of about $9,000,0000 a
year from these taxes.

MAY

Talks Resumed

Japs' Quota

House Groups Votes
HoOSt

TUESDAY,

proposed.

differences pinpointed by Cole(Continued on page 4)

Warns Owners
To Replace
OldEquipment
Told Not to Hold Off
For Remodeling Work
Kansas

City,

May

—A

top
issued a
theatre owners that
they'd better replace obsolete or inequipment "now while the
efficient
equipment is available."

government
warning to

official

14.

has

The warning comes from Nathan D. Golden, head of the National
Production Authority's
film section. Golden says that
exhibitors should not follow
traditional practice and hold off
replacing equipment until they
can also do a major remodeling
job on the theatre itself, because under the present emergency, there is no telling when
such a remodeling job may become possible and in the meantime, equipment production may
be cut back sharply.
(Continued on page 7)

By claiming in a brief
filed with the NLRB here
to have uncovered a technical flaw in a Loew's
union contract, IATSE Local No. H-63 has opened a
new assault on the jurisdiction of the Distributive, Processing and
Office Workers of America
over several hundred
"white collar" workers at
11 company offices here.

—

Hollywood, May 14.
King Brothers has employed Edward Dmytryk to direct "Mutiny," historical
patriotic theme, and
states that Un-American
Committee Chairman John
Wood has commended the action as helpful in reducing reluctance of witnesses due to fear of subsequent reprisals for admitting Red affiliation.

Tuesday,
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Personal Mention

Roger Babson Doing
Industry Survey

GUNTHER

May 14.—Roger W.

R.

LESSING,

Society
Picture

that his organization
making a survey of the
is
motion picture industry, including the securities of all

of Independent Motion
inProducers board chairman, was
commission
ducted into the UNESCO
week, replacing
in Washington last
been
Ellis G. Arnall, who had
SIMPP's representative on the com-

film companies.

mission.

Boston,

Babson

of

Babson Reports

re-

vealed

Exhibitors interviewed to
date complained of the finan-

burden of some union
regulations, notably the twocial

men-in-a-booth requirement,
which they regard as unnecessary and uneconomic, particularly in times of business
recession.

CECIL
arrive

De MILLE,

B.
in

slated to
the

is

Washington from

Coast tomorrow, along with top Para-

mount

Hear Decree Case
Washington, May 14.—The U. S.
Supreme Court today agreed to hear

for the
the appeal of Sutphen Estates
conright to intervene in the Warner
decree.
sent
The Justices gave- no reason tor
the
action, merely noting that

Skiatron Board
Studies Brief
To FCC on Trial

for location shooting.

stars,

•

Stanley Kramer has been

notified

of his election to Delta Kappa Alpha,
national, honorary film fraternity for

Skiatron Electronics' board of directors yesterday heard a report by speand director Telford
counsel
cial

Taylor on the brief to be presented to
the Federal Communications Commis•
sion formally requesting a 90-day trial
Carayiannis,
Eugenia Thalia
of the company's Subscriber Vision,
associate
•
secretary to Mike Linden,
to be conducted in the New York
relaTime
community-exhibitor
Phil Williams, March of
director,
area. Taylor, former FCC counsel,
AssociaPicture
theatrical sales manager, is due to
tions, of the Motion
said that a more varied program,
engaged
become
Washand
has
leave here for Pittsburgh
tion of America,
which may include football games and'
MaAretakis,
ington today.
to George Anthony
Broadway plays in addition to feature
Reserve,
•
jor U S. Marine Corps
films, will be sought for the test run
e
headquarters if the FCC grants permission for the
IATSE
Loy,
Tom
exhibitor
Richey, M-G-M
vacationing in Maryland trial similar to that conducted recentto leave here publicist, is
relations head, is due
to New York next ly by Phonevision in Chicago.
return
will
and
the
and
tomorrow for Kansas City
Arthur Levey, Skiatron president,
Tuesday.
Kansas-Missouri
convention there of
•
to the board that Tom Hareported
Allied Theatre Owners.
Sanford Abrahams, Monogram- milton, director of the National ColAllied Artists director of publicity, legiate Athletic Association, had promLynn Farnol is visiting Fred J. flew to New York from the Coast ised his support in obtaining college
executive,
Schwartz, Century circuit
yesterday due to the death of his sister. football games for the Skiatron test.
N. Y„ home.
at his Lake Placid,
Levey also said that efforts are beingmade to devise a method by which
exhibitors might share in the proceeds
Is
from Subscriber Vision in order to
compensate them for any box-office
loss from the pay-as-you-see television

their

Statutory
appeal from the New York
Court decision would be heard. Argument will not take place until Octohas
ber or November, since the Court

"outstanding achievements
picture entertainment."

in

motion

RCA, NBC Favor
Kravetz-UA Suit
Moved to US Court End of TV Freeze
—Action
Washington, May
which Mary Pickford
The
suit

system.

of

14.

filed

CommisKravetz, which he an- the Federal Communications
against sion in allocating the entire ultra high
counterclaims
swered
Charles frequency (UHF) band reserved for
this
United Artists, its officers and
finished hearing arguments for
has television is a constructive step in the
at
Chaplin as well as Miss Pickford
It recesses for the summer
term.
York
direction of obtaining a sufficient numNew
from
month.
been transferred
the end of this
Court
ber of channels for television broadSupreme Court to U.S. District
declared here.
casting, RCA and
Sutphen Claims
UA.
of
motion
the
here upon
statement was preRCA-NBC
The
Sutphen, which owns the property
The suit, arising out of Kravetz' sented as comments on the Commisand the
on which the Strand Theatre is lo- dismissal as secretary of
add 65 or 70
the sion's proposal to
cated in New York and which leases take-over of the company by
the existing 12 very high
channels
to
Matthe property to Warner, claims that Arthur Krim-Robert Benjaminfrequency (VHF) channels.
the decree does not protect its inter- thew Fox group, was begun on the
Commenting on the "freeze", which
the
lease
It argues that it now has a
ests.
Coast by Miss Pickford to secure
since Sept., 1948, has prevented the
with a parent company, while after return of funds allegedly advanced authorization of new television stadivorcement its lease will be with the Kravetz in connection with the mainte- tions, the RCA-NBC statement said
theatre company only, and that the nance of his activities as secretary
"For more people in the U.S._ to
latter will have only part of the assets and as a
stock option-holder with
television at the earliest possible
get
Therefore former company board chairman Paul
of the present company.
date, it is essential that the freeze be
protected
president
it says, it will be less well
TransmitV. McNutt and former
lifted as soon as possible.
Both Warner and the Justice De- Frank McNamee. Denying allegations ting and receiving equipment for the
partment opposed Sutphen's interven- in answers filed in New York SuIn
immediately available.
is
tion, arguing the company would be preme Courth, Kravetz claimed $016,addition, the design and production of
completely protected under the new 550 in damages, remuneration and exequipment will be expedited by
lease arrangement, and the New York penses.
early action by the Commission asthree-judge court agreed and refused
against

Max

with

NBC

UA

UHF

Another Film for

president of UA.
Waxman, Broadway proPhilip
ducer, will produce the film for UA,

with Joseph Losey directing.

NEW YORK THEATRES

UHF

the company to intervene
to
Sutphen then appealed to the High
Court, and again both Warner and
the U. S. opposed.

allow

San Francisco, May

Takes Sales Report
To M-G-M Branches
M-G-M

field sales

managers

tour of their branches
report on the sales con

make a
week to

ferences held here last week. Three
other sales executives will hold two
day meetings starting Wednesday at

which

managers

branch

from

their

areas will attend.
Visiting their offices this week will
Burtus Bishop, Jr., Midwestern
be
sales head, Rudy Berger, Southern
and John S. Allen, Southwestern. Re
gional meetings will be held by John
Maloney, Central sales head, at
J.
Pittsburgh
John P. Byrne, Eastern,
:

;

at

New York

Western

at

and George A. Hickey,
Los Angeles.
;

14.

frequencies. The Comsigning
mission should endeavor, therefore, to
take whatever steps are necessary to
bring about an expeditious lifting of
the freeze."

Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Dorothy

by

Herman Wobber, West Coast

Blanche

-

Jarmila

NOVOTNA

THEBOM

Color by TECHNICOLOR
An M-G-M Picture
pius Spectacular

STAGE PRESENTATION

Paramount Presents

Paramount Stock
Is Widely Held

div-

As of Dec. 30, last, there were no
persons who owned of record more
He is being replaced by Jack Burk, than 10 per cent of any class of equity
formerly a salesman at San Francisco securities of Paramount Pictures, exand Seattle. It was also announced cept Barney Balaban, company presimanthat Charles L. Walker, branch
dent, who owned 100 per cent of the
rehas
also
City,
Lake
Salt
at
ager
option warrants issued by the comsigned, and is succeeded by Kenneth pany.
These warrants number four,
Lloyd.
each being convertible into 10,000
shares of common stock at a price of
$12.50 ner share.
Fire
All directors and officers as a group
common stock,
A four-hour fire last Saturday night owned 27,380 shares ofthat
The
class.
wrecked the offices in Bangkok, Thai- or 1.14 per cent of
securities
equity
holders
of
Warner,
number
of
RKO,
Paramount,
land, of
March was
Columbia, M-G-M and Universal, ac- of the company as of last
ision

KIRSTEN

-

resignation of C. L. Ribinett as manager of the 20th Century-Fox branch
here today
in Seattle was announced

manager.

WHAT IS THE
HOWARD HAWKS'

cording to press dispatches.
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UHF

Burk, Lloyd Named
M-G-M Managers The

UA

United Artists has completed negotiations to release "The Big Night,"
to star John Barrymore Jr., it was
announced here by Arthur B. Krim,

VHF

will
this
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National

Review

Pre-Selling

"The

RELAYED

(ARCHIE) GARDNER, of radio's "Duffy's Tavern," has made a
"PD
J picture of vitality and novelty in his first production venture. "The Man
With My Face," filmed entirely in Puerto Rico, recounts a cleverly planned

Lipton, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation for Universal-International at the studio in California,
is a letter from E. D. Dorrel, manager
of the Fox Granada Theatre, Emporia,
Kansas, which contains his praise for
Universal's keyed advertising in the
Saturday Evening Post and Life, with
the names of theatres and playdates on
"Up Front." Dorrel says, "these ads
really jump out at you"
and he is
obviously pleased because they list his
theatre. He likes to see the hometown
mentioned.
Locally, advertising for
"Up Front" in the Kansas City Star
also carried playdates for theatres over
several States.
•

—

The June issue of Holiday magacarry an article, "McBoing-Boing and Magoo," by Al
Hine, which tells the fascinating
story of one of the freshest things
in cartoons, all about Gerald McBoing-Boing, the young man with a
whole series of speech impediments,
will

who

in spite of difficulties of articulation which might have been fatal
to dramatic success, won an Academy Award in his Columbia pictures release, under his own name.

The near-sighted Magoo

is

a

My Face"

{Gardner

from Senn Lawler, advertising director for Fox Midwest Theatres in Kansas City to Dave

zine

Man With
— United Artists)

mem-

ber of his supporting cast, if you
have not been lucky enough to see
the picture and know about it.
•
The current issue of Look, nozv on
the stands, has a five-page spread on
how "DeMillc Films the Greatest
Shout on Earth." Pictures and story

how the director, in his 70th year,
turns out his 69th epic picture, on the
Ringling Br others-Bamum and Bailey
Circus.
Informal shots show production in circus winter quarters at Sarasota, Florida, where the show set up
its tents to give full-fledged performances for the camera.
With this in-

tell

'~-

plot to rob a

man

of his identity in order to seize
plays a dual role as victim and

book which

now an excithave been purchased by newspapers throughout
the United States from the Des
Moines Register -Tribune Syndicate.
The Scripps-Howard chain of 27
newspapers will start the serialization on May 14 and continue it for
24 consecutive weekdays. RKO will
cooperate fully with all newspapers
in promoting the serial and picture,
with particular accent on local playing

RKO

is

picture,

dates.

•
Tiventieth Ccn tury-Fox's

As You

"As Young

Feel" will gain free advertis-

ing

in
leading
national magazines
through a tieup made with the
pro
Tape Recorder Co.
Already scheduled are large-scale, full-color ads in
Saturday Evening Post, and at the
local level, hundreds of dealers are

Am

pressbooks on the pic-

ture.
Tieup is tinted for national release- of the picture in June.

Committee

for

call

Brewer

hearings

—

.

AMPA

Sets Joint
Publicists Meet

Harry

AMPA

Forms

Ideal

Women's Group, publishers

Movie

Life and Movie Stars
Parade, have selected Paramount's

of

•
Bell and Hou'ell will cooperate in
an '.advertising tieup for "The Guy

Who Came

Back," a 20th Century-

Fox

The
film slated for July release.
multiple free adi'ertising will utilise a
vast radio nctzfork of local and national stations from, Coast-to-Coast. In
addition, local Bell and Hozvell dealers
are being told of the advantages of
playing ball with local exhibitors, who
zmll work with them in cooperative
adzvrtising campaigns, keyed to their
playdates.
The repetitive value of
hundreds of spot announcements is expected to play a substantial part on
completing these arrangements.
•
Six different recordings "plugging"
the Riviera" are available free, to

"On

exhibitors from Coast-to-Coast, according to an announcement from 20th

Century-Fox. The recordings, of two
types, are suitable for radio station use,
or over the theatre's own public ad-

being alerted for cooperative campaigns
ztrith_ theatre managers,
who will find dress system.
details in their

tivities

his fortune.

;

H

The newspaper serial rights to
"Kon-Tiki," Thor Hayerdahl's best-

upon

—

Washington, May 14.
Present
House Un-American Ac-

plans of the

on the Hollywood investigation WedBarry Nelson
perpetrator of the grand nesday and Thursday of this week and
hoax. Portraying an American accountant working in Puerto Rico, he returns possibly Tuesday and Wednesday of
home from work one day to find another man, an amazing double, assuming next week, Committee officials said.
his identity with the apparent connivance of his wife and brother-in-law. No witness names were revealed.
There follow fast and desperate rounds of melodramatic events as Nelson
Meanwhile, there was growing distries to expose the fraud and at the same time sidestep the death that is satisfaction among Committee memdesigned for him. With fresh effect, the screenplay by Samuel W. Taylor and bers that Chairman Wood and his
T. J. McGowan, presents a savage Doberman as the agent of murder.
staff are keeping them in the dark
Some of the picture's best qualities result from the fine outdoor scenery. The about future plans. Most of the memending has unusual visual excitement as the hunted and the hunters converge bers were not even aware that Wood
on a deserted, tunnel-ridden old fortress. Occasionally the picture shows the had gone to the Coast
they rarely
mark of crude editing and modest budgeting, but that by no means dilutes know more than a day or two in adthe overall effect.
vance when hearings are to be held,
With the aid of an oldtime girl friend, Carole Matthews, and her brother, and practically never know the names
Jack Warden, Nelson is finally able to expose the plot. The finale, finds the of upcoming witnesses before the
imposter, mistaken for the victim by the dog, falling from a steep parapet to names are given to the press.
his doom after a savage struggle.
Lynn Ainley plays the conspiring wife of Nelson and Jim Boles turns in a
to Capitol
effective vignette as the twisted master of the dog.
Hollywood, May 14. Roy Brewer,
The story was based on the novel by Taylor and was directed by Edward
chairman of the AFL Film Council,
J. Montaigne.
Running time, 86 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, flew today to Washington, where he
Mandel Herbstman will testify before the House UnJune 8.
American Activities Committee WedSee pages 4 and 6 for Additional Reviews
nesday or Thursday, on invitation.
He will describe studio Labor's sucA cooperative advertising and processful fight against Communist atmotional campaign for the engagement
tempts to infiltrate Hollywood.
of 20th Century-Fox's "Of Men and
Music" was placed in Metropolitan
A joint luncheon-meeting of the
Post to
newspapers over the past week, to
Associated Motion Picture Advertisbenefit 32 theatres in Greater New
Harry Post, president of Post Picers and Publicity Club of New York
York, Long Island, Westchester and will be
tures Corp., has left here for London.
held tomorrow in the ShelNew Jersey. Booked in each case as ton Hotel.
While abroad he will view foreign
productions
a single-feature attraction, the picture
and arrange for overseas
Harry K. Mc Williams,
is playing independent houses as well
distribution of U. S. product.
president, will speak on tie-ups and
Skouras, RKO, Walter Reade, motion
as
picture
promotion.
Other
Cinema and Ligget and speakers
Century,
Frinat, Ltd.
will include Richard Pitts,
Florin theatres.
The Skouras circuit editorial director of the Council
of
Karl J. Nathan has formed Frinat
alone has sent out 175,000 postcards
Motion Picture Organizations, and International, Ltd., which will handle
to music lovers, heralding the engageWilliam P. Malonev, publicity direc- distribution of independent product in
ment in their houses.
tor of B. B. D. & O.
the Far East, with offices here.
•

"The Mating Season" as its Movieof-the-Week, for specific mention
over its current weekly radio serteresting difference, that folks in Sar- vice which is broadcast by 589 staasota sazv Dorothy Lamour, Betty tions throughout the country. RedHutton, Dorothy Grahame, Charlton hook has special commendation for
est on and Cornel Wilde, doing their Paramount's
"Appointment with
stuff under the big top, as they will Danger" in its May issue, and cites
the picture as "about the best that
on the screen.
•
Alan Ladd has done."

selling

House Group
To Coast

Some include songs byDanny Kaye, and others feature personal endorsements.

Walter Brooks

London

Tuesday,
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Grosses:' Simons

(Continued from page

When

—

Mike
Atlanta, May 14.
Simons of MGM's exhibitor
told
department,
relations
delegates to the MPTO of
Georgia meeting here today,
that, "We of M-G-M are going to advertise and promote

grosses,

is

it

worth

more

total cost is
unimportant in the

money and the
indeed
overall."

a

(Continued from page 1)

Weve
That's the word 'Slugging.
and keep slugall got to start slugging
weve
ging in behalf of our business;
of
attacks
snide
the
politely
taken too
panty-waist critics, many inspired,
whether they realize it or not, by Communist disdain for American culture,
our
particularly as represented by
movies."

"Let us keep in mind that since 1939
we have a new generation of 20,000 000

new customers, many of them
who are now protagonists of

potential

Hopalong Cassidy, an old film cowboy
telewho has found a new world
ourselves
vision, and let us try to make
interesting and entertaining to these

m

new customers," Maurice A. Bergman,
Universal director of public relations
told the convention.

"These new customers are the backbone of our business. They are the
spenders of tomorrow," Bergman de"We must cultivate the kids
clared.
age brackets."
lower
the
in
Public Relations
pictures are a major
factor in maintaining good public re-

"Good motion

supplying
that necessary ingredient in ever increasing numbers," Dick Pitts, ediMotorial director of the Council of
tion Picture Organizations, declared
before the convention today.
Pointing out that 50 American films
exhibited last year achieved the distinction of being on "best films" lists

lations—and Hollywood

is

publications and
various reviewing groups, Pitts emphasized that "motion pictures really
He said picare better than ever."
as selected

by

critics,

tures have improved in merit and
turity probably more rapidly than
other art medium in history.

man and Robert

maany

Running

time,

,
r
General audience classification.
.

78 minutes.

day. Others were Jack Beresin,
Philadelphia first international
barker; Charles P. Skouras, Los
Angeles, second international
chief barker; George Eby, Pittsburgh, international dough guy;
Murray Weiss, Boston, international property master; Charles
E. Lewis, New York, international press guy; W. H. Lollier,
Los Angeles, international sergeant-at-arms; James G. Balceremonial
Pittsburgh,
mer,
barker; C. J. Latta, London, international European represenGolden,
Nathan D.
tative;
Washington, chairman of the

,r

Heart Committee; Sam J. Switow, Louisville, and William

McCraw,

"Wells Fargo Gunmaster"
sets out to solve

Robert J. O'Donnell, Luis Montes,
John H. Harris and Marc Wolf,

who

also is international big
international
O'Donnell,
ringmaster, hold life-time posts.

Harris,

boss,

_

and

m

Other Changes
Other constitutional changes dealing
with procedural processess, circulated
prior to the convention, likewise were
approved along with the limitation
placed on the mid-winter meeting.

_

May

execu-

Also, following members of the international and foreign committee
Fitzgibbons, George Hoover,
J.
J.

,

,

.

a series of stagecoach robBy
the time he submits his
offering.
Republic
beries in this latest
experienced all the
"mission completed" report to Wells Fargo, he has
has all been done
It
here.
cowboy
traditional
the
of
trials and triumphs
Wells
of
suspense
and
excitement
before, but that fact won't lessen the
fan.
Western
dyed-in-the-wool
the
for
Gunmaster"
Fargo
Lane
With the connivance of Chubby Johnson, a Wells Fargo driver In the
with the gang.
stages a mock hold-up of a stage coach to get
Chapm, the
action-loaded minutes that follow, Lane rescues Michael
horse; meets, but
crippled brother of a gang member, from a wild
Kay; is ambushed by the gang;
fails to fall in love with, Mary Ellen
battle in a silver mine, and in
gun
wipes out the outlaws in a blazing
teams of horses, captures the
two
involving
chase
climactic
rousing
a
as a respectable citizen.
posed
had
who
gang leader, Stuart Randall,
flying fists
Galloping along at a quick clip, the picture is studded with
no-holdsbusiness—
all
is
Gunmaster"
a
Fargo
"Wells
and hot lead.
or
romance
for
time
no
with
evil,
barred struggle between good and
screenplay by M.
from
a
directed,
Ford
Philip
cowpokes.
crooning
Webster Gordon Kay was associate producer.
Coates
"
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification. Release
date,

international

tive directors.

(Republic)

ALLAN

,

tional chief barker along with
his entire slate, as forecast in
Motion Picture Daily last Fri-

release.

(ROCKY) LANE

O'Donnell, inter-

Marc J. Wolf of Indianapowas re-elected interna-

May

hor

J.

1)

lis,

demure Indian maiden.

produced melodrama.

1951

national ringmaster, also were adjudicated privately when both men shook
hands, called it a misunderstanding
and thereby again sealed the ranks.

purplish blue does a
Supercinecolor, despite its tendency to turn green a
of pre-Revolutionary
beauty
natural
and
pageantry
the
catching
of
nice job
the romance with
and
action
the
handled
has
Landers
America Director Lew
this Sam Katzmanunderstanding. Robert E. Kent wrote the screenplay for

Georgia Exhibitors

kids

the Redskins Rode"

(Columbia)
dramas
T N this Supercinecolor film Columbia presents one of those historical
1 in which the fictional ingredients greatly outweigh the historical tacts.
"When the Redskins Rode," an account of the French and Indian Wars as
elements—a bosomy
fought in the Virginia colony, has all the tried and true
villains, oily Frenchthe
as
and,
Englishmen
Galahad-like
siren men of iron,
and
The story is routine, but the action is plentiful and the sets
men.
_
costumes capture the spirit of Colonial days.
still
When the Redskins rode with the French, George Washington wasyoungIn an effort to save Virginia for George III,
loyal to the crown.
a Delaware
Washington (James Seay) attempts to get his friend Jon Hall,
and the
French
the
against
English
prince, to ally his father's tribe with the
Pedro de Cordoba, the Delaware chief, chooses to
Francophile Indians.
he waits for a
remain neutral until French troops attack his village. While
English, Cordoba is
formal treaty from England before actively joining the
camp,
Hall then becomes chief and leads his braves into the English
killed
off the French and
arriving at besieged Fort Necessity in time to beat
Wvandottes and rescue the English.
^ ^
^
u
hrencn
Romantic and plot complications are provided by Mary Castle a
Moreland,
Sherry
love,
Hall's
spy with a "TV neckline," and her rival for

our product in every medium
that pays off this year, just
as we've always done. Maybe
space rates are up in the
you
if
but
newspapers,
weren't using sufficient space
in the first place, what difference do the rates make?
If bigger and better advertising gets bigger and better

15,

Variety

Reviews

'Bigger Ads, Bigger

May

Spirited

competition

among Hous-

and Las Vegas for the
1952 convention was determined by
ballot in favor of Las Vegas, Tent No.
39, which is less than six months old.
Identification of Variety with the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at
Saranac Lake, N. Y., will be continued

ton, Cincinnati

15.

as a result of the pledge of the tents
to circulate what is known as the

"Jungle Headhunters"

"Mile-Long Christmas Card," an aneffort to obtain signatures and
nual
than
dangers
greater
of us who customarily experience no
for support of the hoscontributions
jungle life always
reckless taxi drivers and irate waitressess, the perils of
However, the tents will not be
pital.
the
exrecounts
Cotlow
Lewis
hold a fascination. In "Jungle Headhunters"
pledge contributions.
Jivaros, headhunter obligated to
periences of his third Amazon expedition in search of

RKO

(Thalia Productions—

TO

Pictures)

THOSE

tribesmen.
...
usual
The picture is an interesting affair in Technicolor, with all the
combat
beasts
in
the
are
There
documentaries.
jungle
of
visual excitements
spears greeting the
against the background of drum beats, the whistling
natives.
intrusion of the white man, and the rituals and dances of the
The picture builds up to the point where the tribal warriors venture out
the raid they come back with
to retaliate against their tribal enemies. After
There follows the ritualistic
warrior.
enemy
of
an
head
the
their trophy,
victor's neck
process of shrinking the head which is finally worn around the

Baby Incident

,

_

A

baby reportedly found in the
lobby of the Studio Theatre under circumstances identical with the incident
which led to the formation of Variety
Pittsburgh 23 years ago, was
in
adopted by Tent No. 13, Philadelphia.
Las Vegas, for having sent the largest delegation, was presented with a

pendant.
,
Other speakers were: Sam Pinan- as a
Ansen and Larry Lansburgh collaborated on the screenplay lor cup and Tokyo, "baby" tent, an identiJoseph
Owners
Theatre
the
ski, president of
associate
an
cal cup for having traveled the greatCotlow
as
with
produced
Thalia Productions, Inc., Julian Lesser
of America; Harry Ballance, 20th
est distance. Such cups will he handed
production.
Century-Fox Walter Titus, Republic in
date,
Release
classification.
out each year hereafter.
audience
General
minutes.
Running time, 66
Robert Lippert, Lippert Productions;
26.
May
RKO Pictures;
Mochrie,
Robert
See pages 3 and 6 for Additional Reviews
Hugh Owen, Paramount, and MorSuit
gan Hudgins, M-G-M.
(Continued
from page 1)
Mayor Hartsfield of Atlanta was a Sells R. /• Theatre
Raibourn to Address
at
luncheon,
convention
guest at the
The second annual combined lunch- from all distributors, Fox West Coast
East Providence, R. I., May 14
which was read a message of comeon
of the American Television So- Theatres, Pacific Drive-In Theatres
landmark
38-year-old
Theatre,
Fay's
mendation by Gov. Herman Talmadge.
picand the Sales Executives Club and various individuals.
ciety
motion
in famous for vaudeville and
A party for the ladies was held
Defendants were accused of comF. will be held here at the Hotel Rooseand
C.
today
by
sold
was
tures
the afternoon, with Mrs. John Carter
spiring
to restrict trade and commerce
will
speakers
Among
the
today.
Real
velt
National
the
to
Theatre Co.
handling arrangements. Today's proviolation
of the anti-trust laws.
Parain
president
Raibourn,
Paul
be
underEstate Investment Co. It was
ceedings were closed with a cocktail
and The suit also seeks a permanent inProduction
Television
mount
torn
would
be
building
that
the
stood
party and buffet supper given by E. D.
Chris Witting, general manager of junction against future conspiratory
Guy Brown, A. D. down and a parking lot would replace
,

,

,

;

M H

-

-

Arthur

ATS

—

Martin, O. C. Lam,
Chadwick and Carl Mabry.

it.

Dumont

Television.

acts.

7f&82 mere ksloped fa uiaitinq

To

get a line

a line

— is

in line

on women — and women on

easy

if

there's a

COMPANION-

approved movie in town. They come in
droves — and that's why the movie-makers
have invested more money in the

COMPANION

during the past five years
than in any other monthly magazine.*
^Except of course the fan magazines!
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(Continued from page

D

(Continued from page

Danger", coupled with
with
Louis Jordan's band on stage, is bringing the Paramount $57,000 for a first
week, a substantial figure but well below recent standards. The Roxy, with
Mountain'
"I'd Climb the Highest
and the New York Philharmonic providing the stage fare, also estimates a
which
first week's gross of $57,000,
is only fair.
At the Capitol, a first week's gross

"Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the
Farm" and Frankie Carle's band heading a stage show looks like it will be
lucky to top $20,000. "I Was a Com-

from

munist for the F.B.I." is off to around
$30,000 for a second and final week
Strand, "Along the Great
the
at
Divide" will move in tomorrow.

"The Long
openers are:
Dark Hall," with a mild $14,000 ex"The Fighting
pected at the Rivoli
Coast Guard" at the Mayfair, where
a fair gross of $13,000 is estimated,
Other

;

estimated for the

—

FRONTIER

—

The picture adds to the
as a romantic triangle. Involved in the triangle are

Randolph Scott, a rugged
printed word in
newspaper gent who has abandoned his guns in favor of the
aiming
for political
Texan
smooth
Brian,
a
David
injustice;
combatting
When
power and Phyllis Thaxter, a pretty lass of wavering emotions.
usually is plenty of action
there
hand
Thaxter's
Miss
for
rivalry
no
there is
that Teal not only
supplied by Ray Teal and his gang of outlaws. It seems
the extension of a
has an aversion to law and order, but also is opposed to
Scott decides to
hot,
too
things
get
When
Worth.
railroad line to Fort
word and swings
temporarily abandon his faith in the power of the printed

Another committee action boosted
from 10 per cent to 15 per cent the
tax on television sets, radios, phonographs, records and musical instruments. The administration had proposed an increase to 25 per cent,
which was bitterly fought by the tele-

into gun-toting action.
The screenplay, concocted by John Twist, leaves some doubt as to whether
closing scenes when
the suave Brian is on the side of good or evil until the
The finale produces a bang-up battle between
he reveals his sinister hand.
the course of
Scott and Teal, and in conventional style, justice triumphs. In
and Miss Thaxter.
battle Brian is killed, paving the romantic way for Scott

to the

Senate.

vision industry. The five per cent increase would net $55,000,000 more a
year for the treasury.

A

decision to apply the 10 per cent
appliance tax to home motion picture
projectors

Drums"

;

increase in the tax on sporting

and

;

A

"Born Yesterday" is showing staying power at the Victoria, with the
gross for the 21st week expected to
reach $15,000, only a bit below last

"Apache

other actions of some interest
industry were these

Still

stanza.

first

1)

said,

Running time,
Anthony Veiller produced and Edwin L. Marin directed.
Release date, July 14.
classification.
audience
General
Hill"
minutes.
Telegraph
80
An
on
House
"The
and
M. H. goods
at the Holiday, where an okay $12,000
is

1951

about exempting from the two
taxes voted today those items actu(Warner Brothers)
such
ally figuring as a business cost
Technicolor as film and apparatus used in Hollyforces of good and evil are mixed up in another
good and wood studios
but the committee
Western in "Fort Worth." The production values are pretty
film in its class
average
the
than
the
plot
in
finally decided against such an exempdevelopment
there is greater
conventional
tion at this time. The committee last
However all of the villainy and intrigue are in the time-tested,
that take to Westerns.
year included this provision in its tax
pattern.
It should do well in those situations
Western format elements of melodrama as well bill, but it was knocked out in the

Fort Worth

raent

15,

Taxes

Reviews

N. Y. Grosses

May

is

week's total.
holding up fairly well for a second
week at Loew's State, with $17,000
due. "Valentino" is beginning to slip
a bit in a fourth week at the Astor,
but an estimated $16,000 is still highly

They Were Not Divided
(Two Cities— United

A

Artists)

to the cooperation of British and American Armed Forces
during the invasion of Europe and a poignant story of war's disruption
of a family are the themes of this film which has all the virtues and some
Produced and directed by
of the drawbacks of a typical English production.
Terence Young, the picture spans the period of the dark days after Dunkirk
Edward
until just before the conquest of Berlin and it traces the lives of

TRIBUTE

decision to leave unchanged the
present gasoline tax and to make only
slight increases in the taxes on autos
and auto parts. Some drive-in operators had feared that the steep increases proposed for these items by
the Administration might injure their
business.

Vt. Ticket

Tax Defeated

Underdown, an Englishman, and Ralph Clanton, an American, from the time
Montpelier, Vt., May 14. Verthey join the "spit-and-polish" Welsh Guards until a German shell snuffs
The city's two roadshow films, out their existence. Between drills and battles Underdown, accompanied by mont's House of Representatives defeated a bill which would have levied
"Tales of Hoffman," at the Bijou, and
Clanton, manages to snatch brief leaves to visit his wife, Helen Cherry and
a 10 per cent tax on admissions, to
"Cyrano de Bergerac," at the Golden,
of
neighbor
Andrew,
a
Stella
Clanton falls in love with
his two children.
raise an estimated $580,000 in addiare holding steady. "Tales" is still
the Underdowns, and on his final leave marries her.
tional revenue during the coming biennear-capacity with about $14,500 due
Played with British understatement and quiet appreciation of adult love, nium.
for a sixth week and "Cyrano" again
of predrawing a comfortable $6,500 for the personal story is a moving counterpoint to the overall account
is
a task for which
Europe,
liberation
of
the
accomplishing
paring
and
for
week.
its sixth moveover
Too Costly
are given due credit. A few good-natured gibes at the Yanks Hold
"Kon-Tiki" is also pulling a healthy the Americans

—

satisfactory.

gross

at

where a
At
000.

the
sixth
the

off-Broadway

week looks

Sutton,

like

$11,-

Trans Lux 52nd St..
"Teresa" is holding up with around
$6,000 due for a sixth week.
"Try and Get Me" is moving out
of the Globe after five days of a
second week the gross for the final
period is expected to be under $7,000.
"Belle Le Grand" will open there to
;

Tax

—a

youthful general, the easy-going discipline of the U. S. troops, etc.
add rather than detract from the picture's basic plea that through internaAudiences with
tional cooperation anything, even peace, may be achieved.
a taste for slam-bang action will find many of the war scenes satisfying, but
the narrative itself is more slowly paced.
Underdown does well as the mature family man turned soldier and Clanton's Americanism is barely obtrusive among- his British comrades. Michael
Brennan provides a bit of humor as the Irish volunteer and the rest of the
cast lives up to the English reputation for character bits.
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification.

Plymouth,

Los Angeles,

May

14.

—M-G-M's

for Broke," in its first American
opening, garnered approximately $28,000 in the first four days at the State
and Egyptian theatres here, it was said.

"Go

estimated it will do about $45,000 on the week which is the highest
gross of any M-G-M film to play both
It

is

theatres.

(Continued from page 1)

(Columbia)

A

SATISFACTORY

little

action picture about the

illicit

transit

of gold

worked out by producer Milton Feldman and director
William Berke. With a California seacoast town as the background, the plot
There are no names in the cast'
is kept within the confines of simplicity.
bullion has been

with exploithat will help sell this film and exhibitors will have to be content
think up
can
they
those
book
and
press
from
the
can
get
they
tation ideas
The action is kept going at a good pace and though there is
themselves.
never any doubt which way the story will go, the suspense is still held at a
In the lead

into the

release.
,

and

sales

managers know

re-

necessary to keep theatres open,
every effort should be made to do so
and never let it be said that M-G-M
contributed to the closing of any thealief is

going
is Cameron Mitchell, who as a deep sea diver afraid of
water after an accident, becomes involved in a gold smuggling plot.
(Continued from page 1)
Chief smuggler is the uncle of his fiancee, who has the attributes of a nice,
easy-going old sea dog but is in reality a vicious killer. When Mitchell finds
spent 13 years in film distribution,
out what is actually going on, he plays dumb for a while playing for time
starting with United Artists as a
until the Coast Guard has time to get to the scene in the ocean where some
salesman in West Virginia in 1938.
of the smuggled gold has been cached. The final scene finds bullets flying
Other posts he held include salesman all over the place and the villains getting their just deserts.
and sales manager for 20th CenturyThere are some satisfactory action and suspense sequences and a couple of
Fox in Cincinnati, branch manager
The photography,
fist fights have an unusually realistic quality about them.
tor the same company in Indianapolis
The
story is never difficult to follow. Mitchell plays his
too,
is very good.
Theatre
and general manager of the
Amanda Blake as the girl and Carl Benton Reid as the
Owners Corp. of Cincinnati, a booking part nicely, as do
The screenplay was written by Daniel Ullman from a
villainous sea captain.
Universal
He
service.
was
buying
and
Martin.
Al
story
by
branch manager in Cincinnati prior to
General audience classification.
For May
Running time, 64 minutes.
his being named sales head of U-I
special films division.

attending a sales meeting here
that "where M-G-M branch,

week

district

satisfactory level.

Sochin Will Assist

The

Kirsch Cites Rodgers
last

Smuggler's Gold

—

•

that the returns did not warrant the
expense involved.

tives

Expect $45,000 for 'Broke'

14.

Council here has repealed the
local three per cent admission tax in
effect for several years on the grounds

Vaughan O'Brien

morrow.

May

O.,

Town

tre."

Rodgers, Kirsch
statement
coming from you is no surprise to me,
because I have always admired your

In a letter to
wrote, "Of course,

Bill, this

ability as a practical business

as

man and

such you are always one of the

face realities."
a certainty", Kirsch added,
"that exhibitors are in serious diffitoday and other distributors
culty
could help give them a much needed
shot in the arm if they all followed
your wise approach to help stem the
growing trend of theatre closings."

first to

"It's

Herman UA Press Head
— Irving HerToronto, May
14.

man

of

this

city

has been appointed

Canadian publicity
United Artists
director by C. S. Chaplin, district manager in the Dominion.

May

Tuesday,

15,

Golden on Equipment

SIMPP

Elections
Set for Next Month

(Continued from page

The Society of Independent
Motion Pi c t u r e Producers

1)

I

hold

will

ooiuen

and election of officers on the
Coast next month, Ellis G.
Arnall, Society president, reported here yesterday. He
will set a definite date soon.
Asked if he would be a
candidate for re-election, Arnall said he has enjoyed his
association with SIMPP and
looked forward to its continuance.

ment

meeting"

Warner

of

personnel

home

— Terminations

office staff

num-

bers about 300.

Schwalberg Tribute
(

are

Continued from page

:

Barney

Pictures

board chairman

;

.nstaiices

remodeling

wnere

in

is

many

nothing can be accomplished,

cue theatre owner inherently eliminates
trom his plans equipment replacement,
t his
policy, we ieel, is most shorts.gnted. As tne dsiense program acthe production ot ,55mm.
celerates,
.notion picture equipment must init
may not
1 nus,
evitably decrease.
be as easy to replace equipment six
or eight months trom now as it is at

How

will continue

long this proot course, un-

is,

are, therefore,

strongly urged, as other segments of
industry now, to abandon some ot their
I| your theatre
traditional practices.
equipment is obsolete or \ inefficient
and has not been recently modernized,
now is the time for you to do it, while
the equipment is available. Don t wait
until you can simultaneously remodel
your theatre, because in so doing, you
may lose your competitive position."
Golden's speech also promises a
effoits to crack-down
step-up in
on illegal theatre building. The program will include an expansion of industry surveys and spot checks on
compliance, vigorous prosecution of
willful violators and broadening" of
NPA's effoits to help industry conregulations, he deform with
.

NPA

1

Paramount

Balaban,

Adolf
Zukor,
Austin C. Keough,

president

such
that
limited to tne degree

known. Theatre owners

\

circuit's

is

rooms.
fejNow

gram

Office

expected to effect a 10 per cent reduction in Fox West Coast Theatre's
headquarters personnel began bfing
ii
implemented today.

The

heatre

uoid^n states, "many
have renamed irom

the present time.

14.

1

iiere.

tnat the tneatre patron may
not be aware of the equipment replacement, ana in order to appreciate the
ertort ol the theatre owner, he must
visioly see the type of modernization
that is involved, such as remodeling
die tront, lobby auditorium or rest
tor tins

Layoffs Begin
Hollywood, May

in

modernizing tneir equipment, particu.any pio/ecaon and sound reproducing
equipment, uniess they were able 'to
simultaneously do a remouenng or reiurbisnmg jod. Apparently, the basis

the Screen Publicists
called by the union last
night to discuss the recent lay-off of
12 members of the Warner home
office advertising publicity department.
In reporting the lay-offs yesterday,
Motion Picture Daily incorrectly
stated that Isabel Turner, radio contact,
was among those affected. A
company spokesman said yesterday
that Miss Turner has been retained in
her position.

FWC Home

Drive-m

and

in toe past,
theatre owners

was

Guild

snow

"

with

affiliated

iemarKs are contained

Owners Convention

SPG Meets Again
On Warner Layoffs
A

s

an address to be given tomorrow to
die .National Dnve-m t heatre Equip-

annual meeting

its

;

vice-president and. general counsel; E.
K. O'Shea, vice-president of Paramount Film Distributing Louis Nizer
film
attorney,
who will serve a'

NPA

;

toastmaster

;

Robert

O'Donnell,

J.

vice-president of Interstate Circuit,
who will be master of ceremonies

clared.

National Allied Board Meets

Kansas City, Mo., May 14.— NaWalker, former Postmaster tional Allied board of directors met
General and present president of the this morning and afternoon and will
Comerford Circuit, and John J. Fitz- continue sessions tomorrow. Trueman
gibbons, president of Famous Players T. Rembusch, president, is presiding".
Canadian Corp.
The discussions were not made public.
An added highlight of the eveningFrank

will

be

the

introduction

to

the

as-

sembled guests of Paramount's "Golden Circle" film players. They include
Peter Hanson, Barbara Rush, Mary
Murphy, Nancy Gates, Joan Taylor
Virginia Hall, Pierre Cressoy, Judith
Ames and Nancv Hale.

Norman Siegel. Paramount's studio
director of publicity Edith Head, studio
designer,
and Coast publicists
;

Teme Brenner and Al Jeremy

arrived
here yesterday to attend the Schwalberg testimonial dinner.

High School Editors to
Interview 'Golden Circle'

High school editors of Greater New
York have been invited to a mass in^
terview

with

Paramount's

"Golden

be held tomorrow
afternoon at the Textile High School
here. The editors and the nine stars
will be the guests of the joint public
Circle"

stars,

to

committee
Greater New York.
relations

7
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of

theatres

of

Kansas-Missouri Allied

Meet Starts

in K. C.

Today

—

City, May 14. The program for the fourth annual convention of Allied of Kansas and Missouri,
tomorrow through Thursday at the
Hotel Phillips, here, will cover interests of both drive-ins and regular
theatre operators.
Confection merchandising, especially for drive-ins,
will
be featured Wednesday, when
Robert Kennefick of Sports Service,
Inc., Buffalo, will speak.
Trueman T. Rembush, president of
National Allied, and Abram F. Myers, general counsel, and members, of
the national
board attending their
board meeting yesterday and today,
will be featured speakers. Other speakers scheduled are
N. D. Golden,
Washington
Rube Shor Cincinnati
and Joseph Shure of Glendale, Cal.,
speaking on in-car heaters
Leon J.
Bamberger.
H. M. Richey,
M-G-M; Byron S. Chalepp, Wichita,

Kansas

:

;

;

RKO

;

Joint

SIMPPMeet

Jack Warner Gets
Amvets' Citation

A

—

Hollywood, May 14. Jack L.
Warner has received the highest award of the Amvets,

ciety

of

dress meeting of the Motion
Export Association and SoIndependent Motion Picture

Producers

officials

will be held today
of

Motion Picture Association
America offices here.
at

Americanism, with special
emphasis on Warner's "I Was

the

Principal consideration is expected
be given to the progress of the
Italo-American film pact negotiations
which have been conducted in Paris

Communist

for the FBI."
Frank Lovejoy, who stars
in the film, received the citation for Warner from Harold
Russell, Amvets national commander. Presentation was a
feature of the Amvets California state convention.

a

full

Picture

for

organization,

veterans'

MPEA,

to

MPAA

between John G. McCarthy,
foreign department chief, and Italian
government and industry officials.
McCarthy, who has informed
officials in New York by trans-Atlantic telephone that signing of the
Italo-US agreement will take place
on insurance Jack Jackson, National here in July, is scheduled to return to
Screen
Service;
Jack Hillyer of New York in about 10 days followand Phillip ing a stop-over in London to discuss
United Film Service
Paul Ottenstein with British government officials plans
Blake, Kansas City
coming summer reof Socony- Vacuum Oil Co. will con- for opening this
duct an open forum on ramp main- negotiation of the Anglo American

MPAA

;

;

;

tenance.

The program
jects: Tuesday

includes

— Theatre

these

sub-

film pact.
Ellis G.

Arnall,

SIMPP

president,

M

PEAscheduled to attend today's
joined
PP
parley,
and
he
may
be
SIM
personnel
theatre maintenance,
tion,
problems and training legislation, in- by Gunther Lessing, SIMPP board
here from the Coast.
surance, checkers, auditing". Wednes- chairman, who is
addition
In
to major film companies'
day—Television, COMPO, "The Newforeign managers and Theodore Smith
Order" as a result of court decisions
merchandising,
program of the MPEA, the Association may be
confection
also by
and trade practices, arbitration, buy- represented at the meeting
executive offiO'Hara,
clearance,
other Joyce
ing and booking,
Thursday
Show- cer, from Washington.
trade practices.
manship, public relations, National
Screen Service.
moderniza-

is

;

;

MPAA

—

UPT, CBS Bids for
ABC Net Rejected

Halt Seminar Plans
Pending Allied Okay

Negotiations looking to the sale of
network
Plans for the Council of Motion the American Broadcasting
called off, it was announced
have
been
Picture Organization's scheduled semABC board
inar in Hollywood on production prob- by Edward J. 'Noble,
The statement followed
lems may be subject to alteration, de- chairman.
inipending- on action which is due to be more than a week of talks, first
taken today in Kansas City by the tiated by ,the Columbia Broadcasting
and then entered into by United Paranational Allied board.
Allied is understood to have raised mount Theatres.^

objections to certain features planned
for the seminar, which has been set
for
June 11-12 but which could
be postponed if the Allied directors
should feel impelled to call for reconsideration of seminar program pro-

At stake, was control of ABC's five
television outlets and. its extensive
radio network. CBS proposed ah outright merger of the two systems \vhile
offered a stock deal to
stockholders in " return for manage-

ment

posals.

Without retreating
of a seminar,
indicated to

in

Allied

is

COMPO

advocacy
said to have

ABC

UPT

control.

its

officials

here

strong objection to making it a "wide
open" meeting. The exhibitor organization's general counsel, Abram F.
Myers, is understood to have urged
that instead of admitting to the seminar several representatives of each
Council member organization, participation should be confined to a very

To Aid Jewish Hospital
Emil Friedlander of Dazian's, Inc.,
and B. S. Moss of B. S. Moss Corp.
have been named co-chairman of the
amusement division for the 52nd anniversary celebration of the National
Jewish Hospital at Denver.

U.

S.

Protests Quota

number from each.
( Continued from page 1
When the seminar was planned originally, delegations of one or two rep- has cabled the Japanese government,
resentatives from each COMPO or- suggesting the screen quota instead.
ganization were foreseen.
However, Presumably the screen quota, while
viewed by the industry as objectionit was announced later as plans progressed that as many as wished to able, would still be preferable to a
flat import quota.
attend
would be Welcome.
limited

matters considerably
the fact that there is some question
as to the role which the U. S: Army,?
The Army has
plays in the picture.
been gradually pulling out from its
job of controlling the Japanese economy, but apparently has retained control over motion pictures there. This

Complicating

is

Mrs. Driscoll Resigns Post

With

Allied of

Boston,
Theatres

New

Mass.,

New

England

May

14.

England

— Allied

tonight
resignation of Mrs.
Anna Hughes Driscoll as executive
secretary.
Mrs. Driscoll who held
that position for several years, resigned to devote her time to private
interests.
The position "will remain
unfilled until the next regular election
of officers and the board of directors

announced

of
the

next October.

sets

up some sort of

among

"No Man's Land"

Army

and the Japanese government, and it is not clear
just where the protesting will be most
effective or where the final say will
Army- State meetings are
be made.
likely to solve the problem.
State, the

mm.

1
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NEW
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No Admission
Tax

I

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY,

U. S. Protests

Japs Quota

Now

House Groups Votes to
Boost Film Excise Tax
Washington, May

14.

—The

in-

Washington,

Washington, May

14.

— The

U.

S.

State Department, acting in response
to a film industry protest, has suggested to the Japanese government
that it might like to consider a screen
quota instead of its proposed import
quota, an industry source revealed here
today.

The Japanese government has pro-

However, the committee voted
from 25 per cent to 20
per cent the present tax on
The
photographic apparatus.
change would mean a net increase of about $9,000,0000 a
year from these taxes.

Association of America vice-president
O'Hara, it was reported, has
made strong representations to the
State Department against this plan,
with the result that the Department

Joyce

{Continued on page 7)

to cut

lack .of recommendations to
boost the admission tax was in line
with the Administration's feeling that
this tax is high enough for now.

Sochin Will Assist

Feldman

at U-I

The

There was some discussion,

officials

{Continued on page 6)

Smash $133,000for
9

The promotion of Irving Sochin to
the newly-created post of assistant to

'Thing Still Draws
"The Great Caruso," which brought
Radio City Music Hall a whopping
$96,000 in its first four days and is
building to a tremendous $155,000 first
is the newsmaking film
week among Broadway's first-

Another bright spot is "The Thing"
Criterion where a smash first

There has been a break of
almost two weeks since the
last

Told Not to Hold Off
For Remodeling Work

negotiations.

600 to Schwalberg
Tribute Tonight
More than 600 exhibitors and trade
press and other representatives from
various parts of the U.S., Canada and
Mexico are scheduled to gather at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel here this evening for a testimonial dinner to A. W.
Schwalberg for his 30 years of service to the industry.
Nine will occupy the dais in addition to Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp. They
{Continued on page 7)

Arthur Files Trust

{Continued on page 6)

Suit of $5,277,354

—

Variety's National Policy
In

Hands of Local Tents

Georgia Exhibitors'

Meet Draws 1,000

week's gross of $50,000 is being followed by an estimated $32,000 for the
Atlanta, May 14. Some 1,000 exsecond week.
their wives and guests were
hibitors,
Other theatres, however, report buson hand at the Biltmore Hotel here
iness as ranging from satisfactory to
fourth
"Appoint- today for the opening of the
downright disappointing.
annual convention of the Georgia
(Continued on page 6)
Theatre Owners and Operators. J. H.
Thompson, organization president, was
chairman of the proceedings, which
will continue through tomorrow.
Mike Simons of M-G-M's exhibitor
"One of the relations department, gave theatremen
Chicago, May 14.
most encouraging and constructive present a booklet containing pertinent
moves to come forward from anyone facts about 50 new M-G-M pictures.
"Product good product is your anin distribution", was the description
given to William F. Rodgers' instruc- swer to television or any other form
tions to M-G-M field men to give re- of competition" he said, adding, "It's
to use showmanship, yes, but
lief to small exhibitors' economic "dis- time
tress" cases by Jack Kirsch, head of there's another word that begins with
'S' that I'd like to see more people
Allied of Illinois.
Rodgers told the field representa- in all branches of our industry using.

—

Kirsch Cites Rodger
For 'Distress' Aid

—

—

(Continued on page 6)

OldEquipment

day.

{Continued on page 4)

.

Feldman,

run theatres.
at the

— Jus-

14.

officials

Milton B.
Hollywood, May 14.
Arthur, president of Cabart Theatres,
operating six houses in Long Beach,
today filed in Federal court a trust
suit seeking $5,277,354 treble damages

J.

week's gross,
this

Department

domestic sales
manager of Universal-International
was disclosed here yesterday.
Sochin has been a member of the
Universal home office sales cabinet for
the past year-and-one-half as head of
the U-I special films division. He has
Charles

'Caruso at Hall;
9

May

and
Loew's
attorneys
resumed
consent decree talks here to-

tice

dustry escaped proposals to hike the posed limiting all foreign film imcurrent 20 per cent admission tax ports to 215 a year, with U. S. films
today as the House Ways and held to 150 annually. Motion Picture

Means Committee voted tentatively to
boost from 15 per. cent to 20 per cent
the present manufacturers' excise tax
on film, including rawstock.

Warns Owners
To Replace

Talks Resumed
|

{Continued on page 4)

Philadelphia,

TEN CENTS

1951

15,

Loew, Justice Decree

9

Increase

Sought

MAY

May

14.

Kansas

City,

May

—A

top
issued a
warning" to theatre owners that
they'd better replace obsolete or inequipment "now while the
efficient
equipment is available."

government

official

14.

has

The warning comes from Nathan D. Golden, head of the National Production Authority's
film section. Golden says that
exhibitors should not follow
traditional practice and hold off
replacing equipment until they
can also do a major remodeling
job on the theatre itself, because under the present emergency, there is no telling when
such a remodeling job may become possible and in the meantime, equipment production may
be cut back sharply.
(Continued on page 7)

9

IA Hits

SOPEG

Pact on Technical
Point as 'Invalid

9

By

claiming in a brief filed with
National Labor Relations Board
here to have uncovered a technical
flaw in a Loew's union contract, the
IATSE has opened a new assault on
the

— National

policy of Variety Clubs International the jurisdiction of the Distributive,
hereafter will be determined by a two- Processing and Office Workers of
thirds vote of constituent clubs under America over "white collar" workers
a constitutional change passed unani- at 11 film company offices in New
mously in the final phases of the or- York.
ganization's 15th annual convention
IATSE Motion Picture Home Ofhere.
fice Employes Local No. H-63 claims
The agreement wiped out an in- in the brief filed by its attorney, Harternal scrap challenging the authority
old Spivak, that the Loew's contract
of the International office and restored
(Continued on page 3)
amity which threatened when Fred C.
Coleman, former chief barker of the
Atlanta tent, threw the issue on the
open floor.
committee under the
chairmanship of Sam J. Switow, of
Louisville, thereafter recommended
Hollywood, May 14. King Brothand the convention approved
a ers announced the employment of Edchange in the by-laws under which ward Dmytryk to direct "Munity," a
the vote of the international canvass- historical
drama with a patriotic
men (directors) at Variety's mid- theme. The announcement includes
winter meetings cannot be binding un- the assertion that House Un-Ameriless two-thirds of the tents approve
man Activities Committee chairman
within 30 days after they receive no- John Wood has commended the action as helpful to the Committee in
tice of the actions proposed.
The differences pinpointed by Cole- reducing reluctance on the part of wit(Continued on page 3)
{Continued on page 4)

Rep. Wood Commends
Rehiring of Dmytryk

A

—

—

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily

Personal Mention

Roger Babson Doing
Industry Survey

GUNTHER R.

LESSING,

Society
Picture

CECIL

B.

De MILLE,

is

slated to

vealed that his organization
is making a survey of the
motion picture industry, including the securities of all

of Independent Motion
Producers board chairman, was inducted into the UNESCO commission
replacing
in Washington last week,
been
had
who
Arnall,
Ellis G.
SIMPP's representative on the com-

Washington from the
Coast tomorrow, along with top Paramount stars, for location shooting.

film companies.

mission.

national

May 14.—Roger W.

Boston,

Babson

Babson Reports

of

re-

the Federal Communications Commission formally requesting a 90-day trial
of the company's Subscriber Vision,
•
in the New York
Phil Williams, March of Time to be conducted
area. Taylor, former FCC counsel,
to
is
due
manager,
sales
theatrical
said that a more varied program,
leave here for Pittsburgh and Washwhich may include football games and
ington today.
Broadway plays in addition to feature
•
films, will be sought for the test run
Tom Loy, IATSE headquarters if the FCC grants permission for the
publicist, is vacationing in Maryland trial similar to that conducted recentand will return to New York next ly by Phonevision in Chicago.
Tuesday.
Arthur Levey, Skiatron president,
•
reported to the board that Tom HaSanford Abrahams, Monogram- milton, director of the National ColAllied Artists director of publicity, legiate Athletic Association, had promflew to New York from the Coast ised his support in obtaining college
yesterday due to the death of his sister. football games for the Skiatron test.
Levey also said that efforts are being
made to devise a method by which
exhibitors might share in the proceeds
from Subscriber Vision in order to
compensate them for any box-office
loss from the pay-as-you-see television
system.

engaged
,of America, has become
George Anthony Aretakis, MaReserve.
jor U. S. Marine Corps

to

•

M. Richey,

High Court Will
Hear Decree Case
Washington, May 14.—The U. S.
Supreme Court today agreed to hear
the
the appeal of Sutphen Estates for
right to intervene in the Warner consent decree.
The Justices gave no reason tor
the
their action, merely noting that

Statutory

Ar-

M-G-M

exhibitor

due to leave here
tomorrow for Kansas City and the
convention there of Kansas-Missouri
Allied Theatre Owners.
•
relations

New York

Thalia

tion

H

head,

honorary film fraternity for
in motion

Skiatron Electronics' board of directors yesterday heard a report by speand director Telford
counsel
cial
Taylor on the brief to be presented to

"outstanding achievements
picture entertainment."

secretary to
relacommunity-exhibitor
director,
Associations, of the Motion Picture

recession.

Court decision would be heard.

•

Carayiannis,
Mike Linden, associate

Eugenia

in

is

Lynn Farnol is visiting Fred J.
Schwartz, Century circuit executive,
home.
at his Lake Placid, N. Y.,

Kravetz-UA Suit Is RCA, NBC Favor
Moved to US Court End of TV Freeze
—Action
Washington, May
which Mary Pickford
The

of

14.

filed

suit

Kravetz, which he an- the Federal Communications Commisagainst sion in allocating the entire ultra high
has
Court
the
counterclaims
since
November,
with
or
swered
ber
reserved for
finished hearing arguments for this United Artists, its officers and Charles frequency (UHF) band
It recesses for the summer at
term.
Chaplin as well as Miss Pickford, has television is a constructive step in the
sufficient numthe end of this month.
been transferred from New York direction of obtaining a
Supreme Court to U.S. District Court ber of channels for television broadSutphen Claims
declared here.
casting, RCA and
here upon the motion of UA.
The RCA-NBC statement was preKravetz'
of
out
arising
Sutphen, which owns the property
suit,
The
and the sented as comments on the Commison which the Strand Theatre is lo- dismissal as secretary of
sion's proposal to add 65 or 70
cated in New York and which leases take-over of the company by the
channels to the existing 12 very high
that
claims_
Benjamin-MatWarner,
to
property
the
Arthur Krim-Robert
(VHF) channels.
frequency
interits
the
the decree does not protect
thew Fox group, was begun on
Commenting on the "freeze", which
It argues that it now has a lease Coast by Miss Pickford to secure the
ests.
since Sept., 1948, has prevented the
with a parent company, while after return of funds allegedly advanced
authorization of new television stadivorcement its lease will be with the Kravetz in connection with the maintetions, the RCA-NBC statement said:
the
that
and
only,
secretary
company
as
theatre
nance of his activities
"For more people in the U.S. to
assets
the
of
latter will have only part
and as a stock option-holder with get television at the earliest possible
Therefore,
Paul
chairman
of the present company.
board
former company
date, it is essential that the freeze be
it says, it will be less well protected.
V. McNutt and former president lifted as soon as possible. TransmitBoth Warner and the Justice De- Frank McNamee. Denying allegations
and receiving equipment for the
partment opposed Sutphen's interven- in answers filed in New York Su- ting
In
immediately available.
is
be
would
company
tion, arguing the
preme Courth, Kravetz claimed $616,the design and production of
completely protected under the new 550 in damages, remuneration and ex- addition,
equipment will be expedited by
arrangement, and the New York-

gument

will not take place until Octo-

against

Max

NBC

UA

UHF

VHF

lease
three- judge court agreed and refused
to allow the company to intervene.
Sutphen then appealed to the High

Court,
the

U.

and again both Warner and
S.

opposed.

UHF

penses.

early action
signing

UHF

Burk, Lloyd

Named

M-G-M Managers
San Francisco, May

Takes Sales Report
To M-G-M Branches
Three
will
this

M-G-M

make a
week to

field sales

managers

tour of their branches
report on the sales con-

ferences held here last week. Three
other sales executives will hold twoday meetings starting Wednesday at

which branch

managers

from

areas will attend.
Visiting their offices this

be:

Burtus

Bishop,

Jr.,

week

their

will

14.

—

;

president of UA.
Waxman, Broadway proPhilip
ducer, will produce the film for UA,

with Joseph Losey directing.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
KIRSTEN

Dorothy

Blanche

Color by

The Com-

manager.
He is being replaced by Jack Burk
formerly a salesman at San Francisco
and Seattle. It was also announced
that Charles L. Walker, branch man
ager at Salt Lake City, also has re
signed, and is succeeded by Kenneth

ision

Lloyd.

night

wrecked the offices in Bangkok, Thailand, of Paramount, RKO, Warner
Columbia, M-G-M and Universal, according to press dispatches.

THEBOM

Paramount Stock
Is Widely Held
As of Dec. 30, last, there were no
persons who owned of record more
than 10 per cent of any class of equity
securities of Paramount Pictures, except Barney Balaban, company president, who owned 100 per cent of the
option warrants issued by the company. These warrants number four,
each being convertible into 10,000
shares of common stock at a price of
$12.50 oer share.
All directors and officers as a group
owned 27,380 shares of common stock,
The
or 1.14 per cent of that class.
number of holders of equity securities

Alan Ladd

of the
24,809.

company

as of last

March was

l)ANIil.ll
Phyllis

Picture

STAGE PRESENTATION

Appointment with

-

NOVOTNA

TECHNICOLOR

Paramount Present*

div-

Jarmila

-

An M-G-M

the freeze."

resignation of C. L. Ribinett as
ager of the 20th Century-Fox branch
in Seattle was announced here today

Big Bangkok Fire
A four-hour fire last Saturday

star John Barrymore Jr., it was
announced here by Arthur B. Krim,

to

by the Commission asfrequencies.

UA

United Artists has completed negotiations to release "The Big Night,"

pius Spectacular

Midwestern

sales head, Rudy Berger, Southern
and John S. Allen, Southwestern. Regional meetings will be held by John
Maloney, Central sales head, at
J.
Pittsburgh John P. Byrne, Eastern,
at New York; and George A. Hickey,
Western at Los Angeles.

Another Film for

mission should endeavor, therefore, to
take whatever steps are necessary to
bring about an expeditious lifting of

The
man-

by Herman Wobber, West Coast

1951

15,

Skiatron Board
Studies Brief
To FCC on Trial

Stanley Kramer has been notified
of his election to Delta Kappa Alpha,

•

Exhibitors interviewed to
date complained of the financial burden of some union
regulations, notably the twomen-in-a-booth requirement,
which they regard as unnecessary and uneconomic, particularly in times of business

appeal from the

arrive

May

LOUIS
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m
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National

The

Pre-Selling
from Senn Lawler, advertising director for Fox Midwest Theatres in Kansas City to Dave
Lipton, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation for Universal-International at the studio in California,
is a letter from E. D. Dorrel, manager
of the Fox Granada Theatre, Emporia,
Kansas, which contains his praise for
Universale keyed advertising in the

Saturday Evening Post and Life, with
the names of theatres and playdates on
"Up Front." Dorrel says, "these ads
really jump out at you"
and he is
obviously pleased because they list his

—

He

likes to see the

hometown

mentioned.

Locally, advertising for
"Up Front" in the Kansas City Star
also carried playdates for theatres over
several States.

•

The June issue of Holiday magazine will carry an article, "McBoing-Boing and Magoo," by Al
Hine, which tells the fascinating
story of one of the freshest things
in cartoons, all about Gerald McBoing-Boing, the young man with a

who

in spite of difficulties of articulation which might have been fatal
to dramatic success, won an Academy Award in his Columbia pictures release, under his own name.
The near-sighted Magoo is a member of his supporting cast, if you
have not been lucky enough to see
the picture and know about it.
•
The current issue of Look, now on
the stands, has a five-page spread on
how "DeMille Films the Greatest
Show on Earth." Pictures and story
tell how the director, in his 70th year,
turns out his 69th epic picture, on the
Ringling Br others-Barmim and Bailey
Circus.
Informal shots show production in circus winter quarters at Sara-

where the show

My Face

Man With
— United Artists)

ED

My

the overall effect.
With the aid of an oldtime girl friend, Carole Matthews, and her brother,
Jack Warden, Nelson is finally able to expose the plot. The finale, finds the
imposter, mistaken for the victim by the dog, falling from a steep parapet to
his doom after a savage struggle.
Lynn Ainley plays the conspiring wife of Nelson and Jim Boles turns in a
effective vignette as the twisted master of the dog.
The story was based on the novel by Taylor and was directed by Edward
J.

set up

its tents

Montaigne.

Running

time,

86

Adult audience

minutes.

See pages

i

and

6 for Additional

AMPA

SOPEG

<IA' Hits

(Continued from page 1)
union-security
"contains an
provision" which makes the pact itself invalid. The only solution possible, H-63 contends, is for the
to order immediately a bargaining
invalid

NLRB

agent election among Loew's workers.
DPOWA, which replaced the formOffice and Professional
er United
Workers of America, holds the contracts covering the Screen Office and
Professional
Employes Guild. The
technical flaw cited in the "IA" brief
is that Loew's workers were not afforded under the contract "the required 30-day escape period provided
for in the (National Labor Relations)
Act. This is the time which the law
stipulates shall be given a union member not in good standing to become
one before action can be taken to
deprive him of his job.

RKO

in all units."

dates.

on

details in their
ture.
Tieup is

pressbooks on the pictimed for national re-

lease of the picture in June.

Release

date,

Washington, May 14.
Present
House Un-American Ac-

plans of the

tivities Committee call for hearings
on the Hollywood investigation Wednesday and Thursday of this week and
possibly Tuesday and Wednesday of
next week, Committee officials said.

No

witness names were revealed.

Meanwhile, there was growing

Only Paramount's attorneys

detected the alleged technical flaw when the
contract was signed with that
company, Moss said, explaining that

SOPEG

Paramount's is the only contract which
challenged
on that
could not be
ground. Meanwhile, the validity of
the
contract at Paramount
has been challenged by the

SOPEG

NLRB

DPOWA's

grounds

relating to
identity as against that of
Other companies where the status of
"white collar" representation is now
being considered by the
are
Columbia,
Pictures,
Service Corp., 20th Century-Fox and United Artists.

UOPWA.

NLRB
RKO

RKO

Dmytryk

to

King

(Continued from page 1)
nesses due to a fear of subsequent loss
of employment by those who admit

Walter Brooks former Communist Party

affiliations.

his

;

Brewer

to Capitol
May 14. — Roy

Hollywood,

Brewer,
chairman of the AFL Film Council,
flew today to Washington, where he
will

testify

before

the

House

Un-

Committee WedThursday, on invitation.

Activities

or

will describe studio Labor's successful fight against Communist attempts to infiltrate Hollywood.

Sets Joint
of

the

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers and Publicity Club of New York
will be held tomorrow in the Shelton Hotel.

AMPA

K.

McWilliams,
president, will speak on tie-ups and
motion
picture
promotion.
Other
speakers will include Richard Pitts,
editorial

and

He

Publicists Meet
A joint luncheon-meeting

Harry

Wood

Chairman

are keeping them in the dark
about future plans. Most of the members were not even aware that Wood
had gone to the Coast they rarely
know more than a day or two in advance when hearings are to be held,
and practically never know the names
upcoming witnesses before the
of
names are given to the press.
staff

American

Reviews

dis-

among Committee mem-

satisfaction
bers that

nesday

chased by newspapers throughout
the United States from the Des
Moines Register-Tribune Syndicate.
The Scripps-Howard chain of 27
newspapers will start the serialization on May 14 and continue it for
24 consecutive weekdays. RKO will
cooperate fully with all newspapers
in promoting the serial and picture,
with particular accent on local play-

Tape Recorder Co. Already scheduled are large-scale, full-color ads in
Saturday Evening Post, and at the
local level, hundreds of dealers are
being alerted for cooperative campaigns
with theatre managers, who zvill find

classification.

Mandel Herbstman

j une g

to give full-fledged performances for the camera.
With this interesting difference, that folks in Sarasota saiv Dorothy Lamour, Betty
Mutton, Dorothy Grahame, Charlton
According to Russell M. Moss, exHeston and Cornel Wilde, doing their
stuff under the big top, as they will ecutive vice-president of H-63, the
local "feels that the decision in this
on the screen.
•
Loew's case may be a deciding factor
The newspaper serial rights to in cases affecting 10 other units in
"Kon-Tiki," Thor Hayerdahl's best- the motion picture field and feels sure
selling book which is now an excit- that the Board will take cognizance
ing
picture, have been pur- of the facts and order quick elections

•
Twentieth Century-Fox's "As Young
As You Feel" zvill gain free advertising in leading national magazines
through a tieup made with the Ampro

—

GARDNER,

(ARCHIE)
of radio's "Duffy's Tavern," has made a
picture of vitality and novelty in his first production venture. "The Man
Face," filmed entirely in Puerto Rico, recounts a cleverly planned
With
plot to rob a man of his identity in order to seize upon his fortune.
Barry Nelson plays a dual role as victim and perpetrator of the grand
hoax. Portraying an American accountant working in Puerto Rico, he returns
home from work one day to find another man, an amazing double, assuming
his identity with the apparent connivance of his wife and brother-in-law.
There follow fast and desperate rounds of melodramatic events as Nelson
tries to expose the fraud and at the same time sidestep the death that is
designed for him. With fresh effect, the screenplay by Samuel W. Taylor and
T. J. McGowan, presents a savage Doberman as the agent of murder.
Some of the picture's best qualities result from the fine outdoor scenery. The
ending has unusual visual excitement as the hunted and the hunters converge
on a deserted, tunnel-ridden old fortress. Occasionally the picture shows the
mark of crude editing and modest budgeting, but that by no means dilutes

whole series of speech impediments,

sota, Florida,

House Group
To Coast

(Gardner

RELAYED

theatre.

3

director

the Council of
Organizations, and
of

Motion Picture
William P. Malonev, publicity
tor of B. B. D. & O.

direc-

Harry Post

While abroad he will view foreign
productions and arrange for overseas
distribution of U. S. product.

Martin L. McDonald

—

Ottawa, May 14. Martin Lloyd
McDonald, assistant manager of the
Elmdale Theatre, died here Saturday
following a short

o

I

Oo
o,

EVERYBODY
WILL
BE

SEE

London

Post, president of Post Pictures Corp., has left here for London.

SOON

WAITING
TO

to

Harry

#

illness.

Tuesday,

Motion Picture daily

Grosses:' Simons

"When

—

Mike
Atlanta, May 14.
Simons of MGM's exhibitor
told
department,
relations
delegates to the MPTO of
Georgia meeting here today,
that, "We of M-G-M are go-

ing to advertise and promote
our product in every medium
that pays off this year, just
as we've always done. Maybe
space rates are up in the

you
if
but
newspapers,
weren't using sufficient space
in the first place, what difference do the rates make/
advertisIf bigger and better
ing gets bigger and better

worth more
is
it
cost is
total
the
and
money
indeed unimportant in the

grosses,

overall."

the Redskins

(Continued from page

Rode

9*

man and Robert

.

Georgia Exhibitors
(Continued from page 1)

,

demure Indian maiden.

,

,

Marc J. Wolf of Indianapowas re-elected interna-

tional chief barker along with
his entire slate, as forecast in
Motion Picture Daily last Fri-

Others were Jack Beresin,
Philadelphia first international
barker; Charles P. Skouras, Los
Angeles, second international
chief barker; George Eby, Pittsburgh, international dough guy;
Murray Weiss, Boston, international property master; Charles
E. Lewis, New York, international press guy; W. H. Lollier,
Los Angeles, international serJames G. Balgeant-at-arms
ceremonial
Pittsburgh,
mer,
barker; C. J. Latta, London, international European represenGolden,
Nathan D.
tative;
Washington, chairman of the
Heart Committee; Sam J. Switow, Louisville, and William
McCraw, international execuday.

,

;

purplish blue does a
Supercinecolor, despite its tendency to turn green a
of pre-Revolutionary
beauty
natural
and
pageantry
the
catching
nice job of
the romance with
and
action
the
handled
has
America. Director Lew Landers
for this Sam Katzmanunderstanding. Robert E. Kent wrote the screenplay

Weve
That's the word 'Slugging.
^Cnfng'tSme" 78' minutes. General audience classification. For May
and keep slugall got to start slugging
we ve release.
ging in behalf of our business
of
attacks
snide
the
taken too politely
inspired,
panty-waist critics, many
Com- (Republic)
whether they realize it or not, by
,
culture,
stagecoach robmunist disdain for American
sets out to solve a series of
(ROCKY)
our
By the time he submits his
particularly as represented by
beries in this latest Republic offering.
he has experienced all the
Fargo,
Wells
movies."
to
report
completed"
"mission
1939
here. It has all been done
since
that
cowboy
mind
traditional
"Let us keep in
trials and triumphs of the
Wells
20,UUU,UUU
excitement and suspense of
have a new generation of
but that fact won't lessen the
;

"Wells Fargo Gunmaster"

.

we

customers, many of them
are now protagonists of
Hopalong Cassidy, an old film cowboy
who has found a new world in teleourselves
vision, and let us try to make
and entertaining to these

potential

kids

new

who

interesting

new customers," Maurice A. Bergman,

Universal director of public relations
told the convention.

"These new customers are the back-

They are the
bone' of our business.
despenders of tomorrow," Bergman
must cultivate the kids
clared.
in the lower age brackets."

"We

Public Relations
pictures are a major
refactor in maintaining good public
is

supplying

inthat necessary ingredient in ever
ediPitts
Dick
numbers,"
creasing
of Motorial director of the Council

Picture Organizations, declared
before the convention today.
Pointing out that 50 American films
exhibited last year achieved the dislists
tinction of being on "best films"

tion

•

John

Western tan.
Fargo Gunmaster" for the dyed-in-the-wool
driver Lane
With the connivance of Chubby Johnson, a Wells Fargo

m

.

May

IS.

"Jungle Headhunters"

by

also

and

Marc

Wolf,

is

Other Changes
Other constitutional changes dealing
with procedural processess, circulated
prior to the convention, likewise were
approved along with the limitation
placed on the mid-winter meeting.

among Housand Las Vegas for the
1952 convention was determined by
ballot in favor of Las Vegas, Tent No.
39, which is less than six months old.
Spirited competition

ton, Cincinnati

Identification of Variety with the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at
Saranac Lake, N. Y., will be continued
as a result of the pledge of the tents

circulate what is known as the
"Mile-Long Christmas Card," an anobtain signatures and
no greater dangers than nual effort to
THOSE of us who customarily experienceperils
support of the hosfor
contributions
of jungle life always
reckless taxi drivers and irate waitressess, the
pital. However, the tents will not be
the
exrecounts
Cotlow
fascination. In "Jungle Headhunters'; Lewis

to

(Thalia Productions—RKO Pictures)

TO

hold a

periences of his third

m

tr

The

picture

is

Amazon

expedition

m

search of Jivaros, headhunter

an interesting affair in Technicolor, with

the

all

obligated to pledge contributions.

Baby Incident

usual

documentaries. There are the beasts in combat
and visual excitements of jungle
the
of drum beats, the whistling spears greeting
background
the
against
various reviewing groups, Pitts emnatives.
the
of
dances
and
rituals
the
and
man,
white
intrusion of the
phasized that "motion pictures really
venture out
The picture builds up to the point where the tribal warriors
He said picare better than ever."
the raid they come back with
After
enemies.
tribal
their
against
retaliate
to
tures have improved in merit and mawarrior. There follows the ritualistic
any their trophy, the head of an enemy
turity probably more rapidly than
worn around the victor s neck
process of shrinking the head which is finally

as selected

Harris

who

international big
and O'Donnell, international
boss,
ringmaster, hold life-time posts.

m

with the gang. In the
get
stages a mock hold-up of a stage coach to
Michael Chapin, the
rescues
Lane
follow,
action-loaded minutes that
wild horse; meets, but
crippled brother of a gang member, from a
Ellen Kay; is ambushed by the gang,
fails to fall in love with, Mary
in a silver mine, and
wipes out the outlaws in a blazing gun battle
of horses, captures the
teams
two
involving
chase
climactic
a rousing
citizen.
respectable
as
a
posed
o-ang leader, Stuart Randall, who had
"
is studded with flying fists
picture
the
clip,
quick
a
at
along
Galloping
business—a no-holdsand hot lead. "Wells Fargo Gunmaster" is all
time for romance or
no
barred struggle between good and evil, with
a screenplay by M.
from
directed,
Ford
Philip
crooning cowpokes.
producer
associate
Coates Webster. Gordon Kay was
Release
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification.
date,

H

Harris,

before,

"Good motion

lations—and Hollywood

tive directors.

Also, following members of the international and foreign committee
Fitzgibbons, George Hoover,
J.
J.
Robert J. O'Donnell, Luis Montes,

LANE

ALLAN

O'Donnell, inter-

lis,

„

.

J.

1)

national ringmaster-, also were adjudicated privately when both men shook
hands, called it a misunderstanding
and thereby again sealed the ranks.

(Columbia)
dramas
T N this Supercinecolor film Columbia presents one of those historical
outweigh the historical facts.
greatly
ingredients
fictional
J.
the
which
in
Wars as
"When the Redskins Rode," an account of the French and Indian bosomy
true elements—a
fought in the Virginia colony, has all the tried and
and, as the villains oily Frenchsiren, men of iron, Galahad-like Englishmen
and
is plentiful and the sets
action
The story is routine, but the
men.
days.
Colonial
of
spirit
the
capture
costumes
was still
When the Redskins rode with the French, George WashingtonIII,
young
In an effort to save Virginia for George
loval to the crown.
Hall, a Delaware
friend
Jon
his
get
to
attempts
Seay)
Washington (James
English against the French and the
prince, to ally his father's tribe with the
the Delaware chief, chooses to
Cordoba,
de
Pedro
Indians.
Francophile
While he waits for a
village
his
attack
troops
remain neutral until French
English, Cordoba is
formal treaty from England before actively joining the
the English camp
into
braves
his
leads
chief
and
Hall then becomes
killed
the French and
off
beat
time
to
arriving at besieged Fort Necessity in
English.
the
rescue
and
Wyandottes
,
r
French
a -cv^r-Vi
Castle, „
Romantic and plot complications are provided by Mary
Moreland,
Sherry
love,
Hall's
rival for
her
and
neckline,"
"TV
a
with
spy
a
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Variety

Reviews

'Bigger Ads, Bigger

May

critics, publications

A

baby reportedly found in the
lobby of the Studio Theatre under circumstances identical with the incident
which led to the formation of Variety
Pittsburgh 23 years ago, was
in
adopted by Tent No. 13, Philadelphia.

Las Vegas, for having sent the largwas presented with a
d
Other speakers were: Sam Pinan- aS
for
"baby" tent, an identiscreenplay
Tokyo,
the
and
cup
collaborated
on
Lansburgh
Toseph Ansen and Larry
Owners
greatski, president of the Theatre
Lesser produced with Cotlow as an associate cal cup for having traveled the
Julian
Inc.,
Productions,
Thalia
20th
of America; Harry Ballance,
est distance. Such cups will he handed
production.
,.
Century-Fox; Walter Titus, Republic; in
Release^date, out each year hereafter.
Running time, 66 minutes. General audience classification.
Robert Lippert, Lippert Productions;
RKO Pictures;
Mochrie,
Robert
See pages 3 and 6 for Additional Reviews
Suit
Hugh Owen, Paramount, and Morgan Hudgins, M-G-M.
(Continued
from page 1)
Mayor Hartsfield of Atlanta was a Sells R. /. Theatre
Raibourn to Address
at
guest at the convention luncheon,
The second annual combined lunch- from all distributors, Fox West Coast
East Providence, R. L, May 14.—
Drive-in Theatres
which was read a message of comof the American Television So- Theatres, Pacific
landmark
eon
38-year-old
Fay's Theatre,
individuals.
mendation by Gov. Herman Talmadge.
various
and
Club
Executives
Sales
picand
the
ciety
and motion
in famous for vaudeville
Defendants were accused of comA party for the ladies was held
the Hotel Roosetures was sold today by C. and F. will be held here at
Carter
John
Mrs.
with
spiring
to restrict trade and commerce
the afternoon,
will
speakers
the
Among
Real
today.
velt
National
Theatre Co. to the
of the anti-trust laws.
handling arrangements. Today's proviolation
Parain
president
Raibourn,
Paul
Estate Investment Co. It was under- be
ceedings were closed with a cocktail
The
suit also seeks a permanent inand
Production
Television
mount
torn
would
be
building
stood that the
conspiratory
party and buffet supper given by E. D.
replace Chris Witting, general manager of junction against future
Brown, A. D. down and a parking lot would

other

art

medium

in

history.

...

,

,-,

,

,

est delegation,

.

Arthur

ATS

Martin, O. C. Lam, Guy
Chadwick and Carl Mabry.

it.

Dumont

Television.

acts.

mm Moped fa

'fiese

u/aitinq in line

i
Cotiftoion-Jpproved
at
mies.

To

get a line

a line

— is

on women — and women on

easy

if

there's a

COMPANION-

approved movie in town. They come in
droves — and that's why the movie-makers
have invested more money in the

COMPANION

during the past five years
than in any other monthly magazine*
*Excef>t of course the fan magazines

AVERAGE CIRCULATION: MORE THAN
THE CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING

COMPANY

.

THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE

.

COLLIER'S

•

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

•

A

MARKET OF

9,7

4,000,000

0,0

FAMILIES

Tuesday,
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(Continued from page 1)
coupled

*4

with

with Danger",
Louis Jordan's band on stage, is bringing the Paramount $57,000 for a first
week, a substantial figure but well below recent standards. The Roxy, with

ment

viding the stage fare, also estimates a
first week's gross of $57,000, which
is only fair.
At the Capitol, a first week's gross
from "Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the
Farm" and Frankie Carle's band heading a stage show looks like it will be
lucky to top $20,000. "I Was a Communist for the F.B.I." is off to around
$30,000 for a second and final week
Strand, "Along the Great
at the

Divide" will move in tomorrow.
Other openers are: "The Long
Dark Hall," with a mild $14,000 expected at the Rivoli; "The Fighting
Coast Guard" at the Mayfair, where
a fair gross of $13,000 is estimated,
and "The House on Telegraph Hill"
at the Holiday, where an okay $12,000
is estimated for the first stanza.

"Born Yesterday"

is

showing stay-

ing power at the Victoria, with the
gross for the 21st week expected to
reach $15,000, only a bit below last
"Apache Drums" is
week's total.
holding up fairly well for a second
week at Loew's State, with $17,000
due. "Valentino" is beginning to slip
a bit in a fourth week at the Astor,
but an estimated $16,000 is still highly
^

satisfactory.

Fort Worth

about exempting from the two
taxes voted today those items actu(Warner Brothers)
such
ally figuring as a business cost
forces of good and evil are mixed up in another Technicolor as film and apparatus used in HollyWestern in "Fort Worth." The production values are pretty good and wood, studios
but the committee
class.
there is greater development in the plot than the average film in its
finally decided against such an exempHowever, all of the villainy and intrigue are in the time-tested, conventional tion at this time. The committee last
It should do well in those situations that take to Westerns.
pattern.
year included this provision in its tax
said,

—

—

Western format elements of melodrama as well
Involved in the triangle are Randolph Scott, a rugged
newspaper gent who has abandoned his guns in favor of the printed word in
combatting injustice; David Brian, a smooth Texan aiming for political
When
power, and Phyllis Thaxter, a pretty lass of wavering emotions.
there is no rivalry for Miss Thaxter's hand there usually is plenty of action
supplied by Ray Teal and his gang of outlaws. It seems that Teal not only
has an aversion to law and order, but also is opposed to the extension of a
railroad line to Fort Worth. When things get too hot, Scott decides to
temporarily abandon his faith in the power of the printed word and swings
into gun-toting action.
The screenplay, concocted by John Twist, leaves some doubt as to whether
the suave Brian is on the side of good or evil until the closing scenes when
The finale produces a bang-up battle between
he reveals his sinister hand.
Scott and Teal, and in conventional style, justice triumphs. In the course of
battle, Brian is killed, paving the romantic way for Scott and Miss Thaxter.
Running time,
Anthony Veiller produced and Edwin L. Marin directed.
80 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, July 14.

The

picture adds to the

as a romantic triangle.

M. H.

but
Senate.

bill,

it

was knocked out

in

the

Another committee action boosted
from 10 per cent to 15 per cent the
tax on television sets, radios, phonographs, records and musical instruments. The administration had proposed an increase to 25 per cent,
which was bitterly fought by the television industry. The five per cent increase would net $55,000,000 more a
year for the treasury.

other actions of some interest
were these

Still

to the industry

A

decision to apply the 10 per cent
appliance tax to home motion picture
projectors

An
oods

increase in the tax on sporting
;

and

A

6(

They Were Not Divided
Cities— United Artists)

{Two

A TRIBUTE

to the cooperation of British and American Armed Forces
during the invasion of Europe and a poignant story of war's disruption
of a family are the themes of this film which has all the virtues and some
Produced and directed by
of the drawbacks of a typical English production.
Terence Young, the picture spans the period of the dark days after Dunkirk

before the conquest" of Berlin and it traces the lives of Edward
LInderdown, an Englishman, and Ralph Clanton, an American, from the time

until just

join the "spit-and-polish" Welsh Guards until a German shell snuffs
two roadshow films, they
existence.
Between drills and battles Underdown, accompanied by
out
their
"Tales of Hoffman," at the Bijou, and
manages
to snatch brief leaves to visit his wife, Helen Cherry and
Clanton,
"Cyrano de Bergerac," at the Golden,
Clanton falls in love with Stella Andrew, a neighbor of
his two children.
are holding steady. "Tales" is still
and
on his final leave marries her.
Underdowns,
the
near-capacity with about $14,500 due
understatement and quiet appreciation of adult love,
British
with
again
Played
"Cyrano"
and
sixth
week
for a
drawing a comfortable $6,500 for the personal story is a moving counterpoint to the overall account of preis
paring for and accomplishing the liberation of Europe, a task for which
its sixth moveover week.
good-natured gibes at the Yanks
"Kon-Tiki" is also pulling a healthy the Americans are given due credit. A few
general, the easy-going discipline of the U. S. troops, etc.
youthful
a
Sutton,
off-Broadway
gross at the
basic plea that through interna'
where a sixth week looks like $11,- add rather than detract from the picture's
with
At the Trans Lux 52nd St., tional cooperation anything, even peace, may be achieved. Audiences
000.
satisfying, but
scenes
of
the
war
find
many
action
will
slam-bang
taste
for
a
around
"Teresa" is holding up with
the narrative itself is more slowly paced.
$6,000 due for a sixth week.
LInderdown does well as the mature family man turned soldier and Clan
"Try and Get Me" is moving out
Americanism is barely obtrusive among his British comrades. Michael
ton's
of
a
five
days
Globe
after
of the
provides a bit of humor as the Irish volunteer and the rest of the
Brennan
second week the gross for the final
period is expected to be under $7,000. cast lives up to the English reputation for character bits.
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification.
"Belle Le Grand" will open there toVaughan O'Brien
morrow.

The

1951

(Continued from page 1)

FRONTIER

"I'd Climb the Highest Mountain"
and the New York Philharmonic pro-

15,

Taxes

Reviews

N. Y. Grosses

May

city's

—

;

decision to leave unchanged the
present gasoline tax and to make only
slight increases in the taxes on autos
and auto parts. Some drive-in operators had feared that the steep increases proposed for these items by
the Administration might injure their
business.

Vt. Ticket
Montpelier,

Tax Defeated
Vt.,

May

14.

—Ver-

mont's House of Representatives defeated a bill which would have levied
a 10 per cent tax on admissions, to
raise an estimated $580,000 in additional revenue during the coming biennium.

Hold Tax Too Costly
Plymouth,

O.,

May

14.

—

The

Town

Council here has repealed the
local three per cent admission tax in
effect for several years on the grounds
that the returns did not warrant the
expense involved.

Kirsch Cites Rodgers
(Continued from page 1)
tives

attending a

sales

meeting here

week that "where M-G-M branch,
district and sales managers know re-

last

Expect $45,000 for 'Broke'
Los Angeles,

May

14.

—M-G-M's

"Go for Broke," in its first American
opening, garnered approximately $28,000 in the first four days at the State
and Egyptian theatres here, it was said.
It is estimated it will do about $45,000 on the week which is the highest
gross of any M-G-M film to play both
theatres.

Sochin Will Assist
(Continued from page 1)
13 years in film distribution,
starting with United Artists as a

spent

salesman in West Virginia in 1938.
Other posts he held include salesman
and sales manager for 20th CenturyFox in Cincinnati, branch manager

same company
and general manager

for the

Owners

in Indianapolis

the Theatre
Corp. of Cincinnati, a booking
of

and buying service. He was Universal
branch manager in Cincinnati prior to
his being named sales head of U-I
special films division.

,

Smuggler's Gold

necessary to keep theatres open,
every effort should be made to do so
SATISFACTORY little action picture about the illicit transit of gold and never let it be said that M-G-M
bullion has been worked out by producer Milton Feldman and director contributed to the closing of any theaWilliam Berke. With a California seacoast town as the background, the plot tre."
There are no names in the cast
is kept within the confines of simplicity.
In a letter to Rodgers, Kirsch
that will help sell this film and exhibitors will have to be content with exploi- wrote, "Of course, Bill, this statement
tation ideas they can get from the press book and those they can think up coming from you is no surprise to me,
The action is kept going at a good pace and though there is because I have always admired your
themselves.
never any doubt which way the story will go, the suspense is still held at a ability as a practical business man and
satisfactory level.
as such you are always one of the
In the lead is Cameron Mitchell, who as a deep sea diver afraid of going first to face realities."
"It's
a certainty", Kirsch added,
into the water after an accident, becomes involved in a gold smuggling plot.
Chief smuggler is the uncle of his fiancee, who has the attributes of a nice, "that exhibitors are in serious diffieasy-going old sea dog but is in reality a vicious killer. When Mitchell finds culty today and other distributors
out what is actually going on, he plays dumb for a while playing for time could help give them a much needed
until the Coast Guard has time to get to the scene in the ocean where some shot in the arm if they all followed
of the smuggled gold has been cached. The final scene finds bullets flying your wise approach to help stem the
growing trend of theatre closings."
all over the place and the villains getting their just deserts.
lief is

(Columbia)

A

There are some satisfactory action and suspense sequences and a couple

of

have an unusually realistic quality about them. The photography,
Press
The story is never difficult to follow. Mitchell plays his
too, is very good.
part nicely, as do Amanda Blake as the girl and Carl Benton Reid as the
Toronto, May 14. Irving HerThe screenplay was written by Daniel Ullman from a man of this city has been appointed
villainous sea captain.
story by Al Martin.
United
Artists
Canadian publicity
General audience classification.
For May director by C. S. Chaplin, district manRunning time, 64 minutes.
ager in the Dominion.
release.
fist

fights

Herman UA

Head

—

Tuesday,

May
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Golden on Equipment

SIMPP

Elections
Set for Next Month

(Continued from page 1)

The Society of Independent
Motion Pi c t u r e Producers
will hold its annual meeting
and election of officers on the
Coast next month, Ellis G.

Owners Convention

Asked if he would be a
candidate for re-election, Arnall said he has enjoyed his
association with SIMPP and
looked forward to its continuance.

SPG Meets Again
Layoffs

A

meeting of Warner personnel
affiliated with the Screen Publicists
Guild was called by the union last

night to discuss the recent lay-off of
12 members of the Warner home
office advertising publicity department.
In reporting the lay-offs yesterday,
Motion Picture Daily incorrectly This policy, we feel, is most shortstated that Isabel Turner, radio con- sighted. As the defense program actact, was among those affected.
A celerates, the production of 35mm.
company spokesman said yesterday motion picture equipment must inthat Miss Turner has been retained in evitably decrease. Thus, it may not
be as easy to replace equipment six
her position.
or eight months from now as it is at
the present time.
long this program will continue is, of course, un-

How

FWC Home

Office

known. Theatre owners

Layoffs Begin
Hollywood' May 14.— Terminations
expected to effect a 10 per cent reduction in Fox West Coast Theatre's
headquarters personnel began beingimplemented today.

The

circuit's

home

office staff

num-

bers about 300.

Schwalberg Tribute

NPA

(Continued from page 1)

are:

Barney

Pictures

Paramount

Balaban,

Adolf
Zukor,
Austin C. Keough.

president

;

board chairman
vice-president and general counsel E.
K. O'Shea, vice-president of Paramount Film Distributing; Louis Nizer.
;

willful

;

film

attorney,

toastmaster

;

vice-president

who

who

Robert
of

serve

will

are, therefore,

strongly urged, as other segments of
industry now, to abandon some of their
traditional practices. If your theatre
equipment is obsolete or inefficient
and has not been recently modernized,
now is the time for you to do it, while
the equipment is available. Don't wait
until you can simultaneously remodel
your theatre, because in so doing, you
may lose your competitive position."
Golden's speech also promises a
step-up in
efforts to crack-down
on illegal theatre building. The program will include an expansion of industry surveys and spot checks on
compliance, vigorous prosecution of

as

NPA's

violators
efforts to

form with

and

NPA

broadening

of

help industry conregulations, he de-

clared.

O'Donnell,

J.

Interstate

Circuit,

—

be

the introduction to the assembled guests of Paramount's "Golden Circle" film players. They include
Peter Hanson, Barbara Rush, Mary

will

Murphy, Nancy Gates, Joan Taylor,

;

Virginia Hall, Pierre Cressoy, Judith
Ames and Nancv Hale.
Norman Siegel, Paramount's studio
director of publicity
dio
designer,
and

;

Edith Head, stuCoast publicists

Teme Brenner and Al Jeremy

arrived

here yesterday to attend the Schwalberg testimonial dinner.

Kansas-Missouri Allied
Meet Starts in K.
Today

C

—

Ka nsas

City, May 14. The program for the fourth annual convention of Allied of Kansas and Missouri,

tomorrow through
Hotel

Thursday

at

the

Phillips,

here, will cover inof both drive-ins and regular
theatre operators.
Confection merchandising, especially for drive-ins,
will be featured Wednesday, "when
terests

Robert Kennefick of Sports Service,

be held tomorrow
afternoon at the Textile High School
here. The editors and the nine stars
will be the guests of the joint pub'ic

Buffalo, will speak.
Trueman T. Rembush, president of
National Allied, and Abram F. Myers, general counsel, and members, of
the national
board attending their
board meeting yesterday and today,
will be featured speakers. Other speakers scheduled are
N. D. Golden,
Washington
Rube Shor Cincinnati
and Joseph Shure of Glendale, Cal,
speaking on in-car heaters
Leon J.

relations

Bamberger,

Inc.,

High School Editors to
Interview 'Golden Circle'

High school editors of Greater New
York have been invited to a mass interview

with

Circle"

stars,

Paramount's

"Golden

to

committee
Greater New York.

of

theatres

of

:

;

;

RKO

M-G-M; Byron

S.

;

H.

M.

veterans'

dress meeting of the Motion
Export Association and Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers officials will be held today
at the Motion Picture Association of
America offices here.

for

organization,

Communist

for the FBI."
Frank Lovejoy, who stars
in the film, received the citation for Warner from Harold
Russell, Amvets national coma

Richey,
Chalepp, Wichita,

full

Picture

Americanism, with special
emphasis on Warner's "I Was

Principal consideration is expected
be given to the progress of the
Italo-American film pact negotiations
which have been conducted in Paris
between John G. McCarthy,
foreign department chief, and Italian
government and industry officials.
McCarthy, who has informed
officials in New York by trans-Atlantic telephone that signing of the
Italo-US agreement will take place
here in July, is scheduled to return to
New York in about 10 days following a stop-over in London to discuss
with British government officials plans
to

MPAA

mander. Presentation was a
feature of the Amvets California state convention.

MPAA

on insurance; Jack Jackson, National
Screen Service
Jack Hillyer of
United Film Service; and Phillip
Blake, Kansas City; Paul Ottenstein
;

opening

of Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. will conduct an open forum on ramp main-

for

tenance.

film pact.
Ellis G.

The program
jects: Tuesday

includes

these

sub-

— Theatre moderniza-

negotiation

this coming summer reof the Anglo - American

Arnall,

SIMPP

president,

M

scheduled to attend today's
PEAtion,
theatre maintenance, personnel SIM PP parley, and he may be joined
problems and training legislation, in- by Gunther Lessing, SIMPP board
surance, checkers, auditing. Wednes- chairman, who is here from the Coast.
day—Television, COMPO, "The New In addition to major film companies'
foreign managers and Theodore Smith
Order" as a result of court decisions
confection
merchandising,
program of the MPEA, the Association may be
and trade practices, arbitration, buy- represented at the meeting also by
executive offiing and booking, clearance,
other Joyce O'Hara,
trade practices.
Thursday
Show- cer, from Washington.
manship, public relations, National
Screen Service.
is

;

;

MPAA

—

UPT, CBS Bids for
ABC Net Rejected

Halt Seminar Plans

Pending Allied Okay

Negotiations looking to the sale of
Council of Motion the American Broadcasting network
Picture Organization's scheduled sem- have been called off, it was announced
board
inar in Hollywood on production prob- by Edward J. Noble,
The statement followed
lems may be subject to alteration, de- chairman.
pending on action which is due to be more than a week of talks, first initaken today in Kansas City by the tiated by the Columbia Broadcasting
and then entered into by United Paranational Allied board.
Allied is understood to have raised mount Theatres.
At stake was control of ABC's five
objections to certain features planned
for the seminar, which has been set television outlets and, its extensive
for
June 11-12 but which could radio network. CBS proposed la outbe postponed if the Allied directors right merger of the two systems while
offered a stock deal to
should feel impelled to call for reconsideration of seminar program pro- stockholders in return for manage-

Plans

for

the

ABC

UPT
ment

Without retreating

be master of ceremonies
Kansas City, Mo., May 14. NaWalker, former Postmaster tional Allied board of directors
met
General and present president of the this morning
and afternoon and will
Comerford Circuit, and John J. Fitz- continue sessions tomorrow.
Trueman
gibbons, president of Famous Players T.
Rembusch, president, is presiding.
Canadian Corp.
The discussions were not made public.
An added highlight of the eveningwill

A

—

posals.

National Allied Board Meets

Frank

SIMPP Meet

Hollywood, May 14. Jack L.
Warner has received the highest award of the Amvets,

here.

"In the past," Golden states, "many
theatre owners have retrained from
modernizing their equipment, particularly projection and sound reproducmg
equipment, unless they were able to
simultaneously do a remodeling or refurbishing job. Apparently, the basis
for this is that the theatre patron may
not be aware of the equipment replacement, and iii order to appreciate the
effort of the theatre owner, he must
visibly see the type of modernization
that is involved, such as remodeling
the front, lobby auditorium or rest
rooms.
"N ow that such remodeling is
limited to the. degree where in many
instances nothing can be accomplished,
the theatre owner inherently eliminates
fr.orn his plans equipment replacement.

MPEA,

Joint

Jack Warner Gets
Amvets' Citation

Golden's remarks are contained in
an address to be given tomorrow to
the National Drive-in Theatre Equipment Show and Drive-in Theatre

Arnall, Society president, reported here yesterday. He
will set a definite date soon.

On Warner

7

in

advocacy
said to have

COMPO

Myers,

understood to have urged

is

that instead of admitting to the seminar several representatives of each
Council member organization, participation should be confined to a very
limited number from each.
When the seminar was planned originally, delegations of one or two representatives from each
or-

COMPO

ganization
it

were foreseen. However,
was announced later as plans pro-

gressed that as many as wished
attend would be
welcome.

to

Mrs. Driscoll Resigns Post

With

Allied of

New

Boston, Mass.,
Theatres of New

England

May

14.

England

— Allied

tonight
resignation of Mrs.
Anna Hughes Driscoll as executive
secretary.
Mrs. Driscoll who held
that position for several years, resigned to devote her time to private
interests.
The position will remain
unfilled until the next regular election
of officers and the board of directors

announced

the

_

next October.

control.

its

a seminar, Allied is
indicated to
officials
here
strong objection to making it a "wide
open" meeting. The exhibitor organization's general counsel, Abram F.
of

ABC

To Aid Jewish Hospital
Emil Friedlander of Dazian's, Inc.,
and B. S. Moss of B. S. Moss Corp.
have been named co-chairman of the
amusement division for the 52nd anniversary celebration of the National

Jewish Hospital

U.

S.

at

Denver.

Protests Quota

(Continued from page

1)

has cabled the Japanese government,
suggesting the screen quota instead.
Presumably the screen quota, while
viewed by the industry as objectionable, would still be preferable to a
flat import quota.
Complicating matters considerably
is the fact that there is some question
as to the role which the U. S. Army
plays in the picture.
The Army has
been gradually pulling out from its
job of controlling the Japanese economy, but apparently has retained control over motion pictures there. This
sets

up some sort of

among

"No Man's Land"

Army

and the Japanese government, and it is not clear
just where the protesting will be most
effective or where the final say wili
be made.
Army-State meetings are
likely to solve the problem.
State, the
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UPT Top 20th -Fox Executives
On
Bills Take Pay Cuts Up to 50%

Allied Competitive Part of Economy Drive for Stability; Have
Show 80% Dual Bidding Proposal Chance to Recoup on Profit-Sharing;

Stockholders Told Other
Circuits

Savings to Go for More, Better

Pictures
Eighty per cent of the theatres
which United Paramount Theatres
voluntary plan of salary reductions ranging from 25 per cent
operates in 40 of the 48 states have
to
per cent and which would affect 130 20th Century- Fox execu50
single-feature policies while most
15.
Kansas City, May
Abram F.
other theatre
Myers, national Allied general coun- tives earning more than $500 weekly was announced by Spyros P.
companies
desel,
today submitted to the Allied Skouras, president, at the annual meeting
of company stockholders
vote 80 per cent
board of directors the answers of
at
the
home
office yesterday.
of their situaseveral companies to Allied's proposals
As an earnings incentive and to help offset the salary reductions,
tions to showing
on competitive bidding. The answers,
double bills,
it was said,
seemed to show no disSkouras said that those affected
Leonard H.
position on the part of distributors to
will be offered an opportunity to

Reported Shelved

A

—

Goldenson,

do anything about competitive bidding

UPT

at this time.

president,

informed

the

Following Myers' reports on arbitration, as well as competitive bidding,

company's
stockholders

at

their annual
meeting here
yesterday.

Other disclosmade by
Goldenson in a

ures

L. H. Goldenson

question-and-answer period during the meeting were these: (1) The
lively

(Continued on page 7)

Final Report of

RKO

Old

final

year of combined exhibi-

tion-production-distribution operations
by
Corp. and its subsidiaries resulted in a net loss of $3,471,041, according to a financial statement for
1950 sent to stockholders yesterday.
In 1949, the company had a net
profit of $1,710,944.
As previously reported, a pro forma
statement
for
theatre
operations
(Continued on page 2)

A

RKO

Skouras revealed that he will
remain with the picture company and Otto E. Koegel, 20th(Continued on page

5)

Balaban Keynotes Industry
Tribute to Schwalberg

RKO

Fellerman Heads
4

Special U' Sales
Harry Fellerman, a sales supervisor
for Universal-Interantional in the

New

York branch, has been promoted

to the

post of sales head of the company's
special films division, succeeding Irv-

ing Sochin who has assumed the new
post of assistant to Charles J. Feld-

man,

Win QP Awards

Some 600 leading exhibitors who
gathered last night at the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel here to pay tribute to
A. W. Schwalberg, president of Para-

mount Film
D

A

highlight of last evening's industry testimonial to A. W. Schwalberg,
president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel here, was the presentation of
this year's annual Quigley Showmanship Awards to Charles E. Doctor and
J. P. Harrison. The presentation was
made by Robert J. O'Donnell, general
manager of Interstate Theatres, Dalas, who paid tribute to the nation's
top showmen and to the awards as an

This

is

the 17th year of the Quigley

(Continued on page 2)

i

stributing

Corp.,

for

his

30 years of
service in
the
industry, heard

institution.

Awards, an annual competition in
showmanship conducted by Motion
manager, Leo Picture Herald through its Managers'
Fellerman
in Round Table department. The winners

domestic sales
succeeds
"U's" New York exchange.

Greenfield

Doctor, Harrison

participate in 50 per cent of the picture company profits on an annual
but not an accumulative basis, up to
a point at which their
aries would be equalled.

original

sal-

The salary
consent decree, similar in all im
portant respects to decrees already en
tered into by Paramount,
and
Warner, will be signed soon by 20th
Century-Fox, president Spyros P.
Skouras told stockholders yesterday.

Shows

Loss of $3,471,041
The

the board authorized the general counsel to continue his negotiations and
explorations with film executives and
attorneys looking to the establishment
of an arbitration system provided an
agreement can be readied for easing
the hardships of competitive bidding.
Myers was asked to make a further
report on both subjects to the national
convention.
The board also passed a resolution
setting up a film committee to handle
controversies between national Allied
(Continued on page 4)

20th Ready to Sign
Decree; Skourases
To Head New Firms

A.

W.

Sell wal berg:

posal

is

stabilization proonly a part of a broad-

program

er

of

economies

al-

ready instituted in production

and distribution which Skouras
estimated would save the company approximately $4,000,000

more annually. He told the
stockholders the savings would
permit production of an increased number
of
pictures
without sacrifice of quality and
would insure the continuing
welfare of the company's 16,000
lower bracket employes.
The
and

plan does not encompass actors

actresses

of now, Skouras
said that "we are
hoping that after they see what the
executives
and creative individuals
have done, they will comprehend its
importance and cooperate in their own

pointed

interests.

out,

as

but

The

representatives

and

(Continued on page 4)

20th Nets $874,776
For First Quarter

Barney BalaConsolidated net earnings of $874,ban, Paramount 776 for the quarter ending March
31,
Pictures presi- 1951 were reported yesterday for 20th
dent, express the Century-Fox and all subsidiaries,
inhope that the cluding National Theatres and Roxy
spirit of the eve- Theatre. This compares with
a profit
ning "might be of $1,841,030 for the same quarter in
translated
into 1950.
a code of conPresident Spyros P. Skouras told
duct for this in- stockholders attending yesterday's andustry that we nual meeting that he expects a delove."

cline

in

profits

to

continue

for

the

Occupying the dais, in addition to second quarter but expressed confiBalaban
and
Schwalberg,
were
dence that earnings of forthcoming
(Continued on page 4)

{Continued on page 4)

SAG Asks

Personal
Mention
WYLER,

WILLIAM

producer-

Charles Doctor

Corp.,
Tele
Intercontinental
busileave here for Boston today on
ness.

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, is due in Philadelphia today
from here and in Washington tomorrow.
1

Rubin, recently appointed

assistant to Barney
dent of Paramount

Balaban,

presi-

Pictures

Corp.,

Kansas

will leave here today for

City.

•

Universal

O'Keefe, former

J.

Pictures assistant general sales manaa
ger, left New York yesterday for

are chosen quarterly and annually by
a committee of judges of executives in
distribution, advertising-publicity and
theatre operation. The annual judging was held in March.
This year the grand award winner
who
in the large situation is Doctor,
manages the Capitol Theatre at Vancouver, B. C. The grand award winner in a small situation is Harrison,
who manages the Campus Theatre at
Denton, Texas. Additionally, an overseas award is made annualjy and this
year the honor goes to K. S. Cambata, manager of the Eros Theatre,

in

Washington

from

New

York.

Robert Velaise, president of American European Film Industries, Inc.,
has arrived here from Paris to look
over

new

product.
•

Carroll Puciato, Realart exchange
returned

has

manager,
operations
here from Cleveland.

ByUn-AmericanUnit
Washington, May 15.— The House
resuming

its

Activities

Committee,

Hollywood hearings

to-

after a three-weeks' recess,
four more film workers for
testimony. They are
Writer Leonardo Bercovici, actors

morrow
called

:

and Lloyd Gough and
secretary Bea Winters. Bercovici and
Winters have been named as Communist P'arty members by previous
Alvin

in

India,

Hammer

witnesses Gough was named as beingpresent at a closed "cell" meeting,
though not actually named as a party

Hearing
June 1
— Court
N.Y., May
15.

A

Michaelis

Ronald
Guild,

is

about June

Federation Honors
'Yankee/ 'Clipper*

visits

Americans.

77 Short Subjects
From RKO Radio

1.

Reagan, president of the
chairman of the organiza-

Mel

The Exhibitor;
Konecoff,
Sloan, Fndependent Film Bulletin; Joseph Priore, Film Daily; William Specht and Merlin Lewis, Showman's Trade Review. Officers are
members of the board also.

M- Aaron

Houston, May
for "The Magnificent Yankee,"
to Myrna Loy for her part in "Cheaper by the Dozen," and to Warner

for the short subject "My
'Tis of Thee," will be given
tomorrow by the General Federation
of Women's Clubs in the Shamrock

Hotel here at a luncheon.
Attending the luncheon will be Ann
Harding, Myrna Loy and Norman
Moray, president of Warner Pathe
News and general sales manager of
short subjects.

Ben-Gurion

Hoffman.

Cadets, Middies swap academies.
Salvador earthquake. Gen. Ridgway
El
greets wife and son. Auto race. King
Farouk weds. Ideas for Americans from
Einstein.

NLRB

lots in this election

home

Paul

honor

7*-

Gen.
from Korea. Variety Clubs

in civvies, sees ball

RKO

Radio will release 77 short
subjects in 1951-52, it was announced,
by Sid Kramer, short subject sales
manager. The program comprises 33
two-reelers and 44 one-reelers. This
season the company is down for 88
subjects— 37 two-reelers and 51 onereelers.

In the two-reel category, will be 13

RKO-Pathe

RKO

specials.

Reports

(Continued from page 1)

Daily, vice-president; Alan Ames of showed a net profit of $1,195,577. The
The Independent Film Journal, sec- pro forma statement for the picture
Larry Goodman of Film company showed a net loss of $5,823,retary;
Daily, treasurer, and the following187.
members of the board of directors
letter accompanying the state-

mid-July.

G-M

Polo

No. 77— El SalBen-Gurion launches

No.
WARNER PATHE NEWS, game.

Members

to

earthquake.

MacArthur,

Film Writers' Unit

— Awards

visit

jockeys at Pimlico.

Al Picoult Heads

member. Hammer's name is relatively
new for the hearings.
The Committee plans to hold hear- Brothers
ings tomorrow and Thursday, two or Country,

Tavenner, Jr., said today he thought
sending a sub-committee to the Coast
to wind up the hearings would be "a
very practical matter."

as options, rest periods, travel time,
layoffs, loanouts, suspensions, doubling,

Clerk Raymond J. Cannon disclosed tion's negotiating committee.
here today that "by agreement between both parties," the Court of Appeals will hear argument on June 1,
at nine A.M., in the appeal by Joseph
Burstyn, Inc., from the unanimous
Al Picoult of Harrison's Reports
ruling by the Appellate Division last
been elected president of the newhas
posweek that the Regents Board
ly-formed Film Press Writers of
sessed authority to ban the exhibition
also elected
America.
of "The Miracle," held to be "sacMotion Picture
decision is expected in Charles Franke of
rilegious".

15.

at

PARAMOUNT -NEWS,
vador

overtime.
The Guild's negotiations with motion picture producers had been schedThe uled to open last fall, but were delayed
ering April, May and June.
Managers' Round Table, of which the by attempts of Television Authority,
Quigley Awards is an outstanding fea- a new union of "live" television perpicture
ture, now has an active membership formers, to invade the motion
showmen throughout the field. In order to settle the dispute,
3,500
of
Guild petitioned the National
world, the largest international asso- the
in
showmen
Relations Board for elections
picture
Labor
motion
of
ciation
and certification of the Guild's existthe industry.
ing status as the exclusive collective
bargaining agency for all motion picwill mail the balture actors.

;

three days next week, and then plans
to wind up the Hollywood investigation by sending a sub-committee to
Hollywood. Committee counsel Frank

MacArthur
President Truman.
Grounds. Boxing thriller.

Weekly free-lance player
2.
bond drive. MacArthur at the ball game.
minimum to be increased from
Variety Clubs honor Paul Hoffman. Mrs.
Ridgway in Tokyo. Weddings in the news:
week.
per
$175 to $375
King Farouk, Otto of Hapsburg. Sport
Additional payment to the
3.
flashes: Soccer with a sock.
actor for re-use of television
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 20-A— El Salfilms in television in theatres,
vador earthquake. Israel celebrates its third
and for the re-use of theatrical
anniversary. India fights famine with new
farming methods. Archduke Otto weds.
films in television.
Erie Railroad celebrates its 100th annivercommittee
The Guild's negotiating
sary. Sport news— $60,000 handicap at Jamaica.
is continuing discussions with repreUNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 456— Large toll
sentatives of various groups of actors,
Archduke Otto
including stunt men and singers, re- in El Salvador earthquake.
weds. "Ike" reviews Dutch troops. Bengarding many other conditions to be Gurion
visits Einstein. Holland honors Remade the subject of collective bargain- sistance members. Bond Drive gets sendoff
in Washington State. Sport news: Lady
ing with employers, on such subjects

New York

Albany,

Amputees

birthday.

100th

road's

Day-player minimum to be
increased from $5 to $100 per
eight-hour day.

'Miracle'
Is Set for

4 Witnesses Called

Un-American

Cambata is expected
during the summer and
will receive his honors on his visit.
The Quigley Awards competition is
continuously in force. The next judging will be the quarterly judging cov-

Bombay,

elections

1.

(Continued from page 1)

week's business trip to California.
•
of Motion PicSociety
Mole,
Peter
ture and Television Engineers presiis

Board

O'Donnell Presents

_

dent,

sports.

vador quake. King of Egypt, Otto of Hapsburgh marry. Ben-Gurion visits Einstein.
One man's family—21 children. Erie Kail-

open immediately following next
Labor Relations
National
month's

will

Sales

A.

Bond Drive and
Complete contents follow

the Treasury

of
recommendations
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 40-Earththe
of
Archduke Otto.
committee
the
quake in El Salvador.
Farouk wed. Gen. Ridgway joined by
Screen Actors Guild, the Guild's King
family. Gen. Chase meets Chiang Kai-shek.
board of directors reports that the Ben-Gurion visits Einstein. Paul Hoffman
of 21. Auto race. PimGuild will make the following de- cited. Honor fatherMacArthur
at ball game.
lico racing. "Mr."
negotiations
mands in new contract
with motion picture producers which
NEWS OF THE, DAY, No. Z74^E1 Sal-

Cme-

of

Henri Leiser and Emanuel K.
Fruman, partners in the newly formed

J.

are current newsreel highlights. Other
items include King Farouk's wedding,

negotiating

tilm
mondc, French fan magazine, and.
will arpaper,
trade
French
Francois,
the 5.
rive here today aboard
stop at the
will
He
AmsterdamNietv
Warwick Hotel for two days before
going on to Hollywood.

Robert

jtW£ earthquake in El Salvador
1 and Ben-Gurion's visit to Einstein

Adopting

•

director

1951

Parade

of

Maurice Bessy,

16,

for Newsreel

Raises and
Pay for TV

Paramount, arrived
the Coast.
from
here yesterday
director

May

Wednesday,

Motion picture Daily

ACE

Seminar June

Los Angeles, May
Cinema Editors have

15.

set

5

—American
June

5

as

date of the first of its planned
quarterly seminars on the subject,
"Cooperation Among Creative Crafts
for Betterment of Motion Pictures."
the

In a
Ned E. Depinet
president
ment,
pointed out that assets of the old corporation have been transferred to the
Pictures company and the
new
Theatres company and he
new
urged all stockholders who have not
exchanged their holdings for stock in

RKO
RKO

the

new companies

to

do so

at once.

Under the pro forma statements for
the two new companies, RKO Picis credited with $48,537,698 total
current and working assets and
Theatres has current assets listed at

tures

RKO

$11,361,665.
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BIGGEST ATTENDANCE AT MUSIC HALL, N.Y., IN 5V2 YEARS!
Lines around block night

and day forecast

long run!

HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIH! LOOK!
"CARUSO" BIGGEST 5-DAY GROSS OF ANY M-G-M PICTURE IN MUSIC HALL
HISTORY! PREVIOUS M-G-M RECORD HOLDERS ALL PLAYED ON HOLIDAYS!
FLASH Hold-overs set new high
!

FLASH!

48 engagements "Caruso" tops "Royal Wedding" Easter biz by 20%.
Hold-over take tops "Royal Wedding" by even greater margin, 39%, indicating
terrific word-of-mouth. Hold extra time!
In

first

FLASH! First out-of-town engagements in first week top such M-G-M
"Summer Stock," "Three Little Words," "Kim," etc.

FLASH

!

Tops famed "Annie Get Your Gun"

in

many

hits as

spots including Buffalo,

New

Orleans, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Charl eroi, Pa., San Diego, Tucson, San Francisco,
Oakland, San Jose, Seattle. (Chicago close to "Annie's" Holiday biz!)

FLASH!

Press-time!
gross best in 4 years!

"CARUSO"

IS

New

JUST

And

Orleans biggest week-end in 4 years! Cleveland 3-day
more good news every day!

ONE OF M-G-M's

BIG

SPRING-SUMMER

HITS!

*

"THERE'S NOTHING

WRONG WITH

THIS BUSINESS THAT GOOD PICTURES CAN'T CURE."-NfcM« s M. Sch e „ck

Wednesday,

Motion Picture daily

4

Allied Board 20th -Fox Economy Plan
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

States Association and film firms on agents of the artists know the situasales policies or practices. The com- tion and must be alerted to the times."
Skouras said that top executives inmittee, in addition, was authorized to
handle disputes between a local organ- cluding himself, Darryl F. Zanuck,
ization and film companies on prac- Joseph M. Schenck, Charles Skouras,
tices, and in exceptional cases at its Al Lichtman and others have agreed
discretion to attempt to handle con- to the plan and expressed the hope
troversies between an individual exhi- that with that as an example all of
bitor and a film company.
the estimated 130' executives and crea-

workers drawing more than $500
weekly would agree to it. If they do,

tive

Bamberger Urges Exhib'tors
To Explain Code to Public
Leon
Kansas City, May 15.

he said, the savings to the company
could amount to $2,500,000 a year on
J.
Practically all of those afPictures salaries.
fected, Skouras said, are under con-

—

20th-Fox Hit Gross
Records in 1950-51
Illustrating that the motion
picture industry is far from
on the ropes, Spyros Skouras,
20th Century-Fox president,
company stockholders
told
that the company attained its
highest gross business in 1950
and 1951, respectively.
Additionally, he quoted U.S.

government reports giving
the American theatre gross
as $709,000,000 in 1940 and $1,-

RKO Radio
Bamberger,
320,000,000, or nearly double,
sales promotion manager, warned toin 1950.
tract.
day that the present state of national
The plan is scheduled to become
emergency offers fertile breeding ateffective
July 1 and to continue for
mosphere for a rash of film censorone-half years, ending March tures for 1952 at $1,330,000 and hopes
and
two
ship bills and he urged exhibitors
1953.
to reduce the average cost another
throughout the country to combat the 31,
$100,000.
It provides for the following
threat aggressively through locallySkouras said that with the salary
waged educational campaigns.
scale of reductions: 25 per cent
Zanuck will be making les>
reduction
Bamberger addressed the convention
on salaries of $500 to $1,000
than he made 20 years ago with Warof Allied of Kansas and Missouri and
weekly; 35 per cent on $1,000 to
ners, "although he is capable of earnthe National Drive- In Theatre Own$2,000 weekly, and 50 per cent
ing many times as much." Lichtman
ers Association held here at the Hotel
on more than $2,000 weekly.
he pointed out, averaged about $300,Phillips.
The 20th-Fox profit participation 000 annually in his previous employplan will not include any profits from ment with Loew's.
Offers Plan
Bamberger offered exhibitors a
three-point plan for countering the
censorship threat at the local level
(1) Acquaint the public with the
Production Code Administration. Exand how

works.
Make clear the difference between
censorship and the industry's voluntary system of self-regulation.
(2) Point out that every city and
state in the country already has on its
books laws and statutes adequate to
cope with offenses to accepted moral
that official censorship is
standards
plain

what

it

is

it
^

National Theatres, the theatre operating subsidiary, since National will
have an identical salary plan with
similar

profit

Skouras

participation,

said.

The

plan,

Skouras

said,

will

have

the additional effect of making everybody in distribution, advertising and
production "conscious of and alert to
the necessity of full economy which,
am confident, will result indirectly
in additional substantial reductions in
I

operation costs."

Background

;

of Plan

Skouras emphasized his confidence in the future, asserting
that "our morale and our feeling for the future are much
better than at any time in the
past 12 months." He likened the
industry's current experience to
that at the time of the advent
of radio and the end of the
silent film era, pointing out
that it survived and went on,
even as the phonograph record
business has done in spite of
radio, to greater heights.

un-American and in violation of ConHe described 10 of the company's
Skouras said that the need for the
stitutional, amendments that guarantee
the company's forthcoming releases to the stockholdfreedom of expression and publication. plan and the genesis of
current fiscal problems was in the ers as "top box office attractions," say(3) Explain to state legislators and
period of industry prosperity from ing he is certain "they will largely
city officials the reasons for the inSalaries, production and offset the poor showing we have had
1942-1947.
Incensorship.
dustry's opposition to
rose to excessive levels during the first quarter and probably
other
costs
vite them to screenings and let them
box office prosperity in the second quarter, and by the end
observe for themselves the effective- because of both
competition of war of the year we will make a good
the
abnormal
and
ness of the industry's own self-reguexecutives and tal- showing in the film situation."
latory procedures which make censor- time for available
ent.

ship unnecessary.

In consequence, a finished picture

cost so

TWA

1

Now TWA

offers

-£eej?er service
|

S

overnight to

\

LONDON and PARIS
non -stop from

New

^
York

•

I

For information, see your
travel

agent or

call

TWA

%

said,

has been improved and the savings from
the economy measures being
undertaken "can make it possible for us to produce a greater quantity of quality pictures
which will serve as a great
tonic for our industry and answer the demand of the moviegoing public."
picture

flights

16,

1951

Schwalberg
(Continued from page 1)

Adolph Zukor, chairman of the Paramount board; Austin Keough, viceE. K.
president and general counsel
O'Shea, vice-president of Paramount
Film Distributing; Robert J. O'Donnell, vice-president and general mana;

ger of Interstate Circuit Louis Nizer,
him attorney; Frank Walker, former
Postmaster General and now president of Comerford Circuit and John
Fitzgibbons, president of Famous
J.
Players Canadian.
The dinner was interrupted for approximately 20 minutes by the appear;

;

ance of the comedy team of Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis who put on an
impromptu performance.
After dinner O'Donnell introduced
individually each member, of Paramount's "Golden Circle" of future
He then asked
stars to the guests.
exhibitor Phil Chakeres, recently honored by Look magazine as the year's
outstand.ng showman, to take a bow.
Harry Brandt, president of Independent Theatre Owners Association,
was introduced and presented Schwalberg with a watch and a plaque on
behalf of the organization.
Keough and Walker paid tribute to
Schwalberg for his "outstanding contributions to the industry."

Betty Hutton's Tribute
Betty

Hutton spoke via a trans-

expressing regret that she
"I
to attend and added
that everyone here at the
studio has one wish for your future.
Simply this, that the years to come
will be your greatest, happiest years.
You're u wonderful kind of guy and

cription,

was unable
want to say

:

I don't know any better way of finishing this than to sing." She sang

to You."
Balaban than sopke and was followed by Nizer and Zukor.
O'Donnell presented Schwalberg to
the guests, who gave the Paramount

"Happy Anniversary

sales chief a standing ovation.
Balaban reminded his listeners that

which "has long been
expertness in public relations" has "done an appalling job in
furthering public relations" in its own

the

industry

proud of

its

behalf.

said.

At the same time, he
The only all-sleeper

Cites Progress

that fewer pictures

"Progress has been steadily made
Terming that result "tragic," Skou- throughout the life of our industry,"
ras said "The fact that fewer pictures Skouras said, "and with the steps we
were made has, in my judgment, tend- are taking we feel very strongly we
ed to disturb the movie-going habit of will meet the conditions confronting
us during this period of adjustment
the American people."
Picture costs, he said, have now and will come out successfully."
The large gathering of stockholders
been brought down by 20th-Fox from
an average of $2,400,000 in 1947 to applauded Skouras before and after
$1,430,000 at the present time "and we his address.
are hoping that 1952 releases will
average about $1,230,000."

were made, he

TWA

TWA

TWA

much more

May

quality

20th Nets $874,776

The Paramount president

de-

"frustrating promade by the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations.
This, he said, was "the best
barometer of our industry's unwillingness to forget the past
and start working for the fu-

plored
gress"

the

ture."

Balaban touched on television devellitigation and general economic conditions as they affect the in-

opments,

(Continued from page 1)

dustry.

product will offset the dip during the

He

concluded with this reference to

Schwalberg: "Our guest of honor
latter half of the year.
years.
The consolidated net equals 27 cents has served our industry for 30
that time he has consistently
share on the 2,769,176 common During
per
shares outstanding. Directors yesterday declared a quarterly cash dividend
of 50 cents per share of the common
stock.
37y2 -cent dividend was also
declared for outstanding convertible

represented the best interests of the
He has been
a constructive influence in our affairs.
Although he has been loyal to the distribution branch of our business, he
has always understood the problems
Skouras pointed out that 20th-Fox preferred stock.
of the exhibitor. I believe it fair to
thearentals
and
from
film
Income
pictures
formerly released 18 to 24
state that your presence here tonight
annually and is releasing 36 now, tre receipts for the first 13 weeks in
attests to this.
"the aggregate cost of which will not 1951 exceeded the total for the same
"We at Paramount have had ample
be very much greater than the 18 to period in 1950 they were $35,866,841
admire
opportunity
to know Al.
In24 pictures, after we institute the and compared with $35,689,073.
you
creased expenses in amortization of the qualities which have caused
economies."
to gather in his honor. Although he
distribution,
in
film
and
costs
film
He said that the company had ap
is comparatively new in our organizaproved a budget of $1,400,000 per pic theatre operation and administration
tion, he has established his worth as
net
smaller
the
causes
of
major
were
al
Zanuck
ture last October and that
one of our key executives."
ready has produced a number of pic profit.

motion picture industry.

A

;

We

Wednesday,

May

16,
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Reelect Skouras

5

20th Decree

20th Stockholders

Name

{Continued from page 1)

Directors

Fox general counsel, said after
meeting that
Charles
Skouras will head up the new
National Theatres company.
the

The board of directors re-elected
Spyros P. Skouras president of 2'0th
Century-Fox yesterday, following the
election of 10 directors by stockhold
ers at the annual meeting yesterday
at the home office here.
Directors elected to serve until 1952
included L. Sherman Adams, Robert
L. Clarkson, Wilfred J. Eadie, Danie

Under terms
reached

tively

of

Justice,

of

the

decree

exhibition

tenta-

Department

with the

U.

the

in

S.

divorced from productiondistribution within two years after
the decree is entered, Skouras said.
National Theatres has already paid a
O. Hastings, Donald A. Henderson $12,500,000 cash dividend to the parRobert Lehman, William C. Michel ent company and will transfer its 66
Seton Porter, Murray Silverstone and per cent holdings in Hoyts Theatres,
Skouras.
Ltd. of Australia to 20th-Fox.
Also Elected
Shares in the new companies will
be issued on the basis of one share
Elected with Skouras to serve as
each for each share in 20th-Fox and
officers for the next year, were the
all prior preferred and convertible prefollowing
Michel,
executive
vice
ferred stock will be redeemed, leaving
president, Darryl
F. Zanuck, vice
only the common stock of the compresident in charge of production
pany outstanding. Skouras said that
Silverstone, vice-president ;' Joseph
Moskowitz, vice-president, S. Charles $11,200,000 of the $12,500,000 received
from
will be used for this purEinfeld, vice-president in charge of

must

be

:

:

H

NT

advertising, publicity and exploitation;

Henderson,

treasurer and secretary
Eadie, comptroller and assistant treasurer
Francis T. Kelly and Fred L
Metzler, assistant treasurers
C. Elwood McCartney, assistant comptroller;
Harold Lang, Norman B.
J.
Steinberg, George F. Wasson, Jr.
;

;

and William Werner,

assistant

sec

retaries.

In addition, the stockholders voted

on two resolutions presented by Miss
Rosalind Mia Copping, a stockholder
of New York City. The first, which
was passed, asked that the annual
report list the names of all employes
whose compensation was more than
$500 per week and who retired during
the fiscal year. The second, which
asked for listing of all real estate owned by the company, was defeated.

pose.

Any officer, director or employe of
either company who holds more than
l
/z of one per cent of the total stock
must dispose of his holdings in one
of the companies, Skouras said. He
said that the whole operation is expected to be tax free.
Elaborating on the tentative terms
of the decree, Koegel said divestiture
will involve approximately 100 theatres,

was

Skouras, whose program to stabilize

from

his

prepared

reception

departed from his

listeners,

speech

warm

to

ed him and the company management
'on its administration. Skouras said

Lichtman's main job was to increase
and he had done

distribution revenue
;

that.

An

inquiry

concerning

the

Named

der has been
of

company about $1,000,000 a
year and that the funded coverage for
past payments costs about $340,000
annually.

Skouras was queried about the plans
installations

of

theatre television

equipment

by other circuits and he
said that he "welcomed" it as an advance, toward the bright future he
foresees for large screen TV. He
reluctant to express an opinion

whether the

was

on
Swiss Eidophor system

FWC

Manager

San Francisco, May
named

15.

— Fay Ree-

district

Fox West Coast Theatres

in

—

manager
in

Fox Theatre

Francisco. Kersken will be
at the Fox by the former
A. R. Hansen.

which 20th-Fox

is

at the

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE
and

in

Chicago

at the

HICAGO

the

ager. Reeder will hold this new position in addition to his present one of
advertising publicity director. He replaces Herman Kersken who takes

San

New York

manager

San Francisco-Reno territories by M.
Spencer Leve, Northern division man-

assisted
retire-

cost the

_

District

in

ment fund elicited the information
from Henderson that current payments

for

Reeder

over management of the

Retirement Fund

begins in

York.

After the meeting Koegel confirmed
reports from Washington that agreement on the major points of the decree has been reached but he said it
may be "humanly impossible" to make
technical revisions and prepare the
final document in printed form in time
to meet the present May 24 deadline.
He said the decree document is 155
pages long.

pay

tribute to
Lichtman as the "best distribution man
in the industry." His speech silenced
,any further criticism and a number
of those present warmly congratulat-

New

in

said that persons required
to dispose of their stock must
sell or trustee it within three
months of the decree. Trusteed stock must be sold within
an 18-month period following
the entering of the decree. He
warned that the Department of
Justice may "eat into the time"
available to complete divorcement and divestiture because of
the length of the negotiations.

Stockholders' Queries

top salaries gained a

Roxy

HOLLYWOOD
STORY

He

Otto

E. Koegel, general counsel,
elected chairman of the meeting
and threw the floor open for questions.
One stockholder read a newspaper
columnist's account of Al Lichtman's
contract with the company which
provides for a loan of $125,000 against
his salary and the subject drew considerable comment from the stockholders. Koegel gave a factual account of
Lichtman's contract and turned further questions over to Skouras to
deal with in his report.

including the

The

interested

would

be perfected, saying "that's up to the
scientists," but did say that he felt
20th- Fox's interest in Eidophor created a healthy stimulation in the development of rival systems.
In reply to one stockholder's question as to why A. W. Smith, Jr.,

former sales manager, had left the
company_ last week, Skouras said
Smith did not wish to work under
Lichtman's direction.

THEATRE

,

HI

O/twt four of the screen's greatest stars of yesterday:
FRANCIS

Story and Screenplay by

X.

BUSHMAN

FREDERICK KOHNER and FRED BRADY

•

•

BETTY BLYTHE • WILLIAM FARNUM

Directed by

WILLIAM CASTLE

•

Produced by

•

HELEN GIBSON

LEONARD GOLDSTEIN

•

A

Universal-International Picture.

Wednesday,

May

UPT

16,
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Meet

$10-Million Loan
UPT for Video

(Continued from page 1)

additional
credit
which was provided for under
the long-term loan agreement
$10,000,000

;

UPT

averages 37 cents
(3) it cost
$250,000 to settle anti-trust suits last
year, and, (4) UPT's advertising bill
in 1950 was $8,000,000.

The crowded meeting,
prove an amendment
increase the

number

Metropolitan Life Insurance
and will use this addi-

tional sum "for the acquisition of assets primarily, and
perhaps exclusively, in the
field of television," financial
sources revealed here yesterday.
At yesterday's stock-

called to apby-laws to

UPT

directors

and to elect a new
board, was opened by an address by
Goldenson which closely, examined
economic conditions, particularly with
from seven

reference
prospects.

to 13,

television

to

Terming

last year's
$12,141,000

December with

last

Co.,

in the

of

made

it

holders
meeting,
Leonard
Goldenson,
UPT president,
reminded that the company

competition

hopes to expand

its interests

in TV for theatres
wise.

UPT earn-

and other-

ings

of

"satisfac-

Under the loan agreement,

tory,"

Goldenson said there has

on Dec. 28 borrowed
$26,250,000 from Metropolitan
and $8,750,000 from three
ijanks.

been a continuation of the decline
in
theatre
attendance
which commenced in 1947, and
cited TV's influence as follows:
"The growth of television presents an obvious and a simple
explanation of this decline and
because there is such a beguiling explanation few people have

UPT

State Dept. to Get

Jap Quota Protest

looked further."
But, he said,

it

is

the general trend

Motion Picture Export Association
and Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers officials yesterday
primary voiced unanimous objection to the

of the post-war economy and "not the
force of television as an entertainment

competitor," which is the
reason for the downward trend in theatre attendance.
Meanwhile, he added in identifying
another handicap, "The traditional system of runs and clearances which developed over a period of years has
been uprooted. No stable system has
arisen to take its place. The upshot
is, the industry as a whole suffers.
"When one analyzes the emotional
and aesthetic needs which television
is able to satisfy it becomes quite apparent that there are differences between television and the movies which
lead inescapably to the conclusion that
while today the two media appear
competitive, in the future they will
tend increasingly to be supplemental
to one another," Goldenson added.
He said events have demonstrated
that
is actually strongest when
it leaves the field of prepared entertainment, the type of entertainment
the theatre offers.

TV

Stock Conversion
Goldenson reported that 82 per cent
the outstanding UPT stock has
been converted under the reorganization following the divorcement from
Paramount Pictures. He added that
the Department of Justice has reof

quested a statistical breakdown in this
connection, and urged those who have
not converted to do so promptly.
representative of minority stockholder James Fuller, whose "needling"

A

of managements is well known in the
industry, arose to convey to Golden-

son the information that Fuller "thinks
highly" of the way the company has
been operated although he "did not
expect it." Goldenson and other representatives of management, including
vice-presidents Robert J. O'Brien and

Walter Gross, beamed with appreciation at

this

When,

expression of confidence.

answer to a stockholder's
question, Goldenson revealed that the
company's $68,000,000 in assets were
"undervalued," he gave as an illustrain

tion, of this the fact that recently the

circuit sold for $340,000 cash a "theatre which carried only nominal

value

UPT Board Adds

6;

Georgia T. O. Hears

TV

Four are Reelected Theatre

United Paramount Theatres
has
borrowed
the
entire

$68,000,000 in theatre assets on the
company's books are "undervalued"
(2) the admission price to UPT and
subsidiary theatres across the country
;

to

7

threatened imposition of a 150-picture
annual export quota on U.S. companies by Japan.
and SIMPP
met jointly here yesterday.
Both organizations will make representations to the U.S. State Department in this connection.
Meanwhile, it was pointed out, Irving Maas,
general manager,
is in Tokyo at present attempting to
avert the quota ihreat through conversations with U. S. Military authorities and Japanese officials. There are
no restrictions against U.S. pictures

MPEA

United Paramount Theatres stockholders, at their annual meeting here
yesterday, approved an amendment to
the company by-laws increasing the
number of directors from seven to 13,
and elected six new directors in addition to reelecting four incumbents.
Newly-elected to the board were
Robert B. Wilby, president of North
Carolina Theatres and Alabama Theatres
John Balaban, president of Balaban and Katz Corp. A. H. Blank,
president of Tri-States Theatre Corp.
Herbert Schwartz, president of City
Stores, Inc.
Charles T. Fisher, Jr.,
president of National Bank of Detroit,
and Robert L. Huffines, Jr., president
of Burlington Mills Corp. of New
York. The circuits headed by Wilby,
Balaban and Blank are UPT subsidi;

;

;

Plans,

Attack on Bidding
—

Atlanta, May 15. The prediction that' 100 or more theatre television installations will be in process
before the end of the year, promisingnumerous

TV

exclusive

programs

for theatres, was made by Nathan L.
Halpern,
television
consultant
to

Theatres and Theatre OwnAmerica, in a address to the
Theatre Owners and Operators of
Georgia here today.
In
another
convention
address,
Herman Levy, TOA general counsel,

Fabian

ers

of

current distributor use of competitive bidding as not only a contributing factor to mounting exhibitor-

hit at

distributor ill-will but also to much
of what is wrong with the business
aries.
today.
Reelected to the board were John
Levy rejected the claim of some
A. Coleman, E. Chester Gersten, Wil- distributors that competitive bidding
liam T. Kilborn and Walter P. Mar- is being used only to avoid litigation,
shall.
asserting that there is evidence that
Under the certificate of incorpora- it is employed "unnecessarily and
tion,
Leonard H. Goldenson,
unwarrantedly, and, to a large depresident, and Walter W. Gross and gree, for the purpose of obtaining
Robert H. O'Brien, vice-presidents, increased film rental."
continue as directors of the company
He urged distributors to take the
until the annual meeting of stockhold- position
that
bidding
should
be
ers in 1952.
resorted
to
only
when necessary,
among theatres in the same competitive area and only when requested
by exhibitors. Levy also expressed
The 60th anniversary of Thomas TOA's "satisfaction" with progress
Alva Edison's execution of his patent toward establishment of a new in
on the motion picture camera was dustry arbitration
system and its
marked with a preview showing of hope that "in the immediate future"
early Edison films yesterday at the an all-industry conference will
be
Museum of Modern Art.
held to work out plans.
:

UPT

Show Edison Films

MPEA

in

Japan

The

joint meeting, at
of the

which Theo-

MPEA

presided,
also discussed developments in the
Italo-US pact negotiations. John G.

McCarthy,

Motion

Picture

Associa-

ASSOCIATED MOTION PICTURE ADVERTISERS
Time:

tion of America foreign department
chief now visiting Paris, may go

to

Rome

12-12:30; luncheon served

at 12:35; price $2.75 per person.
Place:

UPT

Theatres, arose to testify that
sold for 40 per cent more than was
paid him theatres he had sold to UPT.

Describing UPT's 80 per cent single-feature policy in answer to a
stockholder's query, Goldenson said
that subsidiary houses all through the
South and Southeast, in New England
and various other sections observe this
policy. He explained that where double-bills are run, such as in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston
and Detroit, it is because competition
from other theatres requires them.

company

is

now two-

thirds reorganized following the
divorcement, and the final third
of the reorganization will be

achieved by March,
denson revealed.

The

TODAY— Cocktails

early next week.

on the books. At this juncture, Robert Wilby, president of subsidiaries
North Carolina Theatres and Alabama

The

NEW YORK

PUBLICITY CLUB OF

at present.

Smith

dore

TODAY JOINT LUNCHEON

UPT

1952,

SHELTON HOTEL BALLROOM

— 49th

and

Lexington Ave.
Speakers:

RICHARD

ference

PITTS,

Motion

of

editorial

Picture

director,

Con-

Organizations

HARRY

McWILLIAMS,

K.

exploitation
"IT'S

manager,

EASY TO

WILLIAM
BBDO;

P.

TIE IN

president,

Columbia

AMPA;

Pictures

MALONEY,

publicity

director,

president,

Publicity

Club

past

"WHAT THE

PUBLICITY

—

CLUB HAS TO

OFFER THE MOVIES."

Phone your reservations

to

lowing the meeting that the board de-

MR. EDGAR GOTH, FABIAN THEATRES

clared a dividend of 50 cents per
share on the outstanding common
stock payable July 20 to holders of

Telephone: CHickering 4-1200

record on June 29.

—

WITH THE MOVIES."

Gol-

president announced fol-

—

"STEPPING OUT."

Here

is

a sad story.

A movie maker tries

money — he cuts
And what does he get?
to save

budget by $30,000.
The movie is muddy. It has poor color values. People must
squint to see it - and word gets around! The picture grosses

his studio lighting

$1,000,000

moral:

less

than

it

should have.

YOU CAN'T SKIMP OH STUDIO LIGHTING ana
WITHOUT RISKING

BOX OFFICE!

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of

UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd

Street,

New

York

17,

District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,
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City,
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York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

IN CANADA:
National Carbon Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
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1st

Full

COMPO

Dues

300 N. Y. Area Theatres
Register 100% Record
The Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Association yesterday
the distinction of being
the first of the Council of Motion
Picture Organization's charter members to register 100 per cent member-

YORK,

U.

S. A.,
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17,
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Universal Favors TV Appearances of
Players for Promotional Purposes
Hollywood, May
— Following guest appearances of Pipe Laurie
16.

and Tony Curtis on columnist Sheila Graham's television show
yesterday, the Universal-International publicity department disclosed that the company will approve video appearances of its contract players whenever the promotional value warrants. It was
said that U-I never had a policy rule to the contrary, unlike the
policy of most other studios.
It was pointed out that Universal players making promotional
tours in behalf of picture openings have been appearing on television locally in key spots since last fall, with the results said to
be soundly productive.

Allied

Wants

Bidding Eased

Or Won't Aid
Arbitration
Board Tells Myers to
Pursue Both, Or None

achieved

ship

payment

of

COMPO

dues.

The achievement, announced by Ar-

COMPO

executive
L. Mayer,
vice-president, has resulted in a notable rise in the Council's treasury at
a time when COMPO's public relaprogram has been seriously
tions
limited by a shortage of funds.
practice reMayer said
quired him to withhold the names of
the. individual contributors and the
thur

COMPO

amounts of their checks. Membership
represents more than
in the
300 theatres in the New York ex-

MMPTA

(Continued on page 2)

/.

Balaban Seeks $1 -Million

Summer Gross with TV Stars
$12,000,000 Annual
Savings Seen Under

20th-Fox Program

Reactivated

out-

lined to 20th Century-Fox stockholders by Spyros P. Skouras, president,

annual meeting here on Tues-

day could,

if

fully effective,

amount

to

savings of from $12,000,000 to $13,000,000 annually for the next twoand one-half years, examination of
the company's program yesterday revealed.

Washington, May

Un - American

16.

—The House

Committee
Hollywood hearings

Activities

today resumed its
and whizzed through three witnesses
in less than two hours.
All three refused to tell the Committee anything about alleged Communist activities, declaring that answering Committee questions might
tend to incriminate them. One witness

Skouras estimated that the voluntary 25 per cent to 50 per cent salary
reductions for the 130 company executives and creative workers earning
$25,000 or more per year, would result
savings of $2,500,000 annually,
in
and continuing to
starting July 1

March

31,

Dallas,

May 16.—The

bution

and

administrative

Association gave
a luncheon today to James R.
Grainger, honoring Republic's
"Jimmy Grainger Friendship
Drive,"

May

14

-

Sept.

29.

Claude Ezell was toastmaster
and among those present
were: H. J. Griffith, R. J.
O'Donnell, William O'Donnell,
John Rowley, Roy Higdon,
Theodore Routt, Forest White
and 100 guests.
presented
Grainger
was
with a pledge of all-out cooperation during the drive.

predicted would result in a total gross
of more than $1,000,000 in the 13-week

Balaban, here for signing the pacts
which have been in negotiation for
several weeks, said that television, just
as radio did in the past, would be an
"invaluable source of talent" for motion picture theatres which present
stage attractions. He emphasized that
the stage shows would be backed up
with outstanding film presentations.
He declined to reveal exact terms
of the contracts with the
artists,
but said that they were "participating
deals" and that it would be possible
for the stars to earn uo to $60,000 a
week if the grosses lived up to expectations.

The Balaban and Katz executive

Guild Opposition to
Pay Cut Plan Seen

—

(Continued on page 4)

Callahan Heads

(Continued on page 4)

The
Hollywood, May 16.
program announced

New

Creation of 20th Century-Fox Atlantic division, composed of the
ton,
Haven, Washington

New

salary
yester-

SWG

(Continued on page 4)

competitive

bidding,"

Bosand

aegis.

the

Allied

board of directors made it clear after
the close of their two-day meeting
here yesterday.
Allied's quid pro quo stand was
taken after Abram F. Myers, chairman and general counsel, reported to
the board that several of the companies which he had petitioned for
competitive bidding modifications had
forwarded replies "showing conclusively that there is no disposition in
(Continued on page 4)

Sets Allied's

Video Aims
—A

pledge
City, May 16.
States Association would
continue to work for theatre television
channels suitable for theatre use was
made today by Trueman T. Rembusch,
national Allied president.

Kansas

that Allied

Speaking to the combined convention of the National Drive-in Theatre
Owners and the Allied Independent
(Continued on page 4)

$l-Million

_

A

industry arbitration

20th-Fox Division

Philadelphia exchanges and to be
headed by E. X. Callahan, was anday by Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Cen- nounced here yesterday by Al Lichttury-Fox president, tonight appeared man, distribution director. Callahan
to be running into opposition from was manager of the former New England division, which was supplanted,
Hollywood talent guilds.
Screen Directors Guild president and will continue to headquarter in
Joseph L. Mankiewicz sent wires to Boston.
It was also announced that Eastern
guild members advising them to refrain from accepting any salary cuts sales manager Arthur Silverstone will
until the guild had time to investigate direct the activities of the Central division in addition to Canada, the Emthe matter.
Screen Writers Guild spokesman pire State and the Atlantic divisions.
favored coopera- The Central division had been reportsaid that the
tion with management provided that ed previously under the Western sales
reduction

new

TV

economies

Dallas

Exhibitors

Lewis, and Sid Caesar and Imogene
Coca, was signed for summer bookings at the Chicago Theatre yesterday
by John Balaban in a move that he

1953.
In addition, he indicated that distri-

{Continued on page 3)

Dallas Exhibitors
Honor J. R. Grainger

television talent, headed by
Milton Berle, Dean Martin and Jerry

period.

The broad economy program

at the

'Red' Probe

tion in a

system unless distribution companies agree to remedy the "hardships
of

Top

—

City, May 16. There
no Allied States participa-

Kansas
will be

Seen on

Maximum

WB Films
—

AlHollywood, May 16.
though the studio declined to
comment on the nature of an
off-the-record meeting Jack
Warner held with his staff,
producers and directors yes-

terday, unofficial sources say
the Warner Brothers production head placed a $1,000,000
ceiling on feature budgets for
the future, with $750,000 to
$800,000 favored. It is under-

stood the personnel took the
limitations in good grace as
conforming to present earning potentials.

Personal Mention

20th-Fox Ends U.K.
Production Unit

HARRY

JOSEPH
J Harry

WARNER,

president
M.
of Warner Brothers Pictures, is
due to leave here for the Coast today

London, May 16.—Twentieth
Century-Fox is disbanding its
permanent British production
unit here. However, it will
engage in British production
if, as and when opportunity
presents itself to do so ad-

by

e

Morris Loewenstein, president of
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma, and
James Tucker, Oklahoma exhibitor,

Bill Brown,

here yesterday for Oklahoma City
attending the Variety Clubs
convention in Philadelphia and the
A. W. Schwalberg testimonial dinner

vantageously. It will continue
to hold its renting agreement
with the Denham studio.

left

—

Daft.

that the industry's predicament cannot

be resolved by the Budget's tax proposals. It urged a tax-free authorization by the government of a onepenny increase for each seat.
"floating penny" increase would be retained by the industry in addition to the £2,500,000 mentioned in the Budget. The Council expressed grave doubts whether public

The

so-called

Goldstein,

counsel of

legal

•

Grubstick,

assistant

sales

national

manager,

zations here was advised yesterday that the board of directors of the Theatre Owners of North and South Carolina,
a Theatre Owners of
America affiliate, had approved a motion to apply for
membership. Notification

was made by Mrs.

executive
Griffith,
secretary of the Carolinas
organization.
The unit is the 12th of

Walter

29 affiliates to approve

TOA's

general

COMPO

sales manager of Lippert Pictures, left
here for his San Francisco headquar-

membership.

MMPTA-Compo

Frank Farley, who

resigned

re-

(Continued from page 1)

Paramount

BritProductions because of illness, is

cently as director of

COMPO

COMPO

the

Southern California Theatre Owners
Association, returned to Los Angeles
from New York yesterday.

Al

Affiliate

change area, exclusive of New Jersey.
dues
In accordance with the
•
New York.
procedure, which calls for payment of
•
Hugh Owen, Paramount Eastern one-tenth of one per cent of last year's
Herman M. Levy, general counsel and Southern sales manager, left here film rental, the
members'
of Theatre Owners of America, re- yesterday for a tour of Southern ex
payments will be matched by the dis-

were

in

Washington

last

night from

ish

COMPO

due here from England tomorrow.

MMPTA

New Haven
New York following

turned to

yesterday from
a visit to At-

changes.

lanta.

of

£/,-

the Exchequer to take another
500,000 from the industry in taxes.

Einfeld Returns Here

From S.America Tour
Charles Einfeld, vice-president of
20th Century-Fox, returned here yesterday from a tour of South America,
during which he met with leading exhibitors of the countries visited, state
officials

yesterday observed

wedding anniversary.

•

will

department

of Loew's
Ind.,
Evansville,

ters yesterday.

Edward Morey, Monogram-Allied
and Morey
vice-president,
Artists

sustain these increases
no alternative in view
is
there
but said
the decision of the Chancellor of

demand

Brown

1951

cil

•

Michael Bergher, Universal-International general manager in Brazil,
has arrived in New York for conferences with director of world sales Al

London, May 16. The Films Council today warned Sir Hartley Shawcross, president of the Board of Trade,

and Mrs.

17,

Headquarters of the Counof Motion Picture Organi-

to
for the

manager

Theatre,

Ezra Stern,

here.

Asks Penny Boost

and

scheduled

are

Majestic
their 23rd

after

U. K. Films Council

Approves

SCHENCK

M.
Brand

TOA

12th

leave here today or tomorrow
Coast after conferences with 20th
Century-Fox home office executives.
•

train.

May

Thursday,

Motion Picture Daily

tributors.

RKO

Noah

Pictures
Dietrich,
•
has left here for
chairman,
board
Hyatt Daab, Selznick Studios pub- Houston.
scheduled to leave for the
is
licist,
Coast over the weekend after a week's
Nate Spingold, Columbia vicevacation in New York.
president, has returned here from the
E. R. Holtz, Detroit theatre owner, Coast.
•
folleft here yesterday for his home
has left the
Blumenthal
Pam
A.
business
York
lowing a two-day New
Coast for New York.
trip.

Gets 1st Booking Jerry Pickman on
At N. Y. Paramount Another Field Trip

UA

COMPO

Oscar Doob, of Loew's.
"This," said Mayer, "is another example of the MMPTA's policy of co-

The

advertising-publicity,

of

a

paign to support the premiere.

MMPTA

with all
wholeheartedly
operating
projects designed to help our business.

director
al
bassadors to discuss distribution
Garfield and Shelley will leave here for Washington today
co-starring
John
various
the
in
plans
showmanship
and
Winters, will have its world premiere to confer with local exhibitors
countries.
of
one
on
representatives,
York,
company
New
Theatre,
Paramount
Einfeld reported on his trip yester- at the
scheduled field trips devoted to
first United Artists his
the
20,
on
June
president
day to 20th Century-Fox
and programever to play the Broadway promotional surveys
Spyros P. Skouras and other company release
ming.
showcase.
officials.
While in Washington he will also
United Artists is currently devising
regional merchandising plans
camdiscuss
advertising
and
publicity
major

York Named UA

COMPO,

MMPTA,

Jerry Pickman, Paramount's nation- was the

The United Artists— Bob Roberts
and production, "He Ran All The Way,"

and American am-

with Phil Isaacs,

new

MMPTA

were
Final checks from
and
received yesterday by
the 100 per cent payment followed a
plea made recently by Mayer at an
meeting at the St. Moritz
Hotel here. Edward N. Rugoff, head
of Rugoff and Becker Theatres, is
president of MMPTA,. and the oron the
representatives
ganization's
executive board are Leo
Brecher, of Brecher Theatres, and

to

if I recall correctly,
of the charter members
constitution
the

first

ratify

COMPO

and by-laws."

RKO

Renfro Leaving

Omaha, May 16.—Jack Renfro

has

RKO

Radio's
resigned as manager of
exchange here to enter a film buyingsuccessor has
and-booking business.
branch manager. not been appointed as yet.

A

Branch Manager
Claude York has been named branch
of United Artists' Dallas
exchange, under Milton E. Cohen,
Western-Southern sales manager, and
William Keith, southern district manager, it was announced here by Wilsales viceliam' J. Heineman,

manager

UA

president.
resigned.

He

replaces

T. E.

It's

a better

theatre with...

Laird,

York was most recently sales representative for United Artists in Oklahoma.

Loudspeaker Systems
9

'Go for Broke at
N. Y. Capitol
161 Sixth Avenue

A premiere with special ceremonies
on stage will be held at the Capitol
Theatre on Thursday evening, May
24, for the opening of M-G-M's "Go
For Broke

New York

13, N.Y.

9356 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly

!"

Some 250 officers and men of the
442nd Regimental Combat Team and
the Texas 36th Division will be guests.
The first Army Band will be on hand.

Hills,

Calif.

LEADING THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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McWilliams Urges 'Red' Probe
More Film Tieups
(Continued from page

3

Prefer Screen Quota

Greater tieups with the motion picture industry were urged yesterday by
Harry K. McWilliams, Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers president.
McWilliams was a speaker at AMPA's
last open luncheon meeting of the season which was held as a joint session
with the Publicity Club of New York
at the Hotel Shelton.

McWilliams

stressed that tieups can

and
merchandise for the manufacturer. He
cited numerous examples to prove his
help

sell

tickets for the industry

point.

In a brief talk, Richard Pitts, ediCouncil of Motion Picture Organizations, called for
accelerated public relations in the industry. "We need a rebirth of optimism and enthusiasm in the industry,"
he said. "We need to tear people loose
torial director of the

from

their television sets."

Bercovici said he is not
now a Communist, but invoked his
Constitutional rights .when asked if. he
had been a member "yesterday." Both

Richard Collins and Edward Dmytryk said they had known him as a
Party member.
The other two witnesses were Alvin
Hammer and former studio secretary
Bea Winters. The latter was named
by Sterling Hayden as the person who
persuaded him to join the Party and
by Meta Reis Rosenberg as a Party

member. Hammer's name was new

For
The

RKO

Pictures
RKO

operations of
Pictures
Corp. and subsidiary companies for
the three months ended March 31, resulted in a net loss (unaudited), of
$1,086,365, after all charges.
Pictures commenced operations on Jan. 1, 1951 as one of the
successors to the divorced RadioKeith-Orpheum Corp. and, for that
reason,
there
are
no
comparable
figures for the first three months of
1950 for the picture company.

RKO

to

the hearings. He was asked by Committee counsel Tavenner whether or
not he had been membership director
of the Northwest section of the Los

Angeles Communist Political Association.

Brewer

to

Appear

The Committee moves on

16.

Paramount Meet
Canada May 31

—

—

;

Thompson

— Film

out.

In

to another

May

industry officials here state
that if any film quota has to
be imposed by any foreign
government,
quota
on
a
screen time is preferrable to
an import quota, providing it
is not excessive. They emphasized, however, that the official industry position is still
to oppose all quotas. "We feel
we can live better with a
screen quota, providing it is
reasonable, and stand a better chance of getting that removed earlier," it was pointed

witness tomorrow Lloyd
Paramount's annual Canadian sales
Gough and then will hear IATSE
international representative Roy Bre- convention has been scheduled for
wer on the Hollywood jurisdictional May 31-June 2 at the Royal York
strike. Gough has not been positively Hotel in Toronto, it was announced
identified as a Party member but has here by A. W. Schwalberg, president
been mentioned as having been present of Paramount Film Distributing CorHe is the poration. Gordon Lightstone, Canaat a closed cell meeting.
husband of Karen Morley, repeatedly dian general manager, will preside.
The agenda will include independnamed as a Communist.
Bercovici told the Committee that ent booking and merchandising of
he is not a Party member nor "in "Samson and Delilah"
selling and
sympathy with the beliefs of the Com- liquidation of current product and
munist Party as I understand them." branch operations.
Moreover, he declared, "in the event
Schwalberg, Oscar Morgan, general
my country is attacked by any coun- sales manager of short subjects, and
try, I would feel it my duty and my Paramount News, and Jerry Pickman,
privilege to defend my country in any national director of advertising-pubcapacity that I may be called upon." licity, will address the convention.

unfriendly

Loss of $1,086,365

Washington,

—

— Leonardo

Reelect

To Import Cut

1)

Georgia Exhibitors
Atlanta, May

of Hawkinsville, Ga., was reelected president of the Theatre Owners and Operators of Georgia as that

organization closed

its

conven-

1951

tion here.

With few

exceptions,

all

other of-

were returned. E. D. Marton
of Columbus, Ga., was re-chosen treasurer and John Thompson of Gainesficers

was named secretary. R. B.
Wilby, a new member of the organization, was named regional chairmanat-large, along with W. M. Snelson,
A. L. Sherrard and R. E. Martin, Jr.,
Nat Williams of Thomasville, and
R. H. Brannon, Fred
L. S. Stein.

ville,

Weiss and Bob Moscow were named
regional chairmen. Directors were all
reelected.

Nathan Has New Firm
Organization of Frinat InternationLtd., which will handle distribution
of independent product in the Far
East is announced here by Karl J.
Nathan, who resigned in March as
general manager of the Frieder Film
Organization, distributors for Repub-

al,

lic

in the

Far East.

Burk, Lloyd with 20th
Jack Burk and Kenneth Lloyd have
named managers of the 20th
Century-Fox branches in Seattle and

been

Salt
a

in

Lake

City, respectively, as stated

Motion Picture Daily

Tuesday and not
G-M's exchanges
as

erroneously

story

managers of Min the same cities,

stated

in

the

story's

head.

SEE FOR YOURSELF JUNE
IN

H. Thomp-

16—J.

son

12th-13th

EVERY EXCHANGE

CITY'

Thursday,

Motion Picture daily

(Continued from page 1)
Theatres Owners of Kansas and Missouri at the Hotel Phillips here, Rembusch said Allied's aim regarding TV
channels was to have them available
when and if it appeared that theatres
could use television profitably.

Myers on 'Freedoms'
convention

Another

speaker

was

Abram

F. Myers, national Allied general counsel, who stressed the "free-

doms"

theatremen now
comparison to 20 years ago.

independent

enjoy in

His subject was the rights of independent exhibitors and he urged them
to assert and exercise their rights.
Myers, who addressed the opening session presided over by O. F. Sullivan,
Kansas-Missouri
the
president
of
unit, and attended by more than 300
exhibitors, also was present at later
closed door sessions. In these sessions,
booking and buying matters were dis-

Like Hollywood's
Mexico

City,

May

16.

—

Commenting on home

television at
the open session, Sullivan said that
theatre owners were not as much

competitive prospect
as they were a year or so ago.
this

Other Speakers
Robert
included
speakers
Kenefick, of Sports Service, whose
talk dealt with refreshment concessions, and Robert Rubins who addressed the gathering on the role of
the Council of Motion Picture OrganiMartin Stone, of Mercury
zations.
Service, demonstrated the use of tape

to abolish film censoring and substitute a code
of standards for producers
like the Production Code in
the U. S. In making the request, Castillo indicated that
film censoring is unsatisfactory for all concerned.
Recently, Mauricio de la
Serna, important producer,
launched a campaign for the
adoption of a code like the
one in the U. S.

Regular Loew's Dividend
Loew's directors yesterday declared
the regular quarterly dividend of 37%
cents on the common stock, payable
June 30 to stockholders of record on
June

12.

Other

recorders for music and commercials
in drive-in concession stands.
In most phases of concession operation, speakers stressed that each operator has to choose methods as well

Accordingly, the board authorized Myers to continue the
negotiations and explorations
concerning a new industry arbitration system, which he engaged in with distribution attorneys this spring, only "provided an agreement can be
readied for easing the hardships of competitive bidding."

Aleman

as merchandise that will appeal to his
local audience.

Limiting

the

convention

programs

to afternoons has left mornings free
for the some 300 exhibitors who represent about 575 theatres, both driveins and indoor houses, to visit the

The board

directed

Myers

to report

on both arbitration and
bidding developments at its next meet-

back
ing,

to

it

to be held in

New York

the

in

fall.

Allied's competitive bidding proposal
that the decrees in the government
suit be amended to make clear that

is

bidding

is

not required or sanctioned

by any law or court order and any
resort to the practice should be limited
to cases where an independent exhibitor is seeking pictures on a run which
"is monopolized by a circuit theatre."

new Film Committee with
headquarters in New York to
handle controversies over sales

its

displays in the English
Room of the hotel. The room has
been well filled with exhibitors each

equipment

;

of $4,000,000.
Lastly, Skouras

pointed

that

out

in
vice-president
Zanuck,
Darryl
charge of production, has expressed
the hope that he can reduce the average cost of the company's 36 annual
productions by $170,000, a goal of
,

$6,120,000.
:

Skouras also expressed the hope
that actors and actresses would see
the present need for production cost
reduction and, for their own best interests, agree to salary reductions. He
.

too, that operating economies may well result in all departments from new efforts inspired by
the voluntary salary cutting of the
chief executives. Should either possi-

observed,

savings in excess .of
the $12,000,000 annual goal are obvi-

bility materialize,

ous.

and practices directly
with distribution companies:
Wilbur Snaper, co-ordinator
H. A. Cole, Nathan Yamins,
Ray Branch and Benjamin

Guild Opposition
(Continued from page 1)

policies

morning.

Berger.
act for
national Allied, any regional Allied
unit and, in exceptional cases, any individual exhibitor when sales policy
controversies arise with any film com-

ONE OF THE YEAR'S

will

pany.

The

board also authorized
"to submit to the Attorney
General the proposition that the National Screen Service Corp. is a monopoly in violation of the anti-trust
laws" and to present the following exof discrimination
hibitor complaints
between independent theatres of the
same size and class between indeAllied

Myers

Daily

:

;

pendent and affiliated theatres on exfailure
tra charges for color trailers
to make allowance in contracts for
;

;

M-G-M
IN

already in effect or to be placed in
effect would result in a further saving

Meanwhile, the trade heard reports
yesterday that a second major company was considering voluntary executive salary reduction plans similar
to the one announced by 20th-Fox.
Invited Discussion
Under the latter, the executives and
creative workers, most of whom have
Allied asserts that it did not present
contracts, are given an opportunity_ to
this plan on a "take it or leave it"
recoup the reductions through particibasis, but invited a discussion of the
pations in half of the film company
counter
of
submission
the
and
matter
annual profits, exclusive of National
proposals.
Theatres' profits, which will have a
The board appointed the folsimilar plan of its own.
lowing permanent members to

The Film Committee

says Film

1951

(Continued from page 1)

1)

distributor ranks to do anything about
competitive bidding at this time."

Felipe Gregorio Castillo, exchief film censor who now
heads the National Authors
Union, has asked the Union
urge President Miguel
to

cussed.

alarmed by

(Continued from page

Mexicans Want Code

17,

20th-Fox

Stand

Allied's Arbitration

Joint Allied

May

and Warners trailers forcing of weekly service contracts by refusing to sell except at prohibitive
prices on a per-trailer basis; refusal
of allowances during part-time closings or when the number of changes
per week is reduced, and discrimination against drive-ins through higher
prices for the same service or run
conventional
charged
those
than

PARAMOUNT'S

AGE

Steiner Reorganizes,
Sets New Product

been gratifying.

Unveil Slade
Friends at

Monument

RKO's New York

ex-

change of the late Jean Slade,_ who
was a booker at that branch, will attend the unveiling of a monument in
her memory at New Mount Carmel
Cemetery on Sunday at one-thirty.

U-I's

Hyder Promoted

George

Hyder,

Universal-Interna-

manager in Indonesia,
has been promoted to managing directional assistant

tor in that territory.

$l-Million Gross
also expressed his confidence that the
stage attractions he has lined up will
build film-going in Chicago generally.
Sid Caesar and Miss Coca will kick

meeting held here of off the summer season by appearing
beginning June 8; Marthe reorganized Broadcast Pictures, for the week
elected: tin and Lewis will appear beginning
following were
the
Inc.,
will wind
Joseph Steiner, president and board July 21 and Milton Berle
31.
Aug.
of
week
the
with
up
executive
chairman; Max Rothstein,
Other attractions booked for the
vice-president; Dorothy Waring,
all to play one-week stands,
period,
Secretary.
Nack,
Saul
and
treasurer,
Production has started in the East include Frankie Laine, Billy Eckstine,
Trio, the
on the company's first Technicolor Nat King Cole and his
Crosby.
Bob
and
Twins,
Blackburn
Rhapsodies."
feature, "Rhythm

At the

I

Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox vicepresident in charge of production,
issued a statement tonight saying that
writers and directors are included
among those regarded to take cuts and
that contracts with players will be adjusted individually. Zanuck said the
response of studio personnel so far has

(Continued from page 1)

theatres.

HOLE

being studied.

;

_

INTHE

reductions are not unilateral in effect

and are made on an individual picture
The Screen Actors Guild said
basis.
that most stars' already have taken
salary reductions and the matter is

first
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Guilds Meet 4 Top Warner Productions 'Reds' Almost
Monday on Available for the Summer Took Over
Skouras Plan WB Will Not Have An
Films: Brewer
announcement

Budget Ceiling

Common

Seek

Attitude

Hollywood,

On Salary Cut Bid
May

Hollywood,

17.

swer

— Repre-

Screen Writers and Screen Actors
will hold a meeting here

SDG

headquarters,
to study the 20th Century-Fox proposal that upper-bracket talent take a
voluntary salary reduction as outlined
in president Spyros P. Skouras's statement to stockholders.
in

17.

— In

that

an-

Jack

June

screenings
will
take place
on

eight

productions in work,
representing peak activity at
Warners in a long time.

Thursday

major

other

com-

Wald-Krasna RKO
Deal Finalized
Hollywood, May

17.

—

Following

nine months of negotiations, Howard
Hughes, head of production of
Pictures,
Inc.,
yesterday announced
the signing of Jerry Wald and Norman Krasna to a contract calling for
the producing team to complete 60
pictures in the coming five years at a
total cost of more than $50,000,000.
Negotiations began on Aug. 16,
1950, when the first agreement was
reached between
and Wald and
Krasna. Due to the enormous com-

RKO

Kansas

City, May 17.— The AlIndependent Theatre Owners of
Kansas and Missouri today elected
Jay Wooten of Hutchinson, Kan.,
president to succeed O. F. Sullivan of
Wichita who has been president since
the unit

Of

No Flooding

Italian

Market

essential condition of the developing Italo-American film agreement
is that there will be unrestricted admittance of U.S. pictures into Italy,
although the American distributors
will be pledged to confine their annual shipments to a number which will
not "flood" the Italian market, it was

{Continued on page 3)

time,

and

May

and June

31

1.

At the same
Warner distribution vice-presiBen Kalmenson issued a bid to

Price War in Chi.
Southside Looms
May

war appears

—An

admission
be shaping up
Southside theatres

17.

as the Balaban and Katz Southtown
and Tower theatres today announced
a slash in ticket prices, starting to-

(Continued on page 3)

{Continued on page 6)

among

Chicago's

morrow.

mailed

yesterday from

The

B.

and K. action follows

personal messages from Fabian
and TOA executives Gael Sullivan,
Samuel Pinanski, Mitchell Wolf son,
Sherrill E. Corwin and John O'Leary,
and sets forth .elaborate plans for
what apparently will be the exhibitor
ries

organization's

largest

exposition

of

1945

studio

the film industry, he declared.

exist

ence was exercised through front organizations, and today the power of
these organizations has been broken.

"There was an overall plan," the

IATSE

official

said.

"The Commun-

{Continued on page 6)

20th-Fox Calls

in

All Preferred Stock
Redemption

20th Century-Fox's
and preferred stock,
announced at the stockholders meeting
on Tuesday by president Spyros P.
Skouras, has been authorized by the
board of directors. All shares will be
called in on July 13.
The corporation will pay out $100
of

preferred

per share for the $4.50 prior preferred and $35 per share for the $1.50.
plus accrued dividends. The purchase
price will total $11,200,000 and will

theatre and concession equipment and
merchandise and service organizations.
Fabian said that "in addition to the
large out-of-town registration, there
are several thousand theatres that will
be represented which are within a
radius of 200 miles from New York
City."
Many of the latter number,
Fabian disclosed, are not
mem-

TOA

car-

the

of

and the 1947 hearings of
the House Committee broke the
growing Communist power in

prior

HOUSES REPRESENTED
AT TOA MEETING: FABIAN

brochures

Failure
strike

to

10,000

10,000 theatres will be reprethe Theatre Owners of
America's annual convention set for
the Hotel Astor here on Sept. 23-27,
organization members and equipment
suppliers are being informed by S. H.
Fabian, general convention chairman,

close to success,
international representative of IATSE, told the House UnAmerican Activities Committee today.

today." While the underground
sections of the Party may be as strong
as ever, the Communists' real influ-

the Kansas-Missouri organization and
the National Drive-in Theatre Owners here which featured an address on
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations by Robert J. Rubin, assis-

at

dangerously

of their product and of the motion
picture industry. Citing as an ex{Continued on page 6)

Chicago,

Some

came

Roy Brewer,

He said the party at one point "developed a tremendously powerful degree of control, but that does not

price

TOA's New York headquarters.
The pre-convention brochure

— The

17.

dent
exhibitors everywhere to renew their
faith and confidence in the strength

elections highlighted the closing session of the joint convention of

in

An

was organized.

The

sented

Pledge

President;

lied

RKO

(Continued on page 6)

Friday,

Ben Kalmenson

Rubin Hails Compo

by

of

N e w York
where
the

at all possible, at a
common attitude for guilds to
adopt toward the 20th-Fox plan,
which many in guild circles regard as likely to be approxi-

panies.

Washington, May

and producers and to use the screen for
the propaganda purposes, and this plan

12

exception

K-M Allied Elects

mated

to

with

13,

persons may not accept reductions, except at option time,
without guild approval.
The indicated purpose of the
Monday night meeting is to arif

Says CSU Strike Loss,
Hearings Smashed CP

Communist Party's aim in Hollywood
was to gain control over the
and Wednesday,

"Bugles in the Afternoon,"
will give the studio a total of

Woo ten

Canada

and

attend
special
screenings of the
four on Tuesday

Four features will roll in
the next two weeks, which,
starting with the Cagneys'

Although employment contracts differ widely in character, many, particularly the freelance variety, stipulate that

rive,

of

set on any budget for any picture.

guilds

night,

May

reports

Warner would impose a ceiling on productions, a Warner
studio spokesman stated that
no ceiling will be arbitrarily

sentatives of the Screen Directors,

Monday

to

of the availability

four of Warner
Brothers' top productions was combined here yesterday with an invitation
to exhibitors all
over the country

summer

this

{Continued on page 3)

Davis, Gable

Companion

Top

Poll

Bette Davis and Clark Gable were
as top stars of the year in the
seventh annual, readers poll conducted
by the
onion- s Home Coniipaniou
and reported in its June issue, out today. "All About Eve" .was voted the

named

bers.
It is maintained in the brochure
that "over 50 per cent of the buying
power of the theatre industry is concentrated within a 250-mile radius of

The Great White Way."
sage obviously

This mes-

was aimed

(Continued on page 3)

at

equip-

W

vear's

best film.

Other feminine stars

listed

{Continued on page 3)

in

the

NEWS
Brief
in

Personal Mention
•

-

ERIC

A.

JOHNSTON

will

be

Chicago, May

17.— Barring a

last

head of
EC.SheaGRAINGER,
returned here

in

New York today for an informal
uncheon conference with industry

•

circuit,

the
yes-

terday from a two-week tour of Shea

hitch,

—

Washington, May 17. The House
Ways and Means Committee today

Warner

voted to exempt from the 20 per cent
admission tax tickets to non-profit cooperative or community center motion
picture theatres, admissions to civic
symphony orchestras, the Metropoli-

WB

tan Opera and similar non-profit organizations and other entertainments
where the proceeds go to non-profit
religious, educational or charitable organizations.

RKO

William J. Heineman, sales vice-president for United Artists, which is releasing the Jules Levey picture.
It has been booked into the United
Artists Theatre, San Francisco
Keith, Baltimore; Trans-Lux, Washington; Grand, Cincinnati, and Astor,

Farnol, public relations counbehalf of the Joint Public
late May and early June.
Relations Committee of Motion Pic•
ture Theatres of Greater New York,
Chicago, May 17. Six more thea- was host here vesterday to QuigShowmanship Awards winners,
ley
tres have closed here.
Emil Stern and his son, Arthur, Charles Doctor of the Capitol Theashut all four of their theatres, the tre, Vancouver, B.C., and J. P. HarAvon, Ardmore, Liberty and Rose- rison of the Campus Theatre, Denton,
wood at the close of business Satur- Texas, at a reception in the Rainbow
day. The elder Stern was a founder Room at Rockefeller Center. The reand one of the original partners, of ception was one of several scheduled
the local Essaness circuit, against for the two showmen this week.
Following the presentation of the
which he has a law suit pending at
the present time. Also closed were the award plaques at the A. W. SchwalDale, of this city, and the Rex, Chi- berg testimonial dinner Tuesday evecago Heights.
ning at the Waldorf Astoria, they

with openings scheduled for

Boston,

Lynn

selor,

in

—

of Dan Terrill, exploitation director of M-G-M, at Wednesluncheon of the Associated
day's

were guests

London, May 17.—P. H. Shirley,
who for the past three years has
been assistant to John Davis, managing director of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization here, resigned
from Rank's Odeon group.
•
In compliance
Dallas, May 17.

—

with Federal Court orders, the Interstate circuit announced here that it
will

May

relinquish

effective

operation,

Tremont and
Galveston. They will

30, of the Martini,

Key

theatres in
be transferred to the Martini Estate.
The Paramount affiliate retains the

Queen and Broadway in Galveston and on May 24 will open a new
State,

drive-in,

the

Oleander,

in

that

city.

They
Motion Picture Advertisers.
were dinner guests that evening of
Al Stern, RKO Pictures' trade paper
publicist, and later that night were

events

:

phony orchestras non-profit cooperative or community center theatres
affairs of National Guard associations,
Reserve Officers associations, Veterans
organizations and police and fire deopera companies where
partments
;

;

they are not run for the purpose of
making a profit non-profit agriculture fairs and concerts conducted by
;

Adnon-profit civic organizations.
elementary
and high
missions
to
school sports events would be exempted, but not admissions to college
athletics. Nor does the change exempt
boxing
wrestling,
to
Na- admissions
has matches, carnivals, rodeos or circuses.

Appeals; Rejects 11
Washington, May
tional

Production

granted

six

17.

— The

Authority

theatre

construction

and turned down 11
Those granted were:

peals

ap

others.

A

$74,500

drive-in in DeKalb County, Ga., for
the Community Theatres Corp.; a
$55,000 theatre in Morehead City,
N. C, for E. Everett Enterprises, Inc
a $107,310 theatre in Sidney, Nebr. for

Alliance Theatre Corp. a $26,018
drive-in at Summit Township, Pa., for
Peter and Bernard Camerlo a $23,900 drive-in at Portland, Ind., for
William C. Mailers; and a $165,557
theatre and five shops in Wichita,
Kan. for Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Slot

Fox

Republic Sets Dividend
A dividend of 25 cents per share
on preferred stock payable July

to

2,

stockholders of record at close of business on June 11, 1951, was declared
yesterday by the board of directors of

Republic Pictures.

;

NEW YORK THEATRES

hower.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

11 Denials

Rockefeller Center

were the following applications:
a $12,000 proposal by J. J- Rodriquez to aircondition a theatre in Dallas, an $86,250
drive-in in Kankakee, 111., proposed by Alvin Levine; a $72,000 theatre in Joppa,
$11,guests of Sid Rechetnik of Warners 111., proposed by Cluster Theatres; an
782 theatre in Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico,
at a theatre party.
proposed by Raul Rarrera; a $39,000 Quonset hut theatre for Camden, N.Y., proposed
Round of Visits
by Robert L. Thompson; a $7,400 drive-m
City, New Mexico, proposed by
Yesterday they visited 20th Cen- in Silver Herbert
Johnson; a $26,269 driveRay and
tury-Fox's home office and met Spy- in in Truth or Consequences, New Mexico,
Rodney
Einfeld,
proposed by J. Oscar Conwell: a $7,363
ros Skouras, Charles
proBush, Jonas Rosenfield, Earle Win- drive-in in Grand Junction, C.Colo.,
Ebert; a
posed bv R. French and A.
gart, and other company executives. $24,644 drive-in in Sandpoint, Idaho, proWingart was their host at luncheon posed by Weskill and Son; a $90,000 driveand at the Yankee Stadium. Follow- in in St. Louis County, Mo., proposed by
Kilgore Amusement Co., and a $40,000
ing the Farnol reception they went drive-in relocation, job, in Jefferson City,
to the Latin Quarter with Milt Liv- Mo., proposed by De Luxe Drive -In Theatres, Inc.
ingston of Universal.
YoungToday they will visit
stein and other officers at United Ar17.
nationDenied

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Dorothy

KIRSTEN

Color by
Ait

THEBOM

TECHNICOLOR

M-G-M

Pius Spectacular

NOVOTNA

Jarmila

-

Blanche

Picture

STAGE PRESENTATION

Paramount Present*

Appointment with

mmmi

Alan Ladd

Sf
<

Bill

c

«srw

d 3hs

nt

MS".f.*P ns

Phyllis Calvert
Midnight Feotvr*
Nighllr

Max

Harry K. Hecht, 68

—

Passaic, N. J., May 17. Harry K. tists and later will inspect Radio City
Hecht, 68, president of the Hecht cir- Music Hall. Columbia's Harry Mccuit, operating theatres here and in
Williams will be host at dinner toPatterson, died today after a short ill- night and at a theatre party.
ness. Survivors are his widow, daughter and two sons. His son-in-law is
'Macy's'
Maury Miller, president of Theatre
"The Girl From Macy's" is being
Owners of America of New Jersey.
Funeral services will be held at the planned for production at the
Temple Emanuel, Passaic, 11 A.M., studios by the Jerry Wald-Norman
Co
Krasna
J-i-i ajua
^Sunday
Ul JUdJr
O
.

Plan Film on

RKO

1

proposal, which would
government $16,000,000 anwould also exempt these
community supported sym-

The exact
lose the
nually,

Receptions for NPA Grants Six
Awards Winners

1951

18,

Houses Unit Makes
Move to Tax-exempt
Non-Profit Shows

theatres.

friends.

•
•
Theatres'
head of the 16mm.
Hicks,
proOrton
H.
be
will
film
houses
jungle
Hamilton
Denis,
Armand
Jeffery and
International,
Loew's
of
Cosdepartment
Adventurer's
James
taken over at midnight by
ducer, was awarded the
the class
gold medal for "exceptional will give his annual lecture to
ton, who resigned recently as Chicago Club
Tuck
Amos
the
trade
at
circuit.
foreign
producWarner
on
his
the
for
for
1950
achievement" in
zone manager
Administration of
Coston, a veteran circuit operator tion of "Savage Splendor" last night School of Business
Dartmouth College today.
who left Warner after failure of a at the Hotel Savoy-Plaza here.
•
thea•
deal to acquire a number of
Mamie Dureau, office manager and
Evelyn Koleman, director of adtres to be divested under the consent
Pictures, New
decree, has been negotiating for the vertising-publicity in the East for Roy booker at Masterpiece
her daughRogers Productions, has left here to Orleans, accompanied by
two theatres for some time.
Lourdes,
are spendCatherine
Dale
ter,
and
Roy
with
•
weeks
three
spend
in New
vacation
two-weeks
Ena
in
ing
Jack Cohn, Columbia Pictures ex- Evans Rogers at their home
York.
and
New
Conn.,
Britain,
Joseph
and
Cal.
cino,
ecutive vice-president,
•
•
A. McConville, foreign sales viceTuttle, director of home
of
Mary
manager
E.
engineer
Frayne,
on
here
G.
departed
have
J.
president,
Theatres,
has office personnel for
the S.S. Queen Mary to attend sales Westrex's Hollywood division,
the Perof
president
elected
been
has
conventions of the Columbia Brit- returned to the West Coast from New
Club
of New York.
sonnel
organizations.
York.
ish and Continental
•
•
•
K. Hilliard, chief engineer
John
Columbia Mideast
Galanty,
Sam
"Fabiola" has been booked into five
Corp., has returned
division manager, is due to arrive here of Altec Lansing
key theatres following its world
Europe.
here
from
today from Washington.
premier at the Joy Theatre in New
by
here
disclosed
was
it
Orleans,

minute

May

Friday,
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Washington, May

wide program of educational meetings
which will be conducted in 20 princi-

Academy Award Winner.
"Year's Best Actress"!

pal industrial centers from Coast-toCoast to acquaint business and industry with the operation of the Controlled Materials Plan. The meetings

21st

BORN

record

week!

YESTERDAI

conducted by the National
Production Authority, United States

will

be

Department
this

of

JUDY HOLLIDAY

1

Columbia Picture;

Commerce, and began

week

_

.

.
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Meet

Allied

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

Paramount president Barney

tant to

declared

cooperative
effort,
COMPO, required not only
finances but the active support on "the
firing line" by individual exhibitors in
a program of support in contributing
and
ideas
information.
projects, he stressed, should be applied
that

this

COMPO

locally, too.

He decried the fact that the motion
picture industry today stood alone
among business groups in not having
developed
adequate
basic
research
needed for the industry.
Henderson M. Richey, M-G-M's director of exhibitor relations, pointed
out the opportunity for each exhibitor
in any area with increased population
to get new patrons for his theatre.
Another speaker was Hardy Hendren, of United Film who covered the
field of screen advertising.

Others Elected

The

Kansas-Missouri

unit's

elec-

saw William Silver of Cameron,
Mo., chosen vice-president and Jay
Means of Kansas City, Mo., secretary

tion

treasurer.

New

Kansas directors for three year
V. Anderson of McPherson, Eugene Musgrave of Minneapolis
and Ralph Winship of Phillipsterms are

:

burg.

New Missouri directors elected to
three year terms are
Jay Means of
Kansas City, William Silver of Cameron and J. T. Chosen of Sedalia.
Two directors elected to fill unexpired terms are Herbert Jeans of
Warsaw, Mo. and Charles Potter of
Kansas City. Sullivan was reelected
representative to the national Allied
board. He had been president since
the unit, now holding its fourth annual
meet, was founded.
:

Freeman
As Value

Cites Film
to

Industry

Hollywood, May 17.— Speaking as
an individual, Frank Freeman, Paramount Studio head, told trade press
reviewers in advance of the screening
"Passage West" that he considers
this film has plus value for the whole
industry in that it stresses the power
of simple faith to overcome obstacles
of

_

and problems of daily

Freeman

said the

life.

Pine-Thomas pro-

while conforming to melodramatic requirements fully, serves the
industry and public by showing graphically how an abiding belief in God
makes for social amity and wholeduction,

some human

"Francis Goes to the Races"

Boston, May 17.— The Massachusetts Committee of
Catholics,
Protestants
and
Jews, at its 14th annual dinner tonight at the Statler
Hotel, cited Eric Johnston for
having "sought to carry the
principles of the democratic
concept and structure to all
the nations of the earth."

Universal-1 nter national)
jV/T ORE often than not,

film sequels lose rather than gain from comparisons
with their progenitors. Universal, therefore, can be fully justified in
giving itself a good pat on the back for having achieved the unusual in the
case of "Francis Goes to the Races," the second in what may prove to be a
long series of screen adventures featuring that laugh-provoking four-legged
purveyor of caustic common sense, Francis, the talking mule. That No. 2 is
funnier than the original "Francis" was amply testified to the other evening
at RKO's 86th Street Theatre here by the loud and frequent dialogue-drowning guffaws that marked the picture's sneak preview.
The record shows that the original "Francis" was an outstanding moneymaker. All things being equal, there is no reason whatever to suppose that
"Francis Goes to the Races" won't at least parallel the box-office experience
(Continued from page 1
of its forebear. And, of course, all the exploitables that were manifest in the
original are available here as well. When the results are in for this year's indicated yesterday following another
box-office sweepstakes, this modestly-budgeted number will be right up there meetmg here of the Motion Picture
Export Association.
among the winners.
John G. McCarthy, chief of the
The title is a perfect description of what happens to the garrulous Army Motion
Picture Association of Amermule and his fuzzy-minded pal, Donald O'Connor, when they leave the wars
ica's foreign department,
who now is
behind. Once scriptwriters Oscar Brodney and David Stern situate them in
in Pans, is expected to confer
by
jobs at a racetrack all that is left to happen is just about every imaginable
trans-Atlantic telephone today with
comic occurrence that could grow out of a mule's being in a position to advise
executives here on the pendhis two-legged friend as to which horses will win the next day's
races. Do ing Italo-American
agreement. He is
you think the police believe O'Connor when he tells them the mule gave him
scheduled to go to Rome shortly for
the tips that turned into a seven-horse parlay?
further conferences with representaThe other ingredients poured into this delightfully absurd mixture and tives of the Italian
government and
mix-up of situations include a large array of dialogue gags, a touch of romance film industry.
between pretty Piper Laurie and O'Connor, Francis getting tipsy
The agreement, as it appears to be
on beer
Francis psycho-analyzing a horse to rid her of an inferiority complex
that shaping up, would require the Amerhandicaps her in races, and the open-mouthed amazement with which
ican distributors to give ground
police
on
track racketeers and everybody else accept proof of Francis' ability
the question of remittances, it was into talk.
Credit producer Leonard Goldstein, director Arthur Lubin,
writers Brodney dicated. Heretofore, through the exand Stern and the whole neat cast with having turned out a' delightful
ercise of so - called
"compensation"
lau°hprovoker. Supporting roles are filled by Cecil Kellaway,
deals,
it was possible to unfreeze
Jesse White Barry
from
Kelley Hayden Rorke, Vaughn Taylor, Larry Keating and
others
The time to time decidedly substantial
original story was by Robert Arthur.
amounts of U.S. film earnings that
Running time, 88 minutes. General audience classification. For June release. had been blocked by Rome.
There has been a clamp - down,
Charles L. Franke
meanwhile, on compensation deals, and
under what is expected to be' the
Italo-US agreement there will be a
(United Artists)
slower rate of unfreezing. This rate
TRIO of names well-known to American audiences grace this French- might be put at 50 per cent, it was
J- -»made film of a sailor on the beach in Marseilles, but the presence
said, but supplemental means of
reof
Maria Montez, Lilli Palmer and Jean-Pierre Aumont is not
leasing funds also may be provided.
enough to
relieve the tedium engendered as this inept story unfolds.
Based on a novel
by Edouard Peisson, the plot concerns the misadventures of
Aumont, a
Canadian seaman from an American ship, who falls in love with Miss
Montez
a girl from a waterfront cabaret. He is stranded, stabbed
( C ontinued from page
1
and robbed Miss
Montez, fearful of being involved in the robbery, leaves the city while
Au- be obtained from the
$12,500,000' cash
mont, befriended by a street urchin played by Jean-Marie Simon,
works at dividend paid to
20th-Fox by its subodd jobs and awaits her return.
Aumont is with Miss Palmer' one night
when he encounters the two thugs who robbed him and in the ensuing brawl sidiary, National Theatres.
A company statement issued yesone is killed.
Now Aumont is hunted by the police and takes refuge in a aypsy camp terday said that the steps are being
taken
with Miss Palmer, a fortune-teller.
He is about to rejoin his ship on its of theto simplify the capital structure
corporation and to facilitate
return to port, when he again glimpses Miss Montez.
Risking arrest he the divorcement
of production-distrigoes to see her and learns that he is just another "client" to
her
Disil- bution from exhibition
under terms of
lusioned, he chokes her and is arrested.
a consent decree to be signed shortly
Largely filmed on location, the picture has scenic authenticity
which does with the government.
not compensate for the banal story. Aumont adapted the novel
for the screen
and
his English dialogue attempts to use American slang—
often with amusing results. The jiet result is a picture that fails to jell.
Running time, 76 minutes. Adult audience classification.
(Continue d from page 1

MPEA

_

The Wicked City

A

Preferred Stock

m

TOA

N. Y. Variety Starts
As

Plans to film a top-budget produc-

"The Golden Circle," were
announced here by Paramount Pictures, which said the film will serve
as a showcase for the "Golden Circle"
starlets who were introduced to the
press here this week.
tion titled

5?
QUICK
SERVICE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 1327
,N.Y.

61 9

Wabash Ave.
W. 54th Street

S.

p

|

QUALITY

WORK

|

Meeting

Vaughan O'Brien

ment manufacturers and suppliers who
would be interested in securing ex-

relationships.

'Golden Circle' Film

Market

Italian

Paramount Plans A Blood Bank Project

NEW YORK

'Brotherhood' Award
To Eric Johnston

(

Balaban.

He

3.

of its "Heart Work,"
to support the Will Rogers Memorial
at Saranac Lake

a

part

which helps

Home

and provides hospital beds and medical attention for its members at French
Hospital, the Variety Club of New
York has opened a blood bank in the
French Hospital here.
The blood bank will also be available for civil needs due to the increased request for blood now beingshipped overseas and because of the
critical shortages of blood now existing in the city's hospitals. Funds for
the
operation of the blood bank
amounting to $5,000 were raised and
donated to French Hospital by the
local Variety Club, International.

Companion

Poll

(Continued from page 1)

position booth space.
Sullivan,
executive

TOA

has

this

director,

message for manufacturers

are, in the order of voting: and suppliers
"In planning the events
Allyson, Irene Dunne, Greer for the 1951 TOA convention, we
Garson, Claudette Colbert, Joan Craw- found that virtually all exhibitors
ford,
Barbara
Stanwyck,
Loretta want to know just how the shortYoung, Esther Williams and Jane ages of raw materials will affect their
Wyman. Male stars, also in order of plans for improving, maintaining and
preference, are: Bing Crosby, James modernizing their theatres."
Stewart, Spencer Tracy, John Wayne,
Gregory Peck, Gary Cooper, Alan
Ladd, Walter
Pidgeon and Gary

results

:

June

WANTED FEMALE

Grant.
Pictures voted best for the year, in
addition to "Eve," are: "King Sol-

omon's Mines,"
"Cheaper by the
Dozen," "Mr. Music," "Father of the
Bride,"
"Harvey," "Sunset Boulevard," "Broken Arrow," "Born Yesterday" and "Battleground."

INVESTOR

Active or inactive for sound motion
picture and television company.

Small Investment Required
Unlimited Opportunities
For appointment

CALL

CHickering 4-6724

because "Dear Ruth's"
wonderful family is calling to deliver
new laughs with

l>earB*at
jL

D£AR DOPE!
He's (he family
friend

who can

do anything

.

.

His taking

He's a problem

ways

got him jailed

.

.

ML
mm

,

The Brat's taking

ways got'him

wrong!

OEAR DAD!

D£"AR MUG-.'

father but the

"*
.

*
k

out!

Brat does her best
to bring him

Sk

starring

with

MARY PHILIPS NATALIE WOOD
•

•

Produced by

MEL EPSTEIN

•

Written for the Screen by Devery Freeman

Directed by

WILLIAM

A.

SEITER

up

right!

Dear Showmen:
DEAR BRAT makes it three
laugh hits for that great American
family who brought you great business with "Dear Ruth" and "Dear Wife".
"Dear Brat" is Ruth's kid sister.
but she's growing up fast!
.

.

We welcome her to the
succession of entertainment standouts that the crowds are going for
most at this time— pictures like

APPOINTMENT WITH DANGER starring Alan
Ladd and Phyllis Calvert; THE LEMON
DROP KID starring Bob Hope and
Marilyn Maxwell; THE MATING SEASON
starring Gene Tierney, John Lund and
Thelma Ritter; THE LAST OUTPOST in
color by Technicolor; and of course,
that greatest grosser of them all
Cecil B. DeMille's SAMSON AND DELILAH
in color by Technicolor.

Pick up your phone and call

BEI!fR.f§| BIGGER
Jtow (paramount

Friday,
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Warner Bros. Brewer

Testifies

on 'Reds'

(Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)

—

;

;

—

;

A

?

;

OWI

AFL

;

;

—

;

Inc.

REVISED DATES OF
TRADE SHOWINGS OF

1)

the ference of Studio Unions caused the
ists realized that no industry in
influence the mo- Council to decline instead of develop.
mass
the
had
world
product,
the quality of the industry's
picture industry had, and the
"Had they succeeded they
Kalmenson said: "If ever the times tion
motive was to use the inprincipal
to
business
would have been able very succall for exhibitors in this
that dustry for propaganda purposes." He
cessfully to dominate film conlook forward and go forward,
to admitted that there were various "byafford
tent. The producers who recannot
time is now.
the effect that
we products" involved
sisted would have been branded
stand still. If we look forward,
success in Hollywood unions would
unions would
anti-labor;
forward."
as
go
can't help but
have on stimulating industrial unionhave been used as a whip to
screened
be
to
pictures
The four
the prestige value of
force producers to put propaAmerican" ism generally
are: "Jim Thorpe— All
the huge amounts
names
Hollywood
ganda into films."
Phyllis
Lancaster,
Burt
starring
possibiliof money collected; and the
Steve
and
Bickford
Thaxter, Charles
politics.
Much of Brewer's testimony was
ties for influence in California
Cochran, directed by Michael Curtiz
will return to the devoted to detailed recitation of Comwho
Brewer,
and produced by Everett Freeman; stand tomorrow for further testimony, munist activities on the West Coast,
"A Streetcar Named Desire," star- outlined for the Committee what he in the unions and other groups, and
Marlon
and
Leigh
Vivien
ring
termed the Party's "two-wing" effort during the jurisdictional disputes, he
Brando, produced by Charles K. Feld- to take over Hollywood one move- quoted extensively from both the
man and directed by Eha Kazan ment, through the trade unions, led by earlier House Committee hearings and
Alfred
Train,"
on
"Strangers
Herbert K. Sorrell, and the other, the hearings of the California UnHitchcock production, starring Farley through the talent guilds and front American Activities Committee.
Granger, Ruth Roman and Robert organizations, led by John Howard
Earlier, Lloyd Gough had refused
Walker, directed by Hitchcock and Lawson. Declaring that Lawson's end on the usual Constitutional grounds
"Captain Horatio Hornblower," in had developed "beyond the Party's to answer all Committee questions,
Technicolor, starring Gregory Peck fondest
point either about himself or about his wife,
the
to
expectations,
and Virginia Mayo, directed by Raoul where Communist front organizations Karen Morley. Gough had been named
Walsh..
completely dominated the intellectual as being present at Communist closedMiss Morley has reKeynote
life of the community," Brewer said cell meetings
Theme
that had the Party been equally suc- peatedly been named as a Communist
Keynoted to the theme, "Look For- cessful in the trade union field it by witnesses.
ward, Go Forward," the screenings would have been within reach of its
The Committee had also recalled
him
Bercovici
to
ask
are to be held in the following 31 objective.
Leonardo
cities
"If it had gotten control of the whether he had told the truth when
Madison, Albany; Esquire, Boston; unions," Brewer said, "had they been he had written' "no" in answer to a
job application
question on an
Center, Buffalo; Roger Sherman, New successful in eliminating the
Haven; Aldine, Philadelphia; Up- unions, including the IATSE, from as to whether he had ever been a
town, Washington; Paramount, Cin- the Hollywood scene, they would have member of any group advocating
Vogue, Cleveland Fountain merged all the Hollywood unions into overthrow of the government. Bercinnati
Square, Indianapolis; Warner, Pitts- one big union through an outfit set covici, who yesterday said he is not a
burgh; Carnegie, Chicago; Arc, De- up to combat the Motion Picture Alli- Communist now but refused to answer
Gra- ance
Alhambra, Milwaukee
The Council of Hollywood questions about his status earlier, de
troit
Des Guilds and Unions. The entrance of clined to answer the Committee's
Varsity,
Minneapolis
nada,
Ad- IATSE and the defeat of the Con- questions again today.
Vogue, Kansas City
Moines
miral, Omaha; Missouri, St. Louis;
;
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ample an exhibitor who had questioned

We

May

;

;

"HARD, FAST AND
11

BEAUTIFUL
ALBANY
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 5/29

8:00 P.M.

Tues. 5/29

2:30 P.M.

1052 Broadway

ATLANTA
RKO

Rm.

Scr.

N.W.

195 Luckie St.

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 5/29 10 :30 A.M.

122-28 Arlington

St.

BUFFALO
Mo.

Pic.

498 Pearl

Oper. Scr. Rm.
St.
Tues. 5/29

2 :30 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
Fox
308

Scr. Rm.
Tues.
S. Church St.

5/29

CHICAGO
RKO Scr.
1300

Rm.
Tues. 5/29
Wabash Ave.

S.

PM

2:00

2:00 P.M.

CINCINNATI

RKO

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 5/29

8:00 P.M.

Tues. 5/29

2:30 P.M.

Rm. Tues. 5/29
Harwood St.

2:30 P.M.

12 East 6th St.

CLEVELAND
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

2219 Payne Ave.

DALLAS
Para. Scr.

412

S.

DENVER
Rm.

Para. Scr.

2100 Stout

Tues. 5/29

2 :00

P.M.

Tues. 5/29

1 :00

P.M.

St.

DES MOINES
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

1300 High

St.

DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave. Tues. 5/29

2:30 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
Fox

Scr. Rm.
Tues. 5/29
Illinois St.

1:00 P.M.

326 N.

;

Dilworth, Charlotte
Fox, New
Jacksonville
St. Johns,
Warner,
Dallas;
Melba,
Orleans;
Memphis Warner, Oklahoma City
Esquire, Denver Boulevard, Los AnEgyptian, Portland; Villa, Salt
geles
Lake City; United Nations, San
Venetian, Seattle.
Francisco
will be served at
luncheons
Buffet

elected

each of the above-named theatres.

tures Organizations Seminar.

Rhodes, Atlanta

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

AMG

Joins

MPIC

Hollywood, May 17.— The Motion
Picture

Industry

Council

War

Chi. Price
last

(Continued from page

Artists Managers Guild
to membership, the twelfth organization to join the Council. The Council
named a committee on the
also
forthcoming Council of Motion Pic-

Rm.

Para. Scr.

Tues. 5/29

1800 Wyandotte
1)

drastic
cut in admission
prices initiated by the Jackson
Park Theatre last Friday.

a

The Southtown

will charge 25 cents
for matinees and 50 cents at night,
while the Tower drops to 20 cents for
matinees and 40 cents in the evening.
Children are admitted to both theatres
at all times for nine cents.
Al Kvool, zone manager for the
Warner circuit which has many theatres on the Southside, said today that
old prices will be maintained at Warner houses for the present.

2:30 P.M.

St.

MEMPHIS
Fox

night

the

KANSAS CITY

Rm.

Tues. 5/29

2:00 P.M.

Scr. Rm. Tues. 5/29
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

2:00 P.M.

Scr.

151 Vance Ave.

MILWAUKEE
Warner

MINNEAPOLIS
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 5/29 10:30 A.M.

1015 Currie Ave.

NEW HAVEN
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting

Tues. 5/29

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 5/29

2:30 P.

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Scr.

200

S.

Rm.

Liberty

St.

OKLAHOMA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 5/29 10:30 A.M.

10 North Lee St.

Wald-Krasna Deal
(

Continued from page

1

plications inherent in the transaction,

the final contract
terday.

was signed only yes-

Wald and Krasna have proceeded
with their production schedule under
the interim agreement reached last
August. They have already completed
their

initial

film,

a

comedy starring

Scr.

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm.
250 N. 13th

Noel Meadow Associates has been
engaged by Fine Arts Films, Inc., to
handle a national publicity and promotion campaign for "Tony Draws
A Horse," new J. Arthur Rank presentation at the Park Ave. Theatre,
New York.

1

:00

P.M.

Tues. 5/29

2:30 P.M.

St.

Tues. 5/29
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

1

:30

P.M.

PORTLAND
Rm.
Tues. 5/29
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
Star Scr.

2:00 P.M.

LOUIS

SEATTLE

June.

Tues. 5/29
St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

slated to start

in

Rm.

1502 Davenport

ST.

New Meadow Assignment

2a

Fox

Farley Granger and Shelley Winters,
"Behave Yourself !" and are
nearing completion of the second film,
"The Blue Veil," with a cast headed
by Jane Wyman. Four more films are

titled

CINTURY-FOX

OMAHA

RKO

Scr.

Rm.

3143 Olive

Tues. 5/29 11:30

A.M

St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr.

216 East

Rm.
1st St.

Tues. 5/29
South

Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave.
Tues. 5/29

1:30

P.M

2:00

P.M

SIOUX FALLS
:00

A.M

2:30

P.M

Hollyw'd Thea. Tues. 5/29 10
212 N. Philips Ave.

WASHINGTON
Film Center Scr. Rm.
932 New Jersey Ave.
Tues. 5/29

MOTION PICTURE
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TV Demand

—

grossly exaggerated, Robert L. Lippresident of Lippert Productions, declared here at the weekend on

Gulf Pleas
New
Berger,

Orleans,

May

—

20.

(Continued on page 3)

Trade, Gov't Meet

On

UK

London,
series

of

Tax Plans
May 20.—First
meetings

of a

between

representatives of the four
film trade associations on the

one hand, and representatives
of the Treasury, Board of
Trade and Customs Office, on
the other, was held on Friday
discuss various proposals
concerning the higher entertainment tax provisions called
for in the Treasury's new
Budget.
Characterizing the talks as
"confidential," the Treasury
said they will continue.

to

Justice Meets

Loew's

To Speed Last Decree
Washington,

May

20.

— The

proposed 20th Century-Fox consent
decree will be presented to the New
York Statutory Court on May 28,
Justice Department officials declared.

4

—

present deadline

is

Thursday.

While refusing to say that
the Department and 20th-Fox
have agreed on all details of
the proposed decree, a Justice
spokesman did point out that
"apparently we're far enough
along to set a date to go into
court, and that date is only a

Chicago, May 20.
Three months
A clearing house for the exchange
and night film exhibitions on of ideas for promoting films through
Phonevision for the 300 Chicago test exhibitor-community cooperation will
week off."
families had a total gross of only $6,- be inaugurated by the National PreZenith
750,
Radio, sponsor of Phonevi- view Committee, affiliated with the
Major terms of the decree have alsion, revealed in releasing what it des- Motion Picture Association of Amer- ready been revealed
by 20th-Fox councribed, as a "preliminary analysis" of ica, in its semi-monthly publication, sel Otto Koegel during
the company's
the New Year's-to-March 31 test.
The Green Sheet.
(Continued on page 6)
of day

A

Local exhibitors pointed out a 300-

new department, known

as

"The

seat theatre would go broke if it didn't
gross that much in one month, even

Mail

with old pictures.
The average expenditure was $1.73
per family weekly, Zenith said. First
month of the test, Zenith reported, the
average Phonevision subscriber saw
2.1 films weekly; in February,
1.5,

ed with exhibitors to increase attendance.
Suggestions for stimulatingsuch activities will be sought from
exhibitors and a similar request will
go to the more than 20,000 schools,
colleges, libraries, churches and club

Rudy and

exhibitor members.
All Gulf States members have been

20th Decree
Next Monday

Phonevision Gross Preview Group Aids
,750, Zenith Says Co-op' Promotions

Box,"

stances

this

area

but

nationally.
E. F. McDonald, Jr., Zenith president, issued a lengthy statement endeavoring to translate the preliminary
analysis into gross figures for a hypo(Continued on page 3)

MPAA's

munity

report

will

specific

in-

where townspeople have work-

sales

ager, is due to
in answer to exhibitor pleas for assistance issued by the Allied Theatre
Owners of the Gulf States.
According to the Allied unit, this is
the first recognition by a major film
company of Allied's pleas for aid for

Will Present

The

in March 1.6. The test was pre- groups that
man- ceded
by and accompanied with intense according to
arrive here tomorrow
publicity not only in

M-G-M's Southern

TEN CENTS
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post.

pert,

MGM Studies

MONDAY, MAY

Eric Johnston, Economic Stabilization administrator, told newsin Boston last week that he would be back in the industry
before the end of the year.
Johnston is on a leave of absence from his post as president
of the Motion Picture Association of America. Indications that
he is not unwilling to relinquish his government assignment were
given by Johnston to a Congressional group last week in Washington. Johnston said if his directives were disliked, complaints
should be taken to the President and he wouldn't mind being fired.
In New York on Friday, Johnston could not be reached for
elaboration of his Boston statement. Industry officials, however,
said they understood Johnston expected to be able to make a
decision about June 30 on remaining in or leaving his government

Hollywood, May 20'. Television
demand for old motion pictures is

(Continued on page 6)

S. A.,

men

Lippert Says N. Y., L. A.
Situation Misleads Trade

The first producer to sign a
contract with the American
Federation of Musicians, Lippert said the film trade has
been misled into thinking programming requirements prevalent in New York City and Los
Angeles are typical. Stations in

U.

Johnston Says He'll Be Back in Industry
By Year's End; Decision Expected June

For Old Films
Held 'Scant'

return from a tour of the nation's television cities.
He said the returns from that
source for producers are scant for the
present.

YORK,

receive

the

publication,

Marjorie

associate

G.
director

Dawson,
of com-

relations.

The preview groups whose

joint ap-

and ratings of current and
forthcoming films appear in the pubpraisals

lication represent

14 leading national

organizations.

ICC Mast Effective Brazil Remits 100%
'RecF Front: Brewer To U. S. Companies
Washington, May 20. — IATSE
international representative Roy
Brewer concluded his testimony before
the House Un-American Activities
Committee on Friday, declaring that
the Hollywood Independent Citizens
Committee for the Arts and Sciences
was developed into "by far the most
effective Communist front organization every developed in Jhis country,"
collecting thousands of dollars for the

Party

"and

some

very

important

people."

Academy Award winner Jose Ferwriter Budd Schulberg and "pos-

rer,

sibly

two others"

will

be

this week's

witnessed before the committee.
(Continued on page 6)

Fer-

ChicagoPrice
War Spreads
Chicago,

May

notwithstanding the existence of a
remittances quota, it was pointed out
here "on Friday by Al Daff, Universal

-

International's

chief.

ing

Daff made

a general

worldwide
this

sales

disclosure dur-

press

interview with
has been promoted from Brazil general manager to
New York representative in Japan and
nearby Far Eastern areas. Bergher,
who has been replaced in Brazil by
Rudy Gottschalk, will leave here for
Tokyo in about a month.
Daff explained the Brazilian remittance situation as follows Each U.S.

Mike Bergher,

who

:

(Continued on page 3)

—

Price-cutting-

Kim Theatre dropped its scale to 14
cents for matinees, 25 cents for evenings and five cents for children at
all times.
Other exhibitors in the neighborhood were studying the effect of the
price cuts over the weekend, but it
was feared that a price war may be
(Continued on page 6)
St.

Louis

Approves
American distributors are getting
from Brazil their full earnings there

20.

spread to another Southside theatre on
Friday when the independently owned

TO A

Unit

COMPO

The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois has voted to join the
Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, according to
word received here by COMPO
from Tom Edward, president
of the St. Louis TOA unit.
Support of the all-industry
agency was unanimously voted
by the unit's board of directors,

Edward said.
makes the

This

TOA's
endorse

29

regional

COMPO.

13th
units

of
to

Monday, May

Motion Picture daily

Tradeivise
SHERWIN

Personal
Mention

By

CURRENT

is

Queen

a slump.

Universal-Inter-

contend that
bulletins
should be lowered and
playing terms eased and, to

The

sales chief, is
national's world-wide
for a sixdue to leave here July 20
to Lonhim
take
will
that
tour
week
and
Egypt
Singapore,
Paris,
don,
_

rentals

#

argument that disclinch
tributors can afford to do it, the
bulletins cite the profits of some
companies recently reported in
their

Australia.

•
Silver of Columbia's pressand Mrs. Silver
department
book
of a second child,
birth
announce the
born last week
a daughter, Dorothy,
N. Y.
Hospital,
Women's

Herman

financial statements for 1950.
In basing their argument on
1950 financial reports, the exhibitor organization bulletins do

©
studio

not

manager, arrived here
advertising
starting
from the Coast yesterday and
contact-

Maurice N. Wolf, field assistant to
M-G-M's director of exhibitor relascheduled to
tions H. M. Richey, is
Stanton,
address the Kiwanis Club at
Va., today.

•
Hiller Innes, executive assistant
Paramount' s Eastern production
to
to
head Russell Holman, is due
leave here

today for

and

Columbus.
•

Nate J. Blumberg, Universal presitreasurer,
dent, and Leon Goldberg,
Coast
are expected back here from the
today.

•

M-G-M

William W. Spencer,

stu-

arrive
dio executive, is scheduled to
here from the Coast on May 30 for a

week's

make

clear to their readers

that those reports covered a
period beginning 17 months ago
and ended five months ago. The

next week will visit 12 cities
personnel.
ing exhibitors and exchange

Cleveland

with charges
are endeavor-

that distributors
ing to maintain or increase film
rentals and playing terms while
theatre attendance continues in

tomorrow.
arrive here by plane
•

Frank Whitbeck, M-G-M

preoccupied

tion,

managing

at

organiza-

tions circulated to their membership are, almost without excep-

England May
scheduled to return to
Chicago, PhiUde}
to
visits
after
30
Davis, Rank s
phia and Toronto. John
scheduled to
is
director,

Alfred E. Daft,

re-

of

bulletins

exhibitor

gional

due to arrive
the 5.i.
here from England on
is
Elisabeth tomorrow and

Arthur Rank

j.

.

visit.

bulletins do not
ports of such
companies as

down

break
still

re-

integrated

Warners, 20th
and Loew's to
^

Century-Fox
show that theatre

operations
contributed a large or the major
portion of the 1950 consolidated
profit.

Nor do the bulletins bother to
mention that in the case of divorced Paramount the profits of

Motion Pic-

•

Joseph Walsh, in charge of branch
operations for Paramount, left here
over the weekend for Atlanta.

Sylvan Simon, 41
Columbia Producer
Hollywood, May

—

S.

Thursday night.
His widow, a son and daughter

last

sur-

good product.
cannot be emphasized too
repeated too often that
the several branches of the industry are wholly dependent on
each other. There cannot be
prosperity for one and disaster
It

much nor

for another. One example of distributor awareness of that was
given by M-G-M recently in di-

force to exthe comwhich
of
'aid
tend every
pany is capable to really disrections to

field

its

i

tressed theatres.
Unity is the message which, in
good times and bad, exhibitor

should

organizations
their

give

members and which

•

the

•

Those exhibitors who point

to
results as they leaf
through the financial reports of
citing
companies,
distribution
profitable

its

"gouging"
of exhibitors, for the most part
head privately owned companies
whose books are not open to a
of

own

were made
accounts
audited
public for proportionate comparison with distributors' their
arguments could be accurately
appraised. But not otherwise.

position,

board
Kansas City, that

of

its

Triplets conCite British heroes in Korea.
tournavention. Atomic Energy report. Golf

ment. Jeep race.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 275— Films
honfrom Korean warfront. Gen. Marshall
Indeored by Alma Mater. Israel's third
pendence Day. Triplets convention in Pali
Swimsades Park. Archery tournament.
ming

lessons for

wounded "G.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
footage

is

I.

No.

devoted to a salute to

s

.

78— Entire
the Army,

Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps as Deof
fenders of Freedom," a record of service
air.
the Armed Forces on land, sea and

DIGEST, No. 20-B— Report
Krupp Works today.
in Iceland. Hong Kong pre-

TELENEWS
Panama.

on

U

troops

S

The

flight record. Dr. Paul Nagai
exhibit. Armed Services torMotorcycle thriller.

New
Atom

pares.
dies.

ture test.

No. 457 — British
Denmark. Medical
Michigan. Gen. Mar-

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
honor King Frederick
research laboratory in

honored

shall

at

of

Alma Mater. Army

trucks

Jumping

Triplets convention.
jeeps. Timber topping.

overhauled.

PATHE NEWS, No. 80— Gen.
Bradley on stand at Senate probe. Gen.
Marshall honored by Alma Mater. Alaska
defense maneuvers. Haile Selassie sends
troops to aid in Korea. Summer fashions in
P.A.L.
wool. Ask support of New York's

dis-

•

of directors'

all

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 41— Coal ship
rams vessel. Helicopter saves injured seaman. Gen. Marshall hailed by Alma Mater.

taken
meetwants

WARNER

8

AT OI Annual

On—If

It

French Lick,

Meet

Rains
Ind.,

May 20.— The

annual convention of the Associated
Theatre Owners of Indiana will open
here tomorrow with a busy agenda of
social events, strictly in accord with
tradition.
single business

ding practices by distributors as

session has been
scheduled for Tuesday evening based
on weather forecasts of inclement
weather then. Scheduled for informal

the price for its participation in
a new industry arbitration system appears to be a fair one.

Maurice Bergman, assistant
talk are
to the president of Universal Pictures
Robert Coyne, special counsel of the

it
ing in
modification of competitive bid-

It is to

be assumed from mani-

festations of distributor interest
in a reactivation of industry arbitration that the matter is as
important to it as is a restriction
of competitive bidding to Allied.
There is an apparent area therein for

good-tempered bargaining.

An

for

_

them as evidence

States'

Allied

devotes

tribute to the Armed
footage to
reels are
Forces. Other items in other
conventriplets
Korea,
a>
reports fromComplete
tion, sports and fashions.
contents follow:

to

at

year,

similar inspection. If their

Sylvan
Simon, 41, producer of "Born Yester
day" and many other films, died here
"20.

distribution to continue to operate profitably, for only by so doing is there any assurance for
the exhibitor of a continuity of

RKO

It cannot be denied that theatre profits are down. But distribution profits are down, too.

of

of exhibition. There should be
encouragement for exhibitors in
the ability of production and

is

picture company was
deeply in the red, whereas the
theatre company had a substantial profit. The same trend appears in the first quarter state-

new

end.

Dorothy Altmann

Instead of adding to industry
dissension in these seriously disturbed times with charges that
one branch of the industry is
fattening at the expense of anorganizations
exhibitor
other,
be reshould
leaders
and their
minding fellow exhibitors that
any decline in theatre attendance is as much a concern of
production and distribution as it

theatre company ran
ahead of the new picture
company last year, and the rerevealed
cent report of
that on a pro forma basis last

the
well

ments of the two independent
companies this year.

ture Daily will be married on Saturday to Salvatore Moscato.

KANE PARAMOUNT
a

tributors, no less than exhibitors,
should back up with deeds.

Paramount' s Eastern
and Southern division manager, left
Atlanta for Charlotte over the week-

Hugh Owen,

Newsreel
Parade

.

.

1951

21,

acceptable

solution

both sides might be found in a
definition of competitive bidding
practice mutually agreeable to
distributors and exhibitors, with
inclusion in new rules of arbitration of provisions for the submission to arbitrators of all complaints of violations of the competitive bidding rules.

A

:

;

Council of Motion Picture Organiza-

H. M. Richey of Loew's and
Leon' Bamberger of RKO Pictures.
Trueman Rembusch, president of
ATOI and of Allied States, will pre-

tions

;

side.

Rosenblatt, Conley
In New RKO Posts
Maxwell M. Rosenblatt, manager of
Pictures' branch in Des Moines,
has been transferred to head the company's office in Omaha, Robert Moch-

RKO

sales vice-president, reported here
Also, Donald H.
the weekend.
Conley, salesman in Minneapolis, has

rie,

'

at

been made manager in Des Moines.
Rosenblatt replaces Jack Renfro,
who resigned to go into business for
himself.

vive.

The Chicago born director-producer
was appointed an executive producer

Fire Destroys Ritz

20th to Reissue 'Buffalo'

—

"Buffalo Bill" has been added to
The
Alexandria, La., May 20.
Sell Oriental Building
Columbia in 1949 following emsix past 20th Century-Fox Techthe
desyears
five
in
fire here
biggest
Warner
and
M-G-M
Chicago, May 20.—The 22-story
with
reployment
which are being
Ritz Theatre with a loss of nicolor Westerns
Theatre building has been
Oriental
Brothers. His picture credits include troyed the
go
will
It
company.
the
A released by
and $200,000.
Co. to the Walco
Doubleday
sold
by
the
"Salute to the Marines," "Whistling between $150,000
like
in
June,
late
fatally trapped when the to theatres
was
fireman
Open
the
of
"Song
Corp.
and
Building
in Brooklyn,"
others
theatre walls collapsed.
Road.
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MPA Board Meet
Economic
Johnston,
Eric
Administrator,
Stabilization
and president of the Motion
Picture Association of America on leave of absence, attended a meeting of the
board here on Friday.

MPAA

His appearance at MPAA
meetings has been infrequent
since he assumed the govern-

ment post last winter.
The meeting was described

MPAA

inas "routine," with
ternal business and financial
matters up for consideration.

Lighting, Color

For DeMille Film
Washington, May

20.

—Producer-

director Cecil B. DeMille predicted
here that film lighting and color
film shooting will be revolutionized
as a result of new lights and film developed for "The Greatest Show on
Earth," the film he is now making
about the circus.
The new color and lighting will be
made available to the industry generally as soon as the circus feature is

DeMille promised.
and a group of actors and crew

finished,

He

JVEfVS

Reviews

Johnston Attends

New

3

were here for location shooting during
actual performances of the Ringling
circus here.
DeMille said he and Westinghouse
and General Electric worked a year
and spent over $100,000 to develop a
new incandescent "cold light" controllable from the ground even when
hung high in the air. The weight of
the new lamp is about 12 pounds, compared to present 150 pound lamps. The
fact that much of the heat will be
eliminated will make it easier to work
under, and will be especially important in connection with color filming,

in fflrief

.

.

.

"Night Into Morning"
LJ ollywood, May

(Mctro'-Goldivyn-Mayer)

THE
wrecks

ture

man whose

wife and child are killed in an explosion that
his home and the valiant attempts of his friends to guide him back
into the paths of life form the narrative base of this Edwin H. Knopf production. It will appeal to audiences with a taste for pathos and should be a natural
for those numerous persons who are interested in the vicarious experience
of personal tragedy. Fletcher Markle's direction of the story written by
Karl Tunberg and Leonard Spigelgass, keeps the characterizations, locale and
settings well within the environment of the average family, which will
heighten the audience's feeling of personal identification. The cast names,
headed by Ray Milland, John Hodiak and Nancy Davis, will stand out on
the marquee.
despair of a

Milland is an associate professor at a West Coast college, happy with his
work, in love with his wife, Rosemary de Camp, proud of his young son,
John Jeffery, and surrounded by loyal friends on the campus. One morning,
while Milland is lecturing, a defective furnace in his house explodes, snuffing
out the lives of his wife and son. At first, Milland appears to stand up under
the tragedy, though the audience knows he contemplates suicide, but later
he begins to drink. He repels the solicitude of his friends, but Miss Davis,
a colleague who has lived through a similar tragedy, insists on watching over
him. Hodiak, also a campus instructor and engaged to Miss Davis, is
sympathetic to Milland but grows distrustful of his sweetheart's interest.
He wonders if under her solicitude lies a subconscious love for the bereaved
man.
Milland, who now lives alone in a hotel, continues to drink and refuses
the aid and solace of his friends. One day he has an automobile accident
which endangers the life of a student and, instead of taking the leave of
absence offered by the department head, Lewis Stone, he tries to resign.
He tells Miss Davis and Hodiak that he is going away. Miss Davis divines
that he plans suicide, follows him at the risk of breaking with Hodiak,
and persuades him to live in order to keep bright the memory of his wife
and child. Milland experiences the catharsis of open grief and is able to look
forward to living again.

Center

20.— Motion PicStudios

president

Joseph Justman announced the immediate conversion of one-half of that
rental

studio's

space^

facilities

and

manpower

to television-film production purposes.
new corporation called Motion
Picture Television Center will handle
the project with William Norins. executive
vice-president
of
Emerson
Film Corp., as president, William
Stephens, veteran producer-director,
as vice-president in charge of produc-

A

tion.

Buffalo, May 20.— The decision of
P. Rollek, Buffalo license director to revoke the theatre license
of Old Vienna on the ground that

John

the

theatre permitted bingo has
upheld unanimously by the
Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court in Rochester.

been

Washington, May
atre

owners

20.

—Local

the-

meeting here
a
pledged full support of the civil defense effort. A. Julian Brylawski, head
of the Theatre Owners of Metropolitan Washington, said the exhibitors
had promised to use their screens to
The story outline is filled in with effective bits of campus and family life, disseminate information, lend their
in which Dawn Addams, Jonathan Cott, Celia Lovsky, Gordon Gebert, Otto theatres in off-hours for meetings and
Waldis and John Maxwell appear. Others in the cast are Jean Hagen, as the cooperate in any other way necessary
girl across the hall in Milland's hotel, Harry Antrim, Katherine Warren with civil defense authorities.
and Herb Vigran.
•
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience classification. For June release.
.

Vaughan O'Brien

"The Emperor's Nightingale"

Hollywood,

at

May

20.

— Samuel

Goldwyn has been named chairman
of the Hollywood Bowl celebration

for the May 24 appearance of David
Ben-Gurion. The appointment was
(Rembrandt Films)
made by Charles Brown and Oscar
TP HE beloved fairy tale of Hans Christian Andersen has been made into S. Pattiz, joint chairmen
of the
A a delightful film for the entire family. The Czech-made picture was Los Angeles committee for bonds
of
produced and directed by Jiri Trenka, is acted entirely by puppets and is in the Israel Government.
Nu-Agfa color. William L. Snyder is presenting the picture here through
he said.
Rembrandt Films. The English version is endowed with a perceptive narration by Phyllis McGinley which Boris Karloff delivers in soothing nursery
Hollywood, May 20.—Here to cantones. An added dividend is the music of the Philharmonic Symphony Orvass facilities for production of the
chestra under Oktar Parik.
State Department's "Truth-Campaign
Presented as the dream of a poor little rich boy who has everything in
Films," Jay Dresser, William Barry
the world but the freedom to wander outside his great home and play with
and James B. Faichney told a special
Cecil B. DeMille and Paramount real friends, the sequences that bracket the Andersen story are
presented by meeting of the
Motion Picture Induswill be host to trade press represen- live actors, but there is no dialogue in the film, only Karloff's
narration.
try Council that a large proportion of
tatives at the Ringling Bros.-Barnum
Andersen's fairy story about the Chinese emperor who tires of his restricted
and Bailey circus in Philadelphia to- life and his artificial pleasures is a simple one. The emperor, for the first the government's film schedule probably will be filmed in Hollywood.
morrow night, where DeMille is doing time in his life, discovers pleasure in a natural, living thing

DeMille

Host At

Circus Shooting

location shooting for his forthcoming
$4,000,000 Paramount release, "The

Greatest

The

New

Show on

Earth."

press representatives will leave
York tomorrow afternoon for

Philadelphia, have dinner with DeMille, watch the camera work and the
circus performance and return to

New

York

afterward.

—

a nightingale.
soon tires of it, however, and turns his attention to a richly jeweled
mechanical nightingale that sings the same song over and over. When the
real nightingale flies away, the emperor suddenly misses it, realizing that
Hollywood, May 20.— Ted Gamble,
head of Gamble Enterprises, Inc. and
it brought joy into his life. He is dying of a broken heart when the nightingale returns. The emperor's life is saved, and he learns that his life and Charles P. Skouras, president of Napleasures have been superficial. He breaks away from: the routine imposed by tional Theatres, were the principal incourt life to live a new life. The boy, awaking from his dream, learns a dustry speakers Friday night at the
annual dinner of Allied Post 302',
lesson from the tale.
Running time, 70 minutes. General audience classification. For September American Legion, attended by eight
release.
hundred persons at the Ambassador
Hotel. Skouras co-sponsored the event

He

Brazil Remits

M-G-M

(Continued from page 1)

company

Studies Pleas

(Continued from page

1

monthly quota of rebased on past earnings

gets a

asked to compile details of all distress
mittances
conditions, such as unfair rentals and
records. Under the 1947 agreement, favoritism and appear personally
at
the distributors have the right to make the
office here tomorrow.

ATO

WANTED FEMALE
INVESTOR
Active or inactive {or sound motion
picture and television company.
Small Investment Required
Unlimited Opportunities
For appointment

CALL

CHickering 4-6724

appeals to the Bank of Brazil for the
unremitted surplus, and the bank has
consistently released the surplus.
Bergher said Brazil imports between 350 and 400 pictures annually,
some 300 of these being American.
He reported also that there were 32
applications for new theatres in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, alone which were approved last January.

New
_

Film for

UA

United Artists has completed nego-

tiations for the release of a new film,
to be made this summer in Mexico

by Benedict Bogeaus, titled "Learn to
Love," with Dennis O'Keefe and Evelyn

Keyes co-starred.

for the tenth consecutive year.

Phonevision Gross
(Continued from page
thetical

number

of

TV

sets

1)

predict-

ed for "a few years" hence, without
regard for the current stagnated sales
of TV.
The final and official study
of the test is being made by the National
Opinion Research Center of
the University of Chicago,. and is not
nearly complete. When it is, Zenith
is scheduled to ask the Federal Communications Commission for authorization to operate Phonevision on a

commercial

basis.

CA&60
that blasts
'

A

1

Wide open j
Savage passions
aflame

in

the

North Atlantic
unleashed
by treachery
hate

.

.

violence!

. .

BOOKED FOR BROADWAY

RUN AT THE BIG
THEATRE!!!

Based on the
turday Evening Post story
'THE

GAUNT WOMAN"

i

YOUR TOWN COVERED
BY NATIONAL ADS

with

PHILIP
)duced by
tLE

WARREN DUFF

VAN EVERY

•

.

Directed by

OLIVER H.P.GARRETT

DORN
ALFRED WERKER
•

ROY HUGGINS

in

Life,

Look, Sat. Eve. Post,

Collier's

and the American

Weekly Sunday Newspaper
Supplement

in

22 major

cities!
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Ticket Tax
Cut Rejected
—

Washington, May 20. The House
and Means Committee has
turned down a motion to exempt film

Ways

admissions from the 20 per cent admission tax. The action was taken
behind closed doors. The proposal was
made to keep the record straight on
the industry's need for tax relief.
There was no record vote on the
motion, which was turned down, according to members, "on a one-sided
_

voice vote."

The matter came up during Com-

UA Sues 5, Charging
Reissues Went to TV

Review
Inside the Walls of Folsom Prison"
(Warner Brothers)

WARNER

BROTHER'S

latest prison drama goes behind the doors of
California's Folsom State Prison to give a grim account of conditions as
they existed prior to reforms instituted in 1944. The picture is a hardthough similar
hitting, muscular drama that holds consistent interest even
is presented in semistory
before.
The
screen
the
on
seen
been
dramas' have
documentary vein and is designed for popular appeal all the way.

picture recounts the cruelties of warden Ted de Corsia in treating
prisoners. When an attempt to make a jail break is discovered, the warden
even tightens the already horrible conditions. In time, David Brian, an enlightened penologist arrives at the prison to become captain of the guard.
Brian slowly institutes a series of reforms but the opposition between him
and the warden steadily mounts until finally the latter is relieved of duty.

The

mittee action on a proposal to exempt
In the meantime, resentment against the warden reaches a fever pitch.
from the tax admissions to events of A new escape is planned, under the leadership of Steve Cochran. The picture
non-profit religious, educational and reaches its climax as the prisoners, armed with guns and dynamite, set up a
charitable institutions. After this was siege in the cell block. Before the riot is subdued by the militia a minor war
(D.,
111.)
O'Brian
Rep.
adopted,
takes place with several lives sacrificed, including the warden's. However, it
moved to also exempt admissions to leads the way to intelligent prison reforms.
theatres. He stressed the fact that an
Dorothy Hart is the sole woman in the cast, as the wife of a prisoner who
expected business upturn had not ma- is killed by inmates for informing. Bryan Foy produced. Crane Wilbur
terialized and that the industry needed directed and wrote the screenplay.
However, the Committee felt
relief.
General audience classification. Release date,
Running"
& time, 87 minutes.
raise
Mandel Herbstman
its main idea at present is to
16.
June
revenue, and not to lose it.

'Red' Probe
(Continued from page 1)
rer will take the

stand Tuesday and

Schulberg Wednesday.
Committee chairman Wood, reveal-

Chicago Price

War

(Continued from page 1)
starting and that it may involve other
sections of Chicago.

a block from Balaban
and Katz's Southtown, which on Friday slashed its ticket prices to 25 cents
for matinees and 50 cents for eveningadmissions.
and examination." Committee memAnother B. and K. Southside house,
see
to
was
idea
the
said
Velde
ber
Tower, also dropped its rates
the
himperjured,
whether Garfield had
Friday, to 20 cents for matinees.
self in his committee testimony.

ed that the testimony given by actor
John Garfield before the committee on
April 23 had been turned over to the
Justice Department for "investigation

The Kim

is

SOCKING, SHOCKING
M
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Blames TV

Ansell

For

St.

Louis Drop
May

—

Louis exshape" and
be forced to close, Louis

St. Louis,
hibitors are

some may

in

20

l

.

"tough

United Artists filed suit in U. S.
District Court here on Friday against
five individuals and companies which
ar,e charged with having released unauthorizedly to television 25 films
turned over to them for reissue. Complaint asks for an injunction and damages based on an accounting of profits.
Named as defendants were Jacques
Grinieff, Paul Broder, Herman Greenfield, Magnus Films and Masterpiece
Productions. The pictures in question
include 11 produced by Walter WangProductions
er, six carrying the
label and eight United Artists Corp.
"
Helmet.'
:

UA

Lippert Says
(Continued from page 1)
cities, he conactually have virtually
no need for old theatrical films.
Lippert said he will relax the recently implemented policy entailing the

other television
tinued,

rescoring of old films for release to
and will redouble his efforts
to turn out what he termed "highyielding exploitation films like 'Steel
"
Helmet.'

television,

St.

20th Decree

K. Ansell, chairman of the board of
(Continued from page 1)
of St. Louis, Eastern Misthe
Desouri and Southern Illinois, said here. stockholders meeting Tuesday.
and
however,
unknown,
still
are
tails
television.
He put the blame on
"Not so," said Edward B. Arthur, Justice officials would not discuss
general manager of Fanchon and these.
Meanwhile, the anti-trust lawyers
Marco-St. Louis Amusement Co. who
met Friday with officials of Loew's.
blamed current business conditions.
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House Group NCA Is Seen Heading for a More
Conciliatory Distributor Attitude
Votes to End
May —
Raw Film Tax

Has Been Hit

Committee Also Favors
Exemption for Cameras

See No Expansion Over
70 Features Per Year

Washington, May

21.

—

The

House Ways and Means commitan earlier
exempt cameras
Hollywood studios

tee today, reconsidering

action,

voted

to

and film used in
and other film industry businesses
from the Federal excise taxes on photographic apparatus and film.
This change, which includes raw
stock, means substantial tax relief for
the industry.

Last week the committee voted to
cut from 25 per cent to 20 per cent
the tax on apparatus but to boost from
15 per cent to 20 per cent the tax on
film.

At

that time,

was given

some consideration

exempting from the tax
and film which could be

to

apparatus
characterized as "business cost" items,
but the committee decided not to vote
such an exemption. Yesterday, it re-

21
Minneapolis,
For the first time in many years, North
Central Allied is expected under its new regime to completely
reverse its policy, abandoning its "get-tough" attitude and, instead,
adopt a more conciliatory stand in its relationship with distributors.
"The whole situation concerning exhibitor-distributor relations"
is now under consideration, Ted Mann, newly elected president
of NCA stated. Asked if he intended to continue the militant attitude of his NCA predecessor, Ben Berger, Mann said discussions
are now under way with board members which "might possibly"
bring about a complete switch from wild swinging attacks to a
policy of conciliation and negotiation of trade practice disputes
with distributors. Mann said a new plan of NCA activities and
policies would be ready for announcement soon.

COMPO

Seminar on Coast
Expected To Be Postponed
Services

Today

P. J. (Pete)
Columbus,

O.,

for

Wood

May

will be held here at

(Continued on page 6)

21.

— Services

two P.M. tomorrow at Schoedinger's
State

Chapel

Street

RKO

Technicolor's

Philip J.
(Pete) Wood,

for

Offices to

who died suddenly on Satur-

Pick Foreign Films

day night.

Wood,

For U.S. Market

longsecretary

Arthur L. Mayer, executive vicepresident of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, is expected to
announce within a few days arrangements for postponing the

Output Limit

Technicolor's studios are operating at present at maximum capacity
and the film industry must not expect an increase in the output of
features in Technicolor in the foreseeable future, it was brought out yesterday at the annual meeting here of
Technicolor, Inc., stockholders.
In
recent months, exhibitor organizations
have increasingly urged that more pictures be made in color to counteract
the business decline.
Emphasis that Technicolor has ex-

panded its production facilities to the
limit and that there appears to be no
likelihood of immediate further expansion was
made by George F.
Technicolor
vice-president,
seminar on production problems which Lewis,
was scheduled for June 11-12 in Hol- general counsel and secretary, who
presided at the meeting in the absence
lywood.
First definite indication that there of Herbert T. Kalmus, president, now
{Continued on page 4)
would be a postponement of the
seminar came yesterday. Mayer's announcement, it was said, will point
out that there would not be enough
time left between the present and
mid-June to complete general prepa-

COMPO

rations for the round-table conference.
postponement of "several weeks"
was foreseen. The
board no

A

Salt Lake City, May 21.
theatre service ora few
dent
Theatre weeks prior to the new seminar date, ganization of 36 indepenLondon, May 21. — Inaugurating a
Owners of Ohio it was said. Another board meetingpolicy of bidding for the outstanding
and a director would be held following the seminar dents throughout the Inproduct of any country, RKO Pictures
of national Al- for the purpose of acting on proposals termountain area has been
will establish liaison departments in
lied, came to the and
resolutions
is now in
approved
the completed and
by
riiilip J. Wood
all important world capitals between
Ohio association seminar delegates.
operation,
known as
local producers and the RKO home
about 30 years
When the date for a semiar was Westates, Inc. The foloffice, Phil Reisman, vice-president in ago after breaking all records selling
first announced on April 23, it was
charge of foreign distribution, said Liberty Bonds in the Pittsburgh area intended to
J. A.
hold a COMPO board lowing are officers
time
of

the Indepen-

COMPO

doubt will meet

in

New York

—A

:

here.

The

{Continued on page 6)

{Continued on page 6)

new

departments will keep
informed of all likely production projects, even in script stage.

New York

The company has

recently acquired
{Continued on page 2)

Industry and US to
Talk Conservation
Washington, May

21.

—A

meeting

of officials of half a dozen industry organizations will be held here on Wed-

nesday
National
Production
with
Authority film chief Nathan D. Golden to discuss means of conserving
scarce items and materials.
Golden said the idea would be to
study "elimination and substitution
and things like that." He stated that
to the best of his knowledge, raw
stock conservation would not come up
{Continued on page 4)

Para. Sets 16 Films Australia Increases

For 1951 Shooting U.

S.

Remittances

English,

president;

Charles L. Walker, vicepresident and general
manager
Clyde A. Blasius, secretary-treasurer, and A. C. Knox, Carl
;

Anderson and Sam GilSixteen

pictures
have been announced for Paramount's production
schedule for the balance of 1951. More
than half will be in Technicolor.
The pictures are: "Shane" (Technicolor), starring Alan Ladd, Wil-

The

Australian
government has
agreed to
boost
substantially
the
amount of current earnings that U.S.
film companies can remit, and also to
permit substantial transfers on present
blocked balances.
liam Holden and Jean Arthur George
For the last three years, U.S. comStevens, producer-director. "Famous," panies have been able to remit only
starring Bing Crosby; Pat Duggan, 50 per cent as much as they remitted
producer.
"Somebody Loves Me" in 1946. Under a new agreement
(Technicolor), starring Betty Hut- worked out largely under substantial
ton and Ralph Meeker William Perl- industrial pressure, U.S. companies
berg and George Seaton, producers
will be able this year to transfer 75.
Irving Brecher, director-writer. "Son per cent as much as their 1946 remit;

;

{Continued on page 6)

{Continned on page 4)

lette, directors.

Piedmont, Mo., May 21.

— A series of six regional
independent

exhibitor

meetings and film clinics
have been set for June by
Mid-Central Allied, to be
held in Missouri and Illinois, the first such film
clinics in this area.
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$150,000 in Second

Personal Mention

Week for 'Caruso'
GAEL
Tops B'way Runs America,

May

Tuesday,

22, 1951

Reisman Sees Aid
In Phonevision

SULLIVAN,

executive di-

JAMES

MULVEY,

president of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, has
left here for the Coast.

A.

Theatre Owners of
is due in Washington tomorrow from New York.
•
Robert J. O'Donnell, Council; of
A continuing smash run of "The
Herbert Stern of Balaban and Katz Motion Picture Organizations treasGreat Caruso" at Radio City Music
Hall here again highlights a rather Theatres, Chicago, and Mrs. Stern urer, who has been conferring in New
Arthur L. Mayer,
with
drab week at Broadway's first-run are due to arrive here from Europe York
executive vice-president, is
Drizzling rains over the today aboard the 6". 5". lie De France.
theatres.
•
due to return to Dallas tomorrow.
weekend served to strengthen business
•
SunE. K. O'Shea, Paramount Film
at most houses on Saturday and
comto
needed
is
Sanford
Abrahams,
vice-president,
assistant to
Distributing
Corp.
was
pickup
the
but
day
pensate for the slow weekdays before. due to leave here tonight for Detroit, Monogram-Allied Artists national advertising director JO'HN C. Flinn, has
appeal returning Thursday.
exceptional
"Caruso's"
•
returned to Hollywood from New
brought the Music Hall a better SatHerbert Crooker of M-G-M's pub- York.
urday and Sunday gross than in its'
•
to licity department is visiting Indianapfirst week and it was continuing
and
Arnall,
Toledo
president of the
Detroit,
Ellis
G.
mainCleveland,
is
olis,
build yesterday. If the pace
Society of Independent Motion Pictained the second week's gross is ex- Pittsburgh.
•
ture Producers, has returned to Atpected to reach $150,000, which is outEdward Lachman, president of lanta from New York.
standing for a non-holiday run and:
compares favorably attendance - wise Carbons, Inc., is on the Coast from
Frances Weil, Paramount publicist,
with both Easter and Christmas busi- New York.
•
scheduled to leave here by plane
is
ness at the Hall.
Fred Goldberg, Paramount' s promo- for Hollywood on Thursday for a
Strong
"Divide"
tion manager, is scheduled to leave vacation.
•
Great
the.
here today for Milwaukee.
"Along
is
opener
An
•
O'Connell,
city
manager
first
James
a
where
Divide" at the Strand,
William Wyler, producer-director, for Evergreen Theatres, moves to. Se-!
week's gross of around $37,000 is estimated; the figure is the best there in has returned to Hollywood from New attle to assume the same position for
the company there.
recent weeks a revue, "Parisian Fol- York.
•
•
Paramount,
At
the
stage.
on
is
lies,"
Durkee,
Blake,
Universal-InterFrank
owner of the
Louis
Foster
and
M.
Danger"
J.
"Appointment with
Jourdan's band is adding up to $47,- national Western sales manager, left Durkee circuit in Maryland, is a
patient at University of Maryland
000 for its second week— substantial here yesterday for Chicago.
•
Hospital, Baltimore.
but not exceptional business; "Sealed
•
Lindsley Parsons, producer, has
Cargo" will open there tomorrow.
Francisco,
Levey,
producer,
is scheduled
Hollywood
for
San
left
Jules
"Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the
to leave here for Europe on June 22.
Farm" is slow at the Capitol, with a Portland, Ore., and Seattle.
second and final week expected to
bring in about $19,000; "Go for
Broke" will bow in there on Thursday. "I'd Climb the Highest Mountain," billed with the N. Y. Philharmonic, is drawing a modest $50,000
for its second and final week at the
Roxy. "On the Riviera" will open
A testimonial album containing auAnother
Washington, May 21.
there tomorrow.
extension in the deadline for Loew's tographed photographs from Presi'Truman, President of Israel
to file a divorcement plan with the dent
"Thing" Still Tops
York Statutory Court is believed Chaim Weizmann, Governor Thomas
New
"The Thing" is still doing top likely, according to informed sources E. Dewey, Senator Herbert H. Lehbusiness among straight film policy here.
man, Senator Irving M. Ives and and
houses, with the Criterion looking forThe present deadline is May 31, and Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri will be
ward to a big $25,000 for the third although consent decree talks between presented to Barnev Balaban, presi"Apache Drums" is holding Loew's officials and the Justice De- dent of Paramount Pictures, on Satweek.
up at Loew's State with a comfortable partment have been stepped up lately, urday evening, at the Hotel Commo$16,000 estimated for its third week. there is still a lot of bargaining to be dore, New York, at a testimonial dinIt will hold.
done. The extension,' probably another ner to Balaban.
At the Rivoli, "The Long Dark 30 to 60 days, would be to permit furThe album will include, among
Hall" is off to around $11,000 for a ther consent decree negotiations.
others, testimonial letters from the
second week and will be replaced by
United Jewish Appeal, Federation of
"Smugglers' Island" tomorrow. "The
T
ewish Philanthropies, and the AntiHouse on Telegraph Hill" is holding moveover, is holding firm with a Defamation League, lauding Balaban
to around $11,000 for a second week gross of $6,500 for the seventh week for his efforts on behalf of these inat the Holiday which nearly matches there.
stitutions.
Purpose of the dinneropening round. "Fighting Coast
its
Off-Broadway, "Kon-Tiki" is main- dance honoring Balaban for his culGuard" is bringing the Mayfair $11,- taining a fine grossing record at the tural, philanthropic and patriotic ac000 for a second week and will hold. Sutton, with another $11,000 due for tivities is for the benefit of a new
At the Globe, "Belle Le Grand" is its seventh week. Also holding steady building fund of the Westchester Jewplaying a 10-day stand, with the total is "Teresa" at the Trans Lux '52nd ish Center.
Co-chairmen of the dingross not expected to go far above -St., with $6,500 expected for a seventh ner are Leonard H. Goldenson, presi$10,000. "Inside the Walls of Folsom week.
dent of United Paramount Theatres
Prison" will open there on Saturday.
Harry M. Kalmine, president of WarAmong the longer runs, "Valen- 'Emperor's Nightingale' Sets
Harry Brandt, presiner Theatres
tino" is still doing well at the Astor,
dent of Brandt Theatres.
Matinee Gross Records
with $15,000 due for a fifth week.
"The Emperor's Nightingale," a
"Born Yesterday" also is racking up
a steady and substantial gross, with Czech film based on the Hans Chris- 'Caruso' Grosses $22,000
$14,000 in sight for a 22nd week at the tian Andersen fairy tale, grossed $1,- At the State in Cleveland
Victoria.
"Tales of Hoffman" con- 056 and $1,095, respectively, for Satur"The Great
Cleveland, May 21.
tinues to do near-capacity business in day and Sunday matinees at the Trans
Both Caruso" grossed $22,000 at Loew's
is reported.
St.,
it
its two-a-day reserved seat run at the Lux 60th
Bijou, with $15,000 expected for a figures are matinee records for the State here, the best gross under a
seventh week. "Cyrano de Bergerac," house, it is said. William L. Snyder straight film policy since "King Solomon's Mines" last November.
also roadshowing at the Golden oh a is presenting the picture.
rector

of

London, May

;

Another Extension Testimonial Album
For Barney Balaban
For Loew's Filing
—

Phone-

RKO

COMPO

1

—

21.

vision might well prove a
blessing to the film business,
Phil Reisman,
Pictures
vice-president
and
foreign
manager, said in an interview
here.
Television development only demands new distribution
methods, he said. The public

wants
entertainment
and motion picture producers
can supply it. A nationwide
still

dissemination

of a quality
picture at a dollar a time was
not to be despised, Reisman
suggested.

RKO to Pick
(Continued from page 1)
for

American

Lovely" and

distribution

"Happy Go

Marlene."

"Lilli

Reisman believes that distribution in
Americas of worthwhile foreign

the

product will be a healthy stimulant to

Hollywood. The success of the British-made "Treasure Island" demonstrated the potentialities of the plan,
Reisman said, adding that in his view
the time had come for America to
adopt a more liberal attitude towards
other countries' pictures.

He

suggested that the recent turn
business in America reveals the
necessity of bringing variety to existing theatre programs and sees great
possibilities in the new program. He
was impressed by the high quality of
dubbing in Italy and France and said
may find it advisable to import
to America some top foreign technicians who would use American actors
in the dubbing process.
of

RKO

Reisman admitted new distribution
methods might be required. A dubbed
French film, for example, might have
trial

runs

in

the

"art"

theatres folif the picture clicked.
In such a case, he
pointed out, a foreign film which now
gets 200 to 300 bookings conceivably
could get 3,000 or 4,000.

lowed by regular release
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National
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Pre-Selling

A TOTAL

"The Guy
(

of

600

3

especially

pre-

pared radio spot announcements
were launched over the weekend to
herald the arrival of 20th CenturyFox's Technicolor musical, "On the
Riviera," opening at the Roxy theatre
here tomorrow. This major time-buy,
embracing top independent stations
covering Greater New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and Westchester, is
said to be the largest ever obtained
for a single film attraction in this area
and uses a series of unique arrange-

ments featuring Danny Kaye in oneminute, 30-second and 20-second versions. Averaging a hundred spots per
day, the schedule is geared to cooperate with the numerous disc-jockey tieups which have been effected, and have
been booked around radio shows that
will insure the largest listening audi-

Answers

Who Came Back"

AND PAINS involved
THE PANGS
time has taken
dramatized with
its toll

in a football hero's adjustment to the
feeling, sentiment and

are

•

screen audiences abroad was
carried recently on the Voice
of America's "Here Are the

Who

occasional humor in "The Guy
Came Back." Paul Douglas portrays
the "guy" of the title, who a few years prior to World War II was a sensation
on the field. The production is rounded out by a large and competent cast
that includes Joan Bennett, as his wife Linda Darnell, "the other woman"
Don De Fore, an old college friend, and Zero Mostel, a buddy of Douglas'
and former heavyweight champ. With its resourceful production treatment
and the exploitable cast, the picture should make a satisfactory showing at
;

most

Answers" program beamed to
Europe, the Middle East and

;

the Far East. Alfred E. Corwin, New York information
director for the Motion Picture Association, refuted the

box-offices.

charge in an air-wave inter-

As

the hero of the story who tumbles into a series of misfortunes, Douglas
a figure who merits understanding but hardly sympathy, for most of his
troubles stem from his inability to maturely face the fact that he has gotten
older and no longer can contend with the rigors of playing football.
At the
outbreak of the war he tries to enlist in the Navy but is rejected because of
Still bent on playing football he gets spurned by several
a foot injury.
coaches.
In time domestic difficulties arise and he separates from his wife
And child. Miss Darnell tries to promote a stage career for him but it
hardly goes over.

view.

is

Complete transcripts of the
broadcast are available on request to the MPAA.

Candy Concessions
Escape US Tax

Things get pretty gloomy and it looks like Miss Bennett is going to marry
Douglas finally becomes
even though she still loves Douglas.
resigned to the fact that he no longer can play and decides to take a job as a
football coach.
In a major game against Navy, however, Douglas in a
Washington, May 21. The House
desperate move, is sent out on the field because of a manpower shortage. Ways and Means Committee has reHe makes a sensational showing even as he realizes that he no longer is the jected proposals to put a Federal tax
man he once was. The result is an important job with the Navy and a happy on soft drinks, candy and chewing
family reunion.
gum. Such taxes would have raised
Julian Blaustein produced and Joseph Newman directed, from a screenplay prices at theatre concession counters
by Allan Scott, which was based on a Saturday Evening Post story by Wil- and probably would have curtailed

De Fore

ence.

An answer to the frequently
publicized charge that Hollywood films give a distorted
picture of American life to

Twentieth Century-Fox)
fact that

Critics on

U. S. Films Abroad

A touch of Broadway's oldtime
competitive showmanship will be
displayed in the impending "battle
of the spectaculars" between New
York's Victoria and State theatres,
facing each other across the street.
United Artists' "Fabiola" will open
at the Victoria on May 30 with an liam Fay.
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. For July release.
animated electric sign, featuring
"Fabiola" in letters 50 feet high,
Mandel Herbstman
across an illuminated mural 85 feet
Loew's State is flashing a
wide.
Redbook Magazine for June, out
announcing "Quo
panel
40-foot
Vadis" coming in the fall. Both are l|lay 25, will have a profile on Janet
multi-million dollar spectacles of Leigh written by Lloyd Shearer, enancient Rome, complete with the titled "The Three Lives of Janet
Atlanta, May 21.
Exhibitor
The magazine chooses two members
necessary atmosphere to claim that Leigh."
of the Theatre Owners of
each is the "the mightiest, the most "Pictures of the Month" Columbia's Georgia have voted approval of the
and the
Lady" and
magnificent, the biggest of them "Bullfighter
Council of Motion Picture Organizaall."
It sounds like the timely re- Metro's "The Great Caruso."
tions, becoming the 14th of the 29
•
turn of the spirit of P. T. Barnum.
regional affiliates of the Theatre OwnA tieup between 20th Century- ers of America to take such action.
•
Fox and the Liggett and Myers Corp.
United Artists is developing a spe- will net free advertising in a group
pre-selling approach for "The of top national magazines with an
cial
Man From Planet X" by arranging estimated total circulation of more
pre-views and extra publicity originat- than 75,000,000 readers for "The
ing zvith leading scientists zvho have Guy Who Came Back." Full page
Tallahassee, Fla., May 21.
A
.specialised in inter-planetary pheno- multi-color
ads
featuring
Paul state constitutional amendment demena, according to a statement from Douglas, who stars in the picture, signed to attract motion picture proMax E. Youngstein, vice-president will hit newsstands throughout the duction to Florida has been introduced
and director of advertising, publicity country, timed for the national re- in the legislature. It would provide
and exploitation fof the company. The lease of the film in July.
tax relief and tax exemptions for

—

1

Georgia Exhibitors
Vote Compo Okay

—

sales.

The Committee also turned down
Treasury Department proposals for
stiff increases in the excise taxes on
howling alleys and pool tables, and instead voted very modest increases. The
film industry had hailed these Treasury proposals as an attempt to equalize the competitive situation between
these industries and motion pictures.

:

Florida Bids for
Film Production

—

plan

will

lend,

authenticity

to

the

science-fiction story of an invasion of
the earth by men from another planet,
by stirring up scientific discussion of
thing,
a
eventualities of such
the
zvhich has never actually happened,
but is said to be still within the realm
large potential audiof possibility.
ence, interested in fascinating fiction,
is said to be willing to think there can
be a first time, and thus the possibility
shoiitd build business at the box-office.

A

A

committee of four has been
to judge the forthcoming "Cyrano Oscar Derby" contest beginningJuly 20, for exhibitors and United
Artists branch managers, to capitalize

named

the maximum effect of the unprecedented Academy Award won by Jose
Ferrer before the picture entered na-

Two theatre managers
create outstanding showmanship

tional release.

who

campaigns and two branch managers

whose

offices turn in the greatest volof bookings, will be selected to
attend the Academy Award celebrations in Hollywood in 1952, on an
Runners-up will
all-expense tour.
share a second prize of $500 in savings

ume

bonds.

Walter Brooks

studios.

Two

Illinois Bills
Relate to Industry
Chicago,

May

21.

—Two

measures

theatres have been
duced in the Illinois legislature.
affecting

intro-

House

No.

1012, would provide that
picture has been shown pre-,
viously in the state under another title,
theatres running the picture must advertise that the title has been changed.
Bill

when a

Another, House Bill No. 1006 would
give to county boards the authority to
license and regulate drive-in theatres
outside city limits. The maximum fee
is set at $1,000 per year,
_

NEWS
in Brief

Francisco, May 21.— Reno's
annual "Silver Spurs Awards" went
to 20th Century-Fox this year with
Gregory Peck receiving the award for

San

Western picture;
"The Gunfighter" awarded the best
Western picture of the year, and
"Broken Arrow" voted the best photographed. Director Henry King was
on hand to receive "The Gunfighter"
award and photographer Ernest Palmer received the spurs for "Broken
the best actor in a

Arrow."
•

Hollywood May 21.—Arthur Burnham, veteran salesman of foreign
language films, has joined the staff
of Manhattan Films International
as sales manager, it was announced
by Robert I. Kronenberg, the firm's
president.

•

Ottawa, May 21.—James A. Cowan,
who for 10 years has been press
representative of the J. Arthur Rank
Organization of Canada, has been
Canadian Governthe
to
loaned
ment National Film Board as contact
man in Europe for the Board's new

"This Freedom" series of short subjects to accent the democratic life in
the Dominion. Cowan will be away
for most of the present year.
•

Angeles, May 21.— Studio
Painters Local No. 644 has filed a
Superior Court suit seeking declaratory relief from the Painters International order suspending Herbert Sorrell from holding union office for five
years from March 18 on the ground
that its enforcement would make the
Local liable for an aggregate $27,000

Los

12-cent Admission
In Phonevision Test

"Pier 23"

May 21.—Local
Chicago,
showmen commenting on Ze-

Hollywood, May 21
exhibitor-producerwhich
first of three
i i DffiR 23" marks the
1 distributor Robert L. Lippert has made in such a manner that each may
be cut in the middle when they have exhausted their theatre possibilities and
used as they stand for two halt-hour telecasts. The picture, therefore, pioneers
(Lippert)

would seem

Boston,

May

21.

— IATSE

Local

Montpelier, Vt,

May

21.

—A

bill

levy a 10 per cent tax on entertainment admissions was withdrawn
from the State House of Representatives at the request of Rep. Orzell of
Rutland Town, chairman of the Ways
and Means committee.
•
to

—

Kansas
City, May 21.
film row held a farewell
luncheon party today at the Hotel

Kansas

City's

President for Edwin Aaron,

Mid-

division sales manager for
20th Century-Fox, on his departure
for New York to be Southern and
Western sales manager. His successor in the Midwest division position
is M. A. Levy who was present and

west

who will make his headquarters at
Minneapolis where he has been
branch manager. The luncheon was
150
approximately
by
attended
members of the industry here.

Australia Increases
(Continued from page 1)
tances, or about $5,250,000.
In addition, the companies will be
permitted to reduce accumulated bal-

ances

by

quarterly

payments

rate of $700,000 a year.

at

the

audiences accept

showed

its

may come

ABC

Technicolor
(Continued from page 1)

None

Europe on Technicolor business.
Replying to a question put by David
Weinstock, New York circuit owner
and Technicolor stockholder, Lewis
said, "If the industry wants more color
overnight they can't get it from Tech-

ing a natural transition from the

nicolor." John R. Clark, Jr., assistant
to Kalmus, who came here from the
Coast to attend the meeting for the
purpose of answering stockholders'
questions, explained that the company
is now operating at a 70-picture-yearly
peak, and that while further expansion of facilities would not be impossible there are "practical considera-

of their flavor is lost in Lippert's picturizations. And the cast employed
for "Pier 23" is on a par with casts employed in most melodramas in the
hour-long category, with Huga Beaumont, Edward Brophy, Richard Tarvis
and Richard Monahan playing the key characters, which will run through all
of the stories, and with comparable talent playing the supporting roles, which
are different in each story. William Barke produced and directed, with Jack
Leewood as associate producer, performing an especially neat trick in achievfirst

story to the second.

stories the principal character, played by Beaumont,
becomes involved in a violent chain of events precipitated by crooks who
use a feloniously-rigged wrestling match as a means of murder. In the second

In the first of the

two

he undertakes to discourage a convict from escaping from Alcatraz, mistakes
another man for the convict, and winds up charged with murder. Both stories
are told swiftly, powerfully, and with plenty of action, fast dialogue and a
considerable sprinkling of the better kind of humor. Whether audiences will
accept the Lippert format with relish only time and test can tell. In view of
the long-running implications of the dual-purpose format, a fair and thorough
testing clearly is warranted.
Running time, 57 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

May

10.

"Naughty Arlette"
(J.

in

like material shortages" which
must be considered. He pointed out
that up to the oresent Technicolor

tions

has

increased

its

output

of

footage

yearly.

Weinstock, however, insisted that
the output of Technicolor features be
increased further "because Technicolor
means something at the box-office beyond words." He requested that the
Technicolor board give consideration
to his request at its next meeting.

Arthur Rank-United Artists)
Clark revealed, in reply to stockIS NEVER quite certain whether this British Pinnacle picture,
questions, that a private exholders'
domestic
produced by J. Arthur Rank, is designed to be a comedy or a

drama,

479 of Norwalk, Conn., announced
tonight that it will picket the new
drive-in theatre in Norwalk schednight.
open Thursday
uled
to
George Brazil, IATSE agent for the
local stated that picketing was ordered because the drive-in will
open as a non-union theatre.
•

If

to follow that its design

The stories are from the highly successful series of radio melodramas broadout of San Francisco for a couple of years under the title, "Pat
cast over
Novak, for Hire." It will be remembered that they were especially vivid,
violent' first-person accounts of the adventures of an unofficial private-eye, and
that their dialogue was sharp and colorful enough to set the pattern for most
of the private-eye radio programs which flooded the air waves thereafter.

ONE

contract

pointed
out that it
4.5 average viewers
for every film shown, or an
average of less than 25 cents
per person on the basis of the
$1 charge per program. Disshare would be
tributors'
about 12 cents.
port

two-story format agreeably, it
If they
into widespread use.
do not— but that is the question "Pier 23" is to answer. A reviewer witnessing
a projection-room screening of "Pier 23" would be reckless indeed if he rushed
to a quick prediction that it will or will not prosper in theatres. But it is to
be said that a most appropriate bundle of subject material and players have
been used for the Lippert try-out of the double-purpose format.

something different.

to run.

its

nith Radio's 90-day Phonevision test's preliminary re-

pictures

with Sorrell as
business agent which has three years

under
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The British players
nonetheless the results are interesting.
featured in the production include Mai Zetterling, Hugh Williams and Margot
Graham, and they capture the spirit and atmosphere of the exclusive girls'
school where the action takes place.
With Eric L'Epine Smith actually producing and Edmond T. Greville
directing, "Naughty Arlette" tells the story of a middle aged school master,
the only male member on the staff, falling in love with one of the pupils, Miss
Williams,
Zetterling, who plays the part of a spoiled, conceited French girl.
the school master, who has until now led an exemplary domestic life, becomes
completely confused and is all but ready to run away with the girl. However,
his
the denouement finds Williams going back to his family after telling
but

will never forget her. And it is significant that although in
conflict is satisfactorily resolved, in a moral sense it is
sense
the
practical
a
other
not, for Williams only returns to the fold because he seems to have no
"Naughty Arlette" may not be completely satisfying to those who
choice.
object to errant husbands being treated sympathetically, but it is, all the same,
pleasing film fare. Edward Dryhurst and Peggy Barwell wrote the screenThe direction is kept at a nice pace with some humorous and serious
play.
moments kept at a good balance. Williams is fine as the serious teacher led

paramour that he

astray.

Running

time, 86 minutes.

Adult audience

perimental

laboratory

demonstration

of Technicolor's tube for color television will be held next month to determine its future, "if any." Weinstock
asked Lewis to report if Technicolor

had contracts with Radio Corporation
of America, but the meeting chairman
declined to comply.

Lewis pointed out that taxes are
He
reducing the company's profit.
reported that the net profit after taxes
and other charges for the first quarter ended March 31 was $540,934 compared with $632,984 for the correTaxes, he
sponding period of 1950.
said, were $976,620 for the 1951 quarter as against $439,702 for the 1950
quarter.
The latest quarter earnings
are equivalent to 58 cents a share of
stock, while the 1950 quarter earnings
were equivalent to 69 cents a share.

classification.

The

stockholders reelected the fol-

lowing to the company's board Lewis,
Eversley Childs, Jr., David S. Shattuck and Murray D. Welch.
:

U.K. Gross Down in Zanuck Asks Aides
To Take Pay Cut
Last 1950 Quarter
London,

May

21.

— Despite

a slight

increase in theatre admission
gross takings during the quarter ended
last Dec. 30 declined from the previous quarter's £26,976,000 ($74,932,800), to £24,860,000 ($69,608,000), a
Board of Trade report scheduled to
be released Wednesday will show.
The Board says the decline was probably due to seasonal causes.
The report covers production during the quarter ended March 31, 1950,
and shows considerable improvement
in activity at first feature studios compared with the previous year, mainly
in cheaper films with a labor cost not
in excess of £75,000 ($210,000).
prices,

Hollywood, May

21.

—Representa- Industry, US Talks

of the Screen Producers Guild
and the Artists-Managers Guild joined

(Continued from page 1)

tives

the meeting, with emphasis rather
being on such items as generators,
copper salvage and similar products.
Among the organizations slated to
be represented, according to Golden,
are: The Council of Motion picture
organizations, Motion Picture Asso-

with Screen Actors, Screen Writers
and Screen Directors guilds committees in tonight's meeting called for
the purpose of formulating uniform
policy with respect to the 20th-Fox
receiving
employes
that
proposals
more than $500 weekly accept voluntary salary reductions.
Conferees will have before them
a statement by Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th-Fox vice-president in charge of
production, advocating unanimous compliance with the company plan out-

at

lined to stockholders.

Dealers Association.-

ciation of America, the Theatre Owners of America, Society of Indepen-

dent Motion Picture Producers, Allied
States

Association,

Theatre

Equip-

ment and Supply Manufacturers Association and the Theatre Equipment
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(Continued from page 1)

"Skipalong Rosenhloom"
(

"A Day with

the F. B. I."

This Technicolor documentary takes
audience to the impressive Depart-

its

ment of Justice building in Washington and gives a close-up view of the
complex and efficient working of the
F. B. I. staff and the network of
communications that extends to the
Attention is centered on
field forces.
the Bureau's fingerprint file and its
Next is
crime detection laboratory.
shown the rigorous training of new
recruits and then the cameras shift to
three hypothetical crimes which afford
a demonstration of F. B. I. agents in
Emphasis is placed on the
action.
Federal aid rendered local police
forces and the question of subversives,
although mentioned, not specifically
depicted. Director J. Edgar Hoover
appears in a closing scene. Runningtime, 19 minutes.

COMPO Seminar
Continued from page

meeting

in conjunction

1

with the Coast

since it was anticipated that
directors would be the seminar delegates.
large number of suggestions for
a seminar agenda have been received
headquarters from repreat
sentatives of the various
member organizations.
The largest single contribution of
suggestions for an agenda has come
from the Motion Picture Industry
Council in Hollywood, over the sig-

parley

COMPO
A

COMPO

nature

of

Kline- United Artists)

LOVABLE ex-light heavyweight champion, "Slapsie" Maxie
THAT
Rosenbloom, matches
scattered wits with former heavyweight champion
his

(Rd-Dr— Columbia)

(

22, 1951

Tax Vote

Reviews

Short
Subject

May

COMPO

Art Arthur,

it

was

said.

Mayer acknowledged

that in a loose
will be the seminar host,

sense MPIC
although, as has been pointed out in
the past, those from exhibition, production and distribution who will participate in the round-table conference

The
double barreled spoof of television and Westerns.
burlesque depends heavily upon slapstick, malapropisms and old_ puns for its
comedy. It is boisterous, rough-and-ready fun with all the merits and faults
of this type of humor. Those who like the nonsequitur joke, the obvious play
on words and double-talk will probably enjoy "Skipalong Rosenbloom," a
lampoon of television Westerns which ribs TV, video addicts, sponsors and,

Max

Baer

in

this

considered and voted the exemption.
The change would also affect such
items as cameras and film used by
portrait photographers, blueprint film,
x-ray film and cameras and other
"business cost" items. The change
would cost the government $18,000,000
annually, of which the motion picture
industry would gain a
substantial
part.

A similar provision was put in the
House
version of the 1950 tax bill,
constantly
with
Bend,
a
town
a
Buttonhole
Max Baer is the scourge of
but eliminated in the Senate.
diminishing population due to Baer's itchy trigger-finger. Allied with slinky
The committee today also considered
Hillary Brook, Baer and Fuzzy Knight are trying to swindle Rosenbloom's
grandfather out of his ranch and a lost gold mine. Rosenbloom, whose very but put off for action later a proposal
name strikes terror in the heart of every outlaw West of Madison Square to ease the tax treatment of firms
Baer disregards the with foreign branches, a proposal in
Garden, comes to town to protect his grandfather.
Marquis of Queensbury rules in a dozen attempts to finish off Skipalong. Like which film companies are keenly interested. At present, subsidiaries do
all Westerns, the picture has its fights, chases, poker games and shootingmelees all played in broad comedy style. Justice triumphs in an explosive not pay taxes on foreign earnings
climax. In the tradition of cowboy heroes, Rosenbloom does not get the girl, until they are actually remitted but
Jacqueline Fontaine, but the ex-boxer goes into one clinch with her before he branches must pay as soon as the
money is earned, even though it may
loses out to Jackie Coogan, a cowardly cowboy.
be frozen overseas. The change proWally Kline produced this anything-for-a-laugh comedy. Sam Newfield posed in the committee would defer
an
on
Forman,
based
directed, from a screenplay by Dean Reisner and Eddie
the tax on branch, income until acoriginal story by the latter.
tually remitted. The Treasury, which
Running time, 72 minutes. General audience classification.
two years ago recommended the
change, today was lukewarm on the
of course, the

Western

itself.

—

subject, pointing out it would cost
$50,000,000 a year, and the matter was
finally "passed over without prejudice."

"In Old Amarillo"
(Republic)

ROY ROGERS again

rides, fights

and sings

to victory over villainy and, in

The film, directed by William Witney under the
associate producership of Edward J. White, should prove satisfying to Rogers'
fans and to exhibitors who depend on these staple attractions.
The script, by Sloan Nibley, has Rogers, an agent for a benevolent cattle
this story, the elements.

baron, combatting a drought that threatens the ranchers of a Texas valley,
evil plans of Roy Barcroft to buy their stock at distress prices. Added
complications are the presence of Ken Howell, the weak son of the cattle
Howell falls in with
baron, and his sweetheart, fiery Estelita Rodriguez.
Barcroft and against his will is involved in the murder of a pilot attempting
The narrative provides ample scope for action
to make rain for the valley.
and a number of song sequences, performed by Rogers and his riders with their
The finish finds Howell redeemed in the eyes of the
usual competence.
ranchers by his successful "seeding" of rain clouds.

and the

Services for

Wood

(Continued from page 1)
during World War I. He was effective in opposing burdensome taxation
and legislation in Ohio and aided
!

legislative camof a puckish humor, he created that fictional exhibitor, Jim Mason, of Cherry Valley,
whose letters to editors often con-

mightily

in

national

Possessed

paigns.

veyed an important message.

Edmund Hartman and Ronald Reagan

Martin G. Smith, president of the
stormy Miss Rodriguez. Pinky Lee again contributes Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
humorously. Others in the cast are Pierre Watkin, William Holmes and, of paid Wood tribute, saying that in
Wood's death he had lost his "truest
course. Trigger and Bullet, Rogers' dog.
friend and closest confidant." Also,
release.
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. May
Vaughan O'Brien that "his talents were unique." Trueman T. Rembusch, president of Allied

as a committee on arrangements for
the seminar.

"Snake River Desperadoes"

States,

will

group

at

(Columbia)

mourned

will

pay their

own

travel

and hotel

expenses.

MPIC

has appointed Jesse Lasky,

Penny Edwards,

is

as the pretty grand-daughter of rancher Elizabeth Risdon,

in quiet contrast to

represent
the

national

the

funeral.

Rembusch

the loss of "an Allied stal-

who gave so
once again fighting the badmen of the Old wart, one of the men
much."
Reynolds
the
Durango
With
in
his
dual
role
Steve
and
Kid.
as
West
(Continued from page 1)
Abram F. Myers, Allied counsel
Smiley Burnette along to provide some help and an occasional song or laugh,
and board chairman, praised Wood as
of Paleface" (Technicolor), starring Starrett rounds up a vicious gang that tries to provoke war between the
Bob Hope and Roy Rogers Robert settlers and the Indians in order to profit from the sale of firearms. The "one of the ablest exhibitor leaders
Welch, producer Frank Tashlin, di- plot is uncomplicated, with nary a romance (or a woman for that matter) whose contributions to the general
welfare will become more and more
or a sub-plot in the entire 54 minutes of lively action.
rector.
Also, "Warbqnnet" (Technicolor), starThe villain of the piece, is Monte Blue, a trader, although Starrett discovers evident as time wears on."
ring- Charlton Heston and Gloria Grahame;
this only near the end of the picture. While pretending to be a friend of the
Mel Epstein, producer; George Marshall,
director.
"The Denver and Rio Grande" Indians, Blue is secretly arousing the settlers against them by staging raids
With the ranchers about to
(Technicolor); Nat Holt, producer; Byron which appear to be the work of the Redmen.
"The Lumberjack and go to war against the Indians, the latter begin to purchase rifles from Blue.
Haskin, director.
the Lady" (Technicolor), Pine-Thomas prowith both the white men and the Redmen blindly
Is
duction. "At Sea With the Navy," starring His plan is working well,
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis; Hal Wallis, heading for war, when Starrett, assisted by a white boy, Tommy Ivo, and
Funeral services for M. Jack Meyer,
producer.
Sack,"
starring
Alan his young Indian friend, Don Reynolds, exposes the plot and brings peace
"Sad
Columbia art director, will be held
Young; Paul Jones, producer. "Hurricane
rounding up the gang.
here this morning at Riverside MemoWilliams" (Technicolor), Holt, producer. to the territory after killing Blue and
"Military Policeman," starring Bob Hope;
Action fans will find a full quota of gun play, chases and fights in this rial Chapel. Meyer died suddenly at
Harry Tugend, producer.
Durango Kid film, although it falls short of some of the better pictures in New York Hospital Sunday of a
Also, "Sapphire Sal" (Technicolor), starColbert Clark produced and Fred F. Sears directed, heart attack.
ring Betty Hutton; Robert Welch, pro- this popular series.
ducer.
"Roman Holiday," William Wyler, from a screenplay by Barry Shipman.
Before joining Columbia in 1936 he
producer, director.
"Anything Can HapGeneral audience classification.
For May
Running time, 54 minutes.
was associated with the art departpen," Perlberg-Seaton production; Seaton,
director.
"Carib Gold," Pine-Thomas pro- release.
ments of Ruthrauff and Ryan, Production; Edward Ludwig, director.
"War
ducers Distributing Corp., Pathe and
of the Worlds" (Technicolor), George Pal

CHARLES STARRETT

Para. Sets 16

is

,

;

;

M. Jack Meyer of
Columbia
Dead

production.

Ferrer to Testify
Washington, May

Un - American

21.

—The House

Hubert Voight Heads Hearing in Sept. for
Denver Trust Action
Wald-Krasna Unit
Hollywood,

May

21.

-

Hubert

tomorrow with Academy Award win-

Voight, veteran film publicist, has
been appointed merchandising manager
in charge of the newly-formed ex-

ner Jose Ferrer scheduled as the wit-

ploitation

ness.

jerry

hearings

Activities

on Hollywood

committee's
will

resume

department

.

established

Wald and Norman

Krasna.

by

Denver,

May 21.—The

$3,000,000

RKO.

Rites for Shellman

—

Baltimore, May 21. Funeral serLoew's,
and vices were held here today for James
Fox Intermountain Theatres has Shellman, former film columnist for
been set for Sept. 24 hearing in United The Sun and theatre publicist, who
States District Court.
died last Friday.
anti-trust

suit

of

against 20th-Fox,

Cinema

Theatres

RKO

Tuesday,

May

22, 1951
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TV-RADIO SCROLLS PRESENTED
TO FAME-DAILY'S POLL WINNERS
WINNERS

of the

1950

MOTION PICTURE
DAILY-FAME Television
and Radio Polls, named by
newspaper and magazine
television and radio editors, have been presented
with

scrolls

memorializing

achievement. The
presentations were made

their

acknowledged on the
programs of the cham-

or

Accompanying phoshow some of the win-

pions.

tos

ners with awards.

RONALD COLMAN,

MARTIN QUIGLEY.

voted Film Personality
Most Effective on Radio.

JR.. editor of Motion Picture
Herald, presents scroll to Irving S. Olds, board
chairman of U. S. Steef, whose Theatre Guild
on the Air was voted radio's best dramatic pro-

gram.

GROUCHO MARX,

whose "You Bet Your Life"
show was voted Best Quiz Show and Best Audience Participation Program.

DOROTHY

KIRSTEN, Best Classical Female
1950 Radio acknowledges her
Fame award on NBC program.

Vocalist

of

BILL STERN receives award as Radio's Best
Sporfscasfer of 1950 from Vaughan O'Brien,
MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

DINAH SHORE,

of Champions for 1950,
and Radio's Best Comedian, looks pleased.

EVE ARDEN, voted Radio's Best Comedienne,
exhibits award.

JACK BENNY. Champion

Radio's Best Popular Female
Vocalist of ?950.

Exclusive with this projector.
Only the Eastman 16mm. Projector, Model 25, provides the revolutionary

new

features listed below, together with

many

others

. •

Arc model complete with rectifier unit.

New Optical System based upon use of
Lumenized Kodak Projection Ektar
Lenses. The picture is in sharp focus
overall. Highlights, middletones,

and

shadow

areas are clearly defined, with
range of tones between highlights and

shadows complete,

natural.

|

For further information

and

prices, write

for

copy of new 16-page book, "Theater Quality
16mm. Projection."

New Sound
"slitless"

New Heavy-Duty Mechanical Design esnew standards of 16mm. per-

Reproduction employing

type sound optical

tablishes

system.

formance. For example: shock forces in
each essential kinematic unit are iso-

Special curved cylindrical lens element
forms intermediate image which is imaged on film at further reduction of 3 to
1, giving flat image of uniform width
and constant intensity.

lated; accelerators in intermittent sys-

tem are cushioned; geneva
ment is of advanced design.

Motion Picture Film Department
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342 Madison Avenue
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House Group NCA Is Seen Heading for a More
Conciliatory Distributor Attitude
Votes to End
May —
many
Raw Film Tax

Has Been Hit

Committee Also Favors
Exemption for Cameras

70 Features Per Year

—

The
Washington, May 21.
House Ways and Means commitan earlier
exempt cameras
Hollywood studios

tee today, reconsidering

action,

voted

to

and film used in
and other film industry businesses
from the Federal excise taxes on photographic apparatus and film.
This change, which includes raw
stock, means substantial tax relief for
the industry.

Last week the committee voted to
cut from 25 per cent to 20 per cent
the tax on apparatus but to boost from
IS per cent to 20 per cent the tax on
film. At that time, some consideration

21
Minneapolis,
For the first time in
years, North
Central Allied is expected under its new regime to completely
reverse its policy, abandoning its "get-tough" attitude and, instead,
adopt a more conciliatory stand in its relationship with distributors.
"The whole situation concerning exhibitor-distributor relations"
is now under consideration, Ted Mann, newly elected president
of NCA stated. Asked if he intended to continue the militant attitude of his NCA predecessor, Ben Berger, Mann said discussions
are now under way with board members which "might possibly"
bring about a complete switch from wild swinging attacks to a
policy of conciliation and negotiation of trade practice disputes
with distributors. Mann said a new plan of NCA activities and
policies would be ready for announcement soon.

COMPO

Seminar on Coast
Expected To Be Postponed
Services

Today

for

Wood

P.

to exempting from the tax
J. (Pete)
apparatus and film which could be
characterized as "business cost" items,
Columbus, O., May 21. Services
but the committee decided not to vote will be held here at two P.M. tomorsuch an exemption. Yesterday, it rerow at Schoed-

was given

—

(Continued on page 6)

for

Offices to

Chapel

For U.

Wood,

21.

— Inaugurating

longsecretary

time
of

London, May

J

denly on Saturday night.

Market

S.

Philip

(Pete) Wood,
who died sud-

Pick Foreign Films

the Indepen-

COMPO

seminar on production problems which
was scheduled for June 11-12 in Hollywood.
First

Owners

of

Ohio

policy of bidding for the outstandingand a director
product of any country,
Pictures
of national Alwill establish liaison departments in
lied, came to the
Philip J. Wood
all important world capitals between
Ohio association
local producers and the
home
about 30 years
office, Phil Reisman, vice-president in ago after breaking all records selling
charge of foreign distribution, said Liberty Bonds in the Pittsburgh area
here.
(Continued on page 6)
The new departments will keep
New York informed of all likely production projects, even in script stage.
The company has recently acquired
(Continued on page 2)

RKO

RKO

definite

indication

that

there

postponement of the
seminar came yesterday. Mayer's announcement, it was said, will point
out that there would not be enough
time left between the present and
mid-June to complete general prepabe

A

COMPO

doubt will meet in
prior to the

was

New York a few
new seminar date,

said.

(Continued on page 6)

For 1951 Shooting U.

Washington, May

21.

—A

meeting

of officials of half a dozen industry organizations will be held here on Wed-

nesday
National
Production
with
Authority film chief Nathan D. Golden to discuss means of conserving
scarce items and materials.
Golden said the idea would be to
study "elimination and substitution
and things like that." He stated that
to the best of his knowledge, raw
stock conservation would not come up
(Continued on page 4)

See

No Expansion Over

Technicolor's studios are operating at present at maximum capacity
and the film industry must not expect an increase in the output of
features in Technicolor in the foreseeable future, it was brought out yesterday at the annual meeting here of
Technicolor, Inc., stockholders.
In
recent months, exhibitor organizations
have increasingly urged that more pictures be made in color to counteract
the business decline.
Emphasis that Technicolor has expanded its production facilities to the
limit and that there appears to be no
likelihood of immediate further expansion was
made by George F.
Lewis,
Technicolor
vice-president,
general counsel and secretary, who
presided at the meeting in the absence
of Herbert T. Kalmus, president, now
(Continued on page 4)

Six Film Clinics

For Independents
Set in Mo. and 111.
Piedmont, Mo., May
—A
21.

series

Another board meeting
of six regional meetings and film clinwould be held following the seminar
ics have been scheduled for June by
for the purpose of acting on proposals
Mid-Central Allied Independent Theand_ resolutions
approved
the
by
atre Owners, to be held in Missouri
seminar delegates.
Illinois, Jeff Jefferis, organizaWhen the date for a semiar was and
tion president, stated here today. This
first announced on April 23, it was
will mark the initial appearance of
intended to hold a COMPO board
the "film clinics" in Mid-Central Alit

Para. Sets 16 Films Australia Increases

Industry and US to
Talk Conservation

Output Limit

a

rations for the round-table conference.
postponement of "several weeks"
was foreseen. The
board no

Theatre weeks

dent
a

Arthur L. Mayer, executive vicepresident of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, is expected to
announce within a few days arrangements for postponing the

State would

inger's
Street

RKO

Technicolor's

S.

Remittances

territory, although such clinics
have been held with much success in
Iowa, Texas, Pennsylvania, Nebraska
and many other states. Al Myrick,
president, and Leo Wolcott, chairman
lied

(Continued on page 3)

36 Independents

in
Australian
government has
to
boost
substantially
the
schedule for the balance of 1951. More amount of current earnings that U.S.
Salt Lake City, May 21.
than half will be in Technicolor.
thefilm companies can remit, and also to
The pictures are: "Shane" (Tech- permit substantial transfers on present atre service organization to serve independent theatres throughout the Innicolor), starring Alan Ladd, Wil- blocked balances.
liam Holden and Jean Arthur George
For the last three years, U.S. com- termountain area has been completed
Stevens, producer-director. "Famous," panies have been able to remit only and is now in operation. Known as
starring Bing Crosby; Pat Duggan, 50 per cent as much as they remitted Westates, Inc., the organization has
producer.
"Somebody Loves Me" in 1946. Under a new agreement been incorporated with the following
(Technicolor), starring Betty Hut- worked out largely under substantial officers and directors J. A. English,
Charles L. Walker, viceton and Ralph Meeker William Perl- industrial pressure, U.S. companies president
Clyde
berg and George Seaton, producers
will be able this year to transfer 75 president and general manager
Irving Brecher, director-writer. "Son per cent as much as their 1946 remit- A. Blasius, secretary-treasurer A. C.
Sixteen

have
Paramount's

pictures

nounced for

been anproduction

The

New Film Combine

agreed

—A

;

'

:

;

;

;

;

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 3)
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$150,000 in Second

Week for 'Caruso'
Tops B'way Runs

Personal Mention
G

SULLIVAN,
AEL
A
is

due in

In Phonevision

MULVEY,

to-

Balaban and Katz

Robert J. O'Donnell, Council of
Motion Picture Organizations treas-

,

America,

JAMES

Washington

A.

London,

smash run of "The
Great Caruso" at Radio City Music

e

continuing

rather
Hall here again highlights a
drab week at Broadway's first-run
Drizzling rains over the
theatres.
weekend served to strengthen business
and Sunat most houses on Saturday
to comneeded
was
pickup
day but the
pensate for the slow weekdays before.

exceptional _ap.peal
brought the Music Hall a better Saturday and Sunday gross than in its
continuing to
first week and it was
build yesterday. If the pace is maintained the second week's gross is ex-

"Caruso's"

pected to reach $150,000, which is outstanding for a non-holiday run and
compares favorably attendance - wise
with both Easter and Christmas business at the Hall.

"Divide" Strong

An opener is "Along the Great
Divide" at the Strand, where a first
week's gross of around $37,000 is estithe figure is the best there in
recent weeks a revue, "Parisian FolParamount,
lies," is on stage. At the

mated

;

;

"Appointment with Danger" and Louis
Jourdan's band' is adding up to $47,-

—

000 for its second week substantial
"Sealed
but not exceptional business
Cargo" will open there tomorrow.
"Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the
Farm" is slow at the Capitol, with a
;

second and final week expected to
bring in about $19,000; "Go for

Herbert Stern

of

COMPO

department

of M-G-M's pubvisiting IndianapDetroit, Toledo and

•

suggested.
Ellis G. Arnall, president of the
Motion
PicSociety of Independent
•
ture Producers, has returned to AtEdward Lachman, president of lanta from New York.
to
•
Carbons, Inc., is on the Coast from
(Continued
from page 1)
Frances Weil, Paramount publicist,
New York.
•
plane
here
by
scheduled to leave
is
for American distribution "Happy Go
Fred Goldberg, Paramount's promo- for Hollywood on Thursday for a Lovely" and "Lilli Marlene."
leave
vacation.
tion manager, is scheduled to
Reisman believes that distribution in
here today for Milwaukee.
•
James O'Connell, city manager the Americas of worthwhile foreign
William Wyler, producer-director, for Evergreen Theatres, moves to Se- product will be a healthy stimulant to
Hollywood. The success of the Brithas returned to Hollywood from New attle to assume the same position for
ish-made "Treasure Island" demonthere.
the
company
York.
strated the potentialities of the plan,
•
•
Frank J. Durkee, owner of the Reisman said, adding that in his view
Foster M. Blake, Universal-Interthe time had come for America to
national Western sales manager, left Durkee circuit in Maryland, is a
patient at University of Maryland adopt a more liberal attitude towards
here yesterday for Chicago.
other countries' pictures.
•
Hospital, Baltimore.
•
He suggested that the recent turn
Lindsley Parsons, producer, has
Jules Levey, producer, is scheduled of business in America reveals the
Hollywood for San Francisco,
left
to leave here for Europe on June 22. necessity of bringing variety to existPortland, Ore., and Seattle.
ing theatre programs and sees great
possibilities in the new program. He
was impressed by the high quality of
dubbing in Italy and France and said
RKO may find it advisable to import

Cleveland,
olis,
Pittsburgh.

RKO

Another Extension Testimonial Album
For Barney Balaban
For Loew's Filing

Broke" will bow in there on Thurs"I'd Climb the Highest Mountain," billed with the N. Y. Philharmonic, is drawing a modest $50,000
for its second and final week at the
A testimonial album containing auRoxy. "On the Riviera" will open
Another
Washington, May 21.
photographs from Presithere tomorrow.
extension in the deadline for Loew's tographed
President of Israel
dent Truman,
the
plan
with
divorcement
to
file
a
"Thing" Still Tops
Governor Thomas
Weizmann,
Chaim
believed
New York Statutory Court is
"The Thing" is still doing top likely, according to informed sources E. Dewey, Senator Herbert H. Lehman, Senator Irving M. Ives;- and and
business among straight film policy here.
houses, with the Criterion looking forThe present deadline is May 31, and Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri will be
ward to a big $25,000 for the third although consent decree talks between presented to Barnev Balaban, presi"Apache Drums" is holding Loew's officials and the Justice De- dent of Paramount Pictures, on Satweek.
up at Loew's State with a comfortable partment have been stepped up lately, urday evening, at the Hotel Commo$16,000 estimated for its third week. there is still a lot of bargaining to be dore, New York, at ;a testimonial dinday.

'

Phone-

can supply it. A nationwide
dissemination of a quality
picture at a dollar a time was
not to be despised, Reisman

York.

is

—

still
wants
entertainment
and motion picture producers

Sanford Abrahams, assistant to
Distributing Corp. vice-president, is
due to leave here tonight for Detroit, Monogram-Allied Artists national advertising director John C. Flinn, has
returning Thursday.
•
returned to Hollywood from New
Herbert Crooker

21.

RKO

Theatres, Chicago, and Mrs. Stern urer, who has been conferring in New
Arthur L. Mayer,
with
are due to arrive here from Europe York
executive vice-president, is
today aboard the S. S. lie De France.
•
due to return to Dallas tomorrow.
•
E. K. O'Shea, Paramount Film

licity

May

vision might well prove a
blessing to the film business,
Pictures
Phil Reisman,
vice-president
and foreign
manager, said in an interview
here.
Television development only demands new distribution
methods, he said. The public

morrow from New York.

A

22,-1951

Reisman Sees Aid

president of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, has
left here for the Coast.

executive di-

May

—

Pick

to America some top foreign technicians who would use American actors
in the dubbing process.

Reisman admitted new distribution
methods might be required. A dubbed
French film, for example, might have
runs

the

"art"

theatres folif the picture clicked.
In such a case, he
pointed out, a foreign film which now
gets 200 to 300 bookings conceivably
could get 3,000 or 4,000.

trial

in

lowed by regular release

;

hold.
At the Rivoli, "The Long Dark
Hall" is off to around $11,000 for a
second week and will be replaced by
It will

"Smugglers' Island" tomorrow. "The
House on Telegraph Hill" is holding
to around $11,000 for a second week
at the Holiday which nearly matches
opening round. "Fighting Coast
its
Guard" is bringing the Mayfair $11,000 for a second week and will hold.

At the Globe, "Belle Le Grand"

is

done. The extension, probably another
30 to 60 days, would be to permit further consent decree negotiations.

holding firm with a
is
gross of $6,500 for the seventh week

moveover,
there.

Off-Broadway, "Kon-Tiki"

is

main-

taining a fine grossing record at the
Sutton, with another $11,000 due for
its seventh week. Also holding steady

playing a 10-day stand, with the total is "Teresa" at the Trans Lux 52nd
gross not expected to go far above St., with $6,500 expected for a seventh
$10,000. "Inside the Walls of Folsom week.
Prison" will open there on Saturday.
Among the longer runs, "Valen- 'Emperor's Nightingale' Sets
tino" is still doing well at the Astor,
Matinee Gross Records
with $15,000 due for a fifth week.
"The Emperor's Nightingale," a
"Born Yesterday" also is racking up
a steady and substantial gross, with Czech film based on the Hans Chris$14,000 in sight for a 22nd week at the tian Andersen fairy tale, grossed $1,"Tales of Hoffman" con- 056 and $1,095, respectively, for SaturVictoria.
tinues to do near-capacity business in day and Sunday matinees at the Trans
Both
St., it is reported.
its two-a-day reserved seat run at the Lux 60th
Bijou, with $15,000 expected for a figures are matinee records for the
seventh week. "Cyrano de Bergerac," house, it is said. William L. Snyder
also roadshowing at the Golden on a is presenting the picture.
.

ner to Balaban.

The
others,

album

will

testimonial

\:

among

include,
letters

from

the

United Jewish Appeal, Federation of
T
ewish Philanthropies, and the AntiDefamation League, lauding Balaban
for his efforts on behalf of these inPurpose of the dinnerstitutions.
dance honoring Balaban for his cultural, philanthropic and patriotic ac-

NEW YORK THEATRES

the benefit of a new
building fund of the Westchester JewCo-chairmen of the dinish Center.
ner are Leonard H. Goldenson, president of United Paramount Theatres
Harry M. Kalmine, president of WarHarry Brandt, presiner Theatres
dent of Brandt Theatres.

tivities

is

for

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Dorothy

KIRSTEN
Blanche

Color by

-

Jarmila

NOVOTNA

TH £60 M

TECHNICOLOR

;

An M-G-M
Pius Spectacular

Picture

STAGE PRESENTATION

;

.

ANDREWS BALEHDA
US

'Caruso' Grosses $22,000
At the State in Cleveland

— "The

Cleveland, May
Caruso" grossed $22,000
21.

at

omon's Mines"

last

A ndhMcKlHUt

UHt

Great
Loew's
under a

State here, the best gross
straight film policy since "King Sol-
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Pre- Selling

A TOTAL

600

Answers

especially

pre-

pared radio spot announcements
were launched over the weekend to
herald the arrival of 20th CenturyFox's Technicolor musical, "On the
Riviera," opening at the Roxy theatre
here tomorrow. This major time-buy,
embracing top independent stations
covering Greater New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and Westchester, is
said to be the largest ever obtained
for a single film attraction in this area
and uses a series of unique arrangements featuring Danny Kaye in oneminute, 30-second and 20-second versions. Averaging a hundred spots per
day, the schedule is geared to cooperate with the numerous disc-jockey tieups which have been effected, and have
been booked around radio shows that
will insure the largest audience.

Twentieth Century-Fox)
its toll

in a football hero's adjustment to the
feeling, sentiment and

are

Who

occasional humor in "The Guy
Came Back." Paul Douglas portrays
the "guy" of the title, who a few years prior to World War II was a sensation
on the field. The production is rounded out by a large and competent cast
that includes Joan Bennett, as his wife Linda Darnell, "the other woman"
Don De Fore, an old college friend, and Zero Mostel, a buddy of Douglas'
and former heavyweight champ. With its resourceful production treatment
and the exploitable cast, the picture should make a satisfactory showing at
;

most

box-offices.

A

touch of Broadway's oldtime
competitive showmanship will be

the hero of the story who tumbles into a series of misfortunes, Douglas
a figure who merits understanding but hardly sympathy, for most of his
troubles stem from his inability to maturely face the fact that he has gotten
older and no longer can contend with the rigors of playing football. At the
outbreak of the war he tries to enlist in the Navy but is rejected because of
a foot injury.
Still bent on playing football he gets spurned by several
coaches.
In time domestic difficulties arise and he separates from his wife
and child. Miss Darnell tries to promote a stage career for him but it
hardly goes over.

Things get pretty gloomy and it looks like Miss Bennett is going to marry
even though she still loves Douglas.
Douglas finally becomes
resigned to the fact that he no longer can play and decides to take a job as a
football coach.
In a major game against Navy, however, Douglas in a
desperate move, is sent out on the field because of a manpower shortage.
He makes a sensational showing even as he realizes that he no longer is the
man he once was. The result is an important job with the Navy and a happy

Six Film

Georgia Exhibitors
Vote Compo Okay

—

;

;

'

;

New Film Combine

;

A

said to be willing to think there can
be a first time, and thus the possibility
should build business at the box-office.
is

A

committee of four has been
to judge the forthcoming "Cyrano Oscar Derby" contest beginningJuly 20, for exhibitors and United
Artists branch managers, to capitalize

named

the maximum effect of the unprecedented Academy Award won by Jose
Ferrer before the picture entered national release.

who

create

Two

theatre managers

outstanding showmanship

campaigns and two branch managers
whose offices turn in the greatest vol-

ume

of bookings, will be selected to
attend the Academy Award celebrations

in

Hollywood

in

1952,

on an

Runners-up will
all-expense tour.
share a second prize of $500 in savings
bonds.

Walter Brooks

view.

is

displayed in the impending "battle
of the spectaculars" between New
York's Victoria and State theatres, family reunion.
facing each other across the street.
Julian Blaustein produced and Joseph Newman directed, from a screenplay
United Artists' "Fabiola" will open
Allan Scott, which was based on a Saturday Evening Post story by Wilby
at the Victoria on May 30 with an
animated electric sign, featuring liam Fay.
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. For July release.
"Fabiola" in letters 50 feet high,
across an illuminated mural 85 feet
Mandel Herbstman
Loew's State is flashing a
wide.
announcing "Quo
panel
40-foot
Vadis" coming in the fall. Both are
Clinics
multi-million dollar spectacles of
(Continued from page 1)
ancient Rome, complete with the
necessary atmosphere to claim that of the board of Iowa-Nebraska Allied
Atlanta, May 21.
Exhibitor
each is the "the mightiest, the most will act as moderators at the clinics. members of the Theatre Owners of
magnificent, the biggest of them Other portions of the meeting will be Georgia have voted approval of the
It sounds like the timely re- under the leadership of Charles Niles, Council of Motion Picture Organizaall."
turn of the spirit of P. T. Barnum. national Allied treasurer Jeff Jeff eris, tions, becoming the 14th of the 29
president of Mid-Central
Paul Steh- regional affiliates of the Theatre Ownman, secretary
W. H. Hoffman, ers of America to take such action.
United Artists is developing a spe- board chairman and Elvin Weick,
pre-selling approach for "The vice-president.
cial
Man From Planet X" by arranging
The meetings will be held in the
pre-views and extra publicity originat- following cities, from 10 A.M. until
(Continued from page 1)
ing with leading Scientists who have four P.M., Central Standard Time:
specialised in inter-planetary pheno- June 6, Leland Hotel, Springfield, 111.
Knox, Carl Anderson and Sam Gilmena, according to a statement from June 7, Emerson Hotel, Mt. Vernon, lette, directors.
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president 111. June 8, Dunn Hotel, Poplar
Westates will buy and book motion
and director of advertising, publicity Bluff, Mo.; June 11, Edwin Long pictures and other entertainment for
and exploitation for the company. The Hotel, Rolla, Mo.; June 12, Mark clients throughout the Intermountain
plan will lend] authenticity to the Twain Hotel, Hannibal, Mo., and states. The firm already has 36 thescience- fiction story of an invasion of June 13, Peoria, 111.
atres.
the earth by men from another planet,
by stirring up scientific discussion of
a thing,
the eventualities
of such
which has never actually happened,
but is said to be still within the realm
large potential audiof possibility.
ence, interested in fascinating fiction,

charge in an air-wave inter-

As

De Fore

•

An answer to the frequently
publicized charge that Hollywood films give a distorted
picture of American life to
screen audiences abroad was
carried recently on the Voice
of America's "Here Are the
Answers" program beamed to
Europe, the Middle East and
the Far East. Alfred E. Corwin, New York information
director for the Motion Picture Association, refuted the

AND PAINS involved
THE PANGS
time has taken
dramatized with
fact that

Critics on

U. S. Films Abroad

The Guy Who Came Back'
(

of

3

Complete transcripts of the
broadcast are available on request to the MPAA.

MTC Files Anti-trust
Suit Against Majors
Hollywood, May 21.— Metropolitan
Theatre Corp. today filed a Federal
court suit against Loew's, Paramount,
20th
Century-Fox,
Warners,
and
RKO Pictures, asking for an injunction to restrain them from excluding
its Orpheum Theatre from first-runs.
The suit also asked the court to
compel them to offer pictures to the
Orpheum before running them in
their
own houses. The complaint
stated that the

Orpheum

between June

of last year and May
it closed, due to the

1

10, 1951, when
inability to obtain
.

lost $80,000

first-runs,

and

is

sustaining a continuing loss of $1,500
weekly. It charges violation of Sections One and Two of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act.

Ontario Censor Board
Reviews 563 in 1950-51
May 21.— For

Toronto,

the fiscal
the Ontario
Board of Motion Picture Censors, reviewed 563 feature films, including 56
from Great Britain as well as an addi-

year

tional

ending

28

No

March

31,

foreign-language

pictures.

feature was condemned outright
but '305 eliminations were made in
146 subjects while 54 features were
classed as "adult."
Licenses were issued for 535 theatres
including 27 units of which 15 were
drive-ins.

Tuesday,
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in Brief

—

Francisco, May 21. Reno's
annual "Silver Spurs Awards" went
to 20th Century-Fox this year with

San

22, 1951

Reviews

12-cent Admission
In Phonevision Test

"Pier 23"

showmen commenting on

•

•

.

May

Chicago,

Hollywood,

(Lippert)
4 i

piER

May

21

first of three pictures which exhibitor-producerRobert L. Lippert has made in such a manner that each may
the middle when they have exhausted their theatre possibilities and

23" marks the

-T distributor

May

21.

—Local

Zenith Radio's 90-day Phonevision test's preliminary report
pointed
out that it

showed 4.5 average viewers
Gregory Peck receiving the award for be cut in
pioneers
for every film shown, or an
the best actor in a Western picture; used as they stand for two halt-hour telecasts. The picture, therefore,
average of less than 25 cents
"The Gunfighter" awarded the best something different. If audiences accept its two-story format agreeably, it
per person on the basis of the
Western picture of the year, and would seem to follow that its design may come into widespread use. If they
$1 charge per program. Dis"Broken Arrow" voted the best pho- do not but that is the question "Pier 23" is to answer. A reviewer witnessing
tributors'
share would be
tographed. Director Henry King was a projection-room screening of "Pier 23" would be reckless indeed if he rushed
about 12 cents.
on hand to receive "The Gunfighter" to a quick prediction that it will or will not prosper in theatres. But it is to
award and photographer Ernest Pal- be said that a most appropriate bundle of subject material and players have
mer received the spurs for "Broken been used for the Lippert try-out of the double-purpose format.
Arrow."
The stories are from the highly successful series of radio melodramas broad•
cast over ABC out of San Francisco for a couple of years under the title, "Pat
(Continued from page 1)
Hollywood May 21.—Arthur Burn- Novak, for Hire." It will be remembered that they were especially vivid,
ham, veteran salesman of foreign violent, first-person accounts of the adventures of an unofficial private-eye, and
in Europe on Technicolor business.
language films, has joined the staff that their dialogue was sharp and colorful enough to set the pattern for most
Replying to a question put by David
of Manhattan Films International of the private-eye radio programs which flooded the air waves thereafter.
Weinstock, New York circuit owner
announced
was
it
manager,
as sales
None of their flavor is lost in Lippert's picturizations. And the cast employed and Technicolor stockholder, Lewis
by Robert I. Kronenberg, the firm's for "Pier 23" is on a par with casts employed in most melodramas in the
said, "If the industry wants more color
president.
hour-long category, with Huga Beaumont, Edward Brophy, Richard Tarvis overnight they can't get it from Tech•
and Richard Monahan playing the key characters, which will run through all
assistant
Ottawa, May 21—James A. Cowan, of the stories, and with comparable talent playing the supporting roles, which nicolor." John R. Clark, Jr.,
to Kalmus, who came here from the
press
been
has
years
who for 10
are different in each story. William Barke produced and directed, with Jack Coast to attend the meeting for the
representative of the J. Arthur Rank Leewood as associate producer, performing an especially neat trick in achievpurpose of answering stockholders'
Organization of Canada, has been ing a natural transition from the first story to the second.
questions, explained that the company
GovernCanadian
the
to
loaned
In the first of the two stories the principal character, played by Beaumont, is now operating at a 70-picture-yearly
ment National Film Board as contact
in a violent chain of events precipitated by crooks who peak, and that while further expanman in Europe for the Board's new becomes involved
wrestling match as a means of murder. In the second sion of facilities would not be imposfeloniously-rigged
use
a
"This Freedom" series of short subdiscourage
a convict from escaping from Alcatraz, mistakes sible there are "practical considerato
undertakes
he
jects to accent the democratic life in
convict, and winds up charged with murder. Both stories tions like material shortages" which
for
the
man
another
away
be
the Dominion. Cowan will
He pointed out
are told swiftly, powerfully, and with plenty of action, fast dialogue and a must be considered.
for most of the present year.
considerable sprinkling of the better kind of humor. Whether audiences will that up to the nresent Technicolor
•
with relish only time and test can tell. In view of has increased its output of footage
Los Angeles, May 21— Studio accept the Lippert format
implications of the dual-purpose format, a fair and thorough yearly.
Painters Local No. 644 has filed a the long-running
Weinstock, however, insisted that
Superior Court suit seeking declara- testing clearly is warranted.
Technicolor features be
Running time, 57 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, the output of
tory relief from the Painters Internaincreased further "because Technicolor
SorHerbert
suspending
tional order
May 10.
means something at the box-office berell from holding union office for five
yond words." He requested that the
years from March 18 on the ground
Technicolor board give consideration
Arlette"
the
make
that its enforcement would
to his request at its next meeting.
Local liable for an aggregate $27,000 (J. Arthur Rdhk-United Artists)
Clark revealed, in reply to stockas
Sorrell
with
contract
under its
IS NEVER quite certain whether this British Pinnacle picture,
holders' questions, that a private exbusiness .agent which has three years
domestic
or
comedy
a
to
be
a
designed
produced by J. Arthur Rank, is

—

Technicolor

"Naughty

ONE

to run.

Boston,

May 21.—IATSE

Local

479 of Norwalk, Conn., announced
tonight that it will picket the new
drive-in theatre in Norwalk schednight.
open Thursday
uled
to
George Brazil, IATSE agent for the
local stated that picketing was ordered because the drive-in will
open as a non-union theatre.
•

Montpelier, Vt,

The British players
nonetheless the results are interesting.
featured in the production include Mai Zetterling, Hugh Williams and Margot
Graham, and they capture the spirit and atmosphere of the exclusive girls'
school where the action takes place.
With Eric L'Epine Smith actually producing and Edmond T. Greville
directing, "Naughty Arlette" tells the story of a middle aged school master,
the only male member on the staff, falling in love with one of the pupils, Miss
Williams,
Zetterling, who plays the part of a spoiled, conceited French girl.
drama,

•

May

21.

—A

bill

10 per cent tax on entertainment admissions was withdrawn
from the State House of Representatives at the request of Rep. Orzell of
Rutland Town, chairman of the Ways
and Means committee.
to levy a

•

—

Kansas
City, May 21.
City's film row held a farewell
luncheon party today at the Hotel
Kansas

President for Edwin
west division sales
20th Century-Fox, on
for New York to be

Aaron, Mid-

manager for
his departure

but

led an exemplary domestic life, becomes
but ready to run away with the girl. However,
completely confused and
the denouement finds Williams going back to his family after telling his
paramour that he will never forget her. And it is significant that although in
a practical sense the conflict is satisfactorily resolved, in a moral sense it is
other
not, for Williams only returns to the fold because he seems to have no
"Naughty Arlette" may not be completely satisfying to those who
choice.
object to errant husbands being treated sympathetically, but it is, all the same,
pleasing film fare. Edward Dryhurst and Peggy Barwell wrote the screenThe direction is kept at a nice pace with some humorous and serious
play.
moments kept at a good balance. Williams is fine as the serious teacher led

the school master,

who

has until

now

is all

astray.

Running

time, 86 minutes.

Adult audience

classification.

U.K. Gross Down in Zanuck Asks Aides
To Take Pay Cut
Last 1950 Quarter

—

who will make his headquarters at last Dec. 30 declined from the previ- with Screen Actors, Screen Writers
Minneapolis where he has been ous quarter's £26,976,000 ($74,932,- and Screen Directors guilds commitbranch manager. The luncheon was 800), to £24,860,000 ($69,608,000), a tees in tonight's meeting called for
approximately
150
attended
by
Board of Trade report scheduled to the purpose of formulating uniform
members of the industry here.
be released Wednesday will show. policy with respect to the 20th-Fox
The Board says the decline was prob- proposals that employes receiving
more than $500 weekly accept volably due to seasonal causes.
1)

tances, or about $5,250,000.
In addition, the companies will be
permitted to reduce accumulated balances by quarterly payments at the
rate of $700,000 a year.

demonstration

stockholders reelected the fol-

lowing to the company's board Lewis,
Eversley Childs, Jr., David S. Shattuck and Murray D. Welch.
:

—

(Continued from page

laboratory

Lewis pointed out that taxes are
He
reducing the company's profit.
reported that the net profit after taxes
and other charges for the first quarter ended March 31 was $540,934 compared with $632,984 for the correTaxes, he
sponding period of 1950.
said, were $976,620 for the 1951 quarter as against $439,702 for the 1950
quarter.
The latest quarter earnings
are equivalent to 58 cents a share of
stock, while the 1950 quarter earnings
were equivalent to 69 cents a share.

The

Southern and
Western sales manager. His succesHollywood, May 21. RepresentaLondon, May 21. Despite a slight
sor in the Midwest division position increase in theatre admission prices, tives of the Screen Producers Guild
is M. A. Levy who was present and
gross takings during the quarter ended and the Artists-Managers Guild joined

Australia Increases

perimental

of Technicolor's tube for color television will be held next month to determine its future, "if any." Weinstock
asked Lewis to report if Technicolor
had contracts with Radio Corporation
of America, but the meeting chairman
declined to comply.

The report covers production during the quarter ended March 31, 1950,
and shows considerable improvement
in activity at first feature studios compared with the previous year, mainly
in cheaper films with a labor cost not
in excess of £75,000 ($210,000).

Industry,

US

Talks

(Continued from page 1)
with emphasis rather
being on such items as generators,
copper salvage and similar products.

at the meeting,

Among the organizations slated to
be represented, according to Golden,
The Council of Motion picture
are
organizations, Motion Picture Asso:

untary salary reductions.
Conferees will have before them
a statement by Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th-Fox vice-president in charge of
production, advocating unanimous compliance with the company plan out-

ciation of America, the Theatre Owners of America, Society of Indepen-

lined to stockholders.

Dealers Association.

dent Motion Picture Producers, Allied
States Association, Theatre Equip-

ment and Supply Manufacturers Association and the Theatre Equipment
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(Continued from page 1)

"Skipalong Rosenhloom"
(Kline-United Artists)

"A Day with

the F. B.

L"

This Technicolor documentary takes
its audience to the impressive Depart-

ment

of Justice building in

Washing-

ton and gives a close-up view of the

complex and
B.

F.

I.

working of the
and the network of

efficient

staff

extends to the
Attention is centered on

communications
field forces.

that

Bureau's fingerprint file and
Next
crime detection laboratory.

the

shown

the" rigorous

of

training

its
is

new

and then the cameras shift to
three hypothetical crimes which afford
recruits

a demonstration of F. B. I. agents in
Emphasis is placed on the
action.
Federal aid rendered local police
forces and the question of subversives,
although mentioned, not specifically
depicted. Director J. Edgar Hoover
appears in a closing scene. Runningtime, 19 minutes.

COMPO Seminar
{Continued from page 1)

meeting

Maxie
LOVABLE ex-light heavyweight champion,
THAT
scattered wits with former heavyweight champion
Rosenbloom, matches
"Slapsie'

his

(Rd-Dr— Columbia)

in conjunction

with the Coast

Max Baer in this double barreled spoof of television and Westerns. The
burlesque depends heavily upon slapstick, malapropisms and old puns for its
comedy. It is boisterous, rough-and-ready fun with all the merits and faults
obvious play
of this' type of humor. Those who like the nonsequitur j oke, the
a
Rosenbloom,"
"Skipalong
enjoy
probably
will
double-talk
on words and"
lampoon of television Westerns which ribs TV, video addicts, sponsors and,
of course, the

Western

itself.

Max Baer is the scourge of Buttonhole Bend, a town with a constantly
diminishing population due to Baer's itchy trigger-finger. Allied with slinky
Hillary Brook, Baer and Fuzzy Knight are trying to swindle Rosenbloom s
grandfather out of his ranch and a lost gold mine. Rosenbloom, whose very
name strikes terror in the heart of every outlaw West of Madison Square
Baer disregards the
Garden, comes to town to protect his grandfather.
Marquis of Queensbury rules in a dozen attempts to finish off Skipalong. Like

(Republic)

ROY ROGERS again

a seminar agenda have been received
headquarters from repreat
sentatives of the various
member organizations.
The largest single contribution of
suggestions for an agenda has come
from the Motion Picture Industry
Council in Hollywood, over the sig-

for a benevolent cattle
baron, combatting a drought that threatens the ranchers of a Texas valley,
and the evil plans of Roy Barcroft to buy their stock at distress prices. Added
complications are the presence of Ken Howell, the weak son of the cattle
Howell falls in with
baron, and his sweetheart, fiery Estelita Rodriguez.

nature of Art

Arthur,

it

was

said.

that in a loose
will be the seminar host,
sense
although, as has been pointed out in
the past, those from exhibition, pro
duction and distribution who will par

Mayer acknowledged

MPIC

ticipate in the round-table conference
will pay their own travel and hotel

expenses.

MPIC

rides, fights and sings to victory over villainy and, in
this story, the elements. The film, directed by William Witney under the
associate producership of Edward J. White, should prove satisfying to Rogers'
fans and to exhibitors who depend on these staple attractions.

The

script,

by Sloan Nibley, has Rogers, an agent

involved in the murder of a pilot attempting
narrative provides ample scope for action
The
valley.
the
to make rain for
and a number of song sequences, performed by Rogers and his riders with their
The finish finds Howell redeemed in the eyes of the
usual competence.

Barcroft and against his will

is

ranchers by his successful "seeding" of rain clouds.
Penny Edwards, as the pretty grand-daughter of rancher Elizabeth Risdon,
Pinky Lee again contributes
is in quiet contrast to stormy Miss Rodriguez.
humorously. Others in the cast are Pierre Watkin, William Holmes and, of
course, Trigger and Bullet, Rogers' dog.
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. May release.

Vaughan O'Brien

has appointed Jesse Lasky,

Edmund Hartman and Ronald Reagan
as a committee on arrangements for
the seminar.

Snake River Desperadoes
(Columbia)

of

Paleface"

starring

(Technicolor),

Bob Hope and Roy Rogers
Welch, producer

;

;

Robert

Frank Tashlin,

di-

rector.
Also, "Warbomiet" (Technicolor), starring Charlton Heston and Gloria Grahame;
Mel Epstein, producer; George Marshall,

is

once again fighting the badmen of

the Old

With
role as Steve Reynolds and the Durango Kid.
Smiley Burnette along to provide some help and an occasional song or laugh,
Starrett rounds up a vicious gang that tries to provoke war between the
The
settlers and the Indians in order to profit from the sale of firearms.
plot is uncomplicated, with nary a romance (or a woman for that matter)

West

(Continued from page 1)

in his dual

or a sub-plot in the entire 54 minutes of lively action.
The villain of the piece, is Monte Blue, a trader, although Starrett discovers
While pretending to be a friend of the
this only near the end of the picture.
Indians, Blue is secretly arousing the settlers against them by staging raids
which appear to be the work of the Redmen. With the ranchers about to

"The Denver and Rio Grande"
Nat Holt, producer; Byron
"The Lumberjack and go to war against the Indians, the latter begin to purchase rifles from Blue.
Haskin, director.
the Lady" (Technicolor). Pine-Thomas proHis plan is working well, with both the white men and the Redmen blindly
duction. "At Sea With the Navy," starring
Wallis,
heading for war, when Starrett, assisted by a white boy, Tommy Ivo, and
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis; Hal
Alan his young Indian friend, Don Reynolds, exposes the plot and brings peace
starring
Sack,"
"Sad
producer.
Young; Faul Jones, producer. "Hurricane
the territory after killing Blue and rounding up the gang.
Williams" (Technicolor), Holt, producer. to
Action fans will find a full quota of gun play, chases and fights in this
"Military Policeman," starring Bob Hope;
Harry Tugend, producer.
Durango Kid film, although it falls short of some of the better pictures in
Also, "Sapphire Sal" (Technicolor), starColbert Clark produced and Fred F. Sears directed,
this popular series.
director.

(Technicolor);

ring

ducer.

Betty

Robert Welch, proHoliday," William Wyler,

Hutton;

"Roman

"Anything Can Happroducer, director.
pen," Perlberg-Seaton production; Seaton,
"Carib Gold," Pine-Thomas prodirector.
"War
duction; Edward Ludwig, director.
of the Worlds" (Technicolor), George Pal
production.

Ferrer to Testify

—

A

similar provision was put in the
of the 1950 tax bill,
but eliminated in the Senate.

House version

The committee today also considered
but put off for action later a proposal
to ease the tax treatment of firms
with foreign branches, a proposal in
which film companies are keenly in-

Services for

Wood

(Continued from page 1)
during World War I. He was effective in opposing burdensome taxation
and legislation in Ohio and aided
mightily in national legislative campaigns. Possessed of a puckish humor, he created that fictional exhibitor, Jim Mason, of Cherry Valley,
whose letters to editors often conveyed an important message.

Martin G. Smith, president of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
paid Wood tribute, saying that in
Wood's death he had lost his "truest
friend and closest confidant." Also,
that "his talents were unique." Trueman T. Rembusch, president of Allied
represent the national
will
States,
Rembusch
funeral.
the
at
group
mourned the loss of "an Allied stalwart, one of the men who gave so
'

CHARLES STARRETT

Para. Sets 16

part.

subject, pointing out it would cost
$50,000,000 a year, and the matter- was
finally "passed over without prejudice."

In Old Amarillo"

since it was anticipated that
directors would be the seminar delegates.
large number of suggestions for

COMPO

would cost the government $18,000,000
annually, of which the motion picture
industry would gain a substantial

m

COMPO

_

considered and voted the exemption.
The change would also affect such
items as cameras and film used by
portrait photographers, blueprint film,
x-ray film and cameras and other
"business cost" items. The change

terested. At present, subsidiaries do
Westerns, the picture has its fights, chases, poker games and shootingnot pay taxes on foreign earnings
explosive
an
triumphs
Justice
melees—all played in broad comedy style.
until
they are actually remitted but
girl,
climax. In the tradition of cowboy heroes, Rosenbloom does not get the
branches must pay as soon as the
he
her
before
with
clinch
into
one
goes
ex-boxer
Jacqueline Fontaine, but the
money is earned, even though it may
loses out to Jackie Coogan, a cowardly cowboy.
be frozen overseas. The change proNewfield
Wally Kline produced this anything-for-a-laugh comedy. Sam
posed in the committee would defer
on an
directed, from a screenplay by Dean Reisner and Eddie Forman, based
the tax on branch income until acoriginal story by the latter.
tually remitted. The Treasury, which
two years ago recommended the
Running time, 72 minutes. General audience classification.
change, today was lukewarm on the
all

parley

A
COMPO

22, 1951

Tax Vote

eviews

Short
Subject

May

from a screenplay by Barry Shipman.
General audience
Running time, 54 minutes.

.

classification.

For

May

release.

Hubert Voight Heads Hearing in Sept. for
Denver Trust Action
Wald-Krasna Unit

—

Hubert
Hollywood, May 21.
Washington, May 21. The House
has
publicist,
film
veteran
Voight,
committee's
Un-American Activities

Denver,

May 21.—The

$3,000,000

mucb."
Abrami F. Myers, Allied counsel
and board chairman, praised Wood as
"one of the ablest exhibitor leaders
contributions to the general
welfare will become more and more
evident as time wears on."

whose

M. Jack Meyer of
Columbia Is Dead
Funeral services for M. Jack Meyer,
art director, will be held
here this morning at Riverside MemoMeyer died suddenly at
rial Chapel.
New York Hospital Sunday of a
heart attack.
Before joining Columbia in 1936 he
was associated with the art departments of Ruthrauff and Ryan, Producers Distributing Corp., Pathe and

Columbia

RKO.

Rites for Shellman

—

Baltimore, May 21. Funeral serwere held here today for James
vices
Loew's,
RKO
and
against
20th-Fox,
manager
merchandising
hearings on Hollywood will resume been appointed
Theatres
has Shellman, former film columnist for
Intermountain
tomorrow with Academy Award win- in charge of the newly-formed ex- Fox
by been set for Sept. 24 hearing in United The Sun and theatre publicist, who
ner Jose Ferrer scheduled as the wit- ploitation department established
died last Friday.
States District Court.
Krasna.
Jerry Wald and Norman
ness.
anti-trust

suit

of

Cinema

Theatres

Tuesday,

May

22, 1951
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TV-RADIO SCROLLS PRESENTED
TO FAME-DAILY'S POLL WINNERS
WINNERS

of the 1950

MOTION PICTURE
DAILY-FAME Television
and Radio Polls, named by
newspaper and magazine
television and radio editors, have been presented
with scrolls memorializing
their achievement. The

were made
acknowledged on the
programs of the cham-

presentations
or

Accompanying phoshow some of the win-

pions.

tos

ners with awards.

MARTIN QUI&LEY,

RONALD COLMAN.

JR.. editor of Motion Picture
Herald, presents scroll to Irving S. Olds, board
chairman of U. S. Steel, whose Theatre Guild
on the Air was voted radio's best dramatic pro-

voted Film

Personality

Most Effective on Radio.

gram.

GROUCHO MARX,

whose 'Tou Bet Your Lite"
show was voted Best Quiz Show and Best Audience Participation Program.

BILL STERN receives award as Radio's Best
Sportscaster of J 950 from Vaughan O'Brien,
MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

DINAH SHORE,

JACK BENNY, Champion

EVE ARDEN, voted Radio's Best Comedienne,
exhibits award.

Radio's Best Popular Female
Vocalist of J950.

i

DOROTHY

KIRSTEN, Best Classical Female
7950 Radio acknowledges her
Fame award on NBC program.

Vocalist

of

of Champions for 7950,
and Radio's Best Comedian, looks pleased.

Exclusive with this projector...
Only the Eastman 16mm. Projector, Model 25, provides the revolutionary

new

features listed below, together with

many

others

. .

Arc model complete with rectifier unit.

New Optical System based upon use of
Lumenized Kodak Projection Ektar
Lenses. The picture is in sharp focus
overall. Highlights, middletones, and
shadow areas are clearly defined, with

range of tones between highlights and

shadows complete,

natural.

For further information

and

prices, write

for

copy of new 16-page book, "Theater Quality
16mm. Projection."

New Sound
"slitless"

New Heavy-Duty

Mechanical Design esstandards of 16mm. performance. For example: shock forces in
each essential kinematic unit are iso-

Reproduction employing

type sound optical

tablishes

system.

Special curved cylindrical lens element
forms intermediate image which is imaged on film at further reduction of 3 to
1, giving flat image of uniform width
and constant intensity.

lated; accelerators in intermittent system are cushioned; geneva star move-

ment

Motion Picture Film Department

East Coast Division

Eastman Kodak Company

342 Madison Avenue

Rochester 4, N. Y,

New

York 17,

new

New

York

is

of advanced design.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

MOTION PICTURE
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69.

NO.
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NEW

100

YORK,
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Film Price Rise Revisions, Directors' Okay U. K. Theatre
Prospects
Slight, Compo Hold Up 2 Oth -Fox Decree

To

Tell Public New 3-Year Pact

Last minute revisions

RKO

The board of directors of
Motion Picture Theatres Corp. has approved a

The Council of
Organizations yesterday set out to
circulate to the public, through local

threeyear contract for the services of Sol
A. Schwartz, chief executive of the
circuit.

theatres and the press, the message
that film admission prices in five years
have been increased comparatively
little against increases in the cost of

S

^^^^a^fcj.

B|

c

who

li

w

r t z

3,

has

;

living.

KKO

}

been

president
I

.

<>f

Theatres

calculations on fig-

since the inception of the new

ures from the U. S. Bureau of

theatre com-

deLabor Statistics,
clared that the average rise in
admission prices in the five
years of 1945-1950 was only 11.3
per cent, less than one-third of
the 38.7 per cent rise in the cost
of living in the same period.

pany

Basing

its

COMPO

last Jan. 1,
started his the-

atrical career
with the circuit
29 years ago as

an

man
in

11.3 per cent
theatre ticket prices,
compares the Labor Bureau estimates
of a 55.2 per cent rise in the cost of
(Continued on page 3)

Against the

rise

Sol

Schwartz

Myers Unaware
Any Bid Meeting

assistant

aged a number of

RKO

at

a g e r

Alhambra

Theatre
Schwartz

COMPO

film

the

the

20th

for approval of its final
terms by the directors of both 20thFox and its theatre subsidiary, National Theatres, are holding up release of details, it was learned here
yesterday.
The decree is scheduled to be entered in the New York Statutory
Court here on Monday and the Department of Justice had planned to
release the text in Washington yesterday.
However, a 20th-Fox spokesman
said yesterday that Fred Pride, the
company's special counsel handling the
negotiations with the government, is
still in communication with the Department of Justice from Denver,
where Pride is, and that the decree
is .not yet in its final form.
In addition, the 20th-Fox and National boards have not yet met for
final- consideration of the terms.
Their
(Continued on page 3)
_

here.

man-

theatres
(Continued on page 3)

in

Guilds Defer Action

On Pay Cut

Majors to Send 225
of Pictures to Italy

Plan

22.

— Abram

—

Myers said that he did not
to spend time and money going

to

New York

if

the distributors were

(Continued on page 3)

Loew's Executives to
Barron Dedication
A

To Be 'Responsible' for
20 Pictures This Year
By

MANDEL HERBSTMAN

Theatre business in Britain is
"holding up and prospects are
good," J. Arthur Rank declared
yesterday on his arrival here aboard

Queen Elizabeth.

the S. S.

The head of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization said grosses
in

his

quarter

circuit for the
of
this
year

first

were

slightly higher than the previous year. He stated that he
looked for further improvement
if and when the entertainment
tax is alleviated.

Regarding production, Rank stated
that his organization will be "responsible" for 20 films this year, and 20 in
1952, implying that some will be made
jointly with other producers.

Asked about

joint production deals
(Continued on page 3)

Now

Coast Seminar

MPEA

July 23-25 are the new dates for
the industry round table discussions in
Hollywood, it was disclosed here yesterday by Arthur L. Mayer, executive
vice-president of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations. The discussions had been originally scheduled
for June 11-12.
Mayer said the postponement was
caused by the need for more time in
which to complete an agenda and a
formula of representation for the vari(Continued on page 3)

his hands,

want

Rank

Hollywood, May 22. Representaof the Hollywood guilds who
Under the new Italian agreement, met here last night to consider impliwhich John G. McCarthy, Motion cations of the 20th Century-Fox volPicture Export Association vice-presi- untary salary reductions plan with a
_

tives

dent will sign in Rome today, the nine view to formulating a uniform policy
F.
companies will send to that thereon, postponed action until furAllied
States
Myers, general counsel of
country 225 pictures a year. The fig- ther details of the plan and the comAssociation, said he has no plans at
ure was determined by the American pany's exact intent have been received.
present for discussions with distribucompanies to be the minimum to meet
Numerous questions raised at the
tors on arbitration and competitive
the needs in Italy.
meeting went unanswered, it was said,
bidding, but that he would be available
The agreement is for two years and due to a lack of precise information.
if any distributor showed an interest.
becomes effective June 1, 1951. Formal Officials of the guilds said that no
Pointing out that the Allied board
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
meeting had left the matter entirely in

Washington, May

'Good:'

necessity

For Sol Schwartz

Cites Soaring Index
In Commodity Field

in

Century-Fox consent decree and the

COR WIN GIVES MAJORS CHANCE
TO RECTIFY COAST SITUATION
Hollywood,

May

22.

— Sherrill

C.

group of Loew's-M-G-M home Corwin, in behalf of his Metropolitan
office executives will attend the dedi- Theatres Corp., disclosed here today
cation ceremonies of the Carter T. that the anti-trust suit filed in Federal
Barron Memorial Amphitheatre in Court yesterday against five major
Washington's Rock Creek Park on distributors "refrained from asking the
Friday evening. Headed by Nicho- court to award us damages against
las M. Schenck, company president, these companies because we honestly
the contingent will include Joseph R. believe that these companies should be
Robert Rubin, Leopold given an opportunity to rectify the sitVogel,
J.
Friedman, Howard Dietz, Oscar A. uation before they are required to pay
Doob, John Murphy, Ernest Emerling, us for our losses.
Si Seadler, Dan Terrell and Harry
"No one realizes better than myself
Bernstein.
and my associates the crippling effect
President Truman will be the key- which treble damage suits under the
note speaker.
anti-trust laws can have upon the in-

dustry"

he

hand,

the

"On the
Orpheum cannot

other
be reopened with an adequate supply of
the product within a reasonable time,
our company will have no alternative
but to seek to recover our losses from
if

stated.

Set for July 23-25

$125,000 Increase
In Disney Profit
Hollywood,

May

22

—An

increase

more than $125,000 in
the first six months of the year ended
last March 31 over the same period
in 1950, rising from $75,905 last year
to $201,914 this year, was reported
in net profits of

the distributors, and possibly certain
exhibitors, who have been responsible here yesterday for Disney Producfor these losses."
TionsT"
Metropolitan filed against Loew's,
Company president Roy Disney disParamount, 20th Century-Fox, War- closed that gross income for the curner and
Pictures.
The com- rent period totalled $2,577,845, against
plaint stated that the Orpheum lost $2,251,444 for the corresponding six
$80,000 between June 1 of last year months last year.
!
and
10, 1951, when it closed, due
The 1951 six months net was equal,'
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
_

RKO

May

Wednesday, May

Motion Picture Daily
Group to
Meet Here Today

—

The
Washington, May 22.
Motion Picture Association ot
America's television committee is scheduled to meet in

R. LURIE was in Chicago
yesterday from Washington and
from
plans to return to San Francisco

R. GRAINGER, Republic
executive vice-president in charge
returned
sales and distribution, has

of

here from a cross-country
•

to start
plans for this fall's
hearings
television

theatre
before the Federal Communications Commission.

OUIS

f

JAMES

New York tomorrow
mapping

Newsreel
Parade

Personal Mention

MPA TV

L>

there.

trip.

Sherrill Corwin, president of
North Coast Theatres, is due m San
of United Paramount
Francisco today from Hollywood for
Bernard
companied bv his assistant,
with district
Al Sicignano, is m a two-day conference
and
Levy
Kislingbury.
Graham
on
manager
here
from
Y.,
Poughkeepsie, N.

Edward

L.

Hyman,

vice-president
Theatres, ac-

•

business.

•

NCAA

Unit Meets
Friday on TV Games
Theatre televising
ball

games

this fall

Joseph Gevaert, vice-president of
Film Co., Antwerp, and actor
Gevaert
a
received
Samuel Goldwyn has
Crisp are due here today
Donald
Fathers
citation from the National
aboard the S.S. America.
Europe
from
out"an
being
Day Committee for
•
standing

Father."

American

Neu, president of the
Oscar
•
Supply ManuEquipment
Theatre
changed
has
Joseph M. Schenck
is in WashingAssociation,
footcollegiate
facturers
of
Coast imhis plans to return to the
York.
New
from
will have the top
ton
New
in
remain
will
mediately and
F.

•

National
spot on the agenda of the
York for another week.
•
Collegiate Athletic Association's telePictures Eastvision committee meeting on Friday
Don Prince,
at Philadelphia.
ern publicity director, is due to return
Before the committee, which has here today from Atlanta.
already sharply curtailed home televising of the games, will be a propo-

made

sition

by

United

Paramount

Theatres and another group of houses
headed by Fabian Theatres to put a
number of big games on theatre
screens before a paying audience.

TV

ARMED FORCES DAY

folloiv

—

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 42 Armed
Forces Day. UN repulses major attack m
Tokyo
reviews
Ridgway
Gen.
Korea.
UJN. ConWACS. China embargo voted by
Chivicts take over prison. AFL show m
cago. Track meet. Jet model.
276-PresiNEWS OF THE DAY, No.back
Korea
Truman urges all to
for Ked
arms
on
troops. UN votes embargo
Waterfront fire in

dent

China. Korea report.
Philadelphia. Unions display
geles relay. Racing.

No. 7*-Armed
Day. "Golden Circle" of starlets.
emBritain Paratroops train. UN votes
bargo on Red China. America sends 14

UJA

spects Dutch troops. London monument to
pilgrims unveiled. Congressional Medal to
three heroes. Tugboat regatta.

UNIVERSAL. NEWS,
Forces
delphia

Day"

yester-

houses in the U. S. would be so
equipped by the end of the year. Not
the
all of these theatres will be on
coaxial cable which would carry the

his

wreck.

train
rally.

"I

458— Armed

No.

the nation. Phila-

Am

an American

News

Texas tornado.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

UJA

name

been "careless"
movements but
to Communist-front
either a Comwas
he
denied
stoutly
munist or Communist sympathizer.
He spent a full day on the witness
how
stand answering questions about
or
he came to appear at one benefit
on
appeared
name
his
how
or
another
some suspect organizations' sponsor
to return
list. Finally, he was excused
by
questioning
further
Friday for

nation

honors

monies

in

flashes

amusement

division.

Sam Rosen

its

Armed

No. 81—The

Forces.

Cere-

New

York, Staten
Island, France, Tokyo and Korea. News
flashes from the world of sports: Preak-

of the

Committee today that he might have ing
lending

Day observed by

from the sport world: Preakness handicap.

Plans were completed here
Washington, May 22.— Academy
day for an industry-wide campaign for
admitted
Ferrer
Jose
winner
meetexhibitors have Award
Activities the United Jewish Appeal, at a
the House Un-American
theatre TV in- to
executive committee of the
in

DIGEST, No. 21-A— Korea
accident.
Railroad
Pennsylvania
Forces Day. Gen. Eisenhower in-

TELENEWS
report.

Not a Communist, Amusement Field

stallations for the fall season are considered optimistic here, as previous
estimates have been that at best 100

to France. Italy's race of the

candles.

Installations

Reports that the
agreed to have 150

Los An-

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

<\rmed

In Drive for

skill.

Forces

ness.

Ferrer Testifies

and

Jj.
news flashes from Korea are
Other
current newsreel highlights.
items include the embargo on Red
China and sports. Complete contents

Thunder Jets

B. R. Wolfe, Pacific Coast division
manager of National Screen Service,
has arrived in San Francisco on busi-

RKO

1951

23,

Washington,

ness handicap.

Fabian Theatres presided.

of

Several industry executives, including William J. German, of J. Brulatour Inc., will devote next week exclusively to the drive. Barney Balaban, Paramount Pictures, also made
commitments of time to the campaign.

Press Views
DeMille's 'Show"

Trade

Philadelphia,

May 22. —New York

telecasts.
trade press representatives journeyed
secretary
Robert O'Brien,
to this city today to observe the
SchneiAbe
Speaking for Columbia,
location shooting with Ringhng
treasurer, and Nathan Halpern, the
final
der, division co-chairman, announced
consultant to Fabian and the
Brothers' Circus of Cecil B. DeMille's
atre
over
contribute
would
that the firm
production,
Theatre Owners of America, have
Other major com- forthcoming Paramount
Committee members.
$60,000 this year.
Hamilton,
Earth."
Tom
On
with
Show
negotiating
Greatest
"The
been
Tomorrow the Committee will hear panies also made pledges surpassing
group, but
chairman of the
Four of the picture's stars, Betty
Budd Schulberg, identified as 1950 records.
writer
terms offered the colleges have not
preDorothy Lamour, Cornel
Hutton,
executive
a one-time party member by a
Others attending the
been made public.
appear
Gloria Graham, appeared
will
and
Wilde
Schulberg
William
vious witness.
were
meeting
committee
as part of the regularly scheduled
Phonevision, Skiatron
H.
voluntarily.
Irving
Fabian,
Simon
Brenner,
evening performance with DeMille's
Greenfield, Philip Hodes, Arthur IsAdmits 'Carelessness'
Also before the committee will be
recording their turns in and
Jack Lang, Chic Lewis, cameras
rael,
Jr.,
a proposal for the use of Phonevision
the sawdust rings.
above
that "I am not now,
said
Ferrer
Moss,
B.
Charles
Harry Mandel,
and Skiatron's Subscriber Vision on
never have been or ever could be a Tom Murtha, Samuel Rinzler, Fred
Prior to the performance the trade
an experimental basis. Phonevision's Communist," nor has he ever been
journalists had dinner with DeSchwartz,
press
A.
Sol
Schwartz,
J.
test run, however, is concluded and
with any Communist
"sympathizer
Strausberg,
Mille, members of his staff and the
Morris Seider, Solomon
Skiatron has not yet formally applied
Committee counsel
when
but
causes,"
Youngof the picture. Present from New
Max
stars
and
Sunshine,
Morton
this
for permission to conduct a test
Frank Tavenner, Jr., and chairman
York were Joe Priory, Film Daily;

UPT

TV

NCAA

UJA

_

fall in

New

York.

20th's 'The

stein.

asked him about specific activi"carelessness
ties, Ferrer admitted to
and' repeatedly assured the Committee
that "if I had known it was a Communist activity, I would never have
authorized the use of my name."
Martin Levine, Brandt Theatres ex
Ferrer got into specially hot water ecutive, was installed as president of
over his sponsorship of the candidacy New York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai
Davis
of Communist leader Benjamin
B'rith at a dinner-meeting at Rosoff's
for New York City Councilman. He here last night.
said he thought Davis was endorsed
vice-presidents were:

Wood

Frogmen'

Opens Tomorrow

—A

battle
Norfolk, Va., May 22.
eye view of the Navy demonstrations
surrounding the first showing of 20th
Century-Fox's "The Frogmen" at the

Levine Installed as

Cinema Lodge Head

Creek Amphibious Base in
Norfolk on Thursday and Friday will by the Democratic Party.
be one of the highlights of the world

Little

premiere of that production. The Navy
informed the film company that the
30 press men taking part in the activities will see the underwater demolition
maneuvers from aboard an LCP.

Andy Smith

to

Installed as
Harold L. Danson, Milton Livingston,

Maine

In reply to a query regarding reports of affiliation with a projected

production-distribution company, Andy
W. Smith, former 20th Century-Fox

Another press event for the visiting
newspaper, magazine, radio and trade sales vice-president, said yesterday
the matter
paper representatives will be an inter- that he had not discussed
He plans
principals.
the
any
of
with
Fechview with Admiral William
next month for Maine, where
telier, commander-in-chief of the At- to leave
he will vacation until after Labor Day.
Fleet
rieci.
lantic

Martin Quigley Editor-in-Chief and Publisher;
S^h Avenue,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc 1270 Martin Quigley
i.f
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Red Kann, Vice-President,

1

executive,

was the

installing officer.

;

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

S^Fte^

Richard Malkin, Louis A. Novins, Arthur H. Schwartz, Robert K. Shapiro
and Al Wilde. Jack Weissman was
installed as secretary, Jack H. Hoffberg as treasurer, and Albert A.
Executive ComSenft as Chaplain.
mittee members who were installed
were Max Blackman, Leo Jaffe, Julius Collins and Fred Schwartz. Lester
Gutterman, district Grand Lodge No.

^

efe "? r
Vicee

Jr.

.^^
gesmen^ ^°
e

n

:,

1879

*s

Kennedy, Shoiwwn's Trade Review;

James Jerauld, Boxoffice; Alan Ames,
The Independent Film Journal; and
Jack Harrison, Hollywood Reporter.

U-I's Laurie, Curtis
To Aid 'Prince'
Universal-International has set a 16
key-city tour for Piper Laurie and
Tony Curtis, co-starred in "The
Thief," TechPrince Who Was

A

nicolor.

Starting in Chicago on Sunday, they
New York, Boston, Buffalo,
Washington,
Baltimore,
Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Des
Moines, St. Louis and Indianapolis.

will visit

*£nA^«*S£.

7

rk
ineo. jT
.

and Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, Secretary
Vice-President
Sullivan,
lv
v
su
^.
Y ucca-Vine Building, William R. Weaver,
d Bur
]

™

Charles L. Franke, Motion Picture
Daily; Mel Konecoff, The Exhibitor;
Al Piccoult, Harrison's Reports; Tom

" tes

^

'

per year> $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign:
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copies>
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Rank Says

Rev iew

(Continued from page
with

American

3

1)

producers,

he

as-

Increase Priorities

For Repair Work

—

"Hard, Fast and Beautiful"
(RKO

Hollywood, May 22
from the title, Ida Lupino's new directorial effort
can be described as combining the hard working efforts of a splendid
joint deals."
He said while here he will confer cast, in a fast moving piece of widely marketable merchandise, telling a
with Spyro P. Skouras, 20th Century- beautifully knitted tale about the commercialization of amateur sports.
While not necessarily related to the theme of fixed sports such as that
Fox president, but the subject of the
conference will not be on any joint which has occupied considerable newspaper attention in scores of the counserted that he has no specific commitments but was always "looking for

production deal. He also will confer
with Nate J. Blumberg, Universal

Pictures)

TAKING A CUE

try's

papers within the past year, that attention should arouse interest in this

contemporary drama depicting the manner in which amateur sports can be
president. The subject and details of commercialized without the knowledge of the contenders.
Stressing feminine values with fine focus, Director Lupino steers Claire
his forthcoming conferences were not
Trevor through a polished portrayal of an over-ambitious mother intent upon
disclosed.
Asked if there is going to be any getting the most out of daughter Sally Forrest's prowess as a high school
change in the distribution set-up with and then an active amateur tennis player. Miss Forrest's portrayal is highly
Universal, Rank said he didn't an- commendable, to say the least. She is aided and abetted most ably by Robert
The production is particuticipate any. He refused to comment Clarke, Carleton Young and Kenneth Patterson.
on new distribution arrangements for larly powerful in its appeal to the distaff element of all ages.
Far from the beaten path, the picture is chock full of promotional angles.
pictures which Eagle Lion Classics
formerly handled, intimating that he The script, by Martha Wilkerson, moves rapidly from Miss Forrest's tenniswould look into the matter while here. playing high school days to the pinnacle of success as the world's amateur
Probably due to the 12-hour delay champion, which she reaches under the connivance of her mother in conjunction with a mpney-hungry promoter, who ties in Miss Forrest's efforts publicly
in docking the Queen Elizabeth in
New York harbor because of fog and with various commercial firms for pay-offs. The girl breaks with her sweetheart because of his protests to the mother against commercializing, but eventides, Rank was perfunctory and imtually the girl learns the truth and after a title match which she wins, of
patient with reporters.
His itinerary while here will in- course she retires from sports. The suspense is particularly marked in the
clude a visit to Chicago and Toronto, tennis matches, produced with skill and accuracy by Collier Young.
Running time, 76 minutes. General audience classification. Release Date
returning to England at the end of
the month.
not set.
On the pier to greet him were John

—

—

Davis, general manager of Rank Enterprises who arrived by plane yester-

day morning and Robert Benjamin,
chief of Rank Enterprises in the U. S.

Disney Profit
after

Myers on Bidding
(Continued from page 1)
not seriously interested. "I am interested in solutions, not stalemates," he

"When

declared.

anyone

find

I

in

New York

sincerely interested, I will
be available."

'Hard'

payment

dividend of

Bows on Coast

Jan. 1, to
652,840 common shares outstanding.
For the same period last year the net
profit of $75,905 was equal to 10 cents
per common share.
For the remainder of the 1951 fiscal
year, ending Sept. 29, Disney said the
company expects continued profitable
operations at about the same pace as
the first six months.

Blocked Sterling

RKO

Hollywood, May 22.—
Pictures tonight flew 75 persons to San
Francisco for all-day ceremonies preceding the opening of "Hard, Fast
and Beautiful," at the Golden Gate
Theatre tomorrow night.
-TWA-

3

1

TWA

TTWAi

Now TWA

,

TWA
I

Up

|

j|

LONDON and PARIS
non -stop from

New

York

•

For information, see your
travel

agent or

call

r

TWA
^

members have

yet received a specific
request to accept a reduction.

Indications are another meeting will
take place after the company's proposal has been reduced to concrete
terms so that attorneys for the guilds
can determine whether the workingconditions clauses of basic contracts
empower the guilds to deal legally
with salary adjustments which do not
affect specified

minimums.

Some Already Accept

COMPO

_

various

exhibitor

organizations

will

Blocked English sterling will be advise their members that copies of
used for "The Story of Robin Hood," this graph are available for their use.

Corwin Gives
(Continued

from page 1
should be displayed
duced in England, Disney reported. prominently in the lobby of every the- to the inability to obtain
first-runs,
Like "Treasure Island," also produced atre and otherwise accorded all pos- and is sustaining a continuing
loss of
of
producin England, the effect
this
sible publicity so that the public may $1,500 weekly.
tion and worldwide distribution will know that our industry, far from addbe to keep the company abreast of its ing to the inflation spiral, has kept its
Myers to Appear Before House
accumulation of unremittable sterling, prices at a reasonable level,"
June 7 on Trust Bill Statute
and, "over the long pull," to convert said.
all-live action feature

now

being pro-

We

believe

it

COMPO

sterling to dollars, Disney said.
will
Washington, May 22.—The return
furnish
exhibitors
Study of the way in which Disney's with copies of the graph.
appearance of Allied States Associalibrary of features and shorts may be
tion general counsel Abram F. Myers
used on television and also of the
before the House Judiciary sub-comcompany's eventual position and polimittee has been tentatively set for
to
Italy
cies for that medium, is currently one
June 7. Myers is testifying on a bill
( Continued from page 1
of management's more serious tasks,
to set up a uniform six-year Federal
Disney reported.
statute of limitations on private treble
signing will take place in July.
condition of the agreement is that damage anti-trust suits, and did not
there will be unrestricted importation finish his testimony in an earlier apand distribution of American films in pearance.
Italy.
(Continued from page 1)
Over and above the 225 pictures some 50 or 60 American films,
the Metropolitan area and in 1938 mostly from
independents, will be sent
he was made division manager, four in to fill the needs of
Italian distribu(Continued from page 1)
years later becoming Western zone tors and exhibitors.
manager, and in 1946 he was named
acceptance is needed before the decree
general manager.
From this posican be entered.
tion he was elected a vice-president
The revisions are believed to deal
in charge of all theatres, and with
with provisions for divestiture, which
(Continued from page 1)
the reorganization, became president
are said to be extremely complex, the
of the company.
ous exhibitor groups that will send solution for many situations dependdelegates^ to the sessions. A meeting ing upon a number of contingencies
Battison to
of exhibitor leaders at which these and future probabilities. The major
John Battison, associate editor of two items will be considered will be aspects of divorcement follow the proTele-Tech Magazine and author of held in New York on June 5.
visions of the previously entered ParaArrangements for the postponed mount, RKO and Warner decrees.
"Movies for TV," will be the guest
speaker at the National Television sessions are now being made by Art Many of the basic terms were disFilm Counsel luncheon-meeting today, Arthur, executive secretary of the closed at the 20th-Fox stockholders
it
was announced here by Andy Motion Picture Industry Council in meeting last week by Otto E. Koegel,
Hollywood.
Jaeger, NTFC president.
20th-Fox chief counsel.
this

Pictures

New

flights

overnight to

III

(Continued from page 1)

Slightly

A

The only all-sleeper

Guilds Defer Action

COMPO

offers

usurious'

of a quarterly preferred
cents per share last
30 cents a share on the

37^

cent of their 1950 use.

The 20th-Fox proposal already has
been accepted by many executives and
department heads.
Under it, those
earning $500 to $1,000 weekly would
(Continued from page 1)
take voluntary reductions of 25 per
food, 38.7 per cent in the general con- cent; 35 per cent on $1,000 to
$2,000
sumer price index, 31.9 per cent in and 50 per cent above that amount.
The cuts^ could be recouped by particiapparel and 22.7 per cent in rent.
"Despite soaring operating costs, the pations in 50 per cent of company
movies continue to hold their price profits on a yearly basis for the next
line as America's cheapest entertain- two-and-one-half years.
ment," stated COMPO.
About 35 representatives of the
is
circulating a printed Screen Actors Guild, Screen
Directors
graph illustrating the increases in the Guild, Screen Writers
Guild and
aforementioned cost of living and re- Screen Publicists Guild
and the Artlated fields as compared with the ad- ists' Managers
Guild attended last
mission rise.
night's meeting-.
"It is our hope that the heads of

Prices

(Continued from page 1)

Washington, May 22.
The
National Production Authority ruled today that businesses can issue priorities for
materials needed for maintenance, repair and operations
up to 120 per cent of their
average quarterly expenditures on these items in 1950.
Until now, firms have been
held to priorities for 100 per

\\

_

Schwartz Pact

20th-Fox Decree

Coast Seminar

Speak

WHAT MAKES RONALD SMILE?
top
a picture of a worried little boy [shown at the
Herald. His name is
Picture
Motion
in
appeared
page)
thh
of
Ronald, young son of Irving Dashkin of the Savoy Theatre,

Last

week

Jamaica, N. Y.

Savoy Theatre
with an advance copy of M-G-M's announcement of its
forthcoming Spring and Summer product. Mr. Dashkin
and son were photographed afterward. Leo, that Friendly
people
Lion, knows how to bring smiles to the faces of

An M-G-M

representative

in our industry.

was

sent to the

(Con ,n

I

There's

good news from M-G-M

for the family of every exhibitor.

M-G-M

28th Birthday right now, an appropriate occasion to tell
the trade about 16 pictures coming from now to September. Millions of
dollars in ticket-selling celluloid released during a period when showmen
is

celebrating

its

need them most. Here are

just a

Starting off with

few of them:

phenomenal "CARUSO"

(Tech.)

Sensation of our generation!

Next
All of

"GO FOR BROKE!"
its first

a solid
engagements!

hit in

A wealth of Big Technicolor Musicals:
"SHOW BOAT '-fabulous Technicolor Giant.
the
"RICH,
It's

"

Gone With The Wind'

of Musicals!"

YOUNG AND PRETTY" —
"EXCUSE MY DUST" — songs, fun,

it's

terrific!^,

romance! (Yes,
Next! The heavily promoted "TERESA"
3rd month in N. Y.! A proven hit in tests!
"THE LAW AND THE LADY' -comedy smash!

toon
Tech.)

"NIGHT INTO MORNING" -a real "sleeper"!
"BEHIND THE LAW" -timely power-house!
And in early Fall comes the mightiest musical of all!
"AN AMERICAN IN PARIS" -To Gershwin Music!
Technicolor glories surpassing anything ever!
Plus more M-G-M hits than there's room for here!

Wafcfi the mails for detailed announcement in
conjunction with M-G-M's 28th Birthday Celebration!

HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN!
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United Paramount, ABC
Conservation
Merger
Stock-Swap
Set
Plan for Films

Five Point
-

Equipment Head List
Washington, May
al

23.

Production Authority

day outlined

—

—Nation

officials to

to the film industry a

program,
conservation
five-point
and
support
of
promises
and received
approval from seven industry groups
meeting.
attending an

NPA

The

included
handling,

points
film
careful
five

More

unrepairable equipment
as junk, substituting for critical
wherever possible,
materials
saving copper drippings and
better care of in-car speakers
by drive-in operators.
outlined by

Jac k
Chicago, May 23.
Kirsch, Allied of Illinois president, has called what he describes as "a very important"
membership meeting for torn o r r o w. Included on the
agenda is a discussion of the
threatened spread of the
South Side admission price
war which started here two

ABC

A plan

for a merger of the American Broadcasting Company and
Theatres through an exchange of UPT common
Paramount
United
for ABC stock was announced here yesterday
stock
preferred
and
ABC board chairman, and Leonard H. GoldNoble,
Edward
by
J.
Five directors from ABC will join the
president.
UPT
enson,
to be known as American Broadcasting
company,
the
new
of
board

weeks ago.

selling

The program was

Directors Join Board of New
Company; Goldenson President; Will
Sell UPT's Chicago TV Station to CBS

Five

Illinois Allied to
Meet on Price War

Print Handling, Care of

NPA

House Group May
Wald-Krasna Spend Tackle Reduced
Ticket Tax Bid
Million Monthly

Paramount Theatres, Inc., and
Robert E. Kintner, ABC president,
will be president of the ABC divi-

The

sion.

deal

was signed

yester-

day afternoon.
Goldenson will continue as president of the new company and Noble
will be chairman of the new com-

pany's finance committee.
Nathan D. Golden. Attend23.
memKey
May
Washington,
Radio
23.
RKO
Hollywood,
May
O'Hara,
ing the meeting were Joyce
The agreement, which was
House Ways and Means
vice-president of the Motion Picture producers Jerry Wald and Norman bers of the
reached within a week of anefan
spend $1,000,000 Committee said there would be
plan
to
Association of America; Gael Sulli- Krasna
nouncements by Goldenson and
made tomorrow to include in the
van, executive director of the Theatre monthly for the next 10 months to fort
Noble, that all negotiations
film chief

—

—

:

complete their 1951-52 schedule of 12

(Continued on page 2)

pictures.

US Files Amendment
To Crescent Charges
Nashville, May 23.— The Department of Justice today filed an amendment to its previous general contempt

Wald-Krasna's $10,000,000 outlay is
said to be necessitated by the fact that
as many as four pictures may be
shooting simultaneously.

"Behave Yourself!"

charges against Crescent Amusement
Co. and its affiliates, claiming failure
to comply with the anti-trust decree
filed against them.
A careful examination failed to reveal just

what the amendment was
it

was

complaint.

Judge Elmer Davies, of the U.

S.

(Continued on page 4)

J.

M. Sugar Heads

UA

their

Contract Dept.

Philadelphia,

May

23.

—Phone-

vision will not have a serious effect
on theatre business, in the opinion of
Cecil B. DeMille.
Here from the
Coast for the

UA

Such a provision was included in
House tax bill but knocked

last year's

The industry has
out in the Senate.
long urged such relief.
is that when
(Continued on page 4)

The problem

theatre

with
shooting
Ringling BrothCircus of
ers'
his

on

Earth,"

De-

Mille

on

As

the

new company

will have two
stations in
Chicago, the
will be
UPT-owned station
sold to Columbia Broadcasting, pro-

television

WBKB

Federal Communications
approves.
The whole
deal is contingent upon FCC approval
and upon action by the respective companies' boards and stockholders.
The board of the new company will

vided

the

Commission

consist of 18

members, 13 of whom,

film theatre,

which retained

Rejection of Deal

vigor despite the growth of radio
and television, certainly will not have
In connection with the planned merto quit the entertainment scene beger of American Broadcasting Co. and
cause of Phonevision, he held.
Interviewed between "takes" of the United Paramount Theatres, Edward
circus picture, DeMille hailed the de- J. Noble, chairman of the board of
velopment by General Electric. of spe- ABC, said here yesterday

contend-

ed in an interSugar, formerly a distribution ex- view with the
ecutive with Eagle Lion Classics, en- trade press that
tered the industry with Republic in Phonevision and
1936.
He now holds the position the motion picformerly filled by Paul N. Lazarus, ture can "live
some time together."
Sr., who resigned from
The producer
ago due to ill health.

brings the theatre cir-

its

Greatest

Show

off,

into the television picture
a level second only to NBC.

cuit

namely, John Balaban, A. H. Blank,
John A. Coleman, Charles T. Fisher,
E. Chester Gersten, Goldenson,
Jr.,
tention with evidence supplied by re- Walter W. Gross, Robert L. Huffines,
He noted Jr., William T. Kilborn, Walter P.
cent entertainment history.
that with the advent of each new Marshall, Robert H. O'Brien, Herbert
(Continued on page 5)
entertainment medium virtually all
existing ones survived and strengthened.
The only exception, DeMille
reminded, was the itinerant stock
show, which died out when the motion picture got into full swing.

But the

Paramount

"The

were

Noble Explains 1st

location

final

production,
Joseph M. Sugar has been named
manager of the United Artists contract
and plavdate department, by
distribuWilliam J. Heineman,

price.

PHONEVISION NO THREAT TO
THEATRES, DeMILLE HOLDS

in

that the
the original

said

amendment "broadened"

of

in-

tended to add to the complaint, but

Washington,

first

productions, with Farley Granger and
"The
Shelley Winters, is completed.
(Continued on page 5)

pending tax bill a proposal to tax reduced price tickets at the price actually charged rather than at the full

tion vice-president.

"On May 16, 1951, I announced that
"cold" lights which have
filming inside the huge tent a proposed merger with United Parapossible.
The lights give off little mount Theatres, Inc. had been turned
and gave as our reason
heat and for that reason may revo- down by
illumination
in that 'ABC could not accept this offer
film
set
lutionize
because we are interested only in a
Hollywood, the producer said.
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)

cial

new

made
Cecil B. DeMille

UA

supported

his

con-

ABC
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Schulberg Admits

Personal
Mention

Army

For Color Mission
Washington, May 23. —

BUCKLEY, former
HARRY
United Artists vice-president,
is

scheduled to leave with Mrs. Buckley
Tuesday aboard the 5. S. Independence for a European vacation tour.
•

Beatrice Melican, membership

sec-

retary at the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, will be

married to Francis Michael Conlon
on Saturday at Corpus Christi Church
New York. They will honeymoon in
Canada.

AGFA

the Pentagon by Army Secretary Frank C. Pace, Jr., with
Defense Secretary Marshall
in attendance.

ern production head, is due to return
today from a two-day business trip to
Cleveland and Columbus.
•

Owners

Paramount's

studio national magazine publicity department, is scheduled to return today
to

Hollywood from

New

York.

23.

Twentieth Century-Fox's

— Novelist

Hollywood from 1937
but said that Communist

member
1939,

Gael Sullivan, Theatre Owners of
director, is expected to return here tomorrow from

American executive
Washington.
•

Morey Goldstein, Monogram-Al-

America; Abram F. My-

mittee members for his "fine" and
"valuable" testimony.
Most of Schulberg's story was devoted to detailing Communist Party
efforts to control his writings and
the writings of other party members.
He emphasized that he has actually

;

Theatre

with
Ray Colvin, any way renewed my associations
ufacturers Association
the Communist Party."
DealEquipment
Theatre
the
head of
The Committee is slated to hear diWalsh,
Richard
Association
ers
Tuttle tomorrow. Both
rector
IATSE president; and Ralph E. Binns Tuttle Frank
and his wife Tana have been
Association.
of the Film Carriers
named by previous witnesses as oneSullivan later said that he felt that time members. Tuttle has returned
a series of similar meetings might from Vienna, where he recently comhave to be held to make any sizable pleted directing a film, to testify.
effect on the situation, and that "we
;

work ahead educating
Artists general sales manager, have a lot of
exhibitors to the program."
and
Boston
for
night
last
here
left
Representatives of the Society of
will return over the weekend.
•
Motion Picture Pro
Independent
Richard Bare, Warner director, ducers and the Council of Motion Pic
has arrived in New York from Holly- ture Organizations were slated to atwood on a combined business and va- tend, but were unable to make it
Film Handling

•

SAG

of

NY

to

The

Hollywood,

May

23.

—The board of

directors of the Screen Writers Guild
on May 28 will submit to the full
membership a proposal to repeal a

long-standing rule against trade paper

organizations

United Artists Gets
2 More Productions

Hold

leaving the grounds with the in-car
speakers, and also to repair rather
than throw away damaged speakers.
United Artists has added two more
It was mentioned that most operaproductions to its program, Ventura
replace
to
cheaper
it
find
tors now
Lazar
The Screen Actors Guild's new speakers rather than to repair them, Pictures' "Fort Defiance" and
in
a
"Four
Wechsler's
Jeep."
contract demands, royalties and devel- but the latter course was urged in
An international world premiere in
opments in television will be among view of the need to save metals.
London, Berlin and New York
Paris,
topics to be discussed at the annual
proposed system for periodic
held for "Four
membership meeting of SAG's New pick-ups of copper drippings was out- in mid-June will be
York premiere
The
New
in
a
Jeep."
Hotel
York branch tomorrow at the
lined, under which in each area the will
be a pre-release opening on
Astor.
central
drippings would go to one
Aug. 24.
It is said to be likely that the guild's
point, and from there be turned over
fact-finding committee will report on
to smelters.
developments in connection with 20th
officials said, "There was a
upperthat
Century-Fox's proposal
on the part of all present
desire
great
Jessica Landau, Universal studio
bracket talent take a voluntary salary
to cooperate, and there were no ob- representative in New York, accomreduction as outlined recently by com
to any part of the program." panied by Al Mendelsohn, home office
pany president Spyros P. Skouras in jections
left
New
stressed that the meeting was radio-television
Golden
contact,
a statement to stockholders.
and
Baltimore
of the industry advisory com- York yesterday for
not
television
SAG
Kenneth Thomson,
be set up Washington on the first steps of an
might
one
though
mittee,
administrator, has arrived from Hoi
11 key-city tour to help select the
lywood to attend the meeting. Devel later.
"Hollyin the current
participants
the
made
of
mention
was
No
prospects with respect to

Meeting Tomorrow

A

Leave on Talent Tour

NPA

NPA

opments and

jurisdictional controversy with
Television Authority will probably be
outlined for the membership by Thom

SAG's

_

son.
SOU.

Study Moves

to
9

Regain 'Essential
Rating for Films
—Top indusWashington, May
23.

considering an attempt to line up various industry
groups behind an appeal of the_ Comtry

officials

merce

are

Department's

classification

of

the film industry as non-essential for
draft and manpower purposes.

There

thought

some

is

of

this appeal through the
Council of Motion Picture Or-

making

ganizations,

it

was reported.

Some weeks ago, Commerce dropped
the film industry from the list of industries whose workers might be considered for deferment as essential.
There was an immediate protest from
all segments of the industry, and Motion Picture Association of America
officials said they would appeal.
There has been no such appeal made,
however, although some time has gone
Inquiry today revealed that there
by.

some

is

industry that

feeling in the

MP AA

no status to
appeal, and cannot and
should not be put in the position of
appealing for the entire industry.

the

alone

has

make such an

Some

feel

officials

a wider support

enlisted for any such appeal
Hence the considsuccessful.

must be

to be
eration of

making the appeal through

COMPO or some other

group embrac-

ing exhibitors, labor and other segments of the industry as well as producers and distributors.

Set Plans for Drive

For Al Schwalberg
Oscar Morgan, national captain of
Paramount's "Salute to Al Schwalberg" sales drive; Jerry Pickman,
honorary national captain and Mon;

roe

Goodman,

national

coordinator,

met here yesterday with home
department heads to

office

set plans for the

sales tribute to the president of

Para-

mount Film Distributing Corp.
The drive is scheduled Tor July and
August. No money prizes or other inducements are being offered. During

Paramount

the drive period five top

into release "Passage
construction order, the industry's non- wood Screen Test" network television pictures will go
"Ace in the Hole," "Peking
essential classification, or any prob- program's eight-week talent hunt in Wesjt,"
My Boy" and
"That's
lems other than conservation, it was connection with Universal's picture Express,"
"Warpath."
Story."
Hollywood
reported.
:

.

-
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general manager of the Roxy
Theatre, it was the best 1951
opening day record for the
"Call
Me
theatre, topping
Mister," with Danny Kaye on
stage. Despite threatening
weather, more than 1,400 persons were reported on line
before the box-office opened.

SWG Proposal Would
Allow Trade Ads

were urged to advertising by its members and instistress to their members the need for tute what it terms a fair-practice code.
more careful film handling, to make
The code would free writers to adIt was mentioned vertise if they so desired, but would
film last longer.
that Eastman Kodak would shortly prohibit trade papers from direct soFred Goldberg, Paramount's promo- make available to projectionists a licitation. Instead, solicitation might
take the form of a letter, copies of
tion manager, is due to return here booklet on this subject.
today from Milwaukee.
Exhibitors were urged to go over which would clear to members through
•
Daily Variety has
all old and obsolete equipment stored guild machinery.
Maurice Duke, producer, is here away in storerooms and sell as junk pending in Federal Court an anti-trust
suit against SWG.
from the Coast.
any items that cannot be fixed.
Drive-in operators were urged to
redouble efforts to prevent cars from
exhibitor relations speaker, addressed the
Lion's Club at Anacosta, D. C, yesterday.

York's Roxy Theatre.
According to A. J. Balaban,

at-

been in Hollywood "little more than
general counsel of Allied States
months" in the past ten years, and
Association Oscar Neu, head of the six
that "at no time have I in
declared
ManSupply
Equipment and

lied

Maurice N. Wolf, M-G-M

New

tempts to influence his writing caused
him to "backslide" and then drop from
the party altogether.
Schulberg, who appeared as a voluntary witness, spent the whole day on
the witness stand and was finally excused with commendation from com-

ers,

cation trip.

lent gross of over $15,000 for
premiere yesterday at
its

to

in

;

•

"On the Riviera," starring
Danny Kaye, drew an excel-

one-time screen writer Budd
Schulberg admitted to the House UnAmerican Activities Committee today
that he had been a Communist Party

(Continued from page 1)
of

May

Roxy Theatre Here

and

"Certificate of Appreciation"
for his services in 1945 when
he headed a mission of color
experts to Germany to secure
color formulas.
the
The presentation was made at

Five-Point Plan

of

Washington,

Nathan D. Golden, director of
the National Production Aubranch, was
film
thority's
awarded today the Army's

Hiller Innes, executive assistant to
Russell Holman, Paramount's East-

James Sarno, head

Being 'Red' in '37
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Bow Packs

'Riviera'

Cites Golden

May

R

.

:

,

.
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A VERY SPECIAL

ALFRED HITCH
EVENT!

in

love

with

young
America's
idol- -and a

good-looking

stranger

in

search of
sensation ~that's

how

it ail

began.,/

Warner
Bros.
bring a

pounding

new tempo
to

motion

picture

excitement!

THE
BEATEN
TRACK!
STARRING

RUTH

WITH LEO G. CARROLL* Screen Play by Raymond Chandler and Czenzi Ormonde

Thursday,
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Tax

Ticket

owners give reduced prices

to students

or other groups, the 20 per cent admission tax must be calculated not on
the price actually charged but rather
This means the
on the full price.
total price, including tax, is much
higher than if the tax were figured on
the price actually charged.
Rep. Mills (D., Ark.^said he might
also bring up tomorrow the proposal
of the Arkansas Theatre Owners Association to tighten the tax treatment
unit contends
of drive-ins. The
that the admission tax should be levied on a per-person basis rather than
on the basis of the price per car,
charged regardless of the number of

TOA

occupants.

Credit Cutback
the

Meanwhile,

today

Committee

the
voted to cutback the credit under
excess profits tax from 85 percent of
three
the average earnings during the
per
to
75
1949
to
1946
from
years
best
to
cent of that average. It also voted
boost the over-all corporate tax ceiling to 70 percent. It earlier had voted

per
to boost this from the present 62
additional
the
and
cent,
per
67
cent to
boost today was tied in to the excess

Trust Suit Vs.

"Passage West"
{Paramount)

A HANDFUL

of prison-breaking convicts join forces with an itinerant
religious sect to form an outdoor action drama that mixes moralities and

conflicts.

Producers William Pine and William Thomas have given "Passage

a sturdy production frame, including Technicolor. Devotees of the
large scale action dramas should respond gratifyingly.
John Payne heads the band of six hard-bitten outlaws who stumble upon
the settlement-seeking religious group and take command of their wagon
who
train at gun point. Spiritual leader of the group is Dennis O'Keefe, a man
Fearing recapture, the conacts with the gentleness of deep inner strength.

West"

tram. Wanting
victs decide they can be safest by travelling with the religious
mercilessly.
to make time, Payne and his men drive and bludgeon the group on

The romantic complication in Lewis R. Foster's screenplay revolves^ around
Arleen Whelan, organist for the group who is about to become O'Keefe's
Despite Payne's cruelty, Miss Whelan somehow becomes attracted to
wife.
In time a savage brawl develops between Payne and
his strong, manly ways.
Interested
O'Keefe and the latter administers a severe beating to the former.
on with
stay
him
to
allows
O'Keefe
however,
spiritually,
Payne
in redeeming
on their own, are
the wagon. Presently the outlaws decide to venture out
of the
recognized in town and come scurrying back to the tram. The climax
At
gold.
quarry,
find
rock
working
on
a
convicts,
story is reached when the
There is but one way
this point some of their basest instincts emerge.
way
which Payne can show his final appreciation to the sect. He takes that
dynamite.
by blowing up the convicts and himself in the cave with
Foster also directed, from the story by Nedrick Young.
release.
Runnino- time 89 minutes. General audience classification. For July

m

profits tax cutback.

'Frogmen' Group to

title

in

A

contingent of 21 newspaper, trade
paper, magazine and radio representatives will take off from Newark
Airport today to attend the ceremonies
launching 20th Century-Fox's "The
Frogmen" at the Norfolk Naval Base
tonight.
Scheduled

to

leave

Robert

are

here

Brown, Argosy Magazine; George Torrie,
New York Daily News; Allen Keller, N. Y.
World-Telegram and Sun; Bob Spellman,
N. Y. Journal-American; Paul Sann, New
York Post; Jesse Zunser, Cue; Louis Berg,
This Week; Gerald Green and Joseph
Vadola, NBC-TV; Alton Cook, N. Y.
World-Telegram and Sun; Leo Mishkin,
Morning Telegraph; Mark Barron, Associated Press; C. Edmunds Allen, United
Press; Robert Plumb, N. Y. Times.
trade press will be represented
Martin Quigley, Jr., Motion Picture

The

film

by
Herald;

Ames,

Alan

Independent

Film

Mel
Journal; James Jerauld, Boxoffice;
Konecoff, Exhibitor; Al Picoult, Harrison's
Film Daily; and
Reports; Joe
Priore,
Barney

Stein,

Going

Film Bulletin.

from

Washington

Tony Muto, Washington

will be
representa-

Fabian and Majors
— Papers
May
Albany, N.

23.
Y.,
will be signed within a week discontinuing the anti-trust action which

John Gardner's Colony Theatre,

Inc.,

Schenectady, brought against Fast
Theatres, a Fabian subsidiary, Loew's,
20th-Fox, Warner, RKO, Universal,

United Artists, Columbia and Monogram.
The complaint alleges a Fabian
monopoly in Schenectady and seeks an
equal opportunity to purchase product.

The

setlement provides for the

Colony to become a second-run, on a
par with Fabian's Erie, and to run
Attorney
30 days behind first-runs.
Leonard L. Rosenthal, Albany, represented Gardner. At the same time,
Schenectady area
drive-ins in the
move up to second-run. This is un_

derstood to be chiefly a matter_ of
higher rentals for distributors. Driveins were 42 to 45 days behind Schenectady first-runs.

Mandel Herbstman.

"Tony Draws a Horse"
(Rank-Pinnacle Production —Fine Arts)
ARE SOME, although not many British
THERE
the American market.
achieve wide appreciation

Leave Here Today

24, 1951

Settling Gardner's

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

May

D. of

J.

Sees Possible

Delay in 20th Decree
comedies which
This one of the odd

film

depicting a rollicking
should, for it is highly amusing fare in a light vein
British
as they are shown
the
fun
at
pokes
which
excellent
cast,
tale with an
at their worst and at their best.
starring.
The Britishers typed were cast at their best, with Cecil Parker
behevably
himself
and
production
the
both
of
He underplays to the credit
the father of a rather
pointing up the awful confusion and predicament of
Lang, who takes full
Anthony
played
by
youngster,
rebellious
precocious and
self-expression
his
promote
advantage of the urgings of his mother to
directed by John Faddy
ably
quite
was
production
Rank
Arthur
This J
in the script, written
Carstairs, who nurtures his work to get every last laugh
produced
Williams, from the novel by Lesley Storm. Williams also

Washington, May
partment

officials

23.

said

—Justice De-a

was
Century-Fox

there

possibility that the 20th

consent decree might not be ready to
go to the New York Statutory Court
next Monday, as scheduled, and that
a postponement would be needed.
They said they would probably
know for sure tomorrow. No major
snag has been hit just a series of
minor difficulties, they declared.
If there has to be a postponement
by Brock
performances by his cast. in the time for presenting the decree
and in his dual, capacity he influences many witty
pictures, but
to the court, the new date would deTony of the title is the youngster; he likes to draw and pamt
walls, to the
and
doors
on
brushes
and
crayons
his
using
pend on when the court's schedule
he insists upon
mother Anne Crawford, would permit the session on the Fox
chagrin and embarrassment of his father, Parker. The
her marriage for a spell atter decree.
a stickler for progressive education, wreaks
but the finale brings the
up-bringing,
boy's
the
several disagreements over
bamboo cane applied
family together, in peace and quiet, with the aid of a
.

^

in the proper direction.
Others in the cast are:

6 Percentage Suits

,

.

Derek Bond, Barbara Murray, Mervyn Johns,
Dandy Nichols, Ann Smith, Susan Dudley,
Rigby,
Edward
Everest,
Barbara
Marjorie Gresley.
date,
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release

May

—

14.

VFW

Tie-up for
200 Dates for UA's Plan
'An American Spy'
'Ran' Set as Goal

—

Filed in Pittsburgh

—

Pittsburgh, May 23. Francis E.
McGillick is the defendant in six percentage actions filed in Federal Court
here. Separate suits were brought by
Universal, Loew's, RKO, Columbia,

Paramount and Warner.

The com-

plaints allege under-reporting of receipts on percentage pictures exhibited at the Coraopolis and Lyric Theatres in Coraopolis, Pa., formerly op-

ArrangeHollywood, May 23.
hundred key city circuit booktie-up between
nationwide
for
a
ments
for
goal
the
set
as
been
20th Century-Fox's New York office ings have
Veterans of erated by the defendant.
United Artists' "He Ran All the Allied Artists and the
are David Golding, publicity manager
Reed, Smith, Shaw and McClay, of
with the
connection
in
gen- Foreign Wars
Stirling Silliphant, promotion man- Way," in its first two weeks of
represent the distributors
Pittsburgh
Was An American
Meyer Hutner, New York eral release, beginning July 12, it was exploitation of "I
ager
with Sargoy and Stein, New York, of
completion.
nearing
is
Spy,"
Heinenewspaper contact, and Ira Tulipan, announced here by William J.
To each departmental commander in counsel.
man, UA vice-president.
trade paper contact.
areas where the former American spy,
tive

for

20th Century-Fox and from

Two

;

Claire Phillips, will appear at regional
premieres, a request is being made by

10

hrs.

15

in.

MERCURY- NEW DC-6B SERVICE

Lv. Midnight

official recognition.

RKO

LOSANGELES
THE

she be given

Contest for Showmen
Who Exhibit 'Thing'

AMERICAN
it?

George F. McWilliams, District of
Columbia department commander, that

EDT—Ar.

7:15 a.m.

PDT

Pictures will announce at a
special screening of "The Thing" for
exhibitors at the Riviera Theatre here
tomorrow details of a contest in which
showmen who play the picture will be
invited to participate.
The contest will be directed by

Len

Gruenberg, Metropolitan district manager, and Terry Turner, head of
Radio's exploitation department.

RKO

U.S. on Crescent

(Continued from page 1)
District Court, will hear attorneys for
both sides on the charges June 12, advanced from the previous June 1 date
because of the extended absence of

Judge Davies

in

Washington.

WANTED FEMALE
INVESTOR
Active or inactive for sound motion
picture and television company.
Small Investment Required
Unlimited Opportunities
For appointment

CALL

CHickering 4-6724

Thursday,

May

MPA
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Video Group

Coming

Plan Merger

UPT-ABC

Sets Plans for
Sept. 17

Hearing

The Motion Picture Association of
America's television committee met
here yesterday to begin discussions re-

MPAA

lating to the participation of
member companies in the theatre tele-

vision

hearings

the

before

Federal

Communications Commission on Sept.
11

,,,,

Several additional meetings will follow, and in due time the committee
will draft a blueprint of activity which
will follow at the hearings.
the
Edward T. Cheyfitz and Sidney
management
Schreiber of the
staff were present at yesterday's meet-

MPAA

MPAA

ing.

MPAA

board has
been scheduled for Monday. The board

A

meeting of the

expected to consider at that time,
dues
proposed revisions in the
is

MPAA

(Continued from page 1)
Schwartz, and Robert B. Wilby, are
directors of UPT, and five new
directors, Earl E. Anderson, Robert

now
H.

Hinckley, Kintner, Noble and
D. Young who are now direc-

Owen

ABC.

tors of

The merger

be

will

accomplished

exchange of

UPT

preferred and common stock for the outcommon stock of ABC.
standing
will receive for
Stockholders of
each share of common stock of ABC,
$7.50 in common stock of American

by an

offer of

ABC

Broadcasting

Paramount Theatres,

-

at $19.00 per share, and
$7.20 of preferred stock, measured at
par value, with minor adjustments to

measured

Inc.,

May

25
theatre

(Continued from page 1)
real partnership,

whereby

ABC

stock-

holders would share more fully in the
growth of radio and television through
ownership of greater amounts of
equity securities and through exercise
of more proportionate voting representation' than had been offered by
United Paramount Theatres, Inc.
"I am happy that, in subsequent negotiations, Mr. (Leonard) Goldenson
and his associates at United Paramount Theatres, Inc. were able to
stock,
agree to an exchange for

ABC

receive
keep at a minimum fractional shares. whereby ABC stockholders
approximately 50 per cent in common
Preferred Stock
stock and approximately 50 per cent in
The preferred stock of the resulting preferred stock. This offer of common

company

have a dividend rate of
It
structure, among other matters.
five per cent with a sinking fund oi
was said that Eric Johnston, Economic four per cent each year of the initial
Stabilization Administrator who has aggregate par amount issued, approxipresibeen on leave from the
mately $12,000,000, and other protecdency, will attend the Monday meet- tive features.
The merger will be a
subbeen
has
ing. Joyce O'Hara, who
that the
will

MPAA

stituting for Johnston, will also attend
the board parley.

Events

Noble Says

tax-free reorganization so
will incur no
stockholders of
capital gain through the exchange of

ABC

ABC

stock gives the opportunity for
stockholders to share more fully in
the growth of radio and television,
and also gives them proper votingrepresentation in the combined company."

— Carter

Barron

Amphi-

Rock

dedication,

Creek

Park, Washington.
May 26 Barney Balaban testimonial dinner, Hotel Commodore,

—

New York.
May 31-June

—

2
Paramount annual
Canadian sales convention, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto.
Independent Theatre
June 6-7
Owners of Montana semi-annual
meeting, Northern Hotel, Bill-

—

ings.

June 13

— Cinema
—

Stamp Collectors

meeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
June 19-20 Virginia Motion Picture Theatre Association summer
meeting, Jefferson Hotel, Rich-

mond.
June 19-20

—New

Association
querque.

Mexico Theatre

convention,

Albu-

Wald-Krasna
(Continued from page 1)

DeMille, Phonevision

Blue Veil," with Jane Wyman, winds
up production next Tuesday. Camera
their shares.
work will then start on "High Heels,"
In a joint statement, Noble and Golden
DeMille had hearty praise for the "Clash by Night" and "Size 12."
son said:
By July 15, production will begin
"By this merger we believe the new com- organizing methods and the cooperapany will serve the public interest more tion of the circus management and on "Cowpoke," "The USO Story" and
effectively through strengthened resources
ABC, personnel with whom he has worked. "Strike a Match." Before November,
in the radio and television field.
which has made remarkable progress in the Scenes shot during last night's regu- Wald-Krasna expects to complete the
last eight years, building upward from a
performance featured stars remaining four for 1951 "The Harder
The new Geer Tube which Techni- small radio network of $12,000,000 of busi- lar circus
Lamour, They Fall," "Darling, I Love You,"
Dorothy
Hutton,
Betty
leading
three
the
annually,
of
ness
to
one
color is developing for the purpose of
"I Married A Woman" and "Exclustelevision networks, with busi- James Stewart, Gloria Grahame, Lyle
radio
and
receiving telecasts in color can accom- ness at the rate of $65,000,000 annually, has
ive Model."
Wilde.
Cornel
Bettger
and
either
of
unsurpassed studio and transmitter facilimodate the transmissions
and
radio
statelevision
RCA ties in its owned
or
Broadcasting
Columbia
tions in New York, Detroit, Los Angeles,
color systems, John R. Clark, Jr., as- San Francisco and Chicago. UPT, which is
sistant to Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, a leading operator of theatres located in
Technicolor president, has informed various parts of the U. S., will bring to
ABC additional financial resources and per
David Weinstock, New York circuit sonnel with long experience and an outoperator and Technicolor stockholder. standing record of achievement in the enfield.
We are convinced that
CBS and RCA currently are en- tertainment
this partnership, will create and provide
gaged in heated rivalry for supremacy resources and skills which will be invaluable

(Continued from page 1)

Dual Use for New
Technicolor Tube

-

:

in the field of color television trans-

radio and television. The interests of
stockholders and the public will be
advanced by this joint contribution to the

to>

our

mission.
Technicolor's

researchers,

in

co-

RCA

and Stanford Reoperation with
search Institute of Stanford University, worked throughout 1950' in the

of

field

entertainment and communications.

New
"Complete

Personalities

daytime

and

nighttime

pro-

The company will _rams in television on a scale and of a
quality not previously practicable nor atconduct next month an experimental tainable is in prospect through the new
laboratory demonstration which will company. New personalities and programs
enable it to make the first practical will be introduced to both radio and televi

television

field.

We

feel that radio and television as
whole, the public as its' customers and
our stockholders as owners will gain from
this new company, which will compete vig
orously for public and advertiser approval
and esteem.
"The showmanship and talents of the
in the entertainment
management of
business, «when combined with ABC's ex
station and advertiser affiliation
23.
Attorney cellent
Washington,
and physical facilities, will insure to the
the
that
listening and viewing public
the
finest
General McGrath said today
Justice Department is getting an in- radio and television programs. The com
bination
will be beneficial
to
both the
creasing number of complaints against theatres and the broadcasting business in
alleged restraints being placed on developing new talent and new program
radio broadcasting and telecasting of ming conceptions."
Noble and Goldenson stated that stock
baseball and other sports holders of both companies were being in
football,
formed
immediately
the
proposed
of
events, both professional and amateur
again emphasized that the anti- merger by letter and that proxy statements
describing in detail the terms of the mertrust division is stepping up its inves- ger were being prepared for circulation
among the shareholders of both companies
tigations and study of the matter.

appraisal of the prospect for the Technicolor tube, it was said.

sion.

a

Steps Up Probe of
Restraints on Sports
May

UPT

—

He

at an early date.

New NBC TV

Pact
de Rochemont Sets Next
For Eddie Cantor
Rochemont
Producer
Louis
de

Eddie Cantor has signed a new tele
vision contract with National Broad
casting for 1951-52. The first star to

NBC

television's "The
be seen on
Colgate Comedy Hour," has done 10
performances
further
with
shows,
scheduled for May 27 and June 17 to
complete the 1950-51 season.

whose "The Whistle
an
by

at

Eaton

RD-DR production, will
Columbia

reports

that

Pictures
next

his

Falls,'

be released

this

film

summer
will

"Walk East on Beacon," based on
FBI's fight against Communism.
also
Pictures.

will

be

released

by

be
the
It

Columbia

WILL DO STRONG
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New Panel

On Film Wages
in

June,

Kheel Tops 6-Man Unit
Washington,

Wage

May

Stabilization

24.

— The

Board today

set

up a special six-man panel to hold
hearings and make recommendations on whether the film industry and
other industries whose prices are exempt from control should also be ex-

empt from federal wage controls.
Hearings will be held on the question in Washington June 5 and 6.
Two questions were put before the
panel for solution
or should wage controls apply to these industries ?
2. If the answer to the first question is yes, to what extent should
these controls apply and exactly what
policies and procedures should be followed in controlling wages in these
special
1.

Do

industries

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY,

MAY

?

Findings and recommendations are
to be made to the full stabilization
board, which will issue the final pol-

Under O'Brien and
Controls Held Favorable
Weitman in
$300,000 for 'Caruso'

Sets

M-G-M Record

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's
"The Great Caruso" has
grossed more than $300,000
for its first two weeks at the
Radio City Music Hall, setting an all-time record for
the first two weeks of any

M-G-M

playing

picture

The board

said it would not extend
any formal invitation to any groups
{Continued on page 4)

Conn, Pielow Named
20th-Fox Managers
Robert Conn, former sales manager
20th Century-Fox's Kansas City
branch, has been promoted to manager
of the Des Moines branch, and Ralph
Pielow, Jr., branch manager at Des
Moines, has been promoted to manager

the

Music Hall or any other theatre, the company said here
yesterday. A spokesman at
Radio City Music Hall confirmed the company's statement and pointed out that the

running ahead of MG-M's "Father of the Bride,"
which also grossed heavily at
film is

the Hall.

Washington, May

24.

— Some

film

industry leaders here believe that the
industry is being very well taken care
under the current mobilization
of

program, and that many of the comabout the industry's status
under the program are based on misunderstandings and misconceptions.
plaints

In the first place, these offic als claim, the motion picture
industry as a whole was never
declared
essential
in
World
War II. It did manage to get
most of the things it wanted,
they say, but they add that this
is also true now.
:

For example, they point out
rentals

film

that

fact

the

Urges Studios
Hire Ex- 'Reds

to

Minneapolis, it was disclosed here
yesterday by Al Lichtman, 20th-Fox's
director of distribution. Pielow succeeds Morton A. Levy, who was recently promoted' to Midwestern division manager The latter position was
(Continued on page 4)
;

Who Help Probe
Washington, May
top-ranking member of

24.

the

— Another

Activities Committee, Rep.
Walters (D., Pa.), today urged pro-

ducers to continue to hire directors,
writers and stars who cooperate with
the Committee's current Hollywood
investigation.

Chairman Wood (D., Ga.) recently
made a similar plea in Hollywood.

They cite
Hollywood guilds

Sullivan Protests
Illegal Building
Washington, May

—

24.
Gael Sulexecutive director of the Theatre
Owners of America, today
renewed his protests to National Production
Authority
officials
against
illegal theatre building now going on,

Kirsch Tells of More
Price Slashes at Meet
Chicago, May 24. The Englewood
Theatre is cutting prices to a SO cent
top tomorrow to meet competition,
Jack Kirsch, Allied of Illinois president, announced today at a general
membership meeting of the Allied unit.
The Linden Theatre is dropping to a
40 cent top with children nine cents
at all times. Both theatres are at 63rd
and Halsted, one block from the
(.Continued on page 3)

24.

especially

Century-

consent decree to the New
Statutory Court has been set

Fox

from Monday until
Justice Department

York

back
Thursday, June 7,
officials

said here

today.

They declared that "minor revisions
and mechanical printing difficulties"
had made it impossible to meet the
May 28 date, and that June 7 was the
next time the three judges could get
together to consider the decree. They
emphasized that there have been no
major snags, and that they expected
the terms of the decree would be revealed here early next week.
The Justice officials also admitted
(Continued on page 3)

J.

ABC

board chairman,
and Leonard H.
Go d'e n s on,
1

UPT
As

president.

previously

announced, Rob-

E. Kintner,
president of
will head the radio-TV division
ert

now

ABC,
in

the

new company.

O'Brien
treasurer

is

of

at

UPT

present

and

secretary-

in

(Continued on page

charge of
3)

of

drive-ins.

Green Light' Due
Today From NCAA
4

Sullivan spent most of the day go(Continued on page 4)

— Presenta-

proposed 20th

by

Edward
Noble,

was
here

livan,

9

Washington, May

it

yesterday

Robert O'Brien

'Minor Snags Force 10-Day
Delay in 20th Fox Decree
the

president,
disclosed

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 2)

of

ert L. Weitman
will
be
vice-

control.

House Un-

American

tion

Par amount
Theatres Company and Rob-

that

of

in

Robert H. O'Brien will be executive vice-president of the radio
and television division of the projected new American Broadcasting-

gotten a special liberal ruling
from the Wage Stabilization Board.
Practically all industry equipment has
been protected under the controlled
materials plan, they add, and studio

9

Posts

To Join Radio-Video Unit
Of Projected Company

and admissions are ex-

empt from price
the

New TV

have

icy.

—

TEN CENTS
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to Industry's Position

Hold Hearings
Meet Set

YORK,

N. Y.

Exposition
Set for Next Spring
A motion picture industry
exposition will be held here
at the Grand Central Palace
next March 29-April 6 under
the sponsorship of the New
York Motion Picture Industry
Joint Public Relations Committee.
A lease for space
for those dates was signed
yesterday.
Details of the exposition
will be announced shortly, it

was

said.

largefirst
television's
Theatre
scale venture into exclusive programming is expected to get a "go ahead"
signal from the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's television com-

mittee at
today.

its

meeting

in

Philadelphia

Up for action are bids from United
Paramount Theatres and a group .of
Theatre Owners of America members
for permission to put a number of
college games on their theatre screens
(Continued on page 4)

'Frogmen' Bows at
Norfolk Naval Base

—

Norfolk, Va., May 24. The first
showing of 20th Century-Fox's "The
Frogmen" at the Navy's amphibious
base here today also became for some
30 visiting correspondents a program
indoctrination only a little less
grueling than the actual hazardous
course traversed by the wet, mudi
spattered "frogmen" trainees.
Their first taste of what it mean's
of

:

(Continued on page 4)

Personal Mention

Philadelphia Meet
On High Rentals
Philadelphia,

May

24.

IOHN

—

B.

McCULLOUGH,

direc-

tor of conservation of the Motion
Picture Association of America, will

»J

by Eastern Pennsylvania
Allied to every independent
exhibitor in this area to attend a protest meeting against
"higher film prices and ruinous trade practices which are
forcing him out of business,"
was sounded here today. The
for
scheduled
is
meeting
Tuesday and the call came
from Sidney Samuelson, the
call

organization's president.

on Sunday.

celebrate a birthday

Margaret

•
Leczer,

who

has

been

Rodgers,
F.
distribution vice-president, for
the past 25 years has resigned, effective June 29, to play the full-time

William

to

secretary

M-G-M
role of

Mrs. Margaret Blake.
•

(Continued from page 1)
JOHNSTON, Monogram board chairman, and
made his statement today after
Mrs. Johnston have been visiting Walter
veteran
film director Frank Tuttle told
here following a Florida vacation.
the Committee that since earlier witfor
Sunday
on
car
leave
by
They will
named him as a one-time
the
and he will visit exchanges nesses had
Coast

two job commitments for
and Chicago en Communist,
work this summer had been cancelled
route.
and Columbia Pictures had asked per•
mission to delete his name from the
Naof
Goldstein,
son
Ernest
E.
on the current release, "The
than E. Goldstein, owner of the credits
Magic
Face."
Arcade Theatre, Springfield, Mass.,

in Cincinnati, Detroit

ington.

•

Artists disin Seattle from San

Harold

Chesler

of

Bingham

Canyon, Utah, has been appointed by
trict manager, is
Rotus Harvey to head the children's
Francisco.
committee for the Pacific Coast ConTed G alan tar M-G-M field man ference of Independent Theatre Ownconvention at Del Mar, Cal.,
in San Franciso, has returned there ers'
Twentieth Century-Fox's "On the
16-19.
July
from Hawaii.
•
Riviera," which opened at the Roxy,
New York, on Wednesday, is set for
L. Hyman, vice-president
Edward
publicity
M-G-M
Joseph,
John J.
Inc
163 pre-holiday and Decoration Day
manager, is due to leave here today of United Paramount Theatres,
country.
the
throughout
dates
his assistants Berby
accompanied
Washington.
for
Backed by heavy national and local•
nard Levy, and Al Sictgnano, have
level radio campaigns exploiting its
Richey, M-G-M exhibitor returned here from up-state New
M.
H.
tunes, the Technicolor musical will
relations head, is back here from an- York.
•
have pre-Decoration Day openings in
conventions.
other

the following situations

Missouri Theatre, St. Louis; Malco. Memphis; Fox, San Francisco; Rialto, LouisParamount and Oriental, Portland;
ville;
Radio City, Minneapolis; Fox, Phildaelphia
Apollo, Atlantic City; Fox, Spokane; Buffalo, Buffalo; five theatres in Los Angeles;
Pittsburgh;
Fulton,
Cleveland;
Allen,
Chattanooga; Gillios, Springfield,
Tivoli,
Mo.; Denver and Fsquire, Denver; Poli,
Paramount and Grand
Springfield, Mass.
Lake, Oakland; Paramount, Syracuse.
The Danny Kaye starrer will have Decoration Day openings in the following cities
;

Uptown and

Villa,

Salt

tour

:

Lake City;

State,

Harrisburg; Orpheum, Madison; three theatres in Oklahoma City; Baradvon, Poughkeepsie; Poli, Worcester; Stuart, Lincoln;
Miller and Boulevard, Wichita; Keith, Dayton; Virginia, Champaign, 111.; New, Baltimore; Tampa; Des Moines and Roosevelt,

Des Moines; Orpheum, Green Bay; Grandin and Lee, Roanoke; Florida, Jacksonville; Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Fox, O'akland;
McDonald, Eugene: four theatres in Cincinnati; three in Kansas City; Byrd and
State, Richmond, and the Paramount in
Omaha.

of

exhibitor
•

Byrne, Eastern M-G-M
sales manager, is scheduled to return
here today from New Haven.

John

P.

Washington, May
examiner for the U.

S.

—The

chief
Patent Office

24.

has sustained cancellation proceedings
brought by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences against
Academy Award Products, Inc.

The

latter firm

received the
Award" as a
ent types of
heating units
tires.

this

right

had applied for and
to

use

"Academy

trademark for 17 differ
products, ranging from
and watches to pipes and

The Academy did not discover
until much later and then filed

cancellation proceedings.
Office examiner sustained

A

Patent

the

Acad

emy, and Academy Award Products
then appealed to the chief examiner
His decision today upheld the exam
declaring that the original
registrations had been fraudu
lently obtained and were therefore in
iner's action,

valid.

Academy Awards
still

Products

appeal to the courts.

could

E. G. Smith, assistant treasurer of
Pictures, left here yesterday for
Mexico for a week on company busi

RKO
ness.

,

Names

Tuttle

30

before the Committee
Tuttle admitted to a 10year membership in the Communist
Party, from 1937 to 1947, and named
some 30 film industry workers whom
After
he had known as members.
lengthy testimony on this period, he
mentioned the fact that this membership, "a monstrous error in judgment,"
had apparently cost him his job.

Appearing

voluntarily,

_

Declaring that he knew that
wasn't easy for you to do
what you have done today,"
Walter, who was acting chairman, told Tuttle that "you have
rendered a great service, and I
hope your future employment is
in no way impaired. I don't
think it's fair if employers
withhold employment. It would
discourage those who are awaiting their turn to make their
contribution to this Commit-

"it

•
of
tee."
vice-president
Gregg,
Corp., has left here for Eu
Tuttle, who flew here from Vienna
rope and South America.
to testify and will return to Austria
Coast.
«
•
immediately, told the Committee he
Harry Franklin, Aaron Goldberg recognized that it was unpopular to be
Arthur Lubin, director, is schedin San Francisco, is an informer, but that present world
uled to arrive here from Europe circuit executive
ill health.
of
because
retiring
conditions made it "absolutely vital"
Monday.
aboard the S.5". Liberie on.
Most
•
for him to tell what he knew.
Seymour Nebenzal, producer of of those named by Tuttle as Party
Rouben MamO'Ulian, director, is
'M", is here from California.
members have been identified by prehere from Hollywood.
•

E.
S.
Joe Pasternak, producer, plans to
leave here over the weekend for the Westrex

Allen

DuMont Paid Rank, Skouras

$364,239 in 1950
A

Academy Upheld in
Trade Mark Tilt

Probe

•

•

James Velde, United
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WRAY

K.

troit.

163 Holiday Dates
For 20th's 'Riviera'

'Red'

O'Shea, vice-president of has been named general counsel for
Paramount Film Distributing Corp., is the House of Representative sub-comdue to return here today from De- mittee studying monopoly in WashE.

May

Friday,

Motion Picture Daily

2

salary of $51,400 and a $312,839
share in profits was paid in 1950 to
Allen B. DuMont, founder and president of DuMont Laboratories, it was
revealed in a proxy statement sent yesThe total
terday to stockholders.
$364,239 remuneration represents an
increase of $194,040 over 1949.
DuMont is up for reelection as
president and director at a stockholders meeting on June 29, to be held
at Clifton, N. J. Other directors nominated are: Leonard F. Cramer, also
slated for reelection as vice-president
Bruce T. DuMont, Thomas T. Goldsmith, Jr., and David Van Alstyne, Jr.
The statement notes that present

DuMont who

or directors of
associated with Paramount Pictures, a major stockholder, did not
receive any compensation from DuMont other than directors' fees for attendance at meetings.

officers

are

New

Theatre for

Boston,

May

24.

ATC

— Samuel

Pinan-

president of American Theatres
Corp., has announced that the newly
constructed Surf Theatre in Swampscott, Mass., will open Tuesday.
ski,

Will

vious witnesses. One
that of writer Dalton
the "Hollywood 10."

himself
Communist, but

did not

Confer Here Sunday

new name was
Trumbo, one of

said he
as a

Tuttle

know Trumbo
that

John

writer

Bright had told him Trumbo was one.
Tuttle confirmed testimony of other

Arthur Rank, who arrived here witnesses that writer John Howard
Party in
from England last Tuesday, will spend Lawson was head of the
Sunday with Spyros P. Skouras, pres- Hollywood.
ident of 20th Century-Fox, at the latThe British
ter's Westchester home.
film leader is scheduled to be aboard
J.

Queen Mary when it deEngland next Thursday.
Rank was in Toronto yesterday conferring with executives of the Ca-

NEW YORK THEATRES

Rank organization. He is due
Chicago tomorrow for conferences
with officials of Bell and Howell, in
which company Rank has an impor-

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

the S. S.
parts for

nadian
in

tant interest.

Universal-International board
expected to assemble here next week
for a meeting with Rank, who is a

The

is
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STAGE PRESENTATION

FBV
Film

Brothers' "I Was a Communist for the FBI," has received a citation from the Southern California
Motion Picture Council as "must see"
The Council represents
screen fare.
more than 50 California civic organi-
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UPT

Review

Officers

(Continued from page
television for the theatre

joined Paramount in
the president.

company.

He

Weitman, now UPT vice-president
and a theatre executive with the company since 1928, will be in charge of
program and talent development for
both radio and television in the new
company.

UPT board will meet on June
approve the merger and a stockholders meeting will be set at that
time. An ABC directors meeting has
not been set yet. Meanwhile, proxy
The

6 to

information

and

of

ABC

Approval of the deal by the
Federal Communications Commission will not be sought
formally until after it has
cleared the stockholders meetings of both companies.

—

"Lorna Doone"

1945 as assistant (Edzcard

UPT

Igoe Spurs Chicago

System of 'Relief

1)

to

statements
for
the
stockholders of both
are being prepared.

3

Chicago, May 24. Local exhibitors have been given the

S mall^C olumbia)

OLD-FASHIONED

chivalry and heroics have their day again in "Lorna

the Richard D.
Doone," a costume drama in Technicolor
Blackmore tale. Set in England in the days of Charles II, the story is filled
with excursions and adventures a la Robin Hood, all in the standard mold.
There are many good points for exploitation-minded showmen to work with.
For example there is a castle stronghold belonging to the arrogant, powerful
Doone family, and the only way for an adversary to approach it without
The accomplishment
detection is by climbing up a precipitous waterfall.
The story revolves around the opof this feat makes pictorial excitement.
pressive Doone family and their repeated efforts to exact tribute from poor

based on

farmers. Finally, Richard Greene, one of the oppressed villagers, organizes an
William Bishop
opposition group and starts forays against the exploiters.
plays the Doone scion who beats and badgers the people into subservience.
Presently the story resolves itself into a conflict between Greene and Bishop.
The romantic angle stems from the fact that Greene, from childhood has
been in love with Barbara Hale, also a Doone. However, when it develops
that she really is not a Doone, all obstruction to marriage is removed.
There remains a final showdown between the two symbols of evil and virtue
before the story

is

ended.

Phil Kaiison directed, from the screenplay
by Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., and Richard Schayer._
General audience classification.
For June
Running time, 84 minutes.

Edward Small produced and

Queried concerning reports that the
is likely to oppose the merger,
O'Brien said yesterday that the negotiators had borne in mind the practices and views of the Commission
and that they were confident that the
FCC would find that the proposed
combine would be in the public in-

release

terest.

Story of

Mandel Herbstmann

FCC

O'Brien said that estimated value
of the stock involved in the transaction totals $24,800,000. He confirmed
reports that Columbia Broadcasting
has agreed to pay $6,000,000 for
UPT's
station in Chicago, but
said that all other outlets, both radio

TV

and

would be retained by
the new company.
television,

Youngstein, Mayer
At Virginia Meet

—"The

20th-Fox Decree
(Continued from page

1)

would have to be another
Richmond, Va., May 24.
extension
the deadline for Loew's
of
Story of United Artists" and "The

COMPO"

will be told,

to

file

reNew
UA line

spectively, by Max Youngstein,
and Arthur Mayer,
vice-president,
executive vice-president of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations,
summer
to delegates attending the

convention of the Virginia Motion
Picture Theatres Association, to be
held June 19-20 at the Jefferson Hotel
in this city.

that there

tice

divorcement plan with the
court. The present deadMay 31, and Loew's and Jus-

are

still

far

from a

final

agree-

ment.

Pillot to
Leo

111.

Allied Meet
(Continued from page

1)

Balaban and Katz Southtown, which
slashed admission prices last Friday.
Meanwhile, the Allied unit voted to
undertake a program including the
running of advertising trailers in all
member theatres, with payments for
the showings to be made directly into

a special fund specifically earmarked
for advertising and publicity.
This
money will be used to expand the advertising campaign recently initiated
by Allied, which presently uses 28
spot announcements per week on local
radio stations.

its

York
is

"go ahead" by Federal Judge
Michael Igoe to sit down together and attempt to work
out a more equitable relief
system for the city of Chicago. Judge Igoe offered the
use of his chambers for the
meetings and also offered to
act as arbitrator.

Promote 'David'

veteran publicist, has
been engaged by 20th Century-Fox to
promote "David and Bethsheba."
Pillot,

Pence at 'Broke' Opening
General

Charles

W. Pence

high-

lighted
the
premiere of M-G-M's
"Go for Broke" at the Capitol Theatre here when he was presented with
a flag of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team by Robert Pirosh, writer
and director of the film, at special
stage ceremonies.

Friday,

Motion Picture Daily
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Film Wages
(Continued from page

but that
any outfit wishing to be heard should
It
notify the board before May 31.
added that the panel might not have
time to hear all parties wishing to be
heard,
but that any organizations
which do not get a chance to testify
or which do not want to testify in
person can file briefs with the panel
on or before June 15. This date indicates that it will be sometime in July
at the earliest before the board acts
on the "question.
at

testify

to

Name

the

hearings,

Kheel Chairman

W. Kheel, impartial arthe New York City transit

Theodore
bitrator of

system, was named chairman of the
panel and Professor Richard A. Lesof Princeton was named viceThe two labor and two
chairman.

ter

industry

members

are

to

be

named

"The Rats of Tobruk"
(Renown Productions)
heroic campaign against Field Marshal Rommel in
drama made
is vividly recreated in this documentary-styled
war,
by Renown Pictures, Ltd. of England. Against the background of the
catthree
adventures
of
personal
the
around
centers
"The Rats of Tobruk"
fight in Africa.
tle ranchers in Australia who join the British Army to
film
considerable amount of authentic footage has been blended into the
The cast is a capable one although of little note on
to very good effect.
Taylor, Peter Finch and
It includes "Chipps" Rafferty, Grant
these shores
picture should prove
the
audiences
specialized
Among
Garrick.

SAVAGE,
THE
North Africa

.

the arduous seven-months campaign in the
The fighting scenes are handled with effective
Without intrusion a boy-meets-girl angle has been worked into
realism
the soldiers
George Heath's screen adaptation. It involves the love of one of
separation, and eventual reunion.
for a nurse he meets in a hospital, their
time the
The picture is not one of conventional sentiment however. By the
actual
The
dead.
are
buddies
three
original
the
of
final reel rolls around two
heard on the
Haw,
is
traitor, Lord
British
infamous
the
of
voice
Produced
to surrender.
soundtrack exhorting the beleagured British soldiers
being released here by David
and directed by Charles Chauvel, the film is

Defense Production Act is
slightly vague on the question of
whether the film industry and similar

The

industries whose prices are free from
control are also free from wage con-

Several top Federal officials
have taken the stand that legally,
wages in these industries are subject
to control, but that from a practical
standpoint it might be wise to exempt
them.

Running

May

time,

'

General audience classification.

industry officials say that
much of the industry protests so far
come from those who object to the
industry's having been omitted from
the recent "essential activities" list
of the Commerce Department. They
declare that this list also dropped
radio and television and the press as
well as motion pictures.
Moreover, they say, this list is
solely a guide for getting manpower
for the Armed Services, and Secretary Sawyer, in issuing the list, emphasized that it was not a guide for
rationing or other probprioriti.es,

Release^date,

elements who are trying to prevent the
building of a railroad in the Far West

Enemies of the railroad
include a wealthy land owner, a tribe
of Indians and a disgruntled foreman.
After countless hair-breadth escapes,
O'Mahoney and his allies, an old prospector, a good Indian chief and Virginia Herrick, expose the plot against
15
the railroad and kill the plotters.
of the 1890's.

TOA

at the end of the day that
feeling I didn't get too far.
a
"I had

mitted

NPA

granted two thehardship appeals and turned
The two appeals
14 others.

m

a $9,891 theatre
Luxemburg, Wis., to be built by Dale
Deering, and a $72,500 drive-m
Pueblo, to be built by Westland TheColorado Springs.
Inc.,
atre,

m

altera-

Warner Broth-

tion orojects proposed by
Pa., and
ers in Pittsburgh and Tarentus,
constructed
a $2S9 000 addition to a partially

theatre in Lubbock, Tex., proposed by
Also, these other
Lindsay Theatre, Inc.
projects:
Birmingham, Ala.,
remodeling job
proposed by R. M. Kennedy; drive-ms
proposed in Eau Gallie and Cocoa, .Ha., by

m

A

.

Brevard Theatres and Cocoa Theatres, respectively; a drive-in proposed by L. A.
Ricketts and Austin Bush in Fort Worth,
Tex a drive-in proposed in Truth-or-Consequence, New Mex., by J. Oscar Conri. Look
well; a theatre proposed by John
Tucson, Ariz.; theatres proposed by
in
Ebert and Butler in Douglas County,
Wash, (a drive-in) and Quincy, Wash, (intheatre
door); and a drive-in and indoor
proposed for Grant County and Quincy rethespectively by the Columbia Basin

be a member of an under water
demoltion team found the press contingent drenched with swamp water,
mud and clods of earth made soggy
by the previous night's heavy rain.
Greeting the press contingent was

to

Vice-Admiral Robert Briscoe, Commander of the Atlantic Amphibious
Forces, and his staff who were hosts
at a luncheon held at the amphibious

At the luncheon,
base officer's club.
Captain R. V. Hull, head of Naval

Wash.

lems.

Conn, Pielow
(Continued from page 1)
by Edwin W. Aaron.

formerly held
Meanwhile, Arthur Silverstone and
Aaron, recently promoted by Lichtman
to Eastern and Western sales manager, respectively, will take up their
duties Monday when they arrive at
the New York home-office. Silverstone
will supervise exchanges in the Atlantic, Empire State, Central and Can-

adian divisions, while Aaron will have
jurisdiction over the Western, Southern,

and Midwestern

Minnelli

Award

divisions.

Wins SDG

for 'Dividend'

Directors Guild announced
fourth quarterly award for directorial achievement goes to Vincente
Minnelli for "Father's Little DiviThe plaque will be presented
dend."

Screen

its

Commanthe members of the unit.
der Hundevadt was the technical
advisor on the picture which was
filmed at Norfolk as well as in the
Virgin Islands.

Audience Cheers

installations

coaxial cable service, almost 100
theatres are expected to be able to
show the games.
The Department of Justice announcement on Wednesday that it will
investigate alleged "restraints" in the
telecasting of sports events is not exaction
pected to affect the

NCAA

decisively. The committee has already
reacted to protests by state and other

will find the press emassault boats and other
craft to watch the "frogmen" at theii
tasks.

Tomorrow
on

Frogmen"

20th-Fox's "The

Promoted on

TV

Committee

of

is

charged with pro-

tecting the athletic receipts of its member colleges and it feels that it is justified in experimenting with exclusive
and with Phonevision or
theatre
Skiatron's Subscriber Vision.
The Philadelphia meeting today will
be presided over by Tom Hamilton,
chairman of the committee. Robert H.
secretary-treasurer,
O'Brien,
theatre
and Nathan Halpern,
consultant, are expected to attend.

UPT

TOA

TV

House Would Bar Theatre

Illinois

Exclusive Football Telecasts

and visiting notables.
barking

Views

The committee

TV

Tonight's premiere was something
special in the way of first nights for
The picture was greeted
this base.
with cheers by the audience, many of
whom took part in the picture when
it
was filmed here and in the CarSome 650 enlisted men atibbean.
tended the showing, with the remainder of the house assigned to officers

Tonight

Chicago,

May

24.

—The

Illinois

Representatives today approved 110 to 70 bill" that would bar
any state tax supported educational in-

House

of

stitution from selling television rights
to theatres for showing while athletic

contests are in progress unless there
are no restrictions on public television.
Illinois football games last season
were televised in the State Lake and
Tivoli theatres which charged admission but no public television was perbeinglarge section of its program to a dem- mitted while the games were
DemoStengel,
Representative
played.
opof
the
explanation
onstration and
the bill.
erations of the Navy's underwater crat, Rock Island, sponsored
teams with running credit It now goes to the State Senate.

"The
Century-Fox's
Frogmen" will be promoted tonight
before television viewers throughout
the country when "We the People"
(8:30 DST, NBC-TV) devotes a
Twentieth

demolition
to the film.

Wayne Coy Renominated

—

Washington, May 24. President
Truman has sent to the Senate the renomination of

Wayne

member

Sunday

term starting July

night.

of
of

Depending upon the speed
and the availability

fall.

this

water Demolition Teams Two and member colleges to telecast one home
Four, presented the new "atomic age" and one visiting game in the coming
"frog" suit demonstrated by one of season.

annual dinner and general membership meeting

to Minnelli at the Guild's

Theatres

(Continued from page 1)

Beach Group Two, and Commander public bodies by removing its blanket
Ray Hundevadt, in charge of Under- ban on telecasts and is permitting its

•

atres, of Ephrata,

NCAA,

(Continued from page 1)

NPA

Turned down were two theatre

Bow

'Frogmen'

(Continued from page 1)

approved were:
the

Jock O'Mahoney, an undercover
government agent, defeats the sinister

Episodes

ing over specific complaints by
officials, but admembers with

down

As for the controls on new
theatre building, they declare,
most exhibitors themselves do
not want further competition.
These

minutes.

Sullivan Protests

atre

(Continued from page 1)

nip and tuck.

23.

Meanwhile,

construction is exempted from
construction limitation order.

85

latest serial starts off as

a rip-roaring Western loaded with all
the tried-and-true ingredients which
bring the children to box-offices for
There is a
15 consecutive weeks.
minimum of talk and action aplenty as
the battle between good and evil runs

Haw

trol.

Industry's Status

(Columbia)
Columbia's

is

Bl

later.

"Roar of the Iron Horse"

A

Pauline
very satisfying.
Portrayed in the picture
desert to outwit the Nazis.

25, 1951

Short
Subject

Review

1)

May

tions

of

the

Coy as a
Communica-

B.

Federal

Commission

for

a

seven-year
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Vote Lower
Tax on Cut

NPA

Rate Tickets

Established

Write Reform Into Tax

Rooted

Bill;

No

Drive-in

in Loss Factors;
Fire, Floods, War Cited

—

Washington, May

The
May 27.
Committee
Means
and
Ways
House

National
over the

per cent admission tax on the price
actually paid for reduced-price tickets
given students and other groups rather
than on the full established admission

the Committee
considered but refused to take any action on a proposal to tighten the tax
treatment of drive-ins by basing the
admission tax on a per-person charge
The Arrather than a per-car fee.

At

the

same

time,

kansas Theatre Owners Association
had spearheaded the drive for this
change.
give

law,

Top Admiral Lauds
Norfolk, Va.,
Naval base was

May
still

—

27.
This huge
resounding over

The

THRILLING EXPLOITS OF UNCLE SAM'S UNDERWATER COMMANDOS as
seen in 20th Century-Fox's "THE FROGMEN," starring Richard Widmark, Dana
Andrews and Gary

Merrill, were enthusiastically received by newsmen and top
Naval personnel at the Amphibious Base, Little Creek, Va., with full-scale Naval
support pledged behind the film's gala openings in cities and towns from

coast to coast.

— ADVT.

Balaban Honored for Levin, CRI Founder,
His Public Service

Leaves Top Post

Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, guest of honor at a
sponsored

by
Commodore here
on Saturday, was presented with a
album containing autotestimonial
graphed photographs from President
Truman, President of Israel Chaim

Jack H. Levin, founder of ConfidenReports, Inc., has announced his

tial

resignation as executive vice-president
and general manager of that company,
to take effect immediately.
Levin was also the founder of the
Copyright Protection Bureau in 1927
and its general manager until 1945
when at the request of distributors he

Warners Filming Schedule
Set Through Next Fall

NCAA

For Theatre
Philadelphia,

May

27.

TV
—The

way

for theatres to book exclusive telecasts of college football games this
fall appears to be clear following Friday's meeting here of the television
committee of the National Collegiate

Athletic Association.

Tom

Hamilton,

chairman

{Continued on page 7)

{Continued on page 7)

—

Way

Clears

of

the

was contained

all

NPA

in some other theatre prior to Oct.
27 in anticipation of the construction
of a new theatre. In such cases, the
exhibitor must prove other suitable
rental facilities are not available and

{Continued on page 7)

day night.
Following the showing of the picture Admiral Robert Briscoe, Com-

{Continued on page 2)

of

up

Governor
Thomas E.
Weizmann,
Dewey, Senator Herbert H. Lehman,

of the Atlantic Amphibious
Forces, told the visiting newsmen that
"all the effort and time spent on the
making of the picture has been more

clear,

in a comdirectives sent out to
field offices on the administration of the M-4 construction order.
One factor which theatre owners
can cite is loss of existing facilities
by fire, flood, Act of God, Act of
War, condemnation or seizure. Another factor is that tenancy was given

listing

pilation

the weekend, with the praise of the
900 enlisted men and officers who witnessed the first showing of 20th Century-Fox's "The Frogmen" at the
West Annex Theatre here on Thurs-

mander

The

however, that
appeals does not
necessarily mean approval.

testimonial
dinner
friends at the Hotel

20th's 'Frogmen'

made

It

when

exhibitors
special reduced rates to teen{Continued on page 7)

Under present

—

Authority

considering

*

This change has long been advocated by exhibitor groups as
a major tax relief step.

27.

Production

weekend made public a
listing of factors on which appeals
for theatre construction will be considered.

has written into its proposed 1951
tax bill a provision to levy the 20

price.

Building

Appeal Basis

Change

Washington,

\

Accurate

founded CRI.

He

will
future plans shortly.

announce

his

MGM's
Head

Gottlieb to

N. Y. Division

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
City and

New

New York

Jersey branches will be

consolidated, effective June 11, it was
disclosed here at the weekend by William F. Rodgers, distribution vicepresident. At the same time he named
Saal Gottlieb district manager, promoting him from the managerial post
at the company's Pittsburgh branch.
John P. Byrne, Eastern sales manager, and his assistant, Herman Ripps,
will

continue without change.

ever, Jack
the district

How-

Bowen, who formerly held

manager's title here,
{Continued on page 7)

"re-

Hollywood, May 27.
Jack
Warner at the weekend approved

sary

shooting schedule for the Warner
dios that will carry through next fall,
revealing that a total of 52 productions
are currently "in work."
During that same shooting period,
Warner is also inaugurating an intensified production preparation campaign based on the "hard facts of a
hard market." In anticipation of this
long-range production activity, Warner stated that there would be no dollar limit on any idea which possesses
reasonable surety of returning more
than it costs.
"You can spend every dollar neces-

"but every nickel has to count. Waste
of time and money can no longer be

Para. Spotlights

tolerated in any department of motion
picture production so long as we, as
other industries, face a tighter public

Films in June 1 Ads

L.
a
stu-

put

to
screen,"

entertainment

Warner

on

the

told his studio staff,

New

purchasing program."

Warner

pointed out that 14 producactually shooting or will
shortly. They are
"Starlift"
"Come Fill the Cup," with James

tions
start

are

Cagney

:

;

"The Tanks Are Coming,"

Steve Cochran, Philip Carey, Eve Miller; "The Will Rogers Story"; "The
Gus Kahn Story," Doris Day, Gordon
{Continued on page 7)

Paramount's specially-designed advertising campaign set up to underscore the company's lineup for the
second half of the year moves into
high gear on June 1 with a two-page
trade paper spread highlighting for
exhibitors three August releases, including Hal Wallis' "Peking Ex{Continued on page 7)

Monday, May

Motion Picture Daily
Grants 60-day
Loew's Extension

in

Washington.

•

Hugh Owen, Paramount's Eastern
and Southern division manager,

Washington,

31 to July 31 the deadline for
Loew's to file a divorcement
plan with the New York Statutory Court. The additional
time is designed to permit
completion of consent decree

TED

week

May 27.—The
Department has
postpone from May

Washington,

Justice
agreed to

this

Praises News reel
Carter Barron
Parade
At D.C. Dedication rpi HE world's-

US

R. GAMBLE, head of Gamble
Enterprises, returned to New York
from the Coast at the weekend, and

spend

negotiations.

left

changes.

Last

•

Coast for
sail

New

director, has left the
York and is due to

from here aboard the S.S. Quern

Two

Decisions

Filed Under

AAA

Interior Chapman, master
monies for the program.

•
The last two decisions of the MoFoster M. Blake, Universal-Inter- tion Picture Appeal Board under the
of
national Western sales manager, re- industry anti-trust consent decree
here
from
announced
weekend
were
the
May 20, 1940,
turned here over
Arat the weekend by the American
Chicago.
•
With. the filing
bitration Association.
Herb Crocker of M-G-M's pub- of these decisions all cases filed under
1940 decree have been closed,
licity department is due back today the
from a. week's tour of Mid-Eastern AAA pointed out.
cities.
The complainants were the Rivoh
•
Theatre of Hartford, and Monseigneur
Edwin Knopf, M-G-M producer, Enterprises, operator of the Forum
sailed from here on Saturday on the Theatre, Metuchen, N. J.
S.S. Caronia for England.
The latter complainant was denied

of'the

visit.

Monseigneur

Approves

TV Film Pay Demand
on
at the

New

the Screen Actors
Guild approved the contract demands
covering television film work which
were recommended by the New York
of

Advisory Council.

The

text of the

M. McKel-

er

of the local tent.

way, managing editor of

No. 43.— Reds surWorld's biggest TNT
Korea.
St
explosion in Utah. Iwo Jima statue.
Louis Zoo. Children's rodeo. Auto race

The

officials,

arbitrator

AAA

also

SAG

m

the

denied

NEWS OF THE

DAY,

No. Z77.— Utah

explosion. Red prisoners in Korea. Fourth
Iwo Jima statue.
division off for Europe.

Louis chimps. Coulee

"TELENEWS DIGEST,
view with the Duke

the Washing-

trains

its

new

Dam

finale.

Speed

of

No. Zl-B.— InterWindsor. France

draftees.

Navy

refuels

in

Korea. Ex-Nationahst
soldiers in Hong Kong. Fashion parade
Germany. Collectivized carriages m Poland.
Pee -wee golf tournament.

waters

rough

off

m

UNIVERSAL, NEWS,

TNT
geles.

No. 459.— Army's
Arthur Rank
J.
Ben-Gurion in Los An-

Iwo Jima.

Wast.

arrives

in
St.

N. Y.
Louis Zoo.

Pee-wee

golf tourna-

ment.

delegation of top Loew's officials,
headed by president Nicholas M.
Schenck, was in the audience, as well
as other film industry and government

PATHE NEWS, No. 82.—
Fourth division en route to Europe. Red
Blast in Utah. Sen.
prisoners in Korea.
Kefauver named "Father of the Year.
San Francisco memorial service honors four
chaplains. Iwo Jima. Peek-a-boo hats for

leaders.

summer.

WARNER

Testimonial Dinner
For Harry Feinstein

March, 1947, complaint of the Rivoh
and the appeal board affirmed that decision of June 26, 1950.

'

Col.

—

Pittsburgh, May 27. Variety Tent
No. 1, is planning a testimonial dinner for Harry Feinstein, Warner TheHe
atres zone head in New England.
was chief film buyer and booker for
Warner Theatres in Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia before he
was promoted to his present position.
The affair will be held in the William
Penn Hotel here. Chief barker John
Walsh and Able Weiner, Monogram
branch manager are co-chairmen with
Wally Allen and Henry Burger in
charge of arrangements and publicity.

Challenge Ferrer

On 'Red' Ties
Washington, May 27.— The House
Un-American Activities Committee at
the weekend heard Academy Award
_

_

St.

Louis Zoo.

com- know the Communist nature of some
of the causes to which he had loaned than

name over the last 10 years. Ferrer
protested that it was a "little unfair"
$1,865 for 'Fabiola'
unof Jackson to cite only references
San Francisco, May 27.— An open- favorable to him, and named a long
ing gross of $1,865 was chalked up list of activities that had no CommuThursday by the Jules Levey produc- nist-front suspicion.
tion, "Fabiola," at the United Artists
Ferrer, who had first testified beTheatre in San Francisco, it was rethe Committee last Tuesday, was
fore
ported here. This was said to be "the
for further questioning Frirecalled
biggest opening day business in several
went through a grilling of
and
day,
years" at that theatre.
over two hours before being excused
from the witness stand.
his

39-Week Net

Totals $967,000
A

net profit of $967,000 for the 39

weeks ended March 31 is reported by
The net profit
Columbia Pictures.
for the same period a year ago was
$1,455,000.

Operating profit for the period was
$1,657,000, compared with $2,551,000
a year ago, the company reports.
Earnings per share of common stock
are $1.15 for the period, compared
with $1.89 the year before.

Phonevision Bills
Are 99.2% Paid

'Frogmen'

;

film spot

Symposium on Memorial Day.

reported.

winner Jose Ferrer reiterate claims
that he never knowingly lent his name
ity.
or support to Communist-front activi,
The approved contract recommenda- ties. Rep. Jackson said that while he
tions included: $100 per eight-hour did not feel the actor was a Commuday minimums for day-players $375 nist, he could not "place credence" in
per week for free-lance players, and Ferrer's contention that he did not
for

in

Germany.

A

The annual meet-

ing also received a report from Kentelevision adneth Thomson,
suron developments
ministrator,
rounding the Guild's jurisdictional
controversy with Television Author-

special definitions
mercials.

MOVIETONE NEWS,

render

St.

plaque was written by B.

Hotel Astor here

Friday, the membership of the

York branch

follow:

cere-

of

-

Walter Pidgeon read an eulogy of classic of Europe. Children's golf tournaBarron prepared by James Russell ment.
Wiggins, managing editor of the
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 80.—Biggest
Washington Post, and Morton Gerber, non-atomic explosion. Marine memorial.
England. Miss America at
chief barker of Variety Club Tent No. Bob Hope in
International Textile Exhibition. Labor
the
be
to
plaque
11, presented a memorial
leaders pledge support to cerebral palsy
affixed to the ampihtheatre. Barron drive. New York bids Europe-bound troops
was a founder and former chief bark- farewell.

M-G-M advertising
Si Seadler,
manager, is scheduled to return here Plainfield, and the appeal board aftoday from Washington.
firmed the arbitrator's dismissal of
•
The case, filed Nov.
complaint.
the
Jack Byrne, Eastern M-G-M sale 29, 1945, was delayed by acquiescence
manager, is back from a New Haven
parties and due to the illness of

Meeting

— Warm

ton Star.
An over-capacity crowd of 5,000
also saw the first performance for the
season of the Sesquicentennial pageant,
"Faith of Our Fathers," and heard and
saw other performances by Pidgeon,
Kathryn, Grayson, Igor Gorin, pianist
the elimination of one-day clearance Eugene List and the Gower and Chamwhich existed in favor of the Strand, pion Dance Team.

•

SAG

27.

non-atomic

explosion in Utah, Red prisoners
S.
in' Korea and the departure of U.
troops for Europe are highlights of
current newsreels. Complete contents

voiced by President Truman Friday
night as he dedicated the Carter Barron Amphitheatre in Rock Creek
Barron, Loew's Eastern diviPark.
sion manager, died last November.
Truman, who spoke "off-the-cuff,
was introduced by Secretary of the

Mary on Thursday.

N. Y.

May

-greatest

1

praise for the late Carter Barron as
a civic leader and individual, was

Charlotte over the weekend for Jackexsonville on his current tour of

David Butler,

1951

Truman

Personal
Mention
will

28,

{Continued from page 1)

—

Phonevision
Chicago, May 27.
underwater subscribers paid 99.2 per cent of the
demolition units, better known as total bills accrued during the 90-day
"Frogmen" who took part in the film's test-run, according to E. F. McDonproduction both at this base and in ald, Zenith radio president. He termed
the Virgin Islands.
the collection record "phenomenally
The visiting pressmen, who had high," and said that the unpaid balbeen guests of the Navy since Thurs- ance of $56 is owed by families that
day, spent Friday watching a series of are now out of the city.
on-the-spot activities which had been
The balance, $6,694, was turned
justified." It

was

his

presented unofficially the night before. over by Zenith to Henrotin Hospital,
Starting in the morning, the press Chicago.
group was taken to the beach to
watch the "Frogmen" dressed in their
Bill
special Kill
"other world" costumes.
Publicists
State
The
27.—
May
Del.,
Dover,
was assigned to the cameramen
of Representatives has defeated
Hollywood, May 27. The newly
House
as
stills
of
scores
shot
which
group
Lippert Drive-in
formed Council of Independent Puba Senate-approved bill which would
activities.
L. well as newsreels of the
Robert
27—
May
Hollywood,
presKaufman
L.
approved Sunday film showings
elected
licists has
J.
Local papers had covered the two- have
Lippert Producof incorporated communities.
ident, William Hebert, first vice-presi- Lippert, president of
outside
special
with
premiere
and
the bow of the day story
was designed to assist
measure
dent, Helen Ferguson second vice- tions, has announced
The
base
the
San Francisco, material released through
Drive-in,
president, Sue Clark, secretary, and Terrace
drive-in theatres.
office.
information
public
accommodates
cx^,.,.,.^---~ 700 cars

Kaufman Tops

—

William Blowitz treasurer.
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THESE ARE THE ATTR ACTIO NS^HEY'LL SEE-COMPIfTI
EXAMPLES OF THE IMPORTANCE OF THE WAljE
BE

SHOWN JUNE

12TH 10:30 A.M.

TO BE SHOWN JUNE 12TH

mam

1:00 P.M.

I;
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THE PULITZER PRIZE AND CRITICS AWARD PLAY

H

Name

reetear

sire

ill
SIAKKINU

-«^.

an

BURT LANCASTER
"Charles

STEVE

STARRING

ER

•

CHARLES

Everett "freeman

Screen Play by Douglas Morrow and Everett Freeman
.Music by Max Steiner

•

Jim Thorpe, Technical Advisor

DILWORTH
CARNEGIE

CHARLOTTE

ALBANY ... .MADISON
RHODES
ATLANTA
ESQUIRE
BOSTON

CHICAGO

BUFFALO .....CENTER

CLEVELAND

CINCINNATI

..

PARAMOUNT
VOGUE

MARLON

VIVIEN

FELDMAN- ELIA KAZAN -WARNER BROS,

K.
Screen Play by

Based upon the Original Play "A Streetcar

DALLAS.

Named

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

Desire/' by

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

gut
—MELBA
-^-fc^^a^ —

DENVER.... ESQUIRE
DES MOINES. .VARSITY
ARC
DETROIT

DISTRIBUTED BY

DIRECTED BY

PRODUCED BY

DIRECTED BY

MICHAEL CURTIZ

PRODUCTION

!I6H- BRANDO

COCHRA

HYL

KAZAN

ELIA

As Presented on the Stage by Irene Mayer SelzmcJ

««-»»«>===«-»»-

INDIANAPOLIS
JACKSONVILLE

KANSAS CITY

•

..

—

FOUNTAIN SO.
ST. JOHNS

VOGUE

os ANGELES
MEMPHIS ..
I

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS!!,!

AND THEY'LL SOON BE ON THE WAY TO

WS5M
if

TE/

READY FOR RELEASE' FOUR SEE-FOR-

ER PRODUCT TO EVERY SHOWMAN'S FUTURE'
TO BE SHOWN JUNE 13TH

TO BE SHOWN JUNE 13TH

10:30 A.M.

GREGORY

1:00 P.M.

VIRGINIA.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

aptaiit
STARRING

FARLEY

RUTH

ROBERT

GRANGER- ROMAN -WALKER
1

with LEO G.

CARROLL- Screen

Play by

Raymond Chandler and Czehzi Ormonde

A A
D
A C\\
CU
rXAUUL
VVALon
II

)ULEVARD

.WARNER
LHAMBRA
GRANADA

NEW HAVEN. .ROGER SHERMAN PHILADELPHIA ALDINE
FOX PITTSBURGH .WARNER
NEW ORLEANS
WARNER PORTLAND .. EGYPTIAN
OKLA. CITY
.

.

.

OMAHA

ADMIRAL

ST.

LOUIS

MISSOURI

\

/

I

Screen Play by Ivan Goff & Ben Roberts and Aeneas MacKenzie
From the Novel by C.S. Forester

VILLA
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO. .UNITED NATIONS
VENETIAN
SEATTLE
UPTOWN
WASHINGTON, D. C
.

.

.

New York
JNE 1
MAY 31 -JUNE
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STRAND THEATRE

A

Statement by

Our 'Look Forward' Showings about to take place are
an actual demonstration, on the screen, of a portion of
the program

We

now

in progress at

have arranged these showings

of the exhibitor, his audience

theatreman who attends

and

will

and his

Bros. Studio.
for the
future.

good

Every

will see for himself the quality

of the motion pictures he
nity;

Warner

is

going to offer his commu-

be ready to present them to the public

with the enthusiasm for which the American showman
is

famous.
Besides,

I feel it is

to the benefit of all in the industry

to have four pictures of this quality

on the market at

the same time.
I

know

Showings

that every exhibitor at our 'Look Forward'
will

go forward with complete new

confi-

dence in the strength of his product, his theatre and
his industry.

Monday, May

28,

NEWS
in Brief
Washington, May

Warners
27.

— Admis-

{Continued from page

MacRae "Room
;

1)

One More," Cary

for

;

;

_

—

manager Ben Kalmenson, which

will

week. Merck Pharmabe featured by special exhibitor screenceutical is buying the property at a
ings all over the U. S. and Canada
reported price of $1,000,000.
including
"Jim
pictures,
four
of
Thorpe All American," with Burt
Lancaster, Phyllis Thaxter, Charles
Hollywood, May 27. Jack Benny
"A
Bickford, and Steve Cochran
and Erroll Flynn will head a nineNamed Desire," Vivien
Streetcar
member USO camp show troupe, Leigh,
Marlon Brando; "Strangers on
organized by the Hollywood Co-orTrain," Farley Granger, Ruth Rodinating Committee, which flies
man, Robert Walker, and "Captain
June 26 for a five-week entertainHoratio Hornblower," Gregory Peck
ment tour of Korea and Japan.
Virginia Mayo.
and
•
"All of us have erred on the side of
Hollywood, May 27. More than detours into matters of small popular
450 turned out tonight for the annual appeal," said Warner. "We have fredinner of the Screen Directors Guild quently made major films about minor
at the Beverly Hills Hotel, at which subjects. Not that there is any formula
winners of the Guild's annual award for avoiding mistakes, but we should
for directorial achievement was an- be very sure of one thing in our script
nounced over an ABC hookup from appraisals will they interest the vast
mass of human beings who live, work
the banquet room.
and play in the huge areas between
•
Hollywood and New York, and elseHollywood, May 27. The South- where?"
ern California Theatre Owners Association committee which conferred with Abbott and Costello to Star
Justice Department officials in Wash- In WB's 'Jack and Beanstalk'
ington last month on proposed changes
May 27. Jack L.
Hollywood',
in trade practices in the Los Angeles
Warner has acquired for Warner disarea will make a full report to the
next

—

—

;

A

—

—

—

—

SCTOA

membership in a special
meeting Tuesday afternoon. Committee chairman Albert Hansen will hold
a press conference afterward.

O'Brien Taking

tribution the rights to release
Easter "Jack and the Beanstalk," the
first Abbott and Costello film to be

made

in color.

UK NCAA

Problems to Gov't
—

London, May 27. The serious situation confronting the British film industry will be stressed by Member of
Parliament
Tom O'Brien, general
secretary of the National Association
and Kine Employes,
of Theatrical
when he leads a deputation from his
union to confer with the Chancellor
of the Exchequer tomorrow.
Meanwhile, representatives of Britain's four film trade associations again
met with Sir Wilfred Eady to discuss
the government's plans for an increased
entertainment tax. It was another of a
series of "confidential" talks with gov
ernment fiscal authorities and will be
the last until after the Bournemouth
conference of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, starting tomorrow.

{Continued from page

1)

linquishes that post because of illness
will handle special important as
signments in the Metropolitan area,"

and

Way

Clears

that a previous motion
as a method
to encourage theatre
of tying television into football without undermining the whole structure
of college athletics had been affirmed.

said

TV

theatres equipped with
are free to negotiate
large screen
with the respective colleges and conferences for telecasting rights.
He explained that telecasting of college football games on theatre screens
will operate independently of NCAA's
experimental plan this fall.

He

scheduled
by
RKO
Radio for 1951-1952, it was
reported here by Harry J.

gram

Michalson, president of RKO
Pathe.
The new series will blend a

combination of theatrical entertainment and topical interest, according to Michalson
and producer Jay Bonafield.

UPT's Plans

made prior to Oct. 27. Such loss
could result from site preparation,
purchase of land where resale would
result in substantial loss, execution of
contracts
without
not
cancellable
monetary loss, the storage of or delivery to the site of a substantial
quantity of material fabricated especially for the project prior to Oct. 27,
equipment or personal property purchased or ordered for the project prior
to Oct. 27 and not saleable without

basis,

tracts

loss.

Another portion of the order, containing
"interpretations,"
makes it
clear that installation of acoustical tile
in an existing structure constitutes alteration and not maintenance and rebulletin also states that in de-

termining installation costs for either
personal or real property, the value
of donated labor or labor performed
by the owner must be included at
pevailing

wage

attending
theatre

TV

was

attendance

at

Nathan Hal-

UPT

Balaban Tribute
{Continued from page 1)
Senator Irving M. Ives and Mayor
Vincent R. Impellitteri.

The

dinner was a tribute to Balaleadership in philanthropic, patriotic and cultural activities.
Beneficiary of the affair was the Westchester Jewish Center's Community
House building fund.
Leonard H.
Goldenson, president of United Paraban's

casts.

The
ball

deadline for reception of profor "live" telecasting of foot-

games

this

NCAA TV

year

steering

June 28. The
committee will

is

continue to meet with various prospective sponsors and agencies until
that time. The National Opinion Research Center of Chicago will conduct
the survey to determine the effect of
television on football attendance, and
which medium will be best suited to
aid some 200 colleges represented by

Earlier proposals by Phonevision
and Skiatron, not represented at Friday's session, were considered primar- the NCAA.
ily
in
an experimental' light, since
Hamilton said that the committee
neither of these systems can hope to did not take up for consideration the
merged offices, while Ralph Pielow contribute any sizable revenue to col- impending investigation by the DeSr., until now New York manager, lege athletic funds for a considerable partment
of Justice of alleged removes to Pittsburgh to assume Gott- period, even if they were to receive straints on the telecasting of sports
lieb's former duties as manager there. Federal Communications Commission
events.

according to Rodgers.

the elimination of New Jersey
as an individual branch, Louis Aller
hand, formerly manager for New Jer
sey, will assume management of the

With

tive voting

on the tax

bill

its

tenta-

Friday and

turned the

bill over to the drafting
experts. It will start final voting on
the measure June 5 or 6.

Paramount Ads
{Continued from page 1)
starring Joseph Cotten, Corinne Calvet and Edmund Gwenn
"That's
Boy," Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis and Nat Holt's "Warpath," in Technicolor, starring Edmond O'Brien, Dean Jagger and Forpress,"

My

;

rest Tucker.

Featuring also Paramount's July
through December pictures, the ad is
the third in a continuing series keyed
"More-Bigger-Better
to the theme,
Pictures."

mount's

posals

consultant for FaTheatre
the
and
Theatres
bian
Owners of America. He represents a
number of theatres which are expected
in seeking a schedule of
to join
big games this fall for theatre telepern,

that was okay.
The Committee wound up

According to Jerry Pickman, Para-

rates.

;

in

The proposed change in the drivetax was brought up in committee by

Rep. Mills (D., Ark.) but after considerable discussion it was decided
{Continued from page 1)
that to levy the admission tax on a
that efforts to renew the lease on the per-person basis would present major
old theatre have been unsuccessful. administrative problems for the BuMoreover, some members arExhorbitant rentals tantamount to reau.
eviction must be supported by evi- gued that the Congressional intention
was to levy the tax on admissions on
dence.
Still another factor that can be cited whatever basis the private firm wanted
is
"non-recoverable financial loss" as to establish, and that if drive-ins
a result of firm commitments or con- wanted to levy the tax on a per-car

Last year the "Big 10" conference mount Theatres Harry M. Kalmine,
experimented with theatre TV in the president of Warner Theatres, and
Midwest in a hookup with United Harry Brandt, president of Brandt
Paramount. UPT has plans to repeat Theatres, were chairmen of the affair.
again this fall on a much larger scale
and Robert H. O'Brien, UPT secre- approval, it was explained.
tary-treasurer, was
Friday's meeting.

estimated.

NPA Appeal Basis

said that

TV

students or other groups,, the
admission tax must be computed on
the full established price, not the reduced price. The change, proposed in
the Committee by Rep. Forand (D.,
R. I.) and approved by practically
every member, would compute the tax
on the reduced price rather than the
established price. Passes would not
be taxed at all under the proposal.
The change would cost the government about $6,000,000 annually, it was
agers,

in

The

{Continued from page 1)

group,

{Continued from page 1)

series of 13 releases
to be known as "RKO Pathe
Two-Reel Specials" will be a
part of the short subject pro-

pair.

Also

MGM Exchanges

Lower Tax

A new

;

this

Sports Series

On RKO Program

•

.

New

Grant, Betsy Drake; "Where's Charsion tax collections in April, re- ley ?," Ray Bolger
"Bugles in the
flecting March business, were slightly Afternoon," Ray Milland; "The Crim"The
under those of April 1950, totaling son Pirate," Burt Lancaster
Rifle"
$26,782,766, against $27,394,996, trie Big
"Springfield
Trees"
Bureau of Internal Revenue reported. "Miss America".; "Mara Maru" and
•
"A Lion Is in the Streets."
Warner went into detail on the
wareSale of the Warner Brothers
Forward Go Forward" cam"Look
house here is still in negotiation and
paign just initiated by general sales
signed
to
be
expected
papers
are
final

sometime

7

Motion picture Daily

1951

director

of

advertising-pub-

approach will be extended
to include national and consumer as
"It
well as trade paper advertising.
is our intention,"
said Pickman, "to
make every moviegoer in the country,
as well as every exhibitor, conscious
of our product with concentrated preselling on these pictures long before
and current with theatre exhibition."
licity,

this

TRADE SHOWINGS
of

"HARD, FAST AND
BEAUTIFUL"
scheduled for May 29, 1951. have
been postponed. New dates of
trade showings will be announced.

RKO RADIO PICTURES,

"nc.

/ can wa<

'We can ewe a C/tcrmpion /

9

The things she had to
the

V

lies

...

she had to

tell

the love-affair

she had to hide

...

e were the price of fame
in
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the Big-Time sports Racket!

present
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IDA LUPINO PRODUCTION STARRING
FORREST
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TEN CENTS

OKAYS FCC RULING
RKO ON CBS COLOR TV

U-I Business $27-Million

Abroad Shows For 25

18%

Increase Films in 1951

Remittance
'Optimistic'
Outlook for All: Aboaf
Universal-International's business abroad during the past 28
weeks climbed 18 per cent over the
corresponding period of last year,
and current in
dications
are
rise
the
that
continue,
will

Americo Aboaf,
U-I foreign department

chief,

disclosed
yesterday.

here

who
Aboaf,
returned recently from a threeweek tour

Ger-

many and

Italy,

reported

also

On

to complete 25 productions in 1951,
"heading for the biggest year in its
history." At the same time the studio
is releasing a backlog of finished films
representing a $21,000,000 investment.

Commercial color television
programs will be on the air
in New York by next week,
Columbia Broadcasting System indicated yesterday fol-

RKO,

in association with

independent producing organizations as Wald-Krasna, Samuel
Goldwyn,
Walt Disney,
Edmund Grainger, Sol Lesser,
Filmakers and Winchester Pictures, will have a total of 33
pictures ready for distribution
in 1952.
This sets a studio
production-budget record.

RKO

is

Americo Aboaf

'Riviera',

4

Go

for

Broke' Top N.Y.
First-Run Grosses

Monogram Profit in
39 Weeks Doubles,
Groves Named Levin Reports Broidy
Successor at CRI Hollywood, May — A
(Continued on page

7)

28.

The Roxy expects to
for the first week of "On

top $105,000
the Riviera,"
the best figure the house has had since
Danny Kaye, the film's star, made a
personal appearance there last winter.
(Continued on page 6)

Elects Sidney

As New President
Hollywood, May

28.

— The

Screen

Directors Guild elected George Sidney
president, 'succeeding Joseph L. Mankiewicz, who declined to run for reelected were
Frank
Capra,
first
vice-president,
Mark Robson, second vice-president,
Lesley Selander, secretary, and George
Marshall, treasurer.
new board of
directors was also elected.
Retiring president Mankiewicz was
voted the Guild's annual award for
(Continued on page 7)
officers

A

28.

— The

Barring difficulties in producing color broadcasting and
receiving apparatus, this should
clear the way for an early start
of commercial color telecasting
at least on a limited scale.
Due to defense restrictions and
other factors, it will undoubtedly be considerable time before color television is used on
any wide scale.
Eight of the nine Justices joined in
the official court opinion, delivered by
Black. The ninth member,
Justice
Justice Frankfurter, did not approve
(Continued on page 4)

of

$258,118 for the 39-week period ended

Harold L. Groves, national field
director of Confidential Reports, Inc.,

March
gram

has been named to succeed Jack H.
Levin, who last week resigned as

sidiaries, includ-

CRI vice-president, John J. O'Connor,
board chairman, announced here yes-

product clicked at a couple of
Groves will assume immediately all
Broadway stage show houses and the
prospect of a holiday tomorrow is giv- duties and responsibilities of the post
held by Levin. A member of the CRI
ing gross estimates a lift this week at
executive
staff since the organization
York first-run theatres.

New

profit

May

—

af-

terday.

New

Other

The company said that it
expects to have a substantial
schedule of color TV programs within a few weeks
and that many of the programs will be "piped" by
coaxial cable to other cities
from New York.

Radio's intention to
maintain peak production activity on
high budget pictures regardless of gen-

box-office
receipts have risen measurably in the
(Continued on page 4)

election.

Washington,

U. S. Supreme Court today upheld
the Federal Communications Commission
decision
approving the
CBS color television system.

lowing the action of the Supreme Court in upholding its
right to go ahead.

such

"The unprecedented program

that

SDG

Court Ruling
Is Against RCA, NBC;
Expect an Early Start

Color Programs
Air Next Week

Radio yesterday disclosed
here that it is spending $27,000,000

firmation of

of

France,

Supreme

CBS

RKO

was

started in 1945, Groves was responsible for the establishment of the
31 branch and five district offices now
operating and has been responsible
for the direction and supervision of
the entire field force. He has indicated
he will announce shortly plans for
streamlining CRI operations.
Prior to the establishment of CRI,
Groves was assistant to the director
of the Copyright Protection Bureau,

from 1927

RKO

Hardie Meakin,

Manager

Washington,

1951,

was earned by MonoCorp.

and

its

sub-

ing Allied Artists Productions,
Steve Broidy,
president,
an-

here

nounced
today.

The gross

in-

come,

he

after

eliminat-

said,

ing

inter-company transactions,

amounted

to $6,351,882.

Monogram and
Steve Broidy

its
subsidiaries
for the 39 weeks

ending

April

May

28.

— Funeral

1,

profit of $123,788.

1950 resulted in a
Gross income for

To Ask End of U.K.
Remittance Curbs
London, May
— Representatives
28.

Thursday after- of the American film industry will
noon at Arlington Cemetery Chapel ask for free convertibility of all their
for Hardie Meakin, division manager film earnings in Britain when they
for RKO Theatres and RKO rep- come here in July for formal discusresentatives in Washington, who died sions with government officials on the
here late Saturday. He was 61.
films' monetary agreement, it is unservices will be held

A

veteran

Meakin

was

film
also

industry worker,
well known
in

(Continued on page 4)

WASHINGTON, May 28.—
Paramount-Richards Theatres today urged the U.S.
Supreme Court to reject an
appeal by Park-In Theatres for royalties under
a patent licensing agreement on the Hollingshead
drive - in patent which,
Paramount - Richards (argued) was held invalid in
the earlier case of ParkIn vs. Loew's Drive-in
Theatres.
,

Operations of

(Continued on page 6)

to 1945.

Division

31,

Pictures

derstood in well informed circles here.
The current remittance agreement
(Continued- on page 4)

Active support of and financial participation in
the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee efforts to obtain
frequency allocations for
theatre TV from the Federal Communications Commission
was
announced
yesterday by the Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York. The
hearings begin Sept. 17.

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily

Washington,

SADOR

May 28.— The

current "conservation" tour
of exchange centers by Motion Picture Association of
America conservation director John D. McCullough was
warmly praised today by Nathan D. Golden, film chief of
the National Production Au-

of

the

M.

RAPPAPORT,

owner
Little
and

Hippodrome,

Town theatres, Baltimore,
cago on business.

is

in

Chi-

GOLDSTEIN,
MOREY
Artists
gram-Allied
sales

manager,

is

29, 1931

Capitol to Close

Personal Mention

Conservation Tour
Wins Gov't Praise

May

Stage Shows; Others
Monogeneral

due on the Coast

June 7 from New York for conferences with Steve Broidy and Harold
Mirisch, president and vice-presiDick Pitts, editorial director of the J.
dent, respectively.
OrganizaPicture
Motion
Council of
•
tions, will be the guest speaker at
Seattle manaM-G-M
Davis,
Sam
the annual meeting of the Canadian
ger
L. C. Wingham, M-G-M San
tomorPicture Pioneers in Toronto
Francisco head Carl P. Nedley, Salt
thority.
row.
Lake City, and Lou Amacher, PortIn a letter to MPAA viceland manager, returned to their reGolO'Hara,
Joyce
president
Maurice
N. Wolf, assistant to H. spective headquarters yesterday after
den said he had received
M. Richey, head of M-G-M's exhibi- conferring with George A. Hickey,
many messages complimenttor relations department, is due to Western sales manager, in Los Aning McCul lough's work
speak Thursday before the Kiwanis geles.
"preaching the gospel of con•
Club at Newport News, Va.
servation and proper han•
manager of
Gosnell,
E.
Stanley
dling and storage of films,"
Edward Morey, Monogram-Allied Loew's Theatre and president of the
and that he wanted to extend
Artists vice-president, is recuperating Motion Picture Theatres Association
the government's thanks for
at Harkness Pavilion Medical Center of Ontario, has received a citation for
this effort.
here from an emergency appendectomy his civic activities from the city of
performed last week.
Toronto.
•
•
Harold Maloney, manager of
George Stribling, Columbia booker
Worcester,
Theatre,
Poli
Loew's
in' San Francisco, and Mrs. StriblMass, has been discharged from the ing formerly a stenographer at the
Hospital and is
Paramount exchange there, are the
Winifred Cutler of Dallas has been Massachusett General
his home.
at
convalescing
now
AmerOwners
of
parents of a new son.
engaged by Theatre
•
;

;

Winifred Cutler Gets
TO A Meet Post

May Follow

Suit

It's "90 per cent definite" that the
Capitol will end its stage show at-

tractions and shift to a straight film
policy before the end of June, a Loew's
spokesman said yesterday. It was the
first confirmation of reports that a

number of stage show" houses on
Broadway are about to change policy.

The

an-

previously

has

Strand-

nounced that it will be closed during
June for alterations and the installation of theatre TV and yesterday it
was learned that the Rivoli has no
film booked after June 5.
In the absence of an official announcement it is not known how long
the house will be dark.
The Palace stage crew has been
under two weeks notice for some time
now and reports have run the gamut
from dropping the vaudeville policy to

_

outright closing of the house. YesterTheatres
day Sol Schwartz,
president, said "We're still in business
there and intend to remain." He said
the posting of notices was a customary
precautionary measure with the ap-

RKO

•
to New York to handle
of the Gem
owner
Mapel,
Edward
York public re- proach of summer.
preparawith
New
connection
Worner,
Ted
in
convention Theatre, Denver, has been reelected to lations man, left here yesterday for
tions for the 1951
the city council, while Howard B-enz- the Coast where he will act as a techwhich will be held at the Hotel As
haf, Tabor projectionist, won his first nical advisor for M-G-M on a new
gen
Fabian,
23-27,
Si
tor here Sept.
convention chairman, has an- city council election.
Esther Williams picture.
eral
•
•
nounced.
Here to shoot sequences for "Disc
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., M-G-M
Fabian reported also that the fur
Estelle Nathan of the Universal
which he is producing for
Jockey,"
departure
his
delayed
nishing and erection of booths for producer, has
home office still department became a Allied Artists release, Maurice Duke
until next
Coast
for
the
here
from
will
by
be
Mrs.
show
trade
daughter,
the convention
grandmother when her
reported yesterday that some 30 "platFabian's Tuesday.
Ivel Corp. of New York.
Flora Hass, gave birth to a daughter
ter spinners" from radio-TV stations
committee is completing a special
in Boston.
in 20 major cities will appear in the
•
next
Brothers
brochure which will be mailed
Jules Lapidus, Warner
picture, which will be released in Aumembers to ac- Eastern and Canadian division sales
month to all
Jacques Kopfstein, executive vicegust.
Y.,
N.
informa
Gloversville,
left
convention
in
Corp.,
with
Astor
Pictures
manager, is due
president of
quaint them
The production, the major part of
tion.
today from here.
here yesterday for an extended trip
which was filmed on the Coast, stars
e
in
return
will
July.
and
Europe,
to
Ginny Simms and features Tommy
•
Robert Ungerfeld Universal PicDorsey, Sarah Vaughn, George ShearFred Johnson, motion picture editures special events representative, left
ing, Russ Morgan, and others.
Call-BulleFrancisco
tor of the San
here yesterday for Boston.
•
tin, is here for a visit.
Veteran director Norman Taurog
•
to
Robert L. Lippert, head of Lippert
visiting New York from the Coast,
manager
of the
Rafka,
Francisco,
May 28. Frank
Harry
San
from
Francisco
in
San
is
Theatres,
believes television and motion pictures
Mall, Cleveland, has become Woods, Lippert Theatres executive
must "get together" because each has Los Angeles for the opening of his Lower
here, will be transferred to Los Anthe father of a third son.
something the other can use to "salu- new drive-in theatre.
•
•
geles where he will take over as a
The director will leave
tary effect."
Francis Weil, Paramount pub- producer in the Lippert studio. His
Ben Schwalb, Allied Artists exhere today for Hollywood.
on successor has not yet been named.
Taurog, who now is free-lancing ecutive, has arrived here from the licist, has left here for Hollywood
a vacation.
after 14 years with M-G-M, has been Coast.
ica to
details

come

TO A

30 Disc Jockeys Get

Parts in Duke's Film

TO A

Taurog Urges Video,

1

,

Films 'Get Together'

Woods

interviewing youngsters in
for

roles in
picture,

his

War-

"Room

Waring Pictures
Is Formed Here

Para. Stars to Tour
13 Southern States

Paramount stars John Payne, DenDorothy Waring is president and
treasurer of the newly-formed Waring nis O'Keefe and Arleen Whelan will
Dr. Morton C. Kahn, begin a 33-city personal appearance
Pictures, Inc.
Shuffle
explorer and scientist, is first vice- tour on June 4 to exploit the William
Release of M-G-M's "Strictly Dis
Thomas Technicolor
president, Max Rothstein is executive Pine-William
honorable," starring Ezio Pinza and vice-president, and Adolph Lund is film, "Passage West," in the 13 SouthJanet Lee, has been moved up to July, secretary.
Board chairman is Joseph ern states where a saturation booking
while "Mr. Imperium," also starring Steiner, head of Broadcast Pictures.
has been set up.
the opera singer, has been withdrawn
Instead of traveling together throughWaring's first production, "Djuka,"
from July release and will be held up is now being cut.
out the tour, the stars will appear in
Reports that "Mr.
until the fall.
a group in a branch city, then separImperium" would be shelved were
ate for several days with each coverSilverstone to
denied by a company spokesman.
ing several small towns before reLondon, May 28. Murray Silver- grouping in another branch city, acstone, president of 20th Century-Fox
cording to Jerry Pickman.
International, is due here on June 6
for a brief visit prior to an inspection
tour of 20th-Fox's Continental offices.
Motion Picture Daily will
Bob Finkle, formerly of Eagle Lion
While here he will attend the midnight
not be published tomorrow,
charity performance of "On the Rivi- Classics, yesterday, joined the sales
Memorial Day, a legal holiday.
era" at the Leicester Square Odeon, staff of Republic's New York exchange.
at which Danny Kaye will appear.

tin

—

New York

forthcoming

for One More.'
He recently completed for Hal Wallis "The Stooge," starring Dean Mar-

ner

Los Angeles

and Jerry Lewis.
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Pre-Selling

Excuse

SOME

850 disc-jockeys throughout
country will find themselves
involved in a personal chat with Dan
ny Kaye by the magic of a specially
devised intimate recording prepared
"On the
for
20th
Century-Fox's
Riviera," which it is estimated will
reach some 8,000,000 families who
have their favorites on local radio
the

The

difference between this
and the usual transcription is that
listeners may well believe it is a twoway conversation and that Danny is
personally in the studio. All the local
disc-jockey has to do is to read his
stations.

lines

and mind

his cues.

•

The

top award by the Associated
Business Publications for the best
trade-paper campaign to sell dealers
on the use of sales promotion aids has
been given this year to the Carvel
Hall Cutlery Co., for its tieup with
"Cheaper by the Dozen," 20th Cen
tury-Fox picture. The cooperative deal
resulted in actual double sales for
Carvel Hall in 1950 over the previous
The winner, written up in
year.
Printers' Ink, was selected from a
group of 300 entries by a panel of
judges headed by R. S. Reed, top ex
the
ecutive
of
John Wanamaker

•

The new McCall's for June scoop?
the entire magazine field by preits

cover the

first

espe

cially posed picture of Greta Garbo
in 10 years. The same issue devotes

Minneapolis

My Dust

D

reported

ED SKELTON

is back in his familiar characterization as the goodnatured "boob" of winning ways. Standing comparison with previous
Skelton pictures, "Excuse My Dust" shapes up- very well. Credit goes to
director Roy Rowland who handles the material with a fine sense of comic
values. The script, set in the good old days in the final stretch of the last
century, implicates Skelton in a series of exploits that run the gamut of
comedy, with emphasis mostly on slapstick. Produced by Jack Cummings,
the filmi has the added benefit of Technicolor. In situations that respond to
Skelton pictures, "Excuse My Dust" should do exceedingly well.
The story presents Skelton as a feather-brained inventor who toys with the
idea of a horseless vehicle called a "gasmobile." To the good folks of Willow
Falls in Indiana, Skelton is a menace whose invention is an insult to every
self-respecting horse. It develops that Skelton is in love with pretty Sally
Forrest, but her father, William Demarest, doesn't want to see any part of him,
thus causing an assortment of complications. Further problems in Skelton's life
are aroused by the town's gay blade, Macdonald Carey, who has a covetous
eye on Miss Forrest. And the mixture is given its final flavoring of buffoonery
by the arrival of Monica Lewis, an out-of-town charmer with a "yen" for

Skelton.
The story is given its forward nudge towards the "machine age" when a
20-mile race of "horseless buggies" is set up. Victory means $5,000.
In his inimitably bungling and stumbling way, Skelton goes on to triumph
and happy romance. Some pleasant songs and production numbers have been
worked into the George Wells screenplay, with music by Arthur Schwartz

and lyrics by Dorothy Fields.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience
June 22.

Full-page,

featuring

tieup

ads

"Show Boat"

will appear in a string
of national magazines in June, with
a combined circulation of 61,359,054.
The complete list includes Life,

Release date,

Mandel Herbstman

here,

closings

in

zone

due

staff

Bishop,

manager,

sales

visiting

28.—

that

theatre
the Minneapolis
to poor business

"are practically

nil," although
attendance in many situations
are regarded as being far below normal. An
- G spokesman said "an hohest
effort" will be made to carry
out the William F. Rodgers
"keep theatres running" aid
to hardship theatres "wherever it is feasible."

M

M

UA

Subsidiary Seeks
Broad Video Rights
Albany, N. Y., May 28.—The
United Artists Television Corp. has
registered a certificate here to distribute,
exhibit,
rent,
license,
acquire,
own, hold, maintain, export, import,
and deal in any and all motion pictures in the field of television and
^

Fairbanks Merges to
Mass Produce for TV
28.

—Negotiations

are being completed for the merger
of Jerry Fairbanks Productions and
Official
Films into an organization

mass-produce films for
Fairbanks announced here.
Negotiations for the merger, which

which

will

television,

month for

Ava Gardner and Metro's

classification.

Burtis

to

Midwest

Jr.,

exchange

local

"The corporation is likewise
empowered to "produce or procure
radio.

four pages of "Hollywood's Most will make available $5,000,000 for
Beautiful Women" as selected and video film programming, were conphotographed by Antony Beau- ducted by Isaac D. Levy, board chairchamp. The list, headed by Garbo, man, and Aaron Katz, president, of
includes Arlene Dahl, Jean Sim- Official, and Fairbanks.
mons, Elizabeth Taylor, Constance
Under the new setup, Fairbanks
Smith, Gene Tierney, Janice Rule, Productions will act as the producing
Ethel Barrymore, Ava Gardner and branch and Official will be the sales
Mrs. David Niven. There is also a and distributing company.
Although
page of beauty secrets illustrated under terms of the deal the Fairbanks
by starlet Terry Moore in this gla- firm will, in effect, be a subsidiary,
morous motion picture coverage.
the producing company will retain its
•
produced by it will
title and films
Parade, the Sunday picture maga- carry the Fairbanks name.
Acquisizine distributed by a string of Metro- tion of additional studio space to augpolitan newspapers, will contain sevment the Fairbanks studios both here
eral movie features in its June 10 isand in New York is planned to meet
sue.
The editorial page refers to the mass production goal.
Dorothy
Gish's
"Turning Point,"
while the "On Parade" picture-strip
shozvs a series of scenes from United
The award for the best motion picArtists "When I Groiv Up."
The ture of the year was presented last
fashion page brings Gene Tierney with zvcek by the General Federation of
her summer favorites, and the lead Women's Clubs to 20tk Centuryfeature story is devoted to Maryiyn Fox's "Cheaper by the Dozen." The
Monroe and her dual personality, un- Federation held its annual convention
der the provocative title, "Maryiyn Is in PI oust on, Texas, and since it
Two Girls."
names an average of 12 films per
•
full-color

Minneapolis, May
M-G-M's

ie

Ho uses

Holding the Line

(M etro-G oldwyn-M ayer)

Hollywood, May

Stores.

senting on

3

excellence, the choice of
top picture for the year is of special
importance.
The ladies know zvhat
they want and specify it exactly.

•

Backed by an extensive national advertising

campaign,

Woman's Home Companion, Cos- "Sealed Cargo"

begins

RKO
its

Radio's

nationzvidc

mopolitan,
Look,
Ladies'
Home release this zveek. World premiere
Journal, Modern Screen, Modern showing took place at the Paramount
Stories, True Story, True Romances, Theatre here on Broadway and a
True Experiences, Photoplay, True string of first-run houses will get the
Love Stories, Radio and TV Mirror, picture as their Decoration Day atThis Week, N. Y. News, Chicago traction. Full page ads in Life, ColTribune,
Philadelphia
Inquirer, lier's, Look and the Saturday EveningAmerican Weekly, New York Times Post have preceded the premieres. In
Magazine and New York Mirror. every area where the pictures twill
This is the first cooperative cam- open, the largest Sunday magazine
paign to be set by the studio supplements will carry advertising
through the Margaret Ettinger keyed to local playdates.
agency.
Waltek Brooks

NLRB

to Rule
'Collarites' Tilt

on

the

production

make

of

television

programs, and to
and radio records

thereof" and is also given power to
Labor
Relations produce all types of motion pictures,
Board in Washington is expected, to to operate theatres and to
engage in
rule in from three to six weeks on a general theatrical business.
whether "white collar" workers at
Paramount's home office and 20th Century-Fox's exchange here may vote
1
immediately to determine whether
they want to be represented by the inTrade showings of M-G-M's "Show
cumbent union, Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild (DPOWA, Boat" will be held in theatres in all
District No. 65), or by IATSE Mo- exchange areas, starting June 11, with
tion Picture Home Office Employes one exception, Philadelphia, where the
Local No. H-63, which has challenged Technicolor musical will be screened
SOPEG's jurisdiction at those loca- at the company's branch on June 11.

The

National

Trade Showings Set
For 'Show Boat

Nineteen theatre screenings are set
11, four the next day, two
on June 14 and four on June 18. Included in the 19 theatres holding the
first
screenings will be 13 Loew's

tions.

for June

Hearings End

Two days of hearings before Lewis
Moore, chief NLRB hearing officer,
were concluded here recently, and houses.
Moore
his

will send to

The

Washington soon the

recommendations for action by the

film on
situations.

four theatres showing
June 18 also are Loew's

Board.

Both unions were represented at the
two-day hearing.

SOPEG's
tracts at

was

position

that

its

Paramount and 20th-Fox

conwill

expire on Oct. 21, and therefore elections must wait until after that date.
H-63 took the stand that the contracts

were

invalid,

phrasings to prove

and cited certain
it.

NLRB

Favors 'I A' in
Set Designers Case

Myers

at

Richmond,

Richmond Meet
Va.,

May

28.

— Abram

Myers, general counsel for Allied
States Association will be one of the

F.

speakers at the Virginia MoPicture
Theatres
Association
summer convention, June 19-20, at the
Jefferson Hotel, Richmond. He will
speak on what an exhibitor organization means, Carlton Duffus, executive
secretary announced.
guest

tion

Ferrer's

Award on Road

For the first time, an actual Acadtional
Labor Relations Board has emy Award, the one given Jose Ferruled that the Society of Motion Pic- rer, will be shown throughout cities
ture Art Directors could not repre- in conjunction with the release of
sent set designers, sketch artists, illus- UA's "Cyrano de Bergerac," in which
trators and similar studio workers. It the star won his award. General resaid the Society predominantly com- lease of the picture at popular prices
posed of supervisors, and under Board will start in San Francisco's United
rulings, unions dominated by supervi- Artists Theatre on July 20.
_

Washington, May 28.— The Na-

sors cannot represent non-supervisory

workers.

The board

ruling represented a victory for the IATSE, which had challenged the Society's right to represent non-supervisory workers and had
asked the Board to dismiss a Society
petition to represent these workers at
major studios.
The Board's action

dismissed this petition.

Mono. Signs Clement
Steve Broidy, Monogram president,
today announced his company will release a series of action-adventure films
to star Stanley Clements.
Under a long-term contract, Clements is to make from two to four
films annually, the first of which will
be "Speed Devil."
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The Festival of Britain is bringing
pick-up in business to theatres
sharp
a
Kramer, genall over England, Nat

he
issue a separate statement declaring
of the
wisdom
of
the
"doubtful"
was
decision.

'

,
v jruling sustained a rinding
in Chiof a special three-judge court
the
cago, overruling objections to
.

The Court

order brought by RCA, NBC
and other firms. Justice Black's opinone and
ion was a comparatively brief
findthe
on
based
entirely
almost
was

FCC

Films,
eral sales manager of Eros
disindependent
Britain's
of
largest
upon
tributors, reported here yesterday
Festival
London.
arrival from
his
functions

now

are being held

all

over

Great Britain.
Interviewed at the office of Amenco
Universal-International's forthe
Aboaf,
and
Commission
ing that the
with Alfred E. Daff,
manager,
eign
considered
lower court had adequately
"We are U-I world-wide distribution chief sitall the facts and objections.
notwithaf- ting in, Kramer said that,
already
convinced that the review
forded did not

fall

Justice

quired,"

short of that re-

Black

said

one

at

another point he declared
agreed the hCC had
parties
that all
power to do what it did and that it
that
cannot be contended seriously
a
such
taking
in
the Commission
support
course was without evidential
for its refusal to adopt the
point.

At.

RCA

system at

this time."

com-

Justice Black admitted that a
would
patible" color television system
Commission
be desirable but said the
was within its rights to deduce that
"further delay in making color availfor
able was too high a price to pay
future.
the
in
compatibility
possible

Demonstrations Continue
Following yesterday's U. S. Supreme

RCA

decision upholding the CBS
announced
system,
color
that it will go ahead with public demsysonstrations of its rival color

Court

RCA

TV

TV

tem.

m

standing reports of a decline in theif
atre business in Britain last year,
bigger
a picture is good it will gross
than ever in that country."

Washington for his service to busiHe had been
ness and civic groups.
receiving' treatment at George Washington University Hospital for the last
four months and was transferred to
Mt, Alto Hospital last week, and died
there.

Starting out in touring stock com-

War

I,

World

Washington corre-

became

CEA Meet
On Tax

to

Act

Boost Plan

tribution companies.

Various factors have combined to
abroad,
the business upturn
Bournemouth, Eng., May 28. The Aboaf indicated. These include better
annual meeting of the Cinematograph bookings, exploitation and product,
Exhibitors Association which opened oeneral inflation, and, in countries like
here today will include a special meet- Germany and Italy, reconstruction acing on Wednesday of CEA's general tivity.
council on the government's new enBritish Outlook
tertainment tax proposals and on the
demand of the National Association of
reAboaf said that while box-office
Theatrical and Kine Employees for
some
dropped
have
ceipts in Britain
increased pay and new working condi
this^ year,

—

bring

seven per cent generally
is imU-I's business in tha^ country
all the time."
the
proving
with
discussions
business authorize
Eros, which has been
where
In those European countries
Kinematograph Renters Society which
four-and-a-half years, started by disatdrop-offs
bookingrisen,
standard
have
new
receipts
may lead to a
the
tributing Universal reissues only, at
with
noted,
been
tendances have
contract.
present not only releases current U-I
by admisbetter grosses accounted for
own,
its
on
films
Tax
produces
Compromise
but
product
explained
Aboaf
increases,
sion price
Kramer said.
Authoritative information is that in touching on the inflation factor.
Asked if television has affected the the compromise tax proposal made by
For example, Aboaf said, atbox-office in Britain, Kramer said if the all-industry negotiators involves an
tendances in France fell from
America had the sort of television en increase of three-pence in seat prices
400,000,000 in 1947 to 372,000,000
tertainment that Britain has the ex above one shilling. Below that price
receipts
in 1949, while a rise in
hibitors in this country would be little reductions in taxation are proposed,
from 14,000,000,000 francs in
concerned. British television is bad ranging from complete exemption Wiin
1947 to 20,000,000,000 francs
on
he added.
the cheapest seats to a half-penny
1948 was recorded. Aboaf could
Here for an indefinite stay as Uni- the intermediate prices up- to a shilling.
supply no figures or percentversale guest, Kramer said his comOf the three-pence increase it is
ages for Germany, but he repany has released to American tele- proposed that one and one-half pence
ported that theatre receipts
casters some of the pictures it has should be retained by the Treasury;
cent
deal
make
a
to
hopes
He
produced.
Italy are up 10 to 15 per
one-half pence go to the Production
this year over last.
for the release of Eros' "better" pro- Pool and one pence be retained by exductions to U. S. theatres, he added. hibitors.
There is opposition to the
There has been no adverse reaction
The company produced eight last year, plan from
groups which do not
or the public to inand expects to turn out the same num- believe the public will accept a three from governments
to
according
admissions,
creased
year.
ber this
pence increase in seat prices.
Aboaf although he reminded that
is
countries where the cost-of-living
resentment
public
is
there
rising
ot
against the overall upward climb
tions for theatre employes.
The council will be asked

also

to

CEA

m

m

.

m

CEA

Silverstone Farewell

page 1)

panies, Meakin, after serving in

the
three countries, and that
remitof
rate
stepped-up
outlook for a
genertances from foreign countries
disAmerican
for
"optimistic"
ally is

m

Hardie Meakin, 61
(Continued fro

page I)

latter

from the opinion but did

dissent

29, 1931

Festival of Britain Brings U-I Business
from
Box-office Bonanza: Kramer

Okays CBS
(Con tinned from page

May

spondent for Variety. From there he
went to the Fox Theatre here as press

Dinner in Toronto
Toronto,

stone,

who

May 28.— Arthur
has

been

20th

Silver-

Century-

Fox's Canadian division manager for
the past three years, was honored by
industry associates at a dinner at the
Royal York Hotel here on the occasion of his departure to take up his
new duties as the company's Eastern
sales

Production Spurt
On in Hollywood

the

125

who

only inIn Germany, however, not
but also the fact that largewar-damaged
scale reconstruction of
given
theatres has taken place can be
busitheatre
better
for
reason
as the
Thus, there
ness there, Aboaf said.
more
have been created in Germany
up.
figures
attendance
keep
theatres to
time
playing
a
that
noted
Aboaf
Gerquota of 27 to 33 per cent for
is planned.
Germany
in
pictures
man
He said there also has been discussed
in that
the possibility of setting up
picture
"old
supplementary
a
country
imporquota which would call for the
flation,

Hollywood, May 28.—The producfor a
tion index went up four points
new
total of 45 pictures in work. Ten
pictures were started while six were
completed.

manager.

Among

prices.

Those Started

attended the

dinner were Haskell Masters, Doug
"The Kid from
were:
Started
agent and later became manager. He Rosen, J. J. Fitzgibbons, Morris Stein
Jim in the
"Jungle
and
Amarillo"
Keith's in 1931, and was
joined
The
Columbia;
of FPC: L. W. Brockington, David Forbidden
Land,"
manager of the theatre from then on Briesdorf, and Jule Allen.
Broder Pro(Jack
Fix"
Basketball
except for three years from 1944 to
ductions) and "The Valparaiso Story
1947 when he served as assistant divi(Roland Reed Productions), IndepenAmerican
tation by Germany of one
sion manager of the Midwest WashHigh," Lippert; "Lone
"Sky
dent;
reissue
German
manager
division
every
for
(Continued from page 1)
ington division and
'Flight reissue
Star," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Washington - Trenton - New
the
shown.
of
"The Cimarron
Theatres. expires Oct. 1 but the basic pact runs to Mars," Monogram
Brunswick division of
Door," Universal
"The
and
Kid"
Lauds McCarthy
1952.
1,
to
June
survive.
The widow and two sons
Warner.
John McCarthy, Motion Picture As- International; "Starlift,"
The U-I foreign chief lauded the
Completed were: "Man in the Sadsociation of America vice-president,
of John G. McCarthy,
achievements
Two-Dollar
Columbia; "The
arrived here from the Continent yes- dle"
Picture AssociaMotion
the
Productions), head of
terday and arrangements have been Bettor" (Jack Broder
foreign department,
America's
of
the
tion
Across
"Wings
made for him to meet Sir Hartley Independent;
film pact
in closing the Italo- American
Racket
McSan Francisco, May 28.—A fare- Shawcross, new president of the Pacific," Republic; "The
that
added
He
in Rome recently.
Productions
Grainger
well dinner was given Harry Seipel, Board of Trade, this week. The meet- ( Edmund
with the
talks
begun
has
Carthy
Life,
His
in
Radio; "A
former Fox West Coast peninsula ing will be officially regarded as a
toward a satisfactory
McCarthy is 20th Century-Fox; "As Time Goes French looking
only.
call
district manager who will leave on courtesy
under a new Francoarrangement
Bros.
Sunday for his new assignment with scheduled to sail for New York Fri- By," Warner
The
American film pact.
He
expected
Hoyte Theatres in Sydney, Australia. day on the Queen Elisabeth.
foreign department chief is
for
of
in
July
formerly
Macdonald,
plans to be back here
E.
C.
from Europe this week,
here
back
Fresno, has taken over Seipel's Penin- the remittance pact talks, accompanyAboaf said.
and
ing Joyce O'Hara of the
sula district.
'50
Profit
The Italians soon will send here film
PicSociety of Independent Motion
will set up, under the
ture Producers' representatives.
London, May 28.— Sir Alexander officials who
pact, a distribution unit
the
of
terms
reProductions
Korda's London Film
which will dub, print, publicize and
Scheduled to meet here yesterday,
ported a profit of £5,224 ($14,627) for
Signs
Chester
Italian-made films preparatory
exploit
The
1950.
the Motion Picture Association of
31,
Monogram the year ended Aug.
28.
May
Hollywood-,
distribution by U. S. comcomcommittee,
their
to
executive
America
of £62,346
has signed result compares with a loss
Chester
Hal
E.
He added that
producer
said.
postponed
Aboaf
prising company presidents,
previous year. Unpaid dividends panies,
to star opposite her hus- for the
Downs
unit will be an AmeriCathy
previthe
of
because
head
the
Friday
until
to
amount
conclave
its
Kirkwood in "Hitch Hike on the preferred stock now
can, however.
ous commitments made it impossible band Joe

RKO

U. K. Fiscal Curbs

;

RKO

;

Macdonald Named
FWC Manager

RKO

WAC

MPAA

MPAA

MPAA

Korda's London Film
Reports

Meeting Friday

Downs

—

for

a

number

of

members

to

attend.

Killer."

£293,054.

j

BRIGHTESTSPOTIN WE WORLD!
ITS AREA

is less than one quarter square inch. It is the most
powerful "point source" of light in the world. It is the crater in
the tip of an experimental positive "National" High Intensity-

carbon.

Into this tiny spot is packed the same amount of light which
would be emitted by 137,000 brightly burning candles!
This crowding of a terrific amount of light into a small area is
a feature of the "National" carbons used in movie production and
projection. It is called intrinsic brilliance. This is what makes
your pictures so bright and pleasing to look at.
Furthermore, the light emitted by "National" High Intensity
Carbons is the closest approach to sunlight. It has a continuous
spectrum and contains all the colors of the rainbow. This makes
color movies glow with rich natural detail. Your theatre patrons
like it — their approval shows up in the box office.

The term "Notional"

is

a registered Irade-mork of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

A

Division of Union Carbide

30 Bast 42nd Street, New York
District Sates Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,

IN

CANADA:

Kansas

City,

and Carbon Corporation

17, H. Y.

New

York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

Notional Carbon limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
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Boston,

in

May

28.

(Continued from page 1)

— Several

Big Horn"

"Little

suburban theatres in Greater
Boston have eliminated the
usual two P.M. matinee opening. Matinee attendance and
grosses have been off considerably which resulted in the
elimination. These theatres
now open at six P.M. They
present a show and a half,
with the main feature shown
twice and the second feature

(

Hollytvood,

Lippcrt Productions)

TRAGIC
THE
Fort Abraham

May

28.

STORY

of a cavalry detachment that had set out from
Lincoln to intercept and warn General Custer's command
on its way to the Little Big Horn and decimation by the Sioux is told here
with grim, sometimes stark realism.
With Lloyd Bridges and John Ireland as the personally antagonistic officers

charge, the detachment makes its way doggedly through Sjoux-infested
terrain, suffering hardships, fighting off sniping attackers, sustaining casualties, but driving ever forward, until wiped out to a man by overwhelming
numbers of the enemy.
Marie Windsor, who appears briefly but importantly, is another marquee
name heading a large and strikingly competent cast. Rife with action, and
founded on the theme of determined devotion to duty, the production promises
a solid return on any showmanship invested in its exploitation.
in

once. In some cases
pictures are of ord'nary length the theatres

only

when the

present two full showings.

The script, by Charles Marquis Warren, who also directed, opens with
Miss Windsor, as Bridges' wife, urging Ireland, his fellow officer, to resign
Bridges overhears, there
his commission and take her away from Army life.
is a tense scene between the three, and the husband leaves to head a patrol

N. Y. Grosses

into the Indian country.

(Continued from page 1)
Benzell heads the stage show.
An early opening tomorrow will provide an extra show.
"Go for Broke" is excellent at the

Mimi

Capitol,

where an opening week

of
the best this spring.

Shortly thereafter Ireland is sent to carry orders to Bridges for his return
to the fort, but Bridges, knowing Custer is riding into certain death, orders
Ireland to accompany him on a desperate 250-mile ride to warn Custer. The
personal struggle between the two men, and the personal stories of others in
the detachment, background the over-all story of the command's tragic undertaking.

.

a $155,000 estimate for the third week
equal to the opening week smash.
revue is on stage. "Along the Great
Divide" is doing modestly for its sec-

A "Million Dollar Pursuit"

the
$23,000 expected.
at

Strand, with about
The stage attraction

"Parisian Follies."
The only two new films at straight
film houses are bringing in mild returns. "Smugglers' Island" at the Riv$12,oli is expected to bring in about
000 while "Inside the Walls of Folsom Prison" will be lucky to break
$10,000 in its initial week's gross at
is

the Globe.

Ends Long Run

127.

Commenting on the future of the
industry, Broidy said
"The motion
picture screen offers the public the
biggest and best in entertainment. No
:

other medium can provide such wide
scope entertainment as that which emanates from Hollywood studios.
"There is only one way to meet
competition in our business, and that
is by delivering a more attractive entertainment package to the public. Our
current upward swing in financial returns is a strong indication that our
companies are doing just that.

Close Field Ties
"In recent months, we have worked
even more closely than before with
the distribution

cause
tact

what

it

the
it

is

they

men
who

public

and

the field beconstantly conlearn first-hand

in

wants.

Broidy also said that strong emphais being placed on color as a result of the good grosses on color films
released to date.
Six Cinecolor films
already are on the Monogram agenda.
now nearing completion, is
One,
"Flight To Mars," in which Marguerite Chapman and Cameron Mitchell
co-star. The others, to be filmed, are
"Rodeo," "The Big Top," "Hiawatha,"
based on the poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow "Fort Osage," and
"The Wild Land."
;

(Republic)

A

the 1949 period, after eliminating inter-company transactions, was $6,935,-

sis

Executive producer Robert L. Lippert and producer Carl K. Hittleman
around $55,000 is
Les Brown and his band top the stage stuck to the straight-line narrative form, developing their picture steadily
offering. "Sealed Cargo" is having a and without cutbacks or trick switches, with the result that the ending arrives
satisfactory first week at the Para- with almost stunning impact.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
mount, with a $50,000 gross estimated.
May 23.
Ray McKinley's band is on stage.
"The Great Caruso" is still sensational at Radio City Music Hall, with

ond week

29, 1931

Monogram

Reviews

Boston
Eliminate Matinees

Suburbans

May

FAIRLY EXCITING,

frequently tense melodrama is unreeled
which director R. G. Springsteen starts

lion Dollar Pursuit,"

in

"Mil-

a bit
slowly but then moves into a steady pace centering considerable attention,
meritoriously, on character portrayals, with contributions in this connection
coming principally from Norman Budd, as a small-time somewhat deranged
criminal in pursuit of a cool million dollars, and Paul Hurst, as a gentle,
Bible-reading farmer who is forced to harbor a gang of criminals, including
off

Budd.

Budd starts things when, flat broke and in dispute with the mob, he finds
a key to the cashier's office at a large department store. He intends to handle
the burglary job alone, but he boasts of his plans and four other thugs cut
themselves in on the robbery. The loot totals $500,000; but Budd and his confederates are unable to spend it because the bills are marked.
Tension in their hideout mounts, and the hoodlums fight among themselves
one of them is killed. Later, two others are killed in a police trap when
they try to pass the money to a fence, Grant Withers. Half-crazy with fear,
Budd murders the remaining member of the gang and then goes to the apartment of his former girl friend, Penny Edwards, a night club singer who had
served a short prison term. The police, led by Steve Flagg, Miss Edwards'
current romantic interest, close in and after an exciting gun battle, Budd is
Before he dies, he confesses he had framed Miss Edwards. Her name
shot.
cleared, Miss Edwards feels free to marry Flagg.
Others in the cast are Rhys Williams, Mikel Conrad, Paul Hurst, Denver
Pyle, Ted Pavelec, John de Simone, Don Beddoe, Edward Cassidy, Edward

Winikus Devises
Style 'Prowler'

New

Ads

In addition to a campaign of regunewspaper
advertisements,
lar-size
United Artists will offer exhibitors
with the release of S. P. Eagle's "The
Prowler," advertising packages designed to accommodate limited advertising budgets, it was reported here
yesterday by Max E. Youngstein,

UA

vice-president.
The innovation, devised by Francis

"Born Yesterday" is concluding a
highly successful 23-week run at the
advertising manager,
M. Winikus,
Victoria with a final gross of about
is expected to fill a long-standing need
$10,000; "Fabiola" will open there
expressed by smaller theatres. It is
this evening. "Valentino" is holding up
explained in a special pressbook preat the Astor, with a sixth week due
pared by Hy Carnow.
to bring in $12,000.
"Kon-Tiki" is dipping slightly, to an
estimated $10,500 for its eighth week
at the Sutton, but the figure is ^still
"Teresa" is
eminently satisfactory.
Stephen Auer was
Clark, John Hamilton, George Brand and Jack Shea.
also doing nicely at the Trans Lux
Kansas City, Kans., May 28.
Bradbury
Foote
wrote the screenMond
and
Albert
De
producer.
associate
52nd Street, with around $6,000 due
This
150,000 population sister city of
play.
for its eighth week.
City, Mo., heretofore having
Kansas
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
"Tales of Hoffman" is still nearonly subsequent runs to the Missouri
capacity at the Bijou with a steady May 30.
city's first-runs, has gotten first-run
$14,500 expected for an eighth week.
approval from distributors for the
The town's other roadshow bill, (t
Granada, a Fox-Midwest house. The
"Cyrano de Bergerac," is closing jaglKs
theatre will show first-run day and
eighth week at the Golden with $5,000 (Monogram)
date with the three Fox-Midwest daygrossed. Previously it had a long run
Kansas
of Western film fare will be satisfied with the quota_ of and-date
Greater
first-run
at the Bijou.
gunplay, horseplay and fisticuffs contained in "Outlaw of Texas," which, City group, the Fairway in Johnson
"Apache Drums" is leaving Loew's while carrying a routine story, has a satisfactory share of excitement, to County, the Tower in downtown Kanthe which star Whip Wilson contributes with an added dash of lively bull-whip
State after nearly four weeks
sas City, Mo., and the Uptown in midfinal four days is expected to add up performing.
Vincent M. Fennelly produced, Thomas Carr directed, and Dan town Kansas City, Mo.
_

:

UA

First-Run Comes to

Kansas

City,

Kansas

—

Outlaws of Texas

_

FOLLOWERS

:

to $5,000.
final three

A

reissue replaces

it.

The Ullman wrote

days for "The House on
Telegraph Hill" is expected to bring
the Holiday around $3,500; "Goodbye,

My

Fancy" bows

in there today.

'Hollywood' Opens Friday
Chicago, May 28— With stars of

the screenplay.
Injected into the production is a bit of novelty in that two of the outlaws
Phyllis Coates and Tom Farrell are sympathetic characters who really
want to be good, but, somehow, drifted into a life of crime. Even though
they have good hearts, Miss Coates and Farrell accompany the other members
of the gang, hardened criminals, to jail in the end, after Wilson and his
Clyde, the always eternally
sidekick, Andy Clyde, bring them to justice.
hungry cowboy, again provides the laughs. He and Wilson join the gang, a
very successful organization of bank robbers, headed by Miss Coates. It is
a simple matter after that for Wilson, really a U.S. marshal to arrest the

—

—

yesterday, today and tomorrow making personal appearances on stage and
advance promotion, outlaws.
the
in
aiding
Others in the cast are Terry Frost, Zon Murray, George
Universal-International's "Hollywood
Story" will have its world premiere at Steve Carr and Stanley Price.
a .
Running time, 56 minutes. General audience classification.
the Chicago Theatre here on Friday.
:

_

.

DeNormand

Boston 'Dimes' Drive
Cites Film Industry
Boston,

May

28.

— Edward

X. Cal-

Atlantic
Century-Fox
20th
lahan,
division manager and chairman of the
motion picture division of the Suffolk
County March of Dimes drive, tonight
accepted a citation for the motion picture industry's part in the recent

drive for funds. It was presented at a
dinner held at the Copley Plaza Hotel.

Tuesday,

May

29,
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Censors to Tighten
Up on 'Violence'

(Continued from page 1)
eral industry slackoffs,-"-it--w-as-stated.

Toronto, May 28.— ChairO. J. Silverthorne of the
Ontario Board of Censors has
announced that the various
provincial censors in Canada
have decided to deal severely
in a uniform manner with

"The Hills of Ireland"

man

studio is operating with a full (World Travel Films)
quota of man and executive-power on
color and flavor of Ireland and its people are captured in this houran around-the-clock basis.
length feature. "The Hills of Ireland" is fondly narrated by Pat O'Brien
Averaging four productions a month as the camera travels over familiar sounding places and picturesque areas.
in order to bring the line-up in on The audience will understand why the name, "Emerald Isle," always evokes
will account for
schedule,
a nostalgic sentiment to those of "the ould sod."
"High Frontier," "The Korean Story,"
Beautiful Killarney Lakes, the activity of cities like Dublin, Galway, Cork,
and
"The Las Vegas Story," "Androcles
Belfast, Donegal and Sligo, the renowned Blarney Stone and Giant's CauseSailors
"They
Sell
the Lion," "Girl Gangs,"
There are also glimpses of
"Tonight We Sing," "The way are some of the sights brought into view.
Elephants,"
Half-Breed" and "Les Ballets de Paris," St. Kevin's Bed, Ben Bullen and Aran Island with its truly Gaelic natives.
the latter pair to be filmed in Technicolor;
The Dublin Horse Show, pageantry crossroads dancers in native dress, apIntrigue,"
"The Racket,"
•and. "African
Costello,
"The Day They Gave Babies Away" and pearances of Eamon De Valera, Sean O'Kelly and Prime Minister
"Blackbeard the Pirate" (Technicolor) to conversation of some famous local personalities and finally the family Rosary
be produced by Edmund Grainger.
are touches that give this film an appeal above the ordinary travelogue.
Wald-Krasna will produce at RKO "The
Several nostalgic songs, written to commemorate the beauty of the Emerald
Blue Veil," "Behave Yourself!" "High
Heels," "Size 12," "Cowpoke," "Clash By Isle, like "Killarney," "Galway Bay" "Hills of Donegal" and "The Soldier's
Night," "The Harder They Fall," "I Mar- Song" (the Irish national anthem) are given a fine rendition by Christopher
ried a Woman," "Strike A Match," "ExLynch with a competent musical assist from a 32-piece symphony orchestra.
clusive Model," "The Gentle Sin" and "The
This picture took two years in the making, was photographed in KodaUSO Story," the latter to be filmed in
Technicolor.
chrome and was produced and directed by Harry Dugan. It is indeed visual
Balance of the program includes "The evidence that Ireland is a country not to overlook in traveling, armchair or
Big Sky" and "The Left Hand of God,"
from Winchester Pictures; "I Want You" otherwise.
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
and "Hans Christian Andersen" (in Technicolor), Samuel Goldwyn; "Alice in WonMay 21.

The

THE

RKO

films

made

"Ghost Chasers"

2 -Year Para. Pact

—

Hollywood, May 28. William H.
Pine and William C. Thomas have
signed a new two-year contract with
Paramount

make

eight pictures in$10,000,000
worth of production. The new contract
takes effect next year.
Pine has been with Paramount for
25 years.

volving

to

approximately

protests

lating to the commission of
crime is undesirable, particularly when social conditions
are by no means normal."

Natural Vision Set
For Production Use
Hollywood, May

(Monogram)

Pine-Thomas Sign

official

Hollywood producers.

Referring specifically to his

:

from Lesser.

to

own board, the Ontario chairman expressed the opinion
that "the number of films re-

1

derland" and "Robin Hood," both in Technicolor, from Disney; "Day Without End,"
from Filmakers, and "Tarzan the Hunted"

showing undue violence,

following

28.

—

Following

a press demonstration using both color
and black-and-white test reels, Natural
Vision Corp. president M. L.
Gunsberg said today that the company
is prepared to license its three-dimensional motion picture equipment! to
major and independent producers for
[

ROLLICKING NONSENSE

is

a

more appropriate

appellation for

this

William Beaudine directorial effort rather than the threat of gloom which
the present title might imply. Jan Grippo produced, for Monogram.
The Bowery Boys are in it and from there on in that means roughhouse,
but of a good-natured sort with a maximum of laughs nurtured by Beaudine
from Charles R. Marion's screenplay. Lloyd Corrigan is the ghost and he is
Huntz Hall, Leo Gorcey, Billy Benedict,
allied with the madcap Bowery-ites
But the ghost is a gentle ghost, a playful ghost, a ghost with a sense
et al.
of humor.

—

The boys

establish themselves as a sort of better business bureau with a
headquarters as their target of attack. They invade the spiritualists' place and are hynotized, almost drowned, and shot at, before, with the
aid of the friendly ghost a pilgrim whose Elizabethan diction contrasts
sharply with the lads' fractured English they escape and turn the charlatans
over to the police. The film is full of comic types Bernard Gorcey, a shopkeeper who is not on speaking terms with the king's English Jan Kayne, a
waitress with a spiced tongue; Jack Eagen, a timid private eye, and, m of
course, the raucous, zany boys from the Bowery.
Others in the cast are Billy Benedict, David Gorcey, Buddy Gorman,
spiritualists'

—

—

—

j

immediate use.
Gunsberg,
writer-director-^roa
ducer in his own right, said his company has a script ready for independent production, but that: a major

company may

first use the device insaid the company plans, to
large
roadshow the first production.
turnout of lay press correspondents
witnessing today's demonstration yvas

stead.

j

He

A

manifestly impressed with the results.

;

Columbia Seeks to
Settle Rossen Pact
Hollywood, May
— Columbia
28.

is

negotiating with Robert Rossen, now
in Mexico, for settlement of his contract which has two pictures to go.
Rossen, whom the Un-American Activities
Committee has been unable
to serve with a subpoena due to his
absence from the country, reportedly

Philip Van Zandt, Lela Bliss, Hal Gerard, Marshall Bradford,
Brunetti, Robert Coogan, Doris Kemper, Belle Mitchell.
Running time, 69 minutes. General audience classification.

Further Arbitration Talks
Must Await Final Decrees

forming an independent company
produce films in Mexico possibly
with some American talent. He made
There will be no further formal
"Brave Bulls" and "All the King's
consideration given to possibilities for
Men" for Columbia release.
establishing an industry-wide system
of arbitration until after the 20th Cento
tury-Fox and Loew's theatre divorce-

is

Argentina

to

Kramer

toin sources indicate.

legal details inherent in the disposition
of theatre properties that they will
have to postpone further any consideration of the arbitration question.
Abram F. Myers, Allied States general counsel, was advised recently by
the Allied board to combine future

The 20th-Fox consent decree is
scheduled to be entered June 7 in the
New York Statutory Court, and the
government has agreed to extend to
July 31 the deadline for Loew's to file
a divorcement plan with the court.
It is expected that for a considerable time after these two final decrees
are approved, attorneys for both companies will be so preoccupied with

discussions with the distributors on arbitration with consideration of Allied's
demands for improvements in the competitive
bidding
structure.
Later,
Myers said he would await word from
the distributors with respect to holding
further talks on arbitration.
Theatre
Owners of America put itself on the
side of arbitration in talks last year
with the distributors.

Film

Sex Maniac Story
— Stanley
Hollywood, May
28.

Kramer has scheduled "The

Sniper,"

a story about a sex maniac, for his
seventh production for Columbia release. The story is original by Edward
and Edna Anhalt, who will act as
associate producers, and is described
as concerning a man who has aggressive tendencies toward women.
Kramer representative said the
story was of a high moral tone and
will point out the need for society to
find ways and means of dealing with
sex maniacs.

A

'Barry' to Close
Pittsburgh, May 28. — The

ment decrees are approved,

distribu-

Slate NLRB Election
Office
At L.A.

UWF

Washington, May

28.

—The

Na-

Barry tional Labor Relations Board today
Theatre here, which has followed a ordered an election among the clerical
double-bill policy highlighting West- employes at the Los Angeles office
erns, will close its doors shortly due to of United World Films to determine
poor business. It will be torn down whether they want to be represented
local 253 or IATSE or
and the site will be used as a parking by

UOPWA

lot.

neither.

The device, developed at a cost of
approximately $100,000, utilizes two
standard cameras, trained at eye-space
apart, to obtain

net work sales service department of the Columbia Broadcasting
System will function as two separate

two

film strips which,

when- projected simultaneously from
two synchronized projectors, give a
when
viewed
stereoscopic
effect
through polaroid spectacles.
Due to the need for four projectors
to maintain continuous operation, lone
or two projectors must be added temporarily to the present equipment in
most theatres, at a cost of $500 to
$1,000.

Seeks Toledo
Cincinnati,

May

TV Outlet
— A construc28.

tion permit to operate a television station in Toledo, on Channel No. 11, ihas
been made to the Federal Communications Commission by Crosley Broad-

casting Corp.

Theatre Owner Missing
Ottawa, May
55,

owner

of

the

—

John Hausjer,
Westboro Theatre

28.

here, is missing on a fishing trip in
the Quebec Lake -region and the police
are investigating the possibility of a
drowning accident.

CBS Splits Network
TV-AM Sales Unit
SDG
The

Cameras

Utilizes 2

Elects Sidney

(Continued from page 1)

directorial achievement for his diand TV, effective June rection of "All About Eve."
18, it was announced by J. L. Van
The guild membership also approved
Volkenburg, CBS vice-president in new by-laws, including one requiring
charge of network sales in a state- all members or applicants for memberdivisions,

ment.

AM

ship to sign a

non-Communist

oath.
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FILM

NEWS
VOL.

NO.

69.

NEW

104

U-I Business

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

OKAYS FCC RULING
RKO ON CBS COLOR TV

Increase Films in 1951

18%

CBS

Remittance
Outlook for All: Aboaf
'Optimistic'

RKO

Americo Aboaf,
U-I foreign dehere

who
Aboaf,
returned recently

week tour

Commercial color television
programs will be on the air
in New York by next week,
Columbia Broadcasting System indicated yesterday fol-

Expect an Early Start

Italy,

reported

also

that

is

from

be "piped" by
cable to other cities

will

coaxial

New

box-office
have risen measurably in the
{Continued on page 4)

af-

RKO

Monogram Profit in
39 Weeks Doubles,
Groves Named Levin Reports Broidy
Successor at CRI Hollywood, May — A
28.

'Riviera', 'Go for

Broke' Top N.Y.
First-Run Grosses
New

product clicked at a couple of
Groves will assume immediately all
stage show houses and the
duties and responsibilities of the post
prospect of a holiday tomorrow is givmember of the CRI
held by Levin.
ing gross estimates a lift this week at
executive staff since the organization

A

first-run theatres.

top $105,000
the Riviera,"

the best figure the house has had since
Danny Kaye, the film's star, made a
personal appearance there last winter.
{Continued on page 6)

Elects Sidney

of

$258,118 for the 39-week period ended
Harold L. Groves, national field March 31, 1951, was earned by MonoCorp. and its subdirector of Confidential Reports, Inc., gram Pictures
includsidiaries,
been
named
H.
to succeed Jack
has
Levin, who last week . resigned as ing Allied ArtCRI vice-president, John J. O'Connor, ists Productions,
board chairman, announced here yes- Steve Broidy,
president,
anterday.

Broadway

The Roxy expects to
for the first week of "On

profit

started in 1945, Groves was re
sponsible for the establishment of the
31 branch and five district offices now
operating and has been responsible
for the direction and supervision of
the entire field force. He has indicated
he will announce shortly plans for
streamlining CRI operations.
Prior to the establishment of CRI,
Groves was assistant to the director

was

of the

Copyright Protection Bureau

here

nounced

The gross

in-

he

after

eliminat-

ing

said,

inter-comtransac-

amounted

to $6,351,882.

Steve Broidy

subsidiaries
for the 39 weeks
its

1950 resulted in a
profit of $123,788. Gross income for
April

Barring difficulties in producing color broadcasting and
receiving apparatus, this should
clear the way for an early start
of commercial color telecasting
at least on a limited scale.
Due to defense restrictions and
other factors, it will undoubtedly be considerable time before color television is used on
any wide scale.
Eight of the nine Justices joined in
the official court opinion, delivered by
The ninth member,
Justice Black.
Justice Frankfurter, did not approve
{Continued on page 4)

ITOA Pledges Aid
To NETTC
Theatre

TV

in

Drive

Active support of and financial parin the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee's efforts to obtain frequency allocations
for theatre
from the Federal Communications
Commission was announced here yesterday by the Independent Theatre Owners Association
of New York.
The NETTC will
{Continued on page 3)

Operations of
Monogram and

ending

color television system.

TV

pany
tions,

— The

28.

ticipation

today.

come,

May

—

York.

{Continued on page 7)

Americo Aboaf

receipts

SDG

CBS

said that it
expects to have a substantial
schedule of color TV programs within a few weeks
and that many of the pro-

Radio's intention to
maintain peak production activity on
high budget pictures regardless of gen-

Ger-

New York

Washington,

The company

grams

RCA, NBC;

U. S. Supreme Court today upheld
the Federal Communications Commission
decision
approving the

lowing the action of the Supreme Court in upholding its
right to go ahead.

Grainger, Sol Lesser,

"The unprecedented program

of

France,
many and

Ruling

to complete 25 productions in 1951,

firmation of

from a three-

Court

Is Against

Filmakers and Winchester Pictures, will have a total of 33
pictures ready for distribution
This sets a studio
in 1952.
production-budget record.

chief,

disclosed
yesterday.

Supreme

On Air Next Week

Edmund

continue,

Color Programs

Radio yesterday disclosed
here that it is spending $27,000,000

"heading for the biggest year in its
Universal-International's busi- history." At the same time the studio
ness abroad during the past 28 is releasing a backlog of finished films
weeks climbed 18 per cent over the representing a $21,000,000 investment.
corresponding period of last year,
RKO, in association with such
and current inindependent producing organiare
dications
zations as Wald-Krasna, Samrise
the
that
Goldwyn, Walt
Disney,
uel

partment

TEN CENTS

29, 1951

27-Million

Abroad Shows For 25

will

MAY

TUESDAY,

1,

{Continued on page
from 1927 to 1945.
As New President
—The Screen Hardie Meakin, RKO To Ask End of U.K.
Hollywood, May
Directors Guild elected George Sidney
Remittance Curbs
president, succeeding Joseph L. Man- Division Manager
—Funeral London, May —Representatives
Washington, May
run for
kiewicz, who declined

Urges Court Reject
Park-In Patent Bid

6)

28.

to

Other

officers

A

{Continued on page 7)

28.

re-

elected were
vice-president,
Capra,
first
Frank
Mark Robson, second vice-president,
Lesley Selander, secretary, and George
new board of
Marshall, treasurer.
directors was also elected.
Retiring president Mankiewicz was
voted the Guild's annual award for

election.

28.

Thursday after- of the American film industry will
noon at Arlington Cemetery Chapel ask for free convertibility of all their
for Hardie Meakin, division manager film earnings in Britain when they
come here in July for formal discusfor RKO Theatres and RKO rep
r.esentatives in Washington, who died sions with government officials on the
films' monetary agreement, it is unhere late Saturday. He was 61.
services will be held

A

veteran

Meakin

was

film
also

industry worker.
well known in

{Continued on page 4)

derstood in well informed circles here.
The current remittance agreement
{Continued on page 4)

—

Washington,
May 28.
Paramount-Richards Theatres today urged
the U. S. Supreme Court to reject
an appeal by Park-in Theatres for
royalties
under a patent licensing
agreement on the Hollingshead drivetheatre patent.
patent involved expired May
1950, and was held invalid in
16,
the earlier case of Park-in versus
Drive-in
Theatres,
ParaLoew's
mount-Richards argued.
"The questions presented by this petition there{Continued on page 3)
in

The

Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily

fSADOR

May 28.— The

Washington,

1

"conservation" tour
of exchange centers by Motion Picture Association of
America conservation director John D. McCulIough was
warmly praised today by Nathan D. Golden, film chief of
the National Production Au-

RAPPAPORT,

Town

current

owner
Little
and

Hippodrome,

the

of

M.

theatres, Baltimore,
on business.

is

in

Chi-

guest speaker at
the annual meeting of the Canadian
Picture Pioneers in Toronto tomorrow.
will

tions,

many messages complimenting McCul lough's work
"preaching the gospel of conservation and proper handling and storage of films,"
and that he wanted to extend
the government's thanks for

be

the

Club

at

•

Edward Moeey, Monogram- Allied
Artists vice-president,

is

recuperating

at

Winifred Cutler Gets
TOA Meet Post

TO A

1951

convention

will be held at the Hotel Astor here Sept. 23-27, Si Fabian, genconvention chairman, has aneral

which

_

Theatre, Denver, has been reelected to
the city council, while Howard Benz-

haf, Tabor projectionist,
city

nounced.

Fabian reported also that the furnishing and erection of booths for
the convention trade show will be by
Fabian's
Ivel Corp. of N.ew York.

won

his first

council election.
•

Arthur

Jr.,

M-G-M

Tuesday.

Taurog Urges Video,
9

Films 'Get Together

Norman Taurog,

New

visiting
York from the Coast,
believes television and motion pictures

Robebt Ungerfeld, Universal Pictures special events representative, left
here yesterday for Boston.
•
Robert L. Lippert, head of Lippert
Theatres, is in San Francisco from
Los Angeles for the opening of his

must "get together" because each has
something the other can use to "salu- new

The director will leave
tary effect."
here today for Hollywood.
Taurog, who now is free-lancing
after 14 years with M-G-M, has been
interviewing youngsters in New York
roles

in

his

forthcoming

ecutive,

Shuffle Pinza Releases
Release of M-G-M's "Strictly Dishonorable," starring Ezio Pinza and
Janet Lee, has been moved up to July,
while "Mr. Imperium," also starring
the opera singer, has been withdrawn
from July release and will be held up
Reports that "Mr.
until the fall.
Imperium" would be shelved were
denied by a company spokesman.

Motion Picture Daily will
not be published tomorrow,
Memorial Day, a legal holiday.

mana-

;

has

exthe

TV

30 Disc Jockeys Get

Parts in Duke's Film

picture.

•

Nathan

Estelle

of the Universal

office still department became a
grandmother when her daughter, Mrs.
Flora Hass, gave birth to a daughter

home

•

Jacques Kopfstein, executive

vicepresident of Astor Pictures Corp., left
here yesterday for an extended trip
to Europe, and will return in July.

Here to shoot sequences for "Disc
Jockey," which he is producing for
Allied Artists release, Maurice Duke
reported yesterday that some 30 "platter spinners" from radio-TV stations
in 20 major cities will appear in the
picture, which will be released in August.

The production, the major part of
which was filmed on the Coast, stars
Ginny Simms and features Tommy
Fred Johnson, motion picture edi- Dorsey, Sarah Vaughn, George Shearing, Russ Morgan, and others.
tor of the San Francisco Call-Bulletin, is

here for a

visit.

Woods

•

Harry

Rafka,

manager

Lower Mall, Cleveland,
the father of a third son.

has

of

the

Weil,

Francis
licist,

has

left

to Los Angeles
San Francisco, May 28. — Frank

become Woods,

Paramount

pub

here for Hollywood on

a vacation.

Waring Pictures
Is Formed Here

Para. Stars to Tour
13 Southern States

Paramount stars John Payne, DenDorothy Waring is president and
treasurer of the newly-formed Waring nis O'Keefe and Arleen Whelan will
Dr. Morton C. Kahn, begin a 33-city personal appearance
Pictures, Inc.
explorer and scientist, is first vice- tour on June 4 to exploit the William
Thomas Technicolor
president, Max Rothstein is executive Pine- William
vice-president, and Adolph Lund is film, "Passage West," in the 13 SouthBoard chairman is Joseph ern states where a saturation booking
secretary.
has been set up.
Steiner, head of Broadcast Pictures.
Instead of traveling together throughWaring's first production, "Djuka,"
out the tour, the stars will appear in
is now being cut.
a group in a branch city, then separate for several days with each coverSilverstone to
ing several small towns before reLondon, May 28. Murray Silvergrouping in another branch city, acCentury-Fox
stone, president of 20th
cording to Jerry Pickman.
International, is due here on June 6
for a brief visit prior to an inspection
tour of 20th-Fox's Continental offices.
Bob Finkle, formerly of Eagle Lion
While here he will attend the midnight
charity performance of "On the Rivi- Classics, yesterday, joined the sales
era" at the Leicester Square Odeon, staff of Republic's New York exchange.
at which Danny Kaye will appear.

—

It's "90 per cent definite" that the
Capitol will end its stage show attractions and shift to a straight film
policy before the end of June, a Loew's
pokesman said yesterday. It was the
first confirmation of reports that a
number of stage show houses on
Broadway are about to change policy.
The Strand has previously announced that it will be closed during
June for alterations and the installaand yesterday it
tion of theatre
was learned that the Rivoli has no

E.

•

Allied Artists
arrived here from

Suit

•
film booked after June S.
Gosnell, manager of
In the absence of an official anLoew's Theatre and president of the nouncement it is not known how long
Motion Picture Theatres Association the house will be dark.
of Ontario, has received a citation for
The Palace stage crew has been
his civic activities from the city of under two weeks notice for some time
Toronto.
now and reports have run the gamut
•
from dropping the vaudeville policy to
George Stribling, Columbia booker outright closing of the house. Yesterin San Francisco, and Mrs. Stribl- day Sol Schwartz,
RKO Theatres
ing formerly a stenographer at the president, said "We're still in business
Paramount exchange there, are the there and intend to remain." He said
parents of a new son.
the posting of notices was a customary
•
precautionary measure with the apTed Worner, New York public re- proach of summer.
lations man, left here yesterday for
the Coast where he will act as a technical advisor for M-G-M on a new

Stanley

Coast.

War-

No Paper Tomorrow

Seattle

;

•

"Room

and Jerry Lewis.

driv,e-in theatre.

Ben Schwalb,

for One More.'
He recently completed for Hal Wallis "The Stooge," starring Dean Martin

M-G-M

Jules

A

ner picture,

Davis,

in Boston.

Lapidus, Warner Brothers
members to ac- Eastern and Canadian division sales
month to all TO
quaint them with convention informa- manager, is due in Gloversville, N. Y.,
tion.
today from here.

for

•

Sam

Esther Williams

Hornblow,

producer, has delayed his departure
from here for the Coast until next

committee is completing a special
brochure which will be mailed next

Veteran director

May Follow

general

due on the Coast

is

geles.

Newport News, Va.

Harkness Pavilion Medical Center
this effort.
here from an emergency appendectomy
performed last week.
•
Harold Maloney, manager of
Worcester,
Theatre,
Poli
Loew's
Mass, has been discharged from the
Winifred Cutler of Dallas has been Massachusett General Hospital and is
engaged by Theatre Owners of Amer- now convalescing at his home.
•
ica to come to New York to handle
Mapel,
owner of the Gem
Edward
details in connection with preparathe

manager,

ger
L. C. Wingham, M-G-M San
Francisco head Carl P. Nedley, Salt
Lake City, and Lou Amacher, Portland manager, returned to their reMaurice N. Wolf, assistant to H. spective headquarters yesterday after
M. Richey, head of M-G-M's exhibi- conferring with George A. Hickey,
tor relations department, is due to Western sales manager, in Los Anspeak Thursday before the Kiwanis

In a letter to MPAA vicepresident Joyce O'Hara, Golden said he had received

for

sales

Stage Shows; Others
Mono-

June 7 from New York for conferences with Steve Broidy and Harold
J. Mirisch, president and vice-presiof
the
director
Dick Pitts, editorial
dent, respectively.
Council of Motion Picture Organiza-

cago

thority.

tions

GOLDSTEIN,
MOREY
Artists
gram-Allied

Lippert

Theatres

executive

here, will be transferred to Los Angeles where he will take over as a
producer in the Lippert studio. His
successor has not yet been named.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Dorothy

KIRSTEN
Blanche

-

Jarmila

THEBOM

NOVOTNA

Color by TECHNICOLOR
An M-G-M Picture
plus Spectacular

STAGE PRESENTATION

London

cuu

ANDREWS BALENDA
cum RAINS

PEGGY
j

Finkle Joins Republic
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Capitol to Close

Personal Mention

Conservation Tour
Wins Gov't Praise

May
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Review

Pre-Selling

Excuse

My Dust

Minneapolis Houses
Holding the Line
tf

Minneapolis, May

SOME

850 disc-jockeys throughout
the country will find themselves
involved in a personal chat with Danny Kaye by the magic of a speciallydevised intimate recording prepared
"On the
20th
Century-Fox's
for
Riviera," which it is estimated will
reach some 8,000,000 families who
have their favorites on local radio
stations. The difference between this
and the usual transcription is that
listeners may well believe it is a twoway conversation and that Danny is
personally in the studio. All the local
disc-jockey has to do is to read his
lines and mind his cues.
•

The top award by the Associated
Business Publications for the best
trade-paper campaign to sell dealers
on the use of sales promotion aids has
been given this year to the Carvel
Hall Cutlery Co., for its tieup with
"Cheaper by the Dozen," 20th Century-Fox picture. The cooperative deal
resulted in actual double sales for
Carvel Hall in 1950 over the previous
year.
The winner, written up in
Printers' Ink, was selected from a
group of 300 entries by a panel of
judges headed by R. S. Reed, top executive
Stores.

the

of

John

Wanamaker

SKELTON
RED
natured "boob"

local exchange staff
reported to Burtis Bishop,

back in his familiar characterization as the goodwinning- ways. Standing comparison with previous
Skelton pictures, "Excuse
Dust" shapes up very well. Credit goes to
director Roy Rowland who handles the material with a fine sense of comic
values. The script, set in the good old days in the final stretch of the last
century, implicates Skelton in a series of exploits that run the gamut of
coinedy, with emphasis mostly on slapstick. Produced by Jack Cummings,
the filrm has the added benefit of Technicolor. In situations that respond to
Skelton pictures, "Excuse My Dust" should do exceedingly well.
The story presents Skelton as a feather-brained inventor who toys with the
idea of a horseless vehicle called a "gasmobile." To the good folks of Willow
Falls in Indiana, Skelton is a menace whose invention is an insult to every
self-respecting horse. It develops that Skelton is in love with pretty Sally
Forrest, but her father, William Demarest, doesn't want to see any part of him,
thus causing an assortment of complications. Further problems in Skelton's life
are aroused by the town's gay blade, Macdonald Carey, who has a covetous
eye on Miss Forrest. And the mixture is given its final flavoring of buffoonery
by the arrival of Monica Lewis, an out-of-town charmer with a "yen" for
Skelton.
The story is given its forward nudge towards the "machine age" when a
20-mile race of "horseless buggies" is set up. Victory means $5,000.
In his inimitably bungling and stumbling way, Skelton goes on to triumph
and happy romance. Some pleasant songs and production numbers have been
worked into the George Wells screenplay, with music by Arthur Schwartz
lyrics

by Dorothy Fields.

Running
June 22.

time,

82 minutes.

•

includes Arlene Dahl, Jean Simmons, Elizabeth Taylor, Constance

Smith, Gene Tierney, Janice Rule,
Ethel Barrymore, Ava Gardner and
Mrs. David Niven. There is also a
page of beauty secrets illustrated
by starlet Terry Moore.
•
Parade, the Sunday picture magazine distributed by a string of Metropolitan newspapers, will contain sev-

General audience classification.

Fairbanks Merges to
Mass Produce for TV
28.

—Negotiations

are being completed for the merger
of Jerry Fairbanks Productions and
Official
Films into an organization

mass-produce films for
Fairbanks announced here.
Negotiations for the merger, which

which

will

television,

will

make

Release date,

Mandel Herbstman

Hollywood, May

The new McCall's for June scoop?
the entire magazine field by presenting on its cover the first especially posed picture of Greta Garbo
in 10 years. The same issue devotes
four pages of "Hollywood's Most
Beautiful Women" as selected and
photographed by Antony Beauchamp. The list, headed by Garbo,

is

available

$5,000,000

for

video film programming, were conducted by Isaac D. Levy, board chairman, and Aaron Katz, president, of
Official, and Fairbanks.

Under the new setup, Fairbanks
Productions will act as the producing
branch and Official will be the sales

NLRB

to Rule
'Collarites' Tilt

on

sue.

movie features

The

in its

editorial

Midwest

visiting
closings

sales

here,

manager,

that

theatre
Minneapolis
zone due to poor business
"are practically nil," although
attendance in many situations
are regarded as being far below normal. An
- G spokesman said "an honest
in

the

M

M

effort" will be made to carry
out the William F. Rodgers
"keep theatres running" aid
to hardship theatres "wherever it is feasible."

Trade Showings Set
For 'Show BoaV
Trade showings of M-G-M's "Show
Boat" will be held in theatres in all
exchange areas, starting June 11, with
one exception, Philadelphia, where the
Technicolor musical will be screened
the company s branch on June 11.
Nineteen theatre screenings are set
for June 11, four the next day, two
on June 14 and four on June 18. Included in the 19 theatres holding the
first
screenings will be 13 Loew's
at

houses.
The four theatres showing
Labor
Relations the film on June 18 also are Loew's
Board in Washington is expected to situations.
rule in from three to six weeks on
whether "white collar" workers at
at
Paramount's home office and 20th CenRichmond, Va., May 28.
Abram
tury-Fox's exchange here may vote
immediately to determine
whether F. Myers, general counsel for Allied
they want to be represented by the in- States Association will be one of the
cumbent union, Screen Office and Pro- guest speakers at the Virginia MoPicture
Theatres
Association
fessional Employes Guild (DPOWA, tion
District No. 65), or by IATSE Mo- summer convention, June 19-20, at the
tion Picture Home Office Employes Jefferson Hotel, Richmond. He will
Local No. H-63, which has challenged speak on what an exhibitor organiza-

The

National

Myers

SOPEG's

jurisdiction at

those

loca-

Richmond Meet

—

tion means, Carlton Duffus, executive

secretary announced.

tions.

and distributing company.
Although
under terms of the deal the Fairbanks

Hearings End

Award

Road

on
Two days of hearings before Lewis Ferrer's
Moore, chief NLRB hearing officer,
For the first time, an actual Acadwere concluded here recently, and emy Award, the one given Jose Ferfilms produced by it will
title and
Moore will send to Washington soon rer, will be shown throughout cities
carry the Fairbanks name.
Acquisi- his recommendations
for action by the in conjunction with the release of
tion of additional studio space to augBoard.
UA's "Cyrano de Bergerac," in which
the
ment
Fairbanks studios both here
Both unions were represented at the the star won his award. General reand in New York is planned to meet two-day hearing.
lease of the picture at popular prices
the mass production goal.
SOPEG's position was that its con- will start in San Francisco's United
tracts at Paramount and 20th-Fox will Artists Theatre on July 20.
expire on Oct. 21, and therefore elections must wait until after that date.
firm will, in effect, be a subsidiary,
the producing company will retain its

June 10 ispage refers to
Dorothy
Gish's
"Turning Point,"
while the "On Parade" picture-strip
shows a scries of scenes from United
Artists "When I Grow Up."
The
(Continued on page 3)
fashion page brings Gene Tierney with
H-63 took the stand that the conher summer favorites, and the lead appear at the FCC hearings in Wash- tracts were invalid, and cited certain
phrasings to prove it.
feature story is devoted to Marylyn ington
on Sept. 17.
Monroe and her dual personality, un"These are the most important
der the provocative title, "Marylyn Is hearings in
more than a decade in
'I
in
Two Girls."
which exhibitors will participate,"
•
eral

Jr.,

of

My

and

28.—

M-G-M's

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

ITOA Backs NETTC

NLRB

ads
featuring Ava Gardner and Metro's
"Show Boat" will appear in a string
of national magazines in June, with
Full-page,

full-color

tieup

combined circulation of 61,359,054.
The complete list includes Life,
Woman's Home Companion, Cosa

mopolitan,
Look,
Ladies'
Home
Journal, Modern Screen, Modern
Stories, True Story, True Romances,
True Experiences, Photoplay, True
Love Stories, Radio and TV Mirror,
This Week, N. Y. News, Chicago
Tribune,
Philadelphia
Inquirer,

Harry Brandt, ITOA president, said.
must do everything in our power

"We

to present a united front at that time.

NETTC

"The
has employed experienced attorneys and engineers and
they are presently engaged in extensive research to document the case,
together with its technical requirements.
These hearings are for the
purpose of allocating frequencies to all
theatres. There will be no assignment
of frequencies granted to any particular interest without additional hearings.
"If

Favors A'
Set Designers Case
Washington, May

tional

28.

—The

Na-

Labor

Relations Board has
ruled that the Society of Motion Picture Art Directors could not represent set designers, sketch artists, illustrators and similar studio workers. It
said the Society predominantly composed of supervisors, and under Board
rulings, unions dominated by supervisors cannot represent non-supervisory

workers.
Allied and Theatre Owners of
America, have indicated that they will

tions,

we do

not

make our

case for
never get fre-

American Weekly, New York Times channels now, we may
support the effort to obtain theatre
Magazine and New York Mirror. quencies allocated for our use, and TV frequencies. Among other petiThis is the first cooperative cam- if exhibitor organizations travel dif- tioners at the hearings will be 20th
paign to be set by the studio ferent roads, it will be difficult for Century- Fox and Paramount.
through the Margaret Ettinger the FCC to make a favorable deciAt present, no members of the
agency.

ITOA

sion."

Walter Brooks

Both

national

exhibitor

organiza-

has theatre

stalled in

any of

TV

its

equipment

theatres.

in-

Mono. Signs Clement

Steve Broidy, Monogram president,
today announced his company will release a series of action-adventure films
to star Stanley Clements.
Under a long-term contract, Clements is to make from two to four
films annually, the first of which will
be "Speed Devil."

Park-In Patent Bid
(Continued from page 1)
fore do not affect a substantial proportion of the entire drive-in industry,"
as
claimed by Park-in, the
Paramount-Richards brief continued.
As far as the suit against itself, the
theatre firm said, the lower courts
"after mature consideration" threw
out the Park-in suit on the grounds
of patent misuse, and Park-in, in making the appeal, presented no new arguments or unusual circumstances
justifying High Court review.

The High Court probably will dispose of the appeal at its session next
Monday.

Tuesday,
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(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

latter

but did
or dissent from the opinion
he
issue a separate statement declaring
the
of
wisdom
the
of
was "doubtful"

The Festival of Britain is bringing
a sharp pick-up in business to theatres
Kramer, genall over England, Nat
decision.
Eros Films,
of
manager
sales
The Court ruling sustained a finding eral
of Britain's independent dislargest
Chiin
court
three-judge
of a special
the tributors, reported here yesterday upon
cago, overruling objections to
festival
arrival from London,
his
RCA,
by
brought
FCC order
being held all over
are
now
functions
opinBlack's
other firms. Justice
.

NBL

brief one and
almost entirely based on the findthat the Commission and the

Great Britain.
Interviewed at the office of Amenco
was
Aboaf, Universal-International's foring
manager, with Alfred E. Daff,
lower court had adequately considered eign
distribution chief sitworld-wide
are
U-I
"We
objections.
all the facts and
said that, notwithKramer
in,
afting
convinced that the review already
there- standing reports of a decline in
that
of
short
fall
not
forded did
last year, 'if
Britain
in
business
one
atre
at
quired," Justice Black said
declared a picture is good it will gross bigger
point. At another point he
had than ever in that country."
FCC
the
that all parties agreed
Eros, which has been in business
power to do what it did and that it
that four-and-a-half years, started by disseriously
contended
cannot be
a tributing Universal reissues only, at
the Commission in taking such
support present not only releases current U-I
course was without evidential
product but produces films on its own,
the
adopt
to

ion

was a comparatively

CEA Meet
On Tax

its

RCA Demonstrations Continue
Following yesterday's U. S. Supreme

Court decision upholding the CBS
announced
system,
color
dempublic
with
ahead
will
go
it
that
sysonstrations of its rival color
tem.

RCA

TV

TV

Hardie Meakin, 61

Kramer said.
Asked if television has affected the
box-office in Britain, Kramer said if
America had the

service to busi
He had been
groups.
civic
ness and
receiving treatment at George Washington University Hospital for the last
four months and was transferred to
Mt. Alto Hospital last week, and died
for

Boost Plan

his

ally is "optimistic" for
tribution companies.

tions for theatre employes.
The council will be asked

American

dis-

CEA

authorize

discussions

year,
seven per cent generally this
imU-I's business in that^ country "is

Kinematograph Renters Society which
may lead to a new standard booking
contract.

Compromise Tax
Authoritative information is that
the compromise tax proposal made by
an
the all-industry negotiators involves

all the time."
European countries where
those
In
atreceipts have risen, drop-off s
the
tendances have been noted, with
admisbetter grosses accounted for by
price increases, Aboaf explained

proving

_

in

increase of three-pence in seat prices
above one shilling. Below that price

Silver stone Farewell
Dinner in Toronto
Silver-

m

sion

CEA

May 28.— Arthur

and that the

_

also to
with the

.

Toronto,

countries,

outlook for a step<ped-up rate of remitgenertances from foreign countries

tertainment that Britain has the ex
hibitors in this country would be little reductions in taxation are proposed,
concerned. British television is bad, ranging from complete exemption for
he added.
the cheapest seats to a half-penny on
Here for an indefinite stay as Uni- the intermediate prices up to a shilling.
versal^ guest, Kramer said his comOf the three-pence increase it is
pany has released to American tele- proposed that one and one-half pence
casters some of' -the pictures it has
be retained by the Treasury;
He hopes to make a deal should
produced.
pence go to the Production
one-half
for the release of Eros' "better" proone pence be retained by exPool
and
ductions to U. S. theatres, he added. hibitors.
There is opposition to the
The company produced eight last year, plan from
groups which do not
and expects to turn out the same num- believe the public will accept a threeber this year.
pence increase in seat prices.

(Continued from page 1)

Washington

sort of television en

Act

to

three

page 1)

Various factors have combined to
abroad,
bring the business upturn
Bournemouth, Eng., May 28.—The Aboaf indicated. These include better
annual meeting of the Cinematograph bookings, exploitation and product,
Exhibitors Association which opened o-eneral inflation, and, in countries like
here today will include a special meet- Germany and Italy, reconstruction acing on Wednesday of CEA's general tivity.
council on the government's new enBritish Outlook
tertainment tax proposals and on the
demand of the National Association of
Aboaf said that while box-office reTheatrical and Kine Employees for
some
in Britain have dropped
condiceipts
increased pay and new working

RCA

refusal
system at this time."
Justice Black admitted that a comwould
patible" color television system
Commission
the
said
but
desirable
be
was within its rights to deduce that
"further delay in making color availfor
able was too high a price to pay
possible compat ibility in the future.

for
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Festival of Britain Brings U-I Business
from
Box-office Bonanza: Kramer

Okays CBS

and

May

Production Spurt
On in Hollywood

touching on the inflation factor.

For example, Aboaf said, attendances in France fell from
400,000,000 in 1947 to 372,000,000
receipts
in 1949, while a rise in
in
francs
14,000,000,000
from
1947 to 20,000,000,000 francs in

was recorded. Aboaf could
supply no figures or percentages for Germany, but he reported that theatre receipts in
Italy are up 10 to 15 per cent
this year over last.

1948

There has been no adverse reaction
infrom governments or the public to
to
according
admissions,
creased
in
that
reminded
he
Aboaf, although
is
countries where the cost-of-living
resentment
public
is
there
rising
of
against the overall upward climb

prices.

inIn Germany, however, not only
largethat
fact
the
also
flation, but
Fox's Canadian division manager for
war-damaged
scale reconstruction of
produc
the past three years, was honored by
The
Hollywood, May
can be given
place
taken
has
theatres
industry associates at a dinner at the tion index went up four points for a
for better theatre busireason
the
as
occathere.
new
Royal York Hotel here on the
Thus, there
total of 45 pictures in work. Ten
ness there, Aboaf said.
Starting out in touring stock com
sion of his departure to take up his pictures were started while six were
more
Germany
in
created
have been
panies, Meakin, after serving in World new duties as the company's Eastern
completed.
attendance figures up.
keep
correto
theatres
Washington
became
War I,
sales manager.
Those Started
spondent for Variety. From there he
Aboaf noted that a playing time
Among the 125 who attended the
Gerpress
here
as
Theatre
Fox
the
Doug
of 27 to 33 per cent for
quota
went to
dinner were Haskell Masters,
"The Kid from
were:
Started
pictures in Germany is planned
agent and later became manager. He Rosen, J. J. Fitzgibbons, Morris Stein
man
the
in
Amarillo" and "Jungle Jim
been discussed
Keith's in 1931, and was
joined
'The He said there also has
of FPC; L. W. Brockington, David Forbidden
Land," Columbia;
on
up in that
then
setting
from
theatre
of
the
possibility
of
manager
the
Briesdorf, and Jule Allen.
Basketball Fix" (Jack Broder Pro"old picture
supplementary
a
country
except for three years from 1944 to
ductions) and "The Valparaiso Story
quota which would call for the impor1947 when he served as assistant divi(Roland Reed Productions), IndepenAmerican
WashMidwest
the
tation by Germany of one
sion manager of
"Lone
dent; "Sky High," Lippert;
reissue
German
every
for
(Continued from page 1)
reissue
ington division and division manager
Flight
Star," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
- Trenton - New
Washington
the
of
"The Cimarron shown.
Theatres. expires Oct. 1 but the basic pact runs to Mars," Monogram
Brunswick division of
UniversalDoor,"
"The
and
Kid"
1952.
Lauds McCarthy
The widow and two sons survive. to June 1,
John McCarthy, Motion Picture As- International; "Starlift," Warner.
The U-I foreign chief lauded the
Completed were: "Man in the Sadsociation of America vice-president,
G. McCarthy,
Columbia; "The Two-Dollar achievements of John
arrived here from the Continent yes- dle,"
Picture AssociaMotion
the
of
head
Productions),
Broder
terday and arrangements have been Bettor" (Jack
the tion of America's foreign department,
made for him to meet Sir Hartley Independent; "Wings Across
film pact
Racket
in closing the Italo- American
"The
Republic;
the
of
farePacific,"
new president
Shawcros's,
San Francisco, May 28.—
added that McHe
recently.
Rome
in
Productions),
Grainger
well dinner was given Harry Seipel, Board of Trade, this week. The meet- (Edmund
Carthy has begun talks with the
in His Life,
Radio; "A
former Fox West Coast peninsula ing will, be officially regarded as a
looking toward a satisfactory
French
Goes
Time
"As
McCarthy is 20th Century-Fox;
only.
call
district manager who will leave on courtesy
under a new Francoarrangement
Sunday for his new assignment with scheduled '.to sail for New York Fri- By," Warner Bros.
The
pact.
film
American
He
Hoyte Theatres in Sydney, Australia. day on the Queen Elisabeth.
chief is expected
department
foreign
Macdonald, formerly of plans to be back here in July for
E.
C.
back here from Europe this week,
Fresno, has taken over Seipel's Penin- the remittance pact talks, accompanyAboaf said.
and
ing Joyce O'Hara of the
sula district.
'50
The Italians soon will send here film
Society of Independent Motion Pic-

stone,

who

has

been 20th

Century-

28—

RKO

U. K. Fiscal Curbs

;

RKO

;

Macdonald Named
FWC Manager
A

RKO

WAC

MPAA

MPAA

MPAA

Meeting Friday

ture Producers' representatives.

Scheduled to meet here yesterday,
Chester Signs
Motion Picture Association of
Monogram
Hollywood, May 28.
comcommittee,
America executive
Hal E. Chester has signed
prising company presidents, postponed producer
previ- Cathy Downs to star opposite her husits conclave until Friday because
Kirkwood in "Hitch Hike
ous commitments made it impossible band Joe

Downs

—

the

for

a

number

of

members

to attend.

Killer."

Korda's London Film
Profit
Reports

will set up, under the
pact, a distribution unit
dub, print, publicize and

London, May 28.— Sir Alexander officials who
the
Korda's London Film Productions re- terms of

which will
ported a profit of £5,224 ($14,627) for
The exploit Italian-made films preparatory
the year ended Aug. 31, 1950.
S. comto their distribution by U.
result compares with a loss of £62,346
added that
He
said.
Aboaf
panies,
dividends
for the previous year. Unpaid
the head of the unit will be an AmeriS
on the preferred stock now amount to
£293,054.

can, however.

BRIGHTESTSPOTIN THE WORLD!
ITS AREA

When you order studio

than one quarter square inch. It is the most
powerful "point source" of light in the world. It is the crater in
the tip of an experimental positive "National" High Intensity
carbon.
Into this tiny spot is packed the same amount of light which
would be emitted by 137,000 brightly burning candles!
This crowding of a terrific amount of light into a small area is
a feature of the "National" carbons used in movie production and
projection. It is called intrinsic brilliance. This is what makes
your pictures so bright and pleasing to look at.
Furthermore, the light emitted by "National" High Intensity
Carbons is the closest approach to sunlight. It has a continuous
spectrum and contains all the colors of the rainbow. This makes
color movies glow with rich natural detail. Your theatre patrons
like it —their approval shows up in the box office.
is

less

The, term- "Natrona)*'

is

a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

A

Division of Union Carbide

30 East 42nd Street, New York 1 7, N.
District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Oatlas,

IN

CANADA;

or projector carbons

— order "NATIONAL"!

Kansas

Gity,

New

and Carbon Corporation

Y.

York, Pittsburgh,

San Francisco

National Carbon Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
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Boston,
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(Continued from page 1)

— Several

"Little

suburban theatres in Greater
Boston have eliminated the
usual two P.M. matinee openand
ing. Matinee attendance
grosses have been off considerably which resulted in the
elimination. These theatres
now open at six P.M. They
present a show and a half,
with the main feature shown
twice and the second feature

Big Horn"
May

Hollyivood,

(Lippert Productions)

28.

of a cavalry detachment that had set out from
Lincoln to intercept and warn General Custer's command
here
on its way to the Little Big Horn and decimation by the Sioux is told
with grim, sometimes stark realism.
With Lloyd Bridges and John Ireland as the personally antagonistic officers

TRAGIC
THE
Fort Abraham

STORY

•

.

.

the 1949 period, after eliminating inter-company transactions, was $6,935,127.

Commenting on the future of the
"The motion
industry, Broidy said
picture screen offers the public the
biggest and best in entertainment. No

.

once. In some cases
pictures are of ord nary length the theatres

when the
:

a solid return on any showmanship invested in its exploitation.
The script, by Charles Marquis Warren, who also directed, opens with
Miss Windsor, as Bridges' wife, urging Ireland, his fellow officer, to resign
Bridges overhears, there
his commission and take her away from Army life.
leaves to head a patrol
is a tense scene between the three, and the husband
f.
into the Indian country.
Continued from page 1)
(
Shortly thereafter Ireland is sent to carry orders to Bridges for his return
is riding into certain death, orders
Mimi Benzell heads the stage show. to the fort, but Bridges, knowing Custer
will pro- Ireland to accompany him on a desperate 250-mile ride to warn Custer. The
tomorrow
opening
An early
personal struggle between the two men, and the personal stories of others in
vide an extra show.
at the the detachment, background the over-all story of the command's tragic underexcellent
is
Broke"
for
"Go

present two full showings.

Y. Grosses

of taking.
Capitol, where an opening week
Executive producer Robert L. Lippert and producer Carl K. Hittleman
around $55,000 is the best this spring.
stage
the
top
stuck
to the straight-line narrative form, developing their picture steadily
band
his
and
Les Brown
having a and without cutbacks or trick switches, with the result that the ending arrives
offering. "Sealed Cargo" is
.Para- with almost stunning impact.
satisfactory first week at the
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
mount, with a $50,000 gross estimated.
May 23.
Ray McKinley's band is on stage.
"The Great Caruso" is still sensaHall, with
tional at Radio City Music

week
a $155,000 estimate for the third
smash.
week
opening
equal to the
Great
revue is on stage. "Along the
its secfor
modestly
doing
is
Divide"
ond week at the Strand, with about
attraction
$23,000 expected. The stage

A

:

provide such wide
Sioux-mfested other medium can
scope entertainment as that which em-

charge, the detachment makes its way doggedly through
sustaining casualterrain, suffering hardships, fighting off sniping attackers,
man
by overwhelming
out
to
a
wiped
until
forward,
ties, but driving ever
numbers of the enemy.
Marie Windsor, who appears briefly but importantly, is another marquee
name heading a large and strikingly competent cast. Rife with action, and
founded on the theme of determined devotion to duty, the production promises
in

only

'Million Dollar Pursuit"

anates from

Hollywood

studios.

way

to meet
competition in our business, and that
is by delivering a more attractive entertainment package to the public. Our
current upward swing in financial returns is a strong indication that our
companies are doing just that.

"There

one

only

is

Close Field Ties
"In recent months, we have worked
even more closely than before with
the distribution

cause

it

is

they

men
who

the field beconstantly conlearn first-hand

in

the public and
what it wants.
Broidy also said that strong emphasis is being placed on color as a result of the good grosses on color films

tact

Six Cinecolor films
released to date.
already are on the Monogram agenda.
now nearing completion, is
One,
"Flight To Mars," in which Marguerite Chapman and Cameron Mitchell
co-star. The others, to be filmed, are
"Rodeo," "The Big Top," "Hiawatha,"
based on the poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow "Fort Osage," and
"The Wild Land."
;

(Republic)

A

FAIRLY EXCITING,

frequently tense melodrama is 'unreeled in "Mildirector R. G. Springsteen starts off a bit
which
Pursuit,"
Dollar
lion
slowly but then moves into a steady pace centering considerable attention,
meritoriously, on character portrayals, with contributions in this connection
is "Parisian Follies."
The only two new films at straight coming principally from Norman Budd, as a small-time somewhat deranged
mild re- criminal in pursuit of a cool million dollars, and Paul Hurst, as a gentle,
film houses are bringing in
the Riv- Bible-reading farmer who is forced to harbor a gang of criminals, including
at
Island"
turns. "Smugglers'
about $12,- Budd.
oli is expected to bring in
Budd starts things when, flat broke and in dispute with the mob, he finds
000 while "Inside the Walls of Folsom Prison" will be lucky to break a key to the cashier's office at a large department store. He intends to handle
gross at the burglary job alone, but he boasts of his plans and four other thugs cut
$10,000 in its initial week's
themselves in on the robbery. The loot totals $500,000', but Budd and his conthe Globe.
are unable to spend it because the bills are marked.
federates
Ends Long Run
Tension in their hideout mounts, and the hoodlums fight among themselves
a
"Born Yesterday" is concluding
one of them is killed. Later, two others are killed in a police trap when
highly successful 23-week run at the they try to pass the money to a fence, Grant Withers. Half-crazy with fear,
Victoria with a final gross of about Budd murders the remaining member of the gang and then goes to the apartthere
$10,000; "Fabiola" will open
girl friend, Penny Edwards, a night club singer who had
up ment of his former
this evening. "Valentino" is holding
a short prison term. The police, led by Steve Flagg, Miss Edwards'
served
due
week
at the Astor, with a sixth
current romantic interest, close in and after an exciting gun battle, Budd is
to bring in $12,000.
Before he dies, he confesses he had framed Miss Edwards. Her name
shot.
"Kon-Tiki" is dipping slightly, to an
Miss Edwards feels free to marry Flagg.
cleared,
estimated $10,500 for its eighth week
Rhys Williams, Mikel Conrad, Paul Hurst, Denver
in the cast are
Others
is still
^
at the Sutton, but the figure
Pyle Ted Pavelec, John de Simone, Don Beddoe, Edward Cassidy, Edward
is
"Teresa'
eminently satisfactory.
Stephen Auer was
Clark John Hamilton, George Brand and Jack Shea.
also doing nicely at the. Trans Lux
Foote
wrote the screenBradbury
and
Mond
De
Albert
associate producer.
52nd Street, with around $6,000 due
P
for its eighth week.
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
"Tales of Hoffman" is still nearMay 30.
capacity at the Bijou with a steady
week.
eighth
for
an
expected
$14,500
The town's other roadshow bill,
"Cyrano de Bergerac," is closing in its
eighth week at the Golden with $5,000 (Monogram)
quota of
of Western film fare will be satisfied with the
grossed. Previously it had a long run
which,
gunplay, horseplay and fisticuffs contained in "Outlaw of Texas,
at the Bijou.
to
excitement
of
share
Loew
s
satisfactory
leaving
is
has
a
story,
Drums"
"Apache
while carrying a routine
of lively bull-whip
State after nearly four weeks; the which star Whip Wilson contributes with an added dash
Dan
Vincent M. Fennelly produced, Thomas Carr directed, and
final four days is expected to add up performing.

Winikus Devises
Style 'Prowler

_

"Outlaws of Texas"
FOLLOWERS

reissue replaces it. The
final three days for "The House on
Telegraph Hill" is expected to bring
the Holiday around $3,500 "Goodbye,
Fancy" bows in there today.

A

9

New

Ads

In addition to a campaign of reguadvertisements,
newspaper
lar-size
United Artists will offer exhibitors
with the release of S. P. Eagle's "The
Prowler," advertising packages designed to accommodate limited advertising budgets, it was reported here

Max

yesterday by

E. Youngstein,

UA

vice-president.
The innovation, devised by Francis

M. Winikus,

UA

advertising manager,

expected to fill a long-standing need
expressed by smaller theatres. It is
explained in a special pressbook prepared by Hy Carnow.
is

First-Run Comes to

:

to $5,000.
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Monogram

Reviews

Boston
Eliminate Matinees

Suburbans

May

Kansas

City,

Kansas
—

City, Kans., May 28.
This 150,000 population sister city of
Kansas City, Mo., heretofore having
only subsequent runs to the Missouri
city's first-runs, has gotten first-run
approval from distributiors for the
Granada, a Fox-Midwest house. The

Kansas

theatre will show first-run day and
date with the three Fox-Midwest day-

Kansas
Greater
and-date first-run
City group, the Fairway in Johnson
County, the Tower in downtown Kansas City, Mo., and the Uptown in mid-

town Kansas

City,

Mo.

Ullman wrote the screenplay.

outlaws
is a bit of novelty in that two of the
really
who
characters
sympathetic
are
Farrell—
—Phyllis Coates and Tom
want to be good, but, somehow, drifted into a life of crime. Even though
other members Cites
My
they have good hearts, Miss Coates and Farrell accompany the
and his
Wilson
after
end,
in
the
Boston. May 28.— Edward X. Caljail
of the gang hardened criminals, to
Century-Fox Atlantic
Clyde, the always eternally lahan,
20th
justice.
them
to
bring
Clyde,
Andy
Friday
sidekick
'Hollywood' Opens
a
the
gang,
join
Wilson
and chairman of the
and
manager
He
division
laughs.
the
provides
again
Chicago, May 28.— With stars of hungry cowboy,
It is
picture division of the Suffolk
motion
of bank robbers, headed by Miss Coates.
organization
successful
very
yesterday, today and tomorrow makthe County March of Dimes drive, tonight
matter after that for Wilson, really a U.S. marshal to arrest
ing personal appearances on stage and a simple
accepted a citation for the motion pic, r
„
advance promotion, outlaws.
m
t^\t
j
the
aiding in
Frost, Zon Murray, George DeNormand, ture industry's part in the recent
Terry
are:
cast
the
in
Others
Universal-International's "Hollywood
drive for funds. It was presented at a
and Stanley Price.
Story" will have its world premiere at Steve Carr
classification.
audience
dinner held at the Copley Plaza Hotel.
Running time, 56 minutes. General
the Chicago Theatre here on Friday.
Injected into the production

Boston 'Dimes' Drive
Film Industry

;

'

'

_

May

Tuesday,

29,

1951
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Censors to Tighten
Up on 'Violence'

(Continued from, page 1)
eral industry slackoffs,"

it

was

The Hills of Ireland

stated.

Toronto, May 28.— ChairO. J. Silverthorne of the
Ontario Board of Censors has
announced that the various
provincial censors in Canada
have decided to deal severely
in a uniform manner with

man

The

studio is operating with a full (World Travel Films)
quota of man and executive-power on
color and flavor of Ireland and its people are captured in this houran around-the-clock basis.
length feature. "The Hills of Ireland" is fondly narrated by Pat O'Brien
Averaging four productions a month
as the camera travels over familiar sounding places and picturesque areas.
in order to bring the line-up in on
The audience will understand why the name, "Emerald Isle," always evokes
schedule,
will account for
a nostalgic sentiment to those of "the ould sod."
"High Frontier," "The Korean Story,"
Beautiful Killarney Lakes, the activity of cities like Dublin, Galway, Cork,
"The Las Vegas Story," "Androcles and
Belfast, Donegal and Sligo, the renowned Blarney Stone and Giant's Causethe Lion," "Girl Gangs," "They Sell Sailors
Elephants," "Tonight We Sing,"
"The way are some of the sights brought into view. There are also glimpses of
Half-Breed" and "Les Ballets de Paris," St. Kevin's Bed, Ben Bullen and Aran Island
with its truly Gaelic natives.
the latter pair to be filmed in Technicolor;
The Dublin Horse Show, pageantry crossroads dancers in native dress, apand "African Intrigue," "The Racket,"
"The Day They Gave Babies Away" and pearances. of Eamon De Valera, Sean O'Kelly and Prime Minister Costello,
"Blackbeard the Pirate" (Technicolor) to conversation of some famous local personalities and finally the family Rosary
be produced by Edmund Grainger.
are touches that give this film an appeal above the ordinary travelogue.
Wald-Krasna will produce at RKO: "The
Several nostalgic songs, written to commemorate the beauty of the Emerald
Blue Veil," "Behave Yourself!" "High
Heels," "Size 12,"" "Cowpoke," "Clash By Isle, like "Killarney," "Galway Bay" "Hills of Donegal" and "The Soldier's
Night," "The Harder They Fall," "I Mar- Song" (the Irish
national anthem) are given a fine rendition by Christopher
ried a Woman," "Strike A Match," "ExLynch with a competent musical assist from a 32-piece symphony orchestra.
clusive Model," "The Gentle Sin" and "The
USO Story," the latter to be filmed in
This picture took two years in the making, was photographed in KodaTechnicolor.
chrome and was produced and directed by Harry Dugan. It is indeed visual
Balance of the program includes "The
Big Sky" and "The Left Hand of God," evidence that Ireland is a country not to overlook in traveling, armchair or
from Winchester Pictures; "I Want You" otherwise.
and "Hans Christian Andersen" (in TechRunning time, 60 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
nicolor), Samuel Goldwyn;

THE

RKO

"Alice in Wonderland" and "Robin Hood," both in Technicolor, from Disney; "Day Without End,"
from Filmakers, and "Tarzan the Hunted"
from Lesser.

May

2 -Year Para. Pact
Hollywood, May 28— William H.
Pine and William C. Thomas have
signed a new two-year contract with
Paramount

make

eight pictures in$10,000,000
worth of production. The new contract
takes effect next year.

volving

to

approximately

Pine has been with Paramount for
25 years.

made

to

official

protests

Hollywood producers.

Referring specifically to his
board, the Ontario chairman expressed the opinion

own

that "the number of films relating to the commission of
crime is undesirable, particularly when social conditions
are by no

means normal."

Natural Vision Set
For Production Use

21.

Hollywood, May

"Ghost Chasers"
(Monogram)

Pine-Thomas Sign

showing undue violence,

films

following

ROLLICKING NONSENSE

is

a

more appropriate

appellation for this

William Beaudine directorial effort rather than the threat of gloom which
the present title might imply. Jan Grippo produced, for Monogram.
The Bowery Boys are in it and from there on in that means roughhouse,
but of a good-natured sort with a maximum of laughs nurtured by Beaudine
from Charles R. Marion's screenplay. Lloyd Corrigan is the ghost and he is
allied with the madcap Bowery-ites
Huntz Hall, Leo Gorcey, Billy Benedict,
et al.
But the ghost is a gentle ghost, a playful ghost, a ghost with a sense
of humor.

—

The boys
spiritualists'

establish themselves as a sort of better business bureau with
a
headquarters as their target of attack. They invade the spiritual-

place and are hynotized, almost drowned, and shot at, before, with the
of the friendly ghost— a pilgrim whose Elizabethan diction' contrasts
sharply with the lads' fractured English— they escape and turn the charlatans
over to the police. The film is full of comic types Bernard Gorcey, a shopists'

aid

'

—

keeper who is not on speaking terms with the king's English Jan Kayne, a
waitress with a spiced tongue; Jack Eagen, a timid private eye, and, 'of
course, the raucous, zany boys from the Bowery.
Others in the cast are Billy Benedict, David Gorcey, Buddy Gorman
Philip Van Zandt, Lela Bliss, Hal Gerard, Marshall Bradford, Argentina
Brunetti, Robert Coogan, Doris Kemper, Belle Mitchell.
Running time, 69 minutes.
General audience classification.

28.

—

Following

a press demonstration using both color
and black-and-white test reels, Natural
Vision Corp. president M. L.
Gunsberg said today that the company
is prepared to license its three-dimensional motion picture equipment to
major and independent producers for

immediate use.
Gunsberg,
a
writer-director-producer in his own right, said his company has a script ready for independent production, but that a major

company may

first use the device insaid the company plans to
roadshow the first production.
large
turnout of lay press correspondents
witnessing today's demonstration was
manifestly impressed with the results.

He

stead.

A

;

Columbia Seeks to
Settle Rossen Pact
Hollywood,

May 28.— Columbia

is

negotiating with Robert Rossen, now
in Mexico, for settlement of his contract which has two pictures to go.
Rossen, whom the Un-American Activities
Committee has been unable
to serve with a subpoena due to his
absence from the country, reportedly

Further Arbitration Talks
Must Await Final Decrees

forming an independent company
produce films in Mexico possibly
with some American talent. He made
There will be no further formal
"Brave Bulls" and "All the King's
consideration given to possibilities for
Men" for Columbia release.
establishing an industry-wide system
of arbitration until after the 20th Cento
tury-Fox and Loew's theatre divorceis

to

Kramer

Film

Sex Maniac Story
— Stanley
Hollywood, May
28.

Kramer has scheduled "The

Sniper,"
a story about a sex maniac, for his
seventh production for Columbia release. The story is original by Edward
and Edna Anhalt, who will act as
associate producers, and is described
as concerning a man who has aggressive tendencies toward women.
Kramer representative said the
story was of a high moral tone and
will point out the need for society to
find ways and means of dealing with
sex maniacs.

A

ment decrees are approved,

The 20th-Fox consent decree is
scheduled to be entered June 7 in the
New York Statutory Court, and the
government has agreed to extend to
July 31 the deadline for Loew's to file
a divorcement plan with the court.
It is expected that for a considerable time after these two final decrees
are approved, attorneys for both companies will be so preoccupied with

Slate

NLRB

Election

UWF Office

Washington, May

28.

—The

Na-

Barry tional Labor Relations Board today
Theatre here, which has followed a ordered an election among the clerical
double-bill policy highlighting West- employes at the Los Angeles office
erns, will close its doors shortly due to of United World Films to determine
poor business. It will be torn down whether they want to be represented
and the site will be used as a parking by
local 253 or IATSE or

UOPWA

lot.

Abram

F. Myers, Allied States general counsel, was advised recently by
the Allied board to combine future

discussions with the distributors on arbitration with consideration- of Allied's
demands for improvements in the com-

bidding
structure.
Later,
said he would await word from
the distributors with respect to holding
further talks on arbitration.
Theatre

Cameras

The device, developed at a cost of
approximately $100,000, utilizes two
standard cameras, trained at eye-space
apart, to obtain two film strips which,
when projected simultaneously from
two synchronized projectors, give a
stereoscopic
effect
when
viewed
through polaroid spectacles.
Due to the need for four protectors
to maintain continuous operation, one
or two projectors must be added temporarily to the present equipment in
most theatres, at a cost of $500 to
$1,000.

Seeks Toledo
Cincinnati,
_

TV

Outlet

May 28.— A

construc-

tion permit to operate a television station in Toledo, on Channel No. 11, has

been made to the Federal CommunicaCommission by Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
tions

petitive

Myers

Owners

of

America put

Theatre Owner Missing
Ottawa, May 28.—John Hausler,

on the 55, owner of the Westboro Theatre
of arbitration in talks last year
here, is missing on a fishing trip in
with the distributors.
the Quebec Lake region and the police
itself

side

are investigating the possibility of a

AtL.A.
'Barry' to Close
Pittsburgh, May 28.— The

distrib'u-

toin sources indicate.

legal details inherent in the disposition
theatre properties that they will
have to postpone further any consideration of the arbitration question.

of

Utilizes 2

neither.

drowning

CBS Splits Network
TV-AM Sales Unit
SDG
The

net work sales service department of the Columbia Broadcasting
System will function as two separate

accident.

Elects Sidney

(Continued from page 1)

directorial achievement for his diand TV, effective June rection of "All About Eve."
18, it was announced by
The guild membership also approved
J. L. Van
Volkenburg, CBS vice-president in new by-laws, including
one requiring
charge of network sales in a state- all members or
applicants for memberment.
ship to sign a non-Communist oath.
divisions,

AM
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Wright Urges New England

20th -Fox Sets

Arbitration of

10 Releases

Damage

Suits

Views It as Superior to
Litigation for Industry
Holding that arbitration is a
method of resolving motion

ter

betpic-

Independents Petition
Majors to Aid Theatres in Distress

Boston, May 30.— Independent Exhibitors of New England
"openly solicit in the name of justice and common sense" distributors to follow the action recently announced by William F. Rodgers, distribution vice-president of M-G-M, to aid theatres in distress in order to avoid closings.
The exhibitor group, in its organization publication, Film Facts,
petitions distributors to "open their eyes to a situation that becomes alarmingly worse by the day" and follow Rodgers' lead "in
a move that will pay dividends to the entire industry." It cautions
"distributor interests to sell film at prices that exhibitors could
live with and keep their doors open."

ture industry disputes than litigation,

Robert

L.

Wright,

former

Special Assistant to the U. S. Attorney-General, has set forth the hypothesis that the "most effective use that
could presently be made of arbitration
would be a fair and expeditious disposition of the claims for damages resulting from past anti-trust law violations by major film distributors and
the principal theatre circuits."
This proposal, and others looking to
the establishment of an industry arbitration system, will appear in an
article which the one-time staunch
opponent of arbitration has prepared
the forthcoming issue of the
for
American Arbitration Association's
quarterly, Arbitration Journal. The

NPA Rule

Hurts Industry
Promotional Campaign: Neu
regulation limiting a theatre owner's expenditure to $2,000 for the inity's

stallation of

new equipment
the

styming

is

of

efforts

members

TESMA

the

of
to aid

or increase the business level of the
hold,

to

This

industry.
is
1

W^Wm
M
Justice Aide to

Probe

*

A
^
.

Oscar Neu

the complaint

of
tne

members
n

a

of
1

1

May

30.

—A

try,

it

e

'

TESMA

president.
Neu,
Manufacturers of theatre equipment
{Continued on page 4)

Urge CEA Rejection
Of New UK Tax
Bournemouth, England, May 30.
The Cinematograph Exhibitors Asso-

ommend

(Continued on page 2)

1

September,
Lichtman,

Tuesday.

States:

Washington, May

told

trade press representatives a t
a luncheon at
the home office

Bryson
— Thirteen

At

the

time,
Al Lichtman

30.

he

same
an-

nounced that the
company would

are still in session,
hold its first nawith admission tax proposals of one
tional sales convention since 1948 in
sort or another pending in four, acLos Angeles, June 12-15.
cording to Jack Bryson, Motion PicThe luncheon meeting served to inture Association of America legislative
{Continued on page 4)
representative. The four states are
Florida, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Ohio.
state

legislatures

All

censorship

bills

killed,

proposed this
and none are

pending. Various proposals for licensing
projectionists,
banning certain
{Continued on page 2)

117 U' 'Junkets' Coy: No Closed Door
To Promote Product To Other Color TV
4

singly or

sent 70 stars, featured
special personalities either
in groups to 117 different

Washington,
Communications

May

30.

— Federal

Commission

chair-

man Wayne Coy

has underlined previous FCC statements that the door
"is not closed and never will be closed"
to further development of color tele-

key and sub-key cities and towns during the 18 months between Oct., 1949
and April, 1951 to promote 29 different
pictures
released
during that vision.
He made the statement yesterday
period, David A. Lipton, vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, during hearings before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee on his
disclosed.
The company has now launched a renomination for another seven-year
16 key-city tour, starting in Chicago, term on the Commission.
for its new stars, Piper Laurie and
Coy said the Commission could not
Tony Curtis, co-starred in "The prevent a new development in the
color field even if it wanted to, and
Prince Who Was a Thief."
In addition to these tours and the that in any event it certainly does not
one on behalf of "The Prince Who want to forestall any development in

executive committee will recto the organization's general
council that Sir Wilfrid Eady's latest
tax proposal, which involves a threepence increase on higher price seats,
be rejected.
The executive committee takes the
view that the public is unlikely to ac- Was a Thief," since April of
cept a three pence increase. Eady pro- year, Universal has set tours for
ciation

A

20th-Fox

Help
Prevent Theatre
Closings: Lichtman
to

Legitimate cases of distressed theathreatened with closing, will be
extended every possible aid by 20th
Century-Fox in an effort to help keep
them open, Al Lichtman, director of
distribution, said here Tuesday.
Explaining; that his statement was
made in response to letters of inquiry
from exhibitor organizations concerning 20th-Fox policy with respect to
tres,

SCTOA committee which met with
Universal
Department of Justice officials in
Washington reported to a member- players and
{Continued on page 2)

July, August
and

Four

was disclosed here by Oscar year have been

repre-

sentative of the Justice Department
will arrive here within four weeks
to investigate trade practices in the
Los Angeles area, which the Southern California Theatre Owners Association seeks to have rectified, the

three

the

in

summer months,

Ticket Tax Bills
Are Pending in

Equipment and
So far, 31 state legislatures have
ManuSupply
facturers Asso- quit, with only minor damage to the
ciation from all industry, Bryson said.
over the coun-

Los Angeles,

Confident that the remedy for
slack business is good pictures and
good showmanship to exploit them,
20th Century-Fox will release 10 of
its top pictures

tribution,

industry-

wide campaign
now under way

States Association, appeared before
the bar many times as Assistant to
{Continued on page 5)

Trade Practices

Top Films in Line-Up;
Sales Meet June 12-15

director of dis-

The National Production Author-

issue will appear about mid-June.
Wright who, siding with Allied

L. A. to

For Summer

{Continued on page 5)

this

"Ma

{Continued on page 2)

WB's 'Look Forward'
Showings Today

Warner's "Look Forward" showings
four key productions which take
place over the country on June 12 and
13, will tee off in advance with the
screening here today at the Strand
Theatre of "Jim Thorpe All American," starring Burt Lancaster, Phyllis
Thaxter, Charles Bickford and Steve
Cochran and "A Streetcar Named Dethe public interest. The FCC official sire," starring Vivien Leigh.
predicted that there would be some
Several hundred exhibitors in the
{Continued on page 5)

of

—

{Continued on page 5)

SCTOA

TAMES

{Continued from page 1)

J

A.

MULVEY,

president of
Productions, has

Samuel Goldwyn
attended by returned here from Hollywood.

ship meeting yesterday
120 exhibitors.
Meanwhile, the committee is preparing a brief to be submitted to the

Spyros
president

Jr.,

son

of

Century-Fox,

20th

is

•

Queen Mary.

aide,

Skouras,
of

the

John Davis,

his

leave here by plane today

may

or tomorrow.

was

FeldJessica Landau, Universal Pictures
Department late next week, married Tuesday to Barbara
man
in St. Patrick's Cathedral here studio representative in the East, and
recommendations.
SCTOA
embodying
for an extended Al Mendelsohn, home office radio
Although strongly opposed to the and left the same day
Europe.
and TV contact, have left here on a
in
honeymoon
retention of competitive bidding in any

Justice

SCTOA

form

feels that,

if

•

retained,

Martin Davis,

apthis four point formula should be

ten-city tour.

assistant advertising-

days
1. Distributors should give 30
up
notice that a picture is to be put

publicity director for Samuel Goldwyn,
has been named to the public relations
committee of the Big Brother Move-

Rouben Mamoulian, here from the
Coast, will be tendered a cocktail party
today by Lynn Farnol at the latter's

for bidding.

ment.

home.

plied

:
.

„

•

,

Fifteen days should be allowed
sealed bids.
file
to
posted in pub3. All bids should be
is
picture
a
before
15 days
lic
2.

_

awarded.
picture
4. The
shown within the

be trade
10 days of the

should
first

30-day period.
The committee also will ask that
be
a reasonable system of clearance
pro
established, with an arbitration
cedure set up for settlement of dissince
It will maintain that
putes
abolishment of the clearance system

formerly

in use,

and the inception of

1951

Parade
scheduled
RANK
J toARTHUR
on
London
for
here
today
leave
the

•

31,

Newsreel

Personal Mention

Meet

May

Thursday,

Motion Picture Daily

2

HE TENSE ACTION

in Korea
continues, as it will, to be the
focal point of current newsreels, zwhile
an unusually wide assortment of other
subjects make up the balance of all
reels. Complete contents follow:
'

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 44—Action in
Korea. Morris and Essex dog show in New
Jersey. Navy "Frogmen" keep in shape.
British amateur golf match. Roller derby at
Madison Square Garden, New York.

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No.

278

— UN

forces turn tide in Korea. Korean orphans
find new home. Capital honors Carter Barron.
Oh the alert for defense. Canine

champs. Motor bike

Diaper Derby

classic.

for fathers.

Sam L. Seidelman, former foreign
Piper Laurie and Tony Curtis
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 81 — Dogmanager for Eagle Lion Classics, will will be given a cocktail party by Uni- dom's biggest event. Women in the news.
Elizexpert at 13. Gadgeteers take over.
sail June 7 on the S. S. Queen
versal at the Stork Club here next Jet
Sports: British amateur golf champ, aqua
abeth for an extended European va- Wednesday.
stars, national roller derby.
cation.
•
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 2ZA — InterCharles Simonelli, manager of view with Chiang Kai-shek on Formosa.
Alfred Crown, Samuel Goldwyn
Eastern advertising-pub- Ethiopians join UN forces in Korea.
Productions vice-president, is due to Universal's
"M.P.'s" fight smugglers in Berlin. British
department, left here yesterday royalty attends a flower show. Arcaro wins
return to his desk here after a week's licity
absence due to

for Chicago.

illness.

Withers Mile at Belmont.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

McCarthy to Meet
London Managers

competitive bidding, the exhibition life
meeting of
London, May 30.—
Angeles area
of a picture in the Los
managers will
company
42
film
to
American
days
126
from
down
has come
for- be held here by John J. McCarthy,
days, and virtually all theatres
Motion Picture Associamerly charging admissions below the head of the
foreign department,
America's
15
as
low
of
tion
as
some
50 cents level,
for the U. S. on
departure
and
his
before
cents, have raised prices to 40
Friday.
...
50 cents.
McCarthy, here following a tour of
One consequence, the committee will
138
of
the Continent, had planned to attend
report, has been the closing
territory, the Cinematograph Exhibitors Assotheatres in this exchange
Bournemouth
at
with some 50 more expected to close ciation conference
hold the meeting inOASCI
to
decided
months.
but
two
next
the
within
it
stead.
believes the trade practice changes
recommends would tend to make it
possible for the closed theatres to re-

A

New York Dates
For 3 UA Films

Set

Margaret Truman
festival.

race.

Dates for two New York premieres
and one world premiere of United
Artists product have been set by Wiliam J. Heineman, distribution vicepresident.

Diaper

race.

—

4fi0
Korea.
Europe. English
show. Kayak

No.

sails for

Dog

Frog jumping.

—

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 83
Miss Truman sails for Europe. Across
America 175,000 students take draft-deferment test. First USO camp show off for
Korea. Utica, N. Y., holds biggest civil defense test. National motorcycle races in
Richmond. Champion wins British Amateur
Golf Tournament. Roller derby holds 1951
"world series."

All the Way" will have
world premiere at the Paramount
Theatre on June 20. John Garfield costars with Shelley Winters. It> will
film to play the Parabe the first
mount. "Four in a Jeep," produced by
Lazar Wechsler, will have its New
York pre-release premiere at the Paris
Theatre on June 11. "Circles of DanParamount's
Toronto, May 30.
ger," David E. Rose film starring Ray
Yorke
Milland and Patricia Roc, will have three-day sales convention, presided
open.
premiere in mid-June over by Gordon Lightstone, Canadian
Toronto, May 30. Emerson Yorke, its New York
52nd Street Theatre. general manager, will open at the
Trans-Lux
the
at
York
independent producer of New
Royal York Hotel here tomorrow.
First
PicCanadian
the
of
guest
was honor
Scheduled to attend from the home
annual
10th
ture Pioneers at their
Price,
office are A. W. Schwalberg, Paraand dinner tonight at the
meeting
mount Film Distributing Corp. presiThe first step toward formal rati- King Edward Hotel, Toronto.
ParaUnited
proposed
dent Oscar A. Morgan, short subject
the
of
fication
Hollywood, May 30. Fanny Brice, sales manager, Robert J. Rubin, exmount Theatres- ABC merger has been
who capped a successful stage career ecutive assistant to Barney Balaban,
accomplished with the ABC board
to
by entering motion pictures, died here and Jerry Pickman, advertising-pubvoting approval. The UPT board will
page
1)
(Continued from
a
licity director.
Tuesday at the age of 59.
act on Wednesday and will set
Also attending are: Pat J. Hogan
Among the pictures in which the
stockholders meeting then. The ABC such theatres, Lichtman told trade
comedienne appeared were "Ziegfeld and Ralph Thorne, St. John branch;
board did not set a date for a stock
press representatives that the com
"Be Yourself" Tom Dowbiggin, Romeo Goudreau,
holders meeting.
pany's sales officials in the field "have Follies," "My Man,"
Russell SimpBill Young, Montreal
Approval by both boards and stock
complete autonomy in the conduct of and "Everybody Singing."
Al Iscove, Ted Huber, Bill
son,
holders will be followed by a petition their business," including authority to
Com- make concessions to deserving theatres.
Walkey, Ambrose Theurer, Toronto;
to the Federal Communications
Syl Gunn, Bob Lightstone, Norm
mission to approve the deal.
Asked if the company's policy in
Simpson, Ed Clubb, Winnipeg; Bill
to
rentals
film
page
of
1)
(Continued
from
eluded reduction
Bill Gibson, Jim Rae, Calgary;
Kelly,
re
prevent theatre closings, Lichtman
that producers take a fixed share Bob Murphy, Mickey Stevenson, Vanposes
an
cited
and
affirmative
the
in
plied
so-called voluntary levy at couver
William J. O'Neill, H. Q.
example of a veteran exhibitor who under the
The ex- Burns and Win Barron, Toronto.
are fixed.
prices
whatever
informing
recently
him
to
written
memberhad
30—
The
Hollywood, May
that the tax
operation which required a hibitors are likely to ask
ship of the Screen Writers Guild has him of an
basis, but
percentage
a
on
arranged
be
to
one-third
reduction of
Bills
formally approved new basic contracts film rental
said the with the producers' share of the tax
Lichtman
business.
in
with
continue
recently negotiated by the
theirs.
with
page 1)
equally
rank
from
to
(Continued
yield
inwas
concerned
manager
the Association of Motion Picture branch
In view of the urgent necessity for
reduction.
the
make
to
Motion
structed
Independent
Producers and the
passed types of advertising and other miscel"What we can do to keep theatres the new finance bill to be in the laneous matters are still kicking
Picture Producers. Negotiations with
House of Commons
will do," Lichtman said. through the
the Society of Independent Motion open, we
in some of the 13 legislatures
deal, near future, the Treasury is indisposed around
square
give
a
to
is
aim
"Our
pending.
Picture Producers are still
session.
in
still
principle.
Howto agree with the new
The membership also voted, 268 to and we want one in return."
One recent industry victory was in
believed many ever, it is understood from authoritahe
said
Lichtman
rule
long-standing
the
according to Bryson. There
19, to rescind
California,
preis
Treasury
the
that
sources
large theatres are in a more serious tive
night horse racing
against personal advertising by inch
authorize
bill
to
whole framework a
predicament than small ones, but add pared to discuss the
vidual members and in favor of a fair
defeated. Approval of the bill
provided
it was
year,
this
later
tax
of
the
on
will be dealt with
practice code, to be worked out by ed that all cases
minimum extra $19,- would have meant major competition
individual basis, according to their is assured of a
the guild board, which would free an
for theatres.
600,000 from the film industry.
real needs.
members to pursue their own wish
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MUSlC^
ALBANY— 6/11— 8:30

P.M.

Grand Theatre
11 Clinton Avenue

ATLANTA— 6/18— 8:30

P.M.

Loew's Grand Theatre
157 Peachtree Street

BOSTON— 6/11— 8:30

P.M.

Loew's State Theatre
205 Massachusetts Avenue

BUFFALO— 6/18-8:30

P.M.
Shea's Buffalo Theatre
646 Main Street

CHARLOTTE-6/11— 8:30

P.M.

Center Theatre
1427 East Morehead Street

CHICAGO— 6/14— 8:30

P.M.

Monroe Theatre
57 Monroe Street

CINCINNATI— 6/12— 8:30 P.M.
Monte Vista Theatre
6220 Montgomery Road

CLEVELAND— 6/11 -8:30

P.M.

Loew's State Theatre
1515 Euclid

Avenue

DALLAS— 6/11— 10

A.M.

Melba Theatre
1913

Elm

Street

DENVER— 6/11— 8

P.M.

Lakewood Theatre
8000 West Colfax Avenue

OES MOINES— 6/11— 8:30 P.M.
Uptown Theatre
4115 University

ALL-TIME PREVIEW HIGH!
They tore down the house! They cheered! They loved it!
The first Preview in the East made history at Loew's 72nd
Street Theatre, N. Y. The report from Film Research
''New high in audience recommendation for musicals, topping even 'The Great Caruso'." This
makes it unanimous. In Hollywood the Preview got "the

Surveys

thrilling:

is

highest audience reaction" in

M-G-M's Coast

history!

DETROIT— 6/12— 8:30

P.M.

Globe Theatre
3520 Grand River Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS

6/18-8:30 P.M.
Loew's Theatre
35 N. Pennsylvania Street

KANSAS CITY— 6/11 —8:30 P.M.
Loew's Midland Theatre
1228 Main Street

LOS ANGELES— 6/11— 8:45 P.M.
Four Star Theatre
5112 Wilshire Blvd.

MEMPHIS-

6/11-8:30 P.M.
Loew's Palace Theatre
81 Union Aven ue

MILWAUKEE-6/14— 8:30

P.M.

Tosa Theatre
6823 W. North Avenue

MINNEAPOLIS— 6/12— 8

P.M.

Granada Theatre
3022 Hennepin Avenue South

NEW HAVENLoew's

6/11—8:30 P.M.

Poli

Theatre

Church Street

23

NEW ORLEANS— 6/11- 8:30

TRADE SHOWS IN THEATRES!
M-G-M's mighty attraction which has
already been hailed as "The 'Gone With The Wind' of

It

is

fitting

that

Musicals" should be trade-shown in theatres. Invitations

yours has not arrived,

come anyway.

have been mailed.

If

As

"King Solomon's Mines" we

NEW YORK-N. J. — 6/4 — 10:30
M-G-M Screen Room
630 Ninth

in the case of

only a theatre screening can truly convey the size and

importance of "Show Boat."

DON'T MISS THE BOAT!

*
M-G-M

presents

"SHOW BOAT"

starring

•

P.M.

8

210 Northwest 6th Street

OMAHA— 6/11— 8:30

P.M.

Du ndee Theatre
4952 Dodge Street

PHILADELPHIA— 6/11— 11

A.M.

M-G-M Screen Room
1233 Summer Street
PITTSBURGH

6/11-8:30 P.M.
Loew's Penn Theatre

Avenue

PORTLAND-6/12-8

P.M.

Laurelhurst Theatre
15 N. E. 28th Avenue
ST.

LOUIS— 6/18— 8:30

P.M.

Loew's State Theatre
715

Washington Avenue

SALT LAKE CITY— 6/11— 8 P.M.
Southeast Theatre
2121 South 11th East

SAN FRANCISCO— 6/11— 8:30 P.M.

KATHRYN GRAYSON

•

AVA GARDNER

•

HOWARD

with Joe E. Brown • Marge and Gower Champion • Robert Sterling • Agnes Moorehead
William Warfield" • Color by TECHNICOLOR • From the Immortal Musical Play "Show Boat"
by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein, II • Based on Edna Ferber's Novel • Screen Play by John
Lee Mahin • Directed by George Sidney • Produced by Arthur Freed

KEEL

A.M.

Avenue

OKLAHOMA CITY— 6/11Home Theatre

Sixth Street and Penn

feel that

P.M.

Loew's State Theatre
1108 Canal Street

Loew's Warfield
982 Market Street

SEATTLE— 6/11— 8:30

P.M.

Greenlake Theatre
71

07

Woodlawn

WASHINGTON— 6/11— 8:30
Loew's Palace
1306 F. Street N.

W.

P.M.

Colosseum Slates 20th-Fox
Pay Freeze Attack
At WSB Next Week

Summer

troduce

Edwin W. Aaron and Arthur
new Western and Eastern

30—

The Colos- sales managers of the company, reof spectively, whose appointments were
Salesmen
Picture
seum of Motion
resAmerica, which has filed unfair labor announced recently following the
Smith,
Jr., as genA.
W.
disof
ignation
major
against
charges
practices
William C. Gehtributors in consequence of a break- eral sales manager.
condown of new contract negotiations, is ring, also present at the luncheon,
mansales
general
the
assistant
to
tinues
as
opposition
its
state
scheduled to
Milwaukee, May

NPA

Releases

freeze before the Wage Stabili- ager.
zation Board at a hearing in WashingIn addition to the 10 summer reton on June 5-6, David Beznor, Colos- leases, Lichtman reported on producseum general counsel, disclosed here tion and release plans for next year,
yesterday.
which had been outlined to 20th-Fox
Shortly after Beznor filed the un- stockholders by Spyros P. Skouras,
fair labor practices charges with the president, at their recent annual meetNational Labor Relations Board in ing at the home office. The plans call
Chicago, he indicated he would confer for a 1952 production budget of $50,on the salesmen's problems with Wil- 000,000 for 36 pictures to be made by
liam Green, president of the American the company, which may be augFederation of Labor, and John L. mented by four additional releases
Lewis, president of the United Mine from outside producers, for a total of

wage

This was taken to mean 40 features.
The company will reunion representing lease a minimum of 36 pictures this
unaffiliated
the
that
1,000 film salesmen, might join either year, representing a production exof those national labor organizations. penditure of $47,000,000.
Beznor, who will represent the ColIn marketing the new releases, 20thhearings, has
osseum at the
"will join forces with exhibitors"
Fox
taken the position that the government to provide them with every merchanshould not attempt to freeze wages in dising and showmanship aid of which
the film industry since it is not sub- the company is capable, Charles Einject to price control.
fe'd, vice-president in charge of adver-

Workers.

WSB

Seeks Broader N.H. Tax
Concord, N. H., May 30.—A pro-posal to broaden the ten per cent admission tax to include all admission
charges for entertainment and recreation facilities has been filed by the

House Ways and Means Committee
of the New Hampshire legislature.

tising-publicity, said. 'We will 'pass
the ammunition' in releases and showmanly aids to the exhibitors," he said,
"and help them make the most of both
for their benefit and ours."
Einfeld said special cooperative ad-

May

31,

1951

Hurts

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Sil.verstone,

'

Thursday,
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Topping the summer schedule

supplies, and the theatre owners
are their customers, according tc
Neu, declare that this regulation has

and

Darryl F. Zanuck's Technicolor production of "David and
Bathsheba," which will have a
New York premiere in August,
followed by a series of special
key dates in September.

is

who

moved

the program beyond the announced control of materials and into

the field of controlling labor. "Under
this regulation," Neu observes, "there
are items classed as personal property
July releases include the Technicolor which a theatre owner would like to
Little Girl," "The
'Take Care of
buy to help the industry as a whole
Came and protect his own investment which
Frogmen" and "The Guy
"The
SeAugust
are
Back." Set for
he cannot buy because the installation
cret of Convict Lake," "No Highway
cost just has to eat up more tnan the
in the Sky" and "Mr. Belvedere Rings
allowed $2,000."
the Bell."
Theatre chairs are again in controAn August special will be "Decision versy,
Neu points out, because of this
will
shown
to
which
be
Before Dawn,"
installation regulation.
few weeks
the company's sales convention next
regulations were
ago general
month, at which time it will be dechanged to let theatre chairs remain in
cided what type of special handling
the classification of personal property
will be best suited for it.
This
where they had always been.
"People
releases
are
September
possible new construction
change
made
Will Talk," "The Desert Fox" and
remodeling on a theatre up to the
"David and Bathsheba." Type of han- or
full limit of $5,000 excluding the big
dedling for the latter will also be
bite of the chairs and their installation.
cided at the sales convention.
absurdly true," the
Home office executives, division "But it is remarks,
"that as things are
president
managers, branch managers and memnow an exhibitor who wants to spruce
bers of the 20th-Fox advertising, pubup his theatre with anything more
licity and exploitation department will
than about 1,350 seats cannot do it.
attend the convention, which will be
And if he bought that many seats he
Naroom
of
conference
the
held in
couldn't buy anything else on which
tional Theatres, Los Angeles headthere was an installation charge.
Delegates will stay at the
quarters.
screenNew Confusion
Ambassador Hotel and night
ings of new product will be held at the
Manufacturers and dealers who in20th-Fox studios.
stall seats, Neu says, quote $1.35 to
Round-table Talks
$1.50 per seat. That would put in

My

Who

A

NPA

:

TESMA

vertising and increased trade paper advertising are included in the company's

Discussions will be held in roundtable style in order to give individual

plans.

attention to exhibitors' problems in
every section of the country, Licht

1,333 seats at $1.50.

This new confusion in their minds,
according to the theatre equipment and
supply manufacturers, is because they

know

that in the installation of thepractically all of the cost is
atre
seats
laid on advertising, publicity
for labor and not for material, critical
ploitation plans designed to give in
Actually they say, extensive local-level backing to what or otherwise.
Lichtman described as the "strongest pansion shells and bolts for 2,000
line-up of films ever offered in the chairs cost about $500 at today's price
company's history." Lichtman said he and use an extremely small quantity
And this small amount of
will also present six plans for conser- of steel.
they
add, according to trade
material,
the
meetprints
release
to
of
vation
buyer as a
ing, hoping that "one of them will be practices, is sold the seat
part of the seat.
found workable."

man

said.

Particular emphasis will be

and ex

ANSWER
TO YOUR
TECHNICAL

PROBLEMS

He pointed out that 20th-Fox's pro
duction and release plans were eloquent evidence of the company's con
fidence in the future. "Good pictures
. .

backed

good

by

showmanship

TWA

Now TWA

will

TWA

TWA

TWA

offers

bring in the customers," he said. "Despite the new forms of competition, if
our films are attractively made they
will get their share of the amusement

i

As evidence, Lichtman cited
the current high grosses of "On the
Riviera" and other pictures.
dollar."

The Altec
Service Man and
the organization

behind him

Meyers Named Canadian
Manager for 20th-Fox
The only
Pete Meyers, former 20th CenturyFox branch manager at Toronto, has
been named Canadian sales manager
for the company, replacing Arthur
Silverstone, recently promoted to Eastern

sales

in the

manager

for

the

company

U.S.

Phil Sherman, former exhibitor and
Canadian distribution man, has been
named Toronto branch manager, suc-

ceeding Meyers.
With the previously announced appointment of Moe Levy as Midwestern
division manager, replacing E. W.

Aaron, new Western
161 Sixth Avenue,

New York

13,

N. v.

PROTECTING THE THEATRE— FIRST PLACE IN ENTERTAINMEM

-£eej?er sem'ce

sales

manager,

the division headquarters are being
transferred from Kansas City to Minneapolis. Exchanges covered by the
division, in addition to the latter two,
are Des Moines, Milwaukee, Omaha
and St. Louis.

all

-sleeper flights

overnight to

i

LONDON and PARIS
non -stop from

New

York

•

For information, see your
travel

agent or

call

TWA

i

May

Thursday,

31,

TV
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Wright Urges Arbitration

'Arbitration Can't
Cure Bidding Ills'

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

telecasting by the end of the
and that the transition to
color will occur over a long period,
but he predicted that set manufacturers
would start now making color sets and
adapters and would have them on the
market in a reasonable period.

tribunals in which an injured
the Attorney-General to seek removal
exhibitor may seek an approof the arbitration provisions from the
priate damage award instead of
original industry anti-trust suit deprosecuting a treble damage
cree, now maintains that an efficient
suit."
system for the industry would be one
having as arbitrators those "who comThen he states: "In my judgment,
bine a special knowledge of the industhe expense and hazards of treble damprejudices
the
from
try with freedom
age litigation are so great that many
necessarily attaching to those who are
injured exhibitors would have a better
a part of it."
chance of recovery in an arbitration
profession,
legal
As a member of the
proceeding than by litigation."
Wright "hesitates" to advance the
Wright at this point makes a speexcluded
should
be
lawyers
that
view
from the arbitration process. "But," cific, detailed proposal. "In order to
he adds, "experience does suggest that conform a damage arbitration system
unless they play a more limited role to the purposes of the Clayton Act, it
than they do in the courtroom, the would be necessary to empower the
benefits from the informal procedures arbitrator to award punitive damages
characteristic of arbitration may be- where he found that a flagrant violation caused the injury, but a figure
come largely illusory."
Wright holds it to be "inconceivable treble the amount of the actual damthat any arbitration system may be age, might well be used as a ceiling
reestablished at this time which would instead of as a mandatory award. Any
award of attorney's fees, also mandapreserve existing run priorities."
The Wright article states that it tory under the Clayton Act, might
would be inadvisable to disregard the also be left to the discretion of the
facilities of the "old system" in plan- arbitrator and based upon consideraning a new one. The AAA, the Motion tion of the nature of the violation and
Picture Appeal Board and the individ- the financial circumstances of the
ual arbitrators, Wright claims, "ac- complaint."
quired a knowledge of the workings of
Wright sees "no reason" why most
this industry which ought to be util- of the complaints now directed to the

color

summer,

TV

Set Manufacturers
Cool to CBS Color

While Columbia Broadcasting System proceeded with plans to put its
Supreme Court approved color TV
system on the air, the reactions of set
manufacturers made it appear doubtful
how many home viewers would be
equipped to receive the CBS programs.
Only one company, the CBS controlled Air King Distributors, announced full scale production plans for
sets using CBS color, and a group of
manufacturers expressed outright opposition, declaring they would await
the development of a "compatible" system presumably RCA's system which
has not yet won FCC approval.
Other companies adopted a wait-

—

and-see attitude.

TP Drive

ized

(Continued from page 1)

in

manner by

some

new Department

any

of Justice could not be
dealt with effectively by arbitration.
"If it were understood that the resulting award would be no bar to con-

system."

and Pa Kettle Back on the Farm,"
"The Fat Man," "Hollywood Story"
and "Francis Goes to the Races."

the distributors believe
If
that treble damage suits will

tempt proceedings, which may be
brought only by the United States in
any event, I should suppose that the
Department would have no objection
to the arbitration of such complaints."

result in their paying more
than just compensation for injuries actually sustained, says

Lipton disclosed that tours are being
planned for "Cattle Drive," "Little
Egypt" and "Iron Men," all to be re-

Wright, "they should take the

leased this summer.

lead in establishing arbitration

"That part of the industry
which visualizes arbitration
as a means of stabilizing the
admittedly chaotic conditions

which now prevail in certain
areas does not understand the
cause of the chaos," Robert L.
Wright, former Special Assistant to the U. S. Attorney-

General, maintains.
"The acute discomfort
which exhibitors suffer as a
result of the distributors' exploitation through competitive bidding of new competition created by the government decrees," Wright holds,
"cannot be alleviated by arbiexhibitors
tration.
Neither
nor distributors can have an
industry which is at once stabilized and highly competitive."

WB

Showings
Continued from page

(

1

Metropolitan area are expected for the
in response to the

two-day showings

Warner

sales vice-presito exhibitors to
see this product, and you will

invitation of

Ben Kalmenson

dent

"Come

see for yourself why every exhibitor
it to himself, to his theatre, to
his industry to look forward and go

owes

forward with optimism and

Tomorrow,

faith."

exhibitors
Train,"

the

will

see

starring
"Strangers on A
Farley Granger, Ruth Roman and
Robert Walker, and "Captain Horatio

Hornblower."

PARAMOUNT TRADE SHOWS
IN

THEATRES

MAY 28 TO JUNE

MONDAY, JUNE

14

EDMOND

DEAN MARTIN and JERRY LEWIS
in

"THAT'S

MY BOY"

in

and co-starring

RUTH HUSSEY

MARION MARSHALL

•

POLLY BERGEN
and introducing

•

with

Hugh Sanders
Directed by Hal

•

John Mclntire

Tom Harmon

•

EDDIE

CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DES MOINES
DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS

JACKSONVILLE

DATE

PLACE OF SCREENING

8 P.M.

PROJECTION ROOM, 154 Walton St., N.W
PROJECTION ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley SI
PROJECTION ROOM, 464 Fronklin Slreet.
PROJECTION ROOM, 305-307 So. Church Si
PROJECTION ROOM, 1306 S. Michigan Ave
PROJECTION ROOM, 1214 Cenlral Parkway
PROJECTION ROOM. 1735 East 23rd Street
MAJESTIC THEATRE
DENHAM THEATRE
DES MOINES THEATRE
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 479 ledyard Avenue
INDIANA THEATRE
FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Theatre Bldg

THURS. JUNE 7

2 P.M.

.

NEW HAVEN
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK CITY

OKLAHOMA

CRITERION THEATRE

CITY

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS

CITY..:

OMAHA

PROJECTION ROOM, 1704 Davenport Street
PROJECTION ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
PROJECTION ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies

SAN FRANCISCO

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
ORPHEUM
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

SEATTLE

FIFTH

WASHINGTON

WARNER THEATRE

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

PORTLAND
LOUIS
SALT LAKE CITY

ST.

PROJECTION ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive
PROJECTION ROOM, 270 East 1st South
THEATRE
AVENUE THEATRE

Street
St

4.

.2:30 P.M.

.

THURS. JUNE 7

2 P.M.

THURS. JUNE

7

10 A.M.

THURS. JUNE

7

1:30 P.M.

THURS. JUNE

7.

.2:30 P.M.

.

THURS. JUNE 7

MON. JUNE
THURS. JUNE

8 P.M.

11

7

WED.

JUNE 13
2
THURS. JUNE 7
TUES. JUNE 12
THURS. JUNE 7. .2.30
TUES. JUNE 12
JUNE 5
TUES.
THURS. JUNE 7. ...1:30
THURS. JUNE 7. .2.30
2
THURS. JUNE 7
2
THURS. JUNE 7
8
THURS. JUNE 7
WED. JUNE 6... 10.30
THURS. JUNE 7
MON. JUNE 11
THURS. JUNE 7
2
THURS. JUNE 7
2
THURS. JUNE 7
THURS. JUNE 14
1:30
THURS. JUNE 7
1:30
THURS. JUNE 7
.

.

1

BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE

CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DES MOINES

P.M.

DETROIT

P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
JACKSONVILLE

KANSAS

P.M.

P.M.
P.M.

P.M
A.M.

MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS

NEW HAVEN
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK CITY

P.M.

PORTLAND
LOUIS
SALT LAKE CITY

ST.

P.M.
P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO

WED.

WASHINGTON

13

.

CITY

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

SEATTLE

8 P.M.

PROJECTION ROOM, 154 Walton Street, N.W
PROJECTION ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
PROJECTION ROOM, 464 Fronklin Street
PROJECTION ROOM, 305-307 Soulh Church Slreet.
PROJECTION ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue.
PROJECTION ROOM, 1214 Central Parkway
PROJECTION ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
PROJECTION ROOM, 412 South Harwood Street
PROJECTION ROOM, 2100 Stout Slreet
PROJECTION ROOM, 1125 High Street
PROJECTION ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
PROJECTION ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Theatre Bldg
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 362 South Second Street
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1121 North 8th Street
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 82 State Street
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street.
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9lh Floor).
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue

OMAHA
P.M.

TIME
2 P.M.

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

CITY

OKLAHOMA
P.M.

Produced by Nat Holt

PLACE OF SCREENING

LOS ANGELES
P.M.

•

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

ALBANY
ATLANTA
BOSTON

MON. MAY 28
MON. JUNE 4
JUNE

"WARPATH"

•
JAMES MILLICAN • WALLACE FORD
TECHNICOLOR • Directed by BYRON HASKIN

CITY

TIME
7

MON. JUNE

•

Story and Screenplay by Frank Gruber

THURS. JUNE

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 362 South Second St
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1121 North 8th Street
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 82-88 State Street
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
LOEW S SHERIDAN — 12th Street-7th Avenue

KANSAS

MAYEHOFF

DEAN JAGGER
HARRY CAREY, Jr.

•

POLLY BERGEN
Color by

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadwoy

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE
CHICAGO

with

Walker 'Associate Producer, Story and Screenplay, Cy Howard

CITY
ALBANY
ATLANTA
BOSTON

•

O'BRIEN

FORREST TUCKER

Hal Wallis' Production

4th

",,

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

PROJECTION
PROJECTION
PROJECTION
PROJECTION
PROJECTION
PROJECTION
PROJECTION
PROJECTION
PROJECTION

ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,

.10

30 A.M.

.....2 P.M.
10 A.M.
.1:30 P.M.

.

..2:30 P.M.
8 P.M.

.2:30 P.M.

.

2 P.M.
I

P.M.

2 P.M.
1

P.M.

.2:30 P.M.

.

..2:30 P.M.
.1:30 P.M.

.

.2:30 P.M.

.

2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.

.

.

.2:30 P.M.

.

.

.2:30 P.M.

.

.10:30 A.M.

1704 Davenport Street

248 North 12th Street
1727 Boulevard of Allies
909 Northwest 19th Avenue.
2949-2953 Olive Street

I

P.M.

2 P.M.

2 P.M.
.

270 East 1st South Street
205 Golden Gate Avenue...
2330 First Avenue
306 H Street, N.W

.....2 P.M.
.

.

.1:30 P.M.

...1:30 P.M.

2 P.M.
.

.

.1:30 P.M.

2 P.M.

ro 8C//IP
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Get them out

Hot Houses

of their

with showmanship-packed,

.

.

your

into

.

COOL

Theatre

NSS COOL TRAILERS!
/

COOL

Impress upon your patrons, the

ment

.

.

.

comfort ...and fine entertain-

AIR-CONDITIONED theatre ... and
beat-the-heat ... by GOING TO A MOVIE!

offered by your

them how

to

NSS has created

show

a large variety of beautifully

COOL TRAILERS ... for every
and every thetype of COOLING system

produced

.

atre ... to

fill

.

.

your needs! Ask your

all

salesman about them ... or get

from your
.

.

.

the

NSS

local

buy several

Summer

.

.

.

exchange

.

NSS

full details
.

and then

.

and rotate them throughout

months!

V
7

IV

'

/

Use patron -pulling STANDEES
... the

colorful

DISPLAYS

.

.

beautiful

Fluorescent-lighted

that SELL

...

away-from theatre

in hotel Lobby or

store

with the
.

.

.

your Lobby, Foyer and

in

out-front ... or

.

base

Get the most out of your AIR-CONDITIONING system ... by selling
COOL COMFORT with NSS COOL
TRAILERS!

bank

.

.

.

.

.

.

terminal or

window! ASK Your NSS Salesman.

nOTfomu

SERVICE
of mewovsmr
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NO.

69.

NEW

106

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Compo Appeal Para. Enters
For 'Essential' Color TV
Rating Seen WithNewTube
Paramount Pictures jumped into
Is Studying Brief,
the color television picture yester'Timing,' Other Factors
day with an announcement by its

Coyne

May

Washington,

31.

—Odds

are that the Council of Motion Picture Organizations will appeal the
Commerce Department's action

dropping the film industry from the

COMPO

50 per cent-owned Chromatic Television Laboratories that it has developed a direct picture tube that will
and color
black-and-white
receive

transmissions by automatically tuning
themselves to either.
ture

today.

with
.

recently dropped the inlist, intended to serve
the
from
dustry
as a guide for drafting and deferring

Commerce

workers.
is about halfa brief appealing

Coyne said he

way through

and that present inare that it will be
filed. One question is whether
radio and television will appeal
—the film industry will definitely appeal if the other media
do, but may not if radio and
television don't. Another problem is the matter of "timing,"
according to Coyne.
this action,

dications

"The

intended for manpower
(Continued on page 4)

list is

CEA Tax

Proposals

To Reach Commons
Bournemouth, England, May 31.—
Officers of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association have drafted amendments to the government's Finance
Bill which will be presented in the

House

of

Commons

next Tuesday by

tri-color Chromatron pictube will work in conjunction
any of the known color televi-

The new

s
of "essential activities,"
declared
special counsel Robert Coyne

list

Albany,

May

N.

Court of Appeals

Y.,
will hear

31.—The
arguments

tomorrow morning on the appeal by
Joseph Burstyn, Inc. from the unanimous decision of the Appellate Division upholding the power of the Board
of Regents to ban "The Miracle" as

The

judges of the
attended a private screening of the Italian film yesterday at the Madison Theatre.

"sacrilegious."

state's highest tribunal

TEN CENTS

1951

UMW

ALL SET' TO

INVADE INDUSTRY
6

to Offer

IA Asks Leave
'

Appear

in

Wage

Washington, May
Alliance

of

31.

—The

IATSE

color system.

Demonstrations of the tube and receiver to date have been limited to
members of the staff of the Federal
Communications Commission and research groups of the Air Force, Navy
Limited public
and Signal Corps.
demonstrations are being planned in

By CHARLES

L.

be

Inter-

Theatrical and
asked leave to

be "all set" to make room in his
United Mine Workers union for
organized

Labor,

through

IATSE,

the

was

reported
to contest the move.
Center of the
rivalry
is
the

ready

exempted from the

1,000

-

member

Colosseum

wage freeze. Also due to appeal in
the same vein is David Beznor, gen-

of

eral counsel of the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen.
other requests from film groups

Motion PicSalesmen

ture
of

David Beznor

No

Para.'s Raibourn Paramount All Set
To Telemeter Board On Sch walbergDrive

film

salesmen,
and
the
American
Federation
of

America.

Lewis was said
made
to have

(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page b)

in

industry labor circles yesterday to

Coast international representative, both
of whom are expected to urge that
industry

FRANKE

John L. Lewis was reported

Stage Employes has
appear at coming Wage Stabilization
Board hearings on whether to exempt

the

to

Take Counter Measures

Control Hearings
national

Film Salesmen

to

Inspires

from wage control the film industry
and other industries whose prices are
statement by Richard Hodgson, Chro- free from control.
The IATSE will be represented at
matic TV president, and eliminates the
need for a mechanical rotating color the hearing by Frank Murdock, its
wheel or drum as used by the CBS general counsel, and Roy Brewer,

"a fantastically attractive" offer to the
union to induce
it to become part of UMW's so-called
unaffiliated salesmen's

"catch-all"

unit,

District

No.

50.

—

May

31.
Queried on
John L. Lewis'
Final preparations have been com- United Mine Workers has offered
May 31.— An anHollywood,
nouncement that Paramount Pictures pleted for Paramount's "Salute To Al to take the Colosseum of Motion
has acquired an interest in the Tele- Schwalberg" sales drive, scheduled for Picture Salesmen into its ranks,
meter Corp. of America and that Paul July and August, according to E. K. David Beznor, Colosseum general
Raibourn, Paramount vice-president in O'Shea, national chairman of the counsel, declined today to confirm
or deny it.
charge of television production, will be "Salute" committee.
Already on display in all of the
chairman of the new Telemeter board
was made today by company's domestic and Canadian
directors
of
The offer reportedly was made at a
David Loew, president of Telemeter. branches is a huge banner announc- secret meeting in Washington this
Loew also announced that the com- ing the drive, a 40-by-60 in color week between Lewis and David Bezpany was reorganized as a Delaware urging the support of exhibitors, and nor, general counsel of the Colosseum.
corporation with the following officers a second 40-by-60 listing the product In turning to Lewis, Beznor was said

Milwaukee,

the

Grainger Presides
'Miracle' Appeal to At Republic Meet

Be Heard Today

1,

sion systems proposed, according to a

a friendly Tory Member of Parliabesides Raibourn:
ment, it was learned here at the
Carl Leserman, executive vicepresconference now in progress.
on page 5)
( Continued
As the conference supported its tax
(Continued on page 4)

CEA

FRIDAY, JUNE

to be released during the drive. Also
ready for use by branch and division

500 Exhibitors Attend

Warner's Screenings

first day of the two"Look Forward"
day four-picture
showings of Warner's forthcomingproduct, at the New York Strand
stone Hotel.
District manager Abe Fischer will Theatre yesterday.
Following the morning screening of
head the following group of branch
Nat E. Steinberg, St. "Jim Thorpe All American," guests
managers
were served a buffet luncheon, followLouis R. F. Withers, Kansas City
Harry Lefholtz, Omaha; Paul Web- ing which they viewed "A Streetcar
Desire." This morning and
ster, Des Moines; J. E. Loeffler, Min- Named
see
will
exhibitors
the
neapolis Jack G. Frackman, Milwau- afternoon
Sam "Strangers on A Train" and "Captain
Ben F. Elrod, Chicago
kee
Horatio Hornblower."
Seplowin, Detroit.

be playing his trump card in the
Colosseum's bid for a 10 per cent-plus
(Continued on page 5)

Print Situation

On

20th

,

s

Is

Agenda

turned out for the

—

:

;

that

to

(Continued on page 5)

Some 500 theatre owners, managers
James R. Grainger, Republic sales
vice-president, will arrive in Chicago and bookers in the Metropolitan area
today to preside at the first session of
a two-day sales meeting to be held
tomorrow and Sunday at the Black-

report

At the 20th Century-FOx sales convention, to be held in Los Angeles
June 12-15, special emphasis will be
placed on the national print situation
during the four-day meeting.
Division and branch managers have
already been instructed to bring with
them all data and requirements concerning prints in their territories. Several print plans will be introduced at

;

;

;

the

session,

and

full

discussion

(Continued on page 4)

will

Friday. June
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'Caruso\ 'Riviera\

Personal
Mention
CHARLES
dent

P.

number of responsible offers for the vast music hold-

a

Warner
by
owned
Brothers Pictures, Inc., consisting of the Remick, Harms
and Witmark organizations,"
yesterday
Warner
Albert
that
emphatically
stated
these holdings are not for
sale, according to a company

consecutive year.

Charles Boyer, British actor-playwright Noel Coward, actress Agnes
director

statement.

The music publishing interests of Warner Brothers are

David W. But-

ler and Mrs. Butler sailed from here
yesterday aboard the S. S. Queen
Mary for Europe.

Aid

tographers Association for the ensuingyear.
assistant to
director of
is
due to speak
Youth Group at

Maurice N. Wolf, field
H. M. Richey, M-G-M's
relations,

Sunday before the
Washington, D.

C

scheduled to return Sunday.
•
Universal
Lipton,
A.
David

•
Paramount's Eastern
and Southern division manager, is due
for

"On

Bond Drive

Joseph L. Mankiewicz, director, is
to arrive here tomorrow by
plane from Hollywood en route to Isslated

B. Zoellner, head of Msubjects and reprints, is
leave here this weekend for
first stop on a Midwest tour.

William
due to

Omaha,

in

•

Arthur Lubin. director, is scheduled to leave here Sunday for New
Orleans en route to the Coast,
e
Pictures EastDon Prince,
ern publicity director, returned yes-

the workers' demands and a
deadlock has been reached.

For Frank Farley
Frank

Arthur

March

of

in practically every important
city in Continental Europe. In 1940 he
transferred his headquarters to Lon-

is

likely

to

Lillian,

UA

to put the picture over.

Harry Mayer Heads

$8,100 for Irish Film
"The

Hills of Ireland,"

color

film

WB N.Y.

Harry Mayer, in charge of talent
of
broke the all-time house record at the for Warner Brothers at the company's
55th St. Playhouse here since this home office" in New York, has been
theatre was opened in 1927, grossing named head of the New York story
more than $8,000 during the first and talent departments. Jacob Wilk,
week's run, it was reported by Martin formerly in the post, will go to the
Lewis, managing director of the the- Warner studios in Burbank, to assume
"Hills of Ireland" was in pro- his recently announced duties in seekatre.
It is nar- ing stories and new material for production for two years.

named chairman of a newlyestablished film industry committee to
Massachusetts Governor
Paul A. Dever's Defense Council. Also
named to the committee by Dever

work with

rated by Pat O'Brien and songs are duction.
Glassman, Rialto The- by Christopher Lynch.

were the following

Norman

C.

Lowell;

atre.

Warner

Circuit,

Melincoff,

Maxwell

Harold A. 'Kon-Tiki' Hits $6,300

Boston;

Maloney, Loew's Poli Theatre,
cester

Harry

Zeitz,

Wor-

San Francisco, May

State Theatre,
C. Lydon, Al-

;

Bedford; Frank

31.

Pictures'

Will Release
42 Shorts in '52

— RKO NEW YORK THEATRES

Mamoulian Entertained
Rouben Mamoulian, who arrived

release

:

Screens

Story Dept.

Ireland produced by Harry Dugan,

RKO

—

New

York, he
here, in
to a production post in
Paris in 1929 and in this capacity created production departments for the

survived by the widow,
is
formerly Paris editor for
Vogwe and Harper's Basaar, and a
years.
half-brother, James Clayton of WashCredit for "Fabiola's" showing is be- ington. Funeral services will be at
ing attributed to local ballyhoo, a pat- St. Hugh's Church, Huntington Stais following in other cities tion, Long Island, tomorrow morning
tern
where the film is showing. Main em- and interment will be at St. Charles
phasis is to put on local showmanship Cemetery, Pinelawn, L. I.

reap one of its
best opening weeks in two-and-a-half

May 31. — M. J. Mullin,
New England Theatres,

will

Chicago, May 31. Milt Sherman
has been appointed advertising manager of the Radiant Manufacturing
Corp., makers of Radiant Projection

department

production

the

Joining
of

to that another $3,500 gross for

Victoria

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Time producer, will discuss the curduring the 12-month
rent literary scene Tuesday on CBS. 42 short subjects
•
period commencing Sept. 1. The total
Pictures di- is the same as for 1950-51.
Terry Turner,
The 1951-52 group will be divided
rector of exploitation, is in Detroit
16 Techniinto the following series
from here.
(which will include
color cartoons
the cartoon stars, Tom and Jerry),

Sherman with Radiant

York.

Tuesday evening when the Jules Levey
presentation had an advance evening don.
showing, and it can be seen that the
Farley

MGM

Tourtellot,

New

Farley's Career

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

;

here from the Coast.

recently

until

61,

last night in

reported

"Kon-Tiki," has shown exNew
during its first week
grosses
cellent
Boslied Theatres of New England,
here, hitting
Theatre
Vogue
the
at
Harry Browning, New England
terday from Montreal and Toronto.
ton
$6,300 for its first seven days, accord•
Theatres, Inc., Boston.
ing to Irving M. Levin, divisional diAbe Olman, M-G-M's New York
rector of San Francisco Theatres, Inc.
head of music promotion, has returned

RKO

Farley,

chief production representative in Europe for Paramount Pictures and
chairman and managing director of
Paramount British Productions, Ltd.,

month opening day record at
toria
on Wednesday, according to
Maurice Maurer, managing director,
when it drew $6,100 on the holiday. company

Mullin Named Head
Of Defense Council
Boston,

is

Tomorrow

Services

Paramount
the Vic- was assigned

has been

G-M's short

Also Tops

the best figure at the house this spring.
United Artists' "Fabiola" set a 30-

COMPO

president of

tanbul.

on

the 20th Century-Fox film took in died
The first
$21,000 on Memorial Day:
Treas31.—
The
Washington, May
to be $105,000,

in

New

Orleans.

films

the top money bracket is
the Riviera" at the Roxy, where

Also

Add

Hugh Owen,

Dublin, May 31.— All theabe
will
city
tres in this
on Saturday when
closed
their staffs begin a strike for
higher wages to meet the increased cost of living. Exhibitors have refused to meet

with the third week's gross totaling
The total three-week take
$153,000.
at the Hall for the Mario Lanza
starrer is reported by M-G-M to be
At this pace the picture is
$460,500.
expected to hold for a six-week run.

Organizations.
Exact plans for industry cooperation
probably won't be ready for another 30
to 60 days, according to Coyne, who
today attended a major treasury bond
meet in a dual capacity of
representative and Treasury bond adthe
viser. Coyne was a key man in
Treasury's World War II bond program. Today's meeting was attended
by representatives of over 100 groups,
and was briefed by top government
officials on the need for the bond drive.
The meeting will conclude tomorrow.

Pic-

Dublin Theatres

"The Great Caruso" continued its
smash run at Radio City Hall with
$28,000 recorded on the holiday and

week's total

tures Co. vice-president in charge of
advertising and publicity, is due to
arrive here Monday from California.

to leave Jacksonville today

high-grossing

of

trio

ury Department will ask the aid of
exhibitors and other branches of the
film industry for another big savings
bond drive starting in September, according to Robert Coyne, special counPicture
sel for the Council of Motion

Philip Gerard, Universal Pictures
left
Co. Eastern publicity manager,
here last night for Detroit and is

Draw Big

that the paying public will still turn
out in record numbers to see the films
that catch its fancy.

U. S. Seeks Industry

mount News,
dent of the Los Angeles Press Pho-

exhibitor

A

'Riviera'

representative of Parahas been elected presi-

Strike Closing

Broadway proved over Memorial Day

Greenwald,

Sanford

Colonel

West Coast

headed by Herman Starr and
are combined in the Music
Publishers Holding Corp.

9

Broadway Grosses

ings

presiTheatres, will

head the Los Angeles Community
Chest as chairman of the publicity and
information committee for the third

Moorehead,

'Fabiola

"Although there have been

SKOURAS,

National

of

Warners to Retain
Music Companies

1951

1,

produced by Fred Quimby six "Gold
Medal Reprint Cartoons," in Technicolor, produced by Quimby; 10 "Pete
Smith Specialties," and eight "FitzPatrick Traveltalks," also in Technicolor. All will be one-reelers
;

New York

Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH

in

Dorothy

re-opening
of the Rodgers and Hammerstein stage

KIRSTEN

to attend the

"Oklahoma," which he directed, was given a cocktail partyyesterday by Lynn Farnol. Among the
guests were Richard de Rochemont,
Dan Lang and Mrs. Lang, Geoffrey
Hellman and Mrs. Hellman, Howard
Cullman and Mrs. Cullman, Laura
Hobson, Richard Rodgers and Mrs.
Rodgers, David Kapp, Kenneth Ives,
Red Kann, Margaret Ettinger, Henry
Dreyfus, Mrs. Alison Bisgood and
Arthur Altschul.

musical,

^saye

Blanche

Jarmila

-

THEBOM

NOVOTNA

Color by TECHNICOLOR
An M-G-M Picture
plus Spectacular
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Fabulous

THE MIGHTIEST, MOST MAGNIFICENT

SCREEN SPECTACLE EVER MADE

.

.

YORK
WITH A FABULOUS
HOLIDAY OPENIHG AT THE
VICTORIA THEATRE!
Vft

FABULOUS "fABIOLA"
FOR FABULOUS RETURNS
THRU

Friday, June

Motion Picture Daily
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JVEWS
in Brief

Reviews
-

-

-

He Ran

|~"\es Moines, May 31.— Ways to
VJ stimulate the box-office will be
explored at a one-day meeting of the
Allied Independent Theatre Owners of
Iowa-Nebraska on Tuesday here at
the Ft. Des Moines Hotel.
•

Memphis, May
ers Association of

All the

NPA

the Hotel
a convention June
Gayoso here, Jay Sotoman, president,
at

Way

May 31.— OfNational Profilm
Authority's
duction
branch have expressed alarm
at the slowness with which
Washington,

of Chattanooga, has announced. There
will be a board meeting on the evening of June 13.

•

of the

ficials

(Bob Roberts— United Artists)

PRODUCER BOB

are coming in
film industry firms for
third quarter allotments of
applications

from

aluminum and copper
the Controlled Ma-

steel,

under

terials Plan.

counterpoint characterizations by veteran supporting players
portrayals
Wallace Ford and Selena Royle and young Bobby Hyatt, whose
life.
as
real
are
son
as
and
mother
of father,
With its setting in the semi-slums of. a big city and its dark theme intertwined with sweating panic and alarmed desperation, "He Ran All the Way
would appear to have what it takes to hypo grosses at metropolitan theatres.

with

Alarmed Over

Lack of Applicants

ROBERTS, director John Berry and scriptwriters Guy
Endore and Hugo Butler have fashioned a taut and engrossing film from
family
a novel by Sam Ross about a hoodlum-murderer and a workingman's
nights.
and
days
agonizing
two
for
apartment
their
own
he held captive in
robber who
Superlative performance by John Garfield, as the panicky hunted
romantically conthe
playing
Winters,
Shelley
and
policeman,
has killed a
distinguish this unrehevedly somber offering
31.— Theatre Own- fused daughter of the family,
And the star's acting is matched
melodramas.
crime
of
run
general
the
from
Tennessee will hold
24

1951

1,

The plan goes into

sharp

effect

but midn'ght today
was the deadline for appli-

July

1,

NPA film officials said
that barely a handful of applications have come in so
far, and urged all industry
firms desiring to come under
the CMP plan to get their applications into the mail immediately.

_

cations.

however, that the picture would have the same effect at
box-offices.
rural
and
small-town
Thurman Hetzler, 23, manager of
excitement every foot of its unfolding, the film opens with
with
Bristling
Warners' Capitol Theatre here until
payroll guard
Garfield, a nervous and incompetent thief, robbing a warehouse
his induction into the Army, is rean officer in the process. He runs from the scene to a
down
shooting
and
ported missing in Korea. He was
worker on a
public swimming pool where he meets Miss Winters, a bakery
with the 112th Infantry Division of
and invites
background,
his
unaware
of
him,
to
fancy
day off. She takes a
the 28th Division.
him to take her home. There, amid the family circle, his identity is exposed
•
harboring
and he proceeds forthwith to terrorize the girl and her folks into
The New York offices of Filmack, him until he can arrange an escape from the city. As the story nears its
Chicago producer and distributor of stinging- climax, Miss Winters, shy with boys and imagining herself in love
screen trailers, are now at 630' Ninth with Garfield, shops for a car for him with some of the money he has stolen.
as her father, Ford,
Avenue, in the Film Building.
In the end the disillusioned girl shoots Garfield down
Washington, May 31. Exhibitors
darkened streets.
the
•
in
duel
gun
to
a
hoodlum
the
hysterically challenges
with
complaints about illegal theatre
excellent
with
mood
tragic
somber,
took
Nat Liebeskind, who recently
James Wong Howe's lensing heightens the
building may now get faster action by
over operation of the University The- effect. Paul Trivers was associate producer.
taking their protests to National Proatre in the Bronx, has closed the
Running time, 77 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Charles L. Franke duction Authority regional and district
theatre and withdrawn from its opera- j u y 13
offices instead of to Washington, acSidney,

O.,

May

31.

—

Private

It

is

less

certain,

NPA

Field Offices

Hasten Complaints

—

1

j

tion.

•

Hollywood, May
Kramer Co., which

31.

—

Stanley

releases through
Columbia, has opened negotiations with
Edward Dmytryk for his services to
subjects have
direct three pictures.
been specifically chosen for Dmytryk
to direct if negotiations are consum-

No

mated.

Warner's Strand Theatre here has
closed for "several week" to per
mit the extensive new wiring needed
for the installation of theatre television
equipment. Reports that its stage show
policy will not be renewed could not
be confirmed.

Columbia Pictures has concluded a
deal with Harry Popkin for the re
lease of his "The Well," and a numof pre-release test engagements
have been scheduled for August and
September, with a national release to

ber

follow later in the

fall.

"The Prince
(

Who Was A

cording to

Thief"

V niversal-Internatio rial )
QUICK rundown of
'

the elements put into "The Prince Who Was A
merThief" should satisfy most exhibitors that it is a sound piece of
Technicolor
story with an Arabian Nights motif, an eye-filling
chandise.
stars
frame adequate servings of romance and action, and a pair of young
whom Universal has gone to considerable pains to publicize in newspapers and

A

A

magazines— these are the fundamental
are Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie, and
garb of ancient Tangiers.
version, that is), it is well

And

ingredients for appraisal, lhe stars
they" do cut delightful figures in the

speaking

of

officials.

Tangiers

(this

Universal

compliance personnel, they added.

These

local offices will in

most cases

be in a position to act more speedily
on complaints about violations of
orders, it was indicated. In fact, one
compliance official said that many of

NPA

to the

improbable proceedings.

.

;

Ably directed by Rudolph Mate, this Leonard Goldstein production of a
screenplay by Gerald Drayson Adams and Aeneas MacKenzie was based on
a baby
a story by Theodore Dreiser. Curtis has the title roll. Stolen as
the
from his princely crib by an eminent thief, he turns out to be, at age 19,
handsomest most beloved and cleverest thief in all Islam (praise_ Allah !)

What follows in the story involves pretty beggar-maid Piper Laurie, seducMarvin Miller and
tive princess Peggie Castle, sinister villains Jeff Corey,
replete with
rebellion
thieves'
pearl
and
a
priceless
a
Randolph,
Donald
series of daring robberies engineered by Curtis, his foster
flashing scimitars.
all the
father, Everett Sloane, and little Miss Laurie are at the bottom of

A

Steinberg to Albuquerque
Herb Steinberg, of the Paramount
home office publicity staff, left here yes
terday for Albuquerque, N. M., where
he will discuss plans with heads of
Interstate

MPA

Executive Unit Trade Press Writers

To Meet Here Today

The Motion Picture Association of
one halfpenny or one farthing on
committee is due
all admissions, which is handed over America executive
to meet here today with Eric Johnston
to a production pool.
The CEA voted to lift its ban on the in attendance. The group, which is
dues
U. S. film, "Love Happy." The ban expected to reassess the
had been imposed during the Palestine structure, postponed the meeting from
controversy because of Ben Hecht's last Monday.
Johnston's attendance will be "unofparticipation in the film's production.
ficial," since the Economic CooperaBen Hecht was one of seven writers tion Administrator has been on leave
and
presidency
who worked on the script of "Love from the
government.
Joyce
the
loan"
to
"on
Lester
Cowan,
to
Happy," according
He said yesterday that O'Hara, who has been serving as exthe producer.
in JohnWilliam Gell's Monarch Films holds ecutive officer of the
the
the distribution rights in the United ston's absence, also will attend
Kingdom and that the film will go meeting. The executive committee is
into general release there immediately. made up of company presidents.
of

MPAA

MPAA

MPAA

Circuit

for

the

mid-June

premiere in that city of Billy Wilder's
"Ace in the Hole."

COMPO

CEA Tax Proposals

that the government is determined to reclaim the Eady Plan as
an integral part of the film industry.
The plan involves a levy on exhibitors

compliance

the protests now coming in to Washworth mentioning that art directors Bernard
ington are being referred back to the
Gausman
Herzbrun and Emrich Nicholson and set decorators Russell A.
regional and district offices.
backgrounds
glamorous
and
exotic
becomingly
contributed
and Otto Siegel

doings which, incidentally, provide as many chuckles as they do thrills.
As a matter of fact, what is decidedly appealing about this picture is that
and does not seek to have the audience accept
it never takes itself seriously
frolic in balloon pants and spangles. Look
it as more than a good-natured
(Continued from page 1)
for good business with this one.
Running time 88 minutes. General audience classification. For July release.
committee's report that the Treasury's
C. L. F.
plan for higher admission taxes is inbecame
unacceptable,
it
adequate and
clear

NPA

said there are now compliance
staffs in all 13 regional offices and in
some of the 100 district offices. Eventually, all district offices will have

They

Appeal

(Continued from page 1)

and that's not too vital now,"
declared. "But it's the kind of
action that might make a precedent
and that we can't let go unanswered."
only,

he

Coyne said he discussed the matter
detail today with Motion Picture
Association of America vice-president
Joyce O'Hara, and that he intended
in

On RKO Promotion

COMPO

editors will join an to" take it up with other
Radio committee who will judge member organizations one by one in
the promotions of exhibitors in the the near future. When Commerce first
New York area for $1,500 in prizes dropped the industry from the list,
for the best exploitation on "The O'Hara had indicated that
would appeal, but some feeling later
Thing."
They are Walter Brooks, director developed that perhaps the appeal
more effective coming
be
of "The Round Table" of Motion Pic- would
ture Herald; Chester Friedman, editor from an organization representing all

Trade paper

RKO

MPAA

:

"The Showmandiser"
Mel Konecoff, associate

of

Exhibitor;

Ralph

of Bo.v office
editor of The

Cokain,

branches of the industry.

Coyne,

for a Treasury bond
will take time out toto discuss this and other mat-

of Showman' s Trade Reviezv, morrow
and Alan Ames, associate editor of ters with
editor

The Independent Film, Journal.
Barret McCormick, director of
vertising, also will judge.

here

managing drive meeting,

S.

ad-

National

thority film chief
He will return to
the day.

Production

Au-

Nathan D. Golden.
New York late in

Friday, June

1,
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UMW-Colosseum

Para.-Color
{Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

30 days, Hodgson explained in a statement.
The idea for the design of the tube
was conceived by Dr. Ernest O. Law-

pay raise under a new union contract.

rence, inventor of the atom-smashing
Cyclotron and a Nobel Prize winner.
He is, in addition to being director
of the University of California's ra-

diation laboratory, a director and consultant with Chromatic TV.

tiate fairly.

Other Scientists
Other

scientists

;

of the

company.

is carried on in Calidevelopment takes place
at Chromatic's laboratories here. Production facilities are set up in Connecticut where the Chromatron tube _is
currently on a pilot production basis.

While research

fornia, design

(Continued from page 1)

and Eugene

Paramount

J.

studio

tary-treasurer.
vice-president

Zukor,

Leserman
of

who

is a
secre-

executive,
is

executive

Benedict

Bogeus

Productions.

The Telemeter system is described
a "home box-office, attachable to

as

any television

set."

'IA'

ident of the

IATSE,

is

reported to

have learned of the Lewis-Beznor conference, and has urged the distribunegotiating group not to let
tors'

UMW

Lewis, according to informed industry labor officials, "has been trying for years to
get a wedge into the motion picture
achieve

goal.

its

industry."

A

majority of the members of the
committee, it was indicated, have agreed with Walsh and
now are prepared to offer the salesmen's union a $7.50 per week raise.
not make the offer, however, unless there is unanimity on it
One or more memin the committee.
bers are described as "unalterably opposed" to offering the Colosseum more
than a five-dollar increase. With the
$7.50 would go a one-dollar a day
raise in on-the-road expense allowBeznor has indicated in the
ances.
past that a 10 per cent pay hike would
amount to nine dollars since the aver-

now

Hollywood, May 31.—The Hollywood AFL Film Council has
voted to file petitions with

Asks Leave
(Continued from page 1)

had been received at a late hour today. Technically, requests to be heard

were due

in

by today but

said that any

cials

WSB

requests

offi-

received

in the next day or two probably would
be accepted.

Indications were that neither the
Motion Picture Association of America nor Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers would ask to be

hearings, by a special six-man
panel, are slated for next Tuesday
and Wednesday. After the hearings,

is

the Wage Stabilization Board
seeking the exemption of studio labor from wage controls
on the ground that the industry's prices are exempt from
limitation. The petitions are
to be acted on at a June 5-6
panel.
meeting of a
Nearly all AFL studio unions
have contract negotiations

WSB

coming up

this year.

The

briefs

Radio Campaign

Is
MP- Set for Para.'s 'Ace'

can be submitted through June

There were indications that
and other groups would have obAn extensive radio advertising camservers at the hearings and then file paign has been set for Paramount's
briefs if they felt that this was indi"Ace in the Hole," in 104 key cities
cated as a result of testimony at the in 41 states and the District of Cohearings.
lumbia, according to Jerry Pickman,
15.

AA

Paramount's national director of ad-

Might Avoid Hearing

distributors'

age salary for salesmen

To Seek Exemption
From Labor Controls

heard.

Meanwhile, Richard F. Walsh, pres-

They may

Para.-Telemeter
ident,

IATSE Reaction

on Chromatic TV's

research staff include Dr. Louis AlDr. Edward
varez, nuclear physicist
McMillan, also a nuclear physicist and
co-discoverer of plutonium, and Dr.
Andrew Longacre, a pioneer in radar.
It has been reported that the group
of scientists own the other 50 per cent

'Offer'

The

contract negotiations collapsed
recently when the distributors' negotiating committee refused to agree to
more than a five-dollar-per-week pay
hike, whereupon B.eznor filed unfair
labor practice charges against the
companies with the National Labor
He alRelations Board in Chicago.
leged that distributors refused to nego-

5

One

industry

official

explained that

vertising-publicity.
More than 1,500 spot announcements
will be sent over 154 stations through-

groups might be avoiding
the hearing on the theory that they out the country, he

he

felt film

said.

do not want to take the risk of stirIf too many
ring up the status quo.
for
groups are exempted from wage con- Lease
A long term lease for the Avon
trol, there might be pressure to end
the price control, exemptions for those Theatre here for the pre-testing of
Thus, it might be better television and radio programs has been
industries.
for the film industry to remain sub- concluded by Berk and Krumgold,
ject to wage control and retain its theatre realty specialists, in associaThe
This official tion with Joseph O'Gara, Jr.
price control exemption.
pointed out that under a WSB inter- theatre will be reopened soon by the
pretation, Hollywood guild workers briefs can be submitted through June
$90
are getting just about their pre- Schwerin Research Corp., it was announced.
freeze wage schedules anyhow.

Avon

TV

Paramount executives here said that per week.
they knew of no immediate plans for
Some time ago, it is understood,
Telemeter to market Beznor approached Walsh with the
utilizing the
Paramount films on television.
proposal that the Colosseum become
A"
Y. Frank Freeman, vice president affiliated with the IATSE. The "I
in

charge of the studio, said that the president, however, rejected the pro-

felt it advisable to invest in a device that might one day
prove "extremely profitable." There is

company had

no prospect in view of marketing Paramount pictures on television or of
making pictures at Paramount for
he

"I
however, that we will
pictures for television."
television,

said.

cannot
never

say,

make

Forms Telemension Firm
Hollywood,

May

31.

—Formation of

the Telemension Syndicate of AmerSteve
ica has been announced by
Macey, head of the organization which
stations
will develop and lease to
the "Telemension (suspended image
system."

TV

Schwalberg Drive
(Continued from page

1)

managers are special "Salute" letter
heads and envelope stuffers.
To be held as a personal tribute to
A. W. Schwalberg, president of Para-

mount Film Distributing Corp., the
drive was generated by the field sales
force at their recent convention in
New York. No money prizes or other
inducements are being offered.

*Did
You

-

Know

'
'

Has Moved
It*

substantial,

it

was

said.

i

POTENT BOXOFFICE

Walsh Unavailable

— says The

learned yesterday
whether Walsh now is prepared to
give the Colosseum membership in the
"IA" as a means of thwarting the aim
attributed to Lewis.
The possibility that the Colosseum
It

could not be

either the American Fedwas reLabor or
ported by Motion Picture Daily on
May 10. Beznor had indicated he
would confer on Colosseum problems
with both Lewis and William Green,

would join

UMW

eration of

AFL president. It is understood that
he has met only with Lewis and no
longer plans to confer with Green.
The

distributors'

negotiating

com-

mittee, headed by Bernard Goodman
of Warners, has been representing the
following in connection with the Co-

Paramount,
negotiations
losseum
20th Century-Fox, Columbia, WarPictures. Reners, Universal,
public and Loew's.
:

RKO

Print Situation

JAN

(Continued from page 1)
take place on their feasibility of operation in the country's varied distribu-

FILMACK<

.

oosal on the ground that a membership of 1,000 "who are scattered all
over the country" was not sufficiently

J

New York
J
Plant?,/

STERLING

tion areas.

Basic objective of the round-table
discussion on print problems will be
to give increased service to the exThe print
hibitor and his playdates.
situation will come early on the agenda
in order to place newly devised plans
in work as soon as possible.

HOLE
from

reaching stardom

in

"fine performance"

—Variety

PARAMOUNT

Exhibitor
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Surveys

Equipment
Requirements
Fabian Launches Inquiry
As an Aid to Suppliers
In conjunction with preparations
its annual convention to be held

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, JUNE

4,
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Concise

and
Impartial

TEN CENTS

Decree Gives 20th-Fox

Two Years for Divorce
Warner Brothers No

Skourases Heading Picture,
Theatre Firms; Set 100 Houses for
Outright Divestiture, More Conditional

Six-Month Profit
Is $3,82 7,000

Bar

to

—

Washington, June 3. A proposed consent decree calling for
divorcement of 20th Century-Fox into new picture-producing and
ers of America has launched a surWarner Brothers reports a net prof-i theatre-owning companies, along with substantial divestiture by the
vey of its memof $3,827,000 for the six months
it
theatre firm, was revealed by the Justice Department over the
ber theatres to
This compares
ended last Feb. 24.
determine their
with a net profit of $5,897,000 for the week-end.
needs in terms
corresponding period of the previous
The decree will be presented to the New York statutory court
of maintenance,
year.
for approval on Thursday at 4 P.M.
for

here in the

fall,

me

safety,

the Theatre

Own-

r

Film

chandisand

stage
equipdrive-in
ment for the
coming year.
survey,
The
ing,

which

being

is

conducted
by
ll

c

i

o

Si

a n,

H.

Fa-

general

nvention

chairman,

theatre admissions;
eliminating inter-com-pany transactions, for the six months
ending" Feb. 24, 1951, amounted to
$57,143,000, against $64,800,000 for the
corresponding period last year.
The net for the six months ended
last February is equivalent to 56 cents
per share on the 6,772,000 shares of
common stock outstanding, while the
profit for the corresponding period of
rentals,

sales, etc., after

Si

H. Fabian

(Continued on page 2)

in be-

TOA

research committee,
half of the
for the purpose of giving equipis
ment suppliers "the chance to estimate what the industry's needs will
(Continued on page 4)

MPAA

Invited to
Join in New York
'P.R. Program

A.

J.

O'Keefe Joins

Gamble Enterprises
O'Keefe, former assistant gem
eral sales manager of Universal, has'
joined' Ted
R.
Gamble, head of
Gamble Enterprises, in an executive
capacity in connection with operation

Al

J.

of the latter's expanding theatre
terests in Southern California.

in-

'Miracle' Appeal
Fights Censorship
And Regents Board

ture Exhibitors of Greater New York
participate in its
to have the
institutional advertising-publicity program and its plans for a motion picture exposition tentatively set for next

MPAA

Albany, N.

Y.,

June

— The

Court

of Appeals on Friday heard arguments
by Ephraim S. London, counsel for
Joseph Burstyn, Inc., and Charles A.
Brind, Jr., counsel for the State Board
of Regents, on Burstyn's appeal from
the appellate division decision that the
Board had authority to revoke the li"The Miracle" on the
cense for
grounds it was "sacrilegious."
London challenged not only the
right of the Regents to reverse the
State Education Department's motion
(Continued on page 2)

20th-Fox Divestiture,
As Proposed by Decree

of the
sion.

of divestiture of

Bell

Gardens:

Fox or

California.
or product limitation for
or Alpha.
Alcazar
Bell:

Towne.

Charles
Skouras, president of National
Theatres, as head of the new
theatre company, since nowhere
does the decree ban such a
choice.

A special provision declares
that Fox and National theatres
have assured the government
that the partnership agreement
splitting the earnings of Spyros,
George

and Charles Skouras
has been ended, and states that
"Charles and Spyros Skouras
are hereby enjoined from entering into any similar agreement." George Skouras is president of Skouras Theatres Corp.

Francis Harmon,

:

Grimm, chairman tional divestiture
Commerce and Industry Divi- Kern and Rex.

new

and

(Continued on page 2)

Washington, June

Schwalberg Heads
Palsy Drive Here

Peter

company

film

About 100 theatres and theatre sites
would have to be divested outright in

2>.—Follozving 'are the tozvn-by-town divestiture proviIn all cases where condisions of the proposed 20th Century-Fox decree.
tional divestiture is noted, divestiture depends on one or more of several
conditions: that there is no independent regularly playing first run, that there
spring.
National Theatres' houses playing first run, or- that independent
The invitation was extended at a are too many
operators unth suitable theatres for a, particular run do not get a chance to
{Continued on page 2)
bid for the films for that run. In the' latter case, N'T is usually given a choice
of divestiture or taking a product limitation:
Arizona: Globe: Alden or Globe. Yuma:
Yuma or Lyric. (Purchaser to have choice tional divestiture or product limitation for
Yuma is designated under another de the U. Ci
if
Beverly Hills: Conditional
which says that within
provision,
cree
divestiture or product limitation for the
A. W. Schwalberg, president of four months NT shall designate three cities Wilshire.
Brawley:
Conditional
divestiamong Yuma, Santa Paul, Calif., ture or product limitation
for the BrawParamount Film Distributing Corp. from
Montrose or Walsenburg, Colo., Helena, ley and the Circle.
Conditional
diveswill serve as chairman of the motion Mont., and Alliance, Neb., where purchaser,
titure or one other theatre if the prodpicture distributors committee of the is to have choice of theatres.)
uct limitation is taken on the Brawley
California: Anaheim: Fox or Anaheim, and more than one National theatre in
1951
Cerebral Palsy Society New
Bakersfield: Condition Brawley plays first run.
months.
three
within
Burlingame:
York City-wide campaign, it was anCondi-

nounced by

Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president, could continue as president of the

3.

'

The executive board of the Motion
Picture Association of America took
under advisement at the weekend an
invitation from the Joint Public Relations Committee of the Motion Pic-

Highlights of the divorcement
features require
stockholder approval within 90 clays and actual
divorcement within two years of the
New York court's approval.

Berkeley:

Condi-

Garden.

two

Conditional divestiture of
theatres in either

additional

(Continited on page 4)

up

to

Burl-

Quits
The

MPAA

111,

Post

resignation of Francis S.

Har-

mon, vice-president of the Motion Picture Association of America, because
of ill health, was announced here Friviceday by Joyce O'Hara,
president, at a meeting of the board.
In accepting his resignation, the board
"unanimously expressed its appreciation and gratitude for the many valuable services rendered by Harmon

MPAA

not only to the Association but to -the
motion picture industry as a whole,"
statement.
said an
Harmon joined the association in
1937 as an executive assistant.

MPAA

Monday, June

Motion Picture daily
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20th-Fox Decree

Personal
Mention
KAUFMAN,

OU

rector

Warner The-

advertising-publicity,

of

provision in the proposed
20th-Fox consent decree says
that within two years Fox
must sell the Roxy Theatre in
cial

Paramount's

Pickman,

1951

20th Must Sell,
Lease Roxy: Decree
Washington, June 3.—A spe-

(Continued from page 1)

J.
\
1~J a tres department executive, is in
Cleveland from New York, returning
here the latter part of the week.
•

Jerry

4,

dileft

Coast
here over the weekend for the
late
here
return
to
due
is
He
studio.
in the week.

•

three months to two years. In another
50 localities, divestiture of theatres
would be conditioned on whether independent competition was available
over the next five years. In still another 100 or more localities, the theatre

company would

either have to di-

vest a theatre or take a limitation of
60 per cent of the product of the eight
majors for the particular run if an
independent with a theatre suitable for
that run could not get films. Finally,
of
in about 15 situations, divestiture

theatres is conditioned on whether Fox
operates more than a particular number of theatres in a specific run.
The trade practice provisions of the
decree are virtually identical with
those in the Paramount, Warner and
Picdecrees with one major excepWilliam Zimmerman,
Zimmerman
a new "moveover" provision.
tion
Mrs.
and
attorney,
tures
a
this provision, whenever an infrom
Under
today
here
are due to return
dependent complains that he is adfive-week trip to Europe.
•
versely affected by a moveover policy
Universal vice- in a theatre in which the new theatre

B. Zoellner, head of MG-M's short subject and newsreel
projected trip
sales, has cancelled his
have started
to the field which was to
today.

William

RKO

RKO
:

enjoined from most pooling and profagreements,
and
leases
it-sharing
owning theatres jointly with other
Paramount case defendants, acquiring
any interest in any theatre with an
actual or potential independent, and
operating, booking or buying features
theatres through any
agent known to be also acting for any
other exhibitor.
New theatre acquisitions would be
barred with certain exceptions. Until
divorcement and divestiture are carried out, theatres could be acquired to
replace theatres destroyed or conpurposes
non-theatrical
to
verted
leases could be renewed or enlarged
and theatres could be acquired with
court approval to replace theatres
where leases cannot be renewed. After
divorcement and divestiture, theatres
can be acquired only under the first
two conditions, except with court approval.
for

any of

has
president and general counsel,
turned here from Europe.

re-

company has an

or lease the theatre without any profit-sharprovisions.
ing or control

However,

National Theatres
could be the lessee. The decree provides that Fox "shall
entertain a reasonable offer
at any time" for sale or lease
of the Roxy.

its

Most of the theatres to be diand whenvested are to be sold within
ever the Justice Department decides
two years, but in some special
•
and notifies the theatre company that
cases time limits of three or
restrains
six months are stipulated.
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., M-G-M this moveover policy unduly
company must end the
producer, plans to return to the Coast competition, the
With respect to up to any 12 of the
policy within 30 days or go to court
tomorrow with his wife.
theatres to be divested, the decree
•
against the Justice Department's rulAdolph Schimel,

New York

interest,

'Miracle'

Appeal

(Continued from page 1)
picture division approval of films
the first time this had been done since
the division was established in 1927
but also the constitutionality of a "sacrilegious" ban and constitutionality of
motion picture censorship.

common directors, officers or
employes, and that "each corporation
shall be enjoined from attempting to
control or influence the business or
operating policies of the other by any
means whatsoever."
have no

Within three months from the time
provides that if National cannot sell Fox disposes of its interests in Naon reasonable terms, it may, with tional Theatres, any employe owning
court approval, lease or sublease the more than one-half of one per cent of
theatres to a company which is not a the common stock and any officer,
diFollowing Divorcement
Paramount case defendant or affiliated rector or agent of one company must
M-G-M's
of
Blanchard
Dorothy
have either sell or trustee his
due to
After divorcement, the new film with one. No such lease could
stock in the
studio publicity department is
any profit-sharing feature, and Na- other company. The trustee would
barred from en
9.
would
be
company
on
July
Coast
the
from
arrive here
its
required
sell
tional
would
be
to
have all voting rights for the stock,
gaging in exhibition without court
interest as soon as it can on reason- and if the owner hasn't sold the
approval, while the new theatre com
stock
within one year of the time it is
pany would similarly be barred from able terms.
Separate Letter
trusteed, the trustee shall sell the stock
engaging in production.
(Continued from page 1)
The theatre firm's by-laws must
In a separate letter, according to within six months more "on the best
board on Fri- specify that no person affiliated with Justice officials, the Justice Depart- terms procurable by him." The owner
meeting of the
become an offi- ment promises National it will not of the trusteed stock would continue
day by New York theatremen Fred J. any other circuit can
Justice DeBrandt,
without
director
Harry
cer
or
Fabian,
H.
oppose any request the company may to get the dividends.
Schwartz, S.
that in no
and
Schwartz.
approval,
Sol
partment
The decree provides that with a spemake to the court within the next
Max A. Cohen and
board meeting, event can an officer or director affili- three months for permission to buy cial exception for Spyros Skouras and
Present at the
involved in
one more theatre in Denver and an- for owners of trusteed stock, no offiwhich was interrupted to receive the ated with another circuit
an officer other in San Francisco. The reason, cer, director, agent
exhibitors for a brief period, were: the anti-trust suit become
or employe of
production
the Justice officials said, is that Fox either the picture company or theatre
Barney Balaban, J. Robert Rubin, and director. The new
would similarly is losing a theatre in Denver next company "shall have any interest
Nicholas Schenck, Joseph Vogel, Earle company's by-laws
in
Hammons, William Clark, Ned E. bar any person who is a director, offi- March and has recently lost four thea- the business or any participating dior substantial tres in San Francisco.
rectly or indirectly" in the other comDepinet, Austin Keough, Spyros P. cer, agent, employe
distribution
The decree also has a special pro- pany. The exception for Skouras says
Skouras, Leon Goldberg, John O'Con- stockholder of another
or
officer
becoming an
vision for theatres which National that for a period of one year he may
nor, Norton Ritchey, Abe Schneider, company from
subleases and must divest, and where continue to hold the shares of stock
Sam Schneider, Theodore Black, Fred director.
DuVal, Sidney Schreiber and Theothe landlord refuses to release Na- now owned or controlled by him in
The decree specifically prePlayhouses,
tional. In these cases, National can Metropolitan
dore Smith. Joyce O'Hara presided,
Inc.
and
serves Fox's right to license
own
sublease under certain restrictive con- Skouras Theatres Corp., provided that
and Eric A. Johnston "sat in."
its
to
films
distribute
and
by the end of the year the shares have
The meeting also received Arthur
ditions.
theatres for the first 12 months
L. Mayer, executive vice-president of
The decree has the usual provisions been transferred to a court-approved
from the date of the judgment
for Government inspection of records trustee "to the end that Mr. Skouras
the Council of Motion Picture Organor until the reorganization is
shall have no vote or participation in
izations, for a report on the state of
and interviewing of personnel.
completed, whichever is earlier.
and an outline of plans for
Announcement of the consent de- the management of either of such
box-office
The trade practice provisions en- cree, climaxing many months of nego- corporations." Either Skouras or the
the two-month
Sepfor
Fox and its officials and subsidi- tiations between Fox attorneys and trustee must sell the shares "as soon
scheduled
join
drive tentatively
aries and successors from minimum the Justice Department, leaves only as practicable and without financial
tember and October.
price-fixing, maintaining a system, of Loew's still in the Government's 12- sacrifice to Mr. Skouras," but in no
clearances by agreement with exhibi- vear-old anti-trust case. And Loew's event later than three years from the
granting any
or distributors,
tors
is now actively negotiating a proposed date of judgment.
theatres pot in sub- consent decree with the Government,
between
clearance
(Continued from page 1)
stantial competition, granting or en- too.
Directors of both 20th Century-Fox
the previous year was equivalent to forcing unreasonable clearance in such
Follows Pattern
and National Theatres met last week
franchise,
any
out
the
7,295,000
carrying
share
on
cases,
80 cents per
Most of the divorcement provisions to consider the final terms of the promaster agreement or formula deals,
shares then outstanding.
spokesman
posed consent decree.
The latest six-month financial re- block booking, or licensing any film of the decree are aimed at making- said tentative approval was voted by
the
and
company
film
new
the
solely
sure
theatre,,
pro"theatre
was
by
other than
port shows that $4,200,000
company are independent- both boards, contingent upon any last
vided for Federal taxes and $400,000 upon the merits and without discrim- new theatre
which might be made
ly owned and managed, and generally minute changes
theatres,
affiliated
Provision
favor
of
ination
in
liabilities.
contingent
for
before the decree is entered in New
decree
The
decrees.
earlier
the
follow
others."
for taxes was $3,800,000 and for con- circuit theatres or
ThursFox and National, their officers, provides that the two new companies York Statutory Court here on
tingent liabilities was $500,000 for the
shall day.
reorganization
from
the
resulting
also
are
successors,
and
subsidiaries
1950.
Feb.

of the
G. L. Carrington, president
the
from
here
arrived
has
Altec Corp.,
Coast.
•

MPAA

the court upholds Justice, the
theatre company must end the policy
within 30 days of the court ruling.
ing.

If

Board Meet
MPAA

MPAA

COMPO

WB

.

COMPO

Profit

A

,

six

months ended

25,
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M orison Hails Decree

20th-Fox Divestiture,
As Proposed by Decree

As Gov't Victory
Washington,

June

ingame or San Mateo. Calexico: Condi
tor
onal divestiture or product limitation
tio

Coast.
of the

San Diego Zones: Conditional divestiture
Loma,
or product limitation of the Adams,
Balboa and State. Divestiture of the North

product limitation for the Culver.
El Centra: Conditional divestiture of the
Ford City: See proviUnited Artists.

P'ark

panies.

Continued from page

Compton: Conditional dives
the Capitol.
lower.
titure or product limitation for the
Culver City: Conditional divestiture or

Fresno.:
sions relating to Taft-Ford City.
Wilson or Crest or Kineraa or Tower,
within three months. If the Tower is sold,
shall also divest under certain conditionseither the Wilson or Crest or Kinema.
Glendale: Conditional divestiture of Alex
divestiture or
Conditiotnal
or Glendale.
product limitation of one theatre in GlenConditional
Hanford: Fox or Ritz.
dale.
divestiture or product limitation on one
Hermosa Beach: See Reother theatre.
Huntington Park: Conditional didondo.
the
of
limitation
vestiture or product
Inglewood: CondiCalifornia and Lyric.
divestiture of Academy or Fifth
tional
Conditional divestiture
Avenue or Fox.
or product limitation on one theatre.
Lindsay: Conditional divestiture or prodLodi:
uct limitation for the Lindsay.
Conditional divestiture or product limitaLong Beach:
tion for the Lodi or State.
Conditional divestiture or product limitation on the Egyptian.

NT

In Los Angeles
Los Angeles: Wilshire area: Wilshire or
Uptown or Carthay Circle or Belmont.
Conditional divestiture or product limitaWestchester
tion on additional theatre.
district: Conditional divestiture or product
Los Angeles
limitation of the Loyola.
zones: Conditional divestiture or product
Florence, Gentry and
limitation of the
Divestiture of the Ravenna or
Embassy.
Conditional divestiParisian or Melrose.
ture or product limitation on the Fairfax
and La Brea. Conditional divestiture of a
first neighborhood run theatre in the FairConditional divestiture or prodfax area.
Condiuct limitation for the Westlake.
tional divestiture of the Filmarte or HollyConditional divestiture or product
wood.
limitation for the Figueroa.
Divestiture of the Arroyo or Starland.
Conditional divestiture or product limitaCondition for the Mesa and Highland.
tional divestiture for the Stadium or Lido,
or under another provision, conditional divestiture or product limitation for one of
Conditional divestiture or
these theatres.
product limitation for the Larchmont and
Divestiture of the Rivoli or
Boulevard.
Conditional divestiture or prodWestern.
uct limitation on two additional theatres
Conditional
in the Rivoli-Western area.
divestiture of the Carmel, or under another provision, either conditional divestiture or product limitation on the Carmel.
Manhattan Beach: See Rodendo. MillNorth Hollywood:
brae: See Burlingame.
Conditional divestiture or product limitation
Divestiture
on the Studio and El Portal.
Blvd.
of property located at Lankershim
and Kittridge.

Santa Monica: Conditional
divestiture of Criterion or Wilshire and/or
Santa Paula: Fox or
one other theatre.
Tower (Purchaser to have choice under
Sherman
ronditions outlined under Yuma.)
Oaks: Conditional divestiture of property

one

Broad Avenue.

ture proposal, and
tively negotiating
the government.

_

San

.

it

is

ac-

now with

TOA

sound equipment.
or Antlers or Vigilante. (Purchaser
have choice under conditions contained
If the Antlers or Vigilante
under Yuma.)
under certain condiis sold, the Marlow

Marlow
to

tions must be sold or subjected to a product
limitation. Lewistown: Conditional divesti-

Missoula:
Judith or Broadway.
Wilma.
Nebraska: Alliance: Alliance or Rialto.

ture

of

Fox

or

is sold, one
be sold under certain conditions.

fair.

Washington:

Topeka:

Boulder: Buffalo. Conditional
divestiture of the Boulder or Isis. Canon
City. Rex and Skyline. Delta: Conditional
divestiture or product limitation for the
Egyptian.
Denver: Downtown: Two of the Denver
Paramount, Tabor, Rialto and Isis. Condi
tional divestiture or product limitation on
Adjacent Areas: Esquire
one additional.
Conditional divesor Webber or Aladdin.
titure or product limitation on the Esquire
Webber and Aladdin. Conditional divesti
ture of the Welton. Denver Competitive
Areas: Conditional divestiture or product

Colorado:

(in

Durango: Kiva or Durango, with

conditheatre
additional
Fort Collins: Conditional
Florence: Rialto.
divestiture of American or Lyric. La Junta:
Conditional
divestiture or
or
Mesa.
Fox
product liimtation on La Junta. Leadville:

divestiture

of

Elks Opera House.

Longmcnt: Fox or Longmont. Montrose
Fox or Rex. (Purchaser to have choice i
Montrose designated under conditions outlined under Yuma.) Sterling: Fox or Amer
Trinidad:

Conditional

divestiture

of

Walsenburg: Fox or Rialto.
have choice under conditions
outlined under Yuma.)

Fox or

Rialto.
(Purchaser to

Idaho:
of

Caldwell:

Conditional

divestiture

American and/or Fox. Nampa:

Cond

divestiture or product limitation on
Majestic or Adelaide. Pocatello: Conditional
divestiture of Capitol and/or Chief or O

tional

pheum.
111.,

Ia.,

Conditional divestiture of JayConditional
hawk or Grand or Orpheum.
divestiture or product limitation on tne
Wellington: Conditional divestiture
Gem.
or product limitation on the Regent. WichOrpheum or
or
Miller
or Palace
ita:
Conditional divestiture of up to
Wichita.
theatres
and of the
two more of these
Boulevard.

Other States
Michigan:
pheum.

Hancock: Kerredge or OrIron Mountain: Braumart or Colo-

nial.

divesMissouri: Bocnville: Conditional
product limitation on the Lyric.
Brcokfield: Conditional divestiture or prodCape Giraruct limitation on the Degraw.
deau: Conditional divestiture or product
limitation of the Broadway or Orpheum.
Carthage: Tiger or Crane.
Excelsior Springs: Beyer or Siloam.
If
the Siloam is sold, the Beyer under certain conditions shall be sold or subjected
Joplin: Either
to a product limitation.
the Fox or Paramount; or the Orpheum,
and also the Fox or Paramount under cer T
Kansas City: Conditional
tain conditions.
divestiture or product limitation on the
Fairway.
Conditional divestiture of the
Plaza, or under other conditions, divestiture or product limitation.
Kansas City Zones: Conditional divestiture or product limitation on the Linwood.
Divestiture of Warwick or Madrid, with
conditional divestiture or product limitation
on the one retained. Divestiture of Isis or
Apollo or Rockhill with conditional divestiture of one additional theatre in this area,
conditional divestiture or product limitation
on another, and conditional divestiture or
product limitation on the Rockhill if initiDivestiture of the Circus.
ally retained.
Conditional divestiture of the Vista or GladDivestiture of Brookside or Waldo.
stone.
Conditional divestiture or product limitation
on the Lincoln. Or in lieu of all these provisions, divestiture of the Isis or Apollo;
Rockhill or Vista; Brookside or Waldo;
Warwick or Madrid; and Circus.
Kirksville: Conditional divestiture of the
Lexington: Main
Kennedy or Princess.
Mofeerly: Conditional
Street or Eagle.
divestiture of the Fourth Street or Grand.
Nevada: Conditional divestiture of Nemo
Sedalia: Conditional divestiture
or Star.
Springfield: Fox or
of Fox or Liberty.
Conditional divestiture
Gillioz or Jewell.
or product limitation for the Landers and
titure or

Aurora) and Mayan.
tional

The

Emporia: Granada or Strand. Fort
cott: Empress or Liberty.
Hays: Fox or Strand. If Strand is con-

to

Fox

the weekend.

as "confidential," call for statistical
itemization of needs with respect to
ladders,
cleaners,
carpet
curtains,
doors, popcorn machines, automatic
changemakers, soda fountains, vending devices, beverages, and scores of
other items including projection and

hawk

Bluebird,

at

(Purchaser to have choice under conditions
Beatrice: Condioutlined under Yuma.)
tional divestiture or product limitation on
Fox
or
Bison.
McCook:
the Fox.
North Platte: Paramount or Fox. This
erted to non- theatrical purposes. Fox may
retained. may be converted to non -theatrical purbe
conditions
certain
under
retained theatre
Hutchinson: Fox or Midland. Iola: Condi- poses, in which case the
must under certain conditions be sold or
tional divestiture of Iola or Uptown. JohnSidney:
product limitation.
sen County: See Kansas City, Mo. Liberal: subjected to a
National may acquire an additional 1,000Conditional divestiture of lucker or Plaza.
must
Fox
event,
the
Lyons: Conditional divestiture or product seat theatre. In that
be converted to non-theatrical purposes or
imitation on the Lyons.
Moreover, the additional theatre
old.
or
divestiture
Conditional
IViarysville:
must be sold or subjected to a product
pro-duct limitation on the Liberty. Newton:
limitation unless certain competitive condiConditional divestiture of the Regent or
Ottawa; Plaza or Webster. If the tions are met.
Chief.
New Mexico: Hot Springs: El Cortez
Webster is sold, tne Plaza under certain
Las Curces: Conditional diconditions must either be sold also or sub- and El Rio.
of
vestiture
Rio Grande or State. Las
jected to a product limitation. Pittsburg:
Vegas: Serf or Coronado.
Colonial or Midland or Cozy. Salina: WatOregon: Portland: Conditional divestiIf the Jayon or Strand or Jayhawk.
and Mayother theatre may nave ture of Paramount or Orpheum

Colorado and Idaho

limitation on the Ogden,

members

forms, which are not to be signed
since the information provided by the
individual exhibitor is to be treated

Dorado.

Kansas,

Illinois: Belleville: Conditional divesti
ture or product limitation on the Lincoln or
Illinois. Benton: Capitol or Star.
Centralia
Illinois or Grand.
Du Quoin: Conditional
divestiture or product limitation on the
Grand.
Jacksonville: Illinois or Times
Marion: Plaza. Conditional divestiture o
Paso
Uptown and two additional theatres.Condiproduct limitation on the Orpheum. Mount
Rcbles: T & D or Hiho. Pomona:
West Frank
Sunkist. Red- Vernon: Granada or Plaza.
tional divestiture of Fox or
Conditional divestiture or fort: Strand or State.
land- Loma.
theatre.
Iowa: Council Bluffs: Conditional dives
product limitation on additional
Strand.
Redbndo: Fox Redondo or Strand. Condi- titure of
theatre
Kansas: Arkansas City: Conditional d
additional
tional divestiture of an
Atchison
Hermosa vestiture of Burford or Star.
Hermosa
in Redcndo or of the
Beach. Fox or Orpheum. Chanute: Jayhawk. Con
Beach or the Lamar in Manhattan
Richmond: Liberty and the San Pablo Ave- ditional divestiture or product limitation on
Clay Center: Conditional d
product the Peoples.
nue lot. Conditional divestiture or Sacra- vestiture or product limitation on the Rex
limitation on additional theatre
Senator
ville:
Midland or Tackett.
Con
Coffey
mento: Conditional divestiture of
c.ordia: Conditional divestiture or product
or Crest or Capitol.
Dodge City:
or limitation on the Grand.
Salinas: Conditional divestiture of fcox
Conditional divestior prod- Dodge and/or Crown.
Alisal and conditional divestiture
El, Dorado: Conditional
ture of the Cozy.
theatre.
uct limitation on an additional
Bernardino: Fox or California or West divestiture or product limitation on the El

m

referred to the fact that

'

located at Langdon and Ventura BouleConditional divestiture or product
vard.
limitation on the La Reina.
Stockton: Conditional divestiture of the
California or State, or under other conditions, divestiture or product limitation on
Conditional divestiture
California or State.
National replaces the
if
theatre
a
of
Studio City: See
burned-down Rialto.
Taft-Ford City: PropNorth Hollywood.
Condierty at Main and Sixth Streets.
tional divestiture or product limitation on
Turlock
or Fox.
Turloek:
Fox.
the
Conditional divestiture
Vallejo: Valmar.
or product limitation of Hanlon or Senator.
Van Nuys: Conditional divestiture of
Van Nuys or Rivoli. Visalia: Conditional
divestiture or product limitation of the
Watsonville: Conditional divestiture
Fox.
Westwood: Condiof California or State.
tional divestiture of one theatre and/or
conditional divestiture or product limitation
on the Village or Bruin.
West Los Angeles: Nuart or Tivoli.
Wilmington: Avalon or Granada. Property
Pacific
Coast Highway and
located at

other theatre and/or condion
tional divestiture or product limitation
Conditional divestiture
one other theatre.
or product limitation on Grand Lake, if
Franklin is divested. Oakland zones: Conditional divestiture or product limitation
on the Senator, Parkway and Palace.
Ocean Park: Dome or Rosemary. Ontario:
limitaConditional divestiture or product
Pasadena: One o
tion on the Granada.
and
Academy, Pasadena, Uptown or State,
Condione of Park, Strand or Washington.
on
limitation
tional divestiture or product
of

He

1)

be so that they can plan accordingly."
Fabian mailed questionnaires to

consent decrees had already
been signed by Paramount,
Warner Brothers and RKO.
With the Fox decree out of
the way, only Loew's of the
Big Five" has not yet agreed
to a divorcement and divesti-

on the Strand.

can.

ture

1

San Diego: Conditional divestiture
Fox or Orpheum or California.

Crest or Egyptian. San Luis
or
Obispo: Conditional divestiture of Fremont
San Mateo: Regent. See also
or Elmo.
San Pedro:
provisions on Burlingame.
Conditional divestiture or product limitation

Others in California
Oakland: Central and one of Fox, Paramount, Orpheum, Grand Lake or Franklin.
divestiIf Franklin is divested, conditional

Graham

1951

Survey

(Continued from page

— H.

3.

Morison, assistant
Attorney General in charge
anti-trust Division,
of the
hailed the proposed 20th Century-Fox consent decree as
the "fourth major step" in the
Justice Department's drive to
break up the power of the
original "Big Five" film com-

(

TOA

4,

Kickapoo.

Montana:

Billings:

Fox

or

Babcock and

Lyric or Rio. Butte: Montana or Rialto or
Fox. Great Falls: Grand. Conditional diHelena:
vestiture of Liberty or Rainbow.

divestiture

of

Conditional
Bellingham:
Mt. Baker or American.
of the Admiral, Rex, Rial-

Bremerton: Two

Everett: Conditional divestiCondithe Everett or Granada.
tional divestiture or product limitation for
Spokane: Conditional divestithe Balboa.
ture of the Fox or Orpheum or State.
Vancouver: Conditional divestiture of Castle
Wenatchee: Conditional dior Kiggins.
vestiture of Liberty or Rialto.
Wisconsin: Beaver Dam: Odeon or WisJanesville: Jeffris or Myers and
consin.
Apollo. Madison: The existing interest of
National in the Orpheum, Parkway, Madison and Strand shall be terminated within
National may acquire the
six months.

to

and Bay.

ture

of

one or more of
must divest itself
Parkway or Strand. In

outstanding interest
these, but if it does,
of

the

Orpheum

or

in

it

event may it retain an interest in
more than two' of the Orpheum, Parkway
and Strand.
Milwaukee: Conditional divestiture of the
Wisconsin or Palace or Strand. Milwaukee
Zones: Two of the Shorewood, Oakland,
Conditional diJackson, East and Astor.
vestiture or product limitation on the GarDivestiture of the Uptown, Venefield.
no

If the Parkway is sold,
tian or Parkway.
the National must either sell or take a
the Uptown or Veneon
product limitation
tian if certain conditions are not met. Conditional divestiture or product limitation

Divesfor the Varsity, Paradise and Allis.
Divestiture of the Rititure of the Lincoln.
viera or World, conditional divestiture of
Kosciuszko.
Grand.
Port Washington: Ozaukee or
Stevens Point: Fox or Lyric.
Wyoming: Cheyenne: Lincoln or Paramount or Princess; and Strand. Laramie:
Rawlins: Strand or Elk.
Fox or Wyo.

the

Rock
Rialto

Springs: Conditional divestiture
or Grand. Sheridan: Orpheum

of

or

Wyo.
National represents that it has already
disposed of the De Anza Theatre, RiverSan Luis
Theatre,
O-bispo
Calif.;
side,
Obispo, Calif.; Broadway Theatre, Santa
Ana, Calif., and Valley Theatre, Menasha,
Wise.
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Labor Groups Before SupremeCourt
Launches WSB on Wage Controls Again Rejects

TV

Republic
Deal

YORK,

on the way

to a

of

Six

Washington, June

4.

— Spokesmen Ginsberg Joins NBC
In Consultant Post

hearings tomorrow and Wednesday,
and others may be added later.

The

hearings, before a special sixwill go into the question
labor in these industries
and other industries exempt from price
control should be exempt from Fed-

panel,
Mu- man
of whether

second
conse-

trust fund for musicians" in
quence of the contract which

the eral wage controls, and if not, what
union concluded two weeks ago with wage policies should be followed. It
Republic Pictures covering instrumen- is expected that the labor spokesmen
talists who supply music for sound- will argue for either exempting their
tracks of films for television, James workers from wage controls or at
president, informed least making wage controls considC. Petrillo,
the initial session of the 54th annual erably more flexible.
convention which opened yesSignificantly, no spokesmen from
terday at the Commodore Hotel here. employer groups have yet asked to be
The new fund, like the one already heard. Indications are that the emin operation, will be for the purpose ployer spokesmen
fear that a wage
musicians control exemption for too many workof providing unemployed
with work on public service projects. ers might lead to a Congressional

The appointment
berg,

formerly

c

music programs.
Republic officials

denied recently
that a contract had been made with
{Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page »;

o n

sultant

National
B roadcast-

to

ing's

was
here

by

Mc

network
announced

yesterday
Joseph H.
Con n e 1 1,

NBC

AFM

drive for bringing these industries under price controls, and do not want

Henry GinsParamount studio
of

vice - president,
general
a
as

AFM

These projects include anti-juvenile
delinquency musical classes and civic

Park-In Case

for six labor groups in the film, radio
and television fields have been listed
to testify at Wage Stabilization Board

president.

Ginsberg's ap-

pointment is on
non-exclusive
basis
and the
NBC announce-

a

Henry Ginsberg

ment said that
he would con-

tinue to be active in the motion pic(Continued on page 6)

Seen Ending Drive-in
Ramp Royalty Claims

—

U.

The
Washington, June 4.
S. Supreme Court today re-

fused to hear an appeal by Park-In
Theatre, Inc., attempting to collect
royalties under its Hollingshead drivein
patent from Paramount-Richards
Theatres, Inc., of

US

Confer; Set Formula Today

Allied of Illinois See No Decree Delay For Compo Seminar
— National Representatives of Allied States AsWashington, June
Commends 20th for Theatres
president Charles Skouras sociation, Theatre Owners of Amerthe Metropolitan Motion Picture
and attorneys for NT and 20th CenAiding 'Distressed' tury-Fox
conferred today with Jus- Theatres Association and the New

Orleans.

for
royalty
payments
under the Hollingshead patent
where such a type of parking
ramp has been used.
liable

There was no court opinion, just a
line

Skouras,

New

Industry attorneys yesterday
regarded the high court's action in again refusing to review the Park-In patent claims
as ending whatever possibility
might still have existed of
drive-in operators being held

in

a long

list of orders
(Continued on page 6)

noting

4.

ica,

tice

Chicago,

—

Allied
has commended 20th Century-Fox for
openly stating it would aid exhibitors
whose operations are in economic
trouble and face closing.
In a letter to Al Lichtman, sales
vice-president of 20th Century, Jack
Kirsch, Allied of Illinois president, to-i

June

4.

Illinois

day congratulated him and his company for publicly stating that 20th
Century-Fox would give sympathetic
(Continued on page 6)

UPT-ABC
Set

Department

York Independent Theatre Owners
Association will meet this morning at
Council of Motion Picture Organizations headquarters here to make plans
the proposed 20th- for the
seminar on produc-

lawyers,

but

both

sides refused to discuss details.
Justice Department spokesman
did say, however, that he did not ex-

A

pect any changes in
Continued on page
i

COMPO

U-I Reports the Biggest
Week in Company's History

Officers Salary Cuts Are Not

Meet with

FCC

—Top

Needed Now-Schenck
Hollywood, June
— M-G-M pro-

Universal-International's
Al Daft"
sales drive wound up with
the biggest week ever recorded in the
history of the company, including the

ducers, directors and department heads

so-called

4.

attending a special meeting with stuof United Paramount Theatres and dio heads were told that company
American Broadcasting Co. will hold president, Nicholas Schenck believes
an "informal conference" on their pro- that salary reductions are not necesposed merger with Federal Communi- sary "at this time" if all economy meacations Commission personnel late this sures compatible with the maintenance
week, it was reported here today. Sit- of quality are rigorously applied. Louis
pres- B. Mayer, Ed Mannix, Louis K. Sidting in on the talks will be
secre- ney and J. J. Cohen addressed the
ident Leonard Goldenson,
Robert O'Brien and meeting, presided over by Dore Schary,
tary-treasurer
to detail ways and means by which
president Robert Kintner.
The merger will not be put formally costs can be held at a minimum without damage to product.
(Continued on page 8)

Washington, June

4.

officials

UPT
UPT

ABC

(Continued on page 8)

6)

worldwide

"boom"

years.

—

Washington, June 4 All
applications by theatre
owners for exception or
exemption from the National Production Authority construction control
order will be processed
only in Washington, the
NPA announced today. The
applications may be filed
in NPA field offices, but
they will be forwarded to
Washington for action.
June 20 has been set for
the start of a strike
against RK0 Theatres in

Greater New York by IATSE
Theatre Cashiers Local
No. B-52, Charlotte Campbell, president of the
local,
said yesterday.
The action has been takof April.
Thirty-two countries participated in en, she added because the
the drive and of these, the following company has rejected pay
10 broke an all-time billings records
increase demands, boostFrance,
Germany, Norway, Chile,
the minimum to $31
Cuba, Peru, Trinidad, Hong Kong ing
(China), New Zealand and Australia. weekly.
U-I

said

its

foreign

drive

has

proven an exact counterpart of the
last domestic drive, its last seven days
proportionally matching the all-time
record breaking week of domestic
sales in the United States at the end

:
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Motion Picture Daily

Grosses Spotty;

CAM

$42,000 toTabiola'

O

KATZ

Stanley

of

Productions

is

Kramer

I

due to arrive here

from the Coast this week following a Screen
trip.
stopover in Chicago en route,

e
Business at Broadway first-run boxwith
has been chosen
spotty,
DeMille
be
Cecil B.
offices continues to
excel- by Sigma Tau Sigma, national social
grosses at some houses in the
markedly science honorary society, as recipient
fent catgory but with others
A holiday last Wednesday of its annual award to an American
sluggish.
have_ shown
compensated for a rather slow Sunday, whose work and influence
social sigthe
to
beneficient
crowds
drew
outstanding
an
a warm day that
-

beaches.

.

f^EORGE
VJ president

„,•

DEMBOW

Parade

vice-

charge of National
back from a European

in

sales, is

VOR THE

*

•

Stone, secretary to William
C. MacMillen, Jr., Pathe Industries

a

American troops landing in Germany, the North Pole flight and a
wide assortment of other subjects are

an emergency appendectomy performed last week.

treated in current reels. Contents fol-

•

World
No. 45
faces crisis over Iran's .oil. U. S. planes
blast reds in Korea. Korea jet ace returns
home. U. S. troops land in Germany. Flier
crosses North Pole. Annapolis hails color

Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, left here last night for Cincinnati and Indianapolis and. is schegiving duled to return here by the end of the
weeks week.

Jules

president of
the Georgia Theatre Co., has received
a commission as an admiral in the

Georgia Navy issued by Gov.

Herman

Talmadge.

E.

G.

appointed American correspondent of
Les Cahiers du Cinema., a new French

•

in

—

;

^golf tournament ends in tie.
506,000 see English derby. Indianapolis
race.

Women's

girl.

auto

Weinberg has been

...

:

Over

•

Herman

„
MOVIETONE NEWS,

low

William K. Jenkins,

Nevertheless, "Fabiola" is
best first
the Victoria one of its
for
months, with $42,000 estimated

in

long

tion.

Hosfrom

president, is recuperating at the
pital for Special. Surgery here

FIRST TIME

time, not a single newsreel
continuity starts off with the Korean
situation as the subject of picturisa-

Ruth

nificance.

With the Strand closed, the Rivoh
Mayshuttering today, and with the
playing reState
Loew's
and
fair
seems to be
issues, the summer lull

F.

1951

Newsreel

Personal Mention

B'way First-Run

5,

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. 279—North
Korea Reds get terrific blasting. First jet ace home. New zoo baby.
Magicians' convention. Women golf champs.
Pole

flight.

Robert Benjamin, president of the
on motion pic- Indianapolis auto classic.
American J. Arthur Rank Organiza monthly publication
tures.
will
trustee,
tion and United Artists
evening showing.
•
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 82— SpeedEngland with
smashed. Fourth division troops
•The Great Caruso" is showing eave here by plane for
Wolf,
of M-G-M's exhi- way mark
Maurice
1
Friday.
Ha
on
land in Europe. Single engine plane comMrs. Benjamin
stamina at Radio City Music
division, is scheduled

The figure inthe opening period.
the preview
cludes $3,500 taken in at
.

_

bitor relations
o
pletes polar flight. Flowers go to milady's
a fourth
with $135,000 expected for
before the Rotary Club head. Navy news items. Great day for the
today
speak
Alto
of
gross
comptroller
s
week
Walters,
E. Z.
week—the first time the
Irish in derby.
since the tec Service Corp., is in New York in the Bronx.
has dipped below $150,000
•
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 22-B — U.S.
Also attracting a good from the Coast.
film opened.
has resigned as builds European army. Cameramen at work
Marshall
Hal
•
Roxy,
the
cross is "On the Riviera" at
in Korea. Reds lose control of 755 Italian
in Washfor the
Bob Wile, Universal Pictures ex- special field representative
cities. Sherman testifies. U.S. Ambassador
where $75,000 is reported due
Pictures.
Paramount
ington for
heads the ploiteer, has left here for Detroit.
to Russia visits Berlin. ECA aid for Indosecond week. Mimi Benzell
•
•
China. Al Jolson memorial canteen. Fireshow.
stage
Roxy's
Alfred Hitchcock, producer-direc- men's follies in Florence.
Levey producer, has left here
Jules
"Cargo" Holds Up
tor, is here from Hollywood.
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 461— Planes for
for Cincinnati.
!

1

I

,

:

"Sealed Cargo"

is

holding up in

!

the Paramount, where

second week at
a satisfactory $45,000

is

in

prospect

ine
week.
for a second and final
toHollywood Story" will open there
tor
Go
fair is
only
Doing
morrow.
about
Broke" at the Capitol, with
second week.
$40 000 estimated for a

26 Lippert Films to Cooperative Ads
CBS for Television Up at 20th Meet
Hollywood,

4— Robert

is

on stage.
"Goodbye,

An-

My

Lippert

has

little

in

its

holiday gross

Another
off-Broadway house, the Trans Lux
52nd Street, reports that "Teresa" is

just

a

little

under $10,000.

!

I

Work Abroad

,

,

.

I

,

.

.

.

Special territorial requirements in
regard to media, space and type of advertising will be detailed so that campaigns may be designed to appeal on

widened basis.
will be discussions also of
the use of television as an advertising- media in those areas with recent
stations.
installations of
Campaigns scheduled to be pre-

a

Max Rothstein, vice president of the company, will accompany
Steiner abroad.

inal story.

considerably

There

4 File Percentage
Actions in Dayton
—

84-

planes hammer Reds. Annapolis June week.
Jet ace comes home. Bastogne remembers.

TV

sented

at

the

NEW YORK THEATRES

meeting include those

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

"David and Bathsheba," "DeciBefore Dawn," "Take Care of
"The Frogmen,"
Little
Girl,"
My
hold.
4.
Universal,
Dayton, O., June
The city's sole roadshow film, Loew's, Warner, and 20th Century- "Mr. Belvedere Rings the Bell" and
"Tales of Hoffman," is also down Fox each filed a separate percentage "Meet Me After the Show."'
from its usual near-capacity gross, suit in Federal Court here. Samuel
with $12,500 estimated for a ninth Levin, Allen Levin and Louis Levin Set 'David' Plans
At 20th-Fox Meet
week.
as well as several theatre-operating
"The Thing" left the Criterion last subsidiaries were named defendants.
Decisions affecting the special hannight after a successful five-week run,
theatres involved in each suit dling of Darryl F. Zanuck's "David
The
with the final eight days dropping are the Sherwood Drive-in in Dayton and Bathsheba,'' as well as the release
down to a $10,500 gross. "The Red- and the Stardust Drive-in and Ski-Hi of "Decision Before Dawn," produced
head and the Cowboy" will open there Drive-in in Springfield, O.
by Anatole Litvak and Frank Mctoday.
Recovery is sought in each suit for Carthy in Germany, will be key points
damages resulting from alleged under- on the roster of topics to be discussed
Acquires Another
reporting of receipts on percentage at the 20th Century-Fox sales convention in Los Angeles next week.
"Chicago Calling," an Arrowhead pictures.
Zanuck- will show both pictures to the
Cincinof
DurSeasongood
and
Paxton
Productions film starring Dan
delegates during the four-day conferyea, Mary Anderson and Gordon Ge- nati are attorneys for each plaintiff
ence being held June 12-15.
counsel.
of
Stein
and
Sargoy
UA
with
for
release.
acquired
bert, has been

tapering off to a little under $5,000
for its ninth week, but the film will

No.

Germany. Korea

•

ninth week but a good
bringing the figure to

is

in

Reds swamped in Italian elections. Bronx
gorilla. Tie in women's golf
and cooperative advertis- zoo gets baby
tournament. Indianapolis classic.
;t
Si
ing- campaigns for theatres will be a
major point on the agenda of the
20th Century-Fox sales convention to
Steiner to
be held in Los Angeles June 12-15.
Following the presentation of adJoseph Steiner, president of Broadvice-president cast Pictures, -disclosed here yesterplans
by
vertising
Charles Einfeld and his department day that he will fly to London late
heads, study will be made of the na- this month to make arrangements to
in confer- produce "Investigations, Ltd.," in its
picture
tional advertising
r
«=
r
eiice with the assembled division man
entirety in England. Elias Joseph is
agers and branch heads.
now doing the screenplay for his orig-

AFM

a

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
Fourth division lands

National

L.
deals

June
completed leasing
other newcomer is
whereby CBS-TV in New York, and
a
Fancy" at the Holiday, where
KTLA here obtain 26 Lippert films,
for the
healthy $15,000 is reported
theatrically released in the 1946-1949
"Valentino" is beginning period, with the right to televise each
first week.
with $18,000
to lag a bit at the Astor,
eight times in their own areas during
estimated for its seventh week.
the next two years.
"Smugglers Island" is finishing, a
The same films have been leased, on
^un.o g u.
two-week run at the Rivoli today with tne
vvui\-i v, Chicago.
to WGN-TV,
nasis, to
the same basis,
The house Prices reportedly paid to Lippert for
$9,000 for the final stanza.
period. 1 he
is closing for an indefinite
three areas are $70,000, $69,000 and
for
Transactions
£4obe expects a moderate $7,000
$67,500, respectively.
final week;, of "Inside entail Lippert's -compliance with the
tfie second' and
;v ,M v
the/ -Walls, ''of rFolsorri Prison"
James Petrillo formula requiring reopens there on Saturday.
scoring and a payment of five per cent
"Kon-Tiki," which has been haying of the gross receipts into the
an excellent run at the Sutton, slipped fund.

Les Brown's band

Korea.
Thailand. Annapolis June week.
Polar flier. Jet ace. Magicians' convention.
$100,000 rookie. Indianapolis speedway.

its

for
sion
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National
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Review

Pre- Selling

Show Boat

Tennessee Censor
Board Not Wanted
Knoxville, Tenn., June 4.
Tennessee Legislature
last January passed a local
act providing for the Knox
County Motion Picture Board
of Review, naming a local
minister and six others to the
board, However, the board is
yet to organize, meet or review a single picture. The
law provides fines of froni
$100 to $500 and a j ail" sentence of 10 to 30 days for any
theatre owner showing a picture banned by the board.
R. L. Broome, Jr., direct representative
from Knoxville
county and who sponsored the
measure, now admits that
there is apparently little or
no demand for censorship.

ft

The

(Metro-Go Idwyn-M ay er

RUDY
United

LEE,

six-year-old

star
for

of

A

Artists' "Queen
Day" has been selected as "Child of
the Year" in conjunction with the
.celebration of Children's Day on June
9.

it

was

announced

by

George

J.

Parents' M'agah
tine and chairman of the Children's
Day National Council. Details of the
award are carried in the June issue
of the magazine, currently on newsstands. Official presentation of the silver cup was part of the Mutual
Broadcasting System's Coast-to-Coast
Day" broadcast last
"Queen for

Hecht,

publisher

of

A

Friday. -The motion picture, based on
three short stories by Dorothy Parker,
Faith Baldwin and John Ashworth,

has also been selected by June Cosmo:

politan magazine as the best drama of
the month, and cited by Louella Parsons for qualities which she says
make the- film a standout.

David A. Lipton, vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity
for Universal Pictures, who is cur-

New York

a series
rently in
of conferences on promotions for
coming attractions, states that his
company, in 18 months, has sent 70
different stars, featured players
and personalities, either singly or
in groups, to 117 different key and
sub-key cities and towns to support
for

promotion campaigns on 29

differ-

S

HE

perennially popular "Show Boat," a classic among musicals, has
been brought to the screen again by M-G-M in a .manner that demonstrates the superb technical advances of motion picture and proves again the
mastery of the medium in presenting a colorful spectacle of song, dance and
nostalgic narrative.
Kathryn Grayson and Howard Keel are in splendid
voice for their romantic leads as the show boat girl married to the river
gambler, and Ava Gardner registers the hit of her career as the sultry songstress and erring woman, Julie. Add to these top names the sparkling comJoe E. Brown as the
edy dance team of Marge and Gower Champion
plus a
S. S. Cotton Blossom's master and Agnes Moorehead as his wife
host of others and it can be readily seen that producer Arthur Freed did
not stint in the use of talent,
'

I

;

;

Nor

did Freed and his staff stint in the use of lavish sets and painstakthat utilize Technicolor to the utmost in creating
mood
Above all, "Show Boat" is remembered for its songs,
and director George Sidney has made the most of Jerome Kern's music
and Oscar Hammerstein's lyrics. From the time the film opens until the
last fadeout, the songs and music pour out in full-throated chorus or tender
solos and duets. The exhibitor can be assured that any audience will sit
enraptured from the time Miss Grayson and Keel sing "Make Believe" until
the last swelling chords of "01' Man River" are heard. The latter number,
which a showman may think has been sung to death, is given a .thrilling
rendition by William Warfield, a newcomer to the screen. His performance
brought down the house at the theatre where the picture was previewed f6r
the trade and canny M-G-M, which knows a good thing when its heard,
has an encore already a few feet farther along in the reel.

ingly

contrived scenes
and atmosphere.

W

S-u rye

i-1 1
^

m

Holdings Abroad
'

>

<.

1.\

*

:

,
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Washington, June 4.—The Com-

Lee Mahin, wisely understates the straight nar- merce .Departme.pt..
.disclosea that ..the
and instead the effect of the familiar music is. first
post-war census of American diheightened by sets and color camera work that evoke a romanticized image rect investments abroad is now
linden
of a sentimental era. Everyone connected with the production is entitled to way and all firms and
individuals, intake a bow for preserving the familiar elements of the musical and yet cluding all those in the motion picture

The screen play, by John
rative of the original story

Charles Rosher,
to the film the freshness of a new creation.
director of photography, and art directors Cedric Gibbons and Jack Martin
Smith deserve special commendation.

bringing

Others in the cast are Robert Sterling, Adele Jergens, Lief Erickson,
Frances Williams, Owen McGiveney, Regis Toomey and Sheila Clark. Ben
Feiner, Jr., was associate producer and Robert Alton arranged the dances.

ent pictures. Tomorrow, the press
in New York will meet Universal's
Running time, 108 minutes. General audience classification. For July
young stars Piper Laurie and Tony release.
Vaughan O'Brien
Curtis, on the second lap of their
16-city personal appearance tour.
Leon Bamberger is sending out 700
During their week's stay in New
York, the pair will meet a stiff personal letters over the signature of
schedule of television and radio ap- Robert Mochrie, sales vice-president
Radio Pictures, to the secremagazine for
newspaper,
pearances,
and syndicate interviews. Next taries of leading tennis clubs throughout the country as a pre-selling camstop: Boston.
Arthur L. Mayer, executive vicepaign for "Hard, Fast and Beautiful"
president of the Council of Motion
which is the story of a young tennis
Picture Organizations, has written for
More than 1,500 spot announce* player who is groomed into interna- the June issue of Harper's Magazine
mcnts will be- heard over 154 radio tional stardom by her scheming, soan article which discredits those who
stations in an extensive campaign! for cially and financially-minded mother
"pay
lip
service to the movies but
letthe promotion of Paramount' s new and a smart promoter. Mochrie' s
don't pay admission."
the
publicising
film
the
of
requests
result
ter
Hole"
as
a
picture, "Ace in the
Under the title "Myths and Movies,"
of a tieup effected with Royal Des- to tennis club members.
Mayer chides those who read books
•
serts.
The one-minute spots feature
about motion pictures, attend lectures
Jan Sterling and sign-off with a refHundreds of requests from show- about them, and disparage them at
erence to local piaydates. Scheduled men are flooding into 20th Century- cocktail
parties but do not attend them.
for July, the cooperative campaign Fox from all over the country for the Such people have
a "second-hand apsupplemented with special six different free recordings to plug
will
be
proach" to films, he contends.
packaging to carry Miss Sterling's "On the Riviera" in radio spots and
"Their talk," he writes, "is reminpicture on millions of boxes of Royal on disc jockey shows. More than 350
iscent of the answers to questionnaires
Desserts. Jerry Pickman, national di- transcriptions have been sent, and as
circulated by public opinion researchadvertising-publicity
for long as the supply lasts, subsequent
rector
of
ers concerning double features. InvariParamount, has announced a huge run theatres may obtain the records ably these
indicate an overwhelming
campaign of national advertising for upon application to the Pressbook sentiment
against two pictures for the
"It
is
product.
company's
new
the
Editor.
price of one but exhibitors who seek
•
our intention," he says, "to make
to
operate
single
feature
theatres
every moviegoer in the country, as
Currently, 20th Century-Fox is in competition with doublejeopardy
conscious
and
well as every exhibitor,
of advertising for somnambulists,
houses quickly discover that this is
our product with concentrated pre- if you can produce a doctor's cer- double-talk."
selling long before and current with tificate to prove that you really
Mayer also attacks those who claim
theatre piaydates."
walk in your sleep, you will learn that foreign films are far superior to
something to your advantage by American. The current crop of books
communicating with H. A., in care about films and Hollywood is also
The current Collier's, now on of 20th Century-Fox, 444 West 56th attacked by Meyer.
sale, has a fine, full-page-full color Street, New York. It all indicates
picture of Jan Sterling, and a story that some exploitation stunt is Circulate
Seadler Article
of the attractive starlet by Thomas cooking up for the opening of "Half
Urging
Answers
to Critics
here
F. Brady, who is also Hollywood Angel" at the Roxy Theatres
An article by Si Seadler, M-G-M
correspondent for the New York soon. In this Technicolor comedy,
Times.
The full-color page is a Loretta Young gets into all sorts advertising manager, calling on all
stopper, and the publicity break of romantic complications because film industry personnel to answer inshould do as much to make friends of her proclivity for pedestrianism dustry critics, is being distributed to
and influence people for the films in while supposedly sound asleep. It all branches of the. business by the
Council of Motion Picture Organizageneral as it does for Miss Sterling has possibilities for promotion.

Mayer Criticizes
Critics of Films

RKO

in particular.

U. S,

Walter Brooks

tions.

with such 'investments
returns by July 31.
The census is mandatory.
Forms
and instructions are available from the
and'" allied fields

must

file

Department's Office of Business Economics or from Commerce Department
field offices.
Direct investments are
defined to include business enterprises
outside the U. S. or its possessions
substantially controlled by U. S. resi-

dents.

Each person having an interest in
such an investment is required to file
separate reports for each controlled
enterprise or for each country in which
the foreign organization operates.

Interment Thursday
For Stanley Gosnell
Stanley

Gosnell,

42,

manager

of

Loew's Uptown Theatre at Toronto,
died suddenly Sunday night of a heart
attack, the company reported here
yesterday.
Gosnell joined Loew's in

1928 as manager of Loew's ValenBaltimore.
Subsequently, he was
assistant at Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh

cia,

;

Loew's State, Cleveland, and Loew's
State, Boston.
He was made manager of the Uptown in 1941.
Funeral services were held yesterday morning in Toronto, with burial
in

Baltimore

widow and two

on

Thursday.

The

children survive.

Ira Beck to Warner
Ira D. Beck has been appointed
manager for Warner Brothers in Colombia, where the company maintains
offices in Bogota, Cali and Barranquilla, according to an announcement
by Wolfe Cohen, president of Warner

Brothers International. Beck,
places

Henry Ronge,

who

resigned,

re-

will

have headquarters in Bogota.

Academy

Reelects

Hollywood, June

—

4.
Charles Brackets president, and all other incumbent officers of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences were
reelected by acclamation at a meeting
here of the Academy board.

FORREST TUCKER HARRY CAREY,
•

WARPATH
in

Color

by TECHNICOLOR
with

POLLY BERGEN
I

•

JAMES MILLICAN

•

WALLACE FORD

DIRECTED BY BYRON HASKIN

Story and Screenplay by Frank Gruber

•

Produced by Nat Holt

1
Jr.

It's

the 6 -months

quality-quantity
product with the
boxoffice

lift!

*

HAIWAIUS'*~

THATS MV BOV

HUGH SANDERS
JOHUMcfHTlRE'fOM HARMON
And

introducing

Directed by

£VD\E

WM WALKER

Associate Producer,

Story and Screenplay

— CY HOWARD

15

f
Big business with blazing action in today's
hot-spot, China!

HAL WAUIS'
CORINNE EDMUND

PRODUCTION STARRING

JOSEPH

COTTENCALVET BWENH
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High Court Quits

Washington,
preme Court put

June

4.

off until

—The

Chicago Swings to

Normal Once More

Warpath
(Paramount)
production, "Warpath," earns a major place in the current
lavish
cycle of Indian pictures. Packed with action, splendidly mounted
Technicolored outdoor scenes and Indian settings, skillfully directed by Byron
Haskin for maximum impact at the climax, the film follows the pattern of
O'Brien, Dean J agger
its kind yet manages to escape the stereotype. Edmond
and redhaired Polly
leads,
in
the
admirably
cast
and Forrest Tucker are
Bergen carries off the sole feminine role with honors. Exhibitors can count
bring in the action-minded patrons and all who like a colorful
-

Su-

i

October ac-

'AT HOLT'S

Chicago, June

m

"»

appeal from
the New York Statutory court decision giving him two years in which to
Theatres stock.
sell his trusteed
The court quit for its summer vaca- on this one to
tion without any action on the Hughes' pageant of frontier days.
_
It will not meet again until
appeal.
The story centers around the Seventh Cavalry, a unit of Custer s command,
the first Monday in October and won't but author Frank Gruber wisely avoids a re-hash of the famous'last stand
act on any pending cases until the by engaging his characters in a battle apart from the massacre. O Bnen is an
who
second Monday.
ex-captain who joins the Seventh after an 11-year search for bandits
week-end killed his sweetheart with a stray bullet in a bank holdup. He knows his
the
over
Meanwhile,
Hughes filed with the court a brief men are with the regiment but at first has no idea that they are Tucker,
opposing the Justice Department's mo- his domineering sergeant, and Jagger, the post storekeeper. Miss Bergen,
tion to affirm the New York court or- Jagger's daughter, at last learns that her father and Tucker are the men
The government's argument, O'Brien is seeking but she fears that O'Brien's obsession will blight the love
der.
Hughes declared, "suggests no justi- he feels for her.
fication for the fact that under the orWhen Tucker realizes that O'Brien has guessed his identity, he deserts
der appealed from, appellant (Hughes) and Harry Carey, Jr., the commanding officer, sends O'Brien with a detachwould be deprived of some millions of ment to guard an eifiigrant train. Jagger, also fearful of O'Brien's vengeance,
dollars of property without his con- joins the train with his daughter. The trip, enlivened with fine shots of an
Tucker,
sent, and without lawful justification Indian village, ends with the capture of the principals by Indians
sacrifice who
and
therefor."
courage
redeeming
with
he,
is
and
it
prisoner
too is a
Tucker's act drives
enables Miss Bergen, O'Brien and Jagger to escape.
warn Custer ot
vengeance from O'Brien's mind and Jagger goes on alone to
earns a comwho
O'Brien,
falls.
he
presumably
the massed Indians, where
together.
mission, and Miss Bergen can then look forward to life
of Indian encounters
A lively pace is maintained throughout, with a number
large
effectively used to carry the mam story line.
tion on

Howard Hughes'

RKO

.

.

.

For Breach-of-Pact
— Suit has been
Chicago, June

.

A
and barrack-room brawls
Paul hx as two
and
Ford
Wallace
with
competence,
with
performs
cast
imposing as the
is
privates deserving special mention. Chief Yowlachie
,

4.

filed in the Supreme Court of the Sioux leader.
State of New York by Henri Elman
Running time, 95

Agnew,

audience

...

classification.

„.

a
For August
.

,

'

and Motion Picture Sales Corporation for alleged
non-performance of contract Elman

was
it
that
claims
Enterprises
granted exclusive Chicago area disPicture
tributorship of all Motion
Sales releases for a period of five
years dating from March,

time

payment

They

Elman

allegedly

1950.

made

At
a

of $10,000 to secure the deal.
further claim that distribution

rights to the features

"Volcano" and

sold to EagleLion in direct violation of this pact.
Through its attorneys, Lorenz,
Finn, and Nobilette, Elman Enter-

"Wicked City" were

prises
of the

General

release.

Casanave

Charles

that

._

minutes.

is

'

asking specific performance

contract or $150,000 damages.
Eagle^Lion, which allegedly was
Elman's contract with
of
notified
while negotiating for distribution rights to the two pictures, and
United Artists, which has taken over
the Eagle-Lion, also are named.

MPS

Park-In Appeal
(Continued from page 1)
the appeal would not be heard.
This is the second loss Park-In has
suffered in the Supreme Court. Once
before it tried to get the high court
to hear a case against E. M. Loew's
Drive-In Theatres, Inc., but the court

that

refused.

4.

— Bargain

prices

apparently are. not the answer to the
The first
current box-office slump'.
break in the South Side price war
came today as Richard Salkin, general manager of the Jackson Park,
revealed that he is reinstating that
theatre's normal scale of 40 cents
afternoons, 60 cents evenings and children 20 cents.
The price "war," which has threatened to engulf the entire city, fol-

Elman Sues M.P.S.C.

Enterprises, Inc., against Neil

1951

Ticket Pricing In

Reviews

Without Acting on
Hughes' Stock Sale

5, r

lowed a drastic cut by the Jackson
Park to 2'0-cent matinees and 40-cent
evenings, with children nine cents at
all times.
With the Jackson Park the
key theatre in the situation, local exhibitors can look forward to a restoration of normal scales in houses which
have cut to keep their prices competitive.

Allied of Illinois
(Continued from page 1)
attention to theatres in trouble and
that if a plea for a rental cut would
help a distressed exhibitor and was
found justified that company would
help.

over,"
country
the
"Exhibitors
wrote Kirsch, "can take encouragement from an article appearing in a
recent trade paper wherein you were
reported as stating that 20th Century-

Fox would

cci
± i/t* *Feel"
/is You
uuuy As
As
/±s Young

give sympathetic attention
to all theatres in trouble and that if
a plea for a rental cut would help a

J.

(20th Century-Fox)

Monty
WITH
Jean

Hollywood, June 4 distressed exhibitor and was found
justified your company would not turn

Woolley, Thelma Ritter, Constance Bennett, Allyn Joslyn,
David Wayne, Marilyn Monroe and Albert Dekker turn-

a deaf ear."
Peters
Trotti demonstrates here,
Continuing, Kirsch wrote, "Recenting in tip-top performances, producer-writer Lamar
34th Street," that when the ly another company (M-G-M) anas was done by the same studio in "Miracle on
and the nounced such a policy of helping discomedy form is employed to make a serious point both the form
Superficially, and most tressed -situations, which was warmly
audience.
the
with
along
beneficiaries,
are
point
Big Business
welcomed by the members of our oramusingly this is an up-to-date family-type comedy in which
over commercial con- ganization, and I take this opportakes a ripe ribbing and the homey virtues win out
proof of the tunity of congratulating you and your
Basically, however, it's a compelling document in
siderations.
65th birthday is company for coming out publicly in
contention that arbitrary retirement of workers on their
these assuring exhibitors that every effort
Blended admirably in a suave and smile-studded script,
bad policy
give
a will be made to keep their theatres
to
certain
picture
amusing
soundly
ingredients combine to make up a
minutes.
open whenever and wherever the need
its
of
70
account
box-office
gcTod
Jones' comprehending direction, Woolley plays a handemploying
press operator who, finding himself automatically retired by his
company at 65, decides to do something fundamental about the company rule
Investigating, he learns that the company is a
which has ordained it.
barely
remotely controlled affiliate of Consolidated Motors, whose president
knows of the printing company's existence and who is unknown to the printWoolley masquerades as the absentee president,
ing company's executives.
orders the 65-year rule abolished,
visits the print plant on a tour of inspection,
making
a Chamber of Commerce speech
it,
planning
without
and winds up,
the
which crashes front pages across the nation, confers great honor upon
hapWhat
zooming.
stock
Consolidated
sends
and
impersonating,
he's
man
after that is to be seen, not synopsized. It is plenty.

Under Harmon

pens

Running

_

time, 70 minutes.

General audience

classification.

William

June
R.

release.

Weaver

Charges 'Atom Man' Skouras, Justice
(Continued from page 1)
Plagiarized Cartoon

Park-In brought the current suit in
1947 for royalties under the HollingsAn action charging copyright inhead patent. The lower courts ruled
filed in U. S. Disagainst Park-In on the ground the fringement has been
Columbia Picagainst
here
court
certrict
that
in
patent had been misused
by Phillip Plotkm,
tain restrictions were put in the li- tures and others
alleges that an illuscense, and Park-In asked the high cartoonist, who
character
he registered in 1945
court
trated
court to overturn the lower
as "Atom Man" was plagiarized by
verdicts.
Para- the Columbia serial, "Atom Man vs.
appeal,
In contesting the
mount-Richards said the patent in- Superman," released last year.
Louis D. Frohlich of Schwartz and
volved expired May 16, 1950; and that
Columbia counsel, said rights
Frohlich,
invalid
held
in any event, it had been
title were obtained from Nain the earlier Loew's case. Moreover, to the
a defendant
the circuit said, the lower court de- tional Comics, also named
"follow the well-established in Plotkin's action, and RKO theatres,
cisions
which exhibited the serial.
principles affecting patent misuse."

Fox consent decree. He would not
discuss whether Skouras had asked
for any last minute changes. "I assume
the decree will go into court Thursday
as we announced last week, and that's
all I'm willing to say," he declared.

arises."

am greatly concerned," he went
"with the number of theatre closings that have taken place in the past
few weeks and I am hopeful that this
same spirit of assistance, to stem any
further closings, will be shared by the
"I

on,

other film distributors."

Promote Don Mack
Don Mack has been promoted to
Chicago regional television sales manager of Filmack Trailer Co., it was
announced here.

Ginsberg Joins

NBC

(Continued from page 1)
ture industry. He will act in close
association with John West,
vice-president in charge of West Coast
operations, and presumably his headquarters will be in Hollywood.

NBC

Ginsberg has

been

identified

with

the motion picture industry for the
'Trio'
past 30 years and was Paramount's
Paramount will generally release vice-president in charge of studio pro"Trio" during June, it was announced duction and operations for 11 years
Previby A. W. Schwalberg, President of until his resignation last July.
Paramount Film Distributing Corpo- ously he was vice-president and genRoach and
ration. The W. Somerset Maugham eral manager of the Hal
organizations.
film was produced by J. Arthur Rank. David O". Selznick

a June Release
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8

London, June 4.— Following
the decision of the Bournemouth conference to intensify
the campaign against the proposed admission tax increase,
the Cinematograph Exhibipresented
Association
tors
a public petition signed by approximately 4,000,000 persons
to Parliament today.
Amendments to the Finance
Bill which would negate the
government's proposals and
would put in effect a new
method of fixing the entertainment tax scale yearly are
up for debate in the House of

Commons tomorrow.

"Four

Renews
Campaign on FCC's

TV Licensing

Jeep"

in a

— United

Artists)
of the strained relations that exist today between the U. Sy
Britain and France on the one hand and Russia on the other, this Lazar
Wechsler production recounts the activities and adventures of four soldierpatrolmen each from one of the four countries in the international zone of
The four make the Jr daily rounds of the city in a jeep,:
post-war Vienna.
and it is immediately apparent that the American, played by Ralph Meeker,
and the Russian, Yoseph Yadin, have tio liking for each other.
The producer of "The Last Chance" and "The Search" filmed his latest
principally in Vienna's streets, which means that there is evident here that
documentary-type verisimilitude for which Wechsler is noted. This factor,
and the marquee attraction offered by star Viveca Lindfors are the primary
exploitables, but there is something to be said, too, for Meeker, a former
stage actor, whose blunt-talking role here conceivably could lead to a success-

SYMBOLIC

—

—

;

ful

career in Hollywood.

spotlights the anxiety and harassment undergone by a Viennese housewife, Miss Lindfors, following the
escape of her: husband, Hans Putz, from a Russian prisoner-of-war camp.
Meeker, reflecting typical American willingness to help a lady in distress,

The screenplay by Richard Schweitzer

finds himself in constant conflict with his Russian colleague, who is intent
on trapping the husband when he arrives in Vienna. This moderately-paced
offering takes on genuine excitement when the wife and husband attempt
ta escape the Russian when he traps them in the recesses of a bombed-out
building, while Meeker seeks to engage his jeep companion in hand-to-hand
Competent in supporting roles are Michael Medwin as the British
combat.
patrolman, Dinan as the French soldier and Paulette Dubost as the latter 's
unpredictable wife'. Direction by Leopold Lindtberg and photography by Emil
Berna are good.
Running time, 97 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Charles L. Franke
Aug. 24.
,

—

Toronto,

Pafamount's
June 4.
three-day Canadian sales convention
held here at the Royal York Hotel,
With
concluded over the weekend.
Gordon Lightstone, Canadian general
manager, presiding, the delegates heard
A. W. Schwalberg, Paramount Film
Distributing Corp. president, declare
his confidence in the ability of Paramount to meet any challenge the future might present.

Policy

(Lasar Wechsler

_

Para. Ends 3-Day
Canadian Meeting

1951

E. R. Holtz

Reviews

4-Million Petition

Against U.K. Tax

5,

•

"The Texas Rangers"
(Edward Small Productions-Columbia)

1

POST-Civil War

Washington, June

4.

— Detroit

ex-

renewed his
appeal to the Federal Communications
Commission to backtrack on its recent
hibitor E. R. Holtz today

report on licensing policy.
Holtz, who has wired the Commission several times in protest against
the report and who has made one
previous visit here to confer with

FCC officials, met today with FCC
general counsel Benedict Cottone. After a lengthy session in which Holtz,
president of the Riviera Annex Theatre Co., outlined to Cottone some of
the simple economic facts of the motion picture business, the FCC official
asked Holtz to follow up his arguments later in a written statement.
letter from T. J. Slowie, FCC
secretary, revealed that only one television station now in operation is licensed directly to a film producer,
Paramount Television Production's
Los Angeles station. And, the letter
from Slowie to Holtz said, Paramount
is also the only major producer with
station now
an application for a
pending. Other pending applications,
the letter noted, are from Mary Pickford Rogers and Bing Crosby. "If
that's all the producers in television
or asking to get in," Holtz declared,
"the report certainly does a lot of
shouting over nothing."-

A

TV

lawlessness that flowered in the Southwest again provides the basic material for this Edward Small production which uses
Producer
In his address he stressed the im- Supercinecolor and action aplenty to concoct a superior Western.
solid producjportance of Paramount's new monthly Bernard Small and director Phil Karlson give the familiar story
(Continued from page 1)
"Merchandising" bulletin which, he tion values and a hard-riding, fast shooting cast backs them up.
tribute to the Texas Rangers, the picture tells of the exploits of ranger
said, "will serve a very useful purpose
which includes celebrated outlaws before the Commission it has been reas a clearing house for ideas and sug- George Montgomery, who captures a gang
ported, until stockholders of both firms
gestions to help promote the best in- like Sam Bass and the Sundance Kid. Montgomery and Noah Beery, Jr.,
approve the deal.
prison
paroled
the
state
they
from
so
cavalrymen
are
Confederate
former
terests of our customers.
Justice Department spokesman
can join the Texas Rangers in their all-out war against the state's leading
Jerry Pickman, national director of
joins the gang, pretending he has reverted to crime. said today that the anti-trust division
Montgomery
outlaws.
advertising, publicity and exploitation,
He helps them plan a $1,000,000 train robbery and though his plans go is "keeping an eye" on the proposed
urged the Canadian men to join his
he succeeds in the end, with but minor help from the other Rangers, UPT-ABC merger, but he refused to
awry,
department in a drive for maximum
amplify on the statement, or give any
rounding
up the entire gang.
in
publicity on every release. He briefed
Schayer's screenplay, from a story by Frank Gruber, includes a details as to what investigation or
Richard
the delegates on the advertising and
dash of romance with the infrequent appearances of Gale Storm, a news- study the Department is making of the
exploitation plans envisioned for forthOthers in the cast are Jerome Courtland, William Bishop, deal.
coming productions. Oscar Morgan, paper publisher.
Litel, Douglas Kennedy, John Dehner, Ian MacDonald, John Doucette,
John
general sales manager of short subThe United Paramount Theatres
Jock O'Mahoney, Joseph Fallon, Myron Healey, Julian Rivero, Trevor Barjects and Paramount News, noted that
board of directors will meet here todette, Stanley Andrews and Edward Earle.
there would be a total of 58 one reel
Running time, 68 minutes. General audience classification. June release. morrow to act on the proposed merger
shorts, 34 of which would be in Techand to set a date for a
with
nicolor, and 52 issues of Canadian
board
stockholders meeting. The
Paramount News. He then detailed
has already approved the deal but no
the plans already set for the "Salute
meeting date for its stockholders has

Set Meet with

FCC

A

A

'

ABC

Republic,

To Al Schwalberg"

i

j

,

of the highlights of the threeday meeting was a special luncheon
held in honor of Schwalberg and attended by exhibitors, exhibitor organization executives and members of the
trade press.

(Continued from page 1)

but Petrillo told the convention that a deal concluded with the

to risk losing their price control ex-

AFM,

company

calls for

to the

mu-

sicians of five per cent of the gross
of old pictures sold to TV, if the
films contain music, and payment of
regular musicians' scales if those films

are provided with

Compo Seminar

payment

new music sound-

tracks.

The

(Continued from page 1)
tion problems scheduled for July 23

25 in Hollywood.

president reported that
a percentage of the gross of Republic
films shown on television will be paid
into a new musicians' trust fund. The

put on such payments, he
The meeting was called to complete added, is $25,000 a year.
an agenda for the round-table confer
Republic's aim in the negotiations
ence and set up a formula of represen
was to pay a flat sum to the
tation for the various exhibitor groups in connection with the sale of films
that will send delegates to the sessions. with
music to TV, according to
Two weeks ago, the seminar was post- Petrillo.
The contract which was
poned from June 11-12 to provide time signed, however, conforms more to
for the exhibitor groups to consider the union's aim
"fresh
getting
at
those two items.
work" for the musicians, the
Trueman T. Rembusch, Allied presi- president said, since old sound tracks
executive can be dropped in favor of new ones
dent; Gael Sullivan,

AFM

AFM

TOA

COMPO

W.

COMPO

Robert

special counsel,
Coyne,
will be among those on hand for today's meeting.

been

emptions.
The employer organizations are expected to have observers
present, however, and may file written briefs later. Such briefs can be

up to June 15.
Labor spokesmen who have asked to
be heard and have been listed for the
hearings are
Frank Murdock, genfiled

set.

'Bowery Boys' Series
Bought by Monogram
Hollywood,

June

4.

—Monogram

acquired independent producer
Jan Groppo's "Bowery Boys" series,
which it has distributed for the past
six years, together with his contracts
eral
counsel of the IATSE
Roy
with Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall,
Brewer, representing the IATSE in
and will continue the series under its
Hollywood; Robert W. Gilbert, for
own administration. Grippq, who will
the
Film Council George Helretain his rights in pictures previously
ler, executive secretary of the Telefilmed, plans to reenter production
vision Authority
A. Frank Reel of
under other auspices following a Eurothe American Federation of Radio
pean vacation.
Artists, and David Beznor of the Colosseum, of Motion Picture Salesmen.
and Woodruff Randolph of the InterIndications are that all the film
The
national Typographers Union.
union spokesmen will be heard tomortwo public members of the panel had
row afternoon.
been announced previously.
The Board also named the other
members of the six-man panel which
Starr to
will hold the hearings and make recBroadway and Hollywood commenommendations to the full wage board.
Martin Starr will
Industry representatives will be Fred tator for
R. Rauch of the Cincinnati Gas and handle a special preview broadcast of
Electric Co., and. Irvin Shapiro, Bos- "The Hollywood Story," tonight from
ton attorney.
Labor representatives 8 :30 to 9 :00 P.M., interviewing stars
Shelly Winters, Charles Coburn.
will be Stanley Ruttenberg of the CIO

has

:

AFM

ceiling

director; Arthur L. Mayer,
executive vice-president, and

ABC

Six Labor Groups

(Continued from page 1)

sales drive.

One

'

AFM

freshly made.
treasurer's report issued coincident with the opening of the convenreceipts for
tion disclosed that
1950-51 totaled $1,513,731.

A

AFM

;

AFL

;

;
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TV

Six Labor Groups Before SupremeCourt
Deal Launches WSB on Wage Controls Again Rejects
Ginsberg Joins NBC Park-In Case
New AFM Fund Washington, —

Republic

June

4.

Spokesmen

for six labor groups in the film, radio
and television fields have been listed
to testify at Wage Stabilization Board

Petrillo Cites Benefits

Under Video-Film Pact
The American Federation of Mu
on the way to a second

sicians "is

trust fund for musicians" in consequence of the contract which the

hearings tomorrow and Wednesday,
and others may be added later.

The

hearings, before a special sixwill go into the question
of whether labor in these industries
and other industries exempt from price
control should be exempt from Fed-

man

eral

panel,

tracks of films for television, James
C. Petrillo,
president, informed
the initial session of the 54th annual
convention which opened yesterday at the Commodore Hotel here.
The new fund, like the one already
in operation, will be for the purpose
of providing unemployed musicians
with work on public service projects.
These projects include anti-juvenile

workers

delinquency musical classes and civic
music programs.
Republic officials denied recently
that a contract had been made with
(Continued on page 8)

vice - president,
as
a
general

consultant
to National

controls, and if not, what
policies should be followed.
It

wage

AFM

The appointment of Henry Ginsberg,
formerly
Paramount studio

wage

union concluded two weeks ago with
Republic Pictures covering instrumentalists who supply music for sound-

AFM

In Consultant Post

B

expected that the labor spokesmen
will argue for either exempting their
is

oadcast-

was

network
announced

here
yesterday
by Joseph H.
c C o n n e 1 1,

from wage controls or at
least making wage controls considerably more flexible.
Significantly, no spokesmen from
employer groups have yet asked to be
heard. Indications are that the employer spokesmen fear that a wage
control exemption for too many workers might lead to a Congressional
drive for bringing these industries under price controls, and do not want
(Continued on page 8;

r

ing's

M

NBC

president.

Ginsberg's ap-

pointment

is

on

a non-exclusive
basis
and the

Henry Ginsberg

NBC

announce-

ment said that
he would conthe motion pic-

tinue to be active in
(Continucd on page 6)

Seen Ending Drive-in
Royalty Claims

Ramp

Washington,
U.

US

— The

4.

re-

fused to hear an appeal by Park-In
Theatre, Inc., attempting to collect
royalties under its Hollingshead drivein patent from Paramount- Richards
Theatres, Inc., of

New

Orleans.

Industry attorneys yesterday
regarded the high court's action in again refusing to review the Park-In patent claims
as ending whatever possibility
might still have existed of
drive-in operators being held
for
royalty
payments
under the Hollingshead patent
where such a type of parking
ramp has been used.
liable

There was no court opinion,
line

Skouras,

June

Supreme Court today

S.

in

Confer; Set Formula Today

a long list of orders
(Continued on page 6)

just a
noting

Allied of Illinois See No Decree Delay For Compo Seminar Concentrate NPA
— National Representatives of Allied States As- Authority for
Washington, June
Commends 20th for Theatres
president Charles Skouras sociation, Theatre Owners of Amerand attorneys for NT and 20th Centhe Metropolitan Motion Picture Permits
in Capital
Aiding 'Distressed' tury-Fox
conferred today with Jus- Theatres Association and the New
4.

ica,

June

4.

—

Allied

Illinois

has commended 20th Century-Fox for
openly stating it would aid exhibitors
whose operations are in economic
trouble and face closing.
In a letter to Al Lichtman, sales
vice-president of 20th Century, Jack
Kirsch, Allied of Illinois president, to-

day congratulated him and his company for, publicly stating that 20th
Century-Fox would give sympathetic
(Continued on page 6)

UPT-ABC
Washington, June
of

United

4.

FCC

—Top

officials

Paramount Theatres and

American Broadcasting Co.

will hold
their pro-

an "informal conference" on
posed merger with Federal Communi-

Commission personnel late this
was reported here today. Sitting in on the talks will be UPT president Leonard Goldenson, UPT secretary-treasurer
Robert O'Brien and
cations

week,

it

ABC

president Robert Kintner.

The merger

lawyers,

but

both

will not be put formally
(Continued on page 8)

—

sides refused to discuss details.

A

COMPO

NPA

U-I Reports the Biggest
Week in Company's History

Officers Salary Cuts Are Not

Meet with

Set

Department

York Independent Theatre Owners
Washington, June 4. All applicaAssociation will meet this morning at
Justice Department spokesman Council of Motion Picture Organiza- tions by theatre owners for exception
did say, however, that he did not ex- tions headquarters here to make plans or exemption from the National Propect any changes in the proposed 20th- for the
seminar on produc- duction Authority construction control
(Continucd on page 6)
order will be processed only in Wash(Continued on page 8)
ington, the
announced today.
tice

Chicago,

Needed Now-Schenck
Hollywood, June
— M-G-M pro4.

ducers, directors and department heads
attending a special meeting with studio heads were told that company
president, Nicholas Schenck believes
that salary reductions are not neces-

Universal-International's
Al Daff
sales drive wound up with
the biggest week ever recorded in the
history of the company, including the

worldwide

so-called

U-I

"boom"

said

The

NPA

applications
field

offices,

may
but

be

filed

in

they will be

forwarded to Washington for action.
NPA also revealed today that all
applications on radio and television

The

(Continued on page 3)

RKO

Cashiers Set
Strike for June 20

years.

foreign
drive
has
June 20 has been set for the start
proven an exact counterpart of the of a strike against
Theatres in
last domestic drive, its last seven days Greater New York by IATSE Theaproportionally matching the all-time tre Cashiers Local No. B-S2, Charlotte
sary "at this time" if all economy mea- record breaking week of domestic Campbell, president of the local, dissures compatible with the maintenance sales in the United States at the end closed here yesterday.
of quality are rigorously applied. Louis of April.
Mrs. Campbell pointed out that new
B. Mayer, Ed Mannix, Louis K. SidThirty-two countries participated in contract negotiations have been stalled
ney and J. J. Cohen addressed the the drive and of these, the following for several weeks in consequence of
meeting, presided over by Dore Schary, 10 broke an all-time billings records
the company's refusal of a proposal for
to detail ways and means by which France,
Germany, Norway, Chile, an increase in the weekly pay minicosts can be held at a minimum with- Cuba, Peru, Trinidad, Hong Kong mum from $28 to $31 and the estabout damage to product.
(China), New Zealand and Australia.
(Continued on page 3)
its

RKO

:

Tuesday, June

Motion Picture daily

B'way

First -Run

of

Kramer

Stanley

due to arrive here
week following a
Chicago en route,

stopover in

GEORGE

F.

president

is

this

Screen

in

sales, is

DEMBOW,

vice-

trip.

Ruth Stone, secretary to William
Cecil B. DeMille has been chosen
social
C. MacMillen, Jr., Pathe Industries
by Sigma Tau Sigma, national
president, is recuperating at the Hosrecipient
as
society,
honorary
science
pital for Special Surgery here from
American
of its annual award to an
A
appendectomy performwhose work and influence have shown an emergency
last week.
ed
sigthe
social
to
beneficient
crowds
an outstanding
day that drew
•
nificance.

,.

.

closed, the

Rivoh

president of
the Georgia Theatre Co., has received
a commission as an admiral in the

William K. Jenkins,

•

With the Strand
Mayshuttering today, and with the
replaying
State
Loew's
fair and
be
the summer lull seems to

Parade

charge of National

back from a European

o

Business at Broadway first-run boxspotty, with
offices continues to be
the excelin
houses
some
grosses at
markedly
lent catgory but with others
holiday last Wednesday
sluggish.
compensated for a rather slow Sunday,
a warm
beaches.

Newsreel

Personal Mention

Grosses Spotty;
KATZ
SAM
Productions
$42,000 to'Fabiola' from the Coast

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
issued by Gov, Herman
manager, left here last night for Cin- Georgia Navy
issues,
Talmadge.
scheE.
is
and
cinnati and Indianapolis
starting.
•
„
giving duled to return here by the end of the
is
Nevertheless, "Fabiola
has been
Weinberg
G.
Herman
weeks
first
best
week.
the Victoria- one of its
of
correspondent
American
appointed
•
estimated for
in months, with $42,000
the Les Cahiers du Cinema, a new French
of
inpresident
figure
Benjamin,
The
Robert
the opening period.
preview American J. Arthur Rank Organiza- monthly publication on motion piccludes $3,500 taken in at the
tion and United Artists trustee, will tures.
evening showing.
•
England with
"The Great Caruso" is showing- leave here by plane for
Wolf,
of M-G-M's exhiMaurice
Music Ha
Mrs. Benjamin on Friday.
stamina at Radio City
e
bitor relations division, is scheduled
fourth
a
for
expected
with $135,000
before the Rotary Club
gross
E. Z. Walters, comptroller of Al- to speak today
wee k—the first time the week s
the tec Service Corp., is in New York in the Bronx.
since
$150,000
below
has dipped
9
Also attracting a good from the Coast.
film opened.
has resigned as
Marshall
Hal
•
Roxy,
the
cross is "On the Riviera at
ex- special field representative in WashPictures
the
Universal
for
due
Wile,
Bob
reported
where $75,000 is
ington for Paramount Pictures.
heads the ploiteer, has left here for Detroit.
second week. Mimi Benzell
•
show.
Roxy's stage
producer-direcHitchcock,
Alfred
here
left
has
producer,
Levey,
Jules
"Cargo" Holds Up
is here from Hollywood.
tor,
for Cincinnati.

[?OR THE FIRST TIME

in a
long time, not a single newsreel
continuity starts off with the Korean
situation as the subject of picturization. American troops landing in Germany, the North Pole flight and a
wide assortment of other subjects are
treated in current reels. Contents fol-

*

low

holding up in

golf tournament ends in tie.
500,000 see English derby. Indianapolis
auto race.

where

Over

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No. 279^-North
Korea Reds get terrific blasting. First jet ace home. New zoo baby.
Magicians' convention. Women golf champs.
Pole

Les Brown's band

newcomer

other

is
is

stage.

An-

"Goodbye,

My

on

Holiday, where a
Fancy"
reported for the
is
healthy
is beginning
"Valentino"
week.
first
with $18,000
to lag a bit at the Astor,
estimated for its seventh week.
"Smugglers Island" is finishing a
two-week run at the Rivoli today with
house
$9,000 for the final stanza. The
period. The
is closing -for an indefinite
globe expects a moderate $7,000 for
the second and final week of "Inside
the Walls of Folsom Prison"; "M"
opens there on Saturday.
"Kon-Tiki," which has been having
the
at
$15,000

an excellent run

at the Sutton, slipped

a little in its ninth week but a good
holiday gross is bringing the figure to

Another
off-Broadway house, the Trans Lux
52nd Street, reports that "Teresa" is
tapering off to a little under $5,000

just

a

little

under $10,000.

for its ninth week, but the film will
hold.
The city's sole roadshow film,
"Tales of Hoffman," is also down
from its usual near-capacity gross,
with $12,500 estimated for a ninth

week.
the Criterion last
night after a successful five-week run,
with the final eight days dropping
clown to a $10,500 gross. "The Redhead and the Cowboy" will open there
today.

"The Thing"

left

CBS

for

—

has

scoring and a payment of five per cent
of the gross receipts into the

AFM

fund.

4 File Percentage
Actions in Dayton

UA

Another

—

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 22- B U.S.
European army. Cameramen at work
in Korea. Reds lose control of 755 Italian
cities. Sherman testifies. U.S. Ambassador
to Russia visits Berlin.

China.

men's

EGA

aid for Indo-

Al Jolson memorial canteen. Firefollies

in

Florence.

UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 461— Planes for
Thailand. Annapolis June week. Korea.
Polar flier. Jet ace. Magicians' convention.
$100,000 rookie. Indianapolis speedway.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No.

84^-

Germany. Korea
planes hammer Reds. Annapolis June week.
Jet ace comes home. Bastogne remembers.
Reds swamped in Italian elections. Bronx
zoo gets baby gorilla. Tie in women's golf
Fourth division lands

in

National and cooperative advertistournament. Indianapolis classic.
ing campaigns for theatres will be a
major point on the agenda of the
2'0th Century-Fox sales convention to
Steiner to
be held in Los Angeles June 12-15.
Following the presentation of adJoseph Steiner, president of Broadvice-president cast Pictures, disclosed here yesterplans
vertising
by
Charles Einfeld and his department day that he will fly to London late
heads, study will be made of the na- this month to make arrangements to

Work Abroad

advertising picture in confer- produce "Investigations, Ltd.," in its
ence with the assembled division man- entirety in England. Elias Joseph is
agers and branch heads.
now doing the screenplay for his origSpecial territorial requirements in inal story. Max Rothstein, vice presiregard to media, space and type of ad- dent of the company, will accompany
vertising will be detailed so that cam- Steiner abroad.
paigns may be designed to appeal on
a considerably widened basis.
There will be discussions also of
the use of television as an advertising media in those areas with recent

tional

installations of

Campaigns

NEW YORK THEATRES

TV

stations.
scheduled to

sented

at

be

pre-

the

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Dorothy

Set 'David' Plans

At 20th-Fox Meet

Decisions affecting the special handling of Darryl F. Zanuck's "David
are the Sherwood Drive-in in Dayton and Bathsheba,'' as well as the release
and the Stardust Drive-in and Ski-Hi of "Decision Before Dawn," produced
by Anatole Litvak and Frank McDrive-in in Springfield, O.
Recovery is sought in each suit for Carthy in Germany, will be key points
damages resulting from alleged under- on the roster of topics to be discussed
Acquires
reporting of receipts on percentage at the 20th Century-Fox sales convention in Los Angeles next week.
"Chicago Calling," an Arrowhead pictures.
Paxton and Seasongood of Cincin- Zanuck will show both pictures to the
Productions film starring Dan- Duryea, Mary Anderson and Gordon Ge- nati are attorneys for each plaintiff delegates during the four-day conference being held June 12-15.
release. with Sargoy and Stein of counsel.
bert, has been acquired for
subsidiaries were named defendants.
The theatres involved in each suit

division troops

builds

Fox each

filed a
Federal Court here. Samuel
Levin, Allen Levin and Louis Levin
as well as several theatre-operating

82— Speed-

No.

land in Europe. Single engine plane completes polar flight. Flowers go to milady's
head. Navy news items. Great day for the
Irish in derby.

—

in

classic.

way mark smashed. Fourth

meeting include those
for "David and Bathsheba," "Decision Before Dawn," "Take Care of
Frogmen,"
4.
Universal, My Little Girl," "The
Dayton, O., June
"Mr. Belvedere Rings the Bell" and
Loew's, Warner, and 20th CenturyMe After the Show."
separate percentage "Meet
suit

auto

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

to

June 4. Robert L.
completed leasing deals
whereby CBS-TV in New York and
KTLA here obtain 26 Lippert films,
theatrically released in the 1946-1949
period, with the right to televise each
eight times in their own areas during
the next two years.
The same films have been leased, on
the same basis, to WGN-TV, Chicago.
Prices reportedly paid to Lippert for
three areas are $70,000, $69,000 and
Transactions
respectively.
$67,500',
entail Lippert's compliance with the
James Petrillo formula requiring re-

Hollywood,

Lippert

flight.

Indianapolis

Cooperative Ads
Television Up at 20th Meet

26 Lippert Films

Women's

girl.

its

second week at the Paramount,
in prospect
a satisfactory $45,000 is
ine
week.
for a second and final
toHollywood Story" will open there"
tor
Go
is
fair
only
morrow. Doing
about
Broke" at the Capitol, with
second week.
$40 000 estimated for a

—

MOVIETONE

,

is

:

World
NEWS, No. 45
faces crisis over Iran's oil. U. S. planes
blast reds in Korea. Korea jet ace returns
home. U. S. troops land in Germany. Flier
crosses North Pole. Annapolis hails color

.
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D

LEE,

six-year-old

Tennessee Censor
Board Not Wanted

Show Boat"
(

UDY

3

star
for

of

Knoxville, Tenn., June 4.
Tennessee Legislature
last January passed a local
act providing for the Knox
County Motion Picture Board
of Review, naming a local
minister and six others to the
board. However, the board is
yet to organize, meet or review a single picture. The
law provides fines of from
$100 to $500 and a jail sentence of 10 to 30 days for any
theatre owner showing a picture banned by the board.
R. L. Broome, Jr., direct representative
from Knoxville

The

Metro-Goldwyn-M oyer)

THE
A

perennially popular "Show Boat," a classic among musicals, has
United Artists' "Queen
A
been brought to the screen again by M-G-M in a manner that demonDay" has been selected as "Child of strates the superb technical advances of motion picture and proves again the
the Year" in conjunction with the mastery of the medium in presenting
a colorful spectacle of song, dance and
celebration of Children's Day on June nostalgic narrative.
Kathryn Grayson and Howard Keel are in splendid
it
9,
was announced by George J. voice for their romantic leads as the show boat girl married to the river
Hecht, publisher of Parents' Maga- gambler, and Ava Gardner registers
the hit of her career as the sultry songzine and chairman of the Children's stress and erring woman,
Julie. Add to these top names the sparkling comDay National Council. Details of the edy dance team of Marge and Gower Champion Joe E. Brown as the
award are carried in the June issue 6". 5. Cotton Blossom's master and Agnes Moorehead
as his wife; plus a
of the magazine, currently on news- host
of others and it can be readily seen that producer Arthur Freed did
;

stands. Official presentation of the silver cup was part of the Mutual

Broadcasting System's Coast-to-Coast
Day" broadcast last
"Queen for
Friday. The motion picture, based on
three short stories by Dorothy Parker,
Faith Baldwin and John Ashworth,
has also been selected by June Cosmo-

A

politan magazine as the best drama of
the month, and cited by Louella Parsons for qualities which she says
make the film a standout.

David A. Lipton, vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity
for Universal Pictures, who is currently in New York for a series
of conferences on promotions for
coming attractions, states that his

company, in 18 months, has sent 70
different stars, featured
players
and personalities, either singly or
in groups, to 117 different key and
sub-key cities and towns to support
promotion campaigns on 29 different pictures. Tomorrow, the press
in New York will meet Universal's
young stars Piper Laurie and Tony
Curtis, on the second lap of their
16-city personal appearance tour.
During their week's stay in New
York, the pair will meet a stiff
schedule of television and radio ap-

not stint in the use of talent.

Nor

did Freed and his staff stint in the use of lavish sets and painstakcontrived scenes that utilize Technicolor to the utmost in creating
mood and atmosphere. Above all, "Show Boat" is remembered for its songs,
and director George Sidney has made the most of Jerome Kern's music
and Oscar Hammerstein's lyrics. From the time the film opens until the
last fadeout, the songs and music pour out in full-throated chorus or tender
solos and duets. The exhibitor can be assured that any audience will sit
enraptured from the time Miss Grayson and Keel sing "Make Believe" until
the last swelling chords of "01' Man River" are heard. The latter number,
which a showman may think has been sung to death, is given a thrillingrendition by William Warfield, a newcomer to the screen. His performance
brought down the house at the theatre where the picture was previewed for
the trade and canny M-G-M, which knows a good thing when its heard,
has an encore already a few feet farther along in the reel.

ingly

The screen play, by John Lee Mahin, wisely understates the straight narrative of the original story and instead the effect of the familiar music is
heightened by sets and color camera work that evoke a romanticized image
of a sentimental era. Everyone connected with the production is entitled to
take a bow for preserving the familiar elements of the musical and yet
bringing to the film the freshness of a new creation.
Charles Rosher,
director of photography, and art directors Cedric Gibbons and Jack Martin
Smith deserve special commendation.
Others in the cast are Robert Sterling, Adele Jergens, Lief Erickson,
Frances Williams, Owen McGiveney, Regis Toomey and Sheila Clark. Ben
Feiner, Jr., was associate producer and Robert Alton arranged the dances.

Running

time,

108

minutes.

General

audience

classification.

For

July

Vaughan O'Brien

release.

NPA Permits
{Continued from page 1)

county and who sponsored the
measure, now admits that
there is apparently little or

no demand for censorship.

Will Survey
Holdings Abroad
U. S.

Washington, June 4.— The Commerce Department discloses that the
first post-war census of American
direct investments abroad is now under
way and all firms and individuals, including all those in the motion picture
and allied fields with such investments
must file returns by July 31.
The census is mandatory.
Forms
and instructions are available from the
Department's Office of Business Economics or from Commerce Department
field offices.
Direct investments are
defined to include business enterprises
outside the U. S. or its possessions
substantially controlled by U. S. resi-

Calls for End of dents.
Chi. Ticket Tax Interment Thursday

pearances,
newspaper,
magazine
syndicate
interviews.
Next broadcasting station buildings, structures or projects will be processed
stop: Boston.
here rather than in the field.
Chicago, June 4.—An urgent appeal
Stanley Gosnell, 42, manager of
In an action taken over the week- for termination of the three per
cent
More than 1,500 spot announce- end, the
Loew's Uptown Theatre at Toronto,
set the use of iron and city amusement tax has been
made
by
ments zvill be heard over 154 radio steel in the manufacture of theatre
died suddenly Sunday night of a heart
Jack Kirsch, Allied of Illinois presistations in an extensive campaign for seats and certain other equipment in
attack, the company reported here
dent, in a letter to Mayor Kennelly,
the promotion of Paramount's new the third quarter at 70 per cent of the
yesterday.
Gosnell joined Loew's in
as a follow-up to a personal conferpicture, "Ace in the Hole" as a result
base period rate of consumption. The ence he had with the mayor last week. 1928 as manager of Loew's Valencia, Baltimore.
of a tieup effected with Royal Des- base period, however, was made to be
Subsequently, he was
serts.
The one-minute spots feature either the first half of 1950 or the
'Punitive' Tax
assistant at Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh
Jan Sterling and sign-off with a ref- last half of 1949, at the option of the
Pointing out the drop in admissions Loew's State, Cleveland, and Loew's
erence to local piaydates. Scheduled producer.
The use of steel for these receipts and the large number of the- State, Boston. He was made manafor July, the cooperative campaign items during the second quarter was
ger of the Uptown in 1941.
atre closings in Chicago, Kirsch rewill
be
supplemented with special 80 per cent of the base period, but the stated
Funeral services were held yesterthe conviction of local exhibipackaging to carry Miss Sterling's base period was required to be the
day morning in Toronto, with burial
tors that they have been singled out
picture on millions of boxes of Royal first half of 1950.
in
Baltimore on Thursday.
The
to pay an unfair and punitive tax. EnDesserts. Jerry Pickman, national diwidow and two children survive.
Affected by the order, in addition closed with the letter was a list of the
rector
advertising-publicity
of
for
closed theatres in the city, monthly
Paramount, has announced a huge to theatre seat makers, would be manufacturers of display cases, radio and theatre admissions tax figures for the
campaign of national advertising for
television
sets,
amateur
box-type past two and a half years, and a rethe company's new product.
"It is
cameras
and
eight-mm.
motion
picture sume of the many licenses and fees
{Continued from page 1)
our intention," he says, "to make
cameras and projectors, signs and paid to the city by the theatres. Copies
every moviegoer in the country, as
of the letter have been sent to every lishment of automatic raises of three
vending machines.
well as every exhibitor, conscious of
exhibitor in Chicago along with a dollars yearly for the 80 members of
Makers
floodlights,
meanwhile,
of
our product with concentrated premessage
urging all exhibitors to get the local. RKO is the only New York
to increase the amount
setting long before and current zmth asked the
their aldermen behind the movement circuit, large or small, whose cashiers
of secondary aluminum which they can
theatre piaydates."
for repeal of the amusement tax, it are organized in a union.
use.
was announced.
The local has rejected a company

and

For Stanley Gosnell

NPA

RKO

Cashiers
;

NPA

current Collier's, now on
sale, has a fine, full-page-full color

The

RKO

Take 3 From
Chi. Tax Receipts
Weisberg & Pollexfin
Drop in April
— RKO
Chicago, June
— City admission
to

picture of Jan Sterling, and a story
of the attractive starlet by Thomas
F. Brady, who is also Hollywood
Hollywood, June 4.
has
correspondent for the Wen; York closed a deal for distribution of three
Times.
The full-color page is a exploitation pictures to be made for
stopper, and the publicity break American Pictures
Corporation by
should do as much to make friends Aubrey Weisberg and Jack Pollexfin
and influence people for the films in during 1951-52. Weisberg and Pollexgeneral as it does for Miss Sterling fin
wrote,
directed
and produced
in particular.
"Man From Planet X." First will be
Walter Brooks "3000 A.D.," starting in July.

4.

collections during Mav (for April receipts) were $90,602 against $108,562
in

May,

1950. Total collections during

the first five months this year were
$465,180, a sizeable drop from collections of $468,205 in the corresponding
period last year.

counter-proposal to include a two dollar per week general pay increase in
a

new

contract.

Mrs. Campbell, who maintained that
cleaners and matrons at
Theatres here are higher paid than the

RKO

cashiers,

said

the

local's

membership

voted to strike on June 20 at a meeting late last week.
She added that
both Joseph Basson, special representative of the "LA" international ofand Leslie Thompson,
Theatres labor relations director, have
been informed of the strike date'.
fice,

RKO
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Adventure

in the

preceding

events

Custer's

Last Stand

I

*

GDMOND O'BRIEN DEAN J&G6EB
FORREST TUCKER BARRY CAREY,*.
-

WARPATH
in

Color

by TECHNICOLOR
with

POLLY BERGEN

•

JAMES MILLICAN

•

WALLACE FORD

DIRECTED BY BYRON HASKIN
Story and Screenplay by Frank Gruber

•

Produced by Nat Holt

^

It's

the 6 -months

quality-quantity
product with the
boxoffice

lift!

THATS MY BOY
Top

boxoffice revenue
with today's top
comedians!

HUGH SUNDERS

WMcWr//?E-TOM HARMON
And

introducing

Directed by

£QC?IE

HALWALKER

Associate Producer,

Story and Screenplay

-CY HOWARD

Big business with blazing action in today's
hot-spot, China!

HAL MLLIS'
CORINNE EDMUND

PRODUCTION STARRING

with

Directed by

MARVIN MILLER
Screenplay by

•

WILLIAM DIETERLE

JOHN MEREDYTH LUCAS

JULES FURTHMAN

•

•

Adaptation by

From a Story by HARRY HERVEY

JOSEPH
COTTEN CALVET GWENN

Tuesday, June

Motion Picture daily

High Court Quits

preme Court put

June

4.

off until

—The

Su-

Reviews

Chicago Swings to

October ac-

Normal Once More

NAT

HOLT'S production, "Warpath," earns a major place in the current
cycle of Indian pictures. Packed with action, splendidly mounted in lavish
Technicolored outdoor scenes and Indian settings, skillfully directed by Byron
Haskin for maximum impact at the. climax, the film follows the pattern of
Dean Jagger
its kind yet manages to escape the stereotype. Edmond O'Brien,
and Forrest Tucker are admirably cast in the leads, and redhaired Polly
Bergen carries off the sole feminine role with honors. Exhibitors can count
colorful
this one to bring in the action-minded patrons and all who like a

appeal from
the New York Statutory court decision giving him two years in which to
Theatres stock.
sell his trusteed
The court quit for its summer vaca- on
tion without any action on the Hughes' pageant of frontier days.
It will not meet again until
appeal.
The story centers around the Seventh Cavalry, a unit of Custer s command,
the first Monday in October and won't but author Frank Gruber wisely avoids a re-hash of the famous "last stand
act on any pending cases until the by engaging his characters in a battle apart from the massacre. O'Brien is an
who
second Monday.
ex-captain who joins the Seventh after an 11 -year search for bandits
week-end killed his sweetheart with a stray bullet in a bank holdup. He knows his
the
over
Meanwhile,
Hughes filed with the court a brief men are with the regiment but at first has no idea that they are Tucker,
opposing the Justice Department's mo- his domineering sergeant, and Jagger, the post storekeeper. Miss Bergen,
tion to affirm the New York court or- Jagger's daughter, at last learns that her father and Tucker are the men
The government's argument, O'Brien is seeking but she fears that O'Brien's obsession will blight the love
der.
Hughes declared, "suggests no justi- he feels for her.
fication for the fact that under the orWhen Tucker realizes that O'Brien has guessed his identity, he deserts
der appealed from, appellant (Hughes) and Harry Carey, Jr., the commanding officer, sends O'Brien with a detachwould be deprived of some millions of ment to guard an emigrant train. Jagger, also fearful of O'Brien's vengeance,
dollars of property without his con- joins the train with his daughter. The trip, enlivened with fine shots of an
sent and without lawful justification Indian village, ends with the capture of the principals by Indians. Tucker,
therefor."
and sacrifice who
too is a prisoner and it is he, with redeeming courage
Tucker's act drives
enables Miss Bergen, O'Brien and Jagger to escape.
Custer of
vengeance from O'Brien's mind and Jagger goes on alone to warn
earns
a comwho
O'Brien,
falls.
he
presumably
where
massed Indians,
tion

on

Howard Hughes'

RKO

)

Elman SuesM.P.S.C.

the
mission,

and Miss Bergen can then look forward

Chicago, June

For Breach-of-Pact

A

to life together.

"As Young As You Feel"

WITH

_

Park-In Appeal

refused.

pens after that is
Runnino- time 70 minutes.

1

,

June release.

William

R.

Weaver

Charges 'Atom Man' Skouras, Justice
(Continued from page 1)
Plagiarized Cartoon

Park-In brought the current suit in
1947 for royalties under the HollingsAn action charging copyright inhead patent. The lower courts ruled
S. Disagainst Park-In on the ground the fringement has been filed in U.
PicColumbia
against
here
certrict
court
that
in
misused
been
had
patent
Phillip Plotkin,
tain restrictions were put in the li- tures and others by
that an illuscense, and Park-In asked the high cartoonist, who alleges
in 1945
registered
he
character
court
trated
lower
the
court to overturn
as "Atom Man" was plagiarized by
verdicts.
Para- the Columbia serial, "Atom Man vs.
In contesting the appeal,
mount-Richards said the patent in- Superman," released last year.
Louis D. Frohlich of Schwartz and
volved expired May 16, 1950 and that
Columbia counsel, said rights
Frohlich,
invalid
held
been
it
had
in any event,
obtained from Nain the earlier Loew's case. Moreover, to the title were
a defendant
the circuit said, the lower court de- tional Comics, also named
theatres,
RKO
and
action,
Plotkin's
in
well-established
"follow the
cisions
which exhibited the serial.
principles affecting patent misuse."
_

It is plenty.

General audience classification.

Fox

consent

decree.

will

He would

generally

tive.

Allied of Illinois
(Continued from page 1)
attention to theatres in trouble and
that if a plea for a rental cut would
help a distressed exhibitor and was
found justified that company would
help.

over,"
the
country
"Exhibitors
wrote Kirsch, "can take encouragement from an article appearing in a
recent trade paper wherein you were
reported as stating that 20th Century-

Fox would give sympathetic attention
to all theatres in trouble and that if
a plea for a rental cut would help a
distressed exhibitor and was found
justified your company would not turn
a deaf ear."
Continuing, Kirsch wrote, "Recentanother company (M-G-M) announced such a policy of helping distressed situations, which was warmly
welcomed by the members of our organization, and I take this opportunity of congratulating you and your
company for coming out publicly in
assuring exhibitors that every effort
will be made to keep their theatres
open whenever and wherever the need
ly

arises."

am greatly concerned," he went
"with the number of theatre closings that have taken place in the past
"I

on,

few weeks and I am hopeful that this
same spirit of assistance, to stem any
further closings, will be shared by the
other film distributors."

Promote Don Mack
Don Mack has been promoted to
Chicago regional television sales manager of Filmack Trailer Co., it was,
announced here.

NBC

(Continued from page 1)
not

June Release

Paramount

dren 20 cents.
The price "war," which has threatened to engulf the entire city, followed a drastic cut by the Jackson
Park to 2'0-cent matinees and 40-cent
evenings, with children nine cents at
all times.
With the Jackson Park the
key theatre in the situation, local exhibitors can look forward to a restoration of normal scales in houses which
have cut to keep their prices competi-

Ginsberg Joins

discuss whether Skouras had asked
for any last minute changes. "I assume
the decree will go into court Thursday
as we announced last week, and that's
all I'm willing to say," he declared.

'Trio' a

prices

normal scale of 40' cents
afternoons, 60 cents evenings and chil-

is

to be seen, not synopsized.

—Bargain

theatre's

—

that the appeal would not be heard.
This is the second loss Park-In has
suffered in the Supreme Court. Once
before it tried to get the high court
to hear a case against E. M. Loew's
Drive-In Theatres, Inc., but the court

4.

apparently are not the answer to the
The first
current box-office slump.
break in the South Side price war
came today as Richard Salkin, general manager of the Jackson Park,
revealed that he is reinstating that

maintained throughout, with a number of Indian encounters
line. A large
and barrack-room brawls effectively used to carry the mam story
and Paul Fix as two
cast performs with competence, with Wallace For,d
Suit has been
imposing as the
Chicago, June 4.
privates deserving special mention. Chief Yowlachie is
filed in the Supreme Court of the Sioux leader.
State of New York by Henri Elman
Running time, 95 minutes. General audience classification, bor August
V. O B.
Enterprises, Inc., against Neil Agnew, release.
Charles Casanave and Motion Picture Sales Corporation for alleged
non-performance of contract. Elman
was
it
that
claims
Enterprises
Hollywood, June 4
(20th Century-Fox)
granted exclusive Chicago area disAllyn Joslyn,
Bennett,
Monty Woolley, Thelma Ritter, Constance
tributorship of all Motion Picture
Dekker turnAlbert
and
Monroe
Marilyn
Wayne,
David
Peters,
Jean
Sales releases for a period of five
Trotti demonstrates here,
Lamar
producer-writer
performances,
At
tip-top
1950.
March,
ing
in
from
dating
years
"Miracle on 34th Street," that when the
that time Elman allegedly made a as was done by the same studio in
make
a serious point both the form and the
payment of $10,000 to secure the deal. comedy form is employed to
Superficially, and most
with
the audience.
along
beneficiaries,
distribution
are
that
point
claim
They further
which Big Business
in
comedy
family-type
up-to-date
rights to the features "Volcano" and amusingly, this is an
out over commercial conwin
virtues
the
homey
Eagleand
ribbing
to
sold
ripe
a
were
takes
City"
"Wicked
the
Basically, however, it's a compelling document in proof.of
siderations.
Lion in direct violation of this pact.
is
birthday
65th
their
on
workers
Through its attorneys, Lorenz, contention that arbitrary retirement of
smile-studded script, these
and
in
a
suave
admirably
EnterElman
Blended
policy.
Nobilette,
bad
Finn, and
amusing picture certain to give a
prises is asking specific performance ingredients combine to make up a soundly
of the contract or $150,000 damages. good box-office account of its 70 minutes.
Eagle-Lion, which allegedly was
Under Harmon Jones' comprehending direction, Woolley plays a handElman's contract with press operator who, finding himself automatically retired by his employing
of
notified
MPS while negotiating for distribu- company at 65, decides to do something fundamental about the company rule
Investigating, he learns that the company is a
tion rights to the two pictures, and which has ordained it.
United Artists, which has taken over remotely controlled affiliate of Consolidated Motors, whose president barely
the Eagle-Lion, also are named.
knows of the printing company's existence and who is unknown to the printWoolley masquerades as the absentee president,
ing company's executives.
65-year rule abolished,
visits the print plant on a tour of inspection, orders the
of Commerce speech
Chamber
it, making a
planning
without
up,
winds
and
(Continued from page 1)
which crashes front pages across the nation, confers great honor upon the
man he's impersonating, and sends Consolidated stock zooming. What haplively pace

1951

Ticket Pricing In w

Without Acting on
Hughes' Stock Sale "Warpath"
(Paramount)
Washington,

5,

release

"Trio" during June, it was announced
by A. W. Schwalberg, President of
Paramount Film Distributing Corporation. The W. Somerset Maugham
film was produced by J. Arthur Rank.

ture industry. He will act in close
association with John West,
vice-president in charge of West Coast
operations, and presumably his headquarters will be in Hollywood.

NBC

Ginsberg has been identified with
the motion picture industry for the
past 30 years and was Paramount's
vice-president in charge of studio proyears
Previously he was vice-president and genduction

and operations for

11

until his resignation last July.

manager of the Hal Roach and
David O. Selznick organizations.
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Against U.K. Tax
London, June 4.— Following
the decision of the Bournemouth conference to intensify
the campaign against the proposed admission tax increase,
the Cinematograph Exhibipresented
Association
tors
a public petition signed by approximately 4,000,000 persons
to Parliament today.
Amendments to the Finance
Bill which would negate the
government's proposals and
would put in effect a new

method

of

the enter-

fixing

tainment tax scale yearly are
up for debate in the House of
Commons tomorrow.

Four
(Lazar

in

Campaign on FCC's

TV Licensing

a Jeep

Wechsler— United

1951

Renews

E. R. Holtz

Reviews

4-Million Petition

5,

Policy

Artists)

between the U. b.,
Washington, June 4. Detroit exBritain and France on the one hand and Russia on the other, this Lazar
hibitor E. R. Holtz today renewed his
soldierfour
adventures
of
Wechsler production recounts the activities and
appeal to the Federal Communications
patrolmen— each from one of the four countries— in the international zone of Commission to backtrack on its recent
jeep,
a
city
in
the
rounds
of
daily
their
The four make
post-war Vienna.
report on licensing policy.
and it is immediately apparent that the American, played by Ralph Meeker,
Holtz, who has wired the Commisother.
each
liking
for
Yadin,
no
have
Yoseph
and the Russian,
sion several times in protest against
latest
his
filmed
Search"
The producer of "The Last Chance" and "The
that the report and who has made one
principally in Vienna's streets, which means that there is evident here
previous visit here to confer with
factor,
This
noted.
Wechsler
is
which
documentary-type verisimilitude for
officials, met today with FCC
FCC
primary
the
and the marquee attraction offered by star Viveca Lindfors are
counsel Benedict Cottone. Afgeneral
exploitables, but there is something to be said, too, for Meeker, a former
ter a lengthy session in which Holtz,
successa
to
lead
could
stage actor, whose blunt-talking role here conceivably
president of the Riviera Annex Theful career in Hollywood.
atre Co., outlined to Cottone some of
The screenplay by Richard Schweitzer spotlights the anxiety and harass- the simple economic facts of the mothe
ment undergone by a Viennese housewife, Miss Lindfors, following
tion picture business, the FCC official
escape of her husband, Hans Putz, from a Russian prisoner-of-war camp. asked Holtz to follow up his argudistress,
in
help
a
lady
to
Meeker, reflecting typical American willingness
ments later in a written statement.
finds himself in constant conflict with his Russian colleague, who is intent
letter from T. J. Slowie, FCC
on trapping the husband when he arrives in Vienna. This moderately-paced secretary, revealed that only one teleattempt
offering takes on genuine excitement when the wife and husband
now in operation is libombed-out vision station
to escape the Russian, when he traps them in the recesses of a
censed directly to a film producer,
hand-to-hand
in
companion
building, while Meeker seeks to engage his jeep
Paramount Television Production's
Competent in supporting roles are Michael Medwin as the British Los Angeles station. And, the letter
combat.
patrolman, Dinan as the French soldier and Paulette Dubost as the latter's from Slowie to Holtz said, Paramount
unpredictable wife. Direction by Leopold Lindtberg and photography by Emil is also the only major producer with
Berna are good.
station now
an application for a
Running time, 97 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, pending. Other pending applications,
Charles L. Franke
Aug 24.
the letter noted, are from Mary Pickford Rogers and Bing Crosby. "If
that's all the producers in television
or asking to get in," Holtz declared,
(Edward Small Productions-Columbia)
"the report certainly does a lot of
POST-Civil War lawlessness that flowered in the Southwest again pro- shouting over nothing."
vides the basic material for this Edward Small production which uses
Producer
Supercinecolor and action aplenty to concoct a superior Western.
producsolid
familiar
story
give
the
Karlson
Phil
director
Bernard Small and

SYMBOLIC

of the strained relations that exist today

—

_

Para. Ends 3-Day
Canadian Meeting
Toronto,

June

4.

—

Paramount's

three-day Canadian sales convention
held here at the Royal York Hotel,
With
concluded over the weekend.
Gordon Lightstone, Canadian general
manager, presiding, the delegates heard

A.

Schwalberg, Paramount Film

W.

Distributing Corp. president, declare
his confidence in the ability of Paramount to meet any challenge the future might present.

In his address he stressed the importance of Paramount's new monthly
"Merchandising" bulletin which, he
said, "will serve a very useful purpose
as a clearing house for ideas and suggestions to help promote the best interests of our customers.

A

TV

•

"The Texas Rangers"

Set Meet with

.

tion values and a hard-riding, fast shooting cast backs them up.
tribute to the Texas Rangers, the picture tells of the exploits of ranger

A

Commission it has been reGeorge Montgomery, who captures a gang which includes celebrated outlaws before the
Montgomery and Noah Beery, Jr., ported, until stockholders of both firms
like Sam Bass and the Sundance Kid.
approve the deal.
former Confederate cavalrymen are paroled from the state prison so they
A Justice Department spokesman
can join the Texas Rangers in their all-out war against the state's leading-

Jerry Pickman, national director of
Montgomery joins the gang, pretending he has reverted to crime.
outlaws.
advertising, publicity and exploitation,
helps them plan a $1,000,000 train robbery and though his plans go
He
urged the Canadian men to join his
awry, he succeeds in the end, with but minor help from the other Rangers,
department in a drive for maximum
in rounding up the entire gang.
publicity on every release. He briefed
Richard Schayer's screenplay, from a story by Frank Gruber, includes a
the delegates on the advertising and
dash of romance with the infrequent appearances of Gale Storm, a newsexploitation plans envisioned for forthpaper publisher. Others in the cast are Jerome Courtland, William Bishop,
coming productions. Oscar Morgan,
Litel, Douglas Kennedy, John Dehner, Ian MacDonald, John Doucette,
general sales manager of short sub- John
Joseph Fallon, Myron Healey, Julian Rivero, Trevor BarO'Mahoney,
Jock
jects and Paramount News, noted that
and Edward Earle.
Andrews
Stanley
dette,
there would be a total of 58 one reel
Running time, 68 minutes. General audience classification. June release.
Techbe
in
would
of
which
shorts, 34
nicolor, and 52 issues of Canadian
Paramount News. He then detailed
the plans already set for the "Salute
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
To Al Schwalberg" sales drive.
.

Republic,

One

of the highlights of the three-

day meeting was a special luncheon
held in honor of Schwalberg and attended by exhibitors, exhibitor organization executives and members of the
trade press.

Compo Seminar

AFM

Six Labor Groups

but Petrillo told the conven- to risk losing their price control exThe employer organizathat a deal concluded with the emptions.
company calls for, payment to the mu- tions are expected to have observers
sicians of five per cent of the gross present, however, and may file writSuch briefs can be
of old pictures sold to TV, if the ten briefs later.
15.
filed
to
June
up
of
payment
and
music,
films contain
Labor spokesmen who have asked to
regular musicians' scales if those films
are provided with new music sound- be heard and have been listed for the
Frank Murdock, genhearings are
tracks.
Roy
president reported that eral counsel of the
The
in
the
representing
Brewer,
Republic
of
the
gross
percentage
of
a
films shown on television will be paid Hollywood; Robert W. Gilbert, for

AFM,
tion

July 23-

25 in Hollywood.

AFM

new

AFM

conforms

more

to

"fresh
getting
those two items.
work" for the musicians, the
Trueman T. Rembusch, Allied presi- president said, since old sound tracks
executive can be dropped in favor of new ones
Gael Sullivan,
dent
freshly made.
L.
Mayer,
Arthur
director;
treasurer's report issued coinciexecutive vice-president, and Robert
special counsel, dent with the opening of the convenW. Coyne,
receipts for
will be among, those on hand for to- tion disclosed that
1950-51 totaled $1,513,731.
day's meeting.

TOA

COMPO

"keeping an eye" on the proposed
merger, but he refused to
amplify on the statement, or give any

is

UPT-ABC
details

as

to

what investigation or
is making of the

study the Department
deal.

The United Paramount Theatres
board of directors will meet here tomorrow to act on the proposed merger
with ABC and to set a date for a
stockholders meeting. The ABC board
has already approved the deal but no
meeting date for its stockholders has
been set.

'Bowery Boys' Series
Bought by Monogram
Hollywood,

June

4.

—Monogram

acquired independent producer
Jan Groppo's "Bowery Boys" series,
which it has distributed for the past
six years, together with his contracts
IATSE
with Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall,
IATSE
and will continue the series under its
own administration. Grippo, who will
the
Film Council George Hel
retain his rights in pictures previously
ler, executive secretary of the Tele
filmed, plans to reenter production
A. Frank Reel of under other auspices following a Eurovision Authority
the American Federation of Radio pean vacation.
Artists, and David Beznor of the Col
osseum of Motion Picture Salesmen. and Woodruff Randolph of the InterIndications are that all the film national Typographers Union.
The
union spokesmen will be heard tomortwo public members of the panel had
row afternoon.
been announced previously.
The Board also named the other
members of the six-man panel which
Starr to
will hold the hearings and make recBroadway and Hollywood commenommendations to the full wage board.
Martin Starr will
tator
for
Industry representatives will be Fred
R. Rauch of the Cincinnati Gas and handle a special preview broadcast of
Electric Co., and Irvin Shapiro, Bos- "The Hollywood Story," tonight from
stars
ton attorney. Labor representatives 8:30 to 9:00 P.M., interviewing
Shelly Winters, Charles Coburn.
will be Stanley Ruttenberg of the CIO

has

;

musicians' trust fund. The
put
on such payments, he
added, is $25,000 a year.
Republic's aim in the negotiations
was to pay a flat sum to the
in connection with the sale of films
with music to TV, according to
The contract which was
Petrillo.
into a
ceiling

The meeting was called to complete
an agenda for the round-table conference and set up a formula of representation for the various exhibitor groups
that will send delegates to the sessions.
Two weeks ago, the seminar was postponed from June 11-12 to provide time signed, however,
for the exhibitor groups to consider the union's aim

;

said today that the anti-trust division

:

(Continued from page 1)
tion problems scheduled for

FCC

(Continued from page 1)

COMPO

at

A

AFM

AFM

AFL

;

;

Do Preview

WINS

MOTION PICTURE

Accurate

Concise

Impartial

VOL.

69.

NO.

NEW

109

Balaban Calls
Trust Suits
Business Foe
Hit Grosses Harder Than
TV, Stockholders Told
Television has been "only a contributing factor" in the business
decline experienced by the film industry, while the disruption in trareleas-

ditional

schedules
fn g
arising from
anti-trust litiga-

has been
tion
"of considerable
influence," Bar-

tures president,
declared in an
before
address

company's

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

1st Exclusive Theatre

6,

TEN CENTS

1951

Set Delegates,

TV Network

To Be Launched by Joe Louis Fight
A group

motion picture theatres, made up of Paramount,
Loew's, RKO Theatres and Fabian circuits, has bought exclusive
TV and radio rights to cover next Wednesday's heavyweight fight
between Joe Louis and Lee Savold at New York's Polo Grounds.
The bout will not be put on the air at any point, but will be
relayed by coaxial cable directly from cameras at the ringside to
of

the large screens of theatres in several cities. A condition of the
is that the fight will not be exhibited in
theatres in New York and adjacent areas.
Nathan L. Halpern, representing the theatre companies that will
show the fight, said that the contract also covered additional
outdoor fights to be staged in the summer. "This will mark the
historical first network of theatre television," he declared.
No financial details of the arrangement were made public.
Halpern said of the 13 theatres outside New York equipped with
theatre TV, the fight will be shown in theatres in Washington,
Baltimore, Albany, Cleveland, and Chicago.

arrangement, however,

Washington, June
Barney Balaban

Desc ribing
"more

S. A.,

AFL's Green Urges
Admissions Control

day.

the

U.

Film, TV, Radio Unions Ask
Wage Control Exemption

ney Balaban,
Paramount Pic-

the annual meeting of company stockholders here yester-

YORK,

economic

position

solid" at present than
(Continued on page 6)

it

as

was

Elect Para. Board;

Treasury Stock Cut
The annual meeting

of

Paramount

stockholders, held at the
home office here yesterday, reelected
a board of 14 directors. It also authorized the amendment of the certificate
of incorporation to eliminate 342,694
shares of common stock held in the
treasury, thereby reducing the capital
of the company by an amount equal
to the aggregate par value of the eliminated shares. The shares had been
(Continued on page 6)

Pictures

Washington, June

5.

—The Ameri-

can Federation of Labor today urged
Congress to bring under "some type
of Office of Price Stabilization regulation" film admissions and prices of
other items now exempt from price
control.

Testifying before the House
Banking Committee, AFL president William Green said that
while the list of items exempt
from price controls is comprised of many small individual
items, they add up together to
almost 15 per cent of the average family budget. Motion picture admissions account for 2.2
(Continued on page 7)

5.

— Spokesmen

for unions in the film, radio and
television
industries today urged a
special
six-man
age Stabilization
Board panel to exempt their members
from federal wage controls.
Among those testifying in an all-day
session which ran until six in the evening were representatives of IATSE,
the
Film Council, the Colosseum
of Motion Picture Salesmen, the International Association of Machinists,
the American Federation of Musicians,
Television Authority and the American Federation of Radio Artists.
All took the same broad stand that
the panel should find that Congress, in
writing the Defense Production Act,
intended to exempt from wage controls
workers in industries whose
prices are exempt from price control,
and that if the panel could not place
such an interpretation on the act, it
should nevertheless as a matter of
(Continued on page 7)

W

Agenda

for

Coast Seminar
Limit Is 35 Exhibitors;
4

Days for Compo Meet

Exhibitor representation to the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations'
Hollywood seminar on
production next month and an
agenda for the round table discussions
were decided upon yesterday by COMPO officers and representatives of
leading exhibitor organizations at an
all-day meeting at the Hotel Astor
here.

The group decided to add an
extra day to the seminar sessions, making the date July 2326 inclusively, and an executive

COMPO

board meeting of
was
set for the night of July 23.

The

controversial question of the
of exhibitor delegates to the
seminar, one of the questions which
caused the postponement from June
until July, was settled with an agreement to invite two from each of the
10 charter members of
with

number

COMPO,

(Continued on page 7)

AFL

Club
Drive for Funds

N. Y. Variety

:

The Variety Club of New York is
about to launch a campaign to raise
funds needed to continue, and eventually expand its present welfare program, Fred J. Schwartz, chief barker,
reported here yesterday.

The drive committee consists of
Schwartz, Edward Lachman, and Max
Wolff co-chairmen, Harry Brandt, Leo
Brecher, Robert Christenberry, Max
A. Cohen, Oscar A. Doob, Russell

(Continued
page
Elected Pa. Exhibitors Hit
No Cuts Indicated A V.P.' of MPEA 'Unfair' Film Terms Writers Advised Not
— "Unfair" To Take Pay Cuts
Philadelphia, June
Joyce O'Hara, who has been subFor Para. Salaries
rentals and playing terms were
for Eric A. Johnston as chief
the Motion Picture Asso- protested by 85 exhibitors representexecutive
175 theatres
area
was named a vice- ing
America,
Hollywood, June — Following an
of
Paraciation
paid
The

O'Hara

is

on

6)

.5.

film

stituting

of,

total

of

at least

salaries

president of the Motion Picture Exboard
port Association at an
meeting here yesterday. The meeting reelected all incumbent officers.
O'Hara is a vice-president of the

in

this

5.

meeting here today under the aus- emergency meeting here, the Screen
pices of Eastern Pennsylvania Allied. Writers Guild board has telegraphed
Participants included non-Allied as all members employed at the 20thtion company pays its officers, Parawell as Allied members.
Sidney E. Fox studio urging them not to accept
mount's stockholders were informed
Samuelson,
president
general salary reductions proposed by the comand
yesterday in explanation of the reason
manager of the Eastern Pennsylvania pany on the ground that "it is the
why cuts in officers' remuneration MPAA.
Those continued in office at the unit, told the meeting that 10 per cent considered opinion of your officers and
have not been instituted. Twentieth
include
Eric Johnston, pres- of the theatres in this area had been board that such action is "unilateral"
Century-Fox recently arranged for
Irving Maas forced to close during the past four and "the Guild considers this a deeply
reductions of from 25 to SO per cent ident, (now on leave)
and John G. McCarthy, vice-presi- months. In the same period, "two serious matter and one that can only
.in its officers' and executives' salaries.
Pictures' officers is less than
half the total that any other distribu-

mount

MPEA

MPEA

at a

:

;

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)
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Chicago Night-Owls
Flock to "Thing"

—

Added
Chicago, June 5.
ev dence that there are plenty
or theatre customers to be

REMBUSCH,
TRUEMAN of T.Allied
States Asso-

The Woods Theatre in the
Loop here opened with "The

from Indian-

Thing" at midnight last night.
At 1:30 A.M. this morning
there were holdouts and by
8:00 A.M. 2,300 ticket buyers
had entered the theatre, according to Ralph Smitha,
Essaness general manager.
Business was good throughout the day.

apolis.

Kelley, secretary-treasurer
Motion Picture Research Counawarded
cil, Inc., Hollywood, has been
Amerithe
service
by
of
certificate
a

W.

F.

of the

can Standards Association in recognition of his work in the development
of American Standards.
•

John

G.

McCarthy,

vice-president

Motion Picture Association of
America, Mrs. McCarthy, and Spencer Tracy are due to arrive here from
Europe today aboard the S.S. Queen

of the

Monogram Will Not
Rush Into Video

Elisabeth.

Alan

S.

•
Goodfield, son of Irving

Goodfield of Apeda Studios, theatrical photographers, will be married

Janet Joan Rose tomorrow

to

at

Sherry's.

•

Jack Levin returned
yesterday

was

the

guest

to

New York

where he
days of the

Montreal

from

for

,

five

province of Quebec.
•
Pete T. Dana, Universal Pictures
Eastern sales manager, is due to leave
here today for Buffalo, Oneida and
Pittsburgh.
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal Pic-

Southern and Canadian sales
manager, is scheduled to leave here
today for Kansas City.
•
Henry Baruch, of 20th CenturyFox's home office- publicity department, has announced his engagement
to Patricia Washer.
tures

Arthur Hornblow,
producer,
Coast.

left

Attend
Parade
Virginia MPT A Meet J~JN troops are

Myers

Jr.,

M-G-M

here yesterday for the

Richmond,
plans for the

June

Va.,

5.

—

summer meeting

Motion
Virginia
have
Association

Picture

Final
of the

Theatres

completed,
been
according to Carlton Duffus, executive
secretary. The meetings will be held
in the Jefferson Hotel here June 18-

ing

Other

again shown cross-

the 38th parallel in Korea.
key items depict scenes of

Italians' anniversary in

Rome,

the last

reunion of Confederate veterans. Midshipmen graduating, Acheson testifying, among other
text follows:

Complete

subjects.

—

No. 46 UN blasts
above parallel. Iraq Jews reach
promised land. Italians parade on anniversary. "D.P.'s" enlist in U.S. Army in
Germany. Flying-whale troop plane. Confederate vets hold last reunion. Middies
Celebrities
graduate at Annapolis. Sports
play golf for charity. Chariot racing revived in Rome, Auto dare-devils in bangup show.

MOVIETONE NEWS,

Reds

20.

Guest speakers will include Arthur Mayer, executive vice-president
COMPO, who will speak on his orEdith Lindeman, amuseganization
ment editor of the Richmond Times
Dispatch, who will speak on "A Critic
Looks at Pictures George Murphy,
;

;

M-G-M star, on "Hollywood's Job";
Max Youngstein, vice-president of

:

NEWS

O'F

THE DAY,

hails victory in Korea.
East policies. Italy's

No. 280— Marshall
Acheson defends Far

new strength. Mass
United Artists, on "The United Ar- gathering of "men-in-gray." Celebrity golf.
Dare-devil drivers. Chariot racing thrills
tists' Story ;" Abram Myers, general
counsel, Allied States Association, on Romans.
Monogram's "What an Exhibitor Organization
Hollywood, June 5.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 83— Graduafinancial position, as indicated by its Means," and Martin Bennett, RCA tion day at Annapolis. Man attends his own
funeral.
People you are reading about:
showed
recent financial statement that
Eastern division sales manager, on
Secretary Acheson, General Bradley, Pope
weeks,
for
39
$258,118
profit
of
net
"Television."
a
Pius. Report from Iran: Hope rises for a
under
is such that the management is
peaceful settlement.
Items
Agenda
Other
no pressure to decide quickly whether
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 23A — UN
Also on the agenda are reports by forces cross the parallel. U.S. Army
and to what extent it will avail itself
adopts
older
its
president, W. F. Crockett, and napalm bomb in Korea. Eisenhower inspects
of the re-sale possibilities of
releases for telecasts.
counsel Robert T. Barton plus a Norwegian troops. Arab citizens of Israel.
Memorial Day in Japan. Margaret Truman
Monogram president Steve Broidy closed meeting on film practices, a arrives in England. Fanny Brice's funeral.
business
and
a
discussion,
Daily
drive-in
Picture
Motion
today told
Sports: the Steel Cup regatta.
Board
that finalization of a television ar- meeting for the election of the
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 462— Acheson
rangement with the American Feder- and officers and a sightseeing tour for testifies. Truman, an artist. Bradley and
meeting
will
The
exhibitors.
wives
of
company
the
ation of Musicians places
Eisenhower. Canned milk. Annapolis graduwith a cocktail party sponsored ation. Victory parade in Italy. Car fence.
in a strategically favorable position end
Chariot races. Auto dare-devils.
with respect to the video market, but by Frank Wolfe, Jr. and Alexander Sports:
that it does not necessarily indicate Film Co. and a dinner-dance.
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 85—
Celebrities' golf tournament. The war in
that steps will be taken immediately
Korea. Air Forces' newest delta wing jet.
lor the release of its product for tele-

—

MPTA

Florida

casts.

said the management will
explore the whole matter thoroughly
betore making a move and expects to
disclose its decision by the encl of the

Broidy

month.

TOA Wins

Nation honors Confederate veterans. Britons
Festival.
Senate probe hears
relax
at
Acheson. General Bradley in France. Gen-

Legislative Drive
Gael

Sullivan,

Theatre Owners of

America executive

director, reported
here that he has been informed by the
Florida legislative committee
that the group has succeeded in preventing the enactment of legislation
unfavorable to the industry. The Florida legislature adjourned last weekend.

TOA

Republic Studio Officials Weigh
Use of Old Films for TV

—

Although
Hollywood, June 5.
•
due to arrive in Hobo- negotiations between the American
and Repubken, N. J., today aboard the S.S. Federation of Musicians
lic had been going on for nearly two
Nicuw Amsterdam from Europe.

Bob Hope

to

\J

had:

president

New York

1951

Mayer, Youngstein, Newsreel

Personal
Mention
ciation, is in

6,

is

Tenn.

TO Meets June
—

13

eral

Collins

in

Germany. Virginia Mayo,
queen."
Auto dare-

"three-dimensional
devils'

international championships.

Services Held for
Allied's Rosenberg
Pittsburgh, June

5.

— Funeral

serv-

Chattanooga, June 5. The Ten- ices were held here today for M. A.
years before AFM president James nessee Theatre Owners Association's
Rosenberg, seventh president of naCheever Cowdin is in Holly- l'etrillo announced the consummation board of directors will meet at the tional Allied States Association, who
J.
the
which
to
extent
the
of a deal,
wood from New York.
Gayosa Hotel in Memphis on Wednes- died yesterday morning after a lengthy
company will utilize television for dis- day, June 13 and the general member- illness.
posing of old pictures will not be ship will meet on 'the following day at
3-Theatre
He was president of Allied of Westknown until studio executives have the same place. Gael Sullivan, execuyears and
the market potential against tive director of the Theatre Owners ern Pennsylvania for nine
weighed
for 'Ace'
chairman. In 1942
the conversion costs entailed, it was of America, New York, will be the then became board
Paramount will hold a three-theatre indicated.
Rosenberg was drafted to serve as
guest speaker at the closing banquet
world premiere of Billy Wilder's "Ace
president of Allied States. Never a
conclusions as to the
Definitive

World

Premiere

the Hole" in Albuquerque, N.M.,
on June 14, it was announced here by
Jerry Pickman, director of advertisin

ing publicity.
The theatres are the Kimo, Sunshine and State, operated by the Interstate Circuit, which is cooperating in
the premiere plans with members of
the Paramount home office.

company's policy

will not be reached

for three or four weeks,
stood.

it

is

under-

T atum, Felix in

ABC

on the second day.

Hitchcock to Tour

For Warner Film
Alfred Hitchcock will embark on a

Party for 'U' Starlets

cross country trip to 12 selected key
cities for press, magazine and radio
Donn B. Tatum has been appointed interviews in advance of playdates for
director of television for American "Strangers on a Train," a Warner
Broadcasting's Western division with production directed by him. He will

Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie, top
additions to Universal's roster of "new
faces," will be. introduced to the press
at a cocktail party at the Stork Club
here today. They recently completed
co-starring roles in the Technicolor
Was
production of "The Prince
Thief."

headquarters in Hollywood, and Ern
est Felix has been named acting manager of the network's Western divi
sion, it was announced here yesterday
by Robert E. Kintner, ABC president.
Tatum replaces Richard A. Moore,
who has resigned to join the Los Angeles Times.

Who

A

he agreed to serve only
board had pleaded with him
He served for two terms
to do so.
during World War II. In recent years
he has operated the Parkway and
Colony theatres in McKees Rock, Pa.
He retained an active interest in excandidate,

after the

Coast Posts

be accompanied by

Warner's

home

Graham Wahn,

office

publicity

of
de-

partment.
Hitchcock's

first stop on the tour,
which was arranged by Mort Blumen-

Warner advertising publicity
head, will be in Boston where he
arrives on Friday, June 15.
stock,

hibitor organization affairs as long as
his health would permit and he retired from Allied's board only a few
years ago.

Abrahams' Son-in-Law
Hollywood, June

5.

Sanford Ab-

Monogram

executive, today
was notified that his son-in-law,
Richard L. Yates, has been killed in
action in Korea.

rahams,

PFC
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2nd BigWeek
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Hawaii
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Atlanta
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GO FOR

BROKE!
HOLDING EVERYWHERE!

BIGGEST OF YEAR AT
CAPITOL,

A

NEW YORK

AS CRITICS CHEER!

Extra!

Press-Time!

2nd Weeks

at Seattle,

South Bend,Minneapolis and Charleston, W.Va,

Discriminating N.Y.
music of a parade band

say:

critics

As

"Irresistible entertainment!

Springfield, Mass. doing "Annie

stirring as the

Gun"

V— HERALD TRIBUNE

Los Angeles State Theatre

"Deserves the highest praise I"— TIMES
entertainment

"First-rate

touches

.

.

.

.

.

.

thrills

.

.

.

"Annie"

human

humor!"— POST

—JOURNAL-AMERICAN
tribute

!
'

and excitingly staged

...

is

enjoying

biz!

Long Beach, Cal. tops wonderful "Annie."

"Impressive tribute to courage and heroism!"
"Realistically

Get Your

biz.

Bremerton, Wash, opening tops
"Battleground."

a rousing

'—WORLD-TELEGRAM

"Exciting film!"

Miami, Fla. opening is a few dollars
under "Battleground."

M IRROR

"Superior to 'Battleground'!"— COMPASS

M-G-M

Presents

GO FOR

BROKE!l»

STARRING

VAN JOHNSON

PRAISE FOR ALL
and

THE HEROES OF THE 442nd REGIMENTAL COMBAT
Written and Directed by ROBERT PIROSH
Produced by

DORE SCHARY

TEAM

Here's the Ace
of

^

Paramount^

VMBT mrt%

reaching stardom "in
performance."

— vonefy

And Here's the Ace
Campaign of
Paramount's Famed
Pre -Selling
38-city advance tour by
special

representative

the
most concentrated effort since
"Samson and Delilah."
in

Pocket Preview booklet (stills
and script excerpts) mailed to
7,500 public-opinion molders.

WORD

IS

SPREADING WITH WORDS LIKE

National ads in Life, Look,
Colliers and Saturday Evening Post, plus complete fan
schedule.

IPORTANT

POTENT

SHOCKING

EXCELLENT

ACE

FORCEFUL

VIVID

RUGGED

EMOTIONAL

STRONG

REALISTIC

TERRIFYING

BEST

•

—M.

Exhibitor

P.

Daily

—'Film

Daily

Kirk Douglas cross-country
tour to meet the press.

Jan Sterling visit to New
York for unprecedented magazine, press and radio build-up.
"Location"

World Premiere

Albuquerque (where
ture was filmed.)
in

will

adore Douglas.

He makes Cagney and

)gart look like shsies." —Columnist Dorothy KilgalUn

do strong business."— Variety

Five months of advance
screenings to set summer-long
publicity breaks
coast scale.

Special

BOB ARTHUR

-

PORTER HALL

Produced and Directed by

pic-

on coast

to

TV trailers.

Unusual exploitation material,
now in hands of Paramount's
field representatives.

BILLY

WILDER

WRITTEN BY BILLY WILDER, LESSER SAMUELS

AND WALTER NEWMAN

— and

many

other ticket-selling aids set up for every type
of situation.

Wednesday, June
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(Continued front page

Washington, June 5.—WarBrothers is dropping
ner
matinees in four theatres
here. The four are the Bevand
erly, Calvert, Sheridan
Kennedy.

about a year and a half ago, Balaban
reported that domestic revenues are
holding up at about the same level as
the second quarter of 1950.
Foreseeing more employment and
hence more expendable public income
and less available consumer goods in
consequence of the defense production
program, the Paramount president told
the meeting "In common with other
industries which were adversely affected by the extraordinary post war
demand for consumer hard goods, we

At the same time, Warners
announced that Nat Glasser,
Maryland district manager,

has resigned. Glasser has
been with the organization
for 31 years. Rumors that
other shifts and retirements
were in the offing were denied by zone manager George
Crouch.

1)

'

added to the capital surplus of the
company and made legally available
surplus
for any purpose for which
be used, "a number of dollars
shares
as is equal to the number of
eliminated."
The reelected directors, who will
hold a board meeting next week presumably for the purpose of electing
presofficers, include Barney Balaban,

may

Y. Frank Freeman, production
ident
vice-president; A. Conger Goodyear,
;

Stanton
Container Corp.;
Spam;
to
Ambassador
U.S.
Griffis,
Duncan G Harris, Brown-HarrisStevens, Inc.; John D. Hertz, Lehman Brothers; Austin C. Keough,

Gaylord

.

Paramount vice-president and general
I. McClintock, SterlingDrug, Inc.; Fred Mohrhardt, Paramount treasurer; Maurice Newton,
Paul Raibourn,
Hallgarten and Co.

counsel; Earl

50 per cent interest the company holds
in Chromatic Television Laboratories
and the half interest it has in International Tele-meter Corp., and said
the film company is "convinced that
the mutual benefits to be derived from
the constructive association of the mo-

;

:

in box-office

future.

receipts."

;

(

Para. Salaries
1)

Replying to questions put by stockholders at their annual meeting here
yesterday, Balaban pointed out that
his present annual salary $104,000, is
less than half what it was in 1949
before the divorcement of the picture
and the theatre companies. The proxy
statement issued in conjunction with
stockholders meeting lists the
the
total of salaries paid in 1950 to all
Paramount directors and officers as
$951,850.

Continued from page

Downing, S. H. Fabian, Theodore R.
Gamble, William J. German, Nat Harris, Jules E. Ligget, Maurice Maurer,
Lee W. Newburry, Arthur M. Rapf,
Walter Reade, Jr., Irving Renner,
Sam Rinzler, Sam Rosen, Michael
Edward H. Rugoff, Sol
Ruden,
Schwartz, George P. Skouras, Saul
Gael Sullivan, Dick
Strausberg,
Walsh, Robert M. Weitman and Earl
Wilson.

TV

Avert Dublin Strike
Has Moved

,630 NINTH
.

New York

Ave..

j

Its

Film Center
B U
L D
N6j
I

I

dealt

by concerted action'

with

said the Guild officers are
meeting with officers and other talent
guilds and, additionally, are in consultation with the Authors League of
America, the Dramatists Guild, Authors Guild, and the Radio Writers

The wire

—

Dublin, June 5. A tentative agree
ment has postponed a strike of the-

of

whereby

Thompson, who

5.

— The

conclu-

arrangements
distribution
Fidelity productions will be

released by

Warner Brothers has been

announced in a j oint statement by Jack
L. Warner, executive producer for
WB, and A. Pam Blumenthal, chairman of the board of directors of Fidelity

Pictures Inc.

•
that
position
has
been appointed adthe
Weaver
took
Dick
The Guild
Fox, in asking certain free lance vertising-publicity director of Armand
writers to take a reduction on the Denis Productions, by Armand Denis,
Guild.

had

or three" drive-ins had been opened,
he said.
Results of a ballot on the "most
unpopular" film company taken at the
meeting are being withheld until the
general sales head of the company
has been notified. The sales executive
will be invited to meet with the exhi
bitors

to

discuss

grievances,

announced.

Studio

Pay Rises

—

it

company which speproducing jungle pictures.

president of the
cializes in

Pa. Exhibitors

—

In

be

sion

The drive will terminate in the fall same basis as contract writers,
with a party to be held at the Astor made the issue industry-wide.
Hotel. Winners of the 1951 Variety
Club welfare awards, pivotal point of
the campaign, will be named at this
(Continued from page 1)
affair.
The awards will consist of a

Cadillac sedan, a Hudson convertible,
a Ford Victoria, two RCA-Victor
Albany, N. Y., June 5. Herbert consoles and several season passes
Schwartz has been transferred by Co- from major motion picture theatre cirlumbia from Cincinnati to Albany as cuits in the Metropolitan area.
salesman succeeding Kenneth Yale,
Although the drive will be aimed
who resigned to enter business in New principally at raising money within the
York. Louis Gonick, formerly of Bos- motion picture and allied industries,
ton, joins the local Columbia sales the general public will be given an
staff.
opportunity to participate.

at'

Hollywood, June

(Continued from page 1)

1

Schwartz Is Shifted

YEP/ They're NOW
BIGGER QUARTERS

Frost replaces T. R.
resigned.

Writers Advised

Variety Club Drive

;

Know
flLMACK<

S. H. Fabian, president of Fabian
Theatres, has been elected chairman of
the Business Men's Council of the
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of
New York, the nation's largest private
philanthropy supporting local health

and welfare services, it was announced
here yesterday by Milton Weill, presition picture and television industries dent of the Federation.
Fabian succeeds Weill, who relinwill result in better entertainment for
the chairmanship of the counguished
which
facts
the
recited
the public." He
have been published regarding the cil upon his election to the Federation
being developed by Chro- presidency in April.
look for a reversal of this trend dur- video tube
•
a public demonstration
ing the last six months of this year matic and said
shortly.
held
will
be
the
tube
of
accelerates."
Washington, June 5. Trust acas the defense program
During the question-and-answer pe- counts of Jack Cohn purchased 2,000
Balaban pointed out that the
riod which followed Balaban's address, shares of Columbia Pictures common
company's earnmgs for the first
Benjamin Corey, a minority stock- during April, bringing their total
quarter of this year were $1,holder and former employee in the holding to 23,557 shares, according to
against $1,441,000 for
411,000
Paramount television technical re- the latest report of the Securities and
the corresponding period of
search department headed by Richard Exchange Commission on trading by
1950.
He cited the improveHodgson, now Chromatic president, officers and directors in film company
ments in foreign revenue as a
arose to claim that "bungling" in the stocks. Cohn holds 43,624 shares adcredit factor, whereas higher
department resulted in a loss to stock- ditionally outright. The report also reproduction costs and increased
holders of $4,000,000. Balaban dis- vealed that Abe Schneider, company
taxes are debit factors.
counted the claim but indicated he treasurer, gave away 300 Columbia
would look into the charge. Corey, shares and bought 300 shares, leaving
reply
said
in
Balaban
time,
At this
had been discharged by Hodgson, his total at 8,466 shares and options
who
to a stockholder's question, Paramount
Trans-Electron Labora- for 12,500 more.
has between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 now heads
operating in Massachufirm
tories,
a
and
four
between
At Universal, John J. O'Connor,
blocked abroad, with
vice-president, sold 100 shares at 4^
five million pounds frozen in England. setts.
Hodgson reported, in connection per cent cumulative preferred, leaving
He added that he expected that within
with
a defense of his department's op- him with 100 preferred and 100 comfrom
30 days a flow of remittances
during the last seven mon shares. Fred L. Metzler bought
Italy will start in consequence of the erations, that
spent $1,500,000 on 10 shares of 20th Century-Fox comParamount
years
film
Italo-US
of
the
signing recently
television research.
mon, his entire holding.
pact.
A number of stockholders arose
9
In indicating anti-trust litigation
the meeting
consequences as being of "considerable from time to time during
5.— H. L. Frost,
Hollywood,
June
his achieveinfluence" in the business decline, Bal- to compliment Balaban on
formerly circuit sales manager for
to
and
aban said: disrupted releasing sched- ments as company president
in
the Milwaukee-Chicago
confidence" in M-G-M
ules have "upset the habits of movie- express "unconditional
area, has been appointed by Monogram
Balaban
urged
goers and seriously affected box-office the management. One
their Kandem and Allied Artists to head announced
I
dare say that each of to exercise his stock options as a
receipts.
sas City branch, it was
in the com
these three factors television, a chang- onstration of confidence
here yesterday by Harold Wirthwein,
president
Paramount
the
and
pany,
releasing
disrupted
and
economy
ing
Western sales manager. The appointin the near
schedules, has contributed its share to said he intended to do so
ment is effective June 18.

Paramount vice-president; Edwin L. the decline
Weisl, Simpson, Thacher and BartGeorge Weltner, Paramount Inlett
Adolph Zukor,
ternational president
Paramount board chairman.

You

activities

in the field of television, including the

—

purchased on the open market by the
company.
By the elimination of shares and
reduction of capital, there will be

(Continued from page

1)

Balaban cited Paramount's

:

Elect Para. Board
(Continued from page

NEWS
in Brief

Balaban on Trust Suits

Warner Houses
Drop Matinees
4

1951

6,

Weaver will also act as personal
representative for both Denis and his
wife, Michaela Denis, who is associated with the company in an executive capacity. The Denis' leave soon
Nairobi,
in
for their headquarters
Kenya Colony, Africa. Weaver will
make

his headquarters in

The appearance

New

York.

of Randolph Scott

will highlight the special activities set
motion by Mort Blumenstock,
in

vice-president in charge of
for the world
advertising-publicity,
premiere of "Fort Worth," in which

was Warner

Scott is starred with David Brian and
Phyllis Thaxter, at the Worth The-

Hollywood June 5. Studio crafts atre, Fort Worth, next Wednesday.
Following the premiere, the picaveraged $104.66 weekly durworkers
atre employes here, scheduled for last
will open in an all-time record
ture
March,
cents
from
Sunday. Both representatives of the ing April, up 62
bookings in the Southwest,
union and exhibitors agreed on a cost- which compares with $97.42 in April number of
theatres
in Texas, Tennessee,
500
in
of
Department
California
the
of-living wage boost, subject to ap- 1950,
Mexico and Oklaproval by the membership of each Industrial Relations reported in a Arkansas, New
homa.
statement.
group.
1

,

Wednesday, June

6,

Motion Picture Daily

1951

Wages
(Continued from page

Plans for Picture-of -Month Selection,
Exhibits Being Set by N. Y. Group

1)

Two

of a series of projects designed to stimulate interest in
motion pictures and attendance at New York Metropolitan theatres will be described at a luncheon at Toots Shor's here Friday,
sponsored by the Motion Picture Industry Joint Public Relations
Committee, of which Fred Schwartz is chairman and Lynn Farnol
special representative.
Victor Ratner, vice-president of Macy's, will detail plans for
the selection of a Favorite-Picture-of-the-Month by the department store. A second project of the Metropolitan exhibitors' group
will be discussed by Charles Beck of the New York City Board
of Education. It involves a traveling motion picture museum which
would exhibit memorabilia of outstanding film productions in the
high schools of the city.
Advertising-publicity directors of major companies and heads
of New York theatre circuits have been invited to attend the
luncheon to hear a discussion of these and other business-building
projects planned by the MPIJPRC.

recommend exempting
such workers. They argued it was not
fair for workers to be controlled when
public

policy

their employers

were

not.

No

employer witnesses have asked
to appear, and today's testimony marks
the end of the film-radio phase of the
hearing's. Some of the witnesses today
indicated they

would

file

more

detailed

briefs between now and June IS. Jerry
Cahill, of the Motion Picture Associa-

was an observer at the hearings.
The six man panel must make its

tion,

recommendations

to

Wage

final policy is likely

Board.

No

the

full

18-man

to be announced before the very end
of June at the earliest.

Frank Murdock, general counsel of
IATSE, said that the amusement industry

no

_

Today's AFM Meet MPA Shows Italian
Will Nominate Slate Pact to the FTC
Washington, June — The Motion

AFL

AFL

AFM

Beznor
Reported

Silent on

UMW Bid
*i

1

J

,

UMW's

Machinists spokesman, who said their
members included some 500 mechanics

trict

engaged

the hearings, he emphasized that
the organization he spoke for is "at
present an independent union."

in repairing projection equip-

ment, said that they thought all industries should be subject to price control, but that as long as some were
exempt, wages in those industries
should be exempt, too.
spokesmen said that there had
not been an increase in wages of musicians in the film industry since 1946,
and that increases above the present
ceilings might be needed to permit
members to regain their previous living standards.
Saul P. Pryor, representing
cuiu
x\r\, sctiu. me situation in radio

AFM

AFM

TVA

and television was comparable to that
in the studios, with sporadic employment and low annual wages for all but
the top names.

50.

However, when he took the stand
at

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
•

Specializing
in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
Maiden Lane, New York
3720 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
75

1)

Allied States and the Theatre Owners
of America each to have permission
to appoint four additional delegates.

The Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners may also
two additional delegates.

invite

Five more exhibitors are to be

in-

COMPO

vited by Ned E. Depinet,
president. He is expected to choose
from the ranks of non-organized exhibitors and to fill any geographic
gaps that may result from the choice
of the exhibitor organizations.
The agenda, as set up at yesterday's
meeting, will include the following:
The quantity and quality of pictures
how exhibitors can help build
new stars and enhance the value of
existing screen personalities; picture
cycles
small budget pictures; "message" pictures; audience tastes; titles;
more films in color stories ; industry
public relations
television and television trends
advertising and trailers
"movie" theatre jubilee; and a
motion picture exposition.
Other topics are expected to be
added to the agenda by the producers.
Speakers on the above topics will
be named by
and the afternoon of July 25 has been set aside for
an open forum at which all attending
will have an opportunity to speak.
Attending yesterday's meeting were
Si Fabian and Gael Sullivan,

5.

Picture Association of America has
submitted the proposed Italian film
agreement to the Federal Trade Commission for approval, it was learned
here today.
The Association has asked the Commission to certify that the commit-

ments

makes

it

in

the agreement do

;

;

;

;

;_

COMPO

Webb-Pomerene Act,
TOA
which governs agreements made by
Trueman Rembusch and Nathan Yaexport associations.
mins, Allied States Oscar Doob, Leo
not violate

the

;

Mum

FTC

on Details

officials would not discuss deof the
request, but did
admit that the agreement was "under
review" and that a decision might be
forthcoming in the next week. They
emphasized that there was no complaint or prosecution involved, and
that the
had voluntarily sub-

MPAA

tails

MPAA

mitted the agreement.
It was believed that this is the first
time such an agreement has been submitted to a government agency for
approval. There was no indication as
to why this pact is being submitted
when others were not.
_

Price

-

Merman

Brecher and Fred Schwartz, Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatre Association
Arthur Mayer, Robert Coyne
and Charles McCarthy, COMPO.
;

'Festival Girl' to

US

ArOdeon and Gaumont The-

British exhibitors sparked by J.

thur Rank's

atres, have launched a country-wide
talent search to select Britain's "Festival Girl" who will visit the United

States and other countries throughout
the world in connection with the current Festival of Britain, it was disclosed here yesterday by Universal
Pictures which distributes Rank product in this country.

Prod.

5.

—

Hollywood, June 5. Allied Artists'
"I Was An American Spy" will have
its Coast premiere tomorrow in two
Los Angeles first-run houses, the
Hawaii and Palace, in six leading regular theatres in as many immediate
suburbs, and in 10 Pacific drive-in

offers

O'Hara, John Payne, Will Price and
OOP MpmiP
It
a Vf*
a
nnnnn^rl
\_i man
lid
VC
ell
1U U11C cl.1
IfliC
formation of Price-Merman ProducIT

i.vj.

tions

to

^

II

make seven

^

^
^

features, using
in the next

Technicolor exclusively,

three years.
Merman and Price flew
to New York to negotiate a releasing

\^r^^"-f/eeper service
|

deal.

theatres.

MPEA

AFL's Green
Continued from page

"We

feel,

in

|

Elects

on

(g/^rfassadori
The only all-sleeper

(Continued from page 1)
1

per cent of the consumers price
index and newspaper prices for
1.5 per cent, Green said.

Jr.

(Continued from page

^TWA=TWA=TWA=rWA^^
Formed on Coast
— Maureen
Hollywood, June
Now TWA
|

Coast 'Spy' Bows
Set for Today

(

MITCHELL MAY,

Seminar

;

not contributing to inflation.
problem," he declared.
'With the growth of television and
the drive-ins, if anything we're in a
slump." He contended that all the
legislative history of the act indicated
The American Federation of Musithat Congress did not intend any wage
cians' 54th annual convention, which
ceiling where there was not a price
got underway here Monday at the
ceiling.
Commodore Hotel, yesterday set toFilm Council
day for the nomination of officers and
executive committeemen, as well as
Robert W. Gilbert, representing the
delegates to the forthcoming
Film Council and also standingconvention.
The election, by secret
in
for Roy Brewer, IATSE West
ballot, will follow at noon tomorrow.
Coast representative, said that if the
It is expected that James C. Petpanel could not find express authority
rillo,
president, will be a canin the law for controlling film wages,
didate for reelection.
it
should rule they are exempt. He
argued that there are already too
many studio workers and that studio
Still
employment is highly sporadic, with
high hourly wages cloaking low an\A/
ACUTWrTAM
Mint* K
Tl
xr r\
nual income.
VV /VDXiJLiNU
UTN
JL'd.VICi
DcZJ U1IC J.
Colosseum general counsel David nor, general counsel of the Colosseum
Beznor said that salesmen had been of Motion Picture Salesmen, here to
unable to get satisfactory terms in testify before the Wage Stabilization
two weeks of negotiations with dis- Board hearings, refused to answer
tributors, and that the Board "should questions as to whether he had also
not put any additional shackles on the met with United Mine Workers leademployes."
ers over reported bids for the ColosThe International Association of seum to join
"catch-all" Disis

"We're

7

AFL

particular," the
"that changes are

dents

Sidney Schreiber, secretary
DuVall, treasurer; Herbert
Erlanger, assistant secretary and
J.
assistant treasurer, and Frank
J. Al-

Fred

ford,

flights
|||

overnight to

^

;

W.

assistant treasurer.

The board meeting was preceded
head testified,
required in subsection (III) which con- by the annual meeting of the
cerns the prices established for news- stockholders who reelected all incumpapers, magazines, books and admis- bent directors of the Export Association, with Arthur B. Krim replacing
sions to motion pictures.
feel

MPEA

\

LONDON and PARIS
Hi

^

non -stop from

New

York

|
sj

For information, see your
travel

agent or

call

TWA

We

that the prices of these items can be Frank J. McNamee as director-atlarge representing United Artists.
subject to some type of
regulation without infringing upon the traditional freedom of the press."
Green was the first witness to raise
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans will
the question of changing the present arrive in
York from the Coast
price control exemptions. The Admin- next
Wednesday and will meet with
istration recommended no change in the
press at luncheon in the Hotel
this provision.
Warwick on the same dav.

OPS

Rogers' Press Luncheon
New

jM fal
W^]

:

on
con depend

TWwM

\

WINTERS

GARFIED
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-
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THE WAY

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK CITY-JUNE 20th

DYNAMITE
thru

A ROBERTS PRODUCTION

followed by hundreds of
with

day-and-date saturation
bookings!

BOXOFFICE

WALLACE FORD

Based on
<•

a novel by

•

SELENA ROYLE

Sam Ross

•

and Bobby Hyatt

Screenplay by Guy Endore
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To Get Theatre

TV

RCA

theof two
television units by the
Shea circuit was disclosed
here yesterday. E. C. Grainger, head of the circuit which
has installed a GPL theatre
TV unit in its Fulton Theatre
in Pittsburgh, said the theatres to receive the equip-

Purchase

Exclusive

Louis-Savold Fight

Go

to Pitts.,

May

Binghamton

ment would be decided

At
more

announcement
tion

{Continued on page 4)

of the installa-

RCA

equipment

in

in Cleveland,
the third of that circuit's
theatres to get large screen

TV

and

Loew's
Century in Baltimore, which
marks that company's first
venture into the field of the-

list of cities

Other theatres definitely scheduled

of

RKO's Palace

day night.
Pittsburgh was added to the

which will receive
the telecast yesterday when
E. C. Grainger, head of the
Shea circuit, said that the Fulton in that city has signed for
the bout. Binghamton, N. Y.,
may also be included if Comerford can succeed in getting coaxial cable facilities for its
TV-equipped theatre there.

fol-

lowing a survey being made
by RCA.
The purchase follows the

and perhaps eig'ht or
theatres will participate in
the first theatre television network
formed to carry the exclusive telecast of the Joe Louis-Lee Savold
heavyweight prizefight next Wednesleast six

facilities,

in

atre television.

Petrillo Is

Unopposed

ALL

UPTDirectors

Okay Merger

C.

Petrillo of Chicago,

of

Lhiited Paramount Theatres board
directors yesterday approved the

proposed merger with ABC and set
July 27 as the date for a special stockholders meeting to vote on the deal.
The theatre and network merger has
been approved by the ABC board but
ABC stockholders are not expected to
meet until after the
stockhold-

UPT

(Continued on page 2)

Pennsylvania U.
Rejects TV Ban
Restrictions on the televising of football games imposed
by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association will not
be observed by the University
of Pennsylvania.it was learned
here yesterday.
Pennsylvania said it would
televise all of its eight games
at Franklin Field, Philadelphia, next fall.
Under the
association ruling, aimed at
gauging gate receipts against
television income, televising
of games is limited to controlled experiments laid
by a special committee.

out

was

at the
third-day session of the 54th annual
convention of the American Federa-

Hotel Com-

modore here yesterday, thus assuring
election today for his 12th year
as international president of the organized
musicians
of
the
United
States and Canada.
his

Impartial

TEN CENTS

1951

U.S.

EARNINGS

Today to MPEA Board
Affiliate to
Effective immediately, the French
"W"in Hike! BcZllOr

To

government

Individual members of the salesmen's
union, the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen of America, are willing
to see their labor organization affiliated with any national union that
would help them secure the wage increase they are seeking, David Beznor,
Colosseum general counsel, declared
here yesterday upon his arrival from
Washington where he participated on
Wednesday in the appeal by film-television-radio labor for exemption from

Federal wage controls.
Beznor made this statement in reply
to questions concerning the report that
the United Mine Workers' District
No. 50 is prepared to receive the Colosseum as a member unit as a result

Washington between

(Continued on page 4)

has dropped all reon remittances of U. S.
film companies' earnings, John G.
McCarthy, chief
of the
Motion

strictions

Picture

Associ-

ation of America foreign de-

partment, d i sclosed yesterday

upon

his arrival

fro

m

on

the

Q

u

England

e e

5.

ii

5\
Elisa-

beth.

McCar

who
John McCarthy

has

hy,
been

t

abroad for sevweeks during w h i c h he
eral

closed the Italofilm pact, has brought back also
an outline of a proposed agreement
with the Spanish government. He will
report today at a meeting of the Motion Picture Export Association board

US

nominated without opposition

tion of Musicians in the

and

Returns With
Salesmen W:ili»,«
Willing [McCarthy
Agreem Jlt; wm Report

of talks held in

James

7,

Concise

FRANCE UNBLOCKS

Two Shea Theatres
atre

TV

e

To Confer Here on
MPEA End in Japan

on the achievements involving not only
France, Italy and Spain, but also with
respect to preliminary arrangements
the he has made for negotiation of a new

Takejiro Ohtani, president of
Shockiku Film Co., leading producing, Anglo-American film pact.
Also nominated without opposition distributing and theatre organization
The disclosure that France has
to succeed themselves were Leo Clues- of Japan, and K. Shirai, a producer agreed to unrestricted convertibility
mann, Newark, for international sec- for the firm, are in New York to comes at a time when blocked U.S.
retary and Harry J. Steeper, Teaneck, confer with Adolph Zukor and Barney earnings there are of relatively small
N. J., for international treasurer. For Balaban, chairman of the board and amount. This is the first time since
vice-president the convention has nom- president, respectively, of Paramount 1939 that there have been no restricinated Charles L. Bagley, Los An- Pictures, and George Weltner, presi- tions on French remittances.
Some
geles, to succeed himself, and Moses dent of Paramount International.
six months ago McCarthy negotiated
E. Wright, who is from Newburyport,
Ohtani, whose company owns stu- a
remittance
agreement with the
Mass.
(Continued on page 4)
French in which "a good part" of
blocked funds were released.
The
foreign
department

US Grand Jury Opens Probe
Of Chicago Drive-ins Today
—

Chicago, June 6. A Federal grand
jury probe of alleged price-fixing by
Chicago area drive-ins is scheduled to
open tomorrow morning in Federal U.
District Court here.
London, June 6. To stave off a
The anti-trust division of the De- threatened defeat in Parliament today
partment of Justice has been con- for its proposed new entertainment
ducting a behind-the-scenes investiga- tax, the government made some immetion of the local drive-in setup for the diate concessions and promised to dispast few weeks.
Several local drive- cuss others with trade organizations
in operators have been subpoenaed to here, probably on Friday.
appear before the grand jury with
The government was obviously surtheir books and records for the year.
(Continued on page 2)

Opposition Forces
K. Tax Retreat

—

MPAA

chief will return to Paris next month
for further talks with French' govern-

(Continued on page 4)

Coast Unions Will
Seek 15% Pay Hike
Hollywood, June
studio

unions,

6.

—

Film

whose mem-

wages account for approximately 25 per cent of
Hollywood's annual production
bers'

costs,

will

demand increases

averaging 15 per cent when
their

with

contract negotiations
the studios get under

way here next month.

Thursday, June
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CBC

Urges

Personal
Mention

Control

TV

Of Canadian

NEWS
in Brief

6— The

development
remain
government
the
of
hands
of
head
the
WALSH,
firmly in
J.
Para- if the proposals of the Royal Comfor
operations
branch
concluded a
mount, will leave here today for Se- mission, which has just
letters
"arts,
the
of
two-year survey
attle.
are
and sciences" in the Dominion,

Ottawa, June
television

of

in

Canada

will

JOSEPH

t<X]ATIVE SON"
IN world premiere

M-G-M

exhibitor accepted.
The Commission, headed by Vincent
M. L.
assistant,
relations head, and his
chancellor of the University
Massey,
Simons are back in New York folrecommends that the CanToronto,
of
lowing a tour of speaking engageadian Broadcasting Corp. organize
ments.
basis
video programming on a national
•
be
to
not
stations,
private
that
Pat Patterson, Astor Pictures and
accomplished,
is
this
until
licensed
franchise holder in the West, has arproshould be merely outlets for
rived here for conferences with R. M.
effect of this, informed
The
grams.
Pictures
Savini, president of Astor
observers say, makes certain that
Corp.
telecasting on a broad scale is still a
•

H. M. Richey,

CBC

York

Charles Levy, Walt Disney's
licity

director in

New

re-

taries

•

its

film

was

4

306'

Herman

E. Cooper, attorney for a
key unions, and described
as a leading anti-Communist, has been
named attorney for Local 306, IATSE
projectionists union here, succeeding
Harry Sacher, attorney for some of
the 11 top Communists whose convictions were upheld by the U.S. Su-

number

of

produced by James Prades and is re- preme Court this week.
leased in the U. S. by Classic Pictures.
Sacher, who was given a six months
•
sentence in jail for contempt of court
which during the trial of the 11 Communists,
Ireland,"
of
"Hills

The

has officially resigned from 306.

$8,183 for the
55th Street
first week at New York's
Playhouse, grossed $7,165 for the secexcellent

grossed

an

ond and

final

week, Martin

managing director

The

be continued.

J.

Lewis,

of the theatre,

re-

B'way Capitol Sets
June-July Programs

Sol Lesser, producer, and Mrs.
The New York Capitol Theatre has
Lesser will sail for Honolulu on set full screen and in-person stage pro
June 15 for a vacation.
grams through June and July.
•
Changing its Thursday opening day
Arlene
Lex Barker and his wife,
to Wednesday, on June 13, will usher
Dahl, will return here today from in Humphrey Bogart and Marta ToEurope aboard the S.vS". He de France. ren in Columbia's "Sirocco," Ethel

$150,000 to Remodel,

House Will Close
—

ported yesterday. He said the grosses
Buffalo, June 6. Edmund Linder,
broke a 24-year record of receipts at
manager
of the Astor Theatre in
the theatre, the previous record beSyracuse, visiting Film Row here, re"Two
of
week
first
the
ing $6,000 for
ports that the Astor, formerly the
Hearts in Waltz Time," in 1927.
Empire, on which $150,000 was
•
remodeling, will
recently spent in
Hollywood, June 6.—Hal Roach, shutter soon for the summer.
Linder will leave here soon for New
12 features in the
Jr., will produce
$100,000 bracket within a year for York to substitute for other City Endistribution by Lippert Productions. tertainment Corp. managers on vacaThe undertaking will not affect tion.
production
television-film
Roach's
schedule consisting of 104 half-hour

RKO

films annually.

RKO

Pictures EastDon Prince,
ern publicity director, has left here
for New Orleans.

The

sible for the screenplay.

and adequate funds be granted
the Board for field staff expansion and
that the policy of producing documen-

turned here from Montreal.
•

have

at the New
Criterion Theatre on Saturday,

"Na16. Richard Wright's book
Son" has been made into a film
with Wright starring and also respon-

ditional

pub-

York, has

will

1951

Succeed

to

Sacher in

-

-

tive

off.
direc- long way
Motion picture exhibitors, who have
on
coast
the
from
here
due
tor, is
been afraid of the TV spectre, are
July 6 with his daughter Liza.
breathing easier as a result of the
Commission's report. However, most
Peter Cusick, producer, is sched exhibitors are opposed to the support
uled to leave here today for Europe given the National Film Board by
aboard the S.S. Mauretania.
report asks that ad-

the probers.

-

June

Vincent Minelli, M-G-M

•

Cooper

7,

Washington,

June

6.— The

late

Windsor-Walbrook
Decision Upheld
Richmond, Va., June — The Fed6.

Carter Barron, Eastern division man
eral Circuit Court today affirmed the
ager for Loew's, was warmly praised decision handed down in the Windsor
Co.
on the Senate floor by Senators Rus- Theatre-Walbrook Amusement
sell of Georgia, and Hill of Alabama.
clearance case. The case has attracted
Barron was a native of Georgia.
considerable attention among exhibSenator Russell, inserting in the itors because the decision is said to
Congressional Record the proceedings have dealt a serious blow to the conof the dedication of the Carter Bar- tention of distributors that competitive

•
Amphitheatre in Rock Creek bidding must be employed when two
Waters will headline the in-person ron
of
described Barron as "one of competitive theatres desire the same
manager
recording
Park,
Engler,
R. J.
show. Other acts will include Teddy
the finest, sweetest, most unselfish run.
the Western Electric Company, Ltd.
Georgie
orchestra,
his
Powell and
characters who ever lived."
has returned here from Europe.
Kaye, De Mattiazzi, and the Kanaz•

awa Trio. "Sirocco" will be followed
Buster Keaton and Mrs. Keaton by "Excuse My Dust," M-G-M, starwill sail from here today aboard the ring Red Skelton and Sally Forrest.
S.S. Mauretania: for Europe.
The in-person show will headline sing•
Other
ing star Margaret Whiting.
Joseph L. Mankiewicz will sail acts will include Frank De Vol and
from here for Europe today aboard his orchestra, Jack Smith, Professor

Salemson on 'Cyrano'
Field Promotions

U.K. Tax Retreat
(Continued from page 1)

prised by the strength of the House
of Commons attack on the proposed
new tax. Even Socialists, led by Tom
Elisabeth.
5.6".
O'Brien, MP, and head of the NaQueen.
the
Backwards, and the Clark Bros.
•
exploitation organization tional Association of Theatrical and
M-G-M's "Strictly Dishonorable," Kramer field
Augustus Goetz, film scenarist, starring Ezio Pinza and Janet Leigh, for the general release of "Cyrano de Kine Employes, joined in. During the
announced here by debate, Hugh Gaitskell, the Treasury's
will arrive here today from Europe will follow "Excuse
Dust." The Bergerac." It was
vice-president Max E. Youngstein of financial secretary, made immediate
aboard the S.S He de France.
Gene
include
will
show
in-person
distributors of the concessions exempting children's maKrupa and his orchestra, Snooky Lan- United Artists,
film. The film will begin its national tinees and ordinary seats up to sevenacts.
other
and
son
engagements at the pence in price from the proposed extra
popular - price
United Artists Theatre in San Fran- penny tax. With Gaitskell's further
cisco on July 20.
promise to renew negotiations with
a rn er
the
forthwith,
Cleveland, June 6.
organizations
trade
proposed
a
Brothers is giving up the Doan Thewithdrew
opposition
Tory
The lease expires this
atre here.
amendment to the tax.
application has been received by
An
Cleveland
month. It is the second
Thereafter, the finance bill clause
International for a
Clubs
Variety
page
1
from
Continued
(
theatre to be relinquished by the comauthorizing a higher tax was passed
known
be
club,
to
Dublin
for
a
charter
its
pany. The Hippodrome, downtown
Final step in the merger with the strict understanding that
as Tent No. 41 of Ireland, Marc J. ers meet.
the
during
first-run, is being turned over July 8
amended
will
be
details
Wolf, international chief barker, an- will be approval by the Federal ComCommons' consideration
to the new owners, Herbert Scheftel
nounced here. The 11 men who ap- munications Commission, which will next stage of
Telenews
opand Alfred G. Burger,
bill.
the
the
after
of
until
not be sought formally
charter are
Warners retain the Allen, lied for the
erators'.
The probability is that at its forthof both comLouis Elliman, managing director, Odeon voting by stockholders
Vogue.
and
Variety
Uptown,
Colony,
coming meeting with trade organizaIreland, Ltd.; C. B. Sheridan, director of panies.
Adelphia Dunlaoghaire; A. Elliman, direcGoldenson, tions the government will offer fur-

Salemson, former Eastern
publicity manager for Robert Stillman
Productions, will head the Stanley

Harold

J.

My

1

.

Warner Drops 2nd

Cleveland Theatre

Variety Gets Bid for

—W

New

Club

in

Dublin

Paper Hikes Ad Rates

tor of Odeon Ireland; Patrick Farrel, direcJ.
Capitol and Allied Cinemas;
of
tor

Columbus, O., June 6. The Columbus Dispatch has announced a hike

Lyons, branch manager, Metro- GoldwynMayer; B. T. Britten, branch manager,
M. Baum, director,
Century-Fox;
20th
Roxy, Forum and other theatres; N. Barbranch manager, Paramount Film
field,
manager, Carlton
0''Keefe,
Service;
D.
Cinema; Peter Farrell, director, Capitol
and Allied Cinemas, and V. Garland, Re-

—

in

amusement advertising

rates, effec-

Sept. 1. The new rate
32 cents per line daily and
per line Sunday, a one-cent
the daily rate and two cents

tive

will

be

35 cents

hike in

Sunday.

public Pictures.

UPT

Directors

Meanwhile,

Leonard

UPT

ABC
UPT

president, Robert Kintner,
president, and Robert O'Brien,
secretary-treasurer who is slated to
become executive vice-president of
the radio-television division of the

new company,

are in

Washington

to-

day to confer informally with FCC
personnel on the merger's details.

,

ther concessions on low-priced seats
against a heavier tax on luxury seats.
It is obvious, however, that the government will insist on its extension of
the Eady Plan, involving forgoing by
American distributors of a further
proportion of their film rentals to aid
British production.

^^Jf^^^^l]
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Unblocks

Reviews

TheatreJTV

7,

(Continued from page

1)

(Continued from page 1)

Balaban and

to screen the event are:

Katz's State-Lake and Tivoli in Chicago, Loew's Century in Baltimore,

RKO's

Keith
Fabian's Palace

ment

Albany. The equipPalace in Cleveland

in

RKO's

at

Washington

in

and

being installed and though
still
every effort will be made to have it
complete by Wednesday it was still
uncertain if it would be ready.
is

Sirocco"
(Santana-Columbia)
back in the type of tough and snarling role
The tale of "Sirocco," a Santana Production,
for which he is best
occupation troops
takes place in Syria in the middle 20's when the French
natives. The Picture
hostile
attacked
by
and
harassed
constantly
were being
patrons should be
has good story substance and continuous action. As such

HUMPHREY BOGART
noted.
is

highly satisfied.
Bogart portrays an

These, will revolve
ment officials.
around the American companies' aim
to secure an increase in the number of

permits to release pictures in France.
At present permits are restricted to
allow admittance annually of only 121
American-made films, including those
made by independents. McCarthy said
the July talks also will revolve around
an American bid for more playing
time for U.S. pictures. At present,
French theatres must devote five out
of every 13 weeks to French-made

American in Damascus engaged m running guns and
ammunition through the French lines to the native dissidents. Other perFrench intelligence;
sonalities in this drama are Everett Sloane, head of
Undecided on Price Policy
girl
whom he brought
Cobb's
Toren,
Marta
Lee J Cobb, a French colonel
Most of the theatres were still un- with him from Cairo, and Zero Mostel, an American businessman of dubious pictures.
decided yesterday what price policy CiTSTcLCtCr
McCarthy, who conferred in Paris
The story develops into a sort of cat-and-mouse game as Cobb strives to with the French with a view to securwould be followed for the exclusive
the
runs
Along with this there
telecast but the general opinion seemed snuff out the heart of the ammunition traffic.
ing the dropping of remittance reaffection from the prosaic Cobb
to be that any sharp increases would angle of Miss Toren's gradual transference of
strictions, was on the high seas when
not be advisable because of the experi- to the colorful Bogart.
he was informed by cable from the
After a series of incidents, Cobb finally tracks down and captures Bogart. French capital that full convertibility
mental nature of the showing. Some
make peace with the
executives felt that high prices might As it happens, Cobb is an idealist who thinks he can
was acceptable to the French governa barhold attendance down and defeat the Syrian underground leaders if he could reach them. Thus he strikes
ment. The agreement made with the
purpose of the test— to find the draw- gain with Bogart. In exchange for an arranged meeting with the under- French in 1948 provided for the reis
meeting
After
the
freedom.
ground chief Cobb agrees to give Bogart his
ing power of an exclusive telecast.
mittance annually of only about $1,maneuver, Sloane
set up, Cobb finds himself in a death trap. In a last minute
Terms of the deal with
200,000 out of current and future earnand Bogart arrange to buy his freedom, but the enterprise costs Bogart his ings.
the International Boxing Club,
life.
which is staging the fight, are
Asked when the Italian industry offiRobert Lord produced and Curtis Bernhardt directed, from the screenplay cials would come here to complete
still unpublicized but a spokesby A. I. Bezzerides and Hans Jacoby.
arrangements for promoting and reman for one circuit, when told
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience classification. For July release. leasing Italian pictures under the new
the IBC had turned down a
Mandel Herbstman
deal with the American companies,
$62,000 bid for the TV rights,
get
likely
to
not
McCarthy said there was no indicasaid, "They're
anything like that from us. Notion of a date as yet. It is expected,
body is going to make any
however, that they will arrive next
(Weisner Brothers-United Artists)
money out of this but it is
month.
HIGHLY COMPETENT cast appear in a mild and not nearly as com
worthwhile as an experiment."
The MPAA executive refused to
at
team
husband-and-wife
petent comedy which tells the tale of a TV
The IBC, looking for an ultimate the pinnacle of success who experience differences of opinion over whether provide the press with details of the
proposed Spanish accord, but it was
"gate" from TV and yet anxious to
the team should split, the wife desiring to rear a family and the husband indicated he might feel free to do so
protect the actual attendance at the
insisting that they continue.
after he reports on this development
fight, has insisted that no theatre in
,

.

;

,

Two Gals and a Guy

A

New York

Metropolitan area be
permitted to carry the event. The
"blackout" for the non
radio and
paying public will serve as an index
on the stadium
to the effect of
the

TV

TV

attendance.

IBC Edict

TV

The IBC edict knocks out five
equipped theatres in the metropolitan
area but the exhibitors are not too
unhappy about it. As one put it, "if
the fight doesn't draw, the IBC can
only blame the card. If it was on
theatre
here and didn't draw at
the Polo Grounds we would be the

TV

scapegoat."

The

theatres' first chance at an extelecast on a network basis

clusive

came sooner than

expected.

The

first

real experiment along these lines was
expected to be during the football sea-

son next fall, when nearly SO theatres
will be equipped to show the games
on their screens. Despite the short
notice, nearly all the eligible theatres
with television facilities will be linked

by coaxial cable or microwave
relay to the Polo Grounds next week.
up

,

The name cast consists of Robert Alda, now appearing successfully in the
Broadway production of "Guys and Dolls" James Gleason Arnold Stang
;

(Continued from page 1)

UMW

chief John L.
Colosseum attorney.

charge was

tor

of

publicity

for

against
filed

Lewis and the
However, Bez-

distributors.

The

by Beznor when new

contract negotiations collapsed recently
salesmen's union refused
after the
what it termed "an insulting offer" of
Pila four-dollar weekly general increase.

Levi, directhe American

Theatres Corp. in Boston, whose
grim Theatre in this city is the only

in

Japan

(Continued from page 1)

nor continued to refuse to confirm or
deny the report itself.
He said he expected that the National Labor Relations Board in Chicago would set a hearing shortly on
the Colosseum charge of unfair labor
practices

— Paul

MPEA End

Salesmen Willing

Boston's Pilgrim Blocked
6.

MPEA

board today.
pictures are at the peak of
popularity at present practically every-

to the

U.S.

Lionel Stander, and Janis Paige
is the "Gerard" of TV and radio
Alda and Miss Paige play the familiar theatrical team which at first is so where in Eastern Europe, McCarthy
busy career-wise that no time is left for a normal home and married life. reported.
The conflict between Alda and his TV act and Miss Paige and a family
McCarthy is scheduled to return to
finally resolves itself when the two adopt four youngsters and Miss Paige London late next month ahead of an
continues with her career. Gleason, Stander and Stang appear, respectively American industry delegation which
as an agent, a TV sponsor and an indolent nephew. The Three Suns sing is expected to meet with British govon four occasions, with Alda joining them on one.
ernment officials during August for
"Two Gals and a Guy" was produced by John W. Arent, under executive negotiations on the British film reproducer Irving Weisner, with Alfred E. Green directing, from Searle Kra
mittance agreement. The current pact
mer's screenplay. Others in the cast are Linda Preston, Rock Rogers, Morris expires Oct. 1 but the basic remitLieb, Cecil Govelly, Myrtle Ferguson, Rhea Scott, Ray Morgan, Lupe Gar
tance agreement runs to June, 1952.
nios and Patti Crowe.
The delegation will press for comRunning time, 70 minues. General audience classification. Release date, plete convertibility of all American
June 29.
film earnings in the U.K. It is regarded as likely they will use their
further participation in any extension

who

By Other Cable Use
Boston, June

;

;

dios in Tokyo and Kyoto, a circuit
of 1,200 theatres and various distribu
tion subsidiaries, also will confer with
other American film executives. His
talks here will be keyed to the prelimi

of

,

the

government's so-called Eady
as a bargaining factor in

Tax Plan

the remittance negotiations. The
Plan will be up for extension

Eady
next

Sept. 1. Under it, American distributors in Britain forego a portion of
their film rentals to contribute to the
British film production financing pool.
They have participated in the Plan on
a voluntary basis heretofore.
While in London McCarthy had dis-

nary plans for dissolving the Motion
Picture Export Association in Japan
and setting up, effective Jan. 1, indi
vidual distribution agencies by the cussions with Harry Mears, president
Exhibitors
Cinematograph
American companies, it was an of the
Association, which is opposed to furnounced.
ther

MPAA

Executive Group Again
Meets on Compo, 'P.R.' Plans

exhibitor

Eady Plan

after

participation in the
September unless the

government modifies its proposed new
an indemanded
entertainment tax increases. McCarhas
theatre in New England at the presThe executive committee of the thy also conferred with Sir Wilfrid
at least 10 per cent.
ent time wired for television, said to- crease of
Motion Picture Association of Amer- Eady, who is Second Secretary to the
day that the Pilgrim would be unable
ica, which includes presidents of the
Hartley Shawcross,
Sir
to present the Louis-Savold bout bePress major companies, met here again yes- Treasury
Starlets
president of the Board of Trade, with
cause the two cables into Boston will
Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie were terday for further discussion of the
negotiations will
be utilized by other programs next introduced to the press at a cocktail Council of Motion Picture Organiza- whom the remittance
be discussed, and with the American
Wednesday night.
the
party at the Stork Club here yester- tions' box-office jubilee slated for
distribution managers in London.
day. They recently completed co-star- fall, and to give further consideration
public
the
in
for 'David' ring roles in the Technicolor produc- to the invitation to join
500
relations program of the Joint ComAn estimated 500 'TV appearances tion of "The Prince Who Was
in
over local and network shows will Thief." Universal representatives at- mittee of Motion Picture Exhibitors
Indianapolis,
June 6. Larry Shubpromote 20th Century-Fox's "David tending included Al Daff, David A. of Greater New York. The
nell has resigned as Columbia film
on
action
definite^
no
Schitook
Feldman,
Adolph
committee
Lipton,
C.
Bathsheba,"
as
the
result
the
of
and
J.
salesman here to become buyer and
nationwide tours of Walter (Goliath) mel, Leon Goldberg, Harrv Fellerman, either proposal, however, it was rebooker for the Mailers circuit.
ported.
Irving Sochin and Saul Simonelli.
Tallin and Francis X. Bushman.
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Soon

you'll

be hearing GREAT Industry News!
**Hintt
Film Daily said

it

"20th Century-Fox
has the makings of
a Film Festival
all its

THERE'S
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own !"

CENTURY- FOX

BUSINESS!
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Dispute Marks

Entry of
20th Decree
Para., RKO Successfully
Protest Liability Clause
By VAUGHAN O'BRIEN
The 20th Century-Fox consent
decree was entered in the New
York Statutory Court yesterday
a lengthy dispute over an
attempt by the government to spell
out Paramount's and RKO's continuing liability under adjudicated violaafter

tions of the anti-trust laws.

Attorneys

mount and

from both Parawere on hand

RKO

to protest their inclusion in the
20th-Fox decree and the court
unanimously upheld their protests.

For a time it appeared that the
decree would not be signed, but at
last Fred Pride, representing 20thFox, and Philip Marcus, special assistant in the Department of Justice's
anti-trust division, agreed to let the

YORK,

U.

FRIDAY, JUNE

S. A.,

Off to Convention

Wins 12th
Term as AFM Head

Petrillo

Washington, June 7.—The first
theatre construction appeal made to
the National Production Authority's
three-man appeals board has been ap-

proved.

James

C. Petrillo yesterday was
reelected to his 12th successive year
as president of the American Federation of Musicians (AFL) at the
closing
session
of the 54th an-

The appeal was made by Concho
Theatres, Inc., which plans a new
San Angelo, Texas.
Concho had done some site prep-

drive-in in

aration before the construction control order went into effect last October, but had not poured foundations
or done any other permanent building.
NPA's construction controls division ruled that it had not technically
"commenced construction" under the
terms of the M-4 order.
Concho appealed to the three-man
board set up to pass on all appeals
from decisions of
operating divisions.
While its appeal was pend(Continued on page 3)

unopposed.

Charles

L. Bagley, Los
Angeles,
was

returned

Will Manage
Para. Buffalo Office

James
lows:

Fitzgerald

Washington, June
United

7.

—Top

officials

Paramount Theatres and

American Broadcasting Co. discussed
the proposed ABC-UPT merger today
with four members of the Federal
Communications Commission, and plan
discuss the matter further with
other commissioners and
officials
to

FCC

tomorrow.

They refused, however, to comment
on the progress of their talks, declar(Continued on page 3)

Petrillo

Herman D.

as

of

elected

Kenin,

as

fol

Portland

3)

local

drive-ins for evidence
pricing agreements today
heard several drive-in operators.
Among those called was Edwin Sil(Continned on page 2)
illegal

Jubilee Meet
Ad Chiefs

Arthur L. Mayer, executive vicepresident of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, reported here
yesterday that he is seeking to meet

charge of sales, next Wednesday with the Motion Picmeeting today ture Association of America's national
and tomorrow in Boston.
distributors and advertising-publicity
John P. Curtin, New England dis- directors committees for further extrict manager, accompanied Grainger ploration of plans for a
theto Boston for the sessions, which will atre jubilee next fall.
be attended by branch managers Jerry
The
national distributors
Lewis, New Haven Arthur Newman, committee is headed
by Dan KalmenAlbany; Leon Herman, Buffalo and son of Warner Brothers,
and the adFrank Dervin, Boston, as well as Her- publicity group is under the
chairmanbert Schaefer, Boston sales manager. ship of S. Barrett
McCormick of
Following the meeting Grainger will
Pictures.
The latter said yeshave covered the entire country with terday that his group
"goes for" the
sectional
meetings
with Republic's jubilee proposal and has been accumutive vice-president in
will conduct a sales

COMPO

MPAA

;

RKO

sales

staff.

industry

trated.

Chicago, June 7.—The Federal
grand jury investigating trade pracof

major

could

Probe
Hears Silverman
tices

arbitration system, and declared that he believed that all

board were re-

-

Chi. Drive-In

COMPO

James R. Grainger, Republic execu-

to

president
and four incumbents
of
the
union's international executive

(Continued on page

recently succeeded Mike Simon
as manager of the local Paramount
exchange and who is a Colonel in the
U.S. Army Reserve, has been called
to active duty, effective at the end of
the month.
Fitzgerald recently had
purchased a new home in Buffalo and
had not as yet moved into it. John
Brown, sales manager in the Boston

Sales Meet Today

distributors

disputes, including claims for
damages for violations
of
the
anti-trust laws,

vice

Brown

Grainger at Boston

—

Washington, June 7.
Allied
States Association general counsel
Abram F. Myers today used a Congressional committee as a forum to
challenge the

mm

NPA

J.

Myers Before A House
Committee Calls for
Bona Fide Negotiations

nual convention enter into "bona
in
the
Hotel fide negotiation
Co
o d o re and agreement"
here.
He was for an industry

For Sales and

of

TEN CENTS

1951

TALK ARBITRATION

Slate

UPT-ABC Meet with
FCC on Merger Plan

Impartial

Okays Its First
Theatre Appeal

executives of 20th Century-Fox will leave here over the
weekend for Los Angeles where the Paramount exchange, will come here
company's national sales convention to take over the local post vacated by
Fitzgerald.
will be held through next week, starting Monday. Originally, the meeting
was scheduled to open on Tuesday.
The group from here will include
Spyros P. Skouras, Al Lichtman,
Charles Einfeld, W. C. Gehring, Arthur Silverstone, Edwin W. Aaron,
Lem Jones, Jack Bloom, Peter G.
Levathes, Clarence A. Hill, Ulric Bell,
(Continued on page 3)
office

and

DARES MAJORS TO

who

20th-Fox Officials

8,

I Concise

New NPA Board

Buffalo, June 7.— E.

(Continued on page 3)

Home

Accurate

(Continued on page 3)

be

Abram Myers

arbi-

Myers testified at the concluding session of a House Judiciary sub-committee holding
hearings on a bill to set up a
uniform Federal six-year statute of limitations on private
treble

damage

He supported

anti-trust suits.

the six-year limit

as "quite fair, certainly much
fairer than the three-year limitation" proposed by Motion Picture Association of America at(Continued on page 3)

NCCJ

Will

Honor

Johnston June 19
The National Conference of
Christians
and Jews will
honor Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of
America president who has
been "loaned" to the government for service as Economic Stabilization Administrator, at a dinner to be held
June 19 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here.

David L. Yunish, vice-president of R. H. Macy & Co.,

chairman of the dinner, said
Johnston will be honored
for "his outstanding business
achievements,
his current
leadership in an important
government post and his conspicuous service to the nation
as chairman of 'Brotherhood

Week' for

1951."

Friday, June
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2

WA.

SCULLY, Universal Pictures domestic sales consultant,
will arrive here today from Florida.
.

•
B. Zoellner, head of

William

M-

Mexican Film Code

S.

Mexico City, June 7.—Inspired by the producers who
are campaigning for the establishment of a morals code
similar to Hollywood's for
Mexican pictures, the scenarists section of the Picture

in

a

Circuit Court of Appeals nere
"careful examination" of the

Windsor- Walbrook

theatres' case,
opinion.

me

G-M short and newsreel sales, is now
scheduled to arrive in Omaha Monday,
in Maryland which also
after postponing his departure from trict Court
The Circonspiracy.
no
found
had
New York due to illness.
•
cuit Court said: "We are not at libof fact made
Fred J. Schanberger, Jr., public erty to disturb a finding
De
it
unless
Court
District
the
Theatre,
by
relations director of Keiths
hnd no such
Baltimore, is a patient at Union ciearly erroneous.
Memorial Hospital suffering from a error in this case."
The lower court had ruled that the
stomach ailment.
evidence failed to show a conspiracy
restraint of trade between the WalMilton E. Cohen, United Artists in
brook Theatre and the Hilton, or versales

ica without comment the
Italian film agreement.

NEWS
in Brief

manager,

Louis Astor, Columbia home

office

sales executive, will leave here today

for Philadelphia

and

is

scheduled to be

in Pittsburgh Tuesday.

Indeed,
of trade.
contract has that effect."
Artists'

general sales manager,
returned here from Dallas.

assistant

Kenneth MacKenna, M-G-M

has

Alert
stu-

dio story head, is due back here from
Europe on the S. S. Liberie June 14.

•

NARTB

Loss of Sports
Washington, June

7.

on

-

•

•

—

Hollywood from

New

York.

•

The Na-

MPA

Staff

Today

for

effort to restrict or eliminate
sports telecasting.
The Association, reporting on an
board meeting here, did not

New

Francis S. Harmon,

MPAA

as
health.

who

has resigned
due to ill

vice-president

Scheduled to be on hand for the
are F. W. DuVall, John G.
McCarthy, Sidney Schreiber, Arthur
H. DeBra, Gordon White, Michael
Linden, B. Bernard Kreisler, Taylor

tribute

George

Mills,

Canty,

Stone, Walton
Alfred F. Corwin.

Harry

•

Bill

Roberts,

Thomas and

Chicago Probe

Another resolution revealed that a
committee had been set up to work
with organized baseball on plans for
telecasting ball games.

and RKO Pictures against Sheldon M.
Grengs and two operating corporations. Theatres named in the complaints are the Hollywood and Stardusk Highway Drive-in in Eau Claire,
and the Stardusk Drive-in in Superior.
David Shearer of the Minneapolis
W. law firm of Shearer, Byard, Trogner
7.
Leo
Hollywood,
June
Bowen, S3, director of personnel and and Peters, and R. A. Crawford of
member of the management commit the Superior firm of Crawford and
tee of Technicolor Corp., died sud
Crawford represent the distributors.
•
denly at his home in Glendale Tues
day night of a heart attack. He had
Samuel
Hollywood, June 7.
been associated with Technicolor for Goldwyn today announced production
more than 25 years.
will start June 18 on his 1951-52
Survivors include the widow.
schedule.

Boiven of Technicolor
Dies on the Coast

president of Essaness Theatres, who placed a paid advertisement
in the trade papers several weeks ago
to the effect that neither he nor anyone in his organization belonged to
Chicago's Drive-in Association or had
attended any of its meetings. The
hearings will continue through tomorrow. No official findings have been
released to the public as yet.

On France and Spain
John G. McCarthy, head of the Motion Picture Association of America's
foreign department and a vice-president of the Motion Picture Export
Association, reported yesterday at a
board
meeting here of the
on France's dropping of all remittance
restrictions and on the proposed film

MPEA

agreement with the Spanish govern-

McCarthy returned to New
ment.
York on Wednesday after spending
several weeks in Europe conferring
with industry and government officials of a number of countries.
executive inThe
dicated that he will meet today with
trade press representatives to answer
developments
recent
on
questions
abroad.

New

producers and distributors, has completed
the first 13 issues of "Pathe HyLights," a new quarter-hour weekly
film series that spotlights the passing
parade of stories in the world of fun,
sports, oddities and believe-it-or-nots,

sparked with comment by Hy-Gardner.
Release date for the first 13 issues is
June 27. The new series will have 300
issues.

NEW YORK THEATRES

—

Long Run

Mrs. Mary Dawson
Mrs. Mary Dawson,

wife of Alvin

former vice-president and
Theatres, died sudtreasurer of
Funeral
denly Wednesday evening.
services will be held tomorrow at the
Short - Williamson Chapel, Belmont,
Mass. Dawson is now president of the
American Locker Co. with headquarters in Boston.

W. Dawson,

RKO

Cinetel Series
New York, TV

Cinetel Corp.,

—

(Continued jrom page 1)
verman,

—

Superior, Wise, June 7. Six percentage actions have been filed in
Seperate suits
Federal court here.
were brought by Columbia, Warner,
Loew's, 20th Century-Fox, Universal

events.

MPEA Gets Reports

MPAA-MPEA

next week.

Luncheon

Staff members of the Motion Picture Association of America's
York office will give a luncheon today
at the Lambs' Club here in honor of

R. J. O'Don-

of

salary-reduction proposal.
The salary issue will also be discussed at a joint meeting of the SPG,
the Screen Directors Guild and the
Screen Writers Guild, planned for

NARTB

Harmon

Fort

Producers Guild, which last night reincumbent officers, has
elected all
called a board meeting for Monday
night to determine the guild's attitude
with respect to 20th Century-Fox's

Teletional Association of Radio and
of
vision Broadcasters has advised all
"be alert to
its members and staff to

producer, will leave specify what action would be taken if
here today for the Coast by plane.
such efforts were found, but indications were that the group is beginning
of
to think about hitting back at plans
colleges and other groups to curtail
home telecasting of sports and other

Maurice Duke,

the

Hollywood, June 7.— The Screen

Morey Goldstein, Monogram- Allied any
general sales manager, has ar-

Artists
rived in

of

part in the events.
•

TV

MPAA

—

Interstate; W. G. Vollmer,
president of the Texas and Pacific
Railroad; J. P. Shores, publicity director for the railroad and M. W.
Taggert, publicity director of the
Chamber of Commerce there, will take
nell

it

FTC

Carter,

Worth and publisher
Worth Star-Telegram.;

exclusive

every

Bernard Kranze, United

Amos

for a proven one.
This court cannot see how the preference of one exhibitor over another
in restraint
is per se a combination

FTC

for a looking-over to
did not violate the WebbAct.
While
officials interpreted the return without
comment as indicating that the Comoffimission has no objections,
cials said their action did not indicate
approval or disapproval but rather
that "it was a little out of our field
the questions raised really are the
province of other departments, such
as the State Department."

the

make sure
Pomerene

tically between either of them and
has left here for a tour of Southern
or horizontally among
distributors,
branches.
distributors, to prevent the Windsor
Warner's "Fort Worth" premiere
from obtaining first-run neighborhood at the Worth Theatre in Fort Worth
Monogram-Allied
Ben Schwalb,
pictures in Baltimore.
on June 13 has been extended to two
Artists executive producer, and MauThe Circuit Court said: "It seems other houses, the Hollywood and Palhere
left
have
producer,
rice Duke,
quite natural that the distributors ace in the same city.
for the Coast.
Fort
of
would not be prone to substitute an
pioneer

unknown customer

proposed

The agreement had been submitted
to

code.

We

Western and Southern

—

Washington, June 7. The Federal
Trade Commission has returned to the
Motion Picture Association of Amer-

Production Workers Union is
arranging for a code to govern decency in film stories.
The writers are conferring
with the code-minded producers regarding their story

court states in
The Circuit Court yesterday affirmed the decision of the U. S. Disits

In FTC's Field

Making Progress

Richmond, June 7.— No evidence of
any "horizontal conspiracy'' among
him distributors was tound by cne
U.

1951

Italian Pact Not

Find No Conspiracy
In Walbrook Case

Personal
Mention

8,

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Dorothy

KIRSTEN
Blanche

Color by

Jarmila

-

TECHNICOLOR

An M-G-M
plus Spectacular

NOVOTNA

THEBOM

Picture

STAGE PRESENTATION

for 'Ireland'

"Hills of Ireland," which, as previously reported, has set a 24-year
record at New York's 55th Street
Playhouse, did not end the engagement

end of the second week, as erroneously stated in Motion Picture
Daily yesterday. Martin J. Lewis,
at the

managing director
dicts a

Richard

CONTE

wJulia ADAMS
idmghi

Feoltiri

of the theatre, pre-

six-month run for the

film.
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Enter 20th-Fox Decree

Loew's Fast Work
Licks Waiting List

UPT-ABC-FCC

controversial footnote stand with the
deletion of all mention of Paramount

RKO.

and

Marcus

pointed out to the three
that a footnote specifically
stated that the decree, and the decrees
previously entered by RKO, Para-

that "any statement must come
from the FCC, and we don't think mount and Warner, did not intend

ing

say anything until they finally

they'll

''vacate or affect adjudications"
n Sherman Act violations.

to

made

He

;

act on our formal proposal."
president Leonard Goldenson
and vice-president Robert O'Brien and
president Robert Kintner and
vice-president Robert
H. Hinckley
appeared for their companies. They
called on commissioners Frieda B.

said
that it had been brought to his attention that these companies had, in private litigation involving anti - trust
laws, "outrageously" used their consent decrees as a defense in such cases.
In the Warner decree, Marcus said,

Hennock, Edward M. Webster, Paul
A. Walker and Rosel H. Hyde.
O'Brien said the group had no plans
to go to the Justice Department while

he had merely inserted the content of
the footnote in the court records, but
now the government wished to put its
stand on the printed record.

UPT

ABC

Compo

Jubilee

(Continued from page 1)
lating

suggestions

and devising pro-

jects

for such an event.

met

twice

MPAA

in

recent

Mayer has
weeks

with

member companies'

presidents
for discussion of the jubilee proposal.

Art Theatre Burns

—

Boston, June 7. Damage to the
fire-gutted Art Theatre,
Bedford, Mass., was estimated at more
than $20,000. Flames drove residents

New

from adjacent homes.

damages of upwards of

RKO,

also protested the inclusion of

LOS ANGELES

Continued

from page

New NPA Board
the M-4 order was amended to
include site preparation in the definition of "commence construction."
ing,

The

onestop

SAN FRANCISCO
lV/i hrs. onestop

the finest service

and

in

United's

includes such

appeals board asked Concho
additional information, and then
gave the project the green light. The

board, did, however, impose some restrictions on the amount of certain
critical materials that
in the project.

famous flights as "the Hollywood" and "the San Francisco."

/.

UNITED AIR LINES

The court's attention was
called by Pride to the developments in television and its interrelation with exhibition and

Concho can use

—

Toronto,
June
7.
J.
Howard
Boothe has resigned as British Columbia district manager of Odeon Theatres,

Ltd.,

Toronto.

A

utors from all sources totaled $340,000,000 rather than the $185,000,000
cited by him some weeks ago.
Sub-committee chairman Celler (D.,
,N. Y._) charged angrily that for the
first time in over 20 years Congress

was being pressured to knock out the
requirement for mandatory treble damages and instead to leave the amount
of damages to the discretion of the
court, and that "this tremendous pres-

—

sure comes from one source the motion picture companies which want relief from the flood of lawsuits."

Sub-committee members
cated they thought the
nally approved

indi-

bill

fi-

would set up a

shorter than six-year statute,
probably around four years.
In opposing the distributors' suggestion for leaving the damages to
court
discretion, Myers took a backhanded
slap at the Justice Department.
a corporation loses an antiby the government,
the way is still open to settle it by
a
soft negotiated decree," he declared.
"But when a private party secures a
money judgment there is nothing a
monopolist can do but pay through the
nose.
This powerful deterrent to lawbreaking should not be weakened
merely to protect eight major film
companies against the consequences of
their

own wrong-doing."

Myers

(Continued from page 1)
Ferri, H. B.
Silverstone,

Leslie F. Whelan, Paul Terry, Jonas
Rosenfield, Rodney Bush, Stirling Sil-

criticized the distributors for

"running to Congress for relief," and
said he was convinced that the distributors "by bona fide negotiation and
agreement with other elements in the
motion picture industry can adjust
practices
such as forced competitive
bidding for films— and thus relieve
much of the tension within the industry and pave the way for the establishment of an effective but economical
arbitration system for the settlement

—

of intra-industry disputes."
He
he felt that controversies over
and clearances, which account
much of the pending litigation,
be satisfactorily arbitrated, and
claims for damages for anti-trust
_

said

runs
for

can
that
vio-

lations could be also.

"The primary purpose of such arbiDavid Golding, Abe Goodman, trations
would be to recover actual
Ira Tulipan and Paul Terry.
damages,"
he declared, but the "arbiDivision
liphant,

managers

Moskowitz,

attending- are:

Edward X.

Callahan,

Martin

Ray

E.

Moon, Harry &'. Ballance, Herman Wobber, Morton A. Levy, Peter Myers, and
assistant division managers Paul S. Wilson
and Bryan D. Stoner, Western.
Branch managers are: Daniel R Houlihan, Fred R. Dodson, James H. Connolly,
Charles B. Ko=co. John E. Holston. Tom R.
Gilliam, Joseph B. Rosen, I. T. Schmertz
Mark Sheridan. Jr., Vincent T. Dugan, Robert L.

Conn, Joseph

T.

Lee,

Thomas

O.

Mc-

Cleaster, Joe R. Neger, Clyde W. Eck
hardt, Thomas W. Young, Jack H. Lnrentz
'?°' Ral P" P'elow. Jr.. Ben A. Simon,
„
William A. Briant. Abe Dickstein.
Osborne, Joe E. Scott, Sam E. Diamond.
.41
Levy, Charles F. Powers. Gordon F
Halloran, Kenneth O. Lloyd, Alex W. Harrison, Jark
Burk, Glenn Norris. V. M.
Skorey, Gerald L. Chernoff, Reginald C.
March, Phil Sherman, James E, Patterson

A

M W

Joseph H. Huber.

H. Boothe Resigns

There were these other major developments at the hearings today:
letter was put in the record from
Royall estimating that the treble damage suits pending against the distrib-

"When

vision.

Harry A. Mersay, Roger
Johnson,
Emanuel D.

torney Kenneth Royall during
previous testimony.

trust case brought

production. He pointed out that
while the decree prohibits the
new theatre company from engaging in production, he said it
is not excluded that the theatre
company may ask the court's
permission in the future to engage in some form of production, such
as televising live
stage shows for theatre tele-

1

for

entire history,

_

maintain that their voluntary decrees
vacated any liability for the acts with
which they were charged at that time.

20th-Fox Convention

(Continued from page 1)

It's

which agreed to consent decrees prior
to the unsuccessful appeal to the Supreme Court made by the other companies, have good legal grounds to

Petrillo Reelected

in another company's decree and said that it "seriously and
vitally" affected RKO.

you

CA LIFOR NIA!

however,

The judges appeared to agree with
Bickford and Donovan. Judge Alfred
Coxe suggested that the liability was
a matter for the respective courts

company

the resignation of John L. Parks,
Dallas, the delegates chose Charles R.
lucci,
York City, in a close race
over William Harris, Dallas.

10 DC-6s DAILY

RKO,

and

Maurice Silverman, a Department
of Justice attorney, outlined the main
nrovisions of divestiture, which call
for _20th-Fox and National Theatres
to dispose of about 100 theatres within
the next two years, and for conditional
divestiture of that many more over a
longer period.

his

New

11 hrs.

Paramount

footnote would make the Paramount decree admissible evidence in these cases.
William Donovan, representing

Stanley Ballard, Minneapolis;
George V. Clancy, Detroit; Walter
M. Murdoch, Toronto.
For the board vacancy created by

to

suits for anti-trust violations adjudicated previously, and in all likelihood
the forthcoming Loew's decree will
carry the same provision.

$200,-

Ore.;

offers

hurriedly edited to the satisfaction of
all concerned.
As matters stand now, 20th-Fox and
Warner are definitely liable in private

000,000 was currently involved
in private suits against the majors and that the government's

(

UNITED

handling the private cases to decide.
When Marcus said he intended to
move to include a similar notation in

A. C. Bickford, representing
Paramount Pictures and Un'ted
Paramount Theatres, protested
the inclusion of Paramount and
pointed out to the court that

here.

(Continued from page 1)

With the entry of the decree, 20th- the Paramount and RKO decrees, preFox must complete its divorcement siding judge Augustus N. Hand said
into a new picture company and a sharply that, "it's not likely this court
new theatre company by June 7, 1953. will grant such a move."
The plan of reorganization must be
Faced with the court's disapproval
approved by stockholders within 90 of the_ inclusion of Paramount and
days.
RKO in the footnote, Marcus insisted
that it remain as far as 20th-Fox was
Interest in the 20th-Fox deconcerned.
When Pride demurred,
cree was apparent when the
Marcus threatened to ask for a recess
court convened with represenand to resume negotiations. The solutatives of all the five original
tion was found when the footnote was
defendants present.
judges

(Continued from page 1)

Myers Says

(Continued from page 1)

Ingenuity was

behind the
fast work which is enabling
Loew's Century in Baltimore
to carry the Joe Louis-Lee
Savold fight next Wednesday
on theatre television equipment which was only ordered
a week ago. Loew's circumvented the waiting list for
RCA equipment by taking
over a unit from another circuit wh'ch has had delivery
but was not yet ready to install the equipment.

5

Exchange sales managers are: Marvin
Doris, John A. Feloney. Arthur Van Dvke
Robert C. McNabb. Ravmond Schmert/
Wil'iam S. Miller, Jay Frankel, David S.
Gold. Nat Rosen. C. C. Kellenberg, Joseph
A.

Feld, Ira Sichelmsn.
Regional exploitation representatives areTed Tod, Harold (Chickl Evans. Timmie
Gillespie,
Phil
Engel, Eddie Yarbrough.
Sam Glasier, Joe Lebworth.

trators,
ties,"

with the consent of the paralso be authorized "in

would

proper cases to award punitive damages not to exceed twice the actual
damages, thus clothing the arbitrators
with full discretion in the matter of

awarding treb'e damages."
His own idea, he said, would be to
have three-man panels, with one man
named by each party, and those two
then picking a third. In this manner,
he said, the panels would consist of
men familiar with the industry and
the parties would not have to spend
"weeks and months educating judges
and juries" to the workings of the
film

industry.

Rubine
Irving

to

Tour U.

S.

Rubine, film publicist, will
accompany Francis X. Bushman on
his swing around the country in behalf of 20th Century-Fox's production,
"David and Bethsheba."

400 THEATRES WHOOP

Yes,

City

sir!

Four hundred theatres in the Kansas City, Salt Lake,

and Denver Exchange

territories

grouped

for

IT

Oklahoma

mid-June and early

courage!
July to launch RKO's sensational saga of hot lead and cold
...Happy showtime excitement and ballyhoo sweeping like wildfire
glorious
across the prairies to the mountains, for the one big show as
as the West

RKO

it

pictures!

presents

COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR
CLAIRE

ROBERT

RYAN TREVOR
JACK

ROBERT

PRESTON
with

WALTER

BRENNAN
JOHN ARCHER
LAWRENCE TIERNEY

Directed by

WILLIAM

D.

RUSSELL

.

Screenplay by

ROBERT HARDY ANDREWS and JOHN TWIST

UP

FOR A GREAT ACTION SHOW!

You're going

be doing
smash business
to

when you
play

THE

MAN

WITH

"Unusual. Builds suspense,
speeds to wildly exciting
climax. Gripping click!"
—FILM DAILY

EDWARD

F.

GARDNER

presents

"THE MAN WITH MY FACE"

and

Vital

novel, cleverly planne
-M.P. DAILY

BARRY NELSON

with Lynn Ainley
John Harvey • Jack Warden
Carole Matthews • Screenplay by

starring

" Unusual excitement.

James Boles

•

"Fine performances, excelle
9
one long, exciting chase!
'

McGowan, Vincent
Bogert and Edward J. Montaigne
From a Novel by Samuel W. Taylor

Samuel W.

Taylor, T.

J.

-M.P. HERALD

EDWARD J. MONTAIGNE
by EDWARD F. GARDNER

Directed by

Produced

Released thru United Artists

BRIGHT BUSINESS

thru

9

I
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TEN CENTS

MPAA

Drives Theatre Telecasts Stir Merchandising
'Hard' for Network, Other Opposition Intensified

Remittances

Italian Remittances
To Start June 30

Making Up Devaluation
McCarthy Says

June 30

expected to be
remittances
from Italy will begin under
tne new Italo-American film
agreement, John G. McCarthy,
foreign department chief of
tne Motion Picture Association
of
America, reported
here on Friday.
The Italian deal will not
serve as a "pattern" in the

Losses,
of

the

The Motion Picture Association
America has made "substantia;

progress" of late toward offsetting
the ill effects which currency devaluations abroad had imposed on the
U. S. distributors' foreign earnings,
and as the various currencies strengthen "we are trying to

move

in

fast

Association's

and hard to get the dollars flowing
back: to Hollywood so we can go on

strengthen

of pictures that made
leading industry," John G

the

McCarthy,
ment chief,
tatives

MPAA

foreign

depart-

told trade press represenat the weekend following his

return from Europe.
Having secured from

the

efforts
the

to

position

of

the
MPAA member companies in other countries, he
indicated, explaining that the
approach to the problems
taced elsewhere will depend
on the nature of the individual situations.

making the kind
us

is

when

date

French

The

exclusive theatre telecast of the

Joe Louis-Lee Savold fight Wednesday night and the prospects for more
exclusive theatre TV coverage when
the football season rolls around has
provoked countering statements and
activities by the networks and the proponents of "box-office in the home"

By 20th-Fox
Convention To Be Told
Of More Unified Activity
Los Angeles, June 10.— When

television.

Zenith Radio president

Eugene

F.

McDonald dug into his files and
brought out a letter he wrote a year
ago to Frank Stanton, CBS president,
which warned that theatre

20th Century-Fox president Spyros
P. Skouras bangs the gavel tomorrow morning in the headquarters of
National

TV

would
be able to outbid television networks
for sporting and other major events
through the power of their box-office.
McDonald's answer, then and now,
is to use his company's
Phonevision
system, which would make the viewer
pay but in his own home. He terms

The-

atres to open a
five

-

day

na-

tional sales convention, he will
sound, too, the
keynote
of
a
joint action pro-

gram

TV

theatre
as a monopoly, but does
not use the term when the exclusive
telecast is paid for through Phone
vision,
Subscriber Visiorr or- Tele
(Continued on page 5

designed

intensify the
e r c h a n dising
of
the
to

m

an agreement to halt immediately all
company's morestrictions on remittances, the
tion pictures to
the
now is aiming for full convertibility
public
at
of earnings in Britain and "regularizalarge.
Spyros Skouras
tion" of the Spanish market,
"Planned on
McCarthy said.
the
basis
of
Billings, Mont., June 10.— Indepenclosely unified activity between
"The foreign market," the
Pittsburgh,
the
June
10.—Al
Schwal- sales
dent Theater Owners of Montana
forces and the advertising, pubhave berg, president of Paramount
(Continued on page 5)
Distrielected Fred Arnst of Ft. Benton
(Continued on page 4)
pres- buting Co., will be
toastmaster
at
the
ident, at the two-day annual
meetin°- Harry Feinstein
testimonial
dinner
m Billings. Jack Suckstorff of Sidsponsored by Variety Club Tent No.
ney, was reelected vice-president,
and 1, on the occasion of Feinstein's
proClarence Golder of Great Falls, secremotion to zone manager of Warner's
tary-.treasurer. Directors are:
N. M. New England Theatres. He
formerly
(Continued on

MPAA

)

Arnst Elected Head Schwalberg
Presides
Of Montana Group At Feinstein
Affair

'

MPAA

'

IATSE

'Collarites'

N.

Hit DPOWA Status

NLRB

In

Brief

IATSE

Motion Picture Home OfEmployes Local No. H-63 has
filed with the National Labor Relations Board a brief described as the

page

NPA

Simplifies Methods of

Obtaining Needed Metals

designed to determine the
status of the Distributive, Processing
Washington, June 10.— Manufacand Office Workers of America (District No. 65) among film company turers of motion picture equipment
white collar" workers in New York, and those in other fields whose operations come under the Controlled Mait was reported on Friday
by Russell
terials Plan but who use only small
(Continued on page 2)
quantities of steel, copper and aluminum have been given a simple way of
obtaining their needed supplies without application to the government, the
National Production Authority disfirst

SPG

Members
To Refuse Pay Cuts

Map

(Continued on page 2)

'P.

fice

one

5)

Tells

.

-

closes.

Such
to

a manufacturer need not apply
for a specific

NPA

Hollywood, June 10.— The Screen quarterly requirements allotment if his
do not exceed
Producers

Guild, following the lead of five tons of
carbon steel, one-half ton
the Screen Writers Guild, has tele- of alloy
steel; ho stainless steel, 50(1
graphed its ten members employed at pounds of.copper and 500 pounds 'of
20th Century-Fox to refrain from aluminum.
Instead, he is authorized to'
accepting the company's pay-reduction use the
allotment symbol "SU" (smallproposal until the committee appointed user) on.;his
orders. He can also use
by the guild studies the; proposition the priority rating"DO-SU" for ma^
thoroughly. The committee is expect- tenals
other J than steel, copper or
(Continued on page 5)
aluminum.
-

'

Act

Congressional

Changes Myers' Job
Washington,
June
10.—
F, Myers, long-time

Abram

general
counsel
of
Allied
States Association, has finally sold out to the
distributors.
At least, that's what the Congressional Record says.
.

Myers

before

testified

a

House

last

week

Exhibitors

Y.

Projects for

R.

9

Campaign

Two major plans of the Metropolitan exhibitors' cooperative public relations campaign, a tie-in with Macy's
and a traveling exhibit in the New
York high schools, were presented to
more than a score of leading exhibitors and distribution advertising-publicity 'men at -a luncheon here on Friday!. ...

Beginning in August,
[

,

Macy's will

(Continued on page 4)

.''..
!

;

;

Mono. Plans Japan
Co-production Deal

Judiciary

sub-committee on a bill to
overhaul the anti-trust laws.According to the official summary in the Congressional
Record, "witnesses heard included Abram F. Myers, counkel for the Motion Picture
Association of America, Inc."

Norton

V.

Ritchey, president of
International, and JTakejiro Ohtani, president of the. Shockiku

Monogram

Company,

Japanese,

production dis-

tribution-exhibition organization, disclosed on Friday that the ,two firms',,,
will negotiate with .a view .to, setting
up a joint production arrangement;
Revealing the plan at a lufrcheort Tor
(Continued on page 2)
:

1:

Monday, June

Motion Picture Daily

2

That's

granted an
of Technicolor, has been
British
the
by
fellowship
honorary
Kinematoeraph Society.

tor for
Africa,

Lomba, managing direc20th Century-Fox in South
and Sidney Horen, home ofF.

fice representative

gal, Italy,

Portu-

Spain,

for

and Spanish North Africa,

Imarrived here over the weekend
Horen
arrival,
his
mediately upon
for
entered the New York Hospital
operation^
a minor

MR

Than,

producer,
producer, and

this

August

as a

»

money

them, however, do have
on the Beatification of Pope
Pius X, Margaret Truman in Lon-

Rene

Feldman, Universal domestic
manager, is in Hollywood from
York and is scheduled to go

from there to Dallas.
Paramount's Eastern
will
and Southern division manager,
a
from
today
here
desk
his
to

Hugh Owen,

return
tour of branches.

RKO

Theatres vendinghere from
returned
has
machine head,
Rochester, Syracuse and Washing-

of

stories

don, graduation at West Point, a
Catholic priest and'<police save a man
from suicide atop a high New York
bridge. Complete, contents follow.

and

MOVIETONE NEWS,
police prevent suicide

Eisenhower

visits

r

bridge.

West

Normandy.

P'oint

DAY, No. 281— EisenNormandy. Drama on a bridge.
Truman. West
Margaret
Britain welcomes
Point. Pope Pius X beatified. Wild horse
in

High-diving dare-devil.

round-up.

story and screenplay
As onfmight expect, Hal Wallis gave Cy Howard's
exercised splendid
Walker
Hal
director
unstinted production values. And
zany manner in which the
extreme
the
somewhat
restraining
in
iudoment
J
hat
shows. Ninety-eight minutes o
pair" erform so frequently in their
matterthat
for
one,
other
motion picture-or any
;

kind of behavior in this
Walker's guidance permits
prove too much for most audiences. But
laughter rolling along
hearty
keep
nonsense to
ust enough of Jerry Lewis's
renditions are excellent
song
Martin's
Dean
pace.
satisfactory
at a most
favorable support comes from all of the
the Dooular style as usual. Very
including Eddie Mayehoff Marion Marand
Hussey,
Ruth
by
headed
cast
John Mclntire, Francis Pierlot, Lillian
Sanders,
Hugh
shall Polly Bergen,
Randolph, Selmar Jackson and Tom Harmon.
through many switches
The tale is a fairly simple one, entertainingly toldLewis try to change the
Jerry
father
of
doting
as it shows Mayehoff, the
brawny hero in college, football in the same
bov from a shy introvert into a
grid star during his school days^ Lewis s
the
was
colieoe where Mayehoff
of concern
side-splitting to the audience as they are
field fumbles are as
Martin. In the
Dean
coach,
not-so-doting
and
dad
doting
and chagrin to his
Lewis, who had
minutes of "the big game
end of course, in the final few
-boots a tremendous field goal
touchdown,
93-yard
a
scores
been "benched",
nearly-defeated team to the conference chamand singlehandedly carries his
are thrilling.
sequences
football
The
nionshio
audience classification. For August
General
minutes.
u
Lime, 98
Runnincr
Kunnin time,

Sit

m

,

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

84^Army's

No.

Police, priest balk suicide
canine radar.
attempt. (Bob) Hope ship comes in. Margaret Truman sees sights of London. Pope
Pius X beatified. D-Day plus seven years.

TELENEWS DIGEST,

23— French

No.

son from
embark for
Indo-China.
Puerto Rico
Pius X beatified.
Cyprus.
Margaret Truman
approves constitution.
party
in
embassy
British
in
London.

commander

returns with dead
British paratroops

Washington.

priest

Police,

suicide

foil

attempt.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

—

No. 463

West

Margaret Truman in
graduation.
Dougherty's funeral.
Cardinal
England.
See-saw
Beatification of Pope Pius X.
Point

learning.

Water

skiing.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
garet
shall

No. 86— Mar-

Truman in England. General MarWest Point graduation. Norat

mandy

High diving

anniversary.

invasion

Preakness

monkeyshines.

meets

winner

Derby winner.

.

P.

47— Priest,

No.

New York

NEWS OF THE

hower

ket for
0f

James

on

graduation. Pope Pius X beatified. Margaret Truman on European tour. Sports:
Palisades Park thrill ride. High dive into
fiery water.

m

TV

a single current newsreel
continuity sheet mentions Korea.

Most

laugh-

may still be riled at
Exhibitors with long and sensitive memories who
film industry more
the
took
at
they
which
Dean and Jerry over the pokes
should subjugate their
heard
widely
was
that
aircast
in
an
ago
year
than a
which their box-offices are certain
feelino-s to the potential economic health
Exhibitors should consider the progress
to enjoy from ^That's My Boy".
telecasts and on stage
since then
favor
public
in
made
has
which the pair
with which
performances
unpredictable
with their highly zany antics and
a mighty wide_ ready-marcreated
has
progress
That
many.
so
They entertain
production, and therein lies boxthe showmen who latch on to this

J

Lee Koken,

EXHIBITOR, mark down

stage, screen

Joseph
Mrs.
Clair French
at the
Europe
for
here
left
Clair
weekend on the He de France.

New

~\TOT
now

release right

with a load of
a hignly merchandisable piece of product
particularly serious who would
ter for young and old, except, perhaps, for the
a motion picture as this one.
not be provoked mirthfully even by as merry
performance-wise for the
responsible
are
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
Commercially they are redpractically surefire destiny of this production.
to them by telecasters, the
hot today, and, judging from the offers made
that way tor a long time
stay
to
nightclubs, they stand

to
Artists vice-president, is scheduled
days
few
next
the
within
be dismissed
he
from Medical Center here, where
surgery.
underwent
recently

sales

My Boy"

picture

Edward Morey, Monogram-Allied

C

Parade

(Paramount)

HERBERT T. KALMUS,
DR.president
and general manager

Edward

Newsreel

Review

Personal
Mention

1951

11,

Cunningham <IA' vs.

release.

DPOWA

(Continued from page 1)

ton.

Harry Mandel, national director of
Theatres, will
advertising for
Coast.
the.
for
today
leave here

RKO

Robert Thompson,
er,

is

due

Washington

to

leave

this

M-G-M

producCoast for

the

week.

Monogram Plans
(Continued from page

1)

Gottlieb in New Probe of Chicago
MGM Post Today Drive-ins Continues

Harlem Avenue, North Avenue and union in District 65, definitely proves
Four Screen drive-ins, Louis Jelinek, that any unit- affiliating with
owner, and Charles Choff, general completeH 'loses all previous autonmanager of the Sky-Hi Drive-in Jack omy."
Rose, partner, Manta and Rose Thea-

iku under which the Japanese com
pany releases two of the former
company's pictures each month.

;

Hammond 41
the
operating
Drive-in and William Atkins, general
Drive-in.
manager of the
ters

ABC

Editor-in-Chief

Sherwin

and Publisher;

21

1938, at the post office at

New

York. N. Y., under the act

of

March

(Continued from page 1)

Kleinerman Joins

Warner Pittsburgh

NBC

NBC

Published daily, except Saturdays,

^

m

the
din-

others.

Hollywood Bureau Yucca-V me Bu.ldmg

Subscription rates per year. $6

for

The

William Penn.
Other executives who are expected
to attend are: Harry Kalmine, E. K.
(Ted) O'Shea, Arthur Greenblatt,
Jules Lapidus, Maurice Bergman, and

Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting' Editor.

3, 1879.

zone.

ner will be held Tuesday in the Hotel

Isaac Irving Kleinerman, formerly a
director and editor with RKO-Pathe,
has joined the documentary film unit
here and will act as film ediAuof
early
in
premiere
its pre-release
gust as the first U-I picture to play tor of its first project, a history of
the U. S. Navy in World War II
that house in almost two years.

Martin Ouitrlev

Feinstein Affair
was head booker and buyer

H. Fausel, Production Manager
James P Cunninghatn: News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus

dass matter Sept

DPOWA

_

Victory

Into the

Y

:

;

U-Vs

PTPTTTRF DATT

_

;

from both countries. A Japanese and an English lan- branch
efficiency
guage version would be made of each New York activities m an
circuit
key
handle
will
Bowen
move.
picture.
branch
Monogram-Allied Artists was host accounts out of the New York
relieved from manageat the luncheon in honor of Ohtani with his being
to ill health.
Holly
due
and
rial duties
who will visit Washington
wood before returning to Japan
around July 4. Ohtani is accompanied
9
on his U. S. tour by K. Shirai, Shock'Bright
Hirose,
Kenneth
and
producer,
iku
head of Shockiku Film Enterprises,
Victoria
both of whom were present at the
"Bright Victory," Universal-InterOhtani will study Ameriluncheon.
can production methods while he is national, starring Arthur Kennedy and
Peggy Dow, has been booked into the
in Hollywood.
Theatre in New York to have
Shock
Victoria
with
deal
Monogram has a
in Japan with actors

vice-presi-

The brief takes the position that in
the case of the Paramount home office employes, District No. 65 "appears as an interloper and that it has
Federal
10.—
The
no legal rights or interests in units
Chicago',
June
M-G-M's
Saal Gottlieb, formerly
continued to hold closed formerly represented by Screen Ofgrand
over
takes
j ury
today
Pittsburgh manager,
Professional Employes Guild,
formerly han- hearings Friday in the investigation fice and
the New York district
United Office and
109,
agreeNo.
Local
fixing
price
illegal
consummation of possible
dled by Jack Bowen in
theatres. Professional Workers of America."
drive-in
local
the
ments
by
week
last
here
of changes announced
Among those who have been called Filing attorney was Harold P. Spivak.
sales viceby William F. Rodgers,
Said Moss "The constitution of the
in for testimony are Ray Marks, partformerly
Pielow,
Ralph
president.
Cooper,
District 65-DPOWA, setting uniEd
new
Drive-in;
Double
ner
of
the
New York branch head, assumesPitts- partner, and James Booth, general form dues for all units, and providin
duties given up by Gottlieb
Kenneth ing that the general council of Dismanager, Starlite Drive-in
bU
the 66 trict 65 is the supreme authority over
manager
of
general
Prickett,
JerLouis Allerhand, formerly New
Edwin Silverman, owner, and above the general membership of
Drive-in
York
New
becomes
sey manager,
or over and above
Jersey and Ralph Smith, general manager of the organization,
branch, chief, now that the
any so-called local
of
the
membership
operating
the
Theaters
Essaness
the the
has been consolidated with
:

the press at the Miyako Restaurant
here, the Japanese and American film
executives said that under such a deal
the screenplays would be written in
this country and the pictures filmed

A/rrvrTfW

M. Moss, H-63 executive
dent.

the

Amencas and

^Xi£o™ D

C

$12 foreign, single copies. 10c.

More than $1,000,000
For the

first

time

in film

his-

a picture is launched
with an "Oscar" (awarded
for "Best performance by an
Actor") prior to general re-

worth of advance pub-

tory,

lic

penetration achieved

in

not one but FIVE

lease!

pre-selling

campaigns

advertising, publicity
He was three musketeers
in one— and one lover in a

promotion — far

million! The screen's great-

swordsman, romantic
poet and leader!

in

in

and

excess

est

of

any

film in

motion

picture history!

Immediately following the

roadshow
exhibition playdates,
"CYRANO" is now ready for
special selected

general release and FOR THE

FIRST TIME AT

POPULAR

PRICES!
3^*

STANLEY

KRAMER'S
production

>:;•-'

de Bergerac

JOSE FERRER CjirOllO!
"^cle Bergerac
MALA POWERS
Produced
co-starring

with William Prince • Morris
•
Ralph Clanton •
by Stanley Kramer
Directed by Michael Gordon • Screenplay by Carl Foreman
Associate Producer George Glass • Music by Dimitri Tiomkin

CarnovsKy

Because

.

. .

it's

Released thru

UA

Monday, June

Motion Picture Daily

4

20th Convention Speakers

See Loeiv's Decree
'A Good

Way

Off'

—

Washington, June 10.
Loew's officials and Jus-

Department attorneys
resumed consent decree talks

Four major

here.

off.

(Continued from page 1)

window and

Al Liehtman,

Darryl F. Zanuck
Production

and it
newspaper ads,

vice-president,

be promoted in

will

The

four,

Twentieth

Cen-

change in Osaka comes as a result of

movie-of-themonth," it was reported by Victor
Ratner, the department store's adver"favorite

tising-publicity

formed

tury-Fox, Paramount, Warner Brothers and Loew's, have registered an
organization certificate in this connection with the Secretary of State at
Albany. The need to build an ex-

N. Y. Exhibitors
a

distributors have

a corporation for the purpose of financing the building of an exchange building in Osaka, Japan, it was revealed

here Friday.
Indications were that final
developments are still a good

feature

1951

4 Majors Organize
To Build in Japan
As MPEA Bows Out

tice

way

11,

Charles Einfeld.
Vice-President

Director of
Distribution

Vice-President

store displays.

Exhibit Project

the adoption of a policy of independent
distribution with the bowing out of
the Motion Picture Export Association in Japan.
The corporation, Osaka Film Exchange Corp., has authorized capital
stock of $300,000 at $100 par value.
Francis
Individual incorporators are
:

Muchnic

and
William Piper. Subscribers, each
owning three shares, are Franklin S.
Irby, Roger C. Clement and Harold
S. Bareford. Joseph Rosthal was inL.

exhibit to travel through the
city's high schools and to reach an
audience of 180,000 youths and many
more adults, is available to the film

An

Harley,

George

J.

:

it was reported by Charles
Beck, representing the Board of EduHe invited the industry to
cation.
use the exhibit space of four museum
cases and suggested that one or two
of the cases be used for material about

industry,

current releases.
Lynn Farnol, special counsel to the
Motion Picture Industry Joint Public
Relations Committee, was the host at
Toot Shor's and introduced the speakFarnol said that the projects
ers.
were only a part of a continuing drive
to build audience interest in motion
pictures and that from time to time
the committee would report on other
projects at similar meetings.

corporating attorney.

tions and comments based on
their knowledge of regional appeals and reactions.

Arthur

W.C

Gehring,
Assistant General
Sales

Edwin W. Aaron,

Silverstone,

Western Sales

Eastern Sales

Manager

Manager

Manager

The afternoon's program will be devoted to a presentation of advertising,
publicity and exploitation items for
pictures slated for release during the
next four months.
Discussions will
enter about the campaigns for "Take

Care of My Little Girl," "The Frogmen," "Secret of Convict Lake," "Mr.
Belvedere Rings the Bell," "The Guy
Who Came Back," "People Will
Talk," "Meet Me After the Show"
Others Present
(Continued from page 1)
and others.
That evening the delegates will see "People Will Talk,"
Among others present were Harexploitation departments of by Al Liehtman, director of distribu
produced by Zanuck and directed by
old Rinzler, Charles Simonelli, David licity and
tion
Charles Einfeld, vice-president
it is expected that deciCoasts
both
Doob,
Oscar
Rugoff,
oseph L. Mankiewicz.
Lipton, Edward
meeting will bring and head of the advertising, publicity
Thursday morning's session will
Art Schmidt, Ernest Emerling, Dan sions reached at the
confluence of efforts to result and exploitation forces, and Harry concern itself with general exhibitor
Terrell, Harry Mandel, Harry Gold- about a
Brand,
director
of
publicity
the
for
increased attendance at the
needs and problems. The subject will
berg, Max Youngstein, Arthur Mayer, in largely
studio.
it was declared in
be introduced by Western division
Max Cohen, Robert Weitman, Sid- nation's box-offices,"
Field generalship will stem from W.
Solomon, a statement from the company.
manager Herman Wobber, and there
ney Blumenstock, Eddie
Gehring,
assistant
general
sales
Under the general supervision of C.
will be round-table sessions.
Sidney Garfield, Barrett McCormick,
vice-president in charge manager Arthur Silverstone, Eastern
Gil Golden, D. John Phillips, Ben Skouras and
manager
Edwin
Aaron
Studio Plans
sales
W.
Zanuck, the
Washer, Phillip Miles, and members of production Darryl F.
Western
sales manager, the company's
spearheaded
be
will
action
correlated
In the afternoon, the group will
of the trade press.
division managers and the advertising
hear production chief Zanuck detail
publicity,- and exploitation department
studio plans for the remainder of the

20th-Fox Merchandising

:

;

_

;

;

heads.

Besides Skouras, Liehtman will begin the sessions today with a state
ment of purpose. Official introduction
division
and
newly-appointed
of
branch managers will conclude the
morning's meeting.
The afternoon's activities will fea

M-M-MAir Conditioning's

ture round table discussions by divi
sion and branch managers on the pos
sibilities for increased business in their
In the evening the dele
territories.
Before
will
see
"Decision
gates

a must when

SHELLEY WINTERS and

JOHN GARFIELD

!

|^

in

team of the year
Premiere at the New York Paramount (and

The

hottest

box-office

conditioned, of course!),

.

June

20th.

--\

.

it's

uled for 1952.
He will be

Skouras,

followed by Charles
head of National Theatres,

Emanuel Silverstone, vicepresident and general sales manager
of the company's international corporation.
Thursday evening, there will be a
studio cocktail party and dinner. Delegates will then see the latest Clifton

and by

Webb

comedy, "Mr. Belvedere Rings

the Bell."

A
morning, the dele
Spyros Skouras on Friday mornby
gates will discuss the handling and ex
ing, to be followed by a closing_ sumploitation of "Decision Before Dawn
mation of the week's key activities by
The afternoon session will be devoted
Liehtman.
to sales policies affecting prints, small
The delegates are expected to detown theatres, reissues and other mat
part for their offices over the weekters with the discussions to be led by
end.
Zanuck'
Aaron.
Silverstone and
Technicolor production of "David and
Bathsheba" will be screened in the
"David an
evening at the studio.
Bathsheba" will be discussed Wed
nesday morning.
The advertising and publicity
department will display ads.
On

kiss on

danger's doorstep

|

Dawn."

year affecting the major line-up sched-

air

j

major policy address

Tuesday

posters, publicity and exploitathat the
material,
so
tion

delegates

may

make

sugges-

will be

made

Monday, June

11,

MPAA

1951
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Review

(Continued from page 1)
executive said, "is a very great source
of strength to the industry at a time
when there seems to be some apprehension about business at home."
In
Europe, U. S. films are at the peak
of their popularity and good Holly-

wood

pictures

do

"enormous"

busi-

he added.
With plans to correct the Spanish
situation now in the "formative stage,"
it would be a "delicate matter" to disness

there,

cuss, McCarthy said in reply to reporters' questions. However, he point-

ed

out

that
last
year
only
57
American pictures were imported by
Spain and only about 80 released. The
present system in Spain calls for the
purchase by American distributors of

Stand

(Continued from page 1)

"The Frogmen"

ed to report to the guild board Monday night.
Meanwhile, the company confirmed
reports that the original wage-reduction formula has been revised in such

(20th Century-Fox)

HPHE

FIRST motion picture tribute to be paid to the men of the U. S.
Navy's Underwater Demolition Team, "The Frogmen," is a singularly
engrossing film which, by virtue of its extraordinary subject matter, entertainment qualities and top-drawer casting, should rank among the year's lead- a manner that those accepting cuts
ing grossers. This estimate of its box-office potential assumes, of course, can recover the total amount of their
-»

that the film will receive the all-out exploitation it deserves.
The large and exclusively male cast is headed by Richard Widmark, Dana
Andrews and Gary Merrill. Widmark plays the commander of a
group
which, operating from battleships and submarines during the latter stage of
the war with Japan, swam its underwater way to heroic achievements in
Far Eastern coastal waters. Attired sometimes in only trunks and rubber

UDT

sometimes in underwater suits equipped with breathing devices,
these skilled and courageous swimmers plant dynamite charges in enemy
submarine ports and destroy as well a variety of other installations to prepare the way for invading U. S. forces.
The "frogmen's" activities, as presented here by the underwater photopermits which have been placed in the
hands of Spanish producers. McCarthy graphy of Norbert Brodine, are truly fascinating to watch. And the depicbelieves he has brought back a "fea- tions of how the men, after completing their assignments, are hauled aboard
speeding pick-up boats, are best described as breathtaking. These enlightensible solution" to the Spanish problem.
Meanwhile, the high cost of the Span- ing details of the UDT's work are tied together by a slender though always
ish permits has been reduced consid- interesting story of hard-headed officer Widmark' s unpopularity with Anerably in consequence of the American drews and the other enlisted men, and how the commander, himself an undercompanies' joint resolution to refrain water hero, wins the affection of his team. At times genuine suspense takes
over, for instance when a number of Japanese underwater fighters attack
from buying them.
the American "frogmen" during a particularly dangerous mission.
French Pact
Credit Samuel G. Engel with a fine production splendidly directed by Lloyd
Commenting on the French agree- Bacon from a screenplay by John Tucker Battle. Supporting roles are ably
ment, McCarthy disclosed that that filled by Jeffrey Hunter, Warren Stevens, Robert Wagner, Harvey Lemcountry "got nothing" for doing away beck, Robert Rockwell, Henry Slate, Robert Adler and many others. The
with its remittance restrictions.
He original story was by Oscar Millard.
explained that his argument in dealing
Running time, 96 minutes. General audience classification. For July release.
with the French was that France's
Charles L. Feanke
fiscal position had so improved that
the American companies were entitled
to full remittance of earnings.
He be sought by WOR-TV, the station
to
found the French "honest, straightfor- which will handle the experimental
Hollywood, June 10. The annua!
ward and cooperative" and aware of telecasts.
Loss of the Louis-Savold fight if meeting of the Monogram- Allied Arthe value during the past decade of the
tists board of directors will b: held at
cooperation which the American dis- being met by the networks with sporting programs to run at the same time the studio Tuesday.
tributors extended.
the fight is on. Meanwhile, the comAsked if the so-called bonus
panies are redoubling efforts to break
provisions of the current Anglothe National Collegiate Athletic AssoAmerican film agreement will
ciation's limitation on telecasting of
have yielded by next October
college football games next fall.
when the pact expires, the
The first college to break with the
additional
$4,000,000
foreseen
policy, which favors theatre
originally, McCarthy could say
telecasts, was the University of Pennonly that there was a "slow
sylvania, which last week signed u
start" in this respect but meanwith ABC for television coverage of
while there has been a "pick up
its home games. Notre Dame has been
foot-fins,

Mono. Board

Meet

—

reductions from

fifty

company

per cent of the
period

profits over the entire
covered by the plan, if the
aggregate sufficient funds, or
sufficiently profitable six-month

profits
in

instead of having the cuts balanced
against company profits for a period
in which they are sustained.
The involved point is tantamount to
regarding the cuts taken as carried on
an open account by the company.

Arnst Elected
(Continued from page 1)
Stubblefield, Tom Grady, Rex Flint,
and D. E. Lockrem.
Also E. M. Jackson, J. H. Moran,
E. R. Munger, Frank Morgan.
The
group approved the Pacific Coast Conference of Theatre Owners new constitution and bylaws, but passed no
resolutions. It voted to hold the next
semi - annual meeting in Butte in

November.
Utah, Idaho Exhibitors

Utah and Southern Idaho Independent Theater Owners is scheduled to
hold an election June 13 during the
annual exhibitors round-up in Salt
Lake, scheduled for June 13-15. Ralph
Trathen is chairman of this group.

NCAA

1

momentum." The basic provision of the agreement guaranteed convertibility in the
in

amount of
McCarthy

$17,000,000.

fer.

the
extent
to
which the U. S. film business has risen
in Australia, and pointed out that in
addition to the 75 per cent remittance
agreement achieved recently the out-

standing balance in Australia
liquidated

at

the

rate

is

to be

of

£250,000
yearly and that tax refunds are remittable in dollars, too.

Theatre Telecasts
(Conti nued from page 1)
meter,

TV

so-called
devices.
all

"home

box-office"

New

In

Y"ork, Arthur Levey, presSkiatron Electronics, which
is developing Subscriber Vision, expressed his agreement with McDon-

ident

of

ald's

point of view.
Both see the
box-office" as the only alternative to theatre
in bidding for
sporting spectacles.
Skiatron's counsel, Telford Taylor,

"home

TV

was
with

in

Washington

Wayne

ication

reported ready to follow Pennsylvani;
if it does the value of exclusive
theatre telecasts will undoubtedly suf-

and

hailed

last

week

Coy, Federal

to confer

Commun-

D. C.'s

RKO

run of Subscriber Vision, tentatively slated for the fall.
Still to be
decided before the FCC is formally
asked for permission to conduct the
test is proo-amming content and hours.
The actual rermit, Taylor said, will

No

Admission Hike for Fight

Washington, June
plans

RKO

of

10.

Keith's

—

here

Present
are to

show the theatre telecast of Wednesday's Louis-Savold fight in addition
to the regular feature and without an;
increase in admission prices, officials
said.

Rush TV Installations
Camden, N. J., June
dence that

installation of
television equipment

10.

— Confi-

RCA

the-

Loew's
Century Theatre in Baltimore and
RKO's Palace Theatre in Cleveland
would be complete in time to telecast
the Joe Louis-Lee Savold fight was
expressed by the RCA service department at the weekend.
atre

in

General Electric Plans
'Composite' Color TV
Experimental

Commission chairman, on the a system

test

Keith Plans

color telecasts using
of the type recommended by

the National Television System Committee will be undertaken this summer by General Electric, the compaiv
announces. The tests will be made
from the company's electronics laboratory at Syracuse, N.Y.

any

period,
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Sees 20th-Fox $350,000
'Best Showing'

£/'

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY, JUNE

Four

to

12,

Officers of

as Consultants

Federal Communications

Washington, June

11.

—The

Commission said today that
commercial color telecasting
Universal-International has commit
could begin around June 23.
ed itself to the payment of approxi
In a series of questions and
mately $350,000 for the consultative
answers
on color TV, the
services
of
four
former
executives
of
Tells
FCC said that the new systhe company, it was revealed yester
for
tem could start when the Suday. The sums to be received by each
preme Court issues its manare identified also as severance pay
date. Under court rules, this
Los Angeles, June 11.
The four are J. Cheever Cowdin,
preshould be about June 23, the
diction that 20th Century-Fox at former board chairman
Charles D.
FCC said, adding that it will
the end of the year "will make the Prutzman, who was vice-president and
put out a public notice when
general counsel Joseph H. Seidelman,
best showing in (the company's)
the mandate is issued so that
former vice-president in charge of forhistory, despite the first quarter," was
all persons will know when
made today by 20th-Fox president eign operations, and William A. Sculcolor broadcasts can start.
ly, former general sales manager.
Spyros P. Skouras in a keynote address
Cowdin, who was also chairman of
at the opening session of the comthe U-I executive committee, has an
pany's five-day sales convention at
arrangement whereby he will serve in
9
National Theatres headquarters here,
a consultative capacity in connection
,
attended by about a hundred delegates.
with the financial matters of the comSkouras said, "today we have
pany for a period of four years comthe greatest challenge motion
mencing Jan. 1, 1950, and terminating
picture men ever have had to
Dec. 31, 1953.
He received $60,000
for the calendar year 1950, and will
face.
face it with knowlreceive $45,000 for 1951
edge and know that by dogged
$40,000 for
determination we can win as
1952, and $35,000 for 1953.
In the
Clouds and intermittent rains dislong as we pursue a policy of
event of his death, the payments are
couraged
the local summer weekend
sound thinking."
(Continued on page 4)
exodus and Broadway first runs beneAl Lichtman, director of distribufited at the box-office but business in
(Continued on page 4)
general remains spotty despite the

At Year's

Skouras

Need

End

Convention

Sound Thinking

—A

;

;

'Caruso

'Fabiola'

Grosses Still Top

B'way

We

First

Runs

;

$78,000 to Schwartz

Forman Acquires 5
Theatres from W.B.

In

New

June

11.— Five

years.

The five theatres, which Forman
will take over July 1, include the Elsi(Continued on page 6)

About 2,500 theatre owners, managers and bookers in every exchange
city

in

tion

of

were

the country

(with the excep-

New York
held on May

where screenings
31 and June 1)

are expected to turn out for

Warner

Bros.' two-day "Look Forward" showings, of four productions which begin
today.
_

Exhibitor acceptance of the invitaof Warner Bros, vice-president

tion

(.Continued on page 6)

Two More Sign
For Theatre

TV

Exclusive
Now

Nine Theatres Are
Set for Prize Fight
Two more

theatres have joined
the experimental exclusive theatre telecast of the Joe Louis-Lee
in

Savold

fight

scheduled

for

New

York's Polo Grounds tomorrow night,
bringing the total number of participants, as of yesterday, to nine.

The two newcomers are the
Lincoln Theatre in Washington
and the Harlem Theatre in Baltimore.
Already scheduled to
carry the fight in the two cities
are the RKO Keith's at Washington and Loew's Century at
Baltimore, but the two new
houses cater to a colored audience.

Meanwhile, interest

in the industry's

widest attempt yet to turn

its

competi-

tor, television,

into a direct box-office
(Continued on page 6)

opening of new films at a number of

The

best showing continues to be
Radio City Music Hall where
the fifth week of "The Great Caruso"
is matching the $135,000 registered for
the fourth week. The picture and its
stage companion, "Island Paradise",
will hold for at least a sixth week and

Under the terms of the three-year
employment contract which Sol. A.

RKO

Theatres president,
recently with the company
he will receive $78,000 per year plus more if the pace keeps up.
expenses, it was made known yesterAlso drawing an outstanding gross
day.
Expiration date of the pact is is "Fabiola" at the Victoria,
with $25,April 30, 1954.
000 estimated for a second week. "On,
Schwartz, who has been associated the Riviera" is doing
satisfactory but
with the company and its predecessors not exceptional business
at the Roxy,
for more than 25 years, has agreed with
about $60,000 due for a third
not to have a financial interest, directly
(Continued on page 4)
or indirectly, "in any other person,
firm or corporation engaged in any
business competitive to the company."
Moreover, the agreement is "bindin upon the successors and assigns of
the company in the event that any
corporation succeeds to or acquires
the assets of the company or in the
Universal-International has set for
(Continued on page 6)
release during July and August a
group of pictures which Alfred E.
Daff, director of world wide sales, has
termed representative of "hot weather
film fare."
The group consists of
The Motion Picture Association of seven films.
America national distributors commitIn announcing the releases, Daff
tee headed by
Ben Kalmenson of said, however, that "there is nothing
Warner Brothers, and the advertising- seasonable about the motion picture
publicity committee headed by S. Bar- business when strong and outstandingrett
McCormick of
Pictures, product is released at an even flow the
will meet at MPAA's offices here to- year, around as is our policy at Unimorrow with Arthur L. Mayer, exec- versal. In order to sustain public inutive vice-president of the Council of terest in theatre-going throughout the
Motion Picture Organizations to dis- year, it is essential that a steady flow
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page $)

U-I Slates 7 for

Release in

Expect 2,500 At
W.B. Trade Shows

TEN CENTS

houses.

Pact

Warner concluded

Bros, theatres, representing the company's last holdings in this region,
have been acquired by William Forman of this city, president of Forman's
Theatres and United Theatres. Although the purchase price was not
disclosed, Forman described the deal
as one of the largest theatre transactions in the Northwest in recent

EDITION

at the

Schwartz,

Seattle,

RKO

MAIL

1951

Commercial Color
TV May Begin Soon

Former
4

YORK,

AIR

Mayer Sets Jubilee
Meet for Tomorrow

RKO

Summer

WASHINGTON, June 11. -The
Federal Communications

Commission today gave
telephone companies in
Illinois,
Maryland and
the District of Columbia
permission to use their

television relay facilities to carry the exclusive theatre telecasts of
Wednesday's Louis-Savold
fight at New York's Polo
Grounds

Barney Balaban, president Adolph Zukor, board
chairman, and all other
officers
of
Paramount
Pictures were reelected
yesterday at a meeting of
the board. Also, a new officer was added with the
election of Arthur Israel
as assistant secretary. A
quarterly dividend of 500
per share was declared by
the board of directors,
payable June 30.
;

Tuesday, June

Motion Picture Daily
U. S.

4

Red Tape'

Personal Mention

Is

Merger with

Washington, June 11.— FedCommunications Commission chairman Wayne Coy
George
Commissioner
and

eral

I

left

equipManufacturers
ment and supply field are feeling an
appreciable cost pinch right now because of government pressure in the
matter of price control, Oscar F. Neu,
in the theatre

of Theatre Equipment and
Supply Manufacturers Ass'n, said here

president

yesterday.

printed bulletins

which require eer

and Mrs.

Kass announced

the

sistant, is in

birth of their first child, Michael,
Friat the Leroy Hospital here on

day.
^

The

David

Mistlin,

first

A

Records Examination

Chicago from

New

Sterling conferred informally
on Friday with Leonard Gold-

Paramount
United
enson,
Theatres president, Robert
H. O'Brien, UPT secretarytreasurer, and Robert Kintner, ABC president, on the
proposed merger of the radio-TV network and the the-

here tonight for Hollywood. Next
week he is slated to return here en
left

that office records coveringphases of the manufacturer's business during a specified period more
All
than a year ago be examined.
and
costs, including materials, labor
overhead and all selling prices are involved in the examination.

requires
all

Benjamin Thau, M-G-M studio
executive, and Spencer Tracy will

arrive here tomorrow from Europe
Neu said he has first-hand knowl- aboard the S.S. Queen Mary.
edge of what this government pro•
cedure means because of its impact on
Wilder, Paramount proBilly
Products
his own business, Neumade
ducer-director, is due to arrive here
Corp., which he regards as typical.
this week from the Coast.
"There have been repeated calls on
•
our lawyers for their help in interproducer-direcHitchcock,
Alfred
preting the regulations which seem to
from
tor, is due in Boston on Friday
day,"
to
2*e changing almost from day
Coast.
the
he said. "Key men in our organization have been obliged to spend a
great share of their time for weeks in
searching office records to the excluOutside
sion of their regular duties.
accountants and auditors have been
Advance preview of 20th CenturyIt would be hard to say
called in.
"The Frogmen" at the Little
Fox's
but
it
just what all this has cost us,
Creek Naval Base in Virginia recenthas been a lot of money."
ly for press, radio and television repReductions Expected
resentatives has begun reaping a pub-

except
who is out of
No further
expected until

•

plication

Havas, RKO
Latin American supervisor,

Pictures
left here
yesterday for a month's trip to Paris
and Rome. He will return to New
York before going back to his office

Michael

in

Government bulletins say the price
control plan is intended to return
prices to "the pre-Korean level" and
that "at least a moderate reduction of
"

harvest, 20th-Fox points out.
The cover and an inside spread in
of
last Sunday's out-of-town edition
the New York Sunday Neivs was de-

is

expected

of current general trade conditions,

voted to a pictorial story of the underwater demolition teams featured in
"The Frogmen." Additional picture
layouts and stories appeared in Hearst
newspapers, New York Time's, New
York World-Telegram and Sun, the

is

Frieda Hennock on

•
Everett Thorner, director

of

mo-

tion picture theatre relations for the
Infantile
for
Foundation
National
Paralysis, and Mrs. Thorner an-

U.S. District Court
Washington, June

•

RKO

Pictures Eastern publicity director, has returned to
New York from New Orleans,
e

Don

Prince,

11.

— The

lead-

ing Federal Communications Commission spokesman for educational television, Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock, was named today by President
Truman to be a U. S. District judge

Bill Walsh, Walt Disney studio
has arrived here from the

Southern District of New York.
This was one of several New York
announced by the
j udicial appointments
White House today. Many key film
cases are tried in the Southern disin the

trict.

Miss Hennock replaces Alfred C.
Judge
Coxe, who retired recently.
Coxe, a member of the statutory court
in the

publicist,

to

Coast.

tired.

sit

Paramount case, may continue
on that case, even though re-

Other changes District Court Judge
Harold R. Medina was named to be
U.S. Circuit judge, succeeding Learned
:

Anthony

Landi, producer, is
here from the Coast for conferences
with United Artists executives.
Z.

representatives are scheduled to meet
here tonight to map a common approach to 20th Century-Fox's salary
reduction plan.
With 20th-Fox executives in town
for the company's sales convention, the
guilds are expected to reach a policy
decision in time for guild representa-

Hand; New York District Attorney
Thomas F. Murphy was named to
succeed Medina as District Judge;
and Edward Jordan Dimock was
named another Southern District judge
to succeed the late George Murray
Hulbert.

NEW YORK THEATRES

with 20th-Fox officials.
Meanwhile, t h e newly - installed
Screen Directors Guild board has
The TESMA president says there
slated a meeting for tomorrow night
have been no sharp price advances in
the
consider the matter and possibly act
to
related
to
his business directly
on the results of tonight's joint meetKorean emergency and that he has
the
observed few advances in the theatre Morning Telegraph and through wire ing, attended bv delegates from
equipment and supply field generally. services. Forthcoming issues of Look SDG, the Screen Producers Guild, the
Many TESMA firms sell a major and Cue will treat the subject pictori- Screen Writers Guild and the Screen
part of their product to the 35mm mo- ally and numerous TV and radio pro- Actors Guild.
tion picture industry which, because grams will give it attention.

average wholesale prices

Jones,

town.
meetings are
the formal apmade after the

Mexico.

'Breaks'

licity

FCC mem-

all

Robert

stockholders act.

Mount Talent Guilds Meet
On Pay Cut Plan
For 'The Frogmen'
Hollywood, June 11.— Talent guild

News

The executives

circuit.

bers

to
this

nounce the birth of a. son, John Andrew, their second child.
route to Europe and India.
•
Bamberger, RKO Pictures
Leon
repreJ.
European
Satori,
William
sales promotion .manager, will address
sentative of Monogram-Allied Artists,
the Mississippi Theatre Owners confor
a
Sunday
next
London
leave
will
vention at Biloxi, Miss., June 24-26
offices.
tour of German exchange
on the theme "What's Ahead."
•

Information which must be filed
with the Office of Price Stabilization
not later than the first of next month,

atre

now have seen

York.

Their itinerary includes visits
Minneapolis and Des Moines
week.

from
exhibitor
con- London, visited George Mann, presiinto
sisted of 23 pages broken down
dent of Mann's Theatre Service, while
pages
to
has
15
second
51 sections.
in San Francisco recently en route
pages Hollywood.
in 50 sections and a third four
•
in 7 sections.
Kenneth McEldowney, producer,
type.

and two

wife,

his

TV

to provide information on which
formula for their products
pricing
a
may be based. The bulletins, according to Neu, run into thousands of
words printed on 9x12 sheets in six

and eight-point

Disney,

daughters, Sharon and Diane, arrived here from the Coast last night
Brothers
Warner
Lapidus,
Jules
for interviews and personal appearsales
division
Eastern and Canadian
show
on James Melton's
ance
manager, is in Pittsburgh today from
will leave for LonHe
Thursday.
on
cenof
a
leg
first
on
the
New York
don aboard the S.S. Queen Elisabeth
tral district trip.
with his family on Friday.
•
•
AsPicture
Motion
Joyce O'Hara,
vice-president
Hyman,
L.
Edward
sociation of America vice-president,
of United Paramount Theatres, acpublishers
press
trade
with
will meet
companied by Bernard Levy, his asand editors at a luncheon at the Har-

"Manufacturers'
with
Beginning
Regulation,
Price
Ceiling
General
Ceiling Price Regulation 22, Title
Appendix,
Defense
32A-National
vard Club here tomorrow.
•
dated April 25, 1951, the manufacturor
Herman Kass, Universal exploiters have accumulated a half dozen

more
them

Walt

1951

ABC-UPT
FCC

Discuss

Beginning to Snarl NORTON V. RITCHEY, presi- DON HARTMAN, Paramount's
supervisor of production, arrived
dent of Monogram-International,
the Coast yesterday.
from
here
Neu
attend
to
plane
Manufacturers:
here yesterday by
•
the firm's board meeting on the Coast
today.
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'L Affaire' Rights Deal

is

not disposed to stand unwarranted
William Home of New York, who
"The
price advances, Neu observed.
acquired U. S. distribution rights
has
Cen20th
the
of
The annual outing
extra expense we have been obliged
held to the French-made "L'Affaire," rewill
be
Club
Family
tury-Fox
regulations
to bear to meet these new
Mountain. Club mem- ported that he has turned over rights
has given us all quite a beating," he June 20 at Bear
by covering the Western U. S. to Robert
"Looks to me as though the bers and guests will leave here
said.
Kronenberg of Manhattan Internathe
in
returning
morning,
in
the
boat
government should have made some
tional Films.
late evening.
provision for this expense

20th-Fox Outing Set
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Pre- Selling

"Take Care of

magazine advertising
Paramount's "Ace In The
Hole" will appear in Movie Life and
Movie Stars Parade, out June 5th
Modem Screen and Screen Stories,
out June 8th; Photoplay and Movieland, out June 10th; Screen! and and
Silver Screen, out June 11th; Movie
Story and Screen Guide, out June
15th the Saturday Evening' Post, for
June 27th; Collier's, for June 29th;
Look magazine, dated July 3rd, and
The campaign
Life, dated July 6th.
is tied in with an elaborate preselling
packet of promotional aids which has
on

;

been supplied as a portfolio to

field-

first-run theatres.

•

Lynn Farnol,

Ask State Dept.
Okay Italian Pact

My Little

Girl"

Washington, June

special representa-

Joint Public Relations
Committee, acting for 500 New
York theatres, at a luncheon meeting last week, announced the formation of a special panel of judges
to select their favorite movie of the
month. Lynn's idea is to have the
typify
the notable who
choice
makes the selection, and thus the
public will get a two-way reaction
what the V. I. P. likes as compared with what / like, meaning the
what
instance,
For
individual.
Toots Shor or Bennett Cerf calls
the funniest movie of the month,
or what Hattie Carnegie or Fannie
Hurst may like best, or the selection by Dimitri Mitropoulos or
Jackie Robinson, just to create a
difference of possible opinion, not
necessarily so.
•
tive of the

—

CORORIHES

^

and fraternities are given the acid treatment in "Take Care
Little Girl," Julian Blaustein's breezy production of the novel by
Goodin. Sororities, as the title witnesses, are the principal concern of

My

of

Peggy

11.

to

— Mo-

Picture Association officials Joyce O'Hara and John
McCarthy discussed the proposed Italian agreement today with State Department
tion

(20th Century-Fox)

NATIONAL

men and

3

the picture (fraternities coming in for more or less indirect examination) and
officials.
the indictments are reserved for those Greek-letter societies that trade in and
The Association, it was
thrive on snobbery and prejudice. Not all college sororities are as undemolearned, has asked the Decratic, materialistic and hypocritical as the story's Tri-U at mystical Midpartment whether it has any
western University, the film allows, but members of such societies everywhere
objections to the agreement,
doubtlessly will be bent on reassessing their rules and regulations after seeing
and a Department answer
"Take Care of
Little Girl."
seems imminent.
Apart from the fact that the picture takes to task an institution to which
large numbers of people adhere, there are these factors for the exhibitor to
consider in weighing- its box-office possibilities Jeanne Crain and Technicolor.
To this reviewer's mind, those three considerations should spell business well
above average. In the leading male role, moreover, there is a young man
named Dale Robertson whose personality and Texas drawl are due to make
him the pin-up of distaff film-goers across the country.
The story focuses on freshman Crain, her eagerness to be accepted by the
sorority to which her mother belonged, her unhappiness at finding that her
Mexico City, June 11. Unless they
close friends are not accepted along with her because their families are less
accede to the National Cinematograthan well-to-do or because they don't manifest the right kind of wardrobe or phic Industry
Workers Union's defor some other reasons the snobbish autocrats of Tri-U devise. It takes Miss
mands for a new peak wage scale,
Crain some time under the persistent tutelage of non-joiner Robertson, a Mexico's
theatres face a strike June
Senior at the co-ed college, to learn that sororities like Tri-U are basically 15.
cruel. But when she does, she learns as well that a man like Robertson is
Exhibitors hold that their profits do
worth a hundred like Jeffrey Hunter, the handsome show-off and leader of not warrant
the pay scale demanded.
the school's top fraternity to whom she was attracted.
The union is insisting- on scales of
While not infrequently there is a note of caricature manifest in the acting,
$6.25 daily for one chief of employes'
all roles are handled well for the most part under the able direction of Jean
and two projectionists; $4.40 for one
Negulesco. Supporting parts are filled by Mitzi Gaynor, Jean Peters, Betty
treasurer; $3.95 for one chief of emLenka
Peterson
Lynn, Helen Westcott,
and many others. Julius J. and Philip ployes'
assistant
$3 for one watchG. Epstein wrote the screenplay.
man $2.43 for four porters $2.08 for
Running time, 93 minutes. General audience classification. For July release. one
page $2.31 for one film collectorCharles L. Franke deliverer,
and $1.96 for one bill poster.

My

:

Mexico Houses Face
Strike on June 15
—

;

;

;

;

Union Contends
Over 100,000 copies of the brochure
on Walt Disney's "Alice in Wonderland," prepared by Arthur DeBra, director of the community relations de-

Six

UA

Films for

NY in One Month

Six United Artists releases will
have been
have New York first-runs between
delivered to superintendents and prinThe new Look magazine, next on cipals of high schools throughout the now and July 10, the company announces. First of the six will be "Four
the stands, will carry a feature
United States and requests for addiarticle,
"Music
With Muscles," tional copies are received in every in a Jeep," which premiered at the
Paris yesterday, followed bv "Three
starring Mario Lanza and giving
mail.
Mr. DeBra is using the book- Steps North"
at the Palace, Thursintimate at-home shots of MGM's
let to illustrate his current series of
day, and "Circle of Danger" at the
"Great Caruso" in action and be- lectures
movies and
on the subject,
Trans Lux 52nd Street next week.
hind the camera.
The stocky, 30- community interest. Fie of
recently spoke
"He Ran All the Way," first UA
year old truck driver has show
before an audience of 2000 at the con- release
to play the Paramount, will
business gasping at the phenomenal
vention of the General Federation of have
its world premiere there June
business done with his latest picWomen's Clubs, in Houston, Texas, 20. "The Man with My Face" will
ture, and the bonanzas surprise,
and the annual meetings of the Cleve- open at the Palace the
first week of
flatter and delight him.
He prides land and St. Louis Motion
Picture
July and "The Prowler" will open in
himself he is "a man's singer," but
Councils.
the same week at the Criterion.
that isn't quite the way it is work•
ing out at the box office.
The
ladies are building up matinee inThe greatest mass introduction of
take to new highs.
new faces in the history of RKO Pic-

partment of the

MPAA,

The union contends that the exhibitors can well afford to apply the
new scale since theatres are doing 2025 per cent more business than they
did this time last year.
Meanwhile, so depressed are 25
theatres in this city that they have
told the union that wages must be
reduced if the houses are to survive.
Blamed for bad business are poor pictures and too many theatres.

Catholic Guild
Honors Fitzgeralds

Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald were presented w-ith statuettes of St. Patrick
and St. Brigid by the Catholic Film
and Radio Guild at its 10th annual
awards presentation at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel here last night. Una
O'Connor and William Gargan, 1942
and 1943 award winners, were preChicago, June 11.
The Federal sented with copies of the Irish ConGrand Jury probe of alleged price fix- stitution autographed by Sean T.
ing by Chicago drive-ins entered its O'Kelly, president
of Ireland.
third day today. Witnesses have been
The presentations were made by
instructed by the jury not to discuss James A. Farley, former Postmaster
their testimony outside the courtroom. General.
Suspicions of the anti-trust division
that investigated the local situation, apin
parently were roused by the fact that
all drive-ins running in a week of reFrankfurt, June 11.
Marcus
lease were charging the same price. Bernstein has arrived to investigate
the production situation here with a
view to possible picture investments
'Alice' to
on the part of Stephen Slesinger, who
Lou Bunin's European production is considering assembling a company
of Lewis Carroll's "Alice in Wonder- of American and German craftsmen
land", made with live actors and film
to make one film here as an experipuppets in Ansco color, will have its ment.

Drive-in Price Probe

•
Universal-International has launched
a comprehens'vve pre-release promotion

tures will take place within the next
few months during the filming of
"High Heels" and "Girl Gangs."
nationwide talent search has been under way through a cooperative tieup

A

campaign on "Francis Goes To The
Races" on six network and television
" give-azvay" programs designed to with Modern Screen magazine, and
reach an estimated weekly audience of from 18,000 entries received, 10 will
45,000,000 over the next four tp eight be selected for principal roles in "High
weeks. The programs are "Stop The Heels" a Wald and Krasna producIrving Starr will use 30 teenMusic," ABC; "Remember the Date," tion.
NBC-TV ; "Chance of a Lifetime," age boys and girls in "Girl Gangs,"
ABC-Tl' "Okey, Mother," DuMont with more than half of them playing
television, and "Ladies Fair," MBS major roles, and others will be reradio.
The picture zvill be released cruited from various high schools as
early in July, zvith a zvorld premiere "atmosphere" for the Cosmopolitan
magazine story.
to be announced.

—

.

;

•

•

An

estimated 500

TV

appearances

over local and network shows are
scheduled for the three different kinds
of pre-selling talent planned by 20th

Four free trips to Rome will be
prizes
in
given
a
nationwide
as
"Fabiola" contest sponsored by United
Artists with the co-operation of Home

Passes Third

Day

—

Bernstein

Souvaine's

Germany

—

Open

American premiere in New York on
July 26th at the Mayfair and also at
the Trans Lux 60th Street Theatre
following the run of the current

Kills Wis.

Bingo

Bill

—

Century-Fox as promotion for "David Steamship Lines, by the company's
Milwaukee, June 11. The Aland Bathsheba."
Ingenious is the luxurious liners, the 6". S. Atlantic attraction.
Produced in France and lied Independent Theatre Owners of
word for it, for they have "Goliath" and the M. V Italia. A board of na- England in association with J. Arthur Wisconsin which worked to defeat
in pefson for the children and teen- tionally prominent judges will select Rank, who controls the British Emlegislation aimed at legalizing- Bingo
agers, Francis X. Bushman in person the winners who are to provide the pire rights, and the Union Generale for charitable and non-profit organizafor wives and romantic females, and best reasons for wanting to see the Cinematographique of Paris, the pic- tions has won a victory.
Lt. Gov.
"Six Harem Wives" in person, for city where "Fabiola" was filmed. ture is being distributed in the U. S. George Smith killed the measure by
you-know-who.
Walter Brooks
defeating- a rider move.
by Souvaine Selective Picture, Inc.
.

—
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On

basis of
20th

the

CenturyFox's "On the Riviera" looms
as the company's best-grossing film of 1951, with 86 ex-

weeks of

tra
ing

(ABPC-RKO

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

week

holding for an added two

It is

Story"

bowing

in

Hollywood
having an opening week

is

somewhat above the recent average

at

gross
the Paramount, with a $51,000
expected. Herbie Fields' band heads
will
the stage show. "Go for Broke"
wind up a three-week stand at the
for
Capitol tonight with about $25,000
there
the final period. "Sirocco" opens

tomorrow.
"Night Into Morning" started slowfirst week's
ly at Loew's State and the
$15,000,
around
be
to
expected
total is
which is only fair. "M" at the Globe
a modest $10,U0U
is expected to draw
with
for its first week; the Criterion,
"The Redhead and the Cowboy," may
for
do a little better, perhaps $12,000,
latter picture is
its opening week. The
booked into the Criterion for 11 days;
"Native Son" will come in on Satur-

day.

,

"Goodbye,

My

'

.

,

..

holding up
with around
second week. "Val-

Fancy,"

is

fairly well at the Holiday,

$10,000 due for

its

power
is declining in drawing
the
after a generally successful run at

entino"

Astor; the eighth week's gross looks
'

like $7,000.

.„

estimated for the 10th
week, and "Teresa" holds until next
$9,500

week

at

is

the

Trans Lux 52nd Street

with about $4,000 expected for a 10th
week.
The roadshowing "Tales of riortman" is still strong at the Bijou, with
around $12,000 due for a tenth

sees the

rumored engagement

of

one

of his

Guest make the most of them.

,

,

and
principal acting duties fall on Vera-Ellen, whose piquant beauty
Romero
orace are just as evident when she is not dancing or singing, and
Diane
and Niven are well-cast as the brash producer and the diffident lover.
screen credit given
Hart, who plays Vera-Ellen's roommate, earns the added
Howes, Romero's stage manager, and Gordon Jackson, the

The

her while Bobby
the cast are
Others
newspaper columnist, do capable supporting jobs.
Sandra
Dempster,
Hugh
Henson,
Gladys
Hewitt,
Henry
Cooper,
Barbara
Watson.
Wylie
Dome Joyce Carey, John Laurie and
Release date,
Run'nino- time 88 minutes. General audience classification.
O'Brien
°
Vaughan
18

m

Tulv

Hollyivood, June 11

A PLOT WOVEN

around a hill-billy jubilee in a small Kentucky town
which, w Vie numerous, are cut
is threaded through 15 vaudeville acts,
It is a song-and-dance tale with some
to size to depict the best of each.
Colonna, Vince
pretty good marquee billing material, in the persons of Jerry
Clute and
Barnett Raymond Hatton, James Ellison, Fritz Feld, Chester
All
Michael Wh'alen. Of necessity, the supporting cast is quite numerous.

"Kentucky Jubilee" is fairly entertaining, with considerably more plot
Dance Jubthan that of a Lippert predecessor of similarity, entitled "Square
in all
ilee."

where a
story concerns a jubilee in a place calied Hickory, Kentucky,
contingent
of biga
and
reporter
tradepaper
theatrical
director,
a
Hollywood
town racketeers go, separately, to pick up talent, local color, money or what
have you. The story concerning these out-of-towners gets in the way of
than
the vaudeville content of the film more often, and stays there longer,

The

is

good for the

Open June

30

At Astor; Other Dates Set

"China Corsair"

RKO

a
is

sliding

scale

restored

and

in

cheaters'."

'Super-Exploitation'

Explaining what he termed 20thFox's new "super-exploitation policy,"
Lichtman said, "We have a merger
within our company, with every member of the sales force becoming a

He said
in exploitation."
division managers are required to
make certain that a picture has been
pre-sold to the public in a community
before setting a playdate, and the
salesman's job is not finished when he
has obtained a contract. He must continue on and help the exhibitor sell
the attraction. This, he explained, has
become too big a job for the exhibitor to do alone. This policy applies
not only in key cities but in small
towns as well, he declared.
Lichtman continued, "We shall continue the policy of giving local autonomy to district managers, including
authority to give relief in distress

teammate

We

believe in giving a square
the exhibitor and expect a
square deal in return. With these policies we can expect the widest possible
revenues consistent with good business
ethics." Charles Einf eld, vice-president,
hailed the "super-exploitation" plan
as among the greatest steps forward
taken by the industry in many years,
declaring that old methods are obsolete and the need for closer liaison
between all branches of the company
Einfeld pointed out that
urgent.
is
there is plenty of money in banks, and
$40,000,000 worth of "E" bonds in the
hands of the public, proving that
"money is to be had if we take the
deal

to

it."

Print Shortage
Late in the afternoon the convention
took up consideration of the print
shortage, with division managers, who
have tried out various solutions in
their respective areas, reporting on the
results obtained so far.
Following dinner at the Ambassador
Hotel, the conventioneers witnessed a
screening of "Decision Before Dawn"
at the studio.

Hollyivood, June 11

(Columbia)
the
HALL'S
JON
melodrama acted out

best name with which to bill this shoot-and-slug
with much violence and little point against a China
Sea setting. Other players in a cast portraying uniformly undesirable charAstor Theatre on Broadway June 30, acters are Lisa Farraday, Ron Randell, Douglas Kennedy, Ernest Borgnine,
Radio distriRobert Mochrie,
John Dehner, Mary Marco, Philip Ahn and Peter Manakos. The script by
bution vice-president, reported yester- Harold R. Greene, produced by Rudolph C. Flothow and directed by Ray
day. Other pre-releases have been set Nazarro, is declared in a foreword to deal with the "scum" of humanity and
for the Keith in Washington and the does so so lethally that only the unheroic here, played' by Hall, is left alive
Missouri in Kansas City, both June at the finish.
and the Palace in Cleveland,
20,
Miss Farraday, the central character, plays an Eurasian who has given up
June 21.
a career of China Sea piracy for love of a glib antique dealer who's come
from London to an island off the coast of South China to steal a fortune's
Expects 'Ace' Will
worth of Chinese jade from her uncle and is using her love as a means of
Break Globe Record
getting possession of it. Hall plays a marine engineer out of work and funds
Harry Brandt, head of Brandt due to drunkenness. When her fiance kills her uncle, takes the treasure and
return
Theatres, expects that Billy Wilder's sails away with it she is persuaded by a former partner in crime to
his craft,
crew
raid
and
her
him.
She
follow
after
set
out
will
and
which
ways
piratical
her
Hole,"
to
"Ace In the
she forces Hall, who was
the current tenant, "M." into the Globe killing him and several others in the process, and
Her former partner in
craft.
pilot
her
office
duress,
to
box
under
all
vessel
break
piloting
his
will
Broadway,
on
series of shootings,
extended
after
an
turn,
reported
in
and
her
was
double-crosses
it
crime
records at the theatre,
Hall, who
yesterday by Paramount, distributor sluggings and knifings, she dies gracefully on the beach and
offshore, erects a crude
on
a
boat
of
the
cast
remnants
the
blown
up
has
of the film.
According to Brandt, the picture is cross over her grave before trudging off toward the horizon.
Running time, 68 minutes. General audience classification. June release.
one of which Hollywood and the inWilliam R. Weaver
dustry can be proud.

Filmakers' "Hard, Fast and Beauthe
tiful," has been booked to open at

it

proper steps to earn

project.

supervised by Bobby Sierks, has a Hollywood director sent to
The
Hickory to get material for a hill-billy picture. He is kidnapped by thugs
the annual
in employ of a city slicker who has taken over the operation of
the
jubilee. The tradepaper reporter sent to cover the event finally thwarts
gang's plans to loot the civic coffers and the local bank. Colonna is in and
out of the goings-on as a hired "M.C", who also gets kidnapped. Ron Ormond produced and directed, with Murray Lerner as executive producer and
Jack Leewood as his associate. June Carr was associate producer.
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification.
script,

week.

'Hard, Fast' to

that

see

cases.

"Kentucky Jubilee"
(Lippert Productions)

in

areas
where it has fallen into disuse. He declared, "Exhibitors need more good
pictures. This is our foremost consideration, and our policy is quality pictures
Regardless of cost or
n quantity.
number required, we will not produce

will

see the

.

is still
Off Broadway, "Kon-Tiki
doing well at the Sutton, where a take

of

that

chorus girls, Vera-Ellen, to
chance
David Niven, a fabulously wealthy greeting card manufacturer, as a
heard
of Niven, is
even
never
has
who
Vera-Ellen,
"angel."
to catch an
amazed when Romero advances her to stardom and her credit at the dresshears
maker suddenly becomes unlimited. Niven, a strait-laced young man,
adventhe
unmask
to
theatre
the
heads
for
of his reported engagement and
Vera-Ellen mistakes him for an expected newspaper columnist and
turess
Anyone can
Niven, unbending at the sight of the girl, keeps up the pretense.
Val
potentialities and director Bruce Humberstone and screenwriter

who

days, with "Half Angel"
on Friday.
Among the newcomers,

Technicolor

offering a pleasant musical comedy, bedecked in
along its merry way and positively sparkles when lovely Veramusical comedies—
ETTen dances on stage. The basic situation is familiar to
without cash on
show
on
a
putting
producer
shoe-string
the tribulations of a
hand— but the scene is Edinburgh in festival time and the story twist of
not
mistaken identity is effective. As usual, the fictional producer's straits do
the
values
production
solid
The
gowns.
prevent lavish sets and beautiful
dance
general gay nonsense and the truly superlative quality of the major
number make this film a good bet for summer entertainment.
creditors
Cesar Romero is the American producer besieged by Scottish

yesterday.

gathering that the com-

pany believes

is

time already accorded
the Technicolor musical by
key theatres throughout the
country, 20th - Fox asserted

NY

tion, told the

Pictures)

RKO
moves

play-

first-run

(Continued from page 1)

"Happy Go Lovely"

early

its

engagements,

1951

20th Meet

Reviews

Envisage 'Riviera'
Top 20th Grosser

12,

is

Former

'IT Officials

(Continued from page 1)
to be paid to
wife.

Mrs. Andrea Cowdin,

his

Prutzman's agreement calls for the
payment of $12,500 during 1951 for aid
and assistance in connection with all
matters in which he participated while
an officer of the company, for a period
of two years commencing Jan. 1, 1950.
In the event of his death, the payment
would be made to his wife.
In consideration of services in a
consultative capacity between Jan. 1,
1951, and Dec. 31, 1952, Seidelman is
to receive $26,000 per annum for the
calendar years 1951 and 1952. Scully,
who at present carries the title of
domestic sales consultant of the company, receives $500 per week salary
from Dec. 3, 1950, to Dec. 31, 1954.
Seidelman's and Scully's pacts carry
death payment provisions similar to
those in Cowdin's and Prutzman's.
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Theatre

TV

S chine Can Keep
Van Wert, 0., House

(Continued from Page 1)
asset is growing as
of admission scales

Washington, June 11.—The
Schine consent decree has
been amended, with government consent, as far as the
situation in Van Wert, Ohio,
is concerned.

a varied pattern

and methods of

operations emerges.
the
featuring the attrac-

Washington,

In

RKO
tion in

for

example,

Keith's is
its regular ads and emphasizing
prices."

and will raise its prices from 50 cents
to meet the Keith's regular evening
scale of 74 cents.
While interested

exhibitors
hope that

here

most
expressed the
theatres will not hike their scales, the
experimental nature of the telecast will
be aided by the policy adopted at
Shea's Fulton Theatre in Pittsburgh.
There the house will close at six P.M.
have

1

San Francisco June

spot particular pictures for a specific
In this way we are helping
period.
exhibitors to get an audience and hold
them with a steady supply of com-,
mercial pictures that appeal to a mass

,

audience."
Slated for

July are: "The Prince
Thief," in Technicolor,
starring Piper Laurie and Tony Cur".brands Goes to the Races,"
tis
sta.ring Donald O'Connor and Piper
and Abbott & Costello's
Laurie,

Who Was A

movies

"Comin' Round the Mountain." Mark-

Trade Shows

;

A

—

To Honor Halpern
At ATS Dinner

;

;

WOR TV

;

Terhune and Wooten

and some doubt about the
drawing power of the fight

Form Theatre Unit

Wash.

Forman, who was a former partner
Kansas City, June 11. Edward A.
of Warners in the operation of some
card, the results of the WedTerhune
and A. G. Wooten have
deal
the
Western theatres, described
nesday night show are expected
T.
& W. Theatres, Inc., operformed
as a consequence of the Warner conto be studied carefully by theating theatres in Kansas and Misand
divorcement
requiring
decree
sent
atre exhibitors.
souri. Terhune came to Kansas City'
divestiture in settlement of the Fedin February from Dallas, Tex., after
If the mid-week feature can fill the eral anti-trust suit against the comseveral years of publicity for RKO
imparticipating,
added
operates
houses
also
large
pany. Forman's United
for the Southwestern terripetus to working out a wider cover- the Grand, Liberty and the Salem Pictures

—

.

age of future
cially college
be expected.

sporting
football

events,
this

fall,

espe-

can

College football and home television
are having" a showdown fight. The
television committee of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association, which
is charged with protecting the gate at
the stadia against the inroads of TV,

Drive-In, Salem. He operates a total
of 28 theatres in the Northwest and
16 drive-ins ranging southward to Los
Angeles.

tory.
here.

He

first

acquired

the

Fiesta

Wooten has managed and operated
theatre's

for

several

years

in

this

territory.

Schwartz' Contract
(Continued from page

1

the

colleges could strike at
the exclusive value of theatre telecasts
of the games, but already a number
colleges, including Columbia and
Dartmouth, have said they will cancel
scheduled games with Penn. Firmness

of

among

NCAA

members could be a

powerful deterrent to any other schools
thinking of following Penn's example.

a

'

Third

Street.

Harry Franklin, executive with
Aaron Goldberg since 1942, has retired
because of

ill

and Mrs. Gold-

health,

theatres with
her late husband for the past 39 years
has decided to dispose of all her interests with the exception of the 393-seat
Regal on Market Street. Executive,
offices of the circuit will be' under
supervision of Harley D. Oakley, man-

berg,

after

operating

agement consultant.

Fox West Coast

closed the United

San Francisco for an indefinite period and Blurrienfeld's closed
the Esquire in Oakland for the sumNations

in

mer.

May Work, Or Else
Scare 'Em to Death

—

Taking a cue
Chicago, June 11.
from the success achieved by the midnight premiere of "The Thing" at the
Woods Theatre last Monday, the
downtown Grand is opening with
Jungle Head Hunters" at midnight
tomorrow. Two animated models, one
of a native girl doing a barbaric dance,
and the other of a warrior shrinking

a human head over a fire have been
placed in front of the Grand to advertise the picture. Newspaper ads
and signs on the theatre proclaim

Person Will

that

"Some Lucky

Win

a Genuine Shrunken. Head".

( ?

)

Harber's Ownership
Of Liberty Upheld

—

Denver, June 11. The U. S. Court
Appeals here has upheld the CoopSets Jubilee
er Foundation of Nebraska and Mrs.
(Continued from page 1)
of ownerJ. M. Harber in their right
TheLiberty
the
of
leasing
and
ship
plans for a COMPO theatre

Mayer

—

more "name"

San Leandro from Golden

in
at

of

event of a merger or consolidation
weekend issued the results of with any other corporation." The pact
cuss
a survey which showed that college may be terminated by the company
jubilee next fall.
games in TV areas lost four per cent after May 1, 1953, only on the condiInvited to attend the meeting are
of their grosses last year while at the tion that severance equal to one year's
George Dembow, Charles Feldman,
same time colleges in non-TV areas salary be paid to Schwartz in three Morey Goldstein, James R. Grainger,
gained four per cent.
Montague,
equal installments.
Abe
Mochrie,
Robert
The University of Pennsylvania,
Charles Reagan, William F. Rodgers,
which rebelled against the NCAA plan Vincent McFaul's Mother A. W. Schwalberg, Al Lichtman,
to limit home televising of this fall's
Howard Dietz,
Buffalo, June 11. Funeral services Mort Blumenstock,
games, has offered to refer the dispute
Einfeld,
Charles
Edwards,
will be held tomorrow at St. Joseph's Steve
to the Department of Justice for a
Gilbert Golden, Jerome
Gerard,
Philip
New Cathedral here for Mrs. Eliza
ruling. The intention is obviously to
Prince, Jonas Rosenbeth Shields McFaul, 85, mother of Pickman, Don
hit at the alleged "restrictions" in the
Schmidt, Silas F.
Arthur
A.
field,
manager
of
general
NCAA plan. The defection of a few Vincent McFaul,

at

num-

;

Form an Acquires

ties,

—A

This
cost of $200,000.
brings to seven the number of driveins owned by Trans-California.
Irving Ackerman has taken over the
lease of the 471 -seat Silver Palace on
Market Street from Aaron GoldbergTheatre, and Ralph Dostal, booker
with Lippert Productions in San Francjsco, has secured the lease from Mrs.
Goldberg on the 494-seat Peerless on
State,

;

:

B.

11.

1

ber of theatres in Northern California
have been bought and sold during the
past week, and two have been closed
temporarily.
David Bolton, president of TransCalifornia Theatres, announced the'
purchase of the 850-car Stadium Auto-

ed for August are "Cattle Drive," in
Technicolor, starring Joel McCrea and
Dean Stockwell "Mark of the ReneTechnicolor, starring Riin
gade,"
(Continued from Page 1)
and Cyd Charisse
Montalban
cardo
program
P.M.
nine
at
and reopen
general sales manager Ben Kal- "Iron Man," starring Jeff Chandler,
and
preuntil
the
of shorts will be shown
merison to the screenings indicates a Evelyn Keyes and Stephen McNally,
liminary bouts begin. The admission
record attendance for an event of this and "Bright Victory" (pre-release),
with
compared
as
price will be $1.30,
the company believes.
kind,
starring Arthur Kennedy and Peggy
tax.
the regular scale of 85 cents, with
The pictures to be screened are "Jrm Dow.
Katz
and
Balaban
both
Chicago,
In
Thorpe All American," starring Burt
houses showing the fight, the Tivoli
Lancaster, Phyllis Thaxter, Charles
and the State-Lake, will charge the Bickford and Steve Cochran, directed
at
tax
with
cents
98
of
normal rate
by Michael Curtiz and produced by
the State-Lake and 74 cents, also with
Everett Freeman "A Streetcar Named
tax, at the Tivoli. The regular picture
Desire," starring Vivien Leigh and
David Hale Halpern, retiring presbill will be shown in addition to the
Brando
in the film version of ident of the American Television SoMarlon
boxing match. The management was
Tennessee Williams' play, produced by ciety, will be presented with an
undecided yesterday whether or
still
Charles K. Feldman and directed by achievement ,scroll by the society at
brief
for
a
not to close the box-office
Elia Kazan "Strangers On A Train," a luncheon on June 18 at the Hotel
period before starting the sale of the
Alfred Hitchcock's drama starring Roosevelt here. The annual election
tickets.
special
Farley Granger, Ruth Roman and of officers will be held at the same
theatres
Admission policy at other
Robert Walker, and "Captain Horatio time.
in Albany, Cleveland and Baltimore
Nominated for president is Jules
Hornblower,"
in Technicolor, starring
last
time
press
was not available at
di- Seebach, vice - president
Virginia
Mayo,
and
Peck
Gregory
night. The commentary on the fight
rected by Raoul Walsh.
for vice-president is Warren Caro,
•will be made by Jimmy Powers, New
who is executive-secretary of the
York sports editor and sportscaster
Theatre Guild; for secretary Claude
5
Though the hurried signing of
Barrere, program representative, and
(Continued from page 1)
the fight for exclusive theatre
for treasurer Arch Braunfeld, CPA.
TV cut off a number of thethe
Capitol
in Salem, Ore.
nore
and
atres from participation beAberdeen and Bijou in Aberdeen,
cause of the inability to arWash.,
and the Hoquiam in Hoquiam,
range for coaxial cable facili-

W.

Closings

In Northern Cal.

strong product be made available
on a month to month basis rather than

Under the original decree,

m

will

Summer

Continued from page

of

Schine was required to sell a
theatre there for theatrical
use. Under the new provision,
the theatre can be sold for
non-theatrical purposes but
Schine must take a product
limitation on its remaining
theatre in Van Wert.

The Lincoln

"no advance
have a large two column ad
today's Afro- American, a local paper,
in

1951

Transfers, Sales,

U-I Slates
(

12,

Oklahoma City.
The Appellate Court

atre,

held that J. H.
Cooper and Pat McGee who ran the
Criterion in Oklahoma City many
years were not trustees for Warner
Brothers, Inc. in handling the theatre
property. The opinion sustained the
rights of the Harbers to ownership
of the property and the validity of a
10-year lease.

Candy Raised, Too

Seadler, Charles Simonelli, Madeleine
Omaha, June 11.— The nickel candy
White, Kenneth Clark and Alfred
losing ground. At least one
bar
is
and
Corwin, as well as Kalmenson
Omaha vending machine company has
McCormick.
installed 10-cent candy bar machines
around town. George Williams, asDefeat
5th
59
sistant manager of the Canteen ComJackson, Tenn., June 11. The pro- Justus
Justus Goldman, 59, president of pany here, said about 35 per cent of
posal to permit Sunday films in Jackconson has been defeated again at the Oppa Pictures, Inc., film exporters, the firm's machines have been
verted.
died Friday at his home here.
polls.

Mrs. Mc
Shea's Buffalo Theatres.
Faul died Saturday following an illness which lasted four months.

Sunday Show

—

Goldman,

Tuesday, June

U. K.

12,

Motion Picture Daily
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Trade Meets

Marc

J.

With Government

Thursday on Tax Variety
London, June

11.

four trade

organizations are scheduled to resume
negotiations on the government's new
entertainment tax proposals with Sir
Wilfrid Eady on Thursday. The gencouncil of the Cinematograph
eral
will
meet
Association
Exhibitors
Wednesday to approve new authorizations for its tax negotiating committee.

government

prepared

is

Club Appointments

of James G. Balas ceremonial officer, Nathan D.
Golden as "Heart" chairman, and
Humanitarian
A.
K. Rowsell as
Award chairman was confirmed yesterday by Marc J. Wolf, International

mer

chief barker of the Variety Clubs.
In addition, Wolf confirmed the
appointment of the following non-elective officers and representatives for

1951-52 period:
-ergeant-at-arms and

the

The
amend

Wolf Announces

The reappointment

— The

to
the

the proposed incidence of
tax provided the industry reaches an

;

W. H.
Sam J.

Lollier,

Switow,

International representative-at-large.
WilInternational representatives
liam Elson, H. H. Everett, Michael
:

Exhibitors are
seeking a more equitable spread of the Felt, George Hoover, Elmer Lux, Altax and will be given the support of lan Moritz, Jack Rose, Charles Smakproducers.
An early agreement is witz and Harold Stoneman. Jake Flax
essential as the Finance Bill will be
of Washington replaces Joseph Grant
reached in Commons June 24 and any Julius Schapps of Dallas replaces Wilamendments will have, to be written Ham O'Donnell, and James O'Neal of
into the bill then.
San Francisco replaces David Ber-

agreement with Eady.

Meanwhile, allocations from the
shon.
Production Pool have been set for the
Wolf also announced the creation of
13 weeks ended Dec. 9, 1950, and
an International fixers committee conaccruing to

estimates place the
the Pool in the first year of the
Plan's operation at £1,250,000.
total

Eady

Herman Levy
Edward Shafton

sisting of attorneys

New

Haven,

Omaha and Ezra

of
of

Stern of Los An-

geles.

More U.K. Quota
Defaulters Cited

—

London, June 11. More than 100
additional cases of Film Quota defaults for the 1949-'50 period have
been referred by the Board of Trade
to the Films Council for consideration.
It is understood that included in the

11 Films Started;
30 Now in Work
Hollywood June

11.

1

,

—The

produc-

tion tally went up one point last week,
for a total of 30 pictures in work.
Eleven new pictures were started while
ten were completed.

Started were: "Purple Heart
Circumstance,"
Diary,"
"Chain
of
"Valley of Fire" (Gene Autry Prod.),

Events
June 11-15
tional
geles.

— 20th

sales

Century-Fox naconvention, Los An-

—
—

June 12 Monogram-Allied Artists
board meeting, Hollywood.
June 13 Cinema Stamp Collectors
meeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
June 13-14 Tennessee Theatre
Owners Association board meeting and annual convention, Hotel
Gayoso, Memphis.
June 18-20 Virginia Motion Picture Theatre Association summer

—

—

Ent.),

—

;

;

—

:

;

—

Buena

;

lic

;

"Let's

Make

Legal," 20th CenIn
"Finders Keepers," UniIt

"The Door," "Reunion

Reno," and
versal-Int'l.

Calls 'Urgent'

Coming

Malone" (Sidney Buchman
"Corky of Gasoline Alley," Columbia; "Chicago Calling" (Arrowmeeting, Jefferson Hotel, Richhead Pic), Independent; "The Quiet
mond.
Man," and "Utah Wagon Train," Republic
"The Treasure of Franchard," June 19
National Conference of
Christians and Jews dinner honUniversal-Int'l.
"Bugles In The Aforing Eric Johnston, Waldorfternoon" (Cagney Prod.), "The Tanks
Astoria Hotel, New York.
Are Coming," Warner Bros.
Completed were "Disc Jockey," Al- June 19-20 New Mexico Theatre
lied Artists; "The Light Touch," MeAssociation
convention,
Albutro-Goldwyn-Mayer "Hong-Kong"
querque.
(Pine-Thomas Prod.), "Silver City,"
Mississippi
Theatre
June 24-26
and "The Rage of The Vulture," ParOwners Association annual conamount "Flight From Fury," Repubvention,
"Boots

tury Fox;

Mann

7

Vista

Hotel,

Biloxi.

June 27

— Cinema

Stamp

meeting, Hotel Astor,

Collectors

New

York.

Joan Crawford Signs
Board Meeting Test First - runs in
— An
Participating Deal
Minneapolis, June
Neighborhood House Hollywood, June — Joan Crawto board members
"urgent"
attend a directors' meeting of North
Cleveland, June
—What may ford has been signed by Joe Kauf-

NCA

11.

to

call

11.

11.

Allied Independent Theatre eventually prove a serious development man to play the lead in "Sudden
here next Tuesday has been for downtown theatres is the spread- Fear," a film to be made this summer
Owners
list is a large, American-owned West
ssued by Ted Mann, president.
ing of first-run showings in neighbor- and based on a mystery by Edna
End theatre and a number of circuit
The meeting, according to Mann, hood houses. Last week the Fairmount Sherry.
Kaufman said that Miss
houses.
will consider "and approve plans for Theatre, deluxe Shaker Heights house, Crawford has agreed to a participatProceedings already have been inan aggressive" administration. High played a first run eight-day engage- ing deal, the first in her career. David
stituted, it is understood, in 30 cases
on the agenda will be the appointment ment of "So Long at the Fair." The Miller will direct and Frank Partos
for quota defaults. The Council, which
followed with a first-run will write the screenplay.
of a screening group to develop ticket- Mayland
takes the position that the present 30
selling exploitation angles.
showing
of "My Brother Jonathan."
Kaufman, Miller and Partos have
per cent quota is a fair one, is expected
Upon the success of this experiment joined Miss Crawford in New York.
to tighten up more severely in the
on repeated occasions depends a broadfuture where defaults are discovered.
ening of the policy which might ulti///. Allied to
Is
mately wrest from the downtown

Central

Meet

Hoffman Abroad,
I. J in New Firm
Hartford, June
— B. E. Hoffman,
B.

11.

who

resigned as assistant
New England zone manager for Warner Theatres, is planning a trip to
recently

summer.
His brother, I. J., who recently

Israel this
his

post

as

Warner

circuit's

left

New

England zone manager, is organizing
an office in New Haven to supervise
theatre interests in Massachusetts and
Connecticut, it is understood.

With Local Press
—A second
Chicago, June
11.

Cooper

houses the exclusive

first

run rights.

lun-

cheon meeting with the local press has
been scheduled by Jack Clark, chairman of the Allied publicity and promotion committee, for Thursday.
Publicity representatives of the cirand the
columnists,
several
cuits,
amusement advertising managers of
the local dailies also have been invited
to take part in a general discussion of
the press relation problems of the industry.

Evergreen Circuit
Reassigns Managers

—

Portland, Ore., June 11. Mose M.
Mesher, manager of Evergreen Theatres'

Oregon

ferred
district

L.

to
in

Newman,

Mesher
Brown,

district,

the
the

will

has been trans-

Washington
same capacity, Frank
circuit's

announced.
by Russ
Portland
the

president,

be

manager

succeeded
of

Paramount.
The changes resulted from the recent resignation of Lowell Paramento
tier,
Evergreen division purchasingWashington, June 11. Argument agent, whose post has been filled by
in
court Carl Mahne. Other personnel changes
Cleveland, June 11. Charles Rich, will be heard in Federal District
in Nashville tomorrow on a motion by are expected.
who resigned as Warner district mandismiss the government's
ager to become an exhibitor, is back Crescent to
charges, pending there in
in the distribution field having formed contempt
anger,
in Deal
connection with Crescent's consent dethe Rich Releasing Co., with offices
cree.
Hollywood, June 11.
Walter
here. Product which he will distribute
Also to be argued are government Wanger and Eugene Frenke have
throughout Ohio includes "Seven Days
and Crescent motions to require the formed a partnership to produce "Lady
to Noon."
production of certain evidence by the in Iron Mask" in color for 20th Cenopposing parties.
tury-Fox release. Louis Hayward will
Disney to
star in the film, to be produced under
the
Walter
Wanger international
London, June 11. Walt Disney is
trademark.
due here June 21 to supervise producCliff
San Francisco, June 11.
tion of his "Robin Hood," shooting on
which is now in progress at Denham. Giessman who resigned as East Bay
He will be accompanied by William d'strict manager for Blumenfekl Thea- Slice Admission Prices
Hartford, June 11.
A number
B. Levy and may remain for the Lon- tres in Oakland has been appointed by
don .premiere of his "Alice in Wonder- George Mann to take charge of all his of independent theatres in this terriland."
He is scheduled for a BBC Redwood theatres. Giessmann will tory have dropped adult admissions a
few cents for the summer months.
broadcast July 13 on the latter picture. headquarter in Eureka, California.

Contempt
Hearing on Today
—
Crescent

Rich
Films

Release
Ohio

—

W

Frenke

—

London

—

Mann Names Giessman
—

—

By

RKO

Promoted
Pathe Here

David Cooper has been promoted to
assistant production manager of RKO
Pathe here by Jay Bonafield, executive vice-president.

A

veteran editor and also a short
Cooper has been
subject director,
Pathe organassociated with the
ization since 1942.
He will function
under the supervision of Douglas
Travers, vice-president in charge of
production.

RKO

New

Hennessy Venture

San Francisco, June

11.

—

Mary

Hennessy, formerly Fox West Coast
Theatres publicist and more recently
advertising and publicity director in
San Francisco for Loew's Warfield,
has opened a publicity and public relations
jorie

office

in

San Francisco.

Mar-

Milward, former assistant pro-

radio show "Lady Be
Beautiful," will be in charge of television and radio.

ducer of the

Four 'Magnet' Openings

—

Chicago, June 11. "The Magnet,"
English-made feature being released
through Universal-International, opened a simultaneous first-run here Friat the downtown Monroe, West
side Alex, South side Hyde Park, and

day

suburban Stadium, Evanston. In addition to their usual ads, a combined display ad for the four theatres is being
used

in

the local dailies.

There's
"20th has the
makings of a
Film Festival

a

New

all its .own!"

SMILE

On the
Industry's

Face!.

.

And

He

passes the

keep growing as 20th
eep boxoffices booming!

will

Ammo to

THE GUY

HALF ANGEL
Technicolor

Douglas plus Darnel] plus Bennett

team — doing

of

—a

great exploitation picture that will keep

That "Farmer's Daughter"
that "Farmer's Daughter" business!

TAKE CARE

WHO CAME BACK

'em coming back for more!

my LITTLE GIRL

Technicolor

The great best-seller.. .plus Look, McCall's,

NO HIGHWAY in the SKY
Nevil Shute's startling novel! The year's
suspense!
most amazing cast — tops
in

Seventeen and Coronet have already told
and sold it to 50,000,000 Americans!

THE SECRET of COH VICT LAKE
THE FROGMEN

take its place among the great dramas
of the primitive West! True and tremendous in its man- woman story of power and
passion

To

You've never played anything like this
one! The thrilling story of Uncle Sam's

Underwater Commandos!

MR. BELVEDERE RINGS THE BELL
Happy chimes

There's

are here again! Ring

up another triumph for that Belvedere man!

No Business

Like

Business!
CENTURY* FOX

MOTION PICTURE

FIRST

DAILY

IN

FILM

NEWS
VOL.

NO.

69.

NEW

113

Sees 20th-Fox $350,000
'Best Showing'

At Year's

6

U

9

YORK,

to

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY, JUNE

Four

12,

Officers of

as Consultants

Federal Communications

Washington, June

11.

—The

Commission said today that
commercial color telecasting
could begin around June 23.
In a series of questions and
answers on color TV, the

End

Universal-International has commititself to the payment of approximately $350,000 for the consultative
services of four former executives of
Tells
FCC said that the new systhe company, it was revealed yestercould start when the Sutem
day. The sums to be received by each
for
preme Court issues its manare identified also as severance pay.
date. Under court rules, this
The four are J. Cheever Cowdin,
preLos Angeles, June 11.
should be about June 23, the
Charles D.
former board chairman
diction that 20th Century-Fox at
FCC said, adding that it will
Prutzman, who was vice-president and
the end of the year "will make the
put out a public notice when
general counsel Joseph H. Seidelman,
the mandate is issued so that
best showing in (the company's) former vice-president in charge of forall persons will know when
history, despite the first quarter," was eign operations, and William A. Sculcolor broadcasts can start.
made today by 20th-Fox president ly, former general sales manager.
Spyros P. Skouras in a keynote address
Cowdin, who was also chairman of
at the opening session of the com- the U-I executive committee, has an
pany's five-day sales convention at arrangement whereby he will serve in
National Theatres headquarters here, a consultative capacity in connection
attended by about a hundred delegates. with the financial matters of the company for a period of four years comSkouras said, "today we have
mencing Jan. 1, 1950, and terminating
the greatest challenge motion
He received $60,000
Dec. 31, 1953.
picture men ever have had to
for the calendar year 1950, and will
face it with knowlface.
receive $45,000 for 1951; $40,000 for
edge and know that by dogged
In the
1952, and $35,000 for 1953.
determination we can win as
Clouds and intermittent rains disevent of his death, the payments are couraged the local summer weekend
long as we pursue a policy of
(Continued on page 4)
sound thinking."
exodus and Broadway first runs benefited at the box-office but business in
Al Lichtman, director of distribugeneral remains spotty despite the

Need

ed

Convention
Sound Thinking

—A

;

;

'Caruso', 'Fabiola'

Grosses Still Top

B'way

We

$78,000 to Schwartz
Forman Acquires 5 In New RKO Pact
terms of the three-year
Theatres from W.B. Under the contract
which Sol. A
(Continued on page 4)

Seattle,

June

11.

— Five

First

Runs

houses.

The

at the

Bros, theatres, representing the com
pany's last holdings in this region,
have been acquired by William Forman of this city, president of Forman's
Theatres and United Theatres. Although the purchase price was not
disclosed, Forman described the deal
as one of the largest theatre transactions in the Northwest in recent

he will receive $78,000 per year plus more if the pace keeps up.
expenses, it was made known yester
Also drawing an outstanding gross
Expiration date of the pact is is "Fabiola" at the Victoria, with $25,day.
April 30, 1954.
000 estimated for a second week. "On,
Schwartz, who has been associated the Riviera" is doing satisfactory but
with the company and its predecessors not exceptional business at the Roxy,
for more than 25 years, has agreed with about $60,000 due for a third
not to have a financial interest, directly
(Continued on page 4)
or indirectly, "in any other person
years.
firm or corporation engaged in any
The five theatres, which Forman business competitive to the company."
Moreover, the agreement is "bind
will take over July 1, include the Elsi-

U-I Slates 7 for

upon the successors and assigns of.
the company in the event that any

in

succeeds to or acquires
the assets of the company or in die

Accurate

Concise

and
Impartial

TEN CENTS

Two More Sign
For Theatre

TV

Exclusive
Now

Nine Theatres Are
Set for Prize Fight
Two more

theatres have joined
the experimental exclusive theatre telecast of the Joe Louis-Lee
in

Savold

fight

scheduled

for

New

York's Polo Grounds tomorrow night,
bringing the total number of participants, as of yesterday, to nine.

The two newcomers are the
Lincoln Theatre in Washington
and the Harlem Theatre in BalAlready scheduled to
timore.
carry the fight in the two cities
are the RKO Keith's at Washington and Loew's Century at
Baltimore, but the two new
houses cater to a colored audience.

Meanwhile, interest in the industry's
widest attempt yet to turn its competitor, television, into a direct box-office
(Continued on page 6)

opening of new films at a number of

best showing continues to be
Radio City Music Hall where
the fifth week of "The Great Caruso"
is matching the $135,000 registered for
employment
the fourth week. The picture and its
Schwartz, RKO. Theatres president, stage companion, "Island Paradise",
Warner concluded recently with the company will hold for at least a sixth week and

(Continued on page 6)

—j

1951

Commercial Color
TV May Begin Soon

Former

Skouras

r

Release in

Summer

FCC Okays
Theatre

TV

Washington, June

Relayed
Fight

—

IT.
The FedCommunications Commission today gave telephone companies in IllinMaryland and the District of
ois,
Columbia permission to use their tele-

eral

vision relay facilities to carry theatre
telecasts of Wednesday's Louis-Savold
fight

at

New

York's Polo Grounds.

The Commission approved

applications from Illinois Bell, to relay the
fight to the Tivoli Theatre, Chicago
;

the Chesapeake and Potomac Phone
Co. to send the telecast to the Keith's
(Continued on page 3)

corporation

Expect 2,500 At
W.B. Trade Shows

(Continued on page 6)

Universal-International has set for
during July and August a
group of pictures which Alfred E.
Daff, director of world wide sales, has
termed representative of "hot weather

release

Mayer Sets Jubilee
Meet for Tomorrow

All Para. Officers

Renamed; Add Israel

Barney Balaban, president Adolph
The group consists of
film fare."
About 2,500 theatre owners, manboard chairman, and all other
Zukor,
seven
films.
of
Association
agers and bookers in every exchange
Picture
The Motion
In announcing the releases, Daff officers of Paramount Pictures were
city in the country (with the excep- America national distributors committion of New York where screenings tee headed by
Ben Kalmenson of said, however, that "there is nothing- reelected yesterday at a meeting of
were held on May 31 and June 1) Warner Brothers, and the advertising- seasonable about the motion picture the board of directors here. A new
are expected to turn out for Warner publicity committee headed by S. Bar- business when strong and outstanding officer was added with the election of
Pictures, product is released at an even flow the Arthur Israel as assistant secretary.
Bros.' two-day "Look Forward" show- rett McCormick of
Stanton Griffis,
Reelected were
ings of four productions which begin will meet at MPAA's offices here to- year around as is our policy at Unitoday.
morrow with Arthur L. Mayer, exec- versal. In order to sustain public in- chairman of the executive committee,
Exhibitor acceptance of the invita- utive vice-president of the Council of terest in theatre-going throughout the now on leave of absence as U. S. Amtion of Warner Bros, vice-president Motion Picture Organizations to dis- year, it is essential that a steady flow bassador to Spain; Y. Frank Free;

RKO

:

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 3)
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Tuesday, June

Personal Mention

Is

Beginning to Snarl

ON HARTMAN,

presi-

Manufacturers
ment and supply

in the theatre equipfield are feeling an

appreciable cost pinch right now because of government pressure in the
matter of price control, Oscar F. Neu,
of Theatre Equipment and
Supply Manufacturers Ass'n, said here

president

yesterday.

"Manufacturers'
with
Beginning
Regulation,
Price
Ceiling
General
Ceiling Price Regulation 22, Title
Appendix,"
Defense
32A-National
dated April 25, 1951, the manufacturers have accumulated a half dozen or

more printed bulletins which require
them to provide information on which

to

the firm's board meeting on the Coast
today.

•

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, is in Pittsburgh today from
New York on the first leg of a central district trip.

•

birth of their first child, Michael,
pricing formula for their products at the Leroy Hospital here on Frimay be based. The bulletins, accord- day.
•
ing to Neu, run into thousands of
words printed on 9x12 sheets in six
David Mistlin, exhibitor from
and eight-point type. The first convisited George Mann, presi-

A

London,

dent of Mann's Theatre Service, while
in San Francisco recently en route to

•

his

and two

wife,

TV

producer,
here tonight for Hollywood. Next
week he is slated to return here en
route to

•

Sterling conferred informally
on Friday with Leonard GoldParamount
enson,
United
Theatres president, Robert
H. O'Brien, UPT secretarytreasurer, and Robert Kintner, ABC president, on the
proposed merger of the radio-TV network and the theatre circuit. The executives

now have seen

Pictures
left here
yesterday for a month's trip to Paris
and Rome. He will return to New
York before going back to his office

Mexico.
•
relations for the
Infantile
Foundation for

FCC mem-

all

Robert Jones,
town.
meetings are
the formal ap-

except
who is out of
No further
expected until

bers

plication

Havas, RKO
Latin American supervisor,

Michael

in

11.

Communications Commission chairman Wayne Coy
George
Commissioner
and
eral

made

is

after

the

stockholders act.

Frieda Hennock on
U.S. District Court

tion picture theatre

left

Information which must be filed
with the Office of Price Stabilization
not later than the first of next month,
requires that office records coveringall phases of the manufacturer's business during a specified period more
All
than a year ago be examined.

Disney,

Everett Thorner, director of mo-

Hollywood.

Kenneth McEldowney,

Records Examination

Walt

daughters, Sharon and Diane, arrived here from the Coast last night
for interviews and personal appearance on James Melton's
show
on Thursday. He will leave for London aboard the S.S. Queen Elisabeth
with his family on Friday.

•
Joyce O'Hara, Motion Picture AsEdward L. Hyman, vice-president
sociation of America vice-president,
will meet with trade press publishers of United Paramount Theatres, acand editors at a luncheon at the Har- companied by Bernard Levy, his assistant, is in Chicago from New York.
vard Club here tomorrow.
•
Their itinerary includes visits to
Herman Kass, Universal exploit- Minneapolis and Des Moines this
eer, and Mrs. Kass announced the week.

a

sisted of 23 pages broken down into
second has 15 pages
51 sections.
in 50 sections and a third four pages
in 7 sections.

Paramount's

of

left

ABC-UPT
Merger with FCC
— FedWashington, June
Discuss

ORTON V. RITCHEY,
production, arrived
Monogram-International, D' supervisor
N'
dent
Manufacturers: Neu
attend here from the Coast yesterday.
here yesterday by plane
of

1951

12,

Europe and

India.

National

Paralysis, and Mrs. Thorner
nounce the birth of a son, John
drew, their second child.

an-

An-

•

William Satori, European representative of Monogram-Allied Artists,
will leave London next Sunday for a
tour of German exchange offices.

Leon

Bamberger,

J.

RKO

Pictures

Washington, June

11.

—The

lead-

ing Federal Communications Commission spokesman for educational television, Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock, was named today by President
Truman to be a U. S. District judge

promotion 'manager, will address in the Southern District of New York.
the Mississippi Theatre Owners conThis was one of several New York
vention at Biloxi, Miss., June 24-26 judicial appointments
announced by the
•
on the theme "What's Ahead."
costs, including materials, labor and
White House today. Many key film
•
Benjamin Thau, M-G-M studio
overhead and all selling prices are incases are tried in the Southern disDon Prince, RKO Pictures East- trict.
executive, and Spencer Tracy will
volved in the examination.
said he has first-hand knowledge of what this government procedure means because of its impact on
his own business, Neumade Products
Corp., which he regards as typical.

arrive

"There have been repeated calls on
our lawyers for their help in interpreting the regulations which seem to
be changing almost from day to day,"
he said. "Key men in our organization have been obliged to spend a
great share of their time for weeks in
searching office records to the excluOutside
sion of their regular duties.
accountants and auditors have been
called in.
It would be hard to say
just what all this has cost us, but it
has been a lot of money."

this

Neu

here

week from

Walsh, Walt Disney

publicist,

studio

has arrived here from

the'

Miss Hennock replaces Alfred C.
Coxe, who retired recently.
Judge
Coxe, a member of the statutory court
in the Paramount case, may continue
to sit on that case, even though retired.

Other changes

:

District Court

Judge

'Breaks'

Advance preview of 20th CenturyFox's "The Frogmen" at the Little
Creek Naval Base in Virginia recentand television rep-

teams

featured in
Additional picture

demolition

"The Frogmen."

because

grams

of current general trade conditions, is
not disposed to stand unwarranted
"The
price advances, Neu observed.

Hand New York District Attorney
Thomas F. Murphy was named to
;

Mount Talent Guilds Meet
On Pay Cut Plan
For 'The Frogmen'

News

says there

which,

•

Bill

with United Artists executives.

the Coast.

water

industry

Orleans.

Anthony Z. Landi, producer, is Harold R. Medina was named to be
Alfred Hitchcock, producer-director, is due in Boston on Friday from here from the Coast for conferences
U.S. Circuit judge, succeeding Learned

TESMA

picture

New

•

have been no sharp price advances in layouts and stories appeared in Hearst
his business directly related to the
newspapers, New York Times/ New
Korean emergency and that he has York World-Telegram and Sun, the
observed few advances in the theatre Morning Telegraph and through wire
equipment and supply field generally. services. Forthcoming issues of Look
Many
firms sell a major
and Cue will treat the subject pictoripart of their product to the 35mm moally and numerous TV and radio protion

from

•

resentatives has begun reaping a publicity harvest, 20th-Fox points out.
Government bulletins say the price
The cover and an inside spread in
control plan is intended to return
last Sunday's out-of-town edition of
prices to "the pre-Korean level" and
the New York Sunday News was dethat "at least a moderate reduction of
voted to a pictorial story of the underaverage wholesale prices is expected."

president

publicity director, has returned to

New York

Coast.

the Coast.

ly for press, radio

TESMA

-

tomorrow from Europe ern

aboard the S.S. Queen Mary.
•
Billy Wilder, Paramount producer-director, is due to arrive here

Reductions Expected

The

sales

will give

it

—

Hollywood, June 11. Talent guild
representatives are scheduled to meet
here tonight to map a common approach to 20th Century-Fox's salary
reduction plan.
With 20th-Fox executives in town
for the company's sales convention, the
guilds are expected to reach a policy
decision in time for guild representatives to confer with 20th-Fox officials.
Meanwhile, the newly - installed
Screen Directors Guild board has
slated a meeting for tomorrow night
to consider the matter and possibly act
on the results of tonight's joint meeting, attended by delegates from the
SDG, the Screen Producers Guild, the
Screen Writers Guild and the Screen
Actors Guild.

Medina

succeed

as

District

Judge

Edward Jordan Dimock was
named another Southern District judge
to succeed the late George Murray
and

Hulbert.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

_____

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Dorothy

KIRSTEN
Blanche

Color by

-

NOVOTNA

TECHNICOLOR

An M-G-M
Pius Spectacular

Jarmila

THEBOM
Picture

STAGE PRESENTATION

attention.

'U Affaire' Rights Deal
20th-Fox Outing Set
The annual outing

of the 20th
Club will be

extra expense we have been obliged
to bear to meet these new regulations
has given us all quite a beating," he
"Looks to me as though the
said.
government should have made some
provision for this expense."

William Horne of New York, who
Cen- has acquired U. S. distribution rights
the French-made "L' Affaire," reported that he has turned over rights
covering the Western U. S. to Robert

held
tury-Fox Family
June 20 at Bear Mountain. Club members and guests will leave here by
boat in the morning, returning in the

to

late evening".

tional

Kronenberg

of

Manhattan

Richard
ao

CONTE

Julia

ADAMS
Midnight Feolurt

Interna-

Films.
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Review

Pre-Selling

"Take Care of

Ask State Dept.
Okay Italian Pact

My Little

Century-Fox)
magazine advertising
and fraternities are given the acid treatment in "Take Care
SORORITIES
on Paramount's "Ace In The
of My Little Girl," Julian Blaustein's breezy production of the novel by
Hole" will appear in Movie Life and
Peggy Goodin. Sororities, as the title witnesses, are the principal concern of
Movie Stars Parade, out June 5th; the picture (fraternities coming in for more or less indirect examination) and
Stories,
Modem Screen and Screen
the indictments are reserved for those Greek-letter societies that trade in and
out June 8th; Photoplay and Moviethrive on snobbery and prejudice. Not all college sororities are as undemoScreenland and
land, out June 10th
cratic, materialistic and hypocritical as the story's Tri-U at mystical MidSilver Screen, out June 11th; Movie
western University, the film allows, but members of such societies everywhere
Story and Screen Guide, out June
doubtlessly will be bent on reassessing their rules and regulations after seeing
Post,
for
15th; the Saturday Evening
"Take Care of My Little Girl."
Collier's, for June 29th
June 27th
Apart from the fact that the picture takes to task an institution to which
and
3rd,
Look magazine, dated July
large numbers of people adhere, there are these factors for the exhibitor to
The campaign
Life, dated July 6th.
consider in weighing its box-office possibilities Jeanne Crain and Technicolor.

11.

Picture Association officials Joyce O'Hara and John
McCarthy discussed the proposed Italian agreement today with State Department
tion

{.20th

NATIONAL

—Mo-

Washington, June

Girl"

to

officials.

The

Association,

it

was

asked the Department whether it has any
objections to the agreement,
and a Department answer
seems imminent.
learned,

;

has

;

with an elaborate preselling
packet of promotional aids which has
been supplied as a portfolio to fieldtied in

is

men and

first-run theatres.

•

Lynn Farnol,

special representa-

Joint Public Relations
Committee, acting for 500 New
York theatres, at a luncheon meeting last week, announced the formation of a special panel of judges
to select their favorite movie of the
month. Lynn's idea is to have the
typify
the notable who
choice
makes the selection, and thus the
public will get a two-way reaction
what the V. I. P. likes as compared with what / like, meaning the
what
instance,
For
individual.
Toots Shor or Bennett Cerf calls
the funniest movie of the month,
or what Hattie Carnegie or Fannie
Hurst may like best, or the selection by Dimitri Mitropoulos or
Jackie Robinson, just to create a
difference of possible opinion, not
necessarily so.
•
tive of the

—

Universal-International has launched
a comprehensive pre-release promotion

campaign on "Francis Goes To The
Races" on six network and television
"give-away" programs designed to
reach an estimated weekly audience of
45,000,000 over the next four to eight
weeks. The programs are "Stop The
Music," ABC; "Remember the Date,"
NBC-TV; "Chance of a Lifetime,"
ABC-TV; "Okey, Mother,'\ DuMont
television, and "Ladies Fair" MBS

The picture will be released
early in July, with a world premiere

radio.
to

be announced.

:

To

mind, those three considerations should spell business well
above average. In the leading male role, moreover, there is a young man
named Dale Robertson whose personality and Texas drawl are due to make
him the pin-up of distaff film-goers across the country.
The story focuses on freshman Crain, her eagerness to be accepted by the
sorority to which her mother belonged, her unhappiness at finding that her
close friends are not accepted along with her because their families are less
than well-to-do or because they don't manifest the right kind of wardrobe or
for some other reasons the snobbish autocrats of Tri-U devise. It takes Miss
Crain some time under the persistent tutelage of non- joiner Robertson, a
Senior at the co-ed college, to learn that sororities like Tri-U are basically
cruel. But when she does, she learns as well that a man like Robertson is
worth a hundred like Jeffrey Hunter, the handsome show-off and leader of
the school's top fraternity to whom she was attracted.
While not infrequently there is a note of caricature manifest in the acting,
all roles are handled well for the most part under the able direction of Jean
Negulesco. Supporting parts are filled by Mitzi Gaynor, Jean Peters, Betty
Lynn, Helen Westcott, Lenka Peterson and many others. Julius J. and Philip
G. Epstein wrote the screenplay.
Running time, 93 minutes. General audience classification. For July release.
this reviewer's

Charles

L.

Franke

Mexico Houses Face
Strike on June 15
—

Mexico City, June 11. Unless they
accede to the National Cinematographic Industry Workers Union's demands for a new peak wage scale,
Mexico's theatres face a strike June
15.

Exhibitors hold that their profits do
not warrant the pay scale demanded.

The union is insisting on scales of
$6.25 daily for one chief of employes'
and two projectionists; $4.40 for one
treasurer $3.95 for one chief of employes' assistant
$3 for one watchman $2.43 for four porters $2.08 for
one page $2.31 for one film collectordeliverer, and $1.96 for one bill poster.
;

;

;

;

;

Union Contends

FCC Okays

Six

(Continued from page 1)

UA

Films for

The union contends

NY in One Month

that the exhi-

can well afford to apply the
new scale since theatres are doing 2025 per cent more business than they
did this time last year.
Meanwhile, so depressed are 25
theatres in this city that they have
told the union that wages must be
reduced if the houses are to survive.
Blamed for bad business are poor picbitors

Six United Artists releases will
and Lincoln theatres here and to the
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone have New York first-runs between
Co. of Baltimore to relay the fight to now and July 10, the company anthe Century and Harlem theatres there. nounces. First of the six will be "Four
The authorization for the three in a Jeep," which premiered at the
phone companies to use their closed Paris yesterday, followed by "Three
circuits to relay the fight telecast ac- Steps North" at the Palace, Thurstually extends for one month, and so day, and "Circle of Danger" at the tures and too many theatres.
conceivably could be used for other Trans Lux 52nd Street next week.
"He Ran All the Way," first UA
events between now and July 11.
FCC authorization is required release to play the Paramount* will
where transmission of the program is have its world premiere there June
by microwave, but where the program 20. "The Man with My Face" will
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald were preopen at the Palace the first week of
is transmitted to theatres by coaxial
cable, FCC approval is not required. July and "The Prowler" will open in sented with statuettes of St. Patrick
and St. B rigid by the Catholic Film
the same week at the Criterion.
and Radio Guild at its 10th annual
Two Newsreel Theatres Order TV
awards presentation at the WaldorfInstallation of RCA theatre televiAstoria Hotel here last night. Una
sion equipment has been ordered for
O'Connor and William Gargan, 1942
the Embassy and Guild, newsreel theand 1943 award winners, were preatres operated here by Guild Theatres,
Chicago, June 11.
The Federal sented with copies of the Irish ConInc. A policy of picking up news pro- Grand Jury probe of alleged price fixstitution
autographed by Sean T.
grams from network telecasts is ex- ing by Chicago drive-ins entered its
O'Kelly, president of Ireland.
pected to be followed.
third day today. Witnesses have been
The presentations were made by
The installation, slated to be com- instructed by the jury not to discuss
James A. Farley, former Postmaster
plete by Labor Day, will give the mid- their testimony outside the courtroom.
General.
town area four motion picture theatres
Suspicions of the anti-trust division
;

Catholic Guild

Honors Fitzgeralds

Drive-in Price Probe

The new Look magazine, next on
the stands,

will

carry

a

feature

"Music With Muscles,"
starring Mario Lanza and giving
intimate at-home shots of MGM's
"Great Caruso" in action and beThe stocky, 30hind the camera.
year old truck driver has show
business gasping at the phenomenal
business done with his latest picture, and the bonanzas surprise,
flatter and delight him.
He prides
himself he is "a man's singer," but
that isn't quite the way it is working out at the box office.
The
ladies are building up matinee inarticle,

take to

new

Passes Third

Day

—

'

equipped

for

large

Paramount has
the

Strand

is

screen TV. The that investigated the local situation, apoperation and parently were roused by the fact that
present installing all drive-ins running in a week of re-

its set in

at

equipment.

lease

Para. Officers

Souvaine's 'Alice to Open

price.

9

(Continued from page 1)

highs.

were charging the same

Lou Bunin's European production
of Lewis Carroll's "Alice in WonderW. land", made with live actors and film

man, Austin C. Keough, A.
Schwalberg and Paul Raibourn,. vice- puppets in Ansco' color, will have its
presidents
Fred Mohrhardt, treas- American premiere in New York on
over local and network shows are
Russell
secretary
urer
Keough,
scheduled for the three different kinds
July 26th at the Mayfair and also at
Holman, Jacob H. Karp and Louis A. the Trans Lux 60th Street Theatre
of pre-selling talent planned by 20th
Novins, assistant secretaries.
following the run of the current
Century-Fox as promotion for "David
Produced in France and
attraction.
and Bathsheba."
Ingenious is the
50c Paramount Dividend
England in association with J. Arthur
word for it, for they have "Goliath"
in person for the children and teenThe Paramount Pictures board yes- Rank, who controls the British Emagers, Francis X. Bushman in person terday voted a quarterly dividend of pire rights, and the Union Generale
for wives and romantic females, and 50 cents per share on the common Cinematographique of Paris, the picstock, payable June 30 to stockholders ture is being distributed in the U. S.
"Six Harem Wives" in person.
Walter Brooks
of record June 22.
by Souvaine Selective Picture, Inc.

An

estimated 500

TV

appearances

Bernstein in Germany
Frankfurt,

June

11.

—

Marcus

Bernstein has arrived to investigate
the production situation here with a
view to possible picture investments

on the part of Stephen Slesinger, who
is considering assembling a company
of American and German craftsmen
to make one film here as an experiment.

;

;

—

;

Kills Wis.
Milwaukee,

Bingo

Bill

—

June 11. The Allied Independent Theatre Owners of
Wisconsin which worked to defeat
legislation aimed at legalizing Bingo
for charitable and non-profit organizations has won a victory.
Lt. Gov.
George Smith killed the measure by
defeating a rider move.
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(Continued from page
it

On

the

basis of
20th

engagements,

its

early

Century-

Fox's "On the Riviera" looms
as the company's best-grossing film of 1951, with 86 extra weeks of first-run playing time already accorded
the Technicolor musical by
key theatres throughout the
country, 20th - Fox asserted
yesterday.

Happy Go Lovely

(ABPC-RKO

pany believes

RKO

will

Pictures)
offering
is
a pleasant musical comedy, bedecked in Technicolor, that
moves along its merry way and positively sparkles when lovely VeraEllen dances on stage. The basic situation is laminar to musical comedies—
the tribulations of a shoe-string producer putting on a show without cash on
hand— but the scene is Edinburgh in festival time and the story twist oi
mistaken identity is effective. As usual, the fictional producer's straits do not
The solid production values, the
prevent lavish sets and beautiful gowns.
general gay nonsense and the truly superlative quality of the major dance
number make this film a good bet for summer entertainment.
Cesar Romero is the American producer besieged by Scottish creditors

sees the rumored engagement of one of his chorus girls, Vera-Ellen, to
David Niven, a fabulously wealthy greeting card manufacturer, as a chance
Vera-Ellen, who has never even heard of Niven, is
to catch an "angel."
amazed when Romero advances her to stardom and her credit at the dressmaker suddenly becomes unlimited. Niven, a strait-laced young man, hears
of his reported engagement and heads for the theatre to unmask the adven(Continued from page 1)
turess. Vera-Ellen mistakes him for an expected newspaper columnist and
week. It is holding for an added two Niven, unbending at the sight of the girl, keeps up the pretense. Anyone can
m see the potentialities and director Bruce Humberstone and screenwriter Val
days, with "Half Angel" bowing
on Friday.
Guest make the most of them.
Among the newcomers, Hollywood
The principal acting duties fall on Vera-Ellen, whose piquant beauty and
Story" is having an opening week grace are just as evident when she is not dancing or singing, and Romero
somewhat above the recent average at and Niven are well-cast as the brash producer and the diffident lover. Diane
the Paramount, with a $51,000 gross Hart, who plays Vera-Ellen's roommate, earns the added screen credit given
expected. Herbie Fields' band heads her, while Bobby Howes, Romero's stage manager, and Gordon Jackson, the
Others in the cast are
the stage show. "Go for Broke" will newspaper columnist, do capable supporting jobs.
wind up a three-week stand at the Barbara Cooper, Henry Hewitt, Gladys Henson, Hugh Dempster, Sandra
Capitol tonight with about $25,000 for Dome, Joyce Carey, John Laurie and Wylie Watson.
the final period. "Sirocco" opens there
Running time, 88 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
tomorrow.
Vaughan O'Brien
u ly ig.
j
"Night Into Morning" started slowweek's
ly at Loew's State and the first
$15,000,
around
be
to
Jubilee
expected
total is
which is only fair. "M" at the Globe (Lippert Productions)
Hollywood, June 11
modest $10,000
is expected to draw a
hill-billy jubilee in a small Kentucky town
around
a
PLOT
for its first week; the Criterion, with
are cut
is threaded through 15 vaudeville acts, which, w*>:le numerous,
"The Redhead and the Cowboy," may
each.
It is a song-and-dance tale with some
of
the
best
depict
size
to
to
do a little better, perhaps $12,000, for
material, in the persons of Jerry Colonna, Vince
picture is pretty good marquee billing
its opening week. The latter
Hatton,
James Ellison, Fritz Feld, Chester Clute and
Raymond
Barnett,
booked into the Criterion for 11 days;
Michael Whalen. Of necessity, the supporting cast is quite numerous. All
Saturon
in
come
"Native Son" will
in all, "Kentucky Jubilee" is iairly entertaining, with considerably more plot
day.
than that of a Lippert predecessor of similarity, entitled "Square Dance Jub"Goodbye, My Fancy," is holding up
ilee."
around
fairly well at the Holiday, with
The story concerns a jubilee in a place called Hickory, Kentucky, where a
"Valweek.
second
its
for
due
$10,000
director, a theatrical tradepaper reporter and a contingent of bigHollywood
power
drawing
in
entino" is declining
go, separately, to pick up talent, local color, money or what
racketeers
town
the

Grosses

Kentucky

A

after a generally successful run at

WOVEN

The story concerning these out-of-towners gets in the way of
the vaudeville content of the film more often, and stays there longer, than
like $7,000.
is good for the project.
is still
Off Broadway, "Kon-Tiki
The script, supervised by Bobby Sierks, has a Hollywood director sent to
take
where
a
Sutton,
doing well at the
Hickory
to get material for a hill-billy picture. He is kidnapped by thugs
of $9,500 is estimated for the 10th
in employ of a city slicker who has taken over the operation of the annual
next
until
holds
"Teresa"
week, and
jubilee. The tradepaper reporter sent to cover the event finally thwarts the
week at the Trans Lux 52nd Street
gang's plans to loot the civic coffers and the local bank. Colonna is in and
10th
for
a
expected
$4,000
about
with
out of the goings-on as a hired "M.C", who also gets kidnapped. Ron Ormond produced and directed, with Murray Lerner as executive producer and
The roadshowing "Tales of HoffJack Leewood as his associate. June Carr was associate producer.
with
Bijou,
the
at
strong
man" is still
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification.
tenth
around $12,000 due for a
Astor; the eighth week's gross looks
,

have you.

.

week.
'Hard, Fast' to

Open June

At Astor; Other Dates Set

30

China Corsair

JON

the best name with which to bill this shoot-and-slug
Filmakers' "Hard, Fast and Beaumelodrama acted out with much violence and little point against a China
tiful," has been booked to open at the
Sea setting. Other players in a cast portraying uniformly undesirable charAstor Theatre on Broadway June 30, acters are Lisa Farraday, Ron Randell, Douglas Kennedy, Ernest Borgnin?,
distriRadio
Robert Mochrie,
John Dehner, Mary Marco, Philip Ahn and Peter Manakos. The script by
bution vice-president, reported yester- Harold R. Greene, produced by Rudolph C. Flothow and directed by Ray
set
been
have
pre-releases
day. Other
Nazarro, is declared in a foreword to deal with the "scum" of humanity and
for the Keith in Washington and the
does so so lethally that only the unheroic here, played by Hall, is left alive
Missouri in Kansas City, both June
at the finish.
Cleveland,
in
and the Palace
20,
Miss Farraday, the central character, plays an Eurasian who has given up
June 21.
a career of China Sea piracy for love of a glib antique dealer who's come
from London to an island off the coast of South China to steal a fortune's
Expects 'Ace' Will
worth of Chinese jade from her uncle and is using her love as a means of
Break Globe Record
getting possession of it. Hall plays a marine engineer out of work and funds
Harry Brandt, head of Brandt due to drunkenness. When her fiance kills her uncle, takes the treasure and
Theatres, expects that Billy Wilder's sails away with it she is persuaded by a former partner in crime to return
"Ace In the Hole," which will follow to her piratical ways and set out after him. She and her crew raid his craft,
the current tenant, "M." into the Globe killing him and several others in the process, and she forces Hall, who was
on Broadway, will break all box office piloting his vessel under duress, to pilot her craft. Her former partner in
records at the theatre, it was reported crime double-crosses her in turn, and after an extended series of shootings,
yesterday by Paramount, distributor sluggings and knifings, she dies gracefully on the beach and Hall, who
has blown up the remnants of the cast on a boat offshore, erects a crude
of the film.
According to Brandt, the picture is cross over her grave hefore trudging off toward the horizon.
Running time, 68 minutes. General audience classification. June release.
one of which Hollywood and the inWilliam R. Weavek
dustry can be proud.

RKO

where

it

a

in

sliding

scale

and

restored in areas
has fallen into disuse. He dethat

it

is

clared, "Exhibitors need more good
pictures. This is our foremost consideration, and our policy is quality pictures
in quantity.
Regardless of cost or

number

required,

we

will not

produce

'cheaters'."

'Super-Exploitation'

Explaining what he termed 20thFox's new "super-exploitation policy,"
Lichtman said, "We have a merger
within our company, with every memforce becoming a
He said
exploitation."
division managers are
required to
make certain that a picture has been
pre-sold to the public in a community
before setting a playdate, and the
salesman's job is not finished when he
has obtained a contract. He must continue on and help the exhibitor sell
the attraction. This, he explained, has
become too big a job for the exhibitor to do alone. This policy applies

ber

of

the

teammate

sales

in

only in key cities but in small
towns as well, he declared.
Lichtman continued, "We shall con-

not

tinue the policy of giving local autonomy to district managers, including"
authority to give relief in distress
cases.
believe in giving a square
deal to the exhibitor and expect a
square deal in return. With these policies we can expect the widest possible
revenues consistent with good business
ethics." Charles Einfeld, vice-president,
hailed the "super-exploitation" plan
as among the greatest steps forward
taken by the industry in many years,
declaring that old methods are obsolete and the need for closer liaison
between all branches of the company
Einfeld pointed out that
is
urgent.
there is plenty of money in banks, and
$40,000,000 worth of "E" bonds in the
hands of the public, proving that
"money is to be had if we take the
proper steps to earn it."

We

Print Shortage
Late in the afternoon the convention
took up consideration of the print
shortage, with division managers, who
have tried out various solutions in
their respective areas, reporting on the
results obtained so far.
Following dinner at the Ambassador

Hotel, the conventioneers witnessed a
screening of "Decision Before Dawn"
at the studio.

Hollyzvood, June 11

(Columbia)

HALL'S

see

1

gathering that the com-

tion, told the

who

NY

1951

20th Meet

Reviews

Envisage 'Riviera'
Top 20th Grosser

12,

is

Former

'IP Officials

(Continued from page 1)
to be paid to
wife.

Mrs. Andrea Cowdin, his

Prutzman's agreement calls for the
payment of $12,500 during 1951 for aid
and assistance in connection with all
matters in which he participated while
an officer of the company, for a period
of two years commencing Jan. 1, 1950.
In the event of his death, the payment
would be made to his wife.
In consideration of services in a
consultative capacity between Jan. 1,
1951, and Dec. 31, 1952, Seidelman is
to receive $26,000 per annum for the
calendar years 1951 and 1952. Scully,
who at present carries the title of
domestic sales consultant of the company, receives $500 per week salary
from Dec. 3, 1950, to Dec. 31, 1954.
Seidelman's and Scully's pacts carry
death payment provisions similar to
those in Cowdin's and Prutzman's.
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TV

Theatre

asset is growing as a varied pattern
of admission scales and methods of

operations emerges.
In Washington, for example, the
Keith's is featuring the attraction in its regular ads and emphasizing
"no advance in prices." The Lincoln
will have a large two column ad in
today's Afro-American, a local paper,
and will raise its prices from SO cents
to meet the Keith's regular evening
scale of 74 cents.
While interested exhibitors here
have expressed the hope that most
theatres will not hike their scales, the
experimental nature of the telecast will
be aided by the policy adopted at
Shea's Fulton Theatre in Pittsburgh.
There the house will close at six P.M.
program
and reopen at nine P.M.
of shorts will be shown until the preliminary bouts begin. The admission
price will be $1.30, as compared with
the regular scale of 85 cents, with tax.
In Chicago, both Balaban and Katz
houses showing the fight, the Tivoli
and the State-Lake, will charge the
normal rate of 98 cents with tax at
the State-Lake and 74 cents, also with
tax, at the Tivoli. The regular picture
bill will be shown in addition to the

RKO

A

boxing match. The management was
undecided yesterday whether or
still
not to close the box-office for a brief
period before starting the sale of the
special tickets.

Washington, June

11.

Summer

( Continued from page

— The

1

strong product be made available
on a month to month basis rather than
spot particular pictures for a specific

Schine consent decree has
been amended, with government consent, as far as the
situation in Van Wert, Ohio,
is concerned.
Under the original decree,
Schine was required to sell a
theatre there for theatrical

of

period. In this way we are helping
exhibitors to get an audience and hold
them with a steady supply of commercial pictures that appeal to a mass

audience."
Slated for July are
"The Prince
Who Was
Thief," in Technicolor,
the theatre can be sold for
starring Piper Laurie and Tony Curnon-theatrical purposes but
tis
"Francis Goes to the Races,"
Schine must take a product
starring Donald O'Connor and Piper
limitation on its remaining
theatre in Van Wert.
Laurie,
and Abbott & Costello's
"Comin' Round the Mountain." Marked for August are "Cattle Drive," in
Technicolor, starring Joel McCrea and
Dean Stockwell "Mark of the Rene(Continued from page 1)
gade," in Technicolor, starring Ricardo Montalban and Cyd Charisse
and general sales manager Ben Kal- "Iron Man," starring Jeff Chandler,
menson to the screenings indicates a Evelyn Keyes and Stephen McNally,
record attendance for an event of this
and "Bright Victory" (pre-release),
kind, the company believes.
starring Arthur Kennedy and Peggy
The pictures to be screened are "Ji
Dow.
Thorpe All American," starring Burt
Lancaster, Phyllis Thaxter, Charles
Bickford and Steve Cochran, directed
by Michael Curtiz and produced by
Everett Freeman "A Streetcar Named
Desire," starring Vivien Leigh and
David Hale Halpern, retiring presMarlon Brando in the film version of ident of the American Television SoTennessee Williams' play, produced by ciety, will be presented with an
Charles K. Feldman and directed by achievement scroll by the society at
Elia Kazan "Strangers On
Train," a luncheon on' June 18 at the Hotel
Alfred Hitchcock's drama starring Roosevelt here. The annual election
use.

Under the new provision,

:

A

;

:

W.

B.

Trade Shows

;

m

—

To Honor Halpern
At ATS Dinner

;

Granger, Ruth Roman and of officers
at other theatres, Farley
Cleveland and Baltimore Robert Walker, and "Captain Horatio time.
was not available at press time last Hornblower," in Technicolor, starring
Nominated for president is Jules
night. The commentary on the fight Gregory Peck and Virginia Mayo, di- Seebach, vice - president
will be made by Jimmy Powers, New rected by Raoul Walsh.
for vice-president is Warren Caro,
York sports editor and sportscaster.
who is executive-secretary of the
Theatre Guild for secretary Claude
5
Though the hurried signing of
Barrere, program representative, and
the fight for exclusive theatre
(Continued from page 1)
for treasurer Arch Braunfeld, CPA.
TV cut off a number of thenore and Capitol in Salem, Ore. the
atres from participation beAberdeen and Bijou in Aberdeen,
cause of the inability to arWash., and the Hoquiam in Hoquiam,
range for coaxial cable faciliWash.
ties, and some doubt about the
Forman, who was a former partner
drawing power of the fight
Kansas City, June 11. Edward A.
of Warners in the operation of some
card, tne results of the WedTerhune and A. G. Wooten have
Western
theatres,
described
the
deal
nesday night show are expected
as a consequence of the Warner con- formed T. & W. Theatres, Inc., operto be studied carefully by thesent
decree requiring divorcement and ating theatres in Kansas and Misatre exhibitors.
divestiture in settlement of the Fed- souri. Terhune came to Kansas City
If the mid-week feature can fill the eral anti-trust suit against
the com- in February from Dallas, Tex., after
large houses participating, added im- pany. Forman's United also operates several years of publicity for
petus to working out a wider cover- the Grand, Liberty and the Salem Pictures for the Southwestern terriage of future sporting events ; espe- Drive-In, Salem. He operates a total tory. He first acquired the Fiesta
cially college football this fall, can of 28 theatres in
the Northwest and here.
be expected.
Wooten has managed and operated
16 drive-ins ranging southward to Los
theatres for several years in this
College football and home television Angeles.
territory.
are having a showdown fight. The
television committee of the National

Admission policy

in

Albany,

WOR TV

Forman Acquires

;

Terhune and Wooten

Form Theatre Unit
—

RKO

TV

The

University

of

Pennsylvania,
plan

which rebelled against the
to limit

NCAA

home

televising of this fall's
games, has offered to refer the dispute
to the Department of Justice for a
ruling. The intention is obviously to
hit at the alleged "restrictions" in the
plan. The defection of a few
more "name" colleges could strike at
the exclusive value of theatre telecasts
of the games, but already a number
of colleges, including Columbia and
Dartmouth, have said they will cancel

NCAA

scheduled games with Penn. Firmness
among
members could be a
powerful deterrent to any other schools
thinking of following Penn's example.

NCAA

In Northern Cal.
San Francisco, June

11.

—A

num-

ber of theatres in Northern California
have been bought and sold during the
past week, and two have been closed
temporarily.
David Bolton, president of TransCalifornia Theatres, announced the
purchase of the 850-car Stadium Auto-

movies

San Leandro from Golden

in

cost of $200,000.
This
brings to seven the number of driveins owned by Trans-California.
Irving Ackerman has taken over the
lease of the 471-seat Silver Palace on
Market Street from Aaron GoldbergTheatre, and Ralph Dostal, booker
with Lippert Productions in San Francisco, has secured the lease from Mrs.
Goldberg on the 494-seat Peerless on
State,

Third

a

at

Street.

Harry Franklin, executive with
Aaron Goldberg since 1942, has retired
because of
berg,

after

ill

and Mrs. Gold-

health,

operating

theatres with
her late husband for the past 39 years
has decided to dispose of all her interests with the exception of the 393-seat

Market

Regal on

Street.

Executive

the circuit will be under
supervision of Harley D. Oakley, management consultant.
offices

of

;

;

Collegiate Athletic Association, which
is charged with protecting the gate at
the stadia against the inroads of TV,
at the weekend issued the results of
a survey which showed that college
games in
areas lost four per cent
of their grosses last year while at the
same time colleges in non-TV areas
gained four per cent.

Closings

Fox West Coast closed the United
Nations in San Francisco for an indefinite period and Blumenfeld's closed
will be held at the same
the Esquire in Oakland for the summer.

A

;

12, 1951

Transfers, Sales,

U-I Slates

S chine Can Keep
Van Wert, O., House

(Continued from page 1)

Tuesday, June

Schwartz' Contract
(Continued from page 1)

Mayer

May Work, Or Else
Scare 'Em to Death

—

Chicago, June 11.
Taking a cue
from the success achieved by the midnight premiere of "The Thing" at the
Woods Theatre last Monday, the
downtown Grand is opening with
"Jungle Head Hunters" at midnight
tomorrow. Two animated models, one
of a native girl doing a barbaric dance,
and the other of a warrior shrinking

a human head over a fire have been
placed in front of the Grand to advertise the picture. Newspaper ads
and signs on the theatre proclaim
that "Some Lucky (?) Person Will
Win a Genuine Shrunken Head".

Harber's Ownership
Of Liberty Upheld
Denver, June

11.

—The U.

S.

Court

Sets Jubilee

of Appeals here has upheld the Cooper Foundation of Nebraska and Mrs.
Continued
page
from
1
(
J. M. Harber in their right of ownertheatre ship and leasing of the Liberty Thecuss plans for a
atre, Oklahoma City.
jubilee next fall.
The Appellate Court held that J. H.
Invited to attend the meeting are

event of a merger or consolidation
with any other corporation." The pact
may be terminated by the company
after May 1, 1953, only on the condition that severance equal to one year's
George Dembow, Charles Feldman,
salary be paid to Schwartz in three Morey Goldstein,
James R. Grainger,
equal installments.
Robert
Mochrie,
Abe Montague,
Charles Reagan, William F. Rodgers,
Vincent
A. W. Schwalberg, Al Lichtman,
Buffalo, June 11. Funeral services Mort Blumenstock, Howard Dietz,
Charles
Einfeld,
Edwards,
will be held tomorrow at St. Joseph's Steve
New Cathedral here for Mrs. Eliza- Philip Gerard, Gilbert Golden, Jerome
beth Shields McFaul, 85, mother of Pickman, Don Prince, Jonas RosenVincent McFaul, general manager of field, Arthur A. Schmidt, Silas F.
Shea's Buffalo Theatres.
Mrs. Mc- Seadler, Charles Simonelli, Madeleine
Faul died Saturday following an ill- White, Kenneth Clark and Alfred
Corwin, as well as Kalmenson and
ness which lasted four months.

COMPO

McFaul's Mother

—

McCormick.

5th Sunday

Show Defeat

Jackson, Tenn., June 11.— The proposal to permit Sunday films in Jackson has been defeated again at the
polls.

Cooper and Pat McGee who ran the
Criterion in Oklahoma City many
years were not trustees for Warner
Brothers, Inc. in handling the theatre
property. The opinion sustained the
rights of the Harbers to ownership
of the property and the validity of a
10-year lease.
,

Candy Raised, Too
Omaha, June 11.—-The nickel
is

installed

Justus Goldman, 59
Goldman, 59, president of
Pictures, Inc., film exporters,
died Friday at his home here.
Justus

Oppa

candy

At least one
Omaha vending machine company has

bar

losing

ground.

10-cent candy bar machines

George Williams, assistant manager of the Canteen Company here, said about 35 per cent of
around

town.

the firm's
verted.

machines have been con-

Tuesday, June

12,
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Trade Meets

U. K.

With Government
Thursday on Tax
London, June

Marc

J.

Wolf Announces

Variety Club Appointments
The reappointment

— The

7

of James G. Balas ceremonial officer, Nathan D.
Golden as "Heart" chairman, and
Humanitarian
Rowsell
K.
as
A.
Award chairman was confirmed yesterday by Marc J. Wolf, International

Coming
Events
—

11 Films Started;
SO Now in Work

June 11-15 20th Century-Fox naorganizations are scheduled to resume
tional sales convention, Los Annegotiations on the government's new
geles.
entertainment tax proposals with Sir
Hollywood, June 11. The produc- June 12 Monogram-Allied Artists
Wilfrid Eady on Thursday. The gention tally went up one point last week,
board meeting, Hollywood.
of
the Cinematograph chief barker of the Variety Clubs.
eral council
for a total of 30' pictures in work. June 13
Cinema Stamp Collectors
meet
will
Association
Exhibitors
In addition, Wolf confirmed the Eleven new pictures were started while
meeting,
Hotel Astor, New York.
Wednesday to approve new authoriza- appointment of the following non-elec- ten were completed.
13-14 Tennessee
June
tions for its tax negotiating commit- tive officers and representatives for
Started were: "Purple Heart
Owners Association board meettee.
"Chain
of
Circumstance,"
the 1951-52 period: W. H. Lollier, Diary,"
ing- and annual convention, Hotel
The government is prepared to sergeant-at-arms and Sam J. Switow, "Valley of Fire" (Gene Autry Prod.),
Gayoso, Memphis.
amend the proposed incidence of the International representative-at-large. "Boots Malone" (Sidney Buchman
tax provided the industry reaches an
Wil- Ent. ), "Corky of Gasoline Alley," Co- June 18-20 Virginia Motion PicInternational representatives
ture Theatre Association summer
agreement with Eady. Exhibitors are liam Elson, H. H. Everett, Michael lumbia; "Chicago Calling" (Arrowmeeting, Jefferson Hotel, Richseeking a more equitable spread of the Felt, George Hoover, Elmer Lux, Al- head Pic), Independent; "The Quiet
mond.
tax and will be given the support of lan Moritz, Jack Rose, Charles Smak- Man," and "Utah Wagon Train," ReAn early agreement is witz and Harold Stoneman. Jake Flax public "The Treasure of Franchard," June 19
producers.
National Conference of
essential as the Finance Bill will be
Christians and Jews dinner honUniversal-Int'l.
"Bugles In The Afof Washington replaces Joseph Grant
reached in Commons June 24 and any Julius Schapps of Dallas replaces Wil- ternoon" (Cagney Prod.), "The Tanks
oring Eric Johnston, Waldorfamendments will have >to be written liam O'Donnell, and James O'Neal of Are Coming," Warner Bros.
Astoria Hotel, New York.
into the bill then.
Completed were "Disc Jockey," Al- June 19-20 New Mexico Theatre
San Francisco replaces David BerMeanwhile, allocations from the shon.
lied Artists; "The Light Touch," MeAlbuAssociation
convention,
Production Pool have been set for the
Wolf also announced the creation of tro-Goldwyn-Mayer "Hong-Kong"
querque.
13 weeks ended Dec. 9, 1950, and
an International fixers committee con- (Pine-Thomas Prod.), "Silver City," June 24-26
Mississippi
Theatre
estimates place the total accruing to
sisting of attorneys Herman Levy of and "The Rage of The Vulture," ParOwners Association annual conthe Pool in the first year of the Eady
"Flight
From
Fury,"
Repubof
amount
Shafton
New Flaven, Edward
vention,
Hotel,
Buena
Vista
Plan's operation at £1,250,000.
Omaha and Ezra Stern of Los An- lic "Let's Make It Legal," 20th CenBiloxi.
tury Fox; "The Door," "Reunion In
geles.
27
Cinema Stamp Collectors
Reno," and "Finders Keepers," Uni- June
11.

four trade

mer

—

—
—

—
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;

—
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WO More

U.K. Quota
Defaulters Cited

—

—

Mann

NCA

Calls 'Urgent'

Board Meeting
—

London, June 11. More than 100
additional cases of Film Quota deAn
Minneapolis, June 11.
faults for the 1949-'50 period have
"urgent" call to board members to
been referred by the Board of Trade
attend a directors' meeting of North
to the Films Council for consideration.
Central Allied Independent Theatre
the
included
in
that
It is understood

meeting, Hotel Astor,

versal-Int'l.

New

York.

Joan Crawford Signs
Participating Deal
Neighborhood House Hollywood, June — Joan CrawCleveland, June
— What may ford has been signed by Joe KaufTest First

-

runs in

11.

11.

eventually prove a serious development

man

to

play

the

lead

in

"Sudden

Owners here next Tuesday has been for downtown theatres is the spread- Fear," a film to be made this summer
list is a large, American-owned West
issued by Ted Mann, president.
ing of first-run showings in neighbor- and based on a mystery by Edna
End theatre and a number of circuit
The meeting, according to Mann, hood houses. Last week the Fairmount Sherry. Kaufman said that Miss
houses.

Proceedings already have been inin 30 cases
it is understood,
for quota defaults. The Council, which
takes the position that the present 30
per cent quota is a fair one, is expected
to tighten up more severely in the
stituted,

future where defaults are discovered.

Hoffman Abroad,
I. J in New Firm
Hartford, June
—B. E. Hoffman,
B.

resigned as
New England zone manager for Warner Theatres, is planning a trip to
recently

Israel this summer.
His brother, I. J., who recently left
his post as Warner circuit's
New

England zone manager,
an

office

in

selling exploitation angles.

Allied to Meet
With Local Press

111.

—

Chicago, June 11. A second luncheon meeting with the local press has
been scheduled by Jack Clark, chairthe Allied publicity and proassistant man of
motion committee, for Thursday.

11.

who

consider "and approve plans for
an aggressive" administration. High
on the agenda will be the appointment
of a screening group to develop ticketwill

New Haven

is

organizing

to supervise

theatre interests in Massachusetts and
Connecticut, it is understood.

Theatre, deluxe Shaker Heights house, Crawford has agreed to a participatplayed a first run eight-day engage- ing deal, the first in her career. David
ment of "So Long at the Fair." The Miller will direct and Frank Partos
Mayland followed with a first-run will write the screenplay.
showing of "My Brother Jonathan."
Kaufman, Miller and Partos have
Upon the success of this experiment joined Miss Crawford in New York.
on repeated occasions depends a broadening of the policy which might ultimately wrest from the downtown
houses the exclusive first run rights.

Cooper

Evergreen Circuit
Reassigns Managers

—

Publicity representatives of the circolumnists,
and the
several
cuits,
amusement advertising managers of
the local dailies also have been invited
to take part in a general discussion of
the press relation problems of the in-

Portland, Ore., June
Mose M.
Mesher, manager of Evergreen Theatres' Oregon district, has been trans-

dustry.

Mesher
Brown,

11.

ferred
district

L.

to
in

the
the

Newman,
will

Washington
same capacity, Frank
circuit's

announced.
by Russ
the
Portland

president,

be

manager

succeeded
of

Paramount.
The changes resulted from the recent resignation of Lowell Paramento
tier,
Evergreen division purchasing
Washington, June 11. Argument agent, whose post has been filled by
in
Cleveland, June 11. Charles Rich, will be heard in Federal District court Carl Mahne. Other personnel changes
who resigned as Warner district man- in Nashville tomorrow on a motion by are expected.
dismiss the government's
ager to become an exhibitor, is back Crescent to
contempt charges, pending there in
in the distribution field having formed
in Deal
connection with Crescent's consent de- Wanger,
the Rich Releasing Co., with offices
cree.
Hollywood,
11.
Walter
June
here. Product which he will distribute
Also to be argued are government Wanger and Eugene Frenke have
throughout Ohio includes "Seven Days
and Crescent motions to require the formed a partnership to produce "Lady
to Noon."
production of certain evidence by the' in Iron Mask" in color for 20th Cenopposing parties.
tury-Fox release. Louis Hayward will
Disney to
star in the film, to be produced under
Wanger international
the
Walter
London, June 11. Walt Disney is
trademark.
due here June 21 to supervise producCliff
San Francisco, June 11.
tion of his "Robin Hood," shooting on
which is now in progress at Denham. Giessman who resigned as East Bay
He will be accompanied by William district manager for Blumenfeld Thea- Slice Admission Prices
Hartford, June 11.
A number
B. Levy and may remain for the Lon- tres in Oakland has been appointed by
don premiere of his 'Alice in Wonder- George Mann to take charge of all his of independent theatres in this terriland."
He is scheduled for a BBC Redwood theatres. Giessmann will tory have dropped adult admissions a
few cents for the summer months.
broadcast July 13 on the latter picture. headquarter in Eureka, California.

Contempt
Hearing on Today
—
Crescent

Rich
Films

Release
Ohio

—

,

1

Frenke

—

London

—

RKO

By

Mann Names Giessman
—

—

Promoted
Pathe Here

Is

David Cooper has been promoted to
assistant production manager of RKO
Pathe here by Jay Bonafield, executive vice-president.

A

veteran editor and also a short
Cooper has been
subject director,
Pathe organassociated with the
ization since 1942. He will function
under the supervision of Douglas
Travers, vice-president in charge of
production.

RKO

New

Hennessy Venture

San Francisco, June

11.

—

Mary

Hennessy, formerly Fox West Coast
Theatres publicist and more recently
advertising and publicity director in
San Francisco for Loew's Warfield,
has opened a publicity and public relations
jorie

office

in

San Francisco.

Mar-

Milward, former assistant pro-

radio show "Lady Be
Beautiful," will be in charge of television and radio.

ducer of the

Four 'Magnet' Openings

—

Chicago, June 11. "The Magnet,"
English-made feature being released
through Universal-International, opened a simultaneous first-run here Fri-

downtown Monroe, West
South side Hyde Park, and
suburban Stadium, Evanston. In addition to their usual ads, a combined display ad for the four theatres is beingday

at

the

side Alex,

used in the local

dailies.

There's
"20th has the

a

makings of a

New

Film Festival
all

SMILE

its,own!"

On the
Industry's

Face!...
And the smile
passes the

keep growing as 20th
keep boxoffices booming!

will

Ammo to

THE GUY

HALF ANGEL
Technicolor

Douglas plus Darnell plus Bennett

—

doing
That "Farmer's Daughter" team
that "Farmer's Daughter" business!

TAKE CARE

of

WHO CAME BACK
—a

great exploitation picture that will keep

'em coming back for more!

my LITTLE GIRL

Technicolor

The great best-seller... plus Look, McCall's,

NO HIGHWAY in the SKY
Nevil Shute's startling novel! The year's
most amazing cast — tops
suspense!
in

Seventeen and Coronet have already told
and sold it to 50,000,000 Americans!

THE SECRET of CONVICT LAKE

THE FROGMEN
You've never played anything like this
one! The thrilling story of Uncle Sam's

To take its place among the great dramas
of the primitive West! True and tremendous in its man-woman story of power and

Underwater Commandos!

passion

MR. BELVEDERE RINGS THE BELL
Happy chimes

There's

are here again! Ring

up another triumph for that Belvedere man!

No Business

Like

2c| Business
CENTURY- FOX
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Colosseum's Nine Theatres Offer 22,677 Para. Studio
Seats for 'TV Exclusive'
To Cut Costs,
Affiliation
Chances Fade
CBS Color Programs Not Salaries
Nine motion picture theatres

in six
add, through theatre television, 22,677 seats to the 55,000 available at the sprawling Polo Grounds
when the gong rings tonight for the
cities

'I A' and

UMW No

Longer

will

Vying; Bidding a Factor

Joe Louis-Lee Savold fight.
Exhibitors watching the experiWhereas two weeks ago the mental theatre telecast are hoping that
IATSE and John L. Lewis' United the out-of-town theatres will do better proportionately than the fight's

Mine Workers appeared ready to
do battle with each other over the
Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen, indications were yesterday that
neither of the major labor organizations now cared whether the other

sponsor,
the
International
Boxing
Club, for only about 15,000 persons
are expected to turn out here. Unofficial
estimates
place the gate at
$90,000.

The IBC has scaled its tickets from
took the unaffiliated salesmen's union a $20 top down to $2.50, moderate for
into its ranks.
a major fight, while most of the parThe reversal, it is said, was the ticipating theatres are holding to regproduct of individual reexamination ular prices and are offering the fight
by Richard F. Walsh, IATSE presi(Continued on page 4)
dent, and Lewis of the "advantages"
to be derived from a take-over of the
Observers here confilm salesmen.
tend that the increasing use in, recent
years of competitive bidding has not
improved the salesmen's position, a
factor which these observers believe
may have influenced Walsh's and
Lewis' thinking in the past two weeks.
The possibility appeared strong on
(Continued on page 2)

Allied Artists in

the

of three pictures annually
next three years for Allied

Artists'

was
here
Steve

Old Films for
Hollywood,

AA

June

12.

— The

first

of old Republic products
available for television use will be
held next Tuesday at the studio for
advertising agency representatives, it

was announced here today by Holly-

wood

Television Service, a newly-established Republic sales subsidiary.
The films, to be offered in blocks
(Continued on page 2)

MacMillen,

Amory

Join Souvaine Co.

who

vice,

variety,

release

announced
today by

(.Continued on page 2)

ture

assumes

direct
institutions

in

quality.

They expect
achieve

to

their

ions and sporting events, the

end by adopting

latter to have
ups. There is

planning,
and
technical

new

remote pickno indication

time

saving
methods.
This
disclo-

Don Hartman

Don

Hartman,

sure was
yesterday

Paramount's

made
b y
super-

(Continued on page 4)

Regional Is
Suspended By Allied SPG, SWG, SDG, Set

E. Pa.

12.

— Abram

Solid Front Against
F.

Borrowing Company Tax Change Final
United Paramount Theatres and
Washington, June
— The House

itself

cuts
made

without
impairing
pic-

UPT Merges With Its House Group Makes

UPT

where

costs

AA

UPT

the

point
can be

of Myers,

politan Life Insurance Co., First National Bank of Chicago, Manufacturers
Trust Co., and Bankers Trust.
was guarantor of the notes. With the

operato

sizeable

general
counsel
Allied
of
States Association, today announced
that Allied Independent Theatre Ownger productions ers of Eastern Pennsylvania has been
has been nego- suspended as a member of Allied, as
tiated
by
of June 1, for non-payment of dues.
through a syn- The move, Myers said, was taken as
dicate headed by a result of action by the national AlElliott Hyman, lied board at the Kansas City meeting
Eastern film fi- a few weeks ago.
reprenancier,
The Pennsylvania unit, headed by
sented by Still- Sidney Samuelson, has been at odds
Walter Wanger
man and Still- for some time with national Allied on
man, New York law firm. David policy. It is the only Allied regional
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 2)

merger,

tions

women's fash-

Washington, June

wholly-owned subsidiary, United Paramount Theatre Enterprises Corp., have
merged, it was disclosed yesterday.
The subsidiary was the primary borrower under the $45,000,000 loan
agreement entered into with Metro-

execu-

office

duction

$5,000,000 to finance the Wan-

obligation to the lending
under the loan agreement.

and home

of

iMiiiiiiiiiiiiiJii iic.

Broidy,

president.

A fund

$1,000,000

with a view to revolutionizing pro-

comment on

will

to

Paramount Pictures are
conferring in New York this week

the advent of color television.
A regular color telecast
schedule is being set up, with
daily spots in the morning
and afternoon likely. Some
shows will appear on Saturdays and Sundays and the
programming will present a
cross-section of public ser-

12.

its

William C. MacMillen, Jr., president of Pathe Industries and former
president of Eagle Lion Classics, has
been named chairman of the board of
the newly-formed Souvaine Selective
Picture's
Company, distributors of
U.S. and foreign films and the American partners of the French government-owned combine, L'Union Generale
Cinematographique,
Souvaine
announced here yesterday. MacMillen
will continue as Pathe president.

Studio
tives

many sets will be
equipped to receive the program in color, but the number will be nominal.

—

Republic to Screen

screenings

leaders,

Budget

Hollywood, June 12. A deal by
which Walter Wanger will produce a

minimum

Ad Agencies

Seeks to Slice Average

Arthur Godfrey will star in
the first commercial color TV
broadcast, to be held June 25
from 4:30 to 5:30 P. M., CBS
announced yesterday. The
program will present a number of the nation's business

how

Deal with Wanger

for

Video

Begin June 25

Ways

Means

and

Committee

today

Salary Cut Plan
Hollywood, June

12.

—A

solid front

against acceptance of voluntary salary
reductions as proposed by 20th Century-Fox was decided upon last night
by a joint meeting of the Screen ProScreen Writers
the
Guild,
ducers
Guild, and the Screen Directors Guild.
Meanwhile, the Artists Managers
Guild threw its strength behind last
(Continued on page 2)

1,250,000 Drive
For 20th's 'David'
—As an
Los Angeles, June
12.

in-

dication of the scope of 20th CenturyFox's new "super-exploitation" policy,
Al Lichtman, director of distribution,
today announced that 20th-Fox will
spend $1,250,000 on an advertising
campaign for "David and Bathsheba."
Addressing the company's sales convention here at National Theatres
headquarters, Lichtman said the camAnother vote today made final a paign was designed to bring the
committee decision to exempt from the attraction to the attention of every
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

made

decision to apply the
Federal 20 per cent admission tax on
the basis of the price actually charged
for reduced theatre tickets rather than
on the basis of the full established
price. The change would go into effect
on the first day of the first month beginning 10 days or more after the
date of enactment of the bill.
final

its

.

Wednesday, June
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2

Newsreel

Personal
Mention
JOHN
sales

BYRNE, M-G-M

P.

manager,

in

is

Allied Unit Backs
Para. Sales Drive
Memphis, June 12— Allied

Eastern

Albany from

for conferences with resi-

New York

dent manager

sales drive.

Jack Goldberg.

'

Puerto Rico and

for

supervisor for the Dominican Republic,
has arrived here for conferences with
company executives.
•

Nat

RKO

Levy,

Pictures Eastern

division sales manager, and Sid Kramer, short subjects sales manager, left
here today for Pittsburgh and will re-

turn tomorrow.

Jerome M. Evans, -Universal Pictures special events representative, has

returned here from Cleveland.
•
P. T.

manager
due here today from

Dana, Eastern

for Universal,

is

sales

Pittsburgh.

Ted R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Enterprises, was in Washington yesterday from New York.

Gloversville, June

Republic to Screen
(Continued from page
52,

1)

are pictures

whose

possibilities have been exhausted and none contains players now
appearing in Republic product, it was

A

of 150 pictures, now
being edited to television length and
re-scored in compliance with the contract signed with the American Federation of Musicians, have been chosen
to make a thorough test of the market's potentialities. The first will be
ready for televising within a month.
executive said that the
company policy is to protect exhibitors
against damaging competition by supplying television with films of an age
and kind which cannot interfere with
the drawing power of current theatre
product.
He said that profits from
television sales will be invested in
improving Republic's theatrical production and will benefit the exhibitor
and the company.
The extent to which the company
will go in television sales depends on
the reaction to its first offerings and
the amount of money procurable from
the new source, now or later, the executive said, adding that "making films
for theatrical exhibitors is our primary business and we have no intention of endangering it."
The pictures offered at this time include a number of older Roy Rogers,
said.

total

A HTS

,

Gene Autry, Wild Bill Elliot
Johnny Mack Brown Westerns.

and

New

Jersey Allied Scores
Republic on Sales to TV

Following a general membership
meeting here yesterday, Allied Thea

Owners

New

Jersey issued this
statement regarding Republic's plans
"Certainly
to sell films to television
no film company can be foolish enough

tre

of

:

continue to support

it

to be of considerable service
independent producers throughout
the world," said Souvaine. Films to
be released soon include "Lovers of
Verona," "From Little Acorns," and
"Alice in Wonderland."

to

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

—A

series of

Malcolm Kingsberg, former presL
of

RKO

new

Theatres,

directors

is

elected

one

No. 85-Trooping
London. World awaits the
French elections. Weekend of
fashions. Vogeler story. Flashes from sport
world: Rose festival, rodeo in action.
in

of

Finest Distributing Organi-

to

the

'

zation

ested

FILMS

distributing

in

top

product.

Write or Wire

WARNER

PATHE NEWS, No. 87Vogeler speaks out. Color trooping in London.
Gen. Bradley honored at Cambridge
University. Loggers ride billion dollar timber torrent in Quebec. French honor heroes
killed in Indo-China.
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Colosseum
(Continued from page 1)

UMW

June 1 that
Colosseum to

would

invite

the

up with Lewis' socalled "catch-all" unit, District No.
50. David Beznor, Colosseum general
counsel, reportedly had conferred with
Lewis in Washington with this end
ventions in the color cathode ray tube
in view.
Walsh was said to have
for
plans
field and recently announced
committed the IATSE to fight such
production of direct-view tri-color
tie

marriage.
Lewis, who for years has been "trying to get a wedge into the motion
picture industry," according to labor
officials here, would have acted with

TWA

TWA^ TWA r^TWA^

•a

tubes and receivers.

Scott on Hand for
'Fort Worth' Bow

to the
to

respect

Fort Worth, June 12.— Over three he intended
hundred Texas riders will join Ran- men's union,
dolph Scott in premiere events tomorrow night for Warner Brothers' Tech-

said

to

Colosseum by now
take

over the

believed.

E. Pa. Allied
(Continued from page 1)

which has refused to go along with
the national organization in support
of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations.
Myers' statement failed to indicate
whether or not suspension of the unit
eliminated Samuelson as a member of
the national Allied board.

that this company's product has been
sold to television. It has come to our
attention that Republic has sold films
to television.
New Jersey Allied is
advising its members of the fact and

know what

to

do

I

£eeper service

The only

all

i

-sleeper flights

overnight to

LONDON and PARIS

Pay Cut Plan

(Continued from page 1)

offers

if

Walsh was
have turned down about a
it is

Now TWA

sales-

vear ago a proposal that the Colosnicolor "Forth Worth," which bows seum join up with IATSE.
Beznor was said to have approached
at the Worth, Hollywood and Palace
Lewis recently in consequence of the
theatres here.
difficulty the Colosseum has experienced in new contract negotiations.

will

V.

T.

of

with proven record inter-

dollar log jam. News flashes from the world
of sports: boxing in Germany, rodeo in
California.

of

board of ACF-Brill Motors Corp., following the purchase by Allen & Co.
and Charles Allen, Jr., of the security
holdings in the company from The
Avco Manufacturing Corp.
•
A new research and development
contract with the Air Forces has been
signed by Chromatic Television Laboratories, according to Richard Hodgson, president. Chromatic TV, 50 per
cent owned by Paramount Pictures,
was formed a year ago to further in-

owner will knows they
once he knows about it."

to believe that any theatre

12.

of

volume

_

operation and
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 24-A— British
business promotion to be held by the diplomats vanish. Salzburg: Russians oustBattleship New Jersey in Japan. Korea
ed.
Schine Circuit started today at the
Israel:
France: election preview.
report.
Pontiac Theatre, Saranac Lake. It will Ben-Gurion returns. King Haakon of Norin
meetings
be followed by district
way in London. Auto race.
Syracuse, Thursday, Geneva, Friday,
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 464— UN vetand in Ohio, Kentucky and Maryland erans return home from Korea fighting.
next week.
Trooping to the colors in London. Billion

eight

and

THE

DAY, No. 282 Princess
OF
Elizabeth leads Royal parade. Vogeler reMargaret Truman on
veals Red torture.
her tour overseas. Drama in Indo- China.
News flashes from the world of sport: international boxing, rodeo.
colors

head

department,

Souvaine company.
Souvaine will distribute films produced by French, Italian, English and
"in
sufficient
American producers

summer meetings on

dent

of 13, 26
theatrical

No. 48— Miss TruDestroyers back from
England.
Korea. Honor Gen. Bradley. Music degree
Golf.
Travel fashions.
to Jane Froman.
Florence
Indians compete in war canoes.
Chadwick trains for Channel swim.

the

former
sales

said it will have 12 pictures in distribution by the end of
the month. Henry Souvaine will continue as president and Howard L. Taylor as executive vice-president of the

in

outcome

film

The company

MOVIETONE NEWS,

.

"art"

has been appointed vice-president and
general sales manager of Souvaine.

the

NEWS

NEWS
in Brief

ELC's

tents follozv

man

Amory,

Charles

UN

sales chief for his
personal interest in exhibitor
problems, the bulletin urges
exhibitors to cooperate in the
sales drive.

Harold Dudoff, Universal-Internamanager

Commending

(Continued from p-age 1)

TRUMAN,

overseas and
1 VJ
veterans returning home are
highlighted in the current nevosreels.
Other items include Korean action,
Complete confashions and sports.

Paramount

•
tional

AMSS

1951

MacMillen

Parade

Independent Theatre Owners
of the Mid-South devotes a
special June membership bulletin to endorsement of Paramount's A. W. Schwalberg

13,

non -stop from

New

York

•

night's decision by advising its talent
clients to follow the advice of their
respective guilds. The
and
already officially have urged their
members to reject the 20th-Fox proposal for persons paid more than $500
weekly, while the Screen Actors Guild,
although sympathetic to the policy of
the other guilds, has taken no action
due to the fact that players have not
been asked to accept the reduction.

SPG

The Screen Directors Guild
which meets tonight, has
will

relay

the

joint

SWG

For information, see your
travel

agent or

call

TWA

board,

signified
policy to

it

its

members.
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ME

INSPIRATION
JEHIND THE UP-BEAT
\T BOX-OFFICES
S M-G-M!
PREVIEW
SENSATION
M-G-M's

hilarious

comedy from
hit.

the stage

2
£

MORE
BIG

Introducing the

former star of
"South Pacific"

ONES!
RELEASE

AUG.

TRADE SHOWS, JUNE

28th.

The

fans registered a rousing recep-

and West. The enchanted voice and

tion at audience Previews, East

the "Bride-of-the-headlines" Janet Leigh!

It's

a sure-fire audience hit!

10th

ALL THIS
AND TRACY,

TOO!
Yes, a

BIG Spencer Tracy

drama has been added to
M-G-M's Box-office Summer Parade. It's socko

M-G-M's recent announcement you saw such great hits as:
"GREAT CARUSO'' (Tech.) • "GO FOR BROKE!'' . "SHOW

In

BOAT"

(Tech.)* "EXCUSE

AND PRETTY"

(Tech.)

MY
•

DUST"

."RICH,

YOUNG

"THE LAW AND THE LADY"

"AN AMERICAN IN PARIS"

AND

(Tech.)

(Tech.

— Fall release)

"THE PEOPLE

AGAINST O'HARA"
Tracy against the forces
that prey on youth! A
picture from a
great novel with a fine costarring cast, including Pat

thrilling

and others.

NOW TWO MORE BIG ONES!

O'Brien, Diana Lynn and

John Hodiak. Filmed in actual New York locations.

Wednesday, June
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Para. Studio

Paramount

to Enter

Musical Film Field

perior,

due to arrive today or to-

is

morrow

for

the meeting's.

Seek $200,000 Cut
applying the new techniques

By

while avoiding such steps as salaryand lessening of quality the
company hopes to pare $200,000 from

cutting

the $1,200,000 picture budget average
it

now

sustains,

Hartman

said.

More-

whose

Paramount,

production

of

now

musicals has been negligible, is
bent on competing with M-G-M and
20th Century-Fox in that field, Don
Hartman, Paramount's supervisor of
production, who is visiting New York
from the Coast, told reporters yesterday.

Hartman,

:

sively.

Cost Saving Devices
Meanwhile, as efforts are exerted
to

utilize

the

to

fullest

extent

new

lighting and sound developments that
hold promise of cost-saving and such

innovations as rehearsals
and full sequence shooting are universally applied at the studio, those who
work on a picture will not be pressured into concerning themselves with
additional

cost-cutting,

The
Hartman said.
the new techniques and

adoption of
the proper utilization of creative talent, he explained, should by themselves achieve the reductions sought.

UA

Promotes Hughes

Hartman

lease,

said.

20th-Fox Meet

Albuquerque,

an added attraction to the regular
The fight card's weakness should

bill.

be considered when a valuation of
theatre TV's drawing power is made,
it is pointed out here.
With the exception of Shea's Fulton in Pittsburgh, where a special
show with an admission price of $1.30
will be held, the theatres' scale will
range from 65 cents to 98 cents. The
aim is not to make money this time,
but to see if the paying public will
turn out to see a sporting event that
is
not on view on home television

woman

and child

in

the nation

fifteen times.

Outlining the campaign, Charles
Einfeld, vice-president in charge of
advertising, exploitation and promotion, said all mass circulation media,
plus fan magazines, farm papers, religious

publications

and

all

June

12.

—

Kirk

Douglas and Jan
Paramount's "Ace

Sterling, stars of
in the Hole," were
given keys to the city when they ar-

rived here tonight for the three-theatre
premiere of the film on Thursday.
Among others present for the premiere
are William O'Donnell, Interstate cirGeorge A. Smith,
executive,
cuit
•

Western sales manager,
Simmons, Dallas branch
manager, Jerry Pickman, national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, field man Robert Quinn and

Paramount

Heywood

home

office publicist

Herb

Steinberg.

To Obesrve Fight
home office executives
New York today for first-

Meanwhile,

are leaving
hand observation of the telecast toTheatres
night. Sol Schwartz,
president, will be in Washington to
view the proceedings at the
Keith's there. He will be dinner host
tonight at the Statler for Wayne_ Coy,
Federal Communications Commission
chairman, other governmental officials,
officials
theatre executives and
prior to the telecast.
Loew's Oscar Doob left here last
night for Baltimore, where Loew's
Century will carry the fight, but will
go to Washington tonight to observe..
John Murphy will be in Baltimore
from the home office tonight, Eugene
Picker will go to Albany and division manager Martin Burnett will go
from Columbus to Pittsburgh to catch

RKO RADIO PICTURES Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS of

RKO

RKO

RCA

"HARD, FAST AND

BEAUTIFUL"
CLEVELAND— Fox

Room

Screening

2219 Payne Avenue
Tues., June 19, 2:30 P.M.

KANSAS CITY— Paramount
1800 Wyandotte

Scr.

Rm.

Street

Tues., June 19, 2:30 P.M.

WASHINGTON— Film
932

New

Center Sch. Rm.

Jersey Avenue

Tues., June

19,

2:00 P.M.
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man,

Premiere

'Ace'

"have
Musicals,
proven themselves to have a firm hold
on the world market." Paramount will
turn out between three and five of
that kind of picture yearly from now
on, he said, explaining that in terms
receivers.
of overall production three to five
said

present plans call for the establishment of a production unit dediproportional
the
will
be
musicals
cated to turning out pictures with budequivalent of the number produced by
$600,and
gets of between $500,000
M-G-M and 20th-Fox individually.
000 that will stress out-of-the-ordinAll Paramount musicals will be in
ary stories and bring to the fore as
Hartman said. Three are
Technicolor,
much superior creative talent as -can
"Swinging
in preparation at this time
be obtained.
a Star," "The Goddess" and "A
on
planthe
in
casualty
Certain to be a
To Hartman
Story."
Songwriter's
ning is the so-called "middle picture"
is a distinction between a musiwhose cost is high but whose "names" there
cal in the accepted sense and the piccarry no particular attraction, Harttures Bing Crosby has been making.
man revealed.
Therefore, he said, it is accurate to
Parawhile
explained,
he
Thus,
Paramount has not made a
mount will continue to turn out some say that
musical in recent years.
30-odd pictures per year, the output
"Aaron Slick of Punkin' Crick,"
in the future will consist of low-budcompany's first outright musical in
the
get and high-budget product exclumany years, now is being slated for reover,

as

1951

Stars Arrive for

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
visor of production, who arrived Monday from the Coast for the talks. Y.
Frank Freeman, production vice-president and Hartman's immediate su-

TV

Theatre

13,

newspaper

supplements will be used in concert,
from July through October, in addition to expanded advertising on local
levels.

Additionally, Walter Talum, who
John Hughes has been named assis
plays Goliath in the picture, and
tant contract manager of United Ar
tists under Joseph. Sugar, head of the Francis X. Bushman, who plays Saul,
department. will tour the country in behalf of the
playdate
contract
and
Hughes has been a member of the picture, with Gregory Peck and Susan
U. A. sales department for more than Hayward making personal appearances at key city openings.
10 years.

the

event.

Fabian home

will

executives

office

lead a delegation to Albany and will
be host at the Fabian Palace there
for a number of New York newsCook,
Alton
including
papermen,
World-Telegram and Sun film reviewer, and representatives of the

Schine

circuit,

Gloversville,

who

will

i

Jor BUSY

INVESTORS

come from

N.Y.

For expert
assistance on your invest-

Mono. Board Leaves
Trampe Post Vacant
Hollywood,

12— Norton

June

V.

president of Monogram-International, returns to New York tomorrow following his attendance at
the regular Monogram board meeting
Herman Rifkin,
Directors
today.

ments, use Bank of America

INVESTMENT

MANAGEMENT

Ritchey,

Arthur Bromberg, William Hurlbut
are due to leave Thursday. The board

decided not to replace the late member Charles W. Trampe until the next
meeting. Today's board meeting was
confined to routine reports.

...

It

provides,

SERVICE

among

other

services —

• Investment advice
• Constant supervision
• Care

and custody

• Collection of income
• Tax information

Wanger-AA
Watch the mercury

(Continued from page 1)

rise

Stillman conducted the financing nego-

when SHELLEY WINTER
and JOHN GARFIELD
get together

HE

in

f

JMN
team of the year!
Premiere at the N.Y. Paramount,

tiations.

The Wanger

immediately,

to be

made

June

AA

all

reof

the pictures will be made in color.
productions,
In addition to his
Wanger will make "The Lady In the

AA

Ask for a free copy of this
any branch

Iron Mask" for 20th Century-Fox dur-

helpfulfolder at

ing the coming year.

of Bank ofAmerica

or,

con-

sult the Trust Department,

Tax Change

660 South Spring

(Continued from page

operas,

Street.

1)

certain
tax admission
non - profit
performances,
community - supported sym-

admissions
benefit

20th.

with "Flat Top,"
with U. S. Navy

in color

cooperation, to be the first for
lease. It is contemplated that

They're the spiciest box-office

World

unit will start opera-

ting

to

phony orchestras, and similar events.
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20th Pledges \COMPO Jubilee Supported; Hughes Ends
Simultaneous Further Planning Asked
MPAA Code

Run Relief J^j^l

The general idea of the proposal by
by|
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations to stage a film jubilee campaign
next fall to stimulate business was approved here yesterday by the distributors and advertising-publicity committees of the Motion Picture Association
of America. In so doing, the committees concurred in a tentative decision
already made by the presidents of the

To Hold Exhibitor Field
Conferences on Problem
Los Angeles, June

13.

—The print

shortage problem, with its inherent
"tagging" costs, will be tackled
head-on by 20th Century-Fox, it
was indicated today, when Al Lichtman, director of distribution, announced at the company's sales con-

Seal Action

To Make Study of Withdraws
Coast Conditions Suit Based on

$7,500,000

'Outlaw'

Hollywood, June 13.— Howard
.Washington, June 13. —Assistant Hughes has withdrawn
his fiveAttorney General H. Graham Morison year-old
$7,500,000

major companies.
anti-trust suit
The meeting decided however that said his present plans are to look perthe sales and advertising groups should sonally into the Los Angeles film against the Motion Picture Assohold

separate

meetings

immediately situation.

and give further consideration to the
Southern California Theatre Ownscope and details of the campaign. ers Assn. had announced that MoriBarrett McCormick, chairman of the son had promised to send someone to
advertising committee, and Ben Kal- the Coast to study the situation. And
menson, head of the distribution com- it has been assumed that the anti-trust
mittee, are expected to call meetings chief would send one of his underlings.
of their groups in the next few days. But Morison said today that he
must

vention here at National Theatres'
headquarters that field representatives
will hold conferences with exhibitors
in all affected areas to work out
ways and means of reducing the number of simultaneous runs.

Lichtman

Anti-trust Chief

No

approached

the
matter obliquely in his announcement, emphasizing that
field
reports have
indicated
that the increasing number of
simultaneous runs is having

decision was made at yesterday's
{Continued on page 6)

shortly

make

ciation of America. Stipulations
ending the action were entered in
Federal
District court in
York recently.

New

The

action was brought in April
1946, when the
cited Hughes
for expulsion from membership
on the
ground that the exploitation of his
then four-year-old production, "The
Outlaw," violated the Association's

MPAA

a trip to the Coast anyAdvertising Code.
study the operations of the
Originally calling for $5,000,000
Los Angeles field office, and that he
now planned to make the motion pic- triple-damages, the Hughes' complaint
was amended in March, 1948, with a
ture study himself while there.
stipulation that damages had increased
to $7,500,000 since the Production

how

to

MacMillen to Coast
{Continued on page
On Souvaine Deals Percentage Actions
{Continued on page
Although he will continue to be conSkouras Stands By cerned
Utah Settled Committee Passes
primarily with his duties as In
president of Pathe Industries, William
Pay Reduction Plan C. MacMillen,
his capacity as
All pending percentage litigation of Raw Stock Tax Cut
chairman of the board of Souvaine
6)

6)

Jr.

in

_

distributors

Hollywood, June 13.—Twentieth
Century-Fox president
Spyros
P.
Skouras today announced that his
company's salary reduction plan for
those earning more than $500 weekly
still stands despite
the talent guilds.

the

opposition

of

His announcement came after the
newly-elected Screen Directors Guild
board at a meeting last night told its

members

to reject the proposal, lining
{Continued on page 2)

Selective Pictures Co. will take an
active part in the affairs of the latter
company, he indicated yesterday.
In this connection, he is scheduled
to confer in Hollywood shortly with

independent producers with a view to
{Continued on page 2)

Federal

Court

either

TV

TV

Test;

On

Theatre
Tonight

Rain postponed the Louis-

Savold

—

was called a "very effecSalt Lake City, June 13. Ralph
promotional medium by Walt Trathen of Salt Lake was reelected
Disney, whose forthcoming "Alice in chairman of the Independent
Theatre
Wonderland" has had the biggest pre- Owners of Utah and Southern Idaho
release buildup on video yet accorded a at the unit's annual
meeting here to-

fight at the
until tonight

Disney,

Polo

of

the

six-city,

nine-theatre

telecast of the
event. All of the participating
theatres plan to show the
fight tonight, under the ar-

rangements previously announced.
If the weather should again
force a postponement tonight,
the fight may be taken indoors to Madison Square Gar-

den tomorrow night,
announced.

it

was

day.

en route to England

{Continued on page 2)

Grounds
and
with it came a postponement

exclusive

here

Other

officers
elected were
{Continued on page 2)

:

Jay

rwi HO U SANDS

of exhibitors gathered in key cities throughout the country Tuesday and yesterday to attend Warner
Brothers' "Look Forward Go Forward" screenings
of new
product. Additional hundreds saw the pictures in New York
J.

on

—

May

31 and June 1. Trade-shown as a unit and scheduled
release
during the next few months, the four pictures
for

—

made

committee

today

final its decision to

exempt from
raw stock and

try.

Trathen Again Heads
Utah, S. Idaho ITO

Television

Hollywood production.

Washington, June 13.— The House

Ways and Means

Involved were eight actions brought Federal excise tax
against the estate of the late Claude other films and photographic equipment used in the motion picture indus{Continued

_

Stalls

in

by

settlement or entry of judgments for
the_ various distributors.
Sargoy &
Stein, attorneys, announced.

tive"

Rain

the

on page 6)

Buildup
Effective: Disney
'Alice'

in

Utah has been terminated,

—

"Jim Thorpe All American," "A Streetcar Named Desire,"
"S trangers on A Train" and "Captain Horatio HornUower"—
are all reviewed in this issue of Motion Picture Daily.
Reviews appear on page 3.

At the same time, the committee
also gave final approval to its decision
to increase the rate on film still subject to the tax from 15 per cent to
{Continued on page 6)

Johnston

May

Defer

Decision to Return
Despite earlier indications
that Eric Johnston would decide late this month on a date
for terminating his work as
Economic Stabilization Administrator and return to
the Motion Picture Association of America, it is regarded as likely now that he
will defer making the decision until late summer or
early fall, it was learned yesterday.
His leave of absence from
is for nine months, to
the end of October, but could
be extended.

MPAA

Thursday, June

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention
AM

VV

Marc

gross sales of
for the quarter
ending April 28, 1951.
Gross sales reported by
Universal for the quarter
ending Jan. 27, 1951 totaled
$12,723,150, making a total of
$28,500,656 for the first half

international presi-

Wolf,

J.

Wil-

executive director,
tonight for the
present
be
to
due
are
Baltimore Tent
official kick-off of the

liam

McCraw,

"Child

fund._

Need,"

in

Wolf

will

and

Col.

arrive from Indianapolis
McCraw from Dallas.

of the company's current
cal year.

fis-

•

United

director

Leon Leonidoff, musical

Roy Rogers will make his debut in
television production next month when
he and Dale Evans will start six half-

and his
of the Radio City Music Hall,
wife will arrive here from Europe hour
today aboard the S.S. Liberie.
chief of the
of Amercelebrate
ica's foreign department, will

John

G.

McCarthy,

Motion Picture Association

lic

•

Joseph Hazen, associate with Hal
Wallis in Hal Wallis Productions,
York.

of

Communications Commission. The
was announced here yes- vote was unanimous, indicating
a Hotel Warwick luncheon prompt confirmation by the full

films, it

expired

May

27, is

now working on

New Hope

M-G-M's

field

ex-

<

speak to-

make

Heads Unit
Of Freedom Crusade

ing the distribution of radio sets to
_

Europeans as a means of combatting
Soviet propaganda efforts. Prenosil
will direct the Crusade campaign in
and
industry
picture
motion
the
among banks on the national level.

Skouras Stand

to Coast

closing deals for Souvaine's release of
their product, MacMillen said.
Due to leave here June 19 for the
filming "Robin Hood,' Coast, MacMillen said he will also
is
a personal appearance to- confer there with two television con-

rumors
000,000

Pathe

that
anti-trust

Industries'
suit against.

$15,-

RKO

established that suspension of the unit
means also that Samuelson has been
dropped from the Allied States board.

date has been set for a meeting
board.
organization's
local
the
Samuelson, a past president of national
Allied, has been with the organization

No

of

since

its

inception.

Eady Plan Discussed
At MPEA Meet Here

Theatres and Loew's

may

be settled

there
out of court, MacMillen
was not, and added: "You can quote
me as saying categorically that we
intend to prosecute the action to the
said

MPEA

—

MPEA

_

RKO

don on July 26 and

will

make

its

process all Souvaine's product at its
U.S. bow early in August at the
laboratories here.
comdeclined
Criterion here. Disney
ment on reports that the Criterion had
obtained the film by paying a $100,000
advance, and that the Mayfair, its
(Continued from page 1)
competitor, would book in Lou Bunin's
British-made version of the classic Christensen, treasurer; Art Jolley,
children's story.
Utah trustee; and Hilmer George

Utah, Idaho ITO

Idaho

trustee.

Harry Brandt yesterday confirmed Harry Gordon

dustry circles believe the effect of the
will
be to virtually
guilds' action
nullify the effect of the salary reduction plan so far as talent is conStudio executive's, of course,
cerned.
are not affected by the action of the

that he is negotiating
show
to
Selective
Souvaine

reports

with

Lou

"Alice in Wonderland" but
said that no deal had been signed and
that consequently no date had yet
been set.

Bunin's

I

and holidays,

cerns that have expressed interest in
purchasing the Eagle Lion Studio. He
declined to identify the concerns.
Asked if there was any truth to

had "no comment to make" pending a
meeting of the Eastern Pennsylvania
Allied board. Meanwhile, it has been

'

up with the Screen Writers Guild
and the Screen Producers Guild.
Although the guilds' advice to members do not constitute a binding inand although the guilds
struction,
have not gone to the company management directly on the matter, in-

Trathen,
of Boise,

Gillette,

Christensen,

More Films
Answer: N.

the
Allied

Is
J,

Following a regular membership
meeting here, Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey yesterday took the
position that the industry would stand
to recover from its present dip in
box-office receipts if the distributors
would "get off the shelf" the product

George were named direc- they have in reserve.
Wilbur Snaper, New Jersey Allied
The firm of Cooper & Crowe

Jolley and
tors.

was retained

as "executive secretary"

president, said the organization's

mem-

that one cause
with the expectations that they will bers are in agreement

out a public relations program
for independent exhibitors

work

Terry Ramsaye
Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane Editor;
Rockefeller^ CeMer New York
by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270-Sixth Avenue

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Ques-

The Eady plan for underwriting
British film production with revenue
from increased admission taxes in that
country was discussed at a meeting
here yesterday of the Motion Picture
Export Association. Attended by the
fullest extent." The action was brought
film companies' foreign managers, the
Claswhen Pathe owned Eagle Lion
meeting was presided over by John
sics, the charge being that the defenvice-president.
G. McCarthy,
dants conspired to exclude indepen"It was just discussion no decisions
dently-made product from the New and no conclusions resulted," a
York market.
spokesman said following the meetWhen asked if Robert R. Young, ing. It has been reported that the
television could offer.
Pathe Industries' principal stockhold- companies may use their further parDisney said "Robin Hood," a live
,has in effect taken an interest in ticipation in the Plan as a bargaining
er
feature, should be ready for release
in consequence of MacMil- factor in the coming negotiations of a
Souvaine
early in 1952. He is working on "Peter
len's appointment as board chairman, new
with
agreement
remittance
feature.
Pan" as his next cartoon
replied in the negative. Britain.
Pictures, MacMillen
"Alice," released by
He added, however, that it was poswill have its world premiere in LonPathe will
sible he would later on.

(Continued from page 1)

guilds.

—

_

for June.

MacMillen

Dimitri Tiomkin, film composer, is night on James Melton's video show
the
due here today from Hollywood for a and a 10-minute short dealing with
production of "Alice" will be shown.
three-week visit.
•
The picture's biggest break on TV
Noel Meadow, publicist, has re- was last Christmas when Coca-Cola
turned here from Washington and put on an hour-long filmed show built
around the picture.
Philadelphia.
Except to say it seemed 'very
Disney professed ignorance
busy,"
about the activities of Hurrell Productions, a Disney subsidiary set up to
produce films for television. He said
Stanley W. Prenosil, former assis- it was a straight commercial propositant executive director of Theatre tion in which the studio facilities were
Owners of America, has joined the used. Disney was also reticent about
Crusade for Freedom organization selling old product to television, but
which, under the chairmanship of Gen. pointed out that his shorts are regularLucius D. Clay, is engaged in financ- ly re-issued and bring in more than

Prenosil

13.

•

(Continued from page 1)

will

June

tioned today about the suspension of
Pennsylvania Allied from the
"He Ran All the Way," United Eastern
national Allied for non-payment of
Garfield
starring
John
Artists release
dues, Sidney Samuelson, president and
and Shelley Winters, has been selected
general manager of the regional unit,
by Argosy, as "picture of the month"

and Jane Russell.

where he

Philadelphia,

Senate.

A lice' TV Buildup

Newburg,

•

Sundays

Drop Samuelson from
Nat'l. Allied Board

(Continued from page 1)

hibitor relations staff, will
day at the Lion's Club,

N. Y.

a seven-year term on the Federal

a free-lance basis. His next production
assignment will start at Paramount
Aug. 1 in a Technicolor film with Bob

•

M. N. Wolf,

ate Interstate Commerce Committee today recommended favorably
President Truman's nomination of
Wayne Coy for reappointment to

terday at
given for the various Rogers' licensees.
He expects to complete more than 30
by the end of the year.
Rogers, whose contract with Repub-

a birthday on Saturday.

has arrived on the Coast from

Washington, June 13.—The Sen-

Rogers to Produce
Video Film Series

manager, will be married in Queens
her home Saturday to Norman

at

Jacobs.

to a healthier box-office and
a brighter future for the industry. This product is entitled to and must receive the
100 per cent backing of every
theatre operator."

•

secretary to Al
Artists publicity

Smith,

Muriel
Tamarin,

for

Illinois Allied, for repeal of the three
per cent city amusement tax is makIn a letter to
ing some headway.
Kirtsch today relocal exhibitors,
vealed that his request for appeal
made to Mayor Kennelly last week
has been referred by the mayor to the.
finance committee of the City CounKirsch
cil for study and consideration.
goes on in his letter to urge exhibitors
to impress upon their aldermen the
vital necessity to the film industry
for repeal of the tax.

$15,777,506

dent of Variety Clubs, and Col.

A plea
Boston, June 13.
"absolute unity and cooperation" in exhibitor ranks
was sounded today by SamPinanski, president of
uel
Theatre Owners of America,
who warned that such unity
mandatory for what he
is
called "the transitory period"
of the industry today.
He added, "Happily for us,
there appears on the horizon
a measure of top quality
product which gives promise

—

Chicago, June 13. The campaign
launched by Jack Kirsch, president of

consolidated

•

Pinanski Sounds Call
For Exhibitor Unity

—

Washington, June 13.—Universal Pictures and its subsidiaries today reported to
the Securities and Exchange
Commission total world-wide

M. PIZOR, Lippert
7 ILL!
Production vice-president, has
returned here from the Coast.

tt
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Motion Picture Daily Fea ture Reviews
"Jim Thorpe

—All

American"

"Strangers on a Train"
(Warner Bros.)

(Warner Bros.)

THE

(and the inferential rejuvenation) of one of America's
and
all-time great athletes is recounted in down-to-earth dramatic terms in
this fine film biography of Jim Thorpe of the Carlisle Indians.
Beginning with Thorpe's boyhood on an Oklahoma Indian reservation, the
Everett Freeman production establishes early the boy's love of outdoor play
and dislike of disciplined routine, as exemplified by the school room, as traits
which ultimately contribute to his undoing. As played by Burt Lancaster, it
was the things Thorpe liked, the things which came easy to him, that gained
and held his interest and in which he excelled. Others eluded him.
He went to the Indian college not so much in pursuit of an education as to
make good a promise to his father. His introduction to athletics was less a
desire to compete than boyish exuberance and to win the approval of Phyllis
Thaxter, as a student with whom he fell in love. Ultimately his ambition
centered on becoming an athletic coach. When his first opportunity to realize
it was lost to a rival, he was bitter, attributing his failure to the fact that he
t
was an Indian.
Subsequently, when all the honors he had won at the Stockholm Olympic
Games had been taken from him by the Amateur Athletic association following
the discovery that he had played baseball during a vacation period for pay,
he became a "pro" in earnest, playing with the just beginning professional
football teams and in major league baseball.
Married to Miss Thaxter, he devotes much of his time to training their
son to become an athlete. When the boy is taken sick and dies, Lancaster
takes to drink and both his marriage and professional career are ruined.
Always in the background is Charles Bickford as "Pop" Warner, coach of
the Carlisle Indians, whose standing offer of a job as his assistant is spurned
by Lancaster out of false pride. As Warner's guest at the 1932 Olympics in
Los Angeles, however, he regains his perspective and begins the work of
guiding underprivileged children.
The performances are excellent throughout and the direction by Michael
Curtiz brings out some finely etched characterizations and gives dramatic
cohesion and sustained interest to the many-faceted story of Jim Thorpe.
Shots of Olympic Games, intercollegiate track meets, football and baseball
games add a background flavor that will be relished by sports enthusiasts,' old
and young. It is an excellent attraction for family groups.
Douglas Morrow and Everett Freeman did the screen play, with additional
dialogue by Frank Davis, from a screen story by Douglas Morrow and Vincent X. Flaherty, based on the biography by Russell J. Birdwell, in collaboration with Thorpe. The latter acted as technical advisor for the production.
Fine supporting contributions are made by Jimmy Moss as the Thorpe's son;
Nestor Paiva, as Thorpe's father Steve Cochran, as captain of the Carlisle
Indians' football team; Jack Big Head, Suni Warcloud and Al Mejia, as classmates of Thorpe's.
Running time, 107 minutes. General classification. Release date, Sept. 1.
rise

fall

;

A LFRED HITCHCOCK
lA "Strangers on a Train"

back, and his well-known stride is with him.
the best picture he's made in some time.
"Hitch's" propensity for dangling tantalizing suspense and introducing surprise switches is on full-scale display in this ingenious story of a pyschopathic
killer who almost gets away with murder, but never quite.
It is to the
director's credit that he takes a fantastic piece of fiction and so develops it
that it becomes logical and believable, and constantly exciting.
The strangers who meet on a Washington-to-New York train are Farley
Granger, tennis player, and Robert Walker. It appears Walker knows a
great deal about Granger how he intends marrying Ruth Roman, daughter
of Leo G. Carroll, a United States senator, provided Granger's faithless
wife, Laura Elliott, goes through with an agreed-upon divorce.
Walker insidiously suggests a murder pact whereby he would eliminate
Miss Elliott if Granger will return the courtesy applied to Walker's father.
The fine point, as Walker sees it, is that neither potential killer could fall
under suspicion for bumping off a person with whom he has no connection.
The diabolics of his neat scheme are centered around the outcome Granger
can proceed with his marriage to Miss Roman Walker no longer will be
hampered by a father who is determined to put an end to a son's unnatural
bent for such peculiar thrills like blowing up the White House. Granger
thinks Walker is kidding, then tries to avoid him without success.
Miss Elliott renegs on the divorce plan, thereby placing Granger in a
rage and a predicament. Walker, who pretty quickly becomes Granger's
stalking nemesis, accelerates the situation by strangling Miss Elliott and
thereafter hounds Granger to proceed with his end of a bargain which had
been sealed only in Walker's twisted mind. Meanwhile, Granger who is a
pretty careless bird throughout the story, eventually finds himself in a spot
because Walker has his lighter and intends planting it at the scene of the
crime when Granger refuses to complete the two-way murder cycle.
The film rushes to an exciting climax in an amusement park where a
tingling fight engages the two on a carousel running wild. Walker, mortally
injured, refuses to clear Granger who is saved when the incriminating lighter
shows up in the dying man's unclenched hand.
Hitchcock's knowing direction extracts exciting values from the situations
at hand and is clearly reflected in the calibre of the performances. Walker
is, perhaps, at an all-time best in a sadistic and savage role and, in many
respects, stands out and away from the others in the cast. All the principals are good, with a special nod to Patricia Hitchcock.
"Strangers on a Train" is based on a novel by Patricia Highsmith, adapted
by Whitfield Cook and a screenplay by Raymond Chandler, who knows a
thing or two himself about suspense, and Czenzi Ormonde.
Running time, 101 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
is

is

—

:

;

June

Red Kann

1951.

30,

Sherwin Kane

"Captain Horatio Hornblower"

"A Streetcar Named Desire"
(Charles K, Feldman— Warner Bros.)

(Warner Bros.)

HP HE

Tennessee Williams' play which a few seasons ago won the Pulitzer
Prize for drama and the New York Drama Critics' award has been produced for the screen by Charles K. Feldman, retaining all of the strong dramatic elements of the original. It is a gripping but not a pretty story, depending for most of its impact on the placement of Marlon Brando's animalistic
Stanley Kowalski in close confines with the refined but neurotic Blanche
Dubois of Vivien Leigh.
It is expertly directed by Elia Kazan and adapted by Oscar Saul from a
Tennessee Williams' screen play based on the original. In such hands the
story is presented for the screen with scarcely noticeable dilution from the
form in which it appeared on the Broadway stage in its two-year run. The
more sordid details have been glossed over in deference to the wider audience
of the motion picture but the basic drama of the disintegration of a sensitive
woman under emotional stress and in depressing surroundings remains.
Miss Leigh, as the daughter of decadent Southern aristocrats reduced to
poverty, is dismissed as a small town school teacher when her romantic promiscuity becomes public scandal. Her disturbed emotional state stems not only
from the insecurity of the devastated family fortunes but also from an early
romance and marriage which ended in the suicide of her youthful husband.
She takes up residence in a dingy, basement apartment in the French
Quarter of New Orleans, the home of her sister, played by Kim Hunter, and
the latter's husband, played by Brando. Miss Leigh's disdain for the uncouth
Brando leads to antagonism between the two. When she essays a romance
with Karl Maiden, as a friend of Brando's, the latter confronts her with her
unsavory past, which he has discovered, and informs Maiden of her home
town reputation. The latter denounces her and ends their romance.
Brando returns from the maternity hospital where he has taken his wife for
delivery and attacks his sister-in-law on his return to the apartment. Her
mind gives way and arrangements are made to place her in a mental institution.
Before she is taken away she tells her sister of her experience and the
latter, taking her child with her, leaves her husband.
Kazan's direction creates and maintains the atmosphere of brooding tragedy
so essential to the story. The splendid characterizations of the principals are
well aided by the supporting cast, particularly Rudy Bond and Nick Dennis,
as friends of Brando's
Peg Hillias, as a neighbor Richard Garrick and Ann
Dere, as doctor and matron, and Wright King, as a newsdealer's collector.
Running time, 125 minutes.
Adult audience classification.
Release, in
;

September.

;

c jr

A COSTUME

piece dealing with the invincible exploits

of

the

English

Navy during the Napoleonic Wars illustrated by the dauntless Gregory
Peck who plays the title role.
Warner produced this Technicolor sea story in Britain with the aid of

frigates,

bellowing

sail,

salty

atmosphere and heroics

strictly

from the story

The combination results in entertainment which spells movies and
escapism from bow to stern and clear up to the top of the mizzenmast.
The opening finds a saturnine and stickler-for-duty Peck in command of
book.

an English ship proceeding under secret orders up the west coast of South
America. Food is short, water is shorter and tempers shortest of all. Eventually, Peck completes his mission by delivering the implements of war
designed to seal a pact between a local rebel who has broken away from
Spain to join England in an alliance designed to drive the Spaniards out of
Central America.
It develops shortly thereafter that Spain has thrown in lots with England
which puts Peck on a spot with a captured Spanish ship-of-the-line already
turned over to Mango. But in a running fight, he sinks it. Shortly thereafter he finds Virginia Mayo, sister of the Duke of Wellington, is to be a
passenger on the return trip to England. It's a long voyage home and much
happens including— of course love on the high seas. But Peck is married
and Miss Mayo is pledged to a disagreeable admiral.
Once home, the war continues. Peck continues to make his own judgments which always work out and put him in a position of practically winning the sea war against Napoleon single-handed. Miss Mayo's husband is
killed in action and the eventual path leading to Peck's side cleared.
There is more incident than a boil-down can accommodate, but these are
the highlights of a long and rambling tale of the derring-do, the gallantry
and the nobility which are among the standard ingredients of the romantic
novel with an historical base, such as this one by C. S. Forester.
The attraction is overlength and anti-climactic. Yet, it is a big-scale, splashy
show with important production and star values which the exhibitor will
recognize along with his public.
The author of the novel prepared the adaptation from which Ivan Goff,
Ben Roberts and Aeneas MacKenzie wrote the screenplay. Raoul Walsh
directed along the lines indicated by the material. Guy Green, responsible
for the photography, manages his end expertly and effectively.
Running time, 117 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

—

August

11,
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BURT LANCASTER
STEVE

B1CKF0RD

C0CHRAN

PHYLLIS THAXTER
PRODUCED BV

MICHAEL CURTIZ- Everett freeman
Screen Play by Douglas Morrow and Everett Freeman
Music or Ma« Steiner

-

Jim Thorpe. Technical Advisor

THE PULITZER PRIZE AND CRITICS AWARD PLAY

1. Streetcar Warned
PRODUCED BY
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STARRNG

ir

CHARLES
KAZAN
PRODUCTION
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FELDMAN

MARLON

LEI6H- BRANDO
DISTRIBUTED BY

ELIA KAZAN

WARNER BROS. PICTURES

Screen Play by
Based ep«" the

Original Play

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

"A Streetcar Named Desire." by TEN NESSEE WILLIAMS

As Presented on the Stage by Irene-Mayer SelmlcK

COLOR BY
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;
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of spreading revenues too thin and is reducing
the public's range of selectivity too drastically for box-office welfare.

the

Hughes

Review

20th Meet
effect

He said, "If patrons feel they are
not getting an opportunity to see good
motion pictures at their convenience,
we should make every effort to corThe reference
rect this situation."
was to the fact of steady complaints
by theatregoers, particularly in the

1951

Suit

(Continued from page

No Questions Asked
melodramatic
THE FAMILIAR
"No Questions Asked," making

14,

1)

Code Seal had been withdrawn from
the picture nearly a year before.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

ingredients have been given a clever blendproduction
it superior to its modest
ing in
kept he
has
who
Kress
F
Harold
director
values. Credit probably goes to
The film should keep the
action fluid and suspense mounting cumulatively.
customers satisfied, especially in neighborhood situations.
determined to
Barrv Sullivan plays the lead as an ambitious young man
his prospective
give
enough
to
bountiful
income
his
make
go to ien°-ths to
In time he graduates
bride Arlene Dahl, the things she would like to have.
into a well-paid underwor d
company
insurance
an
with
job
modest
'his
from

When

the

suit

was

in

filed

New

1946, Hughes also sent his
resignation to the Association.
few days later a scheduled
board meeting to consider the expul-

York

in

A

MPAA

Hughes was cancelled and adjourned to U. S. District Court where
Judge Vincent L. Leibell granted a
temporary injunction to the producer
sion of

the Association from inSince Sullivan's activities are actua y restraining
recovers stolen loot.
of
distribution
the
with
terfering
especially
around,
run
given quite a
fegal, police inspector George Murphy is
accessories, pendadvertising
or
prints
Los Angeles area where simultaneous after' an epidemic of robberies occurs.
ing a new hearing.
runs are at an all-time peak, and
Scriptwriter Sidney Sheldon has Sullivan earning a fortune but it all
In answering Hughes' charges, the
where the choice of attractions is proves futile in the end. Not only is his girl a worthless schemer, but he
issued a general denial and
picsame
the
when
police.
the
limited
and
underworld
hopelessly
himself becomes the prey of both the
that inasmuch as Hughes
contended
houses
more
ture is playing in six or
In the course of Sullivan's adventures he is thrown into contact with an was a member of the
when
at the same time.
assortment of characters who provide some effective vignettes. The climax "The Outlaw" was advertised, and
sees Sullivan about to be eliminated by the underworld when the police make sworn to uphold its codes and regu'David' Bows
their in-the-nick-of-time entrance. Jean Hagen appears intermittently as the lations, Hughes was barred from filLichtman announced that "David girl who really loves and waits for Sullivan. Nicholas Nayfack produced.
ing suit. Hughes was charged by the
and Bathsheba," a Darryl F. Zanuck
Running time, 81 minutes. General audience classification. For June release.
with six violations of the code
production, will be premiered in eight
Mandel Herbstman
with respect to "The Outlaw" promoexploitation
special
with
a
cities,
key
tions, the fundamental charge being
crew assigned to each in order to
that indecency marked the advertiscapitalize on the $1,250,000 promoingCharles
by
up
tional campaign set
(Continued from page 1)
Hughes' action charged restraint of
Einfeld, vice-president in charge of
trade, alleging that affiliated theatres
advertising, publicity and promotion.
Hawk
the
Claude
Hawk
Corp.
C.
and
Washington, June 13. The Na- settled
would not book his picture without a
The general release will follow when
by paying in full the amount
today
Authority
The
Production
Production Code Seal.
tional
established that the publicity
is
it
claimed by the distributor plaintiffs
Hughes subsethe allegation.
eight theatre construction apdenied
granted
has
openings
city
generated by key
and by the entry of judgments agquently agreed to deletions in "The
peals and denied 14 others. Of the_22
attained a maximum national penegregating $10t629 against the Hawk
Outlaw" and also to revision of his
cases acted on 16 involved drive-ins.
tration.
percentage
actions
estate
and
the
for four new drive-ins
advertising material for. the picture,
Applications
convention's
the
Einfeld devoted
distributors against
granted, brought by seven
reinstated its
were
remodeling
whereupon the
one
and
morning session to outlining the adSamuel L. Gillette and Associated
seal and approved the new adver11 drive-in applications were
code
while
Be"Decision
for
campaign
vertising
Amusement Co. settled, by payment
tising submitted to it.
turned down.
fore Dawn," which will be premiered
of claims for the six-year period prior
In the meantime, the picture had
Also approved was a $174,000 boys^ to the commencement of the actions.
in Los Angeles about Labor Day.
played by several affiliated thebeen
Boys'
Variety
the
by
proposed
vice-president,
club
Zanuck, production
although it is said to have atatres,
will address the convention tomorrow. Club of Houston.
tained its largest number of bookings
Deafter the code seal was issued.
(Continued from page 1)
spite the issuance of the seal, Hughes
meeting with regard to a budget for maintained the suit on the New York
the jubilee, but it was understood that court docket until a few days ago.
tentative plans call for financing on
continued its membership in
the national level by the producers
after Hughes acquired control
exhibitors of the company from Atlas Corp.
while
and
distributors,

o-o-between

who

MPAA

MPAA

MPAA

NPA

_

Grants Eight Percentage Actions
Appeals, Denies 14

—

MPAA

_

MPAA

;

Study Jubilee

RKO

Trancis
"Dust

MPAA

sez...

off

those extra

ushers, fellers. You'll

need plenty

of help

handle the crowds
when you play my
to

new

picture."

would meet

local costs.

decision to continue study was
arrived at after Ned E. Depinet, presiand Arthur L.
dent of
Mayer, executive vice president, had
presented a plan for the jubilee.
meeting
were
Those
attending
the
Branson,
McCormick,
Walter
Depinet,
Leon Bamberger, Henderson Richey. William F. Rodgers, Charles M. Reagan, Howard Dietz, Silas F. Seadler, Nate Spingold,
Art Schmidt, Abe Montague, Mort Blumen
stock, Bernard Goodman, Ben Kalmenson,
John J. O'Connor, Al Daff, David Lipton,
Herbert Yates, Jr., Max Goldstein, William
Heineman. Austin Keough, Ted O'Shea, Sid
Blumenstock, Robert Rubin, Arthur L,
Mayer, Robert W. Coyne, Charles E. McCarthy and Al Corwin.

The

Raw

COMPO,

Outpost' Opens June 21

Stock Tax

(Continued from page 1)
20 per cent and to cut the rate on
equipment from 25 per cent to 20 per
cent.

The tax exemption would apply to
any film or equipment which figures
as a business cost item. This would
cover practically all studio and other
industry uses. It means an annual
revenue loss to the treasury of about
_

$23,000,000.

DeNeve Buys
New

Orleans,

The-

12.

Inc.,

James DeNeve.

10 h rs.
15

in.

AMERICAN
>b

LOSANGELES
THE

FRANCES GOES TO THE RACES
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Lv.

— Para-

has sold its
drive-in theatre, in Jackson, Miss., to

"The Last Outpost," a Paramount mount Gulf Theatres,
release, will open at the Palace
atre here June 21.

Drive-in

June

MERCURY- NEW DC-6B
Midnight EDT—Ar.

SERVICE

7:15 a.m.

PDT
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TVA
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Contests

Control

In the East
Enters NLRB Election
Scheduled for Sept. 15
Television Authority will challenge the entire motion picture jurisdiction of Screen Actors Guild in
a National Labor Relations Board
representation election for actors and
extra players employed by 10 New
film producers, it was reported
yesterday. The election will take place
by mail between Sept. 15 and Oct. 15.

York

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, JUNE

15,

has had contracts with the
which includes March of Time,
Pathescope, Audio Productions, Transfilm and Sound Masters, since 1937,
but George Heller, TVA head, has

NLRB

that his union
indicated to the
will go on the ballot and seek to take
responsibility for the film
from
field insofar as the 10 studios are con-

SAG

Air Force Studies Hollywood Facilities
For Making $3,000,000 of Training Films
Hollywood, June 14.—The U.S. Air Force Pictorial Service will
decide in late July whether to buy or build a Hollywood studio
to handle the production of $3,000,000 worth of training films, or
to rely on facilities commercially available, Col. Brook Allen, here
to confer with industry figures in meetings arranged by the
Motion Picture Industry Council as a branch of the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations, told the press today in clarifying
an accumulation of rumors.
Col. Allen confirmed that AFPS has inspected four principal rental studios on the invitations of their owners but he said that did
not indicate any intention in acquire its own plant. Upwards of
50 training films already are in production on straight commercial
contracts, Col. Allen said, and the whole program may be handled
in this manner if a continuing survey shows that policy to be

Although no major studios are making training films at present,
Col. Allen said all have promised cooperation and doubtless will

Taking

Now

'Caruso' Gross

The

Tops $3,000,000

International

disputes, Abram F. Myers, board
chairman and general counsel of
Allied States, offers the opinion that
nothing in the Supreme Court decree

New 20th Co-op Ad
Policy to Include All

Ist-runs, Others

to

have

grossed

more

Box-

in

its

margin.
Currently, the picture

is

Myers concedes

Avoid RKO
Cashiers' Walkout
to

that

if

and Wright are correct

distributors
in

the view

that the theatre-by-theatre sales provision of the decree prevents the arbitration of runs and clearances, then
he, necessarily, is wrong.
However, he states "I believe that

a distributor acting alone and not in
(Continued on page 4)

UPT

Options Go to

50 Key Employes

ZANUCK HITS ARTY' FILMS
AS DRUG' ON BOX-OFFICE

United Paramount Theatres has alamong 50 key individuals in
its personnel an aggregate of 90,000
stock option warrants in line with an
announcement of last December that
employes would participate in the option plan which gave 125,000' war-

located

rants to five top executives including
Leonard H. Goldenson, president.
The names of the 50 are being kept
secret by the company.
Of the 250,000 options set aside
(Continued on page 4)

in its sixth

(Continued on page 2)

Seek

tion.

TV

than

engagements
160
throughout the country. In 73 holdover situations the total second week
gross is reported to have exceeded
the first stanza take by a comfortable
$3,000,000

Paramount case, including the
provision,
selling
theatre-by-theatre
prohibits the arbitration of runs and
clearances.
Myers' views, contained in a statement published in the current issue
conflict
of Motion Picture Herald,
with those expressed by many distribuL.
attorneys and by Robert
tion
Wright, former Assistant Attorney
General, as set forth in a recent article
in the Arbitration Journal, published
by the American Arbitration Associain the

:

—

Los Angeles, June 14. Twentieth
Century-Fox will offer cooperative

_

mated

his firmest stand to date

in favor of arbitration of industry

advertising to every first-run theatre
in the United States, regardless of
ing Club, the fight's promoter, is as the size of the city or town, and to
interested on the effect of a home all first subsequent-run theatres in
television blackout on the local at- cases where exhibitors will get totendance as it is in measuring the po- gether in a joint effort, the company
announced today after delegates to
box-office.
tential theatre
IBC
had 20,000 unreserved the sales convention here at National
The
As M-G-M's "The Great Caruso" tickets on sale for the Polo Grounds Theatres' headquarters voted unanicontinued its extended run at Radio
and, with a low price of $2.50, hoped mously for the innovation.
City Music Hall here, where the
Cooperative advertising will be in
to tap the audience which normally
fifth week gross of $141,000 topped
regular
exhibitor's
addition
to the
a
visited
or
home
have
stayed
would
the fourth week, the picture is esti(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 4)
results here.

TEN CENTS

On Runs and Damages

IBC Shifts Fight Indoors,
On Theatre Screens Tonight

out-of-town theatres, the shift indoors
may have an important bearing on the

(Continued on page 4)

Impartial

Disputes Wright's Views

be included in the over-all project.

Rain again postponed the LouisAccording to SAG, the major por- Savold fight but the nine theatres
tions of the motion picture output of scheduled to participate in an exclusevent
of
the
telecast
theatre
the companies is for uses other than in ive
television. SAG's position is that "film should have it on their screens tobeing moved inis indivisible" and that the same union night as the bout is
which bargains with employers for doors to Madison Square Garden
players in theatrical films also should from the open-air Polo Grounds.
While the move may not have an
bargain for the same performers in
television films. The NLRB recently appreciable effect on the test at the

and

yers Urges
Arbitration
Plan for All

preferable.

cerned.

Concise

1951

SAG

10,

Accurate

Los Angeles, June 14.— Darryl F.
Zanuck, 20th Century- Fox vice-president in charge of production, struck
out

at

"static

and arty" pictures as

"drugs on the exhibition market," and
an "accent on movement"
proclaimed
Commissioner L. A. Stone of the
governing his studio's
policy
the
as
Conciliation
and
Mediation
Federal
an address before the
in
undertakings,
Service will meet here Monday with
20th-Fox convention this afternoon.
representatives of IATSE and
He said, "The American people will
Theatres to attempt to work out a
motion pictures again when
patronize
settlement of the wage dispute which
have the
start to move.
pictures
in
20
climax
June
to
threatened
has
top or
own
our
make
to
ammunition
cashiers
office
a strike by the 80 box
bottom at the box-office, depending on
(Continued on page 4)

RKO

We

how we make our
bute them."
Zanuck asserted

pictures and distrithat

the

subject

is
more important than star
names under today's' conditions, and

matter

that he casts his pictures to get performance quality rather than personalities.

He

pointed out that only in picture
and in no other medium, can
people see entertainment in color,
scope, sweep and magnitude they demand for complete satisfaction in entertainment.
,

theatres,

Lightman Sees Room
For Both TV & Films
— "Television
Memphis, June
14.

and movies will learn to live together
just as radio and movies learned some
years ago," M. A. Lightman, Sr.,
president of Malco Theatres, declared
in an address before the Tennessee
Theatre Owners Association's convention today at the Variety Club.
The one-day convention reelected
(Continued on page 4)
t
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NEWS
in Brief

Personal Mention
.

-

.

—

The second
Chicago, June 14.
luncheon of Illinois Allied's publicity and promotion committee with
the

local

was held today.

press

In

attendance along with the committee
were Jack Kirsch, unit president;
film critics Sam Lesner of the Daily
Nezvs, Ann Nangle (Mae Tinee) of
the Tribune, and Elinor Keene (Doris
Arden) of the Sim-Times, William
Carroll of the Herald- American, and
Charles Rehfeld of the Daily News;
and publicist Ed Seguim of Balaban
and Katz Theatres. General advertising, public relations, and other problems of the. industry were discussed.
•

Stanley Kramer's "Cyrano de Bergerac" has been booked by United ArThe
circuit.
the
into
tists
picture, which recently finished roadshowing, will open July 4 at the
Albee in Brooklyn, with engagements
metropolitan houses and
in 32
20 of the circuit's theatres elsewhere

RKO

RKO

RKO

to follow.

A double-page picture story spread
of United Artists' "Fabiola," will appear in this week's local and national
editions of the N. Y. Sunday Nezvs.
The story, set by Charles Handel of
UA's

advertising-publicity-exploitation

department, follows a similar full-page
layout serviced to all subscribers of

CHARLES SMAKWITZ,
in

Warner

Theatres Albany, zone manager,
New York from Albany.

is

•

Maurice Bessy,

editor of France's

Cinemondc and Lc Film Francaise,
who returned here from the Coast
yesterday, will be honor guest
dinner to be given today by John G.
McCarthy, B. Bernard Kreisler
Bessy
officials.
and other
will depart for Paris tomorrow.
•
a

at

MPAA

director
of
advertising,
publicity, and exploitation, will return
here today from a two-week trip to the
Coast.

(

Continued from page

1

tional

•

Arthur Kerman,

president of Gov-

ernor Television Attractions, Inc., and
the son of Moe Kerman, president of
Favorite Films, will be married to

Anita

Goldstein on Sunday at
Temple B'Nai Sholom, Rockville Center.

Gottlieb,, newly-appointed MG-M district manager for the Metropolitan New York territory, will arrive here Monday from Pittsburgh.
Ralph Pielow, formerly of the New
York branch, will arrive in Pittshis

1951

20th on Ads

JERRY PICKMAN, Paramount's na-

9

Saal

burgh from here to take over
ties as branch manager there.

15,

Walt Disney and his family, Ray
Bolger and his wife, General David
Sarno ff, accompanied by his family,
and C. McGivern, director of television for BBC, will sail today from
du- here for Europe aboard the S-S".
Queen Mary.
i

advertising;

which he

will be required

The
to maintain without reduction.
results obtained with cooperative advertising for "I'd Climb the Highest
Mountain," "Follow The Sun" and
"You're In The Navy Now" were
credited for the company's decision.
A big schedule of trade paper advertising will be used to supply exhibitors with maximum information in
preparation for enlarged campaigns,
it was
announced.
Joseph M. Schenck, 20th-Fox production executive, told the meeting
that production and distribution energies must be expended to the fullest
extent to keep the country's theatres
operating under present conditions,
and said the company is well equipped
in manpower and skills to meet any

•
m
situation that may develop.
Joe Angusani, assistant advertisowner of the
Schoonmaker,
Bert
"No matter how tough times being production manager at 20th CenWorld Theatre, Toledo, and the Ly- come, we will stay in business under
tury-Fox, and Mrs. Angusani anric, in Delta, was host to all Clevethe leadership which we have at 20thnounce the birth of a baby boy, born
land branch managers and salesmen Fox," he declared.
at the Jewish Memorial Hospital here.
in

Wednesday

©

RKO

Radio's
Peter F. Pugliese, of
legal department, was awarded a degree of Doctor of Juridical Science
York University at the
from

New

commencement

exercises this week.

•

Takejiro Ohtani, president
Shochiku

Film

Co.

of

leave here by plane for

of the
Japan, will

summer

his

at

resort

Park Lake, Michigan.
•
L. Simons, assistant to H. M.
Richey, M-G-M exhibitor relations
head, will attend the New Mexico

M.

Festivities Mark
'Fort Worth' Bow

—

Fort Worth, June 14. Weeks
the world premiere

Theatre Owners Association convention in Albuquerque next Tuesday and

Warner

Wednesday.

duction, "Fort

planning for

Brothers'

Technicolor

of
of

pro-

Worth," at the Worth,
Hollywood and Palace theatres here

>

Tokyo tomor-

Emanuel Kandel, vice-president of reached its climax yesterday with a
Film Storage, will be married full day of special activities that drew
Bonded
the Acme service.
Bender on Sunday at the an overflow throng from as far as 45
Harriet
to
director
managing
•
John Nathan,
miles from the city to last night's
The annual boat ride of the Warner of Continental Europe for Paramount, Boliver Hotel here.•
opening.
extended
an
yesterday
for
here
Club will be held June 27 with em- arrived
To take care of overflow crowds,
Rita Kivett of the Motion Picture
ployes and their guests sailing up the visit.
added to the
•
staff will be married to Philip the Majestic Theatre was
Herald
Mountain
Hudson River to Bear
premiere houses, four of which played
Gotham
Hotel
the
Sunday
at
Kaye
on
writerParamount
Wilder,
Billy
aboard the S. S. John A. Meseck.
row.

•

producer-director,

from here

'Head Hunters' Scare
'Em Into Theatre

—

Chicago, June 14. The successful
opening here of "Jungle Head Hunt-

Grand Tuesday midnight,
promoted by a give-away of a "genshrunken human head," was
uine
ers," at the

credited to the out-of-the ordinary
Pictures execuexploitation by
They said the premiere
tives here.
and the bow of "The Thing" here
proves that exploitation pictures, properly backed up with well-thought-out

RKO

campaigns,

still

the box-office.

will bring

money

at

Both had midnight pre-

left

for

the

Coast

to capacity totaling 8,000 patrons, with
thousands of patrons having to be

here.

•

last night.

-

•
George Mann, president of Mann's
Beckett, Loew's Interna- Theatre Service, San Francisco, has
tional manager for Germany, is here been appointed to the citizens' commitfor conferences.
tee of the city's Maritime Museum.

•

•

P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern
manager, returned here yesterday from Albany.

Don Hartman, supervisor of production for Paramount, left here for
the Coast last night.

John

sales

o

Robert Taylor is due here from the
Coast at the weekend en route to Lon-

Robert L. Lippert, head of .Lipuert
Productions, will enter the Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital today for surgery.

don.

Glasser, Schwartz to

Reports

50% Cut

in

mieres and horror-type campaigns.

Fire Hazard Figures
Produce Six Films
—
—A 50 per cent
Boston, June
Bernard
Hollywood, June

MP A Ad

Glasser and Jack Schwartz have announced the formation of a producing
partnership to make six pictures here

14.

14.

Unit Meets

Today on Jubilee
Members

the advertising-publicity committee of the Motion Picture
of

Association of America will meet
here today for further discussion and
planning in connection with the proposed Compo film jubilee campaign.

The group met jointly Wednesday
distribution commitwith the
tee, and both decided to meet again

MPAA

separately to give further consideration to the scope and details of the
campaign tentatively set for the fall.
The distribution group, headed by
Ben Kalmenson, has yet to set a date
for a meeting. The. ad-publicity unit
is headed by S. Barrett McCormick.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

turned away.

Norman

England under Key West Productions banner. First to go before
the cameras will be "Dark Harbor,"
original by Sam Newman and Nat
Touchuk.

and

in

June

14.

—Lessees

of

the Esquire Theatre, downtown first
run 714-seat theatre, have filed a vol-

untary petition

bankruptcy listing
debts of $77,647 and assets of $55,000.
Since Warners gave up the house
Aug. 31, 1948, it has been operated by
independent exhibitors under a 10
year lease.
in

Irving Isaacs, chairman on Industry
Improvement, who reported to the
recent meeting of the Independent
Exhibitors, Inc., which met at the
University Club here for its final

{Continued from page

1)

week

in three theatres, and is beingheld for a fifth week in two other theatres and for its fourth week in seven
theatres.
The company reports that
the film is its top grosser this year.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"

j

MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH:
Dorothy

KIRSTEN
Blanche

Color by

-

NOVOTNA

TECHNICOLOR

An M-G-M
pius Spectacular

Jarmila

THEBOM
Picture

|j

',

!

STAGE PRESENTATION

meeting of the summer.

Ohio House Bankrupt
Cleveland,

cut on the hazards of fires in projection booths is contained in the published statistics of the National Fire
Protective Association, according to

'Caruso' Gross

Isaacs credited the work of his committee in "showing that these hazards
have been grossly exaggerated for
many years," in having the
making its statistical change. Increasing use of acetate stock was cited as
a prime factor in the change and one
which promises eventual lower insurance rates for exhibitors, both here
and elsewhere.

NFPA

"SSStr
Richard

CQNTE

^ Julia ADAMS
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SOMETHING NEW

AND

TERRIFIC-

A complete exhibitor low-budget
pressbook ad campaign on a hightension angle

- designed

for

maximum

ad power on a limited budget.
the $-results with

It's

getting

FOX WEST COAST CIRCUIT

(Great Business!) SALT LAKE CITY (Best

UA

grosses since '47!) PHILADELPHIA

(Tops

in

Mastbaum Theatre World

BOSTON (Metropolitan Theatre

Premiere!)

Best In Years!!

Watch the dates and the dough pour

New

in after

York, Criterion; Cleveland, Palace;

Detroit, Fox; Hartford, Allyn;

Cincinnati, Palace; Buffalo,

Paramount!

HORIZON PICTURES

THE

presents

HEFL1N EVELYN KEYES
-

an S.P eagle PRODUCTION with

Screenplay by

HUGO BUTLER

•

in

PROWLER

JOHN MAXWELL KATHERINE WARREN EMERSON TREACY
from an original story by R08ERT THOEREN and HANS WILHELM

Produced by S. P.

•

EAGLE

•

Directed by

JOSEPH LOSEY

LOOK TO
for your big

UA
money

pix!

Friday, June
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Myers Urges
(Continued from page 1)

own customers
and not

in

bom

fide

in

Myers urged that the industry set
up an "all-embracing" arbitration system, not one which "provides arbitration only for those controversies that
will

Tc e? sion

Inc.,

corporated

to

bar

has been inacquire the

voluntary arbitration," he said.
"Why don't we all stop playing
our cards so close to our vests
and try to find broad solutions
that will find support in all
quarters of the industry?" he

14.

W.

Cannon, city manager of Shea
Theatres here, has been transferred
Bradford,

to

as

Pa.,

Frank King,

there.

resentative,

will

city

manager

circuit field

temporarily

rep-

assume

asked.

management of the Cambridge houses
pending
appointment of a permanent
The Allied leader also disagreed
manager.
with Wright's contention that if treble
damage anti-trust complaints were
submitted to arbitration, distributors
might suffer greater losses than by
(Continued from page 1)
going to court.

UPT

Fees an Issue

"My

impression," Myers said, "is
that the largest outlays in cases that
are settled are for attorneys' fees.
Usually, what the plaintiff wants are
pictures, and when the distributors offer to give him pictures and pay his
attorneys, he will settle."

Skouras

to

Be Host

Hollywood, June

—

business
and journalistic
leaders at a luncheon meeting Monday
at the Ambassador Hotel called to
form a citizens' committee to serve on
the Commission for Commemoration of
the 175th Anniversary of the signing
of the Declaration of Independence.
military,

m
is

Options

originally there now remain 35,000
still to be allocated.
It is planned
to distribute these from time to time
among present employes of the company or its subsidiaries who, in the
judgment of the stock option committee,
"demonstrate capacity for contributing in a substantial measure to
the success of the enterprise." They
may also be used as a means of obtaining the services of individuals
who appear to have such capacity.

14.
Charles P.
Skouras, National Theatres president,
will be host to Los Angeles civic,

Seven-year Period

The

options are for a seven-year
period at a price 95 per cent of the
market value of the company's com-

mon on December

15,

1950.

The

stock at that time stood at around
It closed at a frac$17 per share.
tion over $19 per share yesterday
on the New York Stock Exchange.

IU

Ik

w

London,
television.

June

14.

— Repre-

four trade
met here again
today with Sir Wilfrid Eady,

sentative of
associations

the

Board of Trade and Customs
to continue their disof
proposals
for

officials,

cussion

changes in the government's
new entertainment tax program.
The meeting was inconclusive and another will
be held, probably next week.

TV A
(

Contests

Continued from page

1

upheld the Guild's position in a decision involving hundreds of producers
Theatres Carry Truman
headquartered in Hollywood.
Speech on Screens
TVA, a union formed by some leadWashington ers of live talent unions here, has
President.
Truman's
speech on price control was carried been locked in a jurisdictional struggle
as a public service last night by a with SAG for about two years.
number of theatres equipped with
In order to be eligible to vote in
including
some the election, a person must have had
television,
theatre
houses that had been prepared to two days or more overall employment
screen the. postponed Louis- Savold as an actor or extra player within the
fight.
10 studio multiple-employer unit durAmong the theatres scheduled to ing the nine-month period immediately
pick up the speech were the Para- preceding June 14.
mount here and United Paramount
houses in Chicago, Detroit and Min-

RKO

Keith's in Washington,
Fabian's Fox in Brooklyn, and Shea's
Fulton in Pittsburgh.

neapolis,

Memphis Meet
(Continued from page

1)

the following officers
Jay Solomon,
Chattanooga, president
W. F. Ruffin Jr., Covington, Tenn., vice-president, and Elil Bernstecker secretarytreasurer.
In his address, Lightman said, "television is hurting the industry to some
degree, but not to the wide extent
believed by many." "Most of the difficulty arises from the fact that people
have less money than they once did,"
he added. "The industry is turning
out many fine, pictures, but we need
more," he continued.
Turning to another theme, he asserted that "divorcement of distributor-exhibitor enterprise is one of the
worst things to happen to the industry
in many years." Under recent rulings,
companies which produce films are
not allowed to own theatres, he explained. The result is that the companies have no "showplaces for their
wares, and there is consequently a
lack of stimulation for production of
better movies," Lightman contended.
:

;

RKO

Cashiers

(Continued from page 1)

employed by the circuit's houses in
Greater New York.
Following a long period of negotiation,
Mrs.
Charlotte
Campbell,
president of IATSE Theatre Cashiers Local No. B-52, announced on
June 4 that a walkout would take
place because the company refused
to increase the weekly pay minimum
from $28 to $31 and include in a
new contract a clause providing for
automatic increases.
Scheduled to attend the mediation
meeting are Leslie Thompson,
labor relations director
Joseph Basson, 'IA' international representative,
and Mrs. Campbell and a negotiating committee of cashiers.

RKO

;

Jack P. Valpey, 47
Los Angeles, June

14.

ker Valpey, 47, former

manager, here, died last
a long illness.

—Jack

M-G-M

Paroffice

Sunday

after

Accident Fatal to One

nothing compared to the

Kansas City, Mo., June 14.
Charles D. Crawford was injured and

explosive love scenes bef

Mrs. Mildred Crawford killed in a
motor car accident at Avon Park,
Fla. Tuesday, it was learned here toCrawford recently resigned as
day.
salesman here for Monogram to report for active service in the army
as a lieutenant colonel.

JOHN GARFIELD and
SHELLEY WINTERS

on

fight

TV

Cannon to Bradford
In Shea Transfer
Cambridge,
—Robert
June
O.,

the

ther blunt the rather desultory public
interest in the bout, but home office
executives left here today for various theatres to observe the experiment. In addition to those previously
reoorted, Andrew J. Grainger, Shea
here for
left
circuit
director,
Pittsburgh where the Shea's Fulton
will pick up the telecast.

itself

"There are few controversies

see

to

1

from the lower-priced tickets.
Meanwhile, the theatre originally
planning to carry the fight will ~o
The delay may furahead tonight.

Incorporation papers were
by Schwartz & Frohlich, New York.

now pestering the industry that
cannot be made the subjects of

Continued from page

More Talks Due on
U.K. Theatre Tax

In the Garden, only 3,000 unreserved
seats will be available at the $2.50
price, thus limiting the potential gross

Network

filed

to arbitrate" but

"commend

to Theatre

(

to the televising of
motion pictures, stage plays,
operas, ballets and other
events of public interest to
motion picture theatres, auditor; urns and otner piaces or
public assembly.

Urges Industry

want

14

rights

balanced board."

the distributors
one which also
to exhibitors."

name

of

restraint of
trade, notwithstanding the decree. In
such circumstances, I think he (the
distributor) is entitled to have and to
rely on the word of an impartial or

transactions

—

Movie
Television Co., Inc., which
subsequently filed a change
Albany, June

concert with others, has the right to

choose his

Shifts Fight

To Serve Theatres
With TV Programs

1951

15,

in

INVITATION TO

PREMIERE SHOWING
BERNDT-BACH'S

'Peking' Premiere Set

wm

The

hottest box-office

thrilling, exciting

team of the year

crime

drama

.

.

.

in

1200"

Paramount's latest Hal Wallis pro- 76mm Studio & TV Production Camera
duction, "Peking Express," will have Mr. Walter Bach will personally demonstrate the camera and present a 16mm
its world premiere at the Paramount
sound motion picture describing this suTheatre in San Francisco.
perlative new addition to the cinema-

WAY

ALL THE

NEW AURICON "SUPER

a

tographic art at our showroom.

sizzling,

'Frogmen' Premiere Set

World Premiere

The world premiere

of

20th

Cen-

tury-Fox's "The Frogmen" will be
held at the Roxy Theatre here June

N.Y. Paramount, June 20th.
._J

29.

Thurs.
Fri.

June
June

21, 2 to 5

P.M.

22, 2 to 5 P.M.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 West 52nd

St..

New

York City

MOTION PICTURE

FIRST

DAILY

IN

FILM

NEWS
VOL.

NO.

69.

NEW

117

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, JUNE

Upholds IA'
MPAA Group NLRB
By Declaring

Sets Jubilee Sopeg

Committees
Simonelli Head
Ad, Exploitation Units
Dietz,

Howard

Dietz, Loew's director
of advertising - publicity - exploitation, and Charles Simonelli, East-

National
Labor
Relations
Board has declared invalid the Screen
Office
and
Professional
Employes
Guild contract covering the Loew's
New York exchange, it was reported
at the
weekend by attorneys for
fATSE Motion Picture Home Office
Employes Local No. H-63, which had
attacked the contract in hearings recently before Board officers.
ft is expected that the "IA" local
now will challenge the validity of
SOPEG contracts covering the 20th
Century-Fox,
Pictures, Colum-

fall.

The

committees

are offshoots of
the Motion Picture Association of
America's advertising-publicity committee, of which S. Barrett McCorPictures, was reelected
mick,
chairman for another six months at
the same meeting.
The meeting on Friday of the
ad-publicity committee, called
specially to analyze and discuss aspects of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations idea for an indus-

RKO

NLRB

agreed with H-63 that the union security clause contained in the Loew's
contract
"exceeded the permissible

MPAA

try

named

also
drive,
box-office
(Continued on page 4)

Seeks Compo Action

On

'Negative' Press

Hollywood,

June

17.

— Concerted

action by the industry to obtain the
cooperation of newspaper publishers
practices
correcting journalistic
in
deemed unwarranted by the facts will
be urged upon the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations by Monogram
Allied Artists vice-president Morey
Goldstein on his return to New York
this week, he told a trade press lunch(Continued on page 4)

Mann,

on

Tuesday

by

Ted

of
the
organization,
recently-elected presi-

Stanley Kane,

NCA

counsel, disclosed.

TV

carried Friday's bout are expected to participate and Halpern expressed the hope that
more theatres in other cities
may join in if installations
of equipment are completed
and if coaxial cable time can
be obtained.

Theatre Video Will

Regenerate the
Industry: Skouras
_

MPACounters'High'
Admissions Charge
_

Picture Association on Friday
filed a letter with the Wage Stabilization Board in which it denied an
"implication" raised by union repre-

sentative Norma Aaronson that motion picture admission prices had "sky-

rocketed."

The letter was specifically addressed to the six-man panel which,
on June 6-7, heard testimony about
what should be done along the lines
of

wage

controls in industries which
(Continued on page 4)

executive

Halpern Hails Results;
Hundreds Turned Away

Los Angeles, June

17.

—A

TV

The

exclusive theatre
of the Joe Louis-Lee

cast

fight Friday night was
out in the nine motion picture

heavyweight
a

sell

theatres, scattered in six cities,

formed the

first

—

sponse

whatever,

the

suspicion

growing among them that

may

is

exbe exercising an underlocal

predic-

and regenerate the motion picture industry was made by 20th Century-Fox
president Spyros P. Skouras at the
closing session of the 20th-Fox sales
here at National Theatres'
headquarters on Friday.
His address rang with the call that
"Good showmen never surrender, but
fight continuously on a high level until
their goal is achieved."
Besides reaffirming his faith in theatre TV, he also reaffirmed his view
that production costs can be cut without impairing product quality and that
salaries, highly inflated during war
years, must be reduced.
Skouras said that proper merchan(Continued on page 4)

To Vote on New Tax
Bill Next Thursday
Washington, June
— The House
17.

Friday

introduced the $7,500,000 emergency
standing to refrain from bidding.
tax bill, and the schedule calls for a
Exhibitors deny the charge but also vote Thursday afternoon.
claim that it is irrelevant, since the
The committee was given until
frequently expressed bidding policy Monday night to file its formal report
of the companies in question, accord- on the measure. It goes to the rules
ing to their home office sales execu- committee Tuesday and will reach the
tives, is to employ competitive bidding House floor for debate Wednesday.
hibitors

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

TV

which

network.

of people in WashBaltimore, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Albany and Chicago
had to be turned away, according to reports relayed to Nate
Halpern, Theatre Owners of
America and Fabian TV consultant, who viewed the sixround bout won by Louis in
Washington's RKO Keith The-

Hundreds

atre.

Halpern, in hailing the turnout,
"This is strong evidence that

tion that theatre television will be the
instrumentality that will reestablish

Ways and Means Committee

theatre

ington,

the public will pay to see the

program

they want, whether on TV, films, or
'live' and the enthusiasm of the audience in the theatre will encourage the
(Continued on page 3)

Halpern Heads New
Theatre TV Firm
Theatre Network Television, Inc.,
which recently filed incorporation
papers at Albany, N. Y., is headed by

TV

consulNathan Halpern, theatre
tant to Fabian Theatres and the Theaof America, and was
to handle the exclusive theatre
telecast of the Louis-Savold fight, it
was learned here at the weekend.
tre

Owners

formed

The company's

Minneapolis, June 17. After several major distributors here had offered some of their top product for
bidding without obtaining any re-

tele-

Savold

stated.

Washington, June 17.— The Mo- convention

tion

A Sell-Out

consultant.

(Continued on page 4)

—

A
Minneapolis, June 17.
"sweeping, long-range" local
business-building plan which
would be keyed to any national business-building program the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations might
develop will be presented to
the board of North Central
dent

light

Exhibitors Shun Bidding;
Distributors Yell 'FouV

Business-Building
Plan Set by Mann

Allied

La Motta-Bob Murphy

Louis Bout

The same theatres which

home offices and the
York exchange since
flaw" that was found

the "technical
in the Loew's exchange pact is claimed
by H-63 to exist in the other contracts
as well.
According to the "IA" local's attorneys, Spivak & Kantor, the

theatre

Jake

bian theatre

RKO

for the

exclusive

telecast, this time of the

heavyweight bout on June 27
at Yankee Stadium here, has
been arranged with the International Boxing Club, it
was announced at the weekend by Nathan Halpern, Fa-

The

advertising-publicity manager
for Universal, on Friday we're named
chairmen of committees to deal, respectively, with advertising and exbia and Loew's
ploitation campaign suggestions for
20th-Fox New
the proposed box-office jubilee drive

ern

Another

TV

Exclusive

Second Exclusive
Telecast June 27

Pact Invalid

TEN CENTS

1951

18,

charter provides for

(Continued on page 4)

Lurie Confirms Bid
For Hughes' Stock
San Francisco, June

17.

Louis R. Lurie, who headed
a syndicate which unsuccessfully attempted to buy out
the Warner Brothers, has
confirmed reports that he is
bidding for Howard Hughes'
RKO stock in both the picture and theatre companies.
He has made an offer on the
basis of $3.50 per share, which
would total approximately
Lurie said he is
$6,500,000.
operating alone on this deal.

Monday, June
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Personal
Mention
ROBERT

COYNE,

W.

special

be held tomorrow and Wednesday
at Alberquerque.
to

Irving Allen, producer, is slated
to arrive here from the Coast today.
•

exploiteer, who has been reactive duty as a lieutenant in
to
called

Coast

S.

"Kind Lady"

PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S

Air Force,

is

currently in

Youngstein, Mayer to
Address Va. MPTOA
E. Youngstein, United Artists
tomorrow will address
the Virginia Motion Picture Theatres
Association convention at the Jeffer-

Max

vice-president,

UA

son Hotel in Richmond, on "The
Story," and Arthur L. Mayer, executive vice-president of the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations will
make the other featured address at
the two-day meeting which will get
underway this morning.
Confidence in the motion picture
industry will be the keynote of YoungHe is expected to
stein's address.
point to the entrance of Arthur Krim

UA

as a reflechis associates into
tion of their confidence in not only the
company itself but in the industry as

and

Parade

(M etro-Goldivyn-Mayer)
««]7"IND LADY" proceeds

at the turn of the century.
Barrymore
Briefly the story outlines the nightmarish experiences of Miss
who embarks
as she slowly becomes the captive in her own home of Evans
supon a psychopathic, though elaborate, plan to fleece her of her fortune. In a
is seen in a wholly different
porting role the usually comic Keenan

Londoner

Wynn

a whole.

...

,

,

,

throughcan rest assured that the customers will be engrossed
produced.
Deutsch
Armand
and
out John Sturges directed effectively
Release date,
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification.

Showmen

Time 29
J

'

Mandel Herbstman

.

( Universal-International)

Their
and Lou Costello are up to their old antics again.
the
between
feud
clan
of
midst
a
the
into
them
latest adventures throw
The picture is
McCoys and the Winfields in the backwoods of Kentucky.
Dorothy Shay, familiarly known in
notable for marking the screen debut of
She seems comfortab y at home,
Hillbillie."
cafe society as the "Park Avenue
Sagebrush
singing such songs as
or
acting,
whether
medium,
in the new
The
film stands
Shotgun."
Father's
on
Notch
Sadie" and "You'll Be Another
in the A and C series. Boxoffice
up ather well compared with predecessors
exhibitor experience with the
previous
by
measured
prospects can best be

ABBOTT

BUD

C

AobotTand
act when the

doing a nightclub
Costello start out as a pair of entertainers
on the basis of
that
Shay
Miss
vocalist
is informed by

latter

McCoy

of

,

fSe

Globe Theatre here',
June 29. The proceeds will go to the
Newsdealers' Association of Greater
New York, Inc.
include:

Bayard
Lauden D.

Herbert

Those invited
Swope, William Burke Miller,
Lyman, John J. O'Neill, William L. Laurence, Howard W. Blakeslee, Gobmd Behari Lai, Malcolm Johnson, Louis Stark,
Bert Andrews, Ira Wolfert, Westbrook
Pegler, Paul Schoenstein, Frederick Wolt-

man, Meyer Berger, James Reston, Homar
P.
W. Bigart, Arthur Kroek, Gen. Carlos
Romulo, Harold V. Boyle, Brooks Atkinson, Hanson W. Baldwin, and Frederick T.
Birchall.

Shelton Resigns As
A.F.E. Gen 1 Mgr.
1

William C. Shelton has resigned as
general manager of A.F.E. Corp. and
as Paul Graetz representative in the
U.S., effective June 30. Shelton, with
A.F.E. for the past seven years, prein Vienna and
viously was with

RKO

Paris.

He

affiliation
amiiauon

plans to announce a

new

^Hotard^hriftkproduced and

Bet^

a

Charles

Lament

directed from the screen-

and Frederic I. Rinaldo.
P
General audience classification. For July
mmutes.
Rimingtime, 77
1„

K,r

"Rnhprt

I

No.

49— French

Eiffel

Tower.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. 283—Teen-age
shocks nation. War renewed in
Truman urges firm stand
Indo- China.
Week-old baby. Eiffel
against inflation.
Tower acrobatics. Royal turf thriller.

dope

evil

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 86 Royal
Ascot horse race. Dachshund adopts baby
Ten-day battle in Indo-China.
squirrel.
New York
tion.

probes teen-age narcotics addicAcrobatics atop the Eiffel Tower.

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. Z4B— Report
on Eniwetok atom tests. Clues in Paris on
the missing diplomats. MacArthur leaves
for Texas. Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Cohen on
New

tax evasion. Narcotics inquiry in
York. French fight Reds for Indo-

for

China's rice

fields.

UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 465—Truman
asks strict curbs on inflation. French repel
Reds in furious Indo-China battles. Amputees in Washington. Dog adopts squirrel.
race.

WARNER PATHE. NEWS, No. 88—MacArthur speaks in Texas. Big French drive
against Reds in Indo-China. Truman speaks
on controls. Amputee vets show stuff to
President. Medina raised to U. S. Court of
Appeals. Mary Jo Shelley
chief.
Bird gives cats the
dogs dog.

$1,800,000

WAF

named
bird.

Squirrel

WB

Building Sold
Sale of Warner's 10-story commerbuilding on West 54th St. to
Robert J. Marony of Norwalk, Conn.,
cial

ees

release.

Universal
as a warehouse.
eases space in the building.
Reynolds, head of the real estate
firm, said that the sale was part of the
liquidation of holdings being carried
out by Warner in preparation for
divorcement. It is the third sale the
Reynolds organization has handled for
the company, including the recent sale
of a 30-acre tract
by Warner to

mainly

NBC

near the Burbank, Calif, studio.

Maps Campaigns 'Hard' Star Here for
Premiere Activities
For Summer Films
Filmaker's
Sally Forrest,
U-I

Universal-International

of
Beautiful,"
star

to

pictures

released
"Hard, Fast and
through RKO Pictures, arrived here
from the Coast yesterday to participate
The film
in the premiere activities.
pearances
is scheduled to bow at the Astor June
openings
saturation
territorial
ers
29, and the New York Journal- Ameriand special advertising campaigns,
can Fund for Disabled War Veterans
in
David A. Lipton, vice-president
will receive all of the proceeds.
charge of advertising and publicity,
following
weekend
announced at the
on TV Awards
the conclusion of a series of meetings Rathvon
executives.
Rathvon, film financier,
office
N.
Peter
with home
Hollywood, cineStruss,
Karl
is
and
U-I_
said
Lipton
addition,
In
invitations
accepted
have
matogrpher,
office
mobilizing an extensive field
to be members of the Sylvania Telestaff to cover key and sub-key open"Prince Who Was A Thief" vision Awards Committee.

months

be released during the summer
exploitation
will be backed by tailored
campaigns, including the personal apof stars and featured play-

_

^

_

.

'Essential'

Rating

Plea Due This Week
Robert

W.

Coyne,

special

counsel

Motion Picture Organizations, reported at the weekend

to the Council of

COMPO's

brief
that he has completed
appealing the Commerce Department's
action dropping the film industry from
the list of "essential activities." He
file the document with the
Department this week.
Coyne declined to divulge contents

expects to

pending the filing. Meanother industry attorneys are
studying it, and Coyne will receive
their suggestions before filing.

of the brief

while,

..

.

,

.

Sundays and holidays, by Quigley .Publishing
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Red
James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert
Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle
Gmdon Bureat 4 Golden Sq., London Wl;

f«al£

m

ings of

shortly.
siiuniy.

MOVIETONE NEWS,

:

Kentucky and was announced at the weekend by
John J. Reynolds, Inc. The property
was held for $1,800,000 and was sold
for all cash. It was used by Warners

wS

the

Texas,

Complete contents follow

French acrobats. Auto

"Comin' Round the Mountain"

to

recapture vital town from Indo- China Reds.
Truman says fight against inflation will
beat Reds. MacArthur blasts Administration policy in Korea. 5'. 5\ Constitution,
new U; S. luxury liner. Greek vets home
from Korea. French aerialists thrill Paris

trial

telling

Invite Top Newsmen
To 'Ace' N. Y. Bow

at

nezusreels.

crime.

.

visit

na-

control,

City^s teen-age "dope" investigation and war in the Far East
are the highlights of the current

from the

"Squeeze Box"
ev dence he is a descendant of
time Abbott, Costello and Miss Shay
h re ore a fortune awaits him. In no
complicatrio runs into all sorts of comic
the
There
Kentucky.
head for
has
nonsense
good-natured
Some
clans.
feuding
tions ignited mostly by the
an
by
concocted
potion
love
involving a
been worked into the screenplay,
just about everyone
course
its
runs
reel
final
the
all
By the time
Twenty-three top journalists,
old
emotion.
,.
Pulitzer Prize winners, have been in- is fleetin^iv smitten with the tender
iit
gets his hands on the map leading
finally
Costello
York
starts
New
After many false
vited to attend the benefit
It happens to be
difficulty.
final
one
only
gold. There's
premiere of Paramount's "Ace in the to the
Hole,"

Mac Arthur 's

General

price

Nezv York

plays a dim and brutish butler, who, along with Angela
support to the brazen swindle.
lend
Lansbury, a maid,
then
Crafty and urbane, Evans manipulates his way into acquaintance and
his wife "faint"
having
ruse
of
the
Through
Barrymore.
Miss
with
friendship
into the house for
outside Miss Barrymore's door, Evans is able to move
Lansbury join
Miss
and
Wynn
co-conspirators
Presently
"emergency."
the
are caught
maid
devoted
her
and
Barrymore
the household and in time Miss
communicate the plight to the
helplessly in the grip of Evans. Efforts to
Evans proceeds to sell the
outside world are balked at every turn. Gradually
furniture, treasures and paintings.
The screenplay, based on a story by Hugh Walpole, was written by Jerry
builds up suspense with
Davis Edward Chodorev and Charles Bennett. It
trapped in their own
are
criminals
the
which
in
finale
the
until
effect

He

on

address

tional

along familiar melodramatic paths but it is disI\. tinguished for two reasons excellent acting and a story that shrewdly
wrings out the last drop of suspense. The picture serves as the curtainhis
raiser for Maurice Evans' first screen appearance, and as on the stage,
dynamic ways and polished manner shine brightly throughout. Sharing the
wealthy
lead with him is Ethel Barrymore who portrays the title role as a

characterization.

Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
Inc.,
of United Paramount Theatres,
and his assistant Bernard Levy, have
returned here from a Midwest tour.
•
Cliff Brown, Universal Pictures
the U.
lapan.

Reviews

News reel

:

counsel to the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, is scheduled to
address the convention of the New
Mexico Theatre Owners Association
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"Two
pro-

Halpern made it clear he was in
Washington viewing the televised bout
as a representative of the group of
theatres which carried the bout.
Field reports received by Halpern
stated that the theatres were sold out
from one to two hours before fight
time.
In Chicago,

the Tivoli, closed its
doors by 7 :30, and the State Lake at
8 :30. In Baltimore, Loew's Century
and the Harlem, were sold out about
eight. The same time holds true for
Washington's Lincoln, which like the
caters to

The

Fulton

Negro
in

patrons.

Pittsburgh,

which was one of the few
houses to boost its prices, emptied at 7 p.m. and reopened at
8:40 and was filled again about
9:00 p.m. The Fulton charged
$1.30 for the special attraction.

Usual

evening

prices

are

85

IZABETH SCOTT,

portraying a sensuous bad girl, is back on familiar
J—• histrionic ground in "Two of a Kind." It is an engrossing story about a
sordid scheme to swindle an elderly couple of a fortune.
Edmond O'Brien,
tight-lipped and two-fisted, portrays Miss Scott's partner-in-crime, and like
her is untroubled by scruples. The film shapes up as a provocative one.
The screenplay by Lawrence Kimble and James Gunn, adapted from a story
by James Edward Grant, concerns a plot, masterminded by Miss Scott and
Alexander Knox. O'Brien, an orphan with an unsavory past, passes himself
off as the long-lost son of a fabulously wealthy couple.
The scheme goes well
until the father refuses to change, his will in favor of his "son."
Knox, a
suave and ruthless lawyer, decides the father must be murdered if their
scheme is to succeed. Miss Scott and O'Brien, their innate goodness finally
coming to the surface, balk. They confess the plot to the old man who
admits he knew all the time but tolerated the hoax because his invalid wife
thought O'Brien was actually her son. Miss Scott and O'Brien mend their
ways.
The plot is complicated by a double triangle involving Miss Scott, O'Brien
and Knox on the one hand, and Miss Scott, Terry Moore and O'Brien on the
T

other.

The dialogue is generally crisp and smart and Henry Levin's direction is
well balanced. The love-making, incidentally, is rather intense since Miss Scott
portrays a quite uninhibited vixen. William Dozier has endowed the picture
with a handsome production on what presumably was a moderate budget.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. For July release.

cents, with tax.

In Albany, the Fabian's Palace, the
largest of the nine houses with 3,660
While in
seats, sold out by 8 :45.
Cleveland, the
Palace, had a full

RKO

house by nine.

The

seating

capacity of the nine
theatres is 22,677, but in all theatres,
Halpern reported, there were standees.

As viewed in RKO Keith's,
Washington, the reaction of the
audience, which was overwhelming male, was as if they were
at the ringside, hooting, holler-

ing and applauding. In Washington, the audience cleared out
as soon as the fight ended, not
waiting to see the film feature.

The

.

.

December

releases.

The

"security service" plan is designed to enable exhibitors in smaller
situations to buy pictures in groups.
Each film is sold individually on its
own merits, however, with a 20 per
cent cancellation privilege covering
those not yet trade shown.

•

Des Moines, June
Allen has been named

17.

— A.

Don

director of advertising and publicity for Tri-States
Theatre Corp. His post as city manager for the circuit at Sioux City will
be taken over by James Redmond, TriStates advertising and publicity chief
for the past two years.

•
Alfred E. Daff, Universal director
of world sales, F. J. A. McCarthy,
Southern and Canadian sales manager
and Maurice A. Bergman, director of
public relations, leave here today for
A demonstration of the new Auri- Dallas and Oklahoma
City, where they
con "Super 1200" 16mm. studio and will
be joined by C. J. Feldman,
production camera will be held domestic sales manager,
completing
here in the S.O.S. Cinema Supply the
group's national tour of key cities
Corp.'s showroom Thursday and Fri- begun
in the spring.

To Show

Approximately 50 "closer to home"
theatre screenings of "Show Boat" for
exhibitors have been set by M-G-M,
following the 29 showings held in the
past week in key center situations.

TV

The screenings, according to an announcement by William F. Rodgers,
vice-president and general sales manager, have been set up in smaller situ-

MGM

ations to preclude long trips for theatre operators and will be held from
Wednesday through at least June 26.

Paramount Pictures announced that
the first 10 pictures for the 1951-52
season are being made available to
the company's "security service" accounts. The 10 include September-

New Camera

day.

Luby Joins Pathe

Manager Dead

Hallin, M-G-M manager in
Sweden, died in Stockholm last Wednesday of a cerebral hemorrhage. He
was a veteran Scandinavian film man.

Arne

Earl Luby, formerly with Transworld Airlines public relations department, has joined RKO Pathe as
a script writer and will leave here
shortly for Washington.

groaned and shouted just as though

RKO

at
Keith's was
fuzzy on long shots, much clearer on
close-ups and the detail was good. In

picture

New

'Show Boat*
Screenings Are Set
50

.

of a Kind"

(Columbia)

service."

Harlem

NEWS
in Mr§ew

Review

(Continued from page 1)

development of a new theatre

3

they were at the ringside.

The Tivoli, in the heart of the
Southside Negro district has an RCA
the second round there was a 20 second blackout because of a broken diredt projection large screen television installation. The State-Lake, a
tube, but the picture came back on
theatre, uses the Dumont film
within seconds, a bit fuzzy, but it irri- first-run
storage or intermediate method of
proved later.
large screen telecasting.
Jack Golden, division manager of
Theatres, who was in Washington for the event, said the turn out Shift to Garden
proves that fight fans would rather Aids Fight's Gross
see a bout in theatres, where they
While the move from the open air
get the feel of participating, rather
Polo Grounds to indoors Madison
than stay at home.
Square Garden is believed to have'
Charles Horstman,
chief
helped the Louis-Savold fight gross,
engineer, who was also in the Capital,
the shift and two postponements may
said the
Theatres is consideringhave affected the experimental value
adding more
installations in other
of the television blackout, according
houses on the circuit.

RKO

RKO

TV

RKO
TV

spokesman for the International
Boxing Club, the fight's promoter.
About 18,000 persons paid $100,-

to a

Halpern, in his
comment,
added, "We will continue to
bring outstanding attractions
to the public." He also said
that he hopes to have major
college football games for theatre TV and is now negotiating
with the National Collegiate
Athletic Association.

000

to

attend

the

fight,

the

IBC

spokesman said. This compares with
an estimated $90,000 gross expected at
the Polo Grounds.

In the first place, the blackout was
intended for an open air bout, it was
pointed out, and secondly the postponements gave the home
sports
Ch'cago Theatres Jammed;
fans a competing bill, the Yankees'
Hundreds Turned Away
night ball game on Friday.
In addiChicago, June 17.— The State Lake tion, it was said, home video viewand Tivoli theatres sold out hours in ers have become accustomed to a
advance Friday night for the large regular Friday night bout on televiscreen telecast of the Louis-Savold sion from the Garden and many may
heavyweight fight.
not have known that the Louis-Savold
Thirty minutes before the starting fight would not be available on home
time the sidewalk in front of the sets.
Tivoli was jammed to the curb with
The IBC is hoping for a more dehundreds of disappointed people who cisive test of the blackout and exwere unable to come in for the per- clusive theatre
on June 27, when
formance.
the La Motta-Murphy fight will be
The theatre audience cheered, booed, held at Yankee Stadium.

TV

TV

"Boys, drop whatever you're
doing... something

important

is

theatre... it's

more

coming

to

my new

your

picture!"

FR41PCB GOES TO THE RACES
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Monday, June
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Review

Jubilee
(Continued from page

Charles Einfeld, Mort
and Jerry Pickman, national advertising-publicity directors of 20th-Fox,

a

as

MPAA

respectively,

committee to represent the
group for work in cooperation

with the Public Relations Committee
of the Exhibitors of Greater New
York on the latter's campaign to
boost business.

Others Attending
In addition to McCormick, Dietz,
Simonelli, Blumenstock and Pickman,
Friday's meeting, which was held at
the St. Moritz Hotel here, was attended by Arthur L. Mayer, execuof
vice-president
tive

COMPO
COMPO pub-

Charles E. McCarthy,

Arthur Schmidt, ColSi Seadler, Loew's Madeleine

licity director;

umbia

;

The picture is a standout in its category.
picture opens with Miss Byington, a beloved school teacher, receiving
a formal gift from her pupils of 25 years ago, now grown to leadership in
the community. She returns to the hotel where she has lived all these years
to find it taken over by a gangster who has determined to go straight, but
she declines to regard him as an undesirable character and treats him as
an honest man, with the result that in a little while she has won him and
But
his sinister companions over completely to the ways of right living.
commits
robbery,
with
him,
straight
a
go
to
refusing
mobsters,
his
one of
hiding the loot in her room, and she becomes victim of circumstantial evidence which makes a strong case against her as a receiver of stolen property.
Disclosures better left to the picture to divulge result in her exoneration.
in half the distance.

The

;

;

MPA

Counters

are free of price' controls. The union
leaders who testified were in agreement that it would-be unfair to con-

possible among the employes, instead of waiting untiL the October expiration date of the disputed pact.
H-63 will seek a place on the ballot,

as

wages when prices were free' to
Miss Aaronson alleged that
there had already been sharp ad-

trol

rise.

MPAA
COMPO

ruling on the Loew's

motion picture

compliance

was

met

in

two weeks

that union could not lawfully appear
on the ballot, it was reported.

WB Drops 4 in —Ohio
Four

are

;

WOW

Wait

'til

;

engineer.

|

drama

N.Y. Paramount,

Wednesday.

.

.

.

making

a deal

and

It became known that M-G-M
Dust" for bidding
fered "Excuse
to the Minneapolis loop houses but received no bids, with the picture finally
going to Ben Berger's Gopher by negotiation after Minnesota Amusement
Company advised the exchange it
was not interested in the film. Other
exchanges also have made pictures
available for bids in the last two
weeks but with no takers.

eon here today.
to arrive in

Goldstein

New York

is

(Continued from page 1)
dising of the picture to the public
requires statesmenship, salesmanship,
showmanship, and the full knowledge
of every aspect of the merchandise

He

offered.
abjured his listeners to
reject the easy philosophy that somebody else will do their work for them.
He told them that merchandising, in
its true sense, begins after the salesman has obtained the exhibitor contract and starts in to help him sell the
pictures to the public.

Charles Skouras, National Theatres
president, addressed the- convention on
the importance of every member staying on the job until the maximum
result has been obtained.
Al Lichtman, distribution director,
closed the five-day meeting by summing up the week's discussions and

day.

Clyde Eckhardt, retiring after thirty
years with the company, was paid a
high tribute and presented with a
valuable gift on the final day of the
convention.

Theatre

TV Firm

(Continued from page 1)
rights
the acquisition of theatre
plays,
stage
motion pictures,
for
operas, ballets and other events of
public interest, as well as sporting

Monday.

Citing the observations he made in
big cities and lesser centers over the
past two years, Goldstein said he has
traced a widespread public impression
that pictures are less meritorious than
formerly to a changed attitude on the
part of newspaper reviewers toward
their subject and function. Gradually,
he said, but quite generally, the lay

cost years ago.
Goldstein said he will propose to
that newspaper publishers
be supplied directly by responsible industry representatives with the real

a sizzling,

COMPO

World Premiere
I

facts.

The new company

is expected
corporate structure in
handling many of the events which
theatres operating in an informal network will experiment with during the

expected events.

has introduced economy measures in
production, as have all other industries, its product is necessarily inferior
to that which it turned out at greater
in

20th-Fox Meet

_

I

I

in

(Continued from page 1)

ALL THE WAY
crime

no interest

press reviewers have swung over from
reporting on current pictures to writing primarily critical pieces written
from an "artistic" standpoint and conditioned by the reviewer's unsound
assumption that because Hollywood

The hottest box-office team of the year

and

another will quickly come to terms.
"Collusion," they say, would be diffidecisions, in which he placed first imcult to prove, but it is apparent, they
portance on the sales force maintaining
claim, that some kind of agreement is
relations with exhibitors on the highthe"certain
first
run
in work among
est possible level.
atres in the Minneapolis Loop."
Conventioneers were guests of the
'Excuse My Dust'
studio at a party Friday night and
return to their posts Saturof- started to

Goldstein on Press

you see what happens

thrilling, exciting

fess

— Mo-

TV

when SHELLEY WINTERS
makes love to
JOHN GARFIELD in

I

they ask, "why should the -distributors be concerned?"
Distributors,
however, state that
after the bidding date has passed and
the pictures are offered for negotiation, one circuit or exhibitor will pro-

My

employCleveland, June 17.
ees were dropped by the local Warner Theatre department last week.
They are D. Leonard Halper, maintenance supervisor Al Stern, art adverassistant
Greenberg,
Larry
tiser^
and Clarence Leroy, sound
booker

in-

such provisions as the
exemption of "business cost" uses of
film and photographic equipment from
the Federal excise tax.

NLRB

SOPEG

Bill

interest to the

pact, the

was not at
held also that
present in compliance with the TaftHartley Law and that unless such

(Continued from page 1)

Of

SOPEG

Whether
was reported.
also will seek to be on the ballot was
not determinable at the weekend. In
it

mission price increases.
In addition to replying to Miss
Aaronson's allegations the
answer cited the recent
chart covering the period September,
1945 to December, 1950. During this
period the average rise in film admission prices around the nation was
11.3 per cent, less than one-third the
38.7 percent increase in the general
cost of living during the same years.

New Tax

(Continued from page 1)

limits under the Taft-Hartley Law." only where and when requested by
Hence, a new election to determine exhibitors or to avoid legal liability.
"If exhibitors don't want bidding,"
representation must be held as soon

(Continued from page 1)

dustry

Shun Bidding

(Continued from page 1)

picture

other auditoriums will be
used as bomb shelters only
in the event more suitable facilities are not available.
Representatives from 31
states meeting at Olney, Md.,
with Civil Defense Administration officials on Friday
were told that a CDA study
in cooperation with Lehigh
University indicated that
open areas under long-span
ceilings were not suitable for
the purpose.

_

Sopeg Pact Invalid

17.

theatres

Washington, June

;

;

Use Theatres

to

tion

Hollywood, June 17
(Monogram)
SPRING BYINGTON'S long and widely respected artistry comes to full
flower in this warmingly family^type picture produced by Barney Gerard
and directed by Jean Yarbrough from a Good Housekeeping Magazine novelette by Jean Z. Owen, admirably scripted by W. Scott Darling and the
producer. These three workmen, gifted with the common touch and favoring
always the straight-line narrative form, have got into this 60 minutes of
running time more commonsense human interest than is customarily achieved

Stephen Chase, Brett King, Tanis Chandler and Anthony Caruso head an
White, Monogram Sid Blumenstock,
Byington.
Paramount Don Prince, RKO Joe evenly balanced cast in support of Miss
General audience classification. Release, not
minutes.
60
time,
Running
E.
Young20th-Fox;
Max
Gould,
Dave Lipton set.
stein, United Artists
and Jeff Livingston, Universal, and
Al Corwin, MPAA.
;

1951

As Last Resort

"According to Mrs. Hoyle"

1)

Blumenstock

Warners and Paramount,

CD

18,

to

act

as

the

coming months.
While United Paramount Theatres
has been conducting its own negotiations for theatre telecasts of Midwest

TNT

may act
college football games,
for Atlantic Coast theatres in bringing
the Midwest games East and may act
as the agent of the Eastern theatres
negotiating for Eastern college
in
games.

To PREMIERE SHOWING
BERNDT-BACH'S
AURICON "SUPER 1200"

Invitation

NEW
Mr

Walter Bach will personally demonstrate the

NEW I6MM STUDIO AND TV PRODUCTION
CAMERA and present a 16mm sound motion pic-

ture describing this superlative new addition
the cinematographic art at our showroom.

Thurs.,

June

S.O.S.
602

WEST

2

1

&

Fri.,

June

22—2

to 5

to

pm

CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
52nd

STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

69.

118

DAILY
NEW

To Implement
Argentine

Pact at Once

for immediate implementation
of the film agreement between the two
countries.
The agreement, originally negoti-

ated in 1950 by Eric Johnston,

MPEA

new product and

of

the prospect of patronage from high
school youths free from school because of regents' examinations is giving Broadway first runs a welcome
lift at the box-office this week.
"Half Angel" is opening nicely at
the Roxy where the film, with the

American motion picture companies soon will resume shipment Andrews

orders

Sisters on stage,

is

available gratis to all exhibitors who
contract for billboard space a number
of 24-sheets advertising the company's
pictures, it was revealed here yesterday. The company made the decision
in this respect at its Los Angeles sales

convention

week.
being made as part of
the company's "greater showmanship"

The

last

offer

is

(Continued on page 2)

Silverstone,

Aaron

To Field Meetings

days,

a

figure

65.

Chapel

Hornstein, president of

Hornstein

While theatre television's pioneer
network experiment came off with
Joe top honors when nine theatres
Co., filled to capacity last Friday night

theatre equip- with the Louis-Savold

ment

distributors, died at his

somewhat above the

home

suddenly
on Sunday.

opening with
strength
is
"Sirocco" at the Capitol
a gross of
$40,000 is expected for the first week.
Ethel Waters heads the stage bill. The
Criterion is off to a good start with
"Native Son" if the weekend pace is
maintained the first stanza should
finish with a gross of around $20,000.

An

;

nickelodeons w h e n h e
started
reer.

standout
continues

attraction in Newto be "The Great
(Continued on page 2)

company will be
operating comfortably in the black by
next October, some 16 months before
the expiration of the two-year period
the new management was given to
show a profit operation under the
terms of its stock option take-over.
The option agreement provides for
an additional year in which the new
management could attempt to bring
the company into the black if the
goal was not attained at the end of
two years.

Since early May, shortly after

UA

(Continued on page 2)

industry

pioneer,
Hornstein dealt with

;

the first

'Expensive Venture,'
Need More Participants

Still

will be held at
at the Riverside
for Joseph
Horn-

morning

Also

The
York

for Executives Say Network

services

previous estimate.

ca-

He was

member

of

a

Mo-

tion Picture Pioneers and the

Joseph Hornstein

Cinema
of

He

his

Lodge

B'nai B'rith.

was an honorary member and
former treasurer of Local No. 306,
Independent Motion Picture Operators
Union. He is survived by the widow,
also

Elect Oliver Trampe
Wise. Allied

Head

—

(Continued on page 2)

fight on their
screens, home office circuit executives
were inclined yesterday to stress that

the operation is still an
trail-breaking adventure.

expensive,

On two important
draw

points, the
of the attraction and au-

dience response, the experiment

was an overwhelming success.
The enthusiastic patrons who
seats and taxed the
limitations were delighted with their "ringside"
view
of
the
proceedings.
Grosses doubled and tripled

filled

all

standee

the
office

usual

Friday

figures

and

night

box-

advanced

(Continued on page 19)

Mrs. Ethel Rosenthal Hornstein, three
sons and a sister.

ATOI Warns

of

Washington, June 18.
A report painting in fair-

Television Dangers

ly glowing terms the success of Friday's theatre
televising of the LouisSavold fight is being circulated among Motion Picture Association member
companies. The report,
prepared by Edward Cheyfitz, stresses both the
box-office success and

Indianapolis, June

18.

—The

Asso-

ciated Theatre Owners of Indiana, in
a bulletin to members and the trade
generally warns that "the greatest danger to the future of many theatres is
that motion picture companies whose

and resources have been
created through dollars taken in at
theatre box-offices will in avarice and
facilities

(Continued on page 19)

Implementing the conclusions and
policies formulated at the 20th Century-Fox Los Angeles convention,
Mlwaukee, June 18. At the reguArthur Silverstone and Edwin W. lar meeting of the board of directors
Aaron, Eastern and Western sales of Allied independent Theatre Owners
managers, will tour their respective of Wisconsin convened in conjunction
divisions this week to bring the re- with the third regional meeting
of the
sults and 'experience gained at the year, Oliver Trampe
was appointed
conclave to the attention of all sales to fulfill the unexpired term of his
personnel in their territories.
late father, Charles W. Trampe, as di(Continued on page 2)

Funeral
10:15 this

gross

officials

make

Today

first

See UA Safely In
20th Offers Gratis Black by October
United Artists
are of the
24 -sheets in Drive opinion
that the
will

TEN CENTS

1951

19,

Joseph Hornstein

expected Funeral

{Continued on page 2)

Century-Fox

Services

a healthy $80,000 for the stein
week. "On the Riviera" closed
its stand of slightly more than three
weeks with $88,000 for the final nine
to

president, and Dr. Ramon Cereijo,
then Argentine Minister of Finance,
provides for unrestricted entry of

Twentieth

TUESDAY, JUNE

THEATRE TV SHOWS
Run Grosses DRAWING POWER

The advent

of motion pictures to Argentina,
ending an impasse that has kept the
product
of
major American film
studios out of that country for more
than two years.
This was announced here yesterday
by John G. McCarthy, Motion Picture Export Association vice-president, following word from Buenos
Aires over the weekend that the Argentine government had issued official

U.S.A.,

mZ'wN.
First

Substantial Remittances
Due the Film Companies

YORK,

Harry Mandell Heads
Ontario Exhibitors

—

Toronto, June 18. At an executive meeting of the Motion Picture
Theatres Association of Ontario, the
directors named Harry S. Mandell,
vice-president since last November, to
the office of president for the balance
of the year because of the recent death
(Continued on page 2)

-Fox Product Announcement,

the favorable
reaction.

audience

Washington, June 18.
The new Salary Stabilization Board may set up a
special panel to decide
salary questions for the

film industry and other
"talent" industries.

Tuesday, June

Motion Picture daily

NY

Personal
Mention

Grosses

executive and the picture and stage show will
vice- hold for a seventh week, at least. A
Artists
United
assistant to

BERNARD

(Continued from page I)

Howard Hughes, managing
Caruso." Its sixth week at Radio City
Music Hall is due to gross $136,000

KRANZE,

previous estimate for the fifth week
undershot the mark and the final
figure is reported to be $141,000,
which topped the fourth week's take.
"Hollywood. Story" is having an
Walter
head
of
Reade,
Walter
second week at the Paramount,
okay
birth
the
Reade Theatres, announces
due, but it will be rewith
$43,000
Edwin
Mrs.
daughter,
his
to
son
a
of
Ran All the Way"
"He
by
placed
at
Reade,
Suzanne
Gage, the former
Fields and his band
Herbie
tomorrow.
Lenox Hill Hospital here. The son
current stage show.
the
head
Edwin.
Thomas
was named
"Four in a Jeep" is doing near•
the small and
Maurice A. Bergman, Universale capacity business at
with a total
' Paris
Theatre,
swank
be
will
relations,
director of public
reported at
week
first
the
for
gross
one of the guest speakers at the anpicture is said to have
The
$10,500.
Mississippi
the
of
convention
nual
record on opening day,
Theatre Owners in Biloxi next Mon- set a house
in $1,577.
took
it
when
day.
•
'Fabiola' Doing Well
Oscar Morgan, general sales manAt the Victoria, "Fabiola" is standager of Paramount News and short ing up well with $19,000 due for a
subjects, will leave here for Boston
third week. "Night Into Morning" is
today on a two-day business trip.
Loew's State; the second
at
dull
•
week's gross will not hit $10,000.
Pathe
William C. MacMillen, Jr.,
"Samson and Delilah" will take over
Industries president and Souvaine Setomorrow. "M" is holding at the
there
lective Pictures board chairman, will
for a third week; the second
Globe
leave here today for Hollywood.
gross is estimated at a satisweek's
•
factory $9,000.
Athena
of
Milton Perlman, head
Fancy," looks like
"Goodbye,
Films, and Mrs. Perlman, are the
third week at
it will do $8,000 for a
parents of a son born here Monday at
the Holiday Theatre. "Valentino" is
the French Hospital.
but
still holding on at the Victoria,
•
week,
ninth
the
for
gross
estimated
the
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president some $6,000, shows the picture is beand general manager of Technicolor, ginning to slip.
will arrive here from Europe aboard
"Kon-Tiki" is still strong at the
the S. S. Queen Elizabeth tomorrow. off-Broadway Sutton, with a respect•
ful $8,600 reported for the 11th week.

president William J. Heineman, will
leave here today for a business tour
of the East.
•

My

of

director

RKO

production

of

Radio Pictures, yester-

issued
day
statement:

the

following

"Occasionally rumors
their

appearance

damaging

to

and

it

I

feel

all

my

1951

Argentine

Hughes Says He Is
Not Selling Stock

(Continued from page 1)

19,

make

which are
concerned
duty to re-

Therefore, let me say I
am not negotiating with any
one whomsoever for the sale
of my stock in RKO Radio
ply.

American films for the next five years.
Under the monetary terms of the
agreement, American companies will
be able to remit "a substantial amount
dollars annually". The pact also
permits liberal use of film earnings
for investment within Argentina.
The difficulties that barred earlier
of

of the agreement related
principally to conditions under which
American films could be released in
Argentine theatres. Accord on these
ratification

was reached following prolonged negotiations between
executives and Argentine government
representatives and after an extended
series of conferences between Joaquin

Pictures, Inc. I have no intention of selling my stock. I
do not care to entertain or
consider any offers for the

points

same."

Rickard, the Association's manager
for Latin America, and government

MPEA

in Buenos Aires.
In announcing the successful conclusion of the agreement, McCarthy
paid tribute not only to Rickard but

officials

Elect Oliver

Trampe

(Continued from page 1)
rector for the first district.
The board voted to lend all possible
assistance to the distressed situation
of Milwaukee exhibitors.
Ben Marcus, president, presented
several business stimulators to the

Harold Pearson,
executive secretary, reported on the
progress of the drive-in code now in
committee at the State Industrial
Larry 'Beltz, of the
Commission.
group for adoption.

to the three-man committee of American film company representatives in

Argentina which helped resolve various

technical

interpretations

agreement and expedited

its

of the
ultimate

approval. The committee, headed by
Rickard, included Stuart B. Dunlap,
Loew's International; William W.
Sullivan, 20th Century-Fox International, and Monroe Isen, Universal
International.

'

Grand and Midway

at

Wausau, opened

the regional meeting.

Ontario Exhibitors
(Continued from page 1)

Calls for Unity

been
of Stanley E. Gosnell who had
opening remarks, he
president and treasurer. Gosnell was
stated that they are going through a manager of the Uptown Theatre, Tovery critical phase, and that it is im- ronto. Mandell is an executive of 20th
studio
portant that they operate as a unit Century Theatres.
Disney
Ray Keller, Walt
"Teresa" is consistent at the Trans rather than individuals.
owner of the Iroexecutive, has arrived here from the
J D McCulloch,
Lux 52nd Street, with another $4,000
The exhibitors all agreed the print quois
at Petrolia, Ont., was
Theatre
Coast for conferences.
for
hold
will
It
week.
11th
due for the
shortages in many cases was caused by promoted from director to vice-presanother stanza or two.
the film companies trying to get more ident while Lou Rosefield, owner of
,
The Bijou continues to do good film rental.
s
the Westdale Theatre, Hamilton, was
business with its two-a-day run of
page
1)
the choice for treasurer.
(Continued from
the 11th week
"Tales of Hoffman"
steady
a
to
hold
to
expected
gross is
drive to aid the exhibitor in merchan'Mask' Premiere June 26
$12,000.
dising pictures to the ultimate con(Continued from page 1)
Columbia's Technicolor adventure
sumer, 20th- Fox reported.
will
film, "Mask of the Avenger,"
s
company
In line with the offer, the
to be attended by sales- have its world premiere at the Vicmeetings
At
joint-action sales staff will be slated
(Continued from page 1)
men, exploitation field representatives toria Theatre here June 26.
levels
to work with exhibitors on local
other members of the company's
and
the
with
poten- swelled its store of product
to obtain maximum box-office
centers in the United
exchange
31
purchase of Eagle Lion Classics from
tial from each 20th-Fox release.
States, Silverstone and Aaron will
has
company
the
Century-Fox
Pathe Industries,
Pressbooks on 20th
the
of
details
outline
one official personally
releases are being readied at least two been operating on what
drive and the
showmanship"
"greater
months in advance of release dates in yesterday described as the "border- joint-action sales-advertising merger
In
ine between red and black."
order to give exhibitors ample time
realize the
breaking- designed to help exhibitors
been
has
it
before
words,
campaigns'
other
local
to work out
Cenfull box-office potentials of 20th
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
outgo
and
income
as
even insofar
playdates.
films.
tury-Fox
Rockefeller Center
Already completed are campaign are concerned.
Also to be discussed will be the
the
between
that
is
Little
estimate
My
The
books on "Take Care Of
beneficial experience learned from a
"The Frogmen," "The Guy present and October there will be an comparison of policies of the different
Girl,"
reserve
of
Who Came Back" and "The Secret ever increasing pile-up the
new
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH
time the exchanges, with a comprehensive
Of Convict Lake," Pressbooks on "No from income so that by
to be presented
salesmanship
of
policy
Dorothy KIRSTEN - Jarmila NOVOTNA
have
will
Blanche THEBOM
Highway In The Sky" and "Mr. winter arrives the operation
personnel.
sales
company's
the
to
profit footing. When
Color by TECHNICOLOR
Belvedere Rings The Bell" will be reached a sound
are
today
and
yesterday
Meetings
the Arthur Krim-Robert BenjaminAn M-G-M Picture
available shortly.
Francisco
group took being held by Aaron in San
plus Spectacular STAGE PRESENTATION
management
Fox
advertisingMatthew
designed
Scientifically
exWestern
Far
of
members
the
with
company in February,
copy, angled for smaller communities over the
tomorrow Aaron will
words, "on the verge changes, while
Krim's
pre
in
being
was,
are
country,
the
throughout
leave for Kansas City for two days
of bankruptcy."
JOHN GARFIELD
pared and will be featured on a spe
huddling with the combined per/VARMEN CAVAUJUm
has been operating on a full- of
book.
campaign
each
of
page
cial
of the branremainder
of
the
sonnel
carries
that
schedule
WINTERS
SHELLEY
release
on
some
emphasis
with
Small-town copy
During the next two ches in his division.
Aug. 17.
action, family and home town appeal, to
Silverstone left Los Angeles yesterJUANITA
the sales department is exhave already been prepared for "Take weeks,
to conduct meetings with the
HALL
day
coveringschedule
draft
a
to
pected
Guy
"The
Care Of My Little Girl,"
of his Central division, folmembers
number
Midnight Feotwre
large
equally
an
of
Nightly
Who Came Back," "The Frogmen, release
mid-August and lowing which he will tour the Eastern
between
pictures
of
"The
and
Feel"
"As Young As You
territory.
the end of the year, at least.
Secret of Convict Lake.

20th

In

Marcus's

24-sheets

;

Silverstone,

j

See

Aaron
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ASSES THE AMMUNITION!

I'VE

SEEK

WHAT

AMMUNITION

WE'VE!!

POWER!

THE INDUSTRY'S

SHOW

WORLD MOVIES ARE Til
ONCE AGAIN 2^i. CC
TREMENDOUS BARRAG1I

HOW THAT MADE SHOW
BIGGEST OFFENSIVE
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IS

ONI LETS ATTACK
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SOT - AND BROTHER, WE'VE GOT THE

D BY THE LEADERSHIP THAT SET OFF
MANSHIP CRUSADE ... AND TOLD THE
GREATEST OF ALL ENTERTAINMENT!

MES THROUGH FOR YOU WITH A
DF HITS- SUPPORTED BY THE

KNOW-

1ANSHIP FAMOUS! THE INDUSTRY'S
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WANTS
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Unusual Stories— Tremendous
star power— Technicolor galore

— Spectacle

Exploitation pictures to

f

—
make

attractions

a showman's mouth water.
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UNDERWATER COMMANDOS
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picture ever
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Directed by
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Friendly Hula Gals!
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DAVID WAYNE GLORIA DE HAVEN
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with
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Directed by

Gene

Lockhart

Directed by
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Produced by FRED

EDMUND GOULDING
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Screen

Based on a

KOHLMAR

Screen Play

by CLAUDE BINYON, ALBERT LEWIN and
BURT STYLER Based on a Story
by Edward Hope
•

20th

•

"A body
of woman
— surrounded
by males!

A

strong, prosperous exhibition

means a

strong, prosperous
Twentieth Century-Fox! And every associate in our organization is dedicated to serving you- our partners! '
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Swashbuckling Romantic Action Hit!
The Most Ferocious— and BeautifulBuccaneer

to Sail the

Seven Seas!

Iwe opjc (mm
by

Co/or

TECHNICOLOR

JEAN PETERS * LOUIS JOUR DAN * DEBRA PAGET
Wl
HERBERT MARSHALL* THOMAS GOMEZ.JAMES ROBERTSON justice
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Produced by

GEORGE

JESSEL

•
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DUNNE and ARTHUR CAESAR

Directed by

Screen Play by PHILIP

Based on a Story by Herbert Ravenel Sass
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KEEP THEM

COMING,
DARRYL
your 20th future! Here are only a few samples
of pictures already rolling to guarantee your fortunes in '52!
Just look at

I'LL

YOU AND THE NIGHT AND THE MUSIC

NEVER FORGET YOU"

TECHNICOLOR

(Temporary

TECHNICOLOR

Title!

The song and

The great love story of the year—
with an amazing science-fiction angle!
Starring TYRONE POWER and ANN BLYTH.

SUSAN HAYWARD, THELMA RITTER,
RORY CALHOUN, DAVID WAYNE!

VIVA ZAPATA"
A

That Belvedere Man, CLIFTON WEBB,
running away with the year's funniest hit!

big, rousing, colorful action spectacle

John Steinbeck's story— directed by

MARLON BRANDO, JEAN

starring

KANGAROO'

(i

RED SKIES OF

TECHNICOLOR
starring

PETER LAWFORD,

MAUREEN O'HARA!

Elia

from

Kazan-

PETERS and

MARGO!

MONTANA"

TECHNICOLOR
The exciting, outdoor drama of the fire fighters! Starring
RICHARD WIDMARK, CONSTANCE SMITH, JEFFREY HUNTER.

BELLES ON THEIR TOES"
TECHNICOLOR

GOLDEN

GIRL"
TECHNICOLOR

A

Jane Froman story

starring

"ELOPEMENT"

A whopping big outdoor spectacle
from the director of "Halls of Montezuma"

heart-filled

lavish musical with a novel gold-rush twist!

MITZI GAYNOR, DENNIS DAY, DALE ROBERTSON
supply the Dance, Songs, Laughs and Romance!

book sensation by the same authors and about
the same wonderful family as "Cheaper By the Dozen".

A new

Starring

KENNETH"

RETURN OF THE TEXAN
canvas and action of the Great Texas Plains!
Starring GARY COOPER as all America
knows him best— wants him most!

ROBERTS'

mm

LYDIA BAILEY"
TECHNICOLOR

All the

BIGGEST OFFENSIVE
INDUS
THE INDUSTRY'S

JEANNE CRAIN

All the

IS

scope— and tremendous action of the acclaimed
best-seller now comes to the screen!

ON!..

i

TOGETHER

THERE'S

NO BUSINESS

BUSINESS

LIKE
CENTURY-FOX

Tuesday, June

19,
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Motion Picture Daily

Hollywood, June 18.—With
start of production of
"Marriage Broker," Thelma
Ritter-Jeanne Crain starrer,
seven pictures are now before
the cameras at 20th Century-

"Peking Express

the

Hollywood, June 18
T 7 SING Joseph Cotten, Corinne Calvet and Edmund Gwenn as top names
Tickets for Broadway,"
to draw with, and all-out melodrama as his medium, producer Hal B.
A RKO Radio's first bigtime muWallis herewith throws a Sunday punch at the Red Chinese in particular
sical in several years, is getting puband all Communists and Communism in general.
Packing his picture with
licity breaks in the magazines through
violence, multiple murder, torture and treason, he tells a tale of organized
The front
brigandry and inhumanity of man to man in and near the Shanghai of 1950, interest in Janet Leigh.
of Quick magazine last week
giving his characters, the while ample dialogue in which to state the case cover
featured the star and she will get a
for Communism and the stronger case against it.
Produced on the grand
similar break on the cover of Life for
scale and directed without kid gloves by William Dieterle, it's a whopping
June 25. Life is carrying a story, and
production job.
Redbook had a lengthy biography.
The story opens with the arrival of Cotten, a surgeon in the official employ
Look magazine will have her picture
of the United Nations, arriving in Shanghai en route to Peking where, it
for a cover in their mid-August issue,
turns out later, he is to operate on the leader of the Nationalist Chinese unand Parade is set to devote a cover
derground. Aboard the train to Peking he meets Miss Calvet, a sweetheart
and story to the young artist. Holiday
he forsook in 1945 on suspicion of moral laxity, and learns she is believed magazine is doing
a piece about her
by the Communist authorities to be a loose woman possibly engaged in travels, and Esquire will carry a series
espionage. Also on the train are Gwenn, as a Catholic priest, Benson Fong, of pictures by the same photographer
a Communist civilian soldier and newspaper man, Marvin Miller, a Com- who did the Life cover.
munist official, and Li Kiu, his wife.
•
Fong outrages the white passengers, and Miller attempts to assassinate his
magazine
for July, on
Redbook
wife, as the train rolls along its troubled way to a point where cut-throats
the
newsstands
June
27, will feain the service of Miller, who turns out to be a Communist engaged in doublecrossing the Communist regime in a dozen bloodthirsty ways, waylay the ture a cover and story on Esther
train,
down its armed defenders, and take the white party prisoner. Williams under the title "Earth-

"HP WO

Others in work are "Viva
Zapata," on location at Del
Rio, Tex., with Marlon Brando and Jean Peters in the
roles,
and "Lydia
leading
Bailey," with Dale Robertson
and Anne Francis in the
leads.

In various stages of shooting are "A Wac In His Life,"
starring June Haver, William

Lundigan and Frank Fay;
"The Desert Fox," starring
James Mason as Field Marshal Erwin Rommel; the science-fiction film, "The Day
the Earth Stood Still," starring Michael Rennie, and the
George Jessel production of
"Golden Girl," story of Lotta

mow

Holding the whites as hostages, for ransom in the male cases and for favors
in the case of Miss Calvet, he commits a series of killings and other violences,
Cotten escapes with
but is murdered finally by the wife he tried to kill.
Miss Calvet on the train to Peking after a running battle in which Gwenn

Mitzi

Gaynor.

WB

Cleveland

Reduced
—
Cleveland, June

is

The

18.

local

theatre department, headed by

Nat Wolf, zone manager, has been
cut to

the bone,

leaving only

managers

district

Wolf,

Frank Harpster, bookers Joe Weinand Dave Yellen and secretaries
Malva Rosenblatt and Hinda Saul.

W.

Robert

Knepton, contact manager,

Knox

Strachen,
publicity director will also manage the
Allen Theatre succeeding Howard
Higley, transferred to the Variety
Theatre. John Bidwell, manager of
the Vogue will assist Strachan at the
Allen and Edward Miller goes to the
Vogue. Miller has been manager of
the Hippodrome which Herbert Scheftel and Alfred G. Burger will take
over on July 8. Al Stern, advertising
artist
Larry Greenberg, booker D.
Leonard
Halper,
maintenance
engineer
Robert Cox, Robert Giles,
Clarence Leroy, sound engineers and
the back room secretarial force are
;

J.

;

;

;

out.

Film Clips for TV
'Frogmen' Promotion
Century-Fox

Twentieth

a more complicated and actionful story than a synopsis can convey
It is
adequately, and the melodramatic stops are pulled all the way out.
The script is by John Meredith Lucas,
outspoken and violent throughout.
from a story by Harry Hervey.
General audience classification.
For August
Running time, 85 minutes.
William R. Weaver
release.

Dick Wright and

stein

goes to Pittsburgh

killed.
It's

Staff
Warner

mark

will

use of film clips in its New
York video advertising with a major
television time-buy on every
statMetropolitan area to
tion
in
the
herald the world premiere of "The
Frogmen" at the Roxy Theatre on

Virginia Exhibitors

Program

Convention Today

Equipment Meet

TV

June

29.

from

Clips

undersea

the

sequences

film
will

showing

its

featured
in the
trailers, which will blanket
New York City and the adjacent area
for a radius of 150 miles on every
outlet beginning several days before the world premiere.
be

TV

TV

Israel,
Westrex

Corp.

has

statter

was

in

New York

to negotiate the deal.

last

"Kon

—

be held at the Jefferson Hotel, Rich-

joint convention here at the AmbassaWednesday. dor Hotel of the Theatre Equipment
The business sessions will be confined and Supply Manufacturers Association
to one day. Jack Groh, chairman of and the Theatre Equipment Dealers

mond,

tomorrow

and

committee on arrangements, has
announced a schedule which includes,
tomorrow, a closed business session
discussions on film practices, advertising, television, drive-ins, and the Newport
News tax fight, and guest
speakers. There will also be a luncheon, cocktail party, and dinner-dance.
Wednesday morning there will be
a preview of an outstanding film at
the Westover Theatre, and in the
afternoon that theatre and the Richmond drive-ins will be open to all
the

exhibitors.

File Denial in
Kravetz-UA Suit
Counsel for Arthur Krim, Robert
Benjamin, Matthew Fox, Seymour
Peyser, United Artists and the Walter
Heller Co. has filed in U.S. District
Court here a general denial of charges
made by Max Kravetz in connection
with the latter's counter suit for $616,550 claimed for damages which was
filed last March against Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Paul V. Mc-

Frank McNamee,

et

al.

Kravetz charged a conspiracy among
announced the defendants obstructed and des-

closing of
a deal
with Yehoshua
Brandstatter, president of Israel Motion Picture Studios, Ltd., Tel Aviv,
for Western
Electric and Westrex
studio recording equipment.
Brand-

For

Los Angeles, June 18.—A full
Richmond, June 18. The Virginia
Motion Picture Theatres Association schedule of business and recreational
summer meeting and convention will activities has been planned for the

Nutt,

Westrex Deal

Set

Mermaid."
The four-color
cover should attract her fans and
make new ones, while the story of
the girl who didn't want to go in
the films, and preferred to swim,
makes excellent reading. Additionally, the July Redbook names "Captain Horatio Hornblower" as the
Picture-of-the-Month,
and editor
Florence Somers says, "This film is
the perfect answer to the criticism
that 'movies are not as good as
they used to be' for it is as fine a
romantic adventure film as you'll
ever find."
•

bound

Tiki" the

RKO. Radio

adven-

film which is now in its third
month at the Sutton theatre in Nezv
York, will be published as a book condensation in ten of the world editions
of Reader's Digest, beginning with the
U. S. and Canadian editions in July;
the Australian and English editions in
August, and the Spanish, Portuguese,
French, Italian, Swiss and Japanese
issues in September.
The domestic
circulation
alone is in excess of

ture

first

its

Pre-Selling

9'

(Hal B. Wallis—Paramount)

Fox.

starring

National

Review

Seven Now in Work
At 20th-Fox Studio

Crabtree,

15

troyed the furtherance of his partnership with McNutt and McNamee, for-

merly board chairman and president,
respectively, of UA. Kravetz was sec-

retary of the company before the
month stock option take-over by the KrimBenjamin-Fox group.

Association, Oct. 11-13.

The planning was done at a luncheon attended by delegates of a joint
arrangements committee, including the
following: from TESMA: Roy Boomer,
secretary, William Kunzman of
National Carbon Co. Inc., and Hal
Huff of Huff's Manufacturing Co. and
from TEDA Ray Colvin, executive
director, and John Filbert of John Fil:

bert Co.

Propose Taxation
Treaty for Swiss
Washington, June 18.— The

State

Department

has
submitted to the
Senate a proposed double taxation
treaty with Switzerland which includes
film rentals in the category of royalties exempt from double taxation.

2,000,000 copies.

•

A

concentrated round of national

New York radio and teleappearances to "plug" 20th
Century-Fox's "On the Riviera"
will be made by Sylvia Fine, who
wrote the words and music of the
hit tunes, sung by husband Danny
Kaye in the Technicolor film.
Three weeks of daily guest spots
on top popularity radio and TV
and

local

vision

programs will herald the new film
more than 65,000,000 listeners
and viewers from coast-to-coast. In
the first week, Miss Fine was the
to

guest celebrity on the Nancy Craig
program, NBC-TV; Cholly Knickerbocker,

Broadens Taxing Power
Tallahassee, June 18.— Bills approving

charter

changes
granting
amusement admission levies, to five
broader
taxing
powers,
including
Northwest Florida cities were given
final approval by the Florida legisla-

Schertz to Hyperion

My

Line,

CBS-TV
and WCBS, Family Circle, ABC,
and Okey Mother, Dumont-TV. Additionally, she will appear on popular disc jockey shows.

Paramount has completed a national
Whitman's Candy for the
promotion of Bing Crosby's forthcoming film, "Here Comes the Groom."
Bing will be featured in full-page, four-

Schertz,

formerly
account color ads in
Starlane Productions, Evening Post,
was named vice-president in charge color dealer
of national television sales and distri- fieldmen
have
bution for Hyperion Films, Inc.
up.
executive

What's

Strike It Rich,

tieup with

ture.

Jack

ABC;

CBS-TV;

for

Life and the Saturday
as well as in 18,000 fulldisplays.

Paramount's

been alerted for the

tie-

Walter Brooks
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20TH-FOX SET FOR '51;
lOW PREPARES FOR '52
releases
HOLLYWOOD—
the remainder
designated

"The Dizzy Dean Story," in
which Dailey will play the title
of this year, 20th Century- role and which Schermer will proFox now looks toward 1952 and is duce.
"Father Does a Strip," Technishaping its schedule accordingly.
16
in color comedy with June Haver and
attractions,
Thirty-six
Technicolor, are finished, currently Dailey, to be produced by Robert
Its

for

preparing for the
or
shooting'
stages. Set now for 1952 are these
"Golden Girl," Technicolor musical based on the life of Lotta Crab-

Bassler.

"I Don't Care," a George Jessel
Technicolor production.
" Way
of a Gaucho," Technicolor

Gaynor, Dennis Tyrone Power starrer set in ArLloyd gentina, with Philip Dunne as proRobertson
Day
Bacon directing and George Jessel ducer.
"White Witch Doctor," slated for
producing.
production by Otto
Technicolor
"Five Fingers," spy story starring- James Mason, Michael Ren- Lang.
Meanwhile, the July-through Denie and Micheline Prelle; directed
by Joseph L. Mankiewicz, produced cember schedule has been determined by the distribution departby Otto Lang.
"Mabel and Me," romantic com- ment. Here is the latest detail
July— "Take Care of My Little
edy starring Dan Dailey to be diGirl,"
"keyhole view" of sorority
rected by Henry Levin for producstarring
life
Jeanne Crain, with
Kohlmar.
er Fred
"Kangaroo," Technicolor out- Jean Negulesco directing for prodoor action drama set in the back- ducer Julian Blaustein, in Tecbni-

tree,

with

and

hills

of

Mitzi

Dale

Australia,

;

starring

Peter

color.

"The Frogmen," starring RichLawford and Maureen O'Hara, directed by Lewis Milestone for pro- ard Widmark, Dana Andrews and
Gary Merrill in a story of the
ducer Robert Bassler.
commandos,
"The Marriage Broker," roman- Navy's underwater
tic comedy to be directed by George which was directed by Lloyd Bacon
Cukor for producer Charles Brack- and produced by Samuel G. Engel.
"The Guy Who Came Back,"
ett with Jeanne Crain and Thelma
Ritter in the leads.
"Return of the Texan," western
in a modern setting to be produced

story of a football star past his
prime, starring Paul Douglas, Joan
Bennett and Linda Darnell. Joseph
Newman directed and Julian Blaus-

by Frank P. Rosenberg.
"You and the Night and the tein produced.
August "No Highway in the
Music," a story in Technicolor
which stars James Stewart
Sky,"
about Jane Froman, starring Susan
Hayward, Rory Calhoun, David and Marlene Dietrich in the story
Wayne and Miss Ritter; Lang di- of a transatlantic flight, directed
recting and Lamar Trotti produc- by Henry Koster for producer
Louis D. Lighten.
ing.
"The Secret of Convict Lake,"
"Viva Zapata " a Darryl F. Zanuck production being directed by starring Glenn Ford, Gene Tierney,
Barrymore and Zachary
Elia Kazan, with Marlon Brando Ethel
Michael Gordon as diwith
Scott,
leads.
in
the
Peters
and Jean
"Red Skies of Montana," Tech- rector and Frank P. Rosenberg as

—

nicolor action drama of the Forest
Rangers, starring Richard Wid-

producer.

"Mr. Belvedere Rings the

mark and Constance Smith, with adapted from
Joseph Newman slated to direct for
producer Samuel G. Eng-el.
"Seeing Nellie Home," which
Jessel will produce and in which

Silver

the

Whistle,"

Bell,"

stage hit, "The
starring Clifton

Webb, Joanne Dru and Hugh Marlowe, with Henry Koster directing
for producer Andre Hakim.
"Decision Before Dawn," proDailey will star.
duced
and directed in Germany by
TechniToes,"
"Belles on Their
color musical starring Miss Crain Anatole Litvak, with Frank Mc-

and slated for production by Engel. Carthy as associate producer, and
"Lydia Bailey," based on Ken- starring Richard Basehart, Gary
neth Roberts best-seller in Techni- Merrill, Oskar Werner and Hildecolor, starring. Dale Robertson and garde Neff.
September "David and BathAnne Francis, with Jean Negulesco
Biblical story produced in
sheba,"
producer
Jules
slated to direct for
Technicolor by Darryl F. Zanuck
Schermer.
"Phone Call From a Stranger," and directed by Henry King, with
slated for production by Nunnally Gregory Peck and Susan Hayward
(Continued on page 18)
Johnson.

—

Scenes from forthcoming 20th Century-Fox releases, top to bottom:
"David and Bathsheba," with Gregory Peck and Susan Hayward;
"The Desert Fox," with James Mason and Jessica Tandy; "No Highway in the Sky," with James Stewart and Marlene Dietrich; "Take
Care of My Little Girl," with Jeanne Crain.
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HEAD OF STEAM

FULL

NEW

BEHIND

RELEASES

A

ROUND-UP of merchan- Taking advantage of the fact that
^CJ* dising and exploitation tie- the New York premiere of "The
ups arranged by 20th Century- Frogmen" coincides with "National
Fox on behalf of current and Swim for Health Week," 20th Cenfuture releases follows

tury-Fox

:

My Little Girl"
getting a send-off from leading

"Take Care Of

preparing special posters
pools and bathhouses
throughout the metropolitan New
for

is

swimming

York area.
The poster, headed "Swim For
McCalVs, This Week,

is

magazines.
Plealth," ties in the picture by exLook, Coronet, Quick, Pic, Pageant,
horting
swimmers to "relax at the
Gentleman,
Country
Seventeen,
movies
and
see the Navy's daring
Compact and Scholastic are among

Commandos Swim For
publications giving extensive Underwater
" Roxy
coverage to the film. In addition, Victory in 'The Frogmen.'
Theatre
credits
included.
are
"Take Care Of My Little Girl" will
be heralded on the cover of Modern
Screen, Screenlamd, Screen Stories,
the
Screen Guide and Movie Fix.
Prominent
educators
in
Greater New York area and other
the

notables interested in the nation's

A tie-up resulting

in full-page ads

youth will be guests at a special
screening June 26 of "Take Care of

in eight top national publications
has been set by 20th Century-Fox My Little Girl." Among those who
with the Electric Auto-Lite Co. for are being invited are Mrs. Eleanor
"Meet :Me After the Show." Copy Roosevelt, Edward R. Murrow,
which features Betty Grable, with Harold W. Dodds, president of
full credit to the Technicolor mu- Princeton University; William Jansical, will appear in the fall, blank- sen, Superintendent of Schools in
eting the national market from New York Harold Taylor, presiAugust, through September. Maga- dent of Sarah Lawrence College
zines include Life, Saturday Eve- Harry N. Wright, president of City
ning Post, Look, Country Gentle- College Millicent Carey Mcintosh,
man, Collier's, Farm Quarterly, dean of Barnard College George
Southern Agriculturist and Rural N. Shuster, president of Hunter
Grazmre.
College, and Harry D. Gideonse,
president of Brooklyn College.
Also expected are leading stuone-woman radio publicity cam- dents of colleges in the metropolipaign in behalf of "Friendly Island,"
tan area, education writers for New
is being waged by Gloria De Haven
York newspapers and radio and
during her time-off from appearcommentators.
ances af the Versailles, New York
night club. Miss De Haven, who
will continue her guest appearances
The company anticipates that the
for "Friendly Island" throughout
exploitation
tie-ups arranged with
her
engagement,
has
already
plugged the film on the following leading manufacturers for "Take
programs Mary Margaret McBride Care of My Little Girl" will see the
(ABC), Wayne Howell (NBC), campaign take its place alongside
Poole's Paradise (MBS), Quick As those for "The Black Rose" and
Flash (ABC), Gloria Swanson "Bird of Paradise" as one of the
(MBS), Luncheon at Sardi's most complete and extensive in the
;

;

;

A

TV

:

A

(WOR),

Cholly

Knickerbocker history of the company.

(WJZ), Binnie Barnes (ABC),
Johnny Olsen's Show (ABC) and
Robbins Nest

(WINS).

Members of Underwater Demolition Teams in World
II will
aid in ballyhooing "The Frogmen,"

War

with the former underwater com-,
mandos being contacted by the
company for radio and TV appearances throughout the country. Plans

Among the leading national manufacturers whose products are tiedin with the film are Whitman's
Chocolates, the Electric Auto-Lite
Corp., Motorola, Inc., the Campbell
Soup Co., the Tea Bureau, the
Estate Stove Co. and the Kitchen
Queen Dishwasher Co.
Tie-ups will see the benefit by
full-page color ads in leading national magazines, including Life,
Look, Saturday Ez'ening Post, Cor-

are also in the making for a special onet, Woman's Home Companion,
reunion of Frogmen from the last Better Homes and Gardens, Quick,

war

at

Roxy,

the world premiere at the

New

York.

Good Housekeeping, McC all's, Woman's Day, Ladies' Home Journal.

stills from impending releases, top to bottom: "Mr.
Belvedere Rings the Bell," with Clifton Webb, Joanne Dru and
Hugh Marlowe; "People Will Talk," with Cary Grant and Jeanne
Crain; "Meet Me After the Show" with Betty Grable and Macdonald
Carey; "The Guy Who Came Back," with Paul Douglas, Joan Bennett and Linda Darnell.

Additional scene

17

18
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Spokane, San Antonio, Seattle,
Toledo, Washington, D. C, Wich-

ton,

Worcester and Youngstown.
"David and Bathsheba" will also
receive one of the largest radio and
ita,

"DAVID"

IS

SET

ONE

TV

of the greatest advertisbarrages ever lavished on a
ing barrages in film history motion picture, the company states.
is being set in motion for
It is expected that further coverDarryl F. Zanuck's "David and age by the magazines such as Life,
Bathsheba" with one billion reader Look, Collier's and the Saturday
impressions hitting every man, wo- Evening Post will make "David and
man and child in the country at Bathsheba" one of the most widely
least 15 times from July through publicized films via magazines in
October, according to 20th Cen- motion picture annals.
tury-Fox.
collateral subsidiary campaign
will
be
waged by the Ford Corp.
The campaign will hit major
mass circulation national magazines and the Fruehauf Trailer Co.

A

with a combined readership of 150,000,000, all the fan magazines, a
host of farm and religious publications with a combined readership
of 86,000,000,
and every major

Sunday newspaper supplement

S ET

FO R 1951

(Continued from page 16)

in

the United States with a total readership of 175,000,000.
Copy will
hit three to six times.

in the leading roles.

"People Will Talk," story concerning the medical profession, proThe national magazine schedule duced by Darry F. Zanuck and diincludes Life, Look, Time, News- rected by Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
week, the Saturday Evening Post, with Cary Grant and Jeanne Crain.
"The Desert Fox," based on the
McC all's, Redbook, Collier's, Ebony
current
best-seller about the late
and Our World.
Sunday suppleField
Marshal
Rommel, starring
ment advertising will include the

American Weekly, This Week, Pa- James Mason and Jessica Tandy,
rade and Pictorial Review, cover- with Henry Hathaway directing for
ing 94 key metropolitan area newspapers, plus trie New York Sun-

day News, Times and Mirror and
14 other
individual
independent
supplements not covered by the

Each publication will be
with no less than three inserts,
while the supplements in Boston,
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Los
others.

Nunnally Johnson.
October ."A Wac in His Life,"
starring June Haver and William
Lundigan in the story of a G.I.
who returns home to become a reluctant landlord
directed by Jo-

—

;

seph Newman for producer Jules
Buck.
"Meet Me After the Show,"
Angeles and New York will run Technicolor musical starring Betty
"David and Bathsheba" copy every Grable and Macdonald Carey, directed by Richard Sale and proweek for a six-week period.
duced by George Jessel.
Copy, which is designed to cap"The Day the Earth Stood Still,"
ture the widest possible audience
science-fiction drama starring Miappeal, will be keyed to offer a free
chael Rennie and Patricia Neal,
color brochure to readers with sevwith Robert Wise directing for proeral million to be printed for shipducer Julian Blaustein.
ping to every part of the country.
November
"Friendly Island,"
Advertising copy will blanket Technicolor musical starring Wilnewspaper Sunday supplements in liam Lundigan, Gloria De Haven,
the following cities
Atlanta, Ak- Jane Greer and Mitzi Gaynor diron, Albany,
Boston, Baltimore, rected by Edmund Goulding for
Bridgeport, Birmingham, Buffalo, producer Fred Kohlmar.
Chicago,
Cincinnati,
Cleveland,
"Let's Make It Legal," romantic
Columbus, Detroit, Denver, Dal- comedy directed by Richard Sale
las,
Des Moines, El Paso, Erie, for producer Robert Bassler, with
Fort Wayne, Greenville, S. C.
Claudette Colbert and Macdonald
Harrisburg, Hartford, Houston, In- Carey in the leads.
dianapolis,
Jacksonville, Jamaica,
"Anne of the Indies," TechniL.
I.,
Knoxville, Los Angeles, color romantic drama of the high
Little
Rock, Long Beach, Cal., seas starring Jean Peters, Louis
Louisville,
Miami,
Milwaukee, lourdan and Debra Paget, with
Madison, Wise, Memphis, Minne- Jacques Tourneur directing for proapolis, New Orleans, New York, ducer George Jessel.
Newark, Nashville, New Haven,
December
"I'll
Never Forget
New Bedford, Mass., Oakland, You," starring Tyrone Power and
Oklahoma City, Omaha, Philadel- Ann Blyth, in Technicolor story
phia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., and directed by Roy Baker for proPortland, Me., Peoria, Phoenix, ducer Sol C. Siegel.
Providence, Rochester, San Fran"Elopement," slated for produccisco, St. Louis, Syracuse, St. Paul, tion by Fred Kohlmar, with Clifton
Salt Lake City, San Diego, Scran- Webb in the lead.
hit

—

:

;

—

"Decision

Before Dawn," with Richard Basehart, Gary Merrill,
Oskar Werner and Hilde garde Neff ; "The Day the Earth Stood
Still," with Michael Rennie and Patricia Neal; "The Secret of Convict Lake," with Glenn Ford, Gene Tierney, Ethel Barrymore and
Zachary Scott; "The Frogmen," with Richard Widmark, Dan
Andrews and Gary Merrill.
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'New Era Forecast
As Exhibitors See
Exclusive TV Bow
Albany, N.
district

Y.,

exhibitors

June 18.— Albany
and visitors from

New York expressed the belief that
they witnessed the beginning of a new
motion picture era at Fabian's Palace
on Friday when more than 4,000 turned
out to watch the exclusive theatre
telecast of the Joe Louis-Lee Savold
fight.

They were deeply impressed
by the number of persons attending, the strong audience reaction and the technical quality of

the presentation.

Executives of the Fabian, Schine,
Reade, Loew's, Warner, Kallet and
Benton circuits agreed on "the unlimited possibilities" of theatre telecasting and on its potential shot-in-thearm effect on box-offices. J. L. Olshansky, owner-operator of the Colonial here and the only small independent operator present, praised the
videocast as "a progressive step in
association between television and the
theatre," but he raised the question,
"Where does the small exhibitor fit
into the participating picture, on an
equitable formula, in towns where
and independent
circuit
there are
theatres ?"
Theatres,
Kallet
Kallet,
Sidney
Oneida, who suggested the possible
comparison between exclusive theatre
telecasting and the advent of talking
pictures, said he believed many theatres
would add video equipment,
bringing down the installation cost and
making possible a great number of
more exclusive telecasts of sporting
and other events.
Others who took a favorable view of
prospects for the new medium were

Smakwitz, Warner zone
William Kraemer, Schine
Gloversville
Jack Harris,
circuit,
Walter Reade Theatres, and James
Benton of Benton Theatres, Saratoga.
Fabian executives, including Edward
Charles

manager

A.

;

;

Fabian, Louis R. Golding, Bernie
Brooks, Nat Lapkin and Saul J. Ullman, expressed enthusiasm.
L.

Theatre

TV

Network

(Continued from page 1)
prices at a few houses
protests.

drew no

Despite the results, however, no cirwould say that any house
made money nor is there much prospect of such an attraction getting out
of the red until more theatres are able
cuit official

Wire

and

service
charges are the biggest item and the
one that could be pro-rated if more
theatres joined in.
Efforts are being made by Nathan
Halpern, Theatre Owners of America
consultant, to
and Fabian theatre
line up more houses for the La MottaMurphy telecast on June 27, but equipment shortages and lack of cable facilities are likely to keep the number
near the nine original participants.
spokesman said yesterday
An
that it is unlikely that his company
will be able to install equipment in
time and the cable difficulties may
again keep theatres in Detroit, Minneparticipate.

to

TV

RCA

apolis,

RK0 RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS

Same IBC Terms
For Next Bout
The

International

telecast.

Nevertheless, theatre television has
tremendous impetus from
received
run down of grosses
Friday's affair.
reported from the field shows money

A

making potentialities.
Albany: Fabian's 3,700-seat Palace drew more than 4,000 persons at
a regular admission of 74 cents. The
gross more than doubled a good
Friday night.
Baltimore:

Loew's Century

filled

3,000 seats at the regular 65 cent

admission and turned several hundreds
away. The gross was 40 per cent above
a comparable night. Many patrons

came early and stayed

the fight
The 1,500-seat
after the screen bill.
Harlem reported a gross 200 per cent
for

BEAUTIFUL"
ALBANY

—

TV

TV

Rm. Tues. 6/26
St., N.W.

2:30 P.M.

Rm. Tues. 6/26
122-28 Arlington St.

10:30 A.M.

ATLANTA
RKO

Scr.

195 Luckie

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

BUFFALO
Mo.

Oper. Scr. Rm.
Tues. 6/26
St.

Pic.

498 Pearl

10:30 A.M.

CHARLOTTE
Fox

Scr.

308

S.

Rm.

Tues. 6/26

Church

1300

Rm. Tues. 6/26
Wabash Ave.

S.

2:00 P.M.

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr.

2:00 P.M.

CINCINNATI

RKO

Tues. 6/26

8:00 P.M.

Rm. Tues. 6/26
Harwood St.

2:30 P.M.

Rm.

Scr.

12 East 6th St.

ATOI

Cites

DALLAS

Danger

Para. Scr.

412

(Continued from page 1)

S.

DENVER
Rm. Tues. 6/26

Para. Scr.

short sight sell features to television
that were made possible in the first
place only by the revenue that was obtained from their regular customers
the theatre owners.
Of course, they
will start out by making only old pictures available to
but this product
will compete with many theatres oper
ating on a marginal profit that in the
order of things play pictures on a very
late availability.
As these theatres are
forced to close, the producers will justify themselves in moving up the availability of their films for
because of
the loss of some theatre revenue and
because the elimination of small theatres will mean their last theatre playdates will be liquidated that much
earlier.
As
encroaches on the
deepest runs remaining they, too, will
be forced out.
As there becomes

TV

-

TV

"The biggest reason that the theaPittsburgh: Shea's Fulton, which
Bout Stirs Cleveland
held a special show at a raised admis- tres will continue to be patronized is
Interest in Theatre TV
of $1.30, grossed $1,856, triple the the quality of product that they have
Cleveland, June 18. Local exhibi- sion
"Even
figure, and turned away hun- to offer," the ATOI continued.
usual
tors were greatly impressed by the
in many towns where business is very
dreds.
success of the first exclusive theatre
Washington: RKO's Keith sold seriously off, a real good picture contelecast in this city last Friday when
out
long before the fight, as did the tinues to equal or exceed old records.
RKO's Palace drew a capacity crowd
Lincoln, which raised its price to With the huge sums that are necessary
for the Louis-Savold fight.
to make a top quality production it is
match the Keith's 90 cents.
local sales manJack Piatt,
Grainger, head of Shea's economically impossible to retrieve the
Andrew
ager, reported today that installation
activities, said here yesterday that investment except through theatre boxinquiries are coming from operators of
Fulton would put its seats on a offices. As long as the motion picture
the
both first and subsequent run theatres
reserved basis for the La Motta-Mur- theatre has this kind of merchandise to
in this territory.
phy fight. It is believed that some of sell the public they will stay in busithe other theatres will adopt a similar ness," declared the ATOI.
method, with most of the houses clos'Unqualified Success' at
ing their box-offices for a period beShea's Fulton in Pitts.
lease, it was announced here yesterday.
putting the fight tickets on sale.
Pittsburgh, June 18. The Fulton fore
The 25 minute short was made by
conwill
theatres
the
that
hope
The
Theatre's exclusive theatre telecast of
K.C.R. Pictures for the International
tinue to keep prices down and to show
the Louis-Savold fight was termed an
Boxing Club.
fight as an added attraction
next
the
unqualified success by manager John
Bill Corum narrated the event and
exby
yesterday
here
D. Walsh.
He said that the house was voiced
Roberts supervised production.
Joe
hibitors interested in the forthcoming
assuredly will be sold out again for the
Kase of the Journal-American
before the Fed- Max
hearings
theatre
La Motta-Murphy fight, the next exis the third principal of K.C.R. PicIt
Commission.
eral Communications
event scheduled for
clusive' theatre
tures.
these telecasts will be
felt that
is
June 27.
members
FCC
the
closely
by
The Fulton was the only theatre of watched
and that any unfavorable reaction to
CBS-TV announced yesterday that
the nine houses participating in the
price hikes might be harmful.
a film of the Louis-Savold fight will
telecast to use the event as the main
be shown tomorrow night on Pabst
feature.
The box-office was closed
Lou ; s-Savold Films
Beer's regular Wednesday night boxand the theatre emptied before the
Ready for Theatre
ing program. It will be the first time
fight tickets, scaled at $1.30, were
Films of the Joe Louis-Lee Savold the bout" has been available to the
The normal evening
placed on sale.
fight are available for theatrical re- home television audience.
admission is 85 cents.

TV

8:00 P.M.

Rm.

Scr.

1052 Broadway

usual figure.

RCA

Tues. 6/26

Fox

above normal.
Katz's
Chicago:
Balaban and
State-Lake and Tivoli sold out early
and turned away hundreds. The StateTV
Lake, which uses Paramount's intermediate film TV system, showed the
fight again at the next show.
Cleveland: RKO's Palace raised fewer and fewer 'points of sale,' and
scale from 75 cents to 90 cents movies get less accessible, theatre cusits
and filled its 3,300 seats easily. The tomers will diminish," it was stated.
$2,000 gross was almost double the
Quality Decisive

—

of

"HARD, FAST and

Boxing

Club, sponsors of the exclusive theatre telecasts of its
yesterday expressed
fights,
its satisfaction with the reLouis-Savold
sults
of
the
fight, both at the Madison
Square Garden box-office and
in the theatres and added the
hope that it would realize a
more cash from the
little
theatres in the forthcoming
La Motta - Murphy bout on
June 27. Terms for the LouisSavold telecast rights were
or 40
a $10,000 guarantee
cents per theatre seat and
will remain the same for the
next but the IBC spokesman
looked for more theatres to
join the network.

Boston and Binghamton, N. Y.,

from receiving the closed

its

19

2100 Stout

2:00 P.M.

St.

DES MOINES
Tues. 6/26

1:00 P.M.

Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave. Tues. 6/26

2:30 P.M.

Fox

Rm.
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1300 High

St.

DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr. Rm. Tues. 6/26
517 N. Illinois St.

1:00 P.M.
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RKO
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1980

S.

Rm. Tues. 6/26
Vermont Ave.

2:00 P.M.
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Rm.

Fox
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Scr. Rm. Tues. 6/26
W. Wisconsin Ave.

Warn.
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MINNEAPOLIS
Scr. Rm.
Tues. 6/26
1015 Currie Ave.

Fox

2:00 P.M.

NEW HAVEN
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting

Tues. 6/26

2:00 P.M.

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Scr.

200

S.

Rm.

Tues. 6/26

Liberty

10:30

A.M.

10:30

A.M.

10:30

A.M.

St.

NEW YORK
Paris Theatre
Tues. 6/26
4 West 58th Street

OKLAHOMA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 6/26

10 North Lee St.

OMAHA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 6/26

1502 Davenport

1:00 P.M.

St.

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues.

6/26

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 6/26
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

1:30 P.M.

250 N. 13th

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

PORTLAND
Rm. Tues. 6/26
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
Star. Scr.

ST.

2:00 P.M.

LOUIS

RKO

Scr.

Rm.

3143 Olive

Tues. 6/26

2:30 P.M.

St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

216 East

Tues. 6/26

1st St.

1:15 P.M.

South

SAN FRANCISCO
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues.

6/26

2:00 P.M.

6/26

2:00 P.M.

Hollyw'd Thea. Tues. 6/26
212 N. Philips Ave.

10:00 A.M.

251 Hyde

St.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave. Tues.

SIOUX FALLS

fyeqboAu must be atihe

Comp$nion-2pptdw

With women who want to be in the swim,
the latest COMPANlQN-approved movie is a
signal to dash to their local theater.

They

do it time and again— that's why the moviemakers have invested more money in the

COMPANION
in

during the past five years than

any other monthly magazine*.
^Except of course the fan magazines

THE CROWELECOLEIER PUBLISHING COMPANY,

6

40 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

10, N.Y.

I
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DAILY
NEW

To Implement
Argentine

Pact at Once
Substantial Remittances
Due the Film Companies
American motion picture companies soon will resume shipment
motion pictures to Argentina,
ending an impasse that has kept the
product
major American film
of
studios out of that country for more
than two years.
This was announced here yesterday
by John G. McCarthy, Motion Picture Export Association vice-president, following word from
Buenos
Aires over the weekend that the Argentine government had issued official
of

orders for immediate implementation
of the film agreement between the two
countries.

The agreement, originally
ated in 1950 by Eric Johnston,

negoti-

MPEA

president, and Dr. Ramon Cereijo,
then Argentine Minister of Finance,
provides for unrestricted entry of

(Continued on page 2)

20th Offers Gratis
24 -sheets in Drive
Twentieth

Century-Fox

will

make

available gratis to all exhibitors who
contract for billboard space a number
of 24-sheets advertising the company's
pictures, it was revealed here yesterday. The company made the decision
in this respect at its Los Angeles sales

convention last week.
The offer is being made as part of
the company's "greater showmanship"
(Continued on page 2)

Silver stone,

Aaron

To Field Meetings

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY, JUNE

Regents Week, New
Films Lift N. Y.
First Run Grosses
The advent of new product and
the prospect of patronage from high
school youths free from school because of regents' examinations is giving Broadway first runs a welcome
lift at the box-office this week.
"Half Angel" is opening nicely at
the Roxy where the film, with the
Andrews Sisters on stage, is expected
to gross a healthy $80,000 for the
first week. "On the Riviera'' closed
its stand of slightly more than three
weeks with $88,000 for the final nine
days, a figure somewhat above the
previous estimate.
Also
opening with
strength
is
"Sirocco" at the Capitol
a gross of
$40,000 is expected for the first week.
Ethel Waters heads the stage bill. The
Criterion is off to a good start with
"Native Son" if the weekend pace is
maintained the first stanza should
finish with a gross of around $20,000.
The standout attraction in New
York continues to be "The Great
(Continued on page 2)

Services

Today

UA

Black by October
United Artists

officials

are

of the
will be

opinion that the company
operating comfortably in the biack by
next October, some 16 months before
the expiration of the two-year period
the new management was given to
show a profit operation under the
terms of its stock option take-over.
The option agreement provides for
an additional year in which the new
management could attempt to bring
the company into the black if the
goal was not attained at the end of
the first

two

years.

Since early May, shortly after

UA

(Continued on page 2)

Elect Oliver Trampe
Wise, Allied

Head

—

(Continued on page 2)

'Expensive Venture,'
Need More Participants

Still

Funeral services will be held at
10:15 this morning at the Riverside

Funeral
stein

65.

While theatre television's pioneer
network
experiment came off with
Chapel for Joseph Hornwhen nine theatres
top
honors
Hornstein, president of Joe
Hornstein Co., filled to capacity last Friday night
theatre equip- with the Louis- Savold fight on their
ment distribu- screens, home office circuit executives
'

tors, died at his

home

suddenly
on Sunday.
An industry

.

v*

pioneer,
Hornstein dealt with
n d e-

nickel

ons

when

started

^mS/r

reer.

Joseph Hornstein

his

he
caa

He was

member

of

Mo-

tion Picture Pioneers and the

Cinema
of

Safely In

for Executives Say Network

Joseph Hornstein

;

See

TEN CENTS

1951

THEATRE TV SHOWS
DRAWING POWER

;

Implementing the conclusions and
policies formulated at the 20th Century-Fox Los Angeles convention,
Mlwaukee, June 18. At the reguArthur Silverstone and Edwin W. lar meeting of the board of directors
Aaron, Eastern and Western sales of Allied Independent Theatre Owners
managers, will tour their respective of Wisconsin convened in conjunction
divisions this week to bring the re- with the third regional meeting of the
sults and experience gained at the year, Oliver Trampe was appointed
conclave to the attention of all sales to fulfill the unexpired term of his
personnel in their territories.
late father, Charles W. Trampe, as di(Continued on page 2)

19,

Lodge

B'nai B'rith.

He also was an honorary member and
former treasurer of Local No. 306,
Independent Motion Picture Operators
Union. He is survived by the widow,
Mrs. Ethel Rosenthal Hornstein, three
sons and a sister.

ATOI Warns

were- inclined yesterday to stress that
the operation is still an expensive,
trail-breaking adventure.

On two important
draw

points, the
of the attraction and au-

dience response, the experiment

was an overwhelming success.
The enthusiastic patrons who
seats and taxed the
limitations were delighted with their "ringside"
view
of
the
proceedings.
Grosses doubled and tripled
the usual Friday night boxoffice
figures
and advanced

filled

all

standee

(Continued on page 19)

MPA

Cites Success

Of Fight Telecast
of

—A

Washington, June 18.
report
painting in fairly glowing terms the
success of Friday's theatre televising
Indianapolis, June 18. The Asso- of the Louis-Savold fight is being circulated among Motion Picture Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, in
a bulletin to members and the trade ciation of America member companies.
The report, prepared by Edward
generally warns that "the greatest danger to the future of many theatres is Cheyfitz, stresses both the box-office
that motion picture companies whose success and the favorable audience reand resources have been action.
facilities
created through dollars taken in at
theatre box-offices will in avarice and
(Continued on page 19)

Television Dangers

—

Average Attendance
Is 23 Times Yearly
Harry Mandell Heads Washington, June — The aver18.

Ontario Exhibitors

—

Toronto, June 18. At an execumeeting of the Motion Picture

tive

Theatres Association of Ontario, the
directors named Harry S. Mandell,
vice-president since last November, to
the office of president for the balance
of the year because of the recent death
(Continued on page 2)

U.

went to indoor
during 1948, the
U. S. Census Bureau reported today.
Continuing to make public data on
theatre business based on the 1948
Census of Business, the Bureau said
age person
theatres

in the

23

S.

times

—

theatres exclusive
of
portable theatres reported a total seating capacity of 11,(Continued on page 15)
that
17,689
drive-in
and

20th Century-Fox Product Announcement, Pages 3

—

Tuesday, June

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

NY
(

Grosses
Continued from page

Hughes Says He Is
Not Selling Stock
Howard Hughes, managing

RKO

executive and the picture and stage show will
vice- hold for a seventh week, at least. A
Artists
United
assistant to
fifth week
president William J. Heineman, will previous estimate for the
mark and the final
leave here today for a business tour undershot the
figure is reported to be $141,000,
of the East.
•
which topped the fourth week's take.
"Hollywood Story" is having an
Walter Reade, head of Walter
second week at the Paramount,
birth
okay
the
Reade Theatres, announces
but it will be reof a son to his daughter, Mrs. Edwin with $43,000 due,
All the Way"
Ran
"He
by
at
placed
Reade,
Suzanne
the former

BERNARD

KRANZE,

day
statement:

"Occasionally rumors

damaging
and I feel

C. MacMillen, Jr., Pathe
Industries president and Souvaine Selective Pictures board chairman, will
leave here today for Hollywood,

e

Milton Peruvian, head of Athena
Films, and Mrs. Perlman, are the
parents of a son born here Monday at
the French Hospital.
•

Dr. Herbert T.

Kalmus,

president
of Technicolor,

{Continued from page 1)
drive to aid the exhibitor in merchandising pictures to the ultimate consumer, 20th-Fox reported.
In line with the offer, the company's
joint-action sales staff will be slated
to work with exhibitors on local levels
to obtain maximum box-office potential

from each 20th-Fox

Pressbooks

on

20th

release.

Century-Fox

releases are being readied at least two
months in advance of release dates in
order to give exhibitors ample time
to

work

out

local

playdates.

campaigns before

same."

Elect Oliver

ing up well with $19,000
rector for the first district.
third week. "Night Into Morning" is
The board voted to lend all possible
Loew's State; the second assistance to the distressed situation
at
dull
week's gross will not hit $10,000. of Milwaukee exhibitors.
"Samson and Delilah" will take over
Ben Marcus, president, presented
there tomorrow. "M" is holding at the several business stimulators to the
Globe for a third week; the second group for adoption. Harold Pearson,
week's gross is estimated at a satis- executive secretary, reported on the
factory $9,000.
progress of the drive-in code now in
Fancy," looks like committee at the State Industrial
"Goodbye,
it will do $8,000 for a third week at
Commission. Larry Beltz, of the
the Holiday Theatre. "Valentino" is Grand and Midway at Wausau, opened
still holding on at the Victoria, but the regional meeting.
the estimated gross for the ninth week,
Calls for Unity
some $6,000, shows the picture is be-

My

.

of the agreement related
principally to conditions under which
American films could be released in
Argentine theatres. Accord on these
points was reached following proratification

MPEA

longed negotiations between
executives and Argentine government
representatives and after an extended
series of conferences between Joaquin
Rickard, the Association's manager
for Latin America, and government
officials in Buenos Aires.
In announcing the successful conclusion of the agreement, McCarthy
paid tribute not only to Rickard but
to the three-man committee of American film company representatives in

Argentina which helped resolve various

technical

interpretations

agreement and expedited

its

of the
ultimate

approval. The committee, headed by
Rickard, included Stuart B. Dunlap,
Loew's International; William W.
Sullivan, 20th Century-Fox International, and Monroe Isen, Universal
International.

'

Ontario Exhibitors
(Continued from page 1)

of Stanley E. Gosnell who had been
Marcus's opening remarks, he
president and treasurer. Gosnell was
stated that they are going through a
manager of the Uptown Theatre, Tovery critical phase, and that it is imMandell is an executive of 20th

In

portant that they operate as a unit
rather than individuals.
The exhibitors all agreed the print
shortages in many cases was caused by
the film companies trying to get more

another stanza or two.
The Bijou continues to do good film rental.
business with its two-a-day run of
"Tales of Hoffman"; the 11th week
gross is expected to hold to a steady

Silverstone,

ronto.

Century Theatres.
owner of the IroJ. D. McCulloch,
quois Theatre at Petrolia, Ont., was
promoted from director to vice-president while Lou Rosefield, owner of
the Westdale Theatre, Hamilton, was
the choice for treasurer.

Aaron

'Mask' Premiere June 26
Columbia's Technicolor adventure
film, "Mask of the Avenger," will
At meetings to be attended by sales- have its world premiere at the Vicmen, exploitation field representatives toria Theatre here June 26.
and other members of the company's
31 exchange centers in the United

$12,000.

(Continued from page 1)

UA

See

page
( Continued from

1

swelled its store of product with the
purchase of Eagle Lion Classics from
and Aaron will
Pathe Industries, the company has States, Silverstone
the
details
of
outline
been operating on what one official personally
drive and the
showmanship"
"greater
"borderthe
as
yesterday described
In joint-action sales-advertising merger
line between red and black."
to help exhibitors realize the
other words, it has been breaking designed
potentials of 20th Cenbox-office
full
outgo
and
even insofar as income

tury-Fox films.
Also to be discussed will be the
beneficial experience learned from a
comparison of policies of the different
exchanges, with a comprehensive new

.

.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
MARIO LANZA • ANN BLYTH

being held by Aaron in San Francisco
with the members of Far Western exchanges, while tomorrow Aaron will
leave for Kansas City for two days
of huddling with the combined personnel of the remainder of the branches in his division.
Silverstone left Los Angeles yesterday to conduct meetings with the
members of his Central division, following which he will tour the Eastern
territory.

Dorothy
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NEW YORK THEATRES

policy of salesmanship to be presented
to the company's sales personnel.
Meetings yesterday and today are

^r-in-^i^ Av^

DAILY. Martin Quigley
Inc. 1270 S^th
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company,
m^y,
Vice-President, Martin
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Red Kann,
Manage ^
Advertising
Fecke
Herbert
V.
Editor;
News
Cunningham,
P,
James
Street Urb«
Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle
Burnup
London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq. London Wl; Hope
ra

Trampe

(Continued from page 1)

UA
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dollars annually". The pact also
permits liberal use of film earnings
for investment within Argentina.
The difficulties that barred earlier
of

Pictures, Inc. I have no intention of selling my stock. I
do not care to entertain or
consider any offers for the

Already completed are campaign are concerned.
The estimate is that between the
books on "Take Care Of My Little
"The Frogmen," "The Guy present and October there will be an
Girl,"
Who Came Back" and "The Secret ever increasing pile-up of reserve
Of Convict Lake," Pressbooks on "No from income so that by the time the
Highway In The Sky" and "Mr. winter arrives the operation will have
Belvedere Rings The Bell" will be reached a sound profit footing. When
the Arthur Krim-Robert Benjaminavailable shortly.
advertising
Matthew Fox management group took
designed
Scientifically
copy, angled for smaller communities over the company in February,
was, in Krim's words, "on the verge
throughout the country, are being pre
of bankruptcy."
pared and will be featured on a spe
UA has been operating on a fullcial page of each campaign book.
release schedule that carries
on
some
emphasis
with
Small-town copy
During the next two
action, family and home town appeal, to Aug. 17.
department is exsales
the
"Take
weeks,
for
prepared
been
already
have
schedule covering
draft
a
Guy
pected
to
"The
Care Of My Little Girl,"
large number
Who Came Back," "The Frogmen," release of an equallymid-August
and
between
pictures
of
"The
and
Feel"
You
"As Young As
least.
at
year,
the
of
end
the
Convict Lake.'
"
of VUiivivi
Secret Ul
OCLICL

M^^PICTURE

American films for the next five years.
Under the monetary terms of the
agreement, American companies will
be able to remit 'a substantial amount

Therefore, let me say I
am not negotiating with any
one whomsoever for the sale
of my stock in RKO Radio

and general manager
ginning to slip.
will arrive here from Europe aboard
"Kon-Tiki" is still strong at the
tomorrow.
the 6". S. Queen Elisabeth
Sutton, with a respectoff-Broadway
•
ful $8,600 reported for the 11th week.
studio
Disney
Walt
Ray Keller,
"Teresa" is consistent at the Trans
executive, has arrived here from the
Lux 52nd Street, with another $4,000
conferences.
Coast for
due for the 11th week. It will hold for

20th's 24-sheets

(Continued from page \)

ply.

Lenox Hill Hospital here. The son tomorrow. Herbie Fields and his band
head the current stage show.
was named Thomas Edwin.
•
"Four in a Jeep" is doing near
Maurice A. Bergman, Universale capacity business at the small and
with a total
director of public relations, will be swank Paris Theatre,
reported at
one of the guest speakers at the an- gross for the first week
picture is said to have
The
$10,500.
Mississippi
the
of
convention
nual
day,
Theatre Owners in Biloxi next Mon- set a house record on opening
when it took in $1,577.
day.
•
'Fabiola' Doing Well
Oscar Morgan, general sales manVictoria, "Fabiola" is standthe
At
ager of Paramount News and short
due for a

William

make

which are
to all concerned
it my duty to re-

appearance

their

Gage,

subjects, will leave here for Boston
today on a two-day business trip.
•

production of
Radio Pictures, yesterfollowing
the
issued
of

director

1951

Argentine

1

Caruso." Its sixth week at Radio City
Music Hall is due to gross $136,000

19,
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.
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TO BACK UP OUR
S
WITH EVERY
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COMMAND

KEEP THEM

COMING,
DARRYL
Just look at your 20th future! Here are only a few samples
of pictures already rolling to guarantee your fortunes in '52!
I'LL

YOU AND THE NIGHT AND THE MUSIC

NEVER FORGET YOU"

TECHNICOLOR

(Temporary

TECHNICOLOR

Tifle)

The song and

The great love story of the year—
with an amazing science-fiction angle!
Starring TYRONE POWER and ANN BLYTH.

heart-filled

Jane Froman story

SUSAN HAYWARD, THELMA RITTER,
RORY CALHOUN, DAVID WAYNE!

starring

it

VIVA ZAPATA"

ELOPEMENT"
A

That Belvedere Man, CLIFTON WEBB,
running away with the year's funniest hit!

big, rousing, colorful action spectacle

John Steinbeck's story— directed by
starring

MARLON

Elia

from

Kazan-

BRANDO, JEAN PETERS and

MARGO!

xx

KANGAROO'

ti

RED SKIES OF

TECHNICOLOR
A whopping

big outdoor spectacle
u
from the director of Halls of Montezuma"
starring

PETER LAWFORD,

MAUREEN O'HARA!

TECHNICOLOR
outdoor drama of the fire fighters! Starring
RICHARD WIDMARK, CONSTANCE SMITH, JEFFREY HUNTER.

The

exciting,

xx

BELLES ON THEIR TOES"
TECHNICOLOR

GOLDEN

GIRL"
TECHNICOLOR

A

lavish musical with

a novel gold-rush twist!

MITZI GAYNOR, DENNIS DAY, DALE ROBERTSON
supply the Dance, Songs, Laughs and Romance!

book sensation by the same authors and about
the same wonderful family as "Cheaper By the Dozen".

A new

Starring

xx

canvas and action of the Great Texas Plains!
Starring GARY COOPER as all America
knows him best— wants him most!

TECHNICOLOR

All the

THE INDUSTRY'S BIGGEST OFFENSIVE

NO BUSINESS

JEANNE CRAIN

roberts'"LYDIA BAILEY"

RETURN OF THE TEXAN"

THERE'S

MONTANA"

All the

IS

scope— and tremendous action of the acclaimed
best-seller now comes to the screen!

ON!...

LIKE
CENTURY-FOX
k
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Seven Now in Work
At 20th-Fox Studio
Hollywood, June 18.—With
start of production of
"Marriage Broker," Thelma
Ritter-Jeanne Crain starrer,
seven pictures are now before
the cameras at 20th CenturyFox.
Others in work are "Viva
Zapata," on location at Del
Rio, Tex., with Marlon Brando and Jean Peters in the
roles,
and "Lydia
leading
Bailey," with Dale Robertson
and Anne Francis in the
the

Lundigan and Frank Fay;
"The Desert Fox," starring
James Mason as Field Marshal Erwin Rommel; the science-fiction film, "The Day
the Earth Stood Still," starring Michael Rennie, and the
George Jessel production of
"Golden Girl," story of Lotta
Mitzi

Gaynor.

WB

Cleveland

Staff

Reduced
—

Cleveland, June

Warner

18.

The

local

theatre department, headed by

Nat Wolf,

zone

the bone,

cut to

manager, has been
leaving only Wolf,

managers Dick Wright and
Frank Harpster, bookers Joe Weinstein and Dave Yellen and secretaries
Malva Rosenblatt and Hinda Saul.
district

W.

Knepton, contact manager,
goes to Pittsburgh J. Knox Strachen,

Robert

National

"Peking Express"

Pre-Selling

1

—Paramount)

Hollywood, June 18
T 7 SING Joseph Cotten, Corinne Calvet and Edmund Gwenn as top names
Tickets for Broadway,"
to draw with, and all-out melodrama as his medium, producer Hal B.
1
RKO
Radio's first bigtime muWallis herewith throws a Sunday punch at the Red Chinese in particular
sical in several years, is getting puband all Communists and Communism in general.
Packing his picture with
licity breaks in the magazines through
violence, multiple murder, torture and treason, he tells a tale of organized
The front
interest in Janet Leigh.
brigandry and inhumanity of man to man in and near the Shanghai of 1950,
cover of Quick magazine last week
giving his characters, the while ample dialogue in which to state the case
featured the star and she will get a
for Communism and the stronger case against it.
Produced on the grand
similar break on the cover of Life for
scale and directed without kid gloves by William Dieterle, it's a whoppingJune 25. Life is carrying a story, and
production job.
Redbook had a lengthy biography.
The story opens with the arrival of Cotten, a surgeon in the official employ Look magazine will have her picture
of the United Nations, arriving in Shanghai en route to Peking where, it
for a cover in their mid-August issue,
turns out later, he is to operate on the leader of the Nationalist Chinese un- and Parade is set to devote a cover
derground. Aboard the train to Peking he meets Miss Calvet, a sweetheart and story to the young artist. Holiday
he forsook in 1945 on suspicion of moral laxity, and learns she is believed magazine is doing a piece about her
by the Communist authorities to be a loose woman possibly engaged in travels, and Esquire will carry a series
espionage. Also on the train are Gwenn, as a Catholic priest, Benson Fong, of pictures by the same photographer
a Communist civilian soldier and newspaper man, Marvin Miller, a Com- who did the Life cover.
munist official, and Li Kiu, his wife.
•
Fong outrages the white passengers, and Miller attempts to assassinate his
Redbook magazine for July, on
wife, as the train rolls along its troubled way to a point where cut-throats
newsstands June 27, will feathe
in the service of Miller, who turns out to be a Communist engaged in doubleture
a cover and story on Esther
bloodthirsty
a
dozen
ways,
waylay
the
in
crossing the Communist regime
under the title "EarthWilliams
train, mow down its armed defenders, and take the white party prisoner.
bound Mermaid." The four-color
ransom
in
the
male
cases
and
favors
for
for
hostages,
as
the
whites
Holding
cover should attract her fans and
in the case of Miss Calvet, he commits a series of killings and other violences,
make new ones, while the story of
he
tried
to
kill.
Cotten
escapes
the
wife
with
finally
by
murdered
is
but
want to go in
after
a
running
in
battle
which Gwenn the girl who didn't
Miss Calvet on the train to Peking
the films, and preferred to swim,
is killed.
makes excellent reading. AdditionIt's a more complicated and actionful story than a synopsis can convey
ally, the July Redbook names "CapIt is
adequately, and the melodramatic stops are pulled all the way out.
tain Horatio Hornblower" as the
The
script
is
Meredith
Lucas,
throughout.
by
John
violent
outspoken 'and
and editor
Picture-of-the-Month,
from a story by Harry Hervey.
Florence Somers says, "This film is
General audience classification.
For August
Running time, 85 minutes.
the perfect answer to the criticism
William R. Weaver
release.
that 'movies are not as good as
they used to be' for it is as fine a
romantic adventure film as you'll
ever find."
'all is

1

unpWO

^

In various stages of shooting are "A Wac In His Life,"
starring June Haver, William

starring

Review
(Hal B.

leads.

Crabtree,

15

Virginia Exhibitors Expect Special Panel
Convention Today For Talent Salaries

manage

the

Allen Theatre succeeding Howard
Higley, transferred to the Variety
Theatre. John Bidwell, manager of
the Vogue will assist Strachan at the
Allen and Edward Miller goes to the
Vogue. Miller has been manager of
the Hippodrome which Herbert Scheftel and Alfred G. Burger will take
over on July 8. Al Stern, advertising
Larry Greenberg, booker D.
artist
enmaintenance
Leonard
Halper,
gineer
Robert Cox, Robert Giles,
Clarence Leroy, sound engineers and
the back room secretarial force are
;

;

;

out.

Film Clips for TV
'Frogmen' Promotion
Twentieth Century-Fox

will

mark

use of film clips in its New
video advertising with a major
stattelevision time-buy on every
Metropolitan area to
the
tion
in
herald the world premiere of "The
Frogmen" at the Roxy Theatre on
its

first

York

June

TV

29.

Clips

from

undersea

the

sequences

film
will

showing

its

—

Washington, June 18. The new
Richmond, June 18.— The Virginia
Motion Picture Theatres Association Salary Stabilization Board may set up
summer meeting and convention will a special panel to decide salary quesbe held at the Jefferson Hotel, Rich- tions for the film industry and other
tomorrow and Wednesday. "talent" industries.
mond,
The Board, whose members are to
The business sessions will be confined
to one day. Jack Groh, chairman of be named by Economic Stabilizer Eric
the committee on arrangements, has Johnston within the week, will govern
announced a schedule which includes, salary workers, as distinct from wage
earners. All the film talent employes
tomorrow, a closed business session
discussions on film practices, advertis- come under the salary category. So
ing, television, drive-ins, and the New- far, the industry has been allowed to
News tax fight, and guest continue its traditional salary policy
port
speakers. There will also be a lunch- under a special ruling.
eon, cocktail party, and dinner-dance.
Wednesday morning there will be
a preview of an outstanding film at
the Westover Theatre, and in the
afternoon that theatre and the Richmond drive-ins will be open to all
exhibitors.

File Denial in
Kravetz-UA Suit
Counsel for Arthur Krim, Robert
Benjamin, Matthew Fox, Seymour
Peyser, United Artists and the Walter
Heller Co. has filed in U.S. District
Court here a general denial of charges
made by Max Kravetz in connection
with the latter's counter suit for $616,550 claimed for damages which was

featured
in the
trailers, which will blanket
New York City and the adjacent area
for a radius of 150 miles on every
outlet beginning several days befiled last
fore the world premiere.

be

TV

TV

ford,

Nutt,

Israel,
Westrex

Westrex Deal

announced
has
closing of a deal
with Yehoshua
Brandstatter, president of Israel Motion Picture Studios, Ltd., Tel Aviv,
Corp.

March

against

Mary

Charles Chaplin, Paul V.

Frank McNamee,

et

Pick-

Mc-

al.

Kravetz charged a conspiracy among
defendants obstructed and des-

the

troyed the furtherance of his partnership with McNutt and McNamee, for-

merly board chairman and president,
for Western Electric and Westrex respectively, of UA. Kravetz was secstudio recording equipment.
Brand- retary of the company before the
statter was in New York last month stock option take-over by the Krimto negotiate the deal.

Tiki" the RKO. Radio advenfilm which is now in. its third
month at the Sutton theatre in
York, will be published as at book condensation in ten of the world editions
of Reader's Digest, beginning with the
U. S. and Canadian editions in July;
the Australian and English editions in
August, and the Spanish, Portuguese,

"Kon

ture

;

publicity director will also

•

Benjamin-Fox group.

Average Attendance
(Continued from page 1)

701,252 at the end of 1948 and 3,351,778,000 admissions for the entire year.
Based on the July 1, 1948 population
estimate of 146,045,000, per capita admissions averaged 23.
Of the $1,566,000,000 of receipts reported by the indoor theatres $1,209,000,000 was derived from admissions
and fees, $85,815,000 from sales of
merchandise, $16,276,000 from concession rentals, and $254,877,000 of state,
local and federal admission, sales and
other excise taxes.
Census said the average admission
price, including taxes, was 44 cents,
with a_ range of from 30 cents in Mississippi
to 56 cents in California.
Taxes for the U. S. as a whole averaged 7.6 cents per admission.

Schertz to Hyperion
Jack

Schertz,
formerly
account
executive for Starlane Productions,
was named vice-president in charge
of national television sales and distribution for Hyperion Films, Inc.

New

French,

Italian,

Swiss and Japanese

issues in September.
circulation
alone is
2,000,000 copies.

The domestic
in

excess

of

•

A

concentrated round of national
local New York radio and television appearances to "plug" 20th

and

"On the Riviera"
be made by Sylvia Fine, who
wrote the words and music of the
hit tunes, sung by husband Danny
Kaye in the Technicolor film.
Three weeks of daily guest spots
on top popularity radio and TV
programs will herald the new film
Century-Fox's

will

to more than 65,000,000 listeners
and viewers from coast-to-coast. In
the first week, Miss Fine was the
guest celebrity on the Nancy Craig
program, NBC-TV; Cholly Knickerbocker, ABC; What's My Line,

CBS-TV;

Strike It Rich,

CBS-TV

and WCBS, Family Circle, ABC,
and Okey Mother, Dumont-TV. Additionally, she will appear on popular disc jockey shows.
•

Paramount has completed a national
tieup with Whitman's Candy for the
promotion of Bing Crosby's forthcoming film, "Here Comes the Groom."
Bing
color

will be featured in full-page, fourads in Life and the Saturday

Evening Post, as well as

in 18,000 fullcolor dealer displays.
Paramount's
fieldmen have been alerted for the tieup.

Walter Brooks

16
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20TH-FOX SET FOR '51;
NOW PREPARES FOR 52
r T OLLYWOOD— Its

in
"The Dizzy Dean Story
which Dailey will play tne title
role and which Schermer will pro-

releases

—-

designated for the remainder
*of this year, 20th CenturyFox now looks toward 1952 and is
shaping- its schedule accordingly.
in
attractions,
16
Thirty-six
Technicolor, are finished, currently
preparing for the
shooting or
stages. Set now for 1952 are these
"Golden Girl," Technicolor musical based on the life of Lotta Crabtree, with Mitzi Gaynor, Dennis
I

I

duce.

"Father Does a Strip, Technicolor comedy with June Haver and
Dailey, to be produced by Robert
Bassler.
"I Don't Care," a George Jessel
Technicolor production.

"Way

Gaucho," Technicolor
set in Ar-

gentina, with Philip
ducer.

Day and Dale Robertson; Lloyd
Bacon directing and George

of a

Tyrone Power starrer

Jessel

Dunne

as pro-

"White Witch Doctor," slated for
producing.
"Five Fingers," spy story star- Technicolor production by Otto
ring James Mason, Michael Ren- Lang.
Meanwhile, the July-through Denie and Micheline Prelle directed
schedule has been detercember
produced
Mankiewicz,
L.
by Joseph
mined by the distribution departby Otto Lang.
"Mabel and Me," romantic com- ment. Here is the latest detail
July
"Take Care of My Little
edy starring Dan Dailey to be directed by Henry Levin for produc- Girl," "keyhole view" of sorority
life
starring Jeanne Crain, with
er Fred Kohlmar.
"
Negulesco directing for proJean
outTechnicolor
"Kangaroo
ducer
Julian Blaustein, in Technithe
backin
action
drama
set
door
;

—

hills

of

Australia,

starring

color.

Peter

"The Frogmen," starring RichLawford and Maureen O'Hara, diWidmark, Dana Andrews and
ard
profor
rected by Lewis Milestone
Gary Merrill in a story of the
ducer Robert Bassler.
commandos,
"The Marriage Broker," roman- Navy's underwater
Bacon
Lloyd
directed
which
was
by
tic comedy to be directed by George
Engel.
Samuel
produced
by
G.
and
BrackCharles
producer
Cukor for
"The Guy Who Came Back,"
ett with Jeanne Grain and Thelma
story of a football star past his
prime, starring Paul Douglas, Joan
Bennett and Linda Darnell. Joseph
Newman directed and Julian Blaus-

Ritter in the leads.
"Return of the Texan," western
in a modern setting to be produced

by Frank P. Rosenberg.
"You and the Night and the
Music," a story in Technicolor
about Jane Froman, starring- Susan
Hayward, Rory Calhoun, David
Wayne and Miss Ritter Lang directing and Lamar Trotti produc-

tein produced.

—

August "No Highway in the
Sky," which stars James Stewart
and Marlene Dietrich in the story
of

a

transatlantic

flight

directed

for

producer

;

1

ing.

by Henry Koster
Louis D. Lighton.

"The Secret of Convict Lake,"
"Viva Zapata," a Darryl F. ZaGlenn Ford, Gene Tierney,
starring
by
being
directed
nuck production
Barrymore and Zachary
Elia Kazan, with Marlon Brando Ethel
Scott, with Michael Gordon as diand Jean Peters in the leads.
rector
and Frank P. Rosenberg as
Tech"Red Skies of Montana,"
nicolor action drama of the Forest
Rangers, starring Richard Wid-

mark and Constance Smith, with
Joseph Newman slated to direct for
producer Samuel G. Engel.
"Seeing Nellie Home," which
Jessel will produce and in which
Dailey will star.
"Belles on Their Toes " Technicolor musical starring Miss Crain
and slated for production by Engel.
"Lydia Bailey," based on Kenneth Roberts best-seller in Technicolor, starring Dale Robertson and
Anne Francis, with Jean Negulesco
slated to direct for producer Jules
Schermer.
"Phone Call From a Stranger,"
slated for production by Nunnally
Johnson.

producer.
"Mr. Belvedere Rings the Bell,"
adapted from the stage hit, "The
Silver Whistle," starring Clifton

Webb, Joanne Dru and Hugh Marlowe, with Henry Koster directing
for producer Andre Hakim.
"Decision Before Dawn," produced and directed in Germany by
Anatole Litvak, with Frank McCarthy as associate producer, and
starring- Richard Basehart, Gary
Merrill, Oskar Werner and Hildegarde Neff.
September "David and Bathsheba," Biblical story produced in
Technicolor by Darryl F. Zanuck
and directed by Henry King, with
Gregory Peck and Susan Hayward
{Continued on page 18)

—

"

Scenes from forthcoming 20th Century-Fox releases, top to bottom:
"David and Bathsheba," with Gregory Peck and Susan Hayward;
"The Desert Fox," with James Mason and Jessica Tandy; "No Highway in the Sky," with James Stewart and Marlene Dietrich; "Take
Care of My Little Girl," with Jeanne Crain.
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HEAD OF STEAM

FULL

BEHIND
A ROUND-UP

NEW

of merchan-

RELEASES

Taking advantage

of the fact that

New York

premiere of "The
ups arranged by 20th Century- Frogmen" coincides with "National
Fox on behalf of current and Swim for Health Week," 20th Century-Fox is preparing special posters
future releases follows:
for swimming pools and bathhouses
throughout the metropolitan New
"Take Care Of My Little Girl"
dising and

exploitation

tie-

the

is

York area.
The poster, headed "Swim For

Seventeen,

Health," ties in the picture by exhorting swimmers to "relax at the
movies and see the Navy's daring

getting a send-off from leading
McCall's, This Week,
magazines.
Look, Coronet, Quick, Pic, Pageant,

Country

Gentleman,

Compact and Scholastic are among
publications giving extensive
coverage to the film. In addition,
"Take Care Of
Little Girl" will
be heralded on the cover of Modern
Screen, Screenland, Screen Stories,
Screen Guide and Movie Fix.
the

My

Underwater Commandos Swim For
Victory in 'The Frogmen.'". Roxy
Theatre credits are included.

Prominent
Greater

.

notables interested in the

A
in

educators
in
the
area and other

New York

tie-up resulting in full-page ads
eight top national publications

nation's

youth will be guests at a special
screening June 26 of "Take Care of

has been set by 20th Century-Fox My Little Girl." Among those who
with the Electric Auto-Lite Co. for are being invited are Mrs. Eleanor
"Meet Me After the Show." Copy Roosevelt, Edward R. Murrow,
which features Betty Grable, with Harold W. Dodcls, president of
full credit to the Technicolor mu- Princeton University; William
Jansical, will appear in the fall, blank- sen, Superintendent of Schools in
eting the national market from
August through September. Magazines include Life, Saturday Evening Post, Look, Country Gentleman, Collier's, Farm Quarterly,
Southern Agriculturist and Rural

Gravure.

New York

Harold Taylor, presiLawrence College
Harry N. Wright, president of City
College; Millicent Carey Mcintosh,
dean of Barnard College George
N. Shuster, president of Hunter
College, and Harry D. Gideonse,
president of Brooklyn College.
;

dent of Sarah

;

Also expected are leading sturadio publicity camdents of colleges in the metropolipaign in behalf of "Friendly Island,"
tan area, education writers for New
is being waged by Gloria De Haven
York newspapers and radio and
during her time-off from appearcommentators.
ances at the Versailles, New York
night club. Miss De Haven, who
will continue her guest appearances
The company anticipates that the
for "Friendly Island" throughout
her
engagement,
has
already exploitation tie-ups arranged with
plugged the film on the following leading manufacturers for "Take
programs Mary Margaret McBride Care of My Little Giri" will see the
(ABC), Wayne Howell (NBC), campaign take its place alongside
Poole's Paradise (MBS), Quick As those for "The Black Rose" and
Flash (ABC), Gloria Swanson "Bird of Paradise" as one of the
(MBS), Luncheon at Sardi's most complete and extensive in the
(
Cholly
Knickerbocker history of the company.
)

A one-woman

TV

:

A

WOR

,

(WJZ), Binnie Barnes (ABC),
Johnny Olsen's Show (ABC) and
Robbins Nest

Members
Teams

tion

of
in

(WINS).
Underwater Demoli-

World War

II will

aid in ballyhooing "The Frogmen,"
with the former underwater com-

mandos being contacted by the
company for radio and TV appear-

Among

the leading national manwhose products are tieclin with the film are Whitman's
Chocolates, the Electric Auto-Lite
Corp., Motorola, Inc., the Campbell
Soup Co., the Tea Bureau, the
Estate Stove Co. and the Kitchen

ufacturers

Queen Dishwasher Co.
Tie-ups will see the benefit by
full-page color ads in leading national magazines, including Life,

ances throughout the country. Plans Look, Saturday Evening Post, Corare also in the making for a special onet,
Oman's Home Companion,
reunion of Frogmen from the last Better Homes and Gardens, Quick,
war at the world premiere at the Good Housekeeping McCall's, WoRoxy, New York.
man's Day, Ladies Home Journal.

W

,

stills from impending releases, top to bottom: "Mr.
Belvedere Rings the Bell," with Clifton Webb, Joanne Dru and
Hugh Marlowe; "People Will Talk," with Cary Grant and Jeanne
Grain; "Meet Me After the Show" with Betty Grable and Macdonald
Carey; "The Guy Who Came Back," with Paul Douglas, Joan Bennett and Linda Darnell.

Additional scene

17

18
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Spokane, San Antonio, Seattle,
Toledo, Washington, D. C, Wich-

ton,

Worcester and Youngstown.
"David
and Bathsheba" will also
IS
receive one of the largest radio and
of the greatest advertis- TV barrages ever lavished on a
ing barrages in film history motion picture, the company states.
ita,

"DAVID"

SET

ONE

is being set in motion for
Darryl F. Zanuck's "David and
Bathsheba" with one billion reader
impressions hitting every man, woman and child in the country at
least 15 times from July through
October, according to 20th Century-Fox.

It is expected that further coverage by the magazines such as Life,
Look, Collier's and the Saturday
Evening Post will make "David and
Bathsheba" one of the most widely
publicized films via magazines in
motion picture annals.

The campaign will hit major
mass circulation national magazines
with a combined readership of 150,-

will

000,000, all the fan magazines, a
host of farm and religious publications with a combined readership
and every major
of 86,000,000,

Sunday newspaper supplement

A

collateral subsidiary campaign
be waged by the Ford Corp.
and the Fruehauf Trailer Co.

FOR 1951
(Continued from page 16)

in

the United States with a total readership of 175,000,000.
Copy will
hit three to six times.

in the leading roles.

"People Will Talk," story concerning the medical profession, prodiThe national magazine schedule duced by Darry F. Zanuck and
rected by Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
includes Life, Look, Time, Newswith Cary Grant and Jeanne Crain.
week, the Saturday Evening Post,
"The Desert Fox," based on the
Collier's,
Ebony
McCall's, Redbook,
current best-seller about the late

Sunday suppleand Our World.
ment advertising will include the
American Weekly, This Week, Parade and Pictorial Review, covering 94 key metropolitan area newspapers, plus the New York Sunday News, Times and Mirror and

Field Marshal Rommel, starring
James Mason and Jessica Tandy,

with Henry Hathaway directing for
Nunnally Johnson.
October ."A Wac in His Life,"

—

starring June

Lundigan

Haver and William
the

story of a G.I.
independent
who
returns home to become a resupplements not covered by the
luctant landlord; directed by Joothers.
Each publication will be
seph Newman for producer Jules
hit with no less than three inserts,
Buck.
while the supplements in Boston,
"Meet Me After the Show,"
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Los
Technicolor musical starring Betty
Angeles and New York will run
Grable and Macdonald Carey, di"David and Bathsheba" copy every
rected by Richard Sale and proweek for a six-week period.
duced by George Jessel.
Copy, which is designed to cap"The Day the Earth Stood Still,"
ture the widest possible audience science-fiction drama starring Miappeal, will be keyed to offer a free chael Rennie and Patricia Neal,
color brochure to readers with sev- with Robert Wise directing for proeral million to be printed for ship- ducer
Julian Blaustein.
ping to every part of the country.
"Friendly Island,"
November

14

other

individual

in

—

Advertising

copy

will

blanket

newspaper Sunday supplements

in

Technicolor musical starring William Lundigan, Gloria De Haven,
Jane Greer and Mitzi Gaynor directed by Edmund Goulding for
producer Fred Kohlmar.
"Let's Make It Legal," romantic

the following cities
Atlanta, Akron,
Albany, Boston, Baltimore,
Bridgeport, Birmingham, Buffalo,
Cincinnati,
Chicago,
Cleveland,
Columbus, Detroit, Denver, Dal- comedy directed by Richard Sale
las, Des Moines, El Paso, Erie, for producer Robert Bassler, with
Fort Wayne, Greenville, S. C.
Claudette Colbert and Macdonald
Harrisburg, Hartford, Houston, In- Carey in the leads.
dianapolis, Jacksonville, Jamaica,
"Anne of the Indies," TechniL.
I.,
Knoxville, Los Angeles, color romantic drama of the high
Little
Rock, Long Beach, Cal., seas starring Jean Peters, Louis
Louisville,
Miami,
Milwaukee, Tourdan and Debra Paget, with
:

;

Madison, Wise, Memphis, Minne- Jacques Tourneur directing for proNew Orleans, New York, ducer George Jessel.
Newark, Nashville, New Haven,
Forget
December
"I'll Never
New Bedford, Mass., Oakland, You," starring Tyrone Power and
Oklahoma City, Omaha, Philadel- Ann Blyth, in Technicolor story
phia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., and directed by Roy Baker for proPortland, Me., Peoria, Phoenix, ducer Sol C. Siegel.
Providence, Rochester, San Fran"Elopement," slated for produccisco, St. Louis, Syracuse, St. Paul, tion by Fred Kohlmar, with Clifton
Salt Lake City, San Diego, Scran- Webb in the lead.

apolis,

—

Before Dawn," with Richard Basehart, Gary Merrill,
Oskar Werner and Hildegarde Neff; "The Day the Earth Stood
Still," with Michael Rennie and Patricia Neal; "The Secret of Convict Lake," with Glenn Ford, Gene Tierney, Ethel Barrymore and
Zachary Scott; "The Frogmen," with Richard Widmark, Dan
Andrews and Gary Merrill.

"Decision

k

Tuesday, June

19,

Motion Picture Daily

1951

'New Era Forecast
'

Theatre

As Exhibitors See
Albany, N.

Y.,

exhibitors

district

— Albany

June
and visitors from
18.

New York expressed the belief that
they witnessed the beginning of a new
motion picture era at Fabian's Palace
on Friday when more than 4,000 turned
out to watch the exclusive theatre
telecast of the Joe Louis-Lee Savold

Network

(Continued from page 1)

TV Bow

Exclusive

TV

prices at a few houses
protests.

Wire

TRADE SHOWINGS

"HARD, FAST and

The International Boxing
Club, sponsors of the exclusive theatre telecasts of its

BEAUTIFUL'

yesterday expressed
its satisfaction with the results
of
Louis-Savold
the
fight, both at the Madison
fights,

and

service
charges are the biggest item and the
one that could be pro-rated if more
fight.
theatres joined in.
Efforts are being made by Nathan
They were deeply impressed
Halpern, Theatre Owners of America
by the number of persons atand Fabian theatre
consultant, to
tending, the strong audience reline up more houses for the La Mottaaction and the technical qualMurphy telecast on June 27, but equipity of the presentation.
ment shortages and lack of cable faciliof
Executives
the Fabian, Schine,
ties are likely to keep the number
Reade, Loew's, Warner, Kallet and
near the nine original participants.
Benton circuits agreed on "the unspokesman said yesterday
An
limited possibilities" of theatre telethat it is unlikely that his company
casting and on its potential shot-in-thewill be able to install equipment in
arm effect on box-offices. J. L. 01- time and the cable difficulties may
shansky, owner-operator of the Coloagain keep theatres in Detroit, Minnenial here and the only small indepenapolis, Boston and Binghamton, N. Y.,
dent operator present, praised the
from receiving the closed telecast.
videocast as "a progressive step in
Nevertheless, theatre television has
association between television and the
received
tremendous impetus from
theatre," but he raised the question,
Friday's affair.
run down of grosses
"Where does the small exhibitor fit reported from the field shows money
into the participating picture, on an
making potentialities.
equitable formula, in towns where
Albany: Fabian's 3,700-seat Palthere are
circuit
and independent
ace drew more than 4,000 persons at
?"
theatres
a regular admission of 74 cents. The
Sidney
Kallet,
Kallet
Theatres,
gross more than doubled a good
Oneida, who suggested the possible
Friday night.
comparison between exclusive theatre
Baltimore: Loew's Century filled
telecasting and the advent of talkingits 3,000 seats at the regular 65 cent
pictures, said he believed many theaadmission and turned several hundreds
tres
would add video equipment, away. The gross was 40 per cent above
bringing down the installation cost and
a comparable night. Many patrons
making possible a great number of
came early and stayed for the fight
more exclusive telecasts of sporting after the screen bill. The 1,500-seat
and other events.
Harlem reported a gross 200 per cent
Others who took a favorable view of
above normal.
prospects for the new medium were

ALBANY
Tues. 6/26
FoxScr. Rm.
1052 Broadway

RCA

RKO

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

Rm. Tues. 6/26
122-28 Arlington St.

;

;

Mo.

—

Cleveland, June 18. Local exhibitors were greatly impressed by the
success of the

first

exclusive theatre

Friday when

telecast in this city last

RKO's

Palace drew a capacity crowd

for the Louis-Savold fight.
local sales manJack Piatt,
ager, reported today that installation
inquiries are coming from operators of
both first and subsequent run theatres
in this territory.

RCA

'Unqualified Success' at
Shea's Fulton in Pitts.

Pittsburgh, June

18.

— The

Fulton

Theatre's exclusive theatre telecast of
the Louis-Savold fight was termed an
unqualified success by manager John
D. Walsh.
He said that the house
assuredly will be sold out again for the
La Motta-Murphy fight, the next exclusive theatre
event scheduled for

CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm.
1300

TV

June

27.

voiced

here

yesterday

by

theatre
eral

TV

hearings before the Fed-

Communications Commission.

It

that these telecasts will be
members
watched closely by the
and that any unfavorable reaction to
price hikes might be harmful.
is

felt

FCC
the only theatre of
the nine houses participating in the
telecast to use the event as the main
feature.
The box-office was closed
and the theatre emptied before the Lou's-Savold Films
fight tickets, scaled at $1.30, were Ready for Theatre
The normal evening
Films of the Joe Louis-Lee Savold
placed on sale.
fight are available for theatrical readmission is 85 cents.
The Fulton was

10:30

A.M.

Tues. 6/26

2:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

Wabash Ave.

S.

RKO

Rm. Tues. 6/26

Scr.

8:00 P.M.

12 East 6th St.

ATOI

Cites

Danger

DALLAS
Rm. Tues. 6/26
Harwood St.

Para. Scr.

412

(Continued from page 1)

S.

2:30 P.M.

DENVER
Rm. Tues. 6/26

Para. Scr.

short sight

features to television
that were made possible in the first
place only, by the revenue that was obtained from their regular customers'
the theatre owners.
Of course, they
will start out by making only old pictures available to
but this product
will compete with many theatres operating on a marginal profit that in the
order of things play pictures on a very
late availability.
As these theatres are
forced to close, the producers will justify themselves in moving up the availability of their films for
because of
the loss of some theatre revenue and
because the elimination of small theatres will mean their last theatre playdates will be liquidated that much
earlier.
As
encroaches on the
deepest runs remaining they, too, will
be forced out.
As there becomes
sell

—

TV

TV

K.C.R. Pictures for the International

Boxing Club.
Bill

ex-

hibitors interested in the forthcoming-

A.M.

CINCINNATI

TV

was

Oper. Scr. Rm.
Tues. 6/26
St.

FoxScr. Rm.
Tues. 6/26
308 S. Church St.

"The biggest reason that the theaShea's Fulton, which
held a special show at a raised admis- tres will continue to be patronized, is
sion of $1.30, grossed $1,856, triple the the quality of product that they have
usual figure, and turned away hun- to offer," the ATOI continued. "Even
in many towns where business is very
dreds.
Washington: RKO's Keith sold seriously off, a real 'good picture conout long before the fight, as did the tinues to equal or exceed old records.
Lincoln, which raised its price to With the huge sums that are necessary
to make a top quality production it is
match the Keith's 90 cents.
Andrew Grainger, head of Shea's economically impossible to retrieve the
activities, said here yesterday that investment except through theatre boxthe Fulton would put its seats on a offices. As long as the motion picture
reserved basis for the La Motta-Mur- theatre has this kind of merchandise to
phy fight. It is believed that some of sell the public they will stay in busithe other theatres will adopt a similar ness," declared the ATOI.
method, with most of the houses closing their box-offices for a period belease, it was announced here yesterday.
fore putting the fight tickets on sale.
The 25 minute short was made by
theatres will con-

The hope that the
tinue to keep prices down and to show
the next fight as an added attraction

10:30

CHARLOTTE

Pittsburgh:

Stirs Cleveland
Interest in Theatre TV

Pic.

498 Pearl

usual figure.

Bout

2:30 P.M.

BUFFALO

Chicago:
Balaban and Katz's
State-Lake and Tivoli sold out early
and turned away hundreds. The StateLake, which uses Paramount's interTV
mediate film TV system, showed the
fight again at the next show.
Cleveland: RKO's Palace raised fewer and fewer 'points of sale,' and
L. Fabian, Louis R. Golding, Bernie
its
scale from 75 cents to 90 cents movies get less accessible, theatre cusBrooks, Nat Lapkin and Saul J. Ulland filled its 3,300 seats easily. The tomers will diminish," it was stated.
man, expressed enthusiasm.
$2,000 gross was almost double the
Quality Decisive

Smakwitz, Warner zone
manager
William Kraemer, Schine
circuit,
Gloversville
Jack Harris,
Walter Reade Theatres, and James
Benton of Benton Theatres, Saratoga.
Fabian executives, including Edward

Rm. Tues. 6/26
St., N.W.

Scr.

195 Luckie

looked for more theatres to
join the network.

A

A.

8:00 P.M.

ATLANTA

Square Garden box-office and
and added the
hope that it would realize a
little
more cash from the
theatres in the forthcoming
La Motta - Murphy bout on
June 27. Terms for the LouisSavold telecast rights were
a $10,000 guarantee or 40
cents per theatre seat and
will remain the same for the
next but the IBC spokesman
in the theatres

TV

Charles

of

For Next Bout

Despite the results, however, no cirwould say that any house
made money nor is there much prospect of such an attraction getting out
of the red until more theatres are able
participate.

RK0 RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

Same IBC Terms

drew no

cuit official

to

19

Joe
is

narrated the event and
supervised production.
of the Journal-American.

Roberts

the third principal of K.C.R.

Pic-

tures.

Fox

Rm.

Scr.

1300 High

Tues. 6/26

1 :00

P.M.

St.

DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave. Tues. 6/26

2:30 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr. Rm. Tues. 6/26
517 N. Illinois St.

1:00 P.M.

LOS ANGELES

RKO

Scr.

1980

S.

Rm. Tues. 6/26
Vermont Ave.

2:00 P.M.

MEMPHIS
FoxScr. Rm.
Tues. 6/26
151 Vance Ave.

2:00 P.M.

MILWAUKEE
Scr. Rm. Tues. 6/26
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

Warn.

2:00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS
Fox

Scr. Rm.
Tues. 6/26
1015 Currie Ave.

2:00 P.M.

NEW HAVEN
FoxScr. Rm.
Tues. 6/26
40 Whiting St.

2:00 P.M.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Scr.

200

S.

Rm.

Tues. 6/26

Liberty

10 :30

A.M.

St.

NEW YORK
Paris Theatre
Tues. 6/26
4 West 58th Street

10:30 A.M.

OKLAHOMA
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 6/26

10:30 A.M.

10 North Lee St.

OMAHA
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 6/26

1502 Davenport

1 :00

P.M.

St.

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues.

6/26

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 6/26
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

1:30 P.M.

250 N. 13th

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

PORTLAND
Star. Scr.

925

ST.

Rm.

N.W.

Tues. 6/26

2:00 P.M.

19th Ave.

LOUIS

RKO

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 6/26

2:30 P.M.

St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

216 East

Tues. 6/26

1st St.

1 :15

P.M

South

SAN FRANCISCO
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues.
251 Hyde

CBS-TV; announced yesterday that
a film of the Louis-Savold fight will
be shown tomorrow night on Pabst
Beer's regular Wednesday night boxing program. It will be the first time
the bout has been available to the
home television audience.

2:00 P.M.

St.

DES MOINES

3143 Olive

Corum

Max Kase

2100 Stout

6/26

2:00 P.M.

6/26

2:00 P.M.

St.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave.Tues.

SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd Thea. Tues. 6/26
212 N. Philips Ave.

10:00

A.M

B/erybodymust be

sHbe
/

With women who want to be in the swim,
the latest COMPANlON-approved movie is a
dash to their local theater. They
and again— that's why the movietime
do it
makers have i nvested more money in the
COMPANION during the past five years than
signal to

i

n any other monthly magazine *.
* Except of course

"«

the

fan magazines!

Kind of Woman-KO „„

THE CR0WELLC01LIER PUBLISHING COMPANY, 640 FIFTH ftVENOE, NEW YORK

19, N.V.

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

69.

NO.

DAILY
NEW

119

UK

Industry
Weighs New
Tax Ultimatum
CEA
On

YORK,

U.S.A.,

A.J. O'Keefe

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

and

A

A

will be
afternoon at the
St. Moritz Hotel here.
Ihe
committee will hear reports
on and consider plans for the
cooperative public relations
drive being conducted by special consultant Lynn Farnol.

Calls Council Meet Gamble and O'Keefe, Inc.
Gaitskell's Offer
Five theatres have

already
been acquired and conferences
will soon start in the West for
the acquisition of several additional houses.

representatives of four industry associations on the proposed admission
tax increase.

Treasury spokesman said
Gaitskell

the

indicated

the Ritz in Handford, and
in California.

two

others,

all

O'Keefe, former Universal Pictures

New

sales executive, will leave
York
this week by motor to make his future
residence in Los Angeles. He will be

terms on which he is prepared
to adjust the entertainment tax
schedules in the pending Finance Bill and requested the

joined there shortly by Gamble,
is also presently in New York.

four

O'Shea, Pickman on

associations to
his views separately.

consider

Although no details of Gaitskell's
terms were made public, it is understood that he adopted a "take it or
leave it" attitude. In any event, the
last legislative opportunity for relief
(.Continued on

page 4)

Controls Stay

Off Industry
Washington, June

19.

—With

Sales Drive

House and Senate Banking Commitapproaching the end of their voting on the Defense Production Act
extender, continuation of the price
control exemption for film admissions

this

Expanding, Adds
6 Sales Managers

wood

Los Angeles
with

Duke

Tour

;

was

disclosed

L

.

Jack

Schlaifer, president.
Schlaifer, who
will leave

(Continued on page 4)

U-I

Expanding

TV

Picture Promotion

New

on a tour that
take
ultimately

will

South - to

his

the

staff

him
t

o

Hollywood for
product negotia-

Jack Schlaifer

announced
has
added

tions,

he
following

(.Continued on

{Continued on page 4)

six

—

Washington, June 19. Interest in
theatre television is booming among
exhibitors in Washington, where

TV

use of television in the pro- equipment has already been installed
motion of its pictures has been inau- and used in
Keith's and District
gurated by Universal-International as Theatres'
Sidney
Lincoln Theatre.
a part of its over-all sales policy. Lust has equipment for two theatres
With one television service for exhibi- on order from RCA, it was learned,
tors now entering its third year, the and if it proves successful, plans to
studio has announced an expansion of install equipment in all nine of his
its
promotional activities with the indoor theatres.
launching of an added service entitled
K-B Amusement Co. is considering
"Movie Star Album."
equipment for its six theatres, and ofThe new service, which will consti- ficials of the circuit will meet late this
(Continued on page 2)

(.Continued on

page 4)

MMPTA

executive

Hit Tax on
Free Tickets
Washington, June 19.— The House
and Means Committee said

Ways

today that the present method of computing admission taxes on reduced or
free admissions "is contrary to the
general principal of an ad valorem
tax."

At present, the Federal tax is
charged on reduced or free tickets on
(Continued

cut

page 4)

Washington, June 19. Exports of
motion picture films and equipment
during the first quarter of this year
were up sharply about 26 per cent
at
over totals of a year earlier, the Commerce Department reported. This was
the first time in over two years that
An llth-hour settlement yesterday
a current quarter exceeded the figures between representatives of the IATSE
for the year previous.
and RKO Theatres averted the strike

Cashiers

For B.C. Circuits

TV

The

director said he saw cause for alarm
in the lack of concern for the provi(Continued on page 4)

—

More Theatre TV

RKO

through."

sales

page 4)

Film & Equipment Exports
Up Sharply in 1st Quarter

Wide

MMPTA

Phillips quoted one of the
as maintaining that "we'll
all
be non-profit if this bill goes

York next week

tees

and film rentals seems almost certain.
Both Committees have already
passed by this provision in their ten-

MMPTA

executive director, contended that
motion picture theatres and the
public both stand to suffer in
consequence of the exemptions
wh-'ch the bill would grant film
and other shows sponsored by
a wide variety of societies and
organizations which adhere to
the non-profit principle.

members
yesterday

here

Monday and
Clark,

Means Committee.
D. John Phillips,

pictures,

foreign films
and reissues,

:

at

The Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Association was prepared
yesterday to take the lead in opening a strong fight against the admission tax exemption provisions of
the 1951 Revenue Act which has been
reported out of the House Ways and

Expansion in terms of personnel,
product and physical facilities for the
Jack Schlaifer Organization, distributors
of
independently-made Holly-

by

Tuesday,

Set to Fight Provisions
Favoring Benefit Shows

Schlaifer Company

E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, vice-president
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
and Jerry Pickman, director of advertising-publicity, will leave here tonight for Los Angeles, first stop on a
week's tour of divisions in the current
"Salute
Al
to
Schwalberg Sales
Drive," scheduled for July and August.
Their itinerary includes conferences
as follows tomorrow and Friday, with
George Smith, Western division manager,

both

who

New York

Greater

held

Hits

Tax Bill's
Exemptions

A regular bi-weekly meeting of the Joint Public Relations Committee of the Motion
Picture
Industry
of

new Coast theatre circuit is in
the making, with A. J. O'Keefe and
Ted Gamble as partners, operating as

—

MMPTA

(

P.RJ Group
To Meet Today

Ted Gamble in New
Circuit on Coast

By PETER BURNUP
London, June 19. The Cinematograph Exhibitors Association
The partners yesterday jointly ansummoned an emergency session of
its council for tomorrow following nounced here that the first properties
today's meeting between Chancellor of include the DeAnza Theatre in Riverthe Exchequer Hugh Gaitskell and side, the Obispo in San Luis Obispo,

that

NY

TEN CENTS

20, 1951

No

Substantially larger exports
of exposed feature films and of

Win

Raise;

RKO

Strike

of box-office cashiers which was slated
to take place this morning at the cir-

sponsible for the increased total, but practically all types of
raw stock were also higher.

houses in Greater New York.
agreement providing for a compromise wage raise for the 80 members
of Theatre Cashiers Local No, B-52
was arrived at tpr/conclude two days

Exports

of

were

equipment

mainly

re-

,

cuit's

An

,

-of

exposed, feature

(.Continued

on page 4)

films,

negotiations

in

(.Continued

the

presence

on page 4)

of
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Mayer Predicts New
Industry Stature

At Virginia Meet
—

M.

LEVY,

general

counsel to Theatre Owners of
America, was in New York yesterday
from New Haven.

•

Richmond, Va., June 19. The ingrow to an importance and

Ralph Lanterman,

dustry will

magnitude far beyond

Newsreel

Personal Mention
HERMAN

city

Walter Reade Theatres

manager
Mor-

in

ACK COHN,

executive vice-presi«J dent of Columbia, arrived here
from Rome by air yesterday.
•
1

20, 1951

Parade
PRESIDENT TRUMAN

signing
India grain bill and reports
from Korea are covered in current
Irving Sochin, assistant to C. J.
nezvsrecls.
Other items inchide the
Feldman, Universal domestic sales consecration
of Monsignor Sheen as
manager, underwent an emergency
Bishop,
the
French elections and
operation for appendicitis at New
sports. Complete contents follows:
Rochelle Hospital on Monday.
•
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 50—Commulose French elections. Montreal fire.
Kermit C. Stengel, executive vice- nists
India Grain Bill signed. Texas hails Gen.
president of Crescent Amusement Co., MacArthur. Most Rev. Fulton Sheen conhas been elected a director of the Ten- secrated as Bishop. College regatta. Golf
tournament. Track meet.
nessee Safety Council.
the

JL

present stature, it was declared here today by
Arthur L. Mayer, executive vice-president of the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, in an address before
the convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Virginia at the
Jefferson Hotel.

for

"I have no patience," Mayer said,
"with those who see in our present
difficulties the end of a business which
has been and still is the principal
source of entertainment for millions
are
of people all over the world.
in the midst of a revolution in enter-

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 284—French
Joseph A. Walsh, head of branch elections. Fire in Montreal hospice. Miss
in Holland. Wheat for India. Ben
Milton E. Cohen, United Artists operations for Paramount, is in Butte, Truman
Hogan wins national open. Intercollegiate
Southern and Western sales manager, Montana today on a tour of exchange regatta. Belmont stakes turf thriller.
has left here for a tour, of the com- cities.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 87—Wiscon•
pany's Midwest exchanges.
sin scores rowing upset. France goes to
•
Jack Broder, president and chair- the polls. Stars in Albuquerque. Pint-size
—every one a doll. Fire in Montreal.
Al Rackin, public relations counsel man of Realart Pictures, Inc., is due fashions
Ben Hogan wins golf tournament.
for Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, is here today from the Coast.
e
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 2S-A—Korea:
here from Hollywood.
•
Ted Barker, publicist for Loew's capture of Chorwon. Report on Eniwetok

its

We

tainment, but if the men and women
of our business keep their heads and
use their imagination it will be the
picture business which will reap the
final benefits of the changes this revolution will bring about."

ducer, and associate of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has arrived here from

London.

•

William Pine

New

Coast from

has returned to the

Cleveland theatres,

York.

California.

Exchange Skouras, Lichtman,

For 5 Jap

vacationing in

tests.

Europe:

pinch.

Sport

Red

economies

Following a series of

At Berlin Festival
con-

studio

—

complete final arrangements. Meantime Dagal will supervise Warner's

Hongkong and Formosa

operations.

Cohen has appointed Richard Ma,
formerly assistant manager in Hongkong, manager there, succeeding DaMa will also be in charge of
gal.
operations in Formosa.

The

charge of S. H. Ko.
Arrangements are in progress for
the purchase and erection of suitable
quarters in the key cities to house disoffice is in

Top 'Headhunter' Grosses
RKO

days are ahead of any other
Radio release to play the thea-

first five

RKO
tre.

An

would

tribution.

Radio's "Jungle Headhunters"

said to be heading for the best first
week's gross of any picture to play
the Grand Theatre, Chicago, this year.
It is understood that the gross will
reach $16,000 for the week. At the
Madison, Detroit, the only other house
to play the picture, grosses for the
is

set

the house,

Johnston Presented
Brotherhood Award

expected
a
it

gross

of

$6,500
for

new week's record
was said.

Walt Disney's "Cinderella," and
"Beaver Valley" were winners of first
prizes at the Berlin Film Festival,
,

according to word received at the
Pictures home office.
"Cinderella" was also selected for
a special prize by a public vote of the
"Cinderella" was
citizens of Berlin.
Disney's all-cartoon release last year,
and "Beaver Valley" was the Acade-

RKO

Presentation of the plaque was made
NCCJ national co-chairman Roger
W. Straus. Dinner chairman David L.

to

Aid

New

times"! year

Mulvey Deposition
Be Taken in N. Y.

signs

India

Grain Bill. French elections. Ben Hogan
wins U. S. open. Marietta regatta. Track
meet in Seattle. Counterpoint takes Belmont
stakes.

400

at Services for

Some 400

persons, including scores

to Services for Tansey

Promotes Roy Rogers

asa

No. 89— Mon-

Truman

at Riverside Funeral Chapel here yesagreement has been signed be- terday. The president of the Joe Horntween Harry J. Michalson, president stein theatre equipment firm died Sunof RKO Pathe, and explorer Armand day at the age of 65. Burial was at
Denis to produce and direct a feature Lynwood
Farmingdale,
Cemetery,
adventure picture in Africa for RKO L. I.
Radio release, it was announced here
Among those in attendance were
yesterday by Ned E. Depinet, presi- Budd Rogers, Bert Sanford, Samuel
dent of RKO Radio.
Fred
Edward Lachman,
Rinzler,
Denis, who won the Adventurers Matthews, Nat Saland, Etnil Kern, M.
Club medal for 1950 for "Savage O. Faige, Jack Noland, Paul Reiss,
Splendor," which was also released Joe Ingber, Harry Brandt, William
through RKO, will leave here to Brandt, Eugene Picker.
make the film early in July.
The Hornstein offices here were
closed Monday and yesterday.

Sherwin

Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye

Hollywood, June

19.

— Funeral

ser-

vices will be held tomorrow in North
Hollywood for Robert Tansey, producer-director of Western features,
who died Sunday from a heart attack.
The widow and a daughter survive.

U-I Expanding

TV

(Continued from page 1)
a five-minute program, will be
up on a regular bi-weekly basis,
with each show being devoted entirely
to the life of a film star. Each show
is made up of 20 stills, a transcription
of the star's voice and prepared script
to enable individual station announcers
tute
set

to "interview" the personality.

Consulting Editor.

yuigpuLH.u, ^uuuuu.
ureas,
section of Motion Picture Herald; International Motion
York. N. Y.. under the act of March 3. 1879. Subscription rates per year. $6 in the

IS"!n^M^^^ll&d B

President

An

RKO

HeraTd";
class matter, Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office at

fire.

of prominent industry figures, attended
funeral services for Joseph Hornstein

'Alice'

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher;

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
treal

Armand Denis Will
Make One for RKO

Kathy Beaumont, the voice of Alice
An innovation in advertising agency
in "Alice in Wonderland," will arrive
Yunich presided.
presentations
on behalf of a motion
two
for
Coast
the
from
Johnston spoke on current economic here today
picture star is a Roy Rogers 30-minute
problems. In accepting the award he weeks of promotions for the
prepared by W.
said it was a symbol of progress for Radio release which will have its 16mm. film, specially
Rogers, to
the day-in-day-out endeavors of the premiere at New York's Criterion Arthur Rush, manager for
be shown by ad agencies to sponsors.
Theatre on Aug. 1.

NCCJ.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

No. 466— Montreal

fire.
Wheat for India. Royal outing ia
Holland. Sheep roundup in Chile. Flashes
from the sport world; Marietta regatta,
track meet in Seattle, Ben Hogan wins golf
tourney.

Joseph Hornstein

'The River' at the Paris

Beaumont

in

my Award winning short of the TrueLife Adventure series.

Jean Renoir's "The River," declared
A deposition by James A. Mulvey,
production to be president
of Samuel Goldwyn ProducEric Johnston was presented with to be first feature
entirely in India in Technicolor, tions, will be taken here on June 26
the National Conference of Christians filmed
at the
and Jews' Brotherhood Award "for will have its world premiere
by attorneys for United Detroit TheaYork in mid- tres and Cooperative Circuit, defenddistinguished service in the field of Paris Theatre in New
human relations'' before an audience September, it was announced here ants in the anti-trust suit filed in
by William J. Heineman, Detroit by the Society of Independent
of 1,000 at the Waldorf-Astoria here yesterday
sales vice-president.
Artists
United
Brotherhood
was
night.
Johnston
Motion Picture Producers of Hollylast
Week chairman last February.
wood.

by

the

feel

flashes: Patty Berg wins
golf tournament.

Weathervane open

Disney Scores Twice

Einfeld to Return

Cities

ferences integrating plans promulgated
Warner Brothers plans to open ex- at the 20th Century-Fox convention
changes in the five leading cities of last week, company executives Spyros
Japan—Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Fuk- P. Skouras, Al Lichtman and Charles
uoka and Sappora the company re- Einfeld will return here from the coast
vealed here. At present the Motion today to place the various innovations
Picture Export Association represents into work.
Already launched is a series of reWarner and other majors in Japan
under licenses that expire at the end gional meetings with the entire field
sales staff being held by Arthur Silof this year.
Wolfe Cohen, general foreign man- verstone and Edwin Aaron, Eastern
ager of Warner, announced the ap- and Western sales managers. Skouras,
pointment of Jack Dagal, formerly Lichtman and Einfeld will stress the
manager for Hongkong, as Warner's new merger of sales and advertising
general manager for Japan. Dagal has in merchandising pictures to the public.
already made preliminary surveys of
the market and has left for Tokyo to

Warner
Taiwan

is

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

WB

Plan

ristown, N.J., has been elected first
vice-president of the Lions Club in
that community.
•
H. Alexander MacDonald, pro-
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1949: "Which

TOPS

company

gives

you the Fairest Break?" M-G-M

LAUREL

AWARDS!
M-G-M

"Which company gives

swept the

awards as usual this
year. Keep up-to-date
with Leo's new contenders for industry
honors. Attend the
trade shows. Here

are two more Big

M-G-M

1950:

Attractions!

RICH,

you the Fairest Break?" M-G-M
1951:

"Which company gives

you the Fairest Break?" M-G-M

YOUNG

AND PRETTY
(Technicolor)

SHOW JUNE

TRADE

29th

RICH

with song and ro-

mance!

YOUNG as its youth-

ful stars! And PRETTY as a
Technicolor jewel! Jane

Powell follows her "Royal
success with a
darling show. Tell the Vic

Wedding"

Damone

fans he's terrific!
And that new idol of the gals
FernandoLamas! Packed with
talentand top tunes. It's a surefire hot weather attraction!

"THE

LAW AND

THE LADY"
TRADE

SHOW

JULY 10th

Remember gorgeous Greer
in "Julia Misbehaves"! She's

misbehaving again in her new
role as a Chambermaid
yearns for luxury and

tM-G-M's
PROUDEST

who

HONOR!

dis-

guised as Lady Loverly embarks on a life of larency and

Watch handsome Latin
lover Fernando Lamas!
Marjorie Main's a riot!
Here's a show packed with
love.

laughs and action!

The

Inspiration Behind

Beat At Box Offices

Is

The Up-

M-G-M!

The

results of

THE EXHIBITOR MAGAZINE'S

Annual LAUREL AWARDS again shower Leo with
many FIRSTS, but his gratitude to you is greatest for
"FAIREST COMPANY" award the 3rd successive year!

MMPTA
sions

which he said has been apparent

among

other exhibitor organizations.

The bill, H. R. No. 4473, which is
scheduled to come up in the House of
Representatives shortly for a vote, has
not yet been acted upon by the Senate. In providing for the continuance
of the 20 per cent theatre admissions
tax, the bill specifically exempts religious, educational and charitible insti-

organizations which maintain
center
or
community
cooperative
tutions,

motion picture theatres, veterans' organizations and others that provide
entertainment for benefit purposes. In
Phillips' opinion such benefits, now
subject to the 20 per cent tax, will
have regular theatres at a disadvantage price-wise if the bill becomes law.
On the other hand, he said there
would be nothing to prevent benefits
from charging prices commensurate
with tax-inclusive theatre admissions,
with the result that a larger margin
would accrue to the benefit sponsors
at the public's expense.

Tax on Free Tickets
the basis of the full established price.

would change
this so the tax would be computed on
reduced price, and would be
the
waived entirely on passes.
bill

'Rubs' Public

In its report on the tax bill, filed
today, the Committee said that not
only was the present method unfair
but it made for cumbersome adminis
tration and also "represents a source
The
the public."
irritation
to
of
change would mean about $6,000,000
less annually in admission taxes.
The tax bill is slated to come up
on the House floor tomorrow under a
procedure barring any changes and
allowing only a "yes" or "no" vote on
the bill as a whole. Final passage is
slated for late Thursday.

TWA

TWA

TWA
Now TWA

Pictures)

(Classic

popular novel and play has been translated to
the screen with provocative effect. The author himself plays the lead
as Bigger Thomas, a sensitive Chicago Negro whose violent reaction to
prejudices results in tragedy. Made in Argentina, this Walter Gould presentation is gripping entertainment even though it occasionally shows the mark
of spotty direction and an uneven script. The location backgrounds shot in
Chicago as well as the naturalism of many of the secondary players contri-

Should the rift between national
Allied and its Eastern Pennsylvania
regional persist, it is likely that Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey will
be urged to expand to take in any
theatre operators in the dissident unit
who may not look with favor on separation from the national organization,
according to observers here.
Allied Independent Theatre Owners

much

to the picture's realism.
the opening scene there is a mood of brooding and potential exploHe
Resenting the degradation around him, Wright rebels.
siveness.
the
boss's
to,
kills
meaning
without
chauffeur
and
a
job
as
finally gets a
of Eastern Pennsylvania was suspendFirst he ed as a member of national Allied as
Disintegration follows rapidly.
daughter in a state of fear.
Then of June 1 for non-payment of dues.
tries to transfer the blame to someone else and collect a ransom.
he is hunted down like a symbolic rat in the horribly dilapidated At the same time, Sidney Samuelson,
buildings of the slum section. Thinking his girl betrayed him, he kills her president and general manager of the
regional, was dropped from the Allied
in a last desperate act of defiance.
The picture depicts earnestly the consequences of prejudice and poverty. States board.
Wallace plays the beautiful white girl with a rage to live and Gloria

bute

From

Jean

Years Before

is the colored sweetheart of Wright's.
Pierre Chenal directed and collaborated on the screenplay with Wright.
Tames Prades produced.
Running time, 90 minutes. Adult audience classification. June release.

Madison

Many

years ago, before the formation of the New Jersey unit, a number of theatres in and around Atlantic
Mandel Herbstman City were members of the Eastern
Pennsylvania organization, it was recalled.
The reasoning is that therefore it could be expected that reluctants within Samuelson's organization
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
could continue their membership in
the
Fistage
of
the
report
will
at
national by affiliating with Allied of
be
Eagle
former
Bellman,
managers Jack
New Jersey. It would follow, of
Lion Classics national circuit contact, nance Bill, due around June 24.
the course, that the name of the latter
The four trade associations
who will be New York Metropolitan
district sales manager; Grover Par- CEA, British Film Producers Asso- unit would be subject to alteration to
ELC Atlanta district ciation, Kinematograph Renters So- give identification to any Pennsylsons, former
sales manager
Southeastern
manager,
ciety and the Association of Special- vanians that came over.
Queried about the rumors that
William Shartin, former ELC Seattle ized Film Producers have been meetbranch manager, Northwestern sales ing with Sir Wilfrid Eady for several New Jersey Allied might expand for
manager; Al Glaubinger, former ELC weeks in an attempt to get some modi- this purpose, Wilbur Snaper, presiCincinnati branch manager, Central cum of relief.
Eady's position has dent of the unit, said he knew of no
states sales manager Claud E. Morris, been that the government does not such arrangement.
Los Angeles district sales manager: mind how the exhibitor adjusts his
See Compromise
Max Cohen, former ELC Washington seat prices as long as the Treasury
It
has
been pointed out by obsales
Washington
branch manager,
gets an additional $21,000,000 in taxes.
servers that Eastern Pennsylvania has
manager.
been suspended, not expelled, from
Schlaifer said his company is geared
Consulted
national Allied, and that there remains
to handle two pictures a month. With
is acting in close consulThe
the possibility that differences can be
the acquisition of three new films, the
tation with Motion Picture Associa- settled before an actual break threatcompany at present is selling 12.
tion of America representatives here. ens. On the other hand, it was said,
The latter have made it clear that they the differences may be deep-rooted
have no desire to embarrass negotia- enough to make the transition from
tions between the government and the suspension to expulsion merely a mat(Continued from Page 1)
trade, but American acquiescence is ter of time.
Eastern Pennsylvania is the only
according to Commerce film chief essential to the extension of the Eady
Allied regional which has refused to
Nathan D. Golden, totalled 73,977,998 Plan of aid to British producers.
organizafeet, moderately valued at $2,464,033 in
It is accepted here that the door is go along with the national
the first quarter of 1951, compared now open for John McCarthy,
tion in support of the Council of
with 64,866,072 feet, moderately valued foreign director, to insist upon free Motion Picture Organizations.
at $1,912,787 in the first three months convertibility of American film earnThe unit's board is expected to meet
last year. Both positive and negative ings when he arrives next month for soon to discuss the situation.
films in both 16 and 35mm. sizes formal talks with Sir Hartley Shawwere up, in terms of feet as well as
Board of Trade president. It

Schlaifer

UK Tax Ultimatum

Company

:

(Continued from page 1)

The Committee's tax

Native Son.ft
RICHARD WRIGHT'S

House Vote Near

TWA

—

—

;

MPAA
CEA

Film Exports

Up

MPAA

offers

cp.

cross,

*"-s/ee/?er se/wice

dollars.

Equipment exports, sparked by gains

I
in
flights

overnight to

LONDON and PARIS
non -stop from

I

New

York

•

For information, see your
travel

agent or

call

r

TWA

believed that the only strings Shawcross will attach is a sort of "gentleman's agreement" for U.S. companies
to continue to produce here on a scale
at least equal to the present.

Cashiers

is

Cameras, Projectors

The only all-sleeper

20, 1951

Say NJ Allied May
Be Persuaded to
Admit Pa. Houses

Rev iew

Hits

(Continued from page 1)

,

Wednesday, June
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16mm. cameras, 35mm. projectors

and 16mm. sound projectors, were up
more than 40 per cent with a 1951 first
quarter total of $2,689,730, against a
1950 figure of $1,898,120.
Largest drop during the period was
35mm. positive raw
registered by
stock, which fell from 50,677,959 feet,
moderately valued at $641,330 to
31,268,162 feet, valued at $491,311.

.

Congressman or Senator who had expressed an intention of trying to end
the exemption.
to wind up
tomorrow or Thursday.

Both Committees hope
their voting

Commissioner L. A. Stone of the FedMediation and Conciliation Serv-

eral
ice.

Mrs. Charlotte Campbell, president

O'Shea, Pickman
(Continued from page 1)
Central division manager, at Dallas
_

Wednesday and Thursday, with

;

J.

J.

Donohue, Central division manager,

at

the local, said the company will
increase the cashiers' minimum weekly
pay from $28 to $30, will put in force
upon the approval of the Wage Stabilization Board a $2 per week increase,
retroactive to Sept., 1950, and will
grant an automatic $1 weekly increase

next September. The union had sought
a $3 increase with automatic raises.

Chicago.

D. C. Circuits
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
tative voting with no indication of any
move to end the exemption. Committee members said they knew of no

Raise

of

\

Controls Stay Off

Win

(Continued from page 1)

week with

RCA

Wineland's

officials

here.

Lloyd

Fairlawn Theatre Co.

is

also seriously considering installing
equipment and District
theatre

TV

Theatres head Morton Gerber, pleased
with the fight experiment at the Lincoln, has plans for putting equipment
in

other of his theatres.

35

FILMS FOR SALE
35mm
features— 250 shorts—
negatives. Mostly American
all

sound
and of all types. About Va acquired
by laboratory liens, balance owned
outright. Prints on some and several
good for re-issues. Will accept first
offer. Principals only.
brokers. Box 458, Motion Picture
Daily, 1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20.

$25,000 cash

No

THE National CARBON
ARC'S BIG FIVE:
TRADE-MARK

*
*

small-source size
brightness

terrific

* great power from one unit
* white light
* minimum heat per foot-candle

make

indispensable

it

on movie
carbon arc
THE "National"
most

offers

an ideal combination of the

desirable in a studio light.

qualities

small-source size

— less

sets!

The carbon

than one quarter square inch

—

arc's

insures

sharp shadows, simulates one-source lighting better, creates a
perfect "follow-spot."
trates

deep

sets,

The carbon

establishes

arc's

high light

high brightness penewithout excessive

levels

heat, creates better the illusion of a third dimension.
arc's great

power from one unit

through general
sets so

The carbon

cuts illumination

pathways

set illumination, boosts daylight, lights large

may be reduced and
The carbon arc's white light

generously that camera-lens apertures

great depth of focus obtained.

When you

order studio
or projector carbons
order "NATIONAL"!

—

matches outdoor shooting conditions, lends itself better to filters
because it has equal quantities of blue, green and red and, finally,

makes colored

objects appear visually the same inside and outside.

There is no substitute for the carbon arc.

MORAL: YOU CAN'T SKIMP ON STUDIO LIGHTING
WITHOUT RISKING BOX OFFICE!

A

Division of

Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 East 42nd Street, New York 1 7, N. Y.
District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,
City,
York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

Kansas
IN

New

CANADA:

National Carbon Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

CHICAGO DOES
DETROIT DOES

YOU CAN DO

IT!
IT!

IT!
Ballyhoo blasts rock Chi-

cago and
tional
:

iisiiiSilil

Detroit to sensa-

openings for Grand

and Madison Theatres
Proving again that THE
! . .

UNUSUAL SHOW UNUSUALLY EXPLOITED GETS
THE MONEY!... Here's your
exploitation field

day-

smash tabloid heralds, shock newspaper ads and accessories
with "come-on" pull that
spells surefire BOXOFFICE!

flash posters,

PRINT BY

TECHNICOLOR
Made

in

the course of the

Lewis Cotlow

Amazon

Expeditions
Produced by JULIAN LESSER
Written by Joseph Arisen

and

Larry Lansburgh

R K

O

RADIO
jr'es!

VOL.

NO.

69.

NEW

120

Capital Gone,
British

FFC

Faces Crisis

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, JUNE

London, June

20.

—The

govern-

ment's Film Finance Corporation
has exhausted its capital and is de-

pendent upon
vious loans,

it

repayments of prewas learned this week.

Sir Hartley Shawcross, Board
Trade president, is faced
with the prospect of either asking the government for another huge outlay of cash or
of letting the subsidy plan go
by the board.

of

Repayments are not up to the standard expected by the FFC, and producers applying for loans are being
Intold to wait until next year.

come from the Eady Plan, which provides for producers to share in a portion of the entertainment tax returns,
is

not enough to keep production go-

ing.

Tom

111.

O'Brien, head of the National
(Continued on page 5)

Allied Weighs

Air Promotion
Chicago,

June

20.

— Although

Al-

of Illinois has not actually contracted for sponsorship of a radio program to promote public goodwill for
the industry and increase box-office
business, the organization is considering a half-hour program featuring
Chicago Sun-Times motion picture
lied

CEA Council Accepts
London, June

20.

—The Cine-

matograph

Exhibitors Association's general council today
accepted the tax proposals
made yesterday by Chancellor
of the Exchequer Hugh Gaitskell, but agreed not to reveal
the details of his offer until
the Finance Bill reaches the
report stage in the House
next week.
Other trade organizations
to act on Gaitskell's proposals are the British Film Producers' Association, Kinematograph Renters' Society and
the Association of Specialized
Film Producers.

N. Y.

Attorneys

Plan Fight for
'Free'

About 90 per

cent of Hollywood
production will be in color in the next
two or three years, independent producer Irving Allen predicted .here
yesterday. One of the causes will be
the development of color television,

Allen said. "The independent producer who has a color backlog will make

money by

releasing

them

to television,"

he asserted. Allen said tnat he welcomes the television market.
Allen will fly to Vienna today where
(Continued on page 5)

Hollywood's producers need not feel
bound to negotiate with Ascap for licenses to use soundtrack music, it was

Sam Cum-

asserted here yesterday by

mins of Foreign and Domestic Music
Co., an Ascap member. Cummins said
this assertion is backed up by the decision handed down recently in U. S.
District Court here by Judge Charles

Dewey

TV

$30,000 for

TV

(Continued on page

5)

Woods Theatre Case

Houses Reported Slow
To Attract Purchasers
The Schine

circuit,

which under

here, has declined to reveal the number of theatres sold during the past
year.

Set

More Plans

for

TOA Meeting Today

—

Chicago, June 20. The Superior
Court of Illinois, First District, has
reversed the Woods Theatre case deWith the outlines of the Theatre
cision handed down by the Appelate
Court of Cook County. It has in- Owners of America convention agenda
already prepared, the general convenstructed the Appelate Court to enter
tion committee, under the chairmandecree directing the defendants,
a
ship of Si H. Fabian, is due to meet
Essaness
Theatres
Corp.,
Woods

Amusement Corp., Edwin Silverman, here today for additional discussion
Edward Blackman, and Velma Silver- and selection of sub-committee chairman, to give to the plaintiffs, Beatrice men who will be responsible for vari-

Selma Melvin, Bessie Alt- ous facets of convention activity.
The convention will be held Sept.
James Booth, Ruth G. Booth
23-27 at the Hotel Astor here in
and Minnie Stern, the option to buy
Glasser,
schuler,
the

building

at

the

price

(Continued on page

(Continued on page 5)

Essaness

5)

Rights to Republic's

Rogers Films, $20,000 for Ryders
Hollywood, June 20.—Hollywood Television Service,

Republic
subsidiary handling the sale of that company's old films for television, following screenings here for advertising agencies, quoted
prices ranging down from $30,000 for the first-run telecasting
rights to Roy Rogers features, to $20,000 for Red Ryders.
Simultaneously, Gene Autry, whose Republic films are offered
at $20,000 for TV, announced from Des Moines that he will sue any
television stat'on using any of his Republic product. Rogers previously had made a similar statement. Hollywood Television Service told prospective buyers that they would be indemnified against

such legal action.

11

in

Reverse Decision in
Action on the legal front to thwart
all efforts to put the television audience on a paying basis was promised
here yesterday by a group of New
York attorneys who have formed a
Fair Television Practices Committee.
Theatre television, as well as Phonevision and other pay-as-yqu-see TV
devices, have aroused the ire of the
legal group, headed by Jerome W.
Marks of 25 Broad St., New York,
and action ranging from requests for

To Divest

its consent decree
is
required to
the "Ecstacy" infringement action brought by Foreign and divest itself of 11 theatres by Sunday, will ask the Department of
Domestic against Arsta Pictures.
Ascap, forbidden by the courts from Justice to agree to a time extension,
collecting soundtrack music fees from it has been learned here.
theatres in consequence of the antiThe last previous report was
trust action of some two years ago,
that the circuit had not sucbrought by Brandt Theatres, has been
ceeded in selling any of the
negotiating with producers to secure
number stipulated for disposal
payment for film music. Agreements
this year.
were expected early this year, but
since then it has become apparent that
Schine's divestiture plan calls for the
the producers have been reluctant to sale of 39 theatres over a period of
pay the
amount Ascap sought. The three years.
The circuit more than
original Ascap negotiating committee met its first year quota, selling
IS.
quit and a new one was appointed to
The remaining houses, however,
talks.
continue the
have been slow to attract purchasers,
Cummins contends that the Dewey it was said, and the second year's
decision, viewed as affecting the dif- quota has not been fulfilled.
ferentiation between performance and
Harold Horowitz, Schine's attorney

A.

TV Shows

the suspension of
station licenses
to the "legal right of boycott" is promised for those who would interfere
critic
Sam Lesner and disc-jockey with "free" television shows.
Myron Barge.
Marks said yesterday that the comThe proposed Allied program would mittee has no ties with radio or tele(Continued on page 5)
vision interests and is merely a group
(Continued on page 5)

Sees TV Boosting
Color Production

TEN CENTS

1951

Holds Producers Are Not Schine Seeks
Bound to Deal with Ascap Added Time
U.K. Tax Proposals

Shawcross Must Raise
Cash or Drop Subsidy

21,

Film Forums to Be
Held by Academy
Hollywood, June 20.

—Charles Brac-

kets

president of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, has
announced the inaugural of a monthly
Academy Film Forum, the first two
will be held at the Academy Theater
on Sunday evening, July IS.
Paramount's production of George
Stevens' "A Place in the Sun" has
been selected as the picture to be

shown.
Following

the

showing,

(Continued on page

5)
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Hyman

on Coast
Seeking 52 Mono.
UR
EDWARD HYMAN, Thea- Li
A RTh
Uni
United Paramount
Films for Video
accompanied by Max Fellerman today by

Personal Mention

—

Hollywood, June 20. Elliott Hyman, who heads the syndicate which
financed the deal which brought Walter Wanger under the Allied Artists
to negotiate a deal
with Monogram for the television
rights to 52 pictures.
As projected, the deal would give
Hyman's Telinvest Co. a seven-year
license on 26 old features and on 26
Westerns, with Monogram to receive
the
over
approximately $1,000,000
seven-year period.
the deal is concluded, Hyman
If
will distribute the films to television

here

is

through

his

own

return

to

New York

over

the

by plane for
Kansas City, where he will install
H. L. Frost as branch manager. After
four days there he will go to St. Louis,
Milwaukee, Omaha and Des Moines.
•
Olin H. Clark, M-G-M's Eastern
will

leave

here

today

tomorrow

from Canada.

A

for Flamingo Films,
distributor here, yesterday refused to comment on reports
that Flamingo will take over Hyman's

•

spokesman

William A. Wellman,

films

television

will visit the East from
the end of the month.

director,

Hollywood

at

while

Charles Turner, salesman,

Atlanta, has been transferred
Jacksonville branch.
•

Cancels 'Bitter Rice
Because of Protests
Washington, June

20.

— A scheduled

"Bitter Rice" has been
cancelled at the neighborhood Greenbelt Theatre because of protests that
it was a "filthy" picture. The move to
bar the film was led by a Catholic
Action group which said the film had
been condemned by the Legion of Decency. The Greenbelt is operated by
Greenbelt
cooperatively-owned
the
Community Services, Inc., and Samuel
Ashelman, manager of the organization said that although the film had
been passed by the Maryland State
Board of Censors, "our theatre is cooperatively owned and if a large number of people disapprove of a picture,
we are happy to cooperate in with.

the

to

Mrs. Pauline Abrahams, wife of
Artists assistant director of advertising and publicity in Hollywood has
entered the California Lutheran Hospital for surgery.
•

craft Pictures,
from Buffalo.

Legislatures Quit
Washington, June

20.

— Only

nine

state legislatures are
still in session, according to
Jack Bryson, legislative representative
of
the Motion
Picture Association of America.

Recent adjournments were
Texas, Connecticut, Wisconsin and Florida.
In the

in

latter state a sales tax was
enacted but film rentals were
exempted, Bryson said.

Industry Receipts
2 -Billion, Says

US

—

Washington, June 20.
CorporaAmerico Aboaf, vice-president and tions in the motion picture industry
general sales manager of Universal reported total receipts of $2,035,416 in
Films,

will

leave

here

tomorrow on a two-weeks survey
Jack Berkson, president of Screen- Cuba and Mexico.
will return here today

9

of

at

Sanford Abrahams, Monogram-Allied

International

Telinvest Co.

showing

moted

ately,

weekend.

story head, will return here

channels.

KRIM,

to salesman, effective immediand will transfer his activities
•
to the company's new branch at JackHarold Wirthwein, Monogram- sonville. Edward Bendler, booker,
Allied Artists Western sales manager, succeeds Stanton as head booker,

will

21, 1951

Four More State

president
of
ited Artists, will leave here
ident of
air on a four-day business
tres,
and Al Sicignano, will be in Buffalo trip to London and Paris.
and Rochester tomorrow from here,
James L. Stanton, head booker
for conferences with James H. Eshelman and Arthur Krolick. They for M-G-M in Atlanta, has been provice-pres-

L.

banner,

Thursday, June

in

•

1948, according to a compilation of
corporate tax returns released here by
the Treasury.
Based on 5,491 returns filed by cor-

Alfred Hitchcock was made an

porations, the Treasury said 3,551 rehonorary member of the Pittsburgh turns reported net income while 1,606
Steve Strassberg, Lopert Films press corps upon his appearance in returns had no net income and the
publicist, has returned here from Buf- that city yesterday.
remainder were inactive. The returns
•
falo.
with net income reported receipts of
Douglas Travers, RKO Pathe $1,630,955,000, net income of $211,410,Gloria Swanson has been elected president in' charge of production, is 000 and income taxes of $70,885,000.
vice-president of the Puritan Dress currently on the Coast from New The firms with no net income had reYork on business.
ceipts of $404,461,000 and net deficit
Co. of Boston.

•

of $38,503,000.

Jerry Bronfield of RKO Pathe's
Ted R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Cambridge,
Enterprises, is due here today from production staff, is in
Mass., on business.

Washington.

Legion Reviews 21;

One
'Show Boat' Replica
Launched Tonight

Assigns Schwalb to

Is in Class

Twenty-one

more

films

C
were

re-

viewed by the National Legion of
Decency which put one in Class C,
three in Class B, and the remainder
20.
Schwalb
Hollwood,
Ben
June
Television
and
radio
and
Jinx,
Tex
in Class A.
drawing it."
performers, tonight will launch the has been assigned to take over the
"Oh, Amelia" (French), Lux Film DistriThe Italian-made film was shown at "Show Boat" replica which M-G-M production of the Bowery Boys series bution Corp. was put in Class C, while
Grippo,
formerly
produced
by
Jan
and
"Fugitive
Lady," Republic, "The Guy Who
advance
of
in
Washington
the Dupont Theatre
is sending on tour in
Came Back," 20th Century-Fox, and "Fier
without controversy.
tied in with openings of the picture affiliated with Monogram and Allied 23," Lippert Productions were put in Class
Artists since November 1949, Steve B.
throughout the country.
Under Class A, Section One, were: "Blazminiature Cotton Blossom will Broidy, president, announced.
The
to
Under a deal reported by Broidy on ing- Bullets," Monogram; "Canyon Raidbe launched in front of the Hudson
Monogram; "Excuse My Dust,"
ers,"
Theatre, with Joe E. Brown, the Capt. June 4, Monogram has taken over M-G-M; "Her First Romance," Columbia;
has
which
the
series
it
"In Old Amarillo," Republic; "Thunder in
Technicolor musical, from Grippo
The Eastern Screen Directors Guild Andy of the
Country," Republic.
and William War-field, who appears as been releasing, and also has acquired God's
Under Class A, Section Two-, were: "Anwill hold its fifth public film forum at
and
of
Leo
Gorcey
contracts
the
star
which
"Comin'
Films,
Joe, on hand for the festivities
(Italian)
Scalera
gelo,"
8 :30 tonight at the New York Museum
are to be televised from the theatre's Huntz Hall. Grippo retains a financial Round the Mountain," Universal-Internaof Modern Art. On the program will
tional; "I Was An American Spy," Monofrom 6 :30 to 7 P.M. interest in the comedies.
stage over
be screenings of several films made
gram; "Kentucky Jubilee," Lippert; "Lieutenant Craig-Missing." (Italian), Lux Film;
for foreign distribution by different
"Million Dollar Pursuit," Republic; "Night
branches of the U.S. government.
'Miyah' Reception
at Into Morning," M-G-M; "Pancho Villa

SDG

Bowery Boys Series
—

Hold Film

Forum Tonight

WNBT

There will also be a panel discussion
with Lewis S. Baer, chief of the
motion picture section of the

Office

Secretary of the Army, as
moderator. Jack Glenn is president of

of

the

The Arabian American

Oil Co. will
be host here this afternoon to the
trade press at a screening and reception for "Miyah," a 40-minute color
documentary, at the Waldorf Astoria.

the Guild.

Mrs. Kirby Services

Lester Cohen in

Honor Miss Leczer
Farewell Dinner Here
Sixty

arid

M-G-M home

associates

of

office

executives

Margaret

Leczer

night attended a farewell dinner
in her
honor in the Astor Hotel
here, at which time she was given a
silver service set.
last

Funeral services will be held here
Miss Leczer on June 29 will retire
today at Riverside Memorial Chapel
M-G-M after acting as secrefrom
the
for Mrs. George Kirby, wife of
Lester Cohen has been named as- manager of Loew's Olympia Theatre, tary to William F. Rodgers, sales
sistant Atlantic division manager of New York.
She died suddenly on vice-president for the past 25 years.
Ruth Lewis, Hilda Lesser and Rose
Warner Brothers, in the division su- Tuesday.
Klein comprised the committee hand
pervised by division manager Ary
'ing the dinner, which was attended
Lima, comprising Argentine, Brazil,
Plans Fall
by Rodgers, E. M. Saunders, Charles
Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay, it was
disclosed here yesterday by Wolfe
Kansas City, Mo., June 20. The M. Reagan, H. M. Richey, John P
Cohen, Warner's general foreign man- board of directors of the Kansas Mis- Byrne, Silas F. Seadler, Bob Lynch,
ager. Cohen, who will make his head- souri Theatre Association today ap- Herman Ripps, Saal Gottlieb, Georg
quarters in Rio de Janeiro, was for- pointed a convention committee to plan Maurer, Bill Ornstein, among many
others.
merly manager in Peru.
for the fall meet.

New Warner Post

KMT A
;

Meet

—

Returns," Classic Pictures: "Three Steps
North," United Artists; "Warpath," Paraand "When the Redskins Rode,"
Columbia.

mount;

Muller Leaves U.A.
Comptroller Post
Harry Muller has resigned as
United Artists comptroller, the company reported yesterday. He had held
the post for 22 years.

Van Blohm Resigns
Edgar Van Blohm has resigned his
manager of the Paris Theatre
here. He will be succeeded by Arnold Siegel. After a trip to Europe
post as

Van Blohm
television

plans to enter radio and
production.
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10P BOX-OFFICE
for

"Mf* FACM"

magnificent fafiflfiMOfor
f
production

• • •

These,

3re>

the
9

ones for f)J_

RUGGED! ROMANTIC! TERRIFIC!

PIPER LAURIE
EXCITEMENT GIRL OF THE YEAR!
co-starred in

answer

to the public's

overwhelming

demand

as

EVERETT SLOANE JEFF COREY- PEGGIE CASTLE
•

Screenplay by

GERALD DRAYSON ADAMS

and

AENEAS MacKENZIE

Based Upon The story by Theodore Dreiser

makes the

pictures wlfh the

.

•

BUILT-

Directed by

A

RUDOLPH MATE

•

Produced by

Universal International Picture

/N-

-

PHOflT /

LEONARD GOLDSTEIN^

Thursday, June
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NEWS
in Brief

Reviews

Short
Subject

"Father Takes the Air"
{Monogram)

"Moroccan Outpost"
{March

of Timc-2tith-Fox)

is especially interesting, aside
production, entertainment and
educational values.
The subject gives a graphic account of the recent history and current political situation in that key
North African territory. In a swing
around the ancient country, the March
of Time camera visits with the people
of Morocco
Sultan Sidi Mohammed
Ben Yus.sef, the nation's nominal ruler
the illiterate peasants of the deserts and 'the slum-dwellers of the city
the nationalist leaders who are striving to gain autonomy and oust the

its

—

;

French.

suggests, the latest in the Latham Family series of homespun
of the antics taking place in the skies. Producer Peter
Scully's modest production unfolds another incident in the give-and-take
rivalry between Raymond Walburn and Walter Catlett, both of whom turn
out to have been airplane pilots in the first World War.
They renew their
aerial rivalry as of now, at considerable peril to mere groundlings in the
vicinity, and wind up their competition in the usual stand-off after humorous
complications. Barbara Brown as Mrs. Latham, M'liss McClure as the daughter, Gary Gray as the son and Florence Bates as the aggressive neighbor go
along amiably with the comics.
The screenplay by D. D. Beauchamp, directed in straightaway fashion by
title

Time

from

Hollywood, June 20

the
AScomedies
has most

In view of the fact that Morocco
may well prove a vital U. S. base in
any future war, the current March
of

5

>

Holds Producers
synchronization rights, should prompt
Ascap to reassess its fee-collecting position and attempt to devise some other

{

Silver

Canyon"

Colwnbia)

THE CIVILTheWAR

again to collect payment awarded by

serves as the background for Gene Autry in his latest
picture contains the usual amount of action and singing
and it should easily earn the approval of the cowboy star's fans.
"Silver Canyon" is photographed in sepia and its story is easy to follow.
With Armand Schaefer producing and John English directing, it takes place
in the latter days of the conflict between the states with Autry acting as scout
for the Federal Government.
Autry's main target is a renegade who has
organized a gang ostensibly to seek political justice.
Actually the guerillas
are bandits who are looting and ravaging the countryside.
In an over-ambitious moment, the gang moves into a town dressed as
Federal troops and when the right moment arrives, they put the torch to
the buildings and escape with valuables.
Autry and his followers track
them down and after some good gunplay the bandit ring is destroyed in a
dynamite blast which blows up their hiding place.
Autry does his usual acceptable work. Gail Davis is the feminine lead,
playing the daughter of an army officer and the sister of one of the men in
the gang. The screenplay is by Gerald Geraghty from a story by Alan

the first decision.

James.

method

of

collecting

for

film

music

than by taxing producers.

Foreign and Domestic alleged before Judge Dewey that Arsta violated copyright by including four of the
publisher's tunes in the re-release of
"Ecstacy" without permission. The defendent countered that the film, with
the four songs, were shown in Ascaplicensed theatres and that the publisher
had no rights in court since it is an

Ascap member. Judge Dewey upheld
the defense plea despite a 1947 decision
in the same case in favor of the plainThe case was brought to court
tiff.

TO A Meeting
:

{Continued from page 1)

TO A

conjunction with a

outline calls for the holddirectors'
ing on Sept. 24 of a
meeting which will be open to any

TOA

who may

care

to

attend.

Further, general business sessions
are scheduled to begin the morning
of Sept. 25, followed by a luncheon
at which a prominent speaker will
After luncheon
be guest of honor.
the entire convention will be broken
up into various committees which will
convene in separate sessions at once.

Allen Says

time, 70 minutes. General audience classification.

Academy Forums

{Continued from page

Murphy

release.

1)

TV

will be moderator of the forwith producer-director Stevens and
his production staff on stage to participate in audience discussion of the

of
setowners disturbed by all the
talk about "box-office television." The
blackout for home television of the
Louis-Savold fight last Friday sparked

picture.

the move, he said.

um

Forum Idea
The forum
Academy board

Other Members

was presented

to the
of governors at a reGeorge Seaton of the

idea

cent meeting by
writers branch,, and a committee was
appointed at that time to work out de-

June

20.

.

—

A

revising Florida's sales tax which
mcludes a provision starting the tax
on the 40th cent of amusement prices
instead of the 41st, has become law
without
Warren's
Gov.
signature.
Most adult theatre admission tickets in
the state are now subject to the tax.
bill

•

—

Schenectady,

Other members

of

the group

are

Max

Pfeferblum, secretary, Arthur
A. Husch, Sidney S. Hodes, Charles
F. Mintz, Carl Rood, Jean Frieder,

J. J. Brown, and Robert Krampner,
and arrangements. The committee James J. Mahoney, of the Alfred E.
in charge is composed of Lou Smith, Smith Community League, is the only
chairman, and Sam Engel, William non-attorney in the group.
Hornbeck, Hal Mohr, George Murphy, Edward Powell, George Seaton,
King Vidor, and Charles Brackett, ex British
officio member.
{Continued from page 1)

Lowe, general manager of UA's foreign department.
Ornstein, who will make his headquarters in Buenos Aires, sailed yesterday with his wife on the Argentine
State Liner, Rio Tunuyan.

Woods Theatre Case
{Continued from page 1)
Theatres paid for it or to rent the
theatre for three years at the same
terms as in the old lease.
Essaness Theatres, which had a management contract to operate the Woods
Theatre, is to forfeit any fees due it
for services rendered since April h
1949 and is to return any such fees
that have already been collected to the
plaintiffs. The defendants are to pay
all cost of the litigations. Velma Silverman, wife of Edwin Silverman, of
Essaness Theatres Corp., and a partner in the Woods Theatre with the
plaintiff declined to join in the complaint.
Minnie Stern is the wife: of
Emil Stern, a former stockholder of
Essaness Theatres who recently retired as general manager of that chain.
The court held that the defendant
wrongfully negotiated for purchase, of
the Woods Theatre building for themselves while still acting as agents for
the plaintiff.
Minnie Stern was represented by
attorneys Aaron L. Stein and Joseph
Rosenberg. Sam Block was the attorney for the other plaintiffs and Edward Blackman acted as counsel for
the defendant.

tails

FFC

Begins '3-Decker' Bill
San'Francisco, June

20.

— The

of Theatrical and Kine
Employes and a M.P., has asked for

Association

Es-

North Coast cirhas inaugurated a "three decker"
he will prepare for two forthcoming feature bill in a bid for higher grosses.
pictures, "The Gamma People," and Booked for the first triple program
"Hansel and Gretel," both in color. are "The Vulture People," "Kill or
Allen, whose most recent film, "New Be Killed" and "Danger Is My BusiMexico," is being released through ness."
United Artists, said he tries to budget his productions around $250,000.
He has made several films overseas
The New York Strand Theatre,
where he can "save at least 50 per
Warner Brothers' Broadway showcase,
cent" in costs.
Allen also contemplates a future will be known as the Warner Theatre
production in England about para- when it reopens on July 4, it was announced.
troopers.
{Continued from page 1)

For July

TV Shows

Tree'

{Continued from page 1)

trade show.

The agenda

exhibitor-member

exploits.

Running

Queried yesterday about Sam Cummins' observations regarding Ascap
and the recent decision handed down
by Judge Charles Dewey, an Ascap
spokesman indicated the organization
was not concerned over the matter.

Fla.,

.

20.
Five
June
Schenectady
neighborhood theatres
have eliminated mid-week performFrank McDonald, opens with Latham's daughter taking temporary charge of ances for the summer. They are. op'en
a small flying school, which whets Walburn's appetite to resume a flying- weekends only.
career dormant since 1918 and Catlett to do the same. Catlett and Walburn
Fabian's Strand closed in May for
make a bet as to who will make the first solo flight, and when Walburn wins, the warm months. The Colony, which
Catlett uses his mayoral influence to get Walburn arrested and fined the
recently was given second run in the
amount of the wager.
settlement of the anti-trust action
Later they contract to fly a passenger to Las Vegas, but forget to refuel brought against eight
distributors and
the plane, landing it in an open field and being surrounded by police who Fast Theatres
Co. stays open full-time.
inform them that their passenger is a much-wanted criminal. They pretend to
•
have known this all along, and the publicity assures Mayor Catlett of reDouglass R. Ornstein has been apelection.
pointed United Artists special repreRunning time, 61 minutes. General audience classification. For June release. sentative in South America by Al

(<

{Continued from page 1)

Tallahassee,
_

.

quire Theatre of the
cuit,

Strand Becomes Warner

cash grant of £20,000,000 to the FFC,
but it is considered unlikely that the
government, already in a stringent
financial position, will consider, such a
sum to be invested in loans that even
FFC officials acknowledge will not be

Illinois Allied
{Continued from Page 1)
five days a week
and would be directed principally toward women. The
format of the show, while not definitely determined, would consist mainly
of music from motion pictures, Hollywood chatter and interviews with visi-

be a half-hour

on station

show

WCFL

A

final decision in reting film stars.
gard to the program will be made
within a few days.

repaid.

Meanwhile, FFC director James
Haldane Lawrie is continuing with his
scheme of "group production." Under
its aegis
three films are in production at Associated British's Elstree
studio, two at J. Arthur Rank's Pine-

wood

studio and one at the Southall
Studios.

NEW YORK
630
NINTH AV.

CO.
FILMACK TRAILER
327 WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO

5,

1

S.

RKO RADIO
Fox Screening Room, 1052
Broadway, Mon., July 2, 8:00 P.M.

ALBANY,

Screening Room, 195
N.W., Mon., July 2,

ATLANTA, RKO
Luckie

St.,

Screening Room, 122Mon., July 2, 10:30

28 Arlington
A.M.
BUFFALO, Mo. Pic. Oper. Screening
Room, 498 Pearl St., Mon., July 2,
2:30 P.M.
CHARLOTTE, Fox Screening Room, 308
South Church St., Mon., July 2, 2:00
St.,

P.M.

CHICAGO, RKO Screening Room, 300
S. Wabash Ave., Mon., July 2, 2:00
1

P.M.

12 East 6th
P.M.

St.,

Mon., July

2,

8:00

CLEVELAND, Fox Screening Room,
2219 Payne Ave., Mon., July 2, 2:30
P.M.
DALLAS, Paramount Screening Room,
412 South Harwood St., Mon., July
2:30 P.M.
Screening Room,
Mon., July 2, 2:00

DENVER, Paramount
2100

Stout

St.,

P.M.

DES MOINES, Fox Screening Room,
1300 High
P.M.

Room, 23

1

Cass Ave., Mon., July 2,

INDIANAPOLIS,
2,

St.,

Mon., July

2,

1:00

1

Universal
Illinois St.,

Screening
Mon., July

=00 P.M.

CITY, Paramount Screening
Room, 1800 Wyandotte St., Mon.,
July 2, 2:30 P.M.
LOS ANGELES, RKO Screening Room,
1980 S. Vermont Ave., Mon., July
2, 2:00 P.M.
MEMPHIS, Fox Screening Room, 151
Vance Ave., Mon., July 2, 2:00 P.M.

MILWAUKEE, Warner Screening Room,
212 W. Wisconsin Ave., Mon.,

July

2:00 P.M.

Fox Screening Room,
1015 Currie Ave., Mon., July 2, 2:00

MINNEAPOLIS,
P.M.

NEW HAVEN,

Fox Screening Room,
40 Whiting St., Mon., July 2, 2:00
P.M.
ORLEANS, Fox Screening Room,
200 S. Liberty St., Mon., July 2,
10:30 A.M.
YORK, Paris Theatre, 4 West
58th St., Mon., July 2, 10:30 A.M.

NEW

NEW

Fox Screening Room, 10
North Lee St., Mon., July 2, 10:30

A.M.

OMAHA,

Fox Screening Room, 1502
Davenport St., Mon., July 2, 1 :00

PHILADELPHIA, RKO Screening Room,
250 N. 13th St., Mon., July 2, 2:30
P.M.

KANSAS

OKLAHOMA,

SHOWINGS
P.M.

2=30 P.M.

2,

CINCINNATI, RKO Screening Room,

2,

DETROIT, Blumenthal's Screening

Room, 517 N.

2:30 P.M.

BOSTON, RKO

PICTURES, INC., TRADE

PITTSBURGH, RKO
1809-13
2,

Screening Room,
Mon., July

Blvd. of Allies,

1:30 P.M.
Star Screening Room, 925
19th Ave., Mon., July 2, 2:00

PORTLAND,
N.W.
P.M.

ST. LOUIS, RKO Screening Room, 3143
Olive St., Tues., July 3, 2:30 P.M.

SALT LAKE CITY, Fox Screening Room,
216

East 1st

St.,

South, Mon., July 2,

1:15 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO, RKO
Room, 251 Hyde

St.,

Screening

Mon., July

2,

2:00 P.M.

SEATTLE, Jewel Box Screening Room,
2318 2nd Ave., Mon., July 2, 2:00
P.M.

SIOUX FALLS, Hollywood Theatre,

2

1

N. Philips Ave., Mon., July 2, 10:00

A.M.

WASHINGTON,
ing

Room, 932

Mon., July

2,

Film

Center Screen-

New

Jersey Ave.,

2:00 P.M.

COPYRIGHT

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

69.

NO.

Accurate

DAILY
NEW

121

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

'UV 6-Month Elect SIMPP
Net Profit

O'Hara

and
Impartial

TEN CENTS

22, 1951

London

to

On US-UK Pact

Officers Wed.

Is

FRIDAY, JUNE

Concise

Washington, June

21.

—Mo-

Picture Association of
America vice-president Joyce
O'Hara will probably fly to
London about July 5 or 6 to
start negotiations on a new

Kalmus Has 3
Color Step-up

tion

Up $336,294
Net Totals $608,565;

Was

$272,271 in '50

The annual election of officers of
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers is scheduled to
take place at a meeting of the organization next
Wednesday on
the

Coast,

was

reported

it

Universal Pictures' net profit for
the 26 weeks ended April 28, 1951,
was $336,294 greater than for the
same period in 1950, totaling $608,-

here yesterday.

provision of $800,000 for
565,
Federal taxes and after a provision of
$200,000 for costs of various pending
litigations, including anti-trust suits.
This compares with a net profit of
$272,271 for the corresponding period
of the previous fiscal year.

Arnall

after

president,
and
that Gunther R.
Lessing,
board

Marvin L. Faris,
executive
secretary, would

Ellis Arnall

be

capacities.

1950 quarter.

asked
Arnall,

during

Universal's worldwide
the second quarter of 1951 were the
biggest in the history of the company.
Domestic sales of $2,100,000^ during
the last week of April were similarly
of record-breaking proportions.
{Continued on page 5)

to

again

ser

limitation

may

be

able

building materials allotted
{Continued on page

get

to

them under
5)

at

20th-Fox Meeting

house

record

for

set

a

M-G-M

Although "On the
product.
Town" held the company sixweek record up until now, its
run included Christmas and
New Year's, while "Caruso"
has had the benefit of only
one
during

Memorial Day,
42-day run, it was

holiday,
its

explained.

MPAA

officials

hope

the negotiations will not be
too prolonged.

Company Presidents
Meet Here Today to
Consider Eady Plan
sociation of Britian having decided to
accept the Eady plan for underwriting
British film production with revenue
from increased admission taxes in that
country, a meeting of American film
companies'
presidents
and foreign
managers will be held here today for
a discussion of the
plan and its posIt has been reported that the U. S.
companies may use their further participation in the plan as a bargaining

ciation.

5)

Fight Over Ticket Tax to
Start in Senate Wednesday
111.

—

Balaban and
Chicago, June 21.
Katz and Great States have ordered
12

large screen

TV

installations

for

Chicago and down state Illinois.
In Chicago the outlying Marbro,
Southtown, Harding, and Uptown
theatres

definitely

will

equipment,

with

downtown

Chicago

install

installation

Theatre

at

TV
the
quite

likely.

As equipment becomes

available,

it

bought for strategically located
theatres in smaller towns down state
but no final plan is now set.
will be

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Technicolor president, yesterday offered
the industry three proposals, under

any one of which he believes the
increasing

de-

mand

for Technicolor could be

met.

These are the
proposals
(1) Technicolor is willing
to make its process available to
any motion piclaboratory

The Cinematograph Exhibitors As- under

Today's meeting will be conducted
by the Motion Picture Export Asso-

Installations in

and

York.

Both

manager.
Present are branch
managers and salesmen from Kansas
sion

"The Great Caruso," which
yesterday began its seventh
week at Radio City Music
Hall, grossed $870,000 in its
weeks

New

factor in the coming negotiations of
remittance agreement with
a new
Britain.

Order 1 2 Theatre T V

six

vice-

president in charge of international relations, who will
sail for London earlier from

Edwin W. Aaron, Western sales manager, and M. A. Levy, Midwest divi-

$870,000 Gross for
'Caruso' at Hall

first

MPAA

John McCarthy,

Technicolor Would Share
Know-how, Unite, Invest

proper

license

agree-

ment,

and

part

of

as

the

agreement
teach it
know-how,

to

Dr. Herbert

Kalmus

the
to act as engineers, all to

{Continued on page 5)

sibilities.

—A

City, June 21.
two-day
meeting for the Midwest division of
20th Century-Fox began here today at
the Flotel Continental. Presiding are

{Continued on page

do construction within the $5,000 small
job

film pact.

met there by

be

ture

two

the past
{Continued on page 5)

Aaron and Levy

—

Washington, June 21. Theatre
owners who get Government permission to build or alter theatres or who

will

those

in

who during

Kansas

Theatres Eligible
For 'Controlled
Materials': NPA

and

chairman,

with a profit of $12,924 in the
sales

would

He

accept
another
term as Society

Net for the first quarter of
1951 was $107,130, with a tax
provision of $55,000, compared
same

appeared

It

virtually certain
that
Ellis
G.

Anglo-American

Alternatives

Washington, June

21.

— Exhibitor

factions who are opposed to what they
describe as the discriminatory aspects
of the House ticket tax bill exempting
certain entertainment fields from the
present 20 per cent excise levy on admissions, will get their chance starting next Wednesday to carry their
fight
to the Senate, it was made
known here today.

The Senate Finance Committee today decided to start hearings on the House bill next
Wednesday, with Adtministration officials scheduled to be

heard

during

Committee

the

first

George

Chairman

(D., Ga.) said

week.

he thought hear-

{Continued on page

5)

MPAA Names Two
More to A id
N. Y.

Exhibitors

Further assurance of distribution's
cooperation with New York exhibitors
in their business-building drive is seen
in the announcement yesterday that
A. W. Schwalberg, Paramount distribution head, and C. J. Feldman, Uni{Continued on page

5)

Start Writing Film

Pay Control Report
The Wage Stabilization
Board panel which has been
studying labor arguments
against the maintenance of
wage control in the film industry, is about to prepare
for the board a report on the
issue, it was learned yesterday following a two-day panel

meeting in New York.
Industry labor's contention

was that since the industry
is exempt from price controls
it should be free of wage controls as well.
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Personal
Mention
E.

Youngstein, vice-president and direcwill
tor of advertising and publicity,
here.
from
today
Angeles
Los
fly to
•

Jacob Wilk has arrived
wood from here to assume

in Hollyhis posi-

new

Twelve

21.

pictures

were

started

while six were completed.
Started were: "Pecos River," Columbia; "Whispering Smith Investi(Royal Productions), Indegates",
pendent; "Just This Once," "Singin
and "Belle of New
in the Rain"

York," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer "Anything Can Happen," Paramount "The
Warner
for
tion as roving story editor
Men," Republic;
Lost
of
Desert
Brothers.
"Overland Telegraph," RKO Radio;
•
"Jane Froman Story," 20th Century
M. L. Simons, assistant to R. M. Fox; "Meet Danny Wilson" and
exhibiof
director
Richey, M-G-M's
Universaltoday "Battle of Apache Pass,"
tor relations, is due back here
Trees," WarBig
"The
International
from Albuquerque, N. M.
;

Regardless of television, good pictures will bring in the customers,

Heavy Opening

La-

zar Wechsler here from Hollywood en
route home to Switzerland, declared
yesterday.
of "The Search" and
a Jeep" said he would continue to make pictures in the format
he has found successful, a formula of
using few or no American stars with

The producer

"Four

in

a current topic as the theme.
Apropos of his brief conversations

union."

;

;

)raw: Wechsler

Hollywood, June 21.—The
National Labor Relations
Board today announced that
the IATSE is the winner of
the studio jurisdictional dispute over carpenters and set
erectors by a vote of 85 to
one in a field involving 36
members of the Society of
Independent Motion Picture
The choice was
Producers.
between the IATSE and "no

—The

production tally continued upward this week,
for a total of 40 pictures in work.

Hollywood, June

J.

Max

'I A' Overwhelmingly
Wins Studio Dispute

Continues Rising

AN,
WILLIAMArtists HEINEM
vice-president in
United
charge of distribution, and

ood Films, Good

Coast Production

American exhibitors,
with several
mainly in the Far West, Wechsler said
he gathered they complained loudly
about bad pictures but accepted without comment any good picture which

for

Paramount's 'Ace'

fills

— Paramount's

their theatre.

Hollywood, June
Greenfield,
"Ace in the Hole," which had its
(Arrowhead Pictures), Independent; Hollywood premiere at the Four Star
is
in 'U' Posts
Crick" Theatre, rolled up the biggest two-day
a "Aaron Slick from Punkin
due to return here tomorrow from
Arthur Greenfield, Universal Pic(Perlberg-Seaton), "My Son John" regular admission price gross in the
Midwest tour.
"The Greatest Show on Earth," Para- history of the 900-seat house, accord- tures, branch manager in New Haven
•
"Utah Wagon Train," Re- ing to Fred Stein, general manager since 1946, has been promoted to the
mount
Charles F. O'Brien, director of in- public; "The Cimarron Kid," Uni- of United Artists Theatres. The gross post of branch manager in Portland,
Inc., is
dustrial relations for Loew's,
Ore., while Carl F. Reardon, a saleshit $9,000.
born versal-International.
Davis,
John
son,
of
a
father
the
been
ner.

•

William B. Zoellner, head
M-G-M's short and newsreel sales,

of

21.

.

Completed were: "Chicago Calling

Promote
Rear don

;

Sunday.

Gloria Swanson was the guest of
honor at a dinner last night given by
the Lotus Club here.
•

Brothers

Bill Wheeler, Warner

Attend
'Frogmen' Opening

Navy Band
The

40-piece

U.

to
S.

Navy Music

School Band will be brought to

York from Washington

New

to participate

salesman in San Francisco, and his in ceremonies attending the world preYork.
wife are vacationing in New
miere at the Roxy Theatre, June 29,
•
"The Frogmen," 20th Centuryof
George Sanders will arrive here Fox's film on the role of the Navy's
Demolition Teams. Arfrom the Coast tomorrow en route to

Underwater

London.

•

Ben Thau, M-G-M

studio execuleave here by train today for
the Coast.
tive, will

•

president of Favorite
and will return
Chicago
Films, is in
weekend.
to New York over the
•

Moe Kerman,

_

Russell Holman, Paramount's
Eastern production head, will leave
here for the Coast at the weekend.

riving here the day of the opening,
the band will parade to the Roxy and
stage a pre-premiere concert outside
the theatre.
Gen. Mark Clark, Chief of the
Army Field Forces, will be one of
the honored guests at the premiere.

Stein estimates that the first week's
receipts will prove 50 per cent better
than the top grosses at the theatre in
recent years.

UA's 1st Paramount
Booking Opens Big
All The Way," United
Artists' film starring John Garfield
and Shelley Winters, opened its world
premiere engagement yesterday to the
biggest business in recent months at
the Paramount Theatre, New York,

"He Ran

man

Greenfield joined Universal in

Publicist, Retires

San

an assistant booker in
was promoted to salesman

Francisco as

He

1940.
in Philadelphia in April, 1943 and was
a salesman in Boston in 1945 before

becoming New Haven branch manager. Reardon joined Universal as an
it was announced by Robert M. Weitoffice boy in the home office. He asman, managing director of the theatre. sisted Fred Meyers, then Eastern sales
The gross was $7,000, it was said. It manager, at the time he entered the
to
is the first United Artists film ever to U.
S. Army in 1943. Returning
play the Paramount.
Universal in 1945 he was named sales-

man

McPherson, British

in Pittsburgh since 1945 has

promoted to fill Greenfield's place in
New Haven, effective Monday, C. J.
Feldman, domestic sales manager, announced here yesterday. Greenfield will
assume his new post on July 2, replacing James S. Hommel who has resigned, effective June 30.

McKenna, Gordon

in

New Souvaine Posts

in Pittsburgh.

Carroll with Vidicam
Carroll,

Edward Roberts

formerly

John McKenna, former New York head of Dumont Television Network's
London, June 21,—Mervyn
manager of Eagle Lion Clas- tele-transcription department, has joinpherson, dean of film publicists here branch
yesterday appointed Eastern ed Vidicam Pictures Corp as vicewas
sics,
rehas
years,
30
and with M-G-M for
manager of Souvaine Selec president and general manager.
Well'
Sets
signed his press relations post with district
M-G-M's Leicester Square Empire tive Pictures, Inc.
for Fall
At the same time, Ellis Gordon, pre
Theatre. He was the guest of the Cri
Harry M. Popkin's "The Well" will tics' Circle and the Film Industry viously attached to the Boston branch
be released by United Artists early Publicity Circle at a farewell lunch of Eagle Lion Classics, was named
this fall, it was announced here yester- eon before leaving for the French Boston branch manager for Souvaine.
day jointly by Popkin and Arthur B. Riviera where he will live.
Mjgrar»iiinw y.wwuui.^WHi llflllllltnHIM^^^—
Krim, president of UA.
for
York
New
Popkin has been in
Cite Martin and Lewis
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
the past week discussing with UA ex
The team of Dean Martin and Jerry
Out'
Rockefeller Center
ecutives the three top-budgeted pro
Lewis has been chosen as "ComediansUA
ductions which he will deliver to
of-the-Year" in the annual poll of the
"THE
for release in 1952. First of the New
advertising campaign for 20th Gagwriters Of America, the GagThe
from
another
Gagwriters
Popkin schedule will be
LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Century-Fox's "No Way Out" has writers Institute and the
anbeen
Jarmila NOVOTNA
has
the production team of Russell Rouse
it
Association,
Dorothy K1RSTEN
been selected by the Art Directors Protective
Blanche THEBOM
and Clarence Green, to be called "The Club for inclusion in the nationwide nounced by the National Laugh FounColor by TECHNICOLOR
Thief," and scheduled to go into pro
tour of the 30th annual exhibition of dation.
An M-G-M Picture
September.
the
in
currently
duction
Martin and Lewis,
pius Spectacular STAGE PRESENTATION
advertising and editorial art under
rehave
to
was
Originally Columbia
hottest team in show business will be
the auspices of the American Federa
leased "The Well".
seen shortly in the new Hal Wallistion of Arts.
Paramount comedy, "That's My Boy."
JOHN GARFIELD

UA

Mc-

'The

Release

NEWYORnHEATRES
II

II

Wo Way

Ads

In Art Exhibition

GREAT CARUSO"
-

King Bros, in Deal
With RKO Pictures

Hollywood, June 21.—King Broth
ers today announced the completion
Pictures for disof a deal with
tribution of its "Drums in the Deep

RKO

South,"
OOUtn,

^uuuuuiuu.
unict_uiui production.
Supercinecolor
oupei

Strate Joins Hyperion
Walter
"Dance

Strate, producer-director of
which features
Life,"
of

Valerie Bettis and Jose Limon, cur
rently doing the art circuit, has joined
Hyperion Films, Inc., as executive
producer.
y-

Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher;
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin
Inc., 12'0
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company,

Av^.

^aSS^

'Ace' Benefit

Thursday

A

benefit premiere of Billy Wilder's
"Ace in the Hole" will be held June 28
for the Welfare Fund of the News-

New

dealers' Association of Greater
York at Brandt's Globe Theatre here.

Kane

Sherwin

Editor;

J^^^ ^^^^

Itof^C^^e^rk fj^'vk^frerftent and Treasurer; Leo J
3

^

Ascription

,

Brady Secretary;

fore.gn; smgle cop.es. 10c.
rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12

FARLEY GRANGER

RUTH ROMAN
ROBERT WALKER
in

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

STRANGERS
ON A TRAIN
with Leo G. Carroll

Screen Play by
Raymond Chandler
and Czenzi Ormonde

GREGORY PEOK
VIRGINIA

MAYO

CAPTAIN HORATIO

HORNBLOWER

L

directed by

RAOUL WALSH
&

Screen Play by Ivan Goff

Ben Roberts and Aeneas MacKenzie

From the Novel by
C. S. Forester

JIM THORPE

- ALL

V

AMERICAN

starring

BURT LANCASTER
and

CHARLES BICKFORD
STEVE COCHRAN
PHYLLIS THAXTER

directed by

MICHAEL CURTIZ

produced by

EVERETT FREEMAN

Screen Play by Douglas Morrow

and EveretJ Freeman
music by Max Steiner

come

Jim Thorpe, Technical Advisor

The Pulitzer Prize
and Critics Award Play

A STREETCAR

NAMED DESIRE
An ELIA KAZAN Production
Produced by CHARLES K. FELDMAN
s,a

n8

VIVIEN LEIGH

^ MARLON BRANDO
directed by
distributed by

screen play by

J

ELIA

KAZAN

WARNER BROS. PICTURES
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

Based upon the Original Play

/
!

"A Streetcar Named Desire,"
by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
As Presented on the Stage by Irene Mayer Selznich

YOU
»

DORIS DAY

GORDON MacRAE
ON MOONLIGHT BAY
with JACK SMITH
directed by

ROY DEL RUTH

produced by

WILLIAM JACOBS

Screen play by JACK ROSE

and MELVILLE SHAVELSON
Musical Direction Ray Heindorf
Musical Numbers Staged &
Directed by URoy Prinz

-X.

OK FORWARD/ GO FORWARD/ WITH WARNER BROS.!
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Review

in Brief

The Secret of Convict Lake"

Freeze Stays

Pittsburgh,

'

(20th Century-Fox)

Washington, June 21.—The FedCommission
Communications
announced today that it has abandoned plans for a partial lifting of

eral

station freeze.
it said it would consider some slight relaxations on the
freeze, including some grants in the
channels. Today it noted that
television

the

Last

March

UHF

the Federal Communications Commission Bar Association and other groups
had challenged some of its television
allocation plans, that hearings were
starting on these plans next month,
and that in view of this, it was abandoning all plans for relaxing the freeze
until all questions on television alloca

A

this 20th Centuryout of real life provides the inspiration for
a Carson
surviving
convicts
six
of
1871,
winter
Fox production. In the
California now known as Convict
in
sector
a
towards
fled
break,
Prison
City
a little settlement
Lake Pursued by a posse, the felons finally took refuge
out prospecting. The ensuing
held only by women because the men folk were
pit their wiles against the
events form a suspenseful thriller as the women

STORY

m

m

for the picture by producer
Gene Tierney, Ethel BarryFord,
Frank P Rosenberg. They include Glenn
to the settlement to kill a
go
Ford
has
story
The
Scott.
Zachary
more and
imprisonment .Scott, one
latter
's.
the
in
man whose false testimony resulted
and
is after a hidden loot of $40,000,
Ford
thinks
convicts,
of the escaped
the leadership
under
town,
the
in
women
The
h tends to get a share of it.
manage to keep the convicts safely isolated
of bed-ridden Miss Barrymore,
time, Miss Tierney is horrified to learn
In
guns.
under the persuasion of
is her
since the man he has marked for death
of Ford's intention, especially

Some good marquee names were assembled

.

One of the
story
incidents ebb and flow throughout the
on
a girl and is killed by enraged
attack
an
attempts
psychotic,
convicts a
Tierney's fiance is a sinister
women witl pitchforks. It develops that Miss
shot
kills him. The other convicts, are
Ford
battle,
showdown
a
lout and i
shines with
ending
The
folk.
men
returned
the
down"n a gun battle with
Ford and Miss Tierney.
bright romantic prospects for
commandable performance. Other
As usual Miss Barrymore turns in a
Supporting
are competent
direction,
performances under Michael Gordon's
Cyril Cusack
and
Bates
Barbara
Dvorak,
held by
are h
roles
y Ann
r0
For
Runnmg time, 83. Adult audience classification.

^Melodramatic

tions are decided.

RCA

Public Color
Tests Here July 9
RCA

has set July 9 for the heralded
field tests of its color television system. The demonstration on
the first day will be open for the press
only but the following demonstrations,
Exhibition
to be held at the
Hall at Radio City, will be open to

New York

Frank M. Folsom, RCA president,
in making the announcement pointed

out that the color broadcasts will be
made over WNBT's regular channel
four and that existing sets will be
able to pick it up in black-and-white.

Members

of

the

press

have been

CBS

to view its first sponsored color telecast next Monday at
its East 52nd St. studio.

invited

by

of

the

—

June 21. The grand
Warner Brothers-RCA

Victor "Star Discovery Contest", which
has been running in 35 of the circuit's
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia houses for the past six .weeks
has been set for June 26, it is announced by M. A. Silver, Warner zone

manager.
•

"Way

Hope"

of

has

been

given

David O. Selznick's silver laurel
award for best use this year of the
Italian cinema "to promote mutual
understanding among peoples of the
free and democratic world."
The Italian picture, to be distributed here by Lux Film, thus qualifies
as
a competitor for the Selznick
golden laurel award with other winners of the silver award in England,
France, Germany and Sweden. Judges
for the gold award are Ellis Arnall,
Dr. Ralph Bunche, Gardener Cowles,
John Gunther, Otto Harbach, Rene
d'Harnoncourt, Edward R. Murrow,
Herbert B. Swope and James P. Warburg. Their decision will be announced
Sept. 1 by Ambassador James C.

Dunn

RCA

the public.

finals

at the

Venice Film Festival.
•

W

anger Plans Schine Managers to
Walter
Meet Again Today
Talent 'Foundation
Cleveland, June 21—The Schine
Walter
—
Hollywood, June
Circuit held a Northern Ohio mana9

—

Chicago, June 21. A
Balaban and Katz, the

suit

against

major film
companies, Sam C. Meyers and S.C.M.
Theatre Corp. was filed in federal

21.

district court here today by attorney
the
Samuel Lawton on behalf of the
at
Cleveland
gers' meeting in
TheaStatler Hotel yesterday and will hold former owners of the Stadium
is operated
which
now
at
Evanston,
meeting
tre,
theatres
Ohio
a Southern
suit charges
the Netherland Plaza in Cincinnati to- by Sam C. Meyers. The
his
that a conspiracy had prevented the
morrow.
Artists release.
Gus Lampe, general manager; Ber- former owners of the Stadium from
ArHis first picture for Allied
getting films until they had been
Diamond, assistant to L.
nie
a story of
tists will be "Flat Top,"
of.
ad
head
shown
by competitors.
Morris,
Seymour
Schine
•
the future in naval aviation.
Harold Raives
publicity

plans to form a "foundation
writers, distock company of players,
production
key
and
designers
rectors,
launching
associates preliminary to
program of film-making for Allied

Wanger

W

;

at Color TV Bow
Wayne Coy, chairman of the Fed-

Coy

Commission,
Communications
and William S. Paley and Frank
Stanton, chairman of the Columbia
Broadcasting System board and presieral

vertising

Two

Durkee Picks

Gil-

liam booker, are atending both meet-

TV

Theatres for

;

Ohio zone manager and George
ings.

Baltimore, June 21.—Theatre telefrom
vision equipment recently ordered
dent, respectively, will take part m
H. Durkee EnterFrank
the
by
RCA
the bow of CBS commercial color
2,044-seat
will be installed in the
TV broadcasting on Channel 2 next prises
it is
Location shooting on Paramount'
Grand,
1,750-seat
State and the
Monday, beginning at 4:30 P.M.
Can Happen" began here
general
"Anything
disclosed by Fred Schmuff,
will continue through
and
subsequent
yesterday
are
theatres
Both
manager.
shows.
29.
stage
June
has
runs. The State also
to
Director George Seaton is m charge
four complete camera crews and
of
Witting
put stars Jose Ferrer and Kim
will
The third anniversary of the
Chris J. Witting, general manager Hunter, as well as numerous support
National Television Film Council will of the DuMont television network, has
ing players through their paces in. di
be celebrated on Wednesday, with a been named director, succeeding Morversive location sites throughout the
full day of forum sessions covering all timer W. Loewi, who has returned to
city and aboard the liner Saturnia.
phases of films on television, at the his former position as executive assisWarwick Hotel here. A luncheon is tant to the president of Allen B. Dualso on the schedule.
Mont Laboratories. Loewi became
Luncheon activities will be shot on director of the network operations in
16mm. reversal film and rushed to May, 1948.
Kin-O-Lux, where it will be processed
Los Angeles, June 21.—The Bank
and then returned to the hotel for
of America has filed attachment pro-

NTFC

Shoot Para. Picture
On Location Here

Celebrate

3rd Anniversary

DuMont Names

Bank Attaches Four
Popkin Properties

screening.

Rudy

Kin-O-Lux,

Pfeiffer, president of

making the demonstraas a means of enlighten-

is

To Talk on Color
A.

Loughren,

V.

TV

Elec-

Hazeltine

will
tronics
station lecture on "Some Fundamental Conand
before
men, regarding the possibilities of re- siderations in Color Television"
use.
the Atlantic Coast section of the. Soversal film for
ciety of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers at the Henry Hudson Hotel

tion possible,
ing film producers

research

vice-president,

TV

TV

CBS-TV Preview

here on Wednesday evening.
Freeman Gosden, who with Charles will precede the meeting.

Correll originated 'Amos 'n Andy,"
was the guest of CBS-TV at a cocktail party at the Waldorf-Astoria yespreview was held
terday afternoon.
of the new "Amos 'n Andy" television

A

SPG

A

Hollywood, June 21.— The Screen
Guild

here

has

downtown

owned by Harry Popkin,

theatres

his

wife

and Louis P. Rosen, to obtain $1,343,252 claimed due on loans made to
Popkin's Cardinal Pictures,

Inc.,

for

which the theatres were put up as
collateral.

dinner

Reelects Carter

Publicists

ceedings against 4

reelected

"Hard, Fast and Beautiful," Filmakers' feature which is being rePictures, will have
leased by
its Broadway bow at the Astor Theatre here on June 30.

RKO

RCA

Service Signs
With 8 Circuits
RCA

Camden, N. J, June 21.—The
Service Company announced today the
signing of service contracts with eight
motion picture theatre chains. 94
houses are involved.
The circuits include United California Theatres, San Francisco, Consolidated Theatres, Charlotte; Richmond and Stern Enterprises, Boston;
Interboro Circuit, Brooklyn; Associated Theatres, Cleveland; Ainsworth
AlOconomowoc, Wis.
Theatres,
toona-Publix Theatres," Altoona Pa.
;

Ice

Revue

at

Roxy

director of
J. Balaban, executive
the New York Roxy Theatre, announces the re-introduction of ice revues
there in a triple show starting on Fri-

A.

day,

June

29.

ice stage was built
1948 at a cost of $80,000.

The Roxy

Sol Fielding Promoted

Lowell Suspends Edict

Hollywood, June 21.— Sol
for two and one-half years

censing

Fielding,
assistant

Producer Richard Goldto
stone, has been promoted to associate
producer. With the studio since 1942,
Fielding, was originally member of

M-G-M

show, which will make its network Kenneth Carter president and Homer
bow next Thursday. An all-Negro Davies treasurer, and elected Roy
Mitchell the art department, moving from there
cast is featured in the weekly film Crafft vice-president, Betty
Sewell to advertising. He then became assisJames,
Nat
Charles
and
directed
by
secretary,
is
show, which
tant to producer Jack Cummings.
trustees.
Boutyette
Clark, and Don
Barton.

in

—

Boston, June 21. The Lowell Ligranted
has
Commission

theatre operators in that city permission to operate theatres without the
required police officer in attendance at
all times as required by regulation, on
a trial basis. The trial period went into
effect on June 16 and ends on Septem-

ber 16.
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Ticket
(

Tax

Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

1

the end of making expansion possible
rapidly as practicable.
(2) Technicolor is willing to embrace any other color system once it
reaches the point where it is found
suitable under test by Technicolor on
a commercial basis.
(3) Technicolor is ready to consider an arrangement with any of its
customers under which it would provide the capital investment necessary
to substantially increase the size of
its own laboratories in order to provide a part of the increased capacity
as

Abram F. Myers, general counsel
of Allied States Association, said he
would probably ask the Senate Finance Committee for a chance to testify in opposition to the provision in
the House bill exempting non-profit
performances, civic symphonies and
operas and other similar entertainment
from the 20 per cent tax.
Myers emphasized that such testimony would be on behalf of Allied
only, and that there were no present
necessary to produce all films in color.
plans to reactivate any tax committee
Kalmus said his company would
of the Council of Motion Picture Orprefer to act under the first or second
ganizations.
alternatives, but nevertheless is preThe Allied tack would probably be, pared to invest millions of dollars to
Myers said, to argue that it was "very carry out the third. He told reporters
unfair discrimination against estabin an interview yesterday at Technilished theatres" to exempt the noncolor's offices here that he thought it
profit outfits only, and would aggracould be possible to construct a dupof
vate the already bad situation
licate Technicolor plant in Hollywood
theatres. Allied would declare that all
The interview followed
in a year.
the
from
exempt
theatres should be
Kalmus' return on Wednesday from
tax.
an extended tour of England and the
Part of Strategy
Continent.
Kalmus expressed confidence that
"Perhaps we would ask for total
the materials could be secured for the
exemption and not be too badly disconstruction of a new plant and the
appointed if they knock out the exempequipping of it with the necessary
organizations,"
non-profit
for
tion
laboratory machinery, the present warMyers said.
time restrictions notwithstanding. The
Myers revealed that several
industry was declared non-essential
Allied groups in areas which
during World War II, he reminded,
(

Ways

Materials

Kalmus on Color Step-up

ings would run at least through
the end of July.

had

5

members on the House
and Means Committee

had contacted their Representatives on the Committee in
opposition to the change, but
"apparently they were too late
to do any good." He pointed
out that under House rules, no
changes can be made in a tax
bill on the House floor.

"and we expanded then." He said he
believed the combination of all-out
industry pressure and the moralebuilding value of motion pictures could
serve to persuade the government.

industry in Hollywood, Kalmus the Controlled Materials Plan under
wants over 100 features made in a new National Production Authority
Technicolor during 1951, whereas the regulation issued today.
The regulation provides that an apTechnicolor plan can handle only 70.
Only some 30 per cent of the impor- plicant for NPA permission to build
time apply for a
tant pictures are made in color, he can also at the same

The

said,

when

actually the public wants
such features.
These circumstances with respect
to color would not exist today, Kalmus said, if "foresight and planning"
has been exercised two years ago.
"The foresight and planning of today,"
he said, "will spell the increase in
volume of color a year or two years
hence.
said,

color for

all

Kalmus

said the Technicolor
process is capable of permitting
progressive lowering of prices
for prints on the basis of a
steady flow of increased vol-

ume.
While

in

Europe, he

said,

he found

box-office receipts in decline. This, he
added, convinced him that something'

is

CMP

allotment of building materials.
permission is granted for the construction, a
allotment may also
be issued, depending on the total
If

CMP

amount

of building materials available

at the time,

NPA

officials

Construction

said.

Work

Exhibitors doing construction work
under the small job limitation can also
apply for
allotments, with actual
approval again depending on supplies

CMP

available.

Small users

—who will use

less

than

two tons of steel, 500 pounds of copper and 100 pounds of aluminum
on their construction job can certify
their own allotment under CMP,
special "small business" provision
the regulation stipulates.

more profoundly wrong with pro-

duct than can be covered by "the simplified explanation that it is due to
television." Otherwise, he asked, "why
would the box-office be off in Europe
where there is no or practically no,
television?"

Kalmus revealed

that

Aaron

& Levy

(Continued from page 1)

City,
Louis, Minneapolis, MilSt.
waukee, Des Moines and Omaha, and
Technicolor Chick Evans, publicity representative

developing its Geer Tube for color for the Midwest division.
Addresses made at the Los Angeles
television with the assistance of Radio
Corporation of America. Both RCA meeting by Spyros Skouras, Darfyl
and Technicolor, he said, have finan- Zanuck, Al Lichtman and Charles
cial interests in the tube, a demonstra- Einfield were repeated from tape retion of which is expected to be held cordings. Forthcoming pictures were
is

this

summer.

discussed.

MPAA Names Two
(Continued from page 1)

The tax bill is being debated on the versal - International domestic sales
House floor today and tomorrow, with manager, have been added to the
Motion Picture Association of Amerpassage slated late tomorrow.
the
The change which Allied and other ica committee that will work with
theatre groups object to would cost
about $16,000,000 annually, according
to a Committee staff estimate.
Myers said he and other exhibitor
supported another provision
officials
in the House bill which would base
the admission tax on the price actually
charged for reduced tickets, rather
than on the full established price. He
said he thought chances were good for
Senate approval of this change, estimated to cost about $6,000,000 annually.

SIMPP
(

to Elect

Continued from page

recent developments affecting

SlMPP

members, including the improved foreign remittances situation and the
forthcoming renegotiation of the Anglo-American film agreement.

Hollywood, June

Lessing
21.

—The

Motion

Picture Industry Council has nominated Gunther R. Lessing, representing
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, for the MPIC
vice-presidency to be vacated by Allen
Rivkin, of Screen Writers Guild, when
the latter succeeds B. B. Kahane as
president in August.

SWG

Schwalberg and Feldman, members

MPAA's

national distributors'

committee, will join Charles Einfeld,
Mort Blumenstock and Jerry Pickman, already appointed by the MPAA's
advertising-publicity directors' group.

Meanwhile, the public relations group
announced yesterday that it will henceforth be known as the Organization
of the Motion Picture Industry of the
City of New York. The new name
was decided upon at a meeting at the
St. Moritz, where a number of public
relations and audience promotion ac-

"Get that moose out of the
balcony, boys... you'll

every seat

you play

in

need

the house

when

my new picture

were acted upon.
Present at the meeting were: Fred
chairman, Oscar Doob,
J. Schwartz,
Arthur Mayer, Schwalberg, Pickman,
Blumenstock, John O'Connor, Max E.
Cohen, Edward Rugoff, Si Fabian and
Lynn Farnol.
tivities

1

weeks has been in Atlanta, is expected
to go directly to the Coast from there
to attend the annual meeting. Apart
from the elections, the meeting will
give attention to a wide variety of

MPIC Nominates

exhibitors.
of the

<UV Net Profit
(Continued from page 1)
In the second quarter of 1951, ended
on April 28, the company's worldwide
sales were $15,777,506, an increase of
$3,335,506 over the $12,442,000 for the

same quarter in 1950. In the first
quarter of 1951, Universal's worldwide
gross sales were $12,723,150.

Para. Bulletin Out
Paramount's

The second issue of
new intra-company bulletin, Merchandising,

has

been

put

in

circulation.

a
if

ERAHCK goes to the
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

races

PICTURE

The Eastman

16mm.
Projector,
MODEL 25

HERE

is

a "precision-designed,

craftsman-

instrument which delivers a
screen image and sound reproduction from
16mm. film that compares favorably with the
built projection

performance of the most advanced 35mm.
equipment. You can be certain of theaterquality projection of your 16mm. sound films
when they are shown with an Eastman 16mm.

Projector,

Model 2 5. The standard model may

be fitted with tungsten or carbon arc lamp.
For more detailed information, including
mechanical and installation specifications, fill
out the coupon below now, and mail it today.
Your free copy of the booklet, "Theater Quality

16mm.

Projection," will be in the return

mail, postpaid.

Motion Picture Film Department

Eastman Kodak Company

r

Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New

York 17,

New

York

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

Eastman Kodak Company
343 STATE STREET
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

Hollywood 38, California

COMPANY

(OR THEATER).

DEPT. 8
Please send copy of

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

NAME_

"Theater Quality

STREET.

16mm.

Projection" at earliest

convenience.
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Slated

To Go Along
On Eady Plan
Has

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

With

New UK Tax

Tax Concessions

The Eady Plan for underwriting
British production with revenue
from increased admission taxes in
that country is due to be accepted

London, June

24.

— Substantial

tax

concessions to the small exhibitor will
be announced this week by Chancellor

of the
Exchequer Hugh Gaitskell
by the American distributors, it was when he proposes the government's
indicated on Friday following a meet- new entertainment tax rates.
ing here of the Motion Picture ExSeats up to 10 pence remain unport Association.
changed and the price of one shilling
The foreign managers who
seats also remain unchanged, but the
present tax is reduced by one pence.
attended the meeting took the
All higher-priced seats will be adattitude that the U. S. compavanced in cost in order to meet the
nies have little choice with readditional tax requirements.
spect to the Eady Plan now
In addition, the producers are asking a bigthat all the British exhibitor
ger tax levy under the Eady Plan.
and distributor organizations
A one shilling and 10 penny seat,
have approved it.
for example, becomes two shillings
The meeting, attended by Joyce and one penny,
but Gaitskell will
O'Hara, executive officer of the Moagree to take only one penny and three
tion Picture Association of America,
(Continued on page 5)
and presided over by John G. McCarthy, MPEA vice-president, exam-

ined the possibility that £12,000,000 in
additional revenue would find its way
into Britain's box-offices yearly under
the plan's operation.
(.Continued on page 5)

NLRB

Election at
Loew's on Thursday

The National Labor Relations Board
here has set Thursday morning for
an election which will determine the
future collective bargaining agent for
the "white collar" workers at Loew's
New York exchange. Last Monday

MONDAY, JUNE

Five new releases, bringing to 43
United Artists' schedule between
Jan. 1 and mid-September, have
been added to the company's current
distribution program
for
the
period between Aug. 3 and Sept. 14,
it was disclosed here at the weekend
by William J. Heineman, distribution
vice-president.

UA

has scheduled for release Kenneth_ McEldowney's Technicolor production, the first ever made entirely in
India, Jean Renoir's "The River"
Harry M. Popkin's "The Well," the

Impartial

TEN CENTS

Douglas

Fairbanks-H.
Alexander
picture, "Mister Drake's
Duck"; Alexander Paal's "Cloudburst" and Ernest Gartside's "Ob-

Hollywood, June

24.

—William

C.
MacMillen, chairman of the board of
Souvaine Selective Pictures, is currently at the Eagle Lion Studios here
to discuss sales policies with Souvaine
representatives in that field and while
here he will set up an expansion program for the sales staff which will
enlarge the number of salesmen covering the entire Coast territory.

—

:

(Continued on page 5)

Walsh Reveals Formation
Of Department for Drive
By

CHARLES

Leading
the

oft"

the

August

releases,

tion

in the radio and televis i o n
fields.
Walsh is supervising the activity personally

on

is

and

head

will

new unit.
Walsh cited

the

recent

England, will go into national release
on Aug. 10. Starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Yolande Donlan, the

a

"IA"

election victory
at
Radio Station
S
J

W

(Continued on page 5)

—

FRANKE

president of the IATSE, revealed
on Friday that the union is in process of forming a new department to
push organiza-

"Cloudburst," starring
Robert Preston. Francis Searle directed, for Alexander Paal.
"Mister Drake's Duck," filmed in
third,

L.

Richard F. Walsh, international

sessed."

A

Pittsburgh,
among the

Richard Walsh

fruits
n e

w

,

as
first

of

the

campaign.

In that instance, the technicians, pre-

Hollywood, June 24. Teet Carle viously represented by the National
(Continued on page 6)
has been named the studio publicity
manager for Paramount Pictures by
Jerry Pickman, the company's director of advertising, publicity and exCarle, a member of the
Paramount studio publicity department for the last 11 years, replaces
Norman Siegel who resigned over the

Mayer

Announce

to

ploitation.

(Continued on page 5)

Two More Theatres Join

Rossen & Bromberg
Before House Group

Radio-Video

MacDonald

'Exclusive' Video

(Continued on page 5)

and

25, 1951

Souvaine to Enlarge Carle Heads Para.
Coast Sales Force
Studio Publicity

was disclosed that the Board had
declared invalid the Screen Office
and Professional Employes
Guild
(DPOWA-District No. 65) contract
Two more theatres in two more
covering that shop.
The Board set the date for the elec- cities have been added to the theatre
television network for the exclusive
(Continued on page 5)
telecast from the Yankee Stadium of
the Jake La Motta - Bob Murphy
light-heavyweight fight on Wednesday
night. The total at the weekend stood
11
theatres in nine cities and
at
Washington, June 24.
Producer brought total seating capacity to more
Robert Rossen, actor J. Edward Brom- than 27,000.
berg and possibly a third "mystery"
The new theatres, announced by
witness are scheduled to be heard to- Nathan L. Halpern, organizer of the
morrow by the House Un-American informal network, are Warner's 2,947Activities Committee.
seat Stanley in Philadelphia and FaThe hearing marks a brief flare-up bian's 1,393-seat National in Richin the Committee's long-dormant hear- mond.
ings" on Communism in Hollywood.
Original participants who will show
Offiicials said it was unlikely that any Wednesday's bout are
Balaban and
further hearings would be held this Katz's State-Lake and Tivoli in Chiit

Concise

43 Features from U.A. in IATSE Opens
First Nine Months of 1951 Invasion
of
U.K. Exhibitors
Win Admission

'Little Choice'

Respect to

Accurate

Network

Movietone,

U.P.

To Combine for

TV

The United Press and 20thCentury-Fox's

News

Movietone

working out an
agreement to combine the
wire service's news-gathering
are

facilities

with

Movietone's
field cameramen for a joint
venture
in
the
television
news field, it was learned at
the weekend. Spokesmen for
the two companies said the
deal was not yet complete
and declined to elaborate on
the tentative setup.

Plans by June 30
Hollywood, June 24.— Branding

as

"unauthorized
and inaccurate" all
quotes imputed to him in a purported
interview published locally on Friday,
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president of

M-G-M

studio activities, said a forhis intentions with
respect to leaving M-G-M will be
forthcoming before June 30.
No final decision has been reached
so far, according to Mayer, who has
until that date, under his contract to
proffer his resignation.
(Continued on page 5)

mal statement of

20th Reorganization

Plan Due
The

final

in Sept.

draft

of 20th CenturyFox's plan of reorganization under its
consent decree is not expected to be
complete until September. Stockholder
approval of the plan and its submission
to the court here is not due until Oct.
7, or 120 days after entry of the decree. It had been erroneously reported
that a 90-day deadline existed.
The Bureau of Internal Revenue has
not yet formally approved the tax
(Continued on page 5)

Monday, June

Motion Picture Daily

O'Shea,

Personal
Mention
HERBERT T.
DR.
Technicolor president,
Kalmus

left

'Mrs. America' in
More theatres than ever
before will be used in tie-ups
with the 13th annual "Mrs.
managing director of the
contest asserted here at the
weekend. He said that 85 per
cent of all the eliminations
this summer will be held in
theatres. Previously; he said,
the eliminations were con-

and Mrs.
here Friday for Boston

ins,

where they will depart shortly for a
Cape Cod vacation.
Mrs. Alice Thompson, publisher
and editor-in-chief of Seventeen magaplane
zine will leave here today by
will address
she
where
Cleveland,
for
tomorthe Women's Advertising Club
to Make the
"How
on
evening
row
Most of the Teen-age Market."

Eliminations will start during the first week of July and
finals will be held in Asbury
Park on Sept. 9. Among the
circuits tied in with the contest are Fabian Theatres, Fox
Wisconsin Theatres, Inter-

•

of the

Howard

movietone news,

NEWS OF
war ends

THE, DAY, No. Z85— Korean
Miss Truman sees
year.

first

Paris.

Ecquador's president Plaza gets wel-

come.

Gen Eisenhower

ence.

F.

defense confertop Red leaders.
America" con-

Smith.

test.

Name Rogell

NEWS, No. 88.— message of patriotism for Independence Day.
War in Korea. Message from the Office
of Price Stabilization. Sugar Ray Robinson
wins again, in fight abroad. Paris finds
Margaret Truman very charming.

B.

Motorcycle

I.

at

arrests

thriller.
talk.

"Mr.

Inflation

A

PARAMOUNT

V.P.'

Official Films

Of

'Fabiola'

follow:

si— Ecuador

of meetings last week in Los Angeles
with Western division manager George

and others.

state Circuit,

No.

president Galo Plaza on a visit here. Mark
July 4th celebration. Military training- bill
F. B. I. arrests top Red leaders.'
signed.
Grain on way to India. Miss Truman in
World's largest irrigation plan.
Europe.
Golf, Motorcycling.

sion manager Duke Clark and members of his staff.
O'Shea and Pickman held a series

stations,

and elsewhere.

Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Pictures
to Bilsales promotion manager, flew
to address
weekend
the
at
Miss.,
oxi,
conthe Mississippi Theatre Owners'
here
vention today. He is due back
on Wednesday.

Walter Gettinger,

Commerce, radio

contents

Complete

fashions.

Drive," set for July and August.
They will spend two days in a Dallas meeting with South Central divi-

ducted largely by Chambers
of

TPCUADOR'S President Plaza on
J-J a visit here and the Korean fighting are highlighted in the current
Other items include the
newsreels.
arrest of the 17 Reds, sports and

vice-president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
and Jerry Pickman, director of advertising-publicity, are in Chicago today on the second stop on their current tour of exchange cities to observe
first hand final field preparations for
the "Salute To Al Schwalberg Sales

America" contest, Bert Nev-

KALMUS,

Parade

O'Shea,

K.

E.

1951

Pickman Newsreel

At Chicago Meet

Wide Theatre Tie-up

25,

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 2S-B—Iran:

New York: Top Reds

fuel for unrest.
York
rested in

All

at

New

by

F. B.

I.

ar-

Germany:

Mission sent home.
Sid Rogell, formerly in charge of Polish Repatriation
Ohio: World's largest blimp. "Mr. Ameriproduction at RKO, has been named ca" contest. Warren Austin hits North
general manager of Koreans. Festival of Britain.
city at
Jules Levey's "Fabiola" has been vice-president and
operations, it
studio
Bermuda.
Films'
in
Official
honeymoon
circuit
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 467.— President
booked into the entire
They will
here at the weekend.
Truman signs new draft law. Red leaders
in metropolitan New York, beginning- was announced
Rogell, who will make his head- in New York arrested. Gen Eisenhower
William Levine, home office assis- Wednesday, it was announced here at
Ecuador president
meets with his staff.
Allen
S.
in Hollywood, will immediquarters
the weekend by William J. Heineman,
tant to M-G-M's John
Galo Plaza on visit here. "Francis" gets
Southwestern sales manager, returned distribution vice-president for United ately concern himself, in association "degree." "Mr. America" contest. Boat
trip to
Co-featured with "Fabiola" with Jerry Fairbanks, in the opera- race.
Artists.
here at the weekend from a
Studio,
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 90—
will be "The Man with My Face," tions of the Official-Fairbanks
Dallas and Oklahoma City.
President Truman
F. B. I. seizes 17 Reds.
•
for
TV.
make
films
which
Barry
starring
action film,
the
Grain
signs new draft and U.M.T. bill.
Rogell
Pictures
industry,
in
the
Universal
pioneer
Sid Chalofsky,
Nelson and produced in Puerto Rico
from U. S. rushed to India. Hail president
his
has produced many features including Plaza of Ecuador. Korean fighting. July
by Edward F. Gardner.
Co home office statistician, and
second
anniversary. Swim fashions. Di Salle on
wife announce the birth of a
The engagements will be launched "The White Tower" and "Murder, 4th
controls. Sugar Ray Robinson scores knockGardens at the
theatres in Manhattan My Sweet." He received an Academy out. Ruth Roman sounds mail call.
son, Barry, born at the Kew
General Hospital.
and the Bronx on Wednesday, fol- Award in 1947 for the documentary
•
lowed by bookings in Brooklyn and feature, "Design for Death."

yesTheatre, Baltimore, was married
of this
terday to Lillian Levenson
New York's Jewish Centre.

RKO

N.Y.

Theatres
RKO

UA

A

RKO

W. Stewart McDonald,

ident

and assistant treasurer

vice-pres
of

War

been
ner Brothers Theatres, Inc., has
College,
Carleton
of
elected a trustee
Northfield, Minn.

Island from July 4 to

Long

MacArthur

7.

O'Brien, Driscoll

Raftery Lose Lawler Vs.

the resignation of T. Newman
from the New York law firm
Lawler
Oma
operations for Paramount,
in which he held partnership with Arha today from Denver on his current thur F. Driscoll, Edward C. Raftery
branch inspection tour.
and Paul D. O'Brien, the firm, which
•
handles the legal affairs of a number
Margaret Ettinger, West Coast of film companies, will hereafter carry
for
public relations counsellor, left
the name of O'Brien, Driscoll &
Hollywood at the weekend after a Raftery.
Lawler has become a partner in a
lengthy stay in New York.
new law firm operating under the
of branch
is in

Joseph A. Walsh, head

With

name Lawler &-R0ckwood, with

Warner to Celebrate
Birth of Sound
anniversary of modern
The
talking pictures will be celebrated
with the reopening of the Warner
The
Theatre on Broadway July 4.
house was formerly the Strand.
25th

New

in

offices

York.

Manage

to

Talun's U.S. Tour
Blake McVeigh, film publicist, has
been engaged by 20th Century-Fox to
supervise the national tour of Walter
F.

The picture selected as part of the Talun, the- "Goliath" in Darryl
Warner Theatre's celebration of talk Zanuck's "David and Bathsheba."
pictures will be Alfred Hitch
On
cock's "Strangers on a Train."
the evening of July 3 there will be
a special premiere combined with a
reshowing of scenes from
historic
great pictures of the past 25 years.

ing

Notables will attend.

will leave today on the first leg
of the national tour of Talun's appearance in 70 cities across the country.
Accompanying Talun will be Leo Pilpublicist.

Mexican Bank Statement
Mexico

Technicolor Board Meet

A

meeting of the board of directors
of Technicolor Corp. will be held here
today.
iuud)
.

City, June 24.

—The indus-

semi - official Banco Nacional
Cinematografico reports loans, credits

try's

and discounts totaling $1,850,923 and
$2,200,000

—

its

latest

in

bonds

report,
i
>

in

circulation

April 30.

Attend

on 'Outlaw'

General Douglas MacArthur, Mrs.

MacArthur and

New York Supreme

Col.

Lawrence Bun-

Court Justice
ker, the general's aide, will attend the
James B. McNally on Friday handed world premiere Friday evening here
down a summary judgment favoring at the Roxy Theatre of "The Frogthe Hughes Tool Co. in its action
men," the 20th Century-Fox film
against United Artists to collect $68,saluting the Underwater Demolition
219 earned abroad by "The Outlaw"
Teams of the U. S. Naval Amphibihanduring the time the distributor
Forces.
ous
had withheld
dled the picture.
General MacArthur, under whose
was
it
that
ground
the earnings on the
forces first made
command the
offset by some $69,000 allegedly spent
warfare history during
amphibious
on the promotion of two other Hughes World War II, will see the picture

UA

UDT

pictures,

"Mad Wednesday" and "Ven-

a round of festivities takes
place in and about the theatre. Premiere activities will be marked by the

while

in Cut
In Republic Staff

appearance of the U. S. Navy School
of Music Band from Washington, and
an honor guard from the U. S. Naval
Receiving Station in Brooklyn.
manager
Milton Silver, advertising
General Mark Clark, Chief of the
of Republic Pictures, ended his assoField Forces, will also attend
Army
ciation with the company Friday in
as will numerous top
opening,
the
a curtailment move which reduced the
officials.
Navy
advertising and publicity department

Silver

Out

.

He

lot,

UA

detta."

McVeigh

to

and Hughes Wins Action 'Frogmen' Premiere

in

by

a

reported

six

to

10

men and

RKO

women.

Cashiers to Elect

Theatre Cashiers Local
No. B-52, which has jurisdiction over
employed at RKO
Important circuit heads, many top box-office cashiers
Greater New York, will
industry figures and trade press mem- theatres in

IATSE

'Cyrano' Cigarette Case

bers

are

cigarette

recipients of attractive
boxes sent by United Ar-

the

promotional department in connection with the general release of
"Cyrano de Bergerac," it was announced at the weekend.

tists'

hold an election of officers at a meeting here Thursday. Charlotte Campbell,

Mrs.

president

Campbell

of the local, reports.
said she soon_ will

out of town and therefore
a candidate for reelection.

move

is

not

.

±.
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Theatre

TV MPEA

Theatre television's impressive showing on the Louis-Savold bout, which

was

pointed out, additionally,
that the reserve which would be available for the financing of British production could also be drawn upon by
American companies producing in the
U. K., but the importance of this dimIt

filled all nine houses to capacity, has
whetted interest in the second trial to
an even keener edge. If the crowds
respond again on the same scale when
Joe Louis' personal drawing power is inishes in light of the fact that Ameriabsent, then the box-office value of can firms producing in England are
sporting events on theatre TV is confronted with no financing problems
of consequence.
proved beyond doubt, it is held.
Still to be overcome before theatre
The success of the Eady Plan
TV can be put on a money-making hinges on the assumption that
basis, however, are technical problems
the additional ticket charge
of transmission at a less costly rate,
will
not pinch British filmthe knotty proposition of raising prices
goers' pocketbooks to the exfor the special events and the need to
tent that their visits to theaadd more theatres to the network.
The last problem is complicated by
a shortage of theatre TV equipment.

The

Illinois

institution
from selling
on rights for sporting events
to theaters for showing while games

educational

television

were
were

in

progress, unless the
made available for

also
television.

games
public

The bill received only 11 votes, with
26 needed for passage. Balaban &
Katz's State Lake and Tivoli theatres
presented exclusive large screen telecasts of University of Illinois home
football games last fall, and are hoping to do so again this year.

Loew's Election

No.

IATSE

Motion
Employes Local

long time jurisdictional
of
PEG. H-63 will appear
on the ballot, and it is possible that
will as well, although there
was no definite indication at the weekend whether the latter would enter
the contest.
has until Wednesday to petition for a place on the

SOPEG

ballot,

The

however.

SOPEG

contract

was declared

the contract

Y., June 24.
The naconvention of Catholic War
Veterans, meeting here, unanimously
adopted a resolution declaring that the
attention of producers of motion pictures, radio and television programs
will be called to Communists and sympathizers in their employ, with a plea
for their dismissal. Sponsors of radio
and television shows will also be notified, with similar dismissal request.
•

Universal

-

International's

"Francis

Goes

to the Races" will have its world
premiere at Keith's Theatre in Wash-

ington on Wednesday, July 4, climaxing a 10-week, 33-city tour by Francis, U-I's "talking" mule, as the mascot of the U. S. Treasury's Newspaper
Boy's Defense Bond Pledge Campaign
in which some 700 newspaper participated.

•

Washington, June

—

He

voluntarily.

Carle Heads
(Continued from page 1)

will also see in New
the world-premiere at the Paris
Theatre of the road-show release of
"The River."

rejoined

Paramount

in

1940.

Mid-September

York

Mayer
(

to

Announce

Continued from page

1

The repudiated published interview
quoted Mayer as tacitly confirming his

M-G-M

to
to resign from
his production career at a
studio where he would be free to
make wholesome-type pictures he considers the public wants and needs instead of the kind now being turned
intention

continue

was due

to expire.

MPEA

was produced by Daniel M. weekend. Since 1945 Carle has served
Angel and directed by Val Guest.
as assistant department head.
A veteran in motion picture pubOn Aug. 17, UA will release "Obsessed," based on the William Dinner- licity, Carle entered the industry as
William Morum stage play, "The Late a member of the Paramount publicity
Edwina Black."
David Farrar and department in 1927. He remained

by virtue of a "technical flaw" out generally which he feels are disuncovered by H-63. Had the Board couraging attendance by their inappronot ruled against the pact the election priateness and mediocrity.
would have had to wait until next

when

"Now that the entire British industry
appears to have accepted the plan, we
have no recourse but to follow suit,"
was the opinion in New York.
The
meeting discussed also
developments in Spain, Japan, Germany, Italy and France, it was reported.
Another meeting of the Association will be held shortly to deal
further with the subjects discussed
Friday.

picture

invalid

October,

coming negotiations of a new
agreement with Britain.

remittance

—

Albany, N.

tional

Harry Popkin's "The Well" will
head the September releases, on the
14th.
It is a Russell Rouse-Clarence
Green production, the first of a series
to be made for UA.

Features

SO

SOPEG

in the

(Continued from page 1)

H-63,

rival

Doubt was expressed that the U. S.
companies would use their participation in the plan as a bargaining factor

.

with the company until 1936 when
he joined the M-G-M publicity staff
where he remained for four vears.

UA

(Continued from page 1)
tion at the request of
Picture Home Office

mined.

.

Geraldine Fitzgerald are starred in the
Gartside production, directed by Maurice Elvey.

43

Senate Kills Bill
Aimed at Theatre TV Exclusives
Senate today killed a bill that would
have barred any state tax supported

tres will be less frequent, one
official of an American company's foreign department observed. He said he understood
that the amount of the Eady
Plan tax has yet to be deter-

.

24.
Television
broadcasters, smarting under renewed
criticism
of
"indecency" and "bad
taste" in program content, have taken
the first steps toward a self-regulatory
code of standards for programs, similar to the motion picture industry's
code.
At a meeting here Friday, they set
up a committee to make an immediate
and thorough study of the question
and to draw up a code that would
"consider primarily the welfare of the
family and children." The idea would
be for stations to observe the code

Illino ; s

—

in Brief

(Continued from page 1)

cago, RKO's Keith's in Washington
It was conceded following the meetand Palace in Cleveland, Loew's Century and Rome's Harlem in Balti- ing that the American companies stood
more, District's Lincoln in Washing- to come in for a portion of the additon, Fabian's Palace in Albany and tional revenue, the theory being that
as the gross on pictures increased the
Shea's Fulton in Pittsburgh.
distributors' percentage "take" would
Louis Bout Showing
rise correspondingly.

24.

JVEJVS

on Eady Plan

(Continued from page 1)

Chicago, June

5

'Red' Probe

FOR MANY

HAPPY
RETURNS
OF THE DAY

YOU PLAY
All

that delighted

(Continued from page 1)

20th Reorganization

you

IT!

in

"Tom Sawyer"

(Continued from page 1)

week. All signs are that the members
exemption conditions of the plan, it have lost interest in the Hollywood
was said here. Fred Pride, 20th-Fox hearings and that they are practically
attorney, made final acceptance of the over.
Both Rossen and Bromberg have
decree contingent upon the Bureau's
been
described by previous witnesses
approval.
as one-time Communist Party mem-

and "Huckleberry Finn"
and more,

is in

.

.

.

bers.

U. K.

Tax

(Continued from page

NEW YORK
630
NINTH AV.

TRAILER CO.
FILMACK
CHICAGO
327 WABASH AVE.
5

1

S.

thru
1

farthings instead of the two pence
originally proposed, thus leaving an
extra farthing for the exhibitor.

UA

Motion Picture Daily

'IA' to

Invade TV, Radio
(Continued from page

choose a bargaining agent. This
gives an advantage to unions
or groups long established in
the radio field and now repreengineers,
electronic
senting
who outnumber the projectionists at various stations.

Association of Broadcast Engineers
and Technicians, an independent union,
voted unanimously for the "IA."
'Already we have helped them negotiate wage scales considerably higher than those they had before," Walsh
added. It was apparent from this that
the "IA's" general invasion of radiowould be marked by a determined
effort to secure increased wage scales
in those industries.
Establishment of the new department, Walsh said, recently was authorized at a special meeting of the
union's general executive board. This
governing body has given Walsh authority to establish separate radio and
television branches in any geographThe branches will be under
ical area.

"For a long time," Walsh declared,
"we sought to reach jurisdictional

TV

|

agreements, mutually acceptable to the
several unions involved, which would
protect our members' rightful interests
deciBut the
in television.
sions now leave us no recourse except
to organize television technicians of
all categories under the banner of the
IATSE. And since radio and televison are so closely allied, we will find
necessary to organize radio, too
it

NLRB

his supervision.

in

Walsh
explained, has been made necThe organizing

1

some

instances."

drive,

Atlanta Parley Weighs
TV's Impact on Film Houses
Atlanta, June 24. Television's impact on theatres was the main topic

IATSE

essary by several decisions of
the National Labor Relations
Board, which ruled projectionists in television stations cannot constitute a collective bargaining unit but must be
lumped with all the station's
technicians in elections to

—

of

discussion

Southeastern

for

delegates

district

annual

to

the

conven-

IATSE here. William P.
Raoul, "IA" general secretary, said
the union is "worried" about theatres.
tion of the

Fine
S chary Okays Story Idea Poster Brings $50
— Leslie A.
Hollywood, June 24.— Dore Schary,

M-G-M vice-president in charge of
production, has authorized the purchase of "The Big Lie," story idea by

Baltimore, June 24.
McCracken, manager of the World
Theatre here, was fined $50 in Central
Police

Court on charges of placinp-

outVernon Lasky and William Hebert a poster with a scantily clad girl
"tended to
Lasky is author of "Seeds of Treason" side the theatre and which
public," it was
and will spend a month in Washing- unduly deceive the

learned at the weekend.

ton on research.

Francis
"Remember a thing
called an SRO
sign?... Better get

a

couple of 'em handy

need 'em
when you play my

...you'll

new

picture."

MCK

GOES TO THE RACES

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Monday, June

25, 1951

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

69.

See
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No Speed

In Acting on

Making the

Control

WSB

Despite

Panel's

Exemption Proposal
Washington, June

—Indica-

were that the
Board will not
with any speed on the special

tions

Wage
act

25.

here

today

Stabilization

WSB

panel's anticipated recommendation that the motion picture, radio,
television and some other industries
be exempt from wage controls.
It was reported in New York earlier
today that the six-man panel appointed
by the Board had decided to recommend exemption from wage control
for more than 2,000,000 workers in
industries exempt from price control.
Because of the importance of the
subject, it was reported, Eric A. Johnston, Economic Stabilization Administrator, has notified Dr. George W.
chairman, that he wishes
Taylor,
to discuss the report with him before
the board acts on the recommenda-

WSB

tions.

Although

it

was

major-

said that a

(Continued on page 6)

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, JUNE

sixth

picture

M-G-M

to reach an eighth
week in the history of Radio
City Music Hall, "The Great

Caruso,"

currently winding
up its seventh week, will
momentarily hit the $1,000,000
box-office gross figure at the
theatre. The Technicolor musical
starring Mario Lanza
has the possibilities of establishing a new all-time gross
record for any company at
the theatre, provided it goes
beyond an eighth week at the
Hall.

Kramer Sets
Col. Program
With nine
Kramer has

26,

pictures in work, Stanley
months of
production under the releasing pact
with Columbia Pictures for 30 films
in five years.
set his first 18

MAYER, M-G-M
PARTING COMPANY
Here Offer

'Labs'

1,800 Technicians

A 10% Pay
I

AT

S

E

No.

Local

Raise

Laboratory
702

here

management
cent general wage
800 members in
joint

has

Technicians
accepted a

With Schenck Over
Production Policy Seen
As Reason for Departure
Split

In a brief statement issued simultaneously in New York and Hollywood yesterday, Louis B. Mayer's

withdrawal

Kramer
company has

Mayer was
formally

John Francavilla, the local's
to resume negotiations with

statement
clared

"by

ed with the studio of which he
had
been
the
pivotal figure
since 1924.

—

duction

Washington, June 25 The Justice
Department has given the Schine cir-

gram,

cuit

prowith 10

July

until

number

of

June

Kramer

Wilson's
on page 6)

dispose

of

a

which under the
was to have sold by

it

30.
officials

said

they

Lists 1,254 'Contract
9

6,

president of Loew's, Inc.
"Mr. Mayer has, since

1924,
(Continued on page 6)

922 Houses

number of notables,
cluding Wayne Coy,
chairman.

a

in-

FCC

Two

Theatres Close

Box-office for

TV

been

'Top Salary'

Board Named
25.

— Economic

Stabilizer Eric A. Johnston today announced the names of five men to form
the government's Salary Stabilization
Board, to control the pay of executives
and salaried workers such as Hollywood talent employes.
The members of the new board are
Dr. Raymond B. Allen, C. Ellsworth

Alvord,

Clinton

S.

Golden,

Charles

P. McCormick and V. Henry
schild II.
(Continued on page 6)

Mayer,

by

made by Nicholas M. Schenck,

Washington, June

did not
know offhand exactly how many theaDuring the second
tres are affected.
year of the decree, they said, the circuit was to have sold 11 theatres, and
(Continued on page 7)
Justice

Stanley

to

11

theatres

consent decree

Signers for

backed

The following
statement was

Louis B. Mayer

Decree Extension

mutual

will be connect-

securing a one-year contract or a pact
which would give the technicians the
right to seek a further increase one

sociate pro-

de-

was

it

agreement" that
Mayer no longer

president,
a view to

(Continued on page 6)

an-

The

nounced.

balked at the. companies' proposal that
the new contract be made to run for
two years without a reopening clause.
Wbile accepting the pay hike offer,
a special membership meeting of Local
No. 702 on Sunday instructed the
union negotiating group, headed by

Schine Given 11 -Day

eight
writers, two> as-

MGM

were

Metro-Goldwyn-

of

signed

WASHINGTON, June 25.— players set for
Tax changes in the House- the first four
films.
passed tax bill are still
Slated to roll
a long way from becoming in the fall are
law. The bill passed the "My Six ConHouse exactly as reported victs," from
Donald Powell
by the Ways and Means Com(Continued
mittee. It is expected to
be Sept. 1, or later, before the Senate finishes
with it, however. Senate
hearings will be followed
by executive session work.

ers

from

a 10 per
increase for its 1,the East, but has

offer

The

ducers, and four
directors to carry out the pro-

The first commercial
color television program
was witnessed by 350 press
representatives at the
CBS studio here yesterday. Sixteen sponsors
tied into the initial colorcast and the entertain-

TEN CENTS

1951

L.B.

$1,000,000 for
'Caruso' at Hall
for

Wage

YORK,

Roth-

Mann Confer

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's recent key
city

exhibitor

screenings

for

its

"Showboat" Technicolor musical are
claimed by the company to have estab-

record for showmen attentrade showings, some 1,254
Fabian's Palace in Albany, N. Y., pacemaker "contract signers" representing 6,922 theatres, turning,, out in
is the first of the 11 theatres participating in tomorow night's exclusive 29 exchange centers.
Additionally, there were at least
theatre telecast of the La Motta-Murphy bout to announce a shift in box- 2,500 exhibitors on hand in the various
office policy since the network telecast cities, with 50 "closer-to-home" theatre
showings supplementing the 29 screenof the Louis- Savold fight.
The Palace will close its box-office ings. Philadelphia was the only key in
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 6)
lished

a

dance

at

'

.

.

On

Business Drive

Following a meeting here yesterday
between Arthur L. Mayer, executive
vice-president of the Council of
tion Picture Organizations, and

Mann,

MoTed

newly-elected president of
North Central Allied, the former expressed gratification over the extensive
support which
has pledged to
the all-industry agency.
Mann, who said he would leave here
(Continued on page 7)

NCA

Tuesday, June
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Resigns from
Exhibitor Group

of

is
Disney
Hollywood to arrange for release of
dent and general counsel, arrived in
New York yesterday from Hollywood. his "Storm Over Tibet."
•
•
secretary
to Charles
Lipkin,
Lila
exRepublic
James R. Grainger,
Disney Productions' New
ecutive vice-president in charge of dis- Levy, Walt
representative, will be
tribution, and John P. Curtin, dis- York publicity
to Sydney Goldwert.
trict manager, left here last night for married today
•
Toronto.
•
John J. Dervin, sales manager of

the California Theatres
Association and Affiliated Industries, Inc., that it will no
longer be a member of the
association after June 30. Fox
West Coast has been a member of the CTA for many
years. This action follows the
FWC from
resignation of
the San Francisco Employers
Council during the AFL janitors' strike last April of this
fied

independent producer, will leave here tomorrow for
Cincinnati. He will be in Minneapolis
July 4 and in Kansas City July 11.
•

Cotlow,

Lewis

year.

W.

Gordon

Fox West Coast Theatres

Hedwig
the

father

Films here, is
Douglas, born Sunday to
wig at Jamaica Hospital.

pays over one-third of all
dues collected by the association in this territory. A meeting of the association's board
of directors has been called
for tomorrow.

The plaintiffs in suits, filed by SolM. Wasserstrom, lawyer, are the

bert

Monogram's Stratford Pictures, left
here last night for Detroit and Cleveland and will return on Friday.
•
Horowitz,

Frances

secretary

Central Theatre Co. Inc., operator of
the Crawford Theatre, and O. F. Sullivan, operator of the Civic Theatre.
PicNamed as defendants are
Warner, 20th Century-Fox,
tures,

RKO

to

Nu-Art Robert Goldfarb, RKO Radio per- Paramount, Loew's, Columbia, United
a son, sonnel director, was married at the Artists, Universal and Fox-Midwest.
Mrs. Hed- weekend to Myron A. Jacobson.
The Central Theatre seeks $220,000

Sid Garfield, Eastern publicity director for
is

Samuel Goldwyn ProducHollywood from New

in

•
in actual damages for alleged injury
Rouse, writer-producer- to its business in the period from Sept.
director, is due here today from the 1, 1941, to Jan., 1949.
No specific
Coast for meetings with United Ar- sum was set in the petition of Sullivan.

Bolsters

Norman

Panama,
now

ducer-director,

Seven

M-G-M provacationing, is

due here on Friday with Mrs. Pan-

Early results of the policy of exLazar Wechsler, producer, will
cooperation endorsed at the
for Zurich,
20th Century-Fox sales convention leave here today by plane
Switzerland.
this month was disclosed here yesterday when distribution chief Al Lichtman announced a series of new boxJohn P. Byrne, M-G-M's Eastern
through the sales manager, is in New Haven from
office titles arrived at
hibitor

New York

sales force discussions.

changes of the company's
forthcoming top pictures were made
after convention confabs with the com-

tijts

executives.

•

Pathe Keeping E-L

Paul Crane, Loew's

ama.

International
traffic manager, is celebrating the 29th
anniversary of his association with the

Studio for Rentals
Hollywood, June

company.

for

•

Jules Lapidus, Warner
and Canadian sales manager,

left

New

Pittsburgh

and

Roy Haines, Warner Western

sales

York yesterday

for

Cleveland.
•

manager, left here yesterday for ChiMilwaukee, Minneapolis and
cago,
Detroit.

Dolle Named to Head
Rogers Sues to Bar
KATO Directors
Films from Video
Dolle
Louisville, June 25. — Fred
Rogers
25.
— Roy
Hollywood, June
as

representatives who
gave their views of the' box-office potency of the various titles. The changes
are as follows
has filed a Federal Court suit against
"Man of Two Worlds," starring Ty- Republic and its subsidiary, Hollyrone Power and Ann Blyth is the new wood Television Service, seeking to
title of "The House on the Square,"
restrain both firms from releasing any
based on the' "Berkeley Square Story," films to television in which his name
"Let's Make It Legal," starring Clau- or Trigger's is used for commercial.
dette Colbert, MacDonald Carey and
The suit is regarded as potentially
Zachary Scott, is the new title for a precedential case in the bearing_ it
"Don't Call Me Mother." "No High- may have on other instances in which
way in the Sky," starring James Stew- players who made films for theatrical
art and Marlene Dietrich, is the' new exhibition consider their future prostitle of Nevil Shute's "No Highway."
pects damaged by their ultimate
"Love Nest," with June Haver, Wil- exhibition under commercial sponsorliam Lundigan, Frank Fay and Mari- ship.
lyn Monroe, was originally "A Wac
The Darryl F. Zanuck
in his Life."
production, "People Will Talk," directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz and
starring Cary Grant and Jeanne Crain
Pittsburgh, June 25. Four distriwas previously known as "The Praehave filed percentage suits here
butors
torius Story." The new Clifton Webb
against James A. Alexas, Alex Alexas
comedy, "Mr. Belvedere Rings the
and J. E. Williams. Actions were inBell," based on the Broadway play,
Paramount, Loew's
"The Silver Whistle," was originally stituted by RKO,
in U.S. Dis"Mr. Belvedere Blows His Whistle/ and 20th Century-Fox
trict Court. Involved is the Ligonier
The new title for the musical based on
Theatre in Ligonier, Pennsylvania.
the life of Jane Froman is, "With
Hayward, The complaints allege under-reporting

regional

TV

4 More Percentage
Suits Are Filed

—

A

Song in My Heart." Susan
pictures.
David Wayne, Rory Calhoun, and of receipts on percentage
of
Thelma Ritter are the principals in Reed, Smith, Shaw and McClay,

Pittsburgh represent the distributors
with Sargoy and Stein of counsel.

the picture.

Wiener Is Named
To Souvaine Post

New

David P. Wiener, former assistant
treasurer of Eagle-Lion Classics, has
been appointed comptroller of Souvaine Selective Pictures.

Drive-in, $250,000 super deluxe outdoor theatre on Miles Ave., built by
the Ohio Drive-in Management Co.,
has opened.

$250,000 Drive-in

Cleveland,

June

25.

— The

Miles

producing

25.

—The

facilities,

demand

particularly

on the part of television producers,
has mounted so sharply that William
C. MacMillen, Jr., Pathe Industries

Eastern

Title

pany's

i

of
of

York.

Titles of

—

Kansas City, June 25. Two suits
were filed here in Federal District
Court by Wichita, Kan., theatre operators, charging that nine motion picthe industry in Wichita in violation of
the Sherman and Clayton acts.

Russell

tions,

Fox

Majors in 2 Suits
Filed in Missouri

Summit ProR. LESSING, Walt IVAN TORS, head
GUNTHERProductions
due here today from
ductions,
vice-presi-

San Francisco, June 25.
Fox West Coast Theatres of
Northern California has noti-

20th-

Fox Midwest and

Personal Mention

FWC

26, 1951

J.

president, feels the future holds great
rewards for operators of rental studios.
Hence, he said here today, Pathe has
reversed its intention to sell the Eagle

Lion studio in favor of continuing to
operate the plant as a rental studio.
Here during the past week on this
matter and in connection with the
affairs of

Souvaine Selective Pictures,

whose board he heads, MacMillen

said

no discussions with producers on product for Souvaine have reached the

definitive state.
has been nominated
MacMillen will leave here by plane
chairman of the board of directors of
for
New York on Wednesday morning.
Theatre
of
Association
Kentucky
the
Owners which will hold its annual
Technicolor
election on July 6.
Other directors selected by the unit's
The meeting of the Technicolor
nominating committee include Jack board scheduled to be held here yesterW. B. Horsefield, day was postponed indefinitely pendKeiler, Paducah
Morganfield; K. Irving Long, Louis- ing the return to New York of Dr.]
ville
C. K. Arnold, Bardstown Tom Herbert T. Kalmus, company presiHill, Covington; Ralph E. McClana- dent, who is in New England on a

of

Louisville

Meet

Delay

;

;

;

J. E. Isaac, Cumberland
vacation.
Dick Martin, Ashland, and Charles R.

han, Irvine

j

;

;

Directors at
Mitchell, Barbourville.
Andy Anderlarge nominated were
son, Hartford, and Dolle.
:

Dr.

Harry Martin,

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

SI; 20th Official
Hollywood, June

25.

—Funeral serv-

ices will be held here Wednesday mprning for Dr. Harry W. Martin, medical
director of 20th Century-Fox studios

and

husband

of

Hearst

film

NEW YORK THEATRES

editor

Louella O. Parsons. He died Sunday
at the age of 61.
Dr. Martin was a member of the
Los Angeles City Civil Service Commission for seven years and the California State Boxing Commission for
nine years.

Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Dorothy

KIRSTEN
Blanche

Color

-

Jarmila

NOVOTNA

THEBOM

by TECHNICOLOR

An M-G-M
plus Spectacular

Picture

STAGE PRESENTATION

JOHN GARFIELD
SHELLEY WINTERS

Lund Manages Station
Harold

C. Lund, Pittsburgh adverexecutive, has been appointed
manager of DuMont's station
in that city.
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National

Seven New Films
Due on Broadway;

Review

Pre -Selling

"St.

AN

— United Artists
ANOTHER addition to the popular

initial

The next issue of Look magazine,
on the stands on July 3d, will feature a cover and a two-page layout
titled
"Our Dancing Daughters,"
devoted to M-G-M's up-and-coming
dancing starlets, Leslie Caron, "Debbie Reynolds, Sally Forrest, Cyd
Charisse and Monica Lewis.
The
same issue picks "Captain Horatio
Hornblower" as the picture of the
month, and spreads a review of the
new Warner picture, with photos,
over three pages, including a sketch
of Virginia Mayo, whom they call a
"blonde of all work."

"Kon-Tiki,"

the true-life saga of
six men crossing the Pacific on a balsa
raft, has been selected by the Better

Films Association of America for
"Picture of the

Month" award.

its

The

Herald and Parent's magazine as an
outstanding

The

'Caruso'

film

is

picture for the family:
currently in it's 12 th iveek

Sutton Theatre

in Nezv York,
where manager Clem Perry says it
will probably stay for some time.

•

Alfred
half-way

Hitchcock has reached the

mark

cross-country
tour in behalf of Warner Brothers'
"Strangers on a Train," which he directed.
Yesterday, he greeted a full
turn-out of press and radio people in
Cleveland, and over the past week he
appeared in Detroit and Chicago. He
has accepted an invitation from Philain

delphia's Mayor
attend the city's

his

Bernard

Samuel

to

celebration of the
175th anniversary of the signing of the
Declaration of Independence in Independence Hall, on July 2-4.

•

The new McCall's

for July,

now

on newsstands, gives "Alice in
Wonderland" feature coverage, a
two-page spread in four colors. In

cycle of comedy-dramas about men of
"St. Benny the Dip," produced by Edward J. and
picture generally shapes up as a pleasant enough

made with
Harry Lee Danziger. The
the cloth

is

family entertainment although the story of a trio of confidence men
get religion while posing as ministers, fails to achieve the charm and
gentle humor which distinguished many of the earlier -comedies in this cycle.
The principal exploitable element here is a name cast headed by Dick Haymes
and Nina Foch, ably supported by such tried-and-true character players as
Roland Young and Lionel Stander. There is, too, a nostalgic note in the
reappearance of Freddie Bartholomew who makes an excellent showing as a
priggish young minister.
Haymes, Young and Stander play three drifters who live by their wits.
To escape the police, they don the sober black of the clergy and pass themselves off as bowery missionaries. They are forced to keep up the disguise
when a local precinct sergeant takes a sincere interest in the mission. While
ministering to their waterfront flock of derelicts, the trio suddenly find they
are gaining their own salvation. Young continues as a missionary of the poor
Stander returns to the wife and children he had deserted five years before,
and Haymes, smitten by Nina Foch, abandons the open road for the hearth.
The picture has its comic and serious moments.
John Roeburt wrote the screenplay, from an original story by George
Auerbach. Edgar Ulmer handled the directorial chores satisfactorily, considering the implausable plot.
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
bit of

who

_

June

22.

Be

'Bitter Rice' to

Shown After
Washington, June

Rossen Denies Any

All

—

"Bitter
Rice," which was withdrawn from the
Greenbelt Theatre after protests that
"filthy," will be shown there
it was

Radio release has already been after

cited by Scholastic magazine. Christian

at the

Benny the Dip"

(Danzig crs

printing of 300,000 copies of the Dell movie-reprint ediwill
flood
tion
of "No Highway"
newsstands, book stores and drug
stores throughout the country, timed
to the August release of 20th Century-Fox's "Highway in the Sky."
The cover will feature James Stewart
and Marlene Dietrich in a scene from
the film.
The 25-cent books will be
distributed in time to arrange for cooperative campaigns and special promotions described in the pressbook.
•

RKO

3

all

The

this

25.

week.

original

protest

came from a

Catholic Action group. After the film
was cancelled, other citizens protested
that an unfair local censorship had
been set up, since the film had already
been passed by Maryland State censors, and the theatre management reconsidered and scheduled the picture
for this
nights.

Wednesday

and

Thursday

Present 'Red' Ties
Washington, June 25.— AcademyAward winning producer, director and
writer Robert Rossen today "emphatically" denied to the House Un-American Activities Committee that he is
now a Communist Party member or
sympathizer, but spent the better part
of close to five hours on the stand refusing to answer committee questions
as to his affiliations and beliefs "yesterday."
Identified by several previous witas a one-time party member,

nesses

Rossen was one of two witnesses
called by the committee in a brief resurgence of its "Communism-in-Holly-

Torrid summer slipped into New
York City over the weekend and
Broadway first run grosses, with few
exceptions, reflected the hot weather
lethargy. No less than seven theatres

are bringing in new product this week
in time to capitalize on the Fourth of
July holiday.
The outstanding .exception to the
summer lull, of course, is still "The
Great Caruso" at the Radio City Music Hall, where the seventh week will
draw a gross of more than $130,000.
The picture and the stage show Will
hold over the holiday.
The Paramount is the only house
with,

a picture in

Ran

All the

its

"He

;

and a stage bill
headed by Carmen Cavalero's band is
bringing in an estimated $60,000, the
best figure for the house in several
weeks.
'Angel' Holding

Up

"Half Angel" is holding up fairly
well at the Roxy, with around $60,000
due for a second and final week.
"Frogmen" bows there on Friday.
"Sirocco" and Ethel Waters on stage
is
mild at the Capitol
the second
week will register around $20,000.
"Excuse My Dust" comes in there to;

morrow.
"Fabiola" is leaving- the Victoria
after a successful four-week run
the
;

stanza ended last night with a
gross of about $12,000, which is not
final

bad.

"The Mask

of

the

Avenger"

opens there today. "Valentino," which
played 10 weeks at the Astor, is ending its stay with a modest $7,000.
"Hard, Fast and Beautiful" win come
in on Saturday.
The Criterion will gross about
$8,500 for a second week with "Native
Son" and the Globe will do an esti-

mated $8,000 for the fourth week of
"M," which shows good staying power for the latter film.
"The Prowler"
wood" hearings. The other, actor J. comes into
the Criterion on Saturday,
Edward Bromberg, waited all day for and "Ace in
the Hole" opens at the
the committee to finish Rossen, and
Globe on Friday. The Mayfair, which
then was put off until tomorrow mornhas been playing reissues, brings in
a story of the current Humphrey Boing.
"Two of a Kind" on Friday.
gart vehicle, "Sirocco," in which she
Rossen said he wished "to state
appears, with scenes from the Colum'Tales' Consistent
emphatically that I am not a member
bia picture.
of the Communist Party, not in sym•
At the Holiday, "Goodbye, My
with it or its aims, and don't Fancy," is
holding up with about $7,A population area of 58,000,000 will pathy
believe in any divided loyalty. If called
500 due for a fourth week. The roadbe bombarded with newspaper, TV,
to serve this country, I would do so
showing "Tales of Hoffman" is due
radio and in-person publicity through
against any or all enemies, including
for another consistent $12,000 at the
Walter ("Goliath") Tallin's tour for
the Soviet Union."
Bijou.
20th Century-Fox's "David and BathCommittee officials said that BromThe off- Broadway houses in gensheba." After making two-score TV
berg might be the last witness in the eral
have been doing good business
and personal appearances in Nezv
Washington
phase of the committee's the past week. "Kon-Tiki" is steady
York City, Goliath leaves today on
investigation, and that no further witas the trade winds at the Sutton, with
the first lap of his all-summer junket
nesses would be heard here. "Loose
another $8,600 in prospect for the 12th
which will take him to 69 cities in
ends"
of the hearings would, under the
week. "Four in a Jeep" is still prov21 states, zvith his tour keyed in many
tentative schedule, be gathered toing an excellent draw at the Paris,
situations as a tieup with the Commun^gether by a subcommittee on the West
which
drive,
with $9,500 estimated for a second
Feather
ity Chest Red
Coast late in July or in August.
week. Also continuing
Parade, the Sunday magazine supplement which is included in many
newspapers throughout the country,
will feature Marta Toren on its July
8 cover, and devote several pages to

a sturdy run

•
of the most extensive merchandising tieups ever effected between a
department store and a motion picture
has been concluded, whereby the entire "Honeymoon House" setting from
the
picture, "Behave Yourself,''
will be transported to the nezv Macy's
in Kansas City, and displayed on the
main floor of the nezv department

week

first

Way"

a series of 13 pictures, the more
than 4,000,000 readers of the magazine are taken for a trip through
"The Strange Adventures of Alice
Disneyland." The New York
in
Sunday Mirror gave a double-truck
color spread to "Alice in Disneyland" over the past weekend.
will be current.

One

Tops

Still

is

As part
tensive

of

the wide-spread in-

campaign on "Happy

Go Receiver for Drive-in

Lucky," which is rated by English
critics as the best musical film ever
made in Great Britain, advertising
space will be taken by RKO Radio
RKO
Pictures in Life, Collier's, Saturday
Evening Post and Look magazines,
to reach a total of 15,544,000 readstore.
The screen set is being loaded ers as a pre-selling approach for
on vans"' this week and will be ex- the picture, starting July 16 and
The
hibited by Macy 's in their several running
through Aug. 14.
stores, beginning with the Kansas City Technicolor film stars David Niven,
'.showing.
Upwards of 2,000,000 per- Vera-Ellen and Cesar Romero,, and
sons zvill view the movie set in Kansas was produced abroad by N. Peter
City, San Francisco and New York. Rathvon.
Walter Brooks

'

—

Cincinnati, June

25.

—A

receiver

has been appointed by Common Pleas
Court for the Sunset Cruise-in Auto
Theatre, headed by Roger Williams,
at Xenia, O., which opened last season following the dissolution of an

"Tony Draws a Horse"

at the

Park

Avenue, with $7,400 due for its seventh week. "Teresa" is down to about
$3,500 for a 12th week at the Trans
Lux 52nd Street, but will hold.

Host Jap Visitors
Hollywood, June
president

of

25.

— Steve Broidy,

Monogram and

Allied

injunction suit brought by nearby residents to prevent the opening, contending that the project would be a nuisance and a traffic hazard. It did not
open this season. Receivership climaxed the filing" of two suits by
Earnest and
Wilson, of near-

pany executives. Honored guests were
Takejiro Ohtani, president of Shochiku Co., Ltd. K. Shirai, a producer
for that company, and Kenneth Hirose,
president of Shochiku Film Enter-

by Middletown, O.,

prises.

:

'

Emma

was host

luncheon here
honoring three top Japanese film comArtists,

at a

:

;

entury-Fox-

STUDIO THAT PRODUCED

GREATEST NUMBER OF
1CTURES IN 1950! —The

Exhibitor

DAVID AND BATHSHEBA

DECISION

BEFORE
(Special
It's

Color by

DAWN

(Special

Engagements Only)

tremendous! Anatole Litvak's

since

"Snake Pit"

— and

bigger!

first

The

TECHNICOLOR

Engagements Only)

Gregory Peck and Susan Hayward in
the most awaited of all motion pictures
backed by a billion-reader campaign!
.

.

.

motion picture achievement of the year

THE SECRET
OF CONVICT LAKE

BELVEDERE
RINGS THE BELL
It's

Belvedere Laugh -Time

Webb

all

over the

up another
triumph! Joanne Dru, Hugh Marlowe!
world as Clifton

rings

Watch

the

smash All-West openings!

Great performances by Glenn Ford, Gene
Tierney, Ethel Barrymore, Zachary Scott!

THE DESERT FOX

NO HIGHWAY

A great best-seller! A fabulous Legend!
A true story! Out of the Great African

James Stewart and Marlene Dietrich
...with all the suspense and adventure

comes the saga of Rommel!

of Nevil Shute's powerful best-seller!

Desert

.

.

.

IN THE

SKY

Tuesday, June
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Damage

in

Kansas

been

and numerous

localities

stretches of highway in affected areas are impassable.

Harvesting of wheat was
stopped in some sections and
much standing wheat has
been damaged.

NBC

Offers Video

For some months now,
tures only.
however, Metro has been expanding
its annual output and, in doing so, has
embarked on a widely diversified pro-

Code for Study
A

new code

of standards and practices for television programs has been

adopted by National Broadcasting it
is announced by Joseph H. McConnell,
company president. The code was presented to the program, standards committee of the National Association of

Radio
which

studio

of

England.
According to his

Washington, June
official

biography

in the 1951-52 edition of International

Motion Picture Almanac, now

in prepentered distribution to
assure product for the theatres in
which he was interested. He was one
of a group of showmen who founded
and now in parting, his associates at Metro Pictures Corp., predecessor
Loews' wish him success and happi- company of the internationally known
corporation from which he now reness in his future activities."
The move came as no surprise. It tires. In 1915 he entered independent
has been rumored and reported for production under his own name, starmonths that Mayer and Schenck had ring Anita Stewart among others.
developed a schism over production When he became associated with
policy; that Mayer took the unalter- Metro-Goldwyn, the company took on
able position that Metro should con- his name and thereafter functioned as
tinue to limit its activities to an out- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
and-out program of high budget picMayer is credited with hav-

trains suspended service in a

few

head

at
operations
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, the production
During that
branch of Loew's, Inc.
period many of the great motion pictures which helped set the pattern for
the entire world were produced at our
Mr. Mayer has given our
studios.
industry leadership and inspiration,

the

Some

inundated.

OPS Distributing
MPA Inflation Film

{Continued from page 1)

June 25.
City,
Kansas
Rains and floods in Central
and Western Kansas have
caused heavy damage, resulting in emergency aid being
rushed by the Red Cross for
Lowhalf a dozen counties.
lying parts of several towns
have

M-G-M Part

L.B. Mayer,

Floods Cause Heavy

aration,

Mayer

ing developed Irving Thalberg,

has been an avowed champion
of the "star system" and topbudget attractions.

including a number of films
Seven times president of the Assoat budgets viewed as decidedly
modest when compared with the top- ciation of Motion Picture Producers,
he has been honored many times here
line attractions turned out under the
aegis of Dore Schary, vice-president and abroad for his efforts in promoting patriotism, humanitarianism and
in charge of production, with whom
Mayer has had policy differences also. leadership in the industry in which he
has played so long a significant role.
The offic al statement left a
Earlier this year, the Academy of
number of questions open. No
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
date for Mayer's withdrawal
voted him a special award for 44 years
was given, the assumption beof leadership in industry affairs.
ing he will be bound by his

gram
made

_

;

and

Television Broadcasters,
is currently studying proposals
for an industry-wide code.
standards cover children's
The

NBC

programs, crime and mystery dramas,
news, controversial public issues, religion, charitable campaigns and conRegulations govern references
tests.
to gambling, sex, insobriety and nar-

V

cotics.

Standards for advertising content
and the length of commercials are also
but

listed in the code,

it

is

explained

TV

is a developing medium and
that
that experimental variations in the advertising standards may be permitted.
"Props" bearing commercial designations are not counted in commercial

time on television.

which terminates on
Aug. 31. It has been understood,
on the other hand, that Mayer

contract

was required

to declare h's intention not later than June 30
if he wanted to avoid facing an

automatic renewal for an addi-

much above

the regular
expected that
most will close the box-office for a
time in order to check on the admis

evening admission

it

is

sions paid for the fight as the
traction.

main

at

the motion picture industry.

The

and

"In-

entitled

trailer,

You,"

sponsored by the Motion Picture
Association of America and
includes a narration by Robert Montgomery and a closing message from Price Conflation

is

Michael DiSalle. It
outlines the reasons for the
inflationary spiral after the
Korean War, including the
effect of "scare buying."
troller

'Toy Salary' Board
(

Continued from page

Salaries

of

guild

talent

1

members

have been allowed to be fixed under
industry tradition by a special Wage

Board

Stabilization

"interpretation,"

but there is a report that the new
Salary Board will set up a special
panel to restudy the question of salary
control for
"talent"
employes.
Of
course this whole matter would be

academic

if

Wage Board

the

ruled

workers should be
completely exempt from control.
that

film industry

—

Hollywood, June 25. The usual Fair Practice
of Hollywood rumors followed
announcement of Louis B. Mayer's
Radio,
withdrawal from M-G-M. They beWashington, June 25.
Federal
came so persistent that three different Trade Commission staff attorneys will
companies saw fit to issue formal de- work out a set of proposed "fair trade

Rules

TV Ads

For

two years.

—

nials

'£(

—

While few other houses are expected
to raise prices

—The

of published reports that they
practice" rules to govern advertising
were negotiating with Mayer.
The and selling of radio and television sets.
Universal-Internawere
Press associations, falling back on companies
The Commission held an industry
Holly- tional where Mayer's son-in-law, Wil- conference here at the weekend to get
stories published locally on
in charge
wood, had Mayer quitting M-G-M liam Goetz, is vice-president
industry views on the idea, and over
production; Columbia and Waldover the weekend. But he branded as of
the weekend it was announced that
"unauthorized and inaccurate'' all quo- Krasna Prod.
the staff would get to work on the
tations attributed to him and, as late
rules. These would then be presented
Issues
Statement
Mayer
last Friday night, was satisfied to

tional

as
rest

TV

25.

Office of Price Stabilization is
distributing 3,200 prints of a
special two-minute anti-inflation trailer produced for it by

flood

Hollywood, June 25. Declining to
on the mere statement that he
would announce his intentions for- state when he will leave the studio, or
{Continued from page 1)
mally before June 30. Whether wide- what his plans for the future are,
publication in daily newspapers Louis B. Mayer issued the following
at three P.M. and reopen at six P.M. spread
The regular evening scale of 74 cents accelerated the official action an- statement
"It has been my honor to have
yesterday was a matter of
will prevail and the film bill will be nounced
but, credited in various served as head of M-G-M studio acspeculation,
shown before and after the fight, but
that the daily tivities since the birth of the comthe move will prevent the matinee circles, was the opinion
I have great pride in
the pany in 1924.
had
forced
breaks
newspaper
crowd from holding seats until eveits accomplishments and am grateful
issue.
ning.
Mayer will be 67 years old on to the fine men and women of the orThe Shea circuit announced here
Long powerful in Hollywood, ganization who have established the
4.
July
yesterday that its Fulton Theatre in
industry studio in the high position it has alPittsburgh' will again show the bout his first association with the
Naturally I' regret severof a ways held.
operator
the
exhibition
as
in
was
as the feature event and that all seats
in ing ties and relationships that have
Haverhill,
Mass.,
small
theatre
in
will be sold in advance on a reserved
years, but I
policy.
The ticket scale will go up to 1907. Later, he acquired five theatres been built up over many
leave with my very best wishes to the
partinto
a
and
entered
city
in
that
The box$1.35, plus 15 cents tax.
Nathan Gordon. organization and to those connected
office will open at nine P.M. and the nership with the late
their hold- with it and for its future prosperity
they
developed
Together,
management is confident that all seats
in New and success."
circuit
largest
into
the
ings
will be sold out before then.

Box-Office for

26, 1951

Wage

Control

{Continued from page 1)

'Labs' Offer Raise
{Continued from page 1)

to another industry conference later.

Kramer Program

Set

{Continued from page 1)

"Death

of

Salesman,"

a

from

the

Broadway play "Fourposter," one-set,
two-character story, and "The Happy
Time," Broadway play.
Edward and Edna Anhalt are asso;

ciate

producers

Hugo Fregonese

on "Convicts," with
directing. John Beal

and Millard Mitchell are the first
players to be cast.
"Death of a Salesman," to star
Fredric March, will be directed by
Laslo Benedek, from Stanley Roberts'
script.

'Fourposter'
"Fourposter," starring Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer, has Irving Reis
as director from Allan Scott's script.
''The
Happy Time," will star
Charles Boyer.
Slated for next year's program are
"The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T.," original
"The Sniper,"
story by Ted Geisel
original written by the Anhalts, who
will also produce, from a screenplay by
Harry Brown, and "Four Shades in
Blue," to be directed by Irving Reis
from his own original story.

of the panel members took the year hence if the cost-of-living shows
view that Congress did not intend to any appreciable rise then.
The local was reported to have
have wage ceilings apply where these
were not necessary to the enforcement sought a 12^2 per cent increase in
of price ceilings, it is expected that salaries plus an additional three per
some uncertainty will prevail in this cent for a welfare fund and another
connection until after the panel meets three per cent for pensions and other
concessions.
in Cincinnati on July 5.
"Member of the Wedding," from
Some 25 laboratories are involved
The panel has not yet drafted its
"The Cyclists'
formal report for submission to the in the negotiations, with 19 located in the New York play, and
Joseph McMahon oi Raid," to be adapted from a story in
board. This will be done at Cincin- New York.
Harpers' Magazine, round out Kranati, but the position of its labor and Republic's Consolidated Laboratories
mer's program for the first group of
negomanagement
chairman
the
of
public members in favor of lifting the is
his Columbia films..
wage controls was asserted last week. tiating group.
ity

;

Reject DuMont on
Color Postponement
Washington, June
eral

—

25.
The Fed
Communications Commission has

turned

down

last-minute

a

request

from Allen B. DuMont Laboratories
for a further postponement of com
mercial

color

television.

wanted the delay

to test a

DuMont
new

tube.

i
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M-G-IVTs 'Contract Signers'
(Continued from page 1)

which a theatre trade showing was not
New York and New Jersey exhad a choice of attending
branch showings in addition to a
screening at Loew's 72nd Street The-

held.
hibitors

atre here.

One

the most significant
factors in the turnout, in addition to general interest in the
company's new production, was
the evidence it gave of the extreme concentration of buying
power in exhibition in such a
comparatively small number of
"contract signers" representing
so many key runs.
of

theatres represented at the individual
theatre screenings

Number
of

Branch

Contract
Signers

Albany

24

Atlanta

21

Boston

42
27
56

Buffalo
Charlotte

Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas

Denver
Des Moines
....

53

Memphis

21

Milwaukee

...

23
135
14
39

City..

25

...

60
30

Minneapolis

and Washington

Oklahoma

;

Omaha

.

.

..

Lake
Louis

201
221
734
192
137

330
23
281
413
81
175

310
66
186

20
49
27
16
56

1,254

6,922

35

City.

San Francisco
St.

442

184
310
142
114
148
341
90
122
394

Pittsburgh ?,
Portland, Ore
Salt

130

394

9
31

Los Angeles

394 each

tied for third with
Atlanta was fourth with 389,
Chicago was next with 375, San Francisco followed with 341, and Omaha
and Minneapolis next with 310 each.
In the case of Chicago which supervised' "closer-to-home" screenings at
Danville, Auburn and Galesburg, the
overall theatres represented amounted
to 442
total
number of "contract

83
389
289

22
57

Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City

New Haven
New Orleans

;

Theatres
Represented

93
30
37
150
52

Cincinnati

Dallas led all exchanges in the number of "contract signers" present with
ISO. The Minneapolis screening was
second with 139 and Chicago, third,
with 58. In the list of number of
theatres represented, Dallas again was
up front with 734 theatres, Los Angeles was second with 413. Charlotte

T

:

.

.

.

.

.

Seattle

Washington, D. C.

signers," 93.

Following is a complete recap' of the
29 branches, the number of "contract
signers" attending and the quota of

take care

my

Saville to Produce
Garrett's 'Maxime's'

of

little

girl

We've chosen
entertaining

this

and pro-

vocative film about
Sorority

as

Life,

U.S.A.,

SEVENTEEN's

PIC-

TURE OFTHE MONTH
for July.

Filmed

Technicolor,

its

in

dra-

matic treatment of the
real-life

problems of

any college

SEVENTEEN.

which Saville will make
three-picture independent production schedule.
This schedule, which also includes
rett original,

on

his

"The Director" and "Order
lease,"

Saville

Rewill follow "24 Hours," which
is

preparing

to

of

direct

as

a

Merle Oberon-Richard Conte co-starrer for Associated British.

Mayer,

NCA

NCA

Mann campaign

will be a two-day
newspaper publishers to be

held in Minneapolis in the early fall.
Under the plan every area exhibitor
will invite his local newspaper publisher to attend the clinic, which will
be glamorized by stars, directors and
other Hollywood personalities, and by
the industry's top advertising-publicity

personnel.

THE ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE

FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS

ters

Uruguayans

New

Form

Coast Firm

to star in their first picture, "Estrellita." This will be based on an original by Leon Valdes, concerning Miss

Neal's

recent

South American

trip.

Bert Friedlob, independent producer
releasing through 20th Century-Fox,
arrived in New York from the Coast
yesterday bringing with him a print
of his latest, picture, "A Millionaire for
starring Fred MacMurray,

Christy"

tee to
tures.

authorized

will

want

our* exhibitors

to

agers that

fell

this

is

dispose- ef -the

-theatres.

ring

Jeanne Crain, with
Robertson,

Gaynor

and

commit- effort to dispose of the theatres, the
view and appraise motion pic- officials answered with a "no com-

to appoint a screening

ment."

Mitzi

Jean

Peters as co-stars.

A

Julian Blaustein production,

filmed

Techni-

in

color, directed

by Jean

Negulesco,

screenplay

by

Julius

and

G.

Epstein.

J.

"very

Asked

your

for July. Star-

(Continued from page Y)
they- added that they thought
few" of these had been sold.

teen-

PICTURE OF THE

Schine Decree

to

has

know

his publicity director.

whether there was any indication that
Schine had not made a bona fide

board

We

Eleanor Parker and Richard Carlson
He was accompanied by Bill Blowitz,

fall.

NCA

girl

Thank you, SEVENTEEN!

Dale

Friedlob Arrives in
N. Y. With 'Christy'

of

little

"Weekend With Father" at U-I
under terms of her one-a-year contract with 20th Century-Fox.
in

lee" drive, also tentatively set for the

The

my

MONTH

While Mann's program will be
The government spokesmen refused
aimed primarily at the local level, the to say whether there was any real
intention is to have it dovetail with prospect that the additional 11 days
the proposed COMPO national "Jubi- would be enough time for the circuit

Mann

take care

The group has offered to let the
star set the time and recommend the
director.
Meanwhile, she is starring

Mann

today by plane for his Minneapolis
headquarters, conferred with Mayer on
the extent to which
and COMPO could work jointly on the
president's plan for a long-range business building campaign.
The first large-scale activity of the
clinic for

seventeen

ExCen-

—A

will

for the 2,500,000 read-

29

change

London, June 25. Victor Saville
Hollywood, June 25.
syndicate
has returned from Paris where he of wealthy Uruguayans headed by
signed Ludmilla
Tcherina,
French Publisher Felipe Calderon have formed
ballerina, for a key role in "I'm Going a new production company, Cine-Sol,
to Maxime's," based on. the Sam Gar- and have made a bid for Patricia Neal

(Continued from page 1)
girl

have special appeal
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No Speed

See

S. A.,

M-G-M

Caruso," currently winding
up its seventh week, will
momentarily hit the $1,000,000

Panel's

box-office gross figure at the
theatre. The Technicolor mu-

Exemption Proposal
tions

here

Wage

Stabilization

today

25.

— Indica-

were that the
Board will not

act with any speed on the special

WSB

panel's anticipated recommendation that the motion picture, radio,
television and some other industries
be exempt from wage controls.
It was reported in
York earlier
today that the six-man panel appointed
by the Board had decided to recommend exemption from wage control
for more than 2,000,000 workers in
industries exempt from price control.
Because of the importance of the
sub.iect, it was reported, Eric A. Johnston, Economic Stabilization Administrator, has notified Dr. George W.
Taylor,
chairman, that he wishes
to discuss the report with him before
the Board acts on the recommenda-

New

WSB

tions.

Although

it

was

major-

said that a

(Continued on page 6)

'Top Salary'

Board Named
Washington, June

25.

— Economic

Stabilizer Eric A. Johnston today announced the names of five men to form
the government's Salary Stabilization
Board, to control the pay of executives
and salaried workers such as Hollywood talent employes.
The members of the new board are
Dr. Raymond B. Allen, C. Ellsworth

Hall.

joint

Alvord,

Clinton

S.

Golden,

Charles

P. McCormick and V. Henry
schild II.
{Continued on page 6)

CBS

Roth-

With nine
Kramer has

pictures in work, Stanley
set his first 18 months of
production under the releasing pact
with Columbia Pictures for 30 films
in five years.

A 10% Pay Raise
I

AT

S E Laboratory Technicians
No. 702 here has accepted a

management
cent general wage
800 members in

—

Washington, June 25 The Justice
Department has given the Schine circuit

July

until

11
theatres

to

dispose

of

a

Slated to roll
in the fall are

did not
know offhand exactly how many theaDuring the second
tres are affected.
year of the decree, they said, the circuit was to have sold 11 theatres, and
(Continued on page 7)

t

s,"

of

consent decree

Stanley

Kramer

novel;

Wilson's

(Continued on page 6)

MGM Lists

it

which under the
was to have sold by

30.

Justice

from
Powell

officials

said

they

1,254 'Contract

Theatres Close

Box-office for

TV

commercial color television
program was witnessed by 350 press

of the Federal Communications Commission.
The commercial use of the CBS col(Continued on page 3)

Fabian's Palace in Albany, N. Y.,
the first of the 11 theatres participating in tomorow night's exclusive
theatre telecast of the La Motta-Murphy bout to announce a. shift in box-,
office policy since the network telecast
of the Xouis-Savold fight.
is

The Palace

was

it

mutual

will be connected with the studio of which he

had

been

pivotal

the
figure

since 1924..

The following
statement

was

made by Nicholas M. Schenck,

president of Loew's, Inc.
"Mr. Mayer has, since

1924,
(Continued on page 6)

been

Tax Changes
Are Far Off
Washington, June 25.— Tax
changes in the House-passed tax bill
are still a long way from becoming
law.
The bill passed the House exactly as reported by the House Ways
and Means Committee.
The Senate
Finance Committee will start hearings
Wednesday.
But hearings will run
for a month or more, will be followed
by lengthy executive session work,
more work on the. Senate floor and a
House- Senate conference. It will be
(Continued on page 3)

Mayer,

first

representatives at the CBS studio here
yesterday.
Sixteen sponsors tied into
the initial colorcast and the entertainers were backed by a number of notable's, including Wayne Coy, chairman

;

h e
de-

agreement" ..that
Mayer no longer

Signers' for 6,922 Houses
Two

T.

.

Decree Extension

June

c

nounced.

"by

Louis B. Mayer

films.

Con-

was
('an-

clared-,

securing a one-year contract or a pact
which would give the technicians the
right to seek a further increase one

number

Six

Mayer
formally

statement

negotiating group, headed by
John Francavilla, the local's president,
to resume negotiations with a view to

(.Continued on page 6)

Metro-Goldwyn.

union

players set for
the
first
four

i

from

two years without a reopening clause.
While accepting the pay hike offer,
a special membership meeting of Local
No. 702 on Sunday instructed the

Schine Given 11 -Day

writers, two- ass o c i a t e
p r oducers, and four
directors to carry out the prod u c t i on program, with 10

v

withdrawal

of

Kramer

company has
signed eight

Donald

In a brief statement issued simultaneously in New York and Hollywood yesterday, Louis B. Mayer's

a 10 per
increase for its 1,4
the East, but has
balked at the companies' proposal that
the new contract be made to run for
offer

Color Bows

With 16 Sponsors
The

Kramer Sets
Col. Program

"My

TEN CENTS

26, 1951

'Labs' Here Offer Split With Schenck Over
Production Policy Seen
1,800 Technicians As Reason for Departure

Local

The

Impartial

MAYER, M-GPARTING COMPANY

starring Mario Lanza
has the possibilities of establishing a new all-time gross
record for any company at
the theatre, provided it goes
beyond an eighth week at the
sical

Washington, June

TUESDAY, JUNE

Con]

L.B.

sixth picture
to reach an eighth
week in the history of Radio
City Music Hall, "The Great

Control

WSB

U.

Making the

for

Despite

YORK,

$1,000,000 for
'Caruso' at Hall

In Acting on

Wage

Accurate

will close its

(Continued on page 6)

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's recent key
city

exhibitor

screenings

for

its

"Showboat" Technicolor musical are
claimed by the company to have estab-

On

Mann Confer

Business Drive

lished

a record for showmen attendance at trade showings, some 1,254

Following a meeting here yesterday
between Arthur L. Mayer, executive

pacemaker

vice-president of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, and Ted
newly-elected president of
North Central Allied, the former expressed gratification over the extensive

"contract signers" representing 6,922 theatres, turning Out in

29 exchange centers.
Additionally, there

Mann,

were at least
2,500 exhibitors on hand in the various
cities,

i

with 50 "closer-to-horhe" theatre

showings supplementing the 29 screenbox-office ings. Philadelphia was the only key in
(Continued on page 7)

support which

XCA

has pledged to
the all-industry agency.
Mann, who said he would leave here
(Continued on page 7)
.

Resigns from
Exhibitor Group

R. LESSING, Walt IVAN TORS, head of Summit Pro- Filed in Missouri
GUNTHERProductions
due here today from
ductions,
vice-presiDisney

San Francisco, June 25.
Fox West Coast Theatres of
Northern California has noti-

is

Hollywood to arrange for release of
dent and general counsel, arrived in
his
"Storm Over Tibet."
Hollywood.
from
yesterday
New York
•
•
Lila Lipkin, secretary to Charles
James R. Grainger, Republic exProductions' New
ecutive vice-president in charge of dis- Levy, Walt Disney
will be
tribution, and John P. Curtin, dis- York publicity representative,
Goldwert.
Sydney
for
night
today
to
married
last
here
left
manager,
trict
•
Toronto.
•
John J. Dervin, sales manager of
Lewis Cotlow, independent pro- Monogram's Stratford Pictures, left
ducer, will leave here tomorrow for here last night for Detroit and CleveCincinnati. He will be in Minneapolis land and will return on Friday.
•
July 4 and in Kansas City July 11.
•
Frances Horowitz, secretary to
Radio perGordon W. Hedwig of Nu-Art Robert Goldfarb,
Films here, is the father of a son, sonnel director, was married at the

the California Theatres
Association and Affiliated Industries, Inc., that it will no
longer be a member of the
association after June 30. Fox
West Coast has been a member of the CTA for many
years. This action follows the
from
resignation of
the San Francisco Employers
Council during the AFL janitors' strike last April of this
fied

FWC

year.

pays over one-third of all
dues collected by the association in this territory. A meeting of the association's board
of directors has been called
for tomorrow.

Douglas, born Sunday to Mrs. Hedwig at Jamaica Hospital.
Sid Garfield, Eastern publicity
rector for
tions,

is

di-

Samuel Goldwyn ProducHollywood from New
in

York.

Fox

Titles of

Bolsters

Norman

Panama,
now

ducer-director,

Seven

M-G-M prois
vacationing,

due here on Friday with Mrs. Pan-

Early results of the policy of excooperation endorsed at the

hibitor

Century-Fox sales convention
this month was disclosed here yesterday when distribution chief Al Lichtman announced a series of new box20th

i

titles

arrived

at

through

the

sales force discussions.
Title changes
of the
company's
forthcoming top pictures were made
after convention confabs with the com-

representatives who
gave their views of the box-office potency of the various titles. The changes
are as follows
"Man of Two Worlds," starring Tyrone Power and Ann Blyth is the new
title of "The House on the Square,"
based on the "Berkeley Square Story,"
"Let's Make It Legal," starring Claudette Colbert, MacDonald Carey and
Zachary Scott, is the new title for
"Don't Call Me Mother." "No Highway in the Sky," starring James Stewart and Marlene Dietrich, is the new
title of Nevil Shute's "No Highway."
"Love Nest," with June Haver, Wil-

pany's

regional

liam Lundigan, Frank Fay and Marilyn Monroe, was originally "A Wac
in his

Life."

The Darryl

F. Zanuck
Talk," di-

Lazar Wechsler, producer, will
leave here today by plane for Zurich,
Switzerland.

John

P. Byrne,

sales manager,
New York.

is

in

My

David Wayne, Rory Calhoun, and
Thelma Ritter are the principals in
the picture.

Wiener Is Named
To Souvaine Post
David P. Wiener, former

RKO

assistant
treasurer of Eagle-Lion Classics, has
been appointed comptroller of Souvaine Selective Pictures.

•
International
celebrating the 29th
anniversary of his association with the

manager,

traffic

is

company.
•
Jules Lapidus, Warner
and Canadian sales manager,

York yesterday

Pathe Keeping E-L
Studio for Rentals
Hollywood, June
for

producing

25.

—The

demand

particularly

facilities,

Eastern on the part of television producers,
New has mounted so sharply that William
Industries
Pittsburgh and C. MacMillen, Jr., Pathe

for

left

Cleveland.
•
sales

Chi-

and

Detroit.

Bar
Rogers Sues
Films from Video

set in the petition of Sullivan.

sum was

executives.

president, feels the future holds great
rewards for operators of rental studios.
Hence, he said here today, Pathe has
reversed its intention to sell the Eagle
Lion studio in favor of continuing to
operate the plant as a rental studio.

Here during the past week on
and in connection with

.

this

matter

Named

Head

the

Souvaine Selective Pictures,
to
to
whose board he heads, MacMillen said
no discussions with producers on proreached the
Louisville, June 25. Fred J. Dolle duct for Souvaine have
Hollywood, June 25. Roy Rogers
definitive state.
as
nominated
been
Louisville
has
against
of
suit
Court
has filed a Federal
MacMillen will leave here by plane
Republic and its subsidiary, Holly- chairman of the board of directors of
Association of Theatre for New York on Wednesday morning.

Dolle

KATO

—

affairs of

Directors

—

Television Service, seeking to the Kentucky
restrain both firms from releasing any Owners which will hold its annual
films to television in which his name election on July 6.
Other directors selected by the unit's
or Trigger's is used for commercial.
The suit is regarded as potentially nominating committee include Jack
W. B. Horsefield,
a precedential case in the bearing_ it Keiler, Paducah
may have on other instances in which Morganfield K. Irving Long, Louisplayers who made films for theatrical ville C. K. Arnold, Bardstown Tom
exhibition consider their future pros- Hill, Covington; Ralph E. McClanahan, Irvine J. E. Isaac, Cumberland
pects damaged by their ultimate

wood

;

;

;

;

TV

exhibition under commercial sponsorship.

;

Delay Technicolor Meet
The meeting of the Technicolor
board scheduled to be held here yesterday was postponed indefinitely pending the return to New York of Dr.
Herbert T. Kalmus, company president, who is in New England on a
vacation.

Dick Martin, Ashland, and Charles R.
Directors at
Mitchell, Barbourville.
Andy Anderlarge nominated were
son, Hartford, and Dolle.
:

4 More Percentage
Suits Are Filed

A

in

Coast for meetings with United Ar-

tists

Roy Haines, Warner Western
M-G-M's Eastern manager, left here yesterday for
New Haven from cago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis

production, "People Will
rected by Joseph L. Mankiewicz and
starring Cary Grant and Jeanne Crain
Pittsburgh, June 25.— Four distriwas previously known as "The Praebutors have filed percentage suits here
torius Story." The new Clifton Webb
A. Alexas, Alex Alexas
comedy, "Mr. Belvedere Rings the against James
Actions were inWilliams.
and
E.
J.
Bell," based on the Broadway play,
Loew's
"The Silver Whistle," was originally stituted by RKO, Paramount,
in U.S. DisCentury-Fox
20th
and
"Mr. Belvedere Blows His Whistle."
Ligonier
The new title for the musical based on trict Court. Involved is the
Pennsylvania.
in
Ligonier,
Theatre
the life of Jane Froman is, "With
under-reporting
Heart." Susan Hayward, The complaints allege

Song

The plaintiffs in suits, filed by SolM. Wasserstrom, lawyer, are the

bert

Central Theatre Co. Inc., operator of
the Crawford Theatre, and O. F. Sullivan, operator of the Civic Theatre.
PicNamed as defendants are
Warner, 20th Century-Fox,
tures,
Paramount, Loew's, Columbia, United
Artists, Universal and Fox-Midwest.
weekend to Myron A. Jacobson.
The Central Theatre seeks $220,000
•
in actual damages for alleged injury
Russell Rouse, writer-producer- to its business in the period from Sept.
director, is due here today from the 1, 1941, to Jan., 1949.
No specific B

Paul Crane, Loew's

ama.

office

—

Kansas City, June 25. Two suits
were filed here in Federal District
Court by Wichita, Kan., theatre operators, charging that nine motion picthe industry in Wichita in violation of
the Sherman and Clayton acts.

RKO

Fox West Coast Theatres

20th-

26, 1951

Fox Midwest and
Majors in 2 Suits

Personal Mention

FWC

i

Tuesday, June

Motion Picture Daily
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on percentage pictures.
of receipts
Reed, Smith, Shaw and McClay, of
Pittsburgh represent the distributors
with Sargoy and Stein of counsel.

New

$250,000 Drive-in

Cleveland,

June

25.

—The

Miles

Drive-in, $250,000 super deluxe outdoor theatre on Miles Ave., built by
the Ohio Drive-In Management Co.,
has opened.

Dr.

Harry Martin,

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

61; 20th Official
Hollywood, June

25.

—Funeral serv-

ices will be held here Wednesday morning for Dr. Harry W. Martin, medical
director of 20th Century-Fox studios

and

hubband

of

Hearst

Louella O. Parsons.
at the age of 61.
Dr. Martin was a

Los Angeles City

He

editor

film

died

Sunday

member

of

Civil Service

NEW YORK THEATRES

the

Rockefeller Center

"THE GREAT CARUSO"
LANZA • ANN BLYTH
Dorothy

KIRSTEN
Blanche

-

Jarmila

NOVOTNA

THEBOM

Color by TECHNICOLOR
An M-G-M Picture
plus Spectacular

STAGE PRESENTATION

Com-

mission for seven years and the California State Boxing Commission for
nine years.

JOHN GARFIELD
(CMMENCAVAUARO
SHELLEY WINTERS

Lund Manages Station
Harold

C. Lund, Pittsburgh adverexecutive, has been appointed
manager of DuMont's station
in that city.

tising

WDTV

JUANITA
HALL
Midnight f#o»v'«
Nighllr
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Seven New Films
Due on Broadway;

Review

Pre-Selling
AN

Benny the Dip

St.

'Caruso'

— United Artists)
ANOTHER addition to the popular
(Danzigers

printing of 300,000 copies of the Dell movie-reprint edition of "No Highway" will flood
newsstands, book stores and drug
stores throughout the country, timed
to the August release of 20th Century-Fox's "Highway in the Sky."
The cover will feature James Stewart
and Marlene Dietrich in a scene from
The 25-cent books will be
the film.
distributed in time to arrange for cooperative campaigns and special promotions described in the pressbook.
initial

•

The next issue of Look magazine,
on the stands on July 3d, will feature a cover and a two-page layout
titled "Our Dancing Daughters,"
devoted to M-G-M's up-and-coming
dancing starlets, Leslie Caron, Debbie Reynolds, Sally Forrest, Cyd
Charisse and Monica Lewis.
The
same issue picks "Captain Horatio

Hornblower" as the picture of the
month, and spreads a review of the

new Warner

picture, with photos,
over three pages, including a sketch
of Virginia Mayo.
•
"Kon-Tiki,", the true-life saga of
six men crossing the Pacific on a balsa
raft, has been selected by the Better
Films Association of America for its
"Picture of the Month" award.
The
RKO Radio release has already been
cited by Scholastic magazine, Christian
Herald and Parent's magazine as an

made with
Harry Lee Danziger. The
the cloth

is

cycle of comedy-dramas about men of
"St. Benny the Dip," produced by Edward J. and
picture generally shapes up as a pleasant enough

of family entertainment although the story of a trio of confidence men
get religion while posing as ministers, fails to achieve the charm and
gentle humor which distinguished many of the earlier comedies in this cycle.
The principal exploitable element here is a name cast headed by Dick Haymes
bit

who

and Nina Foch, ably supported by such tried-and-true character players as
Roland Young and Lionel Stander. There is, too, a nostalgic note in the
reappearance of Freddie Bartholomew who makes an excellent showing as a
priggish young minister.
Haymes, Young and Stander play three drifters who live by their wits.
To escape the police, they don the sober black of the clergy and pass themselves off as bowery missionaries. They are forced to keep up the disguise

when a

local precinct sergeant takes a sincere interest in the mission. While
ministering to their waterfront flock of derelicts, the trio suddenly find they
are gaining their own salvation. Young continues as a missionary of the poor
Stander returns to the wife and children he had deserted five years before,
and Haymes, smitten by Nina Foch, abandons the open road for the hearth.
The picture has its comic and serious moments.
John Roeburt wrote the screenplay, from an original story by George
Auerbach. Edgar Ulmer handled the directorial chores satisfactorily, considering the implausable plot.
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

June

22.

Tax Changes

Rossen Denies Any

(Continued from page 1)
Sept.

1

go into

or later before the tax changes

Present 'Red' Ties

effect.

Included in the bill as passed by the
Washington, June 25. Academyprovisions to lift the admisAward winning producer, director and
sion tax from performances of civic writer
Robert Rossen today "emphatsymphonies, non-profit operas, com- ically"
denied to the House Un-Amertheatres and other non-profit
ican Activities Committee that he is
outstanding picture for the family. munity
The film is currently in its 12th week religious, educational and charitable now a Communist Party member or
This provision has been un- sympathizer,
groups.
at the Sutton Theatre in New York,
but spent the better part
where manager Clem Perry says it der fire from exhibitor groups. An- of close to five hours on the stand reother change would base the admission fusing
it'il I probably stay for some time.
to answer committee questions
tax on the price actually charged on as to his
•
affiliations and beliefs "yesreduced price tickets, rather than on terday."
Alfred Hitchcock has reached the
full
established
price.
the
Identified by several previous withalf-way mark in his cross-country
nesses
as a one-time party member,
tour in behalf of Warner Brothers'
Tax Exemption
Rossen was one of two witnesses
"Strangers on a Train," which he diAnother provision would exempt called by the committee in a brief rerected.
Yesterday, he greeted a full
turn-out of press and radio people in practically all film and photographic surgence of its "Communism-in-HollyThe other, actor J.
Cleveland, and over the past week he equipment used by the motion picture wood" hearings.
appeared in Detroit and Chicago. He industry from the Federal excise taxes. Edward Bromberg, waited all day for
Industry firms and individuals would, the committee to finish Rossen, and
has accepted an invitation from Philadelphia's Mayor Bernard Samuel to of course, be subject to the general then was put off until tomorrow mornattend the city's celebration of the provisions of the bill, increasing in- ing.
175th anniversary of the signing of the
Declaration of Independence in Independence Hall, on July 2-4.
•

The new McCall's for

July,

now

on newsstands, gives "Alice in
Wonderland" feature coverage, a
two-page spread in four colors. In
a series of 13 pictures, the more
than 4,000,000 readers of the magazine are taken for a trip through
"The Strange Adventures of Alice
in
Disneyland." The New York

Sunday Mirror gave

—

House are

dividual and corporate' income taxes,
imposing a new 20 per cent withholding- tax on corporate dividends and
interest payments and cutting back the
excess profits tax credit for many
firms.

CBS

Color

Bows

(Continued from page 1)

system was made possible by an
ruling which was contested by
RCA and others, but was finally upheld by the U. S. Supreme Court.
The hour-long program showed a

or

FCC

a double-truck
spread to "Alice in Disneyvariety of products. The color was
land" over the past weekend.
especially good in the primary ranges.
•

color

Among

One

of the most extensive merchandising tieups ever effected between a
department store and a motion picture
has been concluded, whereby the entire "Honeymoon House" setting from
the
picture, "Behave Yourself,"
will be transported to the new Macy's
in Kansas City, and displayed on the
main floor of the new department
store.
The screen set is being loaded
on vans this week and will be exhibited by Macy's in their several
stores, beginning with the Kansas City
showing.
Upwards of 2,000,000 persons will view the movie set in Kansas
City, San Francisco and
York.

RKO

—

the

entertainers

peared were Arthur Godfrey,
livan,

Sam

who

Ed

apSul-

Faye Emerson, Garry Moore,
Levenson, Patty Painter, Robert

Rossen

said he wished "to state
emphatically that I am not a member
of the Communist .Party, not in sym-

pathy with it or its aims, and don't
believe in any divided loyalty. If called
to serve this country, I would do so
against any or all enemies, including
the Soviet Union."

Tops

Still

Torrid summer slipped into New
York City over the weekend and
Broadway first run grosses, with few
exceptions, reflected the hot weather
lethargy. No less than seven theatres
are bringing in new product this week
in time to capitalize on the Fourth of
July holiday.
The outstanding- exception to the
summer lull, of course, is still "The
Great Caruso" at the Radio City Music Hall, where the seventh week will
draw a gross of more than $130,000.
The picture and the stage show will
hold over the holiday.
The Paramount is the only house
with a picture in its first week; "He
Ran All the Way" and a stage bill

headed by Carmen Cavalero's band is
bringing in an estimated $60,000, the
best figure for the house in several
weeks.
'Angel' Holding

Up

"Half Angel" is holding up fairly
well at the Roxy, with around $60,000
due for a second and final week.
"Frogmen" bows there on Friday.
"Sirocco" and Ethel Waters on stage
is
mild at the Capitol; the second
week will register around $20,000.
"Excuse My Dust" comes in there to-

morrow.
"Fabiola"

leaving

is

the

Victoria

after a successful

four-week run; the
stanza ended last night with a

final

gross of about $12,000, which is not
bad.
"The Mask of the Avenger"
opens there today. "Valentino," which
played 10 weeks at the Astor, is ending its stay with a modest $7,000.
"Hard, Fast and Beautiful" will come
in on Saturday.
The Criterion will gross about
$8,500 for a second week with "Native
Son" and the Globe will do an estimated $8,000 for the fourth week of
"M," which shows good staying power for the latter film. "The Prowler"
comes into the Criterion on Saturday,
and "Ace in the Hole" opens at the

Globe on Friday. The Mayfair, which
has

been

"Two

playingof a Kind"

reissues,

brings

in

on Friday.

'Tales' Consistent

At the Holiday, "Goodbye, My
Fancy," is holding up with about $7,500 due for a fourth week. The roadshowing "Tales of Hoffman" is., due
for another consistent $12,000 at the
Bijou.

Committee officials said that BromThe off-Broadway houses in genberg might be the last witness in the eral have been doing good business
Washington phase of the committee's the past week. "Kon-Tiki" is steady
investigation, and that no further wit- as the trade winds at the Sutton, with
nesses would be heard here. "Loose another $8,600 in prospect for the 12th
ends" of the hearings would, under the week. "Four in a Jeep" is still provtentative schedule, be gathered to- ing an excellent draw at the Paris,
gether by a subcommittee on the West with $9,500 estimated for a second
Coast late in July or in August.
week. Also continuing a sturdy run
is "Tony Draws a Horse" at the Park
Avenue, with $7,400 due for its sev-

Receiver for Drive-in

—

Cincinnati, June 25. A receiver
New York
Baird Marionettes has been appointed by Common Pleas
Court for the Sunset Cruise-in Auto
and Archie Bleyer's orchestra.
Brief addresses were made by Coy, Theatre, headed by Roger Williams,
William S. Paley, CBS board chair- at Xenia, O., which opened last seaman and Frank Stanton, CBS presi- son following the dissolution of an
injunction suit brought by nearby resident.
dents to prevent the opening, contending that the project would be a nuisSilverthorne Post
ance and a traffic hazard. It did not
Cleveland, June 25. Jack Silver- open this season. Receivership clithorne, manager of the Telenews The- maxed the filing of two suits by
atre here for the past two years, will Earnest and Emma Wilson, of nearNew
by Middletown, O.,
Walter Brooks manage the Hippodrome.

Alda and Isabel Bigley, the

enth week. "Teresa" is down to about
$3,500 for a 12th week at the Trans
Lux 52nd Street, but will hold.

City Ballet, the Bil

.

New

—

Host Jap Visitors
Hollywood, June
president
Artists,

of

25.

— Steve Broidy,

Monogram and

was host

at

Allied
a luncheon here

honoring three top Japanese film company executives. Honored guests were
Takejiro Ohtani, president of Shochiku Co., Ltd. K. Shirai, a producer
for that company, and Kenneth Hirose,
president of Shochiku Film Enter:

;

prises.

jg|j|

PEOPLE WILL TALK
The Zanuck - Mankiewicz picture of
1951 tops their "All About Eve"!
Starring Cary Grant and Jeanne Crain!

TAKE CARE OF

MY

j

LITTLE GIRL

TECHNICOLOR
Sorority life, U. S. A.— Starring Je
Crain Dale Robertson clicks A sensati

Color by

!

!

book

is

now a

sensational picture

THE FROGMEN
The

top-secret story of Uncle Sam's

Underwater Commandos!

.

.

Starring

Richard Widmark, Dana Andrews,

Gary Merrill!

Full

Navy Support'

entury-Fox-

TUDIO THAT PRODUCED
REATEST NUMBER OF
ICTURES IN 1950! —The

DAVID AND BATHSHEBA

DECISION

BEFORE

Exhibitor

Color by

DAWN

(Special

(Special Engagements Only)

tremendous! Anatole Litvak's first
since "Snake Pit"— and bigger! The
It's

TECHNICOLOR

Engagements Only)

Gregory Peck and Susan Hayward in
the most awaited of all motion pictures
backed by a billion-reader campaign!
.

.

.

motion picture achievement of the year

THE SECRET
OF CONVICT LAKE

BELVEDERE
RINGS THE BELL
It's

Belvedere Laugh -Time

world as Clifton

Webb

triumph! Joanne Dru

,

all

over the

rings up another

Hugh Marlowe!

THE DESERT FOX

Watch

the

smash All-West openings!

Great performances by Glenn Ford, Gene
Tierney, Ethel Barrymore, Zachary Scott!

NO HIGHWAY

IN THE

SKY

A great best-seller! A fabulous Legend!
A true story! Out of the Great African

James Stewart and Marlene Dietrich
...with all the suspense and adventure

comes the saga of Rommel!

of Nevil Shute's powerful best-seller!

Desert

.

.

.
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Floods Cause Heavy

Damage

in

stretches of highway in affected areas are impassable.

Harvesting of wheat was
stopped in some sections and
much standing wheat has
been damaged.

Offers Video

Code for Study
A

M-G-M Part

OPS Distributing
MPA Inflation Film

Kansas

June 25.
Kansas
City,
Rains and floods in Central
and Western Kansas have
caused heavy damage, resulting in emergency aid being
rushed by the Red Cross for
half a dozen counties.
Lowlying parts of several towns
have been inundated. Some
trains suspended service in a
few localities and numerous

NBC

L.B. Mayer,

Tuesday, June 26, 1951

new code

of standards and practices for television programs has been

adopted by National Broadcasting it
is announced by Joseph H. McConnell,
company president. The code was presented to the program standards committee of the National Association of
Radio and Television Broadcasters,
which is currently studying proposals
for an industry-wide code.
The NBC standards cover children's
programs, crime and mystery dramas,
news, controversial public issues, religion, charitable campaigns and contests.
Regulations govern references
to gambling, sex, insobriety and nar-

{Continued from page 1)

Washington, June
head

studio

England.

During
the great motion

in the

operations
at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, the production

the

of

branch of Loew's,

that
period many of
pictures which helped set the pattern for
the entire world were produced at our
studios.
Mr. Mayer has given our
industry leadership and inspiration,
and now in parting, his associates at
Loews' wish him success and happiness in his future activities."
The move came as no surprise. It
has been rumored and reported for
months that Mayer and Schenck had
Inc.

According to

his

official

biography

1951-52 edition of International
Motion Picture Almmwc, now in preparation, Mayer entered distribution to
assure product for the theatres in
which he was interested. He was one
of a group of showmen who founded
Metro Pictures Corp., predecessor

company

of the internationally

The

a number of films
budgets viewed as decidedly
modest when compared with the topline attractions turned out under the
aegis of Dore Schary, vice-president
in charge of production, with whom
Mayer has had policy differences also.

gram
made

The offic'al statement left a
number of questions open. No
date

for

Mayer's

withdrawal

was given, the assumption being he will be bound by his
contract which terminates on
Aug. 31. It has been understood,
on the other hand, that Mayer
was required to declare his intention not later than June 30
if he wanted to avoid facing an
automatic renewal for an addi-

cotics.

Standards

for advertising content
and the length of commercials are also
listed in the code, but it is explained
that
is a developing medium and
that experimental variations in the advertising standards may be permitted.

"In-

outlines the reasons for the
inflationary spiral after the

Korean

War,

including

the

effect of "scare buying."

{Continued from page 1)
Salaries

including

at

entitled

and You," is sponsored by the Motion Picture
Association of America and
includes a narration by Robert Montgomery and a closing message from Price Controller
Michael DiSalle. It

'Toy Salary' Board

has been an avowed champion
of the "star system" and topbudget attractions.

annual output and, in doing so, has
embarked on a widely diversified proits

trailer,

flation

known

with having developed Irving Thalberg,

For some months now,
however, Metro has been expanding
only.

—The

the motion picture industry.

corporation from which he now retires.
In 1915 he entered independent
production under his own name, starring Anita Stewart among others.
developed a schism over production When he became associated with
policy; that Mayer took the unalter- Metro-Goldwyn, the company took on
able position that Metro should con- his name and thereafter functioned as
tinue to limit its activities to an out- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
and-out program of high budget picMayer is credited
tures

25.

Office of Price Stabilization is
distributing 3,200 prints of a
special two-minute anti-inflation trailer produced for it by

Seven times president of the Association of Motion Picture Producers,
he has been honored many times here
and abroad for his efforts in promoting patriotism, humanitarianism and
leadership in the industry in which he
_

of

members

guild

talent

have been allowed to be fixed under
industry tradition by a special Wage

Board

Stabilization

"interpretation,"

but there is a report that the new
Salary Board will set up a special
panel to restudy the question of salary
has played so long a significant role. control for "talent" employes.
Of
Earlier this year, the Academy of course this whole matter would be
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences academic if the Wage Board ruled
voted him a special award for 44 years that film industry workers should be
of leadership 'in industry affairs.
completely exempt from control.

Hollywood, June 25.— The usual
Practice
of Hollywood rumors followed
announcement of Louis B. Mayer's
Radio,
withdrawal from M-G-M. They beWashington,
June 25.
Federal
came so persistent that three different
Trade Commission staff attorneys will
companies saw fit to issue formal dework out a set of proposed "fair trade
nials

Fair

flood

Rules

TV Ads

For

published

of

reports

—

that 'they

practice" rules to govern advertising
were negotiating with Mayer.
The and selling of radio
and television sets.
TV
companies
were
Universal-InternaPress associations, falling back on
The
Commission
held an industry
stories published locally on
Holly- tional where Mayer's son-in-law, Wil- conference here at
the weekend to get
liam
Goetz,
is
vice-president
in
charge
wood, had Mayer quitting M-G-M
industry views on the idea, and over
"Props" bearing commercial designaover the weekend. But he branded as of production; Columbia and Wald- the
weekend it was announced that
tions are not counted in commercial
"unauthorized and inaccurate'' all quo- Krasna Prod.
the staff would get to work on the
time on television.
tations attributed to him and, as late
rules. These would then be presented
as last Friday night, was satisfied to Mayer Issues Statement
to another industry conference later.
rest on the mere statement that he
Hollywood, June 25. Declining to
Box-Office for
would announce his intentions for- state when he will leave the studio, or
{Continued from page 1)
mally before June 30. Whether wide- what his plans for the future are,
Set
at three P.M. and reopen at six P.M. spread publication in daily newspapers Louis B. Mayer issued the following
{Continued from page 1)

tional

two years.

—

TV

Kramer Program

The

regular evening scale of 74 cents
and the film bill will be
shown before and after the fight, but
the move will prevent the matinee
crowd from holding seats until evewill prevail

ning.

The Shea

accelerated

the

action
ana matter of
speculation, but, credited in various
circles, was the opinion that the daily
newspaper breaks had forced the
official

nounced yesterday was

issue.
its accomplishments and am grateful
Mayer will be 67 years old on to the fine men and women of the orannounced here
Fulton Theatre in July 4. Long powerful in Hollywood, ganization who have established the

circuit

yesterday that its
Pittsburgh will again show the bout his first association with the industry
as the feature event and that all seats was in exhibition as the operator of a
will be sold in advance on a reserved small theatre in Haverhill, Mass., in
policy.
The ticket scale will go up to 1907. Later, he acquired five theatres'
$1.35, plus IS cents tax.
The box- in that city and entered into a partoffice will open at nine P.M. and the nership with the late Nathan Gordon.
management is confident that all seats Together, they developed their holdings into the largest circuit in New
will be sold out before then.
While few other houses are expected
to raise prices much above the regular
evening admission it is expected that

Wage

most will close the box-office for a
time in order to check on the admissions paid for the fight as the main attraction.

Reject DuMont on
Color Postponement
Washington, June
eral

statement
"It has been my honor to have
served as head of M-G-M studio activities since the birth of the company in 1924.- I have great pride in

—

25.
The FedCommunications Commission has

turned down a last-minute request
from Allen B. DuMont Laboratories
for a further postponement of commercial
color
television.
DuMont
wanted the delay to test a new tube.

Control

studio in the high position it has always held. Naturally I' regret severing ties and relationships that have
been built up over many years, but I
leave with my very best wishes to the

of

the

panel

members took

the

some uncertainty

will prevail in this
connection until after the panel meets

Cincinnati on July 5.
panel has not yet drafted its
formal report for submission to the
board. This will be done at Cincinnati, but the position of its labor and
public members in favor of lifting the
wage controls was asserted last week.

The

year hence

if

The

the cost-of-living shows
rise then.

local was reported to have
a \2 l 2 per cent increase, in

/

York.

Republic's

producers

ciate

Hugo Fregonese
and

Millard

Joseph

Consolidated

McMahon

from

the

on "Convicts," with
directing.

Mitchell

John Beal

are

the first
players to be cast.
"Death of a Salesman," to star
Fredric March, will be directed by
Laslo Benedek, from Stanley Roberts'
script.

'Fourposter'

"The

salaries plus an additional three per
cent for a welfare fund and another
three per cent for pensions and other
concessions.
Some 25 laboratories are involved
in the negotiations, with 19 located in

New

Salesman,"

a

"Fourposter," starring Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer, has Irving Reis
as director from Allan Scott's script.

any appreciable
sought

of

;

future prosperity

{Continued from page 1)

view that Congress did not intend to
have wage ceilings apply where these
were not necessary to the enforcement
of price ceilings, it is expected that

in

those connected

to
its

'Labs' Offer Raise

{Continued from page 1)
ity

and

organization

with it and for
and success."

"Death

Broadway play "Fourposter," one-set,
two-character story, and "The Happy
Time," Broadway play.
Edward and Edna Anhalt are asso-

of

Laboratories
is chairman of the management negotiating group.

Happy

Time,"

will

star

Charles Boyer.
Slated for next year's program are
"The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T.," original
story by Ted Geisel
"The Sniper,"
original written by the Anhalts, who
will also produce, from a screenplay by
;

Harry Brown, and "Four Shades

in

Blue," to be directed by Irving Reis
from his own original story.
"Member of the Wedding," from
the New York play, and "The Cyclists'
Raid," to be adapted from a story in
Harpers' Magazine, round out Kramer's program for the first group of
his

Columbia

films.

Tuesday, June
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M-G-M's Contract Signers'
(Continued from page 1)

fxT

which a theatre trade showing was not
New York and New Jersey exhad a choice of attending
branch showings in addition to a
screening at Loew's 72nd Street The-

held.
hibitors

atre here.

One

the most significant
factors in the turnout, in addition to general interest in the
company's new production, was
the evidence it gave of the extreme concentration of buying
power in exhibition in such a
comparatively small number of
"contract signers" representing
so many key runs.
of

Dallas led all exchanges in the number of "contract signers" present with
150. The Minneapolis screening was
second with 139 and Chicago, third,
with 58. In the list of number of
theatres represented, Dallas again was
up front with 734 theatres, Los Angeles was second with 413. Charlotte

and Washington tied for third with
394 each Atlanta was fourth with 389,
Chicago was next with 375, Sah Francisco followed with 341, and Omaha
and Minneapolis next with 310 each.
;

In the case of Chicago which: supervised "closer-to-home" screenings at
Danville, Auburn and Galesburg, the
overall theatres represented amounted
number of "contract
to 442
total
signers," 93.
Following is a complete recap of the
29 branches, the number of "contract
signers" attending and the quota of
;

take care

my

Saville to Produce
Garrett's 'Maxime's'

of

little

girl

We've chosen
entertaining

this

and pro-

vocative film about
Sorority

Life,

U.S.A.,

—

theatres represented at the individual
theatre screenings

T

:

Number
of

Contract
Signers

Branch

Albany

24

Atlanta

21

Boston

42
27
56
93

Buffalo
Charlotte

Chicago
Cincinnati

Denver
Des Moines
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City

....
....

Los Angeles

....

Milwaukee
Minneapolis

....

New Haven
New Orleans
.

.

...

39

City..

25

.

.

394
442

i».

.

.

201
221

734
192
137
330
23
281
413

9
31
53
21
23
135
14

Memphis

Omaha

83
389
289
130

30
37
150
52
22
57

Cleveland
Dallas

Oklahoma

Theatres
Represented

81
175
310
66
186
184

310

60
30
35

.

Pittsburgh
Portland, Ore

Seattle

16

Washington, D. C.

56

142
114
148
341
90
122
394

1,254

6,922

Lake City.
San Francisco
Salt

.

.

.

.

20
49

St. Louis

1 Total,

27

29

change

ExCen-

ters

Uruguayans

New

Form

Coast Firm
A

London, June 25. Victor Saville
Hollywood, June 25—
syndicate
has returned from Paris where he of wealthy Uruguayans headed by
signed
Ludmilla Tcherina,
French Publisher Felipe Calderon have formed
ballerina, for a key role in "I'm Going a new production company, Cine- Sol,
to Maxime's," based on the Sam Gar- and have made a bid for Patricia Neal

take care

my

of
girl

little

Thank you, SEVENTEEN!

We

rett original, which Saville will make to star in their first picture, "Estrelon his three-picture independent pro- lita." This will be based on an origiduction schedule.
nal by Leon Valdes, concerning Miss
This schedule, which also includes Neal's recent South American trip.
"The Director" and "Order of ReThe group has offered to let the
lease," will follow "24 Hours," which
star set the time and recommend

know our
want to

will

agers that

exhibitors
tell

this

is

teen-

your

.

as

SEVENTEEN's

PIC-

PICTURE OF THE

.

TURE OFTHE MONTH
for July.

Filmed

Technicolor,

its

in

dra-

matic treatment of the
real-life

problems of

any college

is

Mayer,

to

girl

will

for the 2,500,000 read-

SEVENTEEN.

today by plane for his Minneapolis
headquarters, conferred with Mayer on
the extent to which
and COMPO could work jointly on the
president's plan for a long-range business building campaign.

NCA

The

first

NCA

large-scale activity of the

Mann campaign

Friedlob Arrives in
N. Y. With 'Christy'
Bert Friedlob, independent producer
releasing through 20th Century-Fox,
arrived.in New York from the Coast
yesterday bringing with him a print
of his latest picture, "A Millionaire for
Christy" starring Fred MacMurray,

two-day Fleanor Parker and Richard Carlson
clinic for newspaper publishers to beHe was accompanied by Bill Blowitz,
held in Minneapolis in the early fall. his publicity director.
will

be

MONTH

the

Meanwhile, she is starring
in "Weekend With Father" at U-I
under terms of "her one-a-year contract with 20th Century-Fox.

for July. Star-

director.

Mann

(Continued from page 1)

have special appeal

ers of

preparing

direct as a
Merle Oberon-Richard Conte co-starrer for Associated British.

Saville

a

ring
-

Dale

Jeanne Crain, with
Robertson,

Gaynor

and

Mitzi

Jean

Peters as co-stars.

A

Julian Blaustein production,

filmed

Techni-

in

color, directed

by Jean

Negulesco,

screenplay

by

and

Julius

J.

Philip

G. Epstein.

Under the plan every area exhibitor

will invite his local newspaper publisher to attend the clinic, which will
be glamorized by stars, directors and
other Hollywood personalities, and by

seventeen
THE ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE
FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS

the industry's top advertising-publicity
personnel.
While Mann's program will be
aimed primarily at the local level, the
intention is to have it dovetail with
national "Jubithe proposed
lee" drive, also tentatively set for the

COMPO

fall.

The

NCA

board has authorized
a screening committee to view and appraise motion pic-

Mann
tures.

to appoint'

Schine Decree
(Continued from page 1)
they added

that they thought "very
few" of these had been sold.
The government spokesmen refused
to say whether there was any real

prospect that the additional 11 days
would be enough time for the circuit
to dispose of the theatres.
Asked
whether there was any indication that
Schine had not made a bona fide
effort to dispose of the theatres, the
officials

answered

with

a

"no

2o*

CENTURY- FOX

com-

ment."
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to

FACE
Tierney

min.

Nelson

5/15/51)

MAN

Schwarz) HOODLUM

Gardner)

MY

D

75
—

THE
Lawrence

Barry

(Ed
ARTISTS

WITH

D

(Jack

(Rev.

THE

THE

AND

MY

DE

Sellars

Winters

UNITED

Morgan

Bros.)
Wilder)

Keyes

Vidal

Levey)

Eagle)

STEPS
Bridges Fabrizi

5/4/51)

BENNY

92

80

GUY

Henry

(Rev.

Michelle

(Jules

D

D—

(S.

THREE

(Rev.

i

Lloyd

Aldo

(John

min.

Oberon

min.
Powers

Ferrer

Henreid
11/14/50)

D

Dick

ST.

Preston

min.

6/1/51)

ALL

D

77

WAY

112

(Color)

81

FRENCH

BERGERAC

—

—

D

CLOUDBURST

—

PARDON

CYRANO

Robert

(Rev.
Janis

(John

Jose Mala

RAN

CAIRO

CD—

Eric

(Bob

John

D

Shelley

CD—

(W.

THE

A

Nina

THE

Roland

Evelyn

Portman

—
(Danziger

Van

Garfield

Roberts)

Arent)

70

GALS

NORTH

Lee

—

Kramer)

ROAD

Paige

Arent)

Haymes

85

06

FABIOLA

P.

Foch Young

DIP

mln.

6/7/51)

Alda

mln.

min.

5/2/51)

rain.

PROWLER Heflin

min.

(Rev.

Merle

D

(Stanley

Paul
(Bev.

C

Robert

Elizabeth

TWO

HE

OF

ON HILL

SUN

X
O
u_
X
1—

AS
WHO
Cortesa

RIVIERA

Widmark
Basehart

Calvet

Ford

Releases)

Baxter

Releases)

Power Hayward

Kaye

3/19/51)

min.

min.

THE

4/20/51)

min.

ANGEL

Lundigan

Gotten

Young

mln.

3/7/51)

min.

Ritter

mln.
4/9/51)

3/6/51)

FEEL

BACK

Releases)

Merrill

Darnell

Douglas

Peters

Bennett

90

HOUSE

(Color)

86

RAWHIDE

93

77

(Color)

min.

min.

Crain min.

6/11/51)

Andrews

5/22/51)

6/12/51)

FROGMEN

LITTLE

CARE

70

Tierney

93

6/5/51)

wayne

Woolley

91

—

YOUNG

96

GIRL

—

—

—

—

(Rev.

Jeanne

Glenn

Anne

rx
(May

D

93

(Color)

GUY

THE

Danny

Loretta

Tyrone

Corinne

—

Gene
(Kev.

MC—

HALF

Richard

C—

Susan

William

(June

FOLLOW

Valentina

TELEGRAPH

(Rev.

Joseph

(Rev.

(Kev.

D

Thelma

YOU

(Rev.

uavia

Jean

CAME Paul Linda Joan

CD

Monty

D

Dana Gary

(Rev.

Richard

(Bev.

MY

(Bev.

D—

TAKE

THE

THE

(July

D

AS

THE

ON

AND
THE

Douglas

Rains
Balenda

O

Trevor

4/24/51)

Forrest

min.

MEN

5/15/51)

5/23/51)

min.

Evans

min.

Ellen

Bari

6/12/51)

Russell

KIND

5/3/51)

Disney)

WOMAN

88
FAST

90

min.

76

HEADHUNTERS

OF

(Color)

JUNGLE

BEAUTIFUL

THE

Sally
(Rev.

D

Claire

WONDERLAND

O

(Rev.

(Bev.

BEST

David

Vera

HIS

Joan

(Rev.

(Walt

Jane

(Bev.

MC—

Melvyn

j

HARD.

(Color)

ALICE

HAPPY

Lynn

Robert

BAD

Claire

D

Dana Carta

D

(Color)

LOVELY

—

66

C'aude

SEALED

D

84

(Color)

Documentary

—
—

Feature

IN

Mitchum

Niven

Ryan Trevor
min.

Andrews

GO

LOOSE

CARGO

Robert

Cartoon

OF

ON
-

KID

KING

Lane
(5030)
(5067)

O

OF

LADY
AMARILLO

GUARD

FARGO
Barnes

Edwards

_j
CO

min.

Rogers

5/22/51)

min.

67

GUNMASTER

5/15/51)

Edwards

Withers

mln.

Paige

D

60
"Rocky"

MILLION

DOLLAR

Roy

FUGITIVE

min.

Lois

Forrest

Grant

(Rev.

WELLS

Penny

D

Brian

(Rev.

COAST

D

MONTE

(Rev.
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Warren

Allan

Z

RODEO

—

Binnie

(Rev.

Penny

O

SENORITA

DAKOTA

min.

SECRETS

OLD

Allen

Hall

4/27/51)

86

FIGHTING

Janls

—

—

THE

Janssen

min.

Donlevy
5/29/51)
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$67-Million
For Building
Here in 6 Yrs.
69 New Houses Built
Since World War II
The
the

New York

past

six

exchange area

in

benefited by
film theatre con-

years

$67,100,000 in new
struction, reconstruction and reno-

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

27,

Since World War II, exhibitors in
the New York area have built 31 new
theatres and 38 new drive-ins, for a
total cost of $17,100,750.
Major circuit executives and

independent operators estimate
an expenditure of more than
$50,000,000 was made on the
700 theaters of the exchange
area for major structural
changes and renovations since

Youngstein, Having Seen
Films, Will Make Report

Court decision.
Duffy Theatres no longer exists, its license having been cancelled by the Oklahoma Tax Commission for non-payment of corporation license fees. Its petition states that it owned and operated the Rialto and Temple theatres in Mangum, Oklahoma when
Griffith opened a theatre there.

Negotiations, originally launched
last winter whereby M-G-M

late

would

sell six of its completed and
unreleased productions to United
Artists, have been reactivated.

In Film Theatres

$350 per seat building cost as a gauge,

Exceeds 8 Per cent

The organization

Proxy Details
UPT Merger
Details of the proposed merger of

and

American Broadcasting including balance sheets of the two companies and
a pro form-a consolidated balance sheet
of the resulting company, were mailed
yesterday to UPT stockholders.
special meeting for stockholders' action
on the merger will be held here on
July 27 at the Hotel Astor.
Stockholders of ABC will meet on

A

Tilt

Moves

NLRB

to

N.Y.

The National Labor Relations Board has transferred
from Chicago to New York
its file on the unfair labor
practice
charges placed
against eight distributors by
the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen of America
when new contract negotiations with the distributors
collapsed several weeks ago,
it was learned yesterday.
A NLRB hearing of the
charges is expected to be
held here before the weekend.

and

26.

—The

dependent

as

name-

terpart,

wise

Commerce

—

Mutual Films

Corp., the coun-

the statement in re-

Department report estimating that
there were 99,617 motion picoperation
theatres
in
ture
throughout the world on Jan. 1,
1951 an 8.3 per cent increase
over the 91,609 theatres estia

field,

only,

of

one

of

the

very
time
ing

first

big-

in
tive

Moe Kerman

distribut-

companies
the formadays of this

industry.

Other
er,

(Contiuued on page 5)

officers are

:

Joseph

J.

Feld-

vice-president in charge of distri(Continued on page 4)

Three Percentage Sues Majors, B.&K.
For $1,980,000
Actions Settled
Pittsburgh, June

26.

—Three

per-

centage actions brought by distributors in Federal Court here involving
the Orpheum Theatre in Clarion, Pa.
have each been concluded upon the
filing of a stipulation signed by attorneys for both sides to the effect that
the defendants having accounted and
paid in full to each plaintiff the
amount found to be due on the matters set forth in the respective complaints, each suit can be dismissed as

Chicago, June 26.— A suit has been
filed by the Alamo Theatre Co. and
the

Vogue Amusement

RKO

(Continued on page 5)

Co.

against

Columbia Pictures Corp., Paramount

RKO

Pictures
Corp.,
Distributing
Corp., 20th Century-Fox Film Co.,

Warner Brothers

Pictures, and Balaban and Katz Theatres in Federal
District Court here.
Triple damages of $1,980,000 are

being sought for alleged losses of
revenue from July, 1933, to Dec. 31,
purportedly
1947,
caused
the
by
Alamo Theatre not being allowed to
play pictures before "C" week, .nine
weeks after the pictures concluded

The actions had been filed
settled.
and 20th Cenby Paramount,
tury-Fox against the executors of the
estate of Lewis Hepinger, deceased.
On the same day and in the same their Loop runs.
and Loew's
court, Paramount,
The theatre was

RKO

lease

president

is

new firm.
The company
will be known

Commerce Department
eral years,"
film chief Nathan D. Golden declared
today.

He made

his

com-

schedule, especially in the light
(Continued on page 4)

of the

out-

look for future foreign distribution of
U.S. films "appears more favorable
than it has been during the past sev-

leasing

to

pany.

of a new, nation-

who
Washington, June

Colosseum's

Youngstein,
viceadvertising diUA is back from a
Coast trip made expressly to
view the films and report his
E.

president
rector of

wide independent production-distribuM-G-M's purpose in what would be
tion company, already fully financed, a move unprecedented in its history is
was disclosed here yesterday by Moe predicated on a crowded release schedKerman, veter- ule and reputed difficulties in fitting
an in the in- all the available product into its re-

{Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 5)

Max

Firm,

16 Features in First Year
Worldwide Increase

1945.

Theatres

TEN CENTS

recommendations

Using the conservative estimate of

Paramount

Impartial

Prepared to
Sell 6 to UA

—

City, June 26. In the first suit for monetary damages
against the Griffith Amusement Co. since the United States
Supreme Court decision last year ordering the Griffith circuit to
dissolve its anti-trust combinations, Duffy Theatres, Inc., has filed
a $114,000 Federal court action against Griffith Consolidated Theatres, Inc., alleging monopolistic practices, which are said to have
forced two Duffy theatres out of business prior to the Supreme
filed

Kerman Heads New

and

M-G-M Again

Files First Trust Suit Against Griffith
Since U. S. Supreme Court Decision
Oklahoma

Concise

1951

vations.

United

Accurate

run

during this

(Continued on page 4)

Williams Is
Reelected
—

Biloxi, Miss., June 26. T. E. Williams of Clarksdale was reelected
president of the Mississippi Theatre
Owners Association and A. L. Royal
of Meridian was reelected secretarytreasurer at the organization's annual
convention at the Buena Vista Hotel.
The exhibitors voted to go on
record as opposed to the Congressional proposal to exempt benefit and
non-profit shows from the Federal
_

(Continued on page 4)

Second 'Exclusive'
Telecast Tonight
Eleven

theatres in eight
carry the second
exclusive telecast of a major
boxing event tonight when
the Jake La Motta-Bob Murphy bout, scheduled for the
cities

will

Yankee Stadium

here, will be
piped to Albany, Baltimore,
Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Richmond
and Washington. As with the
Louis-Savold fight, home television sets will not receive
the telecast and theatres in
the New York area are barred

from

participation.

Personal
Mention
F

MCCARTHY,

A.

J.

Get Allotments
Washington, June 26.— Most
allotments of steel, aluminum
and copper under the Controlled Materials Plan have
already gone out to small
film industry users, and allotments for large film industry
users will be in the mail in
the next week or 10 days,
according to the National
Production Authority's film
branch. The allotments, for
third-quarter use, go to firms
making theatre seats, projectors, screens, and most other
types of theatre and film
equipment.

Universal

for

•

Cincinnati.

•

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
and general manager of Technicolor,
was one of the six recipients of an
Honorary degree from Northeastern
University in Boston at the annual
commencement. He received an honorary degree of doctor of engineering.
•

Belle Meyer, former secretary

Sam

foreign

Seid-elman,

L.

manager

of

Eagle Lion Films,

now with Monogram

Corp., as secretary
Ritchey, president.
•

Bernard

to
sales

G.

Inc.,

International

to

Norton

Kranze,

V.

executive

assistant to William J. Heineman,
United Artists sales vice-president, is
York from a tour of Bosback in

New

ton, Buffalo

and Cleveland branches.
•

27, 1951

Silverstone Holds Newsreel
20th-Fox Meeting
Parade

Equipment Users

Pictures Southern and Canadian
sales manager, will leave here today

is

Wednesday, June

Motion Picture Daily

2

Industry Lawyers
Fete Timberlake

and President
new peace
rHE
Truman's statement on general

Latest in a series of regional meetings being held by Arthur Silverstone,

Eastern

manager

for
his

and
20th

Canadian
Century

offer

conditions are current newsreel highlights. Other items include the launching of the S.S. United States, sports
Complete conand beauty contests.
tents follow:

sales
-

Fox,

throughout
sales territory, was
concluded yesterday at the Hotel
Astor with Martin Moskowitz' Em-

With branch managers and

of the legal departments of
York
several film companies in
and other friends honored E. Compton
Timberlake, member of the legal department of RKO, with a luncheon at

of the New York, Buffalo and
Albany exchanges present, all of the
highlights of the recent company convention in Los Angeles were recapitulated with division manager Mos-

men

New

W.

peace

52— Malik

bid,

NEWS

OF THE DAY, No. 286—Peace
Korea: Kremlin makes peace bid; President Truman responds in Tennessee address.
Fighting continues on the Korean front.
National
Biggest liner for U. S. launched.
in

kowitz leading the discussions centering about the policies of exhibitor
cooperation to merchandise pictures
to the public.
Tape recordings of many of the
important speeches made at the convention were heard by the division
personnel, with discussions on the
various points following the record-

title

meet.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 89— SuperUnited States takes to water.
bloom:
Italy's
flower
festival.
"Aquanuts" prove their
Miami Beach:
prowess.
Truman defends U. S. foreign
policy.
Call for peace talks.

liner

5.5'.

Art

in

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 26-A— Korean

peace:
First rumblings of peace heard.
Malik's proposal.
prepares negotiation
machinery.
South Korea presents its views
Truman says U. S.
on Korean settlement.
is ready to talk peace.

UN

Gehring, assistant general
addressed the group
on the distribution policies arrived at
during the national sales meet.
"Attending the meeting were Joe St.
sales

No.

President Truman reLaunching of the S.S.
sponds in speech.
United States at Newport News, Va. "Miss
Press Photographer." A. A. U. track and
field championships.

makes

sales-

ings.

Members

NEWS,

MOVIETONE

pire State division.

C.

manager,

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

Peter Myers, recently appointed
Abe
Canadian district manager of 20th the Harvard Club here yesterday, Clair, assistant to Moskowitz
Century-Fox Film Corp., was in prior to his resignation from RKO to Dickstein, New York branch manHollywood for some days from Tor- take up new duties with Dupont on ager; Charles Kosco, Buffalo branch
Dan Houlihan, Albany
manager
onto.
July 5.
Alex Arnswalter,
manager
branch
•
Present at the luncheon were, from
Gene Kestenbaum, son of S. S. RKO, J. Miller Walker, Ralstone assistant New York branch manager
Kestenbaum, manager of the Jerome Irvine, Harry Pimstein, Robert J. William Cohen, New York office
Theatre here, will be married to Dunne, Peter F. Pugliese, Frank E. manager New York salesman Mike
Marian Knox on Sunday at the Rosenfelt, Joseph J. Laub, Edwin Nuzzola, Jim Victory, Abe BlumBurnside Manor, Bronx.
from stein, Moe Kurtz and Larry Brown
Meyer and Morton Siegal
•
Ben- Albany salesman Cy Feld and Fred
Thompson,
Stanley
C.
Loew's
Bill Rowell,
A. F. Baldwin, export manager jamin Melniker, Joseph Macchia and Sliter; Buffalo salesman
Dickman;
Emmie
and
Bill
Graham
Paramount:
for National Theatre supply, has left George
from
Sharf
Feeney, of the New York ExTom
Beverman,
here for Oslo, Norway, on the first Louis
Samuel
Phillips,
change, and exploitation representaleg of a European tour.
Thomas P. Gibbons and Leonard
tive Joe Lebworth.
Kaufman; from 20th Century-Fox:
and
Mrs.
director,
Loutrel,
Blackmer
Jean
John F. Caskey and H.
Adolph
Loutrel will arrive here from Europe Johnson; from Universal:
9
from
aboard the S.S. Queen Mary today.
Shimel and Saul Friedberg
Warner Robert W. Perkins, Howard
Levinson, Morris Ruffman and Harold
Paramount's "A Place in the Sun"
Irving
from Columbia
Berkowitz
9
Moross; from the MPAA: Sidney is seeking a place to play in New
and from Sargoy and York because Radio City Music Hall's
Schreiber
San Francisco, June 26. Joseph Stein: Edward A. Sargoy, Joseph L. schedule looks as if the film will not
Edmund Stein, Hyman H. Frank and Harold get an opening date there for two
Calvet,
Cotten,
Corinne
Gwenn and Marvin Miller, stars of Harris.
months, at least, and perhaps more.
the
Hal Wallis - Paramount film,
The Hall's playing time is jammed
"Peking Express," will make a perbeyond expectation by the phenomenal
sonal appearance Thursday at the
run of "The Great Caruso," which is
Paramount Theatre here in conjuncexpected to go a ninth week whereas
9
tion with the world premiere of the
of 'Alice original forecasts gave it three or
;

bid..

Truman

truce

talks.

Korean war
graduation.

No. 468— Red peace

leaves door open for Korea
S.S. United States launched.
Kindergarten
heroes honored.
Rodeo in Salinas, Calif.

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 91—
President Truman
talk.
UN troops press on in Korea.
Malik asks Korea peace.

;

5".S*.

;

Kids to try chanUnited States launched.
nel swim.
Miami aquacade. Paris: international championships.
Motorcycling.

;

Senate

;

Tax

Sessions

:

Will Start Today

;

;

:

Four Para. Stars
At 'Peking Opening
—

The four

Gunther R. Lessing, vice-president
and general counsel of Walt Disney
!

present on stage a
specially written act which they have
been rehearsing at the studio for the
past two weeks under the direction
of Hal Walker.
special luncheon is scheduled tomorrow at the Fairmont Hotel to
introduce the four.
will

A

Puciato, Kingsley

Elected at Realart
Carroll Puciato has been elected a
vice-president and Frances Kingsley
assistant secretary and assistant treasurer by the board of directors of Realart Pictures.

Long 'Caruso Run
Jams Up Bookings

Productions,

arrived

from the Coast

here

to discuss

yesterday
the distri-

bution of the Disney Technicolor production, "Alice in Wonderland." The
picture will open at the Criterion here

on Aug. 1.
A second version of
roll story, produced
in France and using
is scheduled to open
here on July 26.

the Lewis Car-

at

the Mayfair

Despite pressure from the Adminisfor quick action, Chairman
George (D., Ga) and his colleagues
plan lengthy hearings and executive
session deliberations.

Lopert Film at the World
"Women Without
ring

Names," starSimone Simon, Francoise Rosay

and Valentina Cortesa, will have its
American premiere at the World
Theatre in August, following the run
four weeks.
The success of this attraction now of "Bitter Rice," Lopert Films reA multi-linfinds estimates of the impending run ported here yesterday.
Without Names"
of "Show Boat" at the Hall being gual film, "Women
Studios
revised upward, and the anticipation was filmed at the Cinecitta
now is that it will run as long as "The near Rome. I. E. Lopert produced
confronted the film, which was directed by Geza
This
Caruso."
Great
Paramount with a problem on na- Radvanyi.
tional

release

of

"A

Place

in

the

MPAA TV

Rather than face delay, it is
understood the company has asked the

The

Hall to relinquish the attraction.

television

Unit Meets
committee of the

Mo-

Picture Association of America
met here yesterday for further discussion of plans for the Sept. 17 frequency allocation hearings before the
tion

Tors to Film Here

Award

Sen-

tration

by Lou Bunin Sun."
puppet figures,

—The

August.

;

On Release

26.

Committee will begin its
House-approved tax. bill
tomorrow, with odds against the committee reporting a bill before mid-

:

;

Lessing Confers Here

picture.

Washington, June
ate Finance
work on the

Pete Smith

Here from Hollywood, Ivan Tors, Federal Communications Commission.
MPAA executive Edward Cheyfitz
Los Angeles, June 26. The Na- head of Summit Productions, reported
his next came from Washington for the meettional Safety Council will make its yesterday that he will shoot
ing which was attended by Leopold
Reelected were Jack Broder, board third award to M-G-M's Pete Smith picture, "I Was a Stranger," entirely
Theodore
Cohn,
Ralph
Friedman,
first,
company's
chairman and president Budd Rogers, for his contribution to the cause of in New York. The
Black, Edward Morey, Paul Raibourn,
completed
was
Tibet,"
Over
"Storm
Biltmore
Hoand
at
Simon Lipson, safety tomorrow
the
vice-president,
and Earl Sponable.

to

—

:

;

secretary-treasurer.

tel

Samuel Schneider

recently on the Coast.

here.
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POEM FOR SHOWMEN
For easy

Of Leo's

sailing, please

take note

Hits! "Don't miss the boat!"

"The Great Caruso's"* noble voice

Makes M-G-M the

nation's choice,

There's "Go For Broke!", "Excuse
"Rich,

The

Young and

Pretty"*

asterisks* convey to

is

My Dust

a must

you

Those films with Technicolor, too!
You need the best at summertime
So here are more (without a rhyme):
"The People Against O'Hara," "The Law and the Lady"
"Teresa," "The Tall Target," "The Strip," "Angels in the Outfield"— and "An
American in Paris,"* "Pandora and the Flying Dutchman"" (both Fall releases), etc.
"Strictly Dishonorable,"

P.S.

And

let

us not forget this

"QUO VADIS"

comes

Fall

to top

them

all!

MGM

Kerman

Set to Sell 6 to

{Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Jack Dietz, executive vicepresident, and Hal Chester of Hollywood, vice-president in charge of

of the strength shown by such attractions as "The Great Caruso."
UA's need for strong shows at this

production.

juncture is on the open record. One
of the phases of interest from the
viewpoint hinges on terms
seller's
which call for cash which would be

bution

;

year's program will consist of 16 productions, the stories for

The

first

of which have been set. Production will start immediately upon the
return to the Coast shortly of pro-

all

transferable between now and August
31 when Loew's fiscal year ends and
thus would reflect itself on the earnings statement for the 1950-51 period.
The attractions figuring in the negotiations are reported to include:

ducers Dietz and Chester. "The new
company is entirely financed" it was
stated.

of

Wednesday, June

Motion Picture Daily

4

Titles of the
16 follow:

first

year's

program

"Expedition

"Virgin Island Mutiny,"
"Ceiling Sixty,"

"Kind Lady," with Ethel Barrymore
"The and Maurice Evans.
Sea,"
"The Strip" with Mickey Rooney

Space,"

"The Man from Nowhere,"
Monster from Beneath the

"Rim Rock," and

Sally Forrest.
"Rain, Rain Go Away" with

"The Frozen Planet,"

Nancy

"Time Trap," "War Dance," "Sub- Davis and James Whitmore.
"Home Town Story'' with Donald
marine X-100," "Crime Unlimited,"
"The Prison Story," "Return of the Crisp and Marjorie Reynolds.
"Bannerline" with Sally Forrest and
"Mad Dog," "Are
Patrol,"
Lost
Brasselle.
"Captain
Keefe
and
Children"
These Our
"Tall Target" with Dick Powell
Hurricane."
and Paula Raymond.
The deal reminds of the one made
several years ago by Gradwell L.
Sears, then president of UA, and BarPolitics
ney Balaban, president of Paramount,
Washington, June 26. Actor J. under which a number of pictures were
Edward Bromberg refused to answer sold outright by Paramount.
questions of the House Un-American
Activities Committee today concern- Interrogate
ing present or past political beliefs
Attorneys for United Detroit Thea-

Bromberg Refuses
To Talk
—

Mulvey

and

affiliations.

Bromberg had been

identified

previous witnesses as a one-time
munist Party member.

Committee
hearings

Cooperative Circuit of
Detroit yesterday began taking a deposition here from James A. Mulvey,
tres

by

Com-

president of

Samuel Goldwyn Produc-

in relation to the suit brought
against the circuits by the Society of

officials said that today's

may have wound up

and the

tions,

the

Washington phase of the Committee's Independent
ducers.
Communism-in-Hollywood hearing.
|

Motion

Picture

Pro-

HOW'S

UA

Expand Relay Use
For Theatre Video
Washington, June

26.

—The

Fed-

Communications Commission has
authorized further, use of phone com-

eral

pany relay

facilities

for theatre tele-

casts.

One

.

.

Paul Dullzell, executive secretary
emeritus of Actors Equity, has resigned as president of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America. The
Four-A's" has supported considerable
internal strife in recent months.
Screen Actors Guild, which has en-

gaged in that strife as the jurisdicopponent of Television Author-

tional

authorization permits Bell Tele-

phone of Philadelphia to send programs to the Stanley Theatre from
June 26 to July 26. A second grant
authorizes the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co. of Baltimore to
relay programs from June 26 until
Sept. 26 to any two of the following
Century, Harsix Baltimore theatres
Metropolitan, Regent, Royalty
lem,
and New Albert.
:

Sopeg Declines to
Run in Loew's Vote

yesterday referred to Dullzell's
resignation as a consequence of the
exercise of "power politics."

ity,

•

Bernard Estes, industry publicist,
handle the Motion Picture Pio-

will

neers

annual

dinner

publicity,

it

was announced yesterday by Jack
Cohn, president of the Pioneers.
•
E. K. O'Shea, Paramount Film
Distributing Corp. vice-president, and
Jerry Pickman, advertising-publicity
director,
will
return
here tomor-

row from meetings

in Los Angeles
and Chicago in connection with the
'Schwalberg Salute" sales drive. FurScreen Office and Professional Em- ther meetings will be held here with
ployes Guild (DPOWA-District No. Hugh Owen, Eastern and Southern
65) has informed the National La- sales manager, and Howard Minsky,
bor Relations Board here that it "does Mid-Eastern sales manager.
e
not wish to appear on the ballot" in
Albany, N. Y., June 26. Transfer
the election tomorrow to determine

—

1

the future collective bargaining agent
for the "white collar" workers at

of

Warner

Theatres' upstate account-

ing and bookkeeping department to
Loew's New York exchange, an NLRB New Haven on July 15 and the elimination of 10 local employes were anspokesman revealed.
As a result, it appeared yesterday nounced by Charles A. Smakwitz,
He said the action,
that the contest would be between zone manager.
IATSE Motion Picture directed by Harry Kalmine, general
only the
Home Office Employes Local No. H- manager, was for •efficiency.
63 and "no union." The "IA" local
A dinner in honor of Victor Herhas been striving to unseat SOPEG
bert and commemorating the first
at the exchange. The former was updiscussion 37 years ago which led
held recently by an NLRB ruling
to the formation of ASCAP will be
which declared invalid the SOPEG
held here tonight at Luchow's Rescontract covering Loew's exchange
taurant. Also celebrated will be the
workers.
birthdays of the Society's two surIt has been indicated that the "IA"
viving co-founders, John Golden
local soon will challenge the validity and Raymond Hubbell.

SOPEG contracts covering the 20th
•
Century-Fox, RKO Pictures, Colum
Martin Hodge, Jr., 48, head of
bia and Loew's home offices and the home office branch accounting for
20th-Fox New York exchange, since Paramount, died Monday night, at
the "technical flaw" that was found St. Mary's Hospital in Hoboken, Funin the Loew's exchange pact is claimed eral services will
be held at St. Cathby H-63 to exist in the other contracts erine's Church tomorrow.
in
as well. The pacts are due to expire
He is survived by the widow, MarOctober.

FAMILY?

Martin III and Peter,
and two brothers.
Hodge joined Paramount in 1925,

jorie,

two

sons,

his parents

$1,980,000 Suit
This one's simply

(Continued from page 1)

Alamo Theatre Co. the
Vogue Amusement Co. was the land

great. They're

period by the

the unforgettable,

lord

;

starting
in
the theatre accounting
department. For the past 12 years he
supervised the branch office accounting department.

•
Boston, June 26.
William H.
Doyle, 47,. owner and managing dibasis during part of the period in
rector of the Broadway South Boston,
volved. Owners of both companies were died tonight. Besides the widow, nine
Arthur F. Sass, Mae A. Lynch, children, his father, his priest brother,
Verne R. Langdon, and William J. Rev. James H. D. Doyle, pastor of
Mueller, since deceased. Thomas C. St. Patrick's Church of Boston, he
McConnell is the attorney for the leaves two sisters. Funeral services
plaintiffs.
will be held Friday at Sacred Heart
Church, Newton, Mass. Interment
will be in Mount Calvary Cemetery
in Roslindale, Mass.
(Continued from page 1)

—

and leased the theatre to the
Alamo Theatre Co. on a percentage

heart-warming
people every
will

.

of

THE

family

NEWS
in Brief
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love in..,

Williams Elected
amusement
Gael

The picture that has all that delighted you in
"Tom Sawyer" and "Huckleberry Finn" — and more!

thru

UA

tax,
Sullivan,

was announced.
Theatre Owners of

it

America executive
principal

speaker

director,
at

the

was the

convention
speakers at

Other
luncheon today.
the convention included Leon Bam
Pictures exhibitor re
berger,

RKO

lations

director,

M-G-M.

and Mike Simon of

FILMS

WANTED

West coast Television Distributor

is

interested in buying outright or on
a percentage basis foreign feature
films, adventure films and Children's
entertainment films for Television.

Box

459,

Motion Picture Daily

1270 Sixth Ave.,

New York

20
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UPT Merger

(Continued from page 1)

the same day for similar action, it was
revealed in the proxy statement, which
was signed by Robert H. O'Brien,
secretary-treasurer.
As previously reported, the merger
is to be accomplished by the conversion of
common stock into five
per cent preferred and common stock
in the resulting company, to be known
as American Broadcasting- Paramount
Theatres, Inc.
This will require the
issuance of 608,047 preferred shares
and 666,717 common shares with a
value of almost $25,000,000.
Once the stockholders of both companies have approved the merger, the
plan will come before the Federal
Communications Commission for action.
No steps to obtain approval of
the Department of Justice, which may
be interested as
is in the process
of complying with a consent decree,
are mentioned in the proxy statement.
However, discretionary authority to
declare the merger agreement void is
vested in the directors of either
or
if,
on or after June 1, 1953,
the merger has not been approved by
the stockholders, or the FCC or other
governmental agencies have not approved, or if a court having jurisdiction should restrain the merger.
In explaining the stock conversion
to the stockholders, the
proxy
statement points out that, while
has never paid a dividend, ABC's "real
value" is in the "bright prospects of
future
development
of
television."
With television stations in five of the
six greatest markets in the nation,
may be reasonably expected to
earn an amount which makes the exchange a fair and equitable one for
stockholders, the statement said.
According to the pro forma balance,
the aggregate funded debt of the new
company will be approximately $55,300,000, but it is planned to reduce this
to about $48,200,000 by the first of
next week by the payment of outstanding notes.
Current assets of the new
company would total $46,316,697 as of
March 31, 1951, according to the pro
forma statement.

UPT

ABC

UPT

UPT

UPT

ABC

ABC

UPT

TWA=TWA=TWA=TWA
1

Now TWA

offers

mated

have been in opera-

to

tion Jan.

1,

1949.

Seating capacity, according to the
report, increased about 9.7 per cent
during the two years from 49,119,691
at the start of 1949 to 54,107,150 at
the beginning of this year.
Golden said part of the increases represented revisions in the earlier figures
brought about by more accurate data,
but that a large part represented new
construction, with Italy and Canada
in
particular
experiencing
theatre
buildingbooms during the period.

—

Moreover, he stated, the totals do
not include possible gains in the Soviet
Union and certain Iron Curtain areas,
where no accurate current data is
available.

The Commerce report said
that on a playing-time basis, 74
per cent of all feature films
shown in the world's theatres
were U. S.-made, and Golden
added that reports from abroad
show that box-office popularity
of U. S. films "has never been
greater."
"The outlook

for the future with
regard to foreign distribution of our
films appears more favorable than it

I

all

-sleeper flights

overnight to

1

IONDON and PARIS
non -stop from

New

York

•

For information, see your
travel

agent or

call

TWA

Akron,

O.,

June

26.

new theatres resulted in a building
The new
expenditure of $9,500,750.
drive-ins represent an additional expenditure of $7,600,000.
the

— Akron

_

exhibitors are going to try to
win back some of their former fans by playing big pictures on a single bill with
selected shorts. Double bills
consisting of two long features are not only costly to
the exhibitors but distasteful
to patrons, in their opinion.
So, regardless of competitive
situations, those who favor
this plan, will put it into effect with pictures which they
think can stand on their own
merit. Andrew Martin, owner
of the Royal and Dayton theatres, president of the Akron

Theatre

These figures are a

result of a sur-

vey conducted by the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Greater New York.
The more than $17,000,000 spent by
exhibitors on new theatres does not
take into account the cost of the real
estate on which these theatres stand.

Although approximately 55 theatres,
with a seating capacity of about 50,000,
closed during the period since 1945,
the new theatres and drive-ins
creased the seating capacity of

exchange area by 93,676,
for a total seating capacity gain of at
This figure is arleast 43,000 seats.
rived at by using an average of three

Owners and Mana-

passengers

an

to

automobile

at

Industry 'Thriving'

Percentage Actions
(Continued from page 1)
each filed separate percentage suits
against Charles Argentine and James
Morosco doing business as the Keith
Amusement Co. The complaints al-

"The actual facts and figures developed by our survey," reports one circuit executive, "give a very different
picture of the motion picture theatre
industry in this area than might be
gathered from the frequent quips and
wisecracks and half-truths about the
movies. The fact is that while motion
picture theatre attendance is temporarily in a slump to about the same
extent that most other retail businesses
are suffering, the motion picture theatre is still a thriving and expanding
industry, keeping pace with other businesses that aim to serve the growing

communities

in

and around

New

York.

Foreign Competition

from

competition

foreign

films has been increasing in recent
years, Golden said, "the U.S. industry

does not become disturbed by this
competition as long as it is based on
the quality of the films and not upon
legislative control of the foreign film
market."

To show

Outing Today

About

1,200

members

TO THE

MOTION PICTURE
DAILY
"funnier than the

S.

'The number of theatres in the U.S.
at the beginning of this year were
put at 19,797 indoor theatres, a 13.8
per cent increase over the 19,323 theatres estimated two years earlier. An
additional 3,323 drive-ins were reported operating here at the beginning of this year, compared with a
January 1, 1949 figure of 983. Seating
capacity for the indoor theatres was
put at 12,384,150 as against 11,722,616,
while the drive-in capacity, figured
on a flat 700 per theatre average, was
put at 2,300,000 this year as against
688,000 in 1949.

WB

Vrmcis

the importance of the for-

eign markets and the need for accurate theatre data, Golden cited trade
reports that about 38 per cent of total
film profits come from foreign showings and that about $100,000,000 annually is remitted to the U.S. in rentals
earned abroad.
Moreover, he de-

of the

Warner

The boat
tain for a full day's outing.
ride is an annual affair of Warner
York.
Brothers employes in

New

original

. . .

right there

winners

will

be
the

among

in this year's

boxoffice sweepstakes.
Y
-MOTION

PICT URE

DAM

HUMES'
PICTURE

Club and their guests will sail aboard
the S.S. Meseck today to Bear Moun-

a

drive-in.

been during the past several lege under-reporting of receipts on
he declared. "This favorable percentage pictures exhibited at the
outlook for U.S. films abroad, and the Keith Theatre in Burgettstown, Pa.
increased film remittances which our
Counsel for Distributors
companies are receiving from all foreign sources, comes at a time when
Reed, Smith, Shaw and McClay, of
it is most needed, due to the depressed
Pittsburgh represented the distribureceipts in the U.S. during the last
tors with Sargoy and Stein of counsel.
18 months."

While

in-

the

New York

gers Association is a leader
in this experiment.

has

Theatres in U.

s

(Continued from page 1)

Using 'Big' Singles
To Boost Business

years,"

clared, U.S. films, reflecting the American way of life, are "considered of
great assistance in our efforts to
achieve a world of peace and prosperity."

The only

Building

Global Boost in Theatres

(Continued from page 1)

ABC

5

\

PATIO THEATRE

SHOWING

I

This

is

The brand-new

SHOWMANSHIP!
patron-pulling service

eye-appealing advertising
silver-colored frames

on store counters
trafficked spot

NOW SHOWING

.

. .

.

.

.

for placement in merchants'

where

terminals

can

this eye-filling

TELL

and

the

.

.

.

in

NOW SHOWING

footed,

windows

.

.

and every heavily-

Showmanship package

SELL

the big story about

ATTRACTIONS!

your great
It's

PllllliNT

that provides colorful,

.

handsomely mounted

.

... in hotels
.

.

Showman's newest, most popular

Box-Office

BOOSTER

.

.

.

available

from

your NSS salesman or local NSS exchange.

STANDEES

In Your Lobby . .
.
.
or Foyer ... or out in Front
add that extra SELL to your attractions... that gets extra CASH
at the Box Office
They're the
colorful, cut-out, pafron-puf/ing
DISPLAYS
that stand out anywhere. ..on beautiful f7uorescenflighted bases
that add to the
SOCK and bring out the COLOR!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ask your NSS Salesman!

nOTionflL

SERVICE
of me mousmr

I

MOTION
VOL.

69.

NO.

PICTURE,

DAILY
NEW

125

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, JUNE

TEN CENTS

28, 1951

Urges Goldenson Plans TV Talent Telecast of
HunL Winners to Theatres La Motta Bout
Subscription
—A
Scores Again
TV Licensing
Line Up Third

SIMPP

Chicago, June

27.

preview of

the ultimate "marriage" of motion picture theatres and television was given
here today by Leonard Goldenson,
for
president of United Paramount Theatres which plans to merge with the
Ellis
radio and television network.
Goldenson is said to be planning a
Hollywood, June 27. The Sonationwide talent hunt, with the final
ciety of Independent Motion Picstages of the contest to be conducted
ture Producers today broke offi- on television. The winners would be
cially with general industry policy booked to play
theatre engagetelevision ments,
"pay-as-you-look"
against
with the houses capitalizing on
systems when the organization, at its the video buildup, it was said.
annual meeting here, adopted a resolupresident, here from New
The
tion favoring the early approval of York to confer with Great States and
the use of television for this purpose. Balaban and Katz executives, is also
The lengthy resolution reads,
looking to television as a means of
bringing home set viewers back into
in part, "Whereas the motion
picture market should ever be
theatres.
He plans to map out a
artificial
without
revolving
campaign
expanded,
comprehensive
limitation or restriction ... it
around the use of trailers and brief
segments of current pictures.
is resolved that the FCC be
license
speedily
to
Whether the video program would
urged
worthy systems of subscription
{Continued on page 2)
television so as to afford the

To Press FCC

Action;
Arnall Reelected

—

ABC

UPT

UPT

public a more abundant opportunity to enjoy the quality of
{Continued on page 5)

Revised U. K. Tax

Plan Due Today;
Victory for Films
—

London, June 27. British exhibitors have won a major victory in their
fight for tax concessions, a study of
the revised proposals which Cancellor
of the Exchequer Hugh Gaitskell will
present tomorrow to the House of

Commons reveals.
The revisions represent

heavyweight
ciano
scheduled for July

bout,
12 at

Madison Square Garden, will
be the next major boxing
event to be carried exclusively
by theatre television, it
was disclosed here yesterday
by Nathan Halpern, of Theatre Network Television, and
James D. Norris, president of
Boxing
the
International
Club.

The

cities

night's

11 theatres in eight
which carried last
telecast of the La

Motta-Murphy bout are again
expected to participate, with
additions

if

equipment

in-

stallations and cable facilities
permit.

$750,000 Ad Drive IT way Association
For Two RKO Films To Honor Warners
The Broadway Association will
Jerry Wald and Norman Krasna
have apportioned $750,000 for adver- honor the men who 25 years ago
successful
commercially
tising-exploitation-publicity campaigns presented
for "The Blue Veil" and "Behave talking pictures, Harry M., Jack L.,
Radio revealed here Albert and the late Sam Warner, by
Yourself!",
unveiling a special commemorative
yesterday.
The producers' decision to put on an plaque on Tuesday evening, July 3,
all-out campaign followed screenings at the opening of the new Warner
formerly the Strand, at
for representatives of Foote, Cone and Theatre,
ad-publicity de- Broadway and 47th Street, New York.
Belding and the
The campaign, which will Robert K. Christenberry, president of
partment.
the
present
Association,
will
begin immediately, will embrace all the
plaque at ceremonies marking the remedia, according to RKO.

RKO

RKO

{Continued on page 5)

{Continued on page 5)

5)

Tax Collections
Are Down Again
Washington, June 27.
General admission tax collections in May, reflecting April
box-office business, were well
below those for May, 1950, the
third successive month that
1951 collections have fallen
behind 1950 levels.

This was reported today by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue which said that May
collections this year

amounted to

com-

pared with

May

$28,686,692,
$30,227,056 in

of last year.

'Exclusive'

The Rex Layne-Rocky Mar-

a personal

triumph for C. E. Mears, president of
{Continued on page

TV

Distributors to Reply to
Colosseum Charges July 6
NewMGMExchange;
Hull in Charge
M-G-M

will open its new Jacksonbranch on July 9 with Fred G.
Hull, Jr., as manager, it was announced here yesterday by William F.
Rodgers, sales vice-president. Robert
Capp will be office manager and head
booker of the office, which is being
ville

established to afford more
service to Florida exhibitors
been serviced out of Atlanta.

efficient

who had

July 6 has been set by field examiner Howard Gamser of the National

Labor

Relations

Board

office

here for the taking of testimony from
the Distributors' Negotiating Committee in connection with the unfair
labor practice charge filed by the
Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen of America.

Gamser pointed out

yester-

day that the NLRB's Chicago
office already has examined the
Colosseum's charge. He added
that only after the labor representatives of the eight dis{Continued on page 5)

Theatres Filled Hours
Before Time of Fight
Virtually another sell-out was
scored by the eleven theatres in
eight cities
which carried last
night's exclusive telecast of the
Jake La Motta-Bob Murphy light
heavyweight fight, piped from New
York's Yankee Stadium to theatre
screens.

from

Reports

Pittsburgh,
Albany, Chicago,
Washington, D. C, and Baltimore showed the box-office
Philadelphia,

drawing

power

of

theatre
televising
sports events.

exclusive

major

of

With the exception of the District
Theatres'
Lincoln,
Washington,
in
D. C, which caters to Negro patrons,
and which reported the house two{Continned on page 4)

Film Organiza lions
Move for Hearings
On Tax Exemptions
—

Washington, June 27.
Senate
Finance Committee officials said they
had requests from "several" film industry organizations for an opportunity to be heard in opposition to the
admission tax exemption for non-profit
entertainments, but that they had not
yet scheduled witnesses on excise tax
matters.
Indications are that the hearings
may run for six weeks or more.
Chairman George (D., Ga.) today
{Continued on page 5)

Mayer Seen Ready
In About 3 Weeks
Hollywood, June 27.—While
the film colony literally
seethed with rumors about
his plans, Louis B. Mayer is
maintaining a strict silence
and standing by his statement that we will talk only
when he has something to

announce.
This will be in two or three
weeks, according to informed
sources.
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Friedlob Says

Personal
Mention
SULLIVAN, executive
GAEL
rector of the Theatre Owners
New York

America, will return to

diof

to-

day from Mississippi.

•

Independents
Must Aid Promotion

— Prints

A

highly essential factor in the
progress of the independent producer
today is his active participation with

a trade press gathering at a 21 Club

Joseph A. Walsh, head of branch luncheon yesterday that the present
operations for Paramount here, will position of the independent producer is
Moines today from highly favorable but it is more imporarrive in Des
Omaha on his current branch inspec- tant than ever for the independent to
tion tour.

•

Joan Burian, secretary to Gael
Sullivan, executive director of the
Theatre Owners of America, will begin a two-week vacation in Nantucket
on Saturday.
»

manager

traffic

of

celebrating
his 29th anniversary with the organ-

Loew's

International,

is

ization.

•

M. N. Wolf, head
hibitor

speak

of

M-G-M's

department,

relations
before the

Youth

exwill

Group

at

Washington on Sunday.
•
Levy, general counsel
of the Theatre Owners of America,

Herman M.

was

New

in

New York

yesterday

from

Haven.
•

M-G-M's exhibitor relations department, is due back
here tomorrow from Biloxi, Miss.
M.

L.

Simons

of

•

William Wyler,

producer-director,

has arrived here from the Coast.
•
Gabe Rubin, Pittsburgh exhibitor,
is

visiting here.

Bob Roberts, producer,
for Hollywood

New York

will leave
today.

Lopert May Release
Films to Television
E. Lopert, president of Lopert
Film Distributing Corp., said he may
dispose of some importations to teleIn an interview
vision in the fall.
here yesterday, he made it clear,
however, that those films will not be
I.

distributed theatrically.
Lopert will leave for London by
plane today where he will discuss fu-

ture product with Alexander Korda.
Morris Helprin, president of Alexandra Korda here, will go to London
Lopert will distribute
with Lopert.
four Korda pictures this year and 10
Lopert will be abroad for six
next.
weeks and also will visit Paris and
Rome, for possible product deals.
He said that "Tales of Hoffman"
has already grossed over $300,000 in
film rentals. Lopert said he looks forward to having a sales force in 12 key
cities in the fall.
Also present at the interview were
Sid Deneau, Lopert sales vice-president and Leon Brandt, publicity head.

'Reds'
Use Boats to Get
Prints in Kansas

•
the distributor in the marketing of his
Louis Segal, Monogram Pictures product, in the opinion of Bert Friedof Canada sales representative in Brit- lob, who* has just completed "A Milrelease
for
Christy"
ish Columbia, is visiting Hollywood. lionaire
for
He is due to return to his Vancouver through 20th Century-Fox.
Friedlob, here from Hollywood, told
office late this week.

Paul Crane,

Thursday, June

closely scrutinize production expendiapparently referring to the
tures,
more or less tight money situation for

independents.
He does not recommend that the producer stint on his
budget his "Millionaire" picture having cost "more than a million" but
he did urge expenditure with caution.
Friedlob believes that the independent should not produce "epics or comHis new picture is a comedy,
edies."
admittedly produced with tongue-incheek, but now commended by 20thFox sales executives, including Al
Lichtman. He said that Lichtman and
20th-Fox vice-president Charles Einfield have decided that "under no condition" will any of the company's sales
force, either here or in the field, be
shown "Millionaire" before it is
"sneaked" or otherwise screened in a
It
theatre with a regular audience.

—

—

City, Mo., June 27.
are being delivered
with the use of boats in some
locations in Kansas, either
exhibitors' film delivery men
using
or
exhibitors
boats
rowing to designated points
to pick up prints.
There are towns, too, where
patrons are boating for part
of their way to the theatres.

The

floods

in

Kansas

and

Missouri which seemed subsiding a few days ago are increasing again.
There has been no report
of any theatre lacking prints
or having to forego a performance though water has
gotten into the basements of
a few theatres.

San Francisco, June

27.

;

Relief

Fund Head

Hollywood, June

27.

Jean Her—president
of

sholt has been reelected
the Motion Picture Relief Fund for
All other
the 15th consecutive term.
incumbent officers were likewise reelected.

Hersholt disclosed at the organization's annual meeting here last night
that the fund gave aid to 7,628 film
workers during the past year.

propaganda

successful to

and

during

World War

film content "was
extent, particularly
immediately after the
II years, when the Soviet
in

some

Union was our ally," the House was
told by Rep. Jackson (R. Calif.), a
member of the House Un-American
Activities Committee.
Jackson, in a long analysis of Communist penetration in Hollywood, emphasized that there is "no greater
medium of information in the world
today
than
moving pictures," and
hence the Communist desire to influence films. He said the party had four
aims in Hollywood
to gain wellknown names for prestige purposes
to get financial support from "fabu-

lously-paid" film industry workers to
gain control of the craft and guild
unions and thus be put in a position
to dictate to the industry leaders
and
Acceptances to attend the premiere finally, to "plant Communist propa;

;

tonight at the Globe Theatre of Billy ganda in motion pictures."
It was estimated, Jackson said, that
Wilder's "Ace in the Hole" have
been received from actresses Paulette during the height of Communist activRaines
Goddard,
and Joyce ity in Hollywood during the late
Ella

and

Matthews, and naturalist Ivan T. San- 1930's

1940'_s

_

some 200

to

250

>

derson,

Paramount

"name"

reports.

To Honor Newsman

A

which

cites

his

"thrilling

vivid reporting from the front
of the Korean battlefield."

and
lines

Quarterly

Forum

personalities were recruited
into the party.
He said the prestige
of great names was achieved and used
for further recruiting. It is impossible
to estimate how much money was given the party by industry workers in
dues and pledges. The high point of
union control came during the Conference of Studio Union strike, the lawmaker declared, but added that "it
must be said in all justice and all fairness that the Communists were never
successful except in very isolated cases
in obtaining control of any of the craft
or guild unions."
As for film content, Jackson noted
that documentary films "offered an
medium for communist
excellent
He did not name any
propaganda."
specific pictures which he felt con-

tained such propaganda.
Television Film Counregular quarterly forum
cil held its
at the Hotel Warwick here yesterday,
with C. Edward Carrier, president of
Hollywood Enterprises, and Ruby
Pfeiffer, president of Kin-O-Lux, as
Boston, June 27. The opening of
Paul the 1951 "Jimmy Fund Drive" for the
the main luncheon speakers.
vice-president, presided. Boston Children's Cancer Research
White,
The morning forum was devoted to Foundation got under way here at
operations,
with a luncheon-meeting of leading New
television
station
David Savage presiding, and in the England theatre circuit heads and
afternoon distribution and production Boston exchange managers. The lunchforums were held, with Saul Turell eon-meeting was sponsored by the
and Larry Gordon, respectively, pre- Variety Club of New England, Tent
siding.
No. 23. Martin J. Mullen, president
Children's Cancer Research
of the

The National

Cancer Fund Drive
Started in Boston

—

NTFC

MGM Buys 'Top Hand'

Hersholt Reelected

Washington, June 27.— Communist

Premiere Here
Tonight Brings Stars

— Negotia- NTFC's Regular

Goldwyn's attorney in San Francisco.
At that time it is planned to take
depositions from Michael Naify, presRoy
ident of Golden State Theatres
Cooper, film buyer of Golden State
and R. A. McNeil, former president
of Golden State (now in the real estate business and reportedly no longer
connected with the company). Attorney Theodore J. Roche is representing
Golden State.

Congressman Says

'Ace'

scroll

tions for three depositions to be taken
in Samuel Goldwyn's anti-trust suit
against Fox West Coast and 11 other
companies and individuals have resulted in a tentative date being set for
July 2, in the office of Joseph Alioto,

in Films,

:

highlight of the evening will be
the presentation to Hal Boyle, Associated Press writer and 1951 Pulitzer
Prize winner, of the first annual
will have its world premiere late in award of the Newsdealers Association
September.
of Greater New York, as the "jourMeanwhile, the producer, top mem- nalist whose stories have sold the most
bers of the cast and even key crafts- newspapers" during the year. William
men of the production staff will tour Richter, president of the newsdealers
key cities for promotion purposes.
organization, will present to Boyle a

3 Depositions Set
In Goldwyn Suit

Made Some

Advance

Kansas

28, 1951

M-G-M has purchased "Top Hand,"
an original story about the rodeo cirIt will be
cuits by Arthur Loew, Jr.
produced by Armand Deutsch.

Foundation and

New

England Thea-

tres has again accepted the co-chairmanship of the drive.

'Prince'

Opens Tomorrow

—

Detroit, June 27. Universal-Inter"The Prince Who Was _A
Thief" in Technicolor will have its
{Continued from page 1)
world premiere at the Michigan Theaand ABC tre here Friday with the Company's
await the merger of
or would be launched over present fa- new stars Piper Laurie nad Tony
Curtis making personal appearances
cilities, which include B. and K.'s own
television station here, was not dis- and aiding in the advance promotion

Goldenson Plans

national's

UPT

closed.

of the openings.
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veryt
s gay
on Moonlight Ba

DORIS DAY

GORDON MacRAE
ON MOONLIGHT BAY"
with JACK SMITH

Doris Day and

starring

directed by

ROY DEL RUTH

produced by WILLIAM

JACOBS

Screen play by JACK ROSE

and MELVILLE SHAVELSON
Musical Direction Ray Heindorf

Musical Numbers Staged &
Directed by LeRoy Prinz

Gordon M^CRa
Warner Bros' moonlight bay-bes

P[

)

^^e^j and bay-eautiftil tunes are ready for
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La Motta Fight

Thursday, June

Coming

Review

(Continued from page 1)
thirds full one hour before fight time,
all other reporting- cities cited a sell-

out with hundreds turned away from
most of the eleven theatres, as occurred in the exclusive theatre
showing- of the Louis-Savold fight.
The total seating capacity of the
eleven theatres runs to more than

TV

27,000.

In New York, more than 20,000 fans were in their seats at

Stadium an hour
main event got
under way. Jim Norris, president of the International Boxing Club, said his advance sale
amounted to more than $50,000.

the Yankee
before the

Here

is

a

rundown

of field reports

(Republic)

A CONVENTIONAL

tale of a multi-million-dollar jewel theft, "Secrets
shuttles between such provocative locales as Monte Carlo
and Hong Kong. Unhappily, the film has little of the glitter and mystery
suggested by its settings. Although ably acted by a competent, but comparatively unknown cast, the picture is hampered by an obvious story that unfolds
in a desultory manner.
John K. Butler's original screenplay opens on the Riviera where an Eastern
potentate and his American bride are robbed of a king's ransom in jewels by
a quartet of cosmopolitan thieves. The gang escapes to Hong Kong, and is
followed by Robin Hughes, British insurance investigator, and his sister,

of

Monte Carlo"

in Hong Kong is Warren Douglas, American
unwittingly becomes involved with the gang's female member, stylish June Vincent, in Monte Carlo. The action comes to a rather
quick conclusion in Hong Kong. The gang is already riddled with dissension
by the time Douglas, Miss Hall and Hughes take the thieves in hand and
recover the stolen jewels.
Miss Hall and Douglas, playing a pleasant, although not too bright firecracker entrepreneur, provide the romantic interest. Stephan Bekassy and
June Vincent make interesting, if not terrifying, heavies. William Lackey
was associate producer. George Blair directed.
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification. Release date.

Lois Hall.
business

:

Philadelphia: Warner's Stanley
Theatre sold out 3,000 seats 45 minutes after the box-office reopened at
7:30 P.M. for the special showing of
the feature and the La Motta-Murphy
The box-office closed 15 minfight.
utes after the standing room had sold
out.
The theatre closed at 5:15 P.M.
The price for
to clear the house.
admission was $1.25, 35 cents above
the normal admission price. There was
the biggest rush to enter the theatre

Events

Monte Carlo

Secrets of

28, 1951

June

Also on the scene

man who

20.

— Pacific

July 16-19'
ence
of

Coast ConferIndependent Theatre
Owners annual convention, Delmar Turf and Surf Club, Delmar,
Cal.

—

Council of Motion
July 23-26
Picture
Organizations-sponsored
seminar for exhibitors and producers,

Hollywood.

UJA's 'Tent

City' Is

Ready for Theatres
"Tent City," the first film drama to
be produced for a nationwide campaign of the United Jewish Appeal,
has been released for showings in communities throughout the U. S. in both
16mm. and 35mm. It will be made
available to theatres.
The work of Baruch Dienar, Israeli
producer-director, the picture was shot
its entirety at the Beit Lid Reception Camp near Lydda, Israel.

m

Louis-Savold that people began gathering at 4 :3Q,
battle was missing, all 1,700 seats estimating 1,500 were inside by 6 :30.
Many men in shirt sleeves purchased
were taken to return a net of $1,955,
tickets
also a goodly number of
after taxes were deducted.
Albany: The 3,660-seat Palace women. However, there did not apNathan Halpern, head hung up an SRO sign at eight last pear to be as large a group of young
in its history.
of Theatre Network Television, Inc., night, two hours before the telecast men with their girls as was the case
was at the Stanley Theatre to view of the La Motta-Murphy bout was to for the Louis-Savold telecast.
the fight.
Adult admission remained at 74
Management adopted a policy
start.
Manager John D. of discontinuing the sale of seats at cents. Price for children under 12
Pittsburgh:
Walsh of Shea's Fulton Theatre went three o'clock, closing after the final was increased from 25 to 50 cents.
to the reserved seat system for the afternoon show and reopening at six. Sam Rosen, vice-president of Fabian
La Motta-Murphy fight on television At that time, there were lineups ex- Theatres, Max Yellen and Bob Murhere last night. All seats were $1.50 tending in both directions from the phy of the Buffalo circuit, were reand while the tremendous crowd that box office. Manager Alex Sayles said ported in town to view the telecast.
milled

around

for

the

;

Chicago:

Balaban

and

Katz's

down town
out

ANSWER
TO YOUR

Murphy

TECHNICAL

PROBLEMS

last

State Lake Theatre sold
night for the La Motta-

.

.

fight by 7 :00 P.M., two hours
before the start of the telecast.
The south side Tivoli filled about
an hour later with a much larger percentage of whites in the audience than
there was there for the Louis-Savold
Both theatres charged their
fight.
usual evening prices, 98 cents including tax at the State Lake and 74 cents
including tax at the Tivoli.
At the State Lake a second showing
of the fight at 10 :30 P.M. to accom
modate part of the mob who were
unable to get in for the first showing
had been announced over the loudspeaker system outside the theatre.
The State Lake uses the Dumont film
the Tivoli has an
storage system

TV

House

for Detroit

Camden, N.

J.,

June

27.

—Wisper-

Wetsman Theatres

of Detroit have
installation of
thea-

ordered an
tre
equipment for
Theatre in that city,
nounced.

TV

RCA

its

RCA

Eastown
has

an-

"Hard, Fast and Beautiful," which ordinarily would have ended Monday
night, to give an "all-sports" flavor to
the program.
The Lincoln, which for the LouisSavold fight followed a continuous
showing policy, cleared the house
about eight after the six o'clock

show

—and

—

reopened again about 8:15
for the fight. As with the previous
fight, it boosted its price from the
regular 50 cents evening admission to
74 cents, the price charged by Keith's.
It junked its feature for the fight,
and instead showed with the fight a
60-minute
program
of
newsreels,
cartoons and sports shorts.

Baltimore: Loew's

Met and Cen-

tury theatres were reported sold out.
The Century Theatre stopped selling- tickets
at 8:25 for seats. Sold
standing room until nine o'clock after
which over 500 persons were turned
away. The regular 65 cents admission
was charged. The Met, a Negro house,
also
a complete sellout with
direct view installation and was was
unable to show the fight the second crowds being turned away.
;

RCA
time.

The Altec
Service Man and
the organization

behind him

Other Theatres

Just as on the night of Louis-Savold
The other theatres which carried the
fight, other down town theatres got a
big increase of business as a result of fight were Fabian's National in Richmond and RKO's Palace in Cleveland.
the overflow from the State Lake.
The International Boxing Club is
One interesting side light was that
quite a few people presented State still committed to further experimenLake tickets at other B. and K. Loop tation with theatre TV, and has slated
houses instead of getting their money its next major event, the Layne-Marback at the State Lake. Many people ciano fight, for theatre telecasts. The
said that they planned to return to the net from theatres for last night's fight
State Lake for the second showing of remained at about $10,000, the minithe fight after attending another Loop mum guarantee, but the figure is expected to rise as more theatres are
theatre.
able to participate.
Keith's sold
Washington:
out one hour before fight time with
what seemed to be largely a predominate sports fan audience. The Districts' Lincoln, a Negro House, was
two-thirds full about nine P.M.
Keith's followed the same NEW YORK
630
policy for the fight as for the LouisNINTH AV.
Savold bout continuous showing at
regular evening prices. The theatre,
CO.
.1327 S.WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO Si.
however, held over the tennis film,

RKO

161 Sixth Avenue,

New York

13,

N. Y.

PROTECTING THE THEATRE— FIRST PLACE IN ENTERTAINMEM

RKO

—

FILMACK TRAILER
.

.

Thursday, June

UK
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Tax Plan

(Continued from page 1)

Cinematograph Exhibitors Assowho from the start of negotiations last spring has championed the
the

ciation,

small

Not only does the

exhibitor.

tax on the lowest priced seats remain
unchanged, but the tax on one shilling tickets has been reduced by a
farthing.

As

previously reported, the price of
all seats over one shilling will be increased but the exhibitor and the government will share the increase in
varying degrees. Producers will also
share to a greater extent by an increased allotment to the Eady Production Pool.
Estimates based on the present theatre
will

income

show

that

the

Treasury

gain approximately £6,800,000,
the exhibitors about £1,800,000 and the
producers about £1,850,000. These figures are admittedly speculative and
may vary according to the box-office.
Details
slated to

of

Gaitskell's

proposals,

be

announced

tomorrow,

follow
Seats up to and including 7d. remain exempt from tax as hitherto on
seats of 9d. and lOd. the present duty
;

remains unchanged

;

in

5

Review

Colosseum
(Continued from page 1)

"Interrupted Journey"
(Lopert Films)

ABETTER-than-usual

British importation is contained in 'Interrupted
Journey," starring Richard Greene and Valerie Hobson. It was well
directed and acted and departs somewhat from the usual British film pattern.
surprise twist at the end lacks credibility but serves to give the picture
added punch and excitement.
Daniel Birt directed and Anthony Havelock-Allan produced this Valiant
Films offering which tells a weird story with much skill. Greene comes
through with a very fine performance that makes up for weak points.
The story is an old one and the aim obviously was to create suspense and
tension rather than to provide a consistent and credible tale. Miss Hobson is
good in a difficult part and Tom Walls does himself proud as the kindly
railroad inspector suspecting murder. Greene is about to leave his wife and
go off with pretty Susan Wilding, the wife of his publisher, played by Christine
Norden. Nervous, he suspects that they are being, shadowed. In the train
he believes himself cornered and as they pass his house, he pulls the emergency
cord and jumps off. Minutes later, an express rams into the train and Susan,
her husband and the detective are believed killed. Walls establishes that
Greene was on the train but lays off when he learns that a mixup in the
signals would have caused the accident anyway. Then the jealous husband
turns up and police come to arrest Greene on the charge that he shot Susan
before leaving the train.
In the end, Greene catches up with Wilding and is shot,_but it turns out
that most of his adventure was but a figment of his imagination. There really
is no train crash and, realizing he is making a mistake, Greene leaves Susan

A

and, actually pulling the emergency cord, returns home.
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification.

unchanged

The

Colosseum's

David Beznor,
eral weeks ago

general counsel,
the charge sev-

filed

in

Chicago when new

contract negotiations broke down over
the question of pay raises.
Beznor
contended that the companies dealt
unfairly when they refused to substantiate with actual records the claim
that business had declined to the point
where salesmen's salaries could not
be raised more than four dollars a

week

at this time.
The union has
been seeking an increase of 10 per
cent, or nine dollars per week.

Goodman
Bernard

Is

Chairman

Goodman

Warner

of

Brothers is chairman of the Distributors'
Negotiating Committee, which

Warner, the
following
Paramount, 20th CenturyFox, Loew's, Columbia, Universal,
Pictures and Republic.
represents, in addition to
:

RKO

regard to seats

of ls.Od. the price remains

tributors cited have presented
the companies' side of the issue
will it be possible for the Board
to determine whether there is
justification for calling a formal hearing.

a Northio Manager
164 Companies Use Dodd
Hamilton,
James C.
June
—
manager of
Keefe has resigned as
MPA Title Bureau the Northio
charge of the

but the tax is reduced by Id.
An increase of 3d. on seats of Is. 3d.
and ls.6d., of which l}4d. will be additional entertainment tax
an increase
of 3d. on seats of ls.lOd. of which
The title registration bureau of the
l%d. is additional entertainment tax;
Picture Association of AmerMotion
an increase of 3d. on seats of 2s.4d.
and 2s.l0d. of which 2d. is additional ica last year serviced 164 companies,
entertainment tax an increase of 4d. an all-time high for the 25-year-old
and upwards on seats over 2s. lOd. of project, it was disclosed here in the
which increase, in each case, all but annual report of Margaret Ann Young,
Id. will be taken by entertainment tax. director of the bureau.
The 146 non-MPAA members and
16 member companies who used the
service registered 4,078 new titles last
year.
Some 213 titles were rejected
(Continued from page 1)
because of duplication or identity with
promised the President to try to have titles on record. Sixty titles were
a bill through both houses and to the disallowed during the year because
they failed to conform to the moral
White House early in September.
The Finance Committee today in or social standards of the Production
executive session heard Congressional Code.
tax staff experts explain the proviTitles Protested
sions of the House bill.
Secretary of
Nearly 500 of the titles registered
the Treasury Snyder is slated to lead
last year were protested on grounds
off the open hearings tomorrow.
of harmful similarity to existing registrations.
By amicable negotiation to
an extent unique in the film industry,
all but eight of these conflicts were
(Continued from page 1)
settled between the companies conopening of the theatre and its renam- cerned. The conflicts that could not
ing in honor of the late Sam Warner. be resolved on the company level
"Strangers on a Train," Alfred were submitted to MPAA's title
Hitchcock's new picture, will have a registration committee for arbitrapremiere showing that evening follow- tion.
ing the commemorative ceremonies.
Equipment newly installed in the
theatre includes the first Broadway
installation
of
instantaneous
(Continued from page 1)
large screen television.
;

;

O.,

27.

city

circuit,

Paramount Theatre

in
here, to accept a

Holland

to

Produce

William
Holland,
Hyperion Films, Inc.,

is

president
of
negotiating a

deal with independent producer John
Kullers, to make a series of 26
films dealing with prison life in the
nati.
He has been succeeded by Wil- United States, tentative title "In
Local syndicate will finance
in Cage."
liam Dodd, formerly with
Cincinnati, but more recently manager production, which is slated to go before the cameras in the early Fall.
of various houses in Boston.

TV

position in an executive capacity with
the Louis Wiethe circuit in Cincin-

:

RKO

My

Tax Exemptions

To Honor Warners

RCA

SIMPP Meet
(Continued from page 1)
feature length motion pictures
and educational and cultural

"Calling

IK

all cars...

armored that
'em ready
terrific

is!

m

Get

for the

"take" to the

bank when you play

my new

picture!"

RKO Film Ads

In addition to expenditures for ada considerable portion of
the budget is earmarked for exploitation tie-ups, such as the display of the
"Honeymoon House" featured in "Bevertising,

in Macy's
Kansas City.

DepartTie-ups
programs."
with national advertisers through the
The resolution instructed president Wald-Krasna merchandising departEllis G. Arnal to express SIMPP's ment are also included in the sales
views to the FCC in order to expedite drive.
approval of subscription televising.
"Current box office figures prove
Thirty members attended the meet- that the pictures making money are
ing.
those getting the heaviest sales camArnall and all incumbent officers paign," stated Wald.
"The producer
were re-elected. The selection of dele- today must give as much attention and
gates was referred to the executive careful planning to selling a motion
committee for action later.
picture as he does to the production."

have

Yourself

ment Store

in

!"

;

FR/UTCK GOES TO THE RACES
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

;

7#

m.

:

"'

.

BOXOFFICE

DYNAMITE

N EW YORK
hits the

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
as the red-hot impact of

JOHN GARFIELD -SHELLEY WINTERS
the screen in

hits

A ROBERTS PRODUCTION
,itn

WALLACE FORD
Based on

a novel

by

•

SELENA ROYLE

Sam Ross

•

and

bobby hyatt

Screenplay by Guy Endore

Produced by Bob Roberts

MOTION PICTURE
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I

FILM

NEWS
VOL.

69.

NO.

NEW

126

Demands a Cut M orison
On Trade

In Rentals for

YORK,

U.S.A.,

'Lessened Values' Should

Be Compensated:
Minneapolis, June
print

of

deliveries

NCA
—Delays

28.

brought about

because of print shortages should
bring rental cuts according to the
length of the delay and the resultant
lessened value of the film to the exNorth Central Allied declared.

hibitor,

NCA charges that the "socalled print shortage, long an
industry bugaboo, has taken on
a new meaning with the advent
NCA advances the
of TV."
thought that to meet TV competition of entertainment and
news or sports events that are
"going on at the very moment,"

Practices

Washington, June

28.

— Anti-

Graham Morienroute to the West

it is incumbent upon distributors to expedite the bringing of
their product to the public.

son is
Coast for an on-the-spot investigation of film industry
trade practices in the Los
Angeles and Southern California area. Morison is scheduled to make one or more
stop-offs on the way, and
probably will not arrive in
Los Angeles before the early
part of next week.
Independent exhibitors of
Los Angeles recently complained to the Department of
Justice about troublesome
trade practices in that area.

Special Aides Will

Plan

For

MPA

Case

's

TV Channels

Washington, June
tion

NCA's

28.

Washington, June

28.

— Leading

the Senate Finance Committee's
open hearings on the House-approved
tax increase bill, Treasury Secretary
Snyder suggested today that the Senate might want to continue its policy
of "deferring revenue-losing legislation, unless the case for it is compelling on grounds of equity."
off

This relatively vague statement was
the only thing in Snyder's 17-page
testimony that could even remotely be
considered as bearing on the House
provisions exempting non-profit enter{Continued on page 5)

Adams, Keeter

in

U.A. Posts

Byron Adams has been appointed
manager of United Artists' Atlanta
branch and Harold Keeter appointed
office manager of the Charlotte branch,
it was announced here yesterday by
William J. Heineman, distribution
Adams replaces John
vice-president.
Bachman, who resigned to take over

Monogram exchange

at Charlotte.

With Tex. Showmen
For Business Drive
_—

Cooperation
of
all
distributors'
Texas salesmen in a state-wide boxoffice drive to be staged by exhibitors
under Council of Motion Picture Organizations auspices early in the fall
was pledged at a luncheon yesterday
Plans for
at the Astor Hotel here.
the drive were outlined by Col. H. A.
Cole of Allied of Texas, and Robert J.
O'Donnell of the Interstate Circuit.
The luncheon was attended by sales
&nd advertising heads of all major
companies.
Expressing enthusiasm over the
manner in which the drive had been
set up, the sales heads agreed that
each of the 60 film salesmen covering
the Texas territory shall visit 25 theatres, giving his exclusive time for two
weeks beginning Aug. 15, to enlisting
the cooperation of all of the state's

presentation

before

the

Coast Seminar

To Delve

Seek Hollywood Answer
On Color Expansion Bid
The July 23-26 Council of Motion Picture Organizations seminar
in Hollywood is slated to go deeply
into the three alternatives of Dr.
Herbert T. Kalmus, Technicolor president, for meeting exhibition's persistent

demands

for

more

films in color.

Exhibitors in general are
known to be gratified at having the opportunity which the
round-table conference will offer to get the frank reactions
of producers and distributors
to the proposals Kalmus made

O'Donnell and Cole said the Texas

in

New York

last

week upon

his

return from Europe.

{Continued on page 2)

New Head

Into

Kalmus Offers

1,500 exhibitors.

Eyssell

TEN CENTS

1951

of

Kalmus' alternatives to the industry included an offer by Technicolor
to

Picture Association of America

Rockefeller Center

make

its

"know-how"

any laboratory under

available to

license

agree-

{Continued on page 4)

Federal

The election of G. S. Eyssell, head
Communications Commission in the
fall on theatre television frequencies, of Radio City Music Hall, as president
of Rockefeller Center, Inc., was anit was reported here today.
There had been some suggestion that nounced here yesterday by Nelson A.
because of divergent views of some of Rockefeller, chairman of the board of
the member companies, the MPAA the real estate firm which operates the
might not take part in the fall hear- 15-building mid-Manhattan developings.
However, it is learned, the As- ment which houses scores of film insociation now will definitely take part dustry, radio and television firms.
Satisfied with the second demonRockefeller resigned as president but
and will ask for channels, and the
stration of theatre television's drawspecial engineers and counsel will be remains as chairman of the board.
ing power,
circuit
executives and
Eyssell, who has been executive
used to work up a position acceptable
local exhibitors returned here yester{Continued on page 6)
to all organization members.
day from out-of-town theatres imbued
with confidence concerning the boxoffice potential of the new medium.
Warner's Stanley Theatre at Phil-

2nd Test Convinces
Circuit Executives

Of

Drive-ins Call for Price
Plan on Per-Person Basis

Navy Night on the
'Great White

the

Mo-

on the print situa- will hire special engineers and coun{Continued on page 4)
sel to work up the Association's sched-

Snyder Statement
Holds Vague Hope
For Tax Bill Foes

New

— The

attitude

uled

29,

Distributors Unite
Coast

to

trust chief H.

Delayed Prints

FRIDAY, JUNE,

Way'

In what

is

believed to be the

first

procedure, Motion Picture Herald today will report that the exhibitors
who run the 3,000 drive-in operations
believe, by an overwhelming majority,
ing tribute tonight to the Navy's un- as follows
derwater commandos at the world bow
That admission should be
of 20th Century-Fox's "The Frogcharged on a per person rather
men" at New York's Roxy Theatre.
than on a per car basis and, by
It will be Navy night on the Great
of
strains
a slightly lesser majority; that
the
as
White Way,
children should be admitted
"Anchors Aweigh," played by the 40free; that drive-ins should and
piece U. S. Navy School of Music
will compete more aggressively
Band blare forth the signal for the
for early runs; that the sale of
After a parade
festivities to begin.
{Continued on page 6)

adelphia attracted many of the observers from New York because it
had the latest installation and because
of
the city's
size
and proximity.
Loew's Oscar Doob was one of the
visitors there and on his return yes-

really comprehensive, nationwide survey among the country's 3,000 drive-ins
to determine their plans, policies and

Top military leaders, celebrities and
industry executives will join in pay-

{Continued on page 4)

TV Potential

{Continued on page

5)

Arnall to Present

SIMPP Video Stand
Hollywood,

June

—

Ellis G.
Society of
Independent
Motion Picture Producers, today left, here by train for
Atlanta and plans to proceed to
Washington, D.C.'„ at an early date to
present SIMPP's position in favor
of licensing "arty worthy" subscrip-

Arnall,

president

of

28.

the

1

(Continued on page A)

Motion Picture Daily
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They Outline COMPO Plans Mapped for
Drive Plan for Texas
'Schwalberg Drive'

Personal
Mention
SCULLY, Universal Pictures domestic sales consultant,
left here yesterday for the Coast.

Los Angeles, June

•

•

Walt

28.

the voice of
Disney's "Alice in

—Managers

Milton Berle.
•

R.

Patricia O'Shea, daughter of E.K.
O'Shea, vice-president of
(Ted)
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,

two-day meeting here on final plans
the "Salute to Al Schwalberg"
sales drive scheduled for July and
August.
The meeting, presided over by division manager George Smith, was a
follow-up to the one held recently by
E. K. O'Shea, sales vice-president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
and Jerry Pickman, director of adver-

J,

O'Doimell

H. A. Cole

Atlanta, and Mrs. Whitham, recently celebrated their 25th
wedding anniversary.

Texas Business Drive

the campaign between Sept. 1 and IS, press."
so that it will mesh into the
Branch managers on hand included
effort now scheduled to begin Oct. 1. Henry Haustein, Seattle
Ward PenIn any event, it was pointed out, the nington, Denver
H. Neal East, San
Texas drive will be either a pilot Francisco Wayne Thiriot, Portland
operation in advance of the
Frank H. Smith, Salt Lake City;
campaign or a part of it.
A. R. Taylor, Los Angeles, and Harry
The kickoff of the Texas effort will Haas, St. Louis. Also sitting in was
take place at a meeting in Dallas on Lester Coleman, assistant to George
Aug. 15. This will be attended by all Smith.
Texas circuit heads and their staffs,
local exhibitors, New York sales repleaders
and
resentatives,
company salesmen.

COMPO

;

Pictures
president, has

Realart

chairman and
returned to Hollyood from New York
following a series of board and stockboard

holders meetings.

Bud Chalman, co-owner

of

A-B-C

Service, Atlanta, has
after a week in
Hospital.

Booking
turned
lanta

home

re-

At-

RKO

COMPO

COMPO

Services

Started several weeks ago, the plans

Charles Carpenter, manager of call for the production of a special
the New York office of Technicolor, press book, special paper and lobby
Rossman on decorations and other material.
will marry Sara 1.

;

;

Tomorrow

For David Warfield
A

Mochrie, sales vicepresident, in the last session, by "the highest grossing
weeks in the drive," the company said. Leading at the end
of the 26th week were Charlotte, Denver, New Orleans
and Atlanta in this country,
and Montreal and Calgary in
Canada.

4

IA'

Wins Election

At Loew's Exchange
"White

workers at Loew's
exchange yesterday transferred their union allegiance from the
Screen Office and Professional Employees Guild (DPOWA-District No.
65) to IATSE Motion Picture Home
Office Employes Local No. H-63. The
two unions have for many years been

4.

RKO

Present at the luncheon besides O'Donnell

Bette

Davis

and

her

husband,

and Cole were: W. F. Rodgers, Charles M.
and Dan
Gary Merrill, will sail from Eng- Reagan, H. M. Ritchey, Si Seadler
Terrell of M-G-M; A. W. Schwalberg, Ted
land for New York tomorrow.
O'Shea, Jerry Pickman and Sid Blumen•
stock, Paramount; Al Lichtman, William
Columbia Gehring, Charles Einfeld and Edward
McConville,
A.
Joseph
Century-Fox; Ned Eu Depinet
foreign executive, will return here Aaron, 20th
and Arthur L. Mayer of COMPO Barret
from abroad tomorrow.
McCormick, RKO Bernard Goodman and
•
Gil
Gowen, Warner; Morey Goldstein,
Bert Friedlob, 20th Century-Fox Monogram; Abe Montague, Columbia; Al
Daff and Maurice Bergman, Universal;
producer, left here for the Coast yes- James O'Gara and Walter Titus, Republic,
terday.
and William Heineman, United Artists.
1

;

1

;

Dorothy Gish

from here
tomorrow for Europe on the SS Atwill sail

Canada Host

lantic.

to

—

John Kane

Para. Boston

Named

Head

Pryor

over indusemployes in New

in rivalry for jurisdiction

"white collar"
York.
try

The Loew's exchange switch was
accomplished through a National Labor Relations Board election in which
SOPEG declined to compete, its incumbency notwithstanding. The vote
33 for H-63 to two for "no

requiem mass will be offered to- was

NLRB

ordered the elecunion." The
tion when it was discovered recently
that SOPEG's contract with the exchange contained union security wording that made it invalid.
Russell M. Moss, executive vicepresident of the "IA" local, said folreceipt of the election results
height of his career, had been the lowing
that as soon as official certification is
original partner of the late Marcus
he will ask
Loew in establishing a penny arcade received from the
management
for a meetexchange
the
on 14th Street, New York. The actor
discuss wages and working conput up all of his savings and persuaded ing to
Loew to leave the fur business "and ditions.
embark in the entertainment field.
Mrs.
Surviving are the widow,
Mary Gabriele Warfield, whom he
married in 1899.

NLRB

NEW YORK THEATRES

Loyola Cites Sullivan
Johnston For Industry Efforts

Toronto, June 28. The Canadian
government was host to Eric Johnston, who took part in conferences
Is
with Federal officials, including C. D.
Howe, Minister of Defense Production, on economic collaboration beJohn Kane, Paramount salesman in tween the United States and Canada.
Boston, has been named sales manager
Johnston came up from Washington
of the Boston exchange by Hugh
as Administrator of the U. S. EcoParamount's
Eastern
and
Owen,
nomic Stabilization Agency.
Southern division manager. Kane replaces Jack Brown who was recently
to Coast Post
promoted to the post of Buffalo branch
Thomas M. Pryor, motion picture
manager.
Also at the Boston exchange, head news editor of the New York Times,
shipper William Hepburn has been will fly to Hollywood on Monday to
promoted to the booking department become Hollywood film correspondent
and is replaced by his assistant, Jack succeeding Thomas F. Brady, who has
resigned.
McCarthy.

collar"

New York

Charles Carden of Fort Worth has morrow morning at the Church of the
been engaged for three months as ex- Blessed Sacrament here for David
His Warfield, 84, one of the leading stage
Radio ecutive director of the drive.
Melvin Edelstein,
Dallas
his actors of the first quarter of this
headquarters
will
in
and
be
Pictures manager in Puerto Rico, has
century, who died Wednesday night
workers
will
include
volunteer
staff
returned to San Juan from New York.
at his Manhattan home.
theatres.
from
Texas
•
Warfield, who retired in 1924 at the

Aug.

salesmen honored

Robert

for

;

•
Broder,

Jack

business."

tising-publicity.

Discussion centered on release plans
the balance of the summer and
fall, with emphasis on Billy Wilder's
will wed Thomas Worthington to(Continued from page 1)
"Ace in the Hole," Hal Wallis'
morrow at the St. Ignatius Loyola
"That's My Boy," George Stevens'
Church here.
campaign would be coordinated with "A Place in the Sun," Frank Capra's
the nationwide box-office drive now "Here
Comes the Groom," PineE. B. Whitham, of the purchasing being organized by COMPO. Present
"Passage West," Nat Holt's
department of Wil-Kin Theatre Sup- plans, they said, call for the start of Thomas'
"Warpath" and Wallis' "Peking ExCo.,

cluded yesterday with what
the company described as
"two outstanding weeks of

for

Wonderland," will sail with her
mother, Mrs. Evelyn Beaumont for
England on the 5"5" Queen Elizabeth
today. Also sailing is William C.
Walsh, Disney studio executive, and

ply

The "Ned Depinet Drive"
for 1951, which has been conducted by RKO Radio since
the end of last year, was con-

Paramount's
concluded a

six branches in
Western division today

the

of

Kathryn Beaumont,
in

Depinet Drive Ends;
Business Was Good

At Coast Meet

WA.

Alice

Friday, June 29, 1951

Baltimore, June

—Loyola

University's recent bestowal of the honorary degree of Doctor of Literature
on Gael Sullivan, Theatre Owners of
28.

was
executive
director,
accompanied by a citation for his
efforts in behalf of "the stabilization
of the motion picture industry through
the policy of a return to wholesome,
high quality family entertainment."
America

Greenberg in

WB Post

Berry Greenberg has been named
manager for Warner Brothers in
Puerto Rico by Wolfe Cohen, the
company's general foreign manager.
Greenberg succeeds Richard Buchanan,

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
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Clear The

Track For
mm

Due In August

"mm PARAMOUNT

mm

Hk

High Speed Action

PRODUCTION STARRING

That Xnnnnt The
leadlines

JOSEPH CORINNE EDMUN
COTTEN CALVET GWEi

About

China Today

with

MARVIN MILLER

Directed by

WILLIAM DIETERLE

Screenplay by John

Meredyth Lucas

byJules Furthman
HervBy
From a Story by Harry Hervey

Adaptation

TimBlinBSS SdlS
has so

much

!

And

same producer made "Casablanca"
precisely timed to the day's news

not since the

excitement been so

.

.

.
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Allotments to

Drive-ins' Price

Films Satisfactory
Washington,
Third-quarter
steel,

June

Seminar

{Continued from page 1)

28.

allotments

Plan

of

aluminum and copper

to film industry firms under
the Controlled Materials Plan
have been "very satisfactory,"

National Production AuthorD.
chief Nathan
ity
film
Golden declared here today.
He said that allotments
"represent a very good portion of what the studios and
other firms asked for, and
you can say that in spades."

Rouse Here for Talks
With Heads of U. A.
Russell Rouse, new United Artists
producer who is associated with Clarence Greene as Hollywood's newest

producing-directing-writing team, is in
New York for conferences with
vice-presidents William J. Heineman
and Max E. Youngstein on national
distribution and promotion plans for
"The Well,'' most recent RouseGreene production for Harry M.
Popkin.

UA

E. Arnstein Joins

Pathe Laboratories
Eugene Arnstein, former comptrolEagle Lion Classics, has been
appointed to an executive position with
Pathe Laboratories here, effective imler of

mediately.

food and drink brings in between 30 and 40 per cent of the
total gross; that Westerns and
action pictures in color are by
far the best type of product for
their use; that about half of
their audience is made up of
people who do not normally attend indoor theatres, and that
drive-ins are affected by television far less than other theatres.

(Continued from page 1)

in theatre as a respected member of regular theatre operation has led to its urge to climb
to a better position in the dis-

tribution setup. This point was
strongly expressed in the heavy

majority who voted to compete
more aggressively for better
runs, and in some cases first
runs. The vote was 88 per cent
in favor of better runs and 12
per cent for those who are satisfied with their present posi-

ment

an expression of willingness to
see Technicolor embrace any other
color system, and an offer by Technicolor to invest millions of dollars to
increase its facilities so a greater number of orders could be handled.
Leaders of exhibitor organizations
have

;

contended on many occasions
competition of television in

that the

general and color television in particular must be met by increasing substantially the number of color pic-

tures made available to theatres.
In contrast to widely held opinion,
tion.
Further planning for the seminar
the poll indicated an overwhelming
Complaints about high film rentals, will take place today at a meeting
number of drive-in operators charge
Arthur L.
Mayer,
admission on a per person rather than even for subsequent runs, were com- here between
executive vice-president, and
total of 88 per mon, the Herald survey shows.
a per car basis.
Gael Sullivan, chairman of the allcent of those replying said they now
Concession Returns
industry agency's seminar committee.
charged on a per person basis.
On the matter of concession returns
Many of the replies on the majority
Trailers
the majority of replies (40.8 per cent)
side added the qualification that a per
said that from 30 to 40 per cent of
car basis should be used one or two
Sullivan is understood to be prethe total theatre gross came from the
nights a week to encourage the family
pared to urge seminar adoption of a
sale of food and drink.
Some, how- proposal that theatres be fed periodihabit.
ever, found that this department did
cally with "cooperative" trailers. At
Vote on Children
not yield so well.
Many of the replies stressed the Theatre Owners of America regional
The vote in favor of admitting chilmeetings recently in Mississippi and
dren free was almost as heavy as the value of such things as children's playNew Mexico he found exhibitors "engrounds,
A
total
of
81
car
majority.
trays,
per person
attractive and conthusiastically willing" to show such
per cent of those replying indicated venient refreshment counters, adequate
trailers, which would advertise picfree children's admission in one form intermission time and other means of
tures due at competitive houses as
Some building concession grosses.
or another is a positive must.
well as at the theatre where the trailer
who voted for free children's admission
Westerns ranked highest in demand
Sullivan termed the favorable
is seen.
qualified the ages and of these, most by exhibitors for' drive-in showing
reaction a manifestation of the "scirit
were in favor of setting the limit at with a majority' of 46 per cent. Comof enlightened competition."
12 years.
Only a few said the limit edy was next in appeal with 41 per
Meanwhile, one of the primary aims
The practice cent, followed by action pictures, 35
should be eight years.
of exhibition at the seminar will be to
of admitting children free was said per cent
musicals, 22 per cent, and
secure production's commitment to
to be clearly recognized as a means family films 19 per cent.
Almost all
increase the annual output of pictures,
of building family attendance.
indicated the strong value of color in
according to exhibition spokesmen.
action and outdoor films.
The emergence of the drive-
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Star

Names

Very few operators mentioned
star

names have any

that

Delayed Prints

pull at the box-

(

Continued from page

1

In the miscellaneous classification was set forth in a special bulletin
tions, with a total vote of nine per
linking the suggestion for more prints
cent, were mystery pictures, historical
and earlier playdates to distributor
drama, war, religion and straight
advertising. The bulletin says
can
drama.
Gangster and sex themes
find no fault with such type of adverwere voted out. The demand for clean tising,
but points out that while the
entertainment is even more marked at
greater part of film revenue is garthe drive-ins than at regular houses.
nered on top pictures from first-runs,
There is apparently a wide
the "gravy" is gathered from subsedifference of opinion among opquent runs and small towns and
erators as to the number of
asserts that if distributor advertising
people attending drive-ins now
was supplemented by enough prints
who did not or do not normally
and more current showings, "it would
attend indoor theatres. A wide
help a lot."
range of voting bears this out.
Hits Republic
Estimates go from zero to 20
per cent (nine per cent of the
The
bulletin says the Repubreplies) to 70-100 per cent (13
lic decision to sell pictures to televiper cent of the replies). The
sion "will certainly prove to be a
heaviest
number of replies
sorry thing for this industry."
place it somewhere between 40
and 50 per cent (26 per cent of
the replies). The next largest
group estimated it from 60-70
(Continued from page 1)
per cent (19 per cent).
office.
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Arnall to Capital

The survey showed that it is obvious tion television systems to the Federal
from the heavy majority in voting, Communications Commission.

YOU SJ£
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98 per cent to two per cent, that the
drive-ins are doing everything they
can to help the theatre-going habit,
with slogans, exploitation and publicity.
Several operators are seriously
conscious of the necessity of encouraging the habit.
There was a heavy vote (86 per

Meanwhile,

congratulatory

grams were received by
its

subscription

TV

SlMPP

tele-

for

stand, adopted at

annual meeting here yesterday,
its
from David Loew, president of Telemeter Corp., and Eugene McDonald,
the head of Phonevision.

cent) on the question, "Do you think
'Plugs'
drive-in theatres are affected less than
Hollywood, June 28. Two televiregular houses by television compesion advertising trailers and two protition?"
Many of those who voted felt the motional films for television are being
decline of television programs in the prepared by Jerry Wald and Norman
summer and the concurrent desire of Krasna for use in selling their first
most people to get out of the home two films, "Behave Yourself !" and
in the warmer weather operate to the "The Blue Veil," it was announced
here yesterday.
advantage of the drive-in theatre.

Wald-Krasna

TV
—
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Loudspeakers for
Overflow Crowd
At Next TV Bout
Albany,

N.

Y.,

June

28.

—Loud-

See Potential in Theatre
(Continued from page 1)
terday
tion

to

reported the technical
be excellent and the

recep-

be answered," said Doob,
"is the question of what will happen
when more than one theatre in a
locality has the facilities to carry such
an event. Full houses are not likely
to be the rule when that happens."
Others at the Stanley included rep-

vice-president.
Rosen said the size and enthusiasm
of last night's turnout for the La
Motta-Murphy fight augured well for
the future of the newest type of theatre presentation.
Restrictions on standees kept the
attendance down to 3,700' as
total
compared to the previous crowd of
Saul J. Ullman, Fabian upstate
4,300.
manager, estimated that an additional
1,000 tickets could have been sold last
night if the seats had been available.
The video pictures on the 18 by 241
foot screen were clearer than those off
the Louis-Savold fight and the closeups were excellent. It is probable that
the theatre patrons had a better view
than many of the fans at the Yankee

the Comerford and
Brandt circuits, exhibitors from New
Jersey and many Philadelphia exhi-

Life magazine had a crew of reporters and photographers covering
the fight at the Palace.

Report Improved TV
Reception in D. C.
— RKO
Washington,
June
28.

Keith's officials today said they would
definitely carry the July 12 LayneMarciano fight, on the basis of the
success of last night's fight telecast.
They stated that projection was better and the image clearer last night
than for the Louis-Savold fight, indicating that outdoor fights may be better than indoor bouts for theatre television purposes.
ringside feeling was developed
with hawkers going up and down the
theatre aisles selling ice cream and
popcorn, and the capacity audience entered into the spirit, shouting to the
fighters and generally acting as if they
were at the ringside.

A

difference.

Pointing out that both the Lincoln
and the Metropolitan cater almost en-

Negro

audiences,
Gerber
said he and his aides felt that for a
sporting event to pull at their theatres
on theatre
there would have to be
at least one Negro involved. He said
this might not be true of political or
other events.
Gerber indicated that he has some
doubt as to the advisability of carrying the July 12 fight, on the basis of
the La Motta-Murphy showing.
Technically, last night's telecasting
tirely

to

TV

the Louis-Savold fight, had
no comment to make yesterday on the La Motta-Murphy
bout,

home

Fabian executives returning from
Richmond, where Fabian's National

is

nications

rows of the balcony because patrons
did not like the idea of buying a

He
that location.
protests were
price
voiced and that the same scale will
prevail for the Layne-Marciano bout
on July 12. Seats, however, will not
be reserved, Grainger said.
Theatres presSol Schwartz,
ident, said that the results in the cirseat

for

Commission

offi-

cials.

Andrew J. Grainger, head of Shea's
television operations, said that the
Fulton in Pittsburgh, which hiked its
price to $1.50, including tax, failed
to fill about 100 seats in the back

that

out

studying ways and
means to protect the TV setowners' "rights" to free programs.
He plans to go to
Washington next week to
confer with Federal Commu-

group

Nat Lapkin and Fred Haas.
Grainger Says

said

blacked

television.

box-office video, said that the

carried the bout, reported that the 1,366-seat house was sold out at a price
scale advance from 65 cents to $1.00,
including tax. Attending from New
York were Ed Fabian, Lou Golding,

reserved

also

Jerome
Marks, head of the 10 downtown lawyers who have declared "war" on theatre TV,
Phonevision and all forms of

bitors.

in

no

RKO

Washington and
in
houses
Cleveland were "excellent" and that
the July 12 fight will be carried there.
The International Boxing Club
blamed threatening weather for the
less-than-expected gross of $116,000
for the actual fight at Yankee Stadium, but nevertheless said the
and radio blackout helped attendance.
cuit's

tainments from the admission tax,
basing the tax on the price actually
charged for reduced tickets rather
than the full established price and
exempting "business cost" items from
the photographic film levies.
Snyder said he had always favored
bringing about greater equity in the
tax laws, but that the government
badly needed revenue now.
He urged the Committee to vote
$10,000,000,000 or better of new taxes,
as originally requested by the Administration, rather than the $7,000,000,000 voted by the House.

Snyder renewed the Treasrecommendations
for
higher taxes on television sets.
ury's

Senate

Committee

officials,

mean-

while, said they had received requests
from Allied States Association and
"several other" exhibitor groups for
permission to testify at the Senate
hearings, but that the chances were
that testimony would be limited and

only one or two witnesses from each
ing of the fight last night, made pos-j
industry would be given a chance to
sible by the Paramount film storage
equipment. Some people stood in appear.
They said so many persons from
line for almost four hours to see the
all fields had asked to testify on the
repeat filming when they were unable
House bill that they could not go
to get in for the first show.
through the file and pick out the
names of the film groups.
However, they did indicate that
The La Motta-Murphy fight was Allied general counsel Abram F.
televised at the State Lake in Chicago Myers had asked leave to oppose the
by the Paramount theatre television House provision exempting non-profit
system, not the Dumont film storage entertainments from the admission tax
system as reported in Motion Pic- or to urge as an alternative exemptture Daily yesterday.
ing all theatres from the tax.

TV

A

Correction

TV

A

spokesman

said the

IBC was

grat-

with the success of the theatre
telecast and that the experimentation
ified

be continued.

will

—

Tivoli

Crowd Misses

Knockout Fight Round

—

Chicago, June 28. A blank screen
from the sixth round to the end of
the La Motta-Murphy bout disappointed a sold-out house at the Balaban and Katz Tivoli, but Bill Corum's commentary kept the audience
informed of the knockout.

The

BOY
OH-BOY
OH-BOY!
That boy wonder,

Bobby

Driscoll,

star of "Treasure

Island,"

better in

is

.

even

.

RCA TV

equipment
theatre's
developed technical difficulties but the
crowd, though displeased, was very
orderly and accepted the situation
with good nature.
According to local RCA engineers,
the blank screen last night was caused

by

failure of the horizontal amplifier.
addition of standby amplifiers, a

The

simple modification, would
relative
enable the projectionist to switch over
in the case of failure of either the
horizontal or vertical amplifiers, it

He
better, Gerber said.
found the image much clearer, with was said.
better lighting and superior camera
The downtown State Lake was over
work.
three-quarters full for the second showwas much

exclusive theatre telecast of

of

Capacity Crowd at RKO
Palace in Cleveland
A capacity
Cleveland, June 28.
crowd filled the 3,300-seat RKO Palace for the telecast of the La MottaMurphy bout last night. As with the
Gerber Slightly Discouraged
previous Louis-Savold fight, the price
Morton Gerber, head of District scale, was increased from the regular
Theatres, which carried the fight at
75 cents to 90 cents.
the Lincoln Theatre here and at the
Metropolitan in Baltimore, was slightly
discouraged at last night's results.
Both houses were only about twothirds full. He said that in Baltimore
there
was continuous performance
while here the house was cleared, indicating that this did not make much

Committee, a group
spurred into action by the
tices

to

resentatives

(Continued from page 1)

The Television Fair Prac-

overwhelming.
"Still

TV Snyder

Theatre TV Foes
Silent on Bout

crowd

speakers will be set up outside Fabian's Palace here on July 12 to enable the expected overflow crowd to
hear the blow-by-blow account of the
Layne-Marciano bout, which will be
the next exclusive theatre telecast, it
was announced by Sam Rosen, Fabian

Stadium.

5

The picture that has all that delighted you in
"Tom Sawyer" and "Huckleberry Finn"— and more!

thru

UA
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Roadshow

Will

Renoir's 'River'
Jean Renoir's "The
have its world premiere
at the Paris Theatre on

River"
in

will

New York

Monday

eve-

was announced by
William J. Heineman, United Artists
Produced by
sales
vice-president.
Kenneth McEldowney, "The River"

ning,

Sept.

10,

it

will be presented here on a two-a-day,
representing a
reserved-seat
basis,

complete change of policy by the Paris
Theatre.
"The River" will be road-shown by
United Artists as the fourth of its
series of two-a-day performances, be-

gun by Laurence Olivier's "Henry V"
and followed by "Red Shoes" and
"Cyrano de Bergerac."

Navy Night
(Continued from page 1)
the Roxy, the band will stage a
pre-premiere concert outside the theatre. Following this, the Seaman Guard
of the Naval Receiving Station in
Brooklyn will demonstrate drill maneuvers, before taking up its position
to

as honor guard for the evening, flanking the red-carpeted aisle up which
the celebrities will proceed to the
theatre.

Military leaders who are expected
to attend the premiere include General
Mark Clark, Vice Admiral Oscar C.
Badger, Lt. Gen. Willis B. Crittenberger, Maj. Gen. James P. Hodges,

Rear Admiral Walter S. DeLany,
Rear Admiral J. M. Will, and Rear
Admiral P. B. Nibecker.
Other honored guests'- at the pre-

BING CROSBY

(

ALEXIS SMITH

•

Wages
—

28.

Officials

of the new Salary Stabilization Board
said today that the board would prob-

A ROMANTIC

comedy set in New York in the good old days of 1928
has been provided Ezio Pinza for his second screen appearance. As ably exempt Hollywood talent percontrol if the
usual, his voice is irresistible, whether it dallies with a ditty or tackles an sonnel from salary
aria. The story proceeds with light-hearted mobility as it details the roman- Wage Stabilization Board decides to
Lending support to Pinza are some exempt studio craft employes and
tic confusions of an aging opera star.
cozy production values and a cast that also includes Janet Leigh, Millard other film industry wage earners from
Mitchell, Gale Robbins and Maria Palmer. The picture should make a con- wage controls.
The board issued a formal statevincing showing at the box-office.
Pinza's troubles begin when he angers a tabloid publisher by refusing to ment emphasizing that the salary of
sing with his meager-voiced wife. Bent on breaking Pinza, the publisher stars and other talent employes are
runs every type of derogatory story about him, as well as some absurdly still under control.
The studios have been following
When a stage-struck girl,
retouched and double-exposure photographs.
Miss Leigh, falls in love with Pinza, he thinks she is merely bait set up their traditional salary practices under
to trap him by the hostile publisher. Pinza, with the aid of his press agent, a special letter from the old WSB,
Mitchell, plans a counter attack which involves having Miss Leigh photo- but board officials say that a special
graphed in a compromising pose. When it is learned that Miss Leigh is panel will be "set up very soon" to
sincerely, if naively in love with Pinza, a marriage of convenience is planned study salary policies for film workers,
baseball players and other talent emto save her reputation.
This sets into motion a series of complications, especially since an old ployes.
girl friend, Miss Palmer, threatens a breach of promise suit. In the course
of events the institution of marriage comes in for a bit of spoofing. The
screenplay, by Melvin Frank and Norman Panama, whips up a grand
Frank and Panama also handled
finale in which everything ends happily.
(Continued from page 1)
such chores as direction and production. Among the songs Pinza sings are
"Everything I Have Is Yours," "I'll See You in My Dreams," "Songs of vice-president of Rockefeller Center,
Inc., since Nov., 1949, will assume his
the Golden Calf" and "The Return of Caesar."
Running time, 96 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, new post immediately. Prior to his
association with Rockefeller Center,
July 6.
Mandel Herbstman in 1933, when he joined the executive
staff
of
Radio City Music Hall,
Eyssell was an executive with Paramiere will include 35 former "Frog- Show (NBG), to theatregoers by mount-Publix in California, Texas and
men" heroes of World War II, who Movietone News, and to members of New York.
In 1942 he became president and
will march in a body up the center Armed Services throughout the world
by the Armed Forces Radio Service. managing director of the Radio City
aisle.
Interviews with celebrities and other Street crowds will hear the celebrities Music Hall Corp.
In 1948 he was
aspects of the festivities will be car- over a "P. A." system, with Jimmy named executive manager of the enviewers over WPIX-TV, Jemail, correspondent for the Daily tire Rockefeller Center development
ried to
and in 1949 executive vice-president.
to radio listeners by the Tex and Jinx Neil's, as master-of-ceremonies.

Eyssell

JANE

Named

TV

WYMAN

FRANCHOT TONE

JAMES BARTON
in

Frank Capra's

HERE COMES
THE

Craft

Washington, June

M etro-Goldwyn-M aycr)

.

•

To

"Strictly Dishonorable"

Thursday, July 5th, 1951
•

Tie Talent Policv

Review

paramount!
trade shows
•
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GROOM"
with

Robert Keith and introducing Anna Maria Alberghetti

Produced and Directed by Frank Capra
Associate Producer Irving Asher • Screenplay
by Virginia Van Upp, Liam O'Brien and Myles
Connolly • Story by Robert Riskin and Liqm O'Brien
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